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Borscht Belt’s *BouiDabaisse Bookings’; IN 1927, SOUND;

Are Ops Balmy?
The borscht belt looks like
bouillabaisse

develop

will

No—It’s Competition

that

Mountain inns
previously employed standard
availabilities.

acts at best are now thinking about
buying the top level of performers.
The greater interest in headliners is sparked by the need to
meet competition. The top inns
such as Grossinger’s, at Ferndale,
and the Concord, Kiamesha Lake,
N. Y„ have been the most prominent in buying top talent. Hotels
in that area are how inquiring
about name availabilities even if
only to get the overflow from those
two spots. In the* case of the Concord, the excess trade is put up at
nearby houses and they go back
to the Concord for meals.

Shearing Nixes Offers
To Cure Blindness
George Shearing prefers to remain blind. The British jazz pianist, blind from birth, consistently
has refused to undergo cornea operations and has been turning down
offers from people wanting to donate their eyes so that he could
Latest offer rejected by
Shearing was from a convict and
a teenager who wanted to present
him with an eye apiece.
Shearing claims that sight now
after such a long period of blindness would mean a complete readjustment and probably have a detrimental effect on his keyboarding.
Shearing has been heading a quintet in the U. S, for the past few
see.

name bait, nearby oper- years.
they could more than
up existing space.
Innkeepers, according to talent
agency reps, are anticipating a
fairly good season. Prices are expected to be on the par with last
year and the level of talent prices

TV Cooks Hot

and employment figures will be
maintained.
-Of -course, the percenters 'cannot'
promise delivery of the top talent
to the hotelmen, but the bait is
being used in an attempt to line

The agency men

state that not only will names be
scarce but there will be times when
playable acts will be hard to get

for the myri•

•

The agents say that

it will still
be necessary to route shows in as
many as three hotels during the
(

Continued on page 63)

Pix-Prx, Shapiro-Sbapiro
5.

Television has been playing
increasingly important role as
talent scout for
films

an
a

never
worked as skillfully and as promptly as it did
for Pedro GonzalesGonzales.

tamer

but

it

The 26-year-old enter*

is just
finishing his first
chore, in Universal-International’s “Wings of
the
less
than 10 weeks since
die titillated
video audiences in
an appearance
on the GrouCho
Mat* " “You Bet
our
show. And he starts
JL
May
30 in “Hondo/’ first of a series
01 Pictures he will'
make under a
x-year
contract
signed
with

mm

Hawk”—

Wayne-Fellows Productions.

G ° nza les-Gonzales (his real name
« Kamiro Gonzales) has been
* 0c *>ng around
show business
ic

ce

he Was a child. He was a
J^
*^er of a family of entertainers
playe d theatres around the
tI'^-Mexico border area for many
ars
? ecen tly» he has been workS at WOAI, San Antonio, where
( Continued
on page 61)
.
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Hollywood,

May

5.

For the second time in a quartercentury, the legitimate theatre is
coming to the rescue of a film industry wracked by the problems of
conversion brought on by new technological developments. In 1927 it
was sound. In 1953, it’s widescreen.
In each case, Hollywood’s sudden
and largely unexpected switch to a

& Dale

For ‘Potash’ Reprise
& Dale may play a re-

Smith

sort tour this summer in a revised version of “Potash and Eerlmutter,” hokum comedy done originally 40 years ago on Broadway
and revived during 1934-35. Incidentally, a ^sequel, “Potash and
Perlmutter, Detectives,” was produced in 1926-27.
Carly Mills has acquired rights
to the script and revised it as a

idea created a crisis among
generation ago, sevperformers.
eral top silent screen stars were
Smith
Dale have
forced to go into an early retire- one-setter.
ment when execs decided that their agreed to do the title parts, provoices were incompatible with their vided Mills obtains sufficient backscreen personalities. Stage vet- ing and can line up playing dates
erans, trained in the use of the in such resorts as Brighton Beach,
voice to give added dimension to N. Y., Atlantic City, etc^
took their
their acting ’talent,

new

A

&

Disk Names But
Cold on Tunes

many

top level casualties as there
were before, the technicians appear to have created a new windfall
for legitimate theatre personnel

who’ve been having their own employment problems as the stage
goes .progressively weaker.
“The need for people with a
sense of theatrical values,” points
out Metro producer John Houseman, “is greater now than ever before in Hollywood. And it’s not just

Los Apgeles,

—

May

5.

1953 the day that
29,
board chairman, David Sarnoff, delivered the keynote address to the National Assn, of
Radio-Television Broadcasters convention here may well go down
as the date in TV history when
compatible color television (RCA
brand) was unofficially greenlighted as tomorrow’s reality.
April

RCA

—

Sarnoff, digressing

from

his pre-

pared speech, ad libbed the blueprint and timetable for the emergence of color on the TV spectrum,

and

it’s

significant that five of the

FCC

commission membership
more than a majority were on
hand for the occasion. These included Chairman Rosel Hyde, .and

—

Commissioners Paul Walker,
George Sterling, Frieda Hennock
and Robert Bartley. While they
wouldn’t commit themselves offior in a body, they were
nonetheless individually enthusiover his “blue skies” presentation and two of the Commissioncially

18 Mos.

Abroad

Not Unpatriotic
For Film People

astic

were heard to comment: “As
as
we’re concerned, we’ve
heard the RCA testimony.”
On the basis of the Sarnoff timetable, RCA color receivers should
be in full production by Jan. 1,
ers
far

1955. That, of course,

is

predicat-

ed on the RCA color system getHollywood, May 5.
Hollywood stars working abroad, ting through the FCC pearly gates
While publishers have been sit- a question of actors and actresses. for 18 months to benefit from tax after the hearings.
Sarnoff pointed out that he’ll
ting by waiting for television to de- Stage-trained directors also will be exemption clause are neither unvelop as a tune builder, the disk in demand as the industry shifts patriotic nor tax evaders it was be ready to move in another three
months, intimating that in the
companies have been moving into
agreed
Sunday
teleshow
in
a
(3)
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued on page 61)
the video orbit by latching on to
discussion between Joe Schosntele personalities. In the past coufeld, editor Daily Variety, and
ple of months Columbia Records
Robert A. Riddell, Director of Inhas waxed Red Buttons, Frank Parternal Revenue for the Southern Chaplin Mulls O’Casey’s
’53
ker & Marion Marlowe and Arthur
California
district.
Schocnfeld,
Godfrey’s “TV Calendar Show”;
pointing out that probably no more
‘Purple Dnst’ as His
Capitol has latched on to Jackie
than 15 top Hollywood stars and
Gleason and RCA Victor nabbed
directors are now working abroad,
Film, Maie in England
the
Wally Cox. In these instances
contended there was a disproportionate amount of heat on Hollyname has been more important
Edinburgh, May 5.
wood, particularly since a total of
than the material.
Charles Chaplin may use Sean
Washington, May 5.
personalifor
power
plug
oil
firms
about
workers
in
Tele’s
300,000
O’Casey’s new Irish comedy, “PurTelevision industry is heading
other American industries ple Dust/’ as -the scenario basis
ties on wax is currently being for a 9,000,000 set output this year, and
spotlighted by the fast-moving disk if the turnout of 2,260,000 units similarly employed abroad, are for his next film to b/e produced
in England.
sales pace being set by these TV- for the first quarter is maintained. benefiting from the regulation.
The comedian disnames. The Buttons The industry’s best year was in
Riddell agreed, adding he did played Interest after sitting in on
originated
video
his
of
Hollywoodites
coupling
not
criticize
for
obpreliminary rehearsals of the play
platter, a
when production totaled
1950,
taining benefits, particularly sine? in London, before it opened here
trademarks, “The Ho-Ho Song” and 7,463,000 sets.
“Strange Things Are Happening,”
In past years, with the excep- the number was “infinitesimailv to mixed notices.
(Continued on page 61)
American actor-producer Sam
tion of 1951, factory turnout has small,” but he thought it a ques( Continued on page 56)
Wanamaker, who presented the
been highest in the last quarter.
comedy currently at the King’s
In 1950 and 1951, over one third
Theatre here after a Glasgow
of the year’s output was achieved
Customers,
‘Get
preem, is also mulling plans of
With
in the last three months.
Boyd,
Jimmy
Kisses
Santa
staging the O’Casey work in N. Y,
new' markets opening every week
Don’t Bother
Play .was” first staged by Glasgow
as new stations take the air, the
With
Rod;®
Moppet’s
75G
Unity Theatre several years ago,
indications are that a 9,000,000
Boston, May 5.
and
now has singing and dancing
Jimmy
discouraging
Moppet
singer
Boyd
has
most
the
Possibly
(Continued on page 30)
been /Signed for A. J. -Tansor’s sequences introduced into its forlegit ad, from a potential ducat
mat.
Its setting is a broken-down
opens
the
Arena.
rodeo which
at
buyer’s viewpoint, to ever appear
Canton, O., May 29 for three days. Irish home chosen as a habitation
here was carried in all the local
Hedging?
Singer, who clicked in. the waxing by two eccentric Englishmen, cur-*
dailies ‘last Thursday a. m. (30),
London, May 5.
of “I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa rently played by Miles Malleson
prior to Hub preem of Rodgers &
Robert E. Sherwood, speakClaus,” will be getting $5,000 and Walter Hudd.
Hammerstein’s “Me and Juliet,”
N. Y. legit critics, including
ing at a Variety Club lunchweekly, and has been signed for a
which opens pre-Broadway stand
Brooks Atkinson, George Jean
the
recalled
edict
by
the
eon,
15-week tour.
(Wed.).
tomorrow
Shubert
Rt the
famed editor of the ManchesClarence Jacobson, former legit Nathan and Richatd Watts, Jr.,
Ad, a single column two-incher,
ter Guardian, the late C. P,
manager now operating his own have written glowing reports about
road, “IF, after the overwhelm] nr
Scott, that critics should at all
booking office, is mapping a route “Dust.” But although it, and
Dumber of mail orders, any seats
times be fair.
for the Tansor show, which oper- O’CaseyV “Cock-a-doodle Dandy,”
are left they will be placed on sale
The difference, said Sherates out of Milwaukee. Deal for have been under option for Broadat the box office of the Shubert
wood, is that in America theaBoyd was set by Tom Martin, of way production, attempts td finance
Retheatre at 10 a. m. today.”
both have failed so far.
critics
General Artists Corp.
tre
“only
fair*”
were
page
55)
( Continued on
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Hollywood,

By .MIKE KAPLAN

This time, although it’s generally
expected that there -won’t be as

fill

in sufficient numbers
ad of weekend dates.

To Put Color TV in Homes by Jan. 1, ’55

places.

With

ators believe

up exclusives.

WIDESCREEN

it

tastes

Operators preparing
season.
for the summer are inquiring about
this

name

’93,
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Film Junketeers Back

FitaW
AFTRA

Face Coast

by- the°I^iw5e Un-American

HORACE HEIDT

i

in fiiA

FOR LUCKY STRIKE]
Under Personal Management
JOHN LEER
111 Fifth Ave.,

New York

Former members Naomi Robi-

»»

S’ B^Johnny^nt’

“ meeUs

Clement Wilenchick (also
Underques- known as Crane Whitley) and Ned
oinnc' with Mmself
were on withdrawal or intionlngofeomSittee counsel Frank Young

I*

witness
four-year membership, the withess
ha attended
nfiandpd some 20
he
testified,
orthe
meetings before he quit
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Week-long hearings of the House
Un-American Activities Committee
which began Monday (4) in the
Federal Courthouse, N. Y.,' apparently won’t be televised even
though the Congressional group is
willing to have the proceedings
picked up. Committee stated that
any station may beam the probe
pooled coverage, provided
through
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n
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and grotesqueries.
celebration was Carried

ents

The
«
-

wejj^

n a

setting

1

ofi
off

suggestive of
o]

brough
“The House of Wapc” (WB) brought
guest!
to life. As a cloakroom, the. guests
their
coats
were invited to leave
and hats on the penny pefepshow
machines, which include such titles
“Fifth
“Hotcha!,”
Avenue
as
Model,’’ “The Rage of .Paris—Hot
Love.
ConThe
and Wicked,”
«
JW
A it
jurer” and “Living Pictures of the
4<

.4

I

«

4

•

.

<•*>«.»
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•

Bergere ” The banquet
table, heaped with bottles of good
wine and Scotch, pickles, macaroni, salami and a huge wedding
cake topped with iced figures of
a groom and tattooed bride, was
set up under the “Ripley Believe
It or Not” exhibit, replete with
such curios as an enormous blinking Buddha,
Bubble Bafh Music,
For those guests wishing to
dance, these ranging from Albert
Ruediger, the midget clown, to
Rose (Fifi) Westlake, the sheepheaded girl, to Albert-Alberta,
half man, half woman, music was
(Continued on page 56)
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Providence, May 5.
Abraham A, Spitz, veteran -producer of minstrel and road shows,
now a w.k. Rhode Island exhib.

May

eastern

men

theatre

joined

the

of to for mTt tot

100^^^

Sm

“Idtimer a Variety Club dtation.
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Rep.

Under the measure, newsmen and SulUvans first road tour, is
would not be required to disclose currently operating the Park Theinformation
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Newsmen
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V^iVty “cSb" inton=l.“iS
at^hif
h
BUI providTng^tew^n^ina 'smMl
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d’Azur. Director’s film plans indude a film biog of Chaim Weizmann fi rst president of Israel, and
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Hollywood, May 5.
occasionally
prorequirements
duced 3
a glare which proved disBettv Grable is set for her
r TV
turbing to bothwitnesse^as well debut
winrhaircs p
nrn5°”
as spectators. Some 30 reporters
gram Sunday (10). Shes under
representing wire services, local
contract to 20th, which okayed her
sheets, etc., were also on hand.

PHOTOS

.

I

f

Ughting
press'photographef^Thef
P

,

W

sources

in

Federal

atre,

Palace

Cranston;

Theatre

an adventure yarn to be done in courts, before Federal grand ju- Providence, and the Strand in
rles, or committees of Congress, Pawtucket. Around New England,
India with Sir Alexander Korda,
except
under
limited
circum- he ha s also built the Castle in
stances.

appearance.
Others on the program will be

Top Talent

Robert Mitchum, under contract
to RKO, and Jane Russell, under
contract to Howard Hughes.

Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Town” has been instrumental
in getting many new faces in

The only exceptions are where

a
judge rules the national security
is involved or where disclosure is
necessary to avoid concealment of
a crime.

Providence, Spitz in Fall River,
Majestic in West Warwick,
Party at the Sheraton-Biltmore
was arranged Jby Edward M. Fay,
Michael Stanzler and A1 Clarke,
who acted as emcee.

front of the cameras and pro-

gram has been regarded

5W
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‘World’s Greatest Baseball’
Dallas, May 5.
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Producer Coy Poe will stage “the
world’s greatest baseball party and

show” Friday

(8)

in the Cotton

Bowl

here. Robert Mitchum, Dale
Robertson, Eddie Bracken, Jerry
Colonna, Jackie Coogan and Russell Hayden are pacted for the onehour show. Four Dixieland orchs
and Jim Boyd’s western band will
play for the Dallas Baseball Club’s
gala, with local team opposing

Beaumont

in a

Texas League game

as closer.

With

.

.

interim,

r

400G
OAA AAA

.

Asked by Tavenner as to the Inducement which led him to Communism, Robbins repljed that the
Communist Party was “opposed to
fascism
anti-Semitism
anti-Semitism, was fighting
6
thf^feeline that the arts
nnriar rnmmunfcrn were free”
Throwing some light on meetings
he attended the choreographer
(Continued on page. 16)
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London later an evening’s performance would than .the previous month and neartors * s expec^e ^
above collections
th is month to cover the Coronation, consist of four Items, the longest ly $1,20.0,000
It is known that there will be about 50 minutes and the shortest 20 of March, 1952. About 75% pf the
Aim
is to present them figure is estimated to' come from
minutes.
25 from the U. S., five members
so that they will answer the re- motion pictures.
.
from the staff of the Canadian
The 20% bite on nitery tabs
qU i^ em ents of pix and television
Broadcasting Corp. and an addi- as well. Work has already started brought in $3,716,441, This was aptional Iff Canadians from private on some of the stories for the pro- proximately $210,000 over the same
Stations; four Japanese from NHK; ject and it’s expected that the first month of a year earlier. It was,
several from' Latin America and production will be presented in however, a decline from the preone South African. In addition, Eu- January, 1954. Project will be pre- ceding month of 1953.
ropean commentators will be com- sented first as a theatrical specNew York’s 3d Internal Revenue
ing from $11 parts of the Conti- tacle which will be presented first District, which includes all of Malinent.
in Europe and then in other world hattan above 23d St., and takes in
the home offices which make tax
Apart from the sound broadcast- capitals.
ers> it i s expected that many more
Powell director of “Red Shoes” returns for many national enternews announcers will be coming “Tales of Hoffman” and “Black prises, yielded $3,431,000 in genfrom America, Canada and Europe Narcissus ” has enlisted for the eral admissions tax on February
uieir project such names as Ludmila
anair lor
for their
royal affair
the royai
cdver tne
JLuamiia biz, a skid of about $300,000 from
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Iii the British Broadcasting Corp.
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official
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will be heard in Britain as well as Lindklater,
overseas, there will be Common- James Forsyth, Michael Tippett,
wealth broadcasters from CBC, the Jerome Robbins, Robert Help- ConCfrASS GfitS Mil
Bill 1U
Australian Broadcasting Commis- mann, Henri Matisse and Paul
SSn and the West”Inffes.'lChester Bowles.
‘ "* vv
Protect
Sources
^ilmotwill be among the BBC-TV
inherited
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Robbins, who carries such chorecgraphy credits as “The King and
I” and “High Button Shoes, ’’.said
he joined the Communist Political
Assn, in 1943. In the course of his

the last paid

of the 700 figures
Remlev
emley. leg-two
Jimmy Wakeiy and Frank R
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Hninln customer left the basement premBaron Dawn is<* of Hubert's emporium, now in
Urn Horv Cal its 28th year of drawing in the
honn Tar^Sev'ca’rleton to- visitin « cKentele The reception
wound up at 4 a.m. Friday, when
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for vals an<i niteries turned up at Husponsored by American
bert’s Museum & Flea Circus, 228
They were seconded by
Korea.
42n(j St., just off Broadway, to
including toast the exultant couple, Jean
executives,
industry
Dore Schary, James R. Grainger, Carroll, 39, and Larrv Rapp, 54.
The festivities be&an promptly
William Goetz and -Jack L. Warner.
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Coney Island

once a Gus Edwards kid vaude-

5.

Film personalities who have entertained troops in Korea issued frea kish hijinks’ in New York last
an appeal for public support of the Thursday (30). More than 100 vet“Clothing for Korea” campaign erans of burlesque, vaude, carni-
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to 'iast° through the^weet
.Committee at its recent
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Bandleader Artie Shaw admitted Activities
the
he was “duped” by the Commun- sessions here face.tr ial before
and
session
ists at Monday’s (4)
exec feoar(i 0f the American Fedvarious.
froro
witnesses
other
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four
of Television and
u
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show biz branches outlined their
B .
Artists, IV ay
^
experiences at yesterday s (Tues.)
J
Quartet included Mortimer j0 dy Gilbert, Murray Wagner and
quiz,
Offner, film scripter and more re- j shimen Ruskin are AFTRAites
cently a TV producer, choreog- " no refused to tell the committee
rapher Jerome Robbins, playwright;;
to the $64 ^estm
Arnaud d’Usseau and writer-publi- the answer
after the membership of union had
cist Cedric Belfrage.
anyIn contrast to Offner and d’Us- adopted resolution ordering
seau, both of whom proved reealci- one hauled before the committee
v
tt.
trant witnesses, Robbins admitted
this

Parhv^nd als^named

.

Korea Clothing Drive

Trial

week in
hearings held in ^ew York s Fed^
Committee

Activities

FRANK RASKY

.

e

fe^t

By

*

+“

By GEORGE GILBERT

local

merchants participat-

ing in a sponsor’s free ducat tieup,
extravaganza is beamed at filling
the 75,500-seat bowl In Texas State
Fairgrounds.

as one
of the prime precedent-breakers in the business.

Syndicated N.Y. Daily *News
columnist, in showing a sequence from the 20th-Fox film
“Titanic,”
told
of
a telegraph operator in New York
who heard a faint signal.
Wrapping a towel around his
head to shut off outside noises
and taking care so that his
breathing didn’t interfere with
the crude apparatus, this telegrapher was the first in the
U.S. to learn of the disaster.
He remained at this post for
72 hours, revealing names of
survivors as he received them
from other ships that were
picking up passengers.
That telegrapher was in the
audience. Gen. David Sarnoff,

RCA-NBC

board

got up and took a

CBS

show.
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e Wait

Heavy Initial Vote Favors

a watchtul waiting period for the picture, business.
When to switch, what* to switch to, which system to adopt, how
that goes with it.
all
and
This

is

20th;

•

soon,

Green’s Bid for Board Reps Slim

—

Key factor to be considered is the present inventory over
hew film product—plus the vast libraries. All
4300 000,000 in
All good assets, no matter what happens with 3-D,
flatties.
of the new techniques.
any
widescreen, or

4

and

new

not

is

l

Hall’s ‘Flexible Policy*

;

.

Radio City Music Hall with its
current
of
run
Paramount’s
“Shane” ^introduced a screen meas
uring 1.66 feet in width to each

-

*

single foot of height, compared
with the usual 1.33 feet of width.
Hall’s policy for the future is flexible, that:
•ratio to

Thaw

of Earnings

'

in recent years via the release of earned money in Brazil
falls

which heretofore has been blocked.
Total of $14,000,000 in immediate
coin plus millions in future earnings expectedly will be thawed.
Some confusion on remitting the
moola from Rio developed in New
York this week, foreign department execs relating they are not
.

quite certain

anent specific terms

and the timetable. However, it appeared clear that the Latino country will be yielding the hefty sums

KO’* ‘Champ’

Board of directors of Motion Picture Assn, of America,
at a N. Y. meeting last week,
nixed permission for Republic
to use the title, “Champ from
Brooklyn,” for an upcoming
film. MPAA’s Title Registration Bureau originally turned
down the Rep request, this decision being upheld fey the directorate.
ObjectiSn was made to the
proposed Rep title by the

Samuel Goldwyn

shortly.

At a meeting of the Motion Picture Assn,

‘Kid’

of
prexy Eric A.

last week,
Johnston told film

America

company presidents that Brazil is
now shaping as second only to
England as a source of foreign
coin. (Canada generally is consido ered part of the domestic market.)
He added there will be some restrictions on the flow of revenue
from Brazil initially, but feels
confident that all curbs will be removed in the near future.

which

contended a conflict with its
Kaye starrer, “Kid
from Brooklyn.”

Danny

Bank WiD Reissue

with the screen aspect

7 Indie Pix Sold

Despite reports of the imminent
of conventional pix to television because of- the 3-D and widescreen change-over, banking firms
with foreclosed pix prefer theatrical reissue rather than sale to TY.
Banks believe there’s still hefty
coin in conventional distribution;
and there’s “revenue left in them
theatrically.” This was indicated
this week by Francis Herwood,
representative of the Bank of
America. Herwood’s in;N. Y. to set
sale

%

As

anticipated,

'

,

Co., an outfit whose business is
described in papers filed with the
Boasberg, RKO’S disN. Y. County* Clerk as “participattribution chief, will be back at his ing
in the production” of the film
desk at the homeoffice next Mon- venture.
day (11)- after a month’s absence
Entire project is capitalized at
due to illness.
$100,000. Of this amount, Chrysler
Pinch hitting for him has been
(Continued on page 12)
Walter Branson, second in com-

closing that Metro will make 34
pictures in the next 18 months, a
statement by production chief
Dore Schary says “this future

mand

domestic

of

distribution.

Back at the homeoffice this week
was James R. Grainer, RKO prez,

M-G-M’s
feature
widescreen process plus the use
Neither
of stereophonic sound.”
will

,

who

has been on the Coast and
exchange centres four

visiting

(Continued on page 12)

weeks.
.

By Goetz, Stillman;
Outfit

Pays

Key
fi

keys. But the showing is so terrific
in these, L.A., Detroit and N. Y.,
that it easily is winning this high
rating the first time to figure in
the national survey.

“Small

Town

Girl”

(M-G)

keys covered by Variety, “By
Light of Silvery Moon” (WB) and
“Off Limits” (Par) were ninth and

“Andersen”
“Desert Legion” (U)

respectively.

(RKO) and
rounded out the top 12 list in that
oTder.
“Sombrero” (M-G) and
“Blue Gardenia” (WB) were the
runner-up films.
“Little Sheba” (Par) has about
finfshed

S

dates,

principal

its

now

first-run

being largely on ex-

tended-run after two
high ratings.

Who

months of

Had

Everything”
(M->3) shapes probably best of the
nice
in
Portland
being
new pix,
and Washington. “Fair Wind To
Java” (Rep), lively in Providence,
“Invaders From
is fair in Philly.
Mars” (20th), also new, looks okay
in
Denver. “Pony
good
in L.A. and
Express” (Par), oke in Frisco,
looms good in Seattle and slow in
Denver. “Count the Hours” (RKO)
is very disappointing In L.A. and
“Girl

*

Frisco.
(

.

l
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ABEJ. GREEN, Editor

is

while “President's Lady
sixth
is
winding up seventh.
(20th)
Neither were uniformly strong.
“Man in Dark” (Col) finished
eighth, although only out in five

10th

VARIETY, INC.

Harold Erichs, President
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City Biz Slips; ‘Wax’ Still Champ, ‘Rouge* In
2d Place Again, ‘Salome! 3d, ‘Madam* 4th

.

Trade Mark Registered
BY- SIME SILVERMAN

FOUNDED

Published Weekly by

National Boxoffice Survey

New

•

,

Charles

.

v

fight and,, having apparently lost
this decision, Green’s chances of

Boasberg Recouped

Metro has jumped

Deal has been wrapped up for
Arrival of spring-like weather
William Goetz, in charge of produc- in several sections of the country
cutting into first-run biz in
is
tion at Universal, to unload seven
many key cities this session. HowThe frozen vjnoney, covering the features, which were lensed inde- ever, reports from Variety corprior year’s earnings of $14,000,- pendently seven to nine years ago, respondents in some 24 keys in000, is to be untied at the rate of to Moulin Productions. Total price dicates that quality of the product
75% at the official exchange for is $660,000.
is more damaging to biz currently
the start.
Films were made by Internation- than atmospheric conditions. And
al Films, indie outfit formed in it is not harming the big pictures
1943 with .Goetz as president, which to any extent.
Just how big a factor the 3-D
subsequently was absorbed by UniFreeman, Wallis in N.Y.
Nunnally Johnson, a pard want-to-see urge is at present is
versal.
also
International,
best illustrated by the fact that the
with Goetz in
Huddle With Par Execs had an interest in the peddled pix. two principal three-dimensional
Moulin, of which David Stillman films, “House of Wax” (WB) and
For
Release Pact is president, is the outfit which “Man in Dark” (Col), have a comIt bined total gross greater than the
in the financing.
participated
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
biggest money pictures.
studio head, and indie producer owns a substantial part of Ameri- next five
“House of Wax” is way ahead of
Jose
Rouge,”
“Moulin
Hal Wallis will be in N. Y. from can rights to
this stanza, with a
the Coast this week to open formal Ferrer starrer now being released the procession
Other officers total gross of around $690,000 in
negotiations for a new releasing by United Artists.
spots. The WB 3-D
20
key
some
Pact.
They’ll huddle with Par
(Continued on page 12)
’*
doing great to terrific
-r is
president Barney Balaban, other
in most locations, and is
company execs and Joseph Hazen,
breaking house records in both
Pard with Wallis in Wallis-Hazen
Denver houses where playing this
Prep Special Sound
Productions.
week.
Last two films under the old disRouge” (UA) continues
For Todd-AO Process to “Moulin
tribution pact, “The Stooge,”. Dean
hold on doggedly to its second
Martin-Jerry Lewis costarrer, and
Los Angeles, May 5.
$200,000
with nearly
position,
Come Ba’fck, Little Sheba,” with
Alexander M. Poniatoff, prexy of grossed this week alone in keys
phirley Booth and Burt Lancaster the Ampex Electric Corp., of Red- covered by Variety. It is closely
in the leads,
now are in release.
wood City, Cal., announced that his followed by “Salome” (Col). Latter
Wallis within the past week fur- firm will manufacture special stere- was hurt somewhat by some dates
nished production of “Money .from ophonic equipment for Magna The- .starting to dip on extended-runs.
Home,” also a Martin-Lewis co- atre Corp. and Todd-AO.
Jt was third also a week ago,.
starrer, but no arrangements
“Call Me Madam” (20th) again is
Equipment is being made under
have
neen made yet for handling this. supervision of Dr. Carl Becker, fourth, the same as last stanza.
lc incidentally^
engineer of UFA “Cinerama” (Indie) is taking fifth
chief
the
one-time
is
first
3-D’er
{ :
I01
the comedy team*
slot, although only- playing in three
;Films in Germany.
’

get one of his Representatives on
the 20th* board.
The cumulative
voting issue .Was the crux of the

-

on the widescreen .and stereophonFollowing a
ic sound bandwagon.
three-day Coast confab of homeoffice and studio toppers, company
revealed its future program. Dis-

program

New

deal worked out provides
for remittances on current earnings (retroactive to last Feb. 21) on
the basis of 60% at the official exchange rate, or about 5.45c to a
cruzeiro. Balance will be at the
less favorable market rate.

office,

in history for chain’s
flagship house.

dissi-

dent stockholder.
With the understanding that
proxies exceeding over 1,700,000
shares had been voted in favor of
20th’s motion to eliminate cumulative voting from the corporation’s
by-laws, the special. 20th stockholders meeting at the Hotel DuPont here recessed late this afternoon (Tues.) until Friday when the
final tally will bq announced.
With 2,769,496 shares outstanding, the 20th management has to
obtain 51% of this stock to carry
its motion.
Although today’s count
is a rough
one and subject to
Green’s challenge, observers feel
that 20th won a clear-cut victory.
While Green technically still has
a chance, today’s result is regarded
as the beginning of the end of
Green’s fight. Being defeated here
Squelches all Green ambitions to

(Continued on page 18)
be altered in a manner
which if felt best suited for each
subsequent film.
Paramount Theatre, which re up reissue deals for a number of. Chrysler, Jr., Zeckendorf
tooled for the current 3-D’er, films foreclosed by the bank.
“House of Wax,” has widened its
As Indie Pic Angels
Herwood indicated th$t he’s scruscreen to 27 feet and .upped the
tinizing distrib channels carefully,
elevation to 18.5 feet. Previously
In Joe Louis’ Corner
because he feels there are few
(Continued on page 12)
firms capable of handling reissues
Walter P. Chrysler, Jr., of the
properly. Bank’s policy, he noted, auto family, and William Zeckenwas to make every attempt to avoid dorf, prez of the N. Y. realty firm
M-G’s 34 Pix in 18 Mbs.
foreclosure, giving the borrowers of Webb & Knapp, are principal
every opportunity to pay up their backers of producer Stirling Silli(Continued on page 16)
All Widescreen, Stereo
phant's “The Joe Louis Story,” it
was disclosed last. week. They’re
limited partners In the SilHphant
Sound; 40 Product Cut
is,

•

Brazil’s

week run

first-runs

Cinerama.
Here’s the rundowh:

U.S. Pix Cos. Rate $14,000,000 Windfall

m

is

size

.

Soon

Wax” (WB)

:

Paradoxically, the big bright spot is that domestic business
about it. It took a cataclysm to reviis good also. No question
talize the business. It has been suddenly spotlighted with a hew
value, the 3-D mantle which has yej,to encloak the vast majority
Abel.
of the industry.

American film companies are in 4
line for one of their biggest wind-

of

being held for a third week at
the Majestic, Interstate Theatres’ deluxer here.
Holdover marks first three-

D

•

t

Gotham

adjustments

surprising, of course. The unique
aspect of the overhaul is almost
complete
lack
of
uniformity.
They’re trying everything from 3(depth with viewing glasses) to
the different screen Sizes which
emphasize width, such as Via 20thFox’s' Cinemascope and the king-

in-the-cah, a rich inventory that must be playdated and conThese, are momentous days of decision for
verted to profit.
everybody.
_

•

“House

cisively the first round in its
battle with Charles Green,

.

That
the
would make

But, meantime,, on the domestic front, Hollywood has slowed
down to waltz. The big stage wait is on. 3-D or not 3-D is. the
Even if the decision t6 convert were
question for -everybody.
now, there still remains that problem of the new product just

’

departures from the conven-

tional.

quality..

Wilmington, May 5.
20th-Fox apparently has won deproxy

‘Wax*s* Interstate Mark
Dallas, May 5.

pic palaces on Broadway,
policies often set the nationwide pattern, are yielding to the
new industry trends with, their
most radical exhibition switch
since wiring for sound.
The big
showcases either are set for a new
type screen projection or are experimenting with various of the

Overseas they're not as excited about any new dimensions,
dimension of a good b.o. film in its present 2-D
other than the
TV debbil to plague anybody.
standard. Firstly, there’s been no
is good. .Thirdly, what they’ve seen of 3-D
business
Secondly,
panicking the .customers; in fact it hasn’t done well at all
is not
instances. The transition from 2-D to 3-D isn’t as
in certain
dramatic as When sound first happened. As for any big-screen
hoopla, that’s just- fol-de-rol and' won’t sell a. ticket by itself.
The new projection
Giant images have been done before;
techniques can mean abided values only where the film has substance

By FRED HIFT

By GENE ARNEEL
The
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$3,000,000

The customary Easter upbeat,4*
unusually brisk this year, started;
April Golden
grosses soaring last month* mid
&& 1. “Call Me Madam” (20th)
only near the close of
business show signs of tapering.
2. “Moulin Rouge” (UA)
Net result is that the nation s box-- 3. “Salome” (Col).
brightoffice took on probably the
4. “Peter Pan” (RKO).
year.
est glow since the first of the
“Hans G. Andersen” (RKO).
Just how good business was last

Down

month is plainly indicated by the
fact that the three biggest grossers
in the national b.o. sweepstakes

“Call Me Madam” (20th), which
^
grossed nearly $1,200,000 in four
weeks, according to reports from

“Man

New

ership to 20,000.

continued to soar at

the end of the month. “Salome”
(Col), like “Madam” a newcomer
in April, won third position. It
to taper off some in
was _ inclined
•
1
1.1
_ am. kAlHAfPAV &C
certain locations on holdover as
the month closed.
“Peter Pan” (RKO), which was
No. 1 in March, took fourth posish wl g eno ugh stt ength
toon
J S
?
tp ^capture first
Easter
around
place one week. “Hans Christian
Andersen” (RKO), second in the
previous month, was fifth in April.
It' made the third month in succession that “Pan” and “Hans” had
been fifth or much "higher in

^

I

•

On Sides ‘Abuses’
May

5.

Quit After

1

MPAA

Ohio Censorship of ‘Native Sim,’ ‘M’
I

these outstanding- lawmakers have
Industry
eight weeks.
n aroun(j .....
.
.
k .
opinion is that its failure to .hold long taken a personal interest in
up followed savage attack by local independent, exhibitors* problems,”
and directs the organization’s
pic crix.
heads to urge both senators to act
......
Figured here that 3-D has taken
this instance.
beatlng on its initlal bid immediately in
h
Herbert Barnett, Society of Mothat a new selling campaign wll
tion Picture & TV Engineers preshe brought into play for second try.
Cinerama executive
ident and
This may he when Hoyts brings 3-D
express
uptown with “House .of Wax.? vicepresident, refused to
opinion as to whether 3-D is here
CWB).
.

Understood that Greater Uniop
Theatres will go ahead with 3-D
Variety
plans here via VMan in Dark”
“Little Sheba” (Par), fourth in
in
mt iu
currently a terrific
leivum; hit
(Col), umxenuy
civth fK/k Owar. fnp \\*ou
New Zealand for the Moodabe
B h
Aussie
indeAmalgamated
loop.
tlfn firm
fiT^ 'f^ppond
Knot one
to second sp
i«g the
pendent exhibitors have made no
(Continued on page 20)
move presently t'o come into the
3-D field via suburbs and country

W

zones.

CUNZBDRG BARES NV’S
TECHNICAL

Par’* Teleblurb

Checkup here shows that viewing specs are irksome to a majority
of local patrons who paid to see
“Devil,” and may continue a biz
hindrance with other 3-D fare due
The addito, play Down Under.*
tional fee charged for the specs
tagged on to admisisons does not
appeal to patrons here.

•

Hollywood,

May

5.

the Paramount lot was
turned out by the trailer department to plug the* George
Stevens production, “Shane.”
It is a one-minute middle
commercial for Lux Video
Theatre on CBS.

on

out.

Mex

and equipment purchased

now may have to he discarded
soon. He believes most should

2-D for the present.
Several exhibitors took the floor
to tell Barnett of pressure being
‘SECRETS’
applied by public in their coroiHollywood, May 5.
munities to get them to bring in
Milton Gunzburg, Natural Vision
3-D. Replying, he said it devolves
prexy, cleared up some misinforupon each exhibitor himself to deination about that process in a
cide if potential returns warrant
lecture before the Motion Picture
expenditures.
industry Cotmcil.
Hope was expressed by Barnett
Natural vision, he declared, dethat industry will show more sober
pends on “convergence” rather CinemaScope Hypoing
approach to new developmentsthan the “variable Interocular”
and film companies will turn over
method used by other 3-D systems.
their engineering departments
Midwest Exhibs’ Meets to
Dependence on “variable internumerous problems involved in
Kansas City, May 5.
ocular,” he explained, stems from
current
development.
Industry
Forthcoming demonstration of needs % coordination and - cooperaoutdated text books and differs
from the ' convergence” principle. CinemaScope scheduled' here for tion as never before, he declared.
“It is a common idea,” he said, late spring is spurring unusual run Improved public relations will aid
•‘to think of the eye as a lens when of activity in exhibitor conventions exhibitors to, overcome boxoffice.
It isn’t a lens at all-but a group of and meetings. Fox Midwest circuit troubles, Leo J. Bamberger, RKO
muscles which can tire easily un- is holding its 24th annual conven- sales promotion manager* told the
less the camera functions as the tion June 2-3 at the President convention.
eye functions providing a point Hotel, and a showing of Cinemdof convergence so that the camera Scope will be staged on those days
can superimpose on the dominant for the managers and personnel
Shea Circuit’s Conv.
here in the downtown Fox MidWest
subject.”
Zanesville, O., May 5.
houses, Orpheum and Esquire.
First two-day confab of regional
Commonwealth Amusement Corp.
Skouras (62), Randforce also is holding its convention same managers of the Shea circuit
ended this week following talks on
dates, at the President. Circuit is
plans for upcoming picN.Y. Houses Bare ’52 Loss! making a special of the event, each promotion
tures and chain's plans for 3-D
Commonwealth
inviting
manager
a
Washington, May 5.
and
widescreen. Circuit >has 15
Skouras Theatres, a 62-house cir- newspaperman from his town to theatres with 3-D but hasn’t anaccompany him here to see the
cuit operating in New York and
nounced officially its widescreen
Commonwealth
exNew Jersey, and the Randforce demonstration.
,,
,
moves.
^
An
Amus. Corp.. which runs some 39 Pects about 80 managers to attend,
Prexy Gerald Shea announced
theatres in .Brooklyn and Queens, including those from their 24 plans for a special June campaign
N. Y„ both operated at a loss in <Mve-ms. Fox Midwest will have to be known as the “June Jubilee
1952* 2dth-Fox informed the Se- about 125 persons here.
A trade showing of CinemaScope of Hits.” Each theatre in the chain
1

+ A

First teleblurb ever filmed

smalltown
cautioned
Barnett
small theatre -owners not to become panicky and rush headlong
into 3-D or widescreen, inasmuch
ab considerable expense will be involved, investment may not be
justified

<3

further test of film censorship
seen coming before the U. S.
Supreme Court as result of upholding by Ohio’s Supreme Court of
the constitutionality of the state’s
censorship statute.
Industry observers in N. Y. predict that a test
case will be ready for presentation
to the high tribunal, during the
1953 fall term.
Test may either involve “M” or
Native Son,” pictures involved in
the Ohio ruling, or one of several
indie films set for consideration by
the state’s high court Rulings on
the other pictures, titles of which
have been kept under wraps, will
be issued automatically within the
next month without hearings. Attorneys for the distribs agreed that
they would, accept the court’s interpretaiion oh. the “M” and “Native
is

to stay. Decision is the public’s,

he pointed

—

—

.

monthly surveys.

%

Seen Tested Before U.S. Supreme Ct

^

1

‘Block Ohio Ceasors’ Role

Not so immediately realized are other burdens. Under normal
circumstances, for example, if there’s a print shortage in Ohio a
small theatre around Toledo, could be sent a- pic from nearby
Detroit. But this wduld mean a censorship charge of possibly more
than the theatre would yield in rental. Further, cuts from the
print might be required to conform with the Ohio law.
On another count, film men believe that Ohio censorship produces a direct opposite of what’s intended. In the case of Paramount’s “Come Back, Little Sheba,” the word “slut” was ordered
cut from Hie dialog. Audiences, obviously aware that some scissoring was done, were thus given to imagine that something far
more questionable -was spoken.
Progress report on Ohio was made by prexy Eric A. Johnston
board meeting in N. Y. last week. At the session,
at an
it’s reported, he commended Manning Clagett, of MPAA’s Gotham
office, for his work in cooperation with Sen. Mosher.

2 Wks.

becoming the month’s champ. If
the Jose Ferrer starrer had not
run into such tough competition in
the Easter period’, it might have
taken over the leadership. “Rouge
was third in .March and still was
banging up smash or great ses-

1953

6,

state.

Senate

Minneapolis,
I

May

Clearance by an Ohio State Senate committee of a hill to end
censorship ‘represent* the farthest point yet reached in efforts to
outlaw officially-placed blue pencilers since the first state censorship law was enacted in ‘1011. Only U, S. Supreme Court decision
re the subject was on “The Miracle,” and this confmed itself to an
injunction against banning a pic on sacrilegious grounds*
Ohio measure, sponsored, by Sen. Charles A. Mosher, must still
pass the- Senate Rules Committee, the House and finally the Governor, but progress made at this point has encouraged the Motion
Picture Assn, of America and theatremen, The pro and con maneuvering in Columbus has served to spotlight the problems which the industry must cope with. MPAA
has stated that financial considerations are secondary, that .the fight
primarily is for the principle of a free screen. But still the Ohio
scissoring operation nicks the industry for $300,000 annually, on
the basis of a payment of $3 .per reel for every pic print in the

York

North Central Allied in convention here called -upon U. S. Senators E, J. Thye and- H. H. Humphrey of Minnesota to do every-in Sydney But
thing possible; by way of recommendation of suitable legislation
'Dark’ Big in N. Zealand or otherwise, “to relieve exhibitors
Sydney, April 28.
of the onerous, oppressive and unAfter five days of solid boxoffice lawful practices featured in testithe 1,459-seat Hoyts Plaza, mony before the U. S. Senate
at
“Bwana Devil” (UA) suddenly be- Small Business x Committee’s Subgan .to slip, and will probably be committee.” Thye is chairman of
pulled after two weeks. It’s rated the
Humphrey,
a
committee,
a Mg film setback here.
member.
Resolution points -out: “Both of
Some {elt that “Devil” would

May

almost 'Devil’

MPAA’s

l

ini

banker and member of the 20 thFox board of directors, over the
past month continued as an active
buyer of 20th’s common stock on
the New Yorjc Stock Exchange.
He purchased an additional 10,000 shares, bringing his total own-

in Dark” (Col).
Love Melvin” (M-G).

12. “I

.

it

11.

9.

winnahs were all in Technicolor.
Pacing the field in April was

sions as

10.

8.

alone grossed more than $3,000,Interestingly, the first five

r*

(Par).

“Trouble Along Way” (WB).
“Off Limits” (Par).
“Desert Legion” (U).
“Kettles on Vacation” (U).

7.

OOO.

cities^ Running

Sheba”

6. “Little

aa.i

•

’Wt&Aeeilaj,

Girds to

3-D

Welcome

in Cinemas, Studios

A.r w D*

stick to

As Utner FIX

I

.

¥)„ 'J I
I FOIL L&gS
, j .. OQ
April

.

Mexico City,
28.
With impending 3-D pix pr.oduc- Son” cases.
Despite the setback in Ohio.
tion in Mexico set to start May 11
and Eagle-Lion, distributor down Ephraim London, attorney for “Nahere for UA, readying the Beal
indJ£® Jfgal„ repf who
-

Cinema

for

Bwana

Devil,

there tory for “The
Miracle/* feels that
the Ohio decision has armed Industryites with ammunition for a sucPresentation to the U. S.

apprehension that the life of
flat pix won’t exceed three, years,
In addition, the film, trade’s own
,
u
T
Nacional
CinemaBanco „
bank, the t>
tografico, has put the brakes on
is

high court. London’s view is based
on
CO urt*s argument, pertaining
to the service fee charged by the
Ohio
censor board for the inspecfinancing all film production. Bank
fihos. London. in his brief,
tor some time has held down on
had argued that the $2,229,000 in
_ „
providing coin, only .given loans fggg
a
board from 1943 to
p jfl
those who present surefire
to
(Continued on page 16)
Nevertheless, the bank is
scripts.
convinced that film production
must not be suspended, it being
L. A. to N. Y.
guided by 3-D developments in. the
Harold Adamson
U. S.
Robert Alda
Robert Aldrich
Manuel Espinosa Jglesias, a maMary Astor
jor producer-exhibitor chief, back
Irving Berlin
from garnering the latest 3-D in
Jocelyn Brando
Hollywood, announced that he is
Richard Carlson
determined that Mexico keep pace
Charles Correll
with the new pik trend. His cinVic Damone
ema chain is being conditioned
Linda Darnell
for 3-D, and his studios at San
Jerry Davis
Angel Inn, near here, are being
Howard Dietz
completely equipped* for the threeMargaret Ettinger
dimensional films.
Sol Baer Fielding
Exhibitors here, with their inBob Franklin
come already sharply cut by the
Y. Frank Freeman
will
participate
and
compete 20%-35% reduction in admission
Fritz Goodwin
against quotas based on past at- prices, face the demand of the NaRoberta Haynes
tendance figures. In .addition to tional Cinematographic Industry
Jean Hersholt
Shea, homeoffice toppers attend- Workers that projectionists get an
Ross Hunter
ing the meeting here were Richard extra $1.15 daily for 3-D service.
Joseph Kaufman
A. Harper exec aide to the prexy,
Maury King
and Ray E. Smith, circuit buying
Robert Z. Leonard
and booking chief.
N. Y, to Europe

.

—

•

•

,
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,

•

•

&

curities
last week.

Exchange Commission
Major revealed that the

will be made at the same time for
$655,000- in other exhibs arid interested perfor the -year sons. Joe Neger, 20th exchange
while Randforce forked over $187,- manager, said engineers will be
here shortly to work out details of
500.
20th-Fox also disclosed that theatres to be used for the event.
Commonwealth ordinarily holds
prexy Spyros Skouras- has a stock
interest in Skouras Theatres!; .and its convention in the fall, but figduring part of 1952 held shares in ures this event of sufficient im
Macdonald Carey signed by Jack
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. Lat- portance to make the major shift
Broder productions for a top rold
ter is- a holding company which to spring.
in “Outlaw Territory,” to be filmed
had investments in Skouras and
in 3-D and Pathe Color. Jimmy
Randforce, among other circuits.
t
r
0 n:_
Boyd makes his film debut in “Run
Legion S IS on &
IX
Major, in its report to the SEC,
For the Money,” for Gatewood PicWarners’ “The System” and tures.
notes that' Spyros Skouras is required to dispose of his interests I.F.E. Releasing Corp.’s “VergiIn these theatre loops, and his in- nita” are rated Class “B” (Morally
to N. Y*
terest in Met Playhouses has been objectionable in part for all) by
Brooks Atkinson
sold.
the National Legion of Decency.
Yvonne De Carlo
Just how much prexy Skouras
New pix classed as “morally unhad invested in Skouras Theatres, objectionable for general patronLeslie Caron
Randfbrce and. Met Playhouses age” are 20th-Fox’s “Girl Next
Paul Gordon
went undisclosed. For'20th’s report Door,” Allied Artists* “Jalopy,”
Ida Haendel
states, “It is not: practicable to in- “Rebel "City” and “Trail Blazers,”
Jack Hylton
dlcate precisely the interest of United Artists’ '“Marshal’s DaughDavid Lewin
Spyros Skouras in the transactions ter” and "Phantom from Space”
Edward G. Robinson
referred to above.”
and Columbia’* “Pack Train.”
Seymour Siegel

Skouras. loop paid
film

gross

it

rentals

‘

_

r

Europe

'

'
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Arthur Loew

Stephen Alexander
Renzo Avanzo
George Axelrod
Leslie Baker
John Byram
Abe Burrows
Raul Douglas
Brenda Forbes
Nancy Hamilton
Alfred S, Kahn
Michael Kidd

Anna Magnani
Ernest H. Martin
Gilbert Miller
Dimitri Mitropolous

Henri Sauget
Jan Sterling
Glenn Wallichi
Bruno Zlrato*
.

Charles M. Reagan
Frank Sinatra
Nicholas M. Schenck

William L. Taub
Lowell Thomas
Ivan Tors
Joseph R. Vogel
Hal Wallis

N. Y. to L. A.
Arthur Bernhard
A1 Daff
William Goetz
Bill

Goodwin

Nunnaily Johnson
Otto Preminger
Joseph* Schildkraut
Milton R. Rackmil

George Weltner

"

•
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P.R.
Exlubs^

TV

Hush-Husher: ‘Blab-Off
Columbus,

May

SEEK 10 OFFSET

-Ritter over television's inroads, especially relating to the showing of films, the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio urges its
to “fight foul with foul.” It suggests that theatres offer
patrons, either as a premium or as a giveaway, a device known
as Rlab-Qff. It enables a video viewer to turn off the sound while
the commercial is on.
While Blab-Off sells for $2.98, ITOO has notified its members
that it has arranged with Audio Controls of Cincinnati, the manufacturer, to make the device available in quantities at substantially
reduced prices. ITOO instructs exhibs to advertise the giveaway
on screens and in newspapers.
"We think,” says the ITOO, “that as soon as television advertisers
learn that this devicC is being given away by theatres, they will
stop spending money to put movies on television.”
^
T *
"*

j

i

-

1
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Cinerama Paradox: System Raved

5.

All

‘DISTRESS’ PITCH

members

* “

Film industry, via Council of Motion Picture Organizations, is faced
with one of its most important public relations jobs as a result of the
dismal self-portrait which the trade
itself sketched for the House Ways

Over But Fred) Coin Needed
4

Loew’s Economy Broom To

Sweep Homeoffice

Staff?

Firing. of nine homeoffice pub-ad
staffers last week at Metro and
Loew’s
is seen as the start of econMeans Committee. Execs admitmoves in the New York operated this week that facts and figures omy
started on the Coast
presented to the House group were tion. Cutdown
some time ago, but indications are
strictly downbeat, and doubtless
beginning a
tended to lower the public’s con- now that Loew’s is
slow pruning of homeoffice personception of the industry’s stature.
anticipated that
nel..
not
It’s
They added the data was demanded
there will be any wholesale dismis :
to support arguments for repeal of
sals, but the cuts areexpected to
the 20% Federal admission tax.
other depSfrtments.
Filmites are now looking to extend to
Broom sweeping is in keeping
to offset that “distress”
promise
with
of further economizdescription, publicized statistics on
theatre closings, etc., will in no way ing made by veepee and treasurer
Moskowitz
to stockholders
Charles
be revised as a means of enhancing
In addition, Loew’s is
the trade’s goodwill. There will be in March.
no “twisting of the facts,” says propping for divorcement into sepCOMPOites. The organization, in- arate theatre and picture comstead, will seek to “sell” the quality panies, a factor that’ll necessitate
Comof films, generally, and the role of savings in both dperations.
the industry in the nation’s eco- pany must split by Feb. 1954.

k

-

latest Antitrust Suit Scorecard:

COMPO

195 Pix Cases Seeking $400,000,
Washington, May 5. 4
Extent to which the eight major
are harassed by Sunset

film companies
suits
antitrust

Acquires Two
Foreclosed Enterprise Pix
Los Angeles, May 5.

.

brought against
indicated in a report subthem
mitted last week by 20th-Fox to the
is

& Exchange Commis- Ownership of two foreclosed
Report asserts that approxi- films made by the now defunct Enerprise Studios, was. turned over
mately 195 civil actions for damto Sunset Securities by Superior
ages, injunctive relief or both were
Frank G. Swain. Pictures
Judge
pending as of Dec. 27, 1952,
are “The Other Love” and “Arch
against 20th as well as other proTriumph.”
of
ducers, distributors and exhibitors.
Erich
Court
ruled
against
Treble damages sought in these Maria Remarque who contended
suits, report states, are in excess
he action should have been heard
of $400,000,000 plus all sorts of in- in N. Y.

Securities
sion.

'

All the actions
junctive relief.
charge various violations of state
and Federal antitrust laws, with de-

fendants ranging from one to 40.
It’s also revealed that 85 such cases
were started in 1952 and some 50
cases were disposed of.
“Practically all trust cases coming to trial in 1952,” 20th points
out, “resulted in verdicts or judgments in favor of the defendants.”
However, the major adds, “some of
these judgments are being appealed by the plaintiffs.”

nomic, educational, cultural and
entertainment scheme of things.
Also to be underlined in what’s
shaping as a king-size p.r. effort are
the industry’s campaigns in cooperation with the’! Government, such
as U. S. Bonds selling, and other
extra-curricular activities.
Specific program hasn’t been
mapped yet but will include a
heavy schedule of talks by industryites before Kiwanis, Rotary and
other such civic outfits. It’s expect-

ed that

Coast Impressed’

By Cinerama; Det.
‘Mixed’ on C’Scope
Hollywood,

May

5.

all

COMPO member

com-

panies, additionally, will be asked
to join in new cooperative campaigns of an institutional nature.
Exhibs to Pitch In
Exhibitors in the field, also will
be asked to pitch for a higher
standing for the business. They’ll
be requested to join in plugging
prominence of theatres in community affairs and the impact that
(Continued on page 61)

Hollywood was deeply impressed
by the preem of “This Is Cinerama,” and the general opinion
about town is that the reconstructed Warner Theatre will be playing
to heavy grosses for a long time.
What Cinerama can do with dramatic plots and intimate) scenes is
something the -future will determine, but the first showing here
agreements with Italy,
“Film
left no doubt about its impact on Brazil and Japan leave the industhe selected subjects shown.
try with pacts in four additional
The screen spreads across In a overseas markets to be renegoti76-foot arch and reaches 24 .feet ated this year. They are Britain,

All department heads have been
alerted to survey their staffs for
possible weeding out of extraneous
personnel when further cuts are
1

necessary .

COMPO’s Exhib

Although flushed with b.o. sucit has been shown
and armed with critics’ raves term-

cess wherever

it the best of the new film mediums, Cinerama presents a curious
paradox, The high cost of making
pictures and installing theatres has

ing

resulted in a financial stalemate.
Hefty coin is Required to carry out
program successfully. Hectic
its
activity on the part of the major
film companies in developing widescreen processes is causing serious
concern among Cinerama toppers
and an all-out attempt currently is
being made to maintain the impact
of the “daddy” of the widescreens.
Efforts to get the

of N.Y. Bicycling

Fabian,

Rosen May Stay

Put In One Warner Hq.
Stanley

Warner Corp. and Fabian

Confabs Open For

separate theatre” cirS. H. (Si) Fabian,
may both move their homeoffice
headquarters to the Warner Theatre Bldg., 47th St. and Broadway.
Stanley Warner currently has space
in the Warner Bros, building on into the air. outside the prosceW. 44th St., maintaining the samg nium arch. In the reconstruction of
offices it had when it was associat- the theatre a total Of 1,288 seats
ed with the
picture company. had to be removed, cutting the
Fabian Enterprises headquarters seating capacity down from 2,765
are in the Paramount Bldg., where to 1,468. With a price scale ranging
the company has a 10-year-lease.
from a matinee low up lo a $2.80
Prexy Si Fabian and Samuel top at night, the capacity gross
Rosen, exec veepee, both of SW per week is $44,268.
The house
and Fabian, have been bicycling was equipped with 20 horns to acAlthough
between both companies.
commodate the streophonic sound
both firms are completely separate used in the Cinerama system. It
entities, it’s felt it would make for
(Continued on page 16)
smoother Operation if toppers
maintained one headquarters where
they could be reached immediately
2 ‘ROBE’
by execs of both circuits.
Enterprises,
cuits

headed by

WB

.

New French Pact

France, Spain ,and Belgium. Iniconversations for a new French
deal to replace the one expiring
June 30 atffe under way in Paris,
with Motion Picture Assn, of
America prexy Eric Johnston
skedded to go there later this
month or in early June to wind up
the talks. Execs in N. Y. look towards an extension in the French
pact similar to the one arranged in

tial

Italy.

Belgian agreement is currently
hanging fire and Spain’s Jose A.
Jimenez-Arnau is currently in the
U. S. discusing a new pact. There
VERSIONS
have been no approaches as yet
from the British.*
SKED Basing their estimates on forSIX
eign* market developments so far;
Hollywood, May 5.
First picture to go before Cine(Continued on page 18)

END

Both

SW

and Fabian have to

reach agreements on their leases
with their present landlords before
making the move. In addition, extensive alteration, of the office
space at the Warner Theatre is
necessary. On June 5 it becomes
the N. Y. showcase for Cinerama.
.

Shush! Loew’s Quietly

Widescreening Theatres
With Metro, its allied picture
company, officially shifting to wide
screen pix, Loew’s theatres re
portedly have been quietly installing screens capable of showing the
Metro-developed process. Almost
all theatres in the circuit, it’s reported, have been equipped with
the new screens.
Prior to the Coast confab of
Loew and Metro toppers, theatre
outfit had been conducting a number of experiments with various
screens, with the Metro screen getting a thorough workout. Theatre
chief Joseph R. Yogel attended the
Coast product huddles.

DAYS UNDER

mascope cameras, “The Robe”

at

medium

rolling

on a solid basis received serious
attention in New York during the
past week. Gathered in Gotham for
the confobs were tfif top stockholders and officers of the company, including board chairman
Louis B.- Mayer, vice chairman of
the board Lowell Thomas, production chief Merian C, Cooper, prexy
Dudley Roberts, Jr., and executive
veepee Frank Smith.
Although the gathering of the*
brass brought forth no official policy statements, there was no dearth
of rumors concerning the nature of
the confabs. These included reports
of a realignment of the top echelon,
bowing out of either Mayer or
Cooper, floating of a public stock

new individual
coin and the obtaining of financial
aid from a theatre circuit. Since
none of the toppers were available
for comment, the rumors could not
be confirmed qr denied.
Information from various sources
close to the Cinerama operation

issue, bringing in of

Support Hinging

On 20% Tax Fight
In a situation which could have
definite bearing on exhibitors’
support of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations in the fu

(Continued on page 18)

a

ture,

tion

there’s

in

the

Standardization Research

Speeded as

widespread anticipafield

that

fight

against the

sions

tax

Federal

eventually

will

‘Most Important’ Meet
Hollywood, May 5.

admisprove

successful.

form various sections
are that the* tax matter is uppermost in the minds of theatre owners, and they’re more than hopeReports

20% levy will be
removed. Anything short of this
will be a disappointment.
When the tax campaign is
ended, COMPO will be faced with

ful that the full

a

mammoth

public relations job

(see separate story). However, it’s
a cinch that its operating budget
woul$ have to be revised downward, if the tax fight goal is not
reached, and exhibs, feeling a let-

down, would ease

oft

contributions,
ship
point out.

SMPTE Ends

COMPO’s

.

Weary

5

on memberindustryltes

Standardization of the new photographic processes was the keynote of the 73rd semi-annual convention of the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers.
Work toward that end will be carried on by members of the organization, according prexy Herbert
Expressing satisfaction
Barnett.
over the outcome of the sessions
and demonstrations, he said;
“We believe we have provided a
platform Tor the airing of various
viewpoints, and for the disclosure
of engineering developments so
vital to the future of the industry.

“This convention has been perhaps one of the most important in
It
history of the SMPTE.
at a time when all segments
of the industry were seeking information about the new tech-

the

came

UA TO AWAIT MPA WORD
ON BREEN’S ‘MOON’ NIX

niques which have taken the public
by storm. Undoubtedly the dominant note of the convention was
the need for standardization.”
Conclave was attended by more
than 1,300 delegates from all parts
of the U. S\and from seven foreign countries.. They heard a total
of 64 papers and reports, chiefly on

United Artists is holding off on
any course of action anent
its handling of “Moon Is Blue”
until final determination is made
on whether the Otto PremingerF. Hugh Herbert production is the new techniques of 3-D, peripheither okayed or nixed for Pro- eral vision and
stereophonic sound.

setting

.

duction Code approval. Distrib’s
Next SMPTE convention, the
only plan for now is to await the 74th semi-annual, will be held at
outcome of an appeal from the nix the Statler Hotel in N. Y. during
‘Salome’ to Suit LA. of the pic by Joseph I. Breen, Pro- the first week in October.
duction Code administrator.
Los Angeles, May 5.
Reversal of -Breen’s thumbsToo much epidermis to suit the downing of the film will be asked
City of Los Angeles is portrayed on
Kiss
Again, Sister,
f-of film company presidents when
Time was saved because of faster a huge billboard on Wilshire they convene as members of the
plugging
Columbia’s
Blvd.,
which
Cinemascope,
shooting by
board of the Motion Picture Assn.
But This Time in 3-D
city filed a foureliminates some closeups customa- “Salome.” So the
Directorate .met last week in New
Hollywood's professional smooththe
complaint. charging
count
ry in 2-D.
York but a vote on “Moon” had ers will have to learn the art of
public
with
studio
offending
not been placed on the agenda.
, kissing all over again under the
/Sign
Stewart
morals.
shows
Curious> aspect of the “Moon” new 3-D stereophonic sound sysGranger bending over Rita Hayis that the New York Cen- tem.
situation
Coast
That is the dictum of George
to
Daff
Rackmil,
worth, clad in peekaboo raiment.
Don Redwine, assistant city sor Board okayed the film subse- Cooper, sound man on Columbia's
Universal prexy Milton R. Rackrejection
the
PC
A.
to
by
quent
its
three-dimensional film, “Miss Sadie
mil and exec v.p, Alfred E. Daff attorney, said he had received 150 Latter turned it down because of Thompson,” With three sensitive
protest from the Women’s
are leaving for the Coast tomor- letters of
of
sex
mattreatment
its comedy
3-D -mikes magnifying the cusrow (Thurs.) for conferences with Club of Hollywood, Knights of ters.
tomary screen kiss, it sounds like
Columbus, Hollywood Ministerial
U production chief William Goetz Association)
indiPreminger
a horse pulling its foot out of the
ago
time
Some
Loyola
students
of
on future U studio policy.
film would go into re- mud, he says.
Trio expects to be back in N. Y. University, L. A. City College, St. cated the
So Rita Hayworth and Aldo Ray
Of- lease regardless of whether the
in time to attend world premiere Mary's College and others.
is punishable by six months PC A approves, .indicating a new had to adopt a new kissing techfense
Loew’s
at
Bay”
“Thunder
of U’s
nique
for their\love scenes.
in jail and $500 fine on each count. test of the Code’s strength.
[State Theatre May 19.
20th-Fox, was brought in six days
ahead of schedule by director
Henry Koster. Original blueprint
called for 64 days of shooting, but
film was lensed in shorter time,
despite fact that it was made in
the studio’s widescreen process as
well as in standard 2-D.

Rita

Shows Too Much

,,

Me

'

.

.

not
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Thunder Bay
Janies Stewart iesdinr UP outdoor action er ot offshore oil
drilling In Gulf of Mexico. Ex-

(4), was reviewed from London by Variety April 2, 1952.

cellent b.o. possibilities.

Hollywood,

May

In appraising the film, Myro
noted that a “document arylike treatment spotlighting the
work of probation officers prd*
vides a. neat peg on which to
hang a story -of youth from
the slums mixed up with
modcriminal gangs.”. In a
est sort of way,” the critic
added, “it is engrossing material, and should get fair bqxoffice returns on either side
of the Atiantic.”
concerns
Script primarily
one
two probation officers
male and the other female.
Cecil Parker and Celia Johnson, wrote Myro, play the
two main roles in “contrasting style.” Harry Fowler and
Joan Collins turn in “strong
dramatic performances” as the
two principal juvenile delinquents. Direction of Michael
Relph Was rated as “straightUniversal-Internaforward.”
tional is distributing In the

5.

Universal release o£ Aaron Rosenberg
reduction. Stars James Stewart* Joanne
leaEiru, Gilbert Roland. Dan Duryea;
tures Jay C. Flippen. Marcia Henderson,

Robert Monet* Antonio Moreno,

Henry

Morgan. Directed by Anthony M a ”";
Screenplay, Gil Doud, John Michael Hayesstory, Hayes; from idea toy George w.
George, George IF. Slavln; camera (Technicolor}, William Daniels; editor, Russell
Schoengarth; music, Frank Skinner ; song,
"Gue Guc Solingaie" arranged by Milton
Rosen, Previewed April 28, 53. Running
time, 103 MINS.
,
..... James Stewart
Steve
.

—

*

Stella Itigaud

Gilbert Roland

Teche Bossier

Gambi

*

•

®an Duryca

Kermlt MacDonald ...<•• Jay

C. Flippen

Francesca Rigaud .... Marcia Henderson
Robert Monet
Philllpe Bayard
Dominique Rigaud ...... Antonio Moreno
Henry Morgan
Rawlings

A

modem plot that deals with
offshore oil drilling, instead of being a costumed, western-local ed
story, gives this regulation outdoor actioner an interesting switch.
With James Stewart heading up the
cast of good names, boxoffice pace
should hit a happy stride for exhibs

*7-

^

s.

and U.

»

ITovi

1
Believe in You/ a ^Michael Balbon-Ealing Studios
production which preemed at
the Baronet, N. Y., Monday

(SONGS—COLOR)

Picture is abailable in the Universal-developed J.85 to 1 aspect,
widescreen projection, as well as
with stereophonic sound, and theatres able to present it in this process will find the boxoffice up. Picture was previewed in? the process
at the studio, and gained greatly in
scope and excitement, even under
the crude conditions that prevailed
on the process stage.
System is tremendously impressive. Images and the Technicolor
hues are sharp and clear, and
panoramic scope of a picture 23
and one-half ieet by 43 and onehalf feet is extremely effective.
Exhibs will have to be careful of
the stereophonic sound, however,
because, as used at the preview, it

,

<,

and Harvey Lembeck

,

A

Douglas, under Edward Dmywell-coordinated direction,
do.es an excellent job of selling th4
erratic character of the juggler.
Miss Vitale presents an interesting,
fresh personality for domestic films
and is very appealing as the girl.
§he already has made her mark in
Italian pictures.* Third place among
performance honors goes to young
Walsh, who turns in a job that
tryk’s

possibilities.

of legit

comedy-melier about U. S, internees in Nasi prisoner of
war camp. Lengthy, but good
names (William Holden) and
okay chances.

May

5.

Hollywood,
Columbia release
Co.,

production,

May

1.

of Stanley Kramer
producer,

associate

Blanlcfort. Star$ Kirk Douglas;
features Milly Vitale, Paid Stewart, Joey
Walsh, Alf Kjellin, Beverly Washburn,

Michael

Charles Lane, John Banner, Richard
Benedict/ Oscar Karlw-eis. Directed by
Edward Dmytryk. Screenplay, Michael
Blankfort, based on bis novel, "The Juggler”; camera, Roy Hunt; editor, Aaron

Paramount release produced land., diGeorge Antheil. Prerected by Billy Wilder. Stars William Stall; music score,’53.
Running time, 14
Holden, Don Taylor, Otto Preminger; fea- viewed April 23,
tures Robert Strauss, Harvey Lembeck, -MINS
Hans
Kirk Douglas
Muller
Richard Erdman, Peter Graves, Neville
Milly Vitale
Ya'El
Brand, Sig Ruman. Screenplay by Wilder, Detective
Paul Stewart
Edwin Blum; based on play by Donald Yehoshua Kami
Bresler ........... Joey Walsh
Bevan -and Edmund Trzcinskl: camera, Daniel
Alf Kjellin';
Ernest Laszlo; editor, George Tomasini;
Beverly Washburn
musical settings, Franz Waxman. Pre- •Susy
Charles Lane
Rosenberg
viewed April 20, *53. Running time, 119 Emile
Banner
Halevy
John
MINS.
Richard Benedict
William Holden Kogan
Sefton
can become a major distraction Lt.
Oscar Karlweis
Don Taylor Willy Schmidt
Dunbar
Bleifer
Mordecai
John
that greatly lessens a viewer’s abil- Ober6t Von Scherbach. .Otto Preminger
Greta Granstedt
Robert Strauss Carah
ity to stay with the story. The Stosh
Jay Adler
^Harvey Lembeck Papa Sander
Harry
,

. .

three-speaker setup shouldn’t

be Hoffy

used just as a noise-maker.
Price
Stewart and Han Duryea, as a Duke
Schultz
of
dream
with
a
couple of ex-GI’s
Manfredl
extracting oil from the’ bottom of Johnson
VToey
of
coast
Mexico
off
the
the Gulf of
Blondie
Louisiana, carry the principal story
Having talked Jay C. Flippen,
head of an oil company, into backing the offshore exploration, the
two adventurers plunge into their
work against the wishes of- the
shrimp fishermen, who see their
livelihood ruined.
There are romantic complies
of the suetions_ tossed _in the way
»
cessful conclusion of the venture,
as well as the trouble talked up by
the fishermen, but by the time the

Neville Brand
Sig Human
....

Marko

-

Cookie
Bagradian
Geneva Man

load,

Triz

Richard Erdman
Peter Graves

.....

,

;

Michael Moore
Peter* Baldwin
Robinson Stone
Robert Shnwley
William Pierson
Gil Stratton, Jr.

Jay Lawrence
Edwin Kaiser

Edmund

Trzcinski

Shop Menkin

Dr. Traube
Dr. Sklar

Good

Gabriel Curtiz

possibilities

loom for

this

chase drama, particularly in key
cities where combination of Kirk
Douglas’ name and the exterior
filming in Israel provide strong ex
.

4

a story of
make their new
and future in the new na-i

ploitation values.
DP’s arriving to

homes

It is

ranks with his fine work in “Hans
Christian Andersen.” Paul .Stewart,
the officer in charge of the pursuit;
of
friend
a
Osear Karlweis,
Douglas* from the old country; and
John Bleifer are among the others
impressing.
The camera work of Roy Hunt
flows freely over the Israel countryside, giving an authentic, almost
documentary flavor to the story.
Mood and personality of the land
and the people come through sharply, as does the music, outstandingly
expressed in a folk dance sequence,.
Also of interest, and with a nice
touch of heart, is the juggling show
put on for the kibbutz by Douglas
and young Walsh. George Antheil’s
music score, directed by Morris
Stoloff, is good, but is allowed to
get out of hand at times. Editing
Brog.
is tight at 84 minutes.

about G. I. inter- tion, smartly presented without
nees in a Nazi prison camp during undue race or religious emphasis,
World War II has been screened so the -entertainment is non-sec-

The

tarian.

lusty comedy-melodrama,
Produced by the Stanley Kramer
loaded with bold, masculine humor
J am
aT 4>1«a AM«/dMAll4 nn_ Co., for Columbia release, with
as much of the original’s un
and
Michael Blankfort serving as -assoinhibited earthiness as good taste
producer on the screenplay
and the Production Code will per- date
he wrote from his novel, “The
_
...
..
Juggler,”
film deals with a man
Its raucous flavor will set well
become a neurotic from
with male viewer^ and even the* who has
his long imprisonment in Nazi con-,
distaff eps Should find it acceptable
ceritration camps, and how he
«iost of the time.
heads the gradually comes to realize his. ill-

as

•

Slight Case of

legit bit

a

.

j

first gusher is brought in, just as
the shrimp boaters are ready to
mob the floating oil rig, the two,
have- the love .angles
heroes
straightened out. And they ’have
Won over the fishermen by discovering the much sought-after giant
golden shrimp feed at night, instead of the daytime, so everyone,
Is happy.
Stewart moves easily through his

.

.

William Holden s

name

ness and seek help from new-found
good cast and the boxoffice friends.
Also, -hi a broader sense,
chances appear okay, although the
the film is concerned with the
lengthy two-hour running time pioneering of a
republic by 4
makes for a booking awkwardness brave people. In new
this respect, it is
when it reaches the regular dual- rather inspirational.
role as the stalwart, steadfast mem- bill situations in the general runs,
For disoemlng audiences, the
her of the adventuring pair. Duryea
Producer-director Billy Wilder,
story-telling has one serious flaw.
supplies likeable color to his wise- who did the screen adaptation of
cracking heroics and comes over the Donald Bevan-Edmund Trz- It fails to establish eafrly the nature
and cause of Douglas’ illness and,
strongly. Joanne Dru’s character as cinski play with Edwin Blum, uses
result, his acts- of violence that
the daughter of fisherman Antorjio a suspense approach to* the melo- as a
Dff the chase motive have an
Moreno needed much more clarity drama" in the vplot, with plenty of set
adverse reaction, instead of the
in the writing to be effective, but leavening humorous byplay springshe is easy to look at, and it is be- ing from the confinement of sympathy they should have gained
for the title character. Later in the
lieveable that Stewart would be at- healthy young males. Nub of the
film* cause and effect are explained
tracted to her. Duryea’s romantic plot Is the uncovering of an inpartner is Marcia Henderson, Mo- former among the G. I.'s in a par- by dialog, hut by that time audiences will have begun to catch on
reno’s other daughter. It’s strictly ticular barracks and up to the time
an ingenue type of role and played his identity is revealed to the au anyway.
Once a famous European juggler,
that way. Gilbert Roland is a color- dience there is plenty of tense
ful fisherman who will be liked, ness In the footage.
However, Douglas arrives with other DP’s for
refuge
in Israel. While In a tempoFlippen and Moreno are good. Rob-' Wilder lets the suspense slacken
ert Monet has a ssecondary male too much thereafter by permitting rary camp, where the newcomers
are
housed
until permanent homes
spot as a disgruntled suitor who the informer character to become
loses his life trying? -to blow up the an obvious, shifty-eyed stereotype/ and jobs can be found, his strange
actions
arouse
interest of the camp
oil rig after being spumed by Miss a change out of keeping with the
psychiatrist. Douglas denies aqy
Henderson. Also, he sings “Gue previous handling.
illness
and
runs
away. When an
Gue Solingaie*
Audiences attracted to t£e film
Anthony Mann’s direction of the because of previous knowledge of Israeli '-policeman asks for his
Aaron Rosenberg production man- the play will find only a few screen identification papers, the juggler
ages considerable action to balance changes, either because of taste or mentally associates him with Nazi
a script tendency towards talkiness. to better fit the story to the cam-j storm troopers knd fights the
The water sequences have punch era’s scope. Opening shows the officer, thus jgetting the chase
and Rosenberg has given the pre- death of two G. I.’s while at- underway as he flees what he besentataion the authenticity of on- tempting a well-plotted escape and lieves to have been a killing.
the-spot lensing, beautifully done the sudden realization there, is an
In his flight across the country,
in color by Williams Daniels. Gil informer in their midst.
Sus- he takes up with Joey Walsh, a
Doud and John Michael Hayes picion fastens on Holden, a cyni- young orphan, and together they
sccripted from a Story by Hayes, cal character trying to make the head north for Nazareth where
which was developed from an idea best of his prison lot. When Don Douglas hopes to lose himself. Durby George W. George and George Taylor is temporarily moved into ing the trek Douglas begins to
F. Slavin. Frank Skinner did the the barracks and just as quickly teach Walsh the juggling profes
music score. It is over-emphasized revealed as the* American who sion, and kid sees himself as Isra
strongly in the big dramatic act* oh blew up an ammunition train, the el’s first juggler. As they approach
sequences,
Brog.
prisoners decide Holden is their a farm community, boy is injured
man and beat him unmercifully. by a land mine, left from the recent
HARTMAN
TRANSWORLD With the knowledge of his own war, and the kind people of the
Walter Hartman, formerly assist- innocense, it isn’t too hard for community take them in. There
ant play editor for Paramount, has Holden to fit some apparently un- Douglas arouses the interest of
related incidents
together and Milly Vitale, a member of the
joined Transworld Feature Syndicome up. with the real spy.
kibbutz who is a romantically
cate as manager of its new radioHolden is very good in his cyni- lonely as the fugitive. Under the
TV division.
cal character and Taylor delivers association with her and the other
Hartman ankled Par a few satisfactorily in shorter footage.
members of the community, he
months ago along with John Byram, Otto Preminger is, the third star,
begins to lose his fear of confineplay editor.
playing the camp commander, with ment, but this beginning reliability
.

-
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Larceny

Fair programmer for family
Stars Mickey Rooney,
Eddie Bracken.

trade.

-

Metro release of Henry Berman proStars Mickey Rooney, Eddie

duction.

Bracken,

Elaine Stewart, Marilyn Erskine.
Directed by Don Weis; screenplay, Jerry Davis; based on a story by
James Poe; camera, Ray June; editor,
Ben Lewis. Previewed in N. Y. April
Running time. 71 MINS.
29, *53.

adequately sexy

her charms neatly in, a bathing suit
Marilyn Erskine is conscene,
vincingly grassed' as Bracken’s
wife who puts up with her husband’s defense of Rooney’s she-

Bracken scores as the
trusting friend who- reluctantly
follows Rooney’s lead.
Jerry Davis’ screenplay milks
James Poe’s story for laughs that
apparently click with the corhball
There’s the familiar wild
trade.
auto ride as a brakeless truck
charges -dangerously down a highway narrowly missing other vehicles.
Don Weis’ direction keeps
the story moving and Ray June's
nanigans.

camerawork

is

on the plus

side.

Holl.

Tomahawk
Gap

Ainlmsb

lit

(COLOR)
Grim drama- with good tag,
John Derek & Hodiak and
Technicolor mantling, to help
at the b.o. Moderate grosser.

The Juggler
chase

Is

as a shapely attendant who works
for the rival outfit, and displays

s»

\

i.

Miss Stewart

.

.

1953

fi,

biz by .going below the chain’s
price hut; of course, commiting an
apt of larceny.

as
ting title,
from Paris April 30, 1952, by
Harry, the only slightly brighter
Gerald* Philippe and
Mcsk.
in % Gina Lollobrigida
appeared
Both
top the
pal of Stosh.
the legit original and other recast. ChristlanJacque directed
peaters from the stage are Robinfrom a script by Rene Wheeler
son Stone, Robert Shawley and
and Rene Fallet. Lopert Films
William Pierson. Big Human gets
is distributing in the U. S.
all the laughs possible out of his
“This is a rousing, goodrole of the barracks guard and
humbred costumer on ribald
Peter Graves is good as the spy.
France,” Mosk
17th-century
Richard Erdman, Neville Brand,
'Dane with* a fine
•opined.
Jay Lawrence and Gil Stratton,
sense of parody, full of .move-i
Jr., the latter as Holden’s timid
ment, chase and swordplay,
stooge, are among others giving
it emerges as a sure grosser
few,
excellent performances.
here with Philippe’s name. It
uncredited femmes are glimpsed
may serve as a fine arty entry
as Russian prisoners, whose presin the U. S.” Performances
ence on the other glde of the
of the cast, direction and gencamp’s barbed wire tantalizes the
all
values,
eral production
ipale internees.
evoked praise from the reErnest Laszlo’s photography is
viewer.
am aid to the action stirred up by
Wilder’s direction and the music
provided by Franz Waxman’s scone tion is destroyed when the pursufits perfectly with the picture of ing law, in the person of Paul
Other Stewart, catches up. At first defyprison camp life drawn?
technical assists Are good. Brog.
ing them, Douglas gradually breaks
and gives himself up with a plea
for help. Ending leaves no doubt
of his cure and future* romance
with Miss Vitale.
drama against

backgrounds filmed In Israel,
Kirk Douglas and okay b.o,

Sialng 17
—

Hollywood,

tfic Tulip
*‘Fanfau the Tulip,” French
import which opened, at the
Fine Arts, N. Y., Monday (4),
was reviewed in Variety

obvious relish for its colorful cruLaugh standouts are Robert
elty.
Strauss, the tdumb Stosh of the
play Who is continually referred:
tQ in the film as “‘Animal,” * fit-

Good

Amusing pic version

Wedneedsy, May

May

Hollywood,

1.

Columbia release of Wallace MacDonald production. Stars John Hodiak, John
Derek, David Brian, Marla Elena Marques;
features Ray Teal, John 'Qualen. Directed
by Fred F. Sears. Story and screenplay,
David Lane; camera (Technicolor), Henry
FreilUch; editor, Aaron Stoll; music, Ross
Dimaggio. Previewed April 17,
ning time, 73 MINS.

McCord

'53.

Run-

John Hodiak
John Derek

Kid

Egan

David Brian
Indian Girl ........ Maria Elena Marques
Doc
Ray Teal
Jonas P. Travis ............ John Qualen
Stranton
Otto Hulett
Marlowd
Percy Helton
Sheriff
Trevor Bardette
Bartender
John Doucette

Columbia’s “Ambush At Tomahawk Gap,” as grim a drama as
has been unreeled in many months,
is

replete with killings, brutality

and unscrupulous characters.
Customers who like such

film

Techgravitate to it.
mantling and familiar
names of John Derek, John Hodiak and David Brian will help, and
the actionful, lively title can be
capitalized upon.
Unrelenting story and screenplay by David Lang fades in with
four men—-Derek, Hodiak, Brian
and Ray Teal just out of prison
after serving five years for a -holdup. Only Hodiak was Innocent of
the crime, but he was forced to
serve time nevertheless when trio
claimed Tie was fourth man in on

faTfc

will

nicolor

—

the job. Actually, the fourth member escaped to hide the loot. Quartet is now out to find the money,

which has been buried

—

iii

Toma-

hawk Gap

a ghost town.
Friction arises as the men try,
without success, to locate the cash.

Then the Apaches swoop down
from nearby mountains un a scalping expedition.

Fred F. Sears* in directing, has
Augustus (Geechy) Cheevers
Mickey Rooney pulled out all action and brutality
stops as he focuses fights, shootFrederick Winthrop Clopp
Eddie Bracken ings, an amputation, near-rape,
Beverly Ambridge
Elaine* Stewart
Emily’ Clopp
Marilyn Erskine bodies being hit by flaming arrows.
Mr. White
.Douglas Fowley Direction, however, has also capPolice Capt
Robert; Burton tured some scenic sights which, in
Willard Maibrunn
Charles Halton
Motor' Cop
Henry Slate their way, add much scope. Sears,
Tommy Clopp
Rudy Lee additionally, works well with the
Mary Ellen Clopp
Mimi Gibson players.
.

Wallace MacDonald’s production
Although its title might indicate supervision has faithfully captured
a gangster melodrama, “A Slight the raw ruggedness of the story—
Case of Larceny” shapes as a mild, but selection of yarn, whether his
innocuous programmer for the or the studio's, can be questioned.
family trade. It might have some Nevertheless, it’s Class ; ‘A” of asmarquee value in the names of semblage and presentation. CamMickey Rooney, Eddie Bracken era work of Henry Freulich is ace;

and Elaine

^Stewart. Latter is the
sexy-looking dish being groomed
for stardom by Metro, following
her attention-getting performance
in “The Bad and the Beautiful.”
Picture presents Rooney in a

other technical conrtibutions good.
Principals acquit themselves
especially Derek. Hodiak
and Brian are properly forceful,
while Maria Elena Marquees is at-

nicely,

tractive as the Indian maid.

Ray

somewhat subdued role, although Teal, as one of the four ex-cons, is
he remains the forceful protagon- good, as is John Qualen, as an ecist,
It’s a less violently rambunccentric gravekeeper.
Neal.
tious Mickey; the famiJiar mannerisms are evident but are less ob
Blonde
trusive than usual. The delineution
will satisfy the Rooney fans and
won’t overly annoy the antis.
Lower-grade dualler toplining
Picture follows a familiar theme
Barbara Payton. 'Some exploiof two buddies one an aggressive
tation inherent In the star-title
leader, the other the mild follower,
combo.

Bud

—

with the latter, of course,’ taking
the rap for screwy schemes sugHollywood, April 28.
gested by former. Six years after
Llppert release-*of Anthony Hinds pro*
the war, Rooney looks up Bracken, ductlon. Stars Barbara Payton; features
Frederick Valk* John Slater, Sidney
an old GI friend. In no time, he James. Tony Wright. Directed by Regcosts Bracken his job, moves into ina! 3 Lc Borg.
Screenplay, Guy Elmes
«ovcl by
his home, causes a rift with his and Richard Landau, fromHarvey;
ed*
Max Catto; camera, Walter
wife and makes him mortgage his itor, James Needs; music, Ivor Slaney.
home so pair can open a gas sta- Previewed, April 27, *53. Running time,
80 MINS.
tion.
While Rooney studies the Lorna Vecchi
Barbara Payton
stock market and reads financia Giuseppe Vecchi
Frederick valk
John Slater
Charlie
tomes, Bracken does the work.
Sidney J*?1 ®?
As biz picks up, a chain opens Sharkey
Tony ’Wright
Johnny Flanagan
Marie Burke
a rival station across the road. A Mrs. Vecchi
Selma Vaz Dias
price war ensues, with the indie Mrs. Corelli
Enzo Cotlcchia
Corelli
ops having no chance against the Inspector
George Woodbrldgo
big business opposition. The larceny angles enters at this point.

Rooney learns a gas pipe

line runs

Barmaid
Parncs

.............. .Bottina

.t.,John Brooking

“Bad Blonde” toplining Barbara

underneath their station. He forces
shapes little
a reluctant Bracken to tap the line Payton in title role,
lower-case dualler for
it up so that it can be more than *
ana
run through their pumps;’ 'Thusly. the non-too-particular exhib
they force the rival station out bf
(Continued on page 18)
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U.S.

Flow of 40% Foreign Coin May

Senate Group Preps Fast Windup

Shrink Without Uniform 3-D Screen
Effect on the foreign market of
to 3-D and
the industry’? switch

widescreen is being watched with
concern by distrib execs, who adtheatres
mit that conversion of
abroad is likely to be a far slower
and more painful process than in
the U. S.
For one, there are reports from
Americans returning from Europe,
caving that European audiences are
4-

not
o

7

1 .*

exactly

.

QtYl o**

**fiwa_aT1
"fire-and-flame

n and* that

*

exhibs

*

there

for
are

adopting a conservative "wait-andsee” attitude in absence of stand
ardized processes and screens.
*For another, .there are physical
difficulties of equipping theatres,

which are further handicapped by

governmental regulations defining
the amounts that can be spent on
theatre alterations.

Of Exhib-Distrib Hassle

Definite
trend toward widescreen presentations is causing a
reshuffling of distrib release skeds,
semi-annual dividend of 50c
withholding
per share on common stock was with major filmeries
spectacle-type product until more
declared
yesterday
(Tues,)
by*
theatres are equipped with the
Universal. Divvy is payable June
Companies
screens.
panoramic
25, 1953 to stockholders of record
are takihg films shot in the conat close of business on June 15.
ventional manner and reframing
Board of directors also announced them for wide- area showing, In
a quarterly dividend,of $1.0625 on some cases, distribs have indicated
the 4Vfc cumulative preferred stock, that films will only be sold first
Latter is payable June 1, 1953 to time around only to houses that
stockholders oif record on May 15.
can offer a widescreen showing.

‘3-D Follies’ Folly

U’s 50c Divvy

a result of what has been
described as casting difficulties, Sol Lesser has dropped
plans for the filming of. “3-D
Follies." He reportedly sought
Milton Berle for the lead.
Depth picture was to have
been filmed in the Stei'o-Techwhich
to
niques
process,
Lesser has the U. S. rights. It

As

A

I

MPAA Committee
To Push Uniform

Problem is strictly a two-way
one, since the American distribs
get about 40% of their total revenue from abroad, and at this point
can't afford any tapering off in
flow of foreign earnings. In this

3:D

& Widescreen

was slated for

Policy has alarmed subsequentrun exhibs, who charge that this
will add to the product shortage
caused by the shift to 3-D and
widescreen. Exhibs are still in a
tizzy, attempting to decide what
type screen to install. It appears
obvious that theatres, in order to
receive all forthcoming hot product, will have to be equipped with
an all-purpose screen capable of
being masked to show the films
of all companies. 20th-Fox’s Cine-

RKO

about two weeks, and with
spokesmen for the Antitrust Division and Federal Trade Commis-

in

release.

Then, for 20
sion to be heard.
days, all parties may submit
supplemental information. Therethe committee will preafter,

more
pare

Meet To

Stem Layoff Tide

economy reasons
Firings for
largest
the
requires
Attempt to push studio stand- mascope
last week of four homeofflce ad-pub
screen, being in the ratio of 2.60 to
in the 3-D and wide
staffers at Metro and five at Loew's
requires
a
1. Paramount's process
screen fields was made by Eric
theatres has caused union-affiliated
1.66 to 1 screen while the spreadj 0 h ns t 0n Motion Plcutre Assn, of
screen publicists to take steps to

connection, it’s pointed, out that
the foreign market is always about
a year behind, release-Wise, and,
as far as product is concerned, it
will not run into serious shortages

ardization

(1)

^2°^

0

nSion^wal
i«..t

t

highlighted last appointed a special committee to
a
of +ho
73rd
the varri
at
semi-annual convention of the So- *
procedure
.
.
.
ciety of Motion. Picture and TeleA A
b
vision Engineers when Dr. Leslie
nfi An
111^
dHU
••
tTlnawinf AtfP9Y\ll Ca_ JSCilUGlQGr Ol COlliniui&f *
Knopp,
eludes Edward Morey, Joseph R
ciety prexy, urged rapid standard!
p a „i t>
n i hhl rn
F.dwnrd L.
T.
Edward
Raeburn,
v°£el} Paul
and wide Screens on
Nation of
Walton, Theodore ;H. Black, A 1

se?ee“an

masked

be'

tf

'

Although Metro

staffers

Wks.

severe, after presentation of the
big company side of the story.
All that now remains is for a
final day of hearing, to take place

Union Ad-Pubbers
Call N.Y.

in 5

Washington, May 5.
Senate Small Business Commitee is giving indications here this
week that it’s anxious to clean up
the
motion picture distribution
case and get it out of the way as
soon as possible.
Committee’s
attitude toward the distributors is
now reported to be much less

were On

tions

report and recommendaand make them public as

its

soon as printed.
Several more indies have asked
to testify, but their, request has
been nixed on ground they should
have come in earlier. Meanwhile,
some of them will be permitted to
submit briefs and evidence.
Last two distributor witnesses
last week, both of whom apparently made a favorable impression on
the Senate committee, were William Zimmerman, assistant to the
RKO domestic sales manager, and
Austin C. Keough, vicepresident
and general counsel for Paramount.
Zimmerman’s highlight was a
(Continued on page 12)

attached to a labor outfit and
other projection methods.
personnel were members of
Indication of the changeover of Loew's
O
A
.A .
1
O
a
A«
current product to widescreen is’ the rival Sign, Pictorial & Display
Par's policy for "Shane." Picture Union, Local 230, the Screen PubDistribuDistrict 65,
is currently showing at Radio City liclsts Guild,
Music Hall, N. Y„ on Par’s large tive, Processing & Office Workers
has indicated it of America immediately called an
sc reen. Company
p
th e film
fllm first only to emergency meeting of^ shop stew Lurie Urges $13,000,000
wiU offer the
„ Will
. gtobal basis He warued HoHy- Lichtman, J. J, O Connor, Wolfe
theatres which can present it on a ards, to which non-SPG units were
(Continued on- page 12)
Confab mapped plans for
Cohen and Herman Robbins.
largie. In addition, Par is delay- invited.
Parking Bldgs, to Spark
also elected all of the ing issuance of- the filmization of a mass meeting of all film pub-ad
staffers to help prevent further
present directors, adding James R.
18)
on
page
(Continued
Frisco Pix House Biz
firings
Assurance That U.S.
Grainger and Milton R. Rackmil,
San Francisco, May 5.
Dismissals at Loew’s and Metro
RKO and Universal prexies. Board
Parking
plan proposed by Louis
Pic
layoffs
at
RKO
recent
followed
Hurt reelected all incumbent officers;
Quota Pix Won’t
affiliated R. Lurie, millionaire realtor who
both
Theatres,
and
Crowding
tures
Pix
European
extended the Canadian Cooperahas
many
theatrical interests* may
with, the display union. There
Project and approved plans
By Changed Rules Asked] tion
in shops rep help relieve the traffic congestion
for an all-industry TV show to be
Yanks/ Sez Major Anon.; have beenbynothefirings
or the Motion in the downtown sector and may
SPG
resented
London, April 28.
the
and presented by
filmed
’
Un have a far-reaching effect in aiding
A request for an assurance from American Broadcasting Co.
Jhlo-liB
IP Spy
nn Picture Homeofflce Employees
DvA WailUp
IldlU Udlllb
unite biz in downtown theatres. Lurie
ion Lo c a i H-63,IATSE. SPG units
the Board of Trade that British
pix
American
has proposed the building of two
for
WarCompetition
include Universal, Columbia,
productions sponsored by subfrom European productions is on ne r Bros., United Artists and 20th big midcity garage buildings, with
sidiaries of Hollywood majors' will
space for 5,000 cars with rates
DRIVE-INS
the increase on the Continent, both
(Continued on page 20)
not have their quota tickets af- 5
starting at 5c for the first hour.
in countries where there is a nafected by the decision of. the BOT
Buildings, according to Lurie,
where
others
in
and
industry
tive
has
regulations,
JOINT
IN
to amend existing
would cost about $13,000,000. He
there is not.
beJh made to the government deHartford, May 5.
added
that the city would not have
promore
Trend is becoming
partment by the British Film ProFive competitive drive-in thet6 put up "a nickel" for them and
is causing a certain
nounced and
ducers Assn.
_
atres of the area have combined
woufd
ultimately own them. Lurie
ITS ‘PLEASURE’
The demand for this assurance
and bought extensive radio amount of concern, according to a
said his plan, result of a one-year
was a sequel to a BOT announce- tlme on ^CCC here to promote ma ior„ company foreign exec just
© Hollywood, May 5.
can "save the downtown
study,
ment that new regulations were attendance a t the ozoners, through |> ack £.om Europe who refused to
For the first time in her 14 years area." Proposal calls for the ParkHe ! aid t
being introduced as a result of the a series 0 f some 40 spots weekly ha y®. £ 1S nam ®
as a 20th-Fox player, Betty Grable ing Authonty to acquire the sites,
recent ‘Monsoon" 'case. That film, on tu e in(iie ( W ith no names men- Publics new attitude was due, pn- goes on i oa nout. Columbia borrowTact that Italian and ed the B t a r f or the top role in but turn them over to a non-profit
made by the British offshoot of an +i 0nGd ) Drive is aimed especially maril y* to
corporation of businessmen which
American company, was rejected t fa mii v trade
Pleasure
Is All Mine."
naV French fihns manage to pack more “The
Ozoners have
would build multi-story self-service
of a sex wallop and put out more
for quota by the g6vernment .deJonie Taps will produce "Pleas parking areas, the revenue from
fw i3 weeW
Eurealistic stories that appeal to
partment, and its ruling was upure," a musical remake of "Too which would eventually
.station, outside of the spot anpay for
ropean audiences.
held by a high court judge.
Many Husbands," originally pro- construction.
•
nouncements, during the day lists
Several weeks after the high the f ea t ure s at the* drive-ins. CoLatter have changed, he averred, duced in 1940 with Jean Arthur
There, would be no garage atcourt decision, the BOT issued its operating in the endeavor are maintaining that where, following starring
tendants, no gasoline sales and no
interpretation of the ruling and pike East Windsor, Farmington, the bitter war years, Europeans
special service just space to park,
announced new regulations which «
of the escapist
Loew’s and Bloomfield couldn’t get enough
automatic elevator service for con’
’
involved a tightening up of the D rive-ins.
fare dished out by Hollywood, they IT A TlfllinlpQ VqIac pnrpp
venience and a way to pay the fee.
I UI tC,
IWUUIC5
labor costs regulations and the in|mow are ready once again for more
Driver would park the car and
clusion of star, producer and direcentertainment. In some
serious
drive away, exactly as he does at
Districts
For 3
tor deferments in the calculation
countries, like Germany, resurgent'
street parking meters. Fees would
of monies paid to aliens.
Lifts Ban on Thesps
nationalism also plays a pare; he
In a move that doubles United be a nickel for the first hour, 10c
As a sequel to the BOT statesaid.
Artists’ present sales force,
an hour for the next four hours and
ment the BFPA convened an emerlast week (29) announced creation then $1 an hour, to prevent all-day
For TV, But for Pic Plugs
gency session when it decided to
and
sales
districts
new
three
of
parking.
At both sites, there would
5.
May
Hollywood,
make its request that films now
appointment of three district man- be store space on the ground level
Last of major film lots holding Mull Labor
Of
in preparation, which under exeastern,
districts
are
New
agers.
to
bring
in more revenue. Lurie
against the appearance of conisting regulations would have re- out
western and mid-western.
stressed that he and Otis Brun,
‘Rnka’
in
1011
ThnafrAC
players on tele capitulated
IftlCdUTO
lift
IYUUC
1VU
ceived a quota ticket, should not tract
managed
will
be
district
Eastern
manager of the Lurie Co., devised
lifted the ban. From
be prejudiced by the upcoming when Warners
Shift in original plans is likely by John Turner, UA branch head ^the pl^n as a public service and
now on, studio will permit its
change in regulations.
CinemaScoped in Philadelphia. Ralph Clark, San that there would be no profit for
to do TV chores "with some to** see 20th-Fox’s
tnesps
While making representations on
Gordon MacRae got ."The Robe" opening in late Au- Francisco branch manager, heads any individual.
one question of urgency arising limitations."
Lurie, an investor in Broadway
Distrib up the western district, and Mike
five appearances gust instead of October.
from the statement, the BFPA is the go sign for
Lee, St. Louis branch manager, shows and owner of theatres here,
that at least 100. houses will
_
NBC’s Coca-Cola program, start- hopes
„
„
also requesting information qs to on
dismidwestern
of
the
headed
a syndicate which sought to
charge
takes
position,
showcase
to
be
a
(Tues.). Other dates are
the likely, date when the new regu- ing today
buy out Warner Bros, about a year
pic on panoramic screens at that trict.
13 15 and 20.
lations will be put into operation. May 8
ago.
His
name also came up as a
time.
MacRae? will give out tunes from
potential buyer of RKO Pictures
Reasoning in pushing forward
WB’s "Desert Song’’ at each perduring the short-lived Ralph Stolformance, indicating that the limi- "Robe" openings is that t;he film
Committees
Set
kin regime.
completed, and there appears
tations" mean plugs for studio is
‘Berlin’ Pic for U.S.
Hollywood, May 5.
no good reason why it shouldn't
product.
Indie producer Kurt Hirsch, curstart earning money over the LaStudio committees organized to
rently in.N. Y„ is seeking a releasTeapi Fontaine, Hope
bor Day weekend in . September, conduct the United Jewish Weling' deal for "Berlin Adventure,"
traditionally a strong b.o. holiday. fare Fund campaign in the film in
Fast
Walks
Hollywood, May 5.
‘Elephant’
made in Germany in both English
by
Lew
R.
Paramount signed Joan Fontaine
In N. Y., pic opens at the Roxy dustry were announced
Hollywood, MSy 5.
and German versions. Hirsch and
chairman,
With
to
costar
Bob Hope in "Mr.
Wasserman,
originally
skedded.
August,
in
as
co-producer Peter Berneis made
Even though delayed by the illCommittees are headed by Hy J. Casanova," to be produced by Paul
the film in partnership with CCC nesc of Vivien Leigh and the sub- Policy for selling "The Robe," as
Fred
S.
Schreiber
Jones
directed
by Norman Z.
and
Lew
Glick,
big Cinema/
Films of Germany.
stitution of Elizabeth Taylor, Wil- well as other of the
Morris
McLeod, starting in July.
Film deals with a counterfeit liam’Dieterle brought in the book Scope pix, hasn’t been set yet, Meyer, William Goetz,,
1
Before that time Miss Fontaine
rmg trading with U, S, currency of "Elephant Walk" one week according to 20th execs, but there Weiner, Sidney P. Solow, Bert
"Flight
is no attempt made to deny that Allenberg, Nat C. Goldstone, Sam will appear in Nat Holt’s
following World War II. It stars ahead of schedule.
Charles Goldring, O. N. to Tangier" opposite Jack Palance,
Jaffe,
American thesp Gordon Howard
All that remains to be filmed is many of them will be pitched to
lot.
Paramount
also
the
Corwin.
on
Sherrill
C.
Srere and
exhibs at pre-release scales.
and Russian actress Irina Garden. the elephant stampede.
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Buffalo,

May

Los Angeles, May 5.
of Cinerama on the West
leading the new bills here
this round with socko $42,000 at
the 1,468-seat Hollywood Theatre.
This is very close to capacity. Invaders from Mars" looms okay
$25,000 in four theatres, mostly
small houses, while "Small Town
Girl" is medium $21,000 in two

14G,

Both 3d

Broadway Brasses

is

Estimated Total Gross
$527,20$
This Week
(Based on 22 tlveatres)
$418,300
Last Year
(Based on 22 theatres)

|

7G; 'Wax’ Hot 17G, 2d, lather 10G

"Light of Silvery Moon” is rated
bright at Center. "House of Wax”
still is smash in second round at
Paramount. "Seminole" 4s neat at

•

City Grasses

Key

Antone" (Rep). Nifty $12,000. Last
week, "I Love Melvin” (M-G) and

ntres,

(20th),

(Par)

(2,100;

first

{Based on 24

socko at $20,000. Last week, huge

Center

chiefly

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

same.

Paramount (Par.) (3,000; 50-$l)
"House of Wax” (WB) (2d wk). Still
$31,000.

runs, in-

Week
$2,044,800
and 221

cities,

theatres.)

40-70)—

"Light of Silvery Moon" (WB).
Bright $9,000. Last week, "Call Me

Madam"

(20th) (2d wk), big $8,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
and "Penny
(U)
‘'Seminole"
Princess" <U), Neat $8,000. Last
week, "City Beneath Sea" (U) and

—

,

Del: ‘Salome’ 14G

"Gunsmoke"

(U), ditto.

Century <20th Cent.) (3,000; 40"Lady Wants Mink" (Rep) and

—

Boston, May C.
Detroit, May 5.
three locations. "Lili" continues
"Fair Wind to Java” (Rep). Fair
"House of Waxf' at the Met is
packing a small showcase.
"House of Wax" is boiling up to $7,500. Last week, "Tall Texan”
tremendous $55,000 or near at the (Lip) and "I’ll Get You" (Lip) undisputed leader this stanza with
Estimates for This Week
strongest take in weeks In sight.
Hollywood <SW) (1,468; $1.20- Michigan. "This Is Cinerama” stays $ 10 000 .
$2:80) "This Is Cinerama" (In- near capacity in seventh week at
Other newcomers, "Battle Circus”
die).
Launched hard-ticket run Music Hall. "Moulin Rouge" is
at the State and Orpheum shapes
April 30 with 15 performances a okay in fifth week at the Fox.
fair with "By Light of Silvery
week. First week is heading for "Salpme" clipped in third week
Moon” at Paramount and Fenway
socko $42*000, very close to capa- but is still fine at the Madison.
better than average,
"Man in
Remainder of town is fair to slow.
city.
Dark," is holding fairly well in sec*
Loewis State, Egyptian (UATC)
ond round at Pilgrim. "Salome" in
Estimates for This Week
"Small
70-$1.10)
1,538;
(2,404;
fifth week at Astor Is beginning to
Fox (Fox-Detroit) '(5.000; 80Town Girl" (M-G) and "Code Two" $1.25)—
sag.
"Moulin Rouge” (UA) (5th
<M-G). Mild $21,000. Last weekj
Estimates for This Wbek
Okay $16,000. Last week,
wk).
"Confidentially Connie" (M-G) and
Cincinnati, May 5.
Astor (B&Q) <1,500; 74$1.25)—
$16,000.
"Girl Had Everything" (M-G) (2d
Returns on new bills size up "Salome” (Col (5th wk), Off to
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
Wk), $12,000.
below par this stanza. Holdover of near $8,000 following below expecOrpheum, El- Hey (Metropolitan- 9541.25)—"House of Wax" (WB). House of Wax" is retaining town tations
$11,000 in fourth round.
week,
"Off
Last
\
Terrific
$55,000.
70-90)—
"Count
FWC) (2,213; 861;
lead at big Albee where still great
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 50-90)—
Hours" (RKO) and "Iron Grown” Limits” (Par) and "Bandits of Cor- Spring weather is blamed for let"Old
Maid"
<WB) .and "Mildred
sica"
(UA),
$18,000.
week,
Last
(Indie),
Sad $7,000.
down elsewhere. ‘"Small Town
About
Palms (UD) (2,961; 70-95)— G-irl" stacks up moderately at Pierce” (WB) (reissues)
"Serpent Nile" (Col) and "Ambush
six
in
days. Last week,
$8,500
of
Island”
(Par)
days),
"Girls
Pleasure
Gap"
(9
Tomahawk
<Cpl)
Palace. Entries in so-so category "Ma, Pa Kettle on Vacation” (U)
and "Last of Comanches" (Col). are "President's Lady" at Keith’s
$10,600.
Los' Angeles, Iris, Uptown, Loy- Slow $10,000. Last week, "Desert and ""Magnetic Monster” at Grand. and "Smashup” <U) (2d wk), $8,000.
Exeter (Indie) <1,300; 60-80)—
ola (FWC) (2,097; 814; 1,715; 1,248: Legion” (U) and "Ma, Pa Kettle
Estimates for This Week
"Importance of Being-Earnest" (U)
70-$1.10) -"Invaders From Mars” Vacation" (U), $1.6,000 in 10 days.
Albee <RKG> (3,100; 7541.25)
(20th) and "Guerrilla Girl" OJA).
Madison (UD) (1,900; 95-$1.25)— —"House of Wax” (WB) (2d wk). (5th wk). Holding fairly even at
Oke $25,000. Last week, "Man On "Salome” (Col) (3d wk). Down to Great $16,000 and holding town $4,800 after oke $5,500 for fourth
frame.
Tightrope"
(20th)
and "Angel fine $14,000. Last week, $20J)D0.
leadership after wham $27,000 unStreet" (Indie), $15,300.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)
70- veiling.
United Artiste <UA)
Downtown, Wiltem, Beverly 95)—"Sombrero" (M-G) (1,938;
"By Light Silvery Moon” <WB) and
55-85)—
(RKO)
Capitol
(2,000;
and "Roar
* Hills <SW) (1,757; 2,344; 1,612; 70- of Crowd” (AA). Slow $10,000. Last "System” (WB) and "Glass Wall” "Babes in Bagdad” (UA).
Good
?
"Light
Moon” week, "Call Me Madam" (20th) (4th ICol). Thin $5,000. Last week, $5,000. Last week, "Torpedo Alley”
$1.19)
Silvery
fWB) and "System" (WB) (2d wk). wk), $7,000.
"Sombrero” (M-G) and "Confiden- <AA) and "Hiawatha” (AA), same.
Mild $10,000. Last week. $20,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 9B-$I.25) tial Connie” <M-G), $6,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-90)—
Bite (FWC) <1,370; 80-$1.50>—
Grand (RKO)’ (1,400; 55-85)— "Desert Legion” (ID and "Battles
"Hans
Christian
Andersen”
"President's Lady" (20th) (2d wk). (RKO)
Monster” <AA) and of Pontiac” tlndie) (2d wk-3 days)
(7th wk). Down to $5,500. "Magnetic
Small $3,700. Last week, $5,500. 0
ast week, big $6,500.
"Guerilla Girl" <AA). Mild $5,000. Good $10,000 after nice $19,000 for
Los Angeles, Hollywood ParaBroadway-Capitol (Korman) (3,- Last week, "Lady Wants Mink” first week.
mounts (ABC-UPT-F&M) (3,300; 500; 70-95)—"Lone Hand" <U) and (Kfep) and "Ride a Man Down”
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 9095-$1.50)—"House
Wax" Abbott Oostello To Mars" (U). (Rep), $5,300.
1,430;
$1.25)—"House of Wax” (WB).
(WB) (3d wk). Smash $50,000. Last Mild $12,000. Last week, "Law and
Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)— Smash $50,000. Last week, "Fair
week, $66,500.
Order" (U) and "A Perilous Jour "President’s Lady” (20th). Slow Wind to Java” (Rep) and "DangerUnited Artists, Hawaii (UATC- ney" (Rep), $12,900.
week,
Last
"Treasure ous Assignment” (Indie), $11,500.
$5,500.
G&S) (2,100; 1,106; 90-$150)—
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc- Golden Condor” (20th), $5,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 50-90)
"Man In Dark" (Col) (3d wk). Okay tions) (1,236; $1.4042.80)—'"This Is
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)—
$14,000. Last week $14,000. Last Cinerama” (Indie) (7th wk). Near "Small Town Girl” (M-G). Mod- "Battle Circus” (M-G) and ‘‘One
Confession” (Col). Fair $16 rGirl’s
week, $19,600.
capacity at $31,400. Last week, erate $9,500. Last week; "Never
000.
Last week, "Trader Horn’
Hillstreet, Paqtages, Four Star $31,600.
Wave at WAC” (RKO), $9,000.
<M-G) and "Sequoia” (M-G) (reis
(RKO-UATC) (2,752; 2,812; 900; 74sues), $7,500 in 5 days of second
$1.50)—"Salome" (Col) (3d wk).
week.
Lively $24,000. Last week, $29,600.
Chinese (FWC) (2,048; 80-$1.50)
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)
—"Titanic" (20th) (3d wk). Pleasing
$12,000,
—"By Light Silvery Moon” (WB
and "Babes in Bagdad” (UA). Nice
$9,000. Last week, $13,800.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.50)
$15,000. Last week, "Torpedo Alley” (AA) and "Hiawatha” (AA),
—"Importance Being Earnest" (U)
(3d wk). Light $2,600. Last wfeek,
$14,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,900; 65-$l)—
$3,200.
“Man in Dark” (Col) and "49th
Canon (ABC) <533; ^ $1.50)—
Kansas City, May 5.
"Thnes Gone By” (Indie) (3d wk),
Theatre row assume^, a more Man” (Col) (2d wk). Fairly nice
following fancy $17,000
Neat $4,500. Last week, $5,700.
normal pattern after several weeks $11,000
ppj* lAjaplr
WilShire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$150) ‘SALOME’
of knockout 61ms and upped adState
—"Tonight We Sing” (20th) (3d
(Loew) (3,500; 50-90)—
missions.
r
"President’s Lady" in
wk). Off to $1,800 in 5 days. Last
four Fox Midwest first-runs is only "Battle Circus” (M-G) and "‘One
30C,
Girl’s
Confession”
week, neat $3,000.
(Col). Mild $9,so-so.
But Paramount’s "Trouble
Montreal, May 5.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 80-$1.20)—
Along the Way” looms smash 000. Last week, "Trader Horn”
"Lili” (M-G) (7th wk). Smart $4,
With new entries at most delux- "Moulin Rouge’-’ continues fancy (M-G) and "Sequoia" <M-G) (reis500. Last week, $4,800.
shot upwards this in second week at Midland. "Blue sues), poor $4,800 in 5 days of secers, returns
ond week.
Week. "Salome" at Loew’s is easily Gardenia" is disappointing at the
70)

f

—

|

,

-

—

Minneapolis, May 5
It’s holdover time here. Unusual
ineup finds only three newcomers
Otherwise, there are no less than
six continuing loop bills, the largest
number within memory here "Martin Luther” is doing fine at Lyceum
.

.

Estimated Total Gross
$2,503,100
This Week
(Based on 24 cities, 213 tf ve-

sites.

"Count the Hours" is rated sad
$7,000 in two spots. First-runs are
heavy with holdovers currently
with 3-D biz continuing -good.
"House of Wax" looks nifty $50,000 in third week at the two Paramount theatres. "Man in Dark" isj
okay with $14,000 also in third
round, in two spots. Third session
of "Salome" is likely $24,000 In

t

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Small Town Girl” (MMD and "San

"Taxi"

I953

Vi!h

Lafayette.

Debut

Coast

6,

5.

"Small Town Girl” looks nice at
the Buffalo here this stanza while

% Dark’

^ mwm
Wednesday, May

P^msfr

MCTUWE GROSSES

Wax' Hot 16G, 2d

.

—

—

—

Girl;”

one of new arrivals

at State

'Kansas Pacific” arid "White Lightning” are mild at Lyric. "Moulin
Rouge” in its third week at Century still Is good. "House of Wax"
continues big at Pan in first holdover round. "Salome” shapes fairish in second Orpheum stanza.
Wintry weather has been a help.
Estimates for This Week

Century (Par) (1,600; 76-$l)—
"Moulin Rouge" (UA) (3d wk). Still
nothing but raves for this. Fine
$7,000 for third round here Last
week, $8,500.
Gopher (Berger) (1,026; 65-85)—
"Seminole” <U) <2d wk). Winding
up at oke $2,500. Last week, $4,000.
Lyric <Par) (1,000; 65-85) "Kan-

—

sas Pacific”

<AA) and "White Light-

ning" (AA). Mild $3,000. Last week,
"Silver

Whip”

(20th) and ‘iScotland
(Lip), $4,500.

Yard Inspector”

Lyceum

(N’derlander) (1,859; 80-

$1.20)—"Martin

Luther”

World preem with

(Indie).

ticket selling by

Lutheran churches here helping.
Fancy $10,000 or near.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 65-85)-—
"Call

Me Madam”

(20th) (2d wk).

Plenty of praise but boxoffice re$5,000. Last week, nice $10,000;
spouse is not up to hopes. Good
$7^000. Last week, nice $10,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 76$1)—"Salome” (Col) (2d Wk). Hasn’t
caught on as anticipated. Fairish
$6,000. Last week, big. $16,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) <1,600; 76-$l)—
"House of Wax” <WB) (2d wk).
Easily current boxoffice champion
despite mixed reviews. Still .going
great guns at $17,000. Last week,
terrific $20,000.

State
"Small

(Par)

Town

(2,200;

Girl"

65-85)^

(M-G). Mod-

8

days. Last week,
"Blue Gardenia" (WB), $4,000 in d
days.

erate $7,000 in

World (Mann)

(400;

55-$1.20)—

"Little Sheba” (Par), (4th wk). Finally calling it quits after highly
profitable run. Good $3,000. Last
week, $3,300.

Heat Hits Frisco,

‘Girl’

•

-

Smash

K.C. Okay; Trouble’

‘Lady So-So 11G, ‘Rouge’ Big 13G, 2d

1

BOTH SOCK

'WAX

‘Wax’

Warms Up

Smash $24,000;

Missouri.

Balto,
‘In

Dark’

Hep 166, ‘Rouge’ 216, 24

topping all newcomers. "House of 9
Estimates for This Week
L’ville Lags; ‘Girls’ Slow
Kimo (Dickinson). (504; 65-85)
Wax’* at the Princess is equally
"Happy
Time" (Col) (5th wk).
smash. "Because of You" looks big
$8,000, ‘Rouge’ 11G, 2d
Pleasant $1,400. Last week, $1,500
at Palace.
Estimates for This

Week

Estimates for This

Century (Loew’s-UA)

70)—"Battle

May

Week
(3,000;

20

t.

$1)

—"Man

in

Dark"

(Col),

Rous-

ing $16,000.
Last week, "Girls
Pleasure Island" (Par), $7,000.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)
"Laughter in Paradise" (Indie).
Fair $3,400.
Last week, "Don
Camillo" (IFE) (2d wk), $3,000.
Mayfair ' (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
**

.

"San Antone"

(Rep).

Oke

$5,500.

(Continued on page 18)

"House

-of

Wax" (WB). Wham

Loew’s
"Salome".

$30,-

—

(C. T.) (2,855; 75-$l)—
(Col). Great $40,000. Last

week, "Call

Me Madam"

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)

—‘‘Small Town Girl” (M-G). Nice
$18,000. Last week, "Battle Circus”
(M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
Paramount (Par) <2,646; 65-95)—
"Pony Express” (Par) and "Code
Two” (M-G) Opening day personals
by Charlton Heston, Rhonda Fleming,
Jan Sterling and Forrest
Tucker. Okay $14,000 or less. Last
week, "The System" (WB) and

4

—

(20th) (4th

—

—

Imperial (C. T.) (1,839; 34-60)—

"Gunsmpke"

(U) and "Yukon Gold"
(U) (2d wk). Oil to $6,000 after
great $11,000 .opener.
(C. T.) (1,048; 34-60)

.

"Iron Curtain" (Indie) and "2-DolBettor" (Indie).
Oke $7,000.
Last week, "African Screams" <U)
lar

and "Love Happy" (U) (reissues),
same.

—

Golden Gale (HE&) <2,850; 65"Count The Hours” (RKO)
"‘Big Frame” (RKO). Thin $8,500.
Last week; "Hitch-Hiker"
(RKO) and "No Time For Flowers"
(RKO), $12,500.
Fox <FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—"President’s Lady” <20th) and "Stolen
Identity" (Indie).
Drab $11,000.
Last week, "Trouble Along Way"
(WB) and "Jalopy” (AA) (2d wk),
$7,000 in 5 days.
95)

and

*

wk), $14,000.

Orpheum

looms okay at Paramount. Ace
holdover is "House of Wax,” terrific in second .round at St. Francis.
. Estimates for This Week

er,

—

.

Golden

—

—

I

|S.

this
week. "‘Small Town Girl”
shapes nice at Warfield while
'"“Pony Express,” another newcom-

—

stanza at $21,000.
Princess (C. T.) (2,131; 60-$l)—
000. Last week, "Treasure
Condor" (20th), $13,000.

San Francisco, May

Record weekend heat is sloughing most biz on Market Street biz

wk).

5.

Circus" (M-G) (2d
Down to $7,000 after nice
wk).
$8,800 opener.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
50-$1.25)—"Peter Pan" (RKO) (5th
wk)
Still big at $11,800 after
$15,500 fourth round.
Keith's (Sclianberger) (2,400; 30-

OK 14G, ‘Wax' 25G, 2d

Louisville, May 5.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 35-75Rouge” (UA) (2d
The 79th running of the KenHolding well after rave re- tucky Derby Saturday (2), town’s "Pleasure Island" (Par), 6 days,
views by press and radio, fancy annual colorful sports event copped $10,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 95-$1.25)
$13,000, goes a third. Last week, all the attention as usual, leaving
—"‘House Of Wax” (WB) (2d wk).
smash $18,000.
little interest on the part of yisitLast
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)
ing firemen in the local cinema. Wow $25,000. Stays again.
"Blue Gardenia" (WB) and "The Result is slow biz. Loew’s State week, terrific $34,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65System" <WB). Returns house to with second week of "Moulin
and
(U)
regular prices for first time in sev- Rouge" still is solid. "Girls Pleas- 95) "Desert Legion"
"Luxury Girls” (UA) (2d wk). Off
eral weeks. Ordinary $5,000. Last ure Island" is light
at Rialto.
week,
to
$5,000 in 4 days. Last
week "Hans Christian Andersen
Estimates for This Week
good $13,500.
<RKG) (2d wk) at $1 top, nifty $8,Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 50-75)
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207:
000
(UA)
"President’s Lady” (20th) and 80-$1.50)—"Moulin Rouge"
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;
No Holds Barred" (AA). Nice $4,- (11th final Wk). Oke $6,500. Last
50-75)
"Trouble Along
e Way(WB). Smash $12,000, and likely 500 'Last week, "City Beneath Sea" week, $7,500.
d.
T.nc+
will hold.
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1.20-$1.80)
Last week, "Pony Ex- (LO and ‘‘Redhead Wyoming" (U),
press" (Par), $7,500.
Andersen
$4,000.
"Hans
Christian
Mary
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, GraAnderson (People’s) (1,200; (RKO) (11th wk). GOod $9,000. Last
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 50-75) "By Light of Silvery Moon” week, $9,500.
1*217’; 50-75)
Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—"President's (WB) (2d wk). Modest $6,000 after
1
Lady" (20th) and "Silver Whip Initial stanza’s $7,000.
"Importance Being Ernest” (U)
(20th).
Fairish $11,000 or near.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; (5th wk). Sturdy $2,500. Last week,
Last .week, "Desert Legion” (U) 50-75)—-"Girls
Pleasure
Island” $2,600.
with
"Fabulous
Senorita” (Rep) —
_
Larkin (Rosener) <400; 65-85)—
at (Par) and “Marksman” (AA). Light_ „
Tower and Granada, okay $14,000. weight $8,000. Last week, "Call Me "Don Camillo" <IFE) (4th wk). Nice
(Golden) <550; 65-85)— Madam" <20th), $11,000,
$2800. Last week, same.
Member of Wedding" (Col) <3d
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 75-99)—
Vogue <S. F. Theatres (377; ‘85wk). Okay at $1,500. Last .week, "Moulin Rouge” (UA) (2d wk). $1) "Times Gone By" (Indie) (3d
* 1 800
Solid $11,000. JUst week, $13,000. wk); Oke $1,800. Last week, $2,000.

$1>—"Moulin

Palace (C. T.) (2,626; 34-60)—
3-D solidly entrenched itself "Because of You” (U). Big $20,000.
here this week with "House of
Wax" packing them in at Stanley Last week, "Cousin Rachel" (20th)
and "Man in Dark" at Keith's (2d wk), $12,000.
shaping strong. "San Ant6ne*Ms
Capitol (C. T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
oke at Mayfair. ’"Moulin Rouge’* "Naked Spur" (M-G) (2d wk). Soat the Town in its second week is
so $12,000 following smaSh opening
still very potent.
Baltimore,

Lofty $18,000, ‘Express’

-

-

'

4

—

.

May

Wednesday,

6,

PICTURE GROSSES

1953

‘WAX’ HUGE $20,000,

“Wax’ Heating Up Chi Biz, Giant $80,

OK

‘Lady-‘Mink’

1

flll

Among°the second-weekers, “Off
looms brightT imits’’ at the Palace
“Seminole’’ and “Abbott and
est
rnstello to Mars’’ at Roosevelt is
“Never Let

nerkv.

Me

at

Go’’

Portland, Ore.,

16G; ‘Limits’ Neat

same session for “Moulin
at State-Lake is bright.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)

while

“Wax’ Hot 40G, 2d
May

5.

Holdover list is sloughing
^“House of Wax’* (WB) and stage- gross picture here this round.overall
Clear
show. The 3-D film is mainly re- weekend weather brought out good
Last
$65*000.
wow
sponsible for
trade. “House of Wax” is still
week, “Never Wave at Wac” (RKD> potent in second week but newwth Patti Page onstage, $50,000.
comers mean little currently. “Fair
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 98-$1.50)— Wind To Java” is not getting far at
Sweet
“Salome” (Col) (5jh wk).

.

Last week, $17,000.

$16,000.

Monroe

(Indie)" (1,000; 55-98)

—

“Sombrero” (M-G) (3d wk). ModLast week, $7,000.
erate $5,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—“Call Me Madam” (20th) (4th
Sock $20,000. Last week,
wk),
$18,000.

(WB). Ter- two arty theatres Monday (4), only
“invasion U. S. A.” at the Globe
and “Hitch-Hiker” at the Holiday
represent fresh product currently.
“Invasion” is just fair $15,500
“Tonight We Sing” (20th), upped while “Hitch-Hiker” wound up its
scale.
Good $2,500. Last week, first week at fine $14,000.
“Don Camillo” (IFE) (2d wk), $1,Standout among the holdovers is
.900.
“Shane” with stageshow at the
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)
Music Hall. It looks to register
—“Girl Who Had Everything” a big $133,000 in second stanza
(M-G) and “Cry of Hunted” (M-G). and> of course, holds a third.
Fine $8,000. Last week, “Battle “House of Wax” with stageshow is
Circus” (M-G) and “Magic Box” heading f6r a socko $90,008 ^or
(Indie):, $8,400.
close in fourth round at the ParaMayfair (Evergreen) (1,500; 90- mount. Eddie Fisher and surround$1.25)—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (3d ing stage bill wound up last night
wk). Tall $7,200. Last week, $7,- (Tues.), 'with Xavier Cugat band
800.
and others coining in as a complete
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65stageshow today (Wed.), as
90)—“President’s Lady” (20th) and new
Wax” continues on.
“No Time For Flowers” (RKO).
“Moulin Rouge” established a
Mild $2,500. Last week, “Darling
Clementine” (20th) and “Call of new longrun record at the' Capitol
week by going 12 full weeks,
last
(20th)
Wild”
(reissues), $2,400.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65- the week (12th) ended last night
90)—“Pr/sident’s Lady” <20th)and (Tues.) holding in amazing style at
“No Time For Flowers” (RKO). big $31,000. Pic enters its 13th
So-so $6,000. Last week, “Call Me stanza today (Wed.).
“Never Wave at Wac,” which did
Madam” (20th) and “Member of
so well opening week, is continuWedding” (Col) (2d wk), $6,800.
very good with $16,000 in 'secing
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
65-90)
“Kansas Pacific” (AA) and ond round at the Astor. “Call Me
Madam”
with iceshow on the stage
“Torpedo Alley” (AA). Dull $5,six-week run
000. Last week, “Man In Dark” wound up a smash
night
(Tues.) at the Roxy with
last
(Col) and “Magnetic Monster” (In-

the Aldine. “Hitch-Hiker” is not
giving the Stantoh much ofik lift.
“Moulin Rouge” is on the upbeat
with current (9th) round topping
the previous one with a fancy
figure at the bandbox Trans-Lux.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)
“Fair Wind to Java” (Rep). Fair
$8,000 or. near. Last week, “Girls
Pleasure Island” (Par), $6,500.

—

—

— ‘Sombrero’

—

Goldman (Goldman)

$3,500.

(1,700; 55—“President’s (B&K)
(20th)
Lady”

United Artists
98)

“Lady Wants Mink” (Rep).
Oke $15,000. Last week, “Problem
Girls” Col) and “One Girl’s Conand

i

(Col)4 $12,000.
(1,073; 98)

fession”

Woods lEssaness)
“Never Let

Me Go”

^
—

(M-G) (2d wk).
Last week,

Fairly solid $17,000.
$18,000.
World (Indie) (587;

98)— “Don

Nifty
Camillo” (1FE) (2d wk).
$5,000. Last week, $6,000.
Zicgfeld (Lopert) (486; 98)
“Little
Sheba” (Par) (9th wk)
Smooth $3,300. Last week, $3,700

—

’Java’

Hangup at $9,000,

—

(1,200;

50

$16,

St L; “Wax’ 25G, 2d

99)
“Desert Legion” (U). Nice
$10,000. Last week, “Off Limits”
St. Louis, May 5.
(Par) (4th wk-5 days), $6,000.
Biz at mainstem houses climbed
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 85-$1.25) mildly over the past weekend,
—“House of Wax” (WB) (2d wk). “House of Wax” continuing to atSolid $40,000. Last week, terrific tract thousands downtown.
The
$50,000.
3-D pic still is smash in second
85huge
Fox
after.
round at the
a terMidtown (Goldman) (1,000;
$1,50)
“Hans Christian Apdersen” rific opening week. “Sombrero”
nice
with
new
entry
(RKO) (13th wk). Okay $7,000. looms as best
Me
“Call
Loew’s.
stanza
at
Last week, $9,000.
moveOver
still
Is okay on
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50- Madam”
99)
“Man in Dark” (Col) (3d wk). to the Ambassador after twp solid
weeks at the Missouri. “AnderDim $9,000. Last week, $13,000.
sen” continues okay in final (5th)
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 85-$1.25)—
session in two small houses.
“Salome” (Col) (5th wk). Fair
Estimates for This Week
$11,500. Last week, $15,000.
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 60Stantoh (WB) (1,473; 50-99)
Madam” (20th)
“Hitch-Hiker” (RKO). So-so $8,000. 75) “Call
,

—

—

—

Normandie -(Normandie Thea95-$1.80)—“Murder Will

Out”

(Indie) (5th-final wk). Sliding
off to $5,500 this frame, and won’t

—

$7,500.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 70-$1.50)—
“Blue Gardenia” (WB) with 8 acts
of vaudeville. Fine $28,000 or near
for week (11 days) ending tomorrow
(Thurs.). “Desert Legion” (U) with
new vaude opens Friday (8).

Paramount (Par)
80-$1.80)
—“House
of Wax” ’(WB) with stage-

Last

week,

“City

Beneath

Sea”

(m.o.)

Me

,

The 31st stanza ended yester(Tues.) held at a terrific $39,picketing by legit boxofficemen’s union hurting only a negliwk).'

day

000,

*

—

-

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—

“The Freshman” (Indie) (reissue)
(2d wk). Initial round ended Monday (4) was lively $6,000, unusually
fine for an oldie, indicating that
Harold Lloyd has developed an

new

entirely

audience.

In ahead,

“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO),
was $4,000, making one of biggest

—

Roxy

(20th)

(5,886;

50-$2.20)

—

after big $7,000 for second.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
Done”
“Justice
Is
(Burstyn) (10th wk). Ninth stanza
ended Sunday (3) was $3,200 after
good $3,800 in eighth week.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
“Lfii” (M-£) (9th wk).
90-$ 1.50)

—

.

.

—

—

*

'

1

—

90-$i.50)

—

Eighth stanza ended Monday (4)
held at $8,000 after socko $9,000
for seventh week. Stays on.
Victoria
$1.80)

—

(City

Inv.)

(1,060;

95-

“The

Juggler”
(Col).
In
yesterday
(Tues.).

Opened

ahead, “Little Sheba” (Par) (19th
wk-6 days), oke $7,600 after nice
$10,500 for 18th week of 7 days,
giving the Vic one of its best long-

runs in

many months.

Spring Sloughs Indpls;
‘Salome’ Solid $15,000,
'Gris’ 8G, Texan’ Big

—

—

—

$93,000.

—

'

i

Fisher's prior

—

New

—

that launched “Wax” bowed
out last nigh# (Tues.) because of
commitment to appear -in London. Xavier Cugat orch
and Four Step Bros, head new
stage bill opening today (Wed.).
Third week of “Wax” and Fisher
topping
stageshow was giant

show

“Trouble Along Way” (WB) with
Opens today
iceshow onstage.
“Call
Me
Last week,
(Wed.).
Madam” (20th) plus iceshow (6th
wk), wound up okay at $60,000 after
solid $70,000 for fifth round.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 85-$1.80)—
Estimates for This Week
“Small Town Girl” (M-G). Opens
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80)
(Wed.). Last week, “Somtoday
“Never Wave at Wac” (RKO) (2d brero” (M-G) (2d wk), slipped to
wk). Initial holdover round end- fair
including preview coin.
$12,000
ing today (Wed.) is holding good First week was fairish $15,500.
with $16,000 after fine $25,000
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)
opener.
“The Assassin” (UA) (3d wk).
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90- Third round ending tomorrow
$2.80) —f “Cinerama” (Indie) (32d (Thurs.) looks like about
$5,000

—

—

(4th wk). Current session is
holding to socko $90,000 or near.
Eddie Fisher and original stage-

excellent fashion yesterday (Tues.)
at the Victoria after “Little Slieba”
had held six days of the 19th week,
getting an okay $7,600 in the abbreviated session. It gave the Vic
very big total for this longrun,
one of best ever at this house.

and “Desert

.

(3,664;

show

an okay $60,000 in final session. Iongruns ever at this house.
Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 95-$1.80)
“Trouble Along Way” opens there
“Salome” (Col) (7th wk). The sixth
today.
“Salome” -finished its sixth week session ended last night (Tues.)
or near after
at the Rivoli with a nice $21,000 dipped to nice $21,000
albeit
down considerably from sturdy $29,000 for fifth week. Stays
on.
fifth frame.
A reissue of “The
Radio City Music Hall (RockeFreshman” did a lively $6,000
opening week at the arty Paris fellers) (5,945; 90-$2.40)— “Shane”
(Par) with stageshow (2d wk). HoldTheatre.
“Fanfan the Tulipe” started out ing at big $133,000, not far from
socko Monday (4) at the Fine Arts opening week’s smash $150,000.
while “I Believe in You’ likewise Continues, with huge Par Panodid well opening day, also Monday ramic screen something of an
added magnet. Pic is doing an unat the Baronet.
“The Juggler” was launched in usually strong night trade.

Legion” (U). gible amount. The 30th week was
'
Okay $12,500. Last week. “Trou- $40,000.
(U), $7,000.
(WB)
(gd wk),
Way”
ble
Along
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50>
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 90-$1.25)—
’Rouge’ Rich 9iG, 2d
000
11
(U).
Opened
You”
Believe
in
“I
$
wk).
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (9th
60-75)— Monday (4). In ahead, “Impor(5,000;
Fox (F&M)
Providence, May 5.
Pushed up to fast $11,500. Last “House
of Wax” (WB) (2d wk). tance of Being Earnest” (U) (19th
Most stands are doing well this week, $10,500.
Wow <$25,000 after $38,000 initial wk), was $3,400 after fine $3,600^"
week with Majestic’s “Fair Wind
frame.
for 18th round to wind up a highly
To Java” and Loew’s State second
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— successful longrun here.
Records
‘Wax’ Sets
“Sombrero” (M-G) and “Girl Had
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)
week with “Moulin Rouge” headEverything” (M-G). Swell $16,000. —“Moulin Rouge” (UA> (13th wk).
ing the list. Metropolitan’s “Man
Id 2 Denver Spots, 47G Last week, “Moulin Rouge” JUA) The 12th session ended last night
In The Dark” is drawing nicely.
(3d wk), $12,000.
(Tues.) was big $31,000, topping
Denver, May 5.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)
Strand is okay with “Glass Wall”
the longrun record of “Gone With
“House of Wax” is the big news Closed.
Last week, “Call Me Wind” (M-G) here, of 11 weeks
and “Bandit of Sherwood Forest”
here this session. It is establishing Madam” (20th) (2d wk), nice $10,- and two days. The 11th week was
reissues.
s
new highs at both the Denver.* and 500.
smash $35,000.
Estimates for This Week
“InEsquire where day-dating.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2.20)
Albce (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— vaders From Mars” Also is nice 90-S1.20) “Hans Christian Ander“Hans Christian Andersen”
Rain and snow is sen” (RKO) (5th wk). Good $2,“Fort Apache” (RfCO) and “Blood- in two spots.
(24th wk). The 23d stanza
(RKO)
generally.
on Moon” (RKO) (reissues). In for blamed for spotty biz
500 following $3,000 fourth ses- ended Monday (4) held at oke $7,three-day run to change to WedEstimates for This Week
sion.
after
$8,000 for 22d week. Now
000
50-85)
nesday opening. So-so $1,000. Last
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400;
Shadv Oak (St. L, Ahius.) (800; due to wind up run after 24th
week.
“Never Wave at Wac” “Jack McCall, Desperado” (Col) 90-$1.20) “Hans Christian Ander- week.
(re(Col)
(RKO) and “No Time for Flowers” and “Fuller Brush Girl”
sen" (RKO) (5th wk). Nice $3,000
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.8G)
(RKO), swell $8,500.
Poor $4,500. Last week, after $3,500 fourth week.
issue).
—“Fanfan the Tulipe” (Indie). Eu(Col) and
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— “Invasion U. S. A.
opened
record-breaker
ropean
‘Fair Wind to Java” (Rep) and ‘.’Prince of Pirates” (Col), $6,000,
here Monday (4) in smash fashion.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 50- H.O.s Dull Seattle;
•Lady Wants Mink” (Rep). Lively
(U)
Promoter”
“The
In ahead,
(20th) (2d
$9,000. Last week, “Lights of Sil- 85)—“Tonight We Sing”
•Wax’ Terrif 14G, 2d (27th wk), was okay $3,000 in 6
Last week,
Fair $6,000.
very Moon” (WB) and “Fangs of wk).
26th
round,
for
200
days after $3
Seattle, May 5.
$6,500.
Arctic” (AA), $5,000.
making an outstanding art theatre
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)
It's a case of too piany holdovers
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 60_ _
(Par) (2d wk). here this session, “Small Town run.
Express”
“Pony
8a
“Man In Dark” (Col). Fairly Slow $8,000. Last week, $10,500.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 60-$1.50)
Girl” looks top newcomer With biz
Kpod $8,000.
U.S.A.” (Col) (2d wk).
Last week. “High
(Fox) (2,525; 95-$1.20)— sluggish. “House of “Wax” still is —“Invasion
Denver
mon” (UA) and “African Queen”
round ended last night
First
Record great in second Orpheum week.
(WB).
IUA> (reissues) (2d wk-3 days), “House of Wax”
(Tues.) was fair $15,500. In ahead.
$40,000. Last week, “Salome (Col)
Estimates for This Week
good $4,000.
in Dark” (Col) (3d wk). $16,“Man
(2d wk), $12,000.
U
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65- 000
State (Loew’s) (3,200; 44-65)—
Esquire, Fox) (742; 95-$1.20)
Guild (Guild) (525:' 85-$1.50)—
Moulin Rouge” (UA) (2d wk). “House of Wax” (WB). New high 90) “One Girl’s Confession” (Col)
Nifty $9,500. First week, $17,000.
Girls” (Rep) (2d wk- “Mahatma Gandhi” (UA) (2d wk).
heje at giant $7,000, Last week, and “Problem
night
last
week-ended
mild
Dull
after
Initial
days).
$1,000
4
2
,500.
wk),$
<2d
Strand (Silverman) (2.20Q; 44-65) “Salome” (Col)
(Tues.) was solid $11,000 or near.
North Drive-In (Wolf berg) (750 $1,700 last week.
-7 Glass Wall” (Col) and “Bandit
Holiday (Per -Rose) (950; 60Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65of Sherwood Forest” (Col) (reis- cars; 85)—“Invaders From Mars
“Hitch-Hiker” (RKO) (2d
90)
“Pony Express” (Par) and $1.20)
sues'.
Satisfactory $6,000.
Last (20th) and “Kiss of Death” (20th)
Paramount “No Time for Flowers” (RKO). wk). Initial stanza ended last night
week,
Girls
Pleasure
Island” (reissue), day-date with
solid $14,000 or near.
was
“Ft. Ven- (Tues.)
Q nd “Homesteaders” (AA), Good $5,500. Last week, “Law and Good $8,500. Last week,
I 7 anr
(Continued on page 18)
In ahead, “Tall Texan” (Lip) (3d
vMJUO,
(Continued on page 18)

Prov.; ’Dark’ Lusty 8G,

Fourth week was trim

be held.

—

—

&

.

Bows

tres) (592;

-

Palace (Eitel> (2,500; 98)—“Off
Brisk
wk).
(2d
(Par)
Limits”
die) (2d wk), $8,000 at upped scale.
$15,000. Last week, $18,000.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)
90)—“Off Limits” (Par). Good $7,“Seminole” (U) and “Abbott
“Bad and. Beautiful” (M-G) (13th
Costello To Mars” (U) (2d wk). wk). Only $4,000. Last week, inild 500. Last week. “Hans Christian
Andersen” (RKO) (4th wk), $7,000
Holdings at big $14,000. Last week, $4,300.
at upped scale.
$20,000.
50-99)—
Boyd
(WB)
“Little
(2,360;
98State-Lake (B&K) (2,700;
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (5th Sheba” (Par)* (4th wk). Down to
$1.25)
Helped some by overflow $9,000 or near. Last week, nice
wk).
from 3-D pic at nearby Ghicago. $14,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 85-$1.30)
Sock $20,000. Last week, $28,000.
“CaU Me Madam’’ (20th) (6th wk).
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685-98)
Off
to $8,000. Last week, good
“Importance of Being Earnest” (U)
(2d wk). Fairish $3,000. Last week, $9;ooo.
'

.

Wax”

$20,000. Last week, “AbottCostello To Mars” (U) 'and “Law
and Order” (U>, $7,000.
Guild (Parker) (400; 75-$l)—

rific

tax.

Philadelphia,

‘Invasion 15*46, Hiker 146 in

the seventh hiked-admish

$1.25)—“House of

Me

Rouge”

is

—

at Monroe looks
“Call
third frame.
still is sock
Oriental
at
Madam”
at
‘Salome
week.
in fourth
Grand continues big on fifth week*
in

‘Shane’ Big 133G, 2d; ‘Wax’ Hot 90G,4th;

more than “Gone With Wind” and
“Bend of River” despite fact that

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include, the U. S. amusement

moderate also in second round.

“Sombrero’’

5,

is standout at
J. Parker’s Broadway with a
terrific session. Ropes are up nearly all day, initial day grossing

unseasonably] wk-5 days), okay $4,700 to round
Continuance
of
pic in as many weeks and fourth
3-D pic to show in this town. Third cool weather and some rain is giv-1 out nice run here.
week of “Moulin Rouge” still ing Broadway first-run business
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.80)
“Off Limits” substantial backing this session*
is hot at Mayfair.
“Angel Face” (RKO) (2d wk).
looks goo” at United Artists, may Absence of many strong, new en- Second round winding up tomoralso shape well. Other new pics tries is not particularly damaging row (Thurs.) is off to slow $8,000.
because holdovers and extenaed- First week was fairish $13,000.
so so.
runs are holding stoutly.
Estimates for This Week
“Desert Rats” (20th) opens Friday
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 90Aside from launching of pix in ( 8 ).

fairly $oUd. “Importance of Being Earnest’’ at Surf

slight

May

“House of Wax”

J.

this

Woods shapes,
Is

B way Holdovers Continue Stout,

PORT.; ‘LIMITS’ $7,500

15G, ‘Seminole’ Big 14G, Both in 2d
4
Chicago, May 5.
The Chicago* with “House of
Wax’’ and stageshow, is hypoing
loaded with
the Loop, which is
House should hit a
holdovers.
3-D opus,
this
on
terrific $80,000
hnlv other new entry, “President's
Mink’’
Wants
“Lady,
Lady ’’»nd
United
looks satisfactory $15,000 at
helping
is
overflow
Artists. “Wax”

t

.

Indianapolis,

May

7G
5.

First good weather break of
spring is costing deluxers plenty of

.

“Salome” at
town at* good

biz Jiere this session.

Loew’s

is* leading

figure* but less than expected at
upped scale. “By Light of Silvery
Moon” at Indiana* and -“Girls of
Pleasure Island” at Circle are
Texan” shapes
“Tall
medium.
dandy tat Lyric.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 5076)
“Girls of Pleasure Island”

—

(Par)

and

“Lady

Wants

Mink”

Fair $8,000 or mear. Last
week, “Desert Legion” (U) and
“Murder Within” -Undie), $9,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200: 50-76)—
“By Light Silvery Moop’' (WB) and
“Island Rescue” (Indie). Mild $9,000. Last week, “Call Me Madam”
(Continued on page 18)
(Rep).
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*
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CONGRATULATES

Music Hall
Paramount congratulates the management and
-

staff of

Radio City Music
y

.

Hall for the speed and efficiency with which, in a brief twenty-three
,

v

days, they adopted the great panoramic screen as a

new means

of film

—

*-

The overwhelming response of public and press confirms

presentation.

c.

SHANE, with its dramatic sweep and pictorial

that George Stevens’
•A

grandeur, was an ideal choice for inaugurating this
^

first

step in a

new

*

\

4»

*

era of exhibition.

As

the Music Hall moves forward with
v

paramount

is

its

future

\

.

plans;

«

own

accelerating its

efforts

toward enabling

all

a

exhibitors to profit

REAT

by

and other attendance-stimulating techniques.

this

MOTION PICTURE

ALAN LADD JEAN ARTHUR VAN HEFLIN
GEORGE ETEVENS
‘

•

»nOOVCTIO« 9*

COUOIt •*

TECHNICOLOR

BRANDON Dg WIUOE with JACK PALANCE?
fcCN

JOHNSON

>

EOQAU BUCHANAN

•CReCNPUtV »Y A.

*

P 8 QOUCEO

AND Omi&TW 0 Y GEORGE STEVEN*

e. GUTUUIE. JR. ‘ AOOITIQNAU QIALODUE »V JACK
•AStO ON THE NQVEti «Y JKK SCMAgFEB

SHER
>1

I

'

*
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;

NJ. Op

Senate Group Prods

m

$3,000,000

Inside Staff—Pictures

Antitrust Suit Vs. Majors

Sam Goldwyn’s

outspoken tribute to Charles Chaplin, made at a
Mayfair Entertainment Co., op- press conference on his arrival in London, apart from gamering wideMayfair Theatre in spread coverage, resulted in two national daily .leaders; The Daily
erator
the
of
charge that some exhibitors try to hard to big exhibitors and small West New York, N. J., from 1939 Mirror, under the heading, “Courage,” described it as a brave action.
use top quality film product as a exhibitors,”
“Maybe it seems strange to say in a democracy that it is brave to
Keough introduced figures to through 1948, filed a $3,000,000 tell the truth. But in America, the land of Cohn and Schine, it cer“loss leader” to make good will for
themselves and to sell concessions answer exhibitor charges that the triple-damage antitrust suit Mon- tainly is,” adds the comment. “Colossal, Sam! Stupendous! We honor
merchandise, especially in drive- big companies were getting rich at day (4) in N. Y. Federal Court you for It.”
He pointed put that rap on their expense. He offered a series against the eight majors, Repubins.
The Liberal News Chronicle, referring to the comment as an “unthe “loss leader” is borne by the of consolidated earning statements lic Pictures, Skouras Theatres expected .voice,” said there was no tangible reason why Goldwyn
from 1946 through thp present of and three subsidiary corporations. should have made his moving defense. “He has worries enough at
studio rather than the exhibitor,
Action charges that the majors this moment what with 3-D, television and other matters.” The leader
Keough charged that Allied the nine largest producing and disdo- and exhibitor defendants combined concluded with the following paragraph, “Mr, Goldwyn’s most famous
States Assn., rejected industry arbi- tributing firms, exclusive of
earhings.
These
mestic
theatre
and conspired to violate the anti- aphorism is ‘include me out.’ From*, now on we shall most emphatically
tration after a plan was entirely
*
drawn up, although Allied toppers showed gross earnings and net- trust laws by refusing to license include him in.”
although the suitable product either to Mayfair
sat in on the drafting and knew all after taxes. In 1952,
to
sock
gross
was
a
$615,000,000,
up
would
Entertainment or to its assignees.
the time that the distribs
George Jessel is quite the nostalgic commentator these days. He
film the net after taxes was down .to First-run
early -subsequent run just finished the narration of an RCA Victor albuih built around “Show
arbitrate
agree
to
not
rentals cause of Allied's taking a $19,000,000, contrasted with a net films, it's claimed, could not be ob- Biz: Vaude to Video,” the Abel Green-Joe Laurie, Jr. bestseller,, and
'•
of $64,000,000 after taxes in 194CL tained.
walk.
is preparing to do a similar soundtrack on “Yesterday and Today,”
He said only three of the nine
Moveover, Mayfair Entertain- film footage from 1891 to date. This is an Abner j. Greshler venture,
Zimmerman weht into the “loss failed
to operate in the ted for at
answering
ment asserts, the majors balked at culling from 100,000 feet of film of “rarely seen” footage from Amerin
situation
leader'
least part of the seven-year period.
permitting it to' compete for such ican, English, French, Spanish and Russian sources.
testimony given to the committee
runs in open and fair competition.
earlier by Reuben Shor, Cincinnati
With coronation interest mounting, Metro will tour an exhibit showInstead, it contends, the distribs
drive-in operator, about “Peter
playing
discriminated in .favor. of their af- ing settings and ^customs of English royalty. Exhibit will tour in a
upon
Pan.” Shor insisted
filiated theatre chains or other Mobile trailer which Metro obtained gratis via a tieup with the comthe film at his regular prices,
pany for the yet-to-be-made “The Long Long Trailer.”
large circuits.
which include free admission for *
Continued from page 3Travelling exhibit, of course, is aimed to plug MG’s “Young Bess,’*
children.
Indie exhib maintains it's not
it measured 24 feet wide and 18
barred by any statute of limita- film story of the first Queen Elizabeth. Authentic reproductions of
“It is obvious,” said Zimmerfeet. high.
trappings and accoutrements of royalty at the time of the first
the
tions in bringing the suit due to
man, “that if he attracted an inRoxy goes to the 2.66-by-one provisions of the Clayton Act “Queen Bess” will include a throne chair, canopy, foot pillow, costumes.creased .number of children, his
concession business, both with re- (width-by-height) ratio for Cinema- which state that private actions are
Scripters at 20th-Fox rewrote ^ comedy sequence for “Be Prepared”
spect to the children and with re- Scope in August, when 20th’s “The suspended during pendency of any
Government antitrust proceedings. at request of the National Council of the Boy Scout's of America.
spect to the parents who accom- Robe” bowsi
Original
script showed Clifton Webb attempting to teach the Boy
Victoria will switch to 3-D with
panied them, would be correspondIn 1948, the complaint discloses,
Scouts. Council
ingly increased. The beauty of the Paramount’s upcoming “Sangaree.” the Mayfair -Entertainment Corp. Scout Oath and Scout Law to a bunch of Tenderfoot
Capitol (Loew’s) is now testing dissolved. Irwin and Albert Mar- declared the Oath and the Law are subjects too serious to be used
arrangement is that since his film
involves
regulations
for putting
material.
Revised
script
comic
as
deal .was a straight percentage of a variety of measurements with gulies as well as-Laura Perkel then
bpxoffice receipts, he was required final decision on which to try on assumed operation of the house out a fire.
o
&
_
to make no payment to Disney for; the public yet to be made. Same but during the following year asFor the second time in- his .career Cole Porter will be portrayed
the children's patronage, which obtains with the Astor which, like signed all rights in the theatre
on the screen in “Kiss Me Kate” at Metro. As writer of the score
inured completed to Shor’s bene- the Victoria, is operated by City back- to Mayfair.
for
the stage show;, Porter granted the sftudio permission to characInvestment
Co,
fit in terms of concession sales.
terize him on the screen. The role will be played by Ron Randell.
1.85 to l for “Fingers*
“Disney then found itself, in v a
Once before.be was portrayedvin film, by Cary Grant, in “Night and
Criterion (Moss) will go over to Flack Union, Cinerama
position where its picture, which
Day” at Warners. Understood Warners asked for a repeat in “Three
a proportion of 1.85 (width) -to one
has a special* Attraction for chilPacts
Outer-N.Y.
Talk
Sailors and a Girl” but was turned down.
dren and must receive substantial (height) in screen size for the open*
With the *New Yqrk hassle being late this month Of Columbia’s
revenue from that source, was be-* “’5,000
tween Cinerama and the Assn, of
Fingers
of
Dr.
T.”
ing used as a lure, without com*
State (Loew’s) converts to the Theatrical Press Agents and Manpensation to pisney of any kind,
1.85-to-one ratio shortly with Uni- agers settled last ‘Week, company
to attract children into Mr. Shot’s
to
discuss'
union
agreed
and
have
versal’s “Thunder Bay.”
drive-in so that he could make a
Globe and Mayfair (b.oth Brandt) pacts for Cinerama installations in
5 Continued from page 3
killing in candy, popcorn and other
appear in line for conversion to Others cities., Meeting between Cineconcession sales.”
Cinemascope. Harry Brandt, Op- rama exhibition topper Joseph screen size nor details of the Metro Metro pictures completed during
the company’s current fiscal year
’Loss Leaders* Loss
prexy Wolfe ‘process were disclosed.
erator of the two spots, has indi- Kaufman and
announced 18-month are awaiting release. In addition
(Metro’s
Zimmerman said that when re- cated preference for the 20th Kaufman is slated for later this
sked means a cut of 40%. in prodn to those given widescreen and
tail stores offer “loss leaders” to process but hasn’t made any firm week.
attract patronage, they bear the commitments as yet.
ATPAM withdrew pickets from uct turnout, since the major, in stereophonic sound treatment, they
Globe hss
loss.
However, exhibitor insists had 3-D already.
the Broadway and Warner Thea- the last 18 months ending April include “The Bahd Wagon,” “Father and the. Actress,” “Easy to
Ijivoli (United Artists Theatres) tres, N.Y., when Cinerama agreed 30, completed 58 films.)
upon producer of the picture takScfiary’s statement also notes Love,” “Dangerous When Wet,”
shapes as a natural Broadway loca- to employ union members when it
ing the loss.*
Zimmerman said that " when tion for'Todd-AO in view of UAT’s made the shift on June 5 from the that Metro will make two pix— “Dream Wife,” and “Saadia.” Cur“Hans Christian Andersen,” an- participation in that 65m ‘System. Broadway* to the Warner. As part “Knights of the Round Table” apd rently before" tlta studio cameras
Warner (Stanley Warner) re- of the agreement, Cinerama 'said “Rose Marie” in the 20tfi-Fox- are “Fort Brajta,” .“Half a Hero,”
other children’s picture, was offered to Shor, it was on terms that opens June 5 with Cinerama on a it would employ ATPAM members, fieveloped Cinemascope process,' and “Torch Song.’*
making M-G the* first major comthe exhibitor pay 32c.$ for each moveover- from the -Broadway..
if and when either of the- present
Metro Execs To N. Y.
The Broadway exhibs are pri- managers qf the Warner were 're- pany to announce officially that it
adult and 16c. for each child .adFollowing a Coast confab to demitted; with Shor permitted to vately commenting that they're placed. Another possibility is that will use the 20th system.
new-dimension
termine
Metro’s
“Both of these films,” Schary program, homeoffice toppers are
charge whatever he chose. Zim- strictly experimenting.
a
There’s Sam Pearlman,
non-ATPAM
merman said this type of selling a „ clear feeling of “pressure” to member, may be permitted to join points out, “will be available in due back in New York today (Wed.).
widescreen in addition to Cinemahas been upheld- by'^the U. S, try something different arid the tihe closed union.
Returning eastern contingent inSupreme Court in patent cases. theatre ops are responding with
Settlement of the New York dis- Scope. Before starting actual pro- cludes prexy Nicholas M. Schenck,
what many concede to be “trial pute averted a union threat to duction of every film, we will Loew’s theatre chief Joseph R. VoShor rejected the offer.
The RKO spokesman denied and error” conversions. That the picket the opening of Cinerama in gauge public interest and exhibitor gel, sales topper Charles M. Reademand, and if the subject mate- gan, international chief Arthur
vehemently statements by indie ex- public will be the final arbiter on Los Angeles last Wednesday (29).
rial and exhibitor interest war- Loew and pub-ad veepee Howard
hibitors that the distributors were which is best has now become a
rants, we will make aditional films Dietz.
seeking to force them Out of busi- respectable-cliche.
in Cinemascope.”
Russell V. .Downing, president
ness.
Zimmerman said RKO re?
Schary asserts
that
Metro’s
ceives half its’ revenue from small of the Music Hall, makes the point,
widescreen “will -be available in
indies. He Said over 2,300 of them that there’s room for numerous
sizes
and
Continued
dimensions
shapes in pic screens.
that <will
from page- 7
suit
the
now belong to buying combines
Indie Fix
screens of our 37,000 or more cusand are able -to obtain very favor- “Some, films will lend themselves wood of the
"
.possibility of shrinkContinued from pace 3
tomers throughout the world.”
able terms as a result.' He added to certain screen dimensions and
ing foreign Income, 'unless uniform
Metro’s own widescreen, it’s inthat RKO has bidding in about)1 there are variations of this along
of the outfit include Harold Mirisch
thd line. It’s not required- that we standards 4 for" future product- are dicated, will be the backbone of
800 situations.
and Ralph Branton.
worked
out.
have
standardization.
The imthe company’s program, “.because
Keough, whose testimony dealt
Goetz reportedly worked out the
Problem applies more to wide- it is adaptable to every motion
almost entirely with .arbitration, portant factor is- that there has
sale during Ills N. Y. stay last
screen
processes
than
to
3-D,
since
picture house in the world . . .”
spoke at times like a teacher edu- been creation of a new interest
week.
He returned to the Coast
third-dimensionhl pix can easily be Metro films, it further reveals, will
cating the sub-committee’ in the in films.”
shown in conventional form. It’s be available for all screen sizes, at the weekend.
The Pic’s the Thing
intricacies .of the film business. ‘At
Product involved in deal consists
Downing further staited: “Reac- been made blear already, .for in- “from the standard screen up to
one point, ,he said he favored openof CasanOva jBrown,”Gary Coopering bids in competitive bidding tion to the new Hall screen' has stance, that it will be quite a while the screen designed for a 2 to 1 Teresa Wright
starrer originally rebefore
20th-Fox
will
ready
be
to
been
very
favorable.
But the"
ratio.”
and would like Par to adopt this as
leased
in
“Along Came
1944;
’Product announcement says that
a business policy. He said a lot screen itself will not determine our make available its Cinemascope
Jones,”Cooper
and Loretta Young,
“packaged,”
consisting
of screen, the film version of “Kiss Me Kate,”
The pictures must
of* mystery has grown up about future films.
3,945; “Belle of the Yukon,” color,
lens and stereophonic sound, to ex- the Broadway legituner,
be
of
quality
and
substance
and
bidding when there is nothing to
is planned
screens can be adjusted in accord- hibs abroad. Company isn’t even for 3-D as well as for the Metro Randolph Scott, Gypsy Rose Lee
hide.
and Dinah Shore, 1944; “It’s a
He added that the arbitration ance with their production -range. -in -a hurry to demonstrate Cinema- widescreen, method. It- says de- Pleasure,” color,
Sonja Henie and
draft, rejected by Allied, included And, it is not alone screen size Scope abroad, since it can’t follow- cision was made following- screenMichael
.“The
O’Shea,
1945;
The Hall has not up by filling orders that majr.be ing of “Arena,” company’s first but
a section providing for opening that counts.
Stranger,” Edward G. Robinson,
ruled
placed.
out
3-D;
we’ll
9
take
’3-D
if
the
as
yet unreleased dimensioner.
competitive bids for the inspection'
Orson
Welles
and
Young,
Loretta
picture has sufficient basic merit.”
Foreign market is a puzzler for There have been reports, however,
of all bidders. _
20th particularly, since it is switch- that the company was planning to 1946, and “Tomorrow Is Forever,”
Ml III
,L
Allied ’Shocks* Keough
Welles
and Claudette Colbert,
ing completely to Cinemascope. scrap “Arena”
a 3-D film in
He went on that it was “astoundCompany execs have made it clear favor of releasing it as a conven- 1944.
ing” and a “shock” when Allied reMoulin will reissue the seven pix
Chrysler, Jr.
that they’ll have no lenses avail- tional flat.
jected industry ‘arbitration because
shortly, with a releasing deal now
able for foreign distribution until
All Stereo Sound
Continued from page 3
the plan did not include arbitraon the fire, it’s said. Indications
a good part of the American or“Julius Caesar,” “Young Bess,” are that states rights distribution
tion of rentals, Keough said Abram
and Zeckendorf contributed $33,- ders aFe filled. Spyros P. Skouras, “All the Brothers
Were
F. Myers, board chairman and genValient,” arrangements will be set up. The
33.3.. each.
Other ‘limited partners 20th prexy, is expected to visit “Mogambo,” and
“Take the High pix, following reissue, ^ could be
eral counsel of Allied, had worked
and their cash contributions are Europe later in the spring, in an Road,” all
J
ready for release, will made available to telecasters, it’s
on the plan from the beginning listed as Jack F.
Chrysler (Walter attempt to come up with a plan.
be available for widescreen as well apparent.
and was perfectly aware of the Chrysler’s brother)
arid C. RusDiffering screen ratios are also as standard-size, it was disclosed.
position of the distributors.
With the success of 'the “Moulin
sell Feldmann, of Stamford, Conn., giving European
exhibs a head- In addition, they all have stereo- Rouge” project the indie pic will
Keough tore into the contention $16,666 each. General
partnel* is ache. Many European houses are phonic
sound tracks as will all fu- gross over $5,000,000 in. domestic
of Myers that divorcement! was
Silliphant.
of the long and narrow variety and ture films on the Metro
only “technical.” He said it was
program.
distribution coin on the basis of
Limited partnership certificate not .easily adaptable
to
Noting that the company will key city runs so far the Moulin
wide
“absolute and complete” and that notes
that parthers’ contributions screens. Majority of
these theatres continue to follow new technical company is prepping plans for a
statements .to the contrary were are returnable
in cash with
in- Oan’t afford to' experiment
with developments, Schary says,' “we number of new pix via co-produc“utterly false.”
He volunteered terest “only after first 6%
public various screens for various systems, have not lost
the thought that divorcement was showing
sight of the fact that tion and other financing setups.
of the motion picture and and are deterhiined
to sit' it Out, the heart of the motion picture
probably a very good thing for the provision
Outfit, in association with Bob
*or.
payment of all until standardized ratio hs agreed business still
studios.
remains the story— Goldstein, now has a film rolling in
debts and liabilities plus cash re-, op by the
producers.
the attractive packaging of human England,
“Now the producers must stand serve of $1,000/’
and; has skedded three or
Term of thtfj|
on the merits of their pictures/' he
interest’ and personality.”
possibly [four' others for later louspartnership expires as of March
Buddy Ebsen joined the “Red
said, “and they have, to .-cellu
In addition to the 34 pictures in ing.
one. is “They Walk
Current
them 31, 1960.
•
v «
*
Garters” cast at Paramount.
‘ v
'Reparation for production/ 25 it'Dawnr,” ‘Scott Brady ‘starrer/

- rt
.

Continued from page
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Heat Hits West End Biz But

This issue of Variety will
be on sale in London hotels

and bookstalls tomorrow
(Thursday) afternoon under
an improved BOAC airmail

As Cannes Winds Op; Standout Shorts
By tiiKE

and.
of new talents

l

«

>

fI

tailtinilaS

Cl

T

dCOTeS

III

1st Legiter in
#

London, April
‘Spirits’ in

prompt service for a London
or Continental

visit.

1

11’

and Transports.”
A group of the top shorts" and
offbeat pix look like they may have
a chance in. the U/S. as fillers or
as special programs made up of a

built

and now operate.

Biz is landofflce at two nightly
shows with sole price of $3. “Can-

Cannes,

May

28.

The healthy

’

.

.

#

‘Niagara’ Smooth 9G,

Tan’ Big WG, 2d, ‘Rouge’ $7,800, 6th

through Variety’s London bureau, or short term subscriptions can be arranged, on a
pro rata basis, to ensure

and creators showed top coin-making film comic, after
English a six-year absence in which he rose
such shorts as the
~
the to film stardom, was off to sock
"Stranger Left No Card,
and start with preem of musical com- Shirley Booth, Disney,
Blanc”
French “Crin
It opened
"Breughels,” Walt Disney’s “Wa- edy, “I, Columbus.”
U.S. Winners At
terbirds,” the Dutch “Van Gogh' April 30 at the Teatro Insurgentes,
Cinof
theatre
“Mountain
swank
which
and Jose
he
Italo
and the
Cannes 6th Film Fete
ders” and the Canadian “Sports Maria Davila, a banker-showman,
*.

‘fiats’

'

6 Yrs.

Mexico City. May 5. *
Resumption’ of his stage career
by “Cantinflas” (Mario Moreno),

Smash $13,000;

Same
subscription
service,
schedule applies to Paris-.
Regular airmail subscription
($25 annually) can be. booked

MOSKOWITZ

May a,
5,
l/tuiued,
Cannes, ivxajf
winding, or the Cannes Film Festhe
that
Impression
the
leaves
tival
most important pic advances were
the
at
film?
short
the
chovvn hy
in the .features.
fete rather than
Interesting concepts of montage
technique plus the unveiling

13

West

End,

boxoffice trend in
situations
continued
last week although* results were
slightly affected by premature near

pre-release

Replacing ‘Wonderful’ summer weather.
v
London, May 5.
not as spectacular

Grosses were
as they were a
After a run of 345 performances, fortnight back, but' returns were
including 99 at the Palladium, Val generally above average with sev“Wonderful eral newcomers starting off in fine
Parnell's’
revue,
’

*

.

Time,” folds on Saturday week (9), style,
and will be followed by Stephen
Disney’s
“Peter
Walt
Pan”
Mitchell’s presentation of “High smash at Leicester Square Theatre
Spirits.”
in first week, is continuing hefty
Cyril Ritchard, Diana Churchill $9,500 in second.
The Odeon,
and Ian Carmichael head the new Leicester Square, with “Desert
cast, and the production will be
Rats,” looks smash $13,000 in first
directed
by William Chappell, week.
Another 20th-Fox entry,
with decor hy Osbert, Lancaster. “Niagara,” at the Plaza, shapes
Also featured will be Joan Sims, nice
$9,000Jn first stanza.- “I ConDilys Lay and Marie Bryant.
fess” still is good with small $6,500
“High Spirits,” which is au- at the Warner* “Sea Devils” made
thored by Peter Myers, Alec Gra- a mild start at the Empire with
hame and David Climie, is skedded $8,700 likely on the first week.
hto open May 13.
'

’

5.

The Sixth Cannes Film Festival
came to an end here at

officially

hnflas” previous stage venture was
midnight, April 29, with the prizeBonjour, Mexico,” played by a
giving ceremonies at * the Film
group imported from Fr.ance. It
combo of a few medium-length
Palace here. Audience upped and
a
wasn’t
financial
success,
“Stranger,”
were
nix. Top shorts
downed 11 times as the anthems
"Crin Blanc” and “Waterbirds'”
kudoed countries were
of the
“Stranger” is a charming -filmic
played for the delivery of each
- a
depicts
that
story
short
prize.
Awards this year were
Directed .by experfect crime.
phrased in a manner that somechoreographer Wendy Toye, this
times gave the impression a film
At the head of the holdover,
won her a contract with « Sir
had won more than one prize,
“Moulin Rouge” continues as socko
Alexander Korda.
at
$8,700 in its sixth frame.
film
Both the feature
and short
“Bwana Devil,” which finishes its
“Crin Blanc,” written and disubjects juries combined to give
' at
Lamorisse,
is
a
run
the Odeon, Marble Arch
Albert
rected by
special mention to Walt Disney for
this week, still is solid in fifth
Paris, May 5.
poetic 36-minute film about a
the ensemble of his work in “Peter
There is a real feud on here be Pan” and “Water Birds,” and to
frame with. $7,800.
nomad boy and a savage white
arid southern tween Germaine Roger, directress thank him for his fine support of
in
living
horse
Estimates for Last Week
“Peter Breughels The of the Gaite Lyrique Theatre, and the international film festivals.
France.
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 55-$1.70)^
Elder” is an* arresting art film Maurice Lehmann, of the Opera- This put his films out of actual
“Moulin Rouge” (IFD) (6th wk).
London, April 28.
made by.Arckdy, responsible for Comique, as td which house will competition to render him this
Still a boffo at $7,800 this frame.
Taking their cue from the re- Stays indef and will hold over the
the full-length film, “Leonardo De be the official rep of the light unique homage.
Jury also gave
Vinci.”- Arcady again succeeds, by operetta here. Lehmann desires to ^ special mention to the full-length cent government announcement in Coronation
season.
the use of excellent effects in make the Comique the seat of the Spanish
film
.dance, support of the continuance of the
the
on
Empire (M-G) (2,099; 55-$1.70)—
analyzing and dissecting the Works operetta while Miss Roger feels “Flamenco.”
Eady Fund, the British Film Pro“Sea Devils” (RKO) and “Every
of the painter to create a fluid that the O-C should restrict itself
Jury on the long pix Awarded ducers Assn, has asked the other; Minute Counts” (RKO). Opening
filmic whole, for a. hefty art house tolhe more lyric operas and leave
he Grand Prize (a special statu- three trade bodies affected to an week shapes average $8, 700. “Story
“Van Gogh,” running 23' the operetta to her theatre,
prepare
plans
meeting
for
entry.
early
to
ette) to the French pic, “Le Salaire
She points out that the O-C does De La Peur” (“The Wages of a voluntary extension * of the of Three Loves” (M-G) preems
minutes, .benefits from a good colMay 7.
or rendering of Van Gogh’s paint- not really have the means for pro- Fear”), directed by H. G. Clouzot. scheme. Invitations are being sent
Gauraont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
distributors
and
exhibitors,
ing and translates his thoughts to duction of big operettas, and re- It also copped the best male thesp to
“City Beneath Sea” (GFD) (3d
film by the reading of excerpts of cently had to send for two out- award, going to Charles Vanel. short film-makers.
wk).
This final week looks oke
siders
could
do
for
letters,
This
to
put
his
on “Ciboulette.” She Other prizes awarded at the disSpeaking in the House of Comschools or art programs. “Moun- also says that operettas put part cretion of the jury were cbuched mons in March; the Board of Trade $4;500 after steady $5,700 in second.
“Abbott “ and Costello to
tain of Cinders,” 15 minutes, and of- the orchestra out of 'work, for
in rather broad terms that seemed prexy warned the industry that unMars” (GFD) opens April 30,
“Crystals; nine minutes, are notable the present orch is too powerful
to give each prize winner more less a voluntary agreement was
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
for their fine imagery’ and color, for the lighter works. Her main
reached, the government would not
than one kudo.
Makes this fitting for art house point is that the Gaite should be
60-$1.70)
“Peter Pan”
hesitate to place the scheme on a (1,753;
Brazilian film, “O Cangaceiros,”
support. “Sports and Transports” able to put on any old operettas
Opening round
statutory level, but no time limit (RKO) (2d wk).
was cited as receiving the internawas sock $11,200 and holding at
is a 17-minute imaginative animat- without fear of competition from
given for a settlement.
was
ed film full of invention and good the state-subsidized organization, tional prize for the film of advenAlthough the industry is not en- hefty $9,500 in second frame.
.
timing that makes this a good sup- “Trois Vklses” is now in its 150th ture with special mention for the
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217;
music. Spain got an international thusiastic over the prospect of 50-$1.70) “Lusty
plementary filler for any situation, performance at the Gaite,
Men” (RKO).
more legislation, there is no desire,
Full-length Italian documentary,
Andre Cornu, Minister of Beaux prize for “Bienvenido Mr. Mar- particularly on the part of exhibs, Fair $4/500 in initial stanza looms.
“Magia Verdy” (Green Magic), de- Arts, has acted as coordinator be- shall” as the production of good
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
advance
in
be
committed
too
far
to
picting an expedition through Bra- tween the two houses and set :up humor, special mention going to
50-$1.70)—“Desert Rats”
(2,200;
screenplay itself. U. S. got a until they know precisely how they (20th). Proving
zil is an excellent trek pic.
It is. a division of old operetta houses the
great- draw, with
stand in regard to admission tax re“Lili”
the
most
for
(M-G)
as
prize
full of a fine color sense and feel* to prevent any conflict. O-C Will
Their proposals, which pro- boff $13,000 for opening week.
lief.
ing for the country and its people get “La Belle Helene,” “La Fille diverting film, with special menHolds.
vided for continuing of the Eady
and sights.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
|De Madame Angot,” “Let Petit tion for thtf charm of the acting. levy, on the existing basis, were reon
Spanish “Biehvenido Mr. Mar* Due,” “La Petite Mariee,” “Veron- This was probably intended for jected in last month's budget and (2,200; 50-$1.70)— “Bwana Devil”
Little
Back
Leslie
Caron.
“Come
shall” (Welcome Mr. Marshall) is ique,” “Monsieur Beaucaire” and
(5th wk).
(UA)
Continues well
the scheme is now being pressed
a full-length Spanish film that is “Paganini.” Gaite has ‘rights to Sheba” (Par) got an international
through the committee stages of above average, with pleasing $7,800
a good-natured looksee at a small “La Cigale Et La Fourni,” “Le nod in the dramatic film via the
(GFD)
opening
April
30.
*
the Finance Bill.
Spanish town and its hazy ideas Grand Mongol,” “La Mascotte,” special mention for Shirley Booth
Plaza (Par)
70-$1.70)—
Under the present setup, the “Niagara”.. (20th).(1,092;
about America and the aspects of “La Poupee,” “Mile Nitouche, ,f as the best female thesp of the
Started in good
Finland copped the prizer fund yields\ abound $8,500,000 an- fashion with nice
the Marshall Plan.
sleepy little “Les Mousquetairps au Couvent,” fete.
$9,000 for first
town is aroused by the impending “La Vie Farisienne,” “Rip” and for the best pic depicting a legend nually and this coin is divided this frame.
Stays
one more
(“The among British productions on the week with
with “Volkeinen Peura”
visit of some Marshall Plan reps. “Le Pays De Sourire.”
“Turn Key Softly”
basis of their boxbffice * earnings.
Good taste and slick rhythm restanzA.
“Gilbert and SulUvan”
Miss Roger wants to bring back White Reindeer”), 'and Italy got the
present level of production
cove any stigma Of* anti-American- the taste for light operetta to international prize for an explore-, At the
(BL) tees off May 8.
tory film with the full-length docu- the subsidy is equal to more than
ism and this would be a good bet Paris.'
Rite (M-G) (432; 30-$1.25)— “Quo
gross.
of
the
40%
(“Green
“Magia
Verde”
mentary,
f° r language spots or for special
Vadis” (M-G) (54th wk). Shows a
m
Magic”), with special mention for
marked decline but still oke at
the color (Ferranfacolor). Mexico
Japan has the interesting “Chil-| 'Red Seal’ Cameramen
$2,700.
got the prize for Hpic “La Red”. H’wood Warned It Must
dren of Hiroshima,” a full-length
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)
(“The Net”), which was cited as
pic on the aftermath of the explo“I Confess” (WB) (2d wk).
First
Sonus; Can’t See the film which best told its story
$2,000
sion of the Atomic Bomb on HiroAdopt Uniform Screen
week finished with fine $8,900 but
through its imagery.
shima. Though subject is touchy
dipping in this frame likely to wind
Per Mo. as Com’] Pay Short pix prizes were, the Grand
it is handled with tact. American
Or Lose World Market at good $6,500 after fine $8,900
appeal looks limited. A 10-minute
Vienna, April 28.
prize to France’s “Crin Blanc”;
opener. Stays a third with “House
Hollywood, May 5.
Japanese
Two suits for allegedly unpaid best realistic Short to Holland’s
of Wax” (WB) opening May 7.
animated film
“The.
Knopp,
Dr.
Leslie
head
the
of
Whale” is an interesting melange wages due from Dr. Hans Hass to “Tiens Bon” (“Hold On”); best
Kinematograph Society,
of silhouette cutout figures and undersea cameramen for services fiction short to England’s “The British
animation.
on his “Under the Red Sea,” re- Stranger Left No Card”; best art warned American producers that
Slngle Festival Idea Up Again
leased by RKO in the U. S., were short to Sweden for “Doderhul- they are in danger of losing- their ‘TIT-C0Q’
Lack of exceptional brilliance’ in beard by an Austrian commercial tam,” and best animation short to lucrative foreign market unless
they adopt a uniform screen standthe
feature-length,
1952 PIC
department court, but no decision was reached, Canada for “Sports and Trans- ard so all their pictures may be
again has led the international Gerald Weidler and Leo Rohrer ports.”
Montreal, May 5.
shown in any part of the world.
Syndicat of Producers to mulling claimed they had been promised
Last film shown on April 29 was Here from London to attend the
Coq,” the film version of
over the old idea of Having only additional compensation from Hass “Call Me Madam” (20th) which
Gratien (Fridolin) Gelinas’ play,
one competitive festival a year, al- in the event this pic was -a “eom- ended festival on a light note and SMPTE convention, Dr. Knopp
pointed out that Hollywood produc- was named the top Canadian film
ternating between Cannes
and mercial. success/’ but have re- was a good entry to allay anti- ers should keep the world market of the year at the fifth annual
Venice.
However, neither will ceived no such payments,
American allusions of same pix of
while planning their fu- Canadian film of the year at the
cede and the two fetes will go on,
Hass, who now makes his head- the fete in showing that the U. S. in mind
Canadian
Film
Awards show
There will also be a flock of -other quarters in the tiny principality of could spoof itself, The FIPRESCI, ture product.
Placed first in
producers
make films in dif- here April 30.“If
festivals this year, with Locarno,. Liechtenstein between Austria and International film Orix org,
prize ferent screen ratio size instead of the feature-length division, it also
Berlin, Rio de Janeiro, Punta Del Switzerland
purposes, went to the French film, “Les
tax
for
concentrating on one standard,” he was named film of 1952 by the
Esta and Edinburgh in the offing, maintained through his attorneys Vacances De Monsieur
Hulot,” di- said, “foreign revenues vfall be judges. It became the first FrenchFestival was well run and had a that “Red Sea” was a scientific rected by and
Canadian film to win such an hon.starring Jacques progressively slim,”
big personality turnout
with the re- film* He also claimed, all its in- Tati. The Catholic prize went to
To date, BKS has sent Out ques- or in the five-year history of the
sulting worldwide ffabllclty. How- come had gone to a foundation
the French “Horizons Sans Fin” tionnaires to all British cinemas Canadian Film Awards.
ever, a greater attention to
the formed by him in Liechtenstein (“Endless Horizons”) with a special and many on the Continent to
Dorothy Lamour, playing a local
technical aspects of cinema as well for the financing of further under
mention
English
to
director learn their ideas about the best nitery, mAde the presentation to
as a more robust
pre-selection will sea expeditions,
George More O’Ferratl for “The screen size. When this is correlated, Gratien Gelinas.
aid the next fete.
Rohrer, . who Heart of the
and
Weidler
However,, in the
The National Film Board, a gov^fatter.”
it will be sent to the SMPTE to aslong run, the one dimension
that worked as underwater swimmers
ernment-sponsored unit, Won three
sist in .working out a standard.
will make or break
the festis the and cameramen, allege they refirsts
and a special award, with
Knopp also' disclosed that BritPortas Heads Mex Prods, Union
quality of the pii. Less prizes, as ceived only 600 schillings ($25)
ish scientists haxe. been expert the Associated Screen News and
of this year,
Mexico City* April 28;
also he]p to make the monthly while engaged in making
.Crawley
Films taking their share,
menting with a 3*D process using
kudos bear more weight in public- the Haas film. .They now claim
Cinematographic Pro du ct ion only a single strip of film* and re- .being one first each and several
ity value
on the world market,, bonuses of about 50,000 schillings Workers’ Union . (STPC), which in- quiring no glasses, Af present, .he .honorable mentions. Norman McCannes and Venice kudos do mean ($2,000)
Court .ordered cludes film .players*, is nowi headed
each.
Laren's “Neighbours,
a recent
something in the continent boxof- .further hearings so it can decide by Rafael Portas, long leader of said*>it contains, so many bugs’ that
make Academy- Award winner, garnered
fice-wise, and in the, art hduse whether the pic is “emnmerrial” the union’s writers and adaptors much work must be. done to
,
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“It

was

his

way of
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1953

clearing

me," he added, “so that I could atwas
. there
tend the meetings .
a cloak and dagger atmosphere
Infiltration
thing.”
about the whole
Continued from page ft
Continue# from page 2
Shaw, who Tavenner said was a
way, the kindly judge has straightBail Blonde
of the executive commitmember
the
of
nature
the
to
out the town’s snobs on Arregard
said that he was asked to lecture ries in
exploitation is in- ened
these ques- tee of the Hollywood Independent patroii-- Some
To
works.
leen Whelan, daughter of the fallen
playwright’s
materialism"
on how “dialectic
of Arfs, Sci- herent in the star-title combo, but woman and grand-daughter of
Committee
Citizens
“I
commented
d’Usseau
a
influenced him in creating his bal- tions,
ences & Professions in 1946, testi- footage is a hodgepodge bf trite southerner aristocrat, James Kirkdon’t think any of these questions
melodrama, unbelievable dialog
let, “Fancy Free."
fied that the first meeting was held
wood, who comes down off his
.be answered justly."
can
thesping.
poor
and
“I laughed at this person,” Rob“somewhere in Laurel Canyon. As
high-horse to welcome the girl.
Further sparring between com- I understand it, it was not a ComProduced in England by Exclu- She gets John Russell, another
bins recalled, .“for I saw no conas
sive Films and being released in aristocrat who has fallen on evil
nection between ‘Fancy Free* and mittee members and d’Usseau
meeting.!*
munist
party principles." He added that to what constituted “subversion"
There was some HICC members the U. S. by Robert L. Lippert, days but gets straightened out unhe felt that Communism makes and “anti-Semitism," among other there, said Shaw* Most of the dis- fiilm utilizes all British personnel, der the judge’s influence.
“your art carry a political message things, resolved itself into the playsave for Miss Payton and Reginald
Players go through their chores
cussion concerned Fair EmployAll hands,
and I found this intolerable to the wright’s remark that “I’ve been
Le Borg (director),
in routine fashion, although Stepin
“I
ever ment Practices* in California.
artist. They asked me to make this opposed to this committee
however, fail to breathe much sem- Fetchit’s extremely* languid comwas
harmless.
J(t
it
was
thought
beit
lecture even though I wrote
blance Of reality into he film and
since its Inception."
handyman furshort and informal and lasted it makes for a tedious 80 minutes. edy as the judge’sfore joining the party."
nishes a Chuckle here and there.
“I don’t want to hide behind the about and hour and a quarter in
Robbins, who admitted member’’
blonde
and
bad,
Payton,
music
score
Miss
is
Young
d’Usseau
Victor
all."
ship in a number of alleged Com- word, "non-conformist,
beautiful wife of big-shot Italian sprinkled through with tunes idenbut I think any
munist front organizations, testi- asserted,
Second meeting, Shaw told the prizefight manager Frederick Yalk, tified with the period, such as
fied he withdrew from the party writer worth his salt is critical of committee, was mostly about acOld
Camp
the
gets a look at Tony Wright, young, “Tenting
on
for a variety of reasons. “I didn't our society." At this point Chair- tivities of the Screen Writers*
rugged and handsome fighter who’s Ground,”
“My Old Kentucky
like the secrecy," he said. “I didn’t man Velde excused the witness Guild.
He said he was not intertaken over by Valk, and Home," variously sung by a male
understand why Earl Browder (for- with the observation that any fur- ested in the proceedings for they been
trouble begins. Love blossoms, and quartet and a Negro chorus. Physimer U. S. Communist head) was re- ther testimony from him would be primarily dealt with “whether Miss
Payton, claiming she is to cal look of the production is roushifts of policy were of no help.
moved
allowed to get bear* Wright’s child, gets the lat- tine, as are the technical consomebody
would
be
very disturbing to me.
Brog.
Belfrage, an editor of the Na- away with a screen credit ... ter to drown Valk, making it look tributions.
“At the last meeting I attended a tional Guardian, a newsweekly There couldn’t have been more lilfce an accident.
Valk’s aged
fight broke out. It had to do with published in New York, was the
mother suspects foul play and
were
people
There
than
there.
20
There
parliamentary procedure.
forces Miss Payton to -admit she
fiijst witness of the afternoon. Back only two that
I could positively
was shouting, yelling. Suddenly I
Wright
in the ’20s, he said, he was a pub- identify ... I might just as well lied about her condition.
Ohio Censorship
realized I was in chaos. I didn't
decides to confess, but dies of
know what I was doing there." The licist for Samuel Goldwyn in Eng- not have been there."
poisoning at the hands of Miss
Continued from page 4
years
five
was
about
for
and
land,
Issue of the third meet, Shaw Payton, who’s then held for the pomeetings, Robbins stated, were not
held at regular intervals, but film critic and columnist for the. testified, revolved around a resolu- lice by two of Wright’s friends.
1953 represented an illegal tax on
He
monotoDaily
Express.
London
sporadically.
tion made by one of the HICC
Le Borg seemingly directed the dissemination of information.
Asked to name those he could nously invoked the Fifth Amend- executive committee that the or- Anthony Hinds production to acHe pointed out that, of~this sum,
recall as attending the conclaves, ment to a score of questions rang- ganization oppose itself to Commu- cent only the script’s sex angles,
$334,000 was* used for operatRobbins cited Lloyd Gough, Lionel ing from “What is the National nism. Those at the conclave, the doing little to enhance credibility only
board, with reBerman, Madeline Lee, Elliot Sul- Guardian?” to “Are you a member b&ndledder recalled, were “split of the yarn. Even the numerous ing costs of the
going to the state’s genmainder
Communist
Party?"
livan, Edna Ocko' as well as Je- of the
down the middle." When he tpld fight sequences fail to pack punch,
Court ruled
fund.
rome and Edward Chodorov. RobOnly other show biz witness of some woman attendee, “I’m here having been poorly staged and car- eral revenue
bins identified Berman as an “or- the day was TV producer Mortimer as an observer," she gave him a ried out. Technical contributions, that it was legal, since balance
ganizer," described Sullivan as an Offner.
went toward running legislative
Formerly a Hollywood “shocked look."
Neal.
likewise, are below par.
actor, and noted that Miss Ocko
and judicial departments of the
Shaw summed up: “I’d .hate to
script writer, be was uncooperaand the Chodorovs were all at the
government.
state
tive from the Committee’s stand- admit I was a dupe, but it just
last meeting.
The Sura Shines Bright
Rep.
After reciting his profes- about states my position,"
point.
to
“What makes you willing
(SONGS)
sional background, he declined to Clyde Doyle (D., Cal.), speaking for
Uphold Censor Law
come here?", asked Rep. Clyde answer whether he was a Commun- the committee, commented that the
Doyle (R.-Calif.), “despite the fact
Columbus, May 5.
hearing was “beneficial to all conLightweight comedy - drama
ist on the usual grounds.
that others will put you down as a
with mild entertainment values
Ohio’s anti-censorship forces abBehind the scenes activities saw cerned for it’s done a" great deal
stool pigeon?"
situations; doubtsmaller
for
added
to
clear
things
up
He
...
blow last week when
body
a
sorbed
Burrows, wife
“I think I made a grave mistake the ailing Mrs, Abe
ful b.o. outlook.
that the committee was “just as
the state Supreme Court upheld
before," said Robbins. “I feel I'm of the comedian, giving testimony
from
remove
clouds
to
anxious"
the constitutionality of the film
doing the right thing as an Ameri- to chairman Velde in private. She people as it
is interested in securcensorship law in rendering a
3
Hollywood, May 1.
had been subpoenaed to testify in
can."
ing evidence of subversive activiRepublic release of Argosy (John Ford- judgment supporting the Division
d'Usseau’s Testimony
public, but her illness obviated that.
Merian C. Cooper) production. Features of Film Censorship’s rejection of
ties.
Charles Winninger, Arleen Whelan, John
Robbins, whose testimony closed Bandleader Shaw, its understood,
Committee
members
who
Russell,
Stepin Fetchit, Directed by .John the picture “M."
of
number
a
named
privately
the afternoon session, was preced- also
Shaw as to the identities Ford. Screenplay, Laurence Stallings:
testified prodded
he
who,
This came last Wednesday (29),
ed on the stand by d’Usseau and individuals
based on Irving S. Cobb's short stories,
meetings
attending
the
of
those
“The Sun Shines Bright," “The Mob From a day following the Senate EducaBelfrage. Born in Los Angeles in earlier, he had seen at Communistwere told by the witness that he’d Massac" and “The Lord Provides": cam1916, d’Usseau said he received his conducted meets on the Coast,
Committee’s approval of the
tion
era, Archie Stout; editor. Jack Murray;
name them privately but not at a music,
schooling there
and embarked
Victor Young. Previewed AprU 30, Mosher bill to repeal film censorArtie Shaw ‘Duped’
public hearing.
He said that he '53. Running
time, 90 MINS.
upon a writing career. He has such
,
...
^a
e
ship in Ohio. It underlines the fact
who ad- didn’t want to slander them since Judge Priest
Shaw,
®
Charles Winninger
play credits to his name, he added,
the
Arleen Whelan that, despite the hard work of
Lee
as the co-written “Deep Are the uiitted attending three Communist they may have been at the meet- Lucy
John Russell industry and others in fighting film
Corwin
Roots" which opened on Broadway Party meetings and a “Marxist ings in circumstances similar to his. Jeff
Stepin Fetchit
is still a bedrock
there
censorship,
Russell .Simpson
Dr. Lake
in 1945 and ran 14 months. He lecture” in 1946, told the commitFelsburg
Ludwig Stossel feeling in favor of scissoring moalso co-authored “Tomorrow the tee Monday (4) that “it was never
Francis Ford tion pictures.
Feeney
World” and several screenplays, my intention to be a Communist
Paul Hurst
Bagby
Redcliffe
MitcheU Lewis
Court action was instituted by
among others.
and to the best of my knowledge
Coast Impressed
Grant Withers
Buck Ransey
Of his screen credits, d’Usseau i never was one.”
Maydew
MUburn Stone Superior Films, Inc., N. Y., after
.Continued from page 5
testified,
he worked on “One
Lucy's Mother.
Dorothy Jordan the film, depicting mob violence
A
«,?+«***
Elzie Emanuel
You Ess
Crowded Night " “Suspicion" and
Henry O'Neill and emotions of a child-killing perShaw testified he was relieved to also requires a service staff of 24, Habersham
the “Michael Shayne" series.
Slim Pickens vert, was disapproved for showing
Sterling
“They were assignments," he ex- 6®^ a subpoena so that I could an extraordinary figure for a film General Fairfield
James Kirkwood by the Board on grounds that it
Ernest Whitman
Uncle Pleas
plained. “I took them because I dispel rumors that started- four house.
Bardette was “harmful." Appeal was based
Rqmseur
Trevor
Aside from
The preem was attended by most Mallie Cramp
wanted to eat." Subsequently, the y® ars ago about me.
Eve March
the contention that the censorHal Baylor on
playwright said, he served in the attending Party .meetings, he con- of the outstanding names of Hol- Ramseur, Jr
Jane Darwell ship act of 1913 was itself unconRatchitt
Army for two and a half years. His coded that a string of allegedly lywood and the bleachers outside Mrs.
~ Ken Williams
Maydew’s Henchman
stitutional. Corporation contended
Clarence Muse
service *work dealt mainly with, subversive groups had all used his the house were packed. It looked Uncle Zach
Mae Marsh that standards of tl^e Ohio law, relike one of those oldfashioned G.A.R. Ladyfilm writing. He has resided in name as a sponsor.
quiring films to be “moral, educapreems
when
Filmtown
in its
was
committee
New York since 1945.
which
Among
groups
„
The entertainment values being tional, amusing and harmless,”
Delving into d’Usseau’s alleged counsel Frank Tavenner said Shaw heyday.
offered in this Argosy production were so vague as to violate the
Communist
Party
background, had permitted use of his. name'
are extremely mild for a John right of freedom of speech.
Tavenner quoted Martin Berkeley were the Committee for a DemoNewspaper Reaction'
Ford-Merian C. Cooper presentaCourt held that such language
as having* testified that d’Usseau cratic Far Eastern Policy, the
tion, and the boxoffice outlook is
Detroit, May 5.
limitations were not violative of
was a “successful playwright who American* Peace Mobilization and
It will get its best "redoubtful.
Cinemascope
was demonstrated
constitutional rights, and that 'the
was a member of a Communist a “Peace Conference" held at the
ception in the smaller situations,
at the 5,000-seat Fox last week for
but even there it is a lightweight act itself does not constitute an
Party group."
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., in
a trade and press preview audience.
leg‘‘Were you a member?”, asked 1947.
Asked for an explanation, Scenes from “How to Marry a comedy-drama, poorly plotted and unconstitutional delegation of
islative power to film censors.
overlength at 90 minutes.
Tavenner.
the bandleader declared: “I was a
Millionaire,”
“Gentlemen
Prefer
In addition, court ruled in two
“Did you over see a film called sucker for* signing these things."
Three Irvin S. Cobb short stories
Blondes,” “The Robe,” a midget
‘The Informer?", d’Usseau retortShaw said that he didn't know auto race, New York’s skyline and have been spliced together in the pending mandamus actions brought
Laurence
Stallings
against
script
ana
the film censor board by
ed
former Secretary of State Dean other shots were presented.
there is nothing unusual enough Classic Pictures, Inc., arising out of
® kairman
Harold Acheson had denounced the.Wal%
In the only review available from in the makeup of the tales to merit “Native Son," that the board must
Velde (R.-Ill.) interrupted at this dorf "Peace Conference" as “Cornthe local press, John Finlay son, of more than passing interest by re-examine the revised picture. But
point* with a warning to d’Usseau munist-inspired."
“If this was a the Detroit News, wrote: “The re- casual
audiences.
Characters are
on
to
refrain from tirades and stick ‘Communist-inspired’
thing,"
he action to the demonstration was such stereotype figures as julep- it dismissed a second action
grounds that no appeal could be
to the question."
added, “then I was duped.
I mixed. But even the. ‘three-dimen- drinking southerners, comic-opera
“
made, since the board had issued
T decline to answer on the
haven’t signed anything since."
sional’'newcomer would admit that darkies and bigoted poor white no final order on the film.
Amendn«snt ”
Sole witness of the commlttee s the purely technical achievements trash. Script and Ford's direction
d'Usseau°re Dlied
Board had rejected “Native Son”
attempt to cloak these hackneyed
morning
session, Shaw was on the x)f CinemaScope are impressive.”
rr»_
RpZinV
Resuming the questioning, Ta*
types with a generous dose of sch- three times, and refused to take
e
rp.
mir
After re
ftou
Atter
two u
rs
Finlayson said the demonstration maltz and a theme of
venner said that Stanley Roberts
“good tri- another look on revision, branding
sl ng
h
of stereophonic sound, showing Al- umphing over evil" but it fails to
testified
d’Usseau
asked
him ?f o Wa “ s rVice
it as “harmful." Picture portrays
an<* fc® rJonal fred Newman conducting the orch,
(Roberts) to join the party in 1938. 'P* P*
come off with any impact.
racial frictions.
,f
ac
^Sround,
he
was
quizzed
by “was marred somewhat by. a
“Did you attempt to recruit Rob- ^
Charles
Winninger
makes
as
“
avei
r s
8 aI ge *
picture and a tendency to much as possible of his Judge
erts into the paSy?”, he asked the £
? S*?
ictlV1 blurred
S£ +the.
*
ties with
Communist Party,
amplify sounds of the instruments Priest character and is the prinplaywright.
“
Do y° tf know Leo Townsend?" beyond their natural reaches."
cipal figure around whom the story
“I," said d’Usseau, “still think
Will Reissue
‘The Informer’ is a good picture esked Tavenner.
He added: “CinemaScope has revolves. It’s election time in Fairdon't know his name. I know obviously not yet found the answer field, Ky, a sleepy southern town
... I decline to answer on the
Continued from pace 3
back,
in
and
upstart
an
1905,
lot
a
of
people
by
sight
but not by to the problem of ‘dramatic focus’
Fifth Amendment."
.Yankee state’s attorney, Milburn loans before final foreclosure acD’Usseau also invoked the Fifth name."
so essential to the telling of a film
Stone, is threatening to unseat the tion.
Attended Meetings
Amendment in response to such
story in its intimate details. It has, judge.
Pespite the damage it may
queries as: “Were you affiliated
Tavenner then quoted ToWnsend however, taken steps in that direc- do to his political future, the judge
Among films for which Herwood
with the Communist Party in as saying that Shaw had attended tion."
goes his .easy-going humane way is seeking a deal are a trio made
Hollywood in any Way?" and “Are “five or six Communist Party
David M. idzal, managing direc- of looking at life and the troubles by the defunct Enterprise Producyou now a member?" Tavenner meetings and Marxist classes” in tor of the Fox, said the demonstra- of the less favorably
situated tions, firm headed' by Charles Einthen indicated he was through 1946 -or 1946. This served to lead tion “was perfect in every detail.” townspeople. He talks
down a mob feld, currently 20th-Fox pub-ad
with the witness and committee the batoner into a long and de He said the light, the sound
and threatening to lynch a colored bqy. chief, and David Loew. Pix are
members took over.
V
vious account of meetings ha at- the picture were the' best yet falsely accused of rape, freely and “Ramrod," “Four- Faces West” and
Were any of your works anti- tended, people he associated with achieved. Idzal gave full .credit to openly aids a woman who keeps “So This Is New York." Herwood
Communist?" .asked a committee and his personal opinion of what R. H. Mucullough, chief
engineer a house of ill-fame on the outskirts indicated that bank has still not
member.
he had heard at these conclaves.
of National Theatres, for the $75,- of town, and loads the town’s few determined what policy to follow
“Congressman," said d’Usseau’
It was prior to 1946, Shaw re- 000 engineering revamping at the substantial, right-thinking citizens on
“Arch of .Triumph**’ Enter“I’d like to debase on radio where lated,
in the funeral march for another
when a Herb White or Fox.
prise’s biggest deficit pm*
we’d be equal.”
fallen woman.
Wright called and asked him to
Idzal said exhibs from Kansas,
Herwood is alsp seeking reissue
These good deeds, and others,
Legislator then,
as
well as join the Communist Party. At his Winnipeg, Chicago, St. Louis, MexThe
are in his favor at the polls, and deals for “Northwest M.P.#”
several other committee members, behest,
the bandleader signed an ico, Cincinnati .and Louisville saw
judge’s own vote breaks the tie Scar" “Ruthless," “Lulu Belle
rolled out a number of other que“idiotic or fantastic" name to a the demonstration.
to retain him in office. Along the and “Let’s Live a Little.”
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Titanic
H

m Miami

next week there'll
be Titanic business
boxoffices everywhere
as TITANIC breaks in 327
A*

**

day-and'date engagements

there’s

Me Business

-fox Business!
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Wednesday, May

PICTURES
‘WAX’ GREAT $25,000,
PITT.;

DENVER
(Continued from page 9)
Order” <U) and “Big Frame”
(RK0), $4,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,200; 50-85)—
“Cry of Hunted” (M-G) and
“Bright Road” (M-G). Poor $7,500.
Last week, “Girl Who Had Everything” (M-G) and “Code Two”
(M-G), $11,000.

W’ HEP

9G, CLEVE;

‘WAX’ SOCKO 26G,
Cleveland,

May

2D
5.

Interest in the Cleveland ball
.eam’s progress is. beginning to
nibble away at film grosses' here.
“Sombrero” at State and -“Never
Wave at WAC” at Palace are
catching fairly good biz but it’s far

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50- from smash. Best holdover is
“Invaders From Mars” (20th) “House of Wax,” still terrific at the
and “Kiss of Death” (20th) (re- Allen on second lap. “Salome” in
issue). Nice $12,500. Last week, third for Hipp is down but “Mou“Law and Order” (U) and Big lin Rouge” is socking it away on
Frame” (RKO), $10,000.
eighth round at Stillman.
Tabor (FOx) (1,967; 50-85)—“Jack
Estimates for This Week
McCall” (Col) and “Fuller Brush
Aileri (Warners) (3,000; 85-$1.25>
Girl” (Col) (reissue). Poor $4,000.
of Wax” (WB) (2d wk).
—“House
U. $. A.
85)

—

1

Last week, “Invasion
(Col) and “Prince of Pirates”
$ 6 000.
.

(Col),

—
—

,

Vogue

(Pike)

(600;

60-90)
$2,000.

Fair
“Marika” (Indie).
Last week, on reissue.

week.
Hipp (Telemanagement)

ast

90-$l,25)

—“Salome”

Off to $13,000

(3,700;

(Col) (3d wk).
after big $20,000

'

-

Wham $12,000,

From Louisiana” (Rep) (reissues).
Oke $4,500 in 5 days. Last week,
Small Town Girl” (M-G) (m.o.),
$5,200.

Omaha; limits’

Lively

4?G

Omaha, May

5.

(RKO)

Palace
Satisfying

week, “Hitch-Hiker” <$KO), same.

(Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85)—
“Sombrero” (M-G). Fairly good
in
5 days. Last week,
combining to boom biz at first- $10,000
runs here. Rita Hayworth starrer “Girls Pleasure Island” (Par), $9,._
000
Town Theis terrific at Brandejs.
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 75atre, local hurley house, may have
lured some fans by booking sec- $1.25)—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (8th
wk).
She
Excellent $5,000 following
Where
“Salome
ond-run
Danced” at same time. “Salome” Js $6,200 last week.
Limits”
shapes
“Qff
Brandeis.
at
solid at Orpheum while “Trouble

array of new bills,' headed by
•‘Salome,” and rainy weather are

An

State

1

Along

Way”

is

fine

in

BALTIMORE

second

Omaha

round.
(Continued from page 8)
Estimates for This Week
ast
week, ’“Abbott-Costello to
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-$l)—
“Salome” (Col). Plenty of bally- Mars” (U), $4,500.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 35-90)
hoo and upped prices pushing this
Call Me Madam”- (20th) (5th wk).
to terrific >$12,000 or close. Last
week, “Hans Christian Andersen” Mild $8,700 after $10,000 f6r
'ourth week.
(RKO) (2d wk), $7,000.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 20-70)
—“Trouble Along Way” (WB) and $1)—“Little Sheba” (Par) (8th wk).
“Ride Man Down”. (Rep) (2d wk). Still good with $5,800 after $6,300
‘or seventh.
Nice $5,000. Last week, $10,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 55-$1.25)—
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20and “House of Wax” (WB).
(Par)
“Off Limits”
Smash
70)
Last week, “Trouble
“Marksman” (Par). Solid $12,000. $24,000.
Last week, “Pony Express” (Par) Along Way” (WB) (2d wk), $8,800.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 50and “Mr. Walkie Talkie” (Lip),
$1.25)—“Moulin. Rouge” (UA) (2d
.
$ 10 000 .
Fast $21,000 after $23,500
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)— wk).
“Desert Legion” (U) and “Never opener.

—

‘

-

,

Take No for Answer”

(U).

Good

Last week,
“Ivanhoe”
(M-G) and “Train of Events” (In-

$4,500.

die), $5,000.

INDIANAPOLIS
(Continued from page 9)
(20th) and “Hobson’s Story” (Indie),
$ 10 000
1

‘Everything’-Vaude Fine

20G,

D.C.;

‘Wax’ 25G, 2d

,

.

Keith's

(CMD)

50-76)—

(1,300;

“Androcles and Lion” (RKO). Mild
$5,000. Last week, subsequent-run.
Loewis (Loew’s) (2,427; 76-$l)

Washington, May 5.
“Salome” (Col). Good $15,000 at
Holdovers are causing biz to ease these prices.. Last week, “Somoff here a bit this week in nearly brero” (M-G) and “Girl Who Had
“House of Wax” is way Everything”
all spots.
(M-G),
moderate
out ahead for .secqnd Successive $9,000. ~
week, running well above hopes
Lyric
(C-D)
50-76)—
(1,600;
and equalling the Warner Theatre “Tall Texan” (Lip) and “Perils of
record set some years ago by “Life Jungle” (Lip), Dandy $7,000. Last
With Father.” “Girl Who Had week, “Mug Town” (Indie) and
Everything" with vaude is nice “San Antone” (Rep) with Huntz
while other new entry, “Girls in Hall and Gabe Dell onstage, slow
Night” looks only fair at Keith’s. $5,000 at 50-OOc. scale.
“Salome” is holding firm in fourth
Trans-Lux week.
Estimates for This. Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)—
(Continued from page 9)
“Girl Who Had Everything” (M-G)
plus vaude.
Nice $20,000.
Last geance” (AA) and “Jalopy” (AA),
week, “Sombrero”
(M-G) plus $7,400.

SEATTLE

vaude (4 days); fair $13,000.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-$l) 65-90)—“Call Me Madam” (20th)
—“Call Me Madam” (20th) (5th and “Glass House” (Col) (2d wk).
wk). Held at $9,000 after big $10,- Nice $7,000, after $10,600 last
000 preceding week.

— week."
(Hamrick)
—Liberty
“Small Town Girl”
so-so $3,000. Last week, $3,700.
“Code 2” (M-G). Fair
Keith’s (RKO)
55-90) — week,
“Lone Hand”

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 55-$ 1)
“Under Red Sea” (RKO) (2d wk)

(1,650; 65-90)

(M-G) and
Last

.$6,000.

(1,939;
(UI). Fair $7,200

“Girls in Night”
Last week, “City Beneath Sea” (U)

“Blades

of

Musketeers”

(U)

and

(Indie),

$6,300.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (4th
wk). Holding at nice $6,500 after
(RKO) (llth-final wk). Held at $7,500 last week.
$5,000 after neat $4,500 last wek
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,263; 65
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 74-$1.20) 90)—“Silvery Moon” (WB) and
—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (5th wk) “System” (WB). Oke $6,500. Last
Handsome $14,000 after sock $15, week, “Girl Had Everything” (M-G)
000 in fourth week.
and “Cr$ of Hunted” (M-G), $5,300.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90—“Little Sheba” (Par) (12th wk) $1.25)—“House of Wax” (WB), (2d
Good ‘$3,700 after $4,000 in previ- wk). Great $14,000 after $18,500
ous session.
Warner (WB) (2,174; 90-$1.25)—
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
“House of Wax” (WB) (2d wk) 65-90) ^President’s Lady” (20th)
Holding at great $25,000 alter and “Big Frame” (RKO).
Dull
$34,000 opener, over hopes.
$6,500 opening round. Last Week,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25) “Off Limits” (Par) and
“MarksSalome” (Col) (4th wk). Potent man” (AA) (2d wk),
$4,500 in 6
$9,000 after big $11,000. last week. days.

$8,500.

—“Hans Christian Andersen”
$1.25)
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200; 90

.

.

—

‘

Low
100s
157/8
13% Am Br-Par Th 113
43% 38% CBS, “A”
23
43% 38% CBS, “B”
32
•1434 11% Col. Pic
34

.

—

,9%

734

4%

4%

Came

434

and

4%

(2)

.

..

Penn

..

3%'
3%.

RKO Piets.
RKO Thea

3%

Republic ....

11% 10%
11% 97/8
19% 13%
16% 14

should get at least $8,000, fine.
hold again. Last week, great

May

(Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)—
“Small Town Girl” (M-G). House
Sad
in middle of losing streak.
Last week, “Girls Pleas$7,500.
ure Island” (Par), only $5,000 in
5 days/’’
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900: 50-85)—
“Tonight We Sing” (20tii). Just
the thing for nabe art house. May
Last
hit big $3,000 first session.
week, “Brandy for Parson” (Indie)
(2d wk), $1,500.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 85-$1.25)—
“House of Wax” (WB) (2d wk).
Still going great guns with mighty
Can hardly miss
$25,000 likely.
First week was
holding again.

Nat. Thea.

30% 26% Paramount
Philco
36% 31
29% 25% RCA

319
58
52
231

..

75.

..

46
67

.

.

65

4
31 34

%

Monogram

27/8

25%

..

Technicolor.

Trans-Lux

27/8

.

.

13%
11%

14

11 3

44%

43

44

13
7

12%

27%
33%
26%

27

Net,

»

28
36
57
25
209
10

3%
11

11

10%>

167/8

16%

11%
16%

16%

16

64

63%

16%

1534

15%

69%

73

15%

1434

3

27%

Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe)

.

.

U. A. Theatres

.

.

1 .

Actual

3

%
%
%
%
%

—%
+
—
%
7/8

+ '%
—
%
+ 1%

+ %
+1%

%

32

3

Ask

+ %
—
%
+ %
—%

%

1%

17

3
3

334

%
%

4%

9%
8%

.

Walt Disney

+
+
+
—
+

15%

Bid

.

t

'

%

3

'

.

163%
64

7334

30%'

.

37/8

11%
11%

t

—%

3%
4%

37%

3%

—
+ %

6%

3%

33%

+ %
%‘

13

25%.

Over-ihe-Counter Securities
Clnecolor

'

week

— %,

27%
33%
26%

31%

{

Change

11%

6%

3%
4%

.

4

42%

4

.

61
Warner - Bros.
15
6884
Zenith
American Stock Exchange
14% Du Mont ....
17 3

3

'

.

17%

42

4

11
Stanley War.. 134
20th-Fox
172
Univ.. Pix.
90
UniV., pfd.
70
Rep., pfd.

1434
43

43
1434

Decca
236
Eastman Kdk. 156
Loew’s
107

43%
14% 11%

-

.

1134
47

14%
42%

147/8

43%

. .

85-SI)

(2,200;

Tues.
Close

for

.

(3,300; 55-85),at WAC” (RKO).
$9,000 or near. Last terrific $41,000.

Wave

“Never

12G, legion’ Good

Harris (Harris)

“Salome” (Col) (2d wk).
back strong on Saturday

Weekly Weekly Weekly
Vol. in
Low
Hfgh

1953

High

“Thunderbirds” (Rep). Slow $3,Last week, “San Antoiie”
500.
(Rep) and “Treasure Golden Condor” (20th), $3,600.
•

Exchange)

For Week Ending Tuesday (S)

Terrific $26,000. following, $39,000 $14,000.

ast week.
Webber (Fox) (600; 50-85)
Lower Mall (Community) (585;
“Jack McCall” (Col) and “Fuller
Brush Girl” (Col) (reissue). Fair.. 55,85)—“Don Camillo” (IFE) (2d
Nice $2,500/ Last week,
wk).
“Invasion
Last week.
$2,000.
TJ. S. A ” (Col) and “Prince Pirates” “Limelight” (UA) (3d wk),$2,40Q.
(Col), $3,000
Ohio (Loew’s) <1,300; .55-85)—
“Man Betrayed” (Rep) and “Lady

'Salome’

fiV.Y. Stock

Two

}

1953

Amusement Stock Quotations

‘SALOME’ 8G, 2D

Pittsburgh, May 5.
holdovers, “House of Wax
at Stanley and “Salome” at Harris, both in their second weeks, are
riding herd on remainder of the
Golden Triangle pack. They should
Nothing else
stay over again.
looks even in the money with the
exception of Squirrel Hill which
apparently has a winner in Tonight We Sing.”
Estimates for TMs Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—
“Lady Wants Mink” (Rep) and

6,

10%

9%

Sales
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—
“K. C.. Confidential” (UA) and
Slow
“Babes in Bagdad” (UA).
$4,000 or less. Last week, “Anna”

<&

Co.)

Cinerama Paradox

(IFE), $5,500.

Continued from page $

Vote Favors 20th

reports:

Continued from page

3
1. Mayer, who had been expected
board representation ap- to be the bellwether of the compear nil.
pany both in launching production
Other Green motions, including and in obtaining additional financvarious beefs having to do with ing, so far has been inactive in the
the salaries of 20th execs, will be operation, resulting in a request
argued at the regular annual stock- from the top echelon for a clarifiholder meeting in New York on cation of his future status. Mayer
is said to have told company execs
May 19.
Mild Powwow
that he was ready to go into action.
Considering the bitterness en2. Mayer doesn’t want Cooper to
gendered during the exchange of run production and pending a deciwas
a
sion on the latter’s position was reproxy letters, the meeting
surprising mild one. It concluded luctant to engage actively in proon a friendly note with 20th’s prexy, duction and financing.
Spyros SkourAs praising the tone
3. Attempts were being made to
and manner of the meeting. He buy out Mayer, one of the largest
expressed the hope that following stockholders in the corporation. If
the May 19, N. Y., meeting that- Mayer sells, Cooper and C. Y.
normal and cordial relations would Whitney were seen playing more
be resumed with the Green group. important roles in the executive afFollowing a compromise on the fairs of the company. Thomas, Robmethod .of proxy counting, a cor- erts and Smith would stay on, but'
dial note entered the proceedings perhaps with different executive
with Green declaring, “All we want titles.
is to be a loyal opposition.”
In ad4. Company is mulling a public
dition, many speakers expressed
stock issue. It’s sister org, Cinethemselves strongly on the desir- rama, Inc., which manufactures and
ability
of
dropping cumulative installs the medium’s equipment, is.
vote for the sake of a united and a public corporation, but has. been
efficient management.
plagued with financial woes almost
Previous to the cordial atmos- from the start of operations. It’s no
phere, Green almost walked out of secret that only about half of the
the meeting over a hassle pertain- $2,000,000 issue offered by Cineing to the combining of ballots for rama, Inc., has been sold since it
both the special and the annual went on the market early in March.
meeting on the same proxy form. Cinerama, Inc., obtains its coin
Compromise was finally reached from Cinerama Productions, which
with Green agreeing to submit all must pay the former the cost of the
his proxy votes on the issue of equipment plus 20% of the b.o.
cumulative voting along with as- take as well as the installation and
surances that the ballots pertaining renovation costs for theatres after
to the annual meeting would be the first four.
resealed and kept in safekeeping
5. Stanley Warner Corp., which
until the annual meetings.
already leases two houses to CineQuestioned on his determination
rama Warner, N.Y., and Warner,
to retain cumulative voting and
Hpllywood may pay initial equipcriticized for not having it at
United Cigar-Whelan, where he is ment and installation costs if company uses additional SW theatres,
chairman of the executive commitrecouping its outlay from the b.o.
tee, Green pledged that at next
United meeting a motion to insti- take. Deals are reportedly in the
works for SW theatres in Philadeltute cumulative voting would be
phia, Pittsburgh and Washington,
introduced.
D. C. Policy would not be a new
Meeting was presided over by
one for SW, since it reportedly adAaron Finger, a member of the
vanced the prinjt cost to Arch
Delaware bar who acted as imparOboler for “Bwana Devil” when
tial chairman.
Present from 20th
were L. Sherman Adams, Wilfred The picture was booked into the
circuit.
J. Eadie, William C. Michel, Don6. Company is seeking additional
ald A. Henderson, Skouras and

getting

.

-

.

—

—

.

20th counsel Otto Koegel.

Accom- private

panying

Herbert

Green

was

Einhorn.

About 125 stockholders, including several theatre, circuit execs
such as Harry Brandt, Morton
Thalheimer,
Max Cohen, Jay

Emanuel and others, were present,
fewer than had been expected. It,
was a pro-2 0th aydience, with applause breaking out at favorable
mention of the management and
Skouras.

Several

stockholders

in New York, Detroit and
Hollywood. Coast opening last week
was a film capital event, bringing
out stars and industry leaders.
Critics acclaimed it as the best of
the 3-D illusionary processes yet
demonstrated.
Cinerama toppers are aware that
immediate action is necessary*
both on the exhibition and production 'end, to maintain the initial
reception. The New York meetings
are a showdown and it’s expected
that the company’s future course

revealed the following conflicting biz

coin.

Tough Going

,

Out of the welter of reports, one
is clear. Cinerama is having
difficulty getting off the ground. It
lost a six-month start over 20th
Fox’s Cinemascope, which will
thing

probably have “The Robe” ready
for theatres before Cinerama comes
out with a feature picture.
As things stand now, Cinerama

-

be mapped at these sessions.
Another aspect of Cinerama’s
coin shortage, especially as it applies to the equipment and licensing company, is finances for research. Research program to develop a system of projection
employing only, one projector (it
now requires three) has bogged
down because of the lack of sufficient funds.
will

*

‘Ref read’ Trend
tssss Continued from page
H.

G.

s=

7
5|
“The War of the
aim the film at wide-

Wells*

Worlds” to

screen reiease.
Universal has regeared “Thunder Bay” for widescreen showing.
Pic will be unveiled the Loew’s
State, N. Y. f where an 1.85 to 1
screen is currently being installed.

Columbia

is

blowing

up

“5,000

Fingers of Dr. T” for a widescreen
preem late in May at the Criterion,
N. Y. Metro has reframed “Young
Bess” for large-area presentation.
It’ll probably fit the Music Hall’s
I. 66 to 1 screen, since the film is

preem there.
Warner Bros., it’s indicated, has

slated to

pulled out of release its spectacletype product, presumbaly for retooling to widescreen. To fill the
gap in its distrib slate, -it has substituted, and pushed up, release of
pix less suited for large screen
presentation.

L

French Pact
Continued from page S

ss-sl

execs believe the industry in '53
can again look to remittances of
about $135,000,000. In view of the
MPAA’t success in unfreezing
blocked funds in various countries,
it’s hoped that the $135,000,000
mark may even be exceeded. Countries’ willingness to go In for wider
range of permitted uses, for accrued U. S. earnings is seen as *
significant upbeat factor for the

apparently Can operate without a year.
story-line attraction. The wicket

’

weighed the presentations of both activity to see “This Is Cinerama,”
Phil Kushman, formerly with J.
sides and did not vote until near- a potpourri of travelog items,
Arthur Rank, has joined Andrew

ly the close of the meeting.

bears this out, corralling capacity Stone’s indie organization*

—
Wednesday;

May

6,

1953

JEAN SIMMONS
The

STEWART GRANGER
Tom Seymour loved
two women.

fiery Princess

"Young Bess"

QUO

SPECTACLE IN

'A

DEBORAH KERR

CHARLES LAUGHTON

Sweetheart of one,
wife of another

Henry

engrossing."

—

»

Variety

— Boxoffice Magazine

composed and impressively produced drama. Will occupy a notable niche and

"Brilliantly

—

\

secure vast interest."

"Certain to please

money-maker."

all

had

VADIS’ CLASS!”

..

"Strong box-office prospects. Remarkably

VIII

many wives

Film

Daly

audiences and to be a

—Showmen's Trade Review

"Rich pageantry. .. extraordinary performances
by Jean Simmons, Stewart Granger, Deborah

t

"Distinguished, absorbing picture, superbly

Kerr and Charles Laughton."

directed, acted and produced. Granger a dash-

—Mol/on

Picture Herald

ing figure. Taut love story.”—Hollywood Reporter

"Romantic drama

that takes perfectly to the

coronation and likely to play to
coronation-type business ! ” Motion Picture Daily

"Timely

as a

"Strong

star values.

Dramatic sequences that

any- audience."

— Exhibitor Magazine

lavish quality of its Technicolored presentation.

Strong for cast and box-office attention. Stewart

Granger standout."

—

Daily Variety

The Love Story of a Princess

is

hold

M-G-M’s New TECHNICOLOR Triumph!

M-G-M presents In Color by Technicolor “YOUNG BESS ” starring JEAN SIMMONS • STEWART GRANGER . DEBORAH
KERR • CHARLES LAUGHTON • with Kay Walsh • Guy Rolfe * Kathleen Byron • Cecil Kellaway Leo G Carroll • Screen Play by
•

Jan Lustig and Arthur Wimperis • Based on the novel by Margaret Irwin

•

Directed by George Sidney

.

•

Produced by Sidney Franklin

.
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Formerly the Roxy, house has been
closed for several years. Its^been

IfHM M

New

completely remodeled.
Because stage of Meadvllle High
Continued from pace 1
School auditorium is too small to
I
«
*
i seat all 250 members of the gradthere more an(j m0re to widescreen film sharpen the need for thesping abilTheatre
Park
class,
uating
»
«>,
»
4
4
ity. He also said that there was
has been rented for commencement production.”
until 1954. Exhibitors happy be- June 3.-’
Houseman, a veteran of both a danger in comparing the big
included
cause bills lost in shuffle
Naccarato, vet sound en- s tage and Him production, points stars of years ago with today’s crop
Eugene
e s
Leon J. Bamberger, RKG’s sales one to enable larger cities to im- gineer with A as
€
technique of filming of glamorites, since* "we tend to
.
TJj
sound out: that the
promotion chief, back in N. Y. pose admission tax and also appror Co., resigned, 2
to> 30m RCA £]J5id
nostalgia take over” and view
wj^egcreen pi* presents new prob- let
from Minneapolis where he ad- priate funds to start.statewide edu- engineering staff.
lems to Hollywood-trained talent. the past through rose-colored
dressed „the annual *North Central cational TV petwork.
Silverman, pioneer district Jn the p as^ few have had to worry glasses. Kafclan doesn't expect the
Jake
Allied convention.
Three new shopping center proj- exhib, returned from a ^.OOO-mile
learning more than a few cut in Par's production schedule
Paul Theophilidis leaving United ects announced for Minneapolis Mediterranean cmise, and r^t^ d
a time since films were to affect his eastern operations.
Artists homeoffice publicity de- and one for out-of-town include duties at Blair Theatre, Hollidays
technique of the
takes>
in
shot
partment this Week to join the plans for 2-D widescreen theatres. mrg
wide screen calls for filming in
Army.
,
"Martin Luther” film having
Stanley-Warner^ circuit _^trans- master scenes. Consequently, reFritz Goodwin, of Metros studio world preem at Lyceum, legit ,
Union
rarity
comparative lamy
hearsals a comiiajcauve
T”Aw.'
in TVnnAtimv nearsais
publicity department, in from the roadshow house here. Getting 80c
Coast to work at homeoffice on for matinees and $1.20 at nights,
Continued from page 7
replaced* to in Ambridge with
thesps
have
and
essential
more
and
"Julius Caesar.’*
«
«
«
.11
1 .
Minnesota Amus. Co. {Paramount A^am G. Goelz.
the IA outfit reps Parabigger
while
handle
Fox,
ready
to
be
to
Hendei
boxJune
MayHarry
circuit) launching
Bert “steam and
Grand and chunks of dialog ’for 'each jaunt be- mount staffers.
office drive with largeJnsiitutional who took over the
cameras.
operating
fore
the
the
emphasizing
are
ads
newspaper
Loulsa in Carnegie,
Formerly all the homeoffice units
Preston Smith, indie ozoner oper- screen’s "new look” in consequence the Grand but dickering with chain
‘‘The trend toward stage-trained
ator of Lubbock, elected head of of 3-P and widescreen develpp-. fctore for site of Louisa, recently actors was expected,” Houseman were member* of the SPG. Conresulted from
Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners ments. Declare "springtime brings destroyed by fire.
points out. "When initial prepara- fused representation
Assn.; succeeds C. C. Ezell, first tfie new birth of the motion pictions were made for wide-screen pullouts caused by the SPG’s affilpretty, who resigned due to ill ture.”
filming, the new technique was iation with District 65, allegedly a
health.
Dale, St. Paul indie nabe thea- TOA’s let's Arbitrate,
carefully taken into consideration.” Red-tainted outfit.
Latter, howTrans-Texas Theatres, headed by tre, admitted ladies free (didn’t
(Casts of 20th-Fox*s first two ever, reportedly has since purged
Louis Novy, took over operation of require any male admission) last
v
Not Probe Via Senate’ Cinemascope films, "The Robe,” itself of Commie influence, and is
the Orpheum in Waco from Inter- Wednesday night (29) to see twin
and "How to Marry a Millionaire,” said to be returning to the fold of
state Theatres. This gives the cir- bill of "Bad and Beautiful”' and
Osage Beach, Mo., May 5.
cuit nine houses.
"Happy Time” and inspect, redecothe CIO. Acceptance of the union
Becent Washington hearings.re-lta^*
by the CIO, it’s Indicated, would
Lester True, former city man- rating program,
Ce S
Bette
Mortow,^
ThSteh^eff
Torin
ager at Waxahachie for United
and
owner,
be proof that the union has comTed Mann, circuit
'MmdlrU°nedthfIcu[fnceTfor a
C er0n MltCh6U a “ d pletly dropped the Red cloak.
Rowley Theatres, transferred to small daughter escaped injury In
Sweetwater. F. R, Jones named to auto crash, but his" 1952 .Cadillac
U&vid
Wayng.)
This factor, it’s believed, may set
Levy, general counsel of Theatre
True’s old spot.
was nearly demolished.
"What is becoming more obvious in .motion plans for the consolidaOwners of America, declared here
R, N. Smith Theatres purchased
Heavy snowfall caused temporary today (Tues.) in calling for a re- how,” Houseman emphasizes, "is tion of all pub-ad units, with the
by a group of east Texas business- shuttering of Minot; N. D., ozoner opening of the arbitration talks.
that successful widescreen produc- pullouts and unaffiliated groups remen headed by Owen Killings- two weeks after ft had opened its
Speaking before the joint meet- tion demfands a director with an turning to the SGP fold. However,
worth. Other officers include R. D. season.
ing of the Kansas-Missouri Thea- awareness of stage techniques.”
SPG officials maintain that they
Leatherman, veepee; Pack Life,
exchange here having difand the Motion Picture
Producer’s theme is based on the are not interested ’in any organizsecretary-treasurer and H. C. Mose- ficulty in obtaining sufficient prints tre Assn,
Missouri ana fact that widescreen production ing moves at this time. Their> main
Eastern
Of
Owners
ley.' Houses involved in deal include to> meet, exhibitors’ demands for
Southern Illinois, Levy said that force g a director to handle a bigger concern, they stress, is to take ac.
two here, four in Raymondvillo and "House of Wax.”
two each at Premont and FalfurW. H. Workman, Metro branch an industry system of arbitration, staging area than under the con- tion to prevent the spread of firrias.
manager, back at desk after with a large number of arbitrable ventional method of filming. The ings.
lengthy absence because of illness. matters, would have made the wide lens picks up action in an arc
SPG toppers discount filmeries*
Eph Rosen, his assistant, still in Senateprobe unnecessary.
corresponding to 'the periphery of claims of economy, pointing out
"The industry is such that it* human sight. Consequently, bit that the companies are still paying
Mt. Sinai hospital under observaLeonard Mintz here beating tion.
does not lend itself to external players and extras are no longer hefty stockholder dividends and
drums for Metro’s ‘'Julius Caesar,’ 1
Proving a "sleeper,’* "Girls of regulation,** LevjP declared. "Ex- of&camera and the director must
are showing yearly profits. In adwith special showings* for students* Pleasure Island” (Par) broke Sunhibitor grievances, for the Most devise action and bits of business dition/ they point that dismissals
Ben Bache, city salesman for day^ house record at the Sterling,
part, arise from practices that f0r them so that they will not ap- conflict with optimistic statements
Warner Brothers, transferred to Austin, Minn.
evolve in the industry. As these pear to be statues surrounding a of company execs relating to a new
Washington, D.C., as branch’ manpractices evolve, and as new ar- central piece of action. Stage diager. David Cooper,
salesman
era in film biz due to. the shift to
bitrable matters appear, a func- section, of course, has always had
in Scranton-Wilkes Barre territory,
widescreen and 3-D.
*
system of arbitration could t 0 CO p e with the fact that the auditioning
succeeds Bache here.
Lijppert acquired U.S. be enlarged by way^ of amendment
Robert
L.
SPG’s objective, according to a
Martin B.. Ellis, of the A. M. Elence sees the entire set at all times.
distribution rights to
"Norman to encompass ^em.*
highly-placed union official, is to let
lis chain of independent houses,
Houseman does not believe, how- the companies know that the guild
Conquest,”
filmed
in
England
as
off to Europe for eight weeks.
Vy
ever that the new filming tech- will forcefully fight any layoffs in
*K *said
J52 lack of an
20th-Fox technicians worked "Park Plaza 605,” with Tom Con- probe,
ereate any serious em- SPG shops.
* ^
Official also noted
round the clock to ready the Mast- way starred.
uiwarplan caused contmued
pl yment prol)iems within the in- that the SPG successfully fought
Filmakers
Releasing
Organizabaum, flagship of rival Stanley.
e
^
rante.d use of c
£’
dustry. Actors, unlike their counter- off a firing attempt at 20th and re_
Warner chain for local preview of tion acquired Western Hemisphere the exaction of exorbitant
film
parts a genera ti on a g 0 aren’t faced ceived wage hikes in other shops.
20th’s Cinemascope last week. Pre- distribution rights (with the excep- rental,
y
^ with insurmountable obstacles in
view guests were limited to press, tion of Canada) on "Monte Carlo the so-cal dd
pr(1
He said that at Universal, seven
P^:ra e ?se system
adjusting
new process al- out of 12 merit increases were
radio, trade and 20th-Fox stock- Baby,” produced in France two
J
at
He
noted
years ago by Ray Ventura, and
.
though some may find it difficult. granted last week.
holders.
Sam Stiefel may return to Negro starring Audrey Hepburn.
rnvprnnnS Directors too will find the adjust*
name bands and acts at his UpIrving Levin, Filmakers sales
ment comparatively simple.
town Theatre, North Philly key.
manager, announced the addition agencies for assistance.’
Until Hollywood talent has mas*
of two new franchise holders,
tered the new tricks of the trade,
Northwest Releasing Corp. for
however, there’s a good chance
Portland and Seattle, and Imperial
that a large percentage of BroadAfter long absence because of Pictures, Cleveland.
April B.0.
way personnel will find new work.
sickness, W. H. Workman, Metro
Continued from page 4
branch, manager, back at his desk.
Arid if the widescreen technique
Charles Bliss, Universal JNorthmeets current expectations in creAlong Way-* uuug
"Trouble
Dakota salesman, escaped injury
Frank* and Irma Biordi leased week.
0uuiuun<u juua
iui talent,
utieiii, I
ating additional
jobs f<m
r-n\
.
when a high wind blew his auto Off their interest in the Majestic in (WB), a new
there may be a new crop of film
the road into a ditch.
Ellwood City to partner-members enth place, although somewhat pers0 nalities who will owe their
And for tho past soventy-five years
Minnesota state legislature fin- of the family of Andy and H. E. spotty one or two roiin s
success as much to technicians as
ar) n0
I our Judson Division has seen ts it
ished 1953 session without passage Biordi, including Mr. and Mrs. (Ida
° ff
co±? Bob to their own abilities,
that whenever they go coast to
of any legislation affecting film ex- Biordi) D. Colavinzo.
as much strength as some
hibition or distribution and there
coast, their household goods, trunks,
New Penn in Monaca reopened Hope comedies, managed to land
star
System
will be no other session convening under management of A1 Gergelia. eighth’ iftoney.
exhibitors
personal effects, and automobiles
Some
Public today is as interested as
are shipped to their new<spotl
felt that perhaps it followed too
I
closely on the heels of the '"Road ever in film stars. If their popuWe are specialists In this type of
To Bali” (Par) release da{e, since larity is on the wane, the fault
moving and offer fast dependable
pictures are processed by
Hope and Bing Crosby, were lies with the industry, which is no
cross-country service at low rates
longer willing to spend as much
starred in it.
.between
points east of tho Missiscoin in building up glamor person'Ma, Pa, Kettle* 20th Spot
sippi and tho West Coast.
WhenI
,f
Desert Legion” (U), staging a alities.
ever you move cross-country, tee
smart upsurge, took ninth place
That’s the opinion of Boris Kapyour
telephone
directory
nearest
for
while '"Ma, Pa, Kettle On Vaca lan, Paramount’s eastern talent and
National Carloading office or write
tion” also from Universal, was casting exec, who said in N. Y. last
10th.
Ability of the latter, which week (30) that, if there has been a I
Executive Vice Pres. y RKO-Pathe\ Inc. y says:
smaller
gets much of its corn from
Judson Forwarding
decline
in the star system, it’s all
AJ. 1 a Ja. MA «i,a 1 1 4 m U 4 WWam
«
cities, to do so well in bigger keys for the best since it gives
*new
NATIONAL CARLOADING
spoke faces a chance to prove their
opposition,
against
big
less
worlds for the sustained -strength mettle.
CORPORATION
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JAY BONAFIELD,

w We have never settled for
than the best* We nse Pathe Labs*
“ When
services

comes to film laboratorywe have never settled for

and

anything less than the best in

skill

dependability. Consequently,

we have

/

RKO-Pathc’fl varied product
includes the best in theatrical
industrial shorts, as well

as such specials as

operation

A-BOMB and its HEAVYWEIGHT
FIGHT PICTURl'3.

Roth

Now York

3 5

MM

•

and Hollywood Have Complete 0<xtA£ Laboratory Facilities
I

6

MM

^^/Laboratories,

COLOR

•

Inc.

is

•

BLACK AND WHIT*

a subsidiary of Chesapeake Industrie*, Inc*

I

of this Kettles series.

Future of the star also figured
prominently last week in Samuel
lease virtually only two weeks,
Goldwyn’s hassle with the British
managed to land 11th position. press
which «u6ted hi in London
This 3-D pic of course had plenty
°P inl0n th \‘ pif
of competition from “House of
w y , °nL A
Wax” (WB) in certain keys, and
en^e( havi n 6
[.it
almost uniformly ran second
^
j J,
+
any
S * UI
best to "Wax.”
"I Love Melvin” Sc£L
^ said
X twlnklers would
system and
(M-G) rounded out the Golden
be in pix as long as they’d be in
Dozen for the month.
the sky.
"I
Confess” *(WB), fifth
in
Kaplan, who has a legit backMarch;
"Naked Spur”
__
(M-G),
eighth the same month; "Missis- S r°und, said studios today are defion the prowl for actors with
sippi Gambler” (U), high in ratings
in previous months; and "City Be- stfl ge experience. Television helps
neath Sea” (IT), 11th in March, talent scouts since it highlights
were runner-up films In that order. certain performers, Kaplan assert"House of Wax,” which was first ed, "but 'most of the time the
the final week of April, was not in- people in TV come from other
cluded in last month's competition media in the first place and are
for ratings because it was out on ^uite well known to us.” ,TV .direlease the single week in most actors are "too much concerned
keys. However, it looms as terrific with getting their people on and
ai*d they don’t confuture grosser predicated on its °“ t*16
showings to date.
This 3-D pic centrate on acting, which would
grossed around $1,000,0Q0 in the £ive studios an idea of what they
first week out extensively, which can really do, he opined,
is the tipoff on how this picture
It’s Kaplan’s thought that the
is faring*
.
advent of 3-D would probably

"Man

in.

Dark”

(Col), out

on re-

19 Rector Street,

New

York

6,

N. Y.

.

BOwlIng Green 9-8300

™
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I
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Jock Vidpic Library Sale on Upbeat;
$3,

Purchases Already

in

Sale of three-minute vidfilm li- +
braries designed for TV disk jocks
biz groove
is swinging into the big
J||ye
currently, with some stations even
buying the series as fill-ins i& case
of baseball

Limited But Healthy Tele

n

••

Los Angeles, May 5.
as to the major role

•

Any doubts

DelinqUeiiCV
t
* OBriCS

films will play in the .TV future
at the National Assn,
of Radio-Television Broadcasters
S-G Film Productions, new N.Y. convention here, based on testividpix
production
outfit,
has mony submitted by station manscheduled as its initial effort a 13- agers in . a panel discussion on
week half-hour series on juvenile “Films’ Place in Television.” In
delinquency, “The Hunter and the essence, the broadcasters were cauHunted.” Firm is a subsidiary of tioned to fortify their stations with
S, G. Photo Service,
films as the only solution to their
Series will be directed by the program problems.
firm’s president, William Stafford,
The bullish “gq film” attitude exand produced by ex-CBS staffer pressed at the convention has been

game waghouts.

Foreign language films

.

.

1

CBS-T? Hypo

H’wood Animal Shorts

Outfit were erased

To Launch New

checkup of the field this week
shows that over $3,000,000, by conservative estimate, is today invested in producing the jocks' leased
libraries. Distributors uniformly report that biz is on the upbeat, and
many stations which for
that
months had been reluctant to divvy
costs, have since had
rental
out
^
a change of heart.
of the library pro- Ken Langley. Edward K, Miller reinforced by the major claims besquawk
Chief
ducers is aimed at music publish- will script the Gotham locationers ing staked in the TV distribution
ers who refuse to let their ballads
picture by the major networks in
be used in telefllmed skits unless
view of the potential inroads that
dramatic rights are paid, particupix may make on the TV network
larly where the performers wear
structures.
costumes. So far, BMI has tended
Established TV operators warned
to play ball with the telefilm linewcomers that their salvation lies
brarians, but ASCAP has been
in film and without it “they’re in
somewhat reluctant. This legal
From Lee Ruplenty trouble.”
snafu is expected to be aired later
witch, general manager of WTVJ,
this year, when ASCAP negotiates
endorsement
wholehearted
a
came
With Blatz dropping the “Amos
contracts with both music publishof the benefit of pix, asserting that
*
*n Andy” telefilm series in June
ers and TV stations.
film programming on his station

A

Seeu for Foreign Language Films

PROGRAM KEY
<•

^

In

Syndicated Shows

As New Vidpic

Series

Lakeside Television Corp. has
begun distribution of its “Wild
Life in Action,” following completion of 20 of the quarter-hour ani.

mal programs. Lakeside secured

a

batbh of Hollywood animal shorts,
which it reedited and augmented to
form the new series.
Syndication outfit also secured
rights to “Oklahoma Chuck Wagon
Boys,” series of 13 hillybllly musicals

made by Lewis

&

Clarke pro-

ductions in Chicago.

On Chicago Webs

Chicago, May 5.
Five feature film packages and
(in contrast, Rexall has just
rose to as high as 65% of the en- vidpix are being* bankrolled over
newed the CBS Radio program), tire programming schedule. Stathe Windy City webs.
CBS Television is seeking to recoup tion’s revenue from film, he added,
An hour and a half midday slot
reached 56% of the total income.
some of .its capital-gain investment
is to be sponsored by
New station owners attending on
in the property through syndicathe meet were told emphatically Marks Bros. Jewelry, with 26 weeks
tion.
WGNscheduled.
feature
film
they had better load up with of
Web announced last week release that
film product, whether it be of the TV has inked Coloramic Tile, Stutelefilm series, produced by
0£
type made for TV. specially or old debaker on Devon, and Allen Chrisxial Roach, to local and regional
topher Co. for 13, 26 and 52 weeks,
theatrical pix.
advertisers, with first date July 1,
respectively. Also, the late evening
Ralph Nimmons, manager of
1953. Thirteen of the 52 pix have
on WNBQ, which will conWFAA-TV, Dallas, chimed in: slot
not been shown.
tinue to screen feature pix, will
“We've had better audience acWith the “Amos ’n’ Andy” annow be bankrolled by Grand-Cenceptance and resultantly more sales
nouncement as the cue, the CBS
tral Motors for the next 52 weeks.
from the showing 6f films than
Television Film Sales Dept, also
The “Foreign Intrigue” vidpix
We
most of the live shows.
revealed (1) proposed distribution
compete have been slated for the
attempt
to
wouldn’t
of a new telefilm series (of 39
W. F. McLaugh9:30
p. m. slot.
against a top live show with anyquarter hours), “Linkletter and the
thing else but pictures. We have lin and Co. have been inked for
Kids,” stemming from his chilfound that feature films more than 58 weeks of Thursday evening
dren’s feature on “House Party;”
Two other telepix
hold their own against any live bankrolling.
draof
a
preparation
$500,000
(2)
packages ,have been accepted by
competition.”
matic series, and (3) doubling of
WBKB and Duon
ABC’s
takers
tab
He wondered if, when the new
its staff with new offices at Dallas
Successful pedstations come on the air, the pro- Mont’s WGN-TV.
and Atlanta.
ducers can keep up with the de- dling by WGN-TV has, landed PhilOther shows handled by the mand, even though at this time the lips Petroleum Co. for the “DougCBS-TV Film Sales Dept, include siipply seems adequate. Re-runs, las Fairbanks Presents” package
the Gene Autry Show; “Crown he said, have proven as effective for the full 52. Another half-hour
series with the “Heart of the City”
Theatre,” with Gloria Swanson; as the original booking.
Files of Jeffrey .."Jones”; “The
Harold See, manager of KRON- label has been sold to Corona
,,
.
w
TV, San Francisco, toilched off an Cigars by the WBKB sales staff.
^fne”Aiine
^‘Cases
C^aSeS OI .CiCKlie JJraKe
animated discussion when he ad- Sponsorship for this 9 p. m. berth
limited
“Strange Adventure”; Holiday
vocated editing of old films at the on Saturdays, however, is
and source. This was roundly approved to a six-week contract.
Oakley,”
“Annie
Paris”;
Operas.”
“World’s Immortal
as a cost-saving to the station, even

WNBQ

.

Varieties library are heavily distributed through diverse markets,
with stations paying for their 500
three-minute films according to the
individual viewing audience,
Harry McWilliams, director of
and promotion for
advertising
Screen Gems, reports that since
WHYN-TV, Holyoke, Mass., bought
the company’s jock library last
week, its total of station clients has
hoon upped
nnrvorl ir\
Rwaom Gems
rjp'rrvc has
hflS
been
to 17
17.. Screen
60 subjects, which are leased to stations for a yearly minimum of $600.

Robert Wormhoudt, topper

at

^

^Eddi^Drak^
,

*

though some objections were raised
as to local levels in taste and gen-

'VICTORY’ SYNDICATION,

formances by young Broadway and
nightclub performers, directed and
produced by. Richard Rose, accompanied by popular records. They’re

FULL FILM FEATURE
_.
The NBC Film Division
dicating “Victory At Sea,

is

ended on NBC-TV Sunday

(3),

.

now leased to eight stations -for a
year’s use, at a cost of $20 upwards,

.

acceptance.

which
and

also preparing a tyvo-hour edition for film distribution.

Division has a booming business
in syndication, with “Dangerous
Assignment” now in 103 markets
and the hour-long “Hopalong
Cassidy” in 105. “Douglas Fairjab- banks Presents” is currently sold
Henry Morgan, the
berjocky, began to work last Mon- to 67 markets, and the half-hour
day (4) s on a series of news feature “Hopalong” is in 49.
comedy telefilms for General
Interesting trend is that most
Films Production Corp. Tfie pro- tecent sales have been to new tele
grams, for which Morgan is signed stations,
for a series of 13 with another 13
•

‘DEATH VALLEY’ SERIES
FALL RENEWAL READY
Hollywood,

inexperienced cutters.

syn-

is

MORGAN WORKING ON
COMEDY NEWS TELEPIX
WMGM

He

told of the
problem of trimming a feature running 118 minutes to 54 minutes by

eral

STANWYCK SOUGHT FOR

produced by Gene Autry’s Flying

M4MUIU

]

WPIX Buys

film version.

O’Brien Preps Vidpix

On

Jungle Series

Frisco Police Cases
Hollywood, May 5.

George O’Brien, onetime westFor Exclusive In N. Y. ter* as central figure in a half-hour
Arrow Productions’ Jon Hall vidpix series. It's understood Miss ern star, is rounding up a telefilm
series in which he will play the
starrer, “Ramar of the Jungle,” Crawford was willing to appear
which has been enjoying a syndics- the vehicle again as a ono-shot role of his father, the late Daniel
tion boom around the country, will AM or TV er, but didn t want to J. O’Brien, San Francisco chief of
hit the N. Y, market shortly via be tied down to a regular telepix police. Series will be based on the

m

season, particularly in view of sev- Frisco police files, with the coopNews station.
eration of the department.
bought the„ series of 28 eral picture commitments,
A1 Simons is packaging the
Another film name is now
jungle pix on an exclusive basis
series, which starts in midsummer.
*
for the Gotham
sought to portray the lead.

WPIX,

Daily

WPIX

area.

A

New Army Documentary
Series Due on WCBS-TV
WCBS-TV, N.

*

4

Y. f

first

station to

Army-produced documentary “The Big Picture,” will start
the telefilm's series No. 5 Sunday

air the

1

.

5.

Productions.
Negotiations are being conducted
by McCann-Erickson and Flying A
Hollywood, May 5.
producer Armand Schaefer.
exec
Negotiations are being held for
batch of telepix will probably
Barbara Statiwyck to play the lead New
in the fall.
be
gunned
role, that of a femme fight trainer,
in Arrow Productions' upcoming
vidpix series, “Ringside,” exec pro-

week option, will present goofy
of the profits of series of 52 telepix
news events from the past 25 I Aofl fYawfnrn I PArv
set to roll in September.
1ATC1J
years in a 15-minute series. Ma- JwlII
Overall budget for the films is
terial
Arrow
approximately $1,500,000.
comes from GFP film
library.
Of Full ‘Pierce’ Series last week sent a lensing crew to
The series, produced by Elbert
Miami to shoot backgrounds for its
Hollywood, May 5.
Kapit, outfit’s production superJoan Crawford has nixed a bid “Ramar of the Jungle” series, rollvisor, will be ready for syndication
ing June 5.
to topline a telepix series tagged
or sponsorship in July. It will be “Mildred Pierce,” based on the
released through United Televi- James M.'Cain story. She won an
sion Programs, Inc.
Oscar for her title role*m Warner’s

May

Pacific Coast Borax CO. is finaldeal for renewal of its
izing
“Death Valley Days” telepix series

‘RINGSIDE’ VIDFILMS

ducer Leon Fromkess reports.
Fromkess says he’s been talking a deal with the actress and her
agency, Paul Small, in which she
would be cut in for participation

who

holds

American

television rights to about 150 Italian films, points out that as set
saturation and station licensing become greater, there will be even
more room for specialized station
operations foreign language included as happened in radio. For
the time being, though, he’s con-

—

Interesting fact which Landi has
discovered, and which he’s using
as a selling point, is that about
35% of the films’ viewers don’t
language.
speak the
However,
point is still stressed that programs appeal to a definite market,
and along that line, Landi, via his
own ad agency, pitches in with
help to stations in securing sponsors selling to the Italian market.
Package, which is sold as a 90minute or 60-minute weekly show,
so far has played, aside from WORTV, in Chicago, Boston and Providence. Landi is currently working
on a deal to get the films spotted
on the Coast. He doesn’t call his
operation
a
syndication
setup,
since title of the program varies
with the market and the pix selected by the stations may be different,
but in other respects, it
amounts to the same thing.
Landi has no deal with Italian
Film Export Corp., currently the
largest importer of Italo pix, but
has a verbal agreement with IFE
under which as soon as the distrib
gets ready to turn its pix over to
TV, he will have first option. His
other pix come from American distribs of the films, who turn them*
over for television as soon as theatrical runs are over.

MCA OPENS

m

Vitapix, Inc., distributor of the
Telediscs library, said that biz was
‘picking up nicely.” Its collection
of 100 vidfilms consists of per

played.
Landi,

titles.

WBKB

TV, Monroe, .La.
Official Films reports that its
1,200 subjects in the Music Hall

find

centrated on those markets with a
basic
Italo-American population
group. Films have English sub-

Bankrollers Busy

re-

WMCT-TV, Memphis, and KFAZ-

may

a limited but healthy market in
American
television,
Erberto
Landi,
whose pioneer “Italian
Film Theatre” goes into its third
year on WOR-TV, N.Y., believes.
Landi has just set a package of his
Italian films in Bridgeport and
another in Atlantic City, and deals
will have brought to six the number of markets the Italo films have

—

’

Biggest library distribs currently
United Television Programs.
is
Since recent purchase (at an es
timated $750,000) of the Snader library by Ben Frye, UTP ve’ep, it
has 1,300 different film subjects,
Stations, paying a minimum of
$320 pSr month, are allowed to
lease a basic number of 400 vidfilms, and are themfed (>0 different
ones every six months.
United Television Programs has
leased jocks films to 90 stations,
with sales being made iri the last
couple of weeks to WNOK-TV, Columbus, S. C.; WICC-TV, BridgeMiss.;
WJTV, Jackson,
port;

Ron

(10),

BRANCH

FOR SYNDICATED PIX
Music Corp. of America has
opened its first branch devoted exclusively to the distribution of syndicated tele films. Branch opened
in Atlanta to take care of southern
distribution.
Other
offices
have tele distribution, but also
service other departments in the

MCA

agency setup. Tele syndication is
expected to become an increasingly important item, inasmuch as fees
run to as much as 40% of the gross
sale

amount

in local shows.

Bob Cariavan, ex-sales promotion
department of KROD, El Paso, will
be in charge of the office.

A

syndicated tele division of the
Boston office has also been
added. This sector will be headed
by David Abbott, formerly in the
sales division of WBZ, Boston.

MCA

Ala. Station’s Telepix

Showcase Experiment

Birmingham, May 5.
Novel summer programming exwhich will run for periment, which will see syndicatincludes such sub- ed half-hour dramatic vidpix slot-

10 to 10:30 a.m.

New
nine

1ST

series,

weeks,

.

Korean

ted across-the-board in the 9 p.m,
Seventh Army, firepower of the ar- period, is being tried by WBRC-TV,
and Station, with additional time availServices
Special
tillery,
able due to network summertime
Alaska.
From July 12 through the rest operations, will test sponsor reacof the summer the CBS-TV flag- tion to the dramatic fare.
Telepix were purchased as a
ship station will rerun the best of
“The Big Picture” sequences, un- package from United Television
Programs for $26,000, and consist
til the Army has a new series ready
of 130 half-hours. Plan is to run
in the fall.
“Royal Playhouse,” the “Fireside
Theatre” re-runs, two days weekly
WOOLLEY DRAMATIC SERIES for 26 weeks. Other three days will
Monte Woolley is working on a be occupied by “Dick Tracy,”
half-hour dramatic telefilm series “Hank McCune Show” and “Hollywood Offbeat.” In case of latter
for Dynamic Films.
Series, with Woolley as host, will there are only 13 films in the sebe TV adaptations of one-act play ries, so remaining 13 weeks will be
filled with a second day of “Tracy.”
classics*
jects as the third

.winter,

"Wednesday,

Pfi&iffff

HABIO-TEIEVISIOX

22

May
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Dirty Window-Dressing

Radio Still Topdog, With $473,100,000

Breach in taste committed by some of the major radio and
comics, particularly on an occasion which provided a readymade “showcase” for championing the cause of the nation’s
broadcasters before the FCC membership, brought^ sour note to
the NARTB convention in Los Angeles. It was downright offen-

TV

In ’52 Take;
Washington,

Although television
it

rapidly, radio is

TV

5.*

overtaking

is

A

Show

Will Rogers, Jr.,

topdog in
industry both
still

sive

*

lipfe
in-

14

come tax) totaled' $62,600,000, a
gain of 9%, compared with a net
of $.54,500,000, an increase of 31%,
by the TV broadcasters.
Although- radio network business

3%

New TV’ers
JIMMY NELSON

For April; 70

year, profits of the
webs rose 11% to $11,200,000 (compared to TV profits Of $9,000,000).
The increase in network margin in
radio operations was due to a 4,4%
Washington, May 5.
reduction in expenses.
Fourteen new TV stations went
three
showed that
The FCC data
April or are on the
... ..
_
xr mar- on the air in
stations in TV
out of five
ve -g e ....
0 f commencing» operations,
_
JIJ
Inf* voar
.
1
kets did more business last year, accor(jing to a report last week by
while four out of five AMers thfe FCC. This brings to 70 the
upped their revenues in the non- num k er 0f post-freeze stations
fell off

lsyst

In Post-Freeze

AM
-

.

,

•»

'

TV

markets.

About one out

of six

AM stations

was the
smallest proportion of losers since
fewer
much
the
of
when
11%
1946,
stations then operating reported

money

lost

Everything had gone smoothly until the big event at the Palladium in Hollywood on the eve of the convention blowoff. The

1951.

Radio profits (before Federal

last year. This

losses.

In 63 TV markets, radio stations
reported an average increase of
2.1% in, business. In non-TV markets, 1,629 radio stations reported
an average increase of 10.6% in
volume. However, the 108 TV stations in the 63 markets reported

(Continued on page 38)

.

•
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BMNY O’DAY AND
HUMPHREY HIGSBYE
Featured

—Texaco

NBC-TV

Star Theatre
with Milton Berle

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
LOUia W. COHAN
1776 Broadway, N. Y.

Ford’s 50th Anni

which have received the necessary
“special temporary authority” to
start commercial telecasting,
The Ford 50th anniversary show
Recipients of STA’s last month is now set for Monday, June 15,
were WCOV-TV in Montgomery,
networks
KTYL-TV, Mesa, Arlz.; on the* joint television
Ala .
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo, Cal.; of NBC and CBS. A radio hookup,
KFXD-TV, Nampa, Idaho; WTVO, contemplated by the company, has
Rockford, 111,; WLBC-TV, Muncie, been dropped.
As revealed by
ind.; WHYN-TV, Springfield, Mass.;
summer continuance
WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor, Mich.; Variety, the
WFTV, Duluth, Minn.; KROC-TV, of Lux Radio Theatre, on CBS
WLEV-TV, Radio, and the soap firm’s refusal
Minn.;
Rochester,
Bethlehem, Pa.;. WCOS-TV, Colum- to relinquish time, squelched a
bia, S. C<; KELO-TV, Sioux Falls,
simulcast.
S. D., and KCBD-TV, Lubbock,
The mamftioth Ford show 9 to
Tex.
Agency issued 26 authorizations 11 p. m. will be a cavalcade of
for new stations last month, includ- events over the past half century,
ing one educational permit to Ohio
with film and live presentation deThese
State U. in Columbus.
recreating many hisbrought to 350 the number of sta- picting apd
occasions. Film clips of early
tions authorized since the lifting of toric
films will be shown,
the freeze a year ago and to 458 pix and news
•

—

—

Washington, May 5.
enormous
the
Underscoring
strides taken by video in the last
few years, the FCC report last
week on A^-FM operations shows
that TV got more than three out
of every five dollars spent for
LOs
in
advertising
broadcast
Angeles, Cleveland and Cplumbus
in 1952.
In L.

history of the time in
the total of all stations, including giving a
planes, films,
pre-freeze, which are on the air or which automobiles,
television
and atomic energy
radio,
which have received permits,
the
changed,
completely
have
world.
Hlltt ATI 1 f DIUo
Rlffe vUUl
Mil
entertainment
the
many
I1U1IUI1
Among
proHot bidding on Betty Hutton's stars already signed for the
Ethel Barrymore, Ethel
television services has cooled. For gram are
HamOscar
Martin,
Mary
Merman,
ABC have

TV

f

networks, collaborating in providing the talent, offered some of
their prize possessions, More than l,500*broadcasters and their
wives, along with five FCC members, were anticipating an evening of fun in the broadcast tradition.. ABC-TV contributed its
Danny Thomas to emcee. Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy,
along with Gene Autry, were on hand from CBS. NBC pitched
Costello, Dennis Day and Celeste Holm. This
in with Abbott
was burlesque programming, for which the NARTB plunked down

&

a

lot of coin.

But this was the last place in the world for a Danny Thomas,
on the verge of his TV “comeback” via his ABC-TV series, to
strut out the bhier aspects of his Copa-Chez Pares material, as
he did last Thursday night (30). Assembled were a-cross-section
of Broadcast Americana and their wives. And the watchdogs of
the industry:

Edgar Bergen played it a little safer—letting Charlie McCarthy
mouth the indiscretions. But the depths in breaching bad taste
came with Abbott & Costello, stars of the “Colgate Comedy
Hour,” which caused no little squirming and embarrassment.
The others fortunately were conscious of the auspices under

whi£h they were performing.
If ever an occasion demanded a proper respect for taste, regardless of whether it was on the air or not; this was it. For an
industry alerted to an ever-increasing threat of officially imposed censorship, it was bad public relations.
•

&

TV Lays a 3-D Bomb

.

—

—

Fair-Priced Pkges, Not Soper Shows,

To Key ABC-TV Program: Weitman
4

Despite ABC-TV’s inking of top
show biz*~names like Ray Bolger,

Danny Thomas and George^

Eva Gabor Hiatus

Jessel,

super television productions will
play a negligible part in the network’s programming future. With
an eye toward offering sponsors
show for the summer on June 7, realistically-priced programs, and
with an arrangement to return in avoiding the question of “what do
the fall. At least one of the spon- we use to follow this supersors is certain to return also. It’s duper?” the network will rely on
Mama Gabor, who runs a Gotham the talents and versatility of their
jewelry shop.
stars instead, of lavish production
Program will probably be re- trimmings and overloading of name
placed by a disk jockey show, with talent.

of the sisters, bows
off her WABC, N. Y., BelmontPlaza Hotel originated late night

Eva Gabor,

That’s the word from Robert M.
Weitman, installed as the web’s
programming-talent veepee following the merger with United Para-

CBS Radio Sales

mount Theatres. Weitman, the man
behind the acquisition of ABC’s
new talent and who will be chiOfly

mot

responsible for fashioning the future programming pattern of the
network, feels the day of the lavish,
blgname, high-cost tele production
is over, except for special occasions. Reasons are manifold, but
hey narrow down to reactions of
Publishers Information Bureau
the sponsor and viewer. On the
figures for the first quarter of 1953
ponsor front, Weitman. feels comreveals glad news for CBS Radio.
plaints about the high cost of proGross billings for the net are
gramming
are justified, and that
or $3,000,000 more
$15,400,000,
if ABC is to come up with a satisthan NBC, its nearest competitor,
fied sponsor lineup, it’s got to give
and reflects a 1.6% increase' over a
the bankrollers realistically-priced
year ago.
packages.
Karol,
ago,
John
year
says
A
More important is the question
in charge of

Hit

$15,

For

CBS Radio

’53

Quarter

veepee

(Continued on page 37)

no one could have predicted
the present upbeat picture.
It’s reported the net is also about
sales,

ready to wrap up Toni and Manhattan soap for two quarter-hours
across the board, 3:45 and 7:45
Shows haven’t been decided
p. m.
Former time is opened by a
yet.

Quaker concellation;

Murine Ties Into

latter is sus-

5 Mutual Shows

taining.

Other

PIB
NBC,
ABC,

first-quarter

gross
$12,400,000 (down
$8,010,000
(down
1%);
18.6%), and Mutual, $5,398,000 (up

billings:

Murine kicks
point

‘Glamour’ in Cincy
Cincinnati, May

WKRC-TV
iWestmore’s

latched

“Hollywood

Show” for 13 weeks
week feeler.

onto

off Mutual's “Pin25 with a 13-

May

it co-sponsoring five of the network’s shows.
Drug firm will participate on bankrolling p£ “Titus Moody,” "VanDeventer and the News,” “Gabriel
Heatter,” “Twenty Questions” and
“Queen for -a Day.”
to
Plan
enables
advertisers
spread their sponsorship throughare
out the network on shows that
not entirely sold. In the case of a
full-year advertiser, overall discount of 65% applies on a $1,000,000 gross account, giving the advertiser the five-show package at a
time-and-talent net cost of $300,000.
Murine, because of its 13week pact* doesn’t fall into this
category.
.

5.

Em

Glamour

after a four-

(Jake) Latham, station
said the extended contract
was merited by a backlog of requests for studio viewing of the
makeup expert’s programs.
Westmore is planning a series
of glamour schools in neighbor
hood theatres to accommodate requests beyond seating capacity of
the WCPO-TV studio.

U.

Plan”

week cycle that

5.3%).

•

I

;

;

weeks, both NBC and
Now merstein 2d, Lowell Thomas, Edcompeted for Miss Hutton.
recordings.
NBC has dropped out of the pic- ward R. Murrow and Kukla, Fran actual

and Olliel
A the report showed, TV ture entirely.'
Leland Haywatd is producing the
got 63.5%. of the broadcast busiTrade talk automatically put
ness. In Cleveland, the proportion the pix star on the ABC roster, tele spectacle for Ford (via KenEckhardt), and Clark Jones
was 60.1%. In Columbus, it was but Robert M. Weltman, web’s yon
63.1%,
talent-program veepee, says the will be the director. Music is unthe
direction of Bernard Green.
markets,
the
major
der
other
five
In
deal is "cold.”
proportion of the broadcast gross
accounted for by video ranged
frOm 50/6% to 57.9%. In four
other large cities, the proportion
ranged from 45.8% to 47.1%;
.
Washington was the only .city in
this group with four stations, the
Los Angeles, May 5.
others having three.
“Who needs it?” approximated most of the comment among
The report shows that in the
broadcasters and press viewing the “world premiere” demonstra12 leading TV markets, each with
tion of 3-D TV under ABC-TV auspices here last week under
at least three stations, video acspecial dispensation from the FCC. The trial telecast, held at the
counted for an average of 54.2%
Biltmore Hotel before a jampacked audience that competed for
of the total broadcast business in
attention .with RCA board chairman David Sarnoff’s keynote
these cities. In 1951, TV’s proaddress to the National Assn, of Radio-Television Broadcasters,
portion. was 49.3% and in 1950 it
wound up as something of a fiasco, which left^the final impression
was 32.7%.
that, whatever the shortcomings of TV, the answeF at least for
In 51 other TV markets, none
the present doesn’t lie in 3-D.
having more than two stations,
The fault didn’t lie so much in the fact that this was a makevideo accounted for 45.4% of the
shift experimental test, following by only two days the FCC nod
total broadcast business. In 1950,
to ABC to transmit the two-tube job (projected before the “preem”
TV’s proportion was only 18.6%.
audience on a four-by-five-foot screen) over the regular facilities
The data indicates that TV will
of ABC’s KECA-TV Channel Seven in L. A. (which meant that
get an increasing share of the
while home viewers could witness what was going on, they got
broadcast advertising dollar as
nothing more than a scrambled, distorted picture of the exnew stations get On the air, parperiment.)
ticularly in such large single staThe system requires the use of polarized light glasses and a
tions as Pittsburgh, St. Louis, New
specially designed TV receiver requiring two tubes. Unfortunately
Orleans, Kansas City and Seattle,
for ail concerned, halfway through the program, While heads were
as well as two-station cities like
shaking in bewilderment, it was discovered that the polarization
Boston and Minneapolis-St. Paul.
had been reversed. That was the signal for everybody to turn
their glasses upside down. From then on (12 minutes) there was
some suggestion that, perhaps under more propitious circumstances,
Margo Jones
Eyeing
3-D television could conceivably make some sense. But it made
little if any at last week’s initial demonstration.
Dallas-Originated TV’er
Program was divided into two segments—one a live show feaMargo Jones, producer-director
turing the cast of ABC’s “Space Patrol,” with some wise choice
of Dallas *53, theatre-in-the-round
of space and dimension as a rocket ship goes forth in quest of the
setup in that Texas city, is interfourth dimension. But the moments of blurring (due to the
ested in doing a half-hour televifaulty polarization) were too frequent to permit for any accurate
sion dramatic show out of Dallas.
appraisal. Second half was on film, a reprise of the “Bwana Devil”
She has had New York offers, but
“3-D intro”. commentary by Lloyd Nolan and “Miss United States,”
doesn’t want to leave her theatre.
with some filmed inserts on “Time for Beany.” Again the sugBut a N. Y. summer series, leaving
gestion was conveyed that the FCC acted too hastily; that filmher free to return home for the
house 3-D exhibition need have nothing to fear from home TV
theatrical season, is a possibility.
encroachments.
Series by Miss Jones could bring
Even under the best of 3-D circumstances, the feeling seemed
work of such dramatists as Teninescapable that TV’s faults, granted even that they’re many, lie
nessee Williams into tele regularly.
less In technical realm Of the medium than in the creative proShe has been identified with sevgramming facets. Whether flat or 3-D, give ’em a qualitative show,
eral Williams plays.
and Nielsen will take care of the rest*
Rose.

Now

and inexcusable,

Particularly coming on the very day that the broadcasters
had spent several hours pledging a reaffirmation to the TV Code
and kicking around the promulgation of improved standards in
taste, the fall from grace by major personalities who were signed
for the climactic annual banquet as “window dressing”' for the
broadcasting Industry, could not have come at a more unfortunate time.

FM

43% from

.

At

Coin $336,300,000

4

broadcasting
Hollywood, May 5.
from the standpoint of gross busiCBS is cutting a tape next week
,to
the
according
profits,
ness and
of “Country Editor,” starring Will
preliminary report last week by the Rogers, Jr, Dramatic format will
AM*
FCC on station and network
have Rogers cast as a more serious
operations in 1952.
prototype of his father,
Walter Brown Newman wrote
AM-FM revenues for 1952 totaled $473,100,000, up 5% from the the audition script, which Norman
directs.,
revTV
MacDonnell
to
compared
year,
previous
enues of $336,300,000, a jump of

the

*

May

A.

chief,

.
|

Murine

BBD&O.

deal

will see

was

.

set

through

—
Wednesday, May

6,

PSMEff
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May 25 ‘Der Tag’
May

its affiliates in the current
probably come on May 25 when the station
operators meet In New York with the network brass to bare their
grievances.
Rumors of single-station market defections from NBC to CBS
were widespread at the convention, following strategy meetings,
but it’s reported that any such drastic action would be held in
abeyance until the New York meeting.
Variously mentioned as those seriously contemplating deserting
the NBC fold are, among others, the Bill Fay-operated WHAM-TV
in Rochester, N. Y.; Dean Fetzer’s WDAF-TV in Kansas City, and
H. W. Slavick’s WMC-TV in Memphis, The “trouble areas” extend
into other single and multiple-station markets as well, it’s under•
...
•
stood.
It’s hot only the failure to get rolling on daytime TV that’s
created the situation, the affiliates say, but the whole feeling of
uncertainty in terms of the future due to the continuing cycle of
NBC reorganizations that’s sparked the unrest. Sentiment of some
affiliates at the convention was that “CBS has only to say the
word and. it. can grab off some of the juicy NBC affiliate plums.”

As ‘New Faces’ Take Over NARTB
.

y

By

Los Angeles, May

—

official agenda
was the undercurrent of revolt stemming from network-affiliate relations. Most of it
centered around NBC, which finds
itself on the
affiliate
“hot-seat”
over failure to program daytime

commercial

flatly

to

participation

in

its

spot

pro-

gram campaign (whereby the network would inaugurate a sixshow parlay for sale to national
advertisers on a spot basis, with
the affiliates deriving 20% of the
income), the station reps in attendance were mobilizing for dras-

work

vs. station status.

tic

to 3 p.m.

which

is

three

,

retaliation.

Whether or not NBC will endeavor to go through with its plan
to get off the network sponsorship
recession hook and move into the
lucrative spot field now appears
problematical, in view of the fact

want it.
Just how large such a campaign
loomed in NBC’s eyes is evident
from the fact that the network
has been on the prowl for a top
"spot” administrator who would

that the affiliates don’t

Quaal Elected As

Member of NARTB

TV

Boasters’

.

Indicative of the seriousness of
the situation is that some stations
plan to retaliate by recapturing the
evening and late-night station option time availabilities for local
selling instead of turning these periods over to the network. But the
stakes ^are much greater, since
numbered among the disgruntled
elements are some of the operators
in the lush single-station markets
who have thrown in their lot with
NBC but who, on the eve of rival
stations opening up, are reappraising their network affiliation in
terms of the future.
Prestige Blow
It goes without saying that NBC
cherishes these bigleague VHF operations.
It would be a serious
blow to the web’s prestige in the
era of CBS’ emergence as a serious contender for topdog status
and with ABC reasserting Itself
with a $30,000,000 bankroll if
these lucrative station operators
should desert the NBC fold. That’s
why they’rb demanding action
prpnto to counter the CBS gains,

-

about

BA

Los Angeles, sMay 5.
operate on a high-echelon level.
Ward L. Quaal, of WLW-TV, is
Stations today are enjoying a
the newest member of the Televeritable bonanza from spot sales
Broadcasters’ TV Board,
and understandably resent any vision
named at the annual election here
such move-in by the network. Oddlast week. Three incumbents were
ly enough, the showdown with the
reelected. Returned to the board As one influential affiliate manager
affiliates came the very day that
for terms to expire in 1955 were put it: “The next six months may
David
RCA-NBC board chairman
Campbell Amoux, WTAR-TV, Nor- have a vital bearing on NBC’s
Sarnoflf, in his keynote address to
folk; Kenneth L. Carter, WAAM, future.
The situation is that serithe NARTB convention, appealed
William
Fay, ous.”
and
Baltimore,
to the stations to help get the netRochester, N. Y.
WHAM-TV,
It’s known that a critical breach
works off the hook, contending
Those whose terms continue in relations has developed between
that such joint cooperation is obligatory at a time when the webs until 1954 are Paul Raibourn, Par- NBC and WBAL-TV, its Baltimore
Robert D. affiliate, which has served notice
Television;
are compelled to assume the ma- amount
Swezey, WDSU-TV, New Orleans; on the network and BBD&O, the
jor burden on coin outlays.
Clair R. McCullough, WGAL-TV, Lucky Strike agency, that it will
Lancaster, Pa., vice-chairman; Har- no longer carry the Saturday night
Fort 10:30 (station time) “Hit Parade.”
WPAB-TV,
Hough,
old
Worth, and George B. Storer, head In addition, the Baltimore station
intends to recapture the Sunday
of the Storer stations.
Network reps serving on board night at 7 period (also station
for two-year periods are Alex- timfe) in which Red Skelton has
Station
ander Stronach, Jr., ABC-TV; been slotted this season.
Merle S. Jones, CBS-TV; Chris may even cancel out on the Friday
Frank
M.
night
Gillette-sponsored
at
10
DuMont,
and
Witting,
Los Angeles, May 5.
fights, since it invariably runs over
In its closing convention session Russell, NBC-TV.
NARTB board chairman and into the 10:30 station-time period.
here, the NARTB adopted a resoluAlthough some of the late aftertion calling for the appointment of general counsel Justin Miller prea committee to strive toward re- sided. Named to election commit- noon NBC-TV. slots have met with
WOC-TV,
(Kate
sponsorship
acceptance
Evans,
Ralph
were
tee
moval” of “discriminatory practices
Charles Smith show, “Welcome Travelers,”
chairman;
and o legislation” banning radio Davenport,
Payoff,” which has since
S. C.; “Big
Columbia,
WIS-TV,
Batson,
microphones and television cameras from public hearings.
The Irving Rosenhaus, WATV, Newark; moved to CBS), the web has found
Baltimore, it tough going in daytime TV while
resolution was
one of several E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV,
adopted by the association designed and Len Higgins, KTNT, Tacoma. CBS has forged way out in front.
The affiliates maintain _ that, beto give the two mediums greater
cause of the rival Columbia’s prorecognition in the realm of public
gramming
lineup audience pull,
enlightenment.
Samish Joins
DFS’
even local sponsors have been shiftThe NARTB maintains there has
ing
over
to
CBS.
been evidence, particularly on a

—

NARTB

Protests

Radio-TV Bans

.

NBC

local

and

state level, of

such undue

censorship and discrimination ‘.‘inimical to broadcasting and television and thus to public interest.”
Following up NARTB prexy Harold E. Fellows’ annual message in
which he deplored the White House
r.adio-TV brushoff, another resolution urges President Eisenhower to
augment his public information
White House staff by the addition
to the secretariat of an adviser
especially trained in radio-TV.

Creative-Producer Set

Adrian Samish, who resigned as
veepee and radio-TV director of
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample a month
ago, has joined NBC’s creative-producer group as of May 1.
“Barry's
known as
Group,
Baker’s Dozen,” is under the wing
of Charles C. (Bud) Barry, web’s
programming veepee. Samish left
the agency after six years because
of desire to return to the creative

end of broadcasting.

Los Angeles, May 5.
This year’s NARTB convenenough,
oddly
was
marked by the appearance of
every former FCC chairman
(not to mention five of the
present seven Commissioners),
with the single exception of
Wayne Coy.
The ex-chairmen putting in
appearance
included
James

(now practicing law);
Charles R.. Denny (now bracketed among the NBC echelon),
Paul A. Walker, who just
stepped down and is completing his term as a member of
the Government agency; Paul
Porter (now in law practice),
and E. K. Jett, who was a temporary chairman and now is
a Baltimore station operator.

Fly,

Admiral on DuM’t Bouts
Admiral Corp. has signed to
sponsor the International Golden
Gloves bouts from Chicago June 16
over the DuMont network. Television and appliance company had
previously bankrolled two preliminary Golden Gloves tourneys last

month
•

via

DuMont and

radio with Mutual.
Erwin, Wasey agented*

also

on

of

"

position.

The emergence

of films as one
of the key factors in the TV boom
was particularly illustrative of the
“new faces” convention complexion and “format.”
For example,
the major panel discussion on
“Role of Films in Television”
found the exhibitors and distribu“new
tors
all
faces” sharing
equal billing with station managers, whereas in past years the
need to identify participants to the

—

’53

5.

Radio-Television Broadcasters convention offered revealing testimony of the changing character of the broadcasting industry.
It was particularly apparent in the
new faces in evidence at the Biltmore Hotel convention headquarters here.
In sharp contrast to
the ex-NAB days when the annual
conclaves had an “of, by and for”
broadcaster status, the TV expansion, bringing in its wake the multiple auxiliary facets of a spreading industry, has relegated many
of the oldtimers to a background

affiliates

program the daytime slots, now
that NBC has thrown them on their
own between the hours of 10 a. m.

RCA system at
Princeton May 17.
This would indicate that the
Commission plans an early
hearing once RCA officially
in

NBC-TV

web got down tq
tackling the problem in a serious
way.
Major squawk is that it’s
costing them a barrel of money to

improved

application,

of the

Assn,

tion,

high time the

Los Angeles, May 5.
As an indication of how
speedily RCA is expediting its
color TV experimentation, it
was revealed here by FCC
members
attending
the
NARTB ‘convention that the
Commission in a body will
witness a demonstration of the

expected
months.

fact

were beefing out loud over the
present NBC-TV stalemate on daytime TV programming, feeling it’s

Moving Fast

makes

The

RCA-NBC board chairman
David Sarnoff, in his keynote address to the convention, put such
stress on the need for a fuller cooperation between network and affiliates, underscored the mounting
tension indicative of the stormy
days ahead in resolving the netSome

rejecting NBC's* “invitation”

television.

that

on Spot Sale Invasion’

convention days,
dragout
here at the National Assn, of
Broadcasters
Radio-Television
confabs, was the slapdown administered to NBC by its radio affiliates in the nej^vorks’ announced intention of projecting itself prominently into the spot sales picture.
Even before the affiliate station
operators met to pass a resolution

5.

Los Angeles, May

If anything, this year’s National*

Old Class Tie

—

NBC Slapped Down by Its Radio

NAB

GEORGE ROSEN

Unquestionably the most crucial
issue to project itself at the National Assn, of Radio-Television
Broadcasters
conventioit though
something confined to bull sessions
and corridor talk and not on the

!

Los Angeles, May 5.
Reminiscent of the knockdown-

23

5.

facilities crisis will

Affiliates

"

Tor Broadcasters Only’ Status Gone

TOP BEEFS ON

Los Angeles,

Showdown between NBC-TV and

KABIO-TELEVISION

Convention

—

assembled

broadcasters

never

existed.

Refrain: ‘Never

It’s

now

a

sprawling industry,

taking on added color and excitement. Last week’s’ convention was
a “pitchmen’s heaven” with all the
features of the carnival midway.
It
^The floors of the Biltmore were
jampacked with lookers from every
Los Angeles, May 5.
Suggested theme song for this available model agency, shilling
year’s National Assn, of Radio-Tel- for this or that TV film, transcripThe
evision Broadcasters convention: tion or equipment outfit.
“We never had it so good.” Hardly barkers literally drowned out the
a single major issue confronted the rest of the convention, and the s.a.
nation’s broadcasters, flushed with injected into the draperies of the
both radio and TV riches. They souvenir-laden dolls took the play
came on to L. A. “for -the ride,” away from the routine convention
Word even spread
and to catch up with what the fu- proceedings.
ture might hold in store in the around the city of the NARTB
within
a
“show
show,” so^that casway of color TV, plain old-fashioned black-and-white TV, UHF, ual strollers off the street added
and assorted innovations designed to the “new faces” dilemma as they
to keep radio thriving on a local mingled with the broadcaster ele-

Had

So Good’

.

ment.

level.

Many

NARTB,

riding

the

crest

of

<

guard failed to
put in an appearance at this year’s

Within such a framework, the
its

of the old

most solvent period, laid out an conclaves, despite the “crossroads”
agenda calculated to keep ’em pattern of an industry in transihappy. As such, prexy Harold E. tion. The absentees for the most
Fellows and Clair McCullough, in part represented veterans who,
charge of the convention arrange- though still flushed with AM-TV
ments, acquitted themselves in top- riches, have become too set in
their ways, manners and operationflight style befitting their longtime

al patterns to readjust to the “new
industry contributions.
such a domiBut whether the association industry” that played
’53 convention.
would ever countenance a return to nant role in the
L.A. i? highly problematical. It was
done this year on invitation of the
Southern California Broadcasters
Assn., and the NARTB responded
in kind in a bid to woo more Coast
broadcasters into the membership

Brown Blasts TV’s

fold.

‘Pompous’ Critics

But in terms of physical requirements and comforts, the beefs were
strong. The convention was literally sprawled over the L.A. downtown area, with continuous shuttling between the Biltmore, Ambassador, Statler, Town House, etc.
The TV film boys said “never

Los Angeles, May 5.
Addressing a business session of
broadcasters, Thad Brown, vicepresident and counsel in charge of
television affairs of the National
Assn, of Radio-Television Broadcasters,
took a swipe at self-

again” ,and put in a pitch for a
return to Chicago next year. Their appointed critics “who march with
major traffic is with the small TV pompous phrases through the print
stations requiring film product. of their vehicles in search of an
And these small-station guys were idea.” He added: “And they
conspicuous by their absence, be- thought they found one in comcause it’s a long haul to L. A. from mercial television programming, a
the east, midwest and the south, real fall guy.”

—

and that takes

coin.

Lewine to Create

Day Shows

“In an industry so heavily
freighted with social interest and
the goodwill of the public,” said
Brown, “the time has come to energetically disabuse such parties
of the concept that television programming is a ready and submis-

New

for

CBS-TV

Richard Lewine has
pointed

been apsupervisor of net-

target. Everybody seems to
want to get into the act, and the
end result is often criticism—vocal
be a creative one, and vociferous. Some is valuable,

CBS-TV

work daytime programs. Post

sive

re-

portedly will
with' Lewine given the job of thinknew house packages for the
Sunlit hours.
Problem No. 1 is a new fall program to go into the 3:30 to 4 p.m.
strip, vacated by the cancelling
“Eddie Albert Show” on Friday
(8). Thereafter the task reportedly
will be the readying of other new
programs for sponsor-weak portions of the daytime schedule.
Lewine joined the web four years
ago as a songwriter for. the* “54th

but

all too often such abuse is
biased and self-seeking in nature,
“We are at the end of one political era, as well as the end of
the freeze. The latter has brought,
and will bring even more in the
next few months, what we term
for better or
'leading cases’
worse. In broadcast, at least, the
Republican regime evidences that
it is a party of rambunction, if
not revolution. In law. and legislation there shall be no place for

ing up

St.

Revue.”

—

i

complacency,”

4

Powers’

Record Sales Year Seen
3-D f
wrapped into one.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of NBC Preppmg Video Jeep’
the DuMont Labs, announced Monday (4) at the annual stockholders
With Jeffrey Lynn as Star

Now

it’s

television,

compatible, color,

all

J., that the
developing a compat-

meeting in Clifton, N.

company

is

3-D receiver that would
receive both color and 3-D pictures
beamed in one signal, using one
tube.
System, Dr. DuMont said, won’t
be pushed at the present time, but
he hinted that it might be* demonstrated before the end of the year.
With the system, a conventional
flat black-and-white receiver would
receive the 3-D color signals in flat
black-and-white without the need
while the fully
for adaptors,
equipped color and 3-D receiver
would receive the entire business.
ible color

NBC

is cutting an audition of
radio show, “My Son Jeep” for
with Jeffrey Lynn as its star.
This would mark Lynn’s bow as
TV regular.
Creators of “My Son Jeep,”

New Show

Corp. l»st week
News
signed "sportstaster- Daily
do a
columnist Jimmy Powers to.
half-hour weekly show on WABU,
will
Show
DuMont’s N. Y. flagship.
Ellington
air Thursdays at 7:30.
& Co. was the agency.
Povfers, in addition to the new
show, has his own shows on WPIX,
the Daily News’ station, and does
the NBC-TV Friday night fights
for Gillette.

its

tele,

85 Stations In

Walter Black and Bill Mendrek,
will write the TV script, with Gary
Lockwood handling the directorial
chores. Robert K. Adams is producing.

“New Talent, U.S.A.,” two-hour
talent-hunt program of local originations to start on NBC radio
Saturday, June 13, is stirring up
big station reaction, according to
John P. Cleary, web’s program di-

«

60G Damage Suit

Color compatibility would be
achieved via the compatible tricolor tube, while 3-D compatibility
would be gotten through a device
which would block Cut one of the
two pictures which give the depth
effect. No blurring or off-centering
of the flat picture would be involved, according to description of
the system. Viewer^ watching a
3-D show would have to wear

On NBC Talent’

rector.

Philadelphia, May 5.
best bits of non-professional acting
the
$15,000-a-year master
Bozzelli,
ever lensed locally, when Peter
mechanic accused of murdering his attractive daughter, appeared
on WFIL-TV as a heartbroken parent and appealed for his daughter
to come back to his loving arms.
The North Philly man 'confessed early Friday (1) to the strangling
of his oldest daughter Gloria, 24. The week before he appeared
on Lee Stewart's “TV Coffee Canteen,” early morning studio audparticipator. It was the afternoon of the same day that Gloria’s
body was found strangled with a nylon stocking in a shallow
creek in Cape May County, in southernmost New Jersey.
Stewart’s program features a missing persons segment and Bozzelli was sent to the telecast by Joseph Komarinsky, clerk In the
Bureau of Missing Persons here. Those who saw the show, as
well as detectives who worked on the case before it became a
murder, said Bozzelli couldn’t have been more convincing in his
role of the distraught father, offering to give anything for the
slightest «clue leading to the whereabouts of the girl. Stewart
recalled asking the father what he would do, if it developed Gloria
had eloped, and would the bridegroom be welcomed if they returned home. Bozzelli shrugged and said it would mean another
mouth to-feed.

Viewers caught one of

the'

affiliates

Logjam in NBC-CBS Night Summer

are

mitted to
ford already broadcasting 50 announcements and Honolulu having
sold local shows leading up to the

Skeds as Agencies, Sponsors Dally

national program to local Plymouth
dealers.
Plans Set For
Cleary says a “mrfjor diskery”
|
Charge against CBS, that the
(presumably RCA Victor) wants
web unlawfully appropriated its options on all winners, local and
‘Secretary/' ‘Parade’
Polaroid glasses. Television pic- copyrighted script, / “Battle of the national, while four national sponSummer plans for the American
tures, according to Dr. DuMont, Ages,” was made by the Clements sors (one for the two hours) have
Tobacco programs, “Private Secrecould be received in four different
the
bankrolling
interest
In
shown
in
a
$60,Inc.,
agency
setup,
Co.,
ad'
tary” (CBS-TV, Sundays at 7:30
ways under the system: black-andfirst 13-week 'series.
and “Your Hit Parade”
p.m.)
white, color, SrD black-and-white 000 damage suit brought last week
Program is to consist of local (NBC-TV, Saturdays at 10:30 p.m.),
Plaintiff,
in
N.
Court.
Y.
Federal
or 3-D color, depending on what
talent contests, .four different affi- have just about been decided.
kind of set the viewer owns.
which claims to create “original liate stations presenting half an
Reruns are slated for the Aim
Caution Urged
7:30
9:30 p.m.)
ideas” for
seeks

Infringe Claim

Summer

to
hour each (from
television, also
While predicting that the new $120,000 from five other defend- of entertainment. A committee of
will pick a
selected,
judges, to he
system might be far enough adants for alleged, infringement.
weekly winner, who will get a $500
vanced for .demonstration by the
infringement
Named
on
the
bond (with, three runnersup getting
end of the year, Dr. DuMont flashed a red light on early adoption claim are the Allen B. DuMont a $100 bond each and merchandise)
of any one color system*. He said Laboratories, Inc., ATV Films, Inc., and a trip to New York to compete
he felt the ’National Television Franklin Bruck Advertising Corp., in the national finals (for a $1,000
System Committee tube was not Norman Livingston and Serutan. bond first prize, and radio and
“right” for the public, terming the Corp. -Action, in addition, asks an| tele exposure).,
system too complex and the tube injunction to restrain the defendidea, says Cleary, is to comb the
too costly. He pointed out that a ants from selling, televising ‘or country for radio or TV new faces
otherwise
disposing
of
the
script.
3-D black-and-white receiver would
o£ tomorrow, give them first excost less than a nominal, flat color
Clements and CBS, according to posure on home grounds, and then
set, pegging the price of the latter, the, complaint, entered into
an bring the winners to New York for
1
i
with a 17-inch screen, at $600 to agreement In 1950, whereby the net a try at the bigtime
$700. DuMont Labs, it was noted, agreed to pay for an idea calling
First night, June 13, will kick
been
has
successfully using and for a contest between professional off with WTAM, Chicago; KERO,
developing 3-D TV systems since talent in different age groups. Bakersfield, Cal.; WEAT, Lake
1950, when it installed a closed- Agency asSertedly created suCh an Worth, Fla.; and WTMJ, Milwaucircuit black-and-white setup for idea prior to February, 1950, and kee. Local elimination shows prior
the Atomic Energy Commission’s submitted it to the chain.
to the network night, can be sold
Argonne National Labs. This would
Clements contends that CBS locally by the affiliates.
be the first commercial broadcast- used its idea in a commercial series
The first thinking, Cleary says,
ing application of the system, how- tagged battle of the Ages” from
was a summertime series. But now
ever.
September
through
November,
with so many affiliates interestMeeting was otherwise docile; 1952. Suit states that the plaintiff ed and each of them having only
with all officers and directors re- agency demanded $60,000 for the three or four such shows a year
elected. These included Dr. Du- alleged piracy, and the net refused to originate for the network web
Mont, president; .Stanley F. Patten, to pay.
is mulling carrying “New Talent;
v.p.;
Paul Raibourn, treasurer;
DuMont and the other defend- U.S.A ” right through 52 weeks, of
Bernard Goodwin, secretary, and ants assertedly used the script for the year.
Irving linger, assistant treasurer. their own benefit from January to
Directors reelected were Dr. Du- June, 1952. They’re also charged
Mont, Patten, Dr. Thomas T. Gold- with unfair competition and unfair
SET TO
smith, Jr.; Percy M. Stewart, Bruce trade
practices
in trahsmitting
T, DuMont; Edwin L. Weisl; BarAges” over TV.
ney Balaban and Raibourn. ParaSUMMER’S ‘STUDIO ONE’
.•
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H AGGOTT

RUN

'

mount Pictures retained its large
representation among officers and
directors, with Raibourn,

Goodwin,

WABC-TV SETS 52-WEEK

John Haggott, CBS-TV producer
in' charge of the new juve
program, “Rod Brown of the
Rocket Rangers,” will take over the

now

Advertisers and agencies, undecided about summer-show plans,
are creating a nighttime logjam
in the hot-weather television sched-

Sothern program, beginning late
in June. “Your THit Parade” is
scheduled to be replaced by “Your
Play Parade” June 20. Latter is a
filmed dramatic series seen last
season on the Coast as the Chevron
Theatre (local gasoline sponsor).

DEAL

NBC and CBS.
At NBC, for instance,

ules at

NBC

Hour

Documentary On
Korea War Anni

it’s

known

that Colgate will stay in its “Comedy Hour” time, that Speidel and
Crosley are remaining In the time
Name,” that Campof “What’s

My

bell is holding the
ily” Spot, and that

with the time

“Aldrich FamGulf is staying
- occupied
by

now

“Life of Riley.”
But the net doesn’t know at this
point what summer shows the
sponsors are planning for those
time periods.

At CBS, the situation .is generally the same. Three programs
definitely taking a hiatus are “See
It

Setting

Now,” tq give Ed Murrow a vaca-

tion (in England), “You Are There,”
with the Electric Cos. of America

taking eight weeks off, and “Crime
Syndicated,” with Schick taking an
eight-week hiatus. Electric AutoLlte Co. has not decided on “Suspense.”
Otherwise, the sales department "has a continuing schedule but does not know (except for
those few already announced) what
summer programs are replacing

A full-hour documentary on the regulars.
The American Tobacco Co.,
Korean War, via tape recordings, through BBD&O, made its moves
on
radio
by
NBC
presented
will be
last week (also staying as an althe third anniversary of the con- ternater on “Robert Montgomery
flict, Sunday, June 21, at 8:30 p.m.
Presents”).
It’s shifting “Private
Program will be edited and nar- Secretary,” starring Ann Sothern,
rated by Jim Fleming, who will be from CBS to NBC in “Your Hit
assisted by Art Holch. Highlights Parade” spot at 10:30 p.m. Saturof the three war years will be pre- days, beginning June 20. The prosented through actuality tape re- grams will be reruns.
In the 7:30 Sunday spot vacated
cordings.
Bill McAndrew, web’s
manager of news and special by “Secretary” will go a telefilm
events, hopes to title tlie show drama series, “Your Play Time,” a
“Post-Mortem to Combat.’ rIf fight- show that has been seen on the
ing is still going on at that time, Coast earlier this season as “Chevthe hour will be called “The Pro- ron Theatre.” “Secretary” will regram Without a Name.” Program turn to CBS in the fall.
is to be produced by Joseph O.
Complicated Maneuvers
Meyers, manager of the net’s cenThe complicated maneuvering
tral news desk.
indicates that Lucky Strikes is exThe documentary will be the first perimenting with \ts summer
Certainly it would have
of an NBC radio series to be pre- shows.
pared by Fleming, who left the
(Continued on page 30)
“Today” show a month ago to devote full time to taped modern history.
He has already produced
for RCA the album “Mr. President,
Club’
from FDR to Eisenhower.” On
May 15, his second album will be
>

1

Weisl and Balaban from the film
company.
FURNISHER
summer version of “Studio One
Dr. DuMont predicted a record
Show, called the
In what’s probably the largest on June 22.
sales year of $100,000,000 for the
“Westinghouse Summer Theatre,
company. He said licensing of new single television time purchase by will present cheaper scripts than
stations would boost sales for both a home furnisher, Ludwig Bau- “Studio One” and some repeats, as
transmitter and receiver divisions. mann
& Spear’s last week pacted in former years.
Another important source Of inFletcher Markle is exiting “Stucome, he said, would come from with WABC-TV, N. Y., for 52-week
of„, a
defense work, which will account sponsorship
two-segment dio One” in June. No winter
replacement
is set for him Vet,
for about 20% of the Company’s cross-the-board news show, “The
out “Adlai
Stevenson Speaks.”
Television Newspaper.”
total production.
Third album, almost completed, is
“Speeches of Eisenhower.”
Programs, which will emulate
a daily newspaper via its news
Pinza Pilot Fix
. Fleming,
along with his brother
reports, gossip columns, weather,
Ed, also will have on the market
sports, editorial' and letters-to-thePosed for Sponsors June 1 a gadget called “Peace and
editor sections, will be aired daily
Ezio Pinza has now made two Quiet,” a rig that turns off the
at 5:30 and at midnight. Each are
audio on television sets.
15-minute /shows, featuring Ken NBC-TV films. One Is a romantic
type “Enchanted Isle,” taken from
Roberts.
James Michener’s “Tales of the
Deal was set via the Getschal South Pacific.” Other
is a situa- ‘ABC
agency, with Trevor Adams han- tion
Chicago, May 5.
comedy, ‘TBonino,” about an
Two of Chi’s teevee manufactur- dling for the station. Budd Get- Italian concert teacher with a
SEEN
BIZ
ers, Zenith and Admiral, report schal will produce in cooperation large family. Former show was
In the four weeks that it’s been
top sales and nets for the first with the ABC news department. shot months ago, latter recently.
Show will also use Telenews. It Both are web packages.
on the air, ABC-TV’s Sunday night
quarter of *53.
Admiral’s net earnings have kicks off Monday (11).
The singer won’t do both shows, “ABC Album” has increased its
more than doubled. The manufacthe selection being up to the buy- network from the original 11 staturer’s net income for the first Y&R’s Schulke to Head
er. Chances are that only current tions live and six kinescope to 15
quarter was $3,056,878 an inSponsors will have a live and 16 kinnie. Key factor was
Saphier-Rosenberg Co. NBC-TV
crease of 102% over last' year’s
whack at the shows because the the pacting of Plymouth as sponfigures. Zenith has scored a 95%
James A. Schulke has resigned net is SRO for nighttime fall sor for nine weeks.
increase over comparable figures from the radio-TV department of times, with the exception
of the
Web is particularly happy about
for last year’s net profit, and $2,- Young & Rubicam to head the opposite “I Love Lucy”
spot (Mon- the increase because of ’‘Album’s”
109,461 in net profits has been New York office of the James L. days at
9 p.m.), now occupied by status as a showcase for future fullracked up by Zenith for the first Saphier agency.
the sustaining “Eye Witness.” A scale series stemming from each of
'53 quarter. All this after taxes.
The George Rosenberg agency, new sponsor can have that time the individual plays. Net feels that
The Admiral peddlers have till now without an eastern outlet, and Pinza in the autumn,
Other- should a sponsor buy one of the
grossed $69,191,849 in sales for the will join forces
with Saphier in wise the singer won’t be able to series, he’ll have a readymade netfirst three months-^a $25,000,000
N. Y.; and Schulke will be eastern be squeezed into the nighttime work and audience with which to
(Continued on page 34)
rap for combined operations.
schedule without a cancellation.
start off.
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Anni Simulcast
ABC is mulling a simulcast of
the 20th anniversary program of
Don McNeill’s “Breakfast Club”
from Chicago June 23. Should such
a simulcast be done, it might have
a bearing on the web’s consideration of putting the vet AMer on
video in the

fall.

Meanwhile, McNeill Started his
swing of six cities Monday (4), arriving

a Detroit origination.
in Cleveland yesterday
in Youngstown today,
Pittsburgh tomorrow, to

for

Show was
(Tues.),

is

goes to
Rochester Friday (8), and then originates in N.Y. all of next week.
Ernie Stem, ABC trade press editor who hit the Toad ahead of the
tour, reports SRO sign is up° in

each

city.

Re the

anni of the show, it’s
and the old Blue
Network all that time, with only
McNeill and a member of the band
left from the original cast. Of th©
sponsors, two are oldtlmers, Swift
having bankrolled for the past 12
years, Philco for the past nine.

been on

20tli

ABC

Ma& 6,

Wednesday,
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Canada Lee Salute

Power of Femmes Shown Anew at Ga.

A

memorating the

F

&

Allegheny Names Wiig
To Exec Veepee Post
May

Pittsburgh,

champagne

dance,
candlelight
rainboots and rain-

light dance,
coats, and
even

Away From

KQV

To

TV Pro

Pk^skin

Games

.

.

AM

.

.

To

AM

TWA

.

Donald Cady and Richard F. GoeFourteen members of YOung
& Rubicam agericy, N. Y., attended
a luncheon clinic- held at the Biltmore Hotel, with another skedded

bel.

NAME BENNETT EXEC

OF HOUSTON’S KTHT

stations,

advertising agencies,
city

and

state governments, to maintain a
constant awareness of the duty
they owe to commercial sponsors.
“In the sense that an advertiser
contributes to the continuance of
the free system of broadcasting,"
he said, “he is an essential element
of the industry.
In his absence,
you. would have a system of radio
and television in which the individual would be required to pay
license fees for listening and looking and in
which it is likely GovJ
ernment would control programming."
He reminded them that
they were “constantly in debt" to
the advertisers, and urged the “ini(

Continued on page 34)
*
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Join Unions

200

Femmes

government bureaus, and

OK

j

WMAQ &

TV
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Scribes Get

,

behavior which we must observe."
He ddded that “no program which
offends in the slightest degree the
dignity and sanctity of the American .home has any place in a medium which appeals simultaneously to men, women and children."
Fellows also made a strong pitch
to the 300 assembled' femmes representing nationwide radio and

in Ohio

Webs’ Freelance

ironed out, but the League had approved the plan this week and
representing a na- Westinghouse had put in its order
tional membership of 830 women with DuMont.
in or directly allied with the radioPlan calls for 10 weeks of teleTV industry, powwowed under vision,
with two games per**week,
leadership of president Doris Corone Saturday nights and one Sunwith, of NBC's. Public Affairs dividay afternoon. Under the system
sion, and named the following
devised by League Commissioner
new board members to serve for Bert Bell,
one-half of the country
two years: Gertrude Trobe, direc- would be blacked out
for each
tor of women’s activities, WBVP,
game, i.e., those cities which had a
Beaver Palls, Pa.; Betty Ross, Saturday
night game would be
WNBQ-NBC, Chicago; blacked out on the Saturday teleNina Badenoch, National Society casts, but
would receive Sunday
(Continued on page 36)
games, and vice versa.
Deal, puts DuMont solidly in the
football picture for next fall. It's
already grabbed off rights to the
Fellows Calls
annual East-West Shrine game in
San Francisco at the end of the
Rescue of Good Taste year,
and is actively in the bidding
for the NCAA college games. Deal
In Ads, Programming with Westinghouse is the second
big one between the manufacturer
Atlanta, May 5.
Harold E. Fellows, president of and the network. Last summer,
the -National Assn, .of Radio & Westinghouse. sponsored DuMont’s
Television
Broadcasters,
called, pickup of the political conventions
upon the distaff side of the indus- via a CBS-TV feed.
try to safeguard good taste in programming and moderation in advertising, and to set up standards
V.P.
for ‘an “industry-wide sense of
propriety."
Feliows, who planed'
from the NARTB confab in Los
Angeles to address the McCall’s
Houston, May 5.
Awards dinner of the American
Bill Bennett, for the past five
Women in Radio & Television here years general and commercial
Saturday (2) night, stated that “the manager of KTHT here, last week
task of interpreting the nature of was named exec veepee of the stathat propriety rests upon the tion as well. Promotion came about
in this industry, for I suspect they may be more sensitive
than the men to the rules of good

•

,

Dinner Highlight

women

government

•

Okayed

broadcasters, marked the second
annual convention here of AWRT.
Deal is virtually set whereby
Over 300 femmecasters from almost eVery state in the union at- Westinghouse will pick up the tab
tended the four-day sessions of on 19 telecasts of games of the *Nathe fledging organization, a two- ional Football League this fall on
year-old outgrowth of the old Assn,
;he DuMont network.
Some lastof Women Broadcasters, onetime
minute details were still to be
affiliate of NAB.

Delegates,

Some department store business,
a desirable commodity to most
N. Y, stations, has been grabbed

l

femme

McCall’ “Mike" awards to

on

Complete- switch

»

DuMont Toting
Ball

London, April .28.
from the

A

by the two trade
organizations
representing
the
British advertising interests, the
Society of British
off by WPIX, which has gotten Incorporated
Gimbel’s to bankroll its “You Can Advertising and the Institute of
Paint Originals." Gimbel’s took Incorporated Practitioners in AdThey propose that full
over sponsorship of the 15-minute vertising.
program, featuring Conni Gordon, responsibility
for
programming
this Sunday (3).
should rest with the station, and
Agency for the* store was William that sponsors would contribute to
Delaney. Com- the cost.
Warren, Jackson
The length of their
mercials will pitch the store's art commercial would be "dependent
Columbus, May 5.
department.
the
amount
of their contribuon
supplies
A bjll to protect radio and teletion.
vision stations in the state against
Explaining that sponsored TV. in
slander damages resulting .. from
Britain would have to overcome
unscheduled or impromptu rethe formidable opposition of Britmarks by politicians or persons
Corp,-TV, the
ish Broadcasting
not “agents" of the station, was
memorandum suggests that few
passed by the Ohio Senate last
advertisers would be able to afweek by a 27-5 vote.
ford programs of more than 15Legislation
was, authored by
minutes duration on a continuing
Sen. Carl D. Sheppard (R., Akron)
They feej that a series of
basis.
at the behest of the Ohio Assn, of
short,
disconnected programs, fialso
measure
The
Broadcasters.
nanced by fluctuating budgets,
provides for essentially the same
might not be sufficiently attractive
recourse by individuals for alleged
to compete with the improving
slander of them as is now provided
Washington, May 5.
BBC programs. Therefore, they
for newspaper libel. In addition, it
Freelance writers employed by suggest their alternative of allowfor
things,
other
provides, among
the NBC, CBS and ABC-TV- net- ing advertisers to insert ads in
retractions of equal length and
works for shows originating in Los studio programs, instead of selling
prominence at the same hour of
Angeles, Chicago and New York time direct to the advertisers.
the day.
join unions for collective barTwo of four amendments offered may
In this way, the two advertising
gaining purposes, the National
by Sen. Fred L. Hoffman were acassociations opine," they will be
Relations Board ruled last
Labor
cepted. One of them, which was
able to put on major shows withweek.
voted down, would have forcedjstaout having to find an individual
In an order directing elections to sponsor and the programs
tions to use a complete schedule
would
whether the writers be free from direct influence
of canned programs readied in ad- determine
by
vance. This required them to use wish to affiliate with the Authors the advertiser. The only pressure
“all necessary precautions” to pre- League of America or Television envisaged from advertisers would
vent slander. As adopted the meas- Writers of America, the board be the “general healthy pressure"
ure requires station operators to found the freelancers eligible, but on the station to improve its pro“exercise reasonable care," which excluded “such writers employed grams.
wording is identical to the news- by advertising agencies, by inde$14,000,000 a Year Income?
pendent TV film producers and by
paper libel law. r
Estimating that by the time
sponsors.”
Board adopted a one-year eligi- commercial TV comes to Britain
next year the income of BBC-TV
Stations Pledge
bility period to insure participation in xhe election by a represent- will have reached $14,000,000 anative number of writers sufficient- nually, and recognizing that the
Allegiance to SRA’s
state outlet is spending more on
ly interested in joining bargaining
its
programs, the memorandum
‘Spot Radio Crusade’ units. This means that writers who reckons that advertisers will Rave
were employed by the webs during
Over 200
stations through- the last year will be permitted to to find a minimum of $16,000,000
to keep a commercial system goout the U. S. have, already sub- vote.
scribed to the Station RepresentaIn another dispute, between the ing. Currently, total expenditure
tives Assn.’s “Spot Radio Cru- unions to organize writers at the by display advertisers in all media
sade," and it’s expected that 300 McCadden, Corp. in L. A., which amounts to around $250,000,000
others will jump on the band- produces the “Burns and Allen annually and it is unlikely that
wagon.
Show," t^he board ruled that all this figure will be upped to finance
Reginald H. Rollinson, director writers employed by the company a new medium until it proves a
selling
of advertiser relations for the SRA, are eligible to join a unit except powerful
force.
The
explained that each station is con- William Burns, a brother of George amount of coin needed for spontributing half of its daytime min- Burns. Board excluded him on the sored TV would, therefore, have
ute announcement rate per month. grounds that “he receives separate to come from existing allocations.
Appealing for a strict limitation
In return, SRA is supplying clinics treatment front the other writers.”
to .advertisers and agencies, exIn a decision yesterday (4), the in the number of licenses issued
plaining the dollars-and-cents value board ordered elections to deter- by the government, the advertisof spot radio buys.
mine whether writers at Joan ing organizations emphasize the
Already, SRA has pitched spot Davis Enterprises in L. A. and at need for care to insure that total
presentations to one advertiser Filmcraft Productions in L. A. wish available revenue is not dissipated
<
ov§r too many competitive staarid two agencies.
Climc for Nes- to be affiliated with
or
tions serving the same public.
cafe was attended by, among oth- Screen Writers Guild.
Joan Davis
ers, the company’s ad managers has
three writers who

5.

partners.

A* series of professional work
sessions and workshops, election
of a new board of directors, and
formal presentation of the 1952

Methods When Com ! TV Arrives

Gimbel’s to Bankroll
American method of operating
commercial TV networks is advor
‘Originals’ Art on WPIX cated in a memorandum to the

Broadcasting' Corp., actor.
and
owner of radio station
applicant for television channel 4,
execuWiig
O.
Gunnar
named
has
tive vice-president. Earl F. Reed,
head of Allegheny, says the appointment becomes effective July 1,

Allegheny

dancing

male

U.S.

stage plays.
William Marshall, another top
Negro thesp, will be on the broadcast to pay tribute to the late

two weeks after KQV becomes an
affiliate of CBS. It is switching
do not. They demonstrated this in from Mutual.
ranged
Wiig, managing director of the
an orgy of giveaways that
from miniature samples of per- Gannett group of five- stations, has
fume and toothpaste to* $60 name been an exec of WHEC, CBS afhats, portable typewriters, a room filiate in Rochester, N t Y„ for 26
airconditioning unit, and even a years, having first joined the station in 1927 in continuity and publive Alaskan husky puppy.
Tossed in with the deluge of licity. He became program director
gifts and door prizes was a series in 1928 and was named general
of parties which tpok care of the manager in 1930, a year before
delegates’ daily eating problems the Gannett newspapers acquired
from breakfast, through lunch and ownership. He was tipped to head
dinner, and into the supper and of the Gannett stations in 1951.
late snack Jiour. As frosting on the
cake of red-carpet treatment were
Such highlights as fashion shows,

I

Swing

anniversary of

the actor’s death, will be aired
Sunday (10) by WLIB, N. Y. indie,
from 8 to 8:45 p.m. Program will
air recordings from the thesp’s last
picture, “Cry, the Beloved Country," and from numerous of- his

Awards

LOWE

Atlanta, May 5.
Women broadcasters, many of
portion of
major
spend
a
whom
their radio-TV time giving away
gifts to grateful fans, found themselves on the receiving end of a
mass giveaway at their annual convention of American Women in
Television last week. If
Radio
any portion of the country's citizenry still “underestimates the
power of a woman," big-time
radio-TV sponsors most certainly

.

first
.

Meet; Giveaways Vie With
By FLORENCE

•

British Plan Full

Canada Lee, com-

salute to

for other

members

prepare

scripts for the serial show “I Married Joan.”
Filmcraft' has two
writers but is hiring two more, all
of whom will work on pilot scripts
for planned serials.

W. Ayer agency, N. Y., found
thd spot radio pitch so valuable,
said Rollinson, it asked for another
one for its agency in Philadelphia.

CLOUTIER QUITS CLEVE.

FOR NBC MUSIC POST

this

Cleveland,

May

5.

'

.

WEWS,

Building

“For

New

Program

Reading Airer

Reading, Pa., Ma;
than $500,000 is

More

spent by the Hawley Broadc
Co. here for its UHF si

WEEU-TV, for new equipmen
construction and renovating,
tion hit the air April 15.
A 40 by 75-foot studio wit!
foot ceiling is being const]
to replace a 38 by 22 studio r
use.- The new two-story, bloc
addition will be air-condit
and will include a mezzanin
tfol room, modefn dressing *
prop shop and projection ro
* u
4 *
i
r
<
c «* r i J
i
'

\

»

'4

WEWS

tonight

(5).

Show

the Bishop Sheen stanza,
ordinarily carried here on WXEL.
But station also carries night games
of the
Indians.
Dropping the
Bishop created much protest ,so
Don Perris and Jack Hartley,
manager and director respectively, stepped in with an offer
to carry the prelate on
WEJWS.
is

WEWS

Tonight it’s the Indians vs. the
Yankees on WXEL, with station
plugs advising viewers also to look
at Bishop

Sheen on WEWS. PfeifBrewing sponsors the ballWEWS, a Peabody winner,
gets the Admiral coin from the
Sheen sponsorship.

fer

games.

'

•

WTAM

opposition station

.

•*
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Via

Groups

TV

Series;

Station Claims

N.

“One adman phoned me
week to say the clinic data

Own

Into

of the agency.

had
through finalization of sale of all induced an
Norman Cloutier has resigned as
advertiser to increase
but 25% of the ownership of the his spot radio
appropriation^ by WTAM-WNBK program director to
station to a group of Houston busi- 100!,"
Rollinson reported. He said become NBC supervisor of music
nessmen by Roy Hofheinz. Latter, plan is to stage
at least one clinic for owned-and-operated stations, efnow mayor of Houston, will con- each month.
fective July 1.
tinue with the station," as board
Cloutier, who left New York
chairman.
about a year ago for the 0 .-&-0 job
Bennett joined KTHT in 1948,
Cleve., Runs Rival’s here, was one of those instrumental
following a 10-year term of KXYZ.
in rearranging the
house
Bennett said he planned no immeband into the currently successful
Sheen Show in B.B. Snarl “Bandwagon"
diate personnel or policy changes
format.
Reported
for the station.
successor for the Cleveland post is
Cleveland, May 5.
Unusual situation here^has sta- Brooke Taylor, now asistant to
tion WXEL plugging a program on Cloutier.

500G

D. C. Little Theatre

IBEW

Claims Coast

KBLA

Washington,

Town’s many

little

First

May

5.

theatre and

drama groups

school

A

will

come

Thursday (7) when “Food
Theatre Showcase," weekly
dramatic series, preems on

into focus

Fair

TV
WMAL-ABC.

Station claims a

first

in this 13-week series of locally
produced one-acters.

Following, trend in local chain
circles, Food Fair is sponsoring the package in the 10:30-11
store

p. m. slot on Thursday nights. If
initial test is successful, outfit plans

continue until every drama
group in area has had a video
to

chance.

Each of the participating community theatre group, most of
which are semi-professional or
completely amateur, will be allotted a fixed production budget' by

sponsor to stage its one-act production in coriipeti’tion with rival
groups. Cash awards will be given
Charges of violating the Taft- at end of series to winners in such
Hartley labor act were filed with categories
as “best female perthe NLRB by Local 45 of the Inter- formance^"
“best male performnational Brotherhood of Electrical ance,"
“best author of original
Workers against station KBLA in play,” etc. Voting blanks will be
Burbank,
circulated via Food Fair’s retail
Union is maintaining a picket outlets.
line at the studio. It claims all regSeries tees off May 7 with an
ular employees have been dis- original play by Carl Eardley,
charged following an election in Dept, of Justice lawyer, to be prowhich the engineer-announcers of duced by Falls Church (Va.) Comthe station voted, unanimously for munity Theatre. Phil Mdllilo will

Breached Taft-Hartley
May

Hollywood,

UBEW
w
* l-

representation.
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Educational
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TVfloom Seen at Meet;

Hackett Official Films

See

.Prexy Vice Goodheart

50 Stations Forecast in
The

first

educational TV was told yesterday
(Mon.) that 50 educational TV stations may be In operation within
two years if there is no letdown
in public interest in’ the movement.

sponsor.

.

;

.

tions,

Sener

of the U. of
in Los Angeles,
reported that institution’s educational-station will be on the air
in 30 days. Delivery of the UHF
transmitter was made yesterday, he
Calif.,

said.

Several members of the U. S.
Senate who attended the dinner
session of the conference joined in
voicing their support for educational TV. Sen, Charles W. Tobey
(R.-N. H.), chairman of the Interstate Commerce Committee, told
ff

the educators he was behind them
“in the fight to the finish” to take

up channels reserved by the FCC.
“I’m enlisted for the duration of
the war,” he said, “and I'm for
Frieda
Hennock.”
He praised
Comr. Hennock for her vision in
pushing for the allocation of channels for education.
Directing his remarks to members of the Cpmmission present,
he said, “To the Cpmmission, I
say, make the reservations stand
until hell freezes over.”

Show, as yet untitled, is written
by Norman Lessing, and will feature Treacher an an English author in this country on a lecture
tour, and Stang as a publisher's
assistant assigned as an American

HADE
BY FEHMES-NATCH

Talent in a new series, “Ladies
Choice,” which preems on NBC-

TV Monday, June 8, 4:30 to 5 p.m.,
and
presented
daily
Monday
through Friday, will be picked by
an audience of femmes.
Produced by Wilbur Stark and
Jerry Layton for NBC-TV, series
will emanate from the Coast, emceed by Johnny Dugan, singer being built up by the web.
Series will feature acts ranging
from top star pros to unknown
amateurs.

is

ting

scale production

currently set-

staff to handle the stanza’s physical production on the Coast and to

screen recommended talent
in
cooperation, with the network.
Three separate acts will be presented on each stanza.
Winning
act selected by applause of ladies
in the studio audience will be
awarded prizes in. addition to
cash and pro engagements.

TV

‘Gangbusters’

Due

Phillips H. Lord, Inc., is mulling
a tele version of “Gangbusters.”
version, dropped by General
Foods, will run sustaining on CBS
Radio until the end of June, and
may be retired thereafter.

AM

week was named

40 Firings In
Drastic

WMGM

guide for the literary tourist.

Economy More

Ties to Release Oldies (or Video
Los Angeles, May 5.
FCC pressure on TV licensees
with picture company affiliations
to force release of their old films
quietly
for televising is being
maneuvered within the CommisA new NBC radio program fea- sion. The legal aspects of such
turing top name bands and the a procedure are being studied by
web’s news commentators, called the agency’s attorneys with a
“Stars in Action,” will start Satur- view to a crackdown to unleash
of old features now
day, May 23, at 4 p. m. The half- hundreds
hour program, in cooperation with stored in studio vaults.
The belief obtain? among the
the National Guard, will have Ben
Grauer as host, and present week- Commissioners that all the studios
ly Guard experiences of such NBC would fall in line once one of
newscasters as Morgan Beatty, them Us “tapped.” While every
George Hicks, a Merrill Mueller, move is shrouded in secrecy, it is
attack
the
first
H. V. Kaltenborn, Leon Pearson, believed that
W. W. Chaplin, Henry Cassidy and would be levelled at Paramount. It
was established at FCC hearings
John Cameron Swayze.
The program series replaces that Par is the majority stockhold“Music Federation Concert,” now er in DuMont, which company, in
on sustaining. It will be heard on turn, is the holder of three TV liParamount Productions,
the NBC radio network, except censes.
WNBC, N. Y., at 4, with the local as the parent company of, KTLA;

TOP BANDS, GABBERS
IN NEW NBC PROGRAM

flagship time to be decided later.

In one of the most drastic economy moves in radio in recent years,
WMGM, N. Y. Loew’s-owned indie,
fired nearly 40 of its personnel
last week. Exact number could not
be ascertained since some individual cases have still not 'been decided,
but the number let go is definitely
Toledo," May 5.
Lee Motors, Inc., Toledo auto- over 35.
mobile firm, has filed suit for $75.,Move came on the heels of per000 against Harold and Marie sonnel cuts in the* Loew’s-Metro
Wendt, doing business as the homeoffice, but it stemmed from
Wendt Advertising Agency here, additional causes involving operacharging that the agency caused tion of the station itself. A key factor
the loss of one of its avenues of in firings was the discontinuance
advertising, namely television.
of production of the
Radio
The firm contended it entered Attractions, a transcribed dramatic
series
using the picture studio’s
into a contract with the Wendt
agency in 1950, and a television stars. Another was decision last
show, “Shadows of Mystery,” was week to abolish the recording dideveloped and presented under vision of the station, which had
their sponsorship from July 24, rented its studios not only' to
until
1950,
April,
over M-G-M Records, another Loew’s
1953,
WSPD-TV, Toledo, each Sunday subsid, but to all comers.
In all, some 13 engineers wjere
from 11 to 12 p.m, Agency on
April 15, 1953, contracted with an- dropped plus personnel from reother firm, Lasalle & Koch Co., cording, sales t programming and
Toledo, department store, for this publicity. Most of the personnel
program, and claimed to hold the dropped were in the clerical catecontract to the show as a principal gory, but hit on the top level were
instead of an agent, the petition Arthur Weill and Bernard Zisser,
both sales execs in the nowsaid.
Lee Motors has selected Charles abolished recording department.
A. Dowd, Inc., as its ad agency, bul Decision on what to .do with Weill
isn’t
using
any television al hasn’t come down yet he’s still
with the station without portfolio
present.

Toledo Firm Sues

On TV Show Loss

MGM

'

—

SMALLTOWN TV SETUPS
CATCH EYE

IN MINN.

Minneapolis, May 5.
fourth TV station
and the second outside of the Twin
Cities opened last week when the
Eddie Ruben-Joe Floyd project at
Sioux Falls, S.D., was launched.
Smalltown radio station operators contemplating the TV scene
will watch the operation at Sioux
Falls and at Minot, N. D., with
considerable interest. The Minot,
N. D., TV station, the first outside
of Minneapolis-St. Paul, got under
Territory’s

In addition to Miss Hennock, the
dinner was attended by FCG chairman Rosel Hyde, Comr. Edward
Webster, Comr. Paul A. Walker,
and Comr. John C. Doerfer.
The conference was sponsored
by the Joint Committee on Educational TV and the National Citizens
Committee for Educational TV, organizations supported bj»the Ford way several weeks ago.
Incidentally, the FCC has grantFoundation.
ed a second permit for a Minot TV
station. It’s believed to be the only
town *of such small population,
‘LADIES CHOICE’
20,000, to have had two permits

Firm
up $ large

last

STANG-TREACHER GAB
FEATURE

Dr. Arthur S. Adams, prexy of
the American Council On Education, told the 200 delegates present
that public support for educational
TV is “ever increasing” and that
the American people are evincing
growing concern that the airways
be used more effectively to serve
the educational needs of the nation.

William
Southern

Hal Hackett

FCC Pressnring Distribs With TV

president of Official Films to replace the ailing William R. (Billy)

Goodheart, Jr., who is retiring.
Hackett joined the organization a
couple of months ago, shortly after
lie resigned as head of the radioTV section of Music Corp. of
PILOT SET America.
With accession *of Hackett to the
Shooting of a pilot film of an
Arnold Stang-Ai’thur Treacher co- presidency, vidpix outfit will probably
accelerate its program of gostarring television series, financed
by William Morris Agency, will ing into live video production and
taped radio shows. New policy had
start May 20 at the Princeton Film
been announced when he joined
Centre in Princeton, N. J. HalfOfficial as exetfveepee.
hour series is aimed at summer
airing, with hope that it will be
strong enough to latch onto a fall

Washington, May 5.
national conference on

pointing to increased effectiveness of TV as a teaching tool,
Adams said that over 100 schools
in the country now offer training
courses for TV.
Dr. George W. Stoddard, prexy
of the U. of Illinois, predicted that
TV .stations may
educational
“shame” the commercial outlets
better programs.
producing
into
Answering contentions that educational programs will not "attract
audiences, he said that “no idea is
too abstruse to be presented.”
Stoddard said the resistance
which educators are facing in obtaining funds for non-commercial
stations is due to “a kind of mass
neurosis against anything new or
different”
Dr. W. W. Kemmerer, until last
week president of the U. of Houston, reported that already 200 students. have enrolled for TV courses
and that 500 are expected next
year. Fees for these courses, he
said, will pay for station’s opera-

Two Years
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pending disposition of his case.
Radio Attractions was responsible for most of the firings, it’s said.
A large staff had been used in production of the series. After Mutual,
which had used the transcriptions

for a year, failed to renew its contract, the station stopped production.
It’s
still
distributing the
series, but doing so within its regular sales setup. On the recording
side, no decision has been made
about what to do with all the studio space at 711 Fifth Ave., station’s quarters.
Station has been reported to
have been losing money over the
past couple of years, and it’s fairly
common knowledge that Loew’s

would also be “fair game.”
FCC, failing in such a legal
skirmish, could make it “uncom-

Set For

“B’way Hiatus
“Broadway

TV

Theatre,” the 90-

the

for

fortable”

WOR-TV

.

litigating

li-

by

withholding certain
sought by the stations.
They could be officially accused
of failing to cooperate with the

censees

benefits

Commission in their refusal to aid
in elevating the entertainment
level of TV. Most of the Commisare

sioners

the

of

opinion

that

minute seven-days-weekly dramatic old pictures will be the salvation
show on WOR-TV, N. Y., may be of the smalltown operator, who
hiatus-bound this- summer. Deci- will have no live talent to fall
sion from the show’s sponsors and back on in his daily schedule of
the station hasn’t come down yet,
but just to be on the safe side,
the station last week concluded
two deals for 56 feature films.
*t)eals were set with Peerless
Television
Productions,
Edward
Small’s vidpic subsidiary, for 26
of the films, including “My Son,
My Son,” “Man in {he Iron Mask”
and “Last of the Mohicans,” and
with Major Television Productions
for the other 30, most of them
Sol Lesser productions, included
in this batch are “Our Town,”
“Pygmalion” and “Major Barbara.”
Understood station paid over $60,000 for the films.
“TV Theatre” is sponsored by
Mennen, Beacon Wax and General
Tire. None has indicated whether
.

a

hiatus

is

in

order.

If

show

should go-off for the season, it’s
likely that the. films will be scheduled on a repeating basis, each
playing a week.
If that’s done,
station will be following the exact
pattern of the opposing WPIX,
which inaugurated the idea of repeat playings of films with its
“First Show,” which will be in the
same time segment the WOR-TV
presentations will occupy.

required hours.

Sparkplug Hennock

The move to force picture companies to release their old pictures
to television is believed to have
stemmed from a talk by Commissioner Frieda Hennock at last
Friday’s (1) National Assn, of
Broadcasters*
Radio - Television
convention panel in which she
said heatedly, “the picture companies should start thinking in
terms of 50,000,000 screens instead
Her reference was to
of 17,000.”
tele sets as compared to picture
She
added, “Hollywood
theatres.
should know by now it can’t hold
They can’t
the medium down.
just sit in their ivory towers and
laugh it off. They spend millions
for pictures that never reach the
masses.”
Miss Hennock called it “the
greatest challenge to the film industry,” and said the time has
come to “meet it or not.” She
made it plain that she was “throwing down the gauntlet” and added
facetiously, “I’m always blunt; I
guess that’s my trouble.”

Madame
fighting
at

ment”

FULL FALL COVERAGE

FOR CHI PRO GAMES

Chicago, May 5.
Midwesterners will again get
has been looking to unload it. Ne- full coverage of the 10 home games
gotiations have been conducted of Chi’s two professional football
with Bertram Lebhar, Jr., the sta- teams this fall.
Cardinals and
tion’s director, for him to buy it, Bears, each hosting five times in
but thus far they’ve been fruitless. the Windy City, will be videoed
Industry speculation
considered on 10 ABC-TV outlets in disthe possibilities that the firings tribution area of Standard Oil of
granted.
might be .some sort of a prelude Indiana.
Standard is plunking
The present Minot station is on to disposition of the station itself. down over $100,000 for sponsorthe air from 4 p.m. to midnight
Rest
ship of half of each game.
daily and its local advertising rate
is being peddled on participation
is $250 per hour. National adverbasis.
tisers, furnishing transcribed netRed Grange will do play-by-play
work shows, pay only 30% of the
and Bill Fay the color. McCannIN
station’s regular rates. The Sioux
Erickson placed. First game is
Falls station will operate from 6
DuMont network, which last Sept. 27.
p.m^ to midnight daily. Neither week dropped its experimental onstation is linked with the coaxial locationer, “Dark of Night,” will
cable.
try the experiment again in a difOther of the territory towns ferent vein this summer with a Montgomery Daughter
where FCC permits for TV stations weekly, hour-long variety segment
Summer-Stock Regular
already have been granted and from Palisades Amusement Park
where the projects are expected in New Jersey called /‘The Straw
Elizabeth Montgomery, daughter
to be completed before the year’s Hatters.” Program wiil go in the of the producer-actor, has been
end include Eau Claire, Duluth- Wednesday 8:30 slot, starting May signed as a summer-stock company
Superior, Rochester, Austin, St. 27.
NBC-TV’s “Robert
for
regular
Cloud and Fargo.
Net will centre the program Montgomery Pre$ents” program.
around the Park’s outdoor casino Series, beginning in July, will have
and swimming pool.
Show will four regulars as summer starrers,
Zenith Profit
use pro and amateur talent fea- as it did last year.
Only other
Zenith Radio Corp. reported a turing roller skaters, ballroom actor set is John Newland.
dancers,
her tele
made
aero acts, vocalists and
Miss Montgomery
net profit for the first quarter of
Pool pickup will feature debut on her father's program on
$2,1*09,461, a 95% increase over the the like.
net of the same period .in 1951. diving contests and, water ballets. Dec. 3, 1951, in “Top Secret.”
Johnny Olsen has been signed
Stock 'company idea will conSales amounted to a record first
quarter gross of $47,898,773, an in- to emcee the show, while Roger tinue for eight weeks, beginning
Gerry
will produce.
Frank Bun- Monday, July 6. American Tobaccrease of 86% over a year ago.
Cmdr. Eugene F. MpDonald, Jr., etta will direct, Paul Rosen will co and S. C, Johnson, alternating
Zenith prexy, attributed the in- handle talent and Bill Dalzell will sponsors, will stay through the
crease in part to the new UHF- script the series. .Jim Caddigan, summer, with the latter starting a
equipped television receivers, network’s program chief, will su- 26-pfogram renewal on July 6.
Additional 18 stations bring the
which for a slight sum can be pervise. Show, replaces “Stage a
total carrying the program to 91.
modified to receive UHF signals. Number” for the summer.

SHOW
SUMMER

Commissioner, in a
mood, also took a crack

Congress for
of the.

its

FCC.

“unfair treat-

“They keep

cutting our budget and have just
about taken the heart out of the
agency.”
She said this year's
budget is less than in 1947. “Sure,
they gave us $300,000,” she said,
“but they forget about the $1,000,000 they took away from us.
Some people just don’t want art
to progress.”
Miss Hennock said she is in favor of community antennae and
doesn’t mind at all radio broadtelevision.
getting
into
casters
There had been some criticism at
the convention of the' FCC attiHer
operators.
tude toward
pet project, educational TV, she
called “that unmentionable.”

AM

PALISADES PARK

FOR DUMONT

Up

,

.

SEEK CLOONEY SPONSOR

ON BOTH RADIO & TV
NBC-TV, which has signed Rosemary Clooney to a television exclusive, is seekiftg a sponsor for
the singer for the 7:30 p. m. Monday spot, now occupied by the
new sustaining “Bob and Ray

Show.”

The radio web, which also has
the chirper under contract, couldn’t
find a sponsor, although she’s a
hot property, and so began her
radio series yesterday (Tues.) on
a sustaining basis.

Kling to Handle ‘Calico*
Chicago, April 28:

Kling Studios will be chief peddler for the “King Calico” telepix.
About 65 of the quarter-hour puppet series have been completed and
are now being shown in the Oklahoma City, Springfield (Mo.> and
Detroit markets.
“Calico” was named top ’52. moppet show by the, Chicago Federated
Advertising Club.
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But. major fault lay
convincing.
in the wooden script. Dimitri Tiomkin’s specially-written score wasn’t

•

particularly outstanding. A1 .Goodman’s sets were topnotch, however,
and all the physical properties Snd
Dik Darley’s direction were of high
*

calibre.

^

x

to

t

?

..

•

through the sacrifice of the first
half hour for the second. Chan.
“Mr. Peepers” is blessed with
more than a good idea, skillful
three-dimensional characterization.
and a. star (Wally Cox) on which
the whole production sits like a

The

glove.

well-fitted

’

NBC-TV

program^ a Pcatjpdy winner, has a

prised his now standard game of
hide-and-seek with the cameras.
Mary McCarty gave things a lift
with her flapper and silent film
turns, but she’s beginning to repeat the same stint too often on
TV. Her. turn could use a little
alteration.

Production trimmings and techwork we^e all on the credit

nical

especially the^work of the
in keeping up with
the antics Of the madcap duo.
side,

camera crew

Chan.

,

*

I

—

sho$s.

^kylar
Records by Johnny Lcsmond.^ A3
^
the meller script by
a result, both
Kate Nickerson and the acting,
headed by Desmond, played a
to
what
fiddle
second
corny
amounted to a half-hour song plug,
The ^Immicked-up diama, called
^SmgJFor^ ^cur Life, dep cted

.

,

'

^
who
as a radio singer
did his stuff from a cabaret. He
fell for a ripely-stacked blonde.
Joan Copeland, who got him to
air a trick message summoning her
killer boyfriend, "George Mathews,
hands of the
fell in the !•
Desmond
11
1
3 *J
thug, but persuaded him to come
to the nitery before his getaway,
Desmond

•

,

A

•

The hokum ended with Desmond

hnttl

handled “Moulin
Valli
Miss
Rpuge”. (Virginia Conway as dancer) and “Pretend”; Miss Collins was

•

f

k,-c

P

r«fo in

«

m

m

xe p
style, more in keepbraV
pravura
ham style
u^'^a
opera heavy than a
mg with an
<Tal Jo?y .» type heps ter. Miss

Mathews were

in

I

^SJ pUcR

D^

“April in Portugal," which -with, overtones, headed by Mefcefes
“Mdulin” were the new entries in McCambridge and an unbilled
the top .seven, was an instrumental moppet. By themselves or sufflciently separated, they would have
dancing stanza.
Tran.
good intention and quicksilver antl
. .
been good as individual bits, but
memory, is a comic creation of the
by i um ping them together, in a
first order.
“Omnibus,” for its final install- concentrated dose of grief, it was
In last .week’s show, however, ment last Sunday (3), squandered more than any one-hour show
the theme of which was built the talents of a top-rate cast of per- could carry.
around her part, Miss Lorne of- formers who stirred about aimlessly
Miss Dauberson, doubling from
fered ample evidence of even in a third-rate George Bernard Gogi’s Larue, N.Y., made a good
greater skill, that of making her Shaw potboiler. “Arms and the impression in her two numbers,
audience walk the tightrope be- Man” (not to be confused with the She’s a singer with depth and she
tween tears and laughter. Good witty “Man and Superman,” which put some tremendous feeling in
share of credit goes to writers was successfully revived on Broad- the French version of “Autumn
Jim Fritzell. and Everett Green- way two seasons ago) was, by Leaves” and “Slc-rrhy Weather” en
baujn, but Miss Lorne acted the Shaw’s own admission, one of his Anglais.
serio-comic part to perfection.
less pungent plays even when he
Former
heavyweight
champ
Mrs. Gurney, it seems, oveV- tossed it together for the commer- Louis didn’t select the better porheard a conversation in which cial Avenue Theatre in London 60 tions of his act for his part of the
young teachers were praised. She years ago.
Sullivan show. Ex-pug has been
a
had taught for 34 years (rfiaking
Ostensibly a satire on war, it wowing Harlem audiences at the
her 54), and now seriously thought turned out to be a threadbare trifle Apollo Theatre, where he's playing
she was unwanted. In her acting, when presented on the full hour bis second engagement within a
Miss Lorne alternated inward hurt and a half of the CBS-TV stanza, few weeks. Aided by Leonard
and an aging woman's nostalgia Indeed, its sentimentally contrived Reed, Louis made with some ban-

m«i

,

.

.

.

good professional form, trying to
inject a little believability into
roles as maudlin as Little Nell.
fonit
in
mn-l
^rou
There was a major fault
The ballad itself, about which all
tining. Sullivan put on
th
jerking items in a row. which
st|rk per usuri debvered
would put a pall on, even the most his

m

Side

tugal
.

.

n

.

singing “Danger” so tearfully tRat
the sentimental machine-gun hoodlum blubbered that he wouldb’t
lead his doxy into a life of crime,
but as be sprinted out Of the club,
a cop, accidentally drinking a gin,
nearbv
*' ale
mugg
mowea the
me muei!
***%*> mowed

.

Miss Lome, in previous appear

Tnhi<5

Martin was Okay in his vocal
renditions of “Cheatin' Heart” and
“Red, Red Robin,” vfrhile Lewis re-

° rW*

^ Kasfc
Raslc*

Copeland and

gifted actress who plays Mrs. Gur
ney, to take over* the burden of
the play.

to naught.

*

4
After paying tribute to a great
human beValli, who bears the most legit entertainer and a great
substiof the, “HP” voices and is usually ing,” Lewis recalled many
this
the No. 1 choice to handle the pash lutions for Godfrey and said.
“one replacement I wish
stuff. Raymond Scott and his orch was
the
asked
He
happened.
are called upon to score, and cue hadn’t
what amounts to a.minnie musical audience to “hope together and
,aspeedyrecovfor
each week. This they do with au- pray together
ery to health. I love to be here,
thority.
but I wish this wasn’t necessary.”
bestsellers
Aside from ,the seven
,
.
,
Moore opened the “Talent
,
, . ..
T
(via Lucky s claimed check of disk
show with “This is Garry
and sheet music sales, and jukes scouts”’ and
;, Hch it weren’t. I’d
wisn
Moore—
and radio plays), “Parade” gives
much sooner be home watching the
extras to round out the period.
sa id«• his job
g _ usual » He
° aVTT as
GaTYIO
CAlirAAO
COtT
fVlA
ChAin
AAnln
-lil
show could
Some r-~
sources
---- say
--- the
- rv
r,
was “to keen the show alive until
present the top JO by skipping the
^*> returned.
“Filling
j ma
extras; but “HP” management likes
]n {Jr Arthur,” he said, “is like
nostalthe fillips as supplying that *nostal
'
The spirit
jn
for Dagmar.
pie of sharp
gic touch. As an example
w ming, bu t the flesh is weak.”
changing tastes, here s how the
Horn.
show stacked up last week as compared to the week before:
.
ujohiv -formidable
April 25
May 2
n Martin fit
& Lewis
Loewis, Ed
competition of
i
t rpUpv*
i
Pr*>fond
“
Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town,’.*
2'.
Till I Waltz
2 ; p r t end
Sunday (3) on CBS-TV- didn’t go
3. x Believe
3 Doggie in
all out in its presentation of talent.
4. Doggid in
Window
Of course, there was some name
imiiia
former neavyweignt
heawweicht
Window
4. Till I Waltz
with former
value miiVi

was the turn

added little, to the original idea,
and what, might have been a good
three-minute, sight bit was turned
into a dullish overlong segment
by the absence of any good’ material.' Sheldon Leonard gave a
good assist in this one, but It came

car^
few cars

*
“Danger” took the unusual step
two subs for Arthur God- last Tuesday of building its entire
the
a.m.
meller around a ballad.
on
Lewis
CBS-TV
Robert
Q.
frey—
“Arthur Godfrey Time” and Garry The buildup was given to its theme
strummed moodGod“Danger,”
“Arthur
song,
p.m.
the
on
Mopre
last Mon- °lly on a guitar by Tony Mottola
frey’s Talent Scouts”
has been
apwhich
composer),
humble
(its
similar
a
had
day (4)
proach to filling the big man’s tricked up with pash lyrics by Sun-

of their parts

slowed ^during a “psychological” skit,- with each fearing the .other was out to.- kill
"him for insurance money. They

Pace

ulte a

fl

A

.

u
*
>j
hoped
that thersecond
?n
installment
makes .up for the first
in dramatic quality. Even if it does,
though, much will have been lost
T ,,

8

SVsel1

them even number
who squeeze

couldn’t identify
without blinders.
ites

*

-

WhM

was a well-constructed bit of business that had Lewis accepting a
trophy from a parents magazine
for his work with children. As he
made an. acceptance speech, the
trophy started to tick, and the
blackout had the thing exploding
as he chased down the aisle with
Pair closed the
It after its donor.
program with their customary nonsense with bandleader Dick Stabile, making five minutes of nothing a highspot of the show.
First .half, pf the alr£r didn’t
""fare as well, despite a rib-tickling
knockabout opener that had them
appearing as gufest celebrities on
a panel show which producer Ernie
Glucksman didn’t take too much
trouble to disguise as a takeoff on
CBS-TV’s- “What’s My Line?” Pair
broke the joint up when the pahel-

+ 4+ + 4+ + 4 « •

glory of ultimate triumph, the sadness at the human cost and the
happiness of homecoming. Admiral
Chester W. Nimitz, in a brief after-*
talk, underscored the need for control’of the seas In times of emergency.
The series is now to be syndicated locally by the NBC Film
two-hour version is
Division.
being edited for pix-house show-

fancy “If you aim at the stars, you some(Hit times land on the roof.”
To avoid breaking into the comedy, two of the five sponsors delivered their commercials back-tcback between acts. Bob Williams,
announcer for Willys-Overland, introduced a kind, hopeful note when
hVbigan his coromerdal by saying
com pany was proud to
the
have been first sponsor on “Omni-

PnrffV Slneers & Dancers) and a
London portion was simply an
rommendable^attempt to alter the
introduction, and as such, didn t
the case of tunls which
make much of an impression. It mMifc
a
reoeS SvS t“e weeks
(WenCarton’s
'
Sydney
described
^nceed
and executed for
as a wastrel,
life
dell Corey)
masterthe
“erlodsf
Ixtra-long
which
in
scene
°urt
c
showed the
thrscenTcdefoTSmt tne
sc
Carton’s resemblance to Darnay minds see to it that
(Carleton Young) results in the ^elopment
the
vafues^^metimes
latter’s acquital on charges of spytransing for" France, and took the audi- tune entry will undergo such
ence through the successful court- formation as to be in the satirical
ship by Darnay of Lucie Manette, or ribbing class after, strangely
with Carton’s subsequent disap- enough, starting out as straighter
pointment but loyalty. And as~a than straight.
closer, it set up th« next episode
The show’s solo fixtures are
by having Lucie and Carton pre- Dorothy Collins, who doubles as
pare to leave for France after get- ciggie plugger; Snooky Lanson, a
ting the news that Darnay was pleasant sort of chap who seldom
imprisoned there. All told, the seg- or never extends himself; Russell
ment had little action, little drama Arms, who’s really in the producand even less study of character. tion chanting bracket; and June

Martin & Lewis repertoire, a bit
out of tne Arabian Nights with
Martin an Arab prince who can’t
be struck or physically punished.
A "whipping boy” gets the punish- Corey, as the dissolute Carton,
ment that’s due the prince, and,
of course, Lewis occupied that sta- did as well as he could with the
Pair milked the idea, to the material at hand. Young also was
tion.
Wanda Hendrix had
hilt, making for a laugh-packed competent.
little to do as Lucie, while Murray
turn.
her
father was fairly
Matheson
as
Also effective in that second half

»

t t T

real visual corkers, with
will discourage viewers from tunproduction
song-and-dance
ing into the second installment.

•Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis fell
a notch below their usual form
Sunday (3) on NBC-TV’s Colgate
Comedy Hour.” Returning to the
show after a couple of months absence in their next-to-last appearance of the season, the team didn t
expend its’ customary quota of
eftergy, which perhaps explains the
noticeable lag in several spots of
the show.
Prdgram, however, built as it
went along, with the second half
on the whole a high-powered afLags were most evident in
fair.
the first part of. the show. <*Last
half started with a sketch that
should become a classic in the

#
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hreat t0 your cb,ldIe
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J« n« Taylor’s sizzling steppers
are fast Teaching stature as among
the leading terproductlon groups
tele. They are an important asset in Jackie Gleason $ CBSaturtlieir
day nighter, as evidenced
pair of walloping workouts, one
the usual intro grove and the other
near the tail-end, last Saturday

m

m

m

(2).

Gleason s contributions, aside
his regular opening monologshenanigans
and .twixt-between
conferenciering, were about par

from

for the course. “The Honeymooners” with the fetching and barb-

.

*

ABC-TV may have

than

it

can chew in

bit off
its

more

attempt to

translate Charles Dickens’ classic,
“Tale of Two Cities” to the video
screen in a two-part serialization
on its Sunday night “ABC Album”
(“Plymouth Playhouse”, for the
pine-week auto firm snonsorship).
Problem, as DOted in the first installment Sunday (3), consisted not
so much in capturing the physical
dimensions of the story but in attempting to focus its dramatic intensity into two separate (and sepa
rated by a week) chapters.
Exec producer Cecil Barker and
producer Robert Banker rate praise
for the topnotch technical job on
the first show, to wit, the use of
large, extensive -sets and outdoor
stages, the. physical handling of a
large cast of principals and extras,
excellent lighting, staging and cam-
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throwing Audrey Meadows, the extra-competent Art Carney and another couple, had some laughs
based on embarrassing situations
vis-a-vis the selfsame couple (the
t)OSS

any minute
one expected a costumed tenor- to
spring out onto the stage and soar
into “Song of Love.” It contains
little
of- Shaw’s acrobatic para-

schinalz operettas, arid

^

Joe Termini provided a bright
s P ot with
his string instrument
Pantomime. Opener was Dieter
Tasso, doubling from the Ringling
Bros Circus at Madison Sq. Garden. who’s a dextrous manipulator
in lining up cups and saucers on
hi* dome
Hnmp w:iii>j
li&innninc*. himself
himcair
his
while balancing
on a slack wire. He appealed on
this show last season whi-'e in New
*

T^llIC

lllS

311(1

mambo
beanshooter out the window) "for
sack emotional impact.
Naturally, Mr. Peepers melted the older
teacher’s silly but human heart to
tears; assured that she was loved,
and got her to stay. It’s a rare
comic talent that skirts outright
caricature (and easy boffs) for a
ani
nd sympathetic
v^ + +
U
at °M!

Tllfi’V

dem

is always sure to provide a
quota of chuckles amid the welter
nf alfalfa.
alfalfa
Thp end-up
pnri-im “Rudy
“Rudv the
of
The
Repairman,” with diminutive Jerry
its careful TV staging by
Bergen
aiding
JG
in attempting to
John
Burrell,
director
of London’s
r r^*rtp a
« C
r0f th e °ld school, old Vic Theatre, this dpera bouffe York witi: the circus.
Jose.
extricate a guy’s finger from a fau. talent
, has
,
and
-R’wider remained thoroughly antiquated,
cet. tried hard for its comedy obcontrol.
norn.
jective,
even unto an explosion on
“Victory at Sea” showed the
j ean pi erre Aumont Strove nobly
the set, for a decently-contrived
final
instalment
of
the
series
over
to
add
some
dash
to
his
role
as the
,
¥
i
cu-u a urrtL
t.
„
Lucky
slapstick
Hit
session.
Parade
SJrf£e
Swiss “chocolate soldier”; Nanette NBC-TV last Sunday (3); bringinggave its 920th performance last Fabray was pleasantly vivacious as the Henry Salomon production to
Guest singer Mary Mayo, who
Saturday
(2).
had
previously, at Monte
Although
opened
this
was
on
era work.
the pampered Bulgarian heroine; a rousing conclusion with shots of
But much of the effect of their latter-day TV (via NBC), the arith- Kent Smith and Walter Slezak did the Japanese surrender on the bat- Proser’s La Vie en Rose, N. Y.,
metie
refers
did
“Blue
Moon”
with tricky trill
to
the
combination
labors was lost in the manner in
of their best to inject a little dimen- tleship Missouri, victory marches
which it was decided to adapt the radio ;and tele with the show sion into their roles as fat-headed of the Allied armies, and contrast- finish and standard versiofi of “Bencl ng
guine.”
work. Adaptor John Blahos was
“Hit”
the
aristocrats, and Martita Hunt and ing views of man’s despair (the
l^ ri!u liur and initiatory
The Taylor terpers (16) teed off
given the assignment of arbitrarily title. The
edition Mischa Auer were totally wasted as pitiful survivors of the concentraApril 20, 1935, with papier-mache characters who were tion camps) and man’s joy (the the hour in a terrif precisioner.
dividing the story into two geo- teed off
graphical segments, that part o Lennie Hayton (since married to given little more than walkons.
arrival home of American fighting In their second outing, they joined
a Robert Alton group and male
the action place in London going Lena Horne, and both now at Bill
Alistair Cooke delivered a curi- men).
into the first segment, with the Miller’s opening bill at his N. J ous apologia as a curtain speech.
Last-chapter bits that sticks in Hawaiians in what was titled “On
second episode next Sunday (10) Riviera) leading the orch and Gogo He seemed hurt that the critics had the memory were Gen. Douglas the Beach at Waikiki,” but proved
De Lys as the chirper. (The No. 1 taken the Ford Foundation to task MacArthur’s handing over the more of a jungle jamboree, comhaving Paris as its location.
This choice of division was per- song of the preemer was “Soon.”) for not presenting more experi- Japanese surrender pen on the -big plete with war dances, hot chants
haps necessitated by physical re The orch-singer-annovncer succes- mental dramas and not giving a Mo to an emaciated General Wain- and bongo- thuniping. The Tayquirements of the telecasts, bu sion over the span would today bigger break to new playwrights, wright; the broken hopeless look lorettes (in a group of eight) put
was unfortunate all the same. For constitute a sort of who’s-who in While admitting that several of the of those released from European over a tabasco coach and a colored
the dramatic punch of the Dickens those categories, at least by re- -season's offerings had been “flops,” concentration camps; an American duo operated well on the acrotale lies in its Paris portions
fiction.
Ray Bloch’s orch
Cooke took comfort in the conclu- soldier .kissing U. S. soil on arrival, maniac side.
London is merely a background to
There's been a good deal of dis- sion that nearly 15,000,000 persons and the universal joy of return to showbacked creditably over the
the action. And while ABC may agreement over the years as to had stayed with the show every home after the war.
whole route.
„
feel that giving the background in whether Lucky really strikes the week. He hoped they would tune in
Up front, Giant .catcher Wes
Richard Rodgers’ magnificent
the first episode will make its proper sampling note in it? com- when the show returned to the air score for ,the series had, in this Westrum functioned, as a .stooge
viewers eager to
VV ovv
see the
tiAC uvvVUUf
second pilatlon of the bestsellers week next fall,* and. in excusing any fol- final half hour, an almost limitless for a Schick shaver plug, for one
Biif as
WtfiWLr But
me far
faP as
am fti*
fliof
lioil AAntriir/tfl
It’s entirely possible that the static] after v.eck.
the .Tyei-.l-lies that
yariety-7-the various ^trains, denotr of the ^ sillyniillies of the. waning
“limnibus'’,h#4IcopJjiy«4
'
’ - *
quality Of the- first ' lJjiy* aiHuhtir sion 1» ‘concerned, ftV&H *of tlii 1 this season, he' reminded
viewers, ing Allied victory, the power *ria
(Continued on page 36)

doxes, so brilliantly agile
later plays,
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and only one Shavian
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interpolation

Another of Gleason’s * running
sketches, “The Loud Mouth,” with
Carney as the helpless Clem Finch,
seemed to telegraph its punches, although the Gleason-Carney tan-
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THE DUNNINGER SHOW

TV REPORTER
a ^
McCutchcon
With Dick

Director: Cal Jones
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri.* 7 p.m.’

ESSO OIL
WPTZ, Philadelphia

nick McCutcheon, former newsWOR and ABC-TV and

*

caster for

now

a

WPTZ

news

editor/ does a

comprehensive quarter-hour nigntly
session .with coverage of local news
and events of wider interest. MeCutcheoh’s on-spot newsreel coverage of arrival of first returned
Korean, prisoner of war in this area,
while tuny covered by the press,
was visuany interesting.. Reporter’s

•

ali-nigot vigil at airport, the Wait-

'

and Eddie Rickenbacker piloting
his eariy Wright biplane. There was
also a recap of latest Washington
and Korean truce news, a brief
weather summary and a sports

two items are
shows
for subsequent
15-minute segment that

flash windup. Latter

which

split

follows.

Filmed commercial employs the
popular scientific method of delivering a plug a crew of geologists working with a. seismograph
and dynamite to locate oil in Colo-

—

N

Gagh.

rado.

KENTUCKY DERBY

With Dunninger; Orsoh Bean; With Robert Alda, emoee; Dick With Mel Allen, Phil Sutterfleld,
John K, M. McCaffery, emcee;
Shepard, announcer; 'guests
Bryan Field, Don Hollenbeck
others
Producer-director: Frank Bunetta
45 Mins., Sat. (2), 5 p,m.
Producer: Frank Telford
30 Mins.; Sun., 10:30 p.m.
GILLETTE RAZOR
Director-writer: Preston Wood
CHARLES ANTELL
CBS-TV, from Louisville
30 Mins.; Sun., 3:30 p.m.
DuMont, from New York
( Maxon )
Sustaining
( Television Adv, Assn.)
It took only a little more tfian
NBC-TV, From New York
Robert Alda, original Skye Mas“The Dunninger Show,” on erson of “Guys and Dolls,” has a minute for longshot Dark Star
NBC-TV last Sunday (3), had an taken to the straight and narrow in >to win the 79th Kentucky Derby,
interesting remote broadcast rem- this audience-participation session, but there was enough TV drama
iniscent of a “See It Now” experi- in. which he auctions off items of
packed into that period to justify
ment some 15 months ago a tele- valuable hardware diamond rings,
cast from inside a U.S. submarine, TV sets, home freezers and the like the bankroller’s tab for the surthe dive, and then a picture from
to the studio audience, with the rounding 45-minute show. It was
inside the submerged vessel.
money thus obtained going to one of those exciting spectacles
The “See It Now” try, at sea in worthy causes.
that must have had the TV arm.
Long Island Sound, was for a se0 Chalr
and barroom
rious purpose and unsuccessful*. give
something to
“The Dunninger Show” submarine Money bid goes to a cause, and the ping their favorites home to the
stunt, in New York harbor, was winning bidder also gets
a watch photo-finish. The total payoff on
more for entertainment than edu- and a box of Charles Antell lanolin
video’s private pari-mutuel bets
cation and was TV-wise successful. products plus a chance with a dart
Pictures, with Rad Hall broadcast- to pin down another “prize on a cannot, of course, be estimated,
ing from the conning tower of the board vacuum cleaner, typewriter, but it was undoubtedly heavy.
U.S.S. Grenadier and Ray Barrett gas range, mink stole or Packard.
The value of the broadcast ran
from the control room, were clear Four bidders paid $500 to $680, for the length of the race itself.
and distinct.
with the money going to four-year- The camera work was excellent
But after a quick, survey of the old blind Kentucky triplets, the and the telescopic* lens followed
conning tower and control room Catholic Youth Organizations/ the
nags around the track with a
(with the captain and engineering New York League for the Hard of view that could not be duplicated
officer), the main purpose of the Hearing, and the munitions-trainom
any seat at Churchill. Downs,
|f
Bryan
sub’s descent was to have mental- wreck town of Lewis, ind.
Field did a standout job of
ist Dunninger read a sentence in
describing the race itself, and did
Even
the SDecial Ernests cot
th,e captain’s mind. The two, Dun6
prizes, Larry Jansen of the New
bounds
b
in calHn/^thp
junger in a New York studio and
York Giants (for the CYO) and ore 'krk
the captain in the submerged sub,
|to r cro sstd th? fln^h
Cooper (for the N.Y. League)
were shown on a split screen, with Jackie
Norite;
getting each a set of cuff links.
85?,.* ?Kf
J®** 5
Native
the mentalist getting most of the
Dancer.
Those who like to watch auctions
officer’s silent message
“The sub- without taking part may find inThe ceremonies in the winner’s
marine continues as a weapon (of
terest in this program. Whole idea, circle after the race were antithe future).”
of course, is wrapped in a charity climactic, while the half-hour beDunninger also amazed several gloss, which is supposed
to take fore the race was consumed by

f

With Eddie Fisher, Don Ameche,
Axel Stordahl orch, guests
Director; Herb Sussan
Writer: Gordon Auchinloss
15 Mins., Wed., Fri„ 7:30 p.m.

COCA-COLA

NBC-TV, from N.Y.
(

U

week

musical series bankrolled by
Coca-Cola in its first regular plunge
into TV. It’s a perfect tieup for
the soft drink company, since
Fisher is a surefire salesman for
the juve coke set.
There’s
nothing
pretentious
about this show. Much like the
Perry Como TV’er for Chesterfield,
this series spotlights Fisher’s pipes

plus those of a guest star. The gab
secondary to the music,
although the scripting could stand
some sharpening. There’s a tendency for some of the lines to be

—

is strictly

somewhat cute, instead of clever,
and that slows down the pace.

™

On

-

'

-

of the studio audience by revealing, some of their thoughts. The
feat is remarkable, if the trivial
LIFE IN WASHINGTON
thoughts are not, but the succesWith Frank Blair, Stuart Finley
sion of inconsequential thoughts
Writer-producer: Jeff Baker
revealed make a most uninterestDirector: Frank Slingland
ing recital. One can’t escape the
30 -Mins.; Wed., 7 p.m.
consideration that if Dunninger
Sustaining
cah really read thoughts, even
WNBW, Washington
over a distance (as the sub feat
Producer Jeff Baker has put to- seemed tt> prove)* he should sit
gether in “Life in Washington” a down and conjure up the mental
well-paced, interesting documen- processes of such as Malenkov and
tary that should, by all means, be Vishinsky. That would be putting
made available to other cities. For his powers to concrete and pur
Washington, as his script points jjposeful use.
John K. M. McCaffery does
out, has become the world capital
and the focal point of dyanamic straight intro job, before a curtain
social and political changes.
on the stage, of Dunninger and
Orson Bean. Latter
In the first stanza of this newest comedian
NBC-Life ’’city series,” whose comedy talent is still unde
of the
veloped,
a main bit on a condid
the
Baker employed -the device of
sightseeing bus guide to take the versation between Martians that
unimpressive
remarkably
was
viewer, on a tour of the Capital.
good gimmick, which Show was a one-shot tryout. Horn.
It was a
made for an almost breathless
LIMB
roller coaster, ride past the city’s OUT ON
Eleanor Bayer, .Geoffrey
landmarks. There were also some With
Landesman, Dan Moore, Henry
nice shots of Washington’s multiPiidner, Bill Ritt, Max Ellis
tudinous and baffling traffic signs,
William Swetland; Dave Baylor,
tuned to the movements of Govemcee, guests
ernment 'workers in and out of the
downtown areas, and the acres of Producer-director: Barclay Leathern
parked cars at the Pentagon.
In contrast to the swift pace of Writers: Leo and Eleanor Bayer
the bus tour, too much time seemed Sustaining
to be spent on the pickup from the WEWS, Cleveland
onetime radio favorite
This
communications center at the Pena
tagon. Despite the importance of made its TV debut recently with
is
this operation of -the Government, distinct radio hangover. Show
with
format,
panel
the
on
based
excitthere’s nothing particularly
.5

A

.

I
'

Don

curse off having

Puritanical

fun.

«««•
4.

doing

some

straight

_

_

.

.

pitching,
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SPORTS PAGE

t0

J^MALs

this televised bobby sox jam session built from a studio audience
of 35 to over 200, with dozens more
clamoring to get in

10 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 7:15 p.m.

GRETZ BREWING CO.
WPTZ,

Philadelphia
Run-through of scores by A1
Patterned after a similar show
editions at WFIL, Philadelphia, show is takWistert, before bulldog
.
r
„
are on street, is service to baseball
ing the place of the corner .drugfans. Wistert, All-American tackle s t ore for town’s teen-age crowd,
who trek from all parts of the city,
delphia Eagles, (pro-grid squad), is an d nearby Maryland and Virginia,
*
^
<---»*
well known here and has an au- to
ogle Sherm Butler, popular d.j.,
thoritative delivery, although per- who emcees show; to huddle in
sonal comments are at minimum. noisy groups; to dance; and, lastly,
Commentator balance is pro to cheer their friends in the varivided by Lanse McCurley*; sports ous contests which are part of
editor pf the Daily News, whose show’s side gimmicks.
v
highly personal style and attitude
At show caught, crowd was so
of “let the chips fall” is a major big that much of the human interasset in his appraisal of what’s est side of the session was lost to
right and wrong .with. sports.
~ A TV
audience. Hereafter, attendA
r
,
s P°£ts- a nce is to be controlled via Sherm
knowledgeable
veteran,
writer and wholly unpredictable, Sutler Fan Clubs, so the spontaMcCurley s opinions are bound to neous group shots will emerge in
.

WNEW’s New
Tack

.

.

•

WEWS
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WGN-TV, Chicago
(

This

Thomas Wainwright)
is WGN-TV’s latest con-

tribution to the recent Chi trend
«in telecasting specialized subjects.

Even though this program is
beamed to a particular audience,
to explore the imaginative,
educational potentialities of 30

it falls

minutes
of
photography.
c
F
6
„
^ The resuit is a dry attempt at attracting
viewer attention and subsequent
participation in a “pose ’em and
.

•

shoot” contest,

crane, uses typical
technique,
complete
with dolly and boom, to circulate
in the, crowd and pick up effective
shots.

tanst

.

•

30 Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.m.

TV CAMERA CLUB

Prank Sweeney, as emcee, seems
mildly interested in the goings-on.
intro consisting of a lengthy
interview with the model contributes nothing but a slow start.
A guest photographer then appears and spells a few pointers on
specialized camera work.
Three
Amateur contestants query the expert and then pose the model according to their likings, and their
resultant photos are entered in the
studio contest.
The guest-expert
_ .......
and a panel of three shutter specialists then adjudicate the contes-

.

1

F

.

THROUGH THE CAMERA EYE

ing in a large room lined with panelists being Mrs. Eleanor Bayer, author; Geoffrey Landesman,
what look like lockers.
photographer; Dan Moore, busiFrank Blair, as narrator, comple- nessman, and Henry Plldner, pimented a fine script in the first anist. They attempt to predict the
“Life in /Washington,” which got
biggest news story, of the day, evoke interest, whether he talks
off .to a strong and promising start
after being shut off from all news about the referee in the CollinsHarriet Culley, of Life mag, rates sources for about 24 hours pre- Carter fight, honesty as regards
Jack.
a nod for the research.
the purses in stock car races, or
ceding program time.
After panel makes its guesses, how the blacksmith at Garden
State Track feels, about the noble
news
analPress
Bill Ritt, Central
THE PORT THAT BUILT A CITY lyst,
who has been studying the steeds he has shod.
With Helen Delich, Bob Barber
of
version
a “Mail Box”
wires, brings in his
Program employs
.
_
Producer: Miss Delich
day’s biggest story.
gimmick, with McCurley well quailDirector: Charles Sigsbee
Around this format, program fled to answer almost anything
45 Mins.; Sun, 3:15 p.m.
weaves a number of stimulating thought up by his listeners. WisParticipating
gimmicks. On show caught, wires tert makes the s eto ff with a Quick
WMAR-TV, Baltimore
sent to Rosalind Russell; recap of scores. Three Gretz spots
WMAR-TV’s “Port That Built a were
A1 Capp and Drew with Bob Graham doing the imbib
City” has been holding forth for a Bennett Cerf,
and panelists were asked ing, gives the sponsor full coverPearson,
full season, creating renewed in
uagn.
questions i>osed io those age.
terest in the activities of the Bal- to answer^
received antimore harbor. Last Sunday’s (2) celebrities before
visual
Major
remote from a Norwegian vessel swers were given. three-minute
docked here ran 15 minutes longer pitch was an original
Pubservice
Leo Bayer
than usual for this show, and mystery skit written by
portrayed by Max
capped a successful season of and excellently
Skit
Swetland.
in N.Y. Rent Assist]
Ellis and William
maritime programming.
was halted just before the climax
New tack in public service proShow dealt with process where to permit panelist to guess endby incoming ships are checked by ing, and then the mystery was con- gramming was tried last week by
customs, immigration and coast cluded. This made for top dra- WNEW, N. Y.. indie. Station had
guard officials. Camera went along matic appeal.
promised time to Rent Commis„
, „
with inspectors as they searched
Unfortunately “Out on a Limb” sioner Joseph D. .McGoldrick to
for “dangerous cargo” and stowfailed to capitalize on its potentials. explain the state’s new 15% rent
aways. Customs officials discussed Program spent excess amount of increase, and instead of giving him
various forms of narcotics and time on wires to celebrities and a
15-minute show to himself,
how 'they are concealed on board overlooked possibilities to make slotted him in three disk jockey
of incoming ships.
Immigration Monday morning headlines. Ritt shows with five-minute talks.
officers spoke of problems of unshould have had more than a passProgram manager Bill Kaland
welcome aliens. Film was insert- ing word in reporting why he sesays the station felt such slotting
ed briefly describing wetbacks and
lected his news event as tops for
be more effective. Listenwould
situation on the Mexican border.
the day.
.
,
Ship’s captain and crew made apPanel of four seemed cumber- ers, when hearing an announcepearances as Government officials
some for the stanza, although Dave ment that the next segment on the
made tour of ship. Viewer was Baylor,
executive, making station is to be a public servicer,
taken from captain’s cabin to enhis TV debut, handled the emcee may tend to let their attention
gine room and on complete tour of
and dignity. wander or dial to another station
grace
chores with
the vessel.
On6e Baylor masters the TV nice- altogether. In slotting the public
WMAR-TV’s cameras, as usual ties, he’ll be one of the top emcees service feature at a peak hour in
came up with an effective remote in this viewing area.
a program that has high listener
job.
Show caught atmosphere of
At first blush, the program for- acceptance, station felt, feature
the harbor and delivered a high mat stacks up as one having concould garner maximum effectivegrade of authenticity.
siderable potential for a Sunday
Helen Delfch, show’s producer afternoon or evening audience, but ness.
Speeches were slotted at 9:35,
to
and
improved
must
be
local
maritime
authority, production
handled interviews, assisted by make for both visual and audio liv- noon and at 8 p.m. Friday (1), all
^
music* shows.
In
"Marfa'
Bob Barber.
Burm.
...
room
1
'

Fisher and Miss Alberghetti teamed
up on Irving Berlin’s “You’re Just
In Love” and Fisher closed the
show Awith his •.Victor click, “Out-

Those twin Pied Pipers of the with Frank Sweeney, guests
modern juve world, jive and give- producer* Dick Von AlhrcrM
tbetown’s teenagers

With Lanse McCurley, A1 Wistert
Director: Elmer Jaspan

•

in Castilian garb but delivered a
familiar Italian air. That incongruity was probably not noticed by
more than a few million dialers.

Sustaining

Horn.

.

Spafi?’ number bowld "i/guest
Anna Maria Alberghetti, who was

’

heartthrob (with some film inserts
of slums and the munitions-blasted
town) may make this a popular
series. Show is a switch from ABC.

.

Fisher

Heaven.
Plugs for Coca-Cola are worked
in smoothly, with Fisher and Don
Ameche handling the commercials.
Ameche tends to be a bit overfriendly
as host.
Axel Stordahl
BANDSTAND MATINEE
cu ‘ s the show snanpily.
•With Sherman Butler, emcee
e
s of ‘ he Tv shows are being
£aP
Producers: BUI Wells, Martin Pin- „
.
rebroadeast over both the NBC
ske,.
and Mutual radio networks.
Director: Ed Scherer
Herm.
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4:30 p.m.

backed by camera closeups of models’ Antellized hairdos. The shrewd
combination of appeal to greed (via
the bidding for hard goods) and

.

last Friday’s (1) stanza,

opened with his “Anytime” theme
and segued into “Lady of Spain”
via some travel chatter in connection with the RCA Victor singer’s
“p to London for a
U

1

Hollenbeck’s interviews with
various celebrities about the Red
Cross blood donor program. Mel
Alda is a personable emcee, like- Allen and
Phil Sutterfleld comable and alert. In a slip of a cam M a U. 4.1 ..
—
J1 - 1 i.1. ^ _
_
eraon first'show, announcer Dick just before and after the race itShepard (some times called Bob by self, but
as in all such events, the
Alda) was caught offguard and unhorses stole the show.
Herm.
smiling in an agitated moment over
the script. Commercials had Alda

the

D’Arcy )

One of the hottest names on wax
for the past couple of years, despite his coincidental service in
the N.S, Army, Eddie Fisher is being showcased in this neat tw'o-a-

J/ ^tr^ev^Sbody

—

29

COKE TIME

—

—

ing ambulance and the emotional
greeting of "the vet’s family made
'
lor human interest lensing.
Program is par for TV news reportage. Urew-cutted McCutcheon
has tne sincere approach and his
editorial background aids selections. Session offered still shots of
funeral services in a local murder
case, attended by father who later
proved to be- the killer of the girl;

build-up

WHAT’S YOUR BID?

a less

jampacked room. As it is,
mounted on town’s

the camera,
only Santer

Hollywood

«

Format

Dresent

a little
jymbled, due largely to lack of
time for so muc h material. 'This
at i eas t an hour’s
iS( by nature
show and nlans are afoot to exat

is

,

An

work
and
merchandise
awards are gifted the winner the
Allowing week,
Unfortunately, the

program

* hlcl? might have been designed

^ whet the appetite of the tin Cat? or more Butler toUWf camera-curious viewer,
does a heo iob of controlling? the appeals solely to the photo fana«**•
Arne.

j/J
s ion

js

^at

j

s

a

we jj behaved,

albeit ear-splitting, mob. The 14
to 18 years olds, go through their
paces with utter lack of self con-

THE FRIENDLY FIREMAN
With Dave Cameron

15 Mins.*, Mon.-thru-Fri., 5 p.m.
sciousness and complete abandon. Sustaining
Show features a terp special WRGB-TV, Schenectady
each day.l At show caught, the
Dave Cameron's new, catchilly“Hokey-Pokey” was dance-of-the- titled show for small children gives
day, and a fine choice for home him two
matinee blocks,
consumption because of its group and the station a solid 90 minutes
aspects. There’s generally a guest, of juvenile entertainment. General
in this case, the Aristocrats, a five- Electric Co. apparently believes in
piece combo recruited from a local cultivating viewers young: it is

WRGB

nitery.
Then there’s* “roll call,” wrapping* Cameron, and Ralph
with spotting of participants; give- Kanna, in the shrewdly merchanaways In the form of candy bars dised “Breadtime Stories,” and Bill
tossed Into crov/tl and disk gifts; a MulVey in the “Bronco- Bill” (film)
beauty contest; and a jitterbug around NBC’s “Howdy Doody.”
contest. Home audience votes on
In the latest offering, Cameron
the beauty title aspirants, but rest incorporates two features used on
is all studio participation.
a
his earlier-af terhoon program
All In all, this makes for. an un- pair of puppets, and greetings to
usually lively, afternoon show, with children who are ill. Snapshots of
possibilities of a public service the youngsters are screened, as the
angle keeping /he juves off the puppets tab their names and wish
Direction is them recovery.
streets tossed in.
New show, set in corner of a fireAs
able, and camerawork fine.
show shakes itself down into a house and apparently geared for
smoother, more relaxed formula, kids up to seven, has exploitation
The second time
it should evolve as fun for home possibilities.
consumption, to. match the fun the viewed, Cameron spotlighted? a
studio participants are obviously local “Clean Up Parade,” in whichhaving.. This is a natural for any he was to appear. He might* add
sponsor with a product, that lias to program a lighter, brighter
juve, or for that matter, general touch; should check on prbnuncia-

—

—
—
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Wednerfay, May

PERTS

Wrlter-produw^iwton Derr

With Stub Molcn, Jim Burke, Ernie McM,. Skipper Patrick, guests

15 Mb**.; Sun., 16:45 p.m.

-

Sustaining

30 Mins., Wed., 7 pan.

CBS, from N. Y.

THEO.

.

weekly sports-

15-minute

HAMM BREWING

CO.

singer on the KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City
Prank
( Campbell-Mithun
»dlo and telerthur Godfrey radio
Arthur
his 50th
celebrated
—
There's plenty of^ room on 1 the
sion’ shows,
visionV
m«V
*—
1 A «j»i
« . .. .
rmn
aJ program schedules of radio and TV
birthday on the CBS simulcast of

Parker,

l

^ta ?StatSl5ta*S^^
AM

UUADUAWtf the
director,
vw lA/l I handles
Uli
sports
JV1VX OMvAtd
•.
« » •
0«.m
spieling which on initial show Sunof baserundown
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Ernie Mehl, sports editor of the
Kansas City Star; Skipper Patrick,
sports
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the Associated
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else t0
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City Blues manager,
roll, present Blues general manager, or a sports figure of similar
SPORTS ROUNDUP
^ith Roy Shudt, Hank Maloy, standing, as the third member.
As show is now being done, it’s
others
15 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 6:15 p.m. no snap for the experts, the cues
being genuine toughies. Yet when
MOBELGAS
on expert misses, there seems to
^TRY Troy
p 0y ?“
Qhnrft
veteran sDortseaster be little trouble finding the coru
answer from the audience
rect
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G?’ Ttov sp ort^ writer^
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interest
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Baseball broadcasts are largely
taken for granted by now, but the
package involving the broadcasts
of the Kansas City Blues American
Assn. Schedule is one of the best
evidences that radio hasn’t lost its
power. Package, underwritten for

Muehlebach
one of the

is

largest in broadcasting hereabouts,

With a $70,000 tag on it.
As In the past, deal
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Godfrey, who will be 50 Aug. 31,
schedule called for him
to be at his Virginia home by that
time; he hoped the cast “will come
The
Jfow^ t o see me that day.’’
CBS star explained that his hospiwill
“new hip”
for
taiization—
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Godfrtv added half
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didn’t Register too strongly.
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Kentucky

.

alb to

for the away games, And again, as
in the past seven years, Larry Ray
is at the mike and vet John Gibson
at the ticker.
The setup is pretty much a reprise on what it has been for many
years, indicating that the WHBRay-Gibson version of the games
is thoroughly acceptable to fans
hereabouts. By his handling of
these games, and other sports
events in the area, Ray has come

.
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Ralph Kiner, Pittsburgh home-run
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Robert Mackall, onetime program manager at WFMJ, Youngstown,
joining Public Relations Management Corp. as an account exec following his discharge from the Army, where he served at First Army public

s here this
selling beer for
summer (the brand, incidentally,
also sponsors Molen on sports
Half-hour session is
newscasts).

ri es featured tapes of interviews
Shudt made in Florida,

which

CITY ...

of the NBC press department, will write the radiotelevision resume for the 1954 edition of Collier’s Encyclopedia for
the fourth straight year . . . Herb Sheldon to emcee the Artists Equity
Sorel wound up a run
.
Ball at the Hotel Astor, May 15
. Jeanne
on the CBS soaper “Aunt Jenny..” .... Key. excerpts from the campaign addresses of Adlai Stevenson have been edited and narrated by
NBC commentator James Fleming and will be released in an album
May 15 by RCA Victor. Album will be titled “Adlai Stevenson Speaks.”
signed a mutual promotion agreement with the N. Y.
.
.
.
Staats-Zeitung, German-language daily newspaper. Edith Hick, station
now has tieups* with more than a dozen
manager, advises that
foreign-language papers.
„
Jean Hersholt (“Dr. Christian”) due in town today (6) for a six-week
Daniel J. .Vilardi has joined George F. Foley, Inc., as eastern
visit .
Helen J. Sioussat, CBS Ra.
sales manager of its film department .
dio talks director, cited for outstanding service to Crusade for Freedom ... . Red. Barber profiled in the current Cosmopolitan . .
Kenneth (Larry) Lowenstein, former publicity director for WINS, N. Y.,
Bowles.
has been appointed assistant publicity director of Benton
He will assist director Dick Bellamy . . . Stan Freeman, composerpianist, who is on NBC five mornings a week from 6 to 8:30 a. m, on
the Gene Raeburn Show, and who has his own disk jockey show from
10.30 to 10,45 a. m, Monday through Eriday, is now doubling into the
Blue Angel, N. Y., nightly, getting little sleep.
Mutual commentator Henry Gladstone returned from a month’s broadearly morning deeTed Brown,
casting junket in Europe
.
.
jay, and his wife Rhoda, address the alumnae of the Advertising and
Selling course of the Advertising Club today (Wed.) . , . WHLI, Hempstead, offering a radio course in boat piloting ... Sam Taub,
sportstaster, elected first veepee of the Sports Broadcasters Assn.
. .
Hicks & Greist agency moving its radio-TV department to new quarcommentator Fred Vandeventer’s
ters ih the Graybar Bldg. .
Sunday newscasts air a half-hour earlier for the month of May
.
Deejay Bill Silbert writing material with scenarist Marvin Wald for
the Berkshire Country Club’s Decoration Day show . . . Renzo Cesana,
“The Continental,” waxed his second album for Columbia.

Sam Kaufman,

-

sports fans. However, Derr’s style
in his report on the Rickey interview failed to- hit home. Idea of
changing his voice when quoting
the Pirates* manager, apparently
done to emphasize the fact that
the statement was a direct quote,
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relations headquarters and as Fourth Army Radio & TV officer
Martha Deane originating her WOR broadcasts this week from AbraHenry Barnard apham & Straus department store in Brooklyn
star
baseball-basketball
peared oh “My True Story” and “The Adventurer” on WABC last
College
«nnTTn?v*c
KnfcF
BROraEK
S wv'vvxt
week
B. Cole, celebrating the seventh anni of his “Carnival
Fred
and now a member of Cleveland’s JJY
. 1n „„
dam
Reading Eastern league team, folof Music” on WHDH, Boston, threw a cocktail party Monday (4) in
^
lowed. An on-spot exchange with
Stan Pat, music director of WTNJ,
?• Viehman N. Y. at the Park Sheraton
pivteam
farm
alligator
Florida
a
Trenton, who also operates a theatrical agency in N. Y., signed songThure.
(30), 9.30 pan.
oted the third origination.
stress Nancy Steele to a personal management pact. She sings on the
D
Fourth P\°^ m held .? artic ula ^Gripphig^rama, stirring sacred nightly “Bill Silbert Show” on WABD
Thomas P. Reilly, formerly
u^ho^ appeal:
1
T
£
He upnoias
ers
the midwest. H?°
Jack
with
interviews
an 5i cnntr nn j pnf*rn<;qim* with Ted Bates agency, has joined the media department of Foote,
that Position with an up-to-date Burns, manager of the Albany E.
skillfully Mended made Cone & Belding, N. Y.
SwStive
store of statistics, keen perception L club; Charley Young, sports edi^
Brother’^ Keepe?” an inFrank Brieff, New Haven Symphony Orchestra maestro, will conduct
of the game and ability to carry it tor of the’ Knickerbocker News,
ra<5o presentaS niHne and factual
ct
the NBC Summer Symphony Orchestra in two programs May 9 and
618 83
e
n exceUentgroadcaster; Dick
0fUTm^canio
5^
t
Qum.
Sus°wm
attest
test
ings will at
16, his first appearance as director of the NBC, in which he played
Walsh, s.e. of The Times-Umon; for hig fellow man
It effectively
Kerby Farrell, Reading manager, i aunc hed the annual Jewish Fed- viola for many years. Orch takes its annual vacation the next two
*
and severa ^ Albany players.
eration Appeals iii Minneapolis, weeks.
THE WGY TRAVELER
Shudt probably can not be ex- st. Paul and Duluth.
James C. Douglass has been appointed to newly-created post
cmiirPK
T’nrwh bqmres
With £nocn
pected to match consistently that
A highly professional job, the of director of radio and television at Ted Bates & Co. He was with
15 Mms.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 2:45 pan. group, but digging will find rea- show reflected great credit on pro- Erwin Wasey & Co., as vice-president in charge of radio and
television
^ataining •
sonable
number of interesting ducer-director-writer Ed Viehman,
.Leonard Meyers, music editor of the NBC Press Dept., will leave
WGY, Schenectady
guests. Wide experience gives him a WCCO staffer, and all others for Europe Saturday (9) for a two-month visit. He will spent
most of
WGY, which has consistently alertness in questioning and poise who played a part in its prepara- the time in Italy, where he expects to visit Toscanini and Cantelli,
acquaintance tion and performance as well as to
commentating;
kept the regional and small-com- in
NBC’s
conductors. He also will send articles to several music ipiblicamunity touch in 30 years of broad- with sports celebrities as well as the CBS station which donated the
tions here.
casting, is presenting a new pro- local people stands him in good time, and its personnel for the
Seymor Siegel, director of WNYC, N. Y., returned Sunday (3) from
gram to emphasize this. It features stead. Voice is clear and laughter good cause. Affording entertainEnoch Squires, veteran radio and is infectious, while writing style Is ment as well as being informative, Paris, where he spent a week as U. S. rep to the International Univernewspaper man, in tales of unusual sufficient. Some of the so-called it carried the Federation message sity of the Air. Twenty-four countries were repped there y .John J.
folks within the General Electric feature stories may seem too pat. to the public in a most praise- Conway,, Jr., with NBC in New York, will marry Joan Mary Dollard,
slightly worthy fashion,
though
strong
station’s listening area. An elab- Maloy,
of Albany, June 13.
orate air and press teaser campaign throaty of voice, is a competent
With Cantor Lawrence DavidGalen Drake given distinguished service award from National Assn,
preceded Squires’ debut as “The mikeman. Commercials do not run son’s thrilling singing or moving
Homer Fickett, Ed Byron and Doris Quinlan
Jaco.
instrumental music frequently em- of Mental Health
WGY Traveler,” The onetime overboard,
spoke
on radio acting before American Theatre Wing group last Monvagrant is understood to have done
ployed to embellish the intended
Jim Campbell, ex-WBBM staffer, joined CBS Radio
somewhat similar programs elsemood, various phases of Federa- day (4)
where^
tion activities were dramatized, announcing staff.
the roles being commendably acted
Joe Hasel of NBC has been elected president of Sports Broadcasters,
It is a quick, chatty, offbeat
Logjam
by a locally recruited cast. Also, succeeding Don Dunphy of ABC. The new vice-presidents are Sam
block, whose strongest appeal probout of the mouths of a number of Taub, fight announcer of WMGM, and Guy
ably lies with older and*
and smalltown 5sssss Continued from page 24
Lebow, of WPIX. Len
I P
1
S
S r
Dillon, of WFAS, is secretary, with Bob Allison, of Voice of America,
Pe^on^'dialere*’heard first hand secretary
virtues of the sknpl e Ufe an d the
Jim Campbell, free-lancing in Chicago—doing acting,
o^CBS^and^slot^'^ur^Plav
di
ra
r
m e «fne- for “Your Hit Parade.- But
announcing and narrating—for the past three years,. has just started
Sf1torils
or
on the CBS TV-AM announcing staff in New York.
editorial tinge. He seemed, in the tlus gives- the sponsor a chance to ly, Viehman, ace WCCO staffer
sketch of a sprightly 9-year-old weigh the effect of one show in Cedric Adams andN Federation ofFederation’s
hisLake Placid mountaineer, to load another time, on another network, ficials traced the
IJV
. .
it slightly against “city sports.” Probably other sponsors as well tory, detailed accomplishments and
The WBBM all-night disk jockey show with Jay Andres will feature
Rees.
Squires’ tale about “Mother Lav- are in the experimental mood, and explained the drive.
ender” came across well. Jaco,
Jaco.
Frank McGivern setting up his own
. light classics and few pops
are deliberating their choices careshop ... ABC flack Ell Henry returned to his office following his
fully.
operation
at
Elmhurst
Memorial
Hospital
New assistant general
.
At NBC, one piece of upbeat
Til SaI OuIDIII
MUSICAL MEMORIES
manager at Zenith Radio Distributing Corp. is Thomas B. Stone
B * Set Output
wHijiut
•
news is the summer continuance
With Pete Stevenson
Jack
Kilpatrick added to the ABC Central Division ad staff. He reRevere
With
=
of
“Meet
the
Press.”
continued
Continued
from
page
1
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1:15 p.m.
places
Gene
DaDan,
who
has
gone
to
Michigan
local
to
announce
on
a
However, there are wide sponsor
EMPIRE MARKETS
Rober J. Ross, of Olian & Bronner/has landed the United Packersyear, if not 10,000,000, is practical—— —
gaps to be— filled
for the summer
-I*
,1
WPTR,
A
Albany
AAlUfiUJ
Red Crown account . “WBBM Was There” moves to a mid-day slot
am
°ng them replacements for “Mr. ^ a sur® t!llng
New smau
small-budceter
comes
over
a^ew
pucigeier
_ pripr _ „
The first-quarter
first-qua
Keystone Broadcasting System has added 12 new
output this on Sundays
P
R
AVnnlHc Metals
Mp+.Ic
peepers,
Peepers”
with
Revnolds
«
wun
neynoias
meiais
the air breezily and briskly, if a
nnn sets
sets affiliates in the south and midwest
nearly innn
a r was nearlv
i,uuu,uuu
Fairbanks-Morse to bankroll
hit loudly, under the sure euid- taking an eight-week hiatus; “The ^?
the
WMAQ
“The
higher
than
the
production
during
Nation’s business.”
WBBM’s John Harrington
ance of Pete Stevenson, recent ad- Doctor,” with Procter & Gamble
has picked up three new sponsors for his news-sportscasts
Betty
dition to WPTR staff. Transcribed taking eight weeks; “The Voice of tbe sam period of 1952, and also
hitter,

who

career in

Harrell,

started his professional

Albany, led

off.

Billy

cent??'
Troy boy, former Siena be scdd here recently.
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tunes of a particular year are featured on each broadcast, and a tel-

ephone

call is

made

to a

home

for

of the “Souvenir”
Quiz is double-pronged.
Contestant is also asked to name
the item currently feature displayed by the supermarket chain.
-Payoff Isa basket cl groceries validentification

number.

Program is listenable; it might
be more so, for some listeners at
least, if the volume were slightly
reduced and Stevenson’s tone took
on a quieter, more intimate tinge,
Jaco.

.

.

f
the
previous
record Turak, ex-WWCA, Gary, replacing Joan Sheridan, of WIND continuity
Firestone,” “T Men in Action,” exceeded
Fahey Flynn moderating the Chi Jaycees “Traffic Safety Luncheon.”
and the first half of the Milton first-quarter turnout of 2,200,000
WIND’S new. librarian is Evelyn Aron . George Stone's sustaining
according to the
Berle hour (“Break the Bank” is sets in 1951
“Promenade
Radio-TV
Manufactures
Concert” moved up a half-hour to make room for WMAQ’s
Assn.
set for the second half).
Prospects that radio production ‘Faces in the Window”
. George
Cook joins WIND’S “Bright and
Mp o nwv n P ’hnr
o
ut ®
Blue”
this
year
will
show
be
the
highest
Patrick O’Riley, WBBM staffer, to do the oldies on
in
. .
Jfi?.® ?*
00
s
mei\ 6ucces
s t°yy.
five years Is also seen from the a Monday quarter-hour titled “O’Riley Remembers,” bankrolled by
P which it ^.
s Pomted out that (1)
RTMA quarterly report. Output of Morris B, Sachs , , , Clifton Utley to newsgab a five-minute strip in
total
radios^ing J/period t ta||d the
.JV
9:30 p. m. slot
WIND issues its first new rate card
in 3V£ years June 1
.
Bergen Evans to do an English “Down You
millioi s more homes (some in
?
0 f 15,000,000’ sets annually. The Go” via BBC on June 18.
new markets) are watching an i ndus t r fi as no
t
produced this
y
ay e rage of almost four hours daily,
many
s i nce 1943 when P
Dro . IN
tbere is improved coverage by
.
.
.
duc ti 0n hit 16 000 000 units
many NBC-TV affiliates, and (4)
The Benedict Gimbel, Jrs. (he’s president of WIP), are on a Holly*
SStSlv
sizable savings in time costs can
Dr
S’ wood vacation ... Edward A. W. Smith, formerly with Edward Lamb
be gained through NBC-TV’s 52- dios^ with EM rtirJifn
Enterprises, at WIKK, Erie, Pa., has joined the sales staff at WIP
• •
U
tured ln the three - month P eriod Sportscaster Herb Carneal, former sports director at WSPR, Springfield,
reduction°
on for
?OT "the^lf
the
13
summer totaled only
Mass., has joined the
.
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Dayton—WLW-D, which has been
operating ’on Chahel 5 since its
50,701 units, plus 23,beginning March 15, 1949, changed
771 TV receivers with
faciliBooklet is Intended as a shot in ties. At this rate, the year’s FM
ty Channel 2, April 27. Later in
the Summer, WLW-D will increase the arm, which both nets agree output will hardly
equal one week’s
its- power to 100.00,9
*
the 1953 sum
r iyattf.f al)
set
ift#?.

FM

W ,sit^

AM

pr^i^n

? *

,

u

KYW staff

(4),

series featuring tops sports story of the
is

new

to start a

five-minute weekday
WFIL-TV’s “Science

day
.
Fun” program, regular Wednesday feature of station’s “School Show”
received certificate of merit from the New Jersey Science
.

.

series,

(Co^tJjjued on page 34)
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RADIO-TELEVISION
Vancouver Will Get

TV Weapon For

Tele Due to

Attack, Defense

McCANN’S 5-YEAR

Its

Coronation Pix Via

M.

CBC Snarl

Vancouver,

May

5.

This third largest city in one of

Hollywood, May 5.
Television has been developed as
a potent,,defense weapon, and may
be used in combat warfare. This
W as. disclosed here by Lieut. Col.
Mel Williamson, /former Hollywood

British Commonwealth’s largest countries will see the crowning of an English queen, filmed by
a Canadian crew, through the
courtesy of a U. S. television outtlie

let.

The

international
muddle is
producer, now in command of a the latest result of Canadian govvideo production squadron of the ernment TV policy that forbids
V. S. Air Force Photographic and the
establishment
of
private
Charting Service, stationed at Bur- TV outlets in major centres until
bank, and adapting commercial TV the government - controlled Canato meet military requirements.
dian Broadcasting

TV

Colonel Williamson said- another
Air Force branch, the Research
and Development Command, is
now working on a number- of projects involving video, such as use
of TV in guided missiles and rockets. enabling Air Force to eye
stratospheric, altitude never before
seen by man.
Unit under Colonel Williamson’s
command has found a number of

uses for TV, including tactical apuse in psychological
plications;
warfare, rapid process (40-second)
production of kines; kine revision
of outdated pix; supplement to
public info activities; testing and
instrumentation photography; advise staff officers in TV techniques;
training, indoctrination, medical studies, training for technical
units, combat crews, reserves, and
other members of the services.

mass

Corp,

sets

up

the first station.

So far, only Toronto
and
Montreal
have
CBC-TV, with
Winnipeg next on the list and
Vancouver scheduled for next
September, if the CBC can find a

Jones announced he would

3 Yrs. Off: Towers

broadcast the full CBC Coronation
film June 3.
Until the Bellingham station
goes into operation, Vancouver
setowners must depend on freak
reception of KING-TV, Seattle,
155 miles south. Fringe area reception has been available only in
higher areas of both Vancouver

broadcasting
mostly radio, with
television three or four years off
from showing a profit. So says
Harry Towers, head of the Towers
of London organization (with 20
companies throughout the world),

and Victoria.

largest international distributor of

cials,

Three Vancouver radio station
operators have applied to the
CBC for permission to build TV
stations here, but their requests
have been turned down repeatedly.
Vancouver radio men have
been leaders in the campaign of
the Canadian Assn, of Broadcasters to end CBC control of TV.

1ST KAYCEE UHF TV’ER

SET TO PREEM

Mike Stokey.

JUNE

WXEL; Richard Ostrander, program director, formerly program
director for WKRC-TV, Cincinnati;
Robert Artman, chief engineer, for-

Weldon, Wallace to Sub

merly with ABC and Ellen Barker,
office manager, formerly with R. J.
Potts-Calkins & Holden agency
Bill
R. G. a Freeman, Empire
Leonard of WCBS and here.
WCBS-TV; N. Y., is off to Europe vice-president, is here from the
homeoffice supervising the organfor a one-month vacation this week.
izing and installation of equipment
While he’s away Martin Weldon, and other details.
of his “This Is New York” staff will
KCTY will be the fifth station
substitute on the Monday-through- for Empire Coil, which has UHF in
Saturday radio show. Weldon, who Portland, Ore., and VHF stations
produces and is a baseball reporter ,>in Cleveland, Denver and Indianon the “Little League Baseball apolis. KCTY has Channel 25 and
School” program on WCBS-TV, one^-kw power,

On Leonard’s WCBS Shows

•

.

also has a new radio series starting
this Saturday (9). It’s called “Port
Parade,” aired at 10:15 a. m., and
is an exploration of Gotham as the
largest seaport in the world. Show
is taped and done in cooperation
with the Port of N. Y. Authority.
Mike Wallace will sub for Leon-

Chicago,

May

The latest teevee bill to
way ihto the hopper of the

Bill

5.

Muncie,

started airing test pattern IQ hours
daily Thursday (30). It will' telecast
regular programs starting
8 p.m. Friday
(8).
Affiliation
•

unwrapping a special bag
on its radiotelevision coverage, sponsored by
General Motors, of Queen Elizabeth’s Coronation, Tuesday, June 2.
Series of postcards, signed by
Romney Wheeler, the web’s London bureau chief, will hit the

“When and
television in

if

there

England

is

minimum

WOAI

stations.

The offer was accepted by the
San Antonio Council for Educational Television at an organiza-

tional meeting held Friday (29),
it was decided to file an application with the FCC for Channel 9 within the next 30 days. W.
desks of some 350 editors of the W. Jackson, vice-chairman of the
trade and general press, with first state Board of Education, is chairone, of Buckingham Palace, in last man of the council, which Is composed of educational, scientific and
week.

when

study guide on the Corona- research institutions.
In making the offer, Halff also
collated by Stanley A. Apvolunteered the services of WOAIplegate of the National Education
TV staff members in advising and
Assn., is being distributed this
week by NBC affiliate stations to otherwise assisting the council in
establishment of the proposed
schools
throughout the nation. the
station.
Later distribution than CBS-TV’s
The
council also received an ofstudy guide is figured to keep NBCfer of surplus equipment from
TV coverage prominently in KEYL-TV
and of free legal servschool children’s eyes before the
ices by C. Stanel Banks, Sr., and
big day.
R. D. O’Callaghan, local attorneys.
Besides gaining cooperation of
O’Callaghan is a former general
The English. Speaking Union of the counsel of Radio Corp. of America.
U, S., the Newcomen Society in
North America, and the British InFive-Year New Orleans Pledge
formation Service in working with
New Orleans, May 5.

A

tion,

on advance exploiA five-year financial guarantee
also will unveil next
towards operating costs of an edua two-thirds life-size,
cational tele station here was voted
seven-ton replica of the Coronation
Friday night (1) by the Orleans
coach in Rockefeller Plaza, New
Parish School Board.
York City. The exhibit, coach and
The board, originally prime
horses will take up 90 feet of
movers in the plan to secure chanspace.
nel 8 (VHF) for educational tise,
thus became the first institution
hereabouts to guarantee financial
backing for the proposed station.
Minn. Solons Adjourn
No exact amount, of money was
promised by the board for mainWithout Action
tenance of the facility, estimated to
cost $125,000 a year to maintain
Proposal after initial construction costs of
Educ!
about $300,000.
Minneapolis, May 5.
All educational institutions and
Despite the fact that leading
various cultural groups in the city
civic
and business groups and
are being asked to help underwrite
many of the state’s prominent citi- the maintenance cost of the stazens urged the project, the pro- tion.

NBC

tation,

week

(15)

On

TV

commercial

—and in Aus-

where there is no TV at all
the market will open up,”
Towers says. The British businessman, who returned, to England this
week, had stopped off at New York
A citizens TV committee is atat the end of a six-week tour of posed educational TV network, unthe Far East.
der University of Minnesota opera- tempting to get pledges from all
In television, he says, “dubbing tion, is virtually dead for at least of them this month, since the FCC
for foreign countries sometimes is two years in consequence of the has placed a deadline of June 1
tralia,

—then

more expensive than the product
warrants.” He envisions eventually
dialog sheets, for reading
abroad, will be, sent along with
telefilm prints. Actors will read
the lines and not worry about lip
movement on the screen.

state legislature’s refusal to make
the requested $2,192,000 appropriation to get it started.
Adjourning without taking favorable action, the legislature in
effect is leaving the matter up to
the next lawmaking body, which

that

While in New York, Towers, who
sold blocks of radio transcribers to
Australia and New Zealand, also
concluded several pieces of American business, among them sales of
his own British productions.
He sold (1) “The Adventures of
the Scarlet Pimpernel” to NBC
for the summer; T2) sold “Horatio
Hornblowe^,”
starring
Michael
Redgrave, to ABC for summer and
fall runs on the “Playhouse”; (3)
arranged for Joseph Cotten to start
this summer an English transcriber
based on Eric Ambler’s thriller
“Journey Into Fear,” and (4)
started last week, in Ottawa, a
new radio series, “The Queen’s
Men,” on authentic case histories
of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, for -which he is negotiating a network deal.
pilot film of “Queen’s Men”
will be shot next month in Canada,
when Towers returns after the
Coronation bn one of his frequent
(every six weeks) trans-Atlantic

convenes in 1955.

However, in the hope that it
would influence the FCC to extend
channel reservations beyond June
2 and the state could qualify for a
$100,000 grant from the Ford Foundation, the solons did vote a $200,000 appropriation.
Sponsors sought the $2,192,000
for the immediate construction and
operation of three statiqns. Plans
called for the eventual expenditure
of more than $5,000,000 for an entire
network of TV stations
throughout the state.
|

AFTRA’s 13G Year’s Loss
Hollywood,

May

5.

on applications for available educational TV channels.
Acting Supt. O. Perry Walker
told the board that the citizen-led

committee

has already secured
$10,000 in pledges from private
sources toward construction costs
of the station, and that the committee. was sure the rest of the
money could be raised.
Of the construction cost, $100,000 will be provided by the Ford
Foundation if the community raises
the other $200,000, Walker said.
Banker William Fischer heads
the committee seeking to raise the
funds for the educational station.

YOUNG’S ‘FATHER’ RADIO
SERIES INTO VIDPDC
Hollywood, May 5.
Robert Young’s radio series,
“Father Knows Best,” makes the
transition to television via vidpix

Net loss of more than $13,000 next season.
for year ended Jan. 31 was° reExec producer Eugene B. Rodported by AFTRA, but exec secreney will offer. the tele version to
tary Claude McCue emphasized
General
Foods, AM sponsor. Unwhile
the
loss
that
was of “grave
derstood U. S. Steel and Prudenconcern,” it’s not necessarily a
crisis for

the union.

He

explained

tial

Insurance also are being of-

income doesn’t include local fered the package. Plans are to
can the vidpix by July 31, since
dues hike effective last Feb. 1.

visits.

that

Young

Special

WNBT

Broadcast

To Test Real Estate Sale
A test of tele selling power, and
particularly that of WNBT, N*. Y.,
will be tried when the New York
NBC flagship does a remote from
a General Electric “Wonder House”
in Hartsdale" N. Y., Saturday, May
23 (from 5 to 5:30 p.m.).

'

teams.”

is

of exploitation stunts

radio, he says, and most of it is
in the English-speaking countries.

.

service.

5.

offer of $10,000 per year for
of five years toward
the operating costs of an educational TV station here was made
by H. A. L. Halff, prez of
and WOAI-TV, on behalf of his
a

Exploitation

Stunts on Coronation

NBC

transcribed programs.
Towers’s business, estimated at
$1,000,000 annual gross, is 99.9%

House is completely GE equipped,
would be compelled to telecast its
if some sponsor would bank- from air-conditioning to dishwashCBS-TV, NBC-TV, ABC-United roll the events. This would be con- er, and is a three-bedroom affair
Paramount and DuMont television trary to the Big 10 arrangement selling for $23,000. Site is to be a
network for coverage of a 500,000 prohibiting such unlimited telecast- Westchester County development.
population area.
The university might there- GE has 11 such “Wonder Houses”
ing.
First-day reception reports in- fore be dropped from the confer- around the country.
There Will be no advertising of
dicate good to excellent reception ence*
50 miles away, in Indianapolis,
Doug Mills, Illinois’ athletic ’di- the house except on the special
Kokomo, Buffton, New Castle, An- rector, said that If the bill is broadcast by WNBT. Idea is to see
derson, Marion and other points. passed “perhaps the legislators how many queries and orders will
Muncie is first city in Indiana could schedule games for us with come from the tele broadcast. If
With AM (WLBC), FM (WMUN) Canadian, Mexican or Hawaiian successful, it may start a new jeal-

TV

Setup

affiliate stations

agreements have been signed with games

and

TV

An

NBC Preps

is- still

find its
Illinois

Aid Eduel

San Antonio, May

international

5.

State Legislature is one that would
in effect eliminate the U. of Illinois from Big 10 competition, if
passed.
The legislation contends that no
state tax-supported educational institution could refuse to televise
Illinois sports events if such telecasts would be gratis to the instiConsequently, the U. of I.
tution.

•

May

Illinois

U. in Proposed State

Muncie TV’er Bowing
’49,

The

market

A

Big 10 Could Lose

ard in. the latter’s news feature
spot on the tele “Six O’clock Re-

'

Staff, to

Radio, With Tele

•

Muncie, Ind.,

Alfred and Dora McCann, WOR,
N. Y., food and nutrition experts,
this week signed a five-year pact
with the Mutual flagship that could
net them $100,000 a year, depending on sponsorship status of their
shows. Pair start a new four-daysweekly 15-minute afternoon stint
next week, in addition to their
cross-the-board morning half-hour
and their once- weekly 15-minuter.
New program will have the husband-and-wife team discussing all
phases of household problems.
Morning show is a food discussion,
as is the Thursday afternoon segment.
McCann started with WOR, 22
years ago, succeeding his- father,
the late Alfred W. McCann, Sr.,
who inaugurated the “Pure Food
Hour.” Program was renamed “The
McCanns at Home” following decision in 1947 by the couple to

Inti Market

missiles and rockets;' in drone
IN
planes, and may be used for recon'
Kansas City, May 5.
naissance.
Telecasts of town’s second. TV
As more units are constructed,
it’s planned to scatter them around statioh, KCTY, and first ultra-high
the country, and utilize them prin- outlet, will begin here in June,
cipally for training purposes. When
according to announcement by
and if TV will actually be used in
combaj; warfare is a matter cloaked Empire Coil Co., New Rochelle,
N.Y., the license holder.
under security regulations.
Colonel Williamson was formerly
Station personnel will include
a producer at KTTV, and pro- John Kinsella, commercial manaduced “Pantomime Quiz” with ger, formerly sales manager for

WLBC-TV, Channel

Texas Station Offers 50G, Pins

PACT COULD NET 500G

transmitter site.
Public and press outcry against originate it from their home and
government reluctance to grant a extend the scope of the t show.
private license here has led to
the unique arrangements to bring
the Coronation to Vancouver and
neighboring Victoria viewers.
Still
Rogan Jones, who is in the
process of completing KVOS-TV
in Bellingham, Wash., 55. miles
south of here, said last week (30)
that his statioh will broadcast
both U. S. and Canadian films of
the June 2 pageantry. Having
"been approached by CBC offi-

Operational only since January,
the unit has found one of its most
effective uses in the dissemination
At a
of weather info for pilots.
recent test at Hamilton Field, unit
set .up its own microwave to the
various jet squadrons in the area,
and televised weather data to the
pilots as they were about to take
off, with pilots able to ask questions of the weatherman in the
Closed circuit relay. It’s estimated
this method saved a half-hour in
getting the all-important data to
the airmen, but -Colonel Williamson points put qven if only seconds
were saved this would be vitally
important in event of an enemy atThis one use alone, officers
tack.
aver, more than compensates for
the $321,000 the mobile units cost.
TV has. also been used in nose
of robot panes; is used to guide

port,” beginning today (6).

WOR

31

estate selling' pattern*

-

*

reports

Separate report for AFTRA lo“1600
merger with TVA last film,
in August.
October showed serious decline in
revenue to extent where sans
cal before

merger

AFRA

much higher

would have needed
dues.

McCue

says

Wick

for

a

theatrical

Pennsylvania

Ave.,”

Into Vidpix Field

AFTRA

has surplus to offset conWith Brit Crime Series
tinuing losses caused by higher
operating costs, etc., and hinted
Charles Wick last week extended
there may be need for further his efforts from personal managedues hike.
ment into the vidpix field with the
t

—
KTYll TV’s Pubservice
i

phoenix.

KTYL-TV, Channel

May

5.

12, covering
Central Arizona,
made its air debut Saturday (2)
a
with
17-hour benefit show,
“Celebrity Parade for Cerebral
Palsy,” for the Cerebral Palsy
Foundation of Central 'Arizona.
The all-night telethon had Vincent Price as master of ceremonies, assisted bly "Warren Hull
and Jane Pickens.

Phoenix

and

acquisition

of

American

televi-

sion rights to “Fabian of Scotland
Yard,” series of half-hour films
being produced in England for theatrical
distribution by Anthony

Beauchamp.
Series is based on the cases
solved by Robert Fabian, retired
British
the
superintendant
of
police agency, and on a book of
those cases. Wick, in the field of
personal management, reps, among

Sarah
champ’s wife.r,

others,

«

BeauChurchill,
-’'--I*

Wednesday, May
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Man alive!

Galen Drake*

supercharged with

And

it

he

(blur,

clicks

above)

so

he goes practically everywhere, with the

'

speed of sound.

Talk ab out

Just recently, for example, he broke all records

by making personal appearances

Long

activity

is

wherever he goes.

(He would’ve done

•

•

at seven

Island supermarkets In a single afternoon.
better, too, except that

he

spent the morning helping out at a cooking

school over in

New Jersey.)

Betweentimes, he’s on the air seven days out of

seven—5 hours and 35 minutes a week-on

WCBS Radio and on the CBS Radio Network.

May

Wednesday,

1953

6,

tsSmifri

\s

t;

In addition,

he runs a

full-scale

Housewives*

Protective League merchandising program which

him up, down and across the

whisks

area at a breathtaking pace.

WCBS

stores

Day in and day

out ... in neighborhood

and supermarkets,

&

“He’s our

star

at club groups

and

Morrill

(B&M

An

is

Baked Beans)

says:

salesman!” Another advertiser

goes further: “The proof

Galen

-

Air time or spare time, Galen Drake’s trade
is talk.

Burnham

in dollars and cents.

is

the biggest bargain

we

ever had!”

average of 2,000 fan letters a week proves

his popularity, too.

So does his total of 2,212,670

listener-impressions per

week

in the

WCBS
* Wondering

-m.

dfiirrr

luncheons

.

.

.

he’s talking

and

selling for his

21 current sponsors with a friendly, fluent case
that attracts people
at his

and causes them

to buy

,

As American Traitways puts it: “Galen Drake’s
commercials are the best

wc

ever heard.”

how he
'<*

really looks?

*

Like to put some zip in your advertising?

It

r<

Give us a buzz about Galen Drake— man

word.

rjf;

VI

intense service area alone.

NEW YORK

•

CBS

OWNED

•

880

KC

took

>.

alive /

WC B3

REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

high-speed

photography
to catch

Galen, but
here he

isl
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of gas and electric ranges
under the brand name “RCA Es-

new line

tate," introduced in January, 1953.
At the meeting, in studio 8-H at

Fee-TV Blast
55 Continued from page 25

since done a double-take in their
after
attitude toward fee-TV
for them results of the phonevision test as
analyzed by U. of Chicago’s Naional Opinion Research Centre. On
the average, each family patronized Phonevlsion 1,75 times a

—

3^

,

—

McDonald tabulated

about

-

*

had already completed their, first,
second and third theatre runs,
The film studios, though, have

is

Continued from page 30

—

(defeated) Teachers Assn*- Jack Steck, executive program director, received the
6 (now not being used) would be proposed voting changes
*
of the award*
in direct competition with “free” -and the customary practice
balunmarked
stanzas, and so should furnish a management voting
The National Safety Council has adopted slogan “Farm to Live, Live
that brought to Farm/- originated by Bill Givens and Homer Marts, farm directors
good indication of public willing- lots (unchanged)
spirited defense from stockholder of KYW, Philadelphia, and KDKA, Pittsburgh, for the farm safety
ness to pay for special shows.
“If you
Kansas.
of
Sawyer*
Telemeter’s exec v.p. Carl Leser- Marvin
campaign at the Pennsylvania State Farm .Show, in Harrisburg, last
” Sawyer
man, however, revealed last week don’t like the company
January /„ . Steve Allison, late-night gabber at WPEN (11 p. m.-2
out
get
and
that the test won’t get underway said, “sell your stock
a. m.) has added a seventh night (Sunday) to his weekday show.
a laugh Sunday night program will be taped recap of best interviews of the
Until this fall. The operation had of these meetings.” He got
been set back by the strike of when, he confessed board members week . . * George Skinner, veteran WPTZ newscaster and TV personSouthern California Edison Co., “haven’t -taken me out to dinner,” ality, has been named network news editor for the. station . . George
which cut off power to the Tele- that he owed them nothing and Woods, WDAS “wakeup” disk jockey, honored with dance and reception
meter hookup in Palm Springs. Yet could speak freely.
by his fan clubs at Reynolds Hall (2).
despite this setback. Telemeter execs insist they will petition the
.
.
.
ITS

Zenith, did. Major studios reluctantly released to McDonald films
jnore than two years old, which

week (which

From the Production Centres

NBC, there was some* minor byplay
by several small stockholders on

s

times

their average attendance at film FCC for commercialization of their
houses), and $2% had not seen system “some time this year.”
At the convention of the Society
the pix during their three theatre
of Motion Picture and Television
runs.
i

Engineers last week, Telemeter
toppers were conjecturing, too, on
reason for the cold shoulder to
fee-TV. Reasoning was that network brass was becoming worried
for fear subscription-TV would replace the present system of telecasters selling air time tojaankrollers, thus jeopardizing multi-million-dollar investment in the status

Gold Mine?
For the benefit of the majors
who have been hoarding their
sponsored
films’ from standard,
TV, McDonald points out, “Our
total Phonevision boxoffice for the
Chicago test period was $6,750—
an average of $22.50 per family for

three months, or $1.73 per week.
If this overall average is proquo.
jected against an audience of, conAs if to offset this fear, Teleservatively, 10,000,000 TV setownmeter suggested an arrangement
ers, the producers’ average net readvertisers could be inwhereby
turn per picture would be $1,tegrated into fee-TV. Under this
250,000.”
system a bankroller could distribYet motion picture producers ute tokens as premiums with his
who see a cashbox-TV goldmine products. These would fit into the
glowing in the sky are obviously TV coinbox slot, and let the purover-optimistic if they expect to chaser view a special program.
strike it rich immediately. In Feb- What’s more, a viewer, lacking a
ruary, 1952, Zenith became the token, could insert money, which
first fee-TV proponent to petition when collected, would go back to
the FCC for hearings that would the sponsor.
establish Phonevision on a com“Total costs of TV programs,”
mercial basis. In the interim, it warns Telemeter v.p. Louis N.
has ballyhooed Its 16m film, Ridenour, “amount to sums less
Phonevision,”
Presents
“Zenith
than 5 cents per viewer of the probefore hundreds of influential gram. Yet the total budgets repreCollegiate
like
National
the
groups,
sented by this modest cost per
Athletic Assn, and the Radio & head are growing so ‘large that
TV Manufacturers Assn. It has most advertising sponsors are meetalso helped set up Television Ening them only with difficulty totertainment Corp., capitalized at
'
day.”
$1,000,000, which would serve as
theme was ex-

A variation

a booking agency for films and
sports events when fee-TV becomes
a commercial reality..
But Zenith has yet to get its
FCC hearing. “Although we have
no official confirmation,” Farrell
Davisson, Zenith’s Chicago public
relations director, said this week,
"the feeling here is that the Commission may act on our petition
this faU.”
Yet Zenith sales officials in
N. Y. confide privately that even
this hope may be somewhat rosy.
The problem is not that Zenith is
a fly-by-night outfit. Despite Sarassertion that fee-TVers
noff's
“need an angel to back faith ’with
money, and they haven’t found
that angel yet,” Zenith has financonsolidated
cial
stability.
Its
sales last ,year were a record
$137,600,000, and its electronics
scientist,
Dr. Alexander Ellett,
formerly, with the Office of Scien-

CLEVELAND

CBS Ready

McGaw completed stay at Royal Academy of Art* London, and
George Condon, Plain Dealer
hack as WNBK associate director .
radio-TV editor, on Coast writing stanza . . , Maurice Condon is re. Harold
Eckes,
“Friends” schedule, with Victor ported stepping out as WEOL general manager .
Gas advertising manager, and Awie Katz, Gasinator presiBorge good for at least one appear- East Ohio
Ohio Cancer
dent, planning new advertising campaign for radio-TV . .
ance.
Sqciety awarded citations of merit to Ham Shea, Joe Mulvihill, John
Sponsors are holding firm, with Ziegler and Tom Manning for NBC’s efforts in recent drive . . . Milonly grumbling on the Sunday dred Funnell and Gloria Brown, WTAM Women Club editors, on Cuba
with stopover at Women Radio-TV convention . . . WGAR’s
radio tape reruns in the 4:30 to junket
Charlie Roberts scored 9,000 mail count in two-week pitch for free
5:30 p. m. time. Kingan, sponsor- booklet on cooking .
Music for Press Club’s presentation of “Blessed
ing “King Arthur and His Round Event” shoe jingle written by NBC’s Norman Cloutier, arranged by
Table,” is reportedly unhappy and Paul Beresford with Johnny Andrews singing, and Bandwagon Boys
mdy cancel.
doing the music . . . Windsor J. Smith has left NBC newsroom; reMeanwhile, a shift has taken placement is Ed Gress, WTHI
Carol Brosmer has left WERE, and
Last
publicity.
place in Godfrey
Jean Cashmir, exited NBC, both joining TV Guide • * . John Wellman
Monday (4), Mel Spiegal of CBS- has succeeded Tom Taylor as WTAM producer.
TV press replaced Walter Murphy
*

I

—

Bill

is

Continued from page 25

.

.

,

.

.

.

as Godfrey’s publicity director.
Spiegal, who has been associate
editor of Movie-Radio Guide magazine and radio editor of The Morn-

ing Telegraph, has been with

CBS

since September, 1942.
Godfrey’s operations, one on
each hip with metal inserted for
broken bone, will entail long convalescence. It’s hoped he will be
back on his daytime show by July
1, broadcasting from his Virginia
farm, on which there will be a camera. Split screens and switchbacks
to New York, where the cast will
be, will Re used extensively. Godfrey. is not expected to return to
the evening programs until Sept. 1.

IN PITTSBURGH.

.

.

...

Dick Fortune, publicity director of WDTV, invited to White House
Art Pallans celeCorrespondents* dinner to President Eisenhower .
brated their 10th wedding anniversary and Jim Shannons their fifth
. . Cal Mara, of WJAS, was presented with a U. of Pittsburgh Key
Award for her editorship of the Pitt Evening News . . * Angelo Molinari, prop man at Channel 2 and singer on “Happy’s Party,” has been
upped to the film department . . . KDKA pals honored Bemie Armstrong, retiring* as musical director to move to Florida, with a stag
dinner at Radio Cafe ... “Headline News,” sponsored by credit
dentist Dr. Baum, started its 8th year on WJAS. Announcer Ralph
Petti now doing the late Sunday night quarter-hour . . . Audrey Rochenbach, chief telephone operator at WDTV, engaged to Bob Eccleston.
Aneurin Bodycombe has taken over the organist’s berth on Dairymen
Cooperative Assn. Wednesday evening program on KDKA . . . Dolores
Hawkins got confirmation while here at Copa of brace of appearances
on summer replacement for “Your Show of Shows” from Hollywood
sports head, covered
weeks of June 20 and 27 . . Joe Tucker,
the Kentucky Derby in Louisville. He drove down accompanied by
sportswriters Jack Sell and Bob Strum and Ste-eler footballer Elbie
Nickel . . . Helen (Mrs. Joe McKinney) Harding, former secretary to
WCAE sales head Carl Dozer, has left the Red Cross to join Ketchum,
Inc.
in Wheeling,
W. Dickey has resigned from
.
. Lewis
John Zwergel has reW. Va., to become a salesman at WDTV .
placed Charles McGrath, leaving Pittsburgh shortly on another venture,
in 'Warren R. Smith’s TV film laboratory .
. Peggy McSorley a new
.

pressed

Admiral
Continued from page 24

-

WWSW

WWVA

.

hypo over last year’s first-quarter
volume. An 86% boost in consolidated sales over ’52 first-quarter

.

.

.

of this

week by Zenith’s
last
veepee H. C. Bonfig before the Chicago Federated Advertising Club.
He said the nation’s newspapers
last year received $2,485,500,000
from advertisers and $1,208,905,000
from newsstand sales and subscriptions. He compared this With TV,
which received $580,000,000 from
advertisers-r—and received nothing
from viewers. Clearly, he said,

.

.

.

.

WCAE

figures is ‘reported by Zenith. Sales addition to the
accounting department.
of $47,898,773 of Zenith products
has contributed to a $2.20 per
share increase over the stockholdsince national bankrollers will not
WDAY-TV, being readied at Fargo, N. D., has joined the CBS neters’ returns for the ’52 first quarbe able to afford more than the top
work, which also includes WCCO-TV here. It’ll be this territory’s fifth
ter.
proweb
for
100 to 125 markets
TV
station in operation, including the Twin Cities’ two and those
Admiral’s
John
B.
Huarisa,
exec
grams, a form of subscription-TV
attributes the rising sales just opened at Minot, N. D., and Sioux Falls, S. D. . . . Twin cities
would be needed, both to ease the veepee,.
have
no daylight saving time and, in consequence, there are time
cUrve to replacement of older sets,
blue-chip advertiser’s burden, and
the debut of new TV stations, and changes for many network live TV shows here. Dave Garroway’s
to support small-market telecasters
good business in fringe communi- “Today” becomes shortened from 7-9 to 7-8 a. m. Network radio shows,
unable to depend entirely on local
however, are transcribed, so that they can retain their usual time . . .
ties.
advertising.
WCCO-TV taking on new CBS show “Danger.”
Whatever happens this fall,
Success of the Ed Viehman
mid-afternoon radio “Mr. Nobody”
Biggest Can. Bankroller
there’s no doubt that fee-TVers
show
has resulted in it being extended additional 15 minutes. Variety
Toronto,
May*
5.
can’t be counted out of the picture
Probably the largest single bank- program gives Northwest talent chance to display wares, there being
yet, whether their support comes
roller in Canadian television today guests each week from territory’s towns .. . . Fred Heywood, head of
sports impresarios, educationtific Research and Development, from
radio public relations and sales promotion, named member of
is Canadian Admiral Corp., Canproponents, Broadway prohas been working at streamlining al
ada subsid of the American tele- important Committee on Committees of Minneapolis Chamber of Comthe technical “bugs” of cashbox- ducers or film tycoons.
set and appliance manufacturer* merce, leading local businessmen’s group . . . Stew MacPherson,
1
for two decades.
which this week revealed it spent radio sports and news and special events personality, flew to Winnipeg
Rather, Zenith’s N. Y. execs see
over $150,000 in video advertising April 27 to emcee the Bob Hope show at the Auditorium there . . .
at least two hitches holding up the
and WMIN, granted
here and in Montreal over the past Local radio stations
channel 11 on a
Bullish
chances of winning the FCC’s
split-time basis, are working out operating details.
seven months.
plans call
||
blessings this fall. One reason is
Admiral, which has concentrated for completion of station and start of operations by Sept. 1. There
Continued from page 25
that the FCC is up to its ears alin sportscasts, shelled out $156,- now are four Minneapolis-St. Paul TV station permits. Two stations,
ready trying to iron Out the grant- It’s estimated that' 1956 will see 978 for a total of 44 programs run- KSTP and WCCO, have been in existence three years or longer . . .
ing of the 2,051
station per- 38,000,000 TV sets in American ning 100 hours on CBLT here and Dorothy Greenwood, KIJOM (U. of Minnesota radio station) adults
mits provided by the thaw. The homes.
CBFT in Montreal. Most of the program director, winner of one of two “Better Understanding” awards
other stumbling block, it’s believed,
of $20,- expenditure was for air time, with by the English-speaking Union of the United States for contributions
(2) Investment by
is that the FCC will not sanction 000,000 in development of color about
to international cooperation.
11% going for talent.
the commercialization of one fee- television has. been justified by
WCCO-TV news director,^Chick McCuen a speaker at first
Teleset firm sponsored hockey
news
system, until its examines the general acceptance of the
games in Montreal, and reported seminar in Evanston, 111., this week. Affair was co-sponsored by Naproposals of all pay-as-you-see-TV concept of an all-electronic, com- that attendance
had increased last tional Radio and TV News Directors Assn, and Northwestern U.’s
corporations.
patible system.
is ready to year over 1951, when the games Medill School of Journalism . . . WCCO-TV sports director RolHo
Preliminary Tests
proceed with plans for commercial weren’t televised.
Johnson's “Huntin'g and Fishing” show to be launched again first
color
Thursday after fishing season’s opening and once more will feature a
TV
as
soon
FCC auas
the
If this second reason holds true,
$10,000 prize contest . . . Cedric Adams, top
then the FCC’s stamp of approval thorizes standards.
personality, staged
his first remote news telecast from Union Industries Show at municipal
will be held up by the delayed opFor the 45,000,000 radio
(3)
Auditorium
and
was
presented
erations of the third
a
special
system, families in the U. S., national adcake by the local Cooks
Bakers Union,
* . . As a promotion for WCCO-TV’s initial inInternational Telemeter * Corp. of vertisers can use radio to reach
Continued from page 26
stallment of “Danger,” the station had show’s star, Jimmy Desmond,
L. A.
Telemeter, developed by massive audiences at low cost
David Loew and Carl Leserman “just as they use certain maga- tiative of new thinking” as “the sang his new song marking his TV dramatic debut over the long disand owned 50% by Paramount Pic- zines to ‘have their message read great need of advertising in today’s tance phone for Minneapolis Morning Tribune and St. Paul Pioneer
Press columnists Will Jones and John Harvey, respectively, who also
tures, claims it Is the only “cash- by large ^groups in specialized competitive marketplace.”
and-carry” or “cash-on-the-barrel” Reids.”
In a group which represented interviewed him for their sheets.
system, because its subscribers de(4) New products in the
such farflung segments of the inposit 5c. to $2 immediately in 3 offing include a compact, push- dustry as topflight network reps, opposed to
educational TV, Fel- quirements for obtaining a licoinbox attached to the home
button sound tape recorder, and a indie station managers, nationally lows said, “We see no reason that
cense.”
He pointed out that
set to get desired programs.
tape recorder for television pro- known womenYprogram personali- there should not be an opportunity
NARTff has not opposed the alloTelemeter has conducted prelim- grams, which may revolutionize ties, broadcasting freshmen, and for educators
to own and operate cation of educational channels, but
inary tests on KTLA, L. A., during the TV art and extend into the the ra^dio-TV educational
specialist television stations, as long as they that it did oppose “such
£ reservanon - commercial hours. It* had motion picture industry. Other for U. S. Dept, of Education,
Fel- do it in such a way that unfair tion in perpetuity” as “a waste of
scheduled for this spring a test developments include transistors, lows struck a
controversial note competitive advantage over com- facilities.”
Above all, he advoof
its
subscriber-TV in Palm closed-circuit TV systems for in- when he tackled
the problem of mercial broadcasting "outlets is not cated “proper safeguards” against
Springs, Cal. Operation would iA- dustry, education and the
home, educational TV.
Expressing his given them.” He termed* such ad- government ownership or control
volve setting up a community an- microwave
communications sys- awareness pf the fact that a num- vantage “contrary to the whole
of such outlets, a statement which
tenna atop a nearby mountain, and tems, and improved
high fidelity ber of
members present philosophy of American free en- brought overwhelmingly sympapiping, via the seven L. A.
record reproducing equipment.
“are employed directly in educa- terprise.” Besides urging that such thetic
stations, first-run films from a Ideal
response.
(5) Good consumer acceptance tional pursuits,”
the
prexy, licenses be confined to non-Compicture theatre, rodeos and high of
room airconditioners and outlined the attitude of the broad- mercial enterprises, he expressed
school football games, to some 2,500 room
Lubbock, Tex.—M. M. Rochester,
dehumidifiers in 1952 (all casters toward this current hot opposition
to “special privilege” sales manager, has been promoted
Palm Springs TV sets. The un- available
models sold and 1953 issue.
for educators, referring specifical- to the post of general manager 01
scrambled programs over Channel
production expanded), and of a
Firmly denying that NARTB is ly to “setting aside financial re- KSEL here.
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boy makes good

The Durantes O’Connors and

contests.

,

Cantors of tomorrow are only local boys

have been

today Starting June 13th— on a
.

full

push along

-and 13 winners

On

selected.

to

radio’s

national fame ,

the 14th week,

the National Finals— with

New York

the

and a grand

origination

road

will

these winners will compete in

NBC Radio network— they will

get their first big

.

prize.

On summer

NEW

Saturday night showpiece,

TALENT, U.S.A,

ASSURES LOCAL CO-OPERATION

NEW

TALENT, U.S,A.# America

will audition the biggest

Local listener excitement

parade

aroused by the talent elimina-

of new stars ever dssembled

tion contests,

for a national radio audience .

will

most of which

run from 5 to 8 weeks.

»

IT
IT

Dealer enthusiasm and co-operation,

GOES IN LOCAL...
COMES OUT NATIONAL

Merchandising potentials which

Talent, U. S. A. will originate

from four different
in each city will

cities.

The

local identification

—local boy makes good business.

Each week (7:30-9:30 EDT),

New

by

stirred

NBC

only a local-national program can provide.

affiliate

produce a 30-minute segment of the show.

Full merchandising, exploitation and audience promotion
i

Each station

will air the best of its

hometown

taljent,

support from

NBC

affiliates

and

field representatives.

N.

both professional and non-professional, selected through

New

Talent, U.S.A.

is

available to sponsors in 30-

i

minute segments and multiples thereof. The program price

talent elimination contests.

Studio audience will pick each

be given valuable prizes) and a
will select,

city’s

winner (who

New York

will

program board

from the four, the winner of the week. At the

modest enough to make

starts at $750,

... to reach listeners all

in their cars. For, this

end of 13 weeks, 52

cities will

have had

NBC Station talent

.

they will have

•

NEW

a profitable buy

summer, at home, at the beach,
summer, wherever people are

f

...

it

,,

.

.

TALENT; U.S.A.

In

Radio Network
a service of Radio Corporation of America

. .

event of fie*, duplicate prize* Will be awarded.)
I

k

.
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Otherwise, the hour had
sang.
movement, color and pace. Ralph
Herbert recreated his memorable
portrait of the Baron, rich, crude
and flavorsome. Wilma Spence was
a regal Princess, vocally and dra-

Tele Followups
•rra Continued from page 28 53
season.
Toward the finish, Gleason lent himself to a direct peddling chore for Ipana toothpaste,
and then there was an extended
bally for See magazine based on

a Gleason article. Presumably the
magazine did not underwrite the
time, though it was so obvious that
it got more out of the show than
the official sponsors.
Trau.
“PhilcO Television Playhouse,”
which often comes up with adult,
offbeat themes, had another in
Paul Peters' “The Accident” last

Sunday x(3) on NBC-TV.

Play related the effect of an emotionally
disturbed 11-year-old boy on the
three-person household of his aunt,
to whom he had finally been
shunted.
It was a powerful, uncompromising drama, touching subjects seldom mentioned on the air
or in pix -a boy finding his mother
a suicide, his being unwanted by
father and stepmother, and his being accused of causing the death

6, 1 953

1

I

rates

mention

for

consistently

high quality of adult dramas.

Horn.
is a finicky thing
before American
can catch hold, or it
on its face without
can fall
making the slightest impression of
comedy. Fortunately, “Lux Video
Theatre’s” presentation last Thursday (30) on CBS-TV, “The Ascent
of Alfred Fishkettle,” fell into the
former category. With a-topnotch
cast headed by Robert Newton and
Jack Lemmon, and- a script of the
purest whimsy by Francis Bethencourt, the play registered in fine
fashion and made for a rippling
half-hour of TV comedy.
Story of a young amateur chemist who’s the terror of the neighborhood with his experiments in
the backyard shack was smartly

British

when

humor

played

audiences.

It
flat

Inside Stuff-Radio

Ted Cott, g. m. of WNBC and WNBC-TV, New York flagships of the
NBC chain, thinks that his ex-station, WNEW, Gotham independent
Oc- missed a bet with, its “copy-cat” jingle. Directed at Cott, among
others*
Haskins,
as
for “adopting” some of WNEW's ideas for his new NBC operations’
Sophie, and Manfred Hecht, as jingle is an unique intra-city blast. But Cott thinks they
“might
just
Faninal, led an able supporting
as well have rewritten the jingle to read ‘copy-Cott’ since obviousiy
group. Kirk Browning’s direction,
is that* there is no .copyright on disk
Peter Herinan Adler’s conducting they mean me.” Cott’s position
and Samuel Chotzipoff’s overall jockey merchandising and. kindred programming ideas. Cott recently
production helped vitally in a high- 'took Gene Rayburn (& Finch) away from the Bernice Judis-operated
indie. Dee Finch remains on his regular a. m. show over WNEW with
Bron.
grade windup.
a new partner, Gene Klavan.
matically. Frances
Virginia
tavian;

Bible,

as

-

I

beat for

Continued from, page 25

lii,,;;;

in a hospital
York as a result of an airin
plane accident.) Both programs
will be sponsored by Polk Bros.,

Stevens currently

which a month ago scored a news-public service
listeners via taped recordings with a young Negro
GI who was. cited for heroism in Korea and an interview with his
mother, turned the trick again, this time for its Polish listeners. When
into Denmark
Franciszek Jarewski, the Polish pilot who flew his
to seek sanctuary, arrived at N. Y.’s Idlewild Airport Friday (l),
station sent down its Polish-language specialist, Michael Kecki, to tape
an interview. The 10-minute tapes were played three times the following day, resulting in a flopd of congratulatory calls at the station

WLIB, N. Y.

Duggan
is

New

appliance firm which also has a
nightly feature film on WB1£B,

its

indie,

Negro

MIG

and favorable comment throughout the Polish community.
NBC, meanwhile, has replaced
sportscast
evening
the
Duggan on
Decision of WNBC, N. Y., to sub Bob & Ray for the first hour of
—
with staffer Norm Barry. Kay
Through the Night,” the station’s all-night classical music*
ornamented by some excellent Westfall and Franklyn McCormick “Music
program, was okay with WQXR, the N. Y. Times station, whose lightcharacterizations: Newton as his
former
Sunday
will
Duggan’s
get
show,
“Just Music,” had faced tough competition from the
classic
unimaginative, down-to-earth and
quick-tempered father, Jean Cook night slot for a man-and-woman WNBC classical entry. Shortly after the WNBC announcement that
of a baby, his half brother.
Wilson
Joe
format.
the 12-1 a. m. slot would be taken over by the .deejay team, WQXH
as a screenstruck girl from next look at sports
Clifford Tatum, as the boy, did door, Viola Roache as her beer- has^aken over the twice-weekly announced that had dropped “Just Music” and substituted in its
an unusually fine, sensitive por- swilling mother, Bethencourt as an harness races remoted from May- place “Symphony at Midnight.” New symphonic show figures to lure
trayal of an inarticulate, troubled ovdT-eager reporter, and, best of wood paric.
back those listeners who had become “Music Through the Night” delad whom misfortune had duffed all, Lemmon as the wild-eyed exvotees. WQXR, incidentally, now airs five hours of straight symphonic
into a perturbed misery.
As his perimenter.
Both Bethencourt’s
Ok
Mrs. Ashton-Stevens
*
music daily, with six on Sundays.
aunt, Maureen Stapleton made the creations and the cast’s execution
Kay Ashtort-Stevens,. Vridow of
1

most

of a most-human role, that
of an understanding relative .led to
an unkind act by concern for her
own 12-year-old daughter, well

of them- were in the best tradi- the late Chicago Herald- American
tions of British caricature.
drama critic, left Doctor’s Hospital
Plot really got underway, though, in New York, Monday (4) n after
drank a sugar com- treatment of three fractured ribs
Lemmon
when
played by Lee. Graham. Jeffrey
pound that' enabled him to float, suffered in a plane accident, and
Lynn, easygoing in a sympathetic
and it thickened when, ordered returned to Chicago to launch a
part, rounded out the small housedown from the air by Newton, he career
hold in Suffolk County disrupted
in TV.
had his mother mix an antidote
temporarily by the intrusion of that instead of bringing him doton
She’ll preem this Sunday (10) as
the boy’s emotional problems. *
on a half-hour stanza,
to earth, flattened .him against the femcee
Peters’ tele original was a grip- ceiling.
Then, when served tea “Free for All,” to be telecast reguping drama, making fine use of with sugar, he went through the larly on WBKB-TV, ABC’s Chi
symbolism in the problem of a ceiling and was last sighted over outlet. The noon to 12:30 p.m.

maurading

tomcat, raiding the
small livestock of the potato-farm
area, which was ^finally trapped
and shot. Effect was to heighten
the dilemma of the 'boy, who had
befriended the unwanted feline.
If solution in act three
the boy
leaping from a 20-foot window,
creating guj.lt and repentance in
his aunt and- subsequent understanding of one another was too
hasty and a bit awkwkrd in Vincent J. Donohue’s otherwise fine
it
direction,
was nevertheless
psychologically sound and deeply

the English Channel. Story ended
with Lemmon dropping back to
earth and Newton destroying .the
shack with a vengeance.
Laughs stemmed more from the
reactions than the plot itself. Picture of Miss Cook dressed in a
slinky gown after her latest film
heroine trying to make love to the
inventive and absent-minded Lemmon was a corker, as was Newton’s
outburst when he saw Lemmon

—

—

*

floating.

Fielder Cook’s direction kept
things moving at a brisk pace, and
William Craig Smith’s sets, espestirring.
cially the zany looking shack-laboRest of the cast was uniformly
ratory,
enhanced^' the mood of
excellent.

Noteworthy were Helen whimsy.

Ray, as the grandmother who must
reluctantly leave the boy; Joe De
Santis, as a Polish potato farmer;
Angela Adamides, as his shy daughter. and Peter Hobbs as the boy’s
distraught father, who cannot grapple with the youth’s problems and
.the needs of a new family with a
second wife. Producer Fred Coe

Chan.

show,

co-featuring

Tom

Now starring on NBC'*
ALL STXR REVUB

I

|

I

Mflt.i

William Morris Afltncy
[

1

“Flying With Arthur Godfrey,” a sound and color film made by
Godfrey, Dick Merrill and others at Miami, to tell the story of aviation,
ready for release to Kiwanis Clubs, Chambers of Commerce and

is

similar service organizations.

Godfrey announced

this

on his

w.k. Chi sportscaster, will deal
with current events in the theatre,
literature and sports.
Polk Bros.,
Chi store, will bankroll the guest
interview stanza.
Mrs. Stevens f emceed a Chi
radio show last fall, sponsored by
the N. Y. Playwrights Co. and

Answer to baseball’s complaints of a bad boxoffice du.e to television
and other problems is broached by sportscaster Bert Lee, Jr. (otherwise
Bertram Lebhar, Jr., director of station WMGM, N. Y.). Lee would
abolish all day games during the week, substituting night games in
their place. On Saturdays, only day games would be scheduled, and
on Sundays, double-headers. He’d eliminate the month oi[ April from
the schedule, starting the season May 1 and making up. for the lost
Gilbert Miller.
time via the Sunday twin-bills. It’s all a question of the ballclubs
giving the fans their money’s worth, says Lee. If they schedule games
when people can go to them, if they eliminate the possibility of cold
weather, then they don’t have to worry about their boxoffice. People
of
will always prefer live baseball in the park to watching it over teleContinued from page 26
vision. It’s just a question of making it convenient and worthwhile
%
for Crippled Children & Adults, for them, he says.

Power

Femmes

—

Chicago; Betty Barnett, KSD-TV,
St. Louis; Jane Barton, N.Y. State
Final act of “Rosenkavalier” Radio-Motion Picture Bureau, Alfirst two acts had been given the
bany. President officer slate serves
week before) rang down the cur- for one more year under rules of
tain on NBC Television Opera TheAWRT, which elects board and
atre's season Saturday (2), to wind
up this highly meritorious enter- officers On alternate years.
Highlight of confab was final
prise in great style. There was less
excitement than in. the earlier dinner, at which last year’s winweek’s broadcast, perhaps because ners of the McCall’s Awards rethe major part or the story had ceived gold mikes from Daniel
already been told. But the amus- Mich, publications editorial direcing discomfiture of Baron Ochs tor, and NARTB prexy Harold
made for one highlight, and re- Fellows spoke. Awards are given
union of the ydung lovers for the annually to femme broadcasters
other.
John Gutman’s breezy, and radio-TV execs for outstanddown-to-earth English libfetto gave ing service in various categories of
much more meaning to the work community effort. On hand to rethan the usual presentations in the ceive the honor was Anne Holland,
original German.
The one-hour WBAL-TV, Baltimore, winner of
presentation was rowdy and poigthe top award for her “Live and
nant in turn, with lush music decoLet Live” TV show, a health prorating it throughout.
The great musical moment, the gram produced with cooperation
Trio towards the finale, was handi- of local medicos and the city’s
capped by its very nature, its static Dept, of Public Welfare.
Other winners present were
quality being marked by the three
principals standing stiffly as they Christine Spindel, WDlA, Mem-

Rosemary Clarke, who for some time presented “The Lives of Saints,”
a children’s program, on Albany and Schenectady stations, undqr the
auspices of the Albany Diocesan Catholic Radio Guild, and who also
did a commercial show over WRGB-TV, wrote for The Knickerbocker
News, of Albany, four articles on poliomyelitis and her fight with the
disease. She was stricken last June while working for a radio station
in Guatemala and after she had appeared in a Mexican motion picture.
Flown back to Albany, Miss Clarke was confined to Albany Hospital
for some time and later was a patient at the State Rehabilitation Hospital in

West Haverstraw.
..

M

l

—

.

Vanessa Brown Subs

WCBS Kimbrough Show

CHIROPRACTIC

Vanessa Brown is subbing for
Emily Kimbrough on the latter’s
CBS, N. Y., 4 to 4:05 p.m. program,

week

of

May

FOR HEALTH
Bert Sheryll, D.C.

11.

Miss Kimbrough is on a European tout. Week of May 18, tapes
of her Continental trip will be
aired on the show. She will broadcast live from London on Coronation Day, June 2.

CHIROPRACTOR
1639 Broadway, N. Y.
Circle 7-4438

—

Capitol Thoatro Building

named' for her “Workers.
St.
Louis
Art Roberts has
Wanted," show, designed to raise joined KXLW as a deejay. He’ll
handle
two shows daily.
standard of Negro living; Phyllis

phis,

Call tor

an Appointment

Adams,
NBC-TV, New
York,
whose daily discussion panel, “It’s
a Problem,” singled her out for
the honor; Nena Badenoch, radioTV director for National Society
for Crippled Children, for her
work on behalf of the handicapped;

WGAL

Mary Morgan, CKLW, CBS, De-

LANCASTER, PA,*

for her radio crusade against
narcotics, via her “News Digest,”
troit,

MR. CHANNEL

8

.

.

.

Madeline- Long, WCCO-TV,
Minneapolis, for “Video School,” a
view of teaching methods in
the public schools.
Two awards given in absentia
went to Jo Stafford, for her Voice

increased power,

pow

gives

larger coverage, bigger

audience, greater sales potential to WGAL-TV advertisers.

V
WGAL
AM

TV FM

A

Sfeinroan Station
Clair McCollough

ProHdenl

’Market includes Harrisburg, York,

and

I
I
B
«
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I

America broadcasts, and Evadna Hammersley, KOA, Denver, for
her service to women via the
“KOA Home Forum.” Panel of
Judges consisted of Irene Dunne;
Dr. Earl J. McGrath, U. S. Commissioner
of
Education;
Mrs.
OsCar A. Ahlgren, president, Federation of Women’s Clubs; Elizabeth E. Marshall, top winner of

year’s awards and
v.p., and Otis Lee Weise, McCall's
editor and publisher.

ROBERT MEEKER Associates

WSPD,

New York

last

Lebanon

Chicago Los Angeles $an Francisco

Toledo—bernle Young has joined
Toledo, as announcer, replacing Jim ftudes, who< has moved

to

WSPD-TV.

. . .

whether you

sell

kickshaws to

women, or mix to
men, you’ll reach more of ’em more
kids, winkies to

more economically with a
KSTProduced television show!
often,

/

AWRT

Represented by

Lancaster, Reading,

Upper Midwest

TV

of

symbol of WGAL-TV’s

final

CBS

broadcast (1), before entering the hospital for hip operations. He
gave a New York address'to which letters should be directed for bookings^ Godfrey said the picture should be titled “Flying With Dick
Duggan, Merrill,” since he planed with the famed commercial lines pilot.

'

Saturdays 8-9 P.M., EDST

WNBC, N. Y., is looking for a highbrow deejay, professional or not*
to spjn the classical platters on its all-night “Musio Through the
Night.” Station is advertising on the program itself. Lee Jones, staff
announcer who has too many other chores, is filling the job now.

ft
POLIS

*

ST. P

C.

..

Ma y
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Fair-Priced
Continued from page 22

building and maintaining an au“every, show's a
nee. By their
Christmas show" attitude, the netare over-satiating the audi“At the
ence Weitman believes.
paramount (N. Y. Paramount* of
managing
diwhich Weitman was
a problem whenrector), we had
in a Martin
ever we brought
or an act
Lewis or Danny Kaye,
do we follow,
What
stature.
their
of
applies
in
The problem
it with?
each show is a
television too. If
Leat spectacle, or is loaded with
of

uSs

Reprinted from Variety

WBNS-TV Columbus, O.

April 15, 1953.

&

what do you follow

top names,
with?"

[Around the calendar,V around the clock

it

j

'

sOtu£s

ABC-TV, Weitman declares, will
audience a “steady diet"
good entertainment with their
established stars, and will use their

f
j
**

•

give the

WBNS-TV has maintained a (consistent.

of

programs to showcase newer and
vounger acts the network hopes to
drawing from his
build up. Again
paramount experience, Weitman
points out that when a house gets
attraction, it places a
a top name
simple show with moderate acts
around it. Same type of operation
as regards the
will hold at ABC-TV
web’s top names.
‘Mass Appeal' Accent
General programming plans will
accent “mass appeal” and a pitch

schedule^ of .presenting, and in turn
OnTjU*-

£&'£usynJytLQ*i

.

promoting a (Variety, of features, both
v

teenage listeners. Latter is
predicated on the belief that listening, or viewing, is habitual and
capture ’the teenif the web can
agers, it will have them as .viewers
to come. Tied in
years
many
for
with this Is the “mass appeal” anfor the

&UA, £79,000

1

,

commercial and public service,) backed

one way
gle, in that
to capture universal appeal and
the youngsters at the same time is

Weitman

feels

medium

of music.
working on plans
shows,one which
for two music
would feature bands, the other
dovetailing pop and classical music.
Latter would feature a top name
pop singer and a star from the
Metopera. Weitman feels that the
combination of both types of music
will provide that universal appeal
through the

by solid tproduct ion and promotion

He's currently

— SuOju*.

JAjl.' stJ^ZCryuycriO'

worthy of any metropolitan operation.

missing from shows which accent
one type, or the other. He points
out that many of the purchasers of

\

disks are juves, along With
the fact that it’s the ordinary peoclassical

ple

wHo

It's "Look to Lazarus" shopping trip

up the Met and the

fill

concert halls.

Band program, he feels, if proppresented, could help to reband business to its former prominence, and at the same
time build another winner for the
net. Program
would feature top
name bands, but accent would be
on the melody. Again, he says, it’s
a question
of universal appeal.
There are some people who may
erly

store the

via TV was ^merchandising of the high~
UJujj

been set yet, nor have

the details been worked out,
they’re definite projects for

'Ssyupt*-—

/

est order. Similarly in ("Aunt Fran",)

understand the intricacies of bop
or “progressive" music, but you’ve
got to play the melody to get the
people to listen, he declares.
Talent for the two music shows
hasn’t

WHM*-

WBNS'TV
CU4*ar

all

FAAsry- XUrusL

Q*uskcLuJ>

/CestCthAjg, Jb&U>

designed for "little folks" in "Final

but
the

network.
i

Edmonton, Alta.— Dan E.

Cam-

manager of the CBC’s 50,000\vatt
station
CBX at Lacombe,
Alta., with studios in
Edmonton,
has been transferred to Winnipeg,
wan. and promoted to program
eron,

Decision" panel quiz, and in other
o

.

director for the prairie region.

P

a

•

variegated programming) endeavors
/y

sOXSiAricJL-

jfrjo

r

—

c,

His

successor is Dick Claringbuli, who
nas been manager of
personnel and
administrative services in Toronto.)

-itil
t

<CAM. t£6U-

(

.

showmanship) was the keynote. 1952 was
....

tih

a good operation.
a eood year for
-y
1

.
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Reasons

Why

foremost

and

national

locol
advertisers use
year after
Y«or to reach the vast.
.

WEVD

_

J ewish

Market

of Metropolitan
1.

2<

wbns-tv

.

New York

Channel 10

Top adult programming
Strong audience impact

3.

A

Recipient of
doPont, Sigma Delta Chi, Billboard

Inherent listener loyalty
Potential buying power

Awards

for

1952

Sond for a copy ef
>
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H#nr> Greenfield* Man. Dir.
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events and localities for airing on
19 stations . . Producer Bob Fallon
Monty Margretts
to N. Y. on biz
subbed for Chef Milan! on KTTV,

—Television
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due to

gram
sailed

Gabby Hayes, now

riding the
range, will be 68 on FriDavid Gordon, of Daneday (8)
er-Fitzgerald-Sample, married May
1 to Arlene Marks, retail buyer,
had only a two-day honeymoon, as
he had to hurry back to scouting
for the “Talent Patrol*' program
.

.

,

Bambi Lynn and Rod Alexanon “Your Show of Shows*' last

.

der,

Saturday (2), flew to Chicago to
be featured on Betty Hutton's “International Show*' at Shubert The-

Monday

atre, starting last

Jack

(4)

.

,

.

marrying Barbara

Sterling

MacGregor

of Spring Lake, N. J.,
Saturday, June 20, and planning

two-week Bermuda honey moon©No
replacements set yet for his WCBS
Radio show or his tele “Big Top’’
ringmaster role.

Gordon MacRae

make

will

his

on Friday (8), subbing
for Eddie Fisher on latter’s NBCTV Coke Time program. Other
dates for MacRae on the program
are May 13, 15 and 20. Fisher is
taking short leave for a London
Palladium date.
tele debut

Violinist Florian ZaBacli to appear on WABC-TV's “Talk Of The
Town’’ May 18-22
Mort Green
and George Foster .scripting the
May 13 stanza of the “Arthur Godfrey and his Friends” show, when
Perry Como takes over as guest
m.c. for Godfrey
Ziggy Lane
joined WOR-TV’s ‘Dinner Date”
as singing host
John W. Loveton, producer of “Mr. and Mrs.
North,” in New York.
Loveton
just completed the pilot film for
his latest TV series based on
Thorne Smith's “Topper.”
Robert Shackleton, lead in the
Broadway legiter “Where’s Charley?” and his- new singing partner,
Evelyn Ward, will make their tele
debut as a team on the “Kate
Smith Hour” on NBC-TV Friday
(8)
Phyllis Kirk will star on
“Lux Video Theatre” tomorrow
(Thurs.)
in
“Listen-,
He’s Proposing”
Jack Houston has' re.

.
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.

.

.
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NBC made

“pro-

week

of the annual Christopher Awards
taking two prizes on television and the pair in radio. TV citations
went to producer Henry W. Salomon, director M. Clay Adams and
Robert W. Samoff for the “Normandy Invasion” chapter of “Victory
at Sea,” while “Voice of Firestone” copped with producers Charles
Polachek and A. J. McGinness and directors John Goetz and Edwin
Dunham were cited for the program’s Easter presentation. In radio
Arturo Toscanini got an award for his performance of Beethoven’s
“Missa Solemnis” on March 28. On the “Theatre Guild on the Air”
series, exec producer Armina Marshall, producer J. Carlisle MacDonald
and writer Bernard C. Schoenfeld were cited for their “Trial by
Forgery,” aired on Jan. 18.

a clean sweep last

Hugh Hendrickson
weekend.
and Polly Crawford joined cast of
Hal
Frolics” .
“Frosty
KTLA’s
BBC will air an American mop- Roach,
back from Gotham
Jr.,
pet show this June, in “Jolly Gene junket
Florey to proRobert
and His Fun Machine.” The show, duce-direct Celeste Holm pilot pic
direct descendent of the former
Alan Dinehart
NBC-TV
ABC-TV show, “Cartoon Tele- for
replaces Norman Tokar as producTales.” is likewise being scripted,
Young's CBSAlan
of
er-director
performed and produced by the TV'er.
Serutan bought Christbrothers Chuck and Jack LuchKoplan’s “You’re Never Too Old,”
singer.
and show begins on KNXT early
Threatened stalemate over renewal of rental options Tor transmilter
Phyllis Adams, production suin the month. Milton Charles inked
space in New York’s Empire State Bldg, between WNBT, WCBS-TV
pervisor of “Author Meets the
as musical director.
the
over
Atlanta
to
Critics,” flew
and WPIX and the building management failed to materialize, with
weekend to accept McCall’s “Goldthe three stations signing a lease till April 30, 1959. Their move puts
~
en Mike Award” at the convention
all seven of the N. Y. area TV stations atop the building with their
Chicago
of American Women in Radio and
Howard Miller to disk jockey a transmitters. Deal was negotiated for the building by president WilClyde M a 1 1 h e W s
Television
liam
J. Keary.
named director of the public rela- platter and prattle session with
105tions department of Lincoln School guest slots on WGN-TV. The
Singer minute show will occupy the preLarry Storch, subbing for Jackie Gleason in the summer, will have
of Radio and Television
Jean Martin named chairlady of signoff berth and will debut May a three-sketch format (like Gleason’s) for his show. Approach will
the Bill Robinson Birthday Me- 8, bankrolled by DeMet Pontiac be a new one for Storch, who has not done characterizations regularly
The possible replacement for before. It’s- evident that CBS-TV is favoring sketch material over
morial Benefit for the Lighthouse
May 25. ABC-TV’s “Talent Pa- fall telepix, labelled “Chicago The- situation comedy for its comics. Alan Young, two Sundays ago, abantrol” to originate from Mitchell atre Festival,” will feature hour doned situations for his old two-sketch format. Comic prefers the
teevee “live” adaptations of BroadField next Monday (11).
original setup, which provides more variety. 9
Frank Pulaski, N. Y. radio-TV way plays running weekly for the
Chi talent
actor, has finished shooting “The cumulative audience.
Robe” at 20th-Fox, and is signed for the WBKB, a la WOR-TV, proSidelight on hiring difficulties has developed at CBS-TV's N. Y,
“Quiz production centre, the old Sheffield Farms place at 524 West 57th St.
duction will be used
.
for “Big Town,” Coast TV’er.
Tom The building is so far from “normal” communication between 10th
Actress Lisa Howard has been Kids” going sustaining
signed by the Wm. Esty Co. to ap- Compere, NBC attorney, -resigned and 11th Aves. that gals are refusing jobs there. They don’t like
pear opposite Ralph Bellamy in in order to entrepreneur a publish- the extra travel time and money spent on two fares (a cab or bus in
John Harrington to
one of the “Man Against Crime” ing firm
Bob addition to the subway).
series. The title of the teleplay is newscast on WBBM-TV
“The Washington Story,” and will Hope to do his radio and teevee
- William
Bush Baer, dean of New York* U.’s College of Arts and
be filmed on location in Washing- shows from NBC’s Studebaker Theatre. ABC’s Don McNeil will guest Science (where he teaches the Bible as a literary course), completes
ton.
Benton' & his first six months of tele Sunday (10) and confesses he thought he’d
Russell L, Furse, general man- on the May 24 show
ager of CBS-TV network program Bowles kineing a quiz show for never make.it. His program Jls one hour of Bible readings on WCBSdepartment, N.Y., joining KEY-T, Procter & Gamble, featuring Fran TV, N. Y„ called “Our Goodly Heritage,” at 11 a. m. The show conSanta Barbara, on June 15 as d*” Allison and Jim Ameche
tinues on kinnies while Baer vacations this summer.
WBBM’s Billy Leach warbling a
rector of program operations
George Reeves, the teje Superman, new cut “Red Canary” for ColumLee Salberg, forsigned by Columbia Pictures to bia Records
play Sgt. Stark in “From Here to merly WBKB’e Channel 4 promo.
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for Hawaiian vacash over

writing
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(Buck)
Mc.Dorrel
Gowan, producer of “Death Valley
Days” tele series, in Rio de Janeiro
Merrill E, Joels
to plan a film
doing “Date With Judy” today
(Wed.) and J’Kate Smith' Show”
next Tuesday* (12). .Lou Edelman,
for years with Warner Bros., and
whose latest job was “The Jazz
Singer,” has signed a- contract with
ABC to do a dramatic TV series.
Taylor Grant will handle the
newscasts on Levy Bread’s threetimes-weekly program on WABCEternity”,
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WBKB

Topdog

Radio

topper, to head, the
Still
Channel 7 continuity operation
Continued from page 22
Faith Brooks joins NBC’s “HawkFor
ins Falls” cast via “Dial
Murder”
Latest tally for tee- revenues which equalled the total national and three regional) and
.
vee receivers in use in the Windy volume of the 529
stations in their 25 owned-and-operated staCity area is 1,385,87#.
tions and 2,300 other outlets.
these markets.
tion

.

.

.

M

.

.

AM

Curley Brooks, former U. S.
FM's Slight Gain
Senator, has filed for a Peoria teleThe report showed a slight gain
vision station.
FCC application
lists Brooks’ assets at $672,450
in the
picture, with eight of
Irv Kupcinet to do a 28-hour Cerethe 54 FM-only stations operating
bral Palsy telethon on
.
Larry Joselit, Jr., ankled the W. in 'the black in 1952. However, the
TV Tony Bavaar invited Glee Biggie Levin office
Frances stations lost an aggregate of $1,.
Club of St. John’s U., Brooklyn, Horwich, NBC’s moppet mistress, 000,000 during the year, which
his alma mater, to guest on his guest speaker for the Midwe'stern
with a loss of $1,800,000
“Inside Times Square” on WOR- Assn, for Nursery Education in In- compares
taken by the 66 FM-only stations
TV May 8 Bobby Breen, who’s dianapolis
Robert F. Hurleigh
which were operating in 1951.
been set for a cross-the-board va- is testing
as to whether or
riety segment on
JAR-TV, Prov- not it can support two “colonels.”
A tabulation of broadcast (AM,
idence, as part of his comeback The news chief .was awarded the
and TV) operations by cities
try, in town to plug United Cere- honorary title by the Governor of showed New York first with reveJohnny Ol- Kentucky . The National Tele nues of $52,640,000. Of this total
bral Palsy campaign
sen honored with a “day” at Pal- vision Review Board has selected 53.5% was accounted for by TV.
isades Amusement Park Saturday “This Is Your Life” as the April,
In 1951- the metropolitan area’s
Peter Arnell, producer of '53 show of the month
(2)
.
“The Wheel of Fortune” CBS-TV represented at the American Wom- seven TV outlets accounted for
program, will receive an Award of en in Radio and Television con- 52.4% of the total broadcast reveMerit from Encyclopedia Britan- vention by Myrtle Stahl, education- nue, and in 1950 the proportion
nica, from Robert C, Preble, presi- al director; Kathleen Mitchell, pro- accounted for by video was only
dent of the company, on the Fri grammer, add Gloria Werkmeister, 33.8%.
.
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Eileen

Latest Coral Releases

day

"POT LUCK"
"Pretty girl milking
DIr.t

WGN

MCA

STUDIO-OFFICE SPACE
(Furnished)

FOR RENT

Chicago was second in revenues
with $31,977,000. The city’s four
bert on NBC’s “Mr. Wizard”
TV
stations accounted for 50.6%
Hollywood
Sarra, Inc., telepic producer, has of the broadcast business, as comKLAC-TV newsman Clete Rob- wrapped up 26 commercials for pared
with 44.8% in 1951 and
erts leaves this week on an around- five of its clients
Stephan Kra
the-world assignment, and will lens sula has joined NBC as senior pro- 30.8% in 1950.
Los Angeles, third with broadmotion writer via a stint with
cast revenues of $28,306,000, ‘acPabst brewers.
counted for the highest proportion
of broadcast business by TV
63.5%. The city also had the highLondon
Belita is to guest-star in “A Good est TV take in 1951 (56%) and 1950
Idea-Son,” the Max Bygraves show (42%).
to be beamed Saturday (9). She’ll
. The FCC report covered AM-FM
appear in a solo ballet spot, sing operations of seven networks (four
telepix topper . , . Buzz Podewell,
107year-old, to “assist” Don Her.

COW"

her

telecast.

(8)

;

.
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Serving o 2 BILLION $

34%
34%

of the
of.

the

PEOPLE
FAMILIES

accounting

35%
in

of the

is

SALES

ALL INDIANA

its

own

micro

with

wave

all

nets

— maintains

relay system

between

Cincinnati and Bloomington to bring LIVE

network shows

viewers.

to

WTTV

is

owned

and operated by Sarkes Tarzian and

FOR SALE

York
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•

Los Anq,|,c

.

and

.

Son

Inc.

Fra-'r.,.-:

distinctive.

3Vi bths., 2

frplcs.,

20 mi. view of Sound.

Owner

Transferred: $65,000
•Glen Cove 4-7198
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sales results:

If

A

•

garden

tiller

company

en«

it

joyed a. 350% increase in sales

r a

3I

Joe Lee

13

mm-

in less chan 4
•

Will Wright

II
= 2

months.

£3
II

A home

appliance dealer involume of food
freezer plan Sales more than
creased

400%

his

in

M

=3

one month.

11=
c

A

health

insurance

company

received 2500 leads in less than
a year from spots by Will

vm

§5

Wright.

Bill

\

Manning

3f
s a
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Allan Moll

Stephen
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PERSONALITIES

are responsible for these

33
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Harrison next Tuesday
(12)
,
.
“Toppers About Town”
comes from the Trocadero this
Friday (8)' with McDonald Hoblcy

ii
33

Ipsit'

A

.

.

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES,
Now

L. I.— Shorefront opp. 1 ac.
Beach. Lovely 7 rm. house unusual

Pr.

.

Represented Nationally by

FRANK SILVER
West 45th Street, hew York
JUdson 2-3988
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day (11). The remaining two, “The
Second Elizabeth” and “What is
the Crown,” will be televised May
18 and 25 . . Frankie Howerd returns to TV next Wednesday (13)
in the Kenneth Carter production,
“Nuts in May.” Scripted by Eric
Sykes, program combos Gilbert
Harding and Carole Carr.
Charlie Chester emcees the next
“Centre Show” May 12
Harold
Clayton produces Max Faber’s adaptation of “The Lady from the
Sea” next Monday (10), with Irene
Wortli and Robert Harris heading
the cast . . . Brenda
Hamilton
has dramatized the West Country
legend, “For Want of a Nail,”
which Desmond Hawkins will produce next Wednesday (13). Cast
heads are Robert Brown and
Wensley Pithey .
David Pai.
tenghi’s dance drama, “Tricks of
Fate,” is to be produced by Christian Simpson next Monday (11)
A short play by Denys Ives, “Let
Us Be True,” is to be produced by
.

WTTV — affiliated

York. N. Y.

if desired
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Crowned,” the

BBC

.

for

New

work sketches

.
“When the
first of the
coronation films which
have been sold to Canada, Japan,
Germany and other continental
countries, will be aired next Mon-

Queen

St.,

GLEN COVE,

BLOOMINGTON

three

45th

Call or Write
145

.

point numbers and
with Bygraves

W.

Piano available

.

tv

mt]

avail-

able to individuals or organizations for
selling TV film programs.
Should be
financially able to set up your own
regional selling organization as part
of national operation. Advertising or
broadcasting sales background helpful. Write fully. Box V-S153, Variety,
154 Yli 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

.
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Jerry Vale: ‘Tor Me"-"Ticed of
Dreaming" (Columbia), Jerry Vale,
one of Columbia's newest additions,
makes a powerful bid to crack into
the hit lists With this coupling.
Vale has an Eddie Fisher quality
without being a carbon copy. “For
Me" is a solid ballad with big po“Tired of Dreaming" is
tential.
another classy’ item, Percy Faith
orch lending an effectively dramatic background.
Victor Young Orch: “The Call of
Far-AVay
HUls" - “Anna”
the
(Dacca). Background music for the
Paramount pic, “Shane," “Call of
the Far-Away Hills" makes an ideal
instrumental number. There’s a lilting western strain for the melodic
line and Victor Young’s orch, with
Carl Prager handling the alto sax
a superlative rendiworkover of “Anna" is
also tops but probably too late to
catch up with the other cuts of
this Italian picture tune/!
it

“Go
Orch:
Ralph
Marterie
“Go
Away"-“Crazy" (Mercury).
Away" is a bright rhythm tune
Ralph
with a clever lyric idea.
Marterie’s orch arid chorus work it

Mascagni: Cavallerla Rusticana
and Leoncavallo: Pagliacci (Columbia, 3 LP, $17.33). Official Met
Opera diskings of the popular
double-bill, in rousing performances that vividly recreate the
mood, color and vitality of the
Fausto Cleva conducts
operas.
both works, using Met orch. and
chorus. “Cav” hasv Richard Tucker,

catching melodic pattern with top
chances. Based on the crirtoon by
same name, “Dennis the
the
Menace" has some cute comedy
lines delivered by Boyd. The tune,

however,

is

trite.

Don Howard: “Why Must I Love
You"-“You Can Live With a
Broken Heart” (Coral). Don Howard is trying to repeat his “O
Happy Day" click with “Why Must
.

I

But

Love You."

Morton Gould & Rochester Pops
Orch: “Music Box Tango"-“Wed*
This coupding Dance" (Entre).
'krid hi*
ling is another entry by a symph
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
orch which has potential for the 89th Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom* Santa Monica, Calif.
pop market. “Music Box Tango"
Exclusively for Coral Record*
is a light, charming number which
Mofton Gould batons in a highly
“MINNIE THE MERMAID’*
Reverse
listenable arrangement.
Backed by
is a more spectacular instrumental,
“SAY' IT ISN'T SO"
but wide of the pop target.
Homer & Jethro: “That Hound
Dog in the Window"- 'Pore 01’ try-flavored item with a melanHomer & choly theme which Miss Simms
Koo-Liger" (Victor),
Jethro have been* cashing in on projects tastefully.
their parodies* of pop tunes and

LAWRENCE WELK

Platter Pointers

sides in

FOR ME
Tired of Dreaming

Columbia

CALL OF THE FAR-AWAY HILLS
Anna

Decca

RALPH MARTERIE ORCH.

GO AWAY

/

Mercury

Crazy

On the Mercury label, “Crazy" is a have come up with one of their
& blues item on which biggest in “Hound Dog," a burlesMarterie hits hard but smoothly.
que of “Doggie in the Window."
Phil EIIis-Eddie (Piano) Miller This is a completely hoked-up verOrch:
“Hi-Lili,
Hi-Lo"-“You’re sion with barks, and gags puncPainting the Town Red" (Rainbow). tuating the duo’s vocal. Flip is a
“Hi-Lili," from the Metro pic, takeoff on Hank Williams’ “Ka\v“Lili
is a charming folk-styled Liga," also handled in that broad
number with good chanceS: This comedy style.
rendition by Phil Ellis and Eddie
Helen Dixon: ^ “Don’t Call My
Miller follows the film’s rendition
closely for okay results. Flip is a Name"-“The Breeze" (Okeh). Helen
Dixon is a wax newcomer with
fair entry.
Mel Blanc: “I Love Me"- “Some- promise. “Don’t Call My Name"
body Stole My Gal" (Capitol). These is a quasi-religioso tune which she
are a couple of overdone comedy delivers with plenty of power
sides.
Mel Blanc’S- vocals are against a solid orch and choral
speeded up for an offbeat effect” background. On “The Breeze," she
through with a slick version
as is Lou Busch’s piano. This gim- comes
mick gets tiresome quickly. It’s which ranks with the Kay Starr
and Trudy Richards etchings.
the same on both sides.
Dickie Valentine: “Broken
Eileen Barton: “Pot Luck"-“A
Pretty Girl Milking*" Her Cow" Wings- All the Time and Every(Coral). “Pot Luck” is uncomfort- where" (London). “Broken Wings,"
ably close in idea to “Bake a Cake," aA English click, is a pleasing balEileen Bartori’s hit .of about three lad neatly rendered by British
It’s not
years ago.
It’s a simple rhythm songer Dickie Valentine.
number with a cute lyric but it however, styled directly for the
doesn’t swing like “Bake a Cake." U. S. market. Flip is a fine Bob
“Milking Her Cow" is a takeoff on Merrill tune in which. Valentine
a Irish folk number in a jump sells neatly. It merits jock attenstyle.
There are too many tempo tion.
switches for this side to hit.
Lu Ann Simms: “I Wouldn’t Want
Rosemary Clooney- Jimmy Boyd: It Any Other Way"-“Hand-Me“Little Josey"-“Dennis the Men- Down Heart" (Columbia)-. LuAnn
ace" (Columbia). This teaming of Simms has been turning out good
Rosemary 'Clooney with moppet sides although falling short of a
Jimmy Boyd has produced a couple click entry. She consistently hanof cute sides which could stir dles ballads with sensitivity and
plenty of action in both the pop her workover of “Any Other Way”
and kiddie market. “Josey” has a is solid all the way. Flip is a coun-

(Victor)

Stan Kenton’s orch gives arresting workovers in typical progressive style to such standards as
“Sophisticated Lady," “Over the
Rainbow," “Fascinating Rhythm"
‘and “Laver Man" (Capitol)
Jimmy Young has a listenable one
in “Longin’ for You" (London) .
Sarah McLawler impreses with her
bluesy Vocal of “I’m Tired of
.

.

.

.

.

Over You" (Brunswick).

Cryin’

Cleffer Stern

Back To

Paris After N.Y. Huddles
French pop and longhair composer Marcel Stern flew back to
Paris last Friday

yidpix business.
concert violinist
Italy,

(1)

five

after

New York on

weeks in

music-filmStem, formerly a
iri

and

France

now known

in his counthe scoring of

is

chiefly for
with studios in
films,
Paris and at bis residence in
St. Cloud. While here he huddled
with Mills Music on some of his
pop output and discussed the muHis
sic for a new telepic series.
brother, Emile, was in the States
and South America several years
ago as piano accompanist for
Jean Sablon.
Stern’s most important serious
effort is the symphony “LiberaIt’s a realistic work covertion."
ing his experiences in the French,
try

French

army when the Germans invaded
Paris and he fled.
Merc Names N. Y. Flack
Mercury Records has named

Buddy Friedlander

eastern disk

its

promotion rep.
„
Friedlander is giving up his indie disk flacking to- take over the
,

new

.

post.

'

,

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index,
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. 'John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetically listed.
Survey

lZQ)

Capitol

Starr
F. Laine-J.

A

Little

; ;
-
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SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
ANNA
SOMEBODY STOLE MY GAL
HAVE YOU HEARD
ALMOST ALWAYS

Caravan
Doggie in the Window
Golden Years i*“Houdini"
Have You Heard
Haven’t Got A Worry
How Do You Speak To An Angel
Hush-A-Bye i“The Jazz Singer"

APRIL IN PORTUGAL
APRIL IN PORTUGAL

—

ruby

!

I!;
*

.

.

WALKING BEHIND YOU
NO HELP WANTED
HO-HO SONG
A FOOL SUCH AS I

I’M

t

f

,

0

.

.

Chappell

Broadcast

My

Robbins-M

Feist

Flaming Heart
Nearness Of You
No Help Wanted
Pretend
Red Canary
Say You’re Mine Aga'in
Seven Lonely Days

By

Side

Famous
*.

Aquff-R

Brandom
Shapiro-B
Blue River
Jefferson

Side

Shapiro-B
Broadcast

*

—

Song From Moulin Rouge i “Moulin Rouge"
Suddenly
Thumbelina t“Hans Christian Andersen"
Till I WMtz Again With You
Twice As Much
Wild Horses
Your Cheatin’ Heart

—

Frank
Village

.Porgie

Simon
Acuff-R
1

Second Group

— ^‘“Can-Can"

En Go Away

Allez-Vous

Almost Always
Anywhere I Wander
Broken Wings
Hot Toddy
I Am In Love

Chappell

*

Brandom

— t“Hans Christian Andersen"

.

Frank

.

Shapiro-B
Coachella
Chappell
Wit'mark
Leeds.

'

,

I Confess
I’m Walking^ Behind
Just Another Polka

You

;

Frank

Kaw-Liga
Lady Of Spain

Milene

Jealous Eyes

.

Fox

•

Make Up Before We Say Goodnight

Feist

Famous

.*

United
Chappell

—
—

Miller

Robbins
Montclare

Me A Story
Me You're Mine
the

&.R

Hill

Capri

Red Red Robin Comes Bob Bob Bobbin’
You Believe Me

.

.

Don't

Bourne

Brandom

(Listed Alphabetically).

Columbia
Mercury

Man

BeB ®^.e

Crazy

»..*

,

„ Capitol
Victor

,

Draper

Buttons.

HH MH)

Cromwell
Feist

BVC
Brandom

*

*

By Side

.Jefferson
.

Waltz Again With
Your Cheatin’ Heart
Till I

You

Shapiro-B
Village

-

Acuff-R

* ’

M-G-M ^
Victor

Eastwick
Valando

•

J,
I’m Sittin’ On Top Of The World
Moon Was Yellow

-*

rtr t t

“Hazel Flagg”

Dancing With Someone

M-G-M

*

Brandom
Famous

!

*

Remick
Cromwell

Crazy

V,

Jo Stafford
(

American
Santly-J

Paramount

Top 10 Songs On TV

Percy Faith
Columbia
Sylvana Mangano
_. M-G-M
J ohnnie Ray ......... Columbia

Red

>+++++»»»»»

t >

Harms
Leeds
Harvard

*.

Believe
I’ll Be Hangin’ Around
I’m Sittin’ On Top Of The World

Pretend
en LG ly Days
ofy r, £?

Rus'.y

.

Lion
Berlin

.

Chappell

—

Coral
Victor

Boyd

Perry Como
Les Baxter
Freddy Martin
Richard Hay man
Pete Hanley
Eddie Fisher

!

. .

I

Why

Capitol

Joni James
Joni James

SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN

BIG MAMOU.
--

.*

......

•

—

Side

,

Love

Columbia
Mercury

Gaylords

(15)

of April 24-30, 1953

All By Myself
April In Portugal
Blue Gardenia t“Blue Gardenia”
Breeze
Can’t I

When

M-G-M

Kay

'

Week

(Listed Alphabetically)

Tell
Tell

Mercury

Second Croup

n

(Mercury, West-

Lady Loves To Dance
Ohio *“Wonderful Town"
Ruby t“Ruby Gentry"
Somebody Stole My Gal

Nat (King) Cole
Jovji James
Frankie Laine ,i
Georgia Gibbs
Teresa Brewer
Perry Como

......

(3)

SIDE

::

Rome

Foutains of

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

My
My

Page

Patti

SEVEN LONELY' DAYS (1)
TILIr I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU (18)
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

-

with the

minster', $5.95). Respighi’s two impressionistic* tone-poems, backing
each other, have b,een issued coin-

—

m Be$t Sellers on Coin-Machines

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW (13)
PRETEND (10)
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART (1)

; ;

soloists

corded by Ernest Ansermet and
L’Orchestre de la Suisse Rbmande cidentally by Mercury and Westfor an unusual disk, dreamy, im- minster. Both are fine interpretapressionistic and evocative. Some tions, Mercury’s- by the Minnesurface noises detract, but other- apolis Symphony under Antal Dorwise it’s a colorful, highly profi- ati, Westminster’s by the Vienna
cient recording.
State Opera orch under Argeo
Grieg: Symphonic Dances and Quadri.
Mercury’s is broader,
Norwegian Dances (Mercury, more robust, but no less appealing
$5.95). Charming, melodic works, than the more I'efined Westmin'
based on Norwegian folk dances, ster’s.
Bron.

Let’s

!!

fine

.

.

rhythm

4

attrac-

“Brass Ring. Love"

and “Many- Are the Times"

JERRY VALE

< h

but quite as appealing. Rosanna Giancoli and Miti Truccato-

lesi’s

“Pagliacci," is vocally standout.
Ravelr. Daphnis ct Chloe. (London, $5.95). Complete ballet is re-

tive

BY SIDE (14)
TELL ME A STORY (7)
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE

Scarlatti:
Stabat Mater (Vox
Moving, substantial work’
$5.95).
less known perhaps than Pergo-

Scuola Venziana orch under AnLucine Amara and Giuseppe gelo Ephrildan supporting.
Valdengo.
Tucker, especially in
Respighi: Pines of Rome and

.

BELIEVE

National Orchestra,

er,

Howard's pipes lack, the
close.
easy charm of the original and this
tune is only a pale carbon of *“0
Happy Day.” On the flip, Howard
essays a straight pop but his voice
can barely carry the tune.

Best Bets

I

Handsomely played and recorded by Erik Tuxen and Danish

Miller for leads; “Pag" uses Tuck-

June Valli has a couple of

VICTOR YOUNG ORCH

mood and

Nordic

typical

flavor.

Harshaw and Mildred Pace are

Margaret

not even

it’s

with

4

over snappily for hit potential.
Roberta Lee also socks this tune
across for Decca with possibilities.

»4

1953

6,

and Disks

Jocks/ Jukes

Mfen/rr

.

,

Wednesday, May

PSSnEFr

©UCHESTRAS-MUSIC

solo, gives
tion.
The

.

**

4p

(More In Case of Ties)
In The Cool Cool Cool Of The Evening

Mercury

*[

Okeh

**

Victor

«*

Mercury
Columbia "
Columbia

*.

.

kagf
-

Top Standards

Five

Little

B ® n es

Old Lady

.

. .

Lover
Old Buttermilk Sky

Who
t

Filmusical,

'

*

Famous

,

gockin’ Chair
Roll Them Roly Boly Eyes
Tip Toe Through The Tulips

Legit musical.

,

Burke-Van
Southern
Chappell

.

. .

.

.

.

.Burke-Van
Southern

.Marks
Witmark

Harms

H
H

May

Wednesday,

6,

1953

OKCRESTBAS-MIJSIC

Camden

Victor’s

Label for Chains

OF

Victor will pitch directly

RCA

with

releases,

a

projected new low-priced label, to be
Records,
Latter
Camden
called
subsid will specialize in classical
and jazz platters cut by less prominent orchs. New label will hafe no
relation with Victor's new quS siindie subsid for which Joe Carlton,
repertoire chief, is -curartists
rently lining up indie distribs.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
1

Compiled from Statistical Reports .of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

&

Coin Machines

Sears-Roebuck and Macy’s. Latter
department store, in particular, has
proved to be a major sales factor
for low-priced platters in the classemi-classical and showtune
category on the Remington, Ponand Royale labels.
Varsity
tiac,

TALENT

POSITIONS
This

Last

Week Week

Ernest A. Tolin in L. A. Federal
Decision was
Court last week.
made in a suit brought by Marie
Ballentine, mother of DeSylva’s
illegitimate
son,
nine-year-old
Stephen William Ballentine.

ARTIST AND LABEL
PATTI PAGE (Mercury.)

PERCY FAITH

7

8
9

8

10

6

PERRY COMO (Victor)
'
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
GEORGIA GIBBS -(Mercury)
SYLVANA MANGANO (M-G-M)
TERESA BREWER v(Coral)

by Late Musicos

Boston, May 5.
“Biggest Show of 1953” ran into
difficulties at the Boston Garden
Monday (27), when the majority of
Woody Herman’s sidemen. were delayed 90 minutes while driving
here from Montreal.
Impatient
fans had begun to queue up at the
boxoffice
seeking refunds when
Herman and four of his sidemen,
plus local skinbeater Jack Sager,
who was in the audience, launched
into an impromptu jam session
halting the exodus with the result
not more than 40 fans stomped

POSITIONS
This

way about It) p. m., continuing
without an intermission until midnight. This is the second time this
season that this type of conoert has
been held up by failure -of musicos
to arrive pn time.
Last October,
members of Stan Kenton’s band
lost their way driving here from
Worcester, less than 50 miles away.

(*ASCAP.

jcan’fl
[Have You Heard
} Your Cheatin' Heart
[Almost Always
(Say You’re Mine Again
/Don’t Let the Stars
April in Portugal
Sevdn Lonely Days

1

1

2

2

3

4

4

3

TUNE

.

While Another Folds
r

,

,

Chicago,

^

..

vvinie

May

5.

the cause of progressive
getting an additional outlet here, it also
suffered last week
when two of its landmarks decided

music

is

to call it quits.
entry, starts

Beau Coup, the new

May

O Day.

8

with Anita

Hi Hat, which moved from the
near north side to
the far north
side to try and
attract the college
tiaae, finally

went

into bankruptcy

ast

week. The Silhouette, which
played some of the progressive
f
VPe combos, is up for sale.
•

Chappell's Indie Pitch

£

X anc^ n
^
j

»•*

.

imino

its

activity

in

the

company field, Chappell
11S
week appointed Joe
indie label contactman.

lts

Zimmo has been

associated with
Lhappeii for the past 27
years as
* sa lcs staffer.

Vp 8 ^nn

a

,

.

Pulchino

ilino
has been promm?? *°Fulc
sales promotion
man^ei a ssistant
lum
bia
Records, asp°
sist??« A ^
sisting
<•

.

Art Schwartz.

rcta^

f ° rmerly

t

g ain

PUBLiSHEB
Santly-Joy

Cromwell

*

5

7

6
5

TOLL

7

fBMI)

'

6

I

Broadcast

.

.Brandom
Chappell
.Acuff-R

WALTZ AGAIN

Village

YOU’RE MINE AGAIN.;

8

•jSAY

9

SIDE BY SIDE

Meridian
Shapiro-B

RUBY

10

..Miller

many show

New York Pops Makes Fine
Bow as Skitch Henderson

biz friends,

four

from

Phil-

WINS DJ.Brad

harmonic management (glad that
70 of its men got an extra week’s
work), and from music-lovers generally.

bestsellers.

Victor's

three

top-

have gone over the 900,000
Perry Como’s
disk of ’‘Say You’re Mine Again”
and “My One and Only Heart,”
has hit 400,000; Eddie Fisher's
“I’m Walking Behind You” and
“Just Another Polka” topped the
collectively.

350.000

marker,

while

Homer k

Jethro’s parodies of “Hound Dog
in the Window” and “Pore Old
Kaw-Liga” have reached 150,000.
Three disks accounted for some
200.000 disks sold last week by
Victor.

VICTOR EXECS FAN OUT

FOR REGIONAL MEETS
Victor execs will fan out
across the country next week for
regional sales meetings in eight
key cities. Sessions are being held
May 15 and 17 to outline the company's product and merchandising
program for the rest of the year
to distrfbs and field personnel.

Larry W. Kanaga, sales manager,
Boston meet,
15, with George R. Marek,
artists and repertoire chief, head-

will preside at the

May

ing the

New York

conclave two

days later. W. W. Bullock, manager of the sales planning section,
will cover the Chicago and Kansas
City sessions; E. L. Dodelin, field
sales manager, will head the Cleveland and Atlanta meetings, and
J. Y. Burgess, merchandise manager, will go to Dallas and San
Francisco.

Organizes Record Heps For 3 Pubs Sue N.Y. Eatery

WNBC

'

from Henderson*

new pop albums every month.

>

$4,500 for hall tribute to our flyers, written during
getting more);
rental (including boxoffice and the war in London and first played
backstage staff), and balance in here in 1946, it holds up surprisads, etc.
ingly well now. It made a stirring
Series got the most unusual as- hour, with the Lehigh U. Glee Club,
U.S. Air Force Singing Sergeants,
sist from NBC and its N.Y.
flagship, with spot announcement soloists Rawn Spearman and Norconstantly aired for weeks, other man Clayton, and narrator Tyrone.
station talent helping out with Power giving notable assists to
plugs, and Henderson making ap- Henderson and the orch. Henderpearances all over the ether to son, leading a much larger ensemble than he’s probably accustomed
promote the concerts.
for
Series is up against Gotham to, handled his chores well,
balance of choirs and sections,
good
tough
traditionally
it’s
since
apathy,
for
musicianly
feel
with
a
to get people to go to concerts in and
May. The $3.40 top also seems high. rhythm and style. Mastery of the
the series has engendered symph was always evident.
goodwill,

moving

releasing

Phillips

Monday’s preem drew about 1,500
N.Y. Churckes, Charities
people, little over half the house.
A Series of “record hops,” beSkitch Henderson, WNBC, N.Y.,
included legit, film and
maestro and disk jock, is trying a Audience
lieved to be the first conducted by
tough and noble experiment step- radio-TV figures as well as mis- a N. Y. disk jockey, is being ran
ping into the longhair field to put cellaneous celebs. What they got
on a New York Pops season with was a surprisingly good musical by WINS platter spinner Brad
Phillips as benefits for various
N.Y. Philharmonic members, after
evening. Henderson showed origi- church .and charitable organizathe regular N.Y. concertgoing seaBoth Phillips and accomson is over. But judging by preem nality and daring in programming tions.
American works. panying talent work cuffo with
of his venture Monday night (4) in contemporary
Carnegie Hall, N.Y., he may pull it These showed the fine calibre of proceeds going to the sponsoring
org.
Initial show was put on in
off. Certainly, on basis tff circum- our composers, as well as soothing
a Queens church last month and
stances surrounding this venture, it the ear. Program’s first half was
spotlighted the Four Lads, Alan
should be encouraged.
too brief, with three short pieces Dean, Danny Winchell, Bernice
Henderson hired 70 Philharmonic by Morton Gould, Leroy Anderson Parks and Doreen Davis.
°
week,
this
players for five programs
and Jacques Press. Anderson’s
Phillips is following up with a
including Monday’s U.S. composers’ “Trumpeter’s Lullaby” (well played
Romberg- Viennese, by William Vacchiano) looks like stand at the National Catholic
opener, and
Gershwin and Tchaikowsky nights it’ll make all future band programs. Community Center’s USO club in
N. Y., May Id (Armed Forces Day).
and a children’s morning program.
Feature was Marc Blitzstein’s Johnny Desmond and possibly Joni
about
It’ll cost ’him about $15,000—
choral symphony, “The Airborne,” James are among the talent that
$120
(at
musicians
the
for
$9,000
a 55-minute work which comprised
minimum, with some first-desk men the program’s second half. Stirring will appear at the spot. He’s also
set to hold a hop at the Eastern

much

is still

now

Victor** Hot 1158 Pace
RCA Victor is rolling up a big
sales record for 1953. Continuing
the hot pace for the first three
months, Victoria disk business for
April shot 20% ahead of the same
month last year. Victor's upbeat
this year has been reflected in its
consistent placement among the

Oi Tune

Turns Into a Longhair

was Schwartz’s sec- But

is

RCA

—

Hep Spot Opens

Wa

I

J, mu o
/Dancing With
Someone

*DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
*1 BELIEVE
fSONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
-'PRETEND
APRIL IN PORTUGAL
fYOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

week and

dfcskery

Anna

Last

Week Week

The

sellers

TUNES

out.

Concert, which grossed about
$14,300 at $3 top, was skedded for
8:30 p. m. kickoff and got under-

.

sales last

mark

1

JONI JAMES (MGM)

sales.

fast.

Currently,

( Your Cheatin’ Heart

(Capitol)

album

Highriders for Col are “Arthur
Godfrey’s TV Calendar Show,”
which has passed the 50,000 sales
mark, the Frank Parker-Marion
Marlowe
“Sweethearts”
album,
which is nearing 50,000 sales; and
Doris Day’s “By the Light of the
Silvery Moon,” which hit 80,000

pop

S

;

6

Window

ISish Rhapsody

(Columbia)

NAT (KING) COLE

.

Hit

TUNE
Doggie in the

.

/Columbia)

FRANKIE LAINE

Court ruled that the boy will
Inherit the copyrights after Mrs.
DeSylva’s death, a hollow victory.
It was pointed out in music circles
that DeSylva wrote most of his top
tunes in the late twenties and early
thirties, and copyrights on many of
them have already been renewed
or are due for renewal shortly. It
is figured that very few will be
inherited by the son.

Show’ in Hub

Music

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources , which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, edin machines )
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

AWARD ALL ROYALTIES
TO DeSYLVA’S WIDOW!

'Biggest

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

as Published in the Current Issue

sical,

Los Angeles, May 5.
Mrs. Marie DeSylva, widow of
the late B. G. (Buddy) DeSylva,
will collect all the revenue from
the tunesmith's songs during her
lifetime, under a ruling by Judge

the market and the quality of the
albums being turned out. Other
diskeries, too, are reporting a boost
in this year’s

Victor plans to sell its Camden
directly to such outlets as

disks

Chi

Riding with a flock of hot album
Columbia Records’ pop album division racked up 50% more
sales for the first four months of
1953 than for a similar period last
year. Album sale upbeat is being
attributed the wide variety of low
price long-play machines now on

and department

for the syndicate
store disk business

Pop Albums

Col

P^RIETY Scoreboard

41

Broft,

I

Chappell,

Infringements

Famous

Music

and

Harms filed a joint suit in N. Y.
Federal Court last week against
the Alamac Restaurant, N. Y.,
charging infringement of its copyrighted tunes via unlicensed performances. Tunes involved are
Chappell’s “There’s a Small Hotel,”
“When We’re Alone” (Famous) and
“Dancing in the Dark” (Harms).
Plaintiffs seek an Injunction and
$250 statutory damages for each
publisher.

Sidney Chappel Exits
St. Louis little Symph
St. Louis,

May

Sidney Chappel, maestro

5.

of the

Louis Little Symph orch for
the past 12 years, has resigned and
will be replaced by three guest
conductors diming the forthcomParkway Arena, Brooklyn, May 23, ing season*
to raise coin for the Brooklyn
The new comers are Isler SoloWomen’s HospltaL .^ Richard Hay- mon, conductor of the Buffalo
man has been set for that engage- Philharmonic; William van den
ment with other performers still Burg, asst, conductor of the Los
to be lined up.
Angeles symph orch, and Richard
Transportation for performers is Bales, director of the music protaken care of by the sponsoring gram at National Gallery, Washgroup* and Phillips provides an ington, D. C. Max Steindel, localaccompanist for the 'entertainers. ity will conduct the fourth and
However, in the case of the Brook- final concert of the season.
lyn stand a 14-piece orch will be
provided by hop’s sponsor, since
Dave Kapp, RCA Victor’s pop
spot is more of « ballroom setup artists dc repertoire chief, arrives
and use of disks for terp music back at the N.Y. homeoffice today
would be cutting into band em- (Wed.) after a two-week trip to
Hollywood.
ployment.
St.

OKCHpKSlTKAS«MtTSKC
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Gram Switches

ArmThe Benny Goodman-Louis
package racked up overall

ing

Strong grosses as
third touring

m

into

^

19

il

s

its

week- without Goodleft the troupe
when he was

.

Billing

.

.

.

.

Chappell
I’m Walking Behind Maurice
Little Red Monkey
Robbins
.

.

.

.

Broken Wings

Cleveland, May 5.
take of the all-star

Goodman Gene Krupa-Louis
Armstrong
promotwith

Goodman band

Downhearted

unit,

I

Krupa

leading the Benny
at Public Music
business.
Hall Sunday (3), was cut almost in
Biggest night for the troupe was half by the ill Goodman's cancellalast Thursday (30). tion.
Scaled at $4 top, the jazz
in Philadelphia
Concert played to two sellout concert drew a gross of $4,500 and
on
seats
extra,
300
attendance of 1,530 in the 3,000
houses with
performances “and seated auditorium.
stage at both
Norman Granz, promoter, annnlv a few camp chairs going begThe 3,300 nounced he was changing his billging at the second show.
at $4 top, ing to “All-Star Gene Krupa
seat house was scaled
(leadtallying a strong $15,200. Unit was ing B. G. Bandl-Louis Armstrong
booked at a $4;500 guarantee vs. Concert” and cutting prices for the
50% of the gross. Date was pro- rest of the tour.
moted by Lee Guber, proprietor of
Strong 13G Gross in Pitt
philly's Rendezvous Cafe, and Ed
deejay known 'as!
Felbin,
Pittsburgh, May 5.
Benny Goodman’s absence preFrank Ford.
Sidelight of the jazz show, which vented a sellout but promoters
Playing
brought 3,500 fans into Philly’s haven’t any complaints.
midtown, was the bonanza for the two shows at the Syria Mosque
niteries and bars on what other- Friday (1), attraction drew a total
wise would have been a rainy attendance of 5,700 to the 3,809Thursday evening. With concerts sefet auditorium and a gross of $13,skedded at 8 and 10: SO p. m., local 000. After Federal and city taxes
pubs got the crowds coming and of 39 percent came out, that left
Incidentally, promoters of the net at nearly $10,000, and
going.
double concerts at the Academy of gave everybody a good shake.
After the heavy advance sale,
Music are tabbed for two nights
rentals with double charge for staff it was figured that there would be
plenty
of refunds following ancrew.
stage
and
Previous flight (Wed.) at the nouncement
Goodman couldn’t
make
it,
N.
Y., unit
but only about $200 worth
RPI Field House, Troy,
did an okay gross drawing an esti- of pickets came back.
haven’t been qomplainirtg about

WPEN

Fields

Red Feathers
Pretend
Till I Waltz Again

Krupa, Cuts Prices

ers

Alley’s Four-Footed Kick

Makes ASCAP Sound Like ASPCA

.

.

Potential

Pan

Tin

By JIM

Oh Happy Day

Granz Headlines

out at the dates
of the
uon’t appear, most

I

In Golden Coach Box & Cox
Wonderful Copenhagen Morris

,i

respiratory atfoiled by an acute
His orch has been headed by
tack
word is
although
and
Krupa,
none

crs

.(Week ending April 25)
London, April 28.
Doggie in Window
Connelly

at a $3.60 top.
Press stories about Goodman’s absence held the attendance down.

Boston

that

^l“ j"i?f

I

mated 3,350 payees

Goodman

man
a

moved

it

OnCBESTKAS-JaSIC

PSStfEff

BG’s Bow-Out From Jazz PTtge Dents
B.O. Slightly;

Dash
Leeds
.

F, D.

.

& H.

New World

....

Believe ........ Cinephonic

Second 12
Black Eyed Susie. Cinephonic
Taik to the Trees .... Chappell
Don’t Believe Me
.F.D.&H.
Outside of Heaven
Wood
Don’t Let the Stars .... Morris
Now
.Dash
Because You’re Mine. .Robbins
Windsor Waltz
Reine
Celebration Rag
Wood
Wild Horses
Morris
All the Time
Cinephonic
Even Now
Pickwick
.

-

j

Returns to U.S.

Szigeti

After 2-Month Jap Tour
Joseph Szigeti returned
the U.S, Monday (4), after a
sock tour of Japan. His last appearance in Tokyo, April 28, was his
11th performance in that city in
seven weeks, and took place before
15,000 persons at a baseball field
as a benefit concert for victims of
Violinist

to

WALSH

!

.

‘

Hiroshima and tuberculosis.
Szigeti played in every major Band records.

Among

It’s a natural step from horses to
Japan, With his 20 original
concerts extended to 27. He also cows, but although Bossy is perhaps
the most useful of domestic
gave a command performance at
animals her virtues haven’t been as
the Imperial Palace.
extensively hymned as those of
some other critters. In an oldtimer, the heroine “calls the cattle
home across The Sands of Dee.”
Perhaps the best-known cow song
“Wait Till the Cows Come
is
Home,” written by Anne Caldwell
and Ivan Caryll for the 1917 .production, “Jack o’ Lantern,” starring Fred Stone.
But the cow
song title championship probably
goes to Harry Von Tilzer’s 1915,
“Cows May Come, Cows May Go,
but the Bull Goes on Forever.”
8
2
c
Capitol Records’ first big hit, 10
years ago, was Ella Mae Morse’s
s
%
“Cow Cow Boogie.”
Monkey Business
T *
Taking other animals more or
J?
3
CO
less at random, there may have
s
been more songs about monkeys
Tj
M
•written during the past half cenis
a
2
tury than about any other animal.
«-»
w

city of

‘

PtfrRIETY
Survey of retail disk best
based on reports ohtained from, leading stores in
11 cities and showing com-,

sellers

2

parative sales rating for this

National
Rating
This Last
wk.

wK

Ipst

week

.

PERCY FAITH

(Columbia)

“Song from Moulin Rouge”

3

1

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“Doggie in the Window”
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)

1

0

“I Believe”

2

LES BAXTER

8

77

3

1*5711.. 81

73

2

2

60

,

.

7

1

9

2

2

.

SYLVANA MANGANO

4

8..

7

39

3

..

.

2

7

RICHARD HAYMAN

8

.

3

10

4

9

35

5

31

(M-G-M)

“Anna”

5

(Mercury)

4

4

,

BOYD

2

1

.

6

.

4

.

(Columbia)

Me a Story”
PERRY COMO (Victor)

10

6

“Tell

“Say You’re Mine Again”

-

8

2

10

..

RED BUTTONS (Columbia)
“Strange Things Are Happening”

3

.

20

GEORGIA GIBBS

.

1

.

TERESA BREWER
7

14

IQ

“Till I

15

14

16 A

Mamou”
PERCY FAITH

..

4

6

.

.

6

.»

4

•

•

7

.

8

17

(Coral)

Waltz Again”.....,

DOLORES GRAY

5

(Mercury)

“Seven Lonely Days”
13

6

»«

8

..

5

(Decca)

8

“Big

.

.

.

.

4

8

.

(Columbia)

“Swedish Rhapsody”,..
Ralph Martcrie (Mercury)
“Caravan”

9

.

.

.

3

4

12

10

11

..

11

"

KAY STARR

~

1_6B_J6

PAUL-FORD

16C 16
.

A

19
0n

_j0

(Capitol)

“Side by Side”...'
“Sitting

on Tdp

RED BUTTONS
13
,

.*

10

..

10

(Capitol)

of

3

World”

..

..

2

..

8..

(Columbia)

“Ho-Ho Song”

9

GAYLORDS (Mercury)
Me You’re Mine”
1,

10A “Tell

2

HANS CHRISTIAN WONDERFUL TOWN
I

five top

albums

ANDERSEN
DANNY KAYI
.

Decca

DL
A

5433
919
9-364

Broadway Ca»t

Decca
DL-9010
PA-937
9-39X

TV CALENDAR

SHOW
Arthur Godfrey

Columbia

CL 6241
B 331
C 931

PETER

PAN

Hugo Winterhalter
Victor

EP A407

the

marsupials,

Gum

MUSIC F0R LOVERS

ONLY
Jack!* Gleason

^Capitol

H-352

’Pos-

Stump” was the

favorite back-country dance tune of

Mrs.

Andrew

In the hey-

Jackson.

day of “coon songs,” Paul Dresser
wrote “Niggah Loves His ’Possum.”
Other similar titles were “ 'Possum
Pie,” also known as “The Stuttering Coon,” and “Run, Brudder

’Possum, Run.”
There have been any number of
dance steps named for animals during the last 40 years or so, withthe fox trot, which took off in 1914,
as undisputed leader. Skunks, like
swine, lack romantic appeal, bub
sqme years ago there was a successful hillbilly, tune, “Three Shiftless Skonks.”
Another such mastervvork was “The Gal I Loved on
Polecat Creek.”
Even the finny
beauties sometimes get into the
act, as in Saxie Dowell's “Three
•

Little Fishes.”

Getting down to the ground flodr
with the serpents, “The*
Snake’s Hips” was a popular dance

level

number of 1923. And Joe (Fingers) Carr has recently turned out
a fine example of ragtime piano
playing In his Capitol waxing of
1

Monkey Land,” “Down in Monkeyville,” “On a Monkey Honeymoon”
and “The Monkey’s Sister.” Many
without “Monkey”, in the
had simian characters “Aba
Honeymoon,”
“Doodle
Oodle Dee,” “The Animal Fair”
and “My Little Orangutan” among

—

others,

Daba

them.

.

insects, especially bees.

Perhaps

it

goes back to the example set by
Shakespeare more than 300
years ago when he introduced
“Where the Bee Sucks There Suck
I” into his successful London production, “The Tempest.” A “rural
ballad” of 1905 was “When the
Bees Are in the Hive.” This was
followed several years later by
“Two Little Love Bees," sung in
Bill

At times, bear ditties have been
almost as popular as those about
monkeys.^ “The Teddy Bears’ Pic- “The Spring Maid,” by Christie
nic” is still a pdpuiar novelty num- MacDonald.
Turning now to batrachians
ber, although; composed nearly half
a century ago. When- the “Teddy fancy name for frogs May Irwin
Bear” vogue -was at its height used to wow vaude audiences in
around 1J907 there was a pop num- the 1890s with her “Frog Song.”
ber called “Won’t You Be My Ted- Thomas P. Westendorf, composer
dy Bear?” In\1910 Irving Berlin of Thomas A. Edison’s favorite
and George Botsford did the hilari- song, “I'll Take You Home Again,
ous “Grizzly Bear,” and a couple Kathleen,” wrote a rather pathetic
of years later there was a fleetingly “Frog Song” of his own.
There
popular number, “Oh, You Little was a comic ditty. “The Lily and
the Frog,” popular in 1916, the
Bear.”
But the bear song undoubtedly is same year in which another frog*
“The Preacher and the Bear,” song, Arthur Fields and Walter
Which was perhaps the most popu- Donovan’s “Gila Gala Galoo,” was
lar comic song record of the pre- made a hit through its rendition
electric era, as indefatigably re- by the Avon Comedy Four.
Returning to our more familiar
corded by the late Arthur Collins.
The song was written in the early four-footed friends, a popular song
1900s t}y George Fairman, who is of 1900, which the late George H.
Fair- O’Connor, favorite entertainer of
still living in Hamilton, O.
man says he sold all rights to the every President* from McKinley to
tune for $250 to Joe Arzonia, part- Truman, usecP; to sing at White
owner of the Harp, a Columbus House parties, was “Lamb, Lamb,
saloon in which Fairman was pian- Lamb.”
When Thomas A, Edison spoke
It was published under Arzoist.
nia’s name, with the tavern keeper the first words ever reproduced by
credited as writer of both words a phonograph, back in August,
1877, he too had lamb on his mind,
and music.
Even goats haven’t been over- for he recited “Mary Had a Little
looked by the Brill boys. A comic Lamb.”
And as the summing-up clincher,
recitation, “McCloskey’s One-Eyed
Goat,” used to be popular, and what is the most famous trademark
in
the world?
The Victor dog;
“Two Giddy Goats” was .sung in
Talbot & Korn's 1910 operetta, which should prove beyond dispute
Sage- the close affinity between pop mu“The Belle of Brittany.”
brush record buyers used to durn sic, the record business and our
nigh laugh their fool heads off at animal friends!

—

5

JONI JAMES (M-G-M)
“Your Cheatin’ Heart”

.

sum Up a

“Rattlesnake Rag.”
Bees' Wax
One of the oddities of pop song
by Morse, were “Mr. Monkey,” “In fauna is the attention given to

title,

5

“Ruby”
F. LAINE-J.

3

.

6

5

(Capitol)

“Pretend”

9A 12

1

(Capitol)

COLE

(KING)

4

2

2

.

“April in Portugal”

NAT

late Teddy Morse was Tin Pan
Alley’s jungle and monkey song
specialist for about 25 years up to
his death in 1924, and one of his
last s4ngs Was called “Monkey Doodle.” Other monkey songs, not all

The

Artist, Label* Title

John Cbrson’s record of

Fiddlin’

Continued from last week)
“Papa’s Billy-Goat,” which told of
Next to dogs, horses probably how the goat had been tied £(£jross
have been the subject of the most a railroad track. But the cantankunbridled e'nthusiasm among hu- erous animal had previously swallowed a red shirt, so it “belched
mans.
Still well remembered is
Byroh Gay and Richard Whiting’s up that old red shirt, then flagged
1926 novelty, “Horses,” with a gal- down that- durned old train.”
Hogging It
loping tune said to have been
The cleffers seem to have had a
adapted
from
Rachmaninoff’s
hard
time
finding
the romantic side
“Troika.”
Victoria
In 1907 Vesta
sang “The Next Horse I Ride On, of swine, but Frank Crumit popularized
“The
Pig
Got
Up and SlowI’m Going to Be Tied On.” There
was, briefly, around 1913, a dance ly Walked Away,” and there have
step called “The Horse Trot,” and been vagrant ditties, such as Mike
Kay Kyser some years ago record- Fitzpatrick’s "Ham and Eggs,”
ed “Horses Don’t Bet oh People.” singing the praises of porky byIn Dickens’ “Old Curiosity Shop,” products. “Liver and Bacon” is anwritten in 1840, Dick Swiveller other of similar genre. More resang “My Arab Steed.”
And in cently there was “Cincinnati Danc1924 Harry Von Tilzer published a ing Pig.”
How about the really big fellows,
comic ditty, “Oh You Can’t Fool an
such as the elephant?
Well, J.
Old Hoss Fly!”
“The Old Gray Mare” is an un- Russell Robinson achieved a masterly
title
an Elewith
“Go
Wash
forgettable
example
of
rustic
humor applied to equines. And, phant if You Want to Do Someturning to horses’ “cousins,” cul- thing Big and Clean,” and a poputured connoisseurs of the musical lar duet for bassoon and piccolo is
art of the “plain people” have been “The Elephant and the Fly.” Vinknown to weep in ecstasy during cent Bryan and Harry Von Tilzer
“folk music festivals” at the sheer honored the big shot of the sea,
beauty of the animal imitations the whale, with a title that perhaps
evoked by a hillbilly fiddler’s bow even surpasses Robinson’s elegant
from “Johnson’s Old Gray Mule.” elephant epic—s“A Sail on the Tale
(“Hen Cackle” is another number of a Whale,” depicting the nautical
honeymoon of a crawfish and a
that sends the folk music esthetes.
Turning to the opposite musical ex- lobster. Still remembered is “The
treme, “Livery Stable Blues” was Torpedo and the Whale,” from
one of the first Dixie Land Jazz "Olivette.”
“
(
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You’re right again Walk
0
/

the fabulous Dorseys a

back together again /

THE SENTIMENTAL GENTLEMAN

and

his Orchestra with

—

ti

\

WRITE

WIRE

TOMDOR
1619 Broadway,

Enterprises
NEW YORK

JUdson 6-1744
Press RefationsED WEINER

Contact VINCE

CARBONE

.
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.
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.

.
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^
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Wrap!

yAniETY
retdil sheet music
on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales

Survey of

sales based

Something Special

Andrews

In Inimitable

Sisters Style

'a

rating for this arid fast week.
* ASCAP
t BMI

I

to
IT*

.
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H

S
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Q
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8

This Last
wk.
wk.

»

B

Q.

1

Jr

3-

and Publisher

Title

I

and

......
Believe (Cromwell)
Doggie in the Window (Santly-J.)

41

NOW THAT

5

£

National
Rating

From Musical Production
"Guys and Dolls"

5
•—

a

e
«

W

e <>

tJ

2

Pretend (Brandom)
f Moulin Rouge (Broadcast)
April in Portugal (Chappell)

I’M

fYour Cheatin' Heart

.

Me

.

.

.

.

Ruby

.
.

a Story (Montclare)

,

tDon't Let the Stars (Four Star)

<4

10,

.

Walt* Again.

Till I

1

'

(Acuff-R.).

.Side by Side.(Shaplro-B).
tSay You’re Mine (Meridian)
tTell

5
3

.

(Miller) ......;

9

;

Anywhere I Wander (Frank)
Dancing with Someone (Valando)
How Do You Speak (Chappell)..
.

.

.«

.

.

.

..

Krefetz. Exits Atlantic

On

mm
Setchme slugs
happen to

'i

.

all

and

It

ballads

will work around Pittsburgh at
least
for the
summer. .Barry
Lane band signed for the weekend
dancing at Chez Dee. .Bill Bickel’s Starliters, into Vogue Terrace
.

!

;

Charlie Spivak’s orch will play
a Rensselaer Polytechnic sophomore class soiree in the Field
House, Troy; N.Y., Saturday (9)
Danny Davis into the Tommy CarIyn Lounge, Pittsburgh, May 11
Sam Clark and Harry Carter,

.

fOr indefinite stay, followed at the
Shamrock Room on the’ Northside
by Frank Natale Trio. .Ernie Neff

.

.

.

Sf
'

*

&

:

•••«&•

M-G-M

#1

Records Boston

.

.

.

V

playing for dancing
at Don Metz’s Skyvue across from
the old County Airport ... Whitey
Scharbo orch into Nick Nigro’s
Colonial Manor, where Ciro Rimac

distribs,

.

and his Latin-American Revue
opened an engagement Friday (1).

.Abbey Albert orch opens
at the Jung Hotel, New- Orleans,
today (Wed.). .'Eydie Gorme, CorRecords thrush, guested on
al
eight of* the past 10 CBS "Camel
Jerry Gray’s
Caravan" shows
orch h e £au a two-week engagement at the Statler Hotel, Buffalo,
yesterday (Tues.) .., Billy May
orch heading out on a string of
Texas one-niters beginning at the
U. of Texas Friday (8)
George
Treadwell, Sarah Vaughan’s husweeks.

.

.

.

Edison

for

May

.

annual

.

Hotel

Moritz, N.Y., last

St.

Omaha
Scottsbluff’s Terrytowm May
Tiny Hill will follow Jurgens
Chadron on Saturday (16) for
Military Ball there
Los Chi.

into
11 .
into

Doreen Davis, M-G-M canary, pacted by Music Corp. of
America
Stuart Foster into the
One-Two Club, Toronto, tomorrow
(Thurs.) for two weeks.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

canos
Quintet begin two-week
stand at Seven Seas here
Five

Red Hot Scamps

.

.

into

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cave Under
Hodges

Hill
Hotel
Johnny
opens at Angelo’s Friday

Songsmith Frank Loesser here
for Coliseum opening of “Guys and
Dolls" May 28
Eddie Standring,
Chairman of the Popular Music
Section of the Music Publishers’

(8).

SCHUMANN MAY SWITCH
FROM CAP TO VICTOR

ill
Bob Farnon, Canadian conductor - comThe Voices of Walter Schumann,
poser-arranger, leaving May 14 on
the Queen Elizabeth for a three- Capitol Records choral group, jnay
month trip to the U. S. and Can- shift to RCA Victor shortly.
ada
Jean Sablon is here for Coast outfit has turned out several
.
broadcasts and variety
Her- albums for Capitol in
manos Deniz Cuban band fixed for working with top name addition to
vocalists.
new West End club, Don Juan,
Victor execs have been talking to
opening May 27.
Schumann but no deal has been

Assn., is seriously

.

Both from Musical Production

.

.

.

.

.

"Wonderful Town"
Sung by

.

j

ROSALIND

*

"

'

"

set as yet.

-

Vince
.

•

»M vV(ti(

.

Fiorino

WORDS *
(Hit

MUSIC, INC.

Broadway,

N.w

Y»rtc)

MUSIC SERVICE
FOR RECORD SHOPS
The only sot-wp of

Wo

ica.

select

Its kind In Amerand ship prepaid

ntontkly your display stock of pop(
alar and standard music and folios.
We~fill yoer ordors for any music.
/
100% return privilege. Mesic sent
anywhere prepaid. Display stand
furnished.
Write

CHESM0 MUSIC Co.
Idaho

Falls,

Idaho

Now!

Unforgettable!

“THAT'S

WHAT YOU

USED TO SAY”
A

Under, haunting ballad

MABEL BUGH MINSON Pub.
2294 44th Avo.

Co. (BMI)

San Francisco,

cut

view

five more
last week
set for Pre-

Okeh Records

Rodger Mendez

.

May

8

.

Bernice

.

.

Parks

four platters for Mercury
week
Prom Terrace in Ft.
Wayne, has been Sold by John Apt

sliced

EDITH ADAMS

With "Wonderful Town" Orchestra Dlpcted by LEHMAN ENGEL
Decca 28709 (78 RPM) and Y-28709 (45 RPM)

last

.

.

i

.

and will be turned into a super*
market.
!•

|

Pittsburgh
A1 Marsico’s band picked for annual Spring Home Show in the II!
Hunt Armory. .Singer Bob Man.

'wmc&i

ning into bandleader

Tommy

Car-

new restaurant in Brentwood
for two weeks along with the Carlyn Trio
Harry Comoroda and
Efcrl Walton now furnishing the
musical, entertainment at the new
lyn’s
*

.

Rainbow

WMk

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU

Chicago
sides for

and

JESSE GREER

.

!

X

.

Dick Jurgens orch booked at
week Chadron, Neb., Thursday (7) and

London

LITTLE BIT

Matte by

.

.

A

It's

.

.

•

..

-

named.

.

and thrush Ruth Brown. .Dorothy
Collins, Raymond Scott and Leonard Wolf preemed their new Audivox label at a cocktailery at the
(29)

Those Wonderful Gals Sing the Hits
from "Wonderful Town"!

Company’s

.

.

.

ARMSTRONG

&

fragrant Today Yesterday's

slated to play

spring hop at the Sheraton-Plaza,
15 . Ex-Vaughn Monroe saxman, Johnny West, joined Tommy
Girard’s outfit at The Meadows
Pianist Johnny McAteer has contracted to furnish two trios at
Bermuda hotels for the summer
season
Erroll Garner in for
band and manager, formed a talweek’s engagement at the Hi-hat.
ent agenGy pacting Dizzy Gillespie
.

Krefetz, sales manager of
the Indie Atlantic label, resigned
his post last wefek to take over the
management of The Clovers,
rhythm
blues combo.
Krefetz
brought the group to Atlantic two
years ago.
No successor has yet been

Boston
Guy Ormany band

.

.

Dacca *1704 (7S RPM) and
9-28704 (45 RPM l

now

threesome

cocktailed dee jays, dealers and
press at their new headquarters
Sid Komheiser, genSunday (3)
eral manager of E. H. Morris Music, vacationing in Florida for two
.

Clovers

Lou

New York

should

To Handle The

the Upbeat

i

.

Room

Frankie

Barr
orch checked into the Twin Coachn indefinite stay... Bandes ?or
leader Marty Gregor, back in town
after three years in Miami Beach,

A

l

.

.

.

8
R

H
£

Another

BMI "Pin Up' Hit

SAT YOU’RE
MINE AGAIN
Perry Como.
Eddy Howard
Dolor*,

* EC0RDS
(Victor)

(Mercury)
(Decca)

Gray

Three Doii*.GlMy
Jun * Hntton-Ax.
f

‘ Allied

>

SPordahi
a "*-*«‘* fCapifo/j

roadcast Music, Inc.

»• Him
•

av.**., N,w
„. w Y#rk
*•** 34
**• n.y.
• Htumt) • r *•**!« •
MOHMIftl

(HKM0

Calif.

Wednesday,
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PEffiiErf

The most exciting

new band in America joday

ftSvVAW. atWa

'W
At

Bill

EDDIE SAUTER

FINEGAN

ON TOUR

c

/w

TIME TO DREAM

HEAR THESE OTHER BIG
Now

That I'm

in

Love

THE EAST BEGINNING MAY 8TH

New Record

Big

r/ie/r

IN

SlF HITS

Long Play-LPM 3115 consisting of these
also available on 45 and 78:

• Yankee Doodletown 20/47-5248

hit singles

,

1

Stop Beatin 'Round the Mulberry Bush

• Tweedle Dee

and Tweedle Dum

20/47-5166

• Azure-Te
20/47-4866
• Moonjight on the Ganges 20/47-4927
Midnight Sleighride • When Heart? are Young

Doodletown
April

Nina Never Knew# Love

"New

Directions in

is

a Simple Thing

20/47-5065

Fifers

in Paris

Music"—Album 45 rpm EPB-3II5

20/47-4995
Rain

v/;

•

Stop! Sit Down! Relax! Think!

m

* HOT

TODDY
MORROW’S

Jr

I,

20/47-4867

%

Newest and Biggest

HEAP BIG BEAT
c/w

I

WONDER WHY

RCA V' CTOR

first
20/47-5295

IN

recorded

music

•ms MASTER'S voter

Wednesday, May

hope that Coast dance biz will
itself up to record proporthere's
However,
again.
tions
enough available time now to inatdance
of
sure a steady stream
were reluctant to come Into town tractions and its believed the Coast
without, a solid itinerary which time will hold up for at least anwas difficult to obtain.
other year.
Another factor lending emphasis
renaissance
dance
to the apparent
is the growing use of name band
RADIO
LAST
attractions by the top resort hotels
in Las Vegas. With the trek from
GETS NOTICE
the east broken up by a four-week
location in Vegas and four or five
Pittsburgh, May 5.
weeks at the Palladium, bands now
Last of the radio staff bands in
can look forward to better than
three months work west of the Pittsburgh will be no more at the
Rockies and agencies are begin- end of this month when the KDKA
ning to push bids for their travel- orch exits. Musicians got their, noHarry
as
bands
James, Benny Strong or Sonny
Burke to maintain an jeven flow of
talent for the terpery. pther crews

APRIL IN PORTUGAL

1.

locally-based

work

3.

4.

CAN'T I
LEAN. BABY

,

PUT

BAND

tice 10 days ago, and will go off
factors have entered
May 30. Each one's
the band field in the last few years the payroll
to help build a chain of one- getting two weeks salary after that.
nighters in the area. In many of It’s understood that move, which
the medium-sized cities of the station had contemplated for some
southwest, the local Elks Clubs
resignation
have begun sponsoring one-night time, was hastened by
musistands in a combination revenue- of Bernie Armstrong,
years.
several
for
director
cal
raising and juvenile delinquencyand
combatting campaign. In Arizona Armstrong is quitting music
and New Mexico, particularly, will move his family to Miami midanother
go
into
and
June
of
dle
half-a-dozen
than
there are better
Elks Clubs which have created business.
what amounts to their own tight
For final month of its existence,
musickers will be under
little circuit of dance dates and the
they bid for the best available the baton of Charlie Klug, who had
traveling talent..
previously been mentioned as ArmIn addition, the continuing de- strong's permanent successor bereached the decision to
fense program, which now is re- fore
volving around Air Force bases in disband. Not so long ago, all of
isolated areas, has created a sec- the major radio stations here had
ond small circuit. Some "of the staff bands, but they’ve disapbases actually are good for two peared one by one, with KDKA’s
night stands with the band booked the last of the bunch.

KDKA

.

.

Paul-M. Ford

.L.

SONG FROM THE MOULIN ROUGE
SWEDISH RHAPSODY
STRANGE THINGS ARE HAPPENING
HO-HO SONG

2.

will have an English
by Buddy Kaye for the U, s.

Finn!,

Frankie Laine

I

4.

YOUR CHEATIN' HEART
JUST ANOTHER POLKA

^ MY

DARLING,

3

market. Tune
by Nazionale

;

Howie Richmond, who

Red Buttons

BELIEVE

3.

Vidor Bscs V-Disks
..Jo Stafford
*.

For Fats Waller

Laine- J. Boyd

.F.

As a memorial album

3.

4.

Set
Fats

Victor is packaging
jazzman’s sides
for the U. S.
during
Forces
the last war
Armed
on V-Disks. Both the Army and the
American Federation of Musicians
okayed Victor’s re-use of the Vof the late
originally made

six

DANCIN' WITH SOMEONE
BREAKIN' IN THE BLUES
MANY ARE THE TIMES
THERE'S NO ESCAPE
MISS YOU
TOOTLE-LOO-SIANA
FRENESI

2.

to

RCA

Waller,

CORAL
1.

Italy

Music

!

MA£

LITTLE BOY AND OLD

published in

is

of Milan.
publishes
“Anna,” is now in Italy eyeing the
upcoming Italo pic tune market.

MY DEAREST

TELL ME A STORY

5.

Percy Faith
* .

.

“Volcano,” which was written by
V.

COLUMBIA
1.

Teresa Brewer

Don

i

Cornell

Disks.

3 McGuire Sisters

Album

be released

will

Waller

in two

Eydie Qorme

weeks.

Buddy Greco

Flock of O’seas Pubs
In U.S. for Tune Deals

diet! in

1944.

ALL NIGHT LONG
YOU'RE DRIVING
PREDICT

5.

KDKA

1

,

WORLD

lyric

.

KDKA

Nat (King) Cole

SLEEP

ing attractions.

Two new

Nat (King) Cole

Frank Sinatra

I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU
I'M SITTING ON TOP OF THE

5.

Click of “Anna,” title tune from
the Italo pic starring Sylvana Mangano, has set U. S. pubs prowling
the Italian film market for new ma.
Latest to come up with an
terial.
Italian pic tune is Paul Siegel, who
nabbed “Volcano,” title tune from
the upcoming Anna Mangani starrer, for his Symphony House firm.

Les Baxter

SUDDENLY
PRETEND
DON’T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART
BLUE GARDENIA

2.

HALO TUNE PROWL

ARTIST

CAPITOL

Continued from page 39

n

I953

‘ANNA’ CLICK CUES

Disk Companies’ Best Sellers

Dance fez Upbeat on Coast

6,

ME CRAZY

I

DECCA
BIG

1.

Dolores Gray

SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN
RUBY
SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
WHO’S GONNA PAY THE CHECK
SORRY BABY

2.

.

3.

.

.

Victor

.'

RED CANARY
APRIL IN- PORTUGAL

5.

Young

.

the American firms
more than they bought.*

-

LONDON
....Mantovani

Vera Lynn

Edmundo Ros

FOR MOTHER'S DAY PROGRAMMING!

Robert Farnon

GREENSLEEVES
LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND

5*

sold

In New York this past month
were Fred Day, of Francis Day &
Hunter, London firm; Joe Roncoroni, of John Fields Music, London; Jack Denton, repping Publications Francis Day, Paris; Hans C.
Gomperts, of Basart, an Amsterdam firm; and Ray Ventura, who
operates his own'pubbery in Paris.

Florian Zabach

L SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
VOLO COLUMBO
WAITING FOR YOU
I LIVED WHEN I MET YOU
MARCHING STRINGS
3.
ECSTASY TANGO
4.
DREAM LOVER
^
KISS THE BOYS GOODBYE *

peddle some of their copyAs per the past couple of

years,

Hamish Menzies

2.

.

and to
rights.

Peggy Lee

LESS THAN TOMORROW
YOU CAN BE IN LOVE

4.

Tin Pan Alley pubs have been
playing hosts to a flock of European publishers in on annual treks
to 0 0 the U. S. pop music scene
,

MAMOU

Mantovani

MERCURY
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
MY JEALOUS EYES
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART

1.

2.

Patti

RUBY
LOVE MOOD
CARAVAN
WHILE YOU DREAM
5.
APRIL IN PORTUGAL
I'M WALKING BEHIND YOU
M-G-M
1.
ANNA
I LOVED YOU
2»
ALMOST ALWAYS
IS IT ANY WONDER
TAKE CHAINS FROM MY HEART
3.

Richard

3.

*

,

RAMBLIN'

ALMOST
ALWAYS

IS IT

1

ANY WONDER

MGM

78
45

11470
K 11470

RPM
RPM

3.

4.

M'G'M
THE creates;

5.

RECORDS

name

N

Decca Adds 2 Singers
5

ENTERTAINMENT

.

Decca Records has added two

701

seventh ave

new

y

o

R K

36

N

new

Mangano

Silvana

Joni James

Hank Williams

Hank Williams
»

• •

i

cr 00ner
,

.

.

Aloni

Perrv
y

CARRY
ON AMERICA
Send for Your Copy
Great for Choral Groups

Comn

9320 92nd Av*., Wsadhav.n, N.

Y.

Eddie Fisher
IT'S
.

Homer &

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY

Jethro
0

FArthn Kltt
Fitf

Tony Martin

\

I" iti ® 1 sides for

artists to its roster

'

stress,

Ready

Pub. by

both

art-

with the Records subsid, also inked the Cininking of Bea Grady, Chicago song- cinnatians, a gospel group from

v

Now

That Sensational Song

James

are slated for next month.
Brunswick Records, Decca-Coral

ists

INC.

FORD & GLOGAU MUSIC CO.

SAY YOU'RE MINE AGAIN
I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU
JUST ANOTHER POLKA
HOUND DOG IN THE WINDOW
PORE OL' KEE-LIGER
USKA DARA
TWO LOVERS
NOW HEAR THIS
APRIL IN PORTUGAL

2.

LEO FEIST.

Damone
Copies

MAN

YOUR CHEATIN' HEART
5.
YOUR CHEATIN' HEART ....
I'LL BE WAITING FOR YOU
RCA VICTOR
1.
MY ONE A^D ONLY HEART

Sings

.Vic

KAW-LIGA

4*

Hayman

Ralph Marterie

4.

JONI JAMES

Page

Georgia Gibbs

and Dick Noel, Cincinnati Cincy.

ESRUIRE BOYS

RALPH MARTERIE
Mercury
BAS-SHEVA

fc

TEICHER

Entre (Columbia)

Capitol

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC.
1

S

'

1

"

<?

It

i>

^

LEROY HOLMES

BILLY ECKSTINE
MCflt

Sole

.

Jtainbotr

FERRANTE

-

:

v

;

i

i.

S

‘•‘USlC

INC.
1

nc

The GREAT Rendition of
si

SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN’
(Backed

THE MODERNAIRES - CORAL

by—“HE WHO HAS LOVE")

No. 60982

Wednesday May 69 1953

,000

vsmsfr

TAUBEVELG

Benny Big 43G

in S.F.
San Francisco, May

Balto Crash Suit Vs. Henie

49

2d
5.

Philly

Seen Setting Natl Nitery Pattern

The Jack Benny variety revue

In 2d Yr.; Claims Merged at Trial
Baltimore, ‘May

’

Henie ice show
from the collapse of

resulting

Fifth
Sveral tiers of seats at the

March
Regiment Armory. here on
year
« 1952 went into its second
a conwhen
week
last
n't litigation
Baltimore
solidated trial opened in
liability
ritv Court to determine
hi the 350 injured -whose claims
said to. amount to more than
•

Pitt Burley’s Early Shutter
Pittsburgh,

Casino,

May

5.

local

burlesque house,
a season Thursday (7)

will call it
for its earliest closing in several
years. Business has been slack at
the peel wheelery here, and although shutdown notice was posted
are
first of last month and the opera^Seeking to simplify the legal tion since then has been on
a weeklbs lawyers
hassle a battery of
select- to-week basis, it was figured they
iirpd by the claimants have
might
stick
it
out
them,
until
represent
end of May
to
ed four lawyers
called for at least.
in a consolidated case
Trial opened last
This is second year of Casino’s
bv court ruling.
operation under the Hirst banner.
Monday (27) and figures to stretch
weeks. Suit is Hirst took it over
out for two full
under longterm
garnering plenty of space in the lease from George Jaffe, owner of
the ice star makfocal dailies with
the house, and for more than 30
courtroom appearances
ing several
years Pitt’s leading and in recent
throughout the week.
seasons only hurley impresario.
Purpose of the trial is to deterindividual
mine liability only, with
damages to be settled at future
Personal Mgrs. Seek
hearings. Defendants in addition
Miss Henie are Sonja Henie Ice

Two

to

Revue Inc., Coronati Amusements,
Coronati, conInc and Edwin P.
tractor who built the bleachers.
Miss Henie and her corporation
preliminary point when
a
lost
Judge John T. Tucker ruled that

stanza at. the 1,775-seat
First week drew $41,000.

second
Curran.

If

Ops-AGVA Agree on Major Issues

Revue with Gisele MacKenzie,

5.

liability

ctnnia

hit a solid $43,000 for its

To Get Even With Talent
Via Process Servers’ Aid

—
—

Will Mastin Trio Sammy Davis,
Jr., Frakson, Carsony Bros., and
Martells & Mignon is scaled to
$4.80 and runs through Sunday
10 ).

(

Sauter, Lastfoge!

Again Head USO;

Coburn’s 16G Cafe Unit
Charles Coburn is being submitted for niteries. The Kenneth Later
Agency is packaging a unit to be

topped by the filmster for Las
Vegas and Reno dates.
Asking
price is $16,000, out of which. he’ll
pay costs of the other talent.

Although
Coburn has never
played cafes previously, he has had
extensive experience on TV variety of arbitrating disputes.
A method
shows and other layouts.
whereby cases will be heard by a
It’s
planned to spot Coburn representative of AGVA and anaround so that his engagements other from the nitery organization,
can take advantage of the exploi- with each agreeing -to a neutral
tation of his latest film, “Trouble member, will probably be substiAlong the Way” (WB).
tuted
for
the
present
system
where the union members only sit
on the board.
The thorny point in the present
111. Bills Would Create
dispute is still the question of
whether
the words “artists” and
Annual Chi Fair; Racing “operators”
will be substituted for
“employees”
and
“employers.”
Coin ($1,700,000) Angle There’s the feeling around that
should
Chicago, May 5.
AGVA agree to that
Bills were introduced in the Illi- change, it can get any other point
nois Legislature last week to make now
under dispute.
Although
possible an annual Chicago Fair. welfare fund payment is regarded
Movement has been underway dur- as the major matter, insiders being the past two years, but nothing lieve that bonifaces wotild rather
concrete has been done due to pub(Continued on page 50)
lic apathy.
Civic committee here is trying to
have the legislators give them $1,700,000 from pari-mutuel racing
funds, the tax revenue being used
to support downstate agricultural
.

Wide-Base Council
James Sauter and Abe Lastfogel
re-elected
president
and
board chairman of USO-Camp
Shows, Inc., at a meeting held

were

week in New X° rk. Lawrence
Phillips will again serve as executive vice-president and George
last

Schaefer, Emil Friedlander and
Bert Lytell were elected v. p.’s;
Clarence G, Michaelis is treasurer;
Marshall L. H. Post, assistant treas-

Process servers haa a couple of urer, and John M. Lewis was
assignments last week from per- named secretary. Post of assistant
sonal managers. Papers were hand- secretary, held by Chris Witting,
was eliminated and Witting was put
soon ed to Laurie Anders and Betty
be brought from California as
on the board of directors and the
for the skater George.
as possible. Counsel
advisory council.
constiruling
the
Miss Anders Is being sued by
contended that
The new advisory council and
her Val Irving, who claims the cowgirl
tuted an “unlawful invasion of
urivaev.” Lawyers for the claim- part of the Ken Murray TV show, the board of directors will encomthe has evaded
pass
virtually every field of show
ants argued successfully that
payment of $2,000 as
Council will comprise
records might have bearing on the per her contract with him. Irving business.
Stanley
(Continued on page 50)
Adams, new prexy of the
claims he signed a deal with her a
American Society of Composers,
couple of years ago.
Authors & Publishers; actor Alan
Miss George, who completed a Bunce, actor Ralph Bellamy,
A. J.
stand at the Latin Quarter, N. Y., Balaban, agent Bert
Allenberg;
last week, was hit with papers on Hy
Laine, exec secretary of Amera $3,000 bill by Sol Tepper. Tepper ican Guild of
Musical Artists; Ward
says he signed the singer to a French, of Columbia Artists Manthree-year deal with options for a agement; Emil Friedlander, chairsimilar period in 1951, and hasn’t man of the board of Dazian’s;
Playing
been paid for more than a year. Frank Folsom, RCA president; Y.
He says that Miss George signed Frank Freeman, Paramount studio
FOOD FAIR
a “confession of debt” amounting head; Ted Gamble, exhibitor; LeonMunicipal
to $1,600 several months ago.
ard H. Goldenson, United Para.Auditorium
mount Theatres prexy; Robert
New Orleans
Coyne, COMPO; Oscar Hammer(May 16 to 24)
2d, lyricist and producer;
Thanks to WlUlAH SHILLING
’CEPT stein
playwright Moss Hart; Paul Dull165 West 46th Street
zell and George Heller, president
New York .City.
IT’S OFFICIAL and acting president of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of
Toronto, May 5.
With a civic bankroll of $400,- America; Bob Hope, president of
COMEDY MATERIAL
the
American
Guild of Variety Art000 for the production of this
For All Branches of Theatricals
grandstand ists; impresario Sol Hurok; Jack
24,000-seater
year’s
Irving, national administrative secshow at the Canadian National
retary of AGVA; Robert E. Kintner,
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE
Exhibition, and some 500 on the
(
Se,v,c * of th « STARS)
x Tl ^.
producer Jack Arthur president of American Broadcast.payroll,

and losses
the records of profits
and the minutes of the corporation

BOB

(Bobby)

fairs.

Along with the plans for the fair,
civic group is hoping that enough
funds can be raised for a giant convention hall. The largest that Chi
has at present seats only 20,000 at

CNE ALL-CANUCK
BORGE;

FUN-MASTER
l

First 13 files $7.00— All
Singly: $1.05 Each IN
Beginning ..with .No..

35 Issues $25

SEQUENCE ONLY
1—No Skipping!

• ?..^i«AR0D,ES ' per book.. $10 •
e MINSTREL
BUDGET....
$25 •
OUT BKS " « a - bk. $25 •
•
• l.^^Sl$
m-UE-BO oK (Gags for Stags)* $50 •
.

.

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
SJANT CLASS^IED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

No

C.O.D.'s

BILLY

GLASON

200 W. 54th St„ New York
Circle 7-1130

19— Dept. V
.

bowed over the weekend
dictates of the CNE
This means
rectors.

to the
board of dithat the proall-Canadian,

continued on page

50)

Instrumentalists without Instruments

Now

WALTERS PACTS PAIR
OF ACTS FOR 6 MOS.
Two more

been
setup
has
Ali-Canuck
brought about by press and pub-

HI

to start in the Latin Quarter, N. Y.,
in November and according to present arrangements, remain there for
the half-year.

Walters recently pacted George
Bert Bernard to a six-month conbut that deal calls for Walters to play the act in Miami
Beach, New York, and Tahoe Village, Lake Tahoe, Nev.

&

tract,

YA!

pressure following the current nationalism angle, with collic’s

and letters-to-the-editor
bombarding city fathers as to
the grandstand show should

DANCE ACT
(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

WESTERLY
and

how

be run.

‘Ice Follies’

Seattle,

PHIL BUSH

1650 Broadway
JUdson 4-2313

Fat 162G,

Up 10G Over ’52
Seattle,

5,

GAIL
Direction:

all

May

5.

“Ice Follies,” on its annual reto Seattle, again collected
heavy dough. The 12-day run (16
performances) grossed an estimated $162,000 after taxes.
On the two Sundays, a new time-

turn

table was tried out and

it

clicked.

LENNY
C0LYER
“Mr. Specs Himself”

Sabbath matinees were at 1:30
POSTER AGENCY. LONDON, The
p. m. and the night show was
proiantt

moved up

t.o

open at 5:30

caught on.

acM

p.

m.

It

,

Biz this year ran about $11,000
ahead of 1952 for same length engagement. Hixon & Wilson again
impresarioed the Shipstads & Johnson blader.

CHICAGO THEATRE

«'

-»

Chicago

Currently
11

Currently

UDO, PARIS

A
,Ca " R#p
WM. MORRIS AGENCY
*V.
TAVEL
MAROUAMI AttBUrv

E.

*5

St Loo Names

East St. Louis, 111.
Club, former casino, rehere May 12 with name
policy. First bill stars Jack Carter
with DeCastro Sisters and the
Dunhills featured. On May 19
Janis Paige replaces the DeCastros with former film star holding
over to the next show* May 26,
when Ben Blue (Somes in.
Gloria DeHavcn headlines the
bill June 7 and Buddy Lester

Mounds

FOR TWO WEEKS

opens

WHEN

IN
it’s

BOSTON
the

HOTEL AVERY
A Washlngtea Sot.
'Ag Horn* pf Skew Felk
Avery

June

21,

O

Management: AL IORDE
203 N. Waba$li Avahuo, Chicago

VILLAGE-Boston

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
Club Date Bookings by

HARRY GREBEN^
203

have been signed
by nitery operator Lou Walters for
six-month deals. Darvas & Julia
and the Seven Ashtons are slated

umnists

SENSATIONAL

at BLINSTRUB'S
Dir.:

N. Wflbath Ave,
Chicago. (II.

I
I

I

NAT DUNN
1650

B'way

New

York

acts

duction
must be
with exception of an admittedlypre‘needed name draw who, as
viously reported, is Victor Borge,
in at $30,000 for his 14-night stint.

THE CHORDS

maximum.

ROLLINS

.

A settlement now pending, in
Philadelphia may set the “pattern
of
conduct for all nightclubs
throughout the country. Attorneys
for the Philadelphia Cafe Owners
Assn, and the American Guild of
Variety Artists have been holding a series of conferences in an
effort to settle the differences between the two organizations.
One point definitely agreed upon
is a change in the present system

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR
St., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
*
*
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Prize t Professional
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Continued from page 49

Some

withholding

cases,

taxes,

would hinge upon whether acts
were considered employees or indie contractors,
Under terms presently proposed,
several types of acts would be
eraployers and others would be in-

dependent

An

contractors.

act

which pays other members of the
turn would be regarded as being
in an indie setup. Chorus girls
hired directly by 'the employer
would be classified as employees,
JEveiy category of performer will
be classified before any settlement
takes place on that point,
Insurance Cost
_
On the question ofm insurance,
the Philly eafemen have stated
that they could find insurance and
cheaper rates. AGVA has told
them to come back with counterproposals within 30 days and it's
.

.

present insurance

the

Tin

setup the

union
buys accident insurance to cover
Union
pajs
that act for the week.
out $2.40 for each policy,
K the bonifaces came up with a
cheaper policy, the lower price is
expected to form a basis of neUnion bolds thav. the
gotiation.
present collection is the employer's
contribution to tlm welfare fund,
The cafemen haw always held that
the present modus operandi constitutes a welfare fund for the insurance company and not the performer, since the act can only col<lect

Out of

this impost,

in case of accident,

Of course, cafemen throughout
the country will expect a similar
settlement when negotiating new
basic agreements. The Philly case,
therefore, is expected to become
basic pattern in the industry
standardized throughan(j ma y

ou j the country
Although AGVA has stated it
recognizing
the
national
g^oup, Theatre Restaurant Owners
of America,
because they
haven’t supplied the union with a

isn’t

roster of its members, TROA is
working on the Philly situation.
The nitery owners in other cities
will expect that they’ll be given
the same break as the Philly
group, and even if TROA cannot

negotiate nationally, the organization will be instrumental in helping establish the national pattern.
TROA spokesmen say that new
basic

minimum agreements

will

be

more

beneficial to the owner than
now in effect. At the same
expects to benefit
through elimination of later dis-

those
time,

BILLY GILBERT

AGVA

agreements and restoring harmony

Currently

to that section of its jurisdiction.

NAUTILUS HOTEL
Stan Greeson Associates, Inc.,
Chartered to conduct a theatrical
agency In New York with capital
stock 200 shares, no par value. Directors are Stan arid Edith Greeson
and Charles JPrager, with Jack I.
Astor filing attroney.

Miami Beach, Florida
Personal

Management

DAVID L. SHAPIRO
AL 4-1077
For Night Clubs

— Mercury

Artists

Sadler, Lastfogel

week came up with a
novel pro-bingo argument at
the state legislature.
He reasoned some persons
prefer bingo because they are
too large to fit into theatre

...J

cafemen pay $2.50 weekly
former into the ACTA
fund,

AGVA Explodes

5.

Omaha

of

last
'

to be left open until the
settle for winning this point than likely
an underwriter
any other. Of course, settlement nitery ops can get
a cheaper policy, Unuer
back
to
would
etc.,
“artists-operators,"
on

be contingent upon what courts
would say afterward. Payment by
owners of social security, unemployment compensation and in

Sam KUver

Continued from page 49

ing Co.: Lastfogel, board chairman
of the William Morris Agency; John
M. Lewis, USO secretary; actor
Bert Lytell; Florence Marston, executive secretary of the eastern
seats.
division of Screen Actors Guild;
The bingo bill was voted
Richard
Breen, prexy of Screen
down.
Actors Guild; Adrian McCalman,
Artists Management Guild; Clarence G. Michaelis, Camp Shows
treasurer; Justin Miller, counsel of
Balto
National Assn, of Radio and TeleContinued from page 49
vision Broadcasters; Edward J. Noquestion of a “joint enterprise” in ble, former owner of ABC; Thomas
the ice revue production partic- O’Neil, Mutual Broadcasting head;
Paley,
CBS board
ularly under Maryland law, on that William S.

Crash

Lawrence

point.

chairman;

Alleges Overcrowding
Leonard Weinberg, local Counsel
for the plaintiffs, opened the trial
with a charge that the desire for
increased boxoffice receipts had led
to overcrowding in the seating arrangements for the Henie show.
He alleged that plans on file with
city authorities showed 17 tiers of
seats, though 30 tiers had actually
been constructed. He claimed that
the stands which collapsed were
not properly inspected and the
construction was still taking place
while customers were being seated
for the first performance of the
show.
Counsel for Miss Henie argued
in an opening statement that Miss
Henie had taken reasonable care
in hiring an “acknowledged expert,” Coronati, to construct the
seats and he “failed to do the job.”
The skater’s lawyers also reported
that municipal investigations subsequent to the stand collapse
showed that inadequate numbers
and sizes of nails were used to put
green lumber together.
William L. Barrett and Anthony
J. Nolan, legal representatives for
Coronati, stated that ushers hired

Frank Real, exec secretary of
American Federation of Radio and
Television Artists, and composer
Arthur Schwartz.
Also Walter Pidgeon, John Shubert, Lee Shubert, George Sidney,
Loew exec; Noble Sissle, Negro
Actors Guild prexy; Spyros Skouras, 20.th-Fox. president; Lawrence
Tibbett, producer Michael Todd,
Gene Tunney; Walter Vincent,
Actors Fund of. America president;
Robert M. Weitman, ABC; John K.
West, Radio Corp. of America;
Frank White, NBC president; Richard F. Walsh, president of IATSE;
Jack L. Warner, C. J-. Witting;
Wolfe Kaufman, president of Assn,
of Theatrical Press Agents & Mgrs.,
and Frank Weil, head of the Jewish Welfare Board.
Named as board members are
Bellamy, Faine, Folsom, Freeman,

Phillips;

Las Vegas niteries which
been alternating in sending have
their
name shows to the Atomic Enem
Commission at Desert Rock week
ly have been ordered by
EdriiRio, Coast rep of American
Guild
,

of Variety Artists, to slice
th?
gratis shows to a monthly basis

Rio explained it’s a hardship 'to
acts which work three shows
Sat
urday nights to get up early Suni
day and board buses for the base
adding, “If they want this entertainment, the least they could do
send a plane.”

i«

AGVA topper

said he feels oncea-month policy will provide plenty
of shows for the base, 65 miles

from Las Vegas.

B klyn

Elegante

s

Names

The Club Elegante, Brooklyn i s
Slated to open May 19 on a name
policy. Spot will preem with Har-

vey Stone, to be followed by
George De Witt, May 28, and Fran
Warren, June 11.
Spot has been seeking top names
from every office.

JAY MARSHALL
THIS

Friedlander, Goldenson, Hammerstein, Heller, Irving, Lastfogel, Lytell, Marston, Michaelis, Murphy,
O’Neil,
Phillips,
Real r Sauter,
Schaefer, Schwartz, John Shubert,
Sissle, Walsh and Weil;

Board was reduced from 39 to
inefficient and
admitted spectators to take their 24 so that a quorum could be more
readily
obtained. N. Y. State law
seats before the construction was
requires a quorum to be one-third
finished.
Six women injured in the crash of the board in organizations suptestified in the fourth day of the ported by public funds.
trial. Group unanimously testified
Elected to the executive committhat workmen were still working tee were Bellamy,Irving r Friedon stands at the time of their ar- lander, Heller,
Lastfogel, Lytell,
rival. Crowded conditions and inMarston, Michaelis, Phillips, Sauefficient ushering were also deter, Schwartz, Sissle, J. Shubert
scribed. One witness testified that
seating arrangements were so tight
that she accidentally put her ticket
stub in the pocket of the person in
Vaude, Cafe Dates

Talent

Plying Vegas Atomic
Circuit
Hollywood, May 5

WEEK

(Watching)

by Miss Henie were

Dir.—MARK

J.

LEDDY

LEON NEWMAN

HARBERS

1

4th Return Engagement

the adjoining seat. Several of the
victims of the crash are still hos-

and

1-a-Monft

Ukase on Cufferoo

COPACABANA,

pitalized.

N. Y.

New York

Municipal authorities discount
any local responsibility for the

Kitty Kallen, current at the Palcrash, since armory where icer mer House, Chicago, has been
played is a state owned and oper- signed for the Vogue Terrace,
ated building.
Pittsburgh, June 15. She’s slated
Benjamin C. Howard and Clyde to open. one of the Hilton Hotels
Y. Morris are representing Miss in New York in the fall « .
.
Henie and her company.
Juanita
Hall
opens
tomorrow
(Thurs.) at L'Onyx, on 52d St.,
which is seeking to become a jazz
centre on that thoroughfare * .
Saranac Lake

and

DALE

•

•

•

.
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FIFTH AVCNUt At
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By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., May

St. N. V.
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Laugh

of the Month: After taking three stages of the thoracoplasty “rib” operation, Kenneth

OlXECTOt OP MUSIC ANO CMTUTaIHMEN?

April 17th, 1053

Door.’ ”
Birthday greetings to Joe Fennessy,
1 Brandt. Former is skedded to scram with a definite allclear and Brandt is showing excellent progress.
Helene Baugh, cashier for Warner’s in Washington, D. C., took 15
months to regain her health and

A

Dear Capella and Patricia

On the close of your first engagement atthe Cotillion Room X would like
cerely thank you for your integrity ttf
performance" and to compliment yoU oii the.
gene roue reaction of our guest*
Among all the Dance Teams we have had in
the past few year* you have brought something different in your style, of routine*
and smart gowns*

Hoping we shall havo the. pleasure of working
together again some time and with best withes
for your continued success, I am

resumes work.
Harvey (Lee)

Goodwin, nitery
entertainer whose progress is tops,
rates a special mention for giving
most of his personal allotted time
entertaining the less fortunates.
Benny Ressler, ex-vaudevillian,
reports that the Shamus Club of
which he is secretary is starting its
annual drive for funds to provide
milk and hot lunches fo* the kiddies during the summer at the
William Morris Memorial Park.
This is the top worthy cause of the

downtown

actors’ colony.
, Marlene Bronstein, staffer of
the
Maine Theatre, -Portland, regis-

Very cordially

tered for the general 0 0 and ob.

.

servatmn period.

Stanley Helba

MELBA

AND WE THANK YOU wlftllLEI'
STANLEY IflCLDH
FOR OUR FIRST AMERICAN APPEARANCE AT THE

HOTEL PIERRE
ING EUROPE
—

Jeanie (Reed) Hayman, who graduated here class of ’51, motored in
.from Manhattan to see her husband, Otto, Cambria, N.Y., manager who is back resting in comfort
at the V.C. Hospital after mastering a major operation.
Charles (Chick) Lewis, executive
V.p. of Variety Clubs Hospital, in

from Gotham for monthly official
inspection tour. He- was accompanied by Murray Weiss of Boston,
Ned
^ Shugrue and Dr. juugaj.
Edgar iviayer,
Mayer,
former medical director of the old
"

AFTER 4i/2 YEARS TOUR-

NVA sanatorium

»»»*»<*'•'««

San Diego, June 12

nnw professor
nrnfoccAK
and now
medicine at Cornell Medical
Center, N.Y.
Write to those who are 11L
,
w 4^4
wV s

.

.

.

Inn, Las Vegas, opening May 12
following his date at Eddys’ Res,

taurant here
Willis,

.

.

.

Lloyd

&

Susan
back to

from same bill,
then .take their terp
Chase Club, St. Loo, May 21.

New York and
act to

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN
(Reprinted by Popular Demand)
C/O IRVING CHARNOFF
1619

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY

WANTED
Demonstrators for nationally known
manufacturer of hair, beauty and cosmetic products.
Wonderful opportunity.
Salary plus commission. Box V-

43053 Variety, 154 West 46th
York 36, N. Y.

St.,

New
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Fran Warren signed for the Copacabana on
the Ritz Bros, show next ThursDerby, Los Angeles manager, was day (14).
skedded for No. 4. Ask^d if he’d
care to have a theme song played
Kansas City
for him over WNBZ, he DCrby’ed
back, “Yeah, play ‘Ribber Stay
Frank Libuse set for the Desert

Away From My

Capelin and Patricia
62 Vest 48th Street
Nev York, H. Y*

Alan Dean, British singer, is set
Note tomorrow . .
Mary McCarty to. open at Top’s,
for the Blue

%
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OLYMPIA THEATRE

MIAMI. FLA.
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Wednesday May

VAflUEVILUE

Passssff
show. Coliseum, although built for.
U. of K. basketball games, never-

With Hope, Garland; Babes in Arms
Lexington, Ky., May 5.
almost unbelievable $65,100
the first ancame into the till at
Festival when Bob
nual Blue Grass
and Judy Garland played a

An

Hope

two-night stand here last Wednes-

and Thursday

(29-30).

Marking

another step forward in the utilizabig -time entertion of arenas for
tainment projects backed by civic
proved
Festival
the
sponsorship,
wrong
again that there is nothing
lot of
a
that
business
with show
knowBroadway
little
a
and
money
how won’t cure.
The Blue Grass Festival came
months ago when
into being two
citia group of Central Kentucky
zens,

Hugh

sparked by

Meriwether,

pledged to
a Lexington architect,
underwrite the
kitty up $100,000 to
event
to focus
possible
biggest
additional attention on the horse

r

—both

different

Headlining

SAN SOUCI HOTEL, Miami Beach

JUAN PINEDA AND
HIS RHUMBA BAND
Currently

COTTON CARNIVAL, Memphis

Styliit

Currently

COTTON CARNIVAL. Memphis
Booked by

HERBERT MARKS
AGENCY
New York
152 W. 54th

Miami Beach
600 Lincoln Rd.

St.

Hotel Building

Booms

point is that competition will spur
extra tourist revenue and bring
higher-budget talent into some of
the spots, despite tourists’ general
preference for hometown (i.e., Hawaiian) entertainment.

Jackson Acquires Control
Of London Hotel Chain
London, April 28,
P. Jackson, a director of
Bagatelle
Restaurant and a
the
leading city financier, has finally
secured control of the Gordon
Hotels chain which embraces the
Mayfair, the Grosvenor (Victoria)
and a string of seaside and Continental establishments.
At a specially requisitioned meetr
ing of stockholders Jackson and his
associates secured election to the
board, defeating some of the existing directors.
vt-tt
r =r.

Leonard

=a

i'

.

shayeTcogan
Sony

As Hawaiian

I

LUBA MALI N
Now

—

1

country during Derby week. They
signed James J. Colligari, longtime general manager for Mike
Todd, to assemble talent and pro-

duce two shows

Wampum New Act Lure

—

Lansing (Western Electric) sound
installation. With use of 12 mikes
in the 13,000-seat U. of Kentucky sound was first-rate. Lighting came
Honolulu, May 5.
Coliseum here.
from four 245 amp. movable spots
A hotel construction boom is in
Action in this town of 55,000 and two built-in strips of 2,000-watt the making in Waikiki. Bonanza of
started on Tuesday morning when ceiling lights. Lambert worked out
Mat$on's new SurfRider Hotel,
Judy Garland, along with her hus- a lighting plot using gelatines to which is virtually a deluxe annex
band, Sid Luft, her manager, Verne give the town its first glimpse of tq venerable
Moana', and Roy KelAlves, and her pressagent, Kenny production lighting. Stage was conley’s off-beach $dgewater has set
Morgan, arrived from White Sul- structed with Safway steel towers pace that is attracting mainland
phur Springs and were met by and a steel understructure of inter- capital.most of the local police force. Be- locking units that proved satisfacKelley is rushing 100-room annex
ginning Wednesday a.m. other en- tory even for the footwork of Darto augment Edgewater’s smart 100tertainers began to* arrive every vas & Julia. Hangings and drapes
hour and kept Meriwether and were imported from. Kaj Velden room layout. He’ll start excavation
Mayor Fred Fugazzi busy meeting Studios and Lambert improvised a in September on 250-room Reef
Hotel, a $5,000,000 development
planes, trains and busses. Vaughn working traveler. University stuMonroe and his “Camel Caravan” dents manned the ljghts and stage. called Hawaii’s biggest hotel project in a quarter century.
crew -flew into a fan-packed airport
First half of the show had
Waikiki’s
hotels
eight major
after completing their musical rewith his 'vocal rou- (Moana, Royal Hawaiian,- SurfMonroe
Vaughn
hearsal enroute from New York
tines and band numbers featuring Rider, Halekulani, Niumalu, Edgewith Jack Cathcart and Dave Bahis vocal groups, the Moon Men water,
Islander and Beachwalk
ker, Miss Garland’s conductor and
and the Moon Maids. Section in- Inn) add up to only 1,449 'rooms,
accompanist.
cluded Bobby Winters’ neat jug- and do turnaway business several
Thursday brought? Buddy Mor- gling turn, and Frank Fontaine months
each year. They're profitrow’s band in by bus from Cleve- closed strongly with his TV comedy
able operations, so much so that
land, Marilyn Maxwell and her bit
their entertainment generally is
hairdresser in from the Coast and
Miss Garland’s opening was sock confined to low-budget talent,
Bob Hope arrived from Winnipeg, with special lyrics about the Blue
Joseph Greenbach, California opto be met by A. B. (Happy) Chan- Grass Festival.
She sang “You
dler and whisked to the nearest Made Me Love You,” “Trolley erator, is negotiating for land
across street from Waikiki beach.
golf course.
Song,” “Me and My Gal” and
He hopes to use site, which inSocial life, before, after and dur- “Rockabye Your Baby to a Dixie cludes present Broiler restaurant,
Ihg the shows, reached a new high. Melody.” Then she took off her as annex to a $1,500,000 hotel he’s
There were open-house visits to shoes and went into the routine planning on beach footage adjoinneighboring horse farms, and a she used last year at the Palace, ing SurfRider. Robert Odell, anparty Wednesday night at the Meri- N. Y., including bit sitting on the other Coast resort and hotel vetwether residence, where Gov. Law- apron for “Over the Rainbow.” For eran, is interested in building on
rence Wetherby made Miss Garland a finish she sang “My Old Ken- strip extending from Moana Cota Ky. Col. On Thursday Happy tucky Home” with a single fiddle tages to Waikiki Theatre.
He’s
Chandler took charge of the enter- for backing. Entire house rose as also thinking of setting up resorts
tainment with a till-dawn party at if on cue, and from where I sat on Kauai and Maui islands.
his Versailles, Ky., residence. On many could be seen wiping their
Pending projects will add at
Saturday the group witnessed the eyes. It was one of those moments
Thursday the Bob Hope show least 50% to present capacity and
Derby as guests of Bill Corum,
all
are being .welcomed by airline
Downs. opened to an overflow house of
Churchill
of
president
Vaunted Southern hospitality fair- about 14,000. Opener had Buddy and travel agents as well as many
Hawaii Visitors Buand included almost Morrow fronting his band and his members of
ly oozed,
Entirely too many would-be
?eau
everything except a tip on Dark vocalist: Frankie Lester, knoeka;
tourists are being turned down for
who
Bros;,
Honey
the
of
antics
bout
Star.
of space.
registered fine, a brace of well- lack
Sammy Lambert Stages
Matson Navigation Co., which for
received songs by Allen Dean. In
coast
west
as
served
years has had a virtual Waikiki
Nate Stein
credible acroterping of Darvas &
monopoly, also has additional projrepresentative in helping to synJulia, new to this audience, brought
ect planned but isn’t anxious to be
chronize booking and transporta- the stanza to a smooth close.
rushed into expensive construction.
tion arrangements, and Colligan'
Stentorian Pandemonium
Moana (379 rooms), Royal (370)
brought in Sammy Lambert, vetHope opened with an ovation and SurfRider (150) give Matson
eran production stage manager, to
have been heard in lion’s share of arrivals.
handle technical problems in the that could
Churchill Downs 85 miles away.
Chief hope from show biz standgiant auditorium and routine the
He opened easily with a “Howdy
Doody” song that gave him a
ch&nce to work in lines on the
Festival and the Derby, and 10
minutes of slick patter before
bringing on blonde Marilyn Max-

By BILL DOLL

SS

Waikiki

theless served, perfectly for production; Hall has biggest acoustical
ceiling in the world
acre and a
half and
a
permanent Altec-

SI

TERRI STEVENS
BEAUTIFUL SOPHISTICATE OF

SONG

CONCLUDED ENGAGEMENTS
Town

Casino, Buffalo; Latin Quarter, BosPittsburgh;
Monteleono
Carousel,
New Orleans; Warwick Hotel, New
York; Wonder Bar, Montreal; Claridgo

ton;

Hotel,

Ken Murray
STAR MANAGEMENT

Hotel, Atlantic City;

846 7th Ave.,

New

York

T.V.

Show.

BAyside 4-0910

OH and Runnin'

Currently STARRING
at the
.

well, his vis-a-vis in recent films,

KENTUCKY DERBY
for the

.*xvX*Xv*x*

is a stunner, and clicked on
her own* with four well-arranged
vocals. Hope stayed on well over
an hour, clowned with committee
head Hugh Meriwether and accepted the inevitable Kentucky colonel
commission from Gov. Wetherby
with fine impromptu chatter. As
they say here, he .left everybody
real happy.
With guarantors not getting
hurt, event proved what a town of
any size can do with big scale
shows if properly organized. Committee here had two months to
work, with plenty of cooperation
from local and state papers and

who

THIRD CONSECUTIVE
WINNING YEAR

Only $3,500 was
radio stations.
spent for exploitation and advertising.

BUBBLES

DARLENE
(The Dimpltd Darlfn

Local sheets, Leader and

Herald, front-paged all activity for
four days before and during Festival; Saturation of promotion was
indicated by fact that nearly all
tickets were sold during mail order

1

)

campaign, and at Jthree boxoffices
that were maintained. 'Colligan figures that everyone had been “sold”
and tickets purchases premeditated, a fact borne out by the ex
tremely light last-minute window
Coliseum was scaled from
sale.
$1.50 to $3.50 with every seat re
served.

“YOUR BUSINESS DOUBLES

Year-Round Promotion
At a Friday meeting Meriwether
and his committee confirmed that
the event would be continued annually with promotion on a year
round basis to bring people here
.

WHEN YOU FEATURE BUBBLES”
"Tha Toast of Miami Baach. Fla."
Tha Raga of Havana, Cuba"
Recently Concluded 8 Weeks

BEACHCOMBER CLUB
MIAMI BEACH

ACCLAIMED THE HEW *1 EXOTIC STAR
ATTRACTI0H OF AMERICA
Availability: July f,

1953

NOW-CLUB NEON,
_

-

till

Dec. 1, 1953

Louisville, Ky,
-

--

fwT-ir

-

if

TiSLi.

time when the blue grass coun
try is at its best. Colligan was
given the go-ahead, to assemble
shows sq program can be announced on Jan. 1. Two shows will
be held again next year, with final
one moved ahead to Derby Eve.
Sidelight on the Hope show was
that attendance completely exhausted the supply of local baby-

(FOOT JUGGLER)

at a

sitters.

They

all

went

to the show,

with result that audience was peppered with babes in arms. Baby,
who started to holler on one of
Hope’s punchlines, gave him a
springboard for some fiew comedy.
“That’s my youngest critic,” he
said, and then got more yocks by
adding, “That Crosby has children
everywhere.”

Currently

EMPIRE ROOM, PALMER HOUSE
Chicago

THANKS TO MERRIEL ABBOTT

Personal Management: Marcus Glaser
203 N. Wabash Avon**. Chicago

]Vl&HY

52

^

display of cheerful chirping. Elegant and poised in a white strapand
less charged with polka dots
diamond-shaped thingums, she’s at
.

m

the top of her performance in
pipes and . deportment, investing
her sagacious songalog with tnai
easygoing, nifty gait that will never cause pandemonium but neither
obwill., it miss the entertainment
i

4„

a

or

„ n ana
n o-tr ump
.

.

l

.

MW

.IO<
n suem easy>

take entries as folk-tmged ^ ra“ Q
taxe
father's. Clock” and her
of London town, "Johnny
song
Dt/jLis
Brown,” with latter the first of her
encores
After* heh special intro tune, she
displays wit, thesping sawy and a
nice balance of patter interpolation in “Where Were You Last
Night,” wringing the ultimate from
the smart lyrics and- creating the
martini-drenphed
of a
illusion
party for two. Orqh chimes in on

.»bB«

&

n Nicholas’

Be Good’’
too protract-

„.a« „

.

but they close with some rous<«««<*
rhallptipp rleatina

„

|

|

—

Stabile’s
Dick. !Af
-

—

the
orch “hacks
s

—
show with adeptness and alter
nates with Bobby Ramos’ rhumba
rhythm combo in dispensing the
dansapation. Rocky Cole, at the 88.
accomps during the .Kean Sis seg.

ment.

—

«.

1

t,L

Bert.

~

he ambles

into* audience for

1953

6,

Riviera* fl* £.©©» K*

«i.

heckling breakups.

BUI Miller presentation of Donn
with
Arden production
Lena
Jheit yo ekworthy,^ is
sketches,
jj ome Alan King, Szonys, Doug
-J
great
romp
a
f<£MyB ^’ A
9™
Line (14 f; Wait
Nye “g
Rgge
SdPmJjT t an™*- Pupi Campo Orchs;. costumes exS1
ffiday^ afotto laugh-looded «*»•
t™t d bV Bob Macintosh; $5 mini-

Cafe Pre-Crowning
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Chevalier Wins at London

dent is amazingly sharp. Christine,
Edith Piaf, J. Ray, Billy Daniels,
Judy Garland and others are lightly dusted along the route and their
closer— a harkback to the Duncan
Eva—is a cligig doing Topsy
actic and colorful capper to a
40-minute turn which left the
croWd shrieking for more,
important aspect
act j s the speedy pace of 'it
0£
and the fact the gals waste no' time
diking each bit after its high
po i n t j s reached. They’re loaded
with material. and it’s all loaded.
me Nicholas
the bill
mu are the
Opening xne
upemng
Bros., with IS minutes of fast hoof-

'

n Qnn
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Mellifluous, mccoy blonde takes
over the 'Persian Room for four
weeks in Evelyn Knight’s annual

jective.

Wednesday, M?y
dust,”

Complete

volving around Harry Truman and
daughter forming 'a vaude act, BetPresi^ y g talc e0 f¥ on the former

e

o

vmffir

jects well-done In a rare style. In
anothep pitingly caustic bit. re-

.
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?
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Plaza. N. **
JIOJL64 #-ia*a,
„
Evelyn knight,
orcJi
Belmont, Dick La Salle urcn,
MarJc Monte Continentals ?ZZ,oU.
couer.
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bo“l~en

J

rop
,n «me nt’ the
t^o?onengagement
'£0
both execute some softshoe as
t
atlp
* cas<”V 1
In the operation of the Riviera,
?
£i*8? }S£ wSname "thoughts while dancing" is played
over sound system. Herbert Eide- Bill Miller has come up with the
lffcSv to
0 continue
with
materia!*
aids
ldea that he can overcome
thS$ESt the 'summer ThocTe
Wh
W*£ novel
weather, the trip to Jersey and
de Paris operator, Alan Fairley,
bnckerounds
competition
from New York
keen
has unmistakably stolen a march
.m£5 Rave & Naldi send off
the formula of
on l\is competitors by inking Mau- spa^durmg
soinedynamicballsome
agamic oau niteries under good
SD X^,v ur
headllner5 and
surrounding
rice Chevalier for his first British
The type of layout he
shows.
cabaret date, There was a capacity ™sin2DC'int
all1 orbs as she de°
*
A p0 ithof
with
his
season
last Tuesopened
turnout for the opening (28) and
e and
h
bright prospects that the ropes will
Sana- day {2Q) should keep tMs spot In
attendance
brackets.
t
the
be in frequent demand during the g*,??
p
Q
’flamS whirl and
month.
Headliner la Lena Horne and
NaSf'f dexterity in
Strauss
Chevalier is, of course, in a class lifts and movements is of highest support comprises the Szonys, a
of his own. The cliche can’t be order. Reception is tops for all top terp twain, and Alan King,
The exhibits.
who is emerging as headliner mahe’s inimitable.
avoided
Surrounding is tasteful
charm he exudes, the sense of hudisplay terial
wnn uihp^
Asia
electrify with
Bovs eieeiniy
a uoys
rr»™
t*iat
hwmAates
the
room
,
nnnn
>r d “ c
a nd of„ almost
mor that permeates the room and
impossible control. Unrl VQ 1 C
tJj 'wv*
1n J
)ac *c*
the mastery of his presentation derstander gets the o.o. as he deftil'l Jl
f
C
the
routines*
top~£i?ad6
firound
and showmanship arc the
jy handles two lads with easo»
The
Riviera,
during
the
past
While prone on table he bears
brunt of bicep and legwork as y«ar, has become only bne of Milil© Fans? London
He
fields
of
operation.
Ier
S
was
in
partners go into handstands and
Maurice Chevalier with Fred balances with amazing combina- and out of the Miami Beach edi(ne
the
Riviera
tion
of
Copa
City),
Freed; George Smith. Orch Wis, tions. Reaction mounts into salvos,
Copa Girls fire up everything an endeavor he abandoned after a
dom Lee Quartet; $6 'minimum.
„
With
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with holdover “Widow From Ama- sizable loss during the season. Milrillo,” having Joy HealyV expert ler is .also talent provisioner for
make him a top- tapistry for eye-opener and Dick the Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas. Such
Jams Paige Rita Lupino with grade artist. More performers of Beaver’s resonant votal. “Sum- activity makes it highly important
Carlos Escott, Danny Deane Orch his calibre working the nitery cir- mer Symphony” shows line of 10 that he keep a close watch On the
cult would put an end to the dol- well-stacked glammer babes in fine talent marts, and thus the Riviera
$2.50 minimum.
(7
drums and give the West End operation. Again cute Joy Healy will bertefit. The only sour note
steps out, this time with partner so far in the- Riviera picture is the
Delectable
Janis
has cafes a new and needed boom.
Paige
plenty, to offer patrons of the intiAs he made his entrance down Bill Damian for lively contretemps possibility, that it will be in the
mate Swan Room even in the face the elegant cafe staircase, wear- in
choreos
depicting
summer way of a super-highway now in
of competition from the long line mg the inevitable strawhat, with sports. Nods for special- high cal- the blueprint stages. The decision
of femme stars who have preceded a broad grin and his protruding ibre tunes go to Joan Edwards and way be either way, although good
her in the past year.
lips, there was a 'spontaneous ova- Lynn Duddy. Ray Sinatra orch is planning would tend to spare suchThe carrot-topped ex-pix actress tion from the ritzy firstnighters potent in all showbaqks, with the Important tax-laying properties as

ufAMtAtAnng. HntidL TV O
ivIOMieieoii©
V.
New Orleans, April 28.
•

a smooth medley that includes
•‘Powder Your’ Face With Sunshine” and has Miss Knight roving
the tables. Dick .La- Salle handles
the piano accomp (some sans his
crew) as though the singer .were
his pet relative
Another Persian returnee is 'the
dynamic, ultra-energetic hoofology
of John & June Belmont., Do six
rapidflre numbers within about 13
minutes, which is perhaps too
much in too little time. That they
have to take a /brief patter-chatter
course twlxt some stanzas to retool
wind is understandable,
their
Saucy, ’redhaired femme indicates
a large yen for comedy stylings,
though humor is but part of their
display, and she carries plenty of

qualities

that

,

—

)

brings to the spot pleasure diyidends in the form of vibrant personality
and beguiling stylistic
song delivery* She projects plenty
of glamor in gem-studded green
and gold gown aqd displays a
spirit of camaraderie that is easily
communicated to her audience.
Miss .Paige socks across one
bounce to the. flounce.. Swiftness number after another and would
Is the word in their interp of “dealsinging until hen voice gave
ousy,” and ga
Is a Tramp
’

maestro winning extra okays for the Riviera,
his paraphrased keyboarding of
Miss Horne is one of the more
‘Moonlight Sonata” for Raye & provocative
singers,
being enNaldi.
Will.
dowed with sufficient natural qual
ities
to be extremely arresting
would have been no customer comphysically
as
plaints had he gone on for longer
well as vocally.
Biltiuore Bowl,
A.
Draped in ^ sheath-like confection,
but it would have been tough on
Los Angeles, April 29.
the management who, naturally,
auxuc is mi
an iiuuieuiaie
immediate hit.
p nTy)n Vinnent Tffanri rV/vm-nf/vn Miss Horne
There’s tremendous style and vo
have to suspend food and liquor Paul
Syd ll
Dorothy
Dorben cal quality
service during the performance. Adorable*
her pitch, and in ad
t ark TvaJtt &
They have, after all, to sell plenty KiloS Hai ftJZ9 n*X rZl ?ition, each gesture

which continued throughout the

performance. He held the floor
for a fuli 45 minutes after being
called back several times. There

L

m

3

1

•‘Continental’
tones, and ditto
.

their “Farmer carrot coiffure, rich suntan and
Takes Over the Rhumba” in corn- striking costume- She unspools a
cliche is z i ngy
Designedly
pattern.
belt
opener,
“Holiday, *
and
“Oh, Johnny, Oh, first slow then moves to. two- of her best ditties,
a sped-uo edition.
parodies of “I Wonder Why” and
As with. Miss Knight, maestro opera-ribbing “Carmen’s Boogie,”
La Salle adds the. proper punctua- both of which hit paydirt.
with "Pennies From Heaven” as
takiSe
an interlude, Miss Paige returns to
*

1

-

.

tinued indefinitely.
The routine is
the best
Chevalier style. Apart from a coupie of oldies per request at the
end, the entire selection of songs
is in French, but any lack of understanding of the ..language is
more than made good, by the suP?fb introductions which preced_e

m

ling new package, ’‘Let Yourself I
Go.” which Biltmore Bowl bonl-l
face Joe''Faber“has'' whiODed’Together Hef tv Vincent draw? favora e reception with his Italian
dialectic material
mixing tunes
and gags
Comic 'includes what’s
become a virtual standard for
ni tery comics, tagged "Lament to
|

M

ajuuou a
iuauexiai
is addressed .to the ringsiders. For
May 1.
Kean, Nicholas change of pace, she warbles “I’m
Stabile Orch' (8), Stepping Out With a Memory ToBros.,' Dick
Bobby Ramos Orch (51, Rocky night,” sung with feeling, and "Old
Devil Moon.” Nets hefty returns
Cole; $2. cover.
Hollywood,

Betty

^

Habitues of this Sunset Strip

haunt aren’t

difficult

to please.-

i.

Pert

•

1

»

metea

v

something close to delirium in the
Joynt. .Prior to that, she works up
audience with “Lady Is a
Tramp,” and indulges them with'
H- on y?uc
Rose,” “Beale St*
»

S?

lot of talent and has a delightful pixie quality which wins S? u f,s «y? nd ,T*apa Don’t Preach to
There s some disappointment
over the tabholders. Ballerina is
a skillful toe-terper, but gets her f na smucn as shes on for less than.
It
seems hardly
best mitting on her pantomimed * nalf-nour.

of the fate

stpjy

of a

ballerina

who comes to Hollywood to break
into pix. Miming “artistically, she
shows how gal winds up a pix gun
moll, then in hoss operas.
strictly

tpp-dramer

It’s all

stuff.

Strikingly costumed, the Dorothy Dorben Adorables present
precision-like routines, with Jack
Tygett & Nancy Kilgas teaming to
front the gals in the fast-stepping

enough for an

artist of

her

ability,

The

Riviera, regarded as a difficult room for comics, apparently
holds no terrors for Alan King,

who has played the Paramount
Theatre, N.Y., on a pair of occa*
sions and whose Gotham nitery ex*
perience was obtained at Leon
Eddie’s. King impresses as being
at the stage where he has found

&

himself and enjoys the personality
numbers.
Hal Derwin and his. that has emerged. His routines
crew, longtime backstoppers at this have touches of several comics,
room, do a competent job, while but emerges with a flavor of his
Woods
is okay on the vocals, own.
T* _
m
i*ni
ii
Gene Bari
Trio fills in for the
There are times wh$n King’s
regular dancing.
Daku.
reminiscenses* of home life on New
York’s lower east side bear a reClub, Balias
semblance to those of Sam Leven-

,

*

Shamrock, Aouston

‘.Houston^ May 1.
Margaret- .Phelan* Allan & Ash
ton > Hal Pruden Orch; $1.50 cover.

Crompton

Nanci

terp’er

shows a

.

-

Worked the Mocambo, adjacent rival niteryv but since then
the turn has found itself, by. develpping both the. basic -talents and
acquiring, excellent material. It
the same act anymore;
isn’t
lsn
t even me
by now, it is just about the best
female cqmedy two-act in the biz.

ters

ana sun amuses wrtn ms inaieiics
the Italian barber who plays the
races,, and his “typical Texan”
routine.

t)f

.

Plenty performers Who fare just
mildly at other junctions along the
national bigtime cafe circuit mahage at times to wow 'em here. The
showfolk who comprise a large
segment of the clientele generally
are more willing to give than to
receive, it seems, and that fact
softens the demands they make on
the floor talent here.
Then, when an act comes along
which is really fresh (to this town,
at least) and teeming' with talent,
the hats rise in the air and the
huzzahs can. be heard all the way
to Azusa. That happened Friday
_
/I \
l.
1^ Ymma Vahm
night (1) when Betty & Jane Kean
opened.
About three years ago the Sis*

«
simple translation such an enjoyable and fascinating, part of
the show.
There are a dozen entries in the
lineup of songs and an equal
throughout.
number’ of Winners. It is virtually
Miss Page’s songs fob the most impossible, to provide an individual
part are coated with satire, but assessment. as each number has its
There is,
she's equally facile at serious own. particular appeal.
thrashing, with nice pipes and however, a. clear customer preference, apart from the nostalgic
pleasant tonal quality.
Other turn is Rita Lupino, songs like “Louise,” “Valentina”
Flamenco dancer^ who demon- and the “Sunny Side -of the
strates her command of footwork Street,” for the comedy items.. And
and body movements in a number as these predominate, everyone is
of heel-and-toe routines.
Miss more than happy.
Lupino, sister of Hollywood’s Ida,
Admitting that, in his 65 years,
dances with fiery intensity and he has worked for 53 as a perprecision, putting the works into former,
Chevalier is as Agile,
her numbers. Her accompanist is brisk, lively and exuberant as
Carlos Escott, a top-drawer guitar- ever. All this is reflected in his
1st, who is spotlighted in several show for which he is given excelsolo numbers while the dancer lent backgrounding by his regu*
changes costumes.
Lint.
lar.. accompanist.
Fred Freed, to4
'
_
,r.
gether with the George Smith
resident orch.
Myro.
.

Jatie

ic

1

Tbere's^'a oiann^'has^anrl ^rfirn
bemnei Her in additton
S^ehindft
addition toth®
to the
*7°
Walter Nye orch batoned by her
kus^ and Lennie Hayton.
Seldom has there been a more
Powerful and carefully detailed
rhythm behind a singer With the
sexy ^entreaties by Miss Horne

.

<*

Colony

Samis* Las Vegas

Dallas,

May

son,

but Upon delivery,

it’s

only
_

_
Las Vegas, May 1.
Dwight Fiske,
The Proctors (2),r^he subject matter that hints the
~
,
__
"
Peter Lind Hayes &
,
,
%aly, BiU Tieber Orch
relationship. He has an assortment
S) v
$2 co«er.'
Margaret -PhelAn knocked the Mary Raye & Naldi, Marv
Asia Boys
of golf yams and his commentary
old- “three
wu.ee times
wucs auu
and uut
out” for a ( 3 ) ,jow Healv
Dick Rp.awr*
Abe Weinstein, young veteran on sundry subjects makes for
loop when she jampacked the rjpa
Girls (10)
Herbert Eide- cabaret op on a name pitch, comes pleasant listening. He gets an apShamrock Room on opening night
er Pay Sinatra Orch (12)*’ no up with a surefire two-act
bill. preciative salvo for his efforts.
Some few femme singles may still and has had tlm SRO sign disOther major turn, is the Szonys,
From an SRO opening, local fave
have an edge, out that can be dis- Played consistently. Each time
Dwight FIske and the agile Proc- who are no strangers locally, This
puted. Those who brand the sis- the vivacious lass with the slightly
Uncovering a rich vein ofr ,hu- tors are filling 'the midtown in- Couple has appeared at the Palace
off-color
songs
surpasses
her
preters a distaff version of Martin &
with Judy Garland, showcased at
u_ tin I with two shows nightly,
Lewis aren’t precisely making wild vious rating in Houston. The first Matter unfolds
nf
^7
his fortnight boFiske, missed locally since his the. Latin Quarter and worked
time she was merely “great,” the
claims
second s ma.sh hotel date in ’51, some of the top tele shows. This
So, the Keans’ success at the second stint only “colossal” but
b
sc res heavily in a repeat of his team has an ethereal quality in its
N.Y. Copa, Las Vegas and Reno is this time she rolls out the press?
”
capacity-even
turnaway—
bw.
w.k. salty songs,..
From opening dancing. They get by excellently
being repeated here. Capacity-plus agent’s thesaurus.
The Hayes’ have made many so- “Stella, the Pure White Mouse,” in the straight terp passages and
Besides favoring the mit,t-patcrowd which turned out opening
replete
with mugging,' eye-rolling, throw in more than^a few aero
night will churn up so much glow- ting throng with the oldies that are journs to Vegas, but with their
ing word-of-mouth it will be a tre- her standbys, Miss Phelan intro- current revelation in the Copa Suggestive lyrics and crescendo stunts as a fillip. In all, a worthy
Room,
piano
put forth a complete artisaccomp,
stylist
romps adaptation of ballet, ballroom and
mendous engagement. Satire key- duces some of the smartest manotes the uninhibited comedy and terial heard here in. a long' time, tic job. Exemplified from opener through “The Colonel’s Tropical aero to nitery needs and they too
"Getting
Bride,”
to Know You” through
“Senorita Marguerita Del hit a high applause rating.
not only do the gals work .hard, executed .in her. well rounded,
Donn Arden has concocted *
they have exceedingly good mate- husky mejszo-soprano and has the wall-shaking yocks until begoff, Campo” and “The Captain’s Leave”
Hayes
heavy
uhrolls his ultra-smart ma- to
mitting. Animated Fiske pair of click routines for this spot.
rial. Naturally the highlights, in collected Phelan fans howling for
this town, are the bits in which more. She’s an eyeful and an ear- terial, aided by Miss Healy’s ex- adds the must bit, “Mrs; Petti- These are ably interpreted by a
pert partnership. Having the Mrs. bone,” heard every show since he lively group of girls who midka
they roast Zsa Zsa, Eva, Magda ful.'
The satirical dancing of Bebe for foil obviously suits the Mr. as introed the tale in 1930. Encores these production sessions more
and Mama Gabor; simulate a Louella Parsons (Jane) broadcast on Allan & Barry Ashton, especially he bounces funny quips and muggs with “Anthony & Cledpatra” for a than a stage- wait.
The feiximes,
their
Marilyn Monroe (Hetty) being in- during
paced by Joy Skylai*. are lookers
modern
ballet almost without end across her begoff halfr-hour sesh.
terviewed and a fast routine in specialty based on “A Streetcar chattel' and setups. She has a deand
Sock acrodancers George &
able dancers. The opening
which Betty, with aid of no-hair Named Desire,” is extremely well lightful inoment while thrushing a Vivian Proctor get boff reception gambit, inspired by a toreador outhairpiece,
essays
Louis
(Have received. They are personable, little Gallic street song during in 10-minute stint. Blonde femme, fit, is provocative and form-fitting*
nice-looking youngsters and have pair's “European Tour.” -Windup in eye-opening African garb, ab- while the second bostume Is a’ lit-,
Mink Coat; Will Travel) Shurr.
In these routines the takeoffs built .routines that are new and of that chortling junket is his sorbs bends and spins as barefoot tie more revealing. Walter Nya
really are etched Jn acid. It isn t refreshing. Their case is maneuver- broad characterization of a Texan duo
caries
dance moods from does an expert job of showbacking
spoofing; it’s a calculated, shrewd- 1 ing the flips* and tosses brands with ease into flagwaving tag; primitive to blues and jazz in a' and Pupi Campo entices the hipJose,
ly satiric barbecue, with, the sub* them, as topflight.
While she begins a serious “Star- daring, expert turi\.
Jedo.
Bark. r ,1 wrigglers,
sdT
> »rCMo
siov/utUr.vT Iso a rshboi
.ten J
ot 2 iflti
b
*{*10 t»r<) ibi v *ru<t>io n
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with
Ftamiitgo, Las Vegaa
Latin Quarter, N. Y« males adding guffaws. Follows
jf. Y. and the Body,” and Delrae &
smart gab leading Into “Nothing
Young have an Bast Indian dance
Las Vegas, April 30.
(FOLLOWUP)
Greco Troupe , Nat Brand- number, in the Jack Cole manner,
Like a Dame” and again a twist,
Champion
Goioer
it
Marge
preWalters
has
Lou
Impresario
s
artful
Mink.”
It’s
Like
a
“Nothing
mnne and. Mischa Borr Orchs; that's flashy
and effective.
Cheerleaders (5), Tom it Jerry,
sented many performers for the
$1-2 cover.
Entire layout has been paced to first time on Broadway. There was lyric juggling that keeps the laugh Frank Howard, Flamingo Starlets,
Torris
Brand
Pribor,
a queen's taste in Lewis’ customar- one memorable occasion when he mood mounting.
Richard
six
For the .second time within
ily tailormade, showy manner, and
Sequence on men— continental Orch (13); no cover or minimum.
sight unseen
flamenco dancer Jose he doesn^t permit a slow moment imported a girl comic
winnths
is another classy
work
out. She never and American
she
didn’t
and
are
troupe
Spanish
creep in. Missing is the “Me appeared again after the first per- arrangement that sparks heavy reGreco and his
Many months have elapsed since
an indi- to
hack at the Empire Room,
and My Shadow” that no Lewis formance. Other occasions have turns.Tops matters with her stand- Marge & Gower Champion transrhythmic heel
cation that the
show
has ever been without until been more fortunate. He*s intro- ard “Kiss of Meyer” and “Schnei- ported
Flamingo patrons with
Somning and castanet clicking go now.
With
departure of Elroy duced such artists as Les Charli- der in the Sky” for the bringback
in story-choreognverbig with the Waldorf's clien- Peace (Ted’s shadow for nine years) vels, Darvas & Julia, Seven Ash- which leads to sock special on their perfections
raphy. Projected from the niteries
includes
tele Current engagement
Army
anent
for, the
boy’s in Korea now tons and gave Les Compagnons de “Let’s Keep It That Way,”
into Hollywood sound stages, detroupe's
the
in
routines
familiar
he says the familiar bit’s out un- la Chanson their first Broadway message to men and the Jorgensen lightful pair became potent adas dances not
r eD ertoire as well
til Peace gets back.
That’s a nice cafe break.
affair^ Winds with ribald takeoff on juncts to Metro’s young talent rosall
before seen at the hotel. It
touch, and it seems that Lewis
begoff.
ter. Now, returning to scenes of
Walters, then, has taken his a stripper that garners
adds up to an exciting, rewarding ought to tell the customers about
^Overall, impact is aided no little former glories, the Champions are
Grecochances and has had sufficient
evening, for the well-trained
it so they’ll know why tjhey’re hot
and
mugging
for
obvious
flair
destined to gather new laurels (s,ee
show business acumen to come out by
wrong.
ites can do no
getting what they always come to
timing, as well as subtle shadings New Acts).
ahead generally in the process.
before see.
season
second
Their
nuances
the
most
out
of
that
get the
with’ such a class act as t he
In the case of Dagmar, who isn’t
American audiences, the Greco
It’s foolish to say that Ted Lewis,
contained in her lines. With it, champions on the marquee, the
lloupe has proved that it is equally apart from the dazzling jol? of famous for her talent, Walters has the arrangements are ^a distinct
Flamingo will have one of the best
effective on a nitery floor as in showmanship he himself still turns figured that she’ll bring in enough asset to the projection of her book,
i ures f or some time,
theatre concert* engagements. The out, has come up with another win- coin from the hinterlands to make
is well
her appearance here profitable. His
A
ner; when hasn’t he?
Cohen
45 -minute Waldorf stint
assist in that defor
their
kudos
delags
it
that
she
never
only
problem
see
is to
to
itv of this^^
raced and iiiterest
tops on
SJL and enthuthe
has an act that won’t drive the cus- partment. They also rate
in J ect youthful verve
spite the basic similarity of
tomers from the establishment. In their dansapation. Ann Herman
Cafe Society, IV. Y.
flamenco-flavored dances. Routines
Dancers dispense Latino terps to bright tunes. Three
twn
guys and two
Kirkwood ,& Goodman, Monica that respect, Walters has achieved tee off
vary from the fiery rhythms of the
nft matters.
mattflrc
T .am.
Lary
4,
femmes began their nitery careers
High Time Revue’* with his aim. She’ll offer a bit of enterIberian gypsies to the more classi- Boyar;
in the Dick Harding, Bill Moss, Rita Tam tainment,
display her towering
as a unit here in Vegas almost two
cal rendition of dances
years ago. Since that tyro stage,
Spanish tradition. Costuming is a no, Arlene & Ardele Terry, Graig figure and let the customers ogle.
Cliez Carorre,
group has become a smooth, harhighlight, a factor that gives each Hunter,
Bobby May; Hot Dips That’s all that’s needed.*
Paris, April 27,
monious and kinetic attraction.
Dagmar comes in with an act
terp an aspect of newness, ^olorful Page Band (4); $2.50 minimum
Apache Dancers (3), Les Quat* They blend each ditty with mothat doesn't have any brilliance of
garb of leader Greco is especially
noteworthy.
Vet boniface
and theatrical writing, sharpness of wit, or deli- Jeudis (4), Jacques Harden, Paul - tion, latter not distracting or acRollih, Los Tres de Santa ccntuated over melodies. Best- of
Greco, lithe and graceful, is a agent Mike Rainy? has now taken cacy of presentation, but it does ette
He over the Greenwich Village cellar have several features, and one Cruz, Les Cavalcos, Jackie Kern, tunes is closer, amusing “Hard
dynamic-loPking personality.
Isabelita,
Bernard Hilda Orch Hearted Hannah,” plus the sock
could
voice
that
surprise,
that
commajor
a
troupe
a
spot, which has had its ups and
has assembled
cover.
work with Champions in finale.
plements his talents and is gracious downs since the halcyon days of be developed. The girl carries a ( 10 ) $3 minimum, 50c
aptitude
in
some
tune
and
To
shows
break
spotlight.
Tom & Jerry swing over and
the
Bar
quondam nitery entrepreneur
in sharing
- Chez
Carrere, one of Paris! around horizontal bars for mittup the constant flow of dance num- ney Josephson, and it looks like that direction.
interludes
musical
grabbing
flash act. Priming with
of
pair
in
Champsgoniteries
making
it
a
swankiest
he’s on his way to
_
Her Latin Quarter appearance
bers, a
ng concern. This Bohemian terri- also indicates that an entire show Elysees district, is having policy rapid tricks, pair toss in comedy
are inserted. One features a _piano
intrqed
Machado,
having
Jerry in clownish getup,
by
A.
springRoger
a
on
heavy
carrying
only
eye
been
direction
Change
with
tory has
must be oriented in her
solo by
Hitherto, but exercising his funny biz with
tourist trade.
as Spain’s leading concert pianist, handful of class intimerles during if it is to survive. She’s assisted by summer
Chinin
de
presents
sock
tricks.
and
simple
and
other
of
years'
Marty
been
past
couple
policy
has
the
Gould
and
boite’s
two comics, Sid
The
Triana, singing the Spanish tune. Rainy’s Cafe Society is filling an May, and the Four Fleetwoods. Had expensive one; one top singer—
Flamingo Starlets make bow un“Ole Torero.” Aggregation includes important gap. Spot is being given there been some verbiage worth Yves Montand, Dany Dauberson der aegis of Lindsay-Sapphire stagLola de Ronda, Elba Ocampo, a n attractive facelifting job, the reciting, May and- Gould would and Greco have worked here
ing. Line of eight lookers shows
Marlena Vargas, Jaunela Maya, cuisine is good and if the bill is have made good. As it was,- it plus danceband. Prices have al- prowess in terpery with “Blues in
chosen with 'a keen eye there’s no looked like they were drawn into ways been to exclusive and espe- the Night” and “Memory Lane.”
Luis Olivares and Julio Torres.
Per usual, orchs pf Nat Brand- reason why the room shouldn’t a swindle. Here are two funny men cially well-heeled public. Switch Frank Howard does a commendawyne and Mischa Borr provide start pulling a steady -trade once who are wasted foiling for a is introduction of floorshow and ble job as singer-emcee. Torris
Holl
danceable music.
Six-coifrse din- Brand orch, augmented by three
word gets around that its doors deep-V..
drastic price cut.
— Yet there’s no use getting indig- ner plus bottle of wine now sells strings for headliners* special muare open again.
Walters
bookings.
about
such
nant
with addir sical effects, consistently builds
francs)
Pitt
for $6 (2.500
Horizon
For his preem show Rainy has
equipment tional 15% for service. This is into one of the Strip’s better showPittsburgh, April 28.
put together a tasty package. In is taking advantage of
theatres
which
NBC-TV
and
top
compared
to bands.
when
bargain
Will.
Ted Lewis Leni Lynn, Dorothy (Jim) Kirkwood & (Lee) Goodman
of before. The charges at other Paris niteries of
Loudon, Gene Allen, Laurie Sis - he has a pair of comics familiar to had made good use
Latin
the
going
into
customers
policy
new
class,
and
should
same
small room clientele.
Gmpress
ters (3), Joan Lowe, Chop Chop Gotham’s
Chib,
London
(They wound an engagement at Quarter are adult. Probably all of bring in customers.
ft Charlene, Delrae & Young Lewis
LohdOn, April -30.
Dagmar previously.
the uptown Blue Angel the week them had seen
Biggest plug Carrere ’s ever had
Orch (10); $2 cover.
Gloria Lasso ( with Guillermo ),
NBC-TV’s “Broad was visit of Queen Elizabeth
before). Although the team’s ma- She has been on
Billy Sproud Orch, Embassy Cm
personal
heb
House”
Open
and
way
three years ^go. banas; $4.25 minimum.
then princess
Ted "Lewis is back again at the terial doesn’t change much from
scope was enlarged when she was Story and photos of her dancing
smart Horizon Room, the nitery at one New York spot to another,
on her own show, “Dagmar’s Can
In
e £P went ’round the world.
Greater Pittsburgh Airport which they deliver ,with an -exuberance
All Continental artists working
teen”* and Sie has appeared in £
he opened last August, but with a and zest that give it a fresh and XT \T ^1. 41* A > M MA
D/WVV her honor .present show is dubbed, the West End.niterv
snhEnd. nitery beat are subN. Y. at the Paramount and Roxy
“Coronation,” though show has ject to ine
brand new unit this time to launch gay quality. And they’re surefire
the hazards
nazaras that }° uo 'v a
There’s probably not one n Sg.ni tn
™
\th "the nnrnmW
“‘VS ^amtance with follow
Not only is the,, for.firstlme viewers. Duo moves Theatres.' who
a 40-week tour.
the Eng™
he
didn’t
know
what
customer
™ qti and
any re
4
guy who wears the battered hat from sharp satire to rowdy zanyh language. Usually, however,
was in for when he went into the SJ®"
is
Queen Y®
not Jjf
still a master showman but he lias, isms with deft verbal strokes. Sock
they know enough to repeat, par5* .J*l
Latin Quarter. The fact is that J^L'^ave
layed as overture.
not forgotten how to pick talent stage savvy makes their 15-min- desnite Previous exhibits
,
rot-like,
an adequate intro to each
P
she’s
either. This show’s a solid hour of ute stint seem all too brief,
Top act is. Apache Dancers trio number so as to put the. Englishdrawing. Commercially, the book*
whammy.
speaking
clientele in the picture,
Singer Monica Boyar captures ing seems iustified
which
Ashour),
(Lucienne,
Bob
&
and she’ll
Of course, with- the way Lewis tablers at walkon in tight-fitting probably be worth the $5,000 salary registered recently on London Pal- The present attraction at this
handles acts and builds -them up,- white gown set off by jet tresses
smart
St. nitery, however,
Bond
Ray
which
Johnnie
ladium
bill
of
at the till.
he could probably tear a house and doesn’t let go until begoff.
Walters has also installed Cass was headliner. Ashour enters with on her own admission has a vocabu-down with a collection of Cherry she’s got a big and dramatic
lary
to
the phrase,
restricted
atmos-,
plays
some
accordion
and
Franklin & Monica Lane in this
Sisters.
It so happens his, current piping style that’s --well suited to
Then Ladies and Gentlemen,
disDlav This is a handsome team pheric Montmartre music.
gang is loaded, but no questions her varied repertoire.
At times who can sing^in a romantic and Lucienne- & Bob execute standard
This is a serious drawback as
that the high-hatter double-loads she tends to get overly dramatic
musicomedy vein. Franklin is an Apache with former being thrown it can be tough sledding for an
their effectiveness.
in her renderings but the overall excellent bass-baritone with ex- on floor and receiving wholesale audience to listen to a performer
Lewis even has outfitted himself is effective Best are her Calypso tremely rich pipes and Miss Lane slapping and kicking. Comic twist for maybe 30 to 40 minutes withwith a couple of new special ma- offerings which she belts in a capout understanding a single word,
is a competent soprano. Both are is her revenge when she takes upterial songs, one with a cute twist tivating beat. Wows with “I Loves
extremely personable and rate the per hand and bounces her abusive Interest tends to wane and it is as
and the other about the possibility Ya Baby” and
Calypso Blues.” strong hands they get. They also partner about, floor, slamming tough on the performer as it is
of having a lady President.
Does Works over Gershwins* “It Ain’t use some good production values him over the conk with metal tray on the audience,
the latter with Dorothy Loudon, a Necessarily So” to a vivid mambo
Faced with this handicap, It is
such as a platform device for “How and returning his slaps and kicks
gal who also clicks vocally in her beat and gets plenty of mood into
with interest. Act is double-edged, some measure of tribute to the
Do You Speak to an Angel.”
own spot, and both numbers are Cole Porter’s* “Get Out of Town.”
skill of Spanish songstress Gloria
Apache
expected
offering
both
perBonnie
Andree
&
Andre,
smart and good for a change of Closes with a special material form their mannequin dance act routine and comedy finish,
Lasso that she is able to win favorpace for Lewis. But it’s still the piece tagged “I Lives Hard, I
her cabaret
expertly and Mons. Choppy, also
Les Quat’ Jeudis (4 Thursdays) able reaction with
old faves, “When My Baby Smiles Works Hard and I Loves Hard” to
repeater here, decorates his are poor man’s Freres Jacques, stint. She has a charming voice;
at Me,” etc., they go for.
He fills solid mitt,
models in an applause-winning being^ similar comedy-stylist group. JL
the room with a nostalgia that’s
The “High Time Revue,” a manner. The Fleetwoods continue
carrying suitcases
-Jh
warm and geifuine; the man hasn’t (Dick) Harding & (Bill) Moss pro- to please with their hoofing. New They come oneach
D n
d
matching that
JS?fnpr Ciiili
become an institution for nothing. auction, is a tightly-packed 40- Act here is Jack Richards & the with color of
During course of
0
f bearer’s tie.
hirkHe s added to his magic reper- m i nute r of song and terps. It’s a Marksmen, winners of “Chance of
S
opening number in which they
Th? Lf 'hrnnHlv s
toire working with .Chop Chop and
m
1 un ^*
unit Lifetime” contest. The production s i n *r 0 f their projected travels,
refreshing
and
you thful
f S
5«?J of
gets a carload of laughs with his
pe gge d for hotel and intimery holds up with Piroska and Midge suitcases fall into wrong hands foll °wS a conventional style
hokey, old-fashioned, becaped magCompany of seven work Miner doing- the dance chores and song goes on -until baggage
work
ico coming out 6to top Chop Chop,
D
are mixup h as been ironed out. In anGirl, Pipers
w ithin a low budget framework of nicely. Dagenham
whfrh
as much as to say, “anything you
props an(j costumes ahd display on a long holdover. Art Waner’s other
number they burlesque
can do, I can do better.” But it’s
in an embarrassing hiatus In the
of
staging
the
in
Harlowe
ingenuity
Buddy
and
of
showbacks
ots
j
orch
Hollywood gangster, antics to solid proceedings
rot show-offy, just cute, and Lewis
caught. That
show
at
Jose.
the various sequences. Credit here trio does the relief.
yock reaction and they finish with
nils the bit with a kind of richly
should definitely be scrubbed from
goe tQ stagers Noona MacDonald
fishing story that is continually
comic gravity.
it.
i
L.
i
i
_
i
flcti
the
9
and Betty Abbott, who also do a Sans Souci,
ch stymied by their irrelevant cracks
Plenty of vocal talent here too. handy ob working the lights.
Although possibly adequate as a
j
on “other subjects until story is stopgap presentation, the gal and
Miami Beach, May 3.
0
Twins,
Terry
the
features
never told at all.
Ann
Herman
Troupe
Malina
Luba
hasten!
?
film
nas
Lem Lynn,
partner are not a strong
-“
her
onetime child film
o T Ar/foitO
ply
which
one
Ardele), ox wmen
Dancers, Sacasas Orch $2.50 bevLes Cavalcos is w.k. dance act enough attraction in the present
star, who comes on the floor osteh- £rlene &
0
h
erage minimurri.
which has played the States. Man difficult situation.
Myro.
»
to get his autograph and then
A
fJ
They
warbHng
r
n
dressed as jungle hunter battles
s’ams over a couple of socks in
e
0r
>P
Return of svelte Luba Malina" to with femme costumed as snake
Reno
Golden,
"the
o£ “Knging ?n
these environs was a happy one for to win heavy mitting.
Sisters, three cuties, whose pipes ly treatment
Reno. April 28.
Rain”, and a special material num- this hostel’s operators, with the
make a nice blend.
Jacques Harden, first prizewinFifi D’Orsay*s “Parisian Follies,
like to be Blue SailS Room filled during a
Unit carries a crack comic in ber about what it’s
are period when most other spots are ner of Deauville song contest with Fifi D’Orsay, Cliff Ferre, The
incidentally,
Gals,
twins.
Gene Allen, a young fellow with a
(’52) has Yves Montand appear- Appletons
(3), Marty Allen &
and an eye- experiencing the blues.
n
na long-gammed
mobile face who has oiginality and blonde,
ance and fine delivery, his best
The Zerbys ; Goldr
^? ^ 1 #eat
e atured
d is ballet ternGowjied in eye-catching black new tune being Kleber Katz’s Mitch DeWood,
inventiveness. Allen’s on for sevt
u
Sterling Young Orch
nn
w
n
nnirips
Girls
en
(12,
off
comes
who
that emphasizes her slender frame, “Impeccable
oral bits, but best of them is his ster Rita Tanno,
Frac”«
(“Perfect no cover or minimum.
initial stint, an albeit bringing out the inherent
her
in
moderately
~
takeoff on a British screen murder
Old sexiness contained in face and fig- Dress Suit ”). Paulette Rollin,
pHve treatment to
} n terPretive
mystery in which he plays four intprhr
This is a package bundled up by
who° scores ure, she wins them from walkon swe et-voiced songbird who did
wn
ut
Mqon .» bbut
different characters by manipulatFrencb dubbing job on Walt DisDeutsch but plans
production
oUlIUjr in. the closing
HIE an 1IDTIPP falcA rkloi-A o /I
with assured approach plus the ney’s “Cinderella,” is also prize- booker Milton
not include any other engagedo
allthe
tinge
on
accented
Russjan
0 f Deauville contest and ments. For what it is a one-shot
j nner
w
these production stanzas special material series of comedy regist ers best in “Dansons, Mon
a hastily tossed salad, it corner
gfts top-return's' iit' oTit'^An- that the reyue really scores , First tunes she purveys. It’s on the A £ our »
Dance,
My and
(“Let’s
through far better than similar
double-entendre softened via. the TjOVe *n
other where he vets all twisted ts a travesty on the <23 sludoo
new
one
n
shows on the road. It runs a fast
up sartorially asa male model <tays replete with outlandish garb- someumes fractured ‘'English’- aps
rch gets as. hour and mixes equal parts of sex,
tvhile an offstage voiSe does the inff
Tres de Santa Cruz,
jCave
T'hev
tashion commentary, is likewise
Tees off with a twist on- “Hello” s jst trom- L^s - samba trio, and humor and music. introducing one
e PPy and a definite wmner. Tney
conga
rhumba
Fifi D’Orsay, in
g
rmrnrii/>ri tn m-elodv of “I’d
soWl.
have a neat change of pace in the
number, says, “Pd like to do eet like
Sea Have Baked a Cake” ior effective
Joan Lowe, a sexv
blonde esoe- followup number with a South
C
I
did
eet in the ’30s. In fact, I’d
okay rocially i n her
.It’s- an
first ^trance dressed jungle motif.
in the
in blaek—
Friend” d^-omecroouing with ba.nd on love to dp it like I did it
expertly dauced by
ntie_
hat, tuxedo coat and baloceasmns.
This sort of lightly camouother
’30s.”
JJ?
Craig Hunter, winds into lampoon on- falsies and
jet-length
silk
stockings which Miss Tanno and.
shadiness is sprinkled careflaged
well-balanced
is
Coronation
articles
figure-build
‘how off % shapely pair’ of legs—Hot Lips Page offers sets of other -femme
mo*
that suits high*tone atmos- lessly through her perpetual
ar okay hooter
~
and scores with slick rhythms good ;fpr ^ ho.tn flo^r to make for. chuckles , from the show of Chez Carrere.'
?
t
(Continued on page 54)
Curt.
Lewis in the patter of “The Face trodders and wallflowers. Gros.
distaJPfers in the audieflee* with the phere
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Chicago* Chi
Chicago,

Betty Hutton Starts Chi Vaudynamics

May

1.

Twins with Marion
The Ravens (6), Peiro
Bros (2), Lenny Colyer, Louis Bau
sil Orch;
House of Wax”-CWB).
Blackburn

Colby,
.

To 60G Advance (or Shubert Fortnight

While the accent for this twobusiness in his deft pantomime of week show is on; the 3-D picture,
tramp and his break-up bike. His the companion bill shapes as fine
childlike grin and silent admonish- fare for the entire family. Revue

By LEO ZABELlfa
Chicago,

May

5.

*
Betty
In for only two weeks?
Hutton brings more than a touch
former
Shubert,
the
to
of nostalgia
vaude flagship that has been housing legit musicals for almost a decide There is certainly no reason,
Sow that blonde hoyden has
broken the ice, that Jack Benny,
Danny Kaye and others should not
follow with same type of presentation here and elsewhere in midFrom $60,000 advance for
west
fortnight stint, ft's evident the
Hutton name is magic.
She does more" than an hour,
climaxing second half of revue,
and there is seldom an idle moment during ther stretch. If there
breathlessness, it’s more on
is any
part of customers. Despite the sock
more than
there's
(5)
personality,
(6)
for two shows and a tightenough
ening job must be done, beginning
with at leas a half hour sliced
from top half. As is, Miss Hutton’s

f
th
?
af*
U les thatf°h
buist
,
[
ff each mishap
into laughter at
or en-

iH

??

JJ

Bob Williams with

his well-bred,
seemingly ill-trained dogs, gets
howls with his spaniel, which refuses to obey commands, and with
an apt fox terrier that’s a bit too
eager. Williams’ almost total collapse from his hounds tickles the

m

twirlf floppy hats with

band as

crowd.
Langs, aero troupe

romant ic boy-girl savor.

-

*

»

directed

effective is his carbon of the Johnme: Ray imitators. For his finale he

presentation.

\

.

has a switch on the Red Skelton
gin skit, bathing a baby with alcohoJ.„ Water drenched, he gets
yocks as he mops up the stage.
Blackburn Twins, who
have
played this house many times in
the last few years, have come up
with new material and a new partner, Marion Colby, and are warmly
greeted. New intro sets the pace
and brings on brunet, the best
dancing mate they have had, and
on a par vocally with the femme
brigade previously showcased by
the brothers. They clown around
in a bit about “I Won’t Dance” before going over strongly with a
sightseeing guide routine.
Lass
doffs her skirt for sexy but acceptable version of “One Man At a
Time” that’s okay for the matinee
because of the comical aspects,
Brought back, the trio do a nice
thank-you quickie,
Ravens have the closing spot but,
UAAAVA VUA114VVAJ J J.V
unfortunately,
letV the
WIAV
fast-paced
show wither with four slow numbers. Voices are excellent but with
the choice of tunes, there isn’t

.

or two straight numbers but falls
back into her roisterous manner.
There are one or two ballads in

S

much that can be heard dufe to
the noise of the seatholders. “Old

Man

been

has

River”

done

nicely, with

m

worjrthe ^"

’

d££ ^Sh^e^lo/g^the

^

.

Film star has no punch ending
her trapeze bit in other personal appearances (Palace, N. Y.,
etc.).
For her afterpiece she sits
on rim of boards, with her singers,
asks for requests and runs gamut
of tunes. It's more nostalgia which
filmgoers in audience go for.
First half of stageshow is pure

like

seems most of
aren't
even casual
it

firstnighters
visitors to presentation

houses or
nightclubs as they greet each turn
with much more than ordinary applause and laughter. With exception of Borrah Minevitch's Harmonica Rascals with Johnny Puleo,
rest of supporting bill is different
than that which opened with Miss
Hutton at the Palace last year. The
Rascals are boff with panto antics
of little Puleo pulling the yocks.
His sly mayhem anent the sextet
is
smashola slapstick and gets
yards of laughs.

Bambi Linn and Rod Alexander,
fresh from television (“Show of
with

three dance numbers. Dup click
with an evolution of modern terpmg from days of two-a-day,

through films, musical

comedies,

up a de“Margie,’

set

of

during which they alternate resting
on a chair, but still keep up
pace by continual action. Clever
idea

In this,
Gower begins an amusing chanting of “Revival,” joined by the
vital movements and vocalizing of
the Cheerleaders.
When Marge
enters as a little country girl to be
taken up by the swinging rhythms,
the whole place rocks. On such a
pitch, pair exit to ovation,
Eminently satisfying to ail types
of
audiences,
the Champions
should Create a furor wherever
Will.
booked.
contrast for finale.

is

o

JACK RICHARDS & MARKS-

MEN

(4)

Songs
5 Mins.

Latin Quarter, N. Y.
Jack Richards,4 & y-.the Marksmen
come to the TLatin Quarter as part
Chance
°f an fiirangement with
program, wherein
°f. a Lifetime
4

.

•

^

ers gat a

.^' 1

J

A

b®r

w

k

Ilf
>Vith

acts in the bust.

..

Because of time limitations, the
wa s allotted tw° numbers
of which were performed

act

both

a

£J^

y

^!

'

to blt

^
They are
.r

T

_

5

be
e

a
a

r

line with lyrics

hey

fi,A

both

and slightly risque.
that of the music-halls
performer resorting to the
is

with
broad gesture and wink to put
over punchlines. A ballad interspersed with the hokum makes for
a neat change of pace, but general effectiveness is best when her
comedy is foremost. Working with
three standing jnikes gives Miss
Delair more latitude during most

numbers and voice is brisk enough
to catch all corners of room.
Possible U.S. dates are a tossup
as she speaks little English and
has an entirely Gallic songalog.
Miss Delair’s own pianist, Rouaux,
gives her solid support throughout
Newt.
session.

GENE TERRY
Songs
20 Mins.
Black Orchid, Chicago
Gene Terry is a handsome young
singer a recent import from Ire-

—
—

land who scores with his baritoning of the Celtic standards like
“Dear Old Donegal,” “Molly Malone” and a less familiar tunc,
“Wild Colopial Boy.” However, he
strays from his cloth with “My
Bubba,” a tale about a Yiddish

grandmother;

it’s

an

attempted

tear-wringer that falls with a dull
His Jolson medley is
also out of character for him.

What he needs

must ^compete for attention
‘

comedic

boisterous

thud here.

f.^

rt

the-

Manner

^

an
n^

P wn,P

e

frmm tSfrk’
workgroup,

is

more

“tales

from Irish lore or modern folk
tunes, as the* one about the wild
boy who traveled to Australia and
came to no good. Terry has been
recording for HMV, RCA Victor’s
British affiliate, and has had a
program on BBC in England. He’s
ready for TV guest shots and other
supper spots; that is, with a parZabe.
tial change of material.

y,

•

Miami
w

t

the Hours”

<

RKO

f ,Tf

>

Melange on tap this week
up pleasant load of divertissement

t°t;cs

for the stubholders with topliners
holding up on mitt reaction.
Vet pianist-songster Little Jack
‘Little sets up a well-balanced array
of tunes with accent on the nostalgic side via reprises of hits he’s
been associated with. These in-

“Shanty In Old Shanty
Town” and “Jealous.” Interweaves
some of the newies to add to blend
elude

for overall solid reception.
Dolinoff & Raya Sisters are an-

nual returnees here and this time
out come up with biggest hands
of the session. Their optical-illusion ideas are gasp-making, with
preceding sequences in terps colorfully and skillfully handled. It is
in the stage blackout segment, with
bodies and heads floating about,
that the showmanly aspects of the
act come through for the full impact that wraps up.
QiirmnrHncr HnPim U on the okav
Ciru
pfnnfe^ makes for In in^
erratiaHne omoee and in own soot
P
welLversed carbonings of
rhLflTiPr Tni ^nn and a Tcxan charr g00d share o£
bl
a
£Sf-^ f£ laughs.
i??5L®
giggles
^

S

and

stuff
of
t raise

Faster-than-the-eye

Darnys

&

Mercedes doesn

much

excitement. Tricks are
find
into new medium of TV,
standard and seen before. Muscle
'vblc h
'brings dance
right back
& Jerry sets
Ferdinand
team
of
where it was to two-a-day. Pair
have a solid interpretation of up good .array of balancing and
their tricks in
Work
acroantics.
ger Than Springtime,” from
«o!?
oouth Pacific,” with femme doing able manner, but are off to just
one leg shoulder leap that has cus- fair response. Reroutining might
tomers applauding loudly. Mambo aid in springing heavier palm recloser is a furious piece with a sponse.
great deal of color.
Les Rhode house orch, per usual,
Joe E; Jackson, Jr., seems to de- handles the showbacks in authorivelop one or two new .touches of tative ptyle.
.

—

interlude

lightful

Chantoosie is of medium height;
a blonde with a trim figure that
gets little accent from a just fair
wardrobe. On night caught, gal
was wearing a black sequin number that did little or nothing for
overall visual impact, but judging
from general reception she needs
little in the way of a Dior creation
to register.
Songs for the most part are on

promising
bard to achieve good narSTRANGE
mon i cs an(j they have a degree of LeROY
They did “Crazy Songs
showmanship.
5 Mins.
Wind.”
“Nortlr
Rhythm” and
Olympia*
Apollo, N. Y.
Apollo* N* ¥«
Richards is well qualified to be
Miami, May 2.
LeRoy Strange is not an unJoe Louis with Leonard Reed; the lead in the quartet and the
Little,
Dolinoff
Jack
&
Little
Joe Loco Orch (13), Al Hibbler, three men behind 'him offer okay usual song stylist but he’s an okay
«
c.Sisters, Darnys & Mercedes
Raya
Jose.
Dolores Parker, Jesse, James & support.
bet for vaude and nitery situations.
Ferdinand & Jerry, Guy Rennie, c orne u
Spence Twins, LeRoy
Fact that he hops out on stage on
" Without
Warning”
r
e:
one leg and delivers his repertoire
.

the second wake of a violent
storm; the lull is deceiving and not
too believable. She bounces to and
fro, dances a step here and there
and works with" the Skylarks, a
fresh singing and dancing quintet,
whb give more than just support.
They don’t have spot in show except for series of intro «ongs in
pit just before star comes on. .It’s
unfortunate they don’t have at
least one number to show their
merit.

Allowing themselves a slight refrom plenty of rapid foot-

sp it e

w prk, Marge & Gower

to

f
“You Belong to IVIe” gets boggei
j
0
1
8
notably
her encore that Miss Hutton sells rope skipping and the male’s leap “Wagon Wheels” is another draggy
well and these might be better for through a hoop; Church & Hale tune and the solid arrangement of
Of for their challenge taps, spins and “Whiffenpoof Song” is somewhat
relief during her main stint.
course, in her hit tunes from pic- a softshoe finish; the Shanghai anticlimatic. A whole new set of
tures, the cymbal department is Twins for their balancing and con- numbers would help and fit the
tortions. Bobby Sargent agreeably fast tempo set ahead of them. Louis
out in full force.
Basil plays a nice show, again
There’s scarcely a moment of emcees with patter and a Groucho
working from the pit for this bill.
letup and when it does come it Marx impersonation that pleases
p.ictnmpr<T
Mr^fnv
Zabe
Mcbt
y.
J
seems false dnd awkward. It’s like customers.

show-stoppers

Behind

'TSm

iA&NS?.

,

are

mitting.

the per f ec t blending of terp talent

wh

Toronto

Shows”)

•

Canadian film and platter fans,
Suzy Delair is currently heading
up the layout at the Continental
Cafe and whamming over her particular chirp offerings to okay

open show duneeoapron^heirheadsas morl
"a
c'ubs go flying through the air
Lenny Colyer acts as emcee be- ing via warble duet the basic tenjLir
voune mi«« info 1 2 font
sides filling the comedy slot in ets of the
P air whirl into poLoi^Brine’s
U
^usici mis * whim mav fine
fashion. He has some good etic imagery of "Underneath the
in?r
1
y ffi?V
Quips
films
and
specs
about
3-D
Clock.”
Remembered
from previ+552
Hntton
at1 H
"
durine first Dart ci shW^iehtfn? and also about local P° litics Com mis nitery stands, the witty, fanciedian
his takeoff ful bounty Fair’’ magnetizes atwith
gets
laughs
also was not on
rharffi
on Billy Daniels but even more tention and earns peak salvos,
O’Curran
u
Curran, star
star’s husband
husband, dirertpH
P

Betty Hutton, Borrah Minevitch
Casino,
Harmonica Rascals with Johnny
Toronto, May 1.
Puleo, Bambi Linn & Rod AlexJane
Powell, Bobby Sargent,
Skylarks
Williams,
Bob
ander,
Joe Jackson, Jr., The Langs Church & Hale, The Latinos,
Produced and staged by. Shanghai Twins, Archie Stone
House Orch; “ Untamed Women”
Charles O’Curran ; musical direc(Col) (reissue).
tor, Lou Bring; musicaV'supervisor;
Jack Latimer; $4.80 top.
Beating the Johnnie Ray house
record for opening day, Jane
Powell
wandering
is kicking off a new roualmost
form,
lacks
act
endlessly with no apparent climax. tine here and packing them in ior
point,
or
a
five-a-day
point
to
stint.
There were
from
fact,
Jn
song to song, some seatholders at lengthy lineups in the rain for
opening last night (Mon.) started opener to SRO biz, with teenagers
to rise only to sink back as an- predominant.
other number ensued.. Comedienne
In a pink tulle ballroom gown,
does 20 tunes, most of them in her Miss Powell opens in full stage
wham-bang style; half would suf- with bouncy “Most Unusual Day”
fice.
and other pix numbers, including
Most of the songs revolve around “Too Late Now,” with tempo
the era of Blossom Seeley and switches to a raucous “The Liar,”
Buddy De Sylva. She does a fine a brisk “Pick Yourself Up,” a balmedley of many De Sylva hits and lading of “Falling in Love With
* WJ
and M
U1AV*
a smash JkAAAMAV
finale VI.
of “The
AAAV
then winds them into the short Love,”
story of Miss Seeley, as per her Jewel Song” from “Faust.” They’re
songall over to terrific ovations. Petite
biopic. She depicts famous
stresses of modern times and here, platinum blonde is on for 23 minwith her vocal group, she gets her utes. Earl Grant, her pianist-arbiggest mitt doing a Charleston ranger, is in the pit and is given
takeoff. She fake-tries to do one a merited intro by the “singer.

and

v

-

Sre

°<™age.
to a hefty mitt

s

vaudeville

30 Mins.
Continental Cafe, Montreal
An established fave with French-

Befoi-e ’bounding^ onto stages of
Metro’s celluloid empire in Culver
Spw
being broueht
orougnt tS
to
ew audience is beiM
?,
citty Mar ~ e & Cinwvr rhamoion
P
the theatre from the lusty enthu£a ’ j
toD exDonents of
siasm that greats the acts at the
st0 r V .terns fn the niter? TV and
first show.
Havln'glcr^n
drouits
Peifo Bros, (recently closed with credits and considerable success in
the Danny Kaye show in N. Y.), the pic medium, pair return with
start off well tossing Indian clubs, a dazzling new act,
exquisitely
adding to the stint as they switch mounted, and filled with promise
bats aft d smokes as the clubs go for another terrif bistro dnslaught
to and fro. There is some fine work
Each chol:-g 0 enac ted by the
a d
Champions holds fascination with
n.

’

Shubert, Chi

.

SUZY DELAIR
Songs

»u

CLosiruz

counter with the evil instrument
of this machine age. When he fi-

he does so

. „*„«**,
& GOWER CHAMPION

too

—

.

,

.

-

LEg FREDIANIS

(3)

sans support may be a bit startling
at first, but once the eye and the
emotions get used to it, it’s not
Ambassadeurs Cannes
Amoass^aeurs,
^ jie p tumbling trio consisting hard to take. Works through a pair
0 f two boys in evening garb and of tunes in an easygoing style to
two-week a well-stacked, sparsely-dressed get plenty of encouragement from

Aero

^

top b.o,
^ tribute to Joe Louis’
“
.
,
,
P U H in his show biz preem, house
has brought him back for a return
.

.

match

after
only ..a
breather. The Brown Bomber is
an odds-on favorite to pack ’em in
He’s surrounded himself
again.
with a livelier package this trip
and the aud doesn’t seem anxious
to rush through the prelims to get
to the main event. It's a sparkling
layout building neaitly to “The
.

make

for a fine eight minutes.
rate big mitting as the femme
climbs over the boys, does a onefoot stand on one of their noggins
and finale with a fine bit of synchronized floor tumbling.
gal

They

pewholders.

Opener

is

a fair bal-

lad tagged “Circus,” which he
projects with okay warmth. “For
You My Love,” the followup, is a
neat rhythm number better suited
to his vocalling style.

Clincher is his amazing monoped
Animated, graceful and zestful,
would be a good bet for terping which rounds out the act.
through
some intricate
appeal in niteries, Works
shuffles and nifty acroterps for big
Louis’ stage savvy hasn’t devel- vauderies or revue spotting
results.
Gros.
Mosfc.
three-week
cathe
oped much in
reer. He still appears uncomfortahis
greasepaint
guise.,
ble in the
the encores, “Trees” and “Danny
lines are muffled and his terping is Boy.”
‘Get
lumbering. However,, the aud^nevTerping trio of Jesse, James &
er seems to mind. He remains an Cornell are an easy click in a
Continued from page 1
Breaks
do
no
wrong.
and
can
idol
swinging turn that features some
'em up with a simple one-two step s ii c k acro-stepping, disk twirling gfcrdlpss of the bleak outlook boxtagged “The Joe Louis” shuffle, and^ an(j s ii c k footwork. The Spence office was stormed by hopefuls with
has ’em rolling in the slapstick. Twins ar’e torrid tamales who win
sham fisticuffer with aide Leonard roa rs and wolf howls with their the few remaining seats grabbed up
Reed The credit for turn’s brisk fren etic torso twists and educated pronto.
pace belongs tq Reecf, whose free- derriere wiggles to exciting rhythm
Immediately under the “Me and
wheeling verbiage and wild prat- stepping. Tassles appended fore Juliet” copy was another ad anfalls keep thlngs Lvely and pre- an d a ft helifglue the eye to parts
nouncing
the seat sale the same
vent Louis from slowing it up. 0 f anatomy in action.
day for the Boston engagement of
Reed, who masterminded the rou :
Dolores Parker is an okay song
Pacific,”
“South
also a Rodgerstine, pruned the act down to 16 stylist. Warbling style is neat and
angle of
minutes which is a definite asset.
unpretentious but she fails to build Hammerstein show. Odd
Garners both ads, however, was that the
Running a close second to much ear excitement.
assumed
apparently
management
Took
Louis in house approval is blind moderate results from “You
Advantage of
— Me,” “Why Don’t that readers were familiar with the
Hibbler.
a. 1
He was .....
cr0(t)ner
bought back for two encores at You Believe Me and “Birth of schedules for the two musicals,
S how- caught opening day and aud The Blues.” Good looks and svelte as no opening or closing dates were
“Pacific” opens May
con tinued to mitt for more. He had garbing get her off to a good start, mentioned.
to beg off> T h e former Duke Ell- LeRoy Strange, monoped songster.- 18 and plays* through June 20.
is reviewed under New Acts,
i ng tqn vocalist does a hangup job
"for still another R & H hit,
Ad
Joe Loco orch, which does a tip0n ^ fl ock of melodies. The unique
“Oklahoma,” which was in its final
Hibbler technique, a pop and top' showbacking chore, also gets
week here, at least mentioned that
rhythm & blues blending, makes in some tasty Latino licks in the
it
was playing its final six performthe most of “Believe It Beloved,’’ bill opener and a mid-shpw spotances.
Gros.
ting.
P?y.”
“MpPto

Champ s

closer.

this trio

international
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WEEK ENDING MAY

Beth ChalUe

Harvey

NSW YORK

CITY

Music Hall

Wong

Joe

Roxy

30

(I)

Mundy A

NEWCASTLE

Chicago (P) 0
Pelro Bros

Empire (M) 4

Babs Ware.

Joe Maiding Qrc

Mark Leonard
Cork Club
Alice Darr
Eugene Smith
Eddie Snyder
Delane Hotel
Paul Chapman

Tommy Numez Ore

Norman Evans

Zina Reyes Dancers

Betty Jumel
V A J Crastonlan

Jimmy Grippo

Music Box
narlh

Belle

A Bil
A B Moxham

Bll

•

,

’

TAP

•

.

.

>

Show

Ballet

Skating Boys
Skating Girls
(NZ)

Trinder

Halama

Taro Naito

4

A K

Kay
Bob E Raymond

D

Warren Mitchell

Teddy Bush

All Bey Co
Hobbs Globe

4

Granada (1) 4
Richard' Hearne
Tanner Sis
George Martin^
Boyer A Ravel

Drummond

Desmond A Marks
Delia Manon

Girls

Robert Trent
Margaret King
A1 Collins

Benny' Hill

Wally Dunn
Hal Stead

Jennie Sandler

4 Royal Singers
Beams 'Girls

Hattan A Rohan
C King St Joyce
Edna Taylor
irebors Pigeons

4

Hippodrome (M)
A1 Read.
N & N Grant

Stan Kenton
Sarah Vaughan
Blue Angel
Josh White
Felicia Sanders
Eadlc A Rack
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons 3
Blue Note

Rell

Cooper Twins
Cawalinl Canines
Vera Fitzpatrick

Kordltes
Allen Si Ltfe

Henderson
M Kemp

A

Dagmar

-Metropolitan

S

Si

4

(I)

Harry Secombc

B

Eddie

Stevens

A

J

.

Summers
Brown
E Gordon A Nancy Janet
Bunty St Clair
Austral

BLACKPOOL
palace

'

Avril St Irehe

L

Sharpe

St Iris

Mumfords Puppets

Bob Andrews
Tower Circus

C

&

Cairoli

(

.

.

4

(!)

Paul

Hansels

Stuart

Knles Legionalres
Portugese Horses
Tarzana
2 Canters
2 Angelos
Williams Cockatoos
Kossmaycrs Mule

(i)

A D

Konway
Young

4

BRADFORD

Alhambra

Fields

Joe Church
italo

Meaton Sc M
Jonway Sc Day
tommy Cooper
5eo

(M)' 4

Bonn

Clngalee
Eddie Calvert
3 Adairs

Carlos

A

E ‘Cy

Royal

ifcxTON
Farrell

A Victor
sari A Lewis
Miles Twins

Doreen

Palace (I)
„
pandr Powell
fay
G

4

Girls

.

lorothy Williams

Borman Meadows
Sve Devere
Eric

Vadium

senile
iudlejr

Empire

4

(S)

H

A

DERBY

jfflwar
»

Banks

A

Heywood

t>

*

,

27

Lee Carrol]
Larue
Orson Bean
Hal Loinan

Edwards Bros

Mary Small

LuBov' Hamshay
5i«I

Ahern

'Nice Tb See You*
Fay DeWitt

Don Llberto
Al Norman

Village

Bam

•

Jackie Jay
Clara Cedrone

Carolyn Wood
Bobble Martin
Piute Pete
Hal Graham Ore
Village

Vanguard

Irwin Corey
Janet Brace
Charlotte Rae
Clarence Williams
Trio
Waidorf-Aitei ig
Jose Greco

Nat Brandwynne
Mischa Horr Oxo
Wlvtl
Sal Noble
Bab Lee

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

MANCHESTER

Nlppodreme

4

Bvelyn Knight
J A J Belmont
Dick La Salle Oro
Monte ...Continentals

Shaw ore.
Horace Diaz Oro

Bristol

Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore

Joyce Bryant
Joan Kayne
Emilio Reyes Ore
Johnny Morris Ore
Two Guitars

Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Barbara Stewart
Carol Ohinart
Salvatore Gioe Oro
Pahchtto Ore

Hotel Plaza

Hotel Stetler
Louis Prima Oro
Hotel Sherry
Netherlend
Mariana Koshelz
Hugo Pencil Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel Warwick
Michelle Dany
Naomi Stevens

sereno
Joy
Vrthur Scott
Fisher Girls

'

Lou Nelson

Jerome Courtland

Jimmy Wheeler

A

Hara

Annettes Ladles
Burgle 8
Bette Lee
Christine , A Moll
Balcembes
3 Rethlema

RastelUs
Terry Hall

Town A Country

Versailles

Hotel St. Regis

tobert Harbin
{•Isa Barry
lack Tripp

*

L A Eddie Roberts

Milt

A

.

Stanley Melba Oro

Empire (M) 4
Dave Morris

Krista

.

Kostya Poliansky

Adrian Rolllni irlo
Hotel Pierre
Denise Darcel

Hotel Roosevelt

Robert Maxwell

Austin

Bobby Blake
Collin A Loemans

A

,

Eli Splvak
Misha. Usdanoff

Sid Krofft

Mata

Line:

Guy Lombardo Ore Ernest Sarracinp

Merry Macs

Elliott
Leslie Welch

danler

A

„ . LONDON
Palladium AM)
Grade Fleldts

Lewis
Dale Co

CHISWICK

Joan Walden

Chico Relli Ore

LIVBRPPOL

White

Beams

4

SaUcettes

CHELSEA

Hotel Blltmore ,
Michael Kent Ore %
Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome OreHotel New Yorker.
Teddy Powell Oro
•

Jimmy Bryant

AAV
Joe King

Doug Rogers

.

Three Suns

Mellor-Martin-Moe
Conrad Vince
4

Marge
Humphreys A
Derek
Bert Dene
Jean Madden

Szonys
Walter Nye Ore..,
Pupl Campo Ore
-1

.

A M

(I)

Lena Horne
Alan King

Hotel Ambassador.
Jules Lpnde Ore
Hotel Astor
*

LINCOLN

Empress (1) 4
Harry Roy Bd
Cox Twins

Riviera

Tyree Glenns

4

BAA Pearson

T Bamberger A P

W -K*ppel A Betty

Tony A Rcnca

Balkan Room
Nino Yacoulno
ICrazy Katz

Mai Malkin Ore

Freddy Hallct

Algiers Hotel

Buddy Walker*"
Joe Delilah

Jack Kerr
Nino Rinaldi 3

Angel

Royal Tahitians
Versailles Hotel

Bill

,

Black rlrehfd

Mary Kaye- Trio
Gene Terry
Marshall Izen

Jim Stutz Trio
Chez Pare#
Tony Martin
Jack Leonard
Carol King
Johnny Morton
Chez Adorables (8)
Brian Farnon Ore
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Jeanne Sook- A

Teddy Roman
<2)

Deadenders
Jack Rose
Margaret Naylor

Dick Peterson
Dick Salter
Dennis A Darlene
Buddy Rust
Ollle Clark
Boulcvar-Dears (6)
Frankie Masters
Ore
Edgewater Beach
Hildegarde
Alphonse Semola
Robert Norris Oro

—

Palmer House
Kitty Kallen

Miss Loni

Johnny Bachemin
S Bonana Band (6)

M Abbott Dcrs (6)
Eddie O'Neal Ore
Vine Gardens
Patsy Abbott
Tony Leonard
Madelyn Wallace
Dcrs (4)
Pancho Oro

tos ANGELES
Hotel

Jeffreys

Robert Sterling
Benny Strong Ore
Bar of -Music
Josephine Premice
Freddie Stewart
Gregory Stone A
Nino Menendez
E Bradford Ore

B GrayCs Bandbox

K Stone Quintet
Jackie Foster

b

Larry Winston
Blltmore Hotel
Romo Vincent
Nanci Crompton
["Paul Sydell

Gene Bari Tria
Hal Derwln Ore

Brooks
Dick Hazard Trio

Stella

Kean

Clro's
Sis

Nicholas Bros

Bobby Ramos Ore
Dick Stabile Ore
Charley

Johnny

&'

Foy's

Edwards’ youngsters' as George
Jessel and Lila (Cuddles) Lee, he
appeared on the stage of the
Palace garbed in a cute khaki uniform.
From there, Rapp went into the
Western, United and Orpheum
vaude circuits as latter half of the
softshoe terp team, (Bert) Rogers
& (Billy) West. Later, he traveled
as a sideshow talker with the W. C.

George

Jimmy Ames
Mary Foy

Marguerito Padula

Abbey Bfowne
Mocambo

Or<

Harry Belafonte
Eddie Oliver Ore
Joe Castro Quartel
Staffer

Hotel

The Sportsmen 4
Ice Ahoy Revue

Beverly Alber

Frankie Carle Or<

LAS VEGAS.
Desert fnn
Latin Q Revue

c:>

-

Bobby Short

Cafe Gate

Cortex

El

NEVADA

Sa-Harerrt Dancers

Colleen O'Grady

George DeCarl Ore
Flamingo

MAG
Champion
Cheerleaders

Tom A

Jerry

Flamingo Starlets
Torris Brand Ore
Herb Flemington

Mildred Davis
Gloria Pall

BUI Willard

Marah Gates Dnc
George Redman
Thunderblrd
Gordon Jenkins
Frank Payne
Earl Barton

O
O;

Bob Craig
McQualg Sisters

Jenklna Singers
K Duffy Dansatioi
Christina Carson
Joy Langstaff
-

Last Frontier
Liberace
Phil Foster

George Liberace

Roy FltzeU
Jean Devlyn Dcrs
Bob Millar Ore
Sahara
Beatrice

Kay

Sylvan Green
Johnny O'Brien

Normandie Boys
Barney Rawlings
El Rancho Vegai
Gregory Ratoft
Susan Zanuck
Joel Grey
Billy Williams 4
El Rancho Girls
Bob Ellis Ore

.

,

walker on nails, changed Into her
Nigerian loin cloth and bra, and
went majestically into her snake
dance, occasionally slithering her
boa constrictor over the head of
a ferfime guest.
Edith Martin,
music mime with, aero lips, soared
into her bizzarre imitation of birds
and trains. And Renee Andree,
disdaining her bubble bath billing,

like

-

i

a sheep’s; Alzoria, the turtle

who has turtle-like appendages for arms and legs; Jackie
Donahue,* the human auto tire,
whose stomach balloons up like a
tire when pumped and then exgirl,

Troptcane
Chlquila Sc Johnson
Maria Victoria
Roland Gerbcau
Magdena de Paula

Emma Puyo

instead,
fully
clad
and nicely
stacked, woke up the celebrants
with a nifty Spanish cape dance.

Proceedings broke up on a pleasant domestic note when Miss Cardisplaying her walnut-sized
14-carat gold ring, quipped, “My
new hubby’s one guy who’ll never
get bored. When things get dull
at home, Fll go into a shimmy, and
what’ll he see? Free motion pic-

roll,

Her husband, normally
as a carny talker, just
smiled and said nothing.

tures!”

voluble

Months Abroad
Continued from page 1
tion of equity not revenue. Schdenfeld,

quoting

Supreme Court de-

cisions that taxpayers have a right
to regulate their affairs to pay a
minimum legal tax, suggested that

individuals
with
comparatively
short-lived careers be given tax
depletion benefits similar to those
granted corporations. He "cited
the case of Mario Lanza who
earned $1,000,000 last year but

sheep-headed girl, who demon- Tom
Towers
why Hollywood
strated to one and all how her didn’t take a stand on matter,
blonde hair shoots up in the air Schoenfeld replied, “Hollywood is

HAVANA
Montmartre
Aero Cats
Marion Harris
Muguet A Abaicln
Genaro Salinas
Facundo Rivero 4

joking jeers of “Fake!
Charlie Phelan, musclebulger, balanced a weight on his
head while nimbly juggling three
Alex Linton, sword
iron balls.
swallower, gulped a diet of three
long scimitars with consummate
ease and appetite. Prof. Benny
Bernard,' puppeteer and master of
mysterioso,
walked among the
show biz guests plucking pennies
from their sleeves and tossing the
loot into a bottomless pot.
Princess Sahloo, wife of R. C.
(Woofoo)
Lucas,
the
barefoot

‘

Jimmy Cavanaugh

-

Amid

Fake!”

could conceivably earn nothing
this year if he lost his voice. RidKaus shows. Last summer, while dell contended it would be impossible
to determine depreciation
serving as talker for the Palace of
Wonders in Coney Island, he of individuals’ earning powers, and
suggested
the film industry should
found Miss Carroll there so enchanting that they decided to get adopt something like the ASCAP
royalty plan.
married.
Program, “Get the Facts,” jointOne of the Wonders
ly sponsored by KNBH and the
The demands, of show biz being Los Angeles Examiner, also heard
what they are, the' Rapps won’t be Schoenfeld mention one plan unable
to
take
their two-month der which stars could buy Governhoneymoon in Miami until this ment bonds, maturing 10 yeara
October. Miss Carroll must begin later at which time they would reperforming this week at the preera ceive the face value less taxes. He
of Coney's Palace of Wonders. In- also pointed out that the 18-month
deed, one of the most exuberant tax
regulation
was originally
guests at the wedding, reception passed as- an incentive to get
was her boss, David Rosen, .who workers overseas to implement the
has been a Coney concession im- Point Four Program, “one of
presario since 1911.
strongest anti-Communist weapons
With
little
persuasion,
the our country has.” Riddell agreed,
grandiloquent Rosen introduced but asked that if oil and construchis Palace of Wonders sideshow tion workers are. benefiting from
lineup for this season, many of the tax “do we 'have to give
whom turned up at the wedding. them an extra bonus?”
Among his artists are Fifi, the
Asked by Examiner reporter

Cee Davidson Ore
Charlivels
Sands
De Castro Sisters
P Lind Hayes A
Lucienne A Ashour
Mary Healy
Guilda
Copa Girls
Gloria LeRoy
Joy Healy
Nejla Ates
Ray Sinatra Ore
Ralph Young
Sliver Slipper
•Tnnlne Gemet
Hanlc Henry
Charlee Ballet
Russ Clark
-LQ Lino
Sparky Kaye
Carlton Hayes Ore
Beau Jesters

Tubby Rives.
Marvin Roy

Ray!” to which he replied
know a corpse when

alive,

solemnly, “I
I see one.”)

•

‘Very Ladylike Peeler’
While Dr. George S. Tucker was
removing her beard with an electrolysis needle, veteran skin engraver Charlie Wagner, of Chatham Sq., N.Y., was exerting his
tattoo needle • to etch the Holy
Family on her back. Besides serving as a tattooed lady after her
first marriage, Miss Carroll also
has been a stripper “but a very
ladylike form of peeling” she
says. She performed with Ringling
Bros., in the Hotel Astor, the old
Hippodrome on 6th Ave., N.Y>,
.and in Hubert’s Museum on and
off for the last six years.
Just as Miss Carroll’s first husband died two years ago, so did
Rapp’s first wife, Hattie Bennett,
known .on the Columbia and Mutual burley wheels as Babe, a blues
singer and softshoe dancer. Rapp
himself, a Manhattanite, left his
first year of law at City College of
N.Y, at the age of 17 to join Gus
Edwards’ “Yankee Doodle Scouts”
troupe. Along with such other Gus

Jordan

Herman Marlclch

Velyn A L French
Grace Nichols
Raquel
living Burgess

Anne

fc

Camacho

The c dilemma was solved by Alec
Linton, the sword swallower, who
suggested she get her beard removed, and while that was being
done, have her epidermis engraved. “I was one of the few
honest-to-goodness bearded ladies
in the business,” says Miss Carroll.
“Most are fakes. Only by
falling for a guy would I have shed
that silky foliage of mine.”

Maria Neglia

Ruth Palmer
George Chaterton
Leon A Eddie**
Babe Baker Revue

Ambassador

Ave

Fifth

1

Bob Downey

Bobby Stenenson

Muldoon S
BRIGHTON
Peggy Ashley
Hippodrome (M) 4
LEEDS
9 Jewel A B
Empire (Mi 4
Warriss
Harry Lester Co
lentils Bros St June Goofus
Senson Dulay Co
Carol McCoy Co
Jrockway*
King Kong Jr
Rio Ron St Rita
Farmers Daughters
Croohet

No.

Enrique Vizcaina

Van

Cottrell Bros

JlmmyKomack
Norman Paris
Julius Monk

Embers
Red Norvo

Gaston Palmer
2 Lucillias
J Hubert Watson.
Ray Alan

Levanda

Le Ruban Bleu
Cell Cabot
Susan Johnson

Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster
F Alonso Ore
Old Roumanian
A1 Castellanos Oro
Sadia Banka
El Chico
Joe LaPorte Oro
Marini
Perla
D'Aquila Ore
DeLeon A Grariclla
Pack Sheraton
C Sc G Galvan
Milt Herth
Alvardo do la Cruz Rosa Linda

-GLASGOW

Verdini

(edinis

Oliver Dcrs

Dale

whiskers.

Condos A Brandow
Martba Ann Bentley
Frank Llnale Oro
Eleanor Guipo

Colstons

Waner Oro

Art

Roberto. Coho
Tereslya de Triana
Cesar el Malaguena

Empire tS) 4
Archie Lewis
Morris A Cowley
4 Ramblers
3 Imps

Winifred Atwell

Eddie- Davis
Arlyn Stuart

^

Ramona Lang

HACKNEY

(Mf 4

A

Harbers

"

Barry Luplno

James
Van Smith 3
Leon A Eddte’S

Jonl

Jack Purcell
Ted Martin
M Durxo- Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Chateau Madrid

Gray

Empire

BOSCOMBE

Hippodrome

A

A

Sonny King

2 Pirates
Rob Murray
Bert Bendon
Dashs Chimps
Issy

Olympiad 3

Tommy

"

Semprlni
Rhvlc A Babs
Beryl Grde

Jimmy

Circusettes
Scott

Jimmy

N

A T

Mavis Whyte
Roy Stevens
Les Maxims

Empire (M> 4
David Hughes

Balladinls
k ipalnQ

A

Crosbie

Midge Mlhor
Art Waner Oro
,La Vie on Rose

Fields

Norcne Tate
Garland Wilson
Mae Barnes
Copacabana
Jimmy Durante

EDINBURGH

John

Little

Marsh

4

White- A Simonne
Richard Sis

8 Flying Croneras
Fischers' Elephants
.5

M

Piroska
,

Teddy McKay
Rand urn

-

Bisters

Dagenham Pipers

Bon Solr
Jimmie Daniels
Madmoiselles

Max Miller
Reg Salmon Co

A

Doyle
Hackford
Konyot
Curzon 3

BAM

i

Will Carr
2 Condons
Joan Alexis
Palace (I)

A Lane

Sid Gould

Alan Dean
Ronnie Selby 3 _

Reg Daponte

4

(I)

Rose Murphy

“The Profession.”
The clippings showed clearly that
Miss Carroll, bom Jean Furella
in Schenectady, N.Y., had already
grown a six-inch beard before she
joined Hagenbeck & Wallace Circus when she was 10. She fell in
love with a Youngstown, O., sideshow contortionist and barker,
John Carson, who wanted to marry
her but couldn’t take her bushy

A Held
Singapore
3 Peppers
Magnetoncs
- '
Novotones
San Marino Hotel
Palmer Dancers
Quintones
Sorrento
Jimmy Grippo
Edwards A Lorraine

Vagabonds Club
Vagabonds (4)

1

A. Andree A Bonnie
Flectwoods

Murphy

Shore Club

Rosalie A Steve
Fausto Curbelo

Haven

Jose Enriguez
Jackie Cole
The Mithens

Bob Wednock

D’Avalos Ore
Latin Quarter
Franklin

bringing out pictures of. herself, Walter B. Cooke, N.Y. morticians.
along with newspaper clippings, (Inevitably, the raucous taunt was
and reminiscing of her past in raised, “You’re burying your yocks

Aldn Kole Ore

Hal White

Ted Straeter Ore

Dagmar

*

Ore

Tony De La Cruz
Tano A Dee

CHICAGO

Hayes

Billy

.

Kenilworth
Jack Cavallaro Oro
A1 Lozito

Blue

Rain Winslow
Diana Drake
Barbara Maye

Blrdien*

wrapped the wedding gifts which
Undertaker as Emcee
the guests had brought her, she
High point of the wedding,
unveiled them on top of the mu- though, was when the artists
of
Gomez A Beatrice seum’s “Relics of the Collyer
Hubert’s Museum turned from
Sid Stanley Ore
Bros., Langley and Homer” exhibit, guests to performers, to
Joe Harnell
give an
Paddock Club
including a vast amount of debris impromptu ex&iibition, egged
on
Miss Memphis
Peggy Saunders
^ hoarded by those celebrated Har- amiably by the show biz kibitzers
Ernie Bell Oro
lem brownstone recluses.
from the sidelines. The museum’s
Flo Parker
Everybody agreed that the bride, two regular lecturers, Ringling
Patty Lee
Sans Soucl Hotel
a pleasingly curvy 155 pounds, Circus vets Jack Elkins and Julius
Luba Malina
with blue eyes, curly ied hair, and (Prince Julian) Friedman, were
Frank Lynn
Sacasas Ore
“The Spirit of St. Louis” tattoo among the jocular hecklers, While
Ann Herman Dcrs
peeping from her decolletage, was their emcee duties were taken on
Saxony Hotel
as pretty as a picture. In fact, Miss by Ray Shak, ex-vaude comedian,
Val Olraan Ore
Bernio Mayerson
entertained
guests
by now a student undertaker with
Carroll
-Deauville
Vocalions 3*
Nautilus Hofei

Billy Gilbert

Tony Pastor's
Sheila Sheert"

Princess Tara
Camile Stevens

CITY

Russ Emery

Bandnox
Ink Spots
.Nicholas Bros

HAM

EAST

Granada (1) 4
Walton A May
Lynn A Margot

BIRMINGHAM

Sc

NEW YORK

Ray Gordon

Jerry Alien

Bills

Don Ostro 3
Mac Fadden

Marc Kahn

Bobby Barton

Marjory Hilton

Volants

Cabaret

Hai*m Club *
Jimmy Day

Johmna Hotel
Tony *Renard

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 4
Patrick O'Hagan

Gaiety Girls

Lee Taylor
Ginger Marsh

,

Rose A R
Kdtchunsky
Joan Norton

-

WOOLWICH

.

Calvin

Collins Hilton
Jolin Huson

Prof Olgo
Carl Ames

(I)

Les Clnzenos 3

John -T.ee

Konarski

Si

SYDNEY

Mary Parker
June Jago
Walter Pym

Civle. (T) 4

Botonds

Savoy
Joe King
N Barron

Tivoli (T> 4
Edwin Styles
Loveday Hills

INVERCARGILL

Jimmy Edmundson
Max A Carole

SCUNTHORPE

Nudes (9)
Boy Dancers

Tom Toby

Tommy

Wilfred Britton Co

Giris

Leonard Young
Gallab Dancers
Rafael Rumberos

Willie Hollander

,

Netta Dunsmore
Netta Dunsmore
Betty Sullock

ly
of

Jos? Cortez Ore
’Malayan Lounge
The Calypsoans
Martinique Hotel
Manolo A Ethel
Danny Yates Ore
Monte Carte

Frank Stanley Ore
Uilaek Magic Room
Valerie Moon
J
Raveng
Bobby Branclt
Fran Carroll
Sheila Hamilton
Lenny Conny
Jack Trevor
Patricia Rayney
Shaye Cogan
Priestley
Ron
Girls
Tiller
Si
Colby
Blackburns
12
Rockettes
Jack Kerr
Jeanette Raphael
MIAMI
Swan A Leigh
Corps do Ballet
Rogers
Tony
Somers
Olympia (P) 4
SHEPHERDS RUSH Harry
Sym Ore
Casablanca Hotel
Jack
Hartnett
Empire (S) 4
Phil Brito
Palace (R) I
Maya Ore
Hamilton Browd
Sybil Bowen
Tesslc O'Shea
Wanda & Armand
Grymea
Nicholas
L Stewart A B Carr Johnny -Lockwood
F Hallette Co
Bruce. Howard
Clover Club
R Wyre Jr A J
Johnny Matson
NORWICH
Norton A Patricia
Ken Barry
Mann
Hippodrome (I) 4 Dennis Lawes
Ben Wrlgley
Lillian Roth
Marshall Rogers
St Denis Bros A B
June Astor
Billy Whittaker Dolores Renay
WASHINGTON
Olga Varona
Johnny Morgan
Mimi Law
fed Lawrle
Capltel (L) 7
Granger Bros
Shooting Mansfields
Joe Poynton
Tony Lopez Oro
SUNDERLAND
Lee
Pinky
Migal Twins
Anders Si Jean
G
Delmonlce
Empire (M) 4
Sandy the Seal
Paromoyn* (P) *
Lee Brooklyn
Jose
A Alda
Eileen O'Dare
Ken Platt
Xavier Cougat Ore
Audrey Mann
Carlos A Melba Ore
Cassandras
3 Herzogs
Step Bros
Earl Darney
Casino
Latin
P Nicholls A B
Irma Logan
Rodriguez
Merrin
AUSTRALIA
A1 Brandon
Carlo:* Ramirez
Harry Worth
Eric V Marsh
Morecamce A Wise Estella
AUCKLAHD (NZ) 6 De Paulis
NOTTINGHAM
Sam Gyson
Flack A Lucas
Harry Moreny
St. James (T) 4
Empire (M) 4
Litico A Mario
4 D’s
Toni Lamond
Antonio A Rosio
Farrar A Carter
Lee
Lawrence
Kerbsiders
Peter
Soucl Dancers
Junior
Jimae A
Hamilton Twins
WOLVERHAMPTON Sans
Singing Girls
Freddy Calo Ore
Billy Russell
Diana Grafton
Hippodrome 0) 4
Dancing Boys
Five O'clock
Pat Gregory
Gordon Si Colville
Adorables
Harry Nell
Martha Raye
Stan Stennett
Terry Sc?.nlon
MELBOURNE
George Michel
Milt Ross
3 Kelroys
Cissy Trenholm
Tivoli <T> 4
Melomaniaca
Ted Wells 4
5 Furres
Armand Perrcn
Joy Pcarse
Trio Fayes
Charlie Barnet Ore
Marika Svary
Joan Ernest
Wendy Horner
Trio Dareseo
Fiollc Club
Barbara Howe
Sis
Lowe. & Ladd
Kee
PORTSMOUTH
Kathie McCoy
Jimmy E’dpr
Coronation Belles
Bert Duke Trio
Royal (M) 4
Don Charles Ora
Wim Dc Jong
Nelson
Guy
WOOD GREEN
O'Farrells
Starlets
Gaiety
Club
Chrlbl
Frank Cook
Empire (S) 4
Syd Seymour Ore
Zorita
Enid Wilson
Renlta Kramer
Ivy Benson
Walton A May
Honey Lee Walker
Joe Whitehouse
Bouna
Woods A Jarrett
0
David
Whitfield
Flash Lane
Jacques- Cartaux
Norman Vaughan
Henri Vadden
Terry O'Neill
Mario Stowe
Nellie Small
Sonya Corbeau
Pharos St Marina
,

piped from backstage disks usual- plodes crashingly as the air exemployed to accompany the act pires; Sam. Smith, the human
“Audrey Durand in Her Bubble ostrich, who feeds on a sharp diet
Bath! Vivacious! Tantalizing!" The of glass; Pinky Pinkston, the armguests waltzed and tangoed around less wonder; Louise (Lola) Fisher*
the museum’s grisly crime exhibit, the leopar'd girl in Rosen’s single
from which grinned the masks of “o,” whose flesh is indeed spotted
killers John Dillinger, Baby Face like a leopard's; and Editb. B.urdin,
Nelson, Bonnie Parker and Frank formerly known as Adah the mittand Jesse James, And, later in the reader, now the only female barkevening, when Miss Carroll un- er in carny circles.

Lombardy Hotel

Carlyle
Sheila Barrett

Empire (M) 4

Earle

3 Jills

CHICAGO

Rosita

Antonio Valero
Calgary Bros

Bell

BIltmore-Terrac#

SHEFFIELD

4 Nordics

4

<l)

Ice Colorama

1953

.V

Selma Marlowe Line Ralph Gilbert
Club Carlyle
Don Charles Ore

13

6,

£

Pat Clayton
Juan Luis A
Eleanor
Perry Bruce
Aeres O'Reilly

Arne Sultan

•Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate optnlng day of show
' whether full
or split week
Letter, in parentheses Indicates' circuit. (FM) Fanchon Marco; (I) Independent;
(L) Loew; (M) Moss; IP) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; <W) Warner;
(WR) Walter Reade

Lizzet

Wednesday, May

,_^L

Kitty O'Kelly

Jordan
David Elliot

Bill

VARIETY BILLS

i

Sandra Barton

Ear of Must*

Alma

mW

PS&tETY

56

disorganized and can’t get together on anything.” However,
the Daily Variety editor pointed
out that “show business is the only
industry in .the U. S. with no lobby
in Washington.”
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Show Finances

Saratoga Extends Season Lineup;

FOURPOSTER

Skowhegan Sets ‘Jane ; Other Barns
4
Saratoga, N.-Y., May 5.
Spa Summer Theatre, John Jennerstown to
Huntington's strawhat here, will
Season
open June 29 for a 10-week season
Pitt Area
through Sept. 5. That means the
Pittsburgh, May 5.
spot will remain open a week after
to open
strawhats
First of the
the end of the annual Saratoga in this area this season will be the
race meet, instead of shuttering Mountain Playhouse in Jennerssimultaneously, as has been the town,
23 with
lights May
It
policy in the past.
“Brighten the Corner." The Jenis
traditionally
do
expects
to
operation
Huntington now
nerstown
three musicals, 44 Annie Get Your the first to unshutter locally and
running
Gun," “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" the last to fold, usually
and “Carousel.” One of the trio into October.
may be booked as the season
Second starter will be the White
finale. The producer, who features Barn Theatre of Carl Low and Clay
a guest star policy, is looking for Flagg. It’ll open shop On June 6.
“some real hot-flash, throbbing Civic Light Opera Assn, begins
names.
June 15 its 10-week series of musiStaKlaus Kolmar will again handle cals under the stars at Pitt
strawhatters,
publicity for the barn, and his wife, dium. Flock of other
Peg Crossfield, will once more be including the .William Penn PlayLeech, of
scenic designer.
Clyde Waddell house, run by William
Playhouse staff, are exis to be back in the acting com- Pittsburgh
but
pany, for the seventh season. Rob- pected to start up in June, 22,
haven’t been defiert Pryor will return as stage man- their getaways
ager, after a two-year absence in nitely set.
Skowhegan, Me. Bettie Simone, of
Saratoga, will continue as assistant
stage manager; Nancy White, of
Scptia, will be at her old st&nd in

Launch
Barn

•

*

Bermuda Break-In

the boxoffice.

(As of March 28,

of Distinction

flfeil

Of Play for B’way

$ 40,000

39,602
2.702
84,518
. . » .
178,147
10,051
25,401
295,834
Total profit to date, both companies
264,823
Distributed profit to date
11,100
Bonds...,
15,000
Cash reserve
.,•»••«••••
•••••
4,711
Balance
(Note: Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn, original stars of the Jan
touring
company,
the
get
de Hartog comedy and currently heading
one-sixth of the profits of the show, in addition, to their percentage
s The auth 0 r gets a straight 10% royalty and director Jose
o£ the
Ferrer gets 3%. After the Cronyns tried out the play on a strawhat
during the summer of 195ir it was produced .on Broadway by
t
the Playwrights Co., opening Oct. 24, '51. The Cronyns withdrew June
i'p

'

(.

.

ft

inspector Mannion . ml • J*®,*
Pringle ............. Vera Fuller MeUish
Robert Preston
Peter Hogarth
Mort Marshall
:
Frobisher
Diana Herbert
Claudette Chalfonte
Judy Chalfonte ............. Jean Carson
Chandler Cowles
Carleton Pelter
•
Edgar Grasstha 1
Floren e
. .

•

•

•

1

? .:::::::::::.''Ata"sto?um

Edna

0

Marvi^Fiynch

A

rr«n Kcegjn

Barbara Edison
^?.

.'.'.W'

'

»«n“

Martin Ritt

August Volpone

Setoa "bfarguery"

K.

K

K.minsfon

Duicy Jordan 7 '52 being succeeded first by Betty Field and Burgess Meredith and
then by Sylvia Sidney and Romney Brent. That production closed
painful sit- last Saturday night (2) after 632 performances. Meanwhile, the Cronyns
those
This is one of
uations when a farce isn’t funny. wen t on tour with the show, starting July 25, ’52, and are scheduled
“Men of Distinction," by former 10
close
to cu
* e Mayy 30 .)
Dolores Biitmore

RKO

publicity

head Richard Con-

don, is patently “inspired!' by the
recent Jelke-call girl case, with apparent reference to one of New
York’s w.k. freelance public rela-i
tions experts, a noted gajng over-j
lord and a couple of other headline
figures. But it’s all just a passing
item for the legit annals.
Locale of the opus is the ornate
living room In the public relations

museum -like Manhattan
man’s
mansion, and the yarn is a comPiex concoction about how the
and socialite scion
get caught, but frame their way out
of a call girl scandal uncovered by
a rampaging but corrupt district
attorney,
There’s not a single attractive
person in the extensive assortment
of* characters. And although occasional lines are briefly amusing,
the' play itself is never really
funny, but steadily deteriorates
publicist-fixer

College
The Yale Animal

(YALE DRAMATIC ASSN.)

New

Haven, April 30.
sons
„„„„ of Eli have
with their sprightliest
co(f)e
mus i ca i 0 f several semesters in
4<The yale Animal," a two-act, 21show steps along
scene revue
4
auntily and blends an entertainsong, dance and
mixture
of
g
*“?
» tvvo?hour span of
fiU
t
pheasant diversion,
Revue dismembers various face t s 0 f moderniana ranging from
college life to the Jelke setto. In
sa tirizing the current scene, the
writers take their thumbs from
their noses only long enough to
utilize them to' gouge an eye here

„

Undergrad

,

,

.

Me., begins a 14-week season' June
Hamilton* Bermuda.
6.
Managing director will again be
Grant Mills, while Henry Richards
Bermuda saw its first tryqut of a
and Gerald O’Brien return as stage Broadway show Tuesday night (28)
director and stage manager, re- when Jean Dalrympte presented
spectively, and Dan Butt will be Franchot Tone and Betsy Von Furassistant §tage manager. Resident
stenburg in William McCleery’s
company will include Velma RoyA Play for Mary," slated to open
ton, Bill Stqry, Eugene StuckCast
mann and Martha Randall. Silo in New York in October. Hamilmembers include Barbara
through three apts.
and there.
functions under a star system.
Berthe
Powell,
of
and
David
ton
Takeoffs include one on educaIn Addition to Robert Preston,
Initial offering will be “Jane,"
company.
muda
TV; a John the Baptist bit
tional
resourceful
the
as
starred
who’s
with “Two Adams for Eve" and
Tryout is latest effort by pro- pub-relations operator, the hard- from Salome; a satire on the Eliz“Tons of Money" slated to follow,
Bruce
and
Club; a travesty on the
abethan
Sadlier
Michael
Burns
ducers
David
includes
cast
working
each for a week's run.
Yorke to provide Bermuda with a as the D.A., Martin Ritt as the big- “Don Juan" drama quartet; a
Their program shot mobster, Orson Bean as a monolog poke at a member of the
first-class theatre,
Tryouts at Lambertville
burlesque
this season has included two Broad- guileless television producer, Ralph gab circuit; a condensed
Preem of a new operetta will way plays: John van Druten’s “I Bunker as a tax accountant, co- of a book musical; a vocal rap at
highlight the season at 'St. John
elimination of the two-piatoon
a Camera," with Z&chary producer Chandler Cowles as the the
Terrell’s Music Circus, LambertThey’re all timely and
Scott and Ruth Ford, which ran socialite-procurer, and Jean Car- system.
ville, N. J., this summfer.
Title
son, Diana Herbert, Alma Slocum, good for chuckles.
last week; and “The Moon Is Blue."
and other details relating to the
Lyrics are generally clever and,
Hollis Irving, K. K.
Keegan,
Fran
Samoperetta, which is scheduled to This week’s bill stars Tone in
Kensington and Duicy Jordan (wife in many instances, true to the Yale
run from August 18-23, haven’t son Raphaelson’s “Jason."
of talent agent Lester Shurr) as color scheme, they're pretty blue,
Sadlier, an Irish actor and di- available femme “companions.”
been announced as yet. The MuScore is lively and in keeping with
sic Circus begins its season 'June rector, and Yorke, an Australian,
atmosphere
of the pro
~
wu* the
iviauMi uauci
Gabel pro.s.
Co-producer Martin
k/U-piuuuuci.
v — frothy
5 with. “Sweethearts’ 1 and will fi- took over operation of the theatre vided the energetic direction and Auction. Terps get a. good Play 1
nale Sept. 27 with “Paint Your two years ago, after William Miles,
a
David Ffolkes designed the gaudy
Wagon."
of N. Y., had started the venture setting.
Du/’t Walk" traffic signs and also
cafftntf
Tfnh/>
Hobe
a straight boy-and-girl ballet
Other productions scheduled are the previous season. Its house was
(2)
(Closed Saturday night
with a travesty followup.
“Panama Hattie,” “The New provided when the Bermudiana after four performances.)
Cast, recruited partly from the
Moon,"
“Gentleman
Prefer Hotel in Hamilton underwent conYale Drama Dept., is right on the
Blondes," “Music in the Air," version from apartment operation
ball in maintaining the rapid pace
“Song of Norway," “Show Boat,” and* manager Robert Sampson saw
set by the- creators o£ this revue.
“Die Fledermaus,” “A Tree Grows plus value of having a legit theEquity
Troupers offering good contribuin Brooklyn,” “Call Me Madam" atre on the premises.
tions
include Mary Sillers, Harvey
and “High Button Shoes.”
Names like Burgess Meredith,
Benatovich, Cindy Stevens,’ Dolly
Kay Francis, Edward Everett HorJim Hannah, Doris Allen,
Davis,
Sea Gull
Augusta, Mich., Opens June 23
ton, Constance Cummings, Ruth
Jane Barrow, Lee Moulton, John
(LENOX HILL PLAYE(OUSE,
Chatterton and Fay Bainter have
Augusta, Mich., May 5.
Donald Erickson, John
Owen,
N.Y.)
Fisher, Elena Heller.
Barn Theatre here will start its been drawn by chance to combine
work.
Al
Bermuda
vacation
and
Dramat,
Fortunately
for N the
11-week season June 23 with
Equity Library Theatre’s current their musicals are not produced on
“Stalag 17." Jack Ragotzy is pro though company pays only a small
guarantee
a
percentage
deal, exhibit of “The Sea Gull,” at a royalty basis. If they were, there
and
ducer-director of the spot.
The
be
e
only Equity Company in Michigan, transportation and a suite at the Lenox Hill Playhouse. NY.. Is
b
thee™ $°fh e gj?
the Barn is located 50 miles from Bermudian are included in the coqfused, confusing and humor* i ow i ng lineup took a slice: Lyrics,
package.
Battle Creek and the same dis
less. Director Boris Marshalov has
June Havoc is* scheduled to try- apparently tried to apply the Mos- Tom Congdon, Fred McDougal,
tance from Kalamazoo. The theAubrey Goodman, Robert Hock,
atre itself is a reconverted barn out a new play here the last week cow Arts technique to a generally jj
Hannah, John Curtis, Mike
in May, and plans for the summer inept cast, with chaotic results.
seating 432.
Stewart, Sloan Elliott; music, Steve
This is the eighth
season
include
number
intiof
a
Significant pauses, snatches of Charnas, Frank Musinsky, Samuel
year of the theatre’s operation.
mate revues, all with Broadway
ensemble Pottle. Fred McDougal, Jim HanBesides “Stalag 17" the sched and Holly wood names supported by music, interruptions and
effect are all attempted by Mar- nah, Robert Barlow, John Curtis,
ule includes ‘iPoint of No Retujrn," members of the local company,
shalov, but seem like trimmings Ron
Singer;
sketches,
George
“Season in the Sun," “Three Men made up of' British, Canadian and* rather than rising from the action
Tom Congdon, Bob
Sherman,
on a
Horse,”
“Summer and American players.
itself, and the offering emerges as Brawley, Jack Zimmerman, Robert
Smoke,” “Moon Is Blue," “Gigi,"
more of a muddle than a mood Hock, Vincent Park, Tom Rae;
“Member of the Wedding." Repiece.
choreography, Jane Barrow, Mary
maining two shows will be chosen Group 20
Among those who appear uncom- Sillers.
Players In
from “On Borrowed Time." “Mrs.
fortable and unconvincing if not
Technical credits go to Conard
"
McThing “Shrike" and “I Am a
downright befuddling to the audi- C. Fowkes for direction; Edwin
Wellesley Barn Season ence are Robert Casper, who al Phelps, staging of musical num
Camera."
ternately fidgets and supercharges bers;
Clarence Salzer, scenery;
Boston,- May 5.
Plans to install the Group 20 through the part of the young wri- GariC Barranger, costumes; Robert
Same Laguna Mgt.
Bone.
Players* of Hartford, at Wellesley ter, Trepleff; Dorothy King, who Leach, lighting.
Laguna Beach, May 5.
College for a seven-week season makes of Nina a silent-film-type
Kenneth Britton and Joseph this summer were announced last heroine, with the most exaggerated
All’s Fair in
Paul will operate the Laguna Sum- week. Non-profit corporation, the takes seen since the demise of that
(DUKE U.
’N HORN)
mer Theatre again this year, pre- Group 20 Players of Massachusetts, art; Ted Gunther, embarrassingly
out
control
as
the
steward;
of
Robsenting eight plays for the season is currently being formed with loDurham, N. C., April 23.
ert Juergens, whose negative interHoof
'N
starting July 14.
Horn
Club
of Duke U. produc
It will be their cal sponsors including Peter Tempretation of the successful writer tion of musical comedy In two acts; book
third consecutive season.
ple, ex-Brattle Players g.m.; Rich- Trigorin never gets past the foot- by Ed Nayor and Bob Van Deventer;
Tentative plans call for the pro- ard Waters, former John Hancock lights* nnrl .Tn«?Hnp .Tnhnctnn
S?,¥.sl 2 by ¥•“ Nayor, Frank Freeman and
m Jennette; lyrics by Ed Nayor, Frank
duction of at least one original Summer Theatre co-producer; Nor- plays the steward S wife as if she* 5
Freonjan, Bill Jonnette and Lois Stein'
“ etz starring Chuck Bazemore, Mary
play this year, as in the past.
man Ashton, Mrs. Jasper Whiting distrusted the entire venture.
Flannery,
Kay' Myers and Barbara Sea,
-n.
i
*
and Mrs. Carroll H.unnewell.
More
acceptable
Doris, berg, with NatGreenblatt, Steve To
is
Managerial staff includes Alison Deane’s aging actress Arcadina, and Bob Van Deventer. Staged by
Ohio U. Season
Nayor; Chuck Graves, technical director;
Ridley, executive director; Mary though lacking in subtlety, and settings, Lawrence Graves; choreography,
Athens, O., May 5.
Elizabeth Hart, .general manager, Margaret Warren as the melan- Claire Williams; lighting, William Neale;
Ohio U. will open its summer and Betty Ann Metz, artistic
orchcestral
Dick Trevardi- choly Masha, Others who are ac- then: musicalarrangements,
direction. Chuck McClellan;
theatre program June 25, offering
are Wells Richardson, costumes, Elizabeth Shuman.
rector, all Wellesley College alum- ceptable
At Page
six weeks of plays, with the emwho
brings
Auditorium,
quiet
humor
Durham,
to
N.C.
the
role
nae and formerly associated with
phasis on comedies.
the defunct Wellesley Summer of the old brother, Sorin; Ben
Tone as the complaining schoolProductions scheduled for the Theatre.
»
-niii™
tt
hvw
Horn group
master, and Nick Sowka who as
P u ^e
coming season include “Bishop
Group, which has skedded its
Misbehaves," “Gramercy Ghost," initial performance for June 29, Dr. Dorn gives a skillful perform- this y ear reached a new high on
“Born Yesterday," “Come Back, will operate with 10 Equity mem- ance, marked by clarity and t>er- the Durham campus community
ception. Sets by John McGregor with its original musical comedy
Little Sheba," “Happy Time" and bers, five non-members and 15
act- and. costumes by Elinor Koehlin- “All’s Fair In Love."
Ed Nayor
“Suds in Your Eyes."
ing apprentices.
ger are adequate.
Vene,
co-authored the book, co-authored
•

.

-

;

• *

.

;

‘Jane’ To Open Skowhegan
Lakewood Theatre, Skowhegan,

’53)

Original investment

Chandler Cowles & Martin Gabel pro* Production cost
duction of comedy in throe acts by Rich*
I
rvA11 i e~ and Ore-ODenlng expense
n
B
c<
w?e, D?rtd IurM. M.r?in Hmf 0K'n ? 0 tal gross of Broadway company, last eight weeks
,
Bean, Jean Carson. Ralph Bunker Diana
0 f touring company, last eight weeks
Profit on Broadway company, last eight weeks
$*.80 tem of
street, N.Y., April 30,
profit on touring company, last eight weeks

^

Am

'

>

'

m

Shows
the music, co-authored the lyrics,
and staged the production.
On the minus side the production was plagued with long and
painful waits between scenes. It
was well after 10 o’clock when the
first act curtain came down and
11:30 before the last curtain call.
But the lines were generally good,
the. songs tuneful, and the choruses
well trained.
Standing out in the cast was Kay
Myers, who played one of the fe:

male

-

J^®

1

m

Love

personality,

Other

numbers

clicking
I"

Lonesome

Am

and

“It

1

Dreams."
After two campus showings the
Hoof ’N Horn troupe hit the road,
for the first time in the history
of the organization, playing sponsored engagements in North Carolina. Things are then put in moth
balls until a final Commencement
week appearance on the campus,
for returning grads,
Hard.

The Shape

of Things

(McMILLIN THEATRE, N.

Y.)
Strictly ''collegiate musical was
put on last week (Wed.-Sat.) by

the Columbia Players as the 59th
annual varsity show at Columbia
Tagged “The Shape of
Things," production, with an allmale cast, drew strongest'audience
response when spotlighting its
chorus line of eight guys decked
out in femme garb.
Except for
some occasionally snappy music
U., N. Y.

.

and

an

okay

demonstration

Homer

Banci,

Denison, Grael

R.

and Peter Pressman, and lyrics by
Grael and Fred Guinther. Book
and numbers were staged by
Geoffrey Gates Brown, Eleanor
Cate did tne choreography and
Denison arranged and directed the
music. Settings and lighting were
executed by George Yourke and
Robert Isgro contributed additional music.
The book
from an original story

Kaplan.

*

r

“

'

,

^

, ,

stemmed
by Sam
Jess.

«

Current Stock
May 4-17)

Bills

(

,

*~

of

work by The King’s Men,
was generally slim.
However, James Austin deserves a
nod for his settings and costumes.
Show’s book was written by
Barry Alan Grael, music by Lewis
choral

talent layout

HOOK

•

were

May Be

Love," as sung* by Mary Flannery
and Barbara Seaberg, the other
female leads. The male lead, Chuck
Bazemore, did very well with his
one really good combination of
notes and words, under the title
Steve Tope, a
“How Can I?".
freshman, played a good supporting
lead, with the focus on his vocalnumber, “Melancholy
piano

Show

The

She has

leads.

considerable stage presence and a
flair for showmanship. She had the
best lyrics in the show, did the
best job with thejn, and was ready
with almost unlimited encores. Her
“That’s Me" and “I Love Him
More" are worth attention beyond
the realm of Hoof ’N Horn.

Arms and

the

Man

— Arena

Stage, Washington (4-17).

Be Your Age

—

Arena, Rochester

(5-9).

Blossom

Time—Paper

Mill,

Mu-

burn, N. J. (4-17).
Glad Tidings (Sidney Blackmer)
Quarterdeck, Atlantic City (4-9).
Goodbye,, My Fancy (Esther Ralston)-r-Quaherdeck, Atlantic City

—

(11-16).

—„
.

BerJason * (Franchot Tone)
mudian, Hamilton (4-8).
Night Must Fall (Johnny Stew*
art—Dobbs Ferry (N. Y.) Playhouse (8-10, 15-17).
Nina Arena, Rochester (12-16).

—

.

Thark (E. E. Horton)—Bermudian, Hamilton (10-15).

—
Wednesday* May

19SS

6,
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Chi Perky;

Taos’ Gels Raves, 15G (5),

Chicago, May '5. Legit business picked up here
week, with sock notices for
’‘New Faces 'of 1952” a factor.
Show has a $6.18 top in the limited
“Mrs.
capacity Great Northern.
McThing” also got a fine lift as
Murder”
For
“Dial
did
“Maid in the Ozarks,” a hokum
comedy, opened Sunday (3) at the
Selwyn to unanimous pans^ Betty
Hutton, in for only two weeks,
opened yesterday (Mon.) at the
Shubert with a fine advance. “Deep
Blue Sea” opens Friday (8) at the
Blackstone and “Pal .Joey” arrives
May 20 at the Shubert. Except for
“Good Night Ladies,” due in July,
that’s all that’s likely until next

M

‘Can-Can’ $47,800, Phila.;

Local ‘Road' $8,500, K.C.;
Vancouver Edition 3G
Kansas City, May 5.

on

$297,400 on 6-Week Run
Philadelphia,

May

5.

Although slightly off at both
matinee sessions during the sixth
week, “Can-Can” departed here
Saturday night (2) after tallying
an all-time boxoffice high for a
tryout run with take of approximately $297,400 for the shakedown

own.

its

Show

started

house Sunday

‘OKLAHOMA’ OK

EIGHTH HUB STAND

strong

end of run for $8,500 week. House
was scaled at $3.66 top.

KMBC

management indicated
the engagement was profitable, and

may
and

Court Case Pending
Vancouver, May

2d Week, Cleve.

.

was obliterated by
new Rodgers-Hammerstein mu- 'Ladies’
“Me and Juliet,” which rang

ord at the scale

14G, Toronto,

court battles. Show grossed over
$3,000 for the final stanza in the
800-seat Avon Theatre.
Crown appeal against the recent
County Court decision reversing a
Police Court verdict of guilty will
.

still

be

pending when company

opens May 14 in Victoria for a
nine-day engagement as the first
leg of a proposed tour.

up $91,461 total gross during its
Starting 5-Week Stand
two-week tryout in Cleveland*
Toronto, May 5.
Closing with two performances
With $10,000 advance and with
last Friday (1), to facilitate job of
nightly sellouts, “Good Nite Lamoving the unusually large troupe dies” grossed just under $14,000
to Boston’s Shubert, the backstage
last week for the first stanza of a
tuneshow grossed a walloping $45
five-week stand here. Show will
936 last week. On its first round it
rack up same take on second at the
collected $45,525 at $5.55 top.
Royal Alexandra, with 1 ,525 -s eater
to the maximum of scaled at
$3.50 top, including tax.
customers and about 500 Crix panned the piece, as they did
earlier in the season, hut terrific
promotional campaign, plus a flood

By playing

standees for the 16 sell-out performances, the 1,530-seated house
passed the attendance high of
“Guys and Dolls.” Latter, however,
pulled in $96,000 three years ago
at $6.15 top on a two week stand
that puts it one b.o. notch above

‘Evening’ $25,600
Washington, May 5.
Theatres shut down

Shubert
Saturday night (2) for -the summer
in a blaze of business, with “Pal
Joey” grossing a fine $36,000 for
its second and last D. C. week. It
was the fattest single week’s business of the year for the Shubert
and the second best week’s business
for either of Washington’s two
legiters.

The National Theatre

also

did

•

—

>

\

—

LA.

Two

—

.

—

—

—

have if “Tobacco Road”
lrea dy been booked in.
5
Road”
is also twofering, and
since
house has nothing else
booked until May 25, when Helen
Hayes arrives in “Mrs. McThing,”
le
e ter Lester saga may until
f
,^
men
if it shows enough action.

y’Qttld

.v5 *

.

.

-

\

\

Oklahoma— Colonial,
Pal..

Bost. (4-9).
-Shu-

Joey (Harold Lang)

—

'

Equity

Show

—

,

Hobson’s. Choice
Lenox
Playhouse, N. Y, <6-10).
\
'

Hill

$25,600 for Mpls.

Week

Minneapolis, May 5.
Philly (4-16).
Garnering
excellent
reviews,
Point of No Return (Henry FonKatharine Cornell in “The Con)—Biltmore, L. A. (4-16).
South Pacific (Janet Blair, Webb stant Wife” built steadily last week
Iton)— Quimby Aud.* Fort Wayne at the 1,859-seat Lyceum and, at
$4.20 top, wound up with a fine
9); Murat, Indianapolis (11-16).
Stalag 17—Hanna, Cleve. (4-9); $25-, 600 for six., nights and two
matinees.
itional, Wash. (11-16).
This was the seventh and final
Top Banana (Phil Silvers)—papiSalt Lake City (4-5); Memorial Theatre Guild subscription offering
and apparently ends the local legit
id,, Sacramento (7-9); Curran,. S.
season.
(12-16).
rt,

(C-$6-$4.80;

912;

Ap-

$26,000).

proached $21,400 (previous week,
$23,900).
Picnic,

Music Box (10th wk)
(CD-$6-$4,80; 1,012; $27,800). Near(previous week, $28,*

ly $27,800
000).

Porgy and Bess, Ziegfeld (8th
wk) (0-$6; 1,628; $48,244). Over
$34,100, excluding tak, which the
non-profit

show

retains

(previous

week, $36,600).

Seven Year

Itch, Fulton (24th
(C-$6-$4.80;
1,063;
$24,400)
•

wk)

(Ton} Ewell). . Over $24,700 (previous week, $24,700).
South Pacific, Majestic (211th Wk)

(MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha
Wright, George Britton).
Over
$33,600 (previous week, $37,700);
exiting May 16 for road engage-*
ment, hut returns June 22 at the

Broadway.

Time of the Cuckoo, Empire
(29th
wk)
(CD-$4.80-$6;
1,082;
$25,056) (Shirley Booth).
Nearly
$16,900 (previous week, $20,900).
June 27.
Time Out for Ginger, Lyceum
After tomorrow night’s (Thurs.)
preem of “Can-Can,” the only new (22d wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $22,845).
production slated for the balanoe (Melvyn Douglas). Almost $13,400
of the season is “Me and Juliet,” (previous week, $15,000).
•Wish You Were Here, Imperial
the Rodgers-Hammerstein musical.
(45th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $52,Estimates for Last Week
080).
Nearly $41,000 (previous
Keys: C (Comedy),
(Drama), week, $48,000).

D

(Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
(Musical Comedy),
%( Musi'
cal Drama), O (Opera).
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to top prices;
number of seats, capacity gross and
stars.
Price includes 20% amusement tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

MD

Wonderful Town, Winter Garden (10th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,510;
$54,173) (Rosalind Russell),
Almost $54,500 (previous week, $54,200 ).

OPENING THIS WEEK
Can-Can, Shubert (MC-$7.20;

1,-

361; $46,000). Cy Feuer & Ernest
H. Martin production, with songs
by Cole Porter, book by Abe Burrows;
opens
tomorrow
night

exclusive of tax.
Camino Real, National (7th wk)
(D-$6-$4.80; 1,172; $30,000). Nearly (Thurs.).
$12,000 (previous week, $15,000);
closing next' Saturday night (9).
Children’s Hour, Coronet (20th
wk)v(D-$4.80 1,027; $28,378).
Almost $11,200 on twofers (previous

Fonda Big

$28,600,

week, $12,600).
Crucible,

Beck

M

ENDS AMERICAN,

Town

“Fourposter” on the way out. The
future schedule of closings includes, at the moment, “Camino
Real” and the Emlyn Williams
readings of Dickens, next Saturday
(9); “Love of Four Colonels” and
“South Pacific” (the latter temporary), May 16; “Evening with
Beatrice Lillie,” “Moon Is Blue”
and “Time of the Cuckoo,” May 30,
and “Guys and Dolls” (temporary),

(15th wk) (D-$6well, pulling almost $25*600 (in$4.80; 1,214; $31,000).
Over $15,cluding tax, which the non-profit 100 (previous
week, $18,900).
show retains) for the first week of
Dial
for Murder, Plymouth
“An Evening With Will Shake- (27th wk) (D-$4.80;
1,062; $30,377)
speare.” The readings are now in JMaurice Evans).
Approached $28,the second and last week/ with 200 (previous
week, $30,100).
Betty Field replacing Faye EmerDickens Readings, Bijou (2d wk)
son in the cast. National will keep (CD-$4.80;
618; $14,000) (Emlyn
going as long as plays are available. Williams). Nearly
$6,600 (previous
It is air-conditioned, which the
week, $5,600); .closing limited enShubert is not.
gagement

TANDY-CRONYN

—

‘Angels’ $21,400, Only 2 Sellouts
Inevitable seasonal decline finally caught up with Broadway
last week, putting a crimp in attendance and toppling grosses
from the previous week’s surprisingly hefty levels.
Receipts were
off from the start, and failed to
recover even on the weekend.
Only two shows, “Seven Year Itch”
and “Wonderful Town,” went clean
at all performances.
Week’s only opening, “Men of
Distinction^” drew a brutal set of
notices and did a quick, fold Saturday night (2), joining the longrun

MC

of twofers, saw tumaway biz, plus
a 40% straight sale, with both bal$23,600
conies at scale and two-for-ones
applying only to orchestra seats.
ST. L.
Five-week local run is the first
“Me and Juliet.” Since playing
St. Louis, May 5.
time such a stay has happened in
“G. & D.,” manager Milton Krantz
Legit season at the downtown
the Royal Alexandra’s 44-year hishas added 200 more seats to
tory, except for a 16-week mark American theatre wound up last
Hanna’s capacity.
(2)
with a one-week
set years ago by “Abie’s Irish Saturday
“Stalag 17” moved in as current
frame of “Fourposter,” costarring
Rose.”
attraction.
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn.
Jan de Hartog two-character comedy drew critical raves and grossed
Current Road Shows
a hefty $23,600 at $4.27 top.
‘PACIFIC’ FINE $35,200
(May 4-16)
End of the season also marks
Constant Wife (Katharine Cor- the passing of the American,
IN
nell, Robert Flemyng, John Emery) which will be razed soon to make
Wisconsin, Madison (4-5); David- way for a multi-story parking gaEvansville, Ind., May 5.,
The touring “South Pacific,” with son, Milwaukee (6-9); Festival, Ann rage. Activities of the management will be resumed next fall in
Janet Blair and Webb Tilton co- Arbor, Mich. (11-16).
the old Shubert theatre in midstarred, last week steam-rollered
Deep Blue Sea (Uta Hagen)
this town, normally a one-nlghter. Aud., St. P. (4-5); Wisconsin, Madi- town, which is being coverted for
‘legit
and will be renamed the
(8-16).
Chi
Rodgers-Hammerstein musical son (6-7); Blackstone,
American.
played the 2,361-seat Coliseum, for
Dial .M .for .Murder .(Richard
a $35,200 take.
Greene) Harris, Chi (4-16).
By midweek, when it was evident
Evening with Shakespeare (Marthat the show was a sure mopup, a
garet Webster, Eva l^eGallienne, Schwartz’s ‘Jew’ $2,500;
local wag remarked that the gross
Faye Emerson, Basil Rathborne,
for the stand would not only set a
Viveca Lindfors) NaGets
Openings
new record for the town, ‘but wouljl John. Lund,
tional, Wash. (4-9).
probably even top existing b.o.
Los Angeles, May 5.
Fourposter (Jessica Tandy, Hume
total for an entire season.
Legit moved into high gear here
Cronyn) KRNT, Des Moines (4-6);
night (Mon.) with a pair of
Paramount, Omaha (7-9); Orpheum, last
openings.
Philharmonic Audi‘Maid’ 11G in Pitt Repeat;
K. C. (11-16).
torium rekindled with “Carousel,”
Gigi (Audrey Hepburn)—Alcainitial
production of the Civic
Takes to Twofers zar, S.F. (4-16),
Light
Assn, series and
Second time around this season
Good Nite, Ladies Royal Alex- “Point Opera
of No Return,” starring
for “Maid in the Ozarks” proved andra, Toronto (4-16).
Henry Fonda, debuted at the Biltanother winner last week for the
Guys and Dolls Strand, Van- more for a three- week run.
John Kenley production, which couver (4-9); Aud., Seattle (11-16).
Last week’s only incumbent,
went to $11,000 at the Nixon. That,
Maid in the Ozarks—Selwyn, Chi Maurice
Schwartz’
production,
was on a twofer basis, with -show
16).
“Hard
to Be a Jew,” played to andoing:just as much as it did several
He and Juliet Shubert, Bost. (6- other profitable $2,500 at the 376months ago, when it played a
seat Civic Playhouse, for its fourth
straight $3 top. They were turning
Wrs. McThing (Helen Hayes)— full frame.
them away at the final performlanger, Chi (4-16).
ances Saturday iZ) and *“Maid”
Faces—Great Northern,
*few
could have easily held over and
Ccfrnell-'Wife’ Healthy
i (4-16).

EVANSVIUE WEEK

‘Wonderful’ $54,500, “Hazel’ $39,200

CD

major

sical,

5.

Three-week run of local “Tobacco Road” production closed
Saturday (2) following a series of

$45,

24,240

with

went

light for
a couple of nights, then built at

M

the

off

(26),

take a fling at other legits
musical attractions as the
opportunity ‘offers. Playhouse is
engagement at the Shubert.
and will be in
Waning stage season got fresh air-conditionedoperation during the summer. It
lease on life with arrival of “Pal
regularly
houses KMBC’s own
Joey” last night (Mon.) at the “Brush
Creek Follies” every SaturShubert.
day night.
Estimate for Last Week

Can-Can, Shubert (6th wk) (1,870;
Estimates for Last Week
For Murder, Harris (15th $6.50). Final week saw lowest
Dial
wk) ($4.40; 1,000) (Richard Greene). gross of run, but still mighty
potent at $47,800.
Doing nicely with $13,600.
Male Animal, Blackstone (6th wk)
MarEbsen,
(Buddy
($4.20; 1,535)
Show
$26,200
tha Scott, Charles Lang).
broke up here Saturday (2) witli
slow $8,000.
IN
Mrs. McThing, Erlanger (4th wk)
Boston, May 5.
($4.40; 1,335) (Helen Hayes). Nifty
“Oklahoma,”
in its eighth visit
$25,000.
the Hub, wound up its second
New Faces of 1952, Great North- to
and final week at the Colonial
ern ($6.18; 1,500). Revue opened
Wednesday (29) to unanimous raves about on a par with its initial
strong gross. Customer reweek's
(Claudia Cassidy, Tribune; Emmett
to the musical indicates
Dedmon, Sun-Times; Roger Dett- sponse
return
that
visit, possibly next
<mer, American; Sydney J. Harris,
fall, might draw.
Legit interest
first
for
five
drew
$15,000
News);
this
frame
centers
around “Me and
performances; advance is building
Juliet,” which bows into the Shurun
is
indicated.
extended
an
and
bert tonight (Wed.) for completely sold out three-weeker.
Victor Borge’s “Concert in Comedy” is dup at the Plymouth for
week starting next Monday (11)
a
‘Juliet’
and “South Pacific” is slated to
open May 18 for a five-week stand
at the Opera House.
Estimates for Last Week
Oklahama, Colonial (2d tfk)
FInaled profitable
($4.20; 1,500).
Cleveland, May 5.
two-week stand with slick $26,200.
Hanna’s previous attendance rec- House is dark.

Spring Fever on B’way; Exodus On;

Six-day stand of “Tobacco Road”
racked up mild biz in the KMBC
Playhouse last week as the first
such legit to be brought in here by
the radio station. Heretofore,
KMBC-- has rented its 2,600-seat
auditorium to other entrepreneurs,
but this time decided to try the hall

‘Gig? $13,300,

SI

San Francisco, May 5.
Final frame of “Point Of No
Return” improved a bit, but “Gigi”
slipped. Gary is now dark until
May 18, when Veloz and Yolanda
relight

house for one week*

the

House top

is

set at $3.60.

next Saturday night (9).
“Top Banana,” with Phil Silvers
Evening with Beatrice Lillie, opens, next Sunday (10) at the
Booth (31st wk) (R-$6 739; $20,284) Curran, following the Jack Benny
(Beatrice Lillie).
Almost $18,600 Variety Revue.
(previous week, $20,200); closing
Estimates for Last Week
May 30.
Point of No Return, Geary (4th
Fifth Season, Cort (15th wk) (Cwk) (D-$4.80; 1,550) (Henry Fonda).
$4.80;
$25,277) (Menasha
1,056;
Moved up a trifle to $28,600; previSkulnik, Richard Whorf).
Nearly
ous week, strong $28,500; moved
$24,800 (previous week, $24,900).
"Fourposter, Golden (80th wk) out Saturday (2).
Gigi, Alcazar (3d wk) (C-$3.60;
(C-$4.80;
(Sylvia
$19,195)
769;
I, 147) (Audrey Hepburn). Slipped to
Sydney, Romney Brent).
Almost
previous week, $15,800,
$13,300;
(previous week, $7,800);
$7,800
closed last Saturday night (2) after
632 performances; finanpial details
'

•

.

in separate story.
Guys and Dolls, 46th St. (128th
Wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319, $43,904). Exactly $32,500 (previous week, $37,200); exiting June 27 for road en*

gagement, but resumes here Aug:
10

‘SEA’ $22,400 IN

M’W’KEE

FOR SULIAVAN BOWOUT
Milwaukee, May 5.
Margaret Sullavan, playing her
“Deep Blue

final stanza as star of

.

Hazel Flagg, Hellinger (12th wk)
(MC-$7.20; 1,527; $53,000) (Helen
Gallagher, Thomas Mitchell, Benay

Sea,”

drew a hefty $22,400

week

at the

last

Davidson here. Acwithdrew from the assignVenuta, John. Howard*. Jack Whit- ment on completion of the local
ing). Over $39,200 (previous week, stand.
With Uta Hagen taking over as
$50,200).
King and I, St. James (110th wk) star, the Terence Rattigan drama
(MC-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Alfred opened last night (Mon.) and plays
Drake). Approached $40,300 (pre- tonight (Tues.) at the Auditorium,
St; Paul, then goes to the Wisconvious week, $47,200).
Love of Four Colonels, Shubert sin, Madison, for tomorrow (Wed.)
(16th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,160; $29,* and Thursday (7), before proceed500) (Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer). ing to Chicago, where it opens FriNearly $14,600 (previous week, day night (8) at the Blackstone for
.

tress

1

$18,000); closing

May

16 for twotours

a run.

week road engagement, and
next

fall.

Men
wk)

of Distinction, 48th St. (1st
925,*
$23,800)
(C-$6-$4.80;

Preston).
Opened last
Thursday night (30) to unanimously poor notices (Chapman, News;

(Robert

Coleman, Mirror; Funke, Times;
Hawkins, World-Telegraph & Sun;
Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
Journal-American; Watts, Post);
first four performances and one
preview drew $6,000; closed Saturday night (2), at a loss of about
$60,000.
Barrymore
Misalliance,
wk) (C-$3; 1,060; $24,996).

‘Camera’ Finales Tour

With $15,100, Montreal

Am

Montreal,

May

5.

“I
a Camera,” starring Julie
Harris, closed its tour with a modest $15,100 last week at Her Majesty’s Theatre here at $3.38 top.
Hildegardfc opens May 18 for one
week and, other than single bookings in theatre and occasional art
films, that will close the regular
((11th legit season at the house.

Over

$12,800 on twofers (previous week,
$13,100); Martyn Green takes over ‘Doll*’ $25,900 (6), Spok.
‘Spokane, May 5,
May 18 as male lead, succeeding
Breaking the jump from Denver
Barry Jones.
Moon Is Blue, Miller (113th wk) to the Coast last week, “Guys and
(Donald Dolls’* grossed a modest $25,900
$21,586)
920;
(C-$4.80;
Cook, Biff McGuire, Janet Riley). irt six performances Tuesday-Sat(previous week, urday (28-2) at the Fox here.
Almost $8,100
Musical is playing .all this week
$10,400); Closing May 30.
My 3 Angels, Morosco (8th wk) at the Strand, Vancouver.

—
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‘Stalag’

Off-Broadway Shows
World

Sholom

Aline Bernstein are nicely stylish.
Folk music by Serge Hovey and
Aleiehem
Robert De Cormier is so delightful
(BARB1Z0N PLAZA, N. Y.)
that Rachel Productions has incorJewish folk-humor cultists, rath- porated it in a $5 long-playing
Kflsk.
er than a general b.o. audience, disk.

of

will find their cup of Europeanbrewed* tba in “The World of
Sholom Aleiehem,” which bowed
at the Barbizon Plaza Theatre,
N. Y., last Friday (30) for a threeweek engagement. Bill, produced
by Howard da Silva and Arnold
Perl for Rachel Productions and
directed by da Silva, is based on
three
charming Yiddish shortstories which have been dramatized in English for the first time

by

The Grass Harp
(CIRCLE-IN-THE-SQTJARE, N.

Y.)

Circle-in-the-Square, Greenwich
Village’s theatre - in - the - round
Last
troupe, has done it again.
year the group resurrected Tennessee Williams’ short-lived Broad-

way drama, “Summer and Smoke,”
and brought it downtown for a

(The production,
solid year’s run.
Standout performances are given incidentally, uncovered a new. legit
This time
Silva, star, Geraldine Page.)
who easily dominate the rest of out the off-Broadwayites have
the cast by virtue of their skill in taken an equally unsuccessful upevoking the wry pathos character- town entry, Truman Capote’s “The
Da Grass Harp” (reviewed in Variety
istic of Yiddish folk-humor.
Silva
tear- April 2, ’52) and breathed the makparticularly
draws
flecked chuckles in 'his role of ings of longrun life into it via
Mende’e, the ghetto book peddler, imaginative direction and topflight
who wheels a carriage laden with tliesping.
books down the theatre aisles, and
Capote's drama is still a sensithen proceeds to introduce each of tive yet formless dramatic piece,
the playlets with story-teller asides but it takes on a new dimension in
of his own.
The fantasy
the arena staging.
Carnovsky is given most scope seems more credible and the
in the one full Aleiehem playlet whimsicalities easier to .take. At
presented, “The High School.” He times the author becomes too coy
Perl,

by Morris Carnovsky and da

portrays, with virtuoso finesse, the
role of Aaron Katz, a browbeaten
grocery-store owner, who undergoes a private Gehenna to have his
son, Jack ^Banning, pass through
the Gentile quota system before
being able to study in a Czarist
Russian high school. Sarah Cunningham, as his strong-willed wife,
also performs with artistry.

Carnovsky hasn’t much to do,^
but does it well, in the Biblical
parable, “Bontche Schweig,” by
I. L. Peretz.
He is the presiding
angel who delivers judgment on
Jack Gilford, a ragged Jew, 'brok-

en by

life,

whose one wish when

entering heaven

and fresh

is

for “a hot roll

butter.”

“A Tale

of

Chelm ,”

billed as

an

early

.

and precious

in relating his philosophical tale of the battle between
good and evil, and escape in a
treetop, but it’s right up the Off-

Broadway alley and it’s being
lapped up here.
Play is a hodgepodge of charThere’s the meek,
acter studies.
guileless sister (Clarice Blackburn)
fighnng for individuality and the
protection of her dropsy nostrum
from the money-grabbing instincts
of her sister (Estelle Omens). And
there's the juve ward (Ray Stricken) whose tastes run to likker and
floozies.
Other important weirdies
in the Capote menagerie are the
sisters’ domestic (Ruth Attaway)
who claims she’s Indian, not Negro,
and a retired judge who’s still
looking for the right girl.

8G in Split

Sylvan Levin to Baton

Rochester, N. Y., May 5.
‘Theatre Shortage’
“Stalag 17,” nearing the end of
Continued from page 57
its tour, had tough going last week 1
in a split between Buffalo and
tres are reportedly not firmly set,
pale
drew
Comedy-meller
here.
“Girl Can Tell” (Aldrich &
$5,400 in five performances Mon- include
day-Thursday (27-30) at the Er- Myers, in association with Julius
“All
production),
langer, Buffalo, and added a mere Fleischmann,
$2,600 in three shows Friday-Sat^ “Summer Long” (Alexander H.
Cohen & Ralph Alswang), “Colomurday at the local Auditorium,
Show is playing the Hanna, be’ ((Robert L. Joseph), “Escapade”
Cleveland, this week, then goes to (Roger L. Stevens
Alfred de
Washington for its windup stand.
Liagre, Jr.).
Also, “Murder Mistaken” (Ed-

Opera Co. before that, has been
signed by St. John Terrell as musical director for his Lambertville
(N. J.) Music Circus this summer.
Season will run 16 weeks, from
June 5 to Oct/, 1, opening with
“Sweethearts.” Robert Jarvis is returning as stage director.

ward Choate & George Ross), “Oh
Men, Oh Women.” (Cheryl Craw- Ogunquit Strawhat In
“Take a Giant Step” (Lynn
° June 22 Bow; 12
Recital Show Looks In
Austin), “Tea and Sympathy” (PlayWks.
wrights Co.), “Dazzling Hour” (Jose
Ogunquit (Me.) Playhouse is
For Smash Paris Ran Ferrer & Gilbert Miller), “Swan” scheduled to begin its summer
(ditto), “Immoralist” (Billy Rose). operation June 22 for 12
Paris, April 28.
weeks.
After curtain-time) postponement “Girl in Pink Tights” (Shepard Producer John Lane will function
of the scheduled preem (April 21), Traube), “Ladies of the Corridor” with a resident company of six
the Edith Piaf-Jacques Pills recital (Walter Fried) and “Paradise Ques- members and will also employ
opened its three-week stint at tion” (Elaine Perry).
stars.
Although theatre owners are genfancy Champs-Elysees house, MaAmong probable presentations
rigny, a gilded 1,200-seater, quietly erally wary of committing their are “Mr. Roberts,” “Three
Men On
the following night (22). Press night houses for shows long before pro- a Horse” and, if available,
“Bell,
was put off until April 27' which duction, that tendency is appar- Book and
Candle” and “Mrs.
started reports that the chanteuse ently greater this year. That is
McThing.”
wanted additional work with the believed due partly to the steadily
Piaf-Pills

Delayed 3-Wk.

ford),

orchestra before undergoing

criti-

stiffening odds against boxoffice
inspection. Present program success on Broadway in recent
reveals no sign that such was the years, with an accompanying risk
fact because the Robert Chauvigny
for the theatre. But an added facorchestra gives the singer smooth,
sympathetic support on all, her tor is figured to be the growing
numbers and serves her husband, difficulty of raising production
capital recently.
Pills, equally well.
Interim Bookings
Current recital marks Piaf’s reSince lack*’ of coin sometimes
turn to the Paris stage after an
absence of two years. Aside from stalls scheduled productions for
the nitery engagement last year at weeks, months and even permathe Drap d’Or prior to her last U.S. nently, that can tie up a theatre
visit, the singer has not been seen indefinitely if the house managebehind footlights since she ap- ment has been imprudent enough
peared at the ABC theatre in Mar- to give a firm commitment for the
Achard’s comedy-with-music, show involved. In such cases, the
cel
“La P’tite Lili,” during the 1950-51 theatre may take interim bookings,
season. The theatre public, Jthe
cal

'Simone Volterra presentation of recital

by Edith Piaf and Jacques Pills; orch
(23) conducted by Robert Chauvigny. With
"Le Bet Indifferent,” play in one act by
Jean Cocteau. Directed by Raymond Rouleau. Set by Lila de Nobili. At Marigny
Theatre, April 27,

*53;

$3 top.

Yiddish folk story of unlarge part of which ..can’t afford
known parentage, is little more
All the featured players draw nitery tariffs, is .delighted to have
than an episodic collection of
her back, and the run looks smash.
with
sensitively etched portraits,*
anecdotes about a town inhabited
Piaf opens with a round of her
Blackburn pacing the rest.
by gentle fools. The I.Q. level of Miss
songs. She jumps from
best-known
are
roles
Especially good in lesser
its townfolk is represented by its
Walter
as a conniving M.D. comedy to pathos with her socko
James
one wise man, bearded Gilbert
Emer’s “Si Tu
Michel
singing
of
Petrarca
as
Green, who when asked why the from Gjhicago, George
Partais,” “Telegramme,” “Jean and
ocean is salty, replies, “Because of the gossipy barber and Felice Or- Martine,” and ‘La Fete 'Continue”
landi
sheriff.
as a
the thousands of herring swimP’tite
Jose Quintero has done a mas- as well as her own “La
ming in it.” Will Lee, as the hareand Keith Marie” and “Hymne a l’amour”
brained “Melamed,” or teacher, is terful staging job
(both with music by Marguerite
setting
gives
it
Cuerden’s
an
engracefully effective in his stylized
Monnot) and Jacques Pills-Gilbert
Gros
dancing role, suggestive of the chanting quality.
Becaud’s “Je t’ai dans la Peau”
Dybbuk. Rest of the cast, includ(I’ve Got You Under My Skin).
ing Phoebe Brand, Marjorie NelThe Piaf delivery remains un9
son, Warren Logan, Vincent Beck
‘Banana
$21,600 *^ changed. She makes much use of
and Sarah Cunningham,, are okay
Denver, May 5.
her expressive hands and’ effecin their limited functions.
“Top Banana,” with Phil Silvers tively registers facially in putting
Production
manager Bernard starred, drew a glum $21,600. last over ,the tear-jerkers. Such oldies
Gersten intelligently makes like of week at the Auditorium here.
as her own theme song, “La, Vie en
a series of suggestive drops, rather
Musical is headed for a su.yimer Rose”'* (music by Louigy) and
than formal scenery. Costumes by run on the Coast.
Henri Contet-Norbert Glandsberg’s
“Padam” still receive the heaviest
5

.

Low

Legit Bits
Martyn Green

.

.

WHY LOSE MONEY ?
'*

*!

If

You Need a Rewrite

;

*

.*

Louis Seymour, of the

staff of
N.Y., recuperating in
after a year’s siege of
Film rights to “Gentleneuritis
men Piefer Blondes” were sold to
20th-Fox for $150,000, not $50,000
Eastman
as reported last week

The
over

sssss Continued from page 57
got into the September upbeat,
success was set.

I

its

There has been some eyebrow-

Key West
.

ORSON BEAN

.

.

.

.

.

R&H

the potency of the
combo. as
name draws, it’s figured plenty
strong enough to sell tickets. How(The ever, “Can-Can” is also light on

Dick Haas, production

to

Herman

week leave

assistant

Levin, will take a sixj

of

absence

starting

May

15 to be stage manager of
Kentuckian,” at Louisville
...Arthur Rosenfeld, who has
been supplying the signs and
houseboards for Broadway theatres for the last 40 years, has retired
Theatrical attorney Howard Reinhcimcr sailed last week
to attend the opening of the London production of “Guys and
“Tall

.

.

accents the qscrh't’s points. Curt.

Shadow

Players*

Tour

Chicago, May 5.
Shadowplayers, group of sightless San Francisco actors, will tour
this summer and fall throughout
the midwest in “Night Must Fall.’
Blind players will appear under the

auspices of local civic groups.
Frederic M. Smith,* of Trans
America Management Agency here,
J will handle’ the tour.
|

.

.

“Le Bel Indifferent”
Handsome, Indifferent One). This cast names.
There’s been practically a stama.Montmarte prostie whose
pentup emotions break out into pede the last few days for tickets
flood of talk when her man finally for tomorrow night’s “Can-Can”
shows up offers Piaf a good oppor- premiere, particularly in the lower
tunity to show off her histrionic floor paradise for gawkers and
Dolls.” He’ll also visit Paris, and
powers. Jacques Pills has no dialog gawkees. However, that’s
expected
due back in about four weeks
at all, being on the receiving end to
be at least equalled for the is
...Robert L. Joseph announces
of an endless monolog, but he in“Me
and
Juliet” opening, when the plans for
a fall production of Jeau
jects some laughs into his assignAnouilh’s “Colombe”
ment. Set by Lila de Nobili is tops big night approaches.
and directiqn by Raymond Rouleau

I

.c

who

tale of

#>

Circle 5-7482

.

.

last third of evening is-given
to a one-act Jean Cocteau

play,

5-7482

New York

the story of a circus clown

goes crazy.

Sinew 1435 Mr* Williams hat bon associated on Broadway or in Hollywood with Port Schary, Garion Kanin, Robert E. Sherwood, Norman
Krasna, OtcaV Hamtnerstein, Leland Hayward, George'Ciikor, in a most
important capacity . . . that is, Mr. Williams spoko linos In plays or
pictures these men wrote, directed or produced.
From this experience,
he knows the- difference between good and bad dramatic material. He
knows the difference between the sparkling irrldescent gem, the clinker
and the nothing line. He knows the difference between a story line
of interest and a clothes line of badly strung out |oke«. He knows the
difference because he had to say the words Innumerable times in front
of the critic who knows and the audience who knows.
Of Mr* Bean ... On the way out of the theatre Mr. Williams met
Mr. Jean,
Williams asked, "Aren’t you the youth reputed to be a
comedian of rare spirit and stature?" Bean jinswered modestly as he
counted his money, “The word is comlhg back to me."
Mr. Williams
then said, "If you ar*. a comedian, be funny!" And lo, then and there,
Mr. Bean was funny.

Street,

Alvin,

the

•

REX WILLIAMS and ORSON BEAN

46 West 57th

.

sicals, Dalis.

Window Sale

Clown” (music by Marguerite Mon- Burrows ‘and. producers Fe’uer &
not, words by Henri Contet). This Martin lineup
may not have quite
is

REX WILLIAMS

.

.

•

—A Director or a Ptay Doctor, Call

Circle

.

.

i.

300 Thousand or More bn Musicals
•

.

My

Save Up to 50 or 75 Thousand on Straight Shows
•

.

.

.

•

mus-

&

Moneyed Ones

»

is raising a

tache for the role of the tycoon in
“Misalliance,” which he takes over
May 18, succeeding Barry Jones,
who leaves for a film contract
Irony of the brutal notices for the
recent “Pink Elephant” is that author John G. Fuller took the brunt
of the critical beating, while comedian Steve Allen got a relatively
favorable reception, but most of
the jokes that drew the most
but is obviously not a first choice scathing comment were actually
inserted
in the script by Allen.
location for anything but the show
Howard Newman, who recently
with priority. withdrew
as advance man for the
Several producers who have retouring “Deep Blue Sea” to return
cently approached the Shuberts for
for his fifth season as p.a. for the
theatres for the fall have been unPitt Civic Light Opera, plans to
able to get firm commitments.
open his own N.Y. office next fall
Under such circumstances it’s been
Financing for “Girl Can Tell.”
explained that the theatre opera- new F. Hugh Herbert comedy
tors prefer to wait and see how the budgeted at $100,000, was oversubfall show prospects develop before scribed over a four-day weekend
accepting definite bookings. Situa- recently on a single letter solicitation appears to be that the house tion
by producers Aldrich &
management has little to lose by Myers, in association with Juliu9
Charles R. MeekFleischmann
delaying.
er, Jr., has named Phillip Bloom
as national p.a. for State Fair Mu-

raising in trade circles over the Boomer and Arthur Klein ancontrast in advance window trade nounce plans to star Anna Russell
for “Can-Can” and “Me and Ju- on Broadway next season in an inliet.” Where there’s been a constant timate revue. They’re* offering it
line, frequently extending out into for a preliminary strawhat tour
the street, at the Shubert for “Can- this summer ... “Girl In Pink
been relatively- little Tights,” Shepard Traube’s musical
mitting. Emer’s “Jean et Martine” Can,” there’s
lobby activity at the Majestic for production to star RencO Jeanis another standout..
maire, is being capitalized at $250,After half-an-hour initial appear- “Me and Juliet.” However, there
with provision for 20% overance, Piaf introduces Jacques Pills has reportedly been exceptionally 000,
who has the stage solo for the re- heavy mail order buying for the call.
A1 Jones, recently admitted to
mainder of program’s first part. latter show.
overall membership in the Assn, of
Pills,
affable, - pleasant ^ voiced
Matter of Titles
ManaPress Agents
singer, displays versatility, having
Trade speculation is that the Theatrical
stage
a well-balanced repertoire. He gets only likely explanation for- the gers, has gone to Toledo to
over the comedy of “Ca Gueule Ca modest window line at the Majes- the Ohio Sesquicentennial show
as
Parker
withdrawn
Ken
has
Madame” (Madame’s Big Mouth), tic is that the show’s title may lack
and “Mais qu’est-ce qui m’arrive” come-on impact, plus the' fact that producer at Jan Hu5 House, N.Y.,
Saturday
his
but
will
continue
(But What Happened to Me), the
the cast lacks b.o. names. On the Matinee for Moppets there. He’s
sentiment of “Formidable,” “Quand
other hand, it’s figured, Richard doing final revisions on a volume
je t’embrasse” (When I Kiss You)
and “Tous Mes Reves Passes" (AH Rodgers and Oscar- Hammerstein of television plays to be published
Old Dreams) and the gangster 2d as co-authors of the show are by Samuel French and is working
parody of “Vide ton Sac” (Tell Me admittedly the biggest names in on a new legit script, “A Cat Has
Nine”
Herbert Kenwith has opWhat’s on Your Mind) with nice legit.
dexterity.
As for “Can-Can,” its title is tioned “Rafferty,” a novel by Bill
Ballinger,
S.
which the author will
Part two is all Piaf. Here again rated as a natural, suggesting
she does a lineup of oldies and in- tuneful, colorful Parisian gayety. dramatise for prospective Broadway
production.
troduces a new song, “Brave, And while the Cole Porter-Abe

ATTENTION!
Producers, Theatre-Lovers,

At Lambertville Circus
Sylvan Levin, music director at
WOR, N. Y., the past seven years
and director of the Philadelphia

.

.

CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin’ Life

“Porgy and Bess”
Currently ZIEGFELD, NEW YORK
“the

most ingratiating

individual

characteriza-

tion of the $ed>oli/ f

HY GARDNER,

N. Y, Herald Tribune
•14-

Mat.: BILL

MITtLER, 1*1* Broadway, New York

—
"Wednesday*

s

May

LITOHATI

1953

5,

ham, Jimmy *Shirl and A! Stillman
for Jane Froman’s CBS-TV show,
was picked up by several diskeries
and moved into the top brackets.

Literati

SCULLY’S

61

SCRAPBOOK

;;

Tin Pan Alleyites, however, are
optimistic on TV’s future effect on
®y FwUlk Scillly
44
4 44 4 » $
experiences with creation
and the music biz. As the new medium
American Quotes.
believe, publishLondon, Ohio.
Clifton Fadiman and Charles maintenance of a marching hand in grows, many vets
ers will become less dependent on
One of the melancholies inherent in being geared to Variety is that,
Van Doren are collaborating on -an a secondary school,
George Delacorte in Hollywood the whims of the disk companies to like circus roustabouts, you have to get all your work done before
historical anthology of American
by on business for Dell Publishing build their songs since a tele shot the parade begins, and sleep, if at all, when the fun is at its height.
publication
for
quotations
will have the same impact as a
Co.
If I am to be faithful to my public, therefore, it is now, not in June,
..
Harper’s.
.
Quotations will cover the history
when I must tell them what to say and how to act during the CoroTom Wood wrote an artlc ie “He radio plug did 15 years ago.
discovery
its
from
__
nation. You just can’t heave well-heeled peasants into Trafalgar Sq.
of the county
Tarzan You Fan,” -about Sol LesS n
tD the
and his a P eman for Collier’s,
without any rehearsal or briefing whatever. Well-heeled peasants,
headlined ser
,.n?i? of
«f VARiE?Y
headlines.
Varie
some quotes
»

I

>

.

f

d

'

*

Gallimard (paris) hafi bought ex _
Chi Daily News’ Robert Faherty’s

.. .

M° re

Competisli

Florida jail novel,

C0MP0 Into High

“Better .Than

Continued from page 5
womens slide Dying”
of
Publishers
magazines, already worried about
Walter Lantz in Mexico City film houses have on general eco1
d
®
like
?"
mags
arranging
for publication of nomics at the local level.
costin -“Woody Woodpecker” comic book
distributed at lo
ily Circle
On the national scale, project
five-and-dime stores and, super- ln Spanish .
pressed by the Motion
market chains, are brooding over
Mrs, Rose Robbins, wife of vet now being
Picture
Assn, of America and
compeutor.
new
music publisher J. J. Robbins,
a
Beginning Sept. 2, 1,000,000 cop- penning a tome about her recent American Broadcasting Co. is wideFamily Dl- in ness to be tagged “A Stroke of ly regarded as being a strong assist
its of a 10c monthly,
for pix. This is the proposed TV
gest For Better Health, will be Luck.”
in
dnigstore
ly
ve
xdmd
e
sold
wiiliam P. Sims, Scripps-Howard film clip series anent Hollywood,
chains. Editor is Benjamin Olds, fore ign correspondent, and P. Cal- which ABC is now prepping, and
former associate editor of Family lanan, European manager of News- for which an outside sponsor will
Circle.
week mag, off to Europe last week be sought.
,
on the America.
COMPO, at present, still Is .givDavid Lewin, show biz columnist
Jan de Hartog’s Book
ing its full time and operating
Jan de Hartog, Dutch author of on the London Daily Express, mak- money to the tax fight. Regardless
“The Fourposter,” is in Nice work- ing his. first trip to the U. S. Cur- of the outcome of this, next
on its
ing on a new book, the royalties of rently in Hollywood and due back
agenda will be the extensive p.r.
will go to Holland’s flood re- in Gotham end-May.

W

S

w

*

which
lief campaign.
De Hartog was busy writing another book in Paris when the
floods came. He dropped everything to rush to the Netherlands
and did much rescue work in his
boat which was turned into a hosAlthough exhausted
ship.
pital
when he returned to France, he
immediately started a new book
which he hopes will be ready for
.

#

Louis Auchincloss has just completed a play based on his novel,
**A Law For The Lion.” The novel
will be published this fall by
Houghton Mifflin Co. here and in
England by Victor Gollancz.
True correspondent Michael
Stem planed into N. Y. from Europe to bally his Random book,
'“No Innocence Abroad,” on TV
and radio interview stanzas.

summer.
“The Racing Almanac,” by Row- =•
land Barber and John Day, published by Dell a month ago, has
Ottawa Citizen Ann!
Ottawa Citizen, only one of Ot- gone into a second printing. It’s
tawa’s three dailies with a morn- a 25c book for the $2 bettor,

XJ.S.

publication this

ing edition,

celebrated

ttLOth

its

anniversary April 28 with a 180page evening issue.
In it, H. Reginald Hardy recalled the days when the Canadian

Elsa Maxwell /putting the final
touches
on her autobiography

which Woman’s

Home Companion

will publish in the fall,

The

Meanwhile leaders of the

outfit

asked to reconcile their loud objections to Life mag’s downbeating
nf fhp indict™ a rnnnio nf wart
^o with their own statements on
)iaH sn pv«
fihiittfirioffs
t'hpfitrp
uLanation this vSek Robert
Coyne, COMPO's special Counsel',

w

of course, include actors, producers and angels without wings.
There is unfortunately no way to unload this task on somebody
else. Those who briefed the cast of “Call Me Madam” have all gone
back to wherever they came from, and, besides, a royal hamburger
joint in Mittel Eurppa is not London during a coronation,
I can’t understand why someone has not got out a handbook entitled, “English Spoke, American Understood,” or “Piccadilly on 10

A Day,” or “Nuts To Chaucer,” or “Coroners Don’t
Stage Coronations,” or something like that.
Jack Norworth whipped up a script between wars designed to fill
the need, but so far I don’t believe any publisher has considered it
greater commercial property than his “Take Me Out To The Ball
Game.” I think he called the Anglo-American handbook, “Simple
English For Simple Yankees.” Maybe the title would only appeal to
Southerners, though even they might feel that simple is too soft an
impeachment to apply to a Yankee.
That the British might learn American, since they are the merchants
in this setup .and the customer is always right, is a thought X wouldn t
are t0 adva "<*- The Brl lsh make a
® £ not learning other
?
i a measure of this lofty
„ ,Ignorance on to
languages and have passed
th
Still, we are a bit more pliable and I think the Idea would
f
get farther if we yielded to their granite character. After all, they
own Gibraltar but we, or at least Prudential, have made more money
Words and 10 Bob

.

oui
..
.
..
,
u
j
a
and
spent
The great-grandmother of the Scully Circus left TIpswich
72 years in Norway. She resolutely refused to lgara Norwegian. All
her children and grandchildren had to learn English-net Instead,
,

ircslly* font ill

•

j

^

Addition*

When

I was at a htghclass pension in the South of France years
was surrounded by the horse-collar sort of British dames who
had
spent
years in Inja and never learned even one dialect -of that
said the Life material depicted the
inrtiietfrv as
a* “decadent.”
“fWndpnt ” Actually,
Artimiiv language. I rated *s a colonial in their blue book until one day I
industry
was
heaved
out of even there/
he said, “it is as spirited, influenSailor Beware!
tial and generally as important as
ever."
They came home one day after slumming at Villefranche where an
Sam Pinanski, one of COMPO’s American battlewagon had entered port. Looking like retired mares
three-man governing board, stressed with rhinestone horse-collars, they began airing the few moments of
another point. “What we want to amusement their day of tripping had brought them. Everything from
get -across is that the film business the uniforms of American sailors to American hub-caps annoyed and
is operating under unusual hard- amused them. They wanted to know why I hadn’t done something

a S°. 1

Quick, which fold- ship conditions, because of the about
these barbarisms,
d
capital, which now has one vaude- ed a fortnight ago, is mapping pub- tax,” he ^4®clared.
“What other
“What barbarisms?” I asked,
film house, used to have two vaud- lication of a new magazine tenta- business could survive, if 20% of its
“Why, those ridiculous sailor uniforms.”
ers going stong, along with a bur- tively titled, “Tempo.” Standard gross is taken away, without any
It didn’t mollify them to be told that they were modeled after the
lesque house, a stock company Publications will be the distribu regard for how this affects the net? uniforms of enlisted men in the British Navy, that all sailors’ uniforms
(there’s been one again for four tor.
Not even the Chase National Bank were sqrt of silly and out-of-date and that even, democracies liked
Mrs. Florence J. Schetty, foryears now) and two traveling legit
*
merly with Ideal Publishing, jom- could cope with such a situation.” to keep class distinctions between enlisted men and officers very much
theatres.
alive.
ed the editorial staff of Pines
Then one dowager began telling about a funny sign she had seen
Publications, effective May 11, for
Geo. McManus Back West
outside a bistro at the port of Villefranche. .“It said: ‘English spoken,
Bradley Kelly, Joe Willicombe, the purpose of developing new
Gonzales-Gonzales
American
understood.* So funny!”
Ed (Collier’s) Anthony and a group titles.
...
.
The rest of the over-aged fillies showed their long teeth and whinAllan Morris, former publicist
farewell-lunched George McManus
Continued from page 1
nied with delight. It was time to play one straight.
prior to his return to his Bevhills with Simon & Schuster and Pocket
What’s funny about it?” I asked. You don’t suppose they're the
home. The “Jiggs and Maggie” Books, Inc., joined the Ethos Or- he drove a station wagon and occasame language, do you?”
cartoonist came east for the ANPA ganization, a public relations and sionally emceed a program.
promotion
merchandising
special
convention,
They
took on a liter of oxygen, but before they could answer, I
durspotted'him
Walter
O’Keefe
_
McManus has been doing the outfit.
ing a trip to San Antonio to take went on.
.
, .
David Dodge returned to L.A. part in the station’s opening cerestrip for 41 years for King Fea“Of course not,” I said. “They’re like Latin and Italian. One's a
tures, and before that did “The after two weeks in N.Y., during monies and was impressed' by Gon- dead language and the other is a living one. Obviously, you’re not
Newlyweds” for the old N. Y. which he squeezed in no less than zales’ deadpan comedies. He invited alive enough to know the difference, but the Frenchman who put
World, McManus is considered the 15 radio and four TV appearances
him to come to Hollywood some that sign up was.”
dean of America’s living cartoon- to bally his Random House bestPoint Only At French Pastry
time.
seller, “The Poor Man’s Guide To
ists.
Gonzales came and appeared on
That put all repartee in a deep freeze. I don’t think it was ever
Europe.”
Hollywood”
“Mayor
of
O’Keefe’s
out.
thawed
Actually, of course, both languages are very much alive,
Faubian Bowers, author of “JapPark East’s Foldo
Despite a steady rise in both cir- anese Theatre,” with a foreword show, but generated no great ex- ours has more words with newer meanings, chiefly because industry
his
brother-in-law,
and invention have stepped faster over here and they simply had to
culation and advertising since- its by Joshua Logan, is enroute to citement, Then
inception during the summer of N.Y. from South Africa. His pub- Walter H, Weber, a former actor coin new words to fit new technical gadgets or go around pointing
Hermitage House, hope and theatre manager, suggested all the time,
1950, Park East mag is folding this Ushers,
month, with current (May) issue he’ll have a manuscript with him getting in touch with Groucho
Professional people who have to work a lot in England and New
the last to be published.
During about the African jungle.
Marx. Latter okayed a “Life” ap- York either develop a mid- Atlantic dialect or go Greenpemt in Br6okthe past two-and-a-half years mag’s
Peter Denzer, of the Armed pearance.
alyn and Oxfud in Mayfayh. For myself, I always use in England
circulation picked up from under Forces Radio Service, has sold a
Show was filmed and Gonzales the word accepted there, though of course with my inimitable Southern
8.000 to over 70,000.
Advertising first novel to Dutton. Book, titled returned to San Antonio to await Yankee accept. Where the English word is short and the American
pubalso increased but not enough to “Episode,” probably will be
the siren calls. They weren’t long word is long, I’ve favored use of the British word under all circumoffset the upped coin outlay.
It’s lished in the fall. It narrates 100
in coming. The morning after the stances.
understood publication had been days out of the life of a soldier,
Words like tram for trolley, lift for elevator, braces for suspenders,
losing about $15,000 monthly for from the time he succumbs to a show wais telecast. Music Corp. of
America flew an agent to San An- find me pro-British and on the side of brevity. In the matter of money
discharge.
some time,
mental condition to his
tonio to sign him up. Weber, by there is no logic on the British side pf brevity. In the matter of
Mag was published by Alexander
half-penny is
phone, advised Gonzales to return money theFe is rio'Tfogic on the British side at all.
Tailleur, who also served as prexy
of the corporative setup, Park
here and scout around. Eventually pronounced ape-knee, six-pence Is a tanner, shilling is a bob, and
Mag, Inc. Ernest Lilienthal prohe signed \vith William Morris half-a-crown is a half-a-quid, and of course a pound note Is a quid.
vided the backing and was treasAgency, which set the U-I deal They have no paper note known as a guinea, but bills for professional
urer of the corporation, while
Continued from page 1
and paved the way for the Wayne- services are so billed and mean you must pay a pound note plus a
P Ct0
a
deal.
shilling.
Fellows
It
ate s to ry
«• one of Col’s hottest entries
emtor
Gonzales-Gonzales will carry the
A spool of thread is a reel of cotton, absorbent cotton is cotton-wool,
mark n about
edited the pubUcattS
Mag had Passed the 200.000
double name as a professional cleaning fluid is scouring drops, a babysitter is a nanny, a dress shop
been a giveaway prior to being' 'three weeks on the market. Cox
the
is
on
theory
a draper’s shop, the first floor is the second floor and what we call
monicker,
the
that
and
taken over by Tailleur and Lilien- “What a Crazy Guy (Dufo)
alone' has comedlc connota- the first floor is the ground floor. Cheesecloth is butter muslin, kerothal.
“Tavern in the Town” is beginning name
sene
is paraffin, gasoline is petrol, glue is seccotine, garters are sustions.
to show some strength and GleaNow that he’s a film star he penders and suspenders are, as I have said, braces,
One Atlantic Sheet Daily
son, who debuted on was as an
An undershirt is a vest; a vest is a waistcoat (pronounced weskit).
The Atlantic City (N,. J.) Evening orch leader, is following the lead naturally has to. have a stand-in.
A suit is mufti, a tux is a dinner jacket, pants are trousers, long unUnion, established in 1884 and pub- set by Buttons and Cox with special Job was won by Morris Shapiro
s
who is now known as Shapiro- derwear are pants. Shoestrings are bootlaces, bathrobes are dressing
since that time t0 become material comedy platters,
il
ij
tne
gowns, neckties are cravats, sweaters are cardigans, canes are sticks.
oldest daily newspaper in the
The “Sweethearts” album made Shapiro.
resort,
You don’t go to the store. You shop. You don’t charge it. You enter
was merged with the bv the Parker-Miss Marlowe tanYou don't buy cans of anything, but tins. You don’t go to a drugit.
this week.
Both demand Godfrey’s "TV Calendar
store for anything but drugs, and it’s not called a drugstore but a
Sunday Press are show « are gaining sales impetus
Timetable
shop. A hardware store is run by an ironmonger, a man
chemist’s
r
U
Parratings.
fi^!ng Co Veaded Tv Rriand L via iheir strong tele
who peddles fish is a fishmonger and if you buy it at the seashore it’s
Continued from page
Adams as president. Resort now ker and Miss Marlowe are regulars
seaside*
You’re not there on a vacation but a holiday. If it’s
the
by
will have only one newspaper, in on Godfrey’s CBS-TV show, while
a holiday for everybody it’s called a bank holiday. Candies are sweets,
the mornings?
“Calendar” was an original musi- event of delays at that time he’ll
molasses
toffee,
is treacle, peanuts are monkey nuts, chili is
is
taffy
In
This is the most drastic change cal penned by Joan Edwards and press for immediate action.
an openthat Adams, who also publishes Lyn Duddy for one of Godfrey s view of the fact that both the tomato chutney, croquettes are risSoles, pie is a fruit tart,
and Senate committee faced pie is a flan, peanut butter is peanut cream paste, a tea wagon
the Globe-Times in Bethlehem, Pa., special telecasts.. The albums have House
and
thumbtacks
are
drawing
pins,
trolley,
tea
a
is
uas made since he .purchased the
expressed
have
chairmen
already
sold about 50,000 copies' each.
Though everybody knows by now that a fedora is a homburg, and
•tress-Union papers just over two
Failure of the Desi Arnaz disk, high enthusiasm over the color
bowler, fewer know that a straw
years ago. At that time he Changed
that a derby (pronounced darby)
“There’s a Brand New Baby Com- tests, it’s assumed that the FCC
e
is a bloater and that a cap refers only to something worn while
hat
earliest
the
along
wfll
it
at
the
paper,
push
evening
Col
0/
lng t0 G ur House,” on the
;„
4 ne c 1 *cs and fea- ja bel to make any dent in the possible moment. Once the FCC golfing or yachting. The man who sells you all this is a dark, not a
tnroe
52
A°P«? ot setting increased
avalanche of gives its blessing after hearings, clerk, though it’s speUed clerk.
klt durln »
circulation.
A minor gain was
As old Jack Norworth learned to his sorrow, there is no word for
t/Iii**
indiratec Samoff estimated it’ll take from
noted, but nothing likAhat ox,
nine tp 12 months after the final cuspidor. In fact, there are no cuspidors,
He made sure to look right before stepping off the pavement (the
tool
to
up.
decision
mating of material and artist.
paveOne high RCA spokesman said: pavement being the sidewalk, because to them what we caU the traffic
Tele’s position as k tune builder
CHATTER
is the street.) He always looked- right because -all British
ment
Richard Berg and Kenneth Hjel- has been evidenced thus far in “By Jan, 1, -1855, color TV will be
the
right.
^
in the horn* and sets will be roll- keeps to the left. That’s why their steering wheels are on
I Believe,
jjervik have written- “Marching wily one instance,
&
Simple? Righto. Cheerio!
Bands” (A. S. Barnes), about their ‘written by Ervin Drake, Irvin Gra
staff of
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Broadway

mental, Portugal.
London
Singers Maria Eduarda and MiThe National Film Theatre, revivguel Simoes back from, tour of Majnade_ in_ 193fi. _
ing
dera and Azores islands.
^
‘Kenneth Winckles elected .to the
Qintfot* TPuriv 'Ttpin
hfloic from
British Picture
C.utnont
of
PlS^joinw? the revue eompanyof bo.rf
<~>prp.
.
.
the Teatro Monumental.
“ilSfet Margarlda de Abreu, with
c»Ued “to
seiles^t Tuesday (12) caued
Mascolo,

-

.

.

.

Coast yesterday (Tues.) for a twoweek stay.

1

r

•

-

„
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oft
ballerlns A«ni Mlrl»
Arch Oboler left last weekend to Gnorto to work in opera season AU Directions..
The Critics’ Circle tossed a
by freighter for Scandinavia. He’ll a? the°TeatroColisseu there.
Samuel Goldwyn
be gone three months.
Kapps and Johan, Viennese re- luncheon to honor
Metro producer Arthur Horn- vue company, ended its run at the yesterday (Tues.).
,,
folof production
Coast
chief
to
Gordon,
the
Paid
back
blow, Jr.
Teatro Avenida and opened at the
for European Television Corp., in
lowing Gotham visit.
Oporto.
in
Sabandeira
Teatro
N. Y.
Paul Gordon, production chief of
Singer Maria Pereira and gul- last week from
New arrivals last week for the
the European Television Corp., in tarists Carvalnhino Nunes and
yesterday
Guys and
of
Elizabeth
production
London
the
Queen
on
Martin*? Asuncao off for an exFrank Loesser and
(Tues.).
tended tour of Portuguese Africa. Dolls” included
Cinerama attorney Theodore R.
Sam LgvciiCi
Kupferman lectures on “Radio and
Harold Hobson, Sunday Times
n Television Law” at Yale Law
drama critic, authored a new book,
Paris
School May 11.
“The Theatre Now,” published

Janyee Ann Wagner, ex-Pitt
Stadium dancer, in Rodger# &
Hammerstein's new one/ “Me and

jnijjt H

two weeks in Miami Chaillot

“

—

,

.

.

May

recital

7.

.

(UA) Setting big

“Bwana Devil

bill

May

starting

final discharge from the Army.
Sam Zimbalist in from London
with a print of Metro’s “Mogambo.”
Herbert J. Yateg tossed a dinner
Rudolf Nelson, songwriter, celfor John Ford, just back from
ebrating his 79th birthday.
Oscar Karlweis will play lead in Africa.
Samuel Goldwyn Foundation es“Helena” at the Renaissance Theatablished a medical scholarship at
tre.
Francis Lederer currently in UCLA.
Fred Clark bowing out of the
“Impossible Woman” at the KornBurns and Allen TV show to deoedie.
his time to films.
vote
Capitol, new local pix producVincent Price represented the
tion company, started its first film,
“The Stronger One.” .Wolfgang Academy vat annual ANTA Monterey Drama Festival.
Liebeneiner is directing.
William Goetz and David A. Lipof absence, KopAfter two
.n- years
j
Pel started his first pic, “Don’t Be ton returned from Universal homeAfraid of "Wild Animals, in Hafti- office huddles in N. Y.
Don Marlowe, one of the origburg, Heinz Ruehmann is starred,
New agreement between Austria inal “Our Gang” kids, back in
and Germany permits 17 Austrien town to resume bis film career.
Deborah Kerr and Donna Reed
P ix to be imported annually to
Germany with 90: German films go- in from Honolulu where they appeared in "From Here to Eternity.”
ing to Austria.
Tom Mead, Universal Newsreel
D.S. pix currently running at
1
chief, hi town on a nation-wide
ses
«J^}5?iL
gJJS?- ^?X
Gar® fu?
(U), tour of company’s newsreel offices.
pontier Gal
(U),
Jury
W#y of
Skirts Ahoy*
(M-GK

Berlin
By Hans Holm

-

11.

Harry Morris, operator of

the
week c 0 i 0 hy and Astor, back from New
enough
signed
York
after
having
.
y
of
Max Factor here on first leg
ca baret -stars to see him through
his European looksee of cosmetic un tii the end of 1953;
trade.
Samuel Goldwyn donated $2,800
Louis Beydts, °P e ra-Comique to the Lo ndori tent of the Variety
director, made Chevalier in Legion (-mb. He was, honor guest at the
•

•

,

.

•,

of Honor.
regular fortnightly luncheon last
Elmer Rice’s .;Adding Machine v„ eej^ of the London tent
getting a reprise hei;e by an offTerence Rattlgan and John GielPhilN,Y.
Dihntri MitropoulOs,
beat group.
_
gud combined to do a radio dramaharmonic maestro, Hew to ltaly
William Wyler pff'to Rome to ^atidn of “A Tale of Two Cities”
,aef
ox
n
7.ir»tr>
„,^ir
h!«
Unman
HoliZirato.
“Roman
Bruno
his
last Saturday (2);
finish work on
which is to be aired next week
co-manager of the philharmonic, day” (Par).
with Eric Pottman in the lead.
sails for Italy May 9.
Odile Versois to London for a
Virginia Somers checked out this
Day To week
Rosalind Russell to receive a ci- ro ie in English pic, “
for Oslo where she has been
tation from Gen. Omar Bradley Remember.”
inked lor
fop caoaret engagements.
encfecfements
lnxea
onstage at the Astor next Tuesday
“Quiet Mf"''(Rep) Still doing xhiTiS the
stoge of an ext™:
“Never
her
iwith
tiein
in
a
on
(12),
biz here ih its 23d week
sive Continental swing which will
Wave at a Wac” starrer,
Champs-Elysees.
extend until September.
Mrs. William Morris, Jr.’s son by
Zsa Zsa Gabor here from Cannes
a previous miffriage, Albert ffpldpCoppisltTFei-
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dith van Rosen in June In London.
Yvonne De Carlo, who's been va-
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Came

Marcel

teriors of hTs
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cqm^Stog ^aradte^^OT* Sir
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Erico Verissimo, who has several
books translated into English, sold
the film, rights of “O Continente”
to Vera* Cruz
Francisco Canaro Tango Orch in
from Buenos Aires for dates at
Night and Day nitery and Radio
Jornal do Brazil.
Rio Theatre Guild presented
English with
“Moon, in Blue ’
Lloyd George, Paul Duff and

Haynes featured.
New York City Ballet

Stevi

will come
to Brazil In 1954 for Sao' Paulo’s

fourth Centennial Exhibition and

.

'

for the Film Festival, also scheduled there.
Brazilian
Cavalcanti,
Albertto
film director, who worked many

£
M

l

Eric Gorrick
Pamela Morris, Aussie
singer, on U. S. visit.

Jchenck at Met’s “La Boheme” in
the Capitol, Loew showcase.
The “Evening with Will ShakesRathbone,
peare”
stars
Basil

—

Faye Emerson, Viveca Lindfbrs..
Eva Le Gallienne and John Lund
feted by such capital groups as
American Newspaperwomen’s
Club, Congressional Club (wives of

Women’s

Congress),

Gotham till early student, signed as first oboist by
when he and Mrs. HershoJt Baltimore Symphony.
start a vacation through Maine and
Hortense Allen is out as proCanada. He transcribed his May 6 ducer of revues at Jersey's New
and 13 CBS “Dr. Christian” shows Town Tavern, with Elsie Blovie
more here before resuming Coast
originations July

1.

Lisbon
concerts at the Tivoli.
Estoril casino has booked songstress Cuquita Carballo.
French singer Jacqueline Francais at the Casino, Estoril.
Julio Torres,. Spanish designer,
in Lisbon to direct new revue at
Teatro Apollo;
Pianist Shura Cherkassky doing
.

Japanese

play

to

actress

m«

Portland; Ore.

v

Club.

field.

|

’

oS

select
lead.

short
Ballet to do’ snort
Bodenwfeser BaUet
Bodenwieser
Duke Ellington at McElroys
g
Sy
panned “Botany
i
nere
ere pannea
c?i t ics h
critics
y April 30.
Freddy
Martin at Janzten Beach
n
r
,s
rrP
nt
at
State
Svds>ya
biate,
Jay (Par), current
Ballroom last Saturday (2).
ney
:
i
Joe
Cappo
and Jacqueline Hurnv
Samue
Goldwvn
Goldwyn
Manny Reiner, Samuel
Productions rep, lookseeing local, ley held for second frame at Clover

J.,

WB

.

m

-

By Lewis Garyo
Yehudi Menuhin Riving matinee

radio

Havana
going into the Riptide Cafe near|
Chi for a month.
Pier Angeli slated to appear at
Evans Family resting up at the America Theatre.
1
me aft ? r
up tour with
Mexican singer Maria Victoria
state home after leaving
3ta
e V nS ^t
bt Jc£ n°
T
Guy Lombardo
band.
opening at Tropicana.
n
h pri
Sy J via Goldman, of
office,
Sonja Henie and her iceskating
The DraMu
To
nan^llpH
U
visiting h ^ r relatives the Ben Kal- troupe to perform in Havana this
itsSaturdav n
nigh?
pe r*
C Performance
mensons,
New
York.
month.
* R/r
e
MUSIC because
Harry Stockwell signed by sumJorge Negrete reported due in
hnxom?p S?-niiSht
mer
eT C0 ”?P a y
* “Gentle- Havana soon, with appearances pn
Lilo
ran ” m en °£
? Blondes”
?
i4io, FrPnoh
i renen star of “rati
Can-Can,
Prefer
lead.
CMQ-TV
possible.
out of cast because of illness on
Ted Renard has replaced Hal
News comentator end opposition
last day of run at Shubert (2), with Terry as hbuse
singer as Casino leader Jose Pardo Llada on trial on
Understudy Sheila Arnold filling for finale of burlesque season.
charges of conspiring t6, overthrow
in.
Lou Fordan, manager of Me- the government,
Johnny Cahill, comedian, re- mortal Theatre, in McKeesport
Union Radio’s newscasts, susturned from Boston engagement, Hospital after a slight heart at- pended
for a day because the staand rushed to Fitzgerald-Mercy ta
tion had allegedly broadcast news
Sf
,
Hospital for emergency operation
Carousel has started femme on a Sunday—which is against the
(28).
floorshow policy with Gaby DeLys taw.

i

smashing previous record held

t

will stay in

succeeding (28).
S. B. Ramagosa, Wildwood, N.

000,

.

June,

in Hollywood before leaving, will
originate following three programs
here and will also transcribe two

Far East

%

Marti Lucas, of Lynn Farnol’s Ad. Club, and EngBsh Speaking
flackery, was discussing a New Union.
Yorker profile of Cinerama’s Merian C. Cooper with writer Bob
Philadelphia
Shaplin. Shaplin never found the
time to write the profile, since
By Jerry Gaghan
Miss Lucas and he are currently
Ezra Stone guest Speaker at Tabu
ineymoomng.
honeymooning.
for dinner meeting of B’nai Brith,
_
Jean Hersnolt arrived in N. Y., April 28.
ctPt-rtnv
^
frnm
+ho
yesterday (Tues.) from the Coast
Institute
Alfred Genovese, Curtis *-«*..*-

and

UA

supervisor, off for Hong Kong and
Manila after 14-day survey of Japan setup.
In seven months since its origr
inal release here, “Gone With The
Wind” (Metro*) has grossed $375,-

1

,

of

and Kieth Goldsmith,

,

—

members

•

“Ice Follies of 1953” opened a
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) currently in
Sail Francisco
19th week at 658-seater Liberty, two-week date at Portland ''Arena
May- 4.
By Ted Friend
Sydney.
“House of Wax” opened bigger
Agent Sam Rosey into Polyclinic
Stratford-on-Avon Players scored
for operation.
with than “Gone With Wind” and “Bend
Tivoli,
Sydney,
hit
at
,
of River” at the J. J. Parker BroadKatherine Dunham into Vene- ^Othello.”
tion Room at Fairmont Hotel.
Par’s “Greatest Show” winds up way,
ri
T
WB field man Max Bercutt
SP
a run of 21 weeks at Prince Ed
brought film player Paul Picerni
m fn7ger into°^ No^ Dame no5
hospi
P A ward, Sydney.
Oldtimer “Charley’s Aunt” solid to town last week (30) to hypo
flry plcktold lunche0 n set for at
the Mercury, Sydney, under opening of “House of Wax.”
William Duggan reports that
May 12 to spark Women’s Crusade indie management.
for Security.
Ray Allsop, Aussie TV engineer, “Guys and Dolls” will near the
The Dore " Scharys and Mrs. joined the government’s Broadcast- “South Pacific” advance seat sale.
Charles Vidor to L.A. following Ing Control Board here,
“Dolls” opens a week’s run at the
weekend at Fairmont Hotel.
Metro reintroducing Metroscopix Auditorium late this month.
Rhonda Fleming, Jan Sterling, in Sydney and Melbourne to solid
Forrest Tucker, Tony Romano and biz. Fare is prewar vintage.
Corinne Calvet in from Hollywood.
Paramount has click at own VaVienna
riety
.300-seater,
Sydney, with
By Emil W. Maass
Come A/UVAi
JJAVUV She.ba,” curBack, Little
American
music student Sadie
Pittsburgh
rently in eighth stanza.
McCollum sang at Cosmos Theatre.
By Hal V. Cohen
Paula Wessely Film Co. finished
Shirley Ruscella, hurley Chorine,
work on new pic, “I and My Hus-

‘

I

Etirth” (Par) opened at four
in the Osaka area with a
gross b.o„ of $12,500 for first day.
Finance Ministry not to announce quotas for films to be imported from countries other than
dollar areas. Other area pix will
be decided upon case-by-case.
Louis Lober, United Artists general manager for foreign affairs,

exec, due
w fl
Cohen, Warner
Wolfe wnen.
^oije

v

which 5% is his cut.
Anna Magnani returned to Rome
last week on the America after
several weeks in town to help push
the upcoming preem of her recently completed “Bellissima.” Also
sailing were writer-producer Renzo
Avanzo “and"' play^iTighF‘ Nancy
Hamilton

Show

sites

ln
^

.

000, of

“Greatest

.

By

l

chandising tieups totaled $50,000,

Oscar-winning

by “Red Shoes,” $300,000. Pic is
still running in provinces and will
years in France and England, be re-run in mid-May in Tokyo at
now re-filming his "En Rade,” reduced admission.
Towa Eiga prexy Nagamasa Kawhich he first made in 1926, as
Production wakita, recently returned from
Song of the Sea.”
unit is on location at Pernambuco. France, reports that a camera crew
headed by Italian producer director Carmine Garone will com'e. to
Japan in August to shoot “Madame
Australia
Butterfly” in color. Kawakita .will

.

,

TV

officials.

.

.

•

“Harry
one day of

Towers,
in for

huddles with local radio and

m

‘

^

Allen

Lime” producer,

On

.

.

Tokyo
By Richard H* Larsh

By Kurt Redlsch
Charles Trenet recital at Copa-

't

J

“Monkey

Harry

X

^

Alexander Korda arrives tomorMarcel Pagnol putting his. play,
row (Thurs.) on the Andrea Doria. “Fanny,” into rehearsal to replace
Daughter, Ruth Barbara Roth- hls “Marius,” now at Sarah BernCincago
man, of the Leon M. Rothmans, of h ard
Maid in Ozarks” opened at SelNew Rochelle—father is upstate diSidomak will direct
Robert
vision manager of Fabian Theatres French pic, “Ivresse” which starts wyn May 3
Ben Hecht and Charles Mac—to marry H. Simon Ullman of r s exteriors in Morocco next
Arthur escorted Helen Hayes to
Albany
month.
_
_
1
^ ne
Leo Brecher heading show biz
Jeim Gremillon directing his first
j
Joe Shea switched
over to cover
group of Men’s Division of the Nai n three years, “The Love of
Sea” which starts
tional Multiple Sclerosis Society a woman.” with Micheline Presle l‘P eeP Blue
Ma7^ 8 at the Blackstone.
in its current campaign tQ raise as a i ady doctor.
Abe Lastfogel, WiUiam Moms
$1,200,000 for research and educaThornton Wilder arranging for
utton
)rogr II
tio
Pari^ production of two plays,
J? J
? V i ty
j
t
J°
Fifi and Jack Hylton in from “Skin of Our Teeth” and “Long about her proposed TV show
Eddie Solomon in from New
London today (Wed.) by air. Brit- Christmas Dinner.”
r
en‘
ish producer must return to the
George Reich ’of Roland Petit
="t
CinamaScope ,*?.
last week.
West End on Sunday but .Mrs, ballet inked to dance in JeanKaI,en first non-newsHylton plans an indef stay in their Claude Pascal-Renee St. Cyr pic.
paperwomen, chosen as Miss Page
N. Y. apartment.
.“Cavalier of the Night.”
Shirley Booth named “Woman
Producers of two films, “The One at Newspaper Guild Ball last,
of the Year” by the Victory Guild scarlet Curtain” and “The Red
of N. Y. Women, president of Curtain” to court seeking that one
n
ai
t0
which is Mrs. Harry Brandt. Star pic change its title to avoid patron
J?«
for
who is appearing in Dial
will be honor guest at the Guild’s PMifnsinn.
Murder.”
annual ball May 15 at the WaldorfJules
Munshin’
“Mrs.
featured
in
Astoris
nr t * *
v
ItylcThing,” feted at a party for his
Shana and Stephen Alexander
Washington
first literary effort, $ magazine
(United World Pictures) to London
Lowe
Florence
By
S.
piece about the road.
Mrs. Alex
P
this weekend by air.
George Stevens in to see his latwhen “Male Animal”, brokeup
aider irthe daughter of' CereUa
unveiled
“Shane,
est
opus,
film
Saturday (2), Charles Lang flew to
and Milton Ager and on the enterCoast to write TV films for Hal
tainment staff of Life, but this trip for, an invited audience.
Mrs. Eisenhower tops impressive Roach; Martha Scott reports to
is strictly vacation for both,
wu
for summer wues
series with
v
uang list of brass hat sponsors for Can- CBS-TV
Holly
rioiiywooa
wood attorney Martin *Gang
cer
Crusade benefit preem of “The Dennis King, “Life With Father,”
extonding his INT. Y. visit on “HOpand Buddy Ebsen has a film upalong Cassidy” (Bill Boyd) license Star’’ at Lopes’s Playhouse.
President and Mrs. / Eisenhower coming on the Coast.
renewal matters. Boyd’s peak annual gross for “Hopalong” mer- guests of Loew prexy Nicholas

“Crosswinds”
Business”

<20 th),

20 th),

Rio do Janeiro

which teed ,off
.
for ex- “Tarjuffe.”
Subsequent
presenta4
wTil lnclude “Brltannicus “
BmUe Zola
„ e Sanratt Penser

Lyon

ne5'^c; "THere 3 e UonY

4l* ap*e

Gaucho

£$S2?™8&\
this week, with

"Rubnc Enemy No:

*

•

boxoffice returns in its first
*
here.

.

,

•

f

exec, off for

^

Dimitri Tiomkin to Mexico City
Mrs. Eddie Cantor in from N Y*
D ?P Siegel, divorced Viveca
v
Llndfors.
i(, e
w.k
U?,arrymore celebrated his
75th birthday.
Edgar Bergen to Toronto, en
route to Europe.
Paul Muni in from Europe to
make his TV debut.
Tex Ritter joined Ken Murray’s
traveling stage troupe.
Dennis Morgan out "of the hos-

honored .t Verlety
Club luncheon by Twin Coaches,
^
la y in * berffethomeher®
P
*K*
f
town cate.
Jackie Heller opens next Tuesday <12r at Dinty’s in Cohoes, N.Y.,
we ek before sailing on Ryndam’s
Coronation Cruise.
Eddie Abram?, manager of Carn i V al Lounge, and his wife, accordionist Regina Peterson, va- pital after minor surgery.
Lowell Thomas in from N.Y. for
rationing in Kansas.
the opening of Qinerama.
Vic Damone to San Antonio for

Joe Venuti here eyeing jazz situMetro producer Sol Fielding relast week.
turned to the Coast following the ation.
Because of TV commitments,
.
„
Joe Milan replacing Bruce Cart- Eddie Fisher is delaying his arGotham launching of his- latest
wright in Lido show.
pic, “Bright Road,”
rival in London until next Friday
Lily Pons booked for Palais de (g/ He t 0 p S the new Palladium
Martin Levine, Brandt Theatres
Beach, where his wife is recuperating from a recent illness.
-Richard Carlson and Ivan Tors,
star and producer of “The Magnetic Monstpr,” in. frpm the Coastfor the film's opening at the Globe.
Margaret Ettinger, head of. the
in from
flackery
„ bearing her name,
...
, _
tfie -Coast today „<Wjd.) «nd-wRl
for
office
local
headquarter at her

Hollywood

liners.

.

Metro writer Jerry Davis In
town for IMay vlsltf'
Manuel Connie, Philippine filmmaker, visiting Gotham.
MacKae in from the
* Gordon

1953

6,

and Maxle Furman opening head-j

matinee concert* at Teatro Monu-

^r

*

-.

band.”
Singer Margaret Klose inked by
San Francisco Opera Co. for September.
Maria Jeritza will appear in
“Girl from Golden West” at State

Opera

this fall.

Carl Doench, baritone of State
Opera, set for appearances in Colon Theatre, Buenos Aires.
here
festival
film,
Religious
opened with American pic, “When
in Rome,” at Concert House.
Kalvarienberg studio finished
work on Theo Lingen’s latest film
comedy, “It Happens Tonight.”
Concertmaster W&lther Schneiderhan to Hamburg for TV appearances. He is first Austrian musician to appear in tele.
.

Hay

Wednesday?

WmEFf

1953

6,

63

MARRIAGES

April 26, from pneumonia. He was
for a long span with the Fuller
sister survives.
Joan O’Hara to Francis Barry,
loop, switching later to pic management under the late Sir Ben Dublin, April 23. Bride is actress
SIMEON
with
Abbey Theatre.
Simeon Bellison, 71, solo clari- Fuller.
Joy George to Frank Wilcox, Los
Wife survives.
netist with the N. Y, Philharmonic
Angeles, April 26. He’s an actor.
Symphony Orchestra for 20 years,
died May. 4 in N. Y. Born in Russia,
June Whitley to Stan Taylor, EnELMER J. TILTON
he played the clarinet there, for a
Elmer J. Tilton, 58, retired film senada, Mexico, April 25. Bride’s
number of years and- came to this executive, died in Des Moines April a screen and TV actress.
country in 1920. In 1927 he or- 28 after a year’s illness. In the picDoris LaBonar to Herb DeLorme,
ganized and, directed the Philhar- ture industry for some 25 years, he Chicago, May 2. Bride is with Genmonic’s Clarinet Ensemble, com- was Warner’s branch manager in eral Artists Corp. Chicago office.
prised of 75 musicians. He h^d Des Moines for 20 years and was
Jean Sladden to William J. Conalso arranged and published many with Republic Pictures five years.
nelly, Jr, Pittsburgh,
April 25.
pieces for clarinet, piano and for
and Bride’s on
Surviving
are his
wife
staff.
chamber music groups.
daughter.
Summerville
Shirley
to David
Wife and a daughter survive.
VanDeever, Pittsburgh, May 1.
A.
R.
(JIMMY)
HO
ARE
BURGER
staff.
Bride’s
on
BERNARD C.
Alfred Robert (Jimmy) Hoare, %
Bernard C. Burger, 60, scenic artJeri Sothern to Ray Hutchinson,
musician, was found dead at his
ist and painter of settings for the 50,
Chicago, May 2. Bride is a cafe
Municipal Opera Assn, for 25 home in London April 27. He was vocalist; he’s a
disk jockey.
years, died in St. Louis April 26. the head of Chappell’s arranging
Arlene Marks to David Gordon,
and had been with the
A member of the United Scenic department,
N.Y., May 1. He’s with Dancer-FitzArtists Union Local 350, he paint- firm since 1933.
Hoare started as a pianist and gerald-Sample agency.
ed decorations at the Veiled
the
manager
for
time
at
one
was
Vivian C. Koerner to Rodney
years
and
Prophet balls for 25
Pantages, Beverly Hills, May 1.
sets for various St. Louis thea- Percival Mackey orch.
She’s the widow of Charles Koertres when stage shows were preCONNIE PAPPAS
ner, former RKO production chief;
sented.
Connie Pappas, 40, co-owner with he’s the son of the late Alexander
Wife, a daughter and two sons
Towne
his brother, Spyro, of the
Pantages (Pantages circuit).
survive.
Theatre, Milwaukee, died in ChiMary Elizabeth Foster to Dean
cago May 4.
Jennings, San Francisco, April 28.
PRIMROSE SEMON
his
are
survivors
Among
other
Groom
is columnist for San Franformer
vaude
Primrose Semon,
and burlesque' performer, died wife, daughter of Tom Gallos, picJeanne Bly to Frank Cannon,
April 27 in N. Y. She had been ture house circuit owner; mother, Brooklyn, April 28. Bride is a
featured in many shows on the old sister, and father, latter' also a dancer who appeared recently in
Columbia burlesque wheel and theatre operator.
the out-of-town folder, "Fasten
more recently had played niteries
Your Belts"; he’s an actor-singer
BLACKIE LANTZ
as a comedienrte-emcee known as
who was also in the show.
'Blackie Lantz, 63, who for 20
"The Redheaded Bombshell." In
Dorice A. Teper to Alan Nelson,
vaude she had appeared as a sin- years owned and managed the
April 11, New York. Bride played
gle and with an assisting company. Empress burlesque theatre, now
Husband, Hal Gould, artists’ rep, the Gayety, Cincinnati, died at his summer stock for two seasons.
Dorothy Van Kirk to John
Cincy home May 3 after a six-year
survives.
McCurry, April 24, N.Y. Bride is
illness. Jake Lantz, one of his two
Robert
producer
to
secretary
brothers, is veteran treasurer of
ERNEST J. WOLFE
Breen; groom plays Crown in
Ernest J. (Ernie) Wolfe, an ex- Cincinnati theatres.
Bess."
and
"Porgy
Also survived by wife, son and
hibitor in Lowville, N. Y., for 35
Rene Asherson to Robert Donat,
years, died there May 3 after a sister.
London, May 4. Bride is an acprolonged illness. He operated the
tress; he’s an actor.
Avalon Theatre until fire leveled

the roadshow tours of several films.

A

OBITUARIES

RELMSON

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

Never Lovelier" and "You’ll Never
Carrington, Get Rich," costarring Rita Haythe worth and Fred Astaire.
Shifting to Universal, the pair
for
fiist
composed made .10 pix and left the lot
which Arthur Schwartz
when
Universal-International was
Dietz),
Howard
(with
several songs,
married in 1934, formed. In recent years Pagano
|nd whom she
been
had
writing for radio, teleHosDoctors’
in
2
April
Sied on
where the produc- vision and magazines.
pital New York,
Survived by his* wife, daughter,
night
her
the
rushed
er-comp*^
blood a brother, Jo Pagano, a writer, and
Wore A victim ofshehigh
had gone another brother.
pressure, for which
Fa Duke University in Durham,
EVERETT SHINN
c " for the "rice cute" on sevEverett Shinn, 79, vet artist who
she complained to
eral occasions,
also a writer, composer, actor,
was
headache'
‘‘extreme
of
Shwartz
the'hospital she vaude performer and producer,
fnd upon reaching
songsmith-husband that died May 1 in N. Y. Best known
told her
this was going for his contributions to modern
she was "positive
stroke." Both she and American art, Shinn had decorated
to be a
Shwartz "for years, dreaded the the interior of the Belasco Theatre
«Accihilitv of stroke and its gen-, and had done portraits of Mark
suffering from Twain, Clyde Fitch, David Belasco,
Frallv prolonged
Julia Marlowe
and Sir Henry
partial or whole paralysis. Instead,
Irving. He had painted a number
Seath came rather suddenly as
rpcnlt of a cerebral hemorrhage, of vaude, legit and circus subjects,
Before the turn of the century he
at age 43.
8
Kav Carrington gave up her prp- produced vaude mellers in his own
Greenwich Village studio. These
married
t * ccional career when she
in 1934. included. "Myrtle Clayto'h Wronged
the producer-composer
From the Start," "Hazel Weston, or
15.
Jonathan,
Thev have one son,
More Sinned Against Than Usual"
She* was in Ed Wynn’s "Laugh
and "Lucy Moore, the Prune
"Fade
the
Parade " Irving Berlih’s
Music"’ (which starred Mary Bo- Hater’s Daughter." Several of his
productions were translated into a
Sieglinde
land) and created the
the Kern-Hammerstein number of languages and toured
in
role
in
Air,"
the vaude circuits for around 20
operetta "Music In The
Her last stage appearance years.
1932
son, daughter and two brothers
spectacle,
Avas in the Max Reinhardt

MRS.

Weight

Katherine

Kay Carrington sang in
‘‘Little Show" in 1930,

vino as

.

A

survive.

LILY BRAYTON
In Loving

Memory of

MY HUSBAND

Perry Charles
MAY

1952

4.

.

VIRGINIA CHARLES

™

J

J

11

WGN

.

*

*

•

w?

MRS. JACOB P.

WDTV

Lily Brayton, 76, former British
actress, died April 30 in Dawlish,
England. Miss Brayton, who made
her stage bow in Manchester in
1896 in "Richard II, " was best
known for her role in "Chu-Chin- it, following which he rebuilt Town
Chow," which ran at His Majesty’s Hall as a motion picture house. He
Theatre, London, from Aug. 31, once served on the county board of
She per supervisors and also conducted a
1916, to July 21, 1921,
formed in the play 2,000 times, a theatre in Syracuse for several
British record, which she produced years.
with her first husband, the late
Wife and two sons survive.
actor-producer Oscar Asche. She
A
HARRY FOX
had also been joint manager of
Harry Fox, 70, Sam Fox PublishHis Majesty’s with Asche.
Miss Brayton made her London ing Co. veepee, died May 4 in
debut in 1900 in "Henry IV" and Cleveland Heights, O. He had
throughout her career was seen in started in the music publishing biz
a number of Shakespearean works. in 1906 in Cleveland as a partner
Her j as t professional appearance of his brother, Sam^Fox. When the
waR f n B revival 'nf "Julius Caesar" pubbery moved its headquarters to
N. Y., he remained as head of the
tralia,
and in 1912-13, South Cleveland office.
Afr
Wife, son and three daughters
survive besides his brother.

Eternal
ie
?f anz
.
Werfel and the late Kurt Weill.
MlSS Carrington married Clifford
1930 and
Dowdey, novelist,
8
3 9 1*
in
ivo rce
5
u J and, son,
n ^ she ??
is survived
husband
by her mother, Mrs. Miriam Carrington, of Rockport, Mass., and
DONALD M. COCHRAN
two sisters, Mrs. Phyllis List and
Donald M. Cochran, 56, former
Mrs. Billie Woodward, both of
newspaperman who in 1930
Toledo
Montclair, N. J.
Songsmith had been commuting left the Blade there to become a
man for Universal Picpublicity
a
between both coasts working on
new score for "Paint Your Wagon,"
His father, the late
Toledo.
first
Lerner,
with
Alan
Jay
Cinerama book musical by that Negley D. Cochran, had been ediToledo
the
tor
of
News-Bee.Jfa rethird-dimensional outfit.
cent years he had been a private

m

*

WDTV

ADLER

Mrs. Sarah Levitzka Adler, 88,
former Yiddish star and widow of
Yiddish actor Jacob P. Adler, died
April 28 in N. Y. The mother of a
family of actors, Mrs. Adler began her stage career in Russia,

WALTER

M.

RUMMEL

Walter Morse Rummel, 66, conpianist and composer, died
May 2 in Bordeaux. Born in Berlin,
Mr. and Mrs. John JB. Moser,
Rummel had been a popular pianist
in- Europe. He gave his last recital daughter, Chicago, April 10. Father
radio-TV attorney.
is
Deat the Salle Pleyel, Paris, in
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Pepin, daughcember.
ter,
Hollywood, April 26. Father is
F.
B.
He was a grandson of S.
production manager for "AdvenMorse, inventor of the telegraph.
of Ozzie and Harriet."
tures
*
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Purcell, son,
ALMON H. CHAFFEE
cashier
of
April 10. Mother is former
Dublin,
Chaffee,
H.
Almon
55,
Paramount’s Kansas City exchange actress and warbler; father is actor.
April
city
that
in
Mrs. A1 Burns, daughdied
Mr.
and
for 25 years,
28 after a heart attack. Prior to ter, Winthrop, Mass., April. 28.
First
with
Par,
he
was
announcer at WPTR,
Father
is
joining

BIRTHS

cert

National.

Wife and son survive.

Mark Lane, veteran Pittsburgh
who had a band at the

musician

LOUIS SIMON
Louis Simon, 66, a retired film
exhibitor, died May .2 in N, Y.. He
began his career as an exhib in
1931 with the purchase of a theatre
in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. He later
branched out and at the time of
his retirement in 1947 also had

old Villa Madrid in that city for
years, died of a heart attack April
28 in Windber, Pa.
Virgil Eudelle

Stone, 28, radio

announcer formerly on the ’staff of

KRBA, Lufkin, Tex.,
Orange, Tex., April 28.

died

in

Albany.
Mr. and Mrs., Larry Hall, daughter, Chicago, April 22. Father is
Metro exchange booker.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dorn, daughter, April 21, Glen Cove, L.I. Father is a producer at Mutual
Broadcasting.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Smith,* daughter, Pittsburgh, April 26. Mother's
former Nancy Grainger, of Pitt

Playhouse staff

Mr. and Mrs. Irving Ross, daughtheatres in Connecticut, Massater,
San Francisco, April 23.
chusetts, Rhode Island,
Ab Johnson, 79, doorman for the Mother’s former Shirley Lee ShaJersey.
New
Hampshire
and
ih
cic
there
died
Chicago,
Theatre,
of
Republic Pictures exchange
piro,
Harris
1
®
Wife, son and a daughter survive. May 2. He was a circus rider in his in Pittsburgh.
j?
li!p
r
survives.
Mrs. Thomas Weatherly,
Sister
and
Enterprise
Mr.
youth.
with ^.Newspaper
KATHLEEN BOLTON
son, Jffersey City, N. J., April 25.
a
a
Kathleen
(Mrs.
Bolton
Kathleeif
r^i£f
s?r
V
?pe
purchasing agent
Hollander,
Father
is
assistant
L.
Harry
1CS ^ ervice
Wife, 48, of
W
Schmidt), 53, actress, died May 4 Paramount talent sct>ut, died May for CBS.
vnrfr survive.
inroi?p
ew York,
Co.,
in N. Y. She had appeared in a 3 in Hollywood. Daughter, father „ Mr.
and Mrs. John Keown,
number of legit shows, the last be- and two sisters survive.
daughter, Evanston, 111., April 18.
P. G.
ing "The Small Hours," produced
Father is Chi NBC radio producP. G. ‘Cameron, 81, pioneer Dalon Broadway in 1951. Her recent
^Father, 65, of Theodore Bloom- tion director.
las motion pic exhibitor, died in
mostly
to TV
confined
were
roles
Mr. and Mrs. Graham KislingHe
Little
SymPleasant Grove, Tex., April 26.
field, of the Cleveland
except for a stint at the Palm phony Orchestra, died May 1 in bury, son, San Mateo, Cal., April
started the Palace there over
past
the
Playhouse
Beach
(Fla.)
Father is district manager for
27.
Cleveland.
50 years ago. At different times
'
winter.
North Coast Theatres Corp.
he operated the old Hippodrome,
survive.
daughters
and
two
son
Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Blees, twin
Cable,
Pail!
B.
the
Father, 72, of;
the Roseland, the old Lyric,
May 2.
•Paramount cameraman; died April daughters, Hollywood,
Melba and the Melrose (now the
PRATTS
JOAQUIN
Father
is a screenwriter.
24 in Los Angelas.,
Esquire), the Peak Airway, Urban
Joaquin Gallego y Pratts, 56,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kenand Grove.
died of an heart ailment in Lisworthey, son, San Antonio, April
Cameron gave up - his Danas bon,
W. Elias Pritchard, 79, film pio- 22. Father is member of .the newsSpanish citizen,
April 24.
holdings during World War II and
offices neer in North Wales, died in Nant room staff of WOAI and WOAIBarcelona
the
entered
he
went to Los Angeles where he in- of
as a young man, becoming Criccieth, Wale?, April 16.
TV there.
vested in nabe theatres. He re- its general manager from 1936 to
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Arthur
cently returned to Dallas to reWalter Chapman, old-time thes- Schachter, daughter, April 27, New
he took oyer the Liswhen
1941
enter the motion pic biz there,
April
per, died in Leicester, Eng.,
bon office of RKO.
York. Mother is daughter of Jo
—•
_
Survived by wife and three chil- 16.
Ranson,
N. Y., publicity
KITTY CARRICKFORD
dren. *
director; father is a former teleMrs. Mary Kathleen Little, 58,
Graham Squiers, comedy script- vision engineer.
Irish actress professionally known
writer, died in Birminghaifi, Eng.,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cantor,
IRVING A.
as Kitty Carrickford, died April
Father is a
son, April 30, N. Y.
Irving A. Heyman, 65, former April 17.
30 in Great Neck, L. I. Born in
pressagent.
legit
Advertising
Bloch
the
of
owner
Leitrim,. Ireland, she appeared in
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sturmer,
Aunt of Helen Traubel, opera
Abbey Theatre, Dublin, produc- Co., which published programs
vaude houses, died April singer, died April 28 ,in East St. daughter, Myrtle Beach, S.C., April
tions, as did other members of her used in
At the time of his Louis after suffering heart attack. 26. Mother is daughter of Abe
family. Her father, John Camck- 30 in N. Y.
Olman, general manager of the
he
was sales exec of Adverdeath
ford, *had been first lessee of the
(Big
Miller
Robbins, Feist
tisers’ Exchange, a country news*

New

™m

H

5

^

CAMERON

KATHLEEN BOLTON SCHMIDT
(Deceased May 4, 1953)
Wife of the late Herman LeMant Sohmldt,
Mother

of

Thomas, Ellen and Ann. Memorial

FRANK

Service at
Funeral Chureh."

New

Street,

E.

CAMPBELL, "The

A

Madison Avenue at 81st
Wednesday, 10 A.M.

York,

.

'

Kindly omit flowers.

.

later going to London and
to the U. S. around 1883.

coming

She appeared in this country
with a number of Yiddish troupes
headed by her husband. Her first
engagement in this country was at
the Oriental Theatre, N. Y.
She
had toured both, here and abroad,
One of her most important roles
was in Jacob Gordin’s "Homeless."
She was credited with being one
of the first actresses to
realistic

introduce

performances in the Yid-

dish theatre.

-

Surviving are sons Luther and
Jack Adler, both actors; stepsons
Adolph and Charles Adler, actorrrtanager and aetor-dancer, respecAdler
daughters,
Stella
(Mrs.

Harold Clurman), Mrs. FranAdler (Shoengold) and Mrs.
Julia Adler (Foshko), all actresses;
stepdaughter Mrs.
Celia Adler
(Cohn), Yiddish actress, and two
sons by a former marriage.
cis

.

ERNEST S PAGANO
t

Ernest S. Pagano, 53, screen
Producer and writer, died of a
teart attack April 29 at his home
n Beverly Hills. He had been associated with the film" industry
•

since 1919,

when he was signed by

Buster Keaton as a gag writer.

A

RKO

—

HEYMAN

Abbey.
,
,
,
Surviving are her husband; son, paper service.
Wife, son, daughter, mother and
Terrance J. Little, N. Y. stage manBorscht Belt
survive.
ager; and two brothers, Richard three brothers
Continued from pare 1
and Nicholas Carrickford, and a
LOUIS KORSON
all
Mrs-. Dorothy White,
sister,
Louis Korson, 87, a pioneer in course of one evening. They cannot
Abbey players.
the film industry in Philadelphia, expect names to go through the
died May 1 at his home in Los An- rigors- of an evening of that kind,
BENJAMIN H. OTTINGER
midBenjamin H. Ottinger .theatrical geles. He was a partner in the but there will he many of the
Film Exchange in dle-bracketed acts that will be doexec, died April 30 in N. Y» He had Masterpiece
after
ago
retiring
years
Philly,
10
nightly.
ing two shows
been associated in a managerial
for
The percenters in the major of
position in productions put on by being active In the industry
fices hope that vaude performers
the Shuberts, J. J. McCarthy, Klaw more than 40 years.
His wife, four sons and three hanging around New York for tele& Erlanger, < Lew Fields, A. H. daughters
survive;
Woods, E. Ray Goetz, John Murray
vision shows will be sufficiently nuAnderson, Lou Holtz, John Flynn.
merous to fill up any name void in
HARRY
KITCHING
Theodore Leibler, John Powers and
areas. There’s always
Harry Kitching, 58, general man- the mountain
Jones & Green. He had managed
days' in the counTheatres, the lure of a few
theatres such as the Euclid, Cleve- ager of Far Northern
on the mounclincher
put
a
try
to
headquartered at Cairns, Queensland; Century, N. Y„ and the Lodates.
tain
Sydney
in
died
land,
Australia,
Philly. He had also managed

For a time he was with RKO,
Metro and Paramount and later
r ed
a writer-producer team
,°,
with Michael Fessier at Columbia,
wnere they turned out numerous
Pictures,
including ,fYou Were cust,

^

'

WMGM,

„

•

1

•

&

Three) music combine.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schuler,
daughter, New York-, May 5. Mother is Patrice Murisel, Metropolitan
Opera star; father is television
producer-director.

Nancy Kenyon Prefers

.

Radio-TV

to Strawhat
Nancy Kenyon, who had been
slated to appear this summer in
four musicals at the Cape Cod
Music Circus, Hyaanis, Mass., has
obtained a release from her commitment to do a 26-week radio
stint on "American Music Hall" on
ABC, with Burgess Meredith and
Larry Douglas.

.

.

.

PffisiOSTr

Walter wincheh:
“LISA KIRK

Persian Room

. . .

lilt.

ROBERT DANA;
“ . . radiant . . . sparkled
from
start to finish .'. . sings with'

verve and originality."

FRANK FARRELL:
"Polished

-

song-styling comcaptured the Persian

pletely

'

Roomful."

HY GARDNER:
"Bouquets for her funtertaining and informal

way of mixing
humor and melody ...”

REN GROSS:
,

"Now one

mand

of the most in de-

musical

comedy,

video
entertainers."

and supper club

DOROTHY KILG ALLEN:
"...

Lisa’s songs are always
sultry."

smooth and

CHOLLY KNICKERBOCKER:
"Lisa

a crowd pleaser."

is

LEE MORTIMER:
does

"Lisa

Room

.

at

terrific

Persian
any-

can sing

.

.

thing and

sell it

.

.

.

has every-

thing: looks, figure, personality,
talent, voice and oomph .

O’CONNOR

JIM

(Journal-

American’s Gene Knight)
"Persian Room pet
Just
too marvelous for words."
.

.

.

LOUIS SOBOL:
"Great singing personality."

ED SULLIVAN:
"Real good professional
out her act with great
thought."
.

.

.

lays

D ANTON WALKER:

"...

has to be seen to be

appreciated."

VARIETY:
"Lisa is
chi charm
ship."

in
.

.

.

there

with

chi-

smart showmanTran.

BILLBOARD:
"... strictly whistle-bait in a
gown that hugged her chassis
.

.

did a fine vocalizing job."

Just Concluded

4th
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Hollywood,

Schary Sees Pix Made for

Not an old silent celluloid or in
image but as a ‘'reincarnate
cowboy
i„ the person of a young

name and

I

New Orleans Preem Rates
Kind Sir Week Salute
.

New

was Paul Malvern’s idea of
reviving the galloping hero ol the
silent era who "sold” more blocks
Of Dictures than any star in the
industry’s history. A producer of
westerns, mostly with John Wayne,
among the 250 that hear his imprint over a quarter of a century

T .
Joshua

Orleans,

May

12.

Logan' will preem his

Kind Sir, at
next production,
the Civic Theatre here on Sept. 28,
manager John Roberts said Saturday (9). Immediately after its oneweek engagement here, the Norman Krasna comedy, starring
Charles Boyer and Mary Martin,
Last
Malvern will move to New York.
production,
active
of
week of rehearsal will be held in
estate
Mix
the
with
closed a deal
company,
entire
Means,
with
use of the Tom Mix New
for exclusive

Polled by Variety on the 1952New York’s
legit, season,
53
drama reviewers have opinions on
the season in general, revivals,
video, the London theatre, new
trends, and the state of criticism in
N. Y. and in the hinterland. A little
surprisingly, the last-named subject Included a pretty savage attack from a few of them on some

Ted Lewis

he’ll

life,

produce as a theatrical
•

(Circleville)

As Ohio’s Sesqui

Star

Toledo, May 12.
To cdlebrate Ohio’s sesquicentennial in Lucas County, a group of
Ohio-born performers, headed by
Ted Lewis, will be brought to the
their
(unnamed) colleagues, Zoo Amphiteatre here for a 12-day
of
with references to "heels” and show opening June 12. Lewis has
jaded, bored gentry.
been booked with his entire revue
Taking stock of the current sea- for the first three performances.
son, the verdict was mixed, with He is a native of Circleville. Other
the N. Y. Herald Tribune’s Walter stars are sought for the. remaining
F. Kerr finding it "attractive,” the days.
Charles Blake has been returned
Telegraph’s Whitney Bolton and
Women’s Wear Daily’s Thomas R. as producer for 'the. sesqui, with
the
"good,”
Boudinot director of sihgcalling
it
but
Warren
I)ash
Mirror’s Robert Coleman, World- ing ensembles; Vonn Hamilton,
Telegram & Sun’s William Haw- New York, choreographer; and
kins and Brooklyn Eagle’s Louis Fred Emmett, founder of the
Sheaffer terming it "disappoint- Toledo. Repertoire Little Theatre,
ing.”
Overall feeling, however, as book director. Some 14 Toledowas that it was a more impressive ans helped write the script.
season than 1951-52, which was
generally, labeled the "worst” in
many years. Th£ Associated Press’

technicians, etc., arriving Sept. 21.
Preem will mark the first time in
modern theatre history that show
feature
for Broadway has opened
destined
Tom
new
the
Malvern has picked
Mayor Morrison said he 11
Mix but he’s not saying who he Is here.
he we„e c
1
00
3
until tests are made and contracts PJ
} ,™
J;
J, a
prehonoroftheLogan
Week,
signed. Some of the old Mix scripts
a
Log
n was a local resident
nnere
were acquired in the deal but
part of his boyhoo d,
during
plots
basic
they’ll serve only as
with writers assigned to modernIf a hosS is too
ize the action.
•
Yl*|
slow, young Tom will hop into a lA/jvyJfl ro
Mark Barron found it improved
jet to track down the rustlers, in
kJllC
£
dll
|(|
|}f
||
over the past two seasons.
the true idiom of "riders -in the
The'N. Y. Post’s Richard Watts,.

name and the story of his

•

m

,

*

» «

Vita

.

£

What Malvern plans Tor Mix

Is

half-hour westerns for
each to cost around
$35,000.
"With my know-how and
budget short-cuts,” says Malvern,
‘‘they'll look like they cost twice
that much.”
The pilot has posed a problem
for Malvern: how to pictorialize the
transition from the late cowboy
star to his heir in the saddle. Two
ad agencies, whom Malvern consuited about the feasibility of such
a series, are enthused to the point
of asking for the first print for sub-

a series of
television,

.

mission to their clients.
Malvern has been biding
time, watching
the sidelines.

time

he

is

s in

ripe to

his

A~

T
£

MV£

If | |fwy

in

f

111 1 it

vllj

stay,

on 2 oo acres of the old World’s
Fair sit6 in F i us hing Meadows. It
would tj e ^ self-contained municipality with its own po i ice and fi re
depar t m ents, restaurants, parking
fac i lit fes and the like. Connaughton has some elaborate plans for

p ark commissioner
to oo

World-Telegram

Robert Moses

television.”
/

Hollywood, May 12.
The traditional East-to-West trek
of acts of prewar days may be
drastically reversed in the coming
year with the formation of an
season "Orient Circuit” that would pro-

Webs

Will

vide a series of nitery and concert
dAtes for top American performers
in
Hawaii and Japan. Scheme
would probably Inevitably include
a combine of native promoters in
these areas but would nost Include
any "Loew’s Tokyo” or similar

Try To

built' its

own

to

militate, against

dates.

of-

thus far> has sta ted

its

own

Barrier on Liz Pix

2MS

that

sets-ln-use reaches that
Schary sees the possibility

some big sponsor, "someone

who has a budget of say $12,000,000 a year for television,” might
be interested in spending about
$1,000,000 to
Such film

show a

first-run film*

production,

Schary

emphasizes, would have to be on
a limited budget basis, with the
studio spending about $500,000 to
turn out the feature and sell it
to the sponsor. And such a deal*
he feels, would have to carry
with it the proviso, that the film
reverts to the studio after the television showing so that it could be

made

available to theatres,

Metro production topper firmly
believes, however, that the future
of Hollywood lies with the exhibitor for some time to come. There

even any prospect that films
be taken Off the shelf and
dusted off for television reissue
can’t
pay
because
video
just
enough.
"We probably couldn’t get more
than $75,000 the way Things are
now,” Schary points out. "But if
we re-release something like ‘Mutiny on the Bounty’ to the theatres it would probably bring in
isn’t

will

EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL
Chicago
*

•»

•

»

The Hour ol Charm

.

,

ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR
Featuring

.

1

Some attributed it to an ar"There are 25,000 filmites in’HoJ- coast to coast.
wngoment
Rivalry between the nets is beof
‘Shrimp
Boats lywood. There are 450 reporters,
domin',’ written in a new dimen- With that kind of deal, you’re ing pushed by an offer by Bill
on with olfactory
overtones. This, bound to have some amount of dis- Lodge of CBS-TV engineering to
(Continued on page 46)
continued on page 17)
tortion,” he reasoned.

When
figure,

1

•

.

to Metro production topper Dore
Schary, through the services of
the telephone company as a marriage broker.
Eventually, Schary believes, the
motion picture industry will move
into the making of feature pix for
television.
“That won’t
come
through,” the Culver City chief
opines, "until there are about four
times as many sets in use as there
are now.”

NOW

However, Commission-

Unm

12.

.

« >

In answer to NBC-TV’s hiring of
Paul Mantz, speed flier and threetime winner of the Bendix Trophy,
song-and-dance man CBS-TV has engaged the services
fnnvriirlif llCUI and a former
liUpyngHI
(j^ence possessing an inherent cpn- Of Joe De Bona, Jimmy Stewart’s
cept of show biz values) feels that racing pilot, to shuttle its CoronaWashington, May 12.
Library of Congress fell back on the TV medium belongs in New tion pictures from Goose Bay,
Variety for a snappy news head York,
Labrador; to Logan Airport, Boswhen it ran into an unusual’ copyton, on June 2. De Bona, also a
Bendix Trophy winner, set a 1949
intramural ^ulleUif^carrie^The l-Hued Picture of H’wood’ record of 470 miles per hour.
'
following:
This week, De Bona, flying
Omaha, May 12.
'^ eo Ple who know
Actor Macdonald Carey, in to Stewart’s souped-up F-51 Mustang
the Copynght Office say
the Thunderbird, which
fighter,
Diamond
U.’s
that it has an air feature Creighton
aoout it.
This is completely un- Jubilee celebration, blamed oyer- has been repainted with the CBS
eye, will try to break
rstan dable
Television
in an organization eager news reporters for the nu?,f
nat registers
50,000 claims to merous reports of alleged "immo- the transcontinental record from
opyright in musical compositions rality and Communism” pouring Los Angeles to New York. Attempt
is figured to he a good exploitation
Those who visited the out of Hollywood.
JlSj year.
last week, however, seemed
"Reporters often give a one- stunt for the net. De Bona has
detect a change In the air*
averaged 500 miles per Hour from
sided picture,” he declared.

May

Television has been romancing
the film biz for a long time, but
there’s no engagement, let alone
a marriage, in prospect for an even
longer period. Not even, according

Groundwork for such a circuit upwards of $200,000.”
was laid a few years ago when
Subscription television, via teleHawaiian promoter' Leo Levitt be- phone
company lines, doesn't
gan booking name attractions for seem feasible to the production
(Continued on -page 17)
(Continued on page 17)

Break Thru Space

$12,000,-

Hollywood, with
qqq
am eye to luring as much live entertainment to Hollywood, doesn’t
operation.

h

^

Hankins, finding the
(Continued on page 66)

?

Indulges in ‘Varietyese’
‘Variety ese'
1

U S. Acts

Yens

&

Tke ne t WO rks are sympathetic

want

Library of Congress

disappointing.

Y.

He feels that the cBS which>
make his move and that having

—and to

Orient Circuit’

thought this season had more
liveliness than last, but was still

Jr.,

Sun drama columnist Ward MoreCommerce Commissioner house just found it ."pretty bad.”
Walter Shirley and his first depu- The United Press’ Jack Gaver said
ty> Frapk connaughton, are spark- the season was "almost *as uninj n g a Television City for New York
spired as a testimonial dinner, Or

N

TV’s progress from to the idea with the exception

with both feet

/
••

CENTS

TV When
Hollywood,

'

It

25

Sponsors Pay $1,000,000 Per Fihi

4

12.

his

which

PRICE

SEE LUSHER LEGIT

New Tom Mix

1

actor who 11 sport his
besk in his fame.

the
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May
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At N.Y. Quiz for ‘Contempt’ Charges
By GEORGE GILBERT

Piazza V*. Christine

Testimony given by,
Jailed for Week On
show biz witnesses in JNew York Davis
week at the House Un-AmeriVagrant Charge
London
can Activities Committee probe
into Communist infiltration in the
London, Mijy„' 12.
and educational
entertainment
Garry Davis W^placed'Uh cus4
by
studied
closely
being
fields is
tody for one week yesterday
staff members of the Congressional (Mon.), -after being brought before
recalcitrant

Marguerite Piazza, who used
the Metropolitan
be. at
Opera* and who is on the

to

last

group. If discrepancies are detected, contempt'citations may follow,
according to committee sources.
Six show bizites failed, to cooperate from the committee’s standpoint. They are Lee Sabinson, producer of the former Broadway
musical, “Finian’s Rainbow”; playwright Araaud d’Usseau, co-author
of “Deep Are the Roots” and “Tomorrow the World”; actor Lionel
Cedric
writer-publicist
Stander,
Belfrage, songsmith Jay Gorney
and TV producer Mortimer Offner.
Producer-director-writer Robert
Rossen, who said he placed his
country above personal considerations, told the committee Thurs.
(7) he was a member of the Communist Party from 1937-1947 and
recounted a “master plan” that
the Reds attempted to carry out in
the early '40s to spread the Marxist doctrine through the medium

paign “for the universal right of

man

to

who .renounced

me

AM-TV

John

Baruch

t

Hollywood,

Merman

Wow

Golf Gags, Piano Drags

May

makes a few phone calls to determine -the destiny of actors and
actresses.

12.

Bob Hope shared top billing with
I have discovered’to my astonishMerman in a “command per- ment that there are no such calls
formance” for President Eisenhow- as these made *in Pittsburgh, the
er at the White House Correspond- entire surrounding territory, or in
Ethel

(8), Milwaukee, Kansas City, and St.
ents’ Assn, dinner Friday
winding up a record-breaking week Louis and many other great Amer-

of personal appearances, hospital
stints, taping sessions, and socializing.
It was Hope’s first extended stay

In other words, the
ican cities.
millions of -Americans who live in
those sections of the country are
not entitled to have any opinion
on anything, and the fact that they
‘

in the capital since the war bond
tours of World War JI, and it’s might buy the various products
hard to say who enjoyed it more
sponsored is of no importance, it
the Hollywood comic or town’s seems.
’

7

brass-studded citizenry.
Hope-Merman chdre for the
White House, press corps was a
smash hit, with the President leading the chorus of guffaws and mitting for an audience that included
virtually the dhtire Cabinet and
Supreme Court, and top ranking
reps from every agency of government and Congress. Hope was in
fine form as emcee’ and performer,
and la Merman gave a bell-ringing
account of herself with-half a dozen
songs from her shows.
Clincher of evening was the
•‘Call Me Madam” duet, with Hope
singing “I Hear Music” to Merman’s ‘“You’re Just in Love.”
Rounding out the hour show, which

I stfess in my speeches and interviews the fact of how this system of multiplied phone calls is
so harmful for young talent. It’s
possible that a program might have
on it a Helen Hayes, Eddie CanLewis
tor, Bob Hope or Martin
in the making. They might all he
on one show giving their best, and
should some phones be off because
of a storm some night, or the first
few calls be that they are listening to, someone else, these people

&

—

would no doubt be fired perhaps
their spirits would be broken and
they might not try again.
My reason for being as adamant
as I am on the subject of surveys

was produced by Loew’s Alan Zee, is because of their complete inacwas terper Eileen O’Dare, recently curacy, and if that were not bad
returned from the Follies Bergere enough, the unequitable idea that
anyone important enough to have
in Paris.
Hope routine centered largely an unlisted phone number is of no
around the President’s golfing
( Continued on page 75)

ac*

.

importance at all to the surveyors.
(Continued on page 46)
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Govt. Hush-Hushes
‘Voice’ Blacklist
Washington, May 12.
State Dept, is not disclosing the
names of composers, artists and
writers whose works are temporarily “blacklisted” pending their
Until such
security
clearance.
clearance is obtained, their works
may not be used on Voice of America and in the U, S. Information
Libraries overseas.
So-called “blacklist” has been instituted as a precautionary

s
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Shows Muscles

To Press on Coast; She’s

111 Fifth

measure

to the recent disclosures that

works of alleged Commie Party
members have been offered by the

Real (Gorgeous) George
Los Angeles, May 12.
Christine Jorgensen may think
she looks like Lauren Bacall on
a foggy day—but to a flock of
newsriien last Thursday morning
(7)
the recently baked Danish
pastry might just as well have been
Gorgeous George in drag. When
it came to handling “herself” in the
clinches of reportorlal probing,
Christine batted her eyes like an
ingenue but showed a steely side
that would have turned the scalpels had it been as apparent in
Copenhagen as in Los Angeles.
The press conference was a bust
which is more than Christine
could have boasted before. What
the reporters gbt out of huskyvoiced Christine was mostly, the
reiterated plea, “After all,* I’m
only human,” although what the
reporters really wanted to know

—

154 W.it

Str— *

'
,

Inc.

N.W

York 36, N. Y.

bird,

and Abe
’

Schiller,

of

the

Flamingo, are also expected to tap
tele shows for the hotels.
Latest to be bought is Red Buttons, who goes into the Sands July
29. He follows Milton Berle (“Texaco Star Theatre”) into that spot.
Buttons is getting $10,000. That
hotel has also -pacted Tallulah
Bankhead for next week.
The Sahara has bought Marguerite Piazza (“Show of Shows”) to
open July 28. The Desert Inn has
pacted Retty Hutton July 7 for
four weeks to offset the teevee
headliners that the competition has

booked for that period.
Television personalities are now

urging agents to go after Vegas
bookings. Aside from the money
involved
a considerable factor
since the gaming spots pay the
highest coiH-*is the prestige. The
personalities who make very infrequent personal appearances want
to be up there on the list of the

—

top names in show business who
play these cafes.

Another factor that's making it
easier for Vegas cafes to book
eastern tele personalities is its
proximity to Hollywood. Even if a
performer doesn’t go to the Coast
while 'in the area, he’ll be able
was
“how”
and
“why”
and to talk to many Coast producers
“whether.” In respect to all per- and directors who go to the Nevada
sonal questions, Christine was as glittery for short vacations and
coy as the surgeons could have weekends.

hoped.

Theoretically, the press conferHutton’s 100G for 4
ence at the Statler Hotel was for
Hollywood, May 12.
the purpose of explaining the “act”
Betty Hutton's long-awaited reshe fronted at the Orpheum, start- turn to the nitery field in July for
ing Friday (8). The act, it turned her first cafe date since becoming
Dallas, May 12.
Jose Ferrer will make a rare mu- out, was nothing more than Chris- a film name will be a four-week
tine narrating a Danish travelog stand at a flat $100,000 at the
sical comedy appearance here in the.
made back in the days when she Desert Inn. She probably will be
State Fair Musicals’ production of was real George, but not Burton accompanied
by The Skylarks,
Cole Porter’s “Kiss Me, Kate,” Holmes (see House Review).
singing group which has been with
In shying away from personal her in her vaudates (current at
July*6-19, according to managing director Charles R. Meeker, Jr. Fer- questions, Christine admitted that Shubert, Chicago).
publicity “distressed” her. She had
Miss Hutton’s last nitery aprer will sing the lead male role.
found, she claimed, that it was in- pearance was before the war when
His only other musical comedy ap- evitable, hence the decision to go she was vocalist with Vincent Lopearance was his brief replacement on stage. At one point, however, pez at Casa Manana, New York.
of Danny Kaye in “Let’s Face when riled by a question, Christine
snapped, “When it comes to money,
Gale Storm’s $22,500
Other “Kate” mem- some people
It” In 1942.
are very unscrupuHollywdod, May 12.
bers will he Patricia Bright, Wally lous.”
Gale Storm, star of the radio
Brown, Rosetta Lenoir, Mort MarIn one biting exchange with a and- TV programs, “My Little
Coles.
shall and Atkins
reporter as to how. news of her Margie,” will make her nitery deChorus auditions for the Musi- operation had leaked out, Christine but "July 2 at the Thunderbird,
cals’ 12th season will be held May complained bitterly
that “Some Las Vegas. She’ll get $7,500' per
18 in State Fair Auditorium. Six people don’t know the boundaries frame for the three-week stint.
Singer currently is putting tosummer shows will each play two of good taste.”
“I can only say that this is a gether the act she’ll showcase at
weeks, June 8-Aug. 30.
very serious thing and I hope it the Thunderbird and may tour
—
doesn’t happen to your child.”
later in other cafes. Radio-video
“So do I,” retorted the reporter. show will be taped in advance to
Set Kaye, Pinza,
“And if it does, I hope we don’t let her get away for the Las Vegas
ask for $12,500 and 50% of the date.

&

..

Froman

For Fotogs’ Fete to Ike

gross.”

Press crew present ranged from
Washington, May 12.
the N. Y. Times through the San
With President Eisenhower Francisco Chronicle
and the local
scheduled to attend. White * House press to a young
lady from the
Photographers Assn, annual shin- Psychiatric Bulletin
of Houston.
dig for the President comes off at She got off the
best question of
the Stutter Hotel here May 22. the day.
Group includes the still photogs
“Did anyone,” she asked sweetand newsreel men covering the ly, “ever term you the
girl with
White House heat.
the El Greco eyes?”
*
Top ^fllm execs will attend.
“No,” replied Christine coyly,
Emceed by George Murphy, talent “but you may if you like.’*
lineup includes Danny Kaye, Jane
Froman, Ezio Pinza Rnd Liberace.
Tony Muto of 20th-Fox is general
chairman, talent recruited by the M&L, 2 C’s and 2 D’s
Hollywood Coordinating Commit-

To Tee Off for DR Fund
& Jerry Lewis are

Dean Martin

Mary Small

Quits Brit

Tm

Dates;
Just Sick’
London, May 12.
With three more weeks still to
run of her vaude engagement on
the Stoll ‘circuit, and two more
days remaining of her week's stint
at the Manchester Hippodrome,
singer Mary Small, suddenly ducked
out on Thursday’ (7), caught the
afternoon train back to London,
consulted her doctor the same eve-^
ning and took a plane back to New
York on the following night.
Miss Small started her British
tour at the London Palladium
March 3 and has since been working the halls round the provinces.
,Vic Mizzy, her husband, had been
at the piano for her, but had to go
back to the States for film-writing
work 10 days ago.
Speaking to Variety on Friday
(8), she said, in voice strained and
full of emotion, “I’m just sick. It’s
the travelling, the conditions and
the provinces not nerves, as the
daily papers have been saying.
I’m underfed, underweight, under
duress. The doctor has ordered me
to rest for a month.”
.

planing in to New York Sunday
Names’ Pitch for Bonds
morning, May 24, from the Coast
Washington, May .12.
to play a nine-hole Damon Runyon
New list of name talent con- Golf Exhibition match at the
tributed services to the Treasury's Vernon Hills Country
Club, EastSaving Bonds drive. For the latchester, N. Y., against Sid Caesar
ter half of May, Hildegarde, Gene
Raymond and Jeannette MacDon- and Perry Como. Denise Darcel
ald, have made platter releases for and Dagmar will be caddies.
the “guest star” radio program
Professional Golf Assn, lined up
series.
the match to obtain funds for the
Maureen O’Hara is featured in Damon Runyon Cancer Fund. Speca one-minute trailer released in tators will pay* $2 admission to
Stanley Warner Theatres. Savings watch the game, which tees off at
Bond division also has prepared 1 p.m. Tickets are being issued
The Stoll management rushed in
two new series of spot announce- by the Runyon Fund headquarters, the Malcolm. Mitchell Trio to take
ments for TV.<. Both use slides.
Hotel Astor, N. Y.
(Continued on page 58)
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shopping around for teevee topHal Braudis, of the Thunder--

per's.

FERRER TO STAR IN
SUMMER DALLAS TATE’

tee.

for

of

V

In every town I go into I go on
State Dept.’s libraries overseas.
the radio or television, and also get
editorials regarding the Flynndex,
or whatever that survey is that

At

White House; Ike Mitts
Washington,

FOR L CJCKY STRIKE
Under Personal Management

Unlisted Phone Numbers
*
due
By GEORGE JESSEL

(Continued on page 24)

Show

HORACE HEIDT

He had

work anywhere,”

recently appeared in the shortlived West End production of
“Stalag 17.” j His permit to reside
in Britain ""expired April 28 and
a request for extension of a- permit to reside and work here had
been refused by the Home Office.

“Your:

Shows,” raised her normal
soprano ‘to sl scream when
she learned that Christine
Jorgensen was hobked on the
same show with her at the Sahara, Las Vegas, July 14.
*
Mis$ Piazza won her point
and date was changed to July
28 so that she’ll now he cobilled with Gene Nelson.

a Bow St. Court on charges of
wandering abroad and lodging in
Davis Was picked
the open air.
up by police Sunday (10) when he
parked himself outside of Buckingham Palace in an effort to
secure the Queen’s aid in his cam-

his AmeriDavis,
can citizenship in 1948 to become
a world citizen, had only the English equivalent of about $5.60 in
his pocket when his rent was due
on the day following expiration of
his passport, and claimed he was
Davis had been traveling
broke.
of films.
on an affidavit * certifying his
Rossen, who was an uncoopera- American birth instead of a passtive witness when he previously
port and had intentions, if finances
appeared before the Committee on permitted, of’ going on to India to
June 25^1951^ said that he de- study philosophy after the run of
cided to testify again after bat- “Stalag.”
tling the matter with his own con*
science.
“It
took
several
years,” he added, “to arrive at Those
Pollsters
this- decision.”
Final witness of
the day, his testimony closed the
D’s
or
Haven’t
four-day hearings.
In announcing conclusion of

Hope,

NBC-TV

Las Vegas niteries are fattening
up. on vacationing television headline^ The gambling belt is profiting from the disappearance from
summer TV spectrums of such programs as Red Buttons, “Your Show
of Shows,” “All Star Revue,” etc
Fdr example, Jack Entratter, Sands
Hotel operator, is in New York
picking up what attractions are being made available; Bill Miller
9
Riviera, N. J„ operator, who is
buying for the Sahara,- is similarly

.
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Skouras, Distribs Say ‘No Dice’

H’wood Standard on Screen Size, 3-D
Theatres
Paramount
United
f
prexy Leonard Goldenson has proNichtopper
Inc.
Loew’s,
to
nosed
he spark
olas M. Schenck that

move

to.

industry
screen size as the first

^an

standardize
step in what

must be an industry decision, not
which
only on screens but as to
techniques
of the third-dimension
will prevail.

The Goldenson pitch to Schenck

with traditional braintrusting, when giants in the film
business, such as Schenck, Adolph
Zukor and the late Marcus Loew,
were able to set up intra-industry
understanding despite thq sharp
competitive spirit which has alis

line

in

ways obtained.
While Schenck told

Goldenson

while," the latter’s
attitude is that there isn’t too
beween the 1:66,
difference
much
1-75, 1:85 and two-to-one dimensions in the sundry widescteen
techniques that one happy medium
couldn’t be achieved, even as of
now. Since the dimensions are
pretty similar range
a
within
Goldenson-would like to solve the

to “wait a little

exhibitors’

problem pronto on the

Agnew’s Rep Buildup

with industry concoincidental
clusion on 3-D. Whether it will be
any of the studios’ own 3-D methods; whether it will be Cinema-

v

Cinerama (100G)

Weighs Cheaper

Widescreen Mode

»

-

equipment

manufacturing

com-

pany, starting with a 75% take of
the exhibition proceeds and increasing to as high as 90%. Cin-

(Continued on page 26)

Cinerama technicians are cur-

rently exploring “sensible" revisions in the widescreen setup which
Scope, which 20th-Fox has been would make it applicable to a
propagating so intensively; wheth- larger number of houses, a Cineraer it will continue to be Natural ma exec admitted in N. Y. MonSchenck day (11).
Vision (polaroid glasses)
will determine
feels the public
Spokesman said various possithat before the year is out.
bilities were being explored, inThere is still talk of. Cinerama cluding a single projector and the
perfecting a single-projector sys- use of wide film. He added, however, that all ideas were in the
(Continued on page 17)
that
and
stages,
investigation
nothing was definite other than a
determination to compromise on a

—

Hazen-Wallis Not Setting

Deal for Stanley Warner Corp.
over Cinerama’s theatre op-

to take

erations, as well as a realignment
Neil Agnew, industry veteran and
of the widescreen outfit’s executive
one-time Paramount distribution
setup, with board chairman Louis
chief, has joined Republic Pictures
B, Mayer in the driver’s seat, were
as special assistant to prexy Hervirtually set yesterday
(Tues.).
bert Jf Yates, the company disOnly legal and technical problems
closed in New York yesterday
have yet to be ironed out.
(Tues.).
Trade feels he is being
Tieup with the theatre circuit,
groomed for the sales post held by
James R. Grainger before the lat- whereby the latter would equip
and operate Cinerama outlets,
ter became RKO Pictures head.
would free Mayer and Cinerama
Grainger was exec v.p. at Rep..
Productions to launch the comPresent Rep sales director is C.
pany’s production activities, delay
Bruce Newbery who formerly was
of which has seriously affected exUnited Kingdom managing director.
pansion of the medium. 'Entry of
Earlier this week Yates anHie S.H. (Si) Fabian-controlled cirnounced election of Franklin Mccuit, does not involve control or a
Carthy to the company board at a
stockpiling in Cinerama Produchomeoffice meet.
tions.
Theatre outfit would shell
out the coin for theatre installations and recoup its costs as well
as profits via a percentage arrangement, with 75% of the b.o. take
going to SW and 25% to Cinerama
Productions.
Latter would maintain its sliding scale percentage
agreement with Cinerama, Inc., the

screen equation.

Schenck felt that this will come
soon enough, and in fact, Will be

STEP UP PROD.

Code Has Support

Of H wood: Breen
Production Code enjoys the solid
support of Hollywood producers
and, for the moment at least, there
are no plans to institute any
changes, Joseph I. Breen, Code administrator, said in

New York

last

Skiatron Bid for Free Fee-TV Pix
Speed ‘Wagon/ ‘Joseph^
of Louis B. Mayer
in a stronger position relating
to Cinerama’s production activities is seen as cueing the
immediate start of “Paint Your

Emergence

.

Wagon” and “Joseph and His
Brothers,” two properties own-

ed by Mayer.
Arthur Schwartz and Alan
Jay Lerner have virtually completed work on “Wagon." It

now awaits casting. Mayer obtained the rights touthe Broadway musical for $200,000.

Minority Suit Cues

Mayer s 150G

L. B.

&

of

Subscriber-Vision

its

Check among

Fox.

Reply came from 20th prexy
Spyros P. Skouras. He flatly nixed,
the bid for films for the test (which
is more in the nature of a demonstration to convince the FCC of
acceptability of subscriptionin general, and SubscriberVision in particular). Skouras said,
in effect, that 20th was in the biz
of turning out theatrical pix, and
intended to stick to that course,
for the present at least.

the

TV

UA

liver the product to a large number
of houses.
“A lot still remains to be done,

.

(

OUT

the

original

.

eight major
against
filed
suit
sounding out the studios by the Hollywood Ten.
American film industry regarding a Case has been on the books for
co-production /arrangement dealing five years.
with a film on life of Tito. Charles
Loew’s, Warners, Columbia and
Spellman, a southern California Universal made out-of-court settlebusiness man who worked closely, ments with nine of the 10 more
with Yugoslavia
during the war, is than a year ago. Edward Dmytryk,
serving as unofficial emissary to the 10th, dropped his suit after
marn if American “would go for serving a prison term for contempt
such a picture."
Spellman, Who nf pAnurPQ^
stopped over, in New York last
Judge Ford made his ruling unek en route to Europe, said that der a California law permitting a
:J
any
deal for filming in Yugoslavia suit to be thrown out of court, if
h a ve to be cleared with the it is not prosecuted within five
q? ^
a e D ept.
He said he had al- years. Portions of the suit against
rf
ready sounded out
the Motion Pic- Paramount, RKO and 20th-Fox are
(Continued on page 26)
still pending.
.

!>

is

less than big money on any current
“Salome" (Col) again is
dates.

spokesmen main-

distrib

is to, deliver two feaHe’ll
for release by UA.
handle the first on his own that
is, penning the screenplay from his
own original story and directing
and producing. It’s figured that
Kazan, Logan, etc., might join organization later in view of the mu(Continued on page 26)

which

Ihc.,

tures

—

Trade Mark- Registered

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN

dates in current session. “Call

Madam"

Me

which has about
winding up third but not showing played off its main key city dates,
Chi and sturdy in Washas well on individual dates as a is solid in
ington. “Hans Christian Andersen"
week ago.
“Cinerama" (Indie) is moving up (RKO) continues stout in Frisco.
(20th),

“Invaders From Mars’’ (20th),
fair in Providence and' Frisco, is
failing to measure up elsewhere
for a newcomer. “Pony Express"
(Par) looihs nice in Portland.
“Man on Tightrope" (20th) opened mildly in Pitt. “Sombrero"
(M-G) still is sluggish currently.
not sock.
We Sing" shapes stout in
“President’s Lady" (20th) on im- “Tonight
proved showings is climbing to sev- Pitt and Balto.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports
enth position. “Never Let Me Go"
on Pages ,8-9)
i(M-G), just getting started, and |
to fourth position although only out
in three keys. It was fifth last stanza. “Man in Dark” (Col) is taking
fifth money as against eighth in
previous round. It is good to smash
in majority of locations. “Trouble
Along Way" (WB) is sixth although

'
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distribs last

established that most of them intend to coldshoulder the Skiatron
request for free pix. Only company
which acknowledged having responded to the Skiatron letter, sent
out over the signature of prexy
Arthur Levey April 24, was 20th-

Other

Week

ON
TITO PIC PROPOSAL

—TV

tained they hadn’t seen the Skiatron letter. Those* willing to comment said they saw no particular
Minority stockholder suit, filed
reason to contribute their films to
early in 1952, which attacked the
(Continued on page 17)
legality of Loew’s contract termination payoff to Louis B. Mayer,
has been, settled out of court. Of
the $2,750,000 which the former Mankiewicz’ Indie Link
production chief received when he
bowed out in August, 1951, Mayer
to Rope Logan,
With
is to
return $150,000 to Loew’s
under terms of the stockholder acKazan, Hypo N.Y. Prod’n
tion settlement.
Loew’s-Metro pact gave Mayer a
Deal by which Joseph L. Manpix
made
all
ownership
of
10%
kiewicz is entering independent pic
while he was on the M-G lot, plus production via a tieup with United
the same percentage cut on story Artists may lead to an expanded
properties, remake rights, etc. It indie pix outfit, in which Manwas at the $2,750,000 figure that kiewicz will be joined by Elia Kazan, Joshua Logan and possibly
(Continued on page 22)
other promiqgnt film-legit figures.
Mankiewicz has formed Figaro,

National Boxoffice Survey

.

fee

system in New York, so far has
brought only one reply, and it was
“no dice."

Kickback to Loew’s

system which could de- week (7) prior to leaving for a
Balaban Cutting O’Seas
two-month vacation in Europe.
Deals, Awaiting Results
Breen agreed that the Code
Trip Short for Par Meet
could and should be brought “up
Lewis Pix and we have by no means exhaust- to date" from time to time, but
On 2 Martin
Paramount
Balaban,
Barney
continued on page 27)
emphasized his personal opinion president who left N. Y. for EuJoseph H. Hazen, partner with
that there was no need to do so rope latter part .of last week, is
Hal Wallis in the independent film
now. He denied flatly that Code cutting the combined business and
their
producing
unit
bearing
restrictions
had undergone any vacation trip short.
names, will not set any future Suit Asks N.Y. Regents’
Chief exec always makes it a
modification in recent years.
deals,
with Paramount or any
“Audiences
today are no differ- point to conduct Par’s annual meetother distributor, until probably
License for ‘Teen’ Film;
ent from *what they were 20 years ing of stockholders and will be
this summer. Most likely it will be
ago when the Code was first insti- back in time for the June 2 condone on the Coast, when Hazen
clave.
(Continued on page 27)
Claim It’s Not ‘Immoral’
goes out for his annual midyear
semester.
Albany, May 12.
Both Wallis and Hazen, now in
Broadway Angels, Inc., producer
New York, have had preliminary of a film tagged “Teen Age Mentalks with Y. Frank Freeman, who ace," has brought suit in Supreme
was east recently, and with Par Court here to compel State Board
in Row,
prexy Barney Balaban, but Wallis- of Regents to issue a license for Heat Sloughs Trade; ‘Wax’ 1st for 3d
Hazen also have been approached the picture. Board previously reouge* 2d, ‘Salome* 3d, ‘Cinerama* 4th
by other majors.
fused to approve it on ground that
Having made 15, not the mini- it “would incite to crime, is imSudden burst of* warm summer “Small Town Girl," also from
mum 12. pictures under their last moral and would tend to corrupt weather is wilting the boxoffice in Metro, complete the Top Nine list
Par deal, of which “Come Back,
most sections of the country this in that sequence. “Blue ^pardenia"
morals."
and “Never Wave at Wac"
Little Sheba,” completed last De“Menace," according to BAI week, with only the strongest prod- (WB)
cember, was their finale, the indies
uct not being hurt much. Fact that (RKO) are the runner-up films in
treats
Garland,
prexy Wallace G.
order.
have two Martin & Lewis pictures
experienced the “heat that
with the “disastrous effects upon many keys
Besides “Never Let Me Go,"
yet to release; hence there is no
the weekend naturally
teen-agers in the use of narcotics." wave" over
great haste. “Scared Stiff*’ goes in
cut sharply into total take for the which probably will be heard from
Philip F. Barbanell, attorney who
in the future, the showing of
June and “The Caddy," which
more
session.
filed the action, stated in part:
M&L made as their outside pic- “Apparently,
Public’s yen for 3-D product kept fresh product is not so good this
the implication of the
“Desert Rats" (20th) shapes
ture, in partnership with Par, will
round.
‘Miracle’ case decided by the U. S. “House of Wax" (WB) and “Man in
be a fall release.
nice in N.Y. but moderate in L.A.
»
Supreme Court last year, has been Dark" (Col) high in listings, latter “Split Second" (RKO) is rated
Second Martin & Lewis picture, misunderstood by the Board of Re- spurting higher than a week ago.
yjder the Wallis-Hazen aegis, was
“Wax" is champ for third week in modest in Denver.
gents."
“Remains To Be Seen" (M-G),
100 c made by them, sans Parasuccession, total gross being far
mount financing and sans any Par
ahead of nearest competitor. The okay in Washington, is fair in St.
Louis
and Pittsburgh. “The Jugcommitment.
This
one,
titled,
dimensional
big Warner three
Money From Home," was com- Republic Absolved In
smash is annexing $563,000 in some gler” (Col), also new, looms fairly
N.Y. preem. “Serpent of
on
nice
Continued on page 24)
21 keys covered by Variety this
Nile” (Col) is "disappointing in
H’wood 10 Blacklist Spit round.
and Philly but fairly
Washington
Los Angeles, May 12.
“Moulin Rouge" (UA) continues
Denver.
Superior Judge John J. Ford ab- in second position for third week good in
SOUND
Y'ANKS
“Off Limits” (Par) added some
solved Republic as defendant in in a row. This opus is great to ter$68,108,975 blacklist rific in most spots, never showing respectable coin on three okay
“useful"

Skiatron pitch for product, to be
used during projected June test

*
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Warner’s ‘Roberts’ Bid
Leland

Hayward, reportedly

is

listening to & bid from Warner
“Mr. Roberts/’ the
for
Bros,

Techni, Stanley

Varner Stage

Logan
Heggen-Joshua
Thomas
Broadway smash, which would top
•

Rallies

Latter calls for
financing and a 25% dis-

Paramount’s bid.
After more or less listless ses
in the first three trading
days in the stock, market, shares
came back a bit on Friday (8), only
to drift along again Monday (11).
Aipusement stocks followed the
general trend, although as with
other groups, there were some Issues that were singled out for attention on the upside.
Wall Street appears to have one
eve peeled on developments on the
Korea truce talks and the other on
how business conditions are shaping up currently and for the next
few months. Stocks never have
recouped from the sharp selloff

100%

sions

American

tribution deal.

WB Skeds 44 Pix For

Logan to di- Rep. Holt’s H’wood Plug
rect the film version, as he did the
play with Henry Fonda recreating
In Congressional Record
Deal would

Release in 18 Months
Hollywood, 3$ay 12.
Total of 44 films, of ‘which 21 are
completed, will be released by
Warner Brothers in the next 18

1

call for

his legit role.

Washington,

months. That was announced by
Jack L. Warner, reassuring exhibitors that the Burbank lot is ready
to keep up a steady flow of product.
Production program will get under way soon, he said, with the studio making 18 pictures and indie

May

12.

Plug for Hollywood films, as a
goodwill builder in Europe, was
placed in the Congressional Record last week by Rep. Joseph F.
Holt, Whose L. A. district, includes
most of the pix studios.

film

companies

are

spreading the word abroad
that
they are no longer willing to turn
their pix into illustrated
travel
folders and- make shorts advertising other countries’ scenic attractions in order to gain economic
advantages from foreign governments.
With the single exception of
Canada, which has very smooth
working relations with the U. S. industry,
practice
of
exchanging
plugs for dollars hasn’t worked out
too well and has involved the Motion Picture Assn, of America in
a lot of headaches.
As a result, instructions have
now gone out to the field that no
further deals are acceptable. An
attempt will be made to put an end
to the MPAA arrangement with
Holland, under which a certain
number of short subjects have to
be made -about the Netherlands,
and thpre will be no further implementation of an understanding
with the Peron government in Argentina which calls for the production of shorts there.
Argen-

“Hollywood,” he said, “is Amerbest roving ambassador.
I
to take this opportunity to
call to the attention of my colleagues and the American, public,
touched off by word that Korean companies contributing five more.
the fine job that the film industry
peace was being considered seri Pictures will be made in all
Is
wide-screen
including
processes,
is doing in selling America, and
ously again.
Perhaps the best play on Tues- Warnerscope, a system hitherto
Council of Motion Picture Or- the freedom that our way of life
stands for, to the rest of the
day (5) and the following day was unannounced.
ganizations will set up a statistical
world.”
in Stanley Warner issues. These
and research bureau to keep a
were whirled up from 10% to a
pew high of 12% for an advance
count on boxoffice trends across
of 1% points on the two days. Inthe .country in the event current
terest in the stock stemmed from
campaign to repeal the Federal
reports that SW was to install
20% admission tax is successful.
Cinerama in a number of its theonly in the conversational
It’s
atres.
Another outstanding stock most
stage at present, but specific plans
tine officials -used American nonof the week was Technicolor,
expectedly will be mapped, when
compliance with this clause of their
Which refused to retreat far no
and if, the 20% levy is removed.
deal as an excuse for stalling on
matter how sloppy the general
Treasury
out
that
Execs point
remittances and permits.
market tone became. Last Friday
Department tax Collections are the
Canadian Cooperation Project,
(8), it was pushed up easily nearly
officially-compiled
figures
only
scarlet
RKO’s
ink
report
for 1952
on the other hand, has worked out
a point to 32%, where it was only
showing (the b.o. ups and downs.
Establishing a “watchdog” com- so well that the MPAA board last
a dollar away from the year’s high. operations and the continuing Elimination of the tax obviously
mittee as a result of concern over week voted to extend
It held close to that level Monday, deficit in the first quarter of 1953 would mean the end of such infor
it
for
the firings in recent weeks of film another year, its sixth. ^Canada,
too. The move, 'on volume, appar- came as no surprise in New York mation.
of
publicists, copywriters and artists, course, is a completely free
ently was predicated on the com- financial circles this week. But the
marCOMPO’s takeover of the job on
ing stockholders meeting May 18, report has” prompted queries how statistics will require cooperation the homeoffice Screen Publicists ket, points out Taylor Mills, coorwhen the shareholders will vote the company will stem the losses in of numerous key exhibs who would Guild declared in a statement is- dinator of the project at the MPAA
on the 2-for-l splitup. Also, there view of the static production situa- supply the industry outfit with sued last week that “firings are no whiclfc.also maintains a fulltime
way to demonstrate the film in- man, Blake W. Owensmith, in Holis a feeling in the Street that its tion.
periodic reports on admissions.
dustry’s ‘new era’ optimism: a ‘new lywood.
Preliminary figures showed a
recent rise and good all-around
era’
should provide, more jobs and
Close cooperation with Canadian
showing by Techni forecast either loss of $10,200,000 in '52 and a loss
better wages, not less.”
authorities last year resulted in the
a very good earnings statement or of $2,740,000 for the three months
Statement
was - unanimously production of two Hollywood feaother optimistic*word at this forth- ended April 4.
Unable to Serve Hughes
adopted at an emergency meeting tures “I Confess” and “Niagara”
coming meeting.
Company, in a brief press stateof the Guild held last Wednesday -^in Canada, says Mills.
Reports. persist in Wall Street ment, gave no comparison figures,
Another
And Depinet,
Suit Is
(6) at headquarters of pistrict 65, eight
that “something is cooking” in but the record shows a profit of
were based op Canadian
Distributive, Processing & Office stories and set in Canadian locales
National Theatres.
However, it $334,627* for all of 1951 and a loss
Put Off Court Calendar Workers of America, SPG’s. parent and an additional 15 carried Canaseems unlikely that the steady of $1,956,000 _for the first quarter
union. Confab was called as a reHollywood, May 12.
showing of the shares can be of 1952.
(Contjnued on page 26)
Minority stockholder suit against sult of economy dismissals at
(Continued on page 17)
So far this year the studio has Howard Hughe?, Ned Depinet and Metro, Loew’s, RKO Pictures and
started production on only three
RKO, brought by Milton Freed- RKO Theatres. Although flacks at
films', including “Arizona Outpost”
Toppers
Legal
man, was put off the calendar in these companies were not members
and “Son of Sinbad,” 3-D’ers which
Theatres’ Rirchase
Federal Court, pending further ac- of the SRG, union feels action at
are now rolling. Outfit has suffiCase
tion, after Judge Ben Harrison let these shops portends a possible
Vs.
Dbnoxioiis’
Tix
new product on its release himself be argued out of his own spread to SPG-affiliated companies.
Of 150,0000
Shares cient
sked to carry it through to late
SPG, repping pub-ad staffers at
motion. Jurist made motion for
Tilt for Pre-Releases
summer. But sincq it takes about
Stirs Stock Mart Biz six months to map plans for a pic dismissal under a Federal Court Warner Bros., Columbia, United
Minneapolis, May 12.
ruling which permits judges to Artists, Universal and 20th-Fox, reIn an otherwise dull day on the and carry through to complete proFollowing
a directive from the
such action, if the case hasn’t ceived assurances from William
New York Stock Exchange, RKO duction, observers question whether take
recent North Central Allied conMichaelson,
District
65
organizabeen prosecuted with reasonable
Theatres common issue was the there’ll be an adequate availability
vention
here, Bennie Berger and
tion director, that the SPG would
vigor.
S. D. Kane, NCA president and
most active in recent years last of newly-made pix when the presFreedman’s attorney, Bernard B. receive support from the more executive counsel, respectively, are
Friday (8) as a result of a decision ent release lineup runs out.
than
.35,000 District members in
even, arguing against the motion,
the day before by the chain’s board
mapping out a plan designed to
Statement on earnings also has
he metropolitan N. Y. area.
of directors to buy 150,000 shares. cued more speculation on Howard said the suit was not prosecuted
Statement, which notes that knock out the “obnoxious” new prerelease and advanced admission
In whirlwind transactions, com- Hughes’ future plans will he un- because plaintiff had been unable many of the dismissed
employees
trade policy “now bedeviling the
pany's order for the 150,000 shares, load the stock? etc. but, along to serve ..papers on Hughes and have been with the companies
for
at not more than $4.50 each, was with this has been an absence o£> Depinet.
periods of five to 15 years, asks: public and exhibitor.”
They’re readying a court action
filled within 15 minutes of the any new hints concerning the conJudge agreed and put it off the “Are cutbacks, retrenchments, firto test legality of a distributor’s
opening of Friday's trading.
calendar until papers can be served. ings, the prospect for
trolling stockholder.
publicists?
Theatre outfit led the" list of all
withdrawal
of a picture from reguAre the film companies preparing
RKO’s annual meeting of stockshares on the big board in terms holders,
for widescreen profits at the ex- lar clearance when it is preincidentally, is aet for
5
of volume, with a total of 156,300 June 3.
‘Caesar Preems June
pense of widespread firings of the released, at .advanced admissions,
shares exchanging hands for the
and publicity men and for its downtown first-run.
At Shubert N.Y. Legiter advertising
day. It closed at $4.25 for a 25c
RKO has not yet signified if it
women who have contributed for
will make “Peter Pan” and “Hans
gain.
Several film and theatre
Metro confirmed report that years and who
continue to conChristian Anderseri” available here
companies, in addition to RKO TEST ‘MOON’
“Julius Caesar” *will have its preem tribute
to making these profits
Theatres in recent years, have
under established clearance. Both
at the Booth Theatre, N. Y., a Shu- possible?
Is this ‘new era* in the
been shrinking capitalization via
bert legit house. Opening is slated motion
(Continued on page 24)
picture business to be acstock buyins.
for the evening of June 3, with a
“The Moon Is Blue,” Otto Prem- two-a-day-reserved-seat policy fol- companied by a new wave of 3-D
unemployment for publicists?”
inger-F. Hugh Herbert indie pro- lowing the preem.
L. A* to N. Y.
duction which has, been nixed by
Pier Angeli
Film version of the Shakespeare
Snaper, Fabian, Myers To Production
Code Administrator classic will be presented on a new
Tony Bartley
Par’s Steady Divvy
Talk at
Lloyd Bridges
Pitt Meet Joseph I. Breen, is set to play a widescreen
with
stereophonic
major company’s theatre, but only sound.' Metro statement does not
Paramount is continuing its diviSteve Broidy
Pittsburgh, May 12.
on
a
one-shot
sneak-preview
dend
basis.
rate of $2 annually.
Carroll Carroll
With the Allied Motion Picture
reveal what widescreen system
Par board last week voted the
Paul K. DeVoe
Owners of Western Pa. 32nd an- Film; which has Maggie McNamara, would he used, but it’s assumed
Joe DiMaggio
nual convention skedded for Wil- William Holden and David Niven that the company’s own-developed regular 50c quarterly melon on
Brian Donlevy
liam Penn Hotel here May 19-20, in the leads, will be shown at process will be employed. Instal- the common stock, payable June
Melvin Frank
three top industryites have already Loew’s 72d St. Theatre, N.Y., to- lation of the new screen and sound 26, to stockholders of record on
morrow
(Thurs.)
night.
Y
Frank Freeman
June
12.
indicated they’ll address the conequipment will get under way imUnited Artists, distrib of the mediately, according to a company
Alvin Ganzer
clave.
Trio includes National Alfilm,
Ray Heindorf
is said to have arranged the announcement.
lied prez Wilbur Snaper, Allied
N. Y. to Europe
Audrey Hepburn
general counsel Abram F. Myers showing to gauge audience reacPier Angeji
Stanley Holsley
and Si Fabian, head of the neVly tion. It’s now expected that the
Barney Balaban
Europe to N. Y.
board of directors of the Motion
Russell Holman
formed Stanley Warner circuit.
Mort Briskin
Eugene Iglesias
For opening day, delegates will Picture Assn, of America will conLeslie Caron
Abe Burrows
Van Johnson
hear a panel discussion on latest sider an appeal from Breen’s reMarquise de Cuevas
Nicholas Brodzky
Natalie Kalmus
developments in 3-D and wide- jection of the film for code apKurt Fringe
Richard De Rochemont
Jay Richard Kennedy
screen, led by Herbert Barnett, proval within the next few weeks.
Renato Gualino
Billie Dove
UA would like to release the
Alan Livingston
of the Society of Motion Picture &
Alec Guinness
Richard Dyer-Bennet
Jeanette MacDonald
Television Engineers.
Harold Schuster
RCA w|ll film in July, it’s understood.
Jack
Gage
also have^a rep pf its engineering
Gordon MacRae
J, J, Shubert
Marion Gering
staff on hand. In addition, RKO’s
Harold Mirisch
Mary Small
Jack
Hylton
Leon Bamberger will speak on
C. Bruce Newbery
Sam Spiegel
NT’s $1,458,529 Net
Hedy Lamarr
"Community Relations.”
Joseph Pasternak
Charles Vidor
Carl Latimer
Final day will see Snaper, Myers
Hollywood, May 12.
Charles M. Reagan
Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Consolidated net income of $1,and Fabian briefing members on
George Shupert
N. Y. to L. A.
Ernest H. Martin
• Mickey
current problems facing exhibitors. 458,529 after all charge? for the
Spillaiie
Leslie Caron
Joseph
Pasternak
26
weeks
ended
A 3-D film is slated to be screened,
James Steward
March 28, is reDoris Day
Harry Popkin
while the business session will ported by National Theatres, Inc.,
Ludmilla
Tcherina
Roy O. Disney
Mrs. Robert Siodmak
close with election of officers and and subsids. Earnings represent
Peggy Thurman
A1 Lewin
Spyros Skouras
53 cents per share on 2,769,486 of
Hal
directors for the coming year.
Wallis
Marty Mejcher
Carlos Thompson
outstanding stock.
Richard Walsh
Jeff Morrow
Bill Treadwell
George Weltner
Burt Lancaster will play an
For a corresponding period endIrving Pincus
Louis Vaudable
Morris Weiner
ferobat in “The Killing Frost.” to ing March, 1952, earnings were
Anne
Pinkus
Emlyn
Williams
be produced by Harold Hcckt.
Richard Widmark
$1,135,265, or 41 cents per share.
Charles Vidor
Wendell Williams
Harold Wirthwein
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TV, Cinerama, CScope-Tbey’re.AlI
In

RKO

*
Hollywood,

being considered; <>2) it’s
“expected” that Cinerama will be

RKO

houses,
several
an all-purpose screen for
at

and (3)
showing Cinemascope and 3-D is
on order, for numerous other of the
chain’s situations and already is
set up at the 86th Street Theatre.
Schwartz, at the outfit’s annual
meeting of stockholders, had a
double-pronged surprise. Retooling
of the 86th Street house and a
showing of 20th’s “The Robe” in
Cinemascope and Warners’ “House
of Wax” in 3-D had been unheralded. On the second count, the announced plans for Cinerama was
the first tipoff that any circuit other

Left Field.”

•

theatre architect. They show how
each exhib can figure on new
screen space, location, dimension
and other technical requirements.
Daily and sales chief A. W.
Schwalberg explained the blueprints at a N.Y. homeoffice demonstration yesterday (Tues.), stressing
that the switchover will mean the
least outlay of cash for exhibs,
will require loss of the least number of seats and will give theatres
immediate widescreen values which
will not be outmoded in the foreseeable future.

Single Strip

3-D Patois
Hollywood,

May

12.

Hollywood’s assistant directors are learning a new vernacular, made necessary by the
invasion of 3 D. Visitors to the
“I Ride Alone” set at Columbia are hearing strange words.
Instead of shouting ‘Roll it”
to get a scene started, the assistant director yejls “Lock it”

—meaning the locking together
two synchronized cameras.
instead of saying “Cut”
end of the take, he says
“Unlock it.”

of

And

•

Puts Pic, Sound

On

comprehensive

diagrams prepared by Loren Ryder,
head of the company’s studio research division, Charles R. Daily,
optical engineer at the studio, and
Hal Pereira, Par art director and

New 20th System

process.

.

12.

was needed for exteriors at
Wrigley Field for ‘The Kid

From

than Stanley Warner was tieing up
with the 65-foot-screen Cinerama
Said Schwartz: “It is my opinion
that Cinerama, as presently set
up, is not suitable for the majority
of theatres in our circuit but will
be limited to a number of showcases throughout the country, of
which we expect to have several.”
The so-called Miracle Mirror
screen at the 86th Street, measuring 22 feet high and 50 feet wide,
is product of Hurley Screen Co.
This is the outfit aligned with 20thFox for the Cinemascope tech(Continued on page 26)

May

most

the

analysis of exhib needs re new
screen installation revealed to date,
Paramount has mapped specifications for the switch in every conceivable size of theatre. The plans
are given in a series of charts and

While 20th-Fox is going all
out for Cinemascope, it had to
revert to 3-D and 2-D for added scenes on two earlier productions.
Four days of shooting in the
studio’s own 3-D process . were
required for “Inferno.” One
day of filming in standard 2-D

is

installed

See 20th Revamping Screen Ratio
With

20th’s 2-3-Digression

Acquisition of
last week that: (1)
tele stations or other allied businesses

Majors Not Playing CScope Game;

Theatres Future: Schwartz

RKO Theatres appears to be go-*
lng in all directions in keeping
pace with new industry developments. Prexy Sol A. Schwartz said

S

at the

3-D? Widescreen?
Neither? Coast

Failure of all major studios,
with exception of Metro, to swing
into line with 20th-Fox on Cinemascope has come as something

They
now wondering whether, if

of a surprise to observers.

are

20th remains sole volume supplier
of Cinemascope pix, enough exhibs will go along with the installation of the expensive Miracle
Mirror screen and purchase of
special lenses to make the 20th
venture pay off.
Despite 20th’s expressed intenCinemascope
tion
of
releasing
product in that and no other version, sales execs at other companies make no effort to hide their
impression that this policy is in
for a change once the first Cineplayed
have
films
maScoped
around. It’s figured that 20th, no
more than any other major distrib, can ignore the thousands of
small situations that will take a
long time converting to CinemaScope or other systems.
Execs at 20th, denying any concern over the future and pointing
to the number of orders for Cine-

Par reps underline that the
Incentive for other studios to company has no interest in any
the Cinemascope band- screen outfit, that Par is offering
mascope units rolling in, mainwagon was seen this week (11) with its views simply “as a company
tain that release of the first CineHollywood,
12.
May
the development by 20th of an im- which has investments in this busi-.
maScoped pic, “The Robe,” in late
Film toppers of all opinion hues August will open the eyes of the
proved stereophonic sound system ness and expects to stay 'in this
were sounding off here within the other studios which, for the mocombining the picture and four business.”
past week on the virtues and
magnetic sound tracks on a single
Par is pitching the 1.66:1 screen dangers of 3J) and widescreen. ment at least, are sticking to modistrip of 35m film.
( Continued on page 28)
aspect ratio, which is claimed to be Here’s a roundup of their views:
New process, engineered by 20th closest to natural vision. (Other
Even if 3-D is eventually abanresearch .director Earl I. Sponable film outfits plugging other screen
and his staff, accommodates two dimensions doubtless will dispute doned by producers of dramatic
sound tracks on either side of the this). Exhibs can pick up the screens films, it is here to stay in western
picture by narrowing the sprocket along with aperture plates and pictures, according to Harry Joe
holes of standard 35m film from projection lenses from local deal- Brown, who is making “I Ride
Alone” for Columbia release.
.110 to .078. inches.
ers, it's pointed out.
At the projector, the width of the
“When it comes to chases,
Closely-Detailed
the intermittent
teeth
other

Execs Sound Off

jump on

.

SMPTE’s ‘No 3-D
\

‘Screens Galore

But Not Enuf Fix’
Following

Warner

Bros,

and

Metro announcements of entry in
the widescreen parade, coupled
with their upcoming product slates
revealing
for the next 18 months
a 40% cutdown in the number of
productions by each compared to
the
immediately preceding 18month stanza exhib fears mounted on two fronts.

—

Preem

—

Theatremen, especially smalltown and nabe ops, blasted introduction of the two new widescreen
systeqis as adding to the alreadyconfused multi-type screen situation. In addition, serious concern
was expressed over the availability
of sufficient product to keep theatres

and

of

The closely-detailed Par breaksprockets must be reduced slightly
and a multiple film-driven sound down, in the form of coated stills,
head must be installed between the scaled plans and a chart on film
upper magazine and the regular height and width projection throw
and lens size, explains to exhibs
(Continued on page 26)
exactly how the screen will fit in
variously sized houses, plus ideas
on how screen “surrounds” can be
Widescreen
1st 3-D on
used without severely dark borders
and how they can blend in with
Via L. A. ‘Space’
the theatres’ side hstructure. .
First 3-D on a widescreen will be
There’s also a guide with which
shown in Los Angeles May 27, exhibs can determine to what exwhen Universal’s “It Came From tent the new screen will affect the
Outer Space” premieres at the sight line of the audience in each
RKO Hillstreet and Pantages The- house, with this indicating possible
atres. Both houses will use the U loss of seats.
screen and stereophonic sound.
Screen is to be curved in proall-purpose screen curves on a
portion to the projection throw and
90-foot radius and has a light magframed with the “surrounds” or
nifying factor of 4 to 1, which gives
wings which also are to be curved.
it
the necessary brightness for Width of the theatre also will be a
wide-angle 3-D projection.

U

Uniformity

—

Staging With ‘Garters’
Hollywood, May 12.

New method of “continuous staging achieving a flow of action without cuts, wipes, dissolves and integrated settings and backgrounds
with action, music, costumes,” was
previewed to the press by Paramount coincident with the launching of “Red Garters,” which will
utilize the technique. It’s being
(Continued on page 27)

(Continued on page 27)

going.

Besides Warners
and Metro,
20th-Fox, going all-out with Cinemascope, has curtailed its product
schedule, setting 20 pix from September, 1953, until the end of 1954.
Company produced a total of 33
pictures last year.
An official of an exhib org, who
asked that his name not be used,
declared that announcement of

PAR’S SIZEUP OF SCREEN ANGLES

in N. Y.

is

Stevens: ‘Screens

Low Cost

Factor,

Better Picture
In

Quality

New U Wide Screen

Universal-developed all-purpose
widescreen, featuring a special metallic coating, should cost exhibs
only 20c to 30c more per square
foot than the standard perforated
surfaces now selling at a little
over $1 a square foot.
That’s what Morris Weiner,

U

studio

manager, and Stanley Horshead of the studio’s special
photographic department, said in

WIDTH
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17Q
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5.25
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6.25

6.75
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7.75

8.25

0.75

9.25

9,75

3.50

4.50

5.00

5.50

6.00

6.60

7.00

7.26

7.75

8.25

B.75

6.25

6.50

7.00

7.50
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8.25

5.50

6.00

6.60

6.75

7.25

7.60
7.00

PROJECT

PICTURE SIZE

80

I 0 N

D

-

Competish the Better’
180

190

New

screens, to stimulate and
hold audience interest, must have
height as well as width, producerdirector George Stevens said in
N. Y. Friday (8).
He warned at
sam€ time that “it’s wishful thinking and nothing more to look at
the large screen and see in it the
miracle that will cure the films’
problems.”
Stevens, whose personal service
contract with Paramount expired
with delivery of “Shane,” said he
had acquired the Paul Wellman
novel, “Comancheros,” for $35,000
and may lens it either as an indie
or on one of the major lots. He
described it as an adventure story
with
fantastic
overtones,
laid
against a western frontier background during the 1860s.
CinemaScope screen is fine “but
only it it’s changed so that it has
twice its present height,” he declared.
Stevens also said he was
in
complete disagreement with
statements
of
elimination
that
closeups in CinemaScope filming

200
10.26

•

.
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19*3"
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3.00
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4,00
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4.50

5.00

6.00

34*

20* 6"

4.26

4.50

4.76

38*
42*

'

ley,

N- Y. Monday (11). They discussed
properties of the
screen which
they are here to help install at
Loew’s State Theatre for the May
19 premiere of U’s “Thunder Bay.”
Weiner said
was ready to turn
over to screen manufacturers the

U

U

formula for the coating material,
Which quadruples a screen’s light
reflectivity,
u “isn’t looking for
any license,” he
stated.
The U studio experts said most
nouses today are sub standard in.

(Continued on page 22)
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Need

Height Plus Width; More

I.661I AWpaot Ratio

See

(11).

SMPTE prexy thought good
progress had been made in standardizing procedures in respect to
3-D, with reel and magazine sizes
now uniform throughout.

FOCAL LENGTHS 07 COMMERCIAL PROJECTION LENSES
FOR VARIOUS PROJECT IOW DISTANCES AMD PICTURE SIZES

(Continued on page 27)

Monday

Attitude represents something of
a change of heart for the. Society
which, in the past, has been the
most vocal proponent .for speedy
industry standardization.
“We’ll continue to work towards
standards, but more by appealing
to people with new ideas to get
the best out of them by combining
them with other techniques already
around,” Barnett stated. “But we
now think it’s a mistake to pin
things down and tell theatres what
screen or what system is needed.”

The

a reproduction of one of the variety of charts prepared by Paramount for use by exhibitors in gauging screen measurements if they decide to switch to the aspect ratio of 1.6 feet in width
to each foot of height. Figures on top of each column are the "throw” distances, measured in feet
from the projection lens to screen centre. Projection lenses, as determined by picture size and
"throw,” are given in the columns in inch measurements. The Par breakdown follows:

Herewith

Yef

roundups, gun fights, fist fights
and panorama action,” Brown said,
“it is better than anything else I
After sifting all available inhave seen including 2-D, wide- formation on current and forthcomscreen, 1-D, 4-D, television or any- ing widescreen systems. Society of
Motion Picture and Television
( Continued on page 2ff)
Engineers has concluded that it
would be a mistake to “stifle progress” and that “this isn’t the time
Par Fre views Duggan
to consider absolute standards,”
SMPTE prexy Herbert Barnett said

i)

1

(Continued on page 27)
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Dailey, June Haver, Dena* okay names in sodance entry,
so song

Dan

Esther William* in tinted swlmusical; pleatantly-paced entertainment with x<K»d b.o. outlook.

Hollywood,

MG

May

editor,

John

12.

McSw^eney,

Jr.;

(Technicolor).
ert Simpson;

numbe’ s staged by Charles Walters and
Billy Daniel; "Tom and Jerry" cartoon
sequence by Fred Qulmby, William Hanna,
Joseph Barbara. Previewed May 0, S3.
Running time, 95 MINS
Esther Williams
Katy
Fernando Lamas
.Andre Lanet
Jack Carson

Charlotte Greenwood
Higgins
Denise Darcel
Gigi Mlgnon ...........

Ma

Fields
kitty

.

William Demaresi
Donna. Corcoran
Barbara Whl-in-;

JPa Hlft/jins

•"Junior" Higgins
Suzie Uig.-lns

Bunny

Greta
Stuai\. Frye
Egyptian Swimmer,
Old Salt
Mrs Lanet

Alitzi

regiv‘:.::
Smilty

Watei'.:

Henri Lelondal
Paul Dry..
Jack Raine

Joub; rt
Pierre
..

.Richard Alev n<

Beverly Thompson

Gregg Sherwood
Michael Ross
Herbert Vigran

of budget product, where
quality
needs a

lift..

Customs Official
Policeman

•

•

Church Auspices, Loots

OK

Theatre B.O. Also

Lucien Ballard’s
is laid.
Minneapolis, May 9.
cameras do well by the warplay
Lacking any familiar cast names
and Mario Mora’s editing holds the 0

action

rTe7anVo^

footage to a tight 81 minutes.
Brog.

boxoffice
considered
essentials,
here is a documentary, semi-biographical type religious picture,
instead of screen entertainment in
the accepted, conventional sense.
Neverthless, this Louis de Rochemont production of “Martin Luther,” having its world premiere at
the Lyceum, legit roadshow house
here, promises to be a big money-

Story of Gilbert ami
Sullivan
(BRITISH)
(Color

—Music)

Story of operatic team a top*
flight British pic; big grosses,
longruns loom.

maker

its

if

in

tyo.

this

large

Lutheran community is a criterion.
While it’s not likely to attract
or pjease the ordinary film fan,
there, apparently is a vast special
theatre audience for It, not to
the
16m church and
school possibilities after its show-

mention

the story tosses in some from "The Gilbert and Sullivan Book" by house potentialities have been excomplications involving Leslie BaUy; camera. Chris ChaUls; editor, hausted. Given the special selling
Gerald Turaey-Smltli: music, Arthur Sul- directed
toward the Protestant
livan. At Plaza, London, May 6, *53. Runchurches, as in Minneapolis, it’s
ning time, 109 MINS
Robert Morley demonstrating an enormous appeal
S Gilbert
Maurice Evans
Arthur Sullivan
and pull, packing the theatre.
who, although married, yens for Helen D’Oyly Carte
Eileen Herlie
_
Peter Finch
the handsome hero. Everything
__
Richard D’Oyly Carte
...
Picture depicts the momentous
Green
.Martyn
MontGrossmlth
George
with
works out eventually
events which, in the 16th Century,
Sheridan
Dinah
Marston
Grace
A/Ticc Vr»hc
n «rlinrh
vons In a*cimcn.
gomery and Miss
Dean
into the Reformation,
isobel
exploded
Mrg Gilbert
The two femme leads add much Mr> Marston ........ Wilfrid Hyde White with the bulk of. emphasis, of
to the eye appeal, their costuming «u..n Victoria ...........
course, on Martin Luther's activimaking certain that shapely curves Joseph Bennett’
Lloyd 'Lambie ties which set off the fireworks. It’s
Richard Warner ma inly concerned with the relido not go -unnoticed. Irving Bacon, ceiiicr
James Seay, Ben Astar and How- Letty
^cha^iotte Mitchell gious issues involved in Luther’s
ard Petrie are among the featured Millicent
Stella Riley break with the Catholic church,
Leonard Sachs leading to the Reformation. While
players having been about the Smythe
script business expertly enough
bringing a number of historical
lensing
With this picture, the Korda or- events to life it expounds much
Excellent 3-D_ _
_ was contibuted by Lester H. White and ganization comes of age. It has Protestant ‘ religious
philosophy.
Lothrop B. Worth, the photogra- chosen “The Story of Gilbert and What the Catholic church’s reacwitii which
i.rV»ioh to o#»iphrat<»
celebrate tion will be to its portrayal of
Sullivan” with
phy giving the Sam Katzman pro- cniinron**
Brog.
its 21st anniversary, and picked a what Luther opposed as corrupduction a good frame.
film which must enhance the repu- tion and sinfulness remains to be
tation of British producers. It is seen.
Glory
destined for big grosses and long-

W

,

“The Girl Next Door” has its
bright moments via some spirited
tunes and, in one particular instance,

I

imaginative choreography.

But the book is cliche and de-/|
tract much from the pic’s fun and
Dan Dailey, June
frolic values.
Haver and Dennis Day as the star
via platter
names, plus promotion
.Ml L
i'L n K A
and other tieups, will help the Ij.o.
has
production
Robert Bassler’s
the swank Westi us h trappings;
accentuChester backgrounding is
But
a t e d by Technicolor tinting.
«

i

A *

1

either -Richard Sale’s direction or
the Isobel Lennart scripting, or a
combination of both, is simply out
0 f s tyle. Having the players segue
riAnl numVwii’ aftor inct

•

.

W

.

m

\

Brigade

The

W’

sight.

Performances are geared to, put
over the pleasant entertainment
and make it easy to take. Miss
Williams becomes the costumes designed by Helen Rose and: looks
good in her water work. Also, she
handles dialog easily in scenes
Lamas
with Lamas and Carson.
charms his way through a role that,
,

.

requires that type of
Carson is topnotch as
emphasis.
the producer, a sort af travelling
salesman with an Interest in the
farmer’s daughter that gets nowhere.
Instead, he gets Denise
Darcel,' a French entry in the
Channel swim, and she’s worth get-

Demarest sharpens the comedy
as the father of the mermaid
Miss Greenwood, as the
family.
mother, has a chance for one of her
long-legged dances in the “Nature”
Young Miss Corcoran,
number.
Miss Whiting, and the others in
the cast, help to keep the pace
moving along interestingly.
George Wells' production guidance has equipped the picture with
all necessary values to make it

play-

May

12.
Hollywood,
20th-Fox release of William Bloom pro

_

nfehard
4
S
Nick Dennis. ^Roy Roberts, Aivy
Moore, Ru&seU Evans. Henry Kulky. Gregg
Wemi.
D.
Robert
Directed
by
Martell.
Written by Franklin Coen; camera. Lucien
CWCd
Ballard; editor. Mario
'
JTi
tJc
May_6, 53 Running time, 81 MINS.
Victor Mature
Lt. Sam Prior
Alexander Scourby
Lt. ’Nikias

EgS

t

Com

Nick Dennis

Marakis

|

Private Tiyl'or V.V.V.V.V.V.-.Russril Evans
iy
..Y. V.V.'V.'V

pfivatViKn
Capt. Adams
Capt. Davis
Cr
.

. .

V.\
.

.

Private Nemos
Capt. Thai-os

.V.

ct.
Neaa
SUiart
George Miclhaelldes

CoF. Kaiucies
Coi. Peterson

- John Verros
Peter Mamakos

Father PatrinS^os

Chaplain
TfnrAJi

Sberto Morin
George Saris

^

cAi-ves

setting for

r”^

G

sct°Lykos
.7.7.7.*.
Medic
.
Lt. Jorgenson
i.

y
ivSSeii
Gregg Martell

Lamont Johnson
Caricton Young

optinn thriller

v

d along
it^is
is
itfStiarffiimlines
regulation film lines. Because it
,

not restneted to a factual account
P
of warfare and_ does

Film, incidentally, was documentary style, pictu
.
the last made by Miss Haver prior to move along at a pace best S
market play dates,
general
to her entering a convent. Cleffmg for
fictional
(lyrics)
into
where escapism
credits go to Mack Gordon
heroics is most popularly accepted
and Josef Myrow (music).
By that
Camera, editing and all other standard of entertainment.
standard, it is a good presentation.
technical work is competent.
of allcast
tops
Victor Mature
Gene.
male players enacting the story

number.

under Robert D. Webb’s direction.
He heads a unit of U. S. Combat

Fort Ti

Engineers,

(COLOR-3-D)
Stock outdoor actioner, with
added release value in the use
of 3-D to bolster b.o. chances.
Columbia release of Sant Katzman proStars George Montgomery; features Joan Vohs. Irving Bacon, James
duction.

Astar. Phyllis Fowler. Howard
Petrie. Cicely Browne. Directed by WUliam Castle. Story and screenplay. Robert
E. Kent; camera (Technicolor), Lester H.
White. Lothrop B. Worth; editor, WiUiam
Seay,

Ben

A. Lyon. Previewed

May

7, '53.

time. 73 MIN*.
Capt. Pededlah Horn. .George

Fortune Mallory

Monday Wash
Mark Chesney
Sgt.

Francois Leroy

Running

„
x
Montgomery
Joan Vohs
Irving Bacon
James Seay
Ben Astar

Fowler

Running Otter
Howard Petrie
Major Rogers
Cicely Browne
Bess Chesney
.Lester Matthews
Jeffrey Amherst.
saleable merchandise in any kind Lord
George Lee
Capt. Delecrolx
Color lensing by Raoul de Moreau
of booking.
Louis Merrill
Harold Rosson is pretty and musical direction by Georgie Stoll good.
Boxoffice chances for this stock
Fred Qulmby, William Hanna and outdoor actioner have been bolJoseph Barbera did the Tom and, stered by use of Natural Vision
Jerry cartoon sequence, introduc- 3-D, but despite value of the giming an octopus character that might mick, its overall prospects are not
bear reprising. Editing holds the big. While the stereo heat is on,
film to a fairly compact 95 min- theatres in locations where this
Brog.
utes.
type of product does okay should
find grosses up considerably. In the
$200,000 Alberta House Opened
more metropolitan market, however, 3-D adds only slightly to its
Calgary, Alta
Napier Theatre, new $200,000 possibilities.
house at Drumseller, Alta., opened
Stock plot deals with efforts of
this month.
Managed by Mar- Rogers’ Rangers and the British
guerite Playle, it replaces the old to oust French forces from Fort
Napier, destroyed by fire Dec. 7, Ticonderoga back in colonial days
1951.
of 1700’s. Shock of flaming arrows
It is a 600-seater.
coming out of the screen, bats flitPhyllis

.

.

detailed

to

escort

a

United Nations Greek detachment
into enemy territory on a scouting
mission. Group is to bring back
vital information concerning Red
plans and strength. In addition to
conflict posed by the mission, the
anti-Greek feeling that develops
among Mature’s group after the
Hellenic allies seemingly have given up without a fight in the first
brush with the enemy, is used as
a motive for melodrama.
Screen story by Franklin Coen
gives heroics enough logic to play
well, plots the story tightly and
spots plenty of action sequences,
which Webb’s guidance uses to
advantage. Before the shooting and
quarreling are over, the two allies
accept each other and manage to
ofitwit the Reds at every turn, combining Yankee and Greek ingenuity
to this purpose. When mission and
its dangers are over, those that
are left have a new respect for
each other, so there is a good object lesson in the pulp fiction
action. Directorial pacing and the
playing make much of thrills and
suspense that is brewed in the tale.
Mature, only familiar marquee
name in the cast, excellently sells
his rugged character, a lieutenant
of Greek parentage.
Alexander
Scourby is equally good as the
Greek lieutenant who proves his
own fighting worth as well as that
of his men. Lee Marvin, Richard
Egan, Nick Dennis, Roy Roberts
Aivy Moore, Russell Evans, Henry

reflecting

its

research

careful

honest,

straightforward,

sincere

.

the story of the great theatrical
partnership of the last century.
Richly len&ed in Technicolor and
mounted with good
expensively
P
ta$ te the script pinpoints the Contrasting temperaments of Gilbert
and Sullivan'. Gilbert, the librettist,
Robustly played by Robert Morley,
is a mixture of warmheartedness
frankly
admits
irascibility who
and
;—
:
,,
,
1 be. likes being, chained to a gold
Arthur toUHlvan,
Sullivan on
nn tne
the oiner
other
mine. ATtnur
hand, portrayed with genuine sinferity by Maurice Evans, is a frus

a modern-day

as
i.rnr*

achievement of

artistic

and preparation, boasting a magnificent performance by Niall MacGinnis. of London’s- Old Vic, in the
title role, and given reverential,

Louis de'Rochemont Associates release
de Rochemont-Lothar Wolff producows Niall MacGinnls. Directed by
Stars
Irving PicncU. Screenplay. Allen Sloane,
Wolff; researchers and advisers. Drs. P. C.
of

tion.
lluu
.

lowed them to obtrude unduly in

.^p e Marvin

Corp. Bowman
sgt Johnson

kind,

g

.

~

essentially,

ting.

bill

dates.

M’tounct

•

in

dual

For regular

An

runs, and should pay handsome returns in most parts of the world.
Leslie Baily, who authored “The
Gilbert and Sullivan Book” and
scripted an earlier radio version,
was associated with director Sidney
the
of
preparation
Gilliat
in
they*have proscreenplay. Together
w
notable
which
is
duced a treatment
for its infinite charm, its rich sense
0 f wa rmth, and a confident, satisof humor and pathos.
fyjn g blend
« crowded
out tne
the oper
ODerOUt
^ Ve not CrOWaea
j
atl C excerpts nor have they al-

okay war
located in Korea.

Mature

action thriller

^
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'Martin Luther/ Under

romantic
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Martell

fusion,

Out of Bed on the Right Side” and bility, produces awkward effects.
a novelty commercial, “Liquapep,
Story has Miss Haver, as a musithat serves a story purpose.
cal comedy star, eager for the
the quiet, simple life in the country.
Charles
Walters directs
Dorothy Kingsley screen story at But her business manager. Day,
an engaging pace. Plot deals with sets her Up instead in an ultraa swimming family, made up of modern abode.
Then comes the
Miss Williams, Charlotte Green- O n-and-off romancing with Dailey,
wood,
Miss
Donna
Corcoran
and
a newspaper
etches
who
W
widower
v*
T?
V*
*«T1_ *1?
A f>- VI
i.K
Y
1V
_
1
Whiting, that falls in with Jack comic strip and lives next door
Carson, a salesman of a liquid with his son, Billy Gray. In obvitamin, and decides to. swim the vious development, the boy at first
English Channel en'masse, so they resents Miss Haver’s intrusion, but
can get enough money to buy a subsequently has a change of heart.
prize bull for their Arkansas farm.
Film has unusual touch in some
Romance comes Miss Williams’ dream sequences done in cartoon
Way ,,, ill the person of . Lamas, animation, contributed by United
wealthy peddler of French cham- productions of America, But While
pagne, when he rescues her after t h e ^ea is offbeat, the material
she has lost her bearings in a i s unimaginative and. makes only
heavy Channel fog while practic- fQr a minor entertainment factor,
Likeable involvements are
ingr
T eS
beet handled bv Day.
lightly brought on to fill the.interiLove You aMounh J“Jc a !
n
among^the standouts
being
ng and
nd ‘1or
f
tSe
ap LlUng
e dtmax she
d
the Ch Snei
S"* a
Haver, has
the authorities forbid the swim to Miss
Rather Have a Pal Than
her father, mother and two sisters. and “I’d
dueted by Dailey
Anytime,”
Gal
a
Story pitches a little drama at. the
“
has amusing lyrics.
paying customers in the swim, and Gray,
clicks smartly with her
Haver
Miss
having Lamas take to the water
piping of “Nowhere Guy” and the
to swim beside her as she begins
terpery built around the same tune
to faiter just when victory is in Jgggr
'Colorful production
J.T

,.

,

Natural Vision process and the
Technicolor hues as seen in the
good
3-D outdoor scenes are both
There’s no lye^sVain 7rom The
xneres
Drocess and the tints add a visual
attractiveness. Chief annoyance of
3-D is cheap paper viewers that
refuse to stay fixed over the eyes
and that seem to slip whenever the
screen is offering excitement.
George Montgomeiy is the Ranger hero of the Robert E. Kent
script, flexing his muscles satisfactorily in the action spotted by
William Castle's direction. Mont-

Victor

.

and

routine

strictly

is

Montgomery, Joan Vohs, a .girl
Charles Wagenheim suspected of being a French spy,
Don Kohler
Robert Carraher and an Indian girl, Phyllis Fowler,

junkman

;

•

Rob-

editor,

thrown bodies and
mlsSles* *re fast becoming-

§^lSrstaTdard to tlUs^ype
story

are
Kulky
among others more prominently
dellver^xpertty.
William Bloom's production was
lensed mostly at Fort Leonard
Wood, Missouri, a site resembling
the Korean woods- and hills where

Gregg

and

gomery and some hastily-trained
Rangers join Rogers at a location
and start
London, May 6.
Hayden’ Rorke near Fort Ticonderoga
British Lion "release of a London Films
Mary Jane Saunders scheming how to get the French presentation
of »_i._aumier_and^GUUat^proDonna Leo llickey out of the way. Just how they
ttESaSSSy,
t a*.” Evans, Eileen Herlie; features peter
Finch,
Fc
Mona Knox about this tricky business isn
Green. Directed by Sidney Gilliat.
ways clear and, to help the con- Martyn
Screnplay, Sidney GUliat and Leslie Baily

Franny
O’Toole
Sergeant

A light

.

%

•Susie

ir

Tudor Owen
Aim Codec

mixture of tunes, comedy,
water ballet and Esther Williams
in a bathing suit are offered in
/‘Dangerous When Wet” and the
^combination stacks up as pleaswith
entertainment
antly-paced
good possibilities at the ticket
windows.
Best of the musical stints In the
Technlcolored production is an
inunderwater
cartoon sequence
*
•
_
_ _
voiving Miss Williams and Tom
and Jerry to a reprise of "In Mr
Wildest Dreams.” It’s a well-done
gimmick that adds to entertainment. “Dreams” also gets a ballad
treatment from male star Fernando
Damns in a romantic pitch to Miss
Williams. Other Arthur SchwartzJohnny Mercer tunes are “I L ke

Leon Shamroy;

musical direction, Lionel
Newman; -animation sequences. United
Productions of America. Previewed In
’53.
Running time, 92 MINS.
N.y. May 6,
Dailey
BlIL-Cartcr
June Haver
Jeannle
Uen'lls Day
Reed Appleton ....
Giay
,Ioe Carter #•#»•••**«••••••••
Cura Williams
itosie ... ..........
Natalie Schafer
Evelyn
Clinton Sundberg
Samuels

songs, Arthur Schwartz, Johnny Mercer;
musical direction, Gecrgle Stoll; musical

Windy Webbe

&

20th-Fox release of Robert BaSsler production. Stars Dan DaUcy. June Haver.
Dennis Day; features Billy Gray, Cara
Williams, Natalie Schafer. Clinton Sundberg, Hayden Rorke, Mary Jane Saunders,
Directed By Richard Sale. Screenplay, Isobel Lennart, based on- story by L. BushFekete, Mary Helen Fay; songs. Mack
Gordon (lyrics) and Josef Myrow (music);
choreography. Richard Barstow; camera

release o£ George Wells production.
Stars Esther Williams, Fernando Lamas,
Jack Carsop, Charlotte Greenwood, Denise
Dnrcel; feature*' William Demareat, Donna
Corcoran, Barbara Whiting, Directed by
Charles Walters. Screenplay, Dorothy
Kingsley; camera (Technicolor). bar old

Reason:

Day

nis
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OTIM HlEVlEWS
The Girl Next Hoor
9«itger«uM Wkea Wet
(Mt/SICAL-COLOK)

I

|

q q. J. Hoffmann, Jaroslav Pelikan, T. G. Tapper!, Henry Endress. M. F.
Schlake; art directors, Fritz Maurlschat,
Paul Markwitz; consultants. Pastor Peter
Hcincmann, Dr. Johannes Stuhlmaclier;
camera. Joseph C. Brun; music, Mark
Lothar, recorded by Munich Philharmonic
Orchestra & Choir. At Lyceum, Minneapolis. Running
B time, 105 MINS.
MacGmnis
Luiher
. ^VPa'll'
” Ru
vicar^yon staupitz

““T

'

Melanehthon'

‘

V.

*.

*.

Carlstadt

Duke Frederick

pr i<jr

neo
Pope Leo
rope

,

X

vl ”rr i <Xvre
Guy Verney
•

Alastair Hunter

David Horne
Fred Johnson
Philip Leaver

a.

Cardinal Aleander .... Dr. Egon Strohm
Alexander Gauge
Tetzel
^* k
Irving Pichel
\

.

Leonard White
Emissary
Hans Lefebre
Charles V
Annette Carrell
trated composer who believes he Katherine von Bora
should be writing music for grand
opera and not comic opera. Yet
despite the uneasy partnership, treatment, as well as' eschewing
the Y collaborated for many years, anything savoring of sensational
producing
ism, it Is well calculated to stir
e a string of successes.
v
It was inevitable that the clash the enthusiasm of Lutheran and
0 £ personalities would lead to a other Protestant ministers along
breach and, as is usually the case, with the more devoted laity.
viann p ri#, /i nvw
trivial incident,
inniflAnt.
over a trivial
it happened
Huge audiences here are prefilbert took exception to having ponderantly church-recruited and
a new carpet at the Savoy Theatre undoubtedly include a very concharged against his royalties; Sulli- siderable number of persons who
van refused to back him up and seldom or never attend the theathey parted company.
tre for pictures or otherwise. For
Against the main story back- such there can be little doubt that
ground, excerpts from the great the film stacks up as impressive
Gilbert & Sullivan hits are adroitly
and engrossing. They are not disinterspersed. There is a delightful
turbed by the long stretches of
episode from “Trial by Jury” and talk, the infrequent action, the
pieces from “The Mikado," “The
and“sombrene“sTof"mosi
Gondoliers,
The Yeomen of the £ £ be proceedings, and the slow
Guard” and several others. There 0pace.
It is of no moment to them,
is also included the opening night
seemingly, that sex and comedy rescenes of ‘Ruggidore” which was
lief are conspicuous by their ah*
the only joint effort to he booed on
hcK,
„n
.

nl^

opening night. These musical inter-

of course ^They’re Satisfied with
interiudes. It',
oecasTnal
ap p arg n ^ they love it and are cating it up, the same as their pastors. For them it’s anything but
drawn out or tiresome.
Pic was produced in West Ger-

dSc

fmSSn XrSkny

ana imagination, ficaturing many °o£
01
Ind
the famous lyrics.
The cast has been handpicked
and many prominent feature artists
fill minor roles. Apart from the two
principals who dominate the story,
there are many distinguished performances.
lui maiices. Eileen
jcuieeu xieiue,
Herlie, tuuiuugn
although
having limited opportunities, plays

1

Helen D’Oyly Carte with tenderness
and understanding, while
Peter Finch’s interpretation of her
husband is underplayed in the best
British tradition.

Dinah Sheridan, who fades out.
after the opening sequences, plays
the girl who jilts the composer because he fails to live up to his
promise of writing only serious
music. Here is a negative portrayal,
Wilfrid Hyde White is again outstanding as her father. Among the
artists portraying members of the
original D’Oyly Carte company
there

Green

is

as

many with funds provided by Lutheran Productions, Inc., ^^VP**^*
ing six church groups, owners 01
the print. The merchandising has
been entrusted to de Rochemont
Associates, now negotiating with a
major company for its physical
distribution nationally. Before the
deal

is
—

completed several ,other

engagements are plannea.
The Minneapolis premiera a
r*
test engagement, was set up by
Borden MaCe, of de Bochemom
any
interest
firm, after he failed to
test

commercial theatre here in tne
pic. Mace^ invited 1.300 Protestan
ministers from the Twin Cities ana
other towns as far as 100 ujn

work by Martyn away for a screening. Neany aii
George Grossmith; Berna- the ministers were so ihipresse
and enthusiastic that they pleagea“

firstclass

dette O’Farrell as Jessie Bond, and
Ann Hanslip, Eric Berry, Anthony
Snell and Muriel Brunskill. Among
the noted singers are Webster
Booth, Elsie Morison and Owen

Brannigan,

Myro.

*
nfltron
their support in enlisting P a oR
Mace
age. For Luther Productions
tor
outright
rented the Lyceum
ot
two weeks and distributed tens

^

(Continued on page 18)
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WE LOVES YA
Govt Observer Sought

at Arbitration

A

AA s Pitch for Top Players; Broidy

Meets; Exbibs Blast Keough Talks

S

Hollywood,

Gaining marked impetus in film
affairs is a new trend Wile's ‘Life Imitates
3-D, Widescreens 'Em All toward heavy romancing of stockPix Art’; 10 Ohio Talks
holders. Whether it’s motivated by
Hollywood, May 12.
Ten speaking dates in Ohio
wariness anent stock suits or simNew headquarters ot the Screen ply
a matter of sound (politicking, towns during the next month have
Directors Guild °t America will
shareowners §re being treated been scheduled by Robert Wile,
contain a theatre of the future,”
like visiting royalty and are be- secretary of the Independent Theequipped to screen all 3-D sysing accommodated well in excess atre Owners of Ohio.
terns. Cinerama and CmemaScope.
Wile said that, after making 15
of what’s required by law.
* n addition, prexy George Sidney
Also, in an aside to the newly speeches in the past two months,
announced, it will have facilities
spotlighted role of the stockholder, he has found that they “fill a very
closed-circuit television. Buildanother twist is applause given great gap in the understanding of
be
by managements of film and theatre business men on the importance of
i
Poroira
and
Phnnlnp
William
Pereira
and
Charles
corporations by non-affiliated in- movies to them—not only because
Luckman, who designed Television dustryites.
Numerous exhibs and a of the theatres, but also because
City for CBS-TV.
couple of distribution execs re- of the widespread desire on the
structure will also have an audicently rallied to the side of 20th- part of the public to imitate what
torium, office space for executives
Fox in its row with financier is seen in the movies.”
an(j a library
and
nb rary containing all im- Charles Green. The theatremen
portant films, books and technical and filmites,
although not associequipment necessary for motion ated with 20th, cooperated
to the

will inexhib faction
~
hearings,
_
ne<u
B one
,
Federal observe!’ be
s ist that a
thV confab"^ Tt*w'as
Exhibs, prolearned this week.
bounding this plan, say that only

^Tat'an
fn this
thorities

-

t TrelnTZ SDG ‘Theatre of Future’
Business

padding

senate small

manner
get

a

will

Federal au-

true

picture

of

Herelationships.
exhib-distrib
ouest will be made either for the
Presence of a Federal mediator,
•

similar to the officials who sit-T on
sllullw
labor disputes, of a Dept, of Jus
tice representative.
Aus
Meanwhile, exhibs blasted AusJ.

Keough, teepee and general
counsel of Paramount, for his
testimony before the Senate body
dean of the
Terming Keough the “dean
and charging -picture research,
distributor lawyers
likely
was re__
that the “he very
tin

..

for many of the legal
gimmicks that have been used by
in their attempt
distributors
the
to circumvent the antitrust laws,”
the Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana says the Par exec has conveniently shifted the blame for the
breakdown in the setting up of an
Keough sinarbitration system.
gled out Allied as well as its general counsel, Abram F. Myers.

1

sponsible

Subsequents Yen

House’ for Flat

Unlike

Since

'Republicans

released

United
the

Artists,

3-D

which

Icebreaker,

“Bwana Dgyil,” Warners will have
to make a decision soon. UA reCan’t Put Off Promises’ portedly received few inquiries
Richmond,

May

12.

There is a “strong possibility” of
removal of the Federal amusement
“Republicans
taxes because the
can’t forever fail to fulfill their
campaign promises.^ That was
the contention last week of Alfred
Starr, prexy of Theatre Owners of
America, speaking before 200 exhibs at Virginian Motion Picture
Theatre
at
Assn.,
convening
Chamberlin Hotel, Old Point Com-

Allied States

German 3-D Loom

Calvert's /Horizons'

peal under which British-Lion
will handle distribution of John
Calvert
Productions'
“Strange
Horizons” outside the U. S. was announced by prexy John Calvert.
Pic is skedded for lensing in South
Africa, with ‘cameraman Howard
Lagle due to leave N. Y. for London later this month to meet CalVe
an d go on to South Africa.
S,
Film
originally was planned for

Interest

Seen By

Artists is currently negotiating with Metro, 20th-Fox and
Paramount for loanorts of studio
pactees, it was disclosed by

AA

prexy Steve Broidy.
Broidy, who stated he is talking
deals with Metro’s Dore
Paramount’s Y. Frank
Freeman
and
20th-Fox’s
Lew
Schreiber, added, “they have indicated to us their people are
available to Allied Artists.”
talent

Schary,

AA’s head man said conversawere progressing satisfactorily, and that the majors had
told him a good deal would depend
on the script* submitted, and that
the film involved must have a
budget commensurate with the
tions

value of the personality. Scripts
being read by the majors are
“Wichita,” “Yellow Knife,” “The
Black Knight,” and “Annapolis
’53,” all to be made in Technicolor.
Broidy also revealed AA plans to

make

Huge Vote Cast

Final official

Washington,

it

WB

Gulf Staters Say Small

To

On

Mgt. Fight

Allied

its

upcoming “Annapolis

’53”

in widescreen, although the exact

they believe.
Berenson
Abe
prez
Board
praised the way Col. H. A. Cole,

To

Make 3-D Pix?
May

12.

A

tally,

as revealed

by the judges when the special
meeting reconvened at Wilmington,
Del., was 1,699,440 in favor of
dropping cumulative voting and

hint that Allied States Assn,
465,809 against.
of 604,237
may be exploring the possibility of shares, or 21.8% Total
of the 2,769,486
producing 3-D films under] a unishares of outstanding stock, did
form method for its own members
not vote at all. Green managed
and others was given today (Tues.)
to poll 16.8% of the outstanding
in a cryptic statement from Abram
shares in his favor.
F. Myers, Allied board chairman
In order to carry the day on the
and general counsel.

Statement announces an impor- cumulative voting

issue, 20th

had

tant press conference next Tuesday to get the votes of at least 51%
(19) at Myers’ D. C. office to dis- or 1,422,437 shares of the outcuss “A development of the high- standing stock to “aye” its proest importance and interest to mo- posal: It’s pointed out that the
tion picture exhibitors and to the cumulative voting issue was one
(Continued on page 26)
motion picture industry in gen-

—

Assn. Wil| Also

Some of Latter’s Oldies
The three-way partnership which
Henry Ginsberg, former head of
production at Paramount; director
George Stevens, and novelist Edna
Ferber have entered into, for the
independent filming of her current
bestseller, “Giant,” is a first on two
scores.
It will be the first time
thaf Ginsberg, heretofore a studio
production executive, will have
billing as co-producer with Stevens
(who will also direct) on the picture, and it’s a first for Miss Ferber' in such a co-partnership ven-

-

ft,

—

ture.

Among

those to attend will be
Myers;
Wilbur Snaper, Allied
prexy, and ex-prexy Trueman Rembusch, who is mentioned as “chairman of Allied’s committee on television and third dimension,”
Statement goes on to add that
“an important figure in another
division of the motion picture business” will also be there. Final sentence says “it is believed that the
importance of the announcement
to be made will warrant all tradepapers in being represented at the
conference.”
For some time. Allied has been
demanding and pleading for a uniform system among the producers
to give the illusion of third dimen-

Talking 3-D

At Allied Artists Meet
Hollywood, May 12.

Fez Journalist Talks'

Turkey Re H’wood, Sez
U.S. Pix Give

Wrong

Pic

Minneapolis, May 12.
“Hollywood is the United States’
greatest enemy abroad because it
gives the wrong picture of this
country and distorts everything
that is sacred,” deelared Nermin
Abadan, Ankara, Turkey, journalist, addressing a Writers' festival
sponsored by the Twin City alumnae chapter of Theta Sigma Phi,

honorary women's journalistic

so-

rority.

Local newspapers gave considerable publicity to the talk of Mrs.
Abadan, now on a Univ. of Minnesota Fulbright scholarship and who
has been in this country since
July visiting 22 states.

She has had previous participation deals, and also a limited film
leasing arrangement for “Saratoga
Trunk,” but most of her stories
(“Cimarron,” “So Big,” “Show
Boat,”
etc.)
were
essentially
straight sale^.
In the GinsbergStevens-Ferber setup she is a copartner.
Ginsberg has been away from
Par for over two years, and Stevens recently wound Up his Par contract with “Shane,” current film at
Radio City Music Hall. He was
part of the original Liberty Pictures package that Music Corp. of

(Continued on page 22)
si

COMPO, fought
20% admission

for repeal
tax before
the recent Washington hearing on
the Mason Bill.

Chi Exhibs’

Tax Dip

Chicago, May 12.
Cook County Assessor’s office
unemaScope treatment, but lens here, for the .third straight year,
shortage and 20th-Fox’s
$25,000 has granted a one-third reduction
a S has killed the deal, it’s in personal property taxes to film
Jindicated.
Calvert, who intends to theatres.
use Eastman
Color, is currently inReason given Was poor business
a German 3-D process J that houses have been doing since
* or
Strange Horizons.”
the war years.
*

.

Circuit of Texas, will deliver the dan.
keynote speech at the Allied Artists’ first international sales convention in Miami Beach, May 18to
20,
Approximately 150 delegates
Hollywood, May 12.
from 50 countries will be on hand.
Victor Young, former head of
O’Donnell’s subject will be “The
Sierra Pictures, is returning to film
Story of 3-D.” Steve Broidy,
prexy, explained that this subject production after a lapse of five
was chosen because of its “inter- years because of a paralytic stroke.
His first production will be “The
national inter^l.”
Celluloid King,” a biography of
Allied Artists is rushing its first the late J. Stuart Blackton, motion
3-D picture, “The Maze,” through picture pioneer. Film will be made
the completion stagfc for a July 23 under the banner of Viking Pictures, backed by eastern capital.
release.

Young Back

AA

Work

.

N. Y. Exchange Union Sez
‘No Dice’ to $4 Wage Hike
With settlements between film
and exchange unions in

distribs

several sectors following a patternof a wage hike of $4 across-theboard, New York union officials
indicated this week that both the
white collar and the backroom

“American propaganda abroad
Robert J. O’Donnell, veepee and should be reinforced 300% rather
Robert W. Coyle and Pat McGee, general manager of the Interstate than curtailed,” declared Mrs. Aba- employees would
all of
of the

Remake

.

eral.”

“I haven’t got time to try to sell
people on the idea that we are not
going to the dogs,” declared Jack
Exhibs Won’t Retool
Braunagel, drive-in general manager for Commonwealth Theatres,']
tinemaScope for 1 Yr.
Kansas City. “If you don't have
*
New Orleans, May 12.
confidence in your business, you’d
Most members of the board of
better get out of it.”
Owners of the Gulf
Theatre
Allied
Leonard Gordon, of Newport?
News, Va., was elected prexy of States, meeting here last week,
film houses were
small
that
the association, succeeding Sidney agreed
not ready for installing CinemaL. Bowden, Norfolk.
Others elected for the coming Scope and stereo sound for at
sion.
year were Seymour Hoffman, Rich- least another year or more.
Board was unanimous in feeling
mond, first vice-president; F. M.
20th-Fox should devise a
that
(Continued on page 17)
method to finance widescreen installation, as the cost is presently O’Donnell
beyond the reach of small exhibs,

Africa,

M

12.

process has not yet been determined. Location shots at Annapolis
Extent
to
which
both
the
20thwill be taken May 20 and film is set
RKO Theatres
headed by prexy Sol A. Schwartz. Fox management and dissident to roll in August with exec proTheir mitting had the effect of stockholder Charles Green man- ducer Walter Mirisch helming. It
counter-balancing criticisms by a aged to drum up share-owner in- will be AA’s first widescreen pic.
couple of minority stockholders of terest in their fight over cumulative Studio has made one in 3-D, “The
Schwartz’s annual salary of $81,000 voting was reflected last week (8) Maze.”
While AA’s production sked
and a new stock option plan.
in the thumping 2,165,249 vote
In a humorous bit, Emanuel turnout, repping an impressive lists 35 pix, same as last year, that"
number
may be boosted, but the
(Continued on page 24)
79.8% of the corporation’s outstanding stock. Contest ended in a uppance is actually in budgets, as
clearcut if not overwhelming vic(Continued on page 26)
tory for Spyros P. Skouras, whose
motion to eliminate cumulative
voting got the nod from 61.4% of
Ginsberg-Stevens-Ferber
the outstanding stock.

concerning a 2-D release. Although

hasn’t been officially stated,
as well as companies with
3-D films in circulation or upcoming are taking the position that
pix won’t be available to non-3-D
outlets until it has played all
depth-equipped situations in a
given area.
Film execs concede that it’s conceivable that a “flat” house could
try to outbid a 3-D theatre in a
fort.
bidding zone. The situation hasn’t
On an optimistic note, Starr re- come up yet, but if it does, sales
ported that film house attendance toppers will take the position that
was climbing again in some areas it’s available only for 3-D.
One
where TV saturation had been top-echelon distrib exec acknowlestablished for years or months. edged that some lawsuits might
On a downbeat note, he warned of result from the situation, but he
the threat of the opening of hun- felt confident that the courts would
dreds of new TV stations' and of uphold the distribs.
the tendency of many exhibs to
cease
regarding themselves
as

“showmen.”

extent of soliciting proxies in
20th’s behalf.
Along somewhat similar lines,
Theatres, at its annual meeting in New York last week, found
several allies among rival exhibs.
Present at the session, among
others,
were circuit operators
Izzy Rappaport, Manny Frisch and
Jay Emanuel. They took the floor
in a few instances to commend

May

Embarking on a hypoed producprogram designed to fit major
names into upcoming productions,
tion

management

Picture Dates

It

Tax

Lift

industry

RKO

or Leave It’
ATOI asserts that Keough
With Warner Bros. 3-D “House
“adroitly avoided mention of the
of Wax” chalking up hefty returns
fact that the distributors demandin
all playdates,
subsequent-run
ed that a total of 18 or 20 preexhibs sans 3-D equipment are berelease pictures a year would speginning to inquire “when do we
(Continued on page 26)
gef the picture?” Exhibs feel that
the “shocker” will also have b.o.
value as a flat picture and are
anxious to get availability dates.
Starr Expects Amus.

‘Take

Says Majors Amenable on Loanonts

——

Should the industry arbitration*—

an

flatly reject

such

offer.

Resumption of negotiations between distribs and the two N, Y.
exchange unions have been delayed pending return to Gotham
of one of the distrib negotiating
teams currently on the road to
close pacts with regional exchange
locals.

Gotham unions had threatened
a strike, but intervention of the
parent union. IATSE,' prevented
such action. Joseph Basson, IA
international rep, has been assigned to set up new meetings between the distribs and the unions.

—

———

)
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mctome crosses

8

LA Okay; ‘Island’-Txpress’ Nice 31G, ™ J
Christine

NSH

$15,000

Washington, May 12.
films continue to make
neivs here and to raise the b.o.

‘Wax’ Sock 40G, 2d, Rouge’ 15G, 6th

The 3-D

on Break-In,

HO^ in Det; ‘Gardenia’ 14G,

^°°

Latest in new medium,
in the Dark,” shapes smash
Keith’s despite the crix

average.

“Man

“Rats’ Mild 7G, ‘Wax’ Hot 38G, 4th
Los Angeles, May

new film bills ‘and a stageare adding little to the first-

Two
show

Broadway Grosses

week, but the
being helped by

Estimated Total Gross
(Based on 22 theatres)
'
.$500,100
This Week
Last Year ....... '.$$98,900
(Based on 2 1 theatres)

overall outlook is
several sturdy holdovers,

notably
“Cinerama.” This daddy of the
$42,000
smash
expecting
a
3-D’s is
for second round, virtually the
the
at
week
opening
same as

Hollywood.
Break-in of Christine Jorgensen
stage act at the Orpheum is a major disappointment, with around

/ Key

City Grosses

chiefly

first

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

(Based on 220

runs,

still

in-

‘Salome’

Rouge”

$1,966,000

Tops Slow Prov.

,

|

oSSToS, %£»

'

f i

*

..

.

*1

_

i.

_

.

*

(WB) (2d wk-6

tern

Iy

$2?0)
wk).

Egress”

days), $9,700.

^cmer^”

nnn
Socko 449
$42,000.

(Par)

and “Code Two

Heat Clips

Wwit

Francis

My;

95?^^

—

^

F

^

I

|

.

I

—

>

— —

—

.

'

—

—

(RKO-UATC)

(2,752;

,

900;

2,812;

74-$1.50)—“Salome” (Col) (4th wk).
Light $18,000. Last week, $23,300.
Chinese (FWC) (2,048; 80-$1.50)
—“Titanic” (20th) (4th wk).- Pleasing *$10,000. Last week $10,700.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.50)
“.Importance Being Earnest” (U)
(4th wk). Thin $2,200. Last week,

Good $16,006;

'

$2,500.

Gone By”
$3,500.

Lrisi

week, $4,100.

.

'‘Lilt”

(M-G)

(8th

wk).

eA v

‘Island’

Ohay

,

below par this' stanza.
Sturdy [ with activity
“Never WaVe at a WAC” .at the
Memorial shapes as leader among
the newcomers, with good take.

$18,000

and “Thief

Big 12G,

‘Wax 8G, H.0.S

Minneapolis,

May

12.

Spring’s long delayed arrival is
slowing, down biz, but such potent
fresh entries as “Off Limits” and

Toronto;

‘Rouge’

In

Terri!

20G, ‘Wax’ 18G, 2d Wks.
Toronto,

May

12.

Crest, Downtown, Glendale, State
(Taylor) (863; 1,059; 955; 698; 3560)
“Redhead from Wyoming”
(U) and “The System” (WB). Light
$10,000. Last week, “Bandits of

Corsica” (UA) and “Cow Country”
(AA), $12,500.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 75-$1.25)—
“Back on Broadway” (WB). Okay

Great $20,000. Last week, $25,000.
Shea’s
(FP)
60-$l)—
(2,386;

“House of Wax” (WB) (2d wk).
Lusty $18,000. Last week, $24,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,026; 65-85)
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-75)—
“Tall Texan” (Lip) and “Day in
Country (Indie). 3-D featurette “Sombrero” (M-G). Fair $10,000.
“Day” riding on crest of popularity Last week, “Girl Who Had Every-

$1.20)

—

thing” (M-G), same.

‘WAX’ HUGE $20,000,

“Martin Luther” (Indie)

—

—

—

1

™*i

—

M

Okay $12,000

$12,000. Last week, “Hans Chrisovercome the weather. The 3-D tian Andersen” (RKO) (3d wk),
featurettc, “Day in the Country” $15,000.
with “The Tall Texan” is miild at
Loew’s (Loew) (2,*096; 40-75)—
Gopber. “Martin Luther” in its “I Love Melvin” (M-G) (2d wk).
second week is still amazing and Off to $9,500. Last week, sock
“Moulin Rouge” and “House of $16,500.
Wax,” in fourth and third weeks,
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-$ D—
respectively, continue smash.
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (2d wk).
Estimates

(2d wk). Smash business here talk
$4,300. Last ’week, $4,500.
of town.
Tieup with churches
resulting in rich haul. Will go
another week and a day. Fat $12,Weather, H.0.s Wilt K.C.;
000. Last week, marvelous $18,000,
“Invaders From Mars” at the Bos- wk). Hotsy $26,J00 following smash way over hopes.
‘Gobi’ Fair at $12,000,
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85) “Kiss
ton looks fairly good. “House of $52,000 first round.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-90) of Death” (20th) and “Road House
<n All-A >
Of 9J|Wax” In second round at the Met
“Never Let Me Go” (M-G) and (20th) (reissues). Mild $4,000. Last
KOUffG Strong Oil* JU is skidding but still smash. “Man
in Dark” in third frame at Pilgrim “Code Two” (M-G). Opened Sat- week, “Kansas Pacific” (AA) and
Kansas City, May 12.
urday (9).
Last week, “Battle “White Lightning” (A A), $3,500.
llm
New bills are moderate this CQntlEstimates
\
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 65-85)
Circus” (M-G) and “One Girl’S
for This Week
stanza while holdovers are doing
Confession” (Col), poor $15,000 for “Off Limits” (Par). Brisk $11,000.
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 74-$1.25)— 9 days.
satisfactory or better trade ln
Last week, “Call Me Madam” (20th)
“Destination “Salome” (Col) (6th wk). Winding
situations.
three
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90) (2d wk), $7,000,
Gobi” at Fox Midwest first-runs is six week stand with good $5,000. “Girls Pleasure Island” (Par) and
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 76fairish, but “Hitch-Hiker” at the Last week, $6,800.
“Fort Vengeance” (AA), Nice $13,- $1)
“Salome” (Col) (3d wk).
Missouri is mild. “Moulin Rouge*
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 50-90)— 000. Last week, “Light of Silvery Satisfactory $7,000.
Last week,
ln third* week at Midland still is “invaders From Mars” (20th) and Moon” (WB) and “Babes in Bag- $8,000.
solid. Weather warming up, and “white Goddess” (Lip).
Average dad” (UA), $12,000 for -8 days.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,800; 76-$l)
help.
that’s no
Last week, “Old Maid”
$11,500.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,900; 65-$l)— “House of Wax” (WB) (3d wk). One
Estimates for This Wedc
(WB) and Mildred Pierce” (WB) “Man in Dark” (Col) and “49th of year’s boxoffice champs. Stout
(Dickinson) (504; 65-85)
(reissues), $7,500 in 6 days.
Man” (Col) (3d wk). Trim $7,000. $8,000. Last week, smash $15,000.
ue D )r
® diui “
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)— Last week, $10,000.
State
(Par)
65-85)
5
(2,200;
T
$1,600. Last weejc. Happy Time
“Importance Being Earnest” (U)
State
(Loew) 3,500; (50-90)
“Never Let Me Go” (M-G). Mild
J^OO.
(6th wk). Stout $4,000 following “Never Let Me Go” (M-G) and $6,500.
Last week, “Small Town
75^MldUndJDoew’s) (3,500;
$1 )— $5, 000 on fifth.
“Code Two” (M-G). Opened slowly Girl” (M-G), $6,500.
(XTA
d
g
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)— on Saturday (9). Last week, “BatWorld (Mann) (400; 55-$1.20)
nS0ULast
T f *
V $1
*?i1,000.
n™ k) * “Girls
Solid $8,000.
week,
Pleasure Island” (Par) and tie Circus” (M-G) and “One Giri’.s “Member of Wedding” (Col). Fair
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)— “Fort Vengeance” (AA). Fair $5,- Confession” (Col),
slender $7,500 in $3,000. Last week, “Little Sheba”
( Continued on page 28)
00Q. Last week, “Light of Silvery 9 days.
(Par) (4th wk), $3,400.

l?^

‘B’way’

—

Brisk $11,000; Luther’

—

in Silk” (Indie). Good
$16,000. Last week, “Desert Legion” (U) and “Battles of Pontiac”
(Indie) (2d wk-5 days), $10,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 90“Girls of Pleasure Island” at Paramount and Fenway is okay while $1.25) “House of Wax” (WB) (2d

1

Last week,

~

Moon” and “Babes of Bagdad” wave. Light $3,500. Last week,
Boston, May 12.
“Seminole” (U) (2d wk), light
The first pleasant weekend in (UA), $6,500 for 8 days.
Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 50-90) $2,500.
months is sloughing film grosses, —“Never Wave at WAC” (RKO), Lyceum (Nederlander) (1,859; 80-

(533; $1.50)-—“Time
(Indie) (4th wk). Fine

Canon (ABC)

Fair $5,000.

With warm weather competing,
Strand Silverman) (2*200; 44-65)
Rouge” and “House of
^Express
"7'“ og . (Par). Fairish “Moulin
Wax” are snaring the town’s pop
Last week, “C
$7,000. T
vjtIHSS W All
grosses.
Both
are smash in second
< Col >
“Bandit of Sherwood
_
weeks.
Newcomers are mostly
Forest’ (Col) (reissues), $6,000.
mediocre. Tops look to be “Back
on Broadway” and “Sombrero.”
Estimates for This Week
Mpls Slows Up; ‘Limits’

for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 76-$l)
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (4th wk).
Great $5,000. Last week, $6,500.

Outdoor Weather Bops Hub But ‘Wac

—

(1,700; 95-$1.25)

(8th wk).
$5,500.

.

“Confidentially
(M-G).
Connie”
Mild $10,500. Last week, “Moulin
Rouge” (UA) (2d wk), nice $9,500.

lady’ light 12G

(3d wk).

(Balaban)
—Adams
“Hans Chistian Andersen” (RKO)

—

(*Par) (1,400; 95-$1.25)

—“House Of Wax” (WB)

—

65)
“Abbott Costello To Mars”
(U) and “Gunsmoke” (U). Oke $6,500. Last week, “Man in Dark”
(Col), neat $8,000.
State (Loew)
44-65)
(3,200;
“Small Town Girl” (M-G) and

Last week, Sock 2 1,000, Last week,
$25,000.
$
3U*Vs State, Egyptian (UATC)
Philadelphia, May 12.
70-$1.10)
“Small
(2,404;
1,538;
Midsummer
midsummer weather
weamer sloughed
smugnea
Of Nilp’*
Town Girl” (M-G) and “Code Two” (Col) and “Sernent
?Last week, Desert everything but “House of Wax”
ea
9
(M-G) (2d wk). Mild $12,000. Last
and i ongrun “Moulin Rouge” over
^„$ '5??*
s
tveek, $19,400.
the past weekend.
Newcomers
frTA^roii IS?
T n
Los Angeles, Iris, Uptown, Loy- ^A) (2d wkr4<toys), $5,000.
meant nothing. “President's Lady”
Coas
ola (FWC) (2,097; 814; 1,715; 1,248;
is a one-week bust at the Boyd.
f?
Sa1om e
(Col). “Serpent of Nile” is rated thin at
70-$1.10)—“Invaders From Mars” $1*25-$1.50)
(20th) and “Guerrilla Girl” (UA) Smash^^OOO. Last week, “Moulin the Goldman, also staying only a
(2d wk-5 days). Light $11,000. Last Bouge (UA) (IHh wk) $6,500.
lone session. “Invaders From Mars”
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1,20-$1.80) hacT a rough 'landing at the Fox
week, $24,800.
“Hans
Christian
Andersen” while “Small Town Girl” was no
Rite (FWC) (1,370; 80-$L50)
“President’s Lady” (20th) (3d wk). (RKO) (12th wk). Stout $8,500. Last lure at the Randolph. “Wax” still
Preview helping to $3,700. Last week, $9,000.
is big in third Mastbaum stanza,
week, fair $3,400.
Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
“Rouge” continues smash in 10th
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para- “Importance Being Earnest” (U) week at Trans-Lux.
mounts ( ABC-UPT-F AM) (3,300; (6th wk). Oke $1,800. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
1,430; 95-$1.50)—“House of Wax” T
Aldine ‘(WB) (1,303; 50-99)
$2,600.
(WB) (4th wk). Big $38,000. Last
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)— “Fair Wind to Java” (Rep) (2d wkweek, $47,000.
MBd $4,500. Last week,
“Don Camillo” (SFE) (5th wk).
’
United Artists, Hawaii (UATC- Nice $2,200. Last week, $2,800.
$8,000.
G&S) (2,100; 1,106; 90-$1.50)
Vogue (S. F, Theatres) (377; 85S’S'wi
“Man in Dark” (Col) (4th wk). Fair $1)— “Times Gone By” (IFE) (4th ‘Bad and Beautiful” (M-G)
(14th
$12,000. Last week, $13,900.
(Continued on page 28)
wk). Nice $1,700. Last week, $1,800.
Hlllstreet, Pantages, Four Star

$4

,

1

nvr-n^
St.

week, “Girls Pleasure Island” (Par)
and “Last of Comanches’’ (Col).
$ 11 000 .
Madison (UD) (1,900; 95-$1.25)—
‘Salome” (Col) (4th wk). Down to
$9,000. Last week, nice $14,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; 7095)
“Sombrero” (M-G) and “Roar
of Crowd’MAA) (2d wk). Slow $7,500. Last week, $11,500.

’

Snm

S VS

Palms <UD) (2,961; 70-95)—
Blpe Gardenia” (WB) and “The
System” (WB). Fair $14,000. Last

helping this to smash $16,000, best tions)
$1.40-$2.80)— “This
(1,236:
here ln weeks. Last week, “Fair Is
Cinerama * (Indie) (8th wk).
Wind to Java> <R«P>
‘‘Lady Rolling
along at near-capacity
Wants Mink” (Rep), nice $9,000.
$31,000. Last week, $31,200.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

SS?™??

,

_

.

?

$18,000.
and n “Pony Express” (Par). Okay
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)
,$9,000 here, with $22,000 in one “Lady Wants Mink” (Rep) and
n 3b e three drive-ins. Last week, “Woman Almost Lynched” (Rep).
Be
iU
ht Mild $11,000. Last week, “Pony

80-

<UA) (6lh
Last week.

Broadway-Capitoi ‘(Korman) (3,70-95)—“Cry of Hunted”
500;
(M-G) and “Code Two” (M-G).
Last week, “Lone
sues), meek $1,000, in 3-day stand. Slow $9,500.
Hand” (U) and “Abbott-Costello To
Majestic" (Fay) (2,200; 40-$l)— Mars”
(U), $10,500.
“House of Wax” (WB). Upped scale
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

4-4>

«•

.

Sock $15,000.

gross in house history.

J

12.

.

—

—

,

good weekend in months
weatherwise had most of the usual
patrons hitting the road, and kept
most stands from getting the usual
good weekend biz. “House of Wax'
_
at Majestic is biggest with the 3-D
novelty helping to overcome the
weather to some extent. State’s
“Small Town Girl” looks mild.
Albee’s “Invaders from Mars” and
Strand's “Pony Express” are fair.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Invaders from Mars” (20th) and
Sinister” (RKO). Fair $7,"Port
^ A
J
000.
Last week, “Fort Apache”
and "Blood on Moon” (RKO) (reis-

I

,

May

Week

(5.000;

Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000*
95-$1.255)“House of Wax” (WB) (2d
Still hot at $40,000.
wk).
Last
week, terrific $58,000, for top film

First

j.

SnA' T

is still

$16,000.

“Wax’ Torrid 16G

Providence,

eighth

(Fox-De^roit)
—“Moulin
Rouge”

week).

—

•

in

“Moulin
strong in sixth Fox

Fox
$1.25)

—

the

second round.

Estimates for This

theatres.

vaude. Okay $17,000. Last week.
Girl Who Had Everything” (M-G)
and vaude, $22,000.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-$l)
“Call Me Madam” (20th) (6th
wk). Very steady $8,000 after $9,000
last week.- Stays.
San Francisco, May 12.
Dupont
(Lopert)
(372; 55-$l)
.
Continued spring weather is
.
from one neighborhood house and
.„ /T
Hefty
Vinci (Indie).
Leonardo da Tr
sloughing biz on Market Street
three drive-ins.
Under Bed
week
Last
S^.OOO.
standout is
“Desert Bat” looms moderate this
session. Perhaps owmuuuv
liiia scoaiua.
(*>r\ wlrl
<9 flOfl
upped
v
with
United
Wilshire
at
the
smash
at
$7,000
“Salome,”
“
•p',^ T
jrelth'* ((RKO) (l 939*’
"
39 55-SI)
9)
scale.. Hefty $38,000 i*.«een for Artists where playing with $L25r> frk' <Coi). Soch;o $20,fourth week of “House of Wax” in
scale. “Never Let Me Go”
Holds.
Last week,
near.
000
or
two Paramount theatres. Final i oom s nice at Warfield while
*9 nnn
Night” /tt\
‘Girls in *T4rtU+»*
(U), $7,000.
(4th) week of “Salome” is light <« House 0 f Wax” continues great at
(Warner)
Metropolitan
(1,200;
*
“Titanic,” with several St. Francis in third round. “Lady
$18,000.
55-85)
“Serpent of Nile” (Col).
Want Mink" is mud at Paramount. Okay $5,000. Last week, “Hans C.
fifSSC
f
Andersen” (RKO) (11th wk), same.
S St<iady *“ dghth
"Mo; 65Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 74-$1.20)
week at $4300
95)—
“Fort Apache” (RKO) and
-“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (6th wk).
Estates for This Week
(reis(RKO)
Big
On
Moon”
“Blood
$12,000 after $14,000 last week.
Orphemm (Metropolitan) (2,213;
“Count Hours” (RKO) sues). Thin $7,500. Last week, Continues.
90-$l. 25)
playhouse
(Lopert) (435; 55-$l)
Hours”
(RKO)
and
The
“Count
(2d wk), with Christine Jorgensen
(20th). Hefty $8,500,
—“The. Star”
breaking in new act onstage. Dis- “Big Frame” (RKO), $9,300.
1_
%
AA
1_ _ 8
benefit preem helpwith
hat
brass
65-95)—
“InFox
(FWC)
(4,651;
appointing
° $15,000. __ Last.. week,
111 4
«
«
l«
4MAI4 %
#/
T AAi V»***aT»
1A
Ou AUn'l
with El Rey, “Count Hours” (RKO) vaders From Mars” (20th) and ing. Last week, “Little Sheba”
“Sheltering Palms” (20th). Fair (Par) (12th wk), $3,000.
and “Iron Cross” (Indie), $5,600.
W*rncr (WB)
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50) $16,000. Last week, “President’s
—“Desert Rats” (20th). Modest Lady” (20th) and “Stolen Identity”
*0
$7,000. Last week, “Tonight We (Indie), $11,000.
Sing” (20th) (4th wk-5 days), $1,Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95) 00 !Lf°r. ?
“S™
600.
—“Never Let Me Go” (M-G). Nice
1
1
Downtown
(SW) <1,757; 70-$L10 $10,000. Last week, “Small Town
SSL
$8,000 after $9,000 fourth week.
—“Girls Pleasure Island” (Par) Girl” (M-G),

at

stanza.

and 220

$15,000

23G, Frisco Ace

fair

“House of Wax” continues

great, in

Remains To Be Seen” (M-G) plus

Smash

is

near capacity

Iff

week.

Week

cities,

12.

slowing

Palms while “Cry of the Hunted”
at Broad way-Capitol looks light
“This Is Cinerama” at Music Hall

Capitol .(Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)

figured likely for single
”
week. Pic is “Count the Hours
playing its second stanza at house.
“Girls of Pleasure Island” and
“Pony Express” looks okay $9,000
at the Downtown plus $22,000

Gardenia”

“Blue

atres,

is

downtown this w.eek. There are
only two newcomers at first-runs

biz

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,284,300
(Based on 22 cities, 201 the-

houses are doing great with new
entries, “The Star” at the Playhouse and “Leonardo da Vinci at
the Dupont. “Remains to BeSeen”
plus vaude, at Loew’s Capitol, is
okay, but not up to hopes.
Estimates for This Week

this

run pace here

May

Detroit,

Plethora of holdovers

pans which have marked all 3-D
pix here. “House of Wax” is fine
in third round at the Warner, an
unusually long run for this house.
“Moulin Bouge” is big in sixth
The two Lopert
Palace week.

-

12.

4“

BKO

at

—

—

—

—

*

f-

OMAHA; ‘GOBI’ LEAN 0G
Omaha, May

12,

The third taste of 3-D here is
the current major news, “House of
Wax,” with

all-out

heading for a

campaign,

is

terrific total at the

Omaha. “President’s Lady”
ish at the State.

is fair-

“Salome,” in

sec-

ond week, shapes solid at Brandeis.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-$l)—

“Salome”

(Col) (2d wk). Solid $7,000. Last week, $12,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 50-$l)
—“House of Wax” (WB). Terrific
$20,000. Last week, “Trouble Along

Way” (WB) and “Ride Man Down”
(Rep), (2d wk), $6,000.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 2070)—“Destination Gobi” (20th) and
“Taxi” (20th). Light $9,000. Last
Week, “Off Limits” (Par) and

“Marksman”

(Par), $10,000.
State (Goldberg) (895) (25-76)—
“President’s
Lady” (20th) .and
Fairish
‘‘Secret -Flight” (Indie).

$4,500. Last week, “Desert Legion^
(U) and “Never Take No Answer
(U)» $4,000.

May

Wednesday,

13, ,1953

PICTURE GROSSES

P’XfZlETY
‘Salome’ Torrid 25G,
Balto; ‘Rouge’ 17G, 3d
Baltimore, May "12.
Mother’s Day crowds Sunday

3-D Films Boost Chi; ‘Wax-Stage

Socko $50,000 in

•

Seasonal Downbeat at N.Y. lst-Runs

(10) and clear weather, are held to
responsible
generally
for
brighter b.o. picture here this

Dark’ Bright

2d,

But Desert’

be

“Tonight We Sing” opened
big at the New after a special
preem and personal by Ezio Pinza.
“Salome” is smash at the Hipp
while “Moulin Rouge” at the Town
is holding at smash figure in third
week.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 2070)— “Sombrero” (M-G). Mild $7,500.
Last week, “Battle Circus”
(M-G) (2d wk), $6,700.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
50-$1.25)—“Salome” (Col>. Smash
$25,000 or over. Last week, “Peter

9

Sifts 19G,

Trouble’

week.

25G, ‘Gardenia’ Tall 17G,
Chicago,

May

12.

-f

3-D pix are hypoing the Loop
grosses currently, pleasant
film
weather being rated an extra facaddition to the sock $50,In
tor
Sod looming for the second week
of Wax” at the Chicago
“House
S?
went
with a stageshow, McVickers
a 3-D entry, “Man
with
first-run
a
hit
hefty
in the Dark.” It should
tom 000
Only other new show,
*Blue Gardenia" and “The System” at the Roosevelt, is being
lieloed bv the overflow, and should

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates

the three-weekers, “Off
Limits” at Palace is headed for a
strong total. “Never Let Me Go"
okay. “Somat Woods also appears
brero” in fourth
Is

trim.

week

at

tax.

loon’ OK ly/jG

Monroe

“Salome" at Grand

still is

excellent for sixth frame.
“Moulin Rouge" In the same
round at the State-Lake continues

“Little

as re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e„
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include, the U. S. amusement

nek up brisk $17,000.
The second week of “President’s
Ladv” and “Lady Wants Mink"
looks okay at the United Artists.

Among

lady’ 12G

—

—

£i>

Sheba"

L; ‘Wax’ 29G, 3d

St.

May

St. Louis,

12.

at

Pan” (RKO)

(5th wk), $11,500.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 3075)
“Jamaica Run” (Par). Starts
tomorrow (Wed.) after second
week of “Man in Dark” (Col) did
okay $10,200 with tilted scale.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)

—

“Caesar and Cleopatra” (U). Good
$4,000.
Last week, “Laughter In
Paradise” (Indie), $3,300.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
“Bonzo to College” (U). Starts tomorrow (Wed.) after 4 days of
“Rainbow Round Shoulder” (Col)
(reissue) hit fair $3,600;

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 50-90)
“Tonight We Sing”' (20th). Brisk
$17,000 or close. Last week, “Call

Warm, sunshiny weather on Me Madam” (20th)
(5th wk), $9,Mother’s Day slowed down turn- 500.
Me
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50stile activity at mainstem houses
“Little
Sheba” (Par) (9thWarm weather Sunday and biz slumped. Grosses are way $1)—
brisk.
final wk). Fine $4,300 after $4,500
night (101 cut into business in gen- off for whole week with only
for eighth.
“House of Wax” showing real
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 55-$1.25)—
Estimates for This Week
strength. Although in third round “House of Wax” (WB) (2d wk).
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
Still hot at $21,500 after $24,000
—“House of Wax” (WB) and plus at the Fox, “Wax” still is soclceroo. opener.
amazingly big.

Ziegfeld still is strong for 10th
Madam" In sevweek. “Call
enth frame at Oriental continues

stageshow (2d wk). Fancy $50,000.
Last week, huge $80,000.

“Remains To Be Seen” is only fair
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 50at Loew’s.
“Peter Pan” looms $1.25) “Moulin Rouge" (UA) (3d
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 98-$1.50)— fancy in two houses.
Of other wk). Still smash at $17,000 after
“Salome” (Col) (6th wk). Brisk newcomers, “By Light of Silvery $19,800 for second.
$13,000. Last week, $16,000.
Moon” is rated good at AmbassaMcVickers (Indie) (2,200; 55-98) dor.
—“Man in Dark" (Col). House
switches

to

first-run

with

(Indie)

Ambassador (F&M)

(1,000;

55-98)

“Sombrero” (M-G) (4th wk). Not
too bad $4,000. Last week, $5,000.
(Indie)

Oriental

Me Madam"

“Call

Week

Estimates for This

this.

Sock $25,000 looms.

Monroe

—

98)
(3,400;
(20th) (7th wk).

Last
Holding solid at |>16,300.
week. same.
98)—
“Off
(Eitel
)
Palace
(2,50Q;
Limits” (Par) (3d wk). Okay $11,000. Last week, $15,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—

(3,000; GOof Silvery Moon” (WB)
and “Can’t Beat Irish” (AA). Good
Last week, “Call Me
$13,500.

75)—“Light

Madam”
gion"

(20th) and
(U), $9,000.

(F&M)

Fox

“Desert

‘Wax’ Bright 25G,
Indpls, lady’

Le-

7G

60-90)—

Indianapolis, May 12.
“House of Wax" (WB). (3d wk).
“House of Wax” at the Indiana
Sock $29,000 after $38,000 second is the only bright note in the firststanza.
run situation here this stanza. It
Loew’a (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— looms great to lead city by a wide
“Remains To Be Seen" (M-G) and margin. Speedway preliminaries
“Cry of Hunted" (M-G). Fair $11,- and other outdoor competish have
000. Last week, “Sombrero" (M-G) deluxers in usual May slump.
and “Girl Has Everything” (M-G), “President’s Lady” at Circle and
“Salome” In second week of
$14,000.
(5,000;

“Blue Gardenia" (WB) and “The
System” (WB). Getting some of
overflow from the 3-D pix. Smart
Last week, "Seminole”
$17,000.
(U) and “Abbott and Costello To
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) <1,Q09;
Mars” (U) (2d wk), $14,000.
Fine
State-Lake (B&K). (2,700; 98- 90)— “Peter Pan" (RKO).
$1.25)— “Moulin Rouge” (UA) (6th $7,000. Last week, “Hans Christian
(5th
(RKO)
wk),
Andersen”
$2,500.
wk). Smash $20,000. Last week,

—

Shady Oak

Loew’s, are dullish.
Estimates for This
Circle

Week

(Cockrill-Dolle)

(2,800;
(20th)

50-76)—“President's Lady"
and ‘‘Big Frame" (RKO).

Amus.) (800;
Slow
(H&E Balaban) (685; 98)— 90) “Peter Pan" (RKO), Solid $7,- $7,000. Last week, “Girls Pleasure
“Importance Being Earnest” (U). 500. Last .week, “Andersen" (RKO) Island" (Par) and “Lady Wants
Mink" (Rep), $8,500.
Moderate $3,000. Last wefck. same. (5th wk), $3,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-$1.20)—
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5598)— “President’s Lady” (20th) and
“House of Wax" (WB): Great $25,000. Last week, “Light of Silvery
“Lady Wants Mink” (Rep) (2d wk). In Dark’ Fancy $10,000,
Moon" (WB) and “Island Rescue”
Trim $12,000, Last week, $16,000.
(Indie), $9,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
Seattle; "Wan’ 11 G, 2d
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 50-76)—
“Never Let Me Go” (M-G) (3d wfc),
“Anna” (IFE). Thin $3,500. Last
Fast $12,500. Last week, $17,000.
Seattle, May 12.
week,
“Androcles
and
World (Indie) (587; 98)—“Don
Lion”
First-run biz is no a great shake's (RKO),
$4,500. .
Camillo” (IFE) (3d wk). Fine $5,this week although some
here
Loew’s
(Loew’s)
76-$1.00)
(2,427;
Last
000,
week, same/
“Salome” -(Col) (2d wk). SlugZiegfeld
(Lopert)
98)— holdovers are displaying strength.
(485;
“Little Sheba”
(Par) (10th wk). “Man in Dark" is rated nice at gish $5,000 in 5 days after $12,000
Staying on with fine $3,600. Last Paramount but “Hitch-Hiker" is opener.
Lyric" (Cockrill-Dolle) (1,600; 50week, $3,300.
slow at Liberty. “Moulin Rouge”
76)
“Fort Apache” (RKO) and
still is great In fifth round at Mu•“Blood
on Moon” (RKO) (reissues).
sic Box. “House of Wax” also Is
‘Wax’ Big L’ville'Noise
.
sock in third round at Orpheum. Dull $4,000. Last week, “Tall Tex*an” (Lip) and “Perils of Jungle”
Estimates for This Week
(Lip), dandy $7,000.
At Giant $20,000; ‘Gobi’
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65same.
Surf

(St.- L.

.

—

—

llG,‘Wac’ $9,000
Louisville,

, itt

May

12.

House of Wax” is the big noise
here this week, now that the Kentucky Derby has been run. Film'vlse. tiiis could
well be one for the
record books because the biz it is
turning in is little short of phenomenal at the Mary Anderson. Tre-

mendous total is assured, “Destination Gobi” is fairish
at the State,
warmer temperatures are not helping the boxofflce.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 50-75)

Lady” (20th) and
No Holds Barred” (AA) (2d wk).
r
$4,000. Last week, $4,500.
h,. jfjry Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
,rT President’s

75-991 --House

of Wax”
(WB):
keacimg town by a wide margin,
s
good for long stay here.
Gigantic $20,000 likely at this smali

La «t week, “Light Of Sil00n ” (WB) <2d wk), $6,000.
«• w
Rialto
(Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
“Never Wave at WAC”
S'J’V—
KK
and “Sword Of Venus”
llse

J°

-

i

01

ivivi
j'eou.

n ir
or near. Last
,£
Girl’s
Pleasure Island”
an( M ^Iai’ksman” (AA), light
’

.

$8()do
State

K
J‘
'

1X1

LAj

(Loew’s) (3,000; 50-75)—
nation
Gobi” .(20th) and
<20lh). Fairish $11,000 or

.J>si

week, “Moulin Rouge”

wk), big '$T1;4O0.

—

“Ambush at Tomahawk Gap”
(Col) 'and “49th Man” (Col). Okay
$8,000. Last week, “Pony Express”
(Par) and “No Time for Flowers”
(RKO), $7,800.

flO)

Fair

Fifth

Avenue (Evergreen)

65-90)—“Snows of
(20th). First time

Slimmer Heat Hits

‘Remains’ Light $8,000,

(2,366;

‘Lady’ 6G, ‘Tightrope’

Kilimanjaro”

pop

prices,
Pilgrim Hill” (In-

at

Pitt;

Pittsburgh,

May

5G

12.

Beckons 70G; 23G in ‘Juggler’ Net
new bills, the ideal ahead, “Angel Face” (RKO) (2d
outdoor weather has handed Broad- wk), $8,000.
way first-run business a severe blow.
Normandie (Normandie TheaWith the Giants playing a double- tres) (592; 95-$1.80)— “Landfall”
header in N.Y. Sunday (10) and the (Indie). Doing brief fillin, with
Dodgers taking on the Phillies at only fairly good $6,000 likely openhome the same day the deluxers ing week. In ahead, “Murder Will
were further hurt. However, sev- Out” (Indie) (5th wk), $5,500.
eral extehded-riin bills are man- “Strange Deception” (Indie) comes
Despite four

aging to hold up fairly well In the
current session.
“Desert Rats” shapes as standout fresh entry, being headed for
a sturdy $19,000 at the Mayfair.
“The Juggler,” which opened very
big,
subsequently wilted somewhat. Despite this, the pic registered a fine $23,000 in the first
stanza at the. Victoria.
“Trouble Along Way” with iceshow onstage is on the disappointing side, with fair $70,000 for the
opening round at the Roxy. Originally booked for three weeks, pic
may not stay that long. “Small
Town Girl” hit only a modest $15,000 opening week at the State but
stays over six days of second.
“House of Wax” with Xavier
Cugat band topping the stagebill
continues very strong with around
$60,000, in fifth week at the Paramount,' with a sixth round planned.
“Shane” with stageshow looks to
v ind up its third stanza at the
Music Hall with a sturdy $117,000,
unusually big for a western, film at
the Hall. It holds a fourth. “Salome” was off Jo around $18,000
for seventh frame at the Rivoli,
but is staying on.
“Moulin Rouge” continues its
sensational pace with a smash
$31,000 for the 13th session at the
Capitol. It starts its 14th week today. “Rouge” will conclude its run
after either the current or the
15th week.
Of the off-Broadway houses, the
Fine Arts shapes standout with its
new entry, “Fanfan the Tulip.”

in

May

2.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.50)—
“Desert Legion” (U) and 8 acts
of vaude. Current week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) heading for fair
$17,000 or near. In ahead, “Blue
Gardenia” (WB) and vaude, okay
$22,000 in 11 days but below
hopes.

Paramount

(Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)

—“House

Wax” (WB) with
of
Xavier Cugat orch heading stageshow (5th wk). Holding at solid
$60,000 or near after socko $90,000
in fourth week. Cugat band and
-

new

stage bill moved in Wednesday (5), with stageshow headed by
Eddie Fisher being in only five
days of fourth round. Change was
necessary because Fisher had commitment at London Palladium.

Now

set to

go six weeks.

Abbe

Lane

joins Cugat orch and revue
today.
Paris (Indie) (568; 90-$1.80)—

Deadly

“Seven

r

Opened Monday
“The Freshman”

Sins”
(11).

(Indie).

In

ahead,

(Indie) (reissue)
days), dipped to mild $3,-

(2d wk-6
500 after $6,000 opening week.
Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 95-$1.80)—
“Salome” (Col) (8th wk). Seventh
frame ended last night (Tues.)
slipped to good $18,000 after $B3,000 for sixth week. Stays here
about two weeks longer.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke.

(5,945; 90-$2.40)—“Shane”
(Par) with stageshow (3d wk). Continued sturdy with $117,000 after
big $132,000 for second week.
Holds a fourth week, unusually
First round was smash $11,200. longrun for a western opus of any
“Split Second” replaced
“Hans sort at the Hall. “Young Bess"
Christian
Andersen”
yesterday (M-G) is set to open May 21.
(Tues.) at the Criterion. “Hans”
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 50-$2.20)—
had an unusually profitable long- “Trouble Along Way” (WB) and
run of 24 weeks.
iceshow onstage (2d wk). Initial
Estimates for This Week
stanza ended last night (Tues.) was
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.50) fair $70,000. In ahead, “Call Me
—“Never Wave at Wac” (RKO) (3d Madam” (20th) and stageshow (6th
wk).
Current stanza holding at wk), was okay $63,000, making It
okay $12,000 or near. Fourth and one of bigger 6-week" pictures in
final week starts tomorrow (Thurs.), Roxy history and topping coin of
with “President’s Lady” (20th) due “Peter Pan" (RKO) which also
in May 21. Second round was nice went six weeks.
$16,500..
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 85-$1.80)—
Broadway (Cinerama) (1.250; 90- “Small Town Girl” (M-G) (2d wk).
session ended last night
$2.80) -r “Cinerama” (Indie) (33d First
wk). The 32d round ended yester- (Tues.) was mild $15,000 or close.
day (Tues.) was huge $38,700 after In ahead, “Sombrero" (M-G) (2d
$39,000 for 31st week. Stays on wk), $12,000. “Thunder Bay” (U)
with special preem the
until June 4 when, it moves to opens
night of May 19 on State’s new
Warner Theatre to continue rujrj.
widescreen
•Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50)
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“I Believe in You” OJ) (2d wk).
Assassin” (UA) (4th wk).
Initial session ended Sunday (10) “The
looks like good $5,200 though not Fourth frame ending tomorrow
(Thurs.)
looks fair $4,000^after $4,up to hopes in view of crix approval. In ahead, “Importance of 600. “Ring Around Clock” (IFE)
Monday
(18).
opens
Being Earnest” (U) (19th wk),
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
$3,400.
90-$l.50>
“Justice Is Done” (BurCapitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80) styn) (llih-final
wk).
The 10th
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (14th wk). stanza ended Sunday (10) held at
The 13th round ended last night $2,700 after nice $3,400 for ninth
(Tues.) held at an amazing $31,000
round. “Bellisima” (Indie) opens
after smash $37,000 for 12th week,
Saturday (16).
way over expectancy. Pic is sure of
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;
a new record of 14 weeks, or two
90-$l,50)
“Lili” (M-G) (10th wk).
weeks and five days longer than Ninth round ended Monday (11)
“Gone With Wind” (M-G), previous continued stout with $7,300 after

fellers)

,

,

—

—

.

—

record-holder.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2.20)

$8,000 for eighth week. Continues.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1.060; 95-

Opened $1.80)— “The Juggler" (Col) (2d
yesterday (Tues.). In ahead, “Hans wk). Initial session ended Monday
Christian Andersen" (RKO) (24th (11) hit fine $23,000. In ahead,
wk), wound up sma'sh longrun with “Little Sheba” (Par) (19th wk-6
—“Split Second” (RKO).

Daylight savings, the drive-ins $5,500 after okay $7,000 for 23d -days), $7,600.
with “Hurricane
Guild (Guild) (525; 85-$1.50)—
die). Fair $7,500. Last week. “Call and summery weather are taking a week.
Me Madame” (20th) and “Glass heavy toll in the Golden Triangle
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80l “Mahatma Gandhi” (UA) (3d wk).
$6,000.
wk),
(2d
(Col)
this
session.
Second
round ended last night
House”
Only “House of Wax” —“Fanfan the Tulip” (Indie) (2d
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90) at Stanley is standing up, being wk). After great opening, this was (Tues.) held at good $5,500 after
opener.
smash
$10,000
on third week, and will stay aided by reviews. Finished initial
—“Hitch-Hiker” (RKO). Slow $5,Last week, “Small Town a fourth. “Tonight We Sing” at round Sunday (10) at sockeroo $11,000.
Girl" (M-G) and “Code 2" (M-G). Squirrel Hill, nabe art house, still 200, rated remarkable in view of
LIVELY 18G
is click in second stanza. “Presi- fact that it is first French pic to ‘IN
$ 6 000
dent’s Lady" at Harris is light. That play the house.
This mark is
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- goes, too, for
only
by
“Lavender
Hill
“Man
topped
On
a
Tight(5th
IN
BUFF.; ‘WAX’ 12G,
$1.25)—“Moulin Rouge” (UA)
rope” at Fulton and “Remains To Mob” (U) and “Promoter” <U) here.
wk). Great $5,500 after $6,300 last Be
Buffalo, May 12.
Seen” at Penn. Nothing much Latter landed okay $3,000 in 27th
week.*
Best bet here this session is
either for “System” and “Down week (6 days), to wind a terrific
“Man* in Dark,” Powerful at the
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,263; 65- Among Sheltering Palms” at the longrun.
i0)
“Never Let Me Go” (M-G) Warner.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 60-$1.50) Lafayette. 3-D like “House of
Bright Road” (M-G). Mild $6,000,
Estimates for This Week
“Magnetic Monster” (UA). Wax,” is doing remarkably well in
week, “Light of Silvery
,ast
Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 50-85)— Opened today (Wed.). In ahead, view of continued strength of
4oon” (WB) and “System” (WB), “Man on Tightrope” (20th). Not “Invasion U. S, A.” (Col) (2d wk), “Wax,” still big on third Paramount
;6,800.
very much action for this. Be lucky fell to $6,500 after fair $15,000 stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2.700; 90- to wind up with mild $5,000. Last opening week.
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)—
(3d
(WB)
Wax”
week, “Lady Wants Mink” (Rep)
of
Holiday (Par-Rose) (950; 60-$1.20)
“House
ll.25)
“Hitch-Hiker” (RKO) (3d wk). “Never Let Me. Go” (M-G) and
vk). Sock $11,000, Last week, $14,- and “Thunderbirds” (Rep), $3,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)— Second frame ended last night “Code Two” (M-G). NSH $9,000.
00
week, “Small Town Girl” (MParamount (Evergreen) (3,039; “President’s Lady” (20th). Crix (Tues.) held at $8,000 after nice Last
G) and “San Antone” (Rep), $12,“Man in ^Dark” (CoD treated Heston-Hayward starrer af- $13,000 opening week.
!1-$1.25)
fectionately but suffering with
(Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.80) 000.
Mayfair
(UA).
Monsters”
“Magnetic
md
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-$l)
“Desert Rats” (20th). Initial week
Mce $10,000 or near. Last week, others. Maybe $6,000. light. Last
“Salome” (Col) (2d wk-9 ending tomorrow (Thurs.) heading “House of Wax” (WB) (3d wk).
‘President’s Lady” (20th) and “Big week,
n
(Continued on page 28)
In
Holds.
(Continued^ on gxvge 28
for sturdy $19,006.
$5,000 at 'VOc ’top.
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'This

comedy

hit of Roz*

cannot miss

being one of the big ones of the season.’
— N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM A SUN
'Rosalind Russell not only

is beautiful,

but she’s glib and amusing/

— n.y. post

‘Now Rosalind Russell has two hits on
— n. y. journal American
Broadway/

«./
'Rosalind Russell is having a field day

a#*.

on Broadway

. . .

It’s

a wacky comedy/
t-N. y. daily news

'Rosalind Russell brightens Broadway,
In a rib-tickling film/

—

n. y.

daily mirror

'Rosalind Russell is an expert come-

dienne.
laUghS/

. .

in

a picture with plenty of

— N.

Y.

HERALD TRIBUNE

'Rosalind Russell and a covey of cuties
prove that Wacs can be wacky ... in a
film with
'This is

generous laughs/

one

you’ll really

~~n.

y.

t/mes

want to see . . /

— BROOKLYN EAGLE

—

.

'VAKIITY't'
•

St.

—

-

LONDON 0PJMC1

PZSaMff

Martin's Pl*ct, Trafalgar Square

Plan Nat’I Scot Ballet
Glasgow, May 5.

Drop in U.S. Tourists Down Mexico

Way; Scribe

to Flacb

Mexico City, May 5. 4
Tourist trade was nearly twice
and more than
as much in volume

during the
according to
five years, 1947-52,
Trippers
enthe Bank of Mexico.

doubled in

worrying the governhowever,
ment. Administration has named
of tourism, Gustava
a new director
Ortiz Herman, a former newspaperman, to tackle the problem.
Americans are the backbone of
the tourist biz the bank
to the fact that
It attributed this
Yanks have more coin to spend
than ever before as well as more

stressed..

;

A

higher
time to enjoy themselves.
standard of living in the XJ. S.
travel
to
desire
and a greater'
abroad, plus greatly improved facilities for visitors in Mexico are
benefitting tourism

down

here, ac-

cording to the survey.
Admitting that tourist trade is
down so far this year, the bank
expressed confidence that there
will be an important upswing later
.

That optimism

is

shared by Alberto Amaya, high

of Pgtroleos Mexicanos,
company and a big tourist
booster. He revealed that Mexico’s
income from tourism during the
first quarter of 1953 was $5,780,000
below the yield during the same
time last year.
Declining tourism is worrying
Dailies
all concerned with the biz.
are viewing the situation with
With such top spots as
alarm.
Acapulco suffering such visitor
shortage that for the first time in
yearn it is possible to walk unheralded into any hotel and immediately get a room, the Mexican
Tourist .Assn, said that if the
dwindling keeps on what was a'
very promising Mexican industry
may fall apart. Hotelmen in many
parts of the country are holding
emergency meetings to seek ways
At the same
to get more guests.
time, hotel owners in the port of
Vera Cruz have asked for an official nod to hike their rates.
The Tourist Assn., hotelmen and
clal

ficial oil

others
concerned with
directly
traveler trade are urging the government to exert more efforts toward curbing such visitor discouragers as highway robberies, profiteering and open hostility by one

toward

element

—

2 Stubborn Irishmen
Dublin,

foreigners

in

general.

Barrel Tossers, Peelers,

Beer-Guzzling Acrobats

May

5.

Harbour,
County
Wexford,
however, has a growing population, and when it passed the
500 limit, its three theatre
owners recently became liable
for the tax.

j

Margaret Morris, Scot ballet
promoter, is mulling plan to set
up a national ballet in Scotland.
Projects include a performance of
Shakespeare’s
“A
Midsummer
Night's Dream.” Arrangements for
a tour in America and Canada are

being mulled.
Miss Morris believes there

‘Mr. 10%’

Tokyo, May 5.
Noboru A. Nakano, prexy of
Gay
Entertainment
has
Co.,
stepped up to the top talent agent
in Japan today. If a nitery wants
a finger flutist
repertoire from
a

guy

(who whistles a
Bach to boogie),

juggle barrels with his
feet, a man to stand on his head
and drink beer, a baby to play the
to

piano, or a gal to
navel, Nakano has
contract.

strip

to

her

them under
'

His colorful Tokyo office Is lined
with pix of his acts. Vaudevillians,
chorus girls and magicians mope
around on the sofas, passing the
time of day, waiting for a phone^
call or a booking, practicing their
routines, or just dozing.
“Mr. Ten Percent” has been in
the talent-peddling, biz for three
years.
Organizing and putting
cabaret entertainers on a business
basis is now paying off. With Security Force club dances still goln S

strong,

and more and more

Japanese clubs booking acts, Nagano and his table are cashing in.

Rush to 5 Niterles

On Saturday nights, performers
nave a minimum Of two bookings,

and some acts appear
at as toiany
or five clbbs on one SatHight. Chorus liners average $85 a moiitji,
soloists, $125.
ine less
bashful
contortionists
rake in $300.
They rush from
as four

c iuh

to

nmmte
encores.

club, performing at 15intervals, with no time for

Cabarets themselves
can get
away with as little
as $30 or $60
01 a tour-act
show, Most expen( Continued
on page 13)

Feted by the film section of
the Critics. Circle at a London

lunch

last

jreek^&am Goldwyn

said he was renfinded of an
old song, “I hate you and 1
love, you.”

he

told the assembled scribes,
“I love you for what you said

Ms Showdown

about ‘The Best Years of Our
Lives’ and I hate you for what
you said about ‘Hans Christian

Andersen.’”

Goldwyn predicted

ly,

to 5c.

12.

Looking around the room,

On Theatre TV
May

London,

5.

A

that,

a

year from now, with the developments now being perfected in Hollywood, there would
be a great future for the motion picture industry.

demand for complete freedom
develop theatrical TV without
being obliged to Offer a quid pro
quo to the British Broadcasting Miss Courtneidge Sock
Corp. by guaranteeing a supply of
In
films was made in an all-industry
London Revue;
memorandum submitted last week
to the government. The four maCoward Revives ‘Cart’
jori trade
associations
declared
London’, May 12.
they had an indefeasible claim to
be granted licenses to use video
Tom Arnold presented Cicejy
for transmission to picture theatres Courtneidge in a new revue, “Over
either from studios or from out- the Moon,” at the Piccadilly Theaside locations.
tre last Thursday (7), giving the
to

How

long the stubborn exhibs’ gesture will last is not
clear.
But at least it made
front page news with all Irish
national newspapers, and registered the owners’ protest.

Films Dominate

Over 46 % of W. German

Mkl;

Distribs’

216 Pix

New

.

star great opportunities for disits representaTelevision Advisory playing her versatility. Lyrics and
music are by Vivian Ellis. Show
is directed by Jack Hulbert resulting in slick, amusing entertain-

.The industry, in
tions

to

the

Committee,

urged a government
Berlin, May 5.
decision to be stated in clear and
Statistics
compiled by SPIO unmistakable terms. It was ex(top organization of the West Ger- plained that the industry
could not
man film industry) reveal that at go on spending money oq research
the end of 1952, there were 4,853 unless certain that licenses would
cinemas registered in West Ger- be granted. It reminded the commany and West Berlin, with total mittee that it had been waiting
capacity of 1,970,000. In addition, five years for a. definite decision
there were about 450 mobile thea- and now urged that the
principle
tres which showed films in 3,650 should be conceded without
furlocations.
West German film ther delay.
houses had a turnover of approxiRecalling .the abortive discusmately $130,000,000.
Admission sions with BBC-TV
earlier this
taxes still vary from 15 to 30%.
year on the supply of films for
An analysis of distribution for the state TV service, it was dethe past season shows that Holly- clared that acceptance of terms
wood imports dominate 46.8% of offered would result in heavy fithe West German market.
Of a nancial loss through reduced attotal of 462 pix 216 came from tendance. The BBC asked
for 12
the U. S. Runner-up nation is Ger- top-quality first features, 26 films
many with 23.4% or 108 features. for afternoon programs and a furFrench studios contributed 31 ther 26 for children’s matinees.
films, Austria, 29j Britain, 22; Italy* The top price per pic was between
Another 18 had $2,000 and $3,000 to include both
22; Sweden, 16.
their origin in various other* coun- night and afternoon transmissions.
tries.
Eleven companies mainly It was reckoned that the double
distributed new German films, screening would attract an audiwhile nine are primarily concerned ence of at least 4,000,000 viewers.
with American pix.
Reminding the committee that
German film production has de- a previous advisory Cartel had
clined so far this year. *For the queried whether the industry’s decurrent year West Germany has sire to Use TV was due to “lack
eased off -to 31 films released or of faith in celluloid,” the memoin production to date while the randum points out that since those
tally for East Germany is eight. critical questions were asked, both
At this time last year, the records the BBC and broadcasting comshow 56 West and 11 East German panies in America had shown eyerfeatures.
From a postwar low of increasing interest in celluloid.
Although it would take a year
seven pix completed in 1946 and
the
West German film in- or two to prepare the detailed
1947,
dustry hit a high of 75 features scheme requested by the governin 1951 and 73 films in 1952. All ment in last year’s White Paper,
of Germany has turned out 390 the four trade associations indicate
pix in postwar time but only 59 the need to develop in two differcame from East German studios. ent directions for the benefit of
Prewar, Germany produced 146 theatre audiences, and as an aid
In to production. At a later date it
film in 1930 and 58 in 1944.
1924, Germany turned out 220 pix. may have to submit a third development to cover sponsored proLatest check on biggest moneymakers in West Germany show£ grams.
.

7

.

Boom japan’s

Fickle Lover
London, May

a

Bril Film Biz

—

which bears no tax. Previouscharge was 17c for adults'
and 7c. for moppets in all
three houses.
Third cinema
upped Its charge for adults to
20c, of which 8c goes for tax,
and dropped the moppet price

is

for this dance movement in
Scotland which then would not
lean merely on the tradition of the
Russian or Italian ballet.
field

Two said “No,” and dropped
their admish price to 5c for
adults and children a price

not fl’
wood

ofthe of-

Biz

Entertainment tax law in
Ireland allows tax-free film
theatres in villages with less
than 500 inhabitants. Rosslare

is

1953.

Dp New

spending

tering Mexico totalled 473,001 last
year and they spent $181,500*000,
That compared
both’ new highs.
spending $82,to 275,300 visitors
800,000 in 1947.
in
flow of U. S.
drop
sharp
A
tourists in the last three months,

in

—

INTF.WVATIOJYAL

4

•

the French-Italian “Don Camillo
and Peppone” as the most successAmerican pix were Revive
ful. • Best
City Vaude
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)
and “Five Fingers” (20th)* reachBeat Admission Cut
ing 9th and 10th spots respectively.
.Mexico City, May 5.
New German films got 37.2% of
playdates American films 34.2%,
Striving for compensation for
and new Austrian product 6.3%.
the loss in coin they complain results from the cut from 57c. to 46c.
in their admission prices, top firstrun exhibitors here, through their
FIX
national association, plan" to revive
vaudeville in their cinemas. They
IN
would charge 57c for such shows.
May
5.
Vaude was presented regularly
Mexico City,
by several film houses here before
in
a
is
producing
Mexican film
sharp downbeat. That was stressed the last war. But with the biggest
by Cesar Santos Galindo, head of boom Mexico ever had, starting
soon after the conflict began, exthe Mexico Film Producers Assn.,
hibitors found that patrons would
In announcing that the producers
fight just to see the pic, and so
hike
depay
can’t meet all the
mands from players, technicians stageshows .were dropped. In those
and directors because the makers' days,; exhibitors bore ail costs of
the vaude policy.
The new plan
biz is so bad that they are unable
calls for exhibs as well as proto afford any kind of wage tilt. The
ducers
and
techdistributors
pay,
more
sharing the
players want 55%
cost Of stageshows.
ncians, 35%, and directors, 18%.

Mex

To

ME

PRODUCTION
SHARP DOWNBEAT

“The industry

is

and the demands
cajnnot

mands.”

in a depression
are excessive,”

“The film business
possibly, meet those de-

said Galindo.

Other Foreign

News

on* Pages 13, 15

The 30% cut in film theatre admission prices, decreed for -the city
of Buenos Aires and suburbs as
part of President Peron’s war
against high prices and inflation,
actually is a 50% slash part of
each week because three days a
week there is a further cut of 20%.
Houses showing only shorts and
newsreels have been sloughed to
about 10c plus tax.
In other
houses, for matinees, children will
pay 50% Jess thafi normal prices.
American distributors here estimate that these cuts involve a loss
for them of around $2,000,000 per
year, and this is an added bitter
blow.
Three weeks ago. they felt
it would be impossible for things
to be tougher in a country where
they never know from day to. day
what new harsh treatment will be
thought up for them by a government bent on protecting the native
industry.
Now the U. S. distribs
know that they were really better
than they realized because former prices (which had been boosted only in May of 1952) allowed
them to cover expenses with a little
something to spare.
off

But if things are tough for the
foreign distributors, they are infinitely harsher for native producers,
who implored the government to
hold the price slash, and are still
contesting it urgently. Exhibitors
also are very badly hit by these
price reductions since they already
were barely able to make ends
meet in the face of rising wage
scales, taxes and Social Security
benefits plus the need to supply

ment.
Supporting cast is headed by
Thorley Walters, Eunice Gayson, themselves with carbons on the
Peter Felgate, Aud Johansen, Mar- “black” market.
The more imgaret
Mitchell,
June Laverick, portant circuits are not so badly
Gerald Deacon.
affected by the price slashes but
Firstnighters gave rousing send- many smaller exhibitors feel they
off, and a protracted run looms.
will be* squeezed out of the marNoel Coward starred in a revival ket.
of “The Apple Cart” which was
Next week a delegation from the
presented by Tennent Productions film industry
will see Economic Afat the Haymarket last Thursday
fairs Minister Alfredo Gomez Mo(7>.
It is a sumptuous production,
rales, and it is hoped that the cuts
and elegantly mounted. His femme will be revised.
Industry spokescostars, Margaret Rawlings and men
argue that film entertainment
Margaret Leighton, head an out- is not an essential service, similar
standing cast.
to food or electric power or gas
The new production has been di- supply, and it is therefore illogical
rected by Michael Macowan with to force them into the
red merely
setting and costumes by Loudon so the people may
have- cheap enSainthill. It is a giltedged Corona- tertainment.
tion season attraction;
The high cost of living had alThe Bernard Shaw play was first ready
affected film grosses before
presented in London in 1929 when
the cuts were ordered. Distributors
Sir Cedric «Hardwicke played the
argue that this is due to flu and
lead role of King Magnus.
polio epidemics, and not to coin,
.

BRIT. FILM BIZ STILL

shortage.
They stress that since
the slashes were made, attendance
at the cinemas has not increased.

Some

SEEKING TAX RELIEF

first-run houses had lower receipts in March and April, when
'

there was better product available,
London, May 12.
than in the customarily slow
Reps from the four major indus- months of January and February.
try asfins. are to meet the Financial
Apart from the admission cuts,
Secretary to the Treasury today American filmites still have to de(Tues.) to make new representa- bate the non-implementation of the
tions on the admission tax relief. Johnston-Cereijo
pact with Dr.
The trade’s earlier submission, Gomez Morales. They are still
which Would have cost the Treas- owed their promised release perury Upward of $10,000,000 a year, mits for March and April, and canwas completely ignored by .the not get any material shipped from
Chancellor of the Exchequer in his the U. S., as it will be held inbudget speech last month.
definitely in customs.
Since the
The industry deputation which country’s econoipic position is
will comprise toppers from the weak, things do not seem very
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn., hopeful for future import permits
the Kinematograph Renters Soci- or promised release of frozen coin.
ety, the British Film .Producers
Assn, and the Assn, of Short Film
Producers, will seek information
on two points. First, it will ask Claim ‘Bribery’ in Grant
the government to explain why no
Of Alien Exchange For
reference was made to admission
tax in the Chancellor’s budget
speech and whether there are
Sets Sold in Tokyo
prospects of amendments being
Tokyo, May 5.
supported by the -government when
Import of foreign-made TV rethe new finance bill is again before
ceivers
figures
in
the
latest
the House.
Prospects of relief being added “scandal” involving illegal allocation
of
foreign
exchange
the
by
remote,,
to the bill are regarded as
but the industry feels there ^is a Ministry of International Trade
and
Industry,
according
Mainito
good propoganda case to be stated

TV

which,

it

is

hoped, will pay divi-

dends in a year’s time.

Benton’s Beef on BBC
London, May 12.

A

pre-recorded interview with
William Benton, former Democratic senator from Connecticut,
on the subject of “McCarthy ism,”
was broadcast on the British Broadcasting Corp. Home Service last
night (Mon.). There will be a repeat tomorrow (W6d->.
Benton, known for his opposition to Sen. McCarthy, will be interviewed by William Clark.

chi,

newspaper here.

Investigation of recent allegations of scandalous actions of high
MITI officials in illegally allocating .dollars for the purchase and

import of. foreign automobiles has
unearthed evidence of “bribery”
granting foreign exchange for
TV sets, the newspaper said.
in

Jiro Sakakibira, a member of
the MITI Deliberation Council
recently arrested on charges of
receiving bribes while serving as
chief of the Import Material Section during 1952 for allocation of
foreign funds to import automobiles~was alleged to be involved.

•
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Fete Prizes Rated

Hypo

Campbells Are A-Comin’
(To Canada) in Scot Pic

to French

Glasgow, May
backgrounds
will

Scots

Film-Making;
Paris,

Many
Tinters, Co-Prods.
S

May

film industry has re-

The French

^Shortage

A

ment

TV

is

develop-

This also explains some otherwise puzzling
notes occasionally found in
local TV programs.
An example is the Saturday
evening program which usually
announces a motion picture
with the remark, “In case of
rain, a quiz program will be
broadcast
instead
of
the
movie.” As film programs and
quiz shows are both held indoors, it may be hard to un-.
derstand how either could be

.

..affected

by

London,

rain.

W. berim

En

ASf66
°

” for Max
.
.
.
Ophuls opposite Vittorio* De Sica
play

j
TIT

“Madame De

Willi

I?

On Cooperative Setup

and Charles Boyer. Jacques Becker
is preparing “Ne Totichez Pas A
Grisbi,” an ^underworld piece with

Berlin,

Francois PprierT'

May

5.

West German film producers
and officials of NWDR, North
West German Radio Station, huddled recently on the TV situation
here.
Both groups expressed the
belief that the film industry and

Robert Bresson is also working
on a costume pic, “Lancelot Et
De La Table
Chevaliers
Les
Marcel Came winds
Ronde.”
peace‘Therese Ra<iuin,” a Franco-Italo television can live together
fully and that the development of
pic with Simone Sigrioret and Raf
I

Vallone,
years.

his

first

’

film

v

in 'three
of

Andre Cayatte, direotor

West Germany’s

fere

TV

will not inter-

with film production plans.

NWDR

announced

give film
producers the- opportunity to adtheir
pix
Video.
vertise
via
“Apres Le Deluge” which covers
It was agreed that both groups
French social structure before, durshould get together four times a
ing and after the occupation,
ye#r to discuss matters that con‘Fanfan’ Director Leans To Sex
They
cerning both industries*
of plan full coperatipn. The pix prodirector
Christian-Jaque,
“Fanfan La Tulipe,’ stays in the Queers formed a working commitcostume bracket with sexy star tee for TV*
also anMartine Carol as his incarnation n'0 unced that It will not import
Finishing .“Lu- foreign pix for TV.
of past beauties.
crecia Borgia” in Technicolor, he
is only using
At present
also plans a “Lysistrata,’ to com- 0 idie German feature films besides
“Justice Est Fait,” has another social polemic up his sleqve with

it .will

NWDR

NWDR

Destmees, ’ its regular programs. It soon will
with Miss Carol as well as another start televising previews of the
version of Emile Zola’s “Nana” and newest films made by German
another “Helene ’of Troy” with producers.
Miss Carol still doing all the per
NWDR's ambition to improve
fidious femmes.
programming aims at
current
Yves Ciampi, after completing bringing about an international ex“L’Esclave,” a pic about dope ad- change program between
Gerdiction, with Eleanora Rossi-Drago, many, France, Holland, Denmark
goes into “The Healer,” with Jean and Italy.
Disturbances by East
Marais.
Rene Clement, maker of German (Soviet Zone) TV stations
“Forbidden Games,” does “Mr. are not expected. East stations are
Ripois’ Nemisis” in England, and operating on the same line-perthen heads back here for a medi- inch ‘system, but with other frecal pic, “Men* In White.”
H. G. quences. Therefore, East German
Clouzot, after the success of his TV
transmissions can’t be re“Fear,” is working on a detective ceived by West German sets.

plete with sketch pic,

thriller

Georges Simenon’s “The Snow

Was

Dirty,” a hit of 1950-51, was
revived at the Comedie-Caumartin
to fill in remainder of the season
after the collapse of the Danielle
Delorme Co. The revival of Noel
Coward’s “Private Lives” went into
the Gymnase to replace the new
comedy, “Coconut Tree,” which

For ’53; ‘Dividend’ Near

A revival of Marcel
Ayme’s “Other People’s Heads” replaced the Jacques Deval flop,
Buenos Aires, May 5.
“There Was Once a Station,’*
So far this year two native film while the Serge Veber-Georges
productions hold the honors for top Van Parys-Jean Boyer operetta, “A
grosses here. They are “La Casa Woman a Day/’ a 10-year-old play,
relighted the Theatre de Paris,
Grande” (Argentine Sono Film), which had been left dark
since the
with Luis Sandrini, which racked closing of short-run musical, “It
up $122,330 at the Opera in .1.1 Is Written in the Stars.”
The next few weeks will see anweeks,
and
“Camille”
(Sono),
which played nine weeks at the other cycle of revivals. “Power and
the
Glory,” French version of the
Grand Rex, with a gross of $104,Graham Greene novel, will be
610.
brought back to the Oeuvre, alOther Argentine pictures have though
it
failed to last.

Record on 5-Week Run

A

SIXMONTH

‘LIMELIGHT’

Once all the returns are in for
the five-week run of “Father’s Little Dividend” (M-G) at the Opera,
Rome, May 5.
it should prove a record for these
“Limelight” (UA) is the Italian recession days at this house.
boxoffice champion |br the first Grosses for the first two weeks,
six months of this year, recent fig- day-date at the “Opera and Roca
ures reveal. It is running far ahead totalled $57,465,
of the field.
An Italian-made,
Other outstanding grosses have
“Altri Tqmpli,” released by RKO, been
“Royal Wedding”
(M-G),
is runner-up to the Chaplin pic, nine weeks day-date
at Metropoliwith “Trinidad” (Col) taking the tan and Ideal, with $65,952; “WaNo. 3 spot.
Jjash Avenue” (20th), six weeks at

CHAMP IN ITALY

B.O.

t

I

.

Other big grossers among U. S. the Ocean, with $62,077; “Lorna
pix are “Carrie” (Ear), “World In Doone” (Col), f5ur weeks at the
His Arms” (U), and “American In Florida and Iguazu, $61,80Q; and
Paris” (M-G).
“Kon-Tiki” (RKO), four weeks at

Not figuring in

this first half of
tabulation are more recent re.

.

r

*

.

'

-

,

•

•

.

*"

Folies-Bergere’s year-old “Real
Madness’* (“Une Vraie Folie”) is
doing strong biz, with nightly capacity now that tourists have returned.
“L’Heure Ehlouissante’*
(“Dazzling Hour”), at the Antoine,
is sock, with “Dial
for Murder’ 1
(“Crime Parfait”), at Ambassadeurs; “Sud,” at Athenee; “Helene,”
at Madeleine, and the Georges
Guetary operetta, “Flowering
Path,” at ABC, getting better part
of remaining coin..

M

PIX STILL TOPS

U.S.

IN

the Monumental, $47,886.

SWEDISH CAPITOL
Stockholm,

A

including

#

m

the Marigny opened after a
delay (April 27) and together with
“Agnes,” translation of a German
script,
at
off-beat
Studio
des
Champs-Elysees, was one of the
week’s two new entries.

•

.

.

influx.

V

r

.

heavy tourist

cital at

then

said,

to

.

such boxoffice
smashes as “Snows of Kilimanjaro”
London Legit Bits
(20th), “Greatest Show On Earth”
(Par) and /‘Gone With Wind” (M-G)
Loncfon? May 5..
Haddad is directing a filmizatipn
Despite legit biz being off in the (reissue). “Quo Radis’’ has been
of the Cocteau novel,
“Thomas
*yo f»gt
“The
Saunders*
Peter
End,
U
L’lmposteur.” JLACUll
Decoin winds
Henri A/CLU4U
•«
mu ' disappointing on early dates but
T
A
J
grossing fairly well.
“Le Dortoir Des Grandes,” about Mousetrap, a ^ m igJsa d ors 25®
Q
murder in a gal’s school, and then
s
aI> d
heads for India for a coproduction,
the brokers
“Le Jugement Dernier.” Jean De is doing capacity, with
competed a further 20-week
Barrel Tossers
lannoy is ready to start **£« Route having
who. has,
Shiner,
Ronald*
.
deal . .
AT Napolean,”
with Pierre\ Fresnay. bvCUXCU
Continued from page 11
uuaAUAAo Over
k* v v* Sorren__
All “Seagulls
i]
starred in
J ullen
Duvivier„ after finishing to” at the Apollo Theatre for nearly
The KinReturn of Don Camillo/* starts three years, quits show July 3, and sive are the bands.
spends
(Silver
Bridge)
‘L’Affaire Bauzlrius” here.
will be replaced by Basil Lord, bashi
who played the, Shiner role^ when $3,000 a month for, its two alterMany Costumers in Color
pria
at
out
nating
bands.
tried
first
was
Marcel Pagliero is readying “Ne play
vate Sunday performance. Shiner
Competition isgeting rough, 'fend
Quitfez Pas L’Ecoute.”
Georges goes off on three weeks* holiday
that may mean, in the long, run,
Roquier, who made “Farrebique ”
Fran ce, after which he will en- better entertainment. Because the
gets his first directional assignment
tertain' the troops for three weeks, girls have to pay the arranger,
in five years with “Sang Et LuHe then starts a long provincial
miere” in Spain/ Film stars Daniel tour in “Seagulls,” with entirely the choreographer; and buy their
Gelina.
Robert Slodmak will db new- cast.. Val Parnell has signed nbw wardrobe^, they are reluctant
chahge routines more than
the French pic “Rapture” in Moroc- Jon Pertyree in part of “Dame” tb
co. Leonide Moguy* comes here for for hiS new Christmas pantomime quarterly. Similarly, once a jugH. M. gler has gone through his routine,
‘Children of Pleasure,” a film at th&Xondon Palladium
about unwded mothers, while Jerin Tennent, Ltd., he acquired N. C. he has presented the entire repertoire of his genre.
Boyer will direct a filmizatioh of Hunter’s new play, titled “Picnic,
the Jacques Deval legiter “There and will produce it in the fall
Nakano believes that recent
starred.
Gielgud
with John
Was A Station.”
visits by American bands and artRobins, one of the American ists will elevate crispness of local
A.
There are many costumers in
attractions in Tom Arnold and entertainment.
Foreign imports
color planned^
Marcel L’Herbier’
“Three.
revue,
Littler’s
are also making nitery ops realize
comes out of. retirement to direct Emile
Cheers,” at the London Casino, is that good entertainment can not
Aiietty in “Le Pere De Mademoionly one whose option has not be had for peanuts. Higher gratuselle” while Jacques Tati is work-been taken up. Act quits, after, 12
raln g on another
comedy of mannbrt Weeks due tb disagreement on ities' are. jexpect&dUo Jure top to
and observation^. id ter the successes salary, and is skedded to open at dio, screen, andL .stage names
make
This will
Japanese clubs.
oi
“Jour De Fete” and “Les Kansas City June 29 for season
vacances De Monsieur Hulot.”
operetta at the Municipal Centre. Nakano very happy.
.

due

The past week saw six preems.
The Edith Piaf- Jacques Peals re-

1

leases

'

Davidson

5.

These figures reveai an upsurge
in British production.
The total
of 82 full-length features is 18
higher than the -previous year.
There was, however, a dip in films
coined little during its
in the 3,000 to 6,500-foot class, not fared so well, the best results
early engagement at the same
showing a decline of 15 over th^ being achieved by “Elios Nos Hicie- hous§.
Marcel Pagnol is rehearsing
previous year.
ron Asi” (AAA) at the Ambassa- “Fanny”
to take the place of his
Shorts - production
showed a d'or, with $43,160 in six weeks. The “Marius” at the Sarah Bernhardt.
marked upward tendency, the total much ballyhooed “La Voz de Mi
“Queen of Clubs,” which made
of 326 representing an increase of Ciudad” (AAA) held for six weeks way for “Dorothee,” French adaptaat the Monumental and did $31,77 over the previous year.
tion of S. N. Behrman-Somerset
450 while “Un Angel Sin Pudor”
Maugham’s “Jane” (a quick Paris
Total number of imported for(An Immodest Angel) (ADOCA) fiasco), goes
eign films ovep 6,500 feet, was 10
back into the St.
grossed only $16,240 in four weeks
Georges after the Ruggero Ruggeri
ahead of the previous year.
day dating at the Broadway and
Italian
Co.
completes a short stint.
Although the U. S., France and Luxor.
Steve Passeur’s “I Shall Live a
Italy represent the bulk of the forOf the recent American releases, Great Love,” a 15-year-old produceign impoits, productions came
“Desert Fox” (20th) takes first tion, moves into the Michel May 20.
from 16 other sources with Soviet spot, with gross
of $84,181 in the
a
revival of the musical by Rene
Russia heading the secondary list
first three weeks day-date at the Ferrary and
Roger Xel, “I’m Gowith a total of nine. Mexico had
Florida and- Iguazu, breaking all ing to Sleep in Your Bed” opens
four and Germany three.
records at both houses. The pic- at the Etoile, replacing “Angel
ture also had record grosses at Face,” musical which suffered
a
Mar del Plata and other points in sudden death.
the interior.
,

year

who

while Jean Cocteau,

has renounced films, is supervising
the first production of his 18-yearold protege, Michel Haddad.

film

2 Arg. Pix Top Grossers

Quota shorts.

^

IV LX6CS

5.

initely.

In the same year, British producers registered a total of 82 pix
running more than 6,500 ft. and a
further 35 between 3,000 and 6,500
ft.
In addition, there were 326

Film PrO(lS.

-

>

12.

features.

gram.

worked for two years, is wind“Le Bon. Dieu Sans Confes-

Edwige Feuillere.
Miss Darrieux changes stages to

May

May

American

May

Paris legit season goes into
before almost complete
closedown for the summer in June,
revivals are replacing flops at a
fast clip to keep houses lighted for
May and early June biz. This trade
is forecast as likely to be stout

taxes the American producer
50% of, all earnings on the producer’s share of film rental.
Then the government freezes
the producer’s funds indef-

nearest foreign competitors were
France, with a total of 51 which
included 39 in the first "category,
and Italy, with 24 or 20 full-length

and cameras become

r»»i

Hollywood,
Difficulty that

Paris,

As

final stages

companies

Hollywood sent to Britain a total
of 721 films in the last quota registration year which ended March
31. Of these, 249 were over 6,500
ft.
in length, 113 were between
3,000 and 6,500 ft. and the remaining' 359 were under 3,000 ft. The

available for the live quiz pro-

sion,” with Daniele Darrieux." Then
Herbe,” with
he starts on “Ble

Yank Films

tribution ^'bhiet if or Hallmark
roadshow attractions In lhat
country.
Indonesian government takes
a 40% tax on boxoffice re-

-f

Tax Kick

Indonesia

To Brit, in Year

On Saturdays, the cameras are
usually tied up filming sports
events. Therefore, films are
shown instead of live programs
on Saturdays,, But, in case of
rain, outdoor events are cancelled,

have in .getting
money out of Indonesia was
succinctly: described here last
Davidson, disweek by R.

Season Moves Into Final Stretch

ceipts,

Explanation is
that
the
Broadcasting Corp.
(NHK) is short of TV cameras.

here
“Julietta”
Allegret, starts
soon. Claude Autant Lara, maker
has
who
Flesh,”
the
in
of “Devil

in a
pic provisionally titled
“Scottish
Settlement,”
set
for
filming here on' location in August.
Scenes around Glen Affric, in
the ‘Highlands, will be setting for
story by Scot novelist Neil Paterson, about two boys and their stern
grandfather in an emigrant Canadian community.
Phil Leacock will direct. Studio
work tees off at Pinewood in June.

721

Japan

and Michele Morgan. Brother Marc

not
ing

equipment

of

restricting
in Japan.

still

Revivals Dominate as Paris Legit

be

lensedto represent Canada

Nips’ Leapin’ Lenses
Tokyo? May 5.

its
ceived a shot in the arm with
victories at the Cannes and Venice
clean sweep this
film festivals.
vear at Cannes, with top feature,
Salaire De La Peur” (The
Wages of Fear), and the top short,
“Crin Blanc” (White Mane,) is hyproduction
healthy
the
poing
schedule here. Many top directors,
for years,
worked
not
have
vho
are now preparing' or finishing
an implaying
is
color
and
films,
portant part in the productions as
steps
exploratory
well as the first
with. 3D. From January, 1952,. to
April, 1953, over 130 French and
coproduction pix were in the can
this
or in the cutting rooms. Of
of
total, 30 films were adaptions
novels and short stories, 17 were
adapted from plays and the others
were original screenpalys.
Yves Allegret is in Mexico doing
exteriors for “The Proud Ones,”
based on a story by Jean-Paul
Sartre. It stars Gerard Philippe

13

5.

new Rank

4

12.

INTERNATIONA!.

P'Sssmff

Martin'* Plac*, Trafalgar Square

St.

total of 80 films

May

5.

were preemed

Swedish capitol during the
period of January to March this
year.
American imports topped
the list with 46 films, followed by
the British and French with seven
films each.
Only six of the films

in the

Legit

Shows Abroad
LONDON

(Week ending May

9)

Affair* of State, Cambridge (8-21).
Air* Shoestring, Royal Ct. (22).
Applecart, Haymarket (5-7).
At You Like It, Royal Exchange (9-4).
Call

Me Madam,

Coliseum

(3-15).

Comedle Francalse, St. James (5-4).
Dangerous Curvet, Garrick (14),

Escapade, Strand (1-20).
FoY Better Worse, Comedy (12-17-52).
Glorious Days, Palace (2-28);'
.

Lindsey- Revue, Lindsey (5-6),
Hut, Lyric (8-23-50).
Living Room, Wyndham's (16).
London Laughs, Adelphi (4-12). *
Lov.e of Colonels, W. Garden (5*23-51).
Love Froth Judy, Savllle (9-25).
Little

MoUsitrap, Ambas. (11-25).
Over the Moon, Piccadilly ,(5-7).
Paint Wagon, Her Majesty's (2-11).
Paris to Piccadilly, Pr. Wale8 (4-13).
ilx
Quadrille,
Redheaded Blonde, Vaudeville (4-1).
Reluctant Heroes, White (9-12*50),
Ring Out Bells, Vic. Pal. (11-12).
Seagull,

Arts

(22),

-

Seagulls Sorrento, Apollo (6-14-50).
So Shall Ye Re4p, Richmond (4-27).

South Pacific, Drury Lane (11-1-51).
Starched Aprons, Embassy (4-29).
Sunday Breakfast, New Lindsey (15).
Three Cheers, Casino (3-7).
Wonderful Time, Hipp. (10-21-52).
Woman Importance, Savoy (2-12-53).

Young

Eltx,

Criterion

(4-2).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
denote premiere dates)
Aeneas, Royal Exchange (5-20)..
a ? KWfl/ Prince's (5-23),’
High Spirits, . Hipp. (5-13).
Second Best Bed, Arts (5-20).
Seven Year Itch, Aldwych (5-14).
Twelfth Night, Embassy (5-20).
Two Bouquets/ St. Martins (5-12).
(Figures

Dido

A

Happy As

•

'

Swedish

made.

Germany

contributed six films. Others came
from Finland and Italy (two each)

Dear Charles, New (12-18).
Deep Blue Sea, Duchess (3-8).
Dial M Murder, West (6-19).

Happy Marriage, Duke York (8-7).
King Henry VIII, Old Vic (5-6).

were

and one each from Austria,
Mexico and Venezuela.

Brazil,

The State Censorship Board
banned three features during this
period, “Hangman’s Knot” (Col),
the British “Cosh Boy” and the

Austrian “Toedliche Liebe.”
A
short, “Les Pin-Up des
Catch,” also was barred.
Most .promising' boxoffice film
here this year is “The Quiet Man”
(Rep), at the present running in
its 12th week at the 916-seat Royal,

French

French Revue for
Mexico

City,

Mex
May

5.

The

biggest French revue to
play here in 50 years is in prospect for September. Ricardo Toledo is dickering with Mme. Rasimi to provide such a troupe to
open the Teatro Virginia Fabregas
which he is being built on the site
of the old name house of the late
Virginia Fabtegas, Mexico’s vet
actress.

Toledo believes the dicker for
the Ramsini show will be a success.

P35*ffi¥f

14
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LOVE STQRY OF A PRINCESS)

SPECTACLE IN
QUO VADIS CLASS

w
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WORLD PREMIERE MAY

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!

21st!
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ABOVE: Four „o f the Six Lobby Door Panel Set• Giant

size

cards 20" x 60"

in full

colon

*

HOW
•

TO ADVERTISE "YOUNG B E S S”

the love story of

*

a

princess
\

•

•

»

*

•

•

e

M. P. Herald says, "M-G-M introduces,more new ideas in their press-)
book than any other company.” ” Young Bess” tie-ups and accessories are tops in ticket-selling.

1. Study the pressbook

.

2, Where engagements are

close to the

Coronation, capitalize

on the

timeliness and

TO STRESS THAT THIS IS A GREAT TECHNICOLOR FILM DRAMA
BASED ON A GREAT NOVEL OF THE FIRST QUEEN ELIZABETH (YOUNG BESS).
BE SURE

3* In

all

types of promotion, in all advertising, use the following catchline prominently

to describe the

title:

*

"YOUNG

c

4. In engagements

that follow the Coronation; eliminate all

and confine copy to picture

M-G-M presents

BESS” the love story of a

princess.

,

itself.

In Color by Technicolor

Book it!

“YOUNG BESS ”

Exploit

(

It

it!

pays

The Love Story Of

STEWART GRANGER DEBORAH KERR CHARLES LAUGHTON

copy referring to

A

off.

event

_

Princess) starring

Kay Walsh

this

JEAN SIMMONS

• Kathleen Byron
Kellaway • Leo G. Carroll • Rex Thompson • Screen Play by Jan Lustig and Arthur Wimperis
Based on the Novel by Margaret Irwin • Directed by George Sidney • Produced by Sidney Franklin
•

Cecil

•

•

with

•

Guy

Rolf

'VARIETY'?*
S' $t.

LONDON OPFIC1

Martin's Place/ Trafalgar Square

NFFC Gloomy Over
London,

May

With the decline in admissions,
which directly affects the amount

money going

into the

Josephine Baker

TV as Hazards

into operation

Eady pool

and with film rentals under constant attack from exhibitors,' the
report asserts that British producers are not in as comfortable a
position as appeared a year ago.
Under the present legislation, via
which the state films bank was Created, its life is scheduled to terminate by next March 8.. Proposals
about the future have been submitted to the Board of Trade and,
in due course, an announcement
will be made in Parliament. Meantime the 'board of the NFFC expresses doubts whether by 1954

any company engaged purely in
production would be
able
to
finance worthwhile films from its

2d Honolulu

station hassled a
legal challenge to Hawaii’s general
gross income tax. Pacific Frontiers

revenue.

guished from interstate. Company
claims almost $380,000 of its ’52
income was from business originating outside Hawaii and in inter„

KPOA

Owners of
took similar
aetion some time ago but lost out
in Circuit Court.

Ballet

-

Troupe;

Iglesias U.S. Nitery
Madrid,’

Vet

May

5.

own

Spanish dancer Rosario' presented her new ballet group at the
Teatro Alvarez Quintero here for
the first time since her 25-yearA «major factor in the present old partnership with Antonio split
situation is the view that the pro- last December.
Quarrel between these two dancduction industry is undercapitalover their future projects
ized. The present arrahgement of ers
depending on shortterm loans for stirred a furore in Spain over the
working capital is regarded as pre- last few months, Ihnd first night of
carious, but it is indicated that “Danzas de Espanha” as new prothere is, as* yet, little evidence of duction by Rosario is called, filled
new investments coming from any- house to capacity.
where outside the government.
General opinion' of critics after
That $8,400,000 Loan to Brit^ Lion first night was that Rosario -had
well. Biz has
On its inception in 1948, the film done it, and done it
*
bank kicked off witiT'a substantial been SRO since.
Her new partner is Guatemalaloan of $8,400,000 to British Lion.
At least one-third of this is now born, San Francisco-trainedy 25regarded as irrecoverable, but no year-old Roberto Iglesias. In 1951,
arrangements are being made for h* formed his own company and
repayment of the balance, as it is toured U.S. extensively, working
felt that’ any slicing of working in niteries and concertizing, -His
capital would lead to a curtailment Wife and partner, Aida Ramirez, is
of production. The future of the second femme lead of the new comBritish Lion loan is one of the pany.
Questions which will be decided
Iglesias scored heavily, and is
alongside the future of the NFFC. having an enormous personal triTwo parts of the Three Group umph. Other members of ihe comschemes set up two years ago have pany are the sisters Iries* and
collapsed and only the third. Group Nieves de Juan, dancer Juan Alba;
3, Ltd., which is aimed at encour- guitarists Juan Garcia Mata (leadaging new talent, is continuing. er), Antonio. Zori and Miguel CasOther arrangements made with the tanos and singer Isla.
J. Arthur Han^ Organization and
Scenery and. costumes are top
the Associated-Brltish group have and colorful by Vicente Viude and
ended. A new group financing ar- Raf Fran. Repertory is extensive,
rangement has, however, been including all previous solos by
made with Ealing Studios, and the Rosario and new duets and en-j
NFFC stepped in to provide the semble numbers, choreographed
bankroll that was lost when Steph- by Rosario and Iglesias, to music of
en Coprtauld exited the board. classic and modern Spanish comThe bank has approved an advance sopers.
Garh
resources. It is virtually impossible- to build capital out of
profits and also repay short term
loans, .jthe report adds.
r

'

-

-

j

of $2,800,000 to Ealing, of

which'
only about one-quarter has been
taken up. There will be some measure of participation in Ealing Studios’ profits as part of the financial
arrangement.

By the time the first five years
are up, the NFFC reckons that it
will

,

have

around

$12,500,000

locked up in production, but due
for eventual repayment. So far it
has lost about $4,000,000 and has
a further $11,200,000 invested in
production which is regarded as
recoverable. Last year ended ,witn
a loss of about $125,000, which
was almost entirely, because of the
boxoffice failure of the all-industry
Festival film, "The Magic Box.”
Almost the entire corporation investment in it was lost.

BBC

Radio Outlets To
Combine for Coronation

MOSS SETS GUINNESS
FOR ‘FATHER BROWN.’
J

-

London,

May

5.

After a quickie visit to London,
last week, Paul Moss finalized negotiations for a British production of
"Father Brown” based on several
G. K. Chesterton yarn$, with Alec
Guinness, inked for the title role.
Production is. scheduled to start
rolling in the fall and will be sponsofed by Facet Productions, a
company in which Moss is associated with Vivian Cox. They will
act as co-producers on the film.
The Chesterton stories are being
adapted by Thelma Schnee. Screenplay is being prepped by Alec CopVictor Kenning arid Miss
pell,
Schnee. Pic will be made at Pinewood Studios and likely will be
released through J, Arthur Rank.
Rank.
•Guinness sailed last week for
the Stratford (Ontario) Theatre
Festival and will take up his role

London, May 5.
The two main BBC radio outlets
combine on Coronation day
and will be on the air together
from 5:30 a. m. They will tee off on his return.
*
with a joint program of light music
and disks, which will be relayed on
Mex Pix Prod. Stable
government loudspeakers along the
Paris, May 5.
route.
Film production in Mexico tills
The actual Coronation broadcast- year will match, or even be less
starts at 10:15, and will carry on than the 99 pix made last year, it is
right through the morning and aft- indicated in the producer group’s
ernoon until the royal procession report, which shows that 23 films
Has returned to Buckingham Pal- were completed in the first quarter
will

ace.

Of 1953.

May

Potent Biz

Hypo Than 1st Sound Pix

27.

May

London,

Disney’s ‘Rob Roy’ Unit

Booms

Biz in Scot

Town

5.

That advances in 3-D and panoramic exhibition were a more'
potent shot-jn-the-arm than either
the advent of sound or color, was
the view expressed by Robert S.
Wolff, the RKO topper in London,
who returned last week from his
annual visit to N. Y. and Hollywood.
In his opinion, this was
proving the most effective way of
answering the increased competition from TV and other media.
At the time of the introduction
of sound, Wolff recalled that the
picture industry was facing
a
recession, but was not faced with
the same type of competition confronting the industry today.
In
the circumstances, he reckoned
that 3-D was a more important
means of hypoing business than
sound. He did not regard the use
of Polaroid specs as a deterrent

Aberfoyle, Scot., May 5.
VSftlt .Disney’s version of "Rob
Rq£,” story pf famed Scot outlaw
now - being lensed on the hillsides
hefe; has brought prosperity to
this sleepy Highland village. Overnight, the village was turned into
a boom town.
Estimated more than $4,500
weekly added revenue has poured
Mexico City, May 5.
into the village In various forms.
Filmites here have rejected de- The local butcher was called on
mands for reprisals against Ameri- to feed the large film unit. With
cans making films in Mexico, made aid of the village baker, he has
upon the trade and the govern- prepared roasts for an army of 500
ment by Alejandro Galindo and each weekend. Hotels engaged exAlfonso
Fernandez Bustamante, tra telephonists, maids and waiters.
coproducers of ‘‘Wet Backs.” This
Because the weather was sunny,
was confident that threeis a tale of Mexicans who ford the the effects department of the Dis- and
Rio Grande to become farm labor- ney location team manufactured dimensioned films would make a
real contribution towards giving
ers in the TJ. S.
its own Scotch mist.
the business a much-needed lift
Galindo and Bustamante dethroughout the world.
manded the reprisals because they
Declaring that if he were an exsaid the El Paso, Tex., authorities ‘Show’ Greatest French
hibitor he would equip his theatre
blocked their shooting in that area
with
every known 3-D and wideuntil all Americans were used in
Grosser Both in Paris,!
screen propess, Wolff saw a new
these ’scenes. That would have
showmanship era opening up for
hiked their costs $2,000 daily, the
Stix; ‘Gaucbo’ Also Big
the industry. The cost was comcoproducers claimed. They were
Paris, May 12.
paratively negligible and this was
obliged to use »Ciudad Juarez, El
Toppers at the film boxoffice the opportunity of attracting the
Paso’s Mexican counterpart, for the
here
in
the last two’ weeks patrons away from their fireside
scenes,
Widescreeri and
The trade’s nix was announced; either are big color specs or light TV receivers.
Gallic
comedies.
Top dough $48,- 3-D was something the public
by Jose Rodriguez Gr^pada, secretary generaLof the' film technicans 000 went to the "Greatest Show could not see at home.

U.S. Fixers Nixed

Station claims the territory has
legislate in the broadcasting field because the station’s
broadcasting business is in interstate commerce, ft also contends
the law provides.no standards for
apportionment of income from intra-territorial
sources as distin-

no power to

Madrid

a

Mex Reprisals On

Broadcasting Co. (KULA) is suing
for recovery of $11,491 in territorial tax paid under protest on ’52

Frisco Terp. Clicks In-

RKO’s Wolff Envisions 3D as More

for the Coronation.

Second radio

commerce.

open

15

'•

The room, which is situated
above the Casanova Club, will be
under the control of Rico Dajou.
It is one of several new night clubs
which are being launched in time

Station

Sues on Territorial Tax
Honolulu, May 5.

state

to

is

new West End night spot late this
month when the Don Juan, swings

5.

The picture of a financially precarious British film industry, which
has to face ne^r ‘hazards arising
from increases in production costs,
uncertainty about 3-D and growing
audiences for television, is drawn
In the annual report of the National Film Finance Corp., a government body set up four years ago
with the object of stimulating
financial support for British studios. Even, making allowances for
the subsidy from the Eady fund,
film-making is not considered a
paying proposition, and it is frankly stated that the position seems
likely, to get worse.

of

Josephine Baker Into
New London Nitery Spot
London, May 5.

Precarious Brit

Film Prod.; Cites 3-D,

INTERNATIONAL

P^ASRIETY

union.
He indicated that there On Earth” (Par). Next was "The
must be no reprisals of any kind Gaucho” (20th), another in Techwhich landed $27,000.
against Americans already produc- nicolor,
ing pix Jn Mexico or those plan- "The Lovers of Midnight” was next
ning to
produce
down here. with $24,000 followed by Jacques
"Backs” is being finished at the Becker's marital comedy "Rue De
L’Estrapade” at $21,000.
Tepeyac studios here.^,
Jacques Tati’s gag comedy "Les
Vacances De Monsieur Hulot,”
TO TELECAST
which copped the film crix award
at the Cannes Film Festival, was
.

SHOWS
OF VIENNA OPERA

next

with

another

$21,000

take.

On this visit to America, the
RKO exec saw all the latest
processes and he hazarded that, in
the not too distant future* a London Theatre Would be equipped
with Cinerama or some comparable
process. The technique of exhibition necessarily would be different
as only a proportion of the theatres were able to take equipment
of this size. He foresaw the possibility of a musical in that medium running as long as any musical on the stage.
He did not see

Program of shorts including "Water Birds” (RKO) and two French
When TV comes to Austria, one documentaries, "Le Grand Melies” why a Cinerama production* could
feature will be’ telecasts' of per- and "Victoire Sur L’Annapurna,” not stay in the West End as long
formances of the Vienna State landed $20,000,
as "Annie Get Your Gun” which
Washington,

May

12.

Opera, according to the Austrian
Provinces also aye giving best
information service in this counmoney to "Greatest Show” as well
The opera house is being reas "Scaramouche” (M-G), and the
constructed With plans drawn up to
French pix "Tourbillon,” "Les
provide for inclusion of all techDe Minuit,” "La Vie D’Un
Amants
nical facilities needed for telecastHonnete Homme” and "Le Boulaning. Rebuilt opera house will have
ger De Valorgue,”
several TV studios and various sections of the auditorium will be*
wired for tele equipment.
Rank Extends Franchise
Austria has moved a step near
teld by the action xjf-the Allied ocOf Bell
Howell 5 Years
cupying powers recently, in voting
to ease the ban on use of ultra
London, May 5.
shortwave frequencies.
the
franchise
Extension
of
—
agreement with Bell & Howell of
Chicago by a further five years up
Long Lines for Preem
to Dec. 31, 1962, is reported by
J. Arthur Rank in his chairman’s
Of ‘Devil’ in
City statement to stockholders of British Optical tc Precision Engineers,
Mexico City, May 5.
Ltd. Under the pact, BO&PE manuSpectacular biz greeted 3-D film
facture, under license for most of
bow in Mexico here last Saturday the Eastern 'hemisphere,
the prod(2)
with the presentation of
ucts which Bell & Howell make
“Bwana Devil” (UA) at the swanky in Chicago, and from their assoReal Cinema here. Cinema had its
ciate company, Taylor, Taylor &
first lineup
at the boxoffice in
provide their lens remany months, the longest linev in Hobson,
quirements.
its five-year history, two abreast
The
annual
report shows a dip
for four blocks.
in profits, with the net -figure for
The theatre management is not. the year ending Dec. 27 at just
agog over the public’s reaction to under
$420,000, which was some
3-D.
The big opening day was $60,000 below the previous year.
mainly from curiosity it Was There is to b& no divvy distribuclaimed.
However, fulhcapacity tion in the current year. Trading
biz, not frequent at this, house, conprofit was down by about $126,000
tinues.
Lack of exhibitor en- and is shown as $2,122,400.
thusiasm seems to^tem from the
city amusements department’s inPix Union
sistence that the "Bwana” price, Irish
even though for 3-D, be held at the
Nix Coronation Films
46c top, now obtaining at the best
Dublin, May 5.
first-funs here.
The cinema had
Irish nationalist groups have resought to get it upped to 69c, with
the argument that providing each newed their demands that films of
customer with specs costs 17c plus Queen Elizabeth’s Coronation in
the necessity of fitting cinema with June should not be shown in Irish
film houses. Letters are being ada special screen.
dressed to exhibs, and latest move
is request to Cinema Wcfirkers* Union not to handle' or screen film if
Scots
‘Pacific’
it is imported.
Glasgow, May 5.
•This request is being reviewed
^
"South Pacific” is skedded
by union Officers this w£fek. Rentto play a season at King’s Theing officers are awaiting their deatre here, beginning March 30,
cision, as union verdict will probably decide whether import is
1954, on the Howard Wyndham
worthwhile or not. No comment is
circuit.
Show leaves Drury
Lane, London, in the fall,
available from exhibs, who say they
after a run of nearly two years,
have made no commitments regardand will be replaced there by
ing films.
Several of them show
newsreels on usual contract basis,
"The King and I.”
and these reels will undoubtedly
Advance b.o. interest in the
contain Coronation reports.
Scot dates is already high.
try.

&

i

Mex

5

ran for four years.

RKO Hollywood ^stuhad switched to 3-D and
would have two -pictures ready
within the next two months, Wolff
anticipated that upcoming new
product would be given an added
lease on life by the current method
of wide-angle projection which
permitted presentation on screens
two or three times the normal size.
He thought that was the answer for
2-D production Wherever facilities
permitted.
The RKO 3-D films,
Whjch were being made in Natural
Vision, also would be available to
•Although

dios

*

exhibs

Ask

.Wahoo

.

To

Their

2-D.

Chance”

SUVENSKA

two,
"Arizona

first

and

SO-SO IN

HAWAII; DANILOVA IIJ,
Honolulu, May 12.
Danilova,
featured
with the Slavenska-Franklin Bal-

Alexandra

was hospitalized for 'several

let,

*

.

in

"Secohd

outpost,” as well as "Son of Sinbad” and a Jane Russell musical
would be filmed in Technicolor.
They would be offered in a single
flat version to exhibs not equipped
to screen 3-D.

days and unable to appear at any of
the troupe’s Honolulu performances.
Dancer was confined to
Queen’s Hospital with an infected
abscess, which caused high fever.
She recovered sufficiently to con-,
tinue on to Tokyo Saturday (9)
with the company.

Hawaii dates were under aus-

HonoMcKinley Auditorium

pices of Artists Service of
lulu,

with

scaled from $3.60 to $1.80, with a
special $1.20 student price. First
touring ballet company to play city
in years received restrained praise
from critics and lukewarm attention from general public. It played
a run of six performances, including a Sunday matinee. Unimaginative

advance campaign didn’t help

any.
Scot, Jolson Film Festival

Glasgow,

May

5.

Special A1 Jolson festival week
is slated for May 11 at La Scala
and Bedford cinemas here.
"The Jolson Story” and "Jolson
Sings Again,” both big clicks here

on earlier release,
back on reissue.

will be

brought

Ui id
El

Most
iou

Musical

Adventure
of All.!

OIUL llUUIIIVm RWND MSSEMlia #ESSi'
SCREEN PLAY BY

ROLAND KIBBEE

MtLERIERflY COLLINSMUl PICERHIHAIfK DANA

AND

Mi

BASED UPON A PLAY BY LAWRENCE SCHWAB^OTTO HARBACH.
ft 1 ft
rV II ft
1
|
OSCAR HAMMERSTEI.N.2nd. SIGMUND ROMBERG AND FRANK MANDEL * PRODUCED BY
I
I tHK DIRECTED BY
MUSICAL. NUMBERS STAGED AND DIRECTED BY LsRQY PRINZ *
MUSICAL DIRECTION BY RAY HEINDORF

KUU

l
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City Readies For

Mex

Variety Club Conclave
Mexico City, May 12.

Condon, Norton

Schary Sees
Continued from. page

Kay
licity

1

Team Up

Norton, former RKO pubhead, and Richard Condon,

PICTURES
NEAR SE1UEMENT OF 2

LA ANTITRUST SUITS Rembusch Asks

former RKO afi-pub topper, have
formed theft own indie public rela-

Los Angeles, May 12.
Special offices. to prepare for
Two antitrusts brought by Southtions outfit with headquarters In
and handle the Variety Clubs’ Inside
Theatres,
Inc., are on their
N.Y.
ternational Convention here, May surmounted.
Way to settlement out of court, reDuo’s first account is Federated
“What would happen,” he quer18-21, have been established in the
portedly for $75,000 each. Judge
Hotel del Prado here by the Mexico ies, “if only 2% of the public re- Films which is lensing “The Joe Ernest
A. Tolin put one case off his
Tent. Luis R/ Montes, big provin- ceiving telephone company trans- Louis Story,” with Sterling SilliFederal Court calendar and Judge
cial cinema circuit operator, who mission
of pictures
complained pliant the producer.
Ben
Harrison
continued the other
#
about poor sound or poor recepis Chief Barker here, is iii charge
Indianapolis, May 12.
until July 7 to give the attorneys
tion
and refused to pay the
of arrangements.
time
to
get
together.
Irritated at press reports that
Angel Carayjal, Secretary of the monthly bill? Who could the teleOne suit, asking treble damages the Federal Communications ComInterior, top government depart- phone company take the charges
Goldenson Bids
of $300,000, was. filed by Southside
ment has assured full- national ad- to? Certainly not to the studio—
mission is quietly studying a plan
against.
Continued
Columbia, Loew’s, Parafrom
page
s
3
ministration facilities lor the meet- we wouldn’t -be responsible.”
executive.
It’s not just the technical difficulties that have to be
-

FCC Be Probed

•

On Pix-TV Stand
1

1

•

.

About. 1;500 delegates are expected here.

ing.

'53 Variety Charity Award
Picking of the Variety International Tent, which has stood out

Coin-meter systems pose similar
problems, Schary insists, pointing
out that “the gas company tried
that years ago.”

Film industry’s future, however,
won’t be directed into any narrow
channel bounded by a single production process.
Schary believes
that. when the novelty of either big
screen or extra dimensions wears
off, the film-going public will return to its old habit of picking and
choosing good pictures, regardless
Nathan -.D, Golden, chairman of of thq process, in which they’re
the /Heart- Committee. Board will presented.
Similarly, the day of
pick r the winning tent.
studio concentration on one or two
big names is over. Metro, he deSt. Loo Tent Buys Nursery Site
clares, will continue to maintain a
1

for

humanitarian

its

activities

in

the .past year will be a highlight
of the Variety Clubs International
cohvbhtil0V in Mexico City May 1821. * ’Tent’ .will receive the 1953
Charity Citation Award.
Charity. Citation Board of Judges
by
currently being formed
Is
.

-

tern (instead of the current three

mount^and Griffith-Coleman,
Other

was

Inc.

against

Paramount,
new film producing Loew’s, Griffith-Coleman and Fox
independents like Rodgers & Ham- West Coast.
merstein and Leland Hayward
are watching for Michael Todd’s
machines), and

American Optical system. R&H
have an iffy “Oklahoma” deal via
Todd-AO. in color (65m film),
which they’ll view by August, and
Hayward has been talking indie
film packages with Paramount and
Metro.

Par deal

focused around “Mr.
Roberts,” which will probably be,
2-D, since the legit producer feels
that the subject matter doesn’t depend too much on the new 3-D
gimmick.
His deal for Ernest
Louis.
St.
big roster of players from whom Hemingway’s “Old Man And the
St. Louis Variety Club purchased it’s hoped that stars
£ea”
property
may go via Metro,
will emerge.
a site in south St. Louis for a day The studio thus hopes
to key its and that could be either in Toddnursery which the organization will production to
or
AO
some. other new process.
public tastes since
build and equip.- A campaign to
Goldenson,
meantime,
“there is now a larger pool of talagrees
raise .$50,000 to finance the projent from which the public chooses with Schenck. that it would be
“Heart
been
started
the
by
ect has
fallacious
for
and
the
they
industry
cannot be expected to
to deFund” which is this year’s major
cide on which lens will be final.
concentrate on one favorite.”
charitable goal.
“You can’t' s^art with perfection,”
observes the UPT topper, “and as
Livingston Heads Tokyo Tent
long as we have started on some
f::
’
Tokyo.
new
method, that in itself is a
Orient Circuit
Maurice Livingston, independbig plus.
Sure, there will be
associated
producer
with
Daiei
ent
Continued from page 1
captious
comment that this or
Studios here, was elected Chief
that
technique
is
fuzzy on the
Barker of Variety International Hawaii.
Carmen Miranda was
Tokyo Tent 40. Others named in- among the first to go over for a edges, or blurry in the long shots,
clude Dough Guy; Sessue Hayak- series of concert dates in and but. at least we’re on the way to
awa,‘ vet Japanese actor, assistant around Honolulu.
Frankie Laine some new dramatic value which
chief barker and chairman of the was another. Then*
promoter Fred has already helped revitalize the
Heart Committee; L. E. Ady, Army Matsuo became
Interested and picture business.”
film 'distribution chief, chairman, of
Vet theatre owners, like Harry
started .trying -to work out a circuit.
Membership Committee; Paul AuKalmine and Si Fabian, point to
Thomp- He booked Tony Martin for one “House of Wax,” and laconically
rell»* doughguy; Norman
series of dates and then the lure
son, Army shorts producer, chairobserve,
“Maybe
the
public
man of Entertainment Committee; of the islands began to pall again. doesn’t hate the glasses
as much
and R. J. Kryzak,* second assistant
Now, however, thiere’s a new
as we think; fact is they’re using
barker.
drive on to get talent for the Far
polaroids and giving the boxoffice
East and General Artists Corp.
as great support on ‘Wax' as with
veepee Henry ‘Miller leaves tomor. Pitt Tent Aids Hospital
‘Bwana’.”
Pittsburgh.
row (Wed.) for Hawaii and Japan
A non-profit charter granted to survey the situation. He’ll stop
here last week .to the Catherine off in Honolulu, where the Delta
Variety Fund, Inc., which will fi- Rhythm Boys
opened at Tats
Wall St. Jittery
nance construction of a new wing Matsuo’s South Seas Club
las#
at the Roselia Foundling and Maweek
and
will
continue
Continued from .page 4
on with
ternity Hospitali * Plans for tire
them for a three-week chain of
half-million dollar project have
traced entirely to expectations of
been in preparation for a couple dates in Japan. Latter were set by increased biz from Cinemascope,
of years. Roselia has been one of Matsuo, brother of Fred Matsuo,
because its arrival is some months
pet charities of Tent No. .1 of the with whom he’s expected to join
distant, according to latest reports.
Variety Club, which has contrib- forces to build a regular circuit.
The
20th-Fox screen and 3-D setup
uted; around $20,000 annually to
Meanwhile, Fred Matsuo is due will not go -into most National
its maintenance.
in Hollywood next week to begin
houses until “Theftbbe” is ready
talks with the local talent agencies
to open.
This looks to be not
in an effort to line up a. .string of earlier
than mid-August.
talent to make the ocean trek- lAte
Fagin Loses Suit
Cinemascope Upbeat
this year. It’s expected that he’ll
Los Angeles,. May 12.
It is realized that both National
still be here when Miller returns
Myron C. Fagin’s $65,000 breach- so that more n concrete plans can and 2pth-Fo&r execs are expecting
of-contract suit against Astor Pic..
big things from Cinemascope, as
be made.
tures Corp. was thrown out of SuAs presently envisioned, the well as this initial big pic to be
perior Court by Judge Kenneth
NT
Orient Circuit would begin with a shown in the new medium.
C. Newell.
many months ago snapped out
Fagin had charged that Astor Honolulu date and include at least from its lethargy marketwise, and
failed to exercise its best efforts two concerts on two of the Hawai- climbed from below $4 a' share to
to distribute his documentary, “It ian Islands. Acts would then trek its present high of 7 3
A. It was
Can Happen Here.’’ Court ruled to Japan for some three weeks of selling around 6V£ in the past marthe plaintiff had not proved dam- dates.
ket week,
Although anything beyond Haages.
Perhaps most encouraging about
waii and Japan is strictly in the film shares were persistent reports
conjecture stage at this point, that highclass buying was coming
Pacific promoters point out that into picture stocks. Obviously, the
with presept airline schedules it possibilities grosswise of 3-D have
Starr
would be possible to include Manila captured the imagination of tradContinued from ’page 7
and Sydney in the route tp give ers much in the same way sound
making did when it first came out. In
Westfall, Martinsville, second v.p.; additional time to the acts
Oliver P. Chandler, Jr., Clarks- the trek. World conditions, of view of what picture issues have
important
part done in recent sluggish or sharply
an
play
will
course,
ville,; third v.p.; Morton G. Thalhimer,' Jr., Richmond, secretary, in any final decision, but it’s ex- lower market sessions, some exand Jack Rumsey, Covington, treas- pected that by the end of the year perts are inclined to see picture
it will be possible to set up a route
urer,.
company, stocks coming in for
Colonel Robert T. Barton, Jr., of guaranteeing a minimum of 10 more and more attention once the
Richmond will continue as coun- weeks’ time to performers willing stock market .rights itself.
Gate.
sel, and Carlton Duffus- is exec to head west of the Golden
While the next 90 days are alsecretary for the organization.
ways regarded as lukewarm for
films at the boxoffice, any bullish
Elected as members at large for
the Board of Directors were T. I.
trend of film shares likely would
Library of
Martin, Culpeper; Syd Gates, Norbe based on fall prospects when
folk; Harold Depkin, Salem; Morthe film industry swings into full
Continued from page 1
ton G. Thalhimer, Jr., Richmond;
stride
on third-dimensional acT. E, Wilson, Crewe; Sam Bend- they thought, might be Tin Pan tivity.
heim, Richmond; Seymour Hoff- Alley’s answer to Hollywood’s 3-D.
roan, Richmond; William Dalke, As it turned out, however, an enJr.,
Woodstock; E. H. English, terprising manufacturer of canned
Six Vie for SPG Post
Altavista and Hal Lyon, Franklin. fish, eager to secure copyright for
Hollywood, May 12.
Bowden and Morton G. .Thal- his product’s label and equally
It's a wide open* race, with six
himer, Sr., automatically became eager to meet the law’s requireboard, members' in view of their ment that two copies of the best candidates contending for the presPast services as president of the edition published- be deposited, idency of the Screen Producers
Va. MPTA.
sent two jars of smelts to the Guild to succeed Sol C. Siegel
Other
speakers
were Ralph Copyright* Office. When the jars whose producer duties will keep
Preis,
sales
manager of Berio reached the Copyright Office, they him busy abroad for a good part of
Vending; E. O. Wilschke, Altec had been aged for a year but were the coming year.
Most likely Candidates are ArService Corp., who explained 3-D, not quite well covered..
and Alec Harrison, representing
“As Variety might have report- thur Hornblow, Jr., Carey Wilson,
20th-Fox,
and.
for ed it: ‘Smelts Belt C.O. Ops in Buddy Adler, Sam Engel, Arthur
speaking
Freed and Bill Thomas.
Cinemascope,
Schnozz. Fish Not TfieirDish.”
is

.

.
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RKO, Skouras Named
RKO

Rembusch

Pictures, Skouras Theatres

RKO

subsidiaries

named defendants

were

in a $1,500,000

triple-damage antitrust suit brought
Friday (8) in N. Y. Federal Court
by the 85-10 Westway Operating
Co., Inc., which runs the Symphony Theatre in uptown New
York.
Westway charges that RKO and
Skouras combined and conspired
to deprive the Symphony of RKO
product on a first-run basis. Indie
exhib claims it was accorded privilege of bidding for first-run RKO
pictures against Skouras’ nearby
Riverside Theatre, but such bidding was “illusory” in that Skouras was improperly advised as to
the plaintiff’s bid, ..........
.

Time

time, Westway aswas unable to obtain a
film in opposition to the Riverside.
In fact, the complaint alleges, since
sents,

1943

after

it

the

Symphony’s lease, it was able to
book only three RKO pix. It’s also
contended that if the Riverside
passed up an RKO film, it was then
turned over to Skouras’ Riviera
Theatre.
Tracing history of the Symphony,
complaint states that from 1937
through 1943 house was a Skouras
theatre. At that time, the site enjoyed the Loew’s split, while the
RKO split went to the Riverside.
Also named defendants in the suit
are Radio* Keith OrpheUm Corp.,
RKO Radio Pictures and RKO Film
Booking Corp.

i

.

.

/»

.

.

•

•

Expects

Congress

‘

'

TV

ties

made

recom-

the

mendation in letters to Indiana
Senators Homer CapChart and William Jenner, both of whpm are
Republicans. “I urge you to use
all your influence/’ the Allied chief
wrote,* "in persuading Congress to
investigate from top to bottoip, the
machinations of this most unAmerican body, the Federal Communications Commission,”
Responsible for- Remlnisch’s ire
was a Los Angeles datelined story
in last week’s Variety which said
that FCC attorneys are probing
“legal aspects with a view to a

crackdown to .unleash hundreds of
old features now stored in $tudio
50.000.
vaults.” Exhib leader reminded the
17.000.
senators
that the story credited

Commissioner Frieda Hennock as
being the “sparkplug” for the proposed move. She was quoted as
saying
“the
picture - companies
should start thinking in terms of
000
screens
Instead
of
”

.

when Westway took over

with

to turn over their old product to
video, Indiana Allied prexy Trueman T. Rembusch this week urged
that the Commission be investigated as a “most un-American

body.”

In

$1,500,000 Trust Action
and several

to force;;distributors

Last March, Rembusch asserted,
the FCC “over-stepped its authorized authority” in a report in which
it attempted to force the release
of old and nefr pictures by threat.
"I would like to see the question
posed to the FCC,” he added,
“since when has it become the
American way to build up pne industry free television by tearing
down another, namely, the motion
picture industry?”

—

—

Warming

to

his

subject,

Rem-

busch asked Capehart and Jenner,
“By what authority does the FCC
take such overt action? How can
the film industry charge for a
product when |;Jhat same current
product* would do given away free,
if

the Commission had its way?”

Rembusch took particular exception to Miss Hennock’s observaDistribs
tions which were made during a
Continued from page 3
talk May 1 at the National Assn,
any such test and that they were of Radio-Television Broadcasters’
by now fully aware of what sub- ‘convention panel. The commissioner, he contended, “fails to clarify
scription -video could or could
just how television would pay for
«
not do.
the product they want released to
Companies’ stand is in apparent

Skouras,

them.
contradiction to their attitude to“For it is a known fact that rewards the forthcoming California
run of Telemeter for which, ac- issues of pictures in theatres bring
many,
many more times revenue
cording to Telemeter v.p. Carl Leserman, all distribs, with exception to the producers than television can
ever
afford
to pay. Furthermore,
of Universal, have pledged coopMiss Hennock fails to answer how
eration. Distribs also came across

$2,000,000 production costs of new
with pix for the zenith Phonevision
pictures five years hence would be
run in Chicago in 1951.
borne by television after release of
Skiatron demonstration, skedded
product to television and subseto run for 10 days during June,
quent destruction of all motion
will use pix only as part of a show,
picture theatres had taken place.
which will be picked up on receivMiss Hennock’s theories parallel
equipped with Subscriber- the
ers
new Soviet plan to destroy the
Vision decoding apparatus and may
economies of Its enemies.”
be repeated in part every day during tfie test. Signal will be transmitted over the air from WOR-TV
or via coaxial cable from the
Majors to Supreme CL:
'

WOK

studios.

Nature of the program

F&M

such
Skiatron actually could get
usijng only a couple of
films, so that a distrib turndown
is

that

Suit ‘Private’ Tiff

Washington, May 12.
Defendants told the Supreme
would have no significant effect on Court yesterday (11) that their disscheduling the test. However, Skia- agreement with Fanchon & Marco
tron would like companies to be on over bookings for the Baldwin
record concerning their attitude. Theatre in L. A. is “a purely pri-

away with

Levey intends to petition the

FCC

vate

lawsuit

involving

primarily

October for a commercial li- contested questions of fact,” and
cense for Subscriber-Vision, which that the high court should not step
envisions kicking off operations in in and take jurisdiction.
carried an appeal to the
N. Y,
Court,
although they
Levey’s letter to the distribs said Supreme
the June show was being arranged still have another appeal pending
before
4he
Circuit
9th
Court. The
to prove that it’s possible for pix
producers “to greatly increase their Supreme Court rarely takes a case
it
is pending in a lower trigross receipts on each picture by when
utilizing our pay-as-you-see system bunal.
Point of the defendants Parafor wide home distribution of the
mount, RKO, Loew’s, Universal,
latest feature motion pictures." His
pitch for product included both United Artists, 20th, National Theatres
and Fox West Coast Theafeatures and “other types of films,”
including newsreels, shorts and tres was that this isn’t the kind
of case which justifies such procetrailers.
dure by the high court.
F & M, which lost in the U. S.
Carlos Thompson recorded four
in

F&M

—

—

songs for Metro’s “Flame and District Court, "alleges a conspiracy
Flesh” before leaving for Europe to withhold first-run product from
to costar with Lana Turner and Baldwin, which was opened in
August, 1949.
Pier Angeli.
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and has had trouble controlling the amorous yen of Jan
g{- er fi n g
heavy S girl friend. Endd things untangled and the
arms of Miss

fram d

production, features a good backdrop of. colorful
screen
implausible
scenic values for

KlhfW
.

Vera Ralston, David Brian, Scott

sta ra

C

nirected’by R? G. Springsteen. Screenplay,
Richard Wormser. based on Vingle Roe's
c

novrf..

VSTk£Sl

.
songs, victor Young, Edward Heyman:
Young. Tradeshown. n.y.. May 11,
Performances are as uninspired 'music.
'
53 Running time, 90 MINS.
sCri p ting, but adequate to
th
V
Wilconclusion.
see it through to
mvid Brian
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ,
..... Scott Brady
Parker, a crooked ; Unwn shar^ Benton
jj al[n
demand, the «5SSg““y‘‘J2J 5SS5 Officer who aids Betlgel ; l#ds
cw-ng* AUm
HojeEmeraon
...........
guvia
extended an additional eight days
players“^PPorting the
f
beyond the originally scheduled four s ^ ars# Lionel Lmdon did the RiCh ards
Leif Erickson
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the scheme in time to thwart the
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post commander and Miss Evans
elects to stay with hiha^when her
brother decides to offer his serv-
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handled competently ehough, particularly by Murphy, Who is most
believable of the players. There’s

nothing to offer an acting challenge
to either Miss Evans or Sterling,
Collins’ general is theatric and the
others in the cast adequate to the-
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ic bombings.
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country. mi
Windup
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testing grounds only seconds bef 0 re it exDlodes.
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I?eland and Richard Denning
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market.
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The Richard Wormser screenp j ay> based on Vingie Roe’s novel,
"The Golden Tide,” is reminiscent
of Metro’s 1951 release, "Westward
the Women,” in that both are basi-
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other of those cavalry and. Indians, .Feimeiiy production, stars wild Bin eiNorth versus South, entries laid, te
west in the period immediately be- by Thomas Garr. Screenplay, Sidjncy Thell;
fore the start of the .War Between camera, Ernest Miller; editor, Sam Fields;
M“y
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wild B m Elliott
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Marjorie Lord
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de Cordova's direction.
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time
me to romance Joan Evans, attraction in the action market,
have ti
captain's sister. However, a new this latest entry emerging as a
captain’s
menace develops when Ray Collins, pretty weak undertaking. Backgeneral in charge of ’Union forces ground of Elliott fighting the Copin this particular section of the perheads in Kansas during the
west, hatches a plot to turn his -Civil War is colorful enough; it’s
troops over to* the Confederates just that a poorly contrived script
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Exploitation values help push
this Vera Ralston starrer into
comfortable b.o. returns.

Continued ffom page 6
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ot “:
tickeU to the h»n d re
h , ministers not
tant Churches. The
only placed the tickets on sale
their Cheches but plugged tlmpic;
Jure from theirQ
tendance. Amazing results nave
ensued. A first weeks gross Of
$15,000 is in the cards. To accommodate the unexpectedly terrific

Murphy's name should help
through that market as, overall,
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Four main characters arq usedthe plot.
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tired of killing, yet
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(Continued on page 20)
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from the enwhere he is acclaimed. But when considerably detracts
otherwise well-cohe returns to Russian soil, the joyment of anthought-out show.
composer is somewhat of a nation- ordinated and
Oddly enough, the best thing
figure*
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Cameron Mitchell is a man mark at first is willing to do busideath and killing, ness with the 'Reds, but starts chas
ing them when Kiley murders MisS

courts

;

hoping that a bullet will come his
way and end his suffering^frqm a
brain tumor that caused him -to
turn from a medico career to the
Corinne Calvet is a sexy
gun.
dance hall mistress who has replaced the gentle Penny Edwards
in Cameron’s affections after latter began to live dangerously.

huge stage.
is given a chance to
However, the present-day yen of
his snarling menace; Soviet film producers to propound
characterization,,and apparently en- the aristocratic browbeating of the

Widmark

in' the groove. Fuldoubles as writer and direc tor, has him push Miss Peters
around a couple of times for the
presumed amusement of the customers who are later treated
to a “look-what-love-can-do-to-abad-boy” act as Widmark s hardboiled soul melts before Miss
part
romancing.
Peters* r0
ro *”® in fv, In another SSg.
Peters’
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P^rs
of the
herself viciously knocked arou
by Kiley.

joys being
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poor, common people idea detracts
considerably even from this obviously worthwhile opera staging.
Plenty of rubles went into this
part of the picture’s production,
Boris Smirnov, venerable actor
of the Russo stage, makes his
screen debut in “Man of Music."
His excellent characterization of
the Glinka role goes far in making
the film half_wa £ palatable. Lyub 0V Orlova, one of the most attractive femmes to appear in a Russia
Murvyn vye as v
nin
ic nimim’c
sister. T.ndmilla.
vi
Ludmilla,
Glinka’s sister,
pic, is
fers nothing special. Willis B
the woman who was greatly rea com
as
success
his
ior
sponsible
poser. She does okay in, one of
kept his production simple. Ful- the few feminine roles. L. Duraler’s direction is routine except
as Alexander Pushkin, the
whe e
composer’s great friend, also turns
£
work
to a nice thespian job. M. Nazlines musical backgrounds a e
vanov portrays the czar, Nicholas
Hj.
ferent in a. modem way.
First, in a highly villainous

tight situations

before the finale reveals the ex
medico as the man the marshal is
In climactic duel,
looking for.
Mitchell outdraws Calhoun but is
felled by a fatal brain tumor attack, leaving Calhoun' and Miss
Edwards to find happiness to-

.

.

gether.

Each of four top players fit their
roles perfectly. Calhoun is excellent as the yourtg marshal and

(ITALIAN

Guerra; Leopold Trieste;
nico Scala, music Carlo

cinema

Ltuda*

•

V.'
;

V.

*. *. *.

‘

*.

commissioner
a

Way

camera. Dome-

At
Running

RustiehellL
eg.

V. V.

LianSS

ffl

§aro Urzi

*....

i

better than the screenplay
in which he also had a hand. Edourard Tisse-did a fine job With
the camera, and hardly can be
blamed for the Wishy-Washy tintj n g supplied Via the RUSSO Magieolor process. This color can best
be compared with some of the first
experimental tint work in the ,S.
years ago When there was a little,
exact definition or contrast of
wear.
coioc eiements.

.

A

.

Since this is at »best a thin
theme, and the picture m'akes noMaxt of Music
special effort to embroider bn it,
.(RlfeSiAN). “Pickup" for the .most part falls
(COLOR-MUSIC)
flat on its face and at times even
Artkino release of Mosfilm' Studio pro*
borders on unfunny, and presum- duction. Start; Boris Smirnov. Directed by
Gregory Alexandrov. Screenplay, P. .PavThe lenko,
ably unintended, comedy.
N. Treneva, Alexandrov; camera,
•fault lies as much with Samuel Edouard Tisse; sets. A. XJtkin; music V,
•

.

Fuller’s screenplay, which forces a Shcherbachex, V. Sheballn. At Stanley,
N.Y., starting May 9, '53. Running time,
ludicrous characterization on the
which *'proves that looks I'Mikhail Glinka
Boris Smirnov
thesping
-

LyuboV -Orlova
capable Richard Wid: ‘Ludmilla.
L. Durasov
Alexander Pushkin
mark, as it does with Jean Peters* Franz Liszt
S. Richter
for
Giuditta Pasta ........... B. Vinogradova
aren't always' a substitute

otherwise

Nicholas

ability.

Film’s assets are partly its photography, which creates an Occasional tense atmosphere, and
partly, the performance of Thelma
Ritter, the only halfway convincing
figure in an otherwise unconvincing cast.
As Moe, the tired but
sharp-tongued old woman who
sells ties and habitually informs on
9
J*
J
J
4-a
her underworld pals in order to
collect enough money for a decent
Ritter
,IS
“plot and stone,” Miss
both pathetic and amusing, provthat
it takes more than -a had
ing
1* J
_
,_1 i._1
A
script to defeat real talent.
Story has Widmark picking Miss
Peters* purse in the subway.
In
the wallet he lifts are films of a
secret chemical formula obtained
J_

by
act

a

Commie spy
is

agents

ring,

Widmark's

observed by two

who

Federal

are actually shadowing
Miss Peters. Latter is instructed
by her * boyfriend-boss Richard
Kiley to trace Widmark and get
back the film, the nature of which

I

(In Russian;

M. Nazvanov

English Titles)

Despite being marred by annoy
ing, cloying bits of propaganda
lauding the plain Russians and
against the Russo monarchs, “Man
of Music" is a firstrate biopic- of
composer Mikhail Glinka.
Pic
should fit
“ okay in' a Russian-language theatre, but appears a
doubtful entry in most other

American houses)'
Repeated reference to the

Cruel,

rapacious enemy (anybody oppos\
«
A_»
Ji
.
ing Russia) and continued efforts
to depict, the czar, as a third-rate
heel,, spoil this excellently directed
and produced film. Plot would
have one believe that the thousands of heroic soldiers proclaimed
Glinka as their favorite creator of
music, even though given the
brush by the ruling family. Glinka,
convinced that Russia does not appreciate him, is shown making
junkets to Spain and France,
*

i

May

1,

Madam

Cleo
Esma Cannon
Fussy Mother
Mona Washbourne
Fussy Mother's Child .... Jennifer Cross
Ahdrew Leigh

Stefano Rella
Massimo Artesi
Giovanni

Ada

Rocchctti
Sub-chief
Gino Maruchelll
Police Chief

Vincenzo
Alfred

Mariella Lotti
Otello Toso

Mino Doro

for himself.

Fred

Griffiths

Jane Griffith
Hal Osraand
Diana Connell

First Girl

Gallery Attendant

Second Girl

Norman Astrldge
Roy Plomlcy

Selby
Ticket Collector'
Girl at Gallery

Betty Nelson
Sidney Vivian
Attendant
Nosey Woman .... Grace Denbigh Russell
Still

‘

made mystery,

Pftolo

Rerutq JVlicali

by

Screenplayed

J

'

W illiam

Alfred De Leo Templeton from a John Garden
Mario Nicotra novel, script placidly relates how
Carlo Della Plane
John PuettL Derek Farr attempts to pin murder
Leda Gloria of his wife on her lover, William

Italian;

Besides

Italy,

.

j m

1

...

i

|

Balasamo, one of his employees,

who wants her

The Reserved Man
The Spiv

Hartnell. Actually, as inspector
Naunton Wayne establishes later,
English Titles)
there are few there is no murder, just a suicide.
While Wayfie Is inexorably ferplaces left in the world where political cleavage between right and reting out "the solution in the best
left wings of political philosophy Scotland Yard tradition, scripter
embellishes the plot
still permits humorous contempla- Templeton
tion. In “Ring Around the/Clock," With some typical seaside backPaolo W- Tamburella -and Sonio grounds. Among these is a beach
Colettl have cq -produced, a slight scene where he' strikes up a roonH.LJm
what, happens in a lit- mance with lonely Joan Hopkins.
vignette
._ o
vj 9f
bhII mWa 9t»l4A«t
tie Italian fishing village when the Also on hand ~as a stock menace
town clock needs repair, and vari- is Lorre.
Under Ken Annakin’s leisurely
ous political factions dig their
direction, film seldom has the auteeth into the issue.
_
Because both Tamburella and dience on tenterhooks. Both Farr
Coletti know their business, and and Miss Hopkins turn in mechaniWilliam Rospigliosi’s original Time cal portrayals of a couple whose
Magazine story affords a good ve- individual lives have been marred
Hartnell excites
hide, “Ring Around the Clock” by misfortune.
comes ’up with a variety of godd little sympathy as the lover. Lorre
characterizations and some genu supplies his usual grimaces, which
On the add little to the overall effect.
inely funny .situations.
whole, however, picture drags Its Other supporting players are adefeet, and lacks the kind of contin- quate.
uous spark that would prevent .it
Producer Harry Reynolds dresses
from becoming repetitious.
the picture with good physical
Emphasis on political types tlie values. Beach resort , sequences, in
“democratic" ihayor who believes particular, give the production a
in settling all disputes via commit- lift. Lensing of Geoffrey Unsworth
tees; fumbling chief oL the a local is competent, as are other techniCommunists who takes his cue cal credits. Interiors, incidentally,
from the town’s Socialist; priest, were shot at WaVher’s Teddiiigton
around whom rally the anti-Red Studios in England.
Gilb.
elements prevents most characters from coming to life as Rospithe
ey Softly
gliosi pictured them. For the most
(BRITISH)
part, picture skirts satire, but it
London, April 29.
reaches its highpoint in precisely
GFD release of Chiltern-Maurice Cowan
the one instance when it under- production.
Stars Yvonne Mitchell. Terscores the irony of the Reds’ ence Morgan, Joan Collins. Kathleen Harrison. Directed by Jack Lee; screenplay,
“We’re all equals” slogan.
Lee, Maurice Cowan, from novel by
That’s when the local Commie i-Jack
(In

Ignazio Balsamo
Paola Quattrlnl

(In Italian; English Titles)
“What Price Innocence?" is a
routine tearjerker which doesn’t
stand too much 'of a chSnce in the
American market. It’s' too shapoperaish for the arties, and" It’s
booking potentialities are limited.
Despite some good acting, photography and music, picture .is a
plodding affair via an unconvincing story and shoddy direction. St
starts out on a promising note
Lyda Baarova is the mother of a
five-year-old girl by the village’s
big landowner, who’s subsequently
married. She’s still hounded by
him, and by the heavy, Ignazio

Clock

.

Lyda Baarova Rosa

Adriana

Dwyer

'

Running time,

'53.

Leslie

“Double Confession," Britishfalls short of suspense
and excitement to qualify as
by
Icinl and A. Ciaognini; .English titles
A. J. Liebling. Previewed April 30, 53. a firstrate thriller entry. Pic may
at the Museum of Modern Art in N.Y. snare a fair slice of playdates in
Running time, 88 MINS.Patrizia Mangano 'the art house market but appears
Luisa
Farboni . , m •»•*•••.••••••* Nando Bruno to have little prospects for general
Lauro Gazzola distribution.
Guerrieri
Peter Lorre is the
Pepino Spadaro
Don Paolo
-Arturo BxogagUa only cast name familiar to AmeriMayor
Mario Mazza can filmgoers.
De Mori

Screenplay, F. Palmier!, G. Lanzi, Capuano; story, Capuano; camera, Augusto
Tiezzi; music,' Gino' Filippini. At Cinema
Verdi, N.Y.,
96 MINS
Elena Artesi

Around

Kathleen Harrison

Edward Rigby
George Woodbridge
Henry Edwards
Man in the Shelter
Vida Hope
Madam Zilia .........
Sawnton

Sgt.

.

Wliat Price Innocence?

.'

. ,

Hillary

Kate
Leonard
The Fisherman

HvfU

tlie

Tenby ........ Natmton Wayne
Boscombe
Ronald Howard

Inspector

Film Associates release
co-produced by Paolo W. Tamburella and
Sonio Colettl. Stars Patrizia Mangano,
Nando Bruno, Lauro Gazzolo, Pepino
Arturo Brogaglia; features
Spandaro,
Mario Mazza, Paolo Stoppa, Renato Micali,
Alfred De Leo, Mario Nicotra, Carlo Della
Plane. Directed by Paolo W. Tamburella.
Story adapted by G. Collegare, J. Corsi.
B. Costa, G. Leoni from Time Magazine
story by William Rospigliosi; American
version edited by Walter glee; music, G.

Roberto Muxolo

:

Stratford Pictures release of Harry
Reynolds production. Stars Derek Farr,
Joan Hopkins; features Peter Lorre. Di.
rected by Ken Annakin. Screenplay, William Templeton, from novel, "AU On a
Summer’s Daly," by John Garden; camera,
Unsworth;
editor.
Geoffrey
Carmen
Beliaeff. At Little Carnegie Theatre, N.Y.,
April 30, '53. Running time, 80 MINS.
Jim Medway
Derek Farr
Joan Hopkins
Ann Corda
Paynter
Peter Lorre
Charlie Durham ...... William Hartnell

(ITALIAN)

In Italian ; English Titles )
(ITALIAN)
IFE release of Romana Films (Fortu“The Counterfeiters” starts off
n&to MisianoF production. Stars Lyda
auspiciously, but hogs down after Baarova, Otello Toso, Ignazio Balsamo;
Pic, a features Paola Qunttrlni, Mino Doro,
hitting the midway mark.
meller, creates an aura of sus- Mariella Lotti. Directed by Luigi Capuano.

pense in its initial half, with fine
dramatic and photographic overHowever, a dearth of actones.
tion, a lot of dialog and need for
explanation in some spots puts a
crimp in film’s overall effect. EngFilm is okay
lish titling suffices.
for lower rung on a foreign language hill.
Story is built around discovery
and eventual tracking down of a

So-so .British-made mystery for
the art house trade.

International

(

counterfeiting ring. Most believMacDonald; editor, Hick He Maggio;
music, Leigh Harline. ’Previewed May 8, able, effective scenes occur in a
'53 in N.Y. Running time. 85 MINS.
small town where the .factory, turn.v,",;. Richard Widmark
Skip McCoy
legal tender,
Jean Peters ing otit paper for the
Candy
Thelma Ritter is located. It’s" here that the maMoe
Murvyn Vye jority of ' performers are introCapt. Dan Tiger
Richard KOey
Joey
the paper used for
Zara
Willis B. Bouchey duced, since
Milbdrn Stone the phony revenue, is the same as
Wlnoki
.a..,
Henry Slate used for the* legitimate output. Pip
MacGregor
„
,
O’Sullivan
Jerry
Jer
S
Enyart
Har?y Cartte follows Fosco Glachetti, police insierk Police station. V.W.George e. stone spector, as he picks up, and folGeorge Eidreage iows ciU es that eventually lead him
Fenton
Stuart Randan .£
police Commissioner
0 Naples and the ringleaders.
Frank Kumagi
Lum
Victor Perry
t.
brief dance done in a nitery
Lightning Louie
George Berkeley by a scantily clacTgirl, writhing to
Customer
Emmett Lynn
Sandwich Man
Peddler
Maurice Samuels a Latino beat, rates as an exploitParley Baer able item.
Same terper, unidenStranger
Jay Loftlin tified, is,, also seen earlier for
Librarian
;
Virginia Carroll
Nurse
results,
though in a less
Roger Moore strong
Mr. Victor
Cast pertorrid demonstration.*
well
with «.Lianella-Carell
If “Pickup on South. Street" forms
makes any point at all, .it’s that- and Doris Durantl both registering
there is nothing really wrong with as lookers. Giachetti is fine as the
and Gabrielle Ferzetti
pickpockets, even when they are sleuth'
given to violence, as long as they should impress femme audiences.
Technical values are good.
don’t play footsie with Communist
v
Jess.
spies.
.

Sling

Nerio Bernard!

Maegiori
Singer

Double Confession

is a certain effort
to picture the conditions in
which India’s millions live, this
documentary is toot concerned with
its subject to* go too far afield, and
so at times sacrifices needed background for oft-repeated shots of
the familiar figure of the Hindu
leader walking - among his people.
Film for this compilation, produced by Stanley Neal Productions, was originally collected by
A. K. Chettiar, who turned it over
to the American Academy, of Asian
Studies. Edward Paul’s musical
background is thin bat occasionally
Footage includes some
effective.
very unusual shots, but for the
poor quality of the
the
most part
picture intrudes on their enjoy-

While there

U

S?rii .:::;::::::::"::'GS&a FlSrtu

|

20th-Fox release of Jules Schermer
production^ Stars Richard Widmark. Jean
Peters, Thelma 'Ritter; features Murvyn
Vye, Richard Kiley, Willie B. 'Bouchcy,
Milburn Stone, Henry Slate, Jerry O'Sullivan, Harry Carter. Directed by Samuel
Fuller. Screenplay, Fuller; camera,- Joe

Gigli. N.Y-a

India.

made

much

is

Fosco Glachetti
Moroni
Teresa ....................

.

cast names.

—GaUo
ONE SONG!
production

Fea-I
of
tures Fosco Glachetti, Doris Durantl. Di-

IFE release

i

manner.
Gregory Alexandrov’s direction ment.

The Counterfeiters

Mitchell gives a fine, well shaded
portrayal of his troubled characMiss Calvet sells forthright
ter.
sex and Miss EdWatds a refresh^
ing sweetness. Carl Betz and John
Dehner, as a pair of crooked
brothers, give Calhoun the most
trouble during the plot runoff,
providing a number of tense sequences. Raymond Greenleaf, Victor Sutherland, Frank Ferguson,
the partner who is killed early in
the. film; Walter Sande and others
are capable in support.
;
Editing is smooth, keeping the
An unpicture to 77 minutes.
interused
score
is
credited music
Brog.
estingly.

pair the clock, with the priest running a lottery and raising enough
money to have the job done.
Squabbles over how the coin is to
about this screen treatment of the he spent climaxes in the Commies
Mahatma’s life and 'teachings isn’t stealing the clock, whifch finally is
what is seen but what is heard.* put into running order, with a fitQuentin Reynolds, a seasoned ob- ting ending that has a symbolic
server of the world political scene touch.
and possessed of just the right x Walter IClee edited the Amerivocal qualities for the job, brings can version. . A. J. Liebling’s subto the film a narration that does titles are devoid of distinction. G,
the Indian leader mutih more jus- leini and A. Ciaognini provide
effective
musical backtice than the pictorial record. Mat- some
and yet sufficiently grounds. Most valuable contributer-of-fact,
flexible to permit a certain amount tor to “Ring" is still Time’s Rospiof emotion of reflect tin his voice, gliosi, who dug up the yarn in the
Reynolds gives the audience a top- first place, and deserves most crednotch rundown on Gandhi’s life it for what’s £ood in the film.
and the meaning of his philosophy
Hift,
which brought independence to

.

.

A

Formula meller about a. Commie spy ring and its exposure*
May get by on the strength of

who

ler

its

Pickup on South Street

on

repeat

in

them through* some

-

Kitted

business of
small
a
conflict
unfoldinfi
frontier town where Calhoun has
in an
badge
pinned on a marshal’s
effort to get those he believes renarfnpr’s
ripflth.
death
partner’s
sponsible for his
friendship between Calhoun and
Mitchell springs up and carries

Story goes about

-

»*, cc

aware of. Both Miss
isn’t
she Isn’t
Peters and the police use-Misg Hitter to get to Widmarks hideaway,
Wina shack on the waterfront.

Powder River
a marshal’s job to seek revenge
for the death o^his mining part-

on

ner.

„

..

,

composer’s
Story traces the
creation of his first opera, “Ivan
Susanin," being dedicated to the
patriotic valor of a simple Russian
peasant who gives his life in comthe “alien invader." Perjj a ^ n g
j^pg the
* more exciting part of the
film concerns his opera, “Ruslan
and Ludmila," since this is reproduced in considerable detail on a

Continued from page 18
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She’s

been -living on his estate. Along
comes Otello Toso, a war vet who’s
wife had run out on him and
•daughter had died, and who’s been
on the’ road since. Remainder of
film centers about the tug of war
among the principals for Miss Baarova and he* daughter, Paola Quattrini, with the hero, .Toso, winning
out in the end.
Miss -Baarova is highly convinc-

ing as the mother. While Toso, as
the strong but gentle vet, scores
wi$h a restrained performance. Littie Miss Quattrini does a nice job
as the daughter, while Balsamo’s
heavy is right in the groove,
But except ior a taut hunt scene
towards the end, film plods its way
through a series of trite situations
and heavyrhanded sentiment. Augusto Tiezzi’s photography is on
the somber side, but is nevertheless effective, while Gino Filippini’s score gives the film a lift
.

'

—

—

'

chief, ably portrayed by Nando
Bruno, goes- to Rome to get the
correct line from his party chiefs.
He’s shunted around from office to
J
*
office and finally ends up parrotsome spots. But Luigi Capu- ing meaningless phrases, which he
ano’s direction of his own story tries to translate into some kind
keeps things at a walk throughout of action.
most of the proceedings. Chan .
Since “Ring" makes the Beds
look considerably foolish, and even
quality-wise -it
doesn’t
20th though
tqucji the prior “Little World of
Century Prophet
Don Camillo,* which went over
(DOCUMENTARY)
United Artists release of a Stanley Neal practically the same ground, it
Production film presented by The Ameri- should get a sympathetic reception
can Academy of Asian Studies. Narrated from U.S, audiences devoted to

m

Mahatma Gandhi—

by Quentin Reynolds with musical score
supervised by Edward Paul. At Guild
Theatre, NY., May A, '33. Running time,
|1 MINS(

K

Turn

John Brophy: camera, Geoffrey Unsworth;
music, Mischa Spolianskyj editor, Lito
Carruthers. At Odeop, Leicester Sq*. London,

April

29,

MINS.
Monica
David

'53.

Running

time*

81

Yvonne Mitchell

Terence Morgan
Joan Collins
Stella
Mrs. Quilliam ......... Kathleen Harrison
Thora Hird
landlady
Dorothy Alison
Joan
Glyn Houston
Bob
Geoffrey Keen
Gregory
RusseU Waters
Jenkin
CUve Morton
Walters
...»

There

is

an interesting idea in

this new British production Which
just fails to come off. Story has
an original slant, but is loosely knit

and ends on an uneven key. Helped
Mangano, sister of Sil- by its quota tag it should be a
fair
attraction for British exhibs
vana Mangano, has a few short
scenes a shame, since she looks and could readily be used as a
Because newsreel coverage of as if one might want to see more dualler in. U. S. market.
Mahatma
Gandhi,
Entire action takes place within
particularly of hef, Laura Gazzolo is good as
prior to World War II, was spotty the Socialist braintrust of the local one day, and plot describes ext6 say the least, “Mahatma Gandhi Reds. Arturo Brogaglia exagger- periences of three women dis—-Twentieth Century Prophet," ates as the committee-minded may charged from prison in the mornprimarily a newsreel compiliation* or and Pepino Spadaro is colorless ing. One is a serious-minded and
suffers considerably from the un- as the priest intent on getting the intelligent girl who’s been lured
evenness of the pictorial presenta- clock fixed. Tamburella’s direc- into a housebreaking expedition
tion. And since this is still a mo- tion fluctuates, between good and with her boyfriend, who scrams
tion picture and not a lecture, the indifferent. Story has the town’s when she is caught. She gets 1*2
flickery quality of the footage factions vying for the right to re(Continued on page 22)
Italo imports.

Patrizia

—
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JOHN RUSSELL- BUDDY BAER
CLAUDE JARMAN, JR. - GRANT WITHERS
Screen Play By RICHARD TREGASKIS
Based On A Novel By GARLAND ROARK
Associate Producer-Director JOSEPH KANE

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
Republic Pictures Corporation
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St

*.

WedtiCBday,
loses the dove, but gains the love but the Prince Charming must
of a local flower girl, Venetian leave. He confesses his counteradventurers also convince him of feiting to her on leaving, and she
undreamed-of advantages of de- destroys dough and puts back
mocracy, and he decides to stay in clothes for straightening out of
Italy.
matters. She also bums the real

May

x ,.-

13, 1953
.

.

Film Reviews
55 Continued from page 20

Toth the Key

Softly

months and comes out full of e fibut he quickly uses his
nal ty,
charms and traps her into partici-'
pating in a safebreaking job. The
second is a flighty young streetwalker, who- has a chance of marriage and an honest and respect‘

1

able existence, but is almost tempted back to her old way of life by
the bright lights of Piccadilly,
Third is a pathetic, elderly shoplifter with a string of convictions,
whose one love is her dog, but
she gets killed on her first clay
out when dashing across the street
to retrieve the animal.
The incident is necessarily episodic and continuity is thereby
There is only the
handicapped.
slenderest connecting link; basically it is a cause of three stories
wrapped in one. Acting is on .a good
even level, with a fine performance
by Yvonne Mitchell and matching
'obs by Joan: Collins and Kathleen
Jlarrison. TOrence Morgan turns in
a fair performance, but the scene
in which he. is trapped on the rooftops packs? an intense dramatic
punch. Thora Hird, Dorothy Alison and Glyn Houston fill the lesser
roles competently. Direction is adeMyro.
quate and lensing okay.

s

Pic has

its

Story takes place during
early days of World War II when
the RAF scanned the channel for
enemy subs. Michael Denison,* as
an RAF pilot, -sinks what is supposed to be a British sub. A court
of inquiry charges him with neglect. Burdened. with the shame, he
asks for a transfer atfd determines
not to continue Ills career as an air
force regular. With the aid_ of a
barmaid, portrayed by Patricia
Plunkett, Denison is cleared, as
thfe girl comes up with evidence
that the RAF pilot had actually
destroyed a German sub which prehad sunk the British
viously
-

,

freedom-choosing

Marisa

official.

Pavan (Pier Angeli’s

sister) capably serves as his guide to democ- delight as the naive, resigned
racy, while a large number of sup- young girl, who accepts love for a
porting roles are ably filled.
night as a modern Cinderella.
Mario Alhertelll’s camerawork
Lensing and editing are good.
is uneven; musical score by Roman
On-the-spot lensing In Paris streets,
Vlad lends appropriate backing, niteries and air terminals gives it
Megging by Mario Zampi appears a nice production dress,
Mosk.
hurried.
Hawk.
[

Ui»

Attnnasio, Eavallo

Vanesto
(Attauasio,

The Vain Horse)

—

left for

!

in audience confusion.
This also weakens Renato -Rascel's
the otherwise good performance
as the

resulting

land's social caste system.

Continued from page 3

her for the Loew’s and Mayer arrived when
figuring the dollar value of Mayer's
ironic twist.
Roger Richebe has directed this interest when he exited in '51, and
was agreed that he’d be paid off
it
has
simple
but
been
tale,
una
asable to give it the character round- on that basis.
ing it needs to bring it out of the
Geramy Holding Corp., of which
'ordinary status. Marais lopes N. Y. attorney Gustave Garfield
is
through his role as the typical president, and which
held 100
heartbreaker and Miss Robin is a
Loew'S common shares, filed the

good moments, both money he has

and contrived incidents. It
unsuccessfully mixes war heroics serious and comic, but neither diand romance, witli a slight com- rection nor scripting has drawn a
ment on the breakdown of Eng- clear enough line between the two,
cliche

Mayer Kickback

j

Caprice Do Caroline
Cherie
(FRENCH—COLOR)

>

stockholder beef in N. Y. Federal
Court. Mayer, v.p.-general counsel
J. Robert Rubin and all other directors were named defendants.
Garfield complained that the
final extension of Mayer’s contract,

in

which was made

violation

of the

in 1949, was
Securities &

Exchange Commission Act of 1934
and
not okayed by stockholders. Garfield asked that Mayer be

ordered to return to Loew’s all
monies^lie received from the 1949
pact extension to his exit two years
later plus the $2,750,000.
He rePeters Sisters. Flora Medlni, Kiki Urban!,
ceived about $300,000 in each of
Pappino DeMartino, Cerrado Lojacono,
those final two years.
Mlramo Craig, Pino Ferrari, Rudy Solinas,
Bluebell Girls (12), Kelly Dancers (6). color), Andre Thomas; editor, Raymond
Garfield further rapped Rubin’s
Music by Gorni Kramer, Nasdmben; Lamy. At Collsee, Paris. Running time,
pic ownership participation, which
dances, Donn Arden, Lop Sherman; sets 105 MINS.
and costumes. Coltellacci. At Theatro Caroline Cherie
Martlne Carol was similar to Mayer’s, in the court
Augustus* Genoa: $3 top.
Salange
Jacques Dacqumine suit. Also under terms
of the setOlivio
Jean-Claude Pascal
Pauline
Vera Norman tlement, it was agreed .that Rubin,
Fine all-round production val- Countess
Denise Provence when, he terminates his Loevv’s emInformer
Jacques
Dufilho
ues, a strong script with better
Claire Maurier ployment, will return to Loew’s a
missle.
plotting than is usual in local Jeanette
portion of the total amount he reDenison is appropriately brave shows, plus the top form of pintceives. On the basis of the amount
as the devil-may-care pilot and sized
comedian Renato Rascel,
Film is a sequel to the popular
returned
by Mayer, it’s understood
Miss Plunkett is pleasantly con- help shape this, into the year’s top forerunner two years ago, "Caro£31
cerned as the attractive barmaid. Italian musical. Some padding, line Cherie.” This time, the ad- that Rubin will give up about
(The Net)
Remainder of the large cast turn with a consequent slackening of ventures of the bosomy heroine $85,000.
(MEXICAN)
Rubin’s concession is in the form
in standard performances. Techni- pace, shows- up during the pro- take her to Italy under French ocCannes, May 5.
Holt
cal aspects are okay.
ceedings, but bolstering is near cupation in the Napoleonic era, of a reduction of his participation
Reforma Films production, and release.
in
pic residual values.
His share
must
for
local audiences who like and the amoroqs complications are
Stars Rossamr Podesta, Directed by Emilio
Fernandez, Screenplay, Fernandez* Neftali
their evenings long.
As Is, "At- dressed up in flamboyant Techni* had amounted to 5.4%; it’s now
El
Beltran; camera; Alex Phillips; editor.
tanasio”
color. This is the first Gallic Tech- down to 5.1%.
runs a lanky four hours.
(Him)
Jose Bhstos; munc» AhtOnio Diaz Conde.
It’s noted in the settlement that
At Cannes Film Festival, Running time. <0
Plotting spots Renato Rascel as nicolor production, and it shows in
(MEXICAN)
MINS.
uneven quality and garish hues.
both Mayer and Rubin believe
a
jockey
on
Stateside
a
racetrack,
5.
May
Podesta
Cannes,
Rosanna
Roseau*
the claims against them are
that
who
succeeds
in
A
frank
costume
sexer,
this
buying his own
Crox Alvatedo
Antonio
Oscar Dapcigtrs production and release;
Armando SUvestre Stars
Jose Luis
Arturo De Cordova. Directed by horse with the help of three South- spends little time on action, but "unfounded and without merit” but
Luis BunueL Screenplay, Buhuel; camera*. ern belles played by the Peters lots on getting Caroline In and want to preclude the possibility of
Gabriel Figueroa; editor. Carlor Savage.
'Net” spins out a weblike 80 min- At Conner Film Festival. Running time, Sisters. Horse is stolen by race- out of as many boudoir situations protracted litigation.
track gang, with Rascel in hot pur- as possible. Pic will probably do
Geramy suit had been incorutes of jealousy, love and violence, 10 a mi Nr.
Arturo De Cordova suit across the U.S., until the well here, but for stateside is porated with one filed by. another
-interlaced with the ustfal Mexican Francisco
Delia Garces finale finds it winning
Gloria
the big race. strictly for the grinds or in special minority stockholder group compictorial gloss, eyecatching torsos Raoul
Lula Seristain
where tliree-Sheeting prising three individuals."
-Manuel Donde Chase allows for varied backdrops situations
Fed
and plastic composition. Though Pablo
Martinez Baena used in terp numbers.
Turfside and hypoing can play up the pic’s Court hearing on the settlement
the pic looks good, it has a tend- Priest
milieu is rendered humorously, insouciant aspects. It will pay off
ency to veer towards pretention
is set for May 26.
Luis Bunuel, known for his bru- and other Mexican, Chicago, Mis- accordingly.
and artiness in telling this tale of
Caroline is in Italy with her
the eternal triangle. However, this tally realistic "Young and the sissippi locales are colorful addiGeneral husband. An insurrection
might be a nice entry for arty and Damned,” has fashioned an absorb- tions.
ing melodramatic psycho pic out of
lingo spots of the U.S.
Rascel after several pic chores, has them foisted on a sympathetic,
U.
Two escaped ' convicts and a "El.” Although the story borders is back in peak shape, and audi- sexy countess, who proceeds to
j|
I
Continued from page 5
comely young girl live together on on the banal, fine direction and ence knows it. Peters Sisters have conquer the General. Caroline, in
a barren beach, diving for sponges acting keep this within bounds, and rapidly become local faves, and turn, runs off to see a handsome brightness, -and that they were tryharrowing
to
the
give
dimension
ballet
a
All
dancer.
is
finally
invariably
beg off to strong mitto keep alive. Men are being
ing to go to the optimum brighttracked by the police, but are pro- tale of a madman’s attempt to love. ting. Flora Medini, who stepped straightened out when she realizes
ness level without actually increastected by the villagers. When the Film builds a suspense that should into the top femme slot after her she really loves her husband.
Director Jean Devaivre gives ing the light source. They added,
girl falls for the'secohd man, a make this a natural for langqage predecessor ankled the show over
suresome
In
or
fo*
placing
however,
that to show 3-D on the
spots
billing rights, has a strong un- this light-handed treatment, and
brutal battle breaks out between
the men Which ends in tragedy for seaters. Wora-of-mouth likely will trained voice and a pleasing per- concentrates on following the large screen many theatres would
help,
this
one.
their light source.
have
to
increase
sonality, which should topline her amorous tribulations of the coall concerned as the police close hv
Odd angle is that improved light
Story concerns a middle-aged if properly developed.
to finish the job.
Support, quettish Caroline. Color rendering
Director Emilio Fernandez has rich man who sweeps a beautiful including dancer Kiki Urbani and is uneven, with faces going dark reflectivity on the U screen makes
given this a slow, repetitive mount- young girl off her feet. He seems singer Cerrado Lojacono, is uni- in exteriors and tending to be too possible a less powerful light in
contrasting in interiors. Martine the projection, with a resulting
ing that leads to some monotonous normal aiid considerate but in mar- formly strong.
A definite boost in raising tills Carol supplies the .sexy imperturb- sharper image on the screen. Reamoments. But his insistence on un- ried life turns out to have delusions
covering the passions of his pro- of persecution and homicidal tend- show over the rest is provided by ability that is .fast maiding her a son is that heat currently gentagonists leads to fine imagery of encies. The wife finally escapes in dances arranged by Donn Arden pop fave here. Jacques Dacqu- erated causes a barely perceptible
oily torsos, bedch walks and a well- time to avoid the husband’s at- and neatly executed by one of the mine is properly stuffy as her hus- flutter of the film as it passes
staged fight over the voluptuous tempts at murder. He follows some- precision-drilled Bluebell lines. A band, and Jean-Claude Pascal through. Cutting down on light and
the
ballet
dancer with heat would eliminate the flutter
girl. Kossana Podelsta, Italo starlet, one he thinks is her into a church further decided asset is the orig- plays
has the chassis and childishly sen- where he goes mad in thinking all inal music, both functional, and tongue in cheek. Rest of t‘i* cast and improve, definition. sual face for the girl, role, while are staring at him, and tries to listenable, by Kramer and Nascim- is adequate, with other undraped
Weiner stressed that, while the
Crox AlvaredO and Armando Sil- strangle the priest
ben.
Sets and costumes, both gals helping enliven tb* proceed- cost angle had been overemphaMosk.
Toning down might make this properly keyed and tasteful, are ings.
vestre are unusually handsome
sized, a theatre nevertheless needescaped convicts. Lensing is excep- something_for a Hollywood rewrite. by Coltellacci. Live trick horse is
ed at least three different lenses
Director Luis Bunuel has given- the used in show, serving successfully
Valkoinen
tionally slick and editing helps.
to reproduce pictures- with aspect
pic a fine atmosphere and the as silent partner and stooge to the
Mosk.
(The White Reindeer)
ratios from •the current 1.33 to
characters depth in the strange comic. Much of credit for success
(FINNISH)
s
1 to 2 to 1. Yet another lens must
story they live through. Lensing of must
go to producer Remigio
Landfall
Cannes, April 28.
be mounted for Cinemascope, with
Gabriel Figueroa is slick.
Paone.
Hawk.
Sell Film release of Erilt Blomberg
(BRITISH)
its
production.
2.66 to X ratio. Aperture plates
Written
and
directed
by
Arturo De Cordova is fine in
Stratford Pictures release of Victor
Erik Blomberg. Camera, Blomberg; mu- also must be changed
for each
6kqtesky (Associated British-Pathc) pro- delineating the breakdown of the
Einar Englund.
Features Mirj ami
Les
Mhiuit sic,
different
and guilt-ridden hero while Delia GarMichael Dfenlson
ratio and the screen must
duction.
Stars
Kuosmanen, Kalervo NissUa, Ake Lind(The Lovers of Midnight)
Patricia Plunkett; features Maurice Den- ces scores
man, Arvo Leheman. At Cannes Film be masked out accordingly.
terrified,
cornered
the
as
ham. Joan Dowling, Kathleen Harrison,
Festival.
Running time, 75 MINS.
(FRENCH)
U screen, at Loew’s State will
Pfrita
A. E. Mathews, Denis O'Dea, Margaretta wife. Rest of cast is adequate and
..Mirjaml Kuosmanen
Scott, Sebastian Shaw, Nora Swinburne, well-typed. Editing is fine in keepParis, April 28.
Aslak
Kalervo NissUa measure 46 feet in width to 24 feet
David Tomlinson and Charles Victor. Di- ing up the feeling of hallucination
Hunter
Ake Lindman in height, with a depth of no more
Roger
Richebe release and production.
rected by Ken Annakln. Screenplay, TalSoothsayer
Arvo
Lchesmaa
Stars Jean Marais, Dnny Robin; features,
bott Jennings; based on novel by Ncvil in recording the slipping mind of Louis Selcner, Mlchellno
than three feet on a 90 foot radius.
Gary, FredShute; camera. Wilkie Cooper; editor, the protagonist.
Mosk.
crlque Nadar. Directed by Roger RichAn unpretentious entry by little The house will use a 3-inch lens
Peter Graham Scott. At Normandie Theaebe; screenplay, Jacques Sigurd; dialog.
tre, N.Y., May 9, '53. Running time. It
Georges Neveux: camera. Michel Kelber; Finland at the Cannes Fete reveals instead of the normal 5 Vi inch
MINS.
editor, Yvonne Martin. At Coliaee, Paris. an untapped pictorial source with one.
Scelto E’Anioro
Weiner said |here was no
Rick
Michael Denison
Running time. 95 MINS.
the frozen wastes and .peoples of standardization now, adding "it’ll
(I Chose Love)
Mona
Patricia Plunkett
Mated
Jean Marais
Edith Sharpe
Rick's Mother
(ITALIAN)
Lapland.
have
A
Fraficols*
to
supernatural
weed Itself out.**
Dany Robin
story
Rick's Sister
Margaret Barton
Monique
Micheline Gary about a woman turning into a
Genoa, April 14.
Charles Victor
Mona's Father
WifeFrcderique Nkdat white reindeer
who preys on huntMona’s Mother ...... Kathleen Harrison
CEI-INQOM release of FilmcosteUazionc
Denis O'Dea production. Star Renato Rascel, Marisa
Captain Burnaby
ers, this is told with simplicity and
Margaretta Scott Pavan; features' Lia Di Lco.-Margherlta
Mrs. Burnaby
Film shapes as an unpretentious imagination. Pic is regarded here
Sebastian Shaw Bagnl, Cesco Bategglo. Llk Di Leo, Kiki
Wing-Cdr Dickens
Ginsberg-Slevens
Wlng-Cdr Hewitt
Maurice Denham Urban!, Paolo PanellL. Directed by Mario paraphrasing of the Cinderella tale as a likely entry for U.S. arty
*
Air Raid Warden
A. E.-Matthews Zampi. Screenplay, Zampi* Giorgio Pros- in modem times, told with a few spots.
Continued from page 7 r
Blnks
David Tomlinson per!, Campanile- Veltroni, Vittorio Calvlrto; ironic shafts and a' not-to-happy.
This was brought in for $33,000
Miriam, Barmaid .......
Joan Dowling from it story by Caivino; camera, Mario
whereby
Admiral
Frederick Leister Aibertelli; music, Roman Vlad; sets, ending. Done in a beguiling single- by the husband and wife team of America agented into Par
Admiral's Wife
Nora Swinburne Mario Chlari; editor, Romano Zampi. At level manner, this benefits from star Mirjamo Kuosmanen
Stevens,
Frank Capra, William
and' diUncle Bill
Stanley Rose Grattacielo, Genoa. Running time, 9*
over
came
Wyler
Brlskin
warm
and
Sam
thesping
by
Jean
Marais
and
rector-lenser-writer
Erik
Professor Lcgge
Walter Hudd MINS'.
BlomCdr. Rutherford ........... Ivan Samson Boris Popovltch
Although scarcity of funds as a unit into the studio. All have
Renato Rascel Dany Robin whose, name value will berg.
Lieut.-Cds. Dale
Hubert Gregg Maria
Marias Pavan make it a good entry here. But it and shooting difficulty are appar- since exited Par, excepting Wyler,
Willow
Andrea Lea
is of lightweight proportions for ent, pic abounds with
F./O. Morgan
Paul Carpenter
fine imagery who just completed "Roman HoliP./O. Hooper
Laurence Harvey
A good opportunity for t&me stateside, due to its lack of rounded and acting
day” in -Rome for Par.
S./Ldr. Peterson
Gerald Case topical spoofing, "Ninotchka’*-style, characterizations
and astute obserReindeers, sleighs and blinding
The G-S-F setup will also emP.'O. Weaver
Bryan Coleman
P./O. Jones
Norman Watson of Russian officialdom and the vation. With Marais name, this snow help give the film pictorial brace future filming of previous
Sgt./Plt. Hutchison
James Carney East-West controversy, is almost might pull its weight in lesser sit- appeal. The acting
of
Miss
KuosFerber
works, including remakes
Lieut. James
Moultrie Kelsall completely wasted here,
with a uations or dualer spots. Intime manen furnishes the needed film
Lieut. Kitchen
Dennis Vance
of some of- her past film successes,
Lieut. Mitcheson ......... Cavan Watson weak script too seldom providing aspects and browsing story line quality as the possessed
woman
rights to which have reverted. AtCustomer
Andcw Leigh bite and. humor to a potentially make this palatable for TVing, and whose husband’s
neglect prompts torney Morris L. Ernst, who figTeddy Foste and His Band
promising plot. Pic looks, only fair this might do for a good Hollywood her to become a
white reindeer ured in
her legal representation in
locally and, in present state, is a rewrite as. a romantico-situation who is
fatal to all who hunt her.
Lightweight British impol’t has tepid, entry for export.
limited certain Ferber filmizations,
comedy.
She
is finally killed by her own
all the qualifications of a.* candiPlot has third-class Russian ofhandled this setup with Charles
An engaging counterfeiter meets husband.
date for video 'Late Shoft" pro- ficial, Popovltch, charged with de- a lonely shop girl on Xmas eve,
and
Lensing is fine and editing helps Schwartz (8c Frohlich) for Ginsgrams
livery 'of a peace dove to Italian an idyll ensues as they fall in love bridge
the transformation of "the berg. Jake Wilk, ex-Warner Bros,
A war story based on a novel by partisans. Accidentally separated and he buys her a fine wardrobe character
without trick effects. story editor and eastern producNevil Shute, it is nothing more from his three travelling compan- for their
nightout from her own Music is fine backgrounding for tion head, agented the Ginsbergthan a soap opera replete with ions, Popovltch lands in Venice, store. Evening is
bright for the girl, the eerie proceedings.
Stevens-Ferber alliance.
Mosk.
undersea craft.
love
interest
a
Meanwhile,
blooms between the pilot and the
fearful
latter
the
with
barmaid,
of continuing it because df social
However, assured by
differences.
an admiral’s wife that the social
barriers are diminishing, she gets
her man not until, of course, he
winds np in a hospital after performing a heroric feat in testing
an electrically-controlled guided

Genoa, April 21.

Paris, April 21.
Gaumont release and production. Star*
Martin® Carol; feature*- Jacques Dacqumine, Vera Norman, Jean-Claude Pascal,
Claire Maurlcr, Jacques Dufilho, Denise
Provence. Directed by Jean DeVnivre;
Cecil
screenplay,
St.
Laurent,
Jean
Anouilh; dialog, Anouilh; camera (Techni-

j

Remigio Paonc (Errepl) production of
musical in two parts- by Garinei & Giovanolni. Stars Renato Rascel; features the
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Amusentent Stock Quotations

He presantl-semitism.
ently is doing TV commercials for
the Sherman Marquette agency.
Frequently shouting defiance of
Lionel
actor
committee,
paid about the
toward

Commie Probers Studying
the local probe Into alleged communist infiltration into the entertainment and educational spheres,
Committee Chairman Harold H.
Velde (R.,* 111.) noted 19 witnesses had appeared in all of
whom “seven were cooperative.
anyone feels he had been
1.?
“smeared or his reputation damaged” by. testimony here, the
congressman added, he can coitic
before the committee and “give us
the benefit of his knowledge.”
Scope of communist movement
in Hollywood in early '40s was
dramatically outlined by Rossen in
Unaccoma hushed courtroom.
panied by counsel at his mvn,
explained
producer
choosing, the
the intricate procedure of how
subversives filtered Into the Screen
Writers Guild apd spawned such
organizaCommunist - dominated
tions as the Hollywood Writers
and Writers ConMobilization

I

were
“re Rossen

appeals”
New Masses
couldn’t

pay.

or

so

many

special

.The

lamented.

People s

their

^

aer wiiiiiiwj

Insight as to party’s drive to
Invade the industry as propaganda

Rossen testified, came
When he, Sidney Buchman,: Max

medium,

of

(exec-sec

Communist

Party in Los Angeles) met in L.A.
with now deposed party head Earl
Browder in 1940. Rossen said that
the conclave discussed an aim to
influence the public through pictures but the producer recalled in
his opinion “it was more of a
hope on Browder’s part than a
industry is
since the
reality”
much too complex and- has too
great a diversification of talent,

From HVood
As Members of Party

Names

50

Mopping his brow under* the
glare of lights, Rossen also named
more than 50 Hollywoodites as
members of the Communist Party
based upon' his “direct knowledge
and not supposition.” So identified were a partial list of those on
the SWG^xecutive board in various periods from 1937 through
1941; part of the Hollywood Writers’ Mobilization steering committee in ’44-’45, and certain committee chairmen of Writers Congress,
.

Low
13% Am
38% CBS, “A”
43% 38% CBS, “B”
14% 11% Col. Pic
11% 914 Decca
43% Eastman Kdk
47
14% 11% Loew’s
15Y&

rignis,

yeueu,

ne

producei
questioning,
don t want to be responsible for
of stool
went on to recall the effect the
^ a whole stable full
party
upon
had
pact
Hitler-Stalin
,
psychopaths and informSeemol**
nlcr* discussed
riUmicsed Moscow’s
MOSCOW S see
me!”
and also
about
testified
ers have
saw attitude on anti-semitism,
Stander later told newsmen* that
*
other policy ~switches.
among
a Communist
iiuuK umci
oeen «
,
had never been
he haa
Tavenner reminded Rossen, you but re £Use(j to “say so again beprobvarious
were
stated there
cauge test i mony 0 f psychopaths
.
lems which arose in SWG. was tne
stool p i geons has been throwii
Communist Party making an effort aga i n me> and might subject me
0U
'that
influence
P;
or
to control
to framed and unjustified perjury
f£
In
“Yes, it was,” Rossen said.
char ges,” He added that he had
general we did.”
been screened and cleared by sevexFrom a partial list of
eral governme ntal agencies, which
ecutive board (1937-39) which Tav- g <« more than can be said for the
identified
Rossen
off,
read
enner
w jtnesses whom the committee
Ring Lardner, ji\, Maurice Rapf, wou jd US e against me.”
Anne
testigravel-voiced
Budd Wilson Schulberg,
stander’s
Roth (assistant secretary of guild) mony> w hi C h opened the commitas Communist members. In periods tee g third day of hearings into
through 1943, he named Sidney how communism has infiltrated the
Buchman, Lester Cole, Gertrude amusemen t and educational fields,
Dalton Trumbo, John
Purcell*
followed by Interrogation of
enner’s

4%

7%

,

14%

42%
42%
13%
11%
43%
12%

55
184
RKO Piets?
145
RKO Thca .. 1624
Republic .... 37

33%
26%

11
Rep., pfd.
Stanley War,. 429
216
20lh-Fox

76

11%
12%
16%
16%

*130
Univ., pfd.
Warner Bros. 78

15%

.

Nat. Thea.

..

30% 26% Paramount ..
Philco" ......
36% 31
29% 25% RCA

.

4%
4%
4%

3%
3%
3%

11%
12%
19%
16%

10%

.

4

i

£

SWG

14%
44
4334

.

. .

*

m

.

14
61
15
68

17%

TJniv. Fix.

.

.

2%

2%

3%

3%
4%
3%

Marguerite songW riter Jay Gorney. He was
the only other show biz witness of
J
11 others, the day ^th the afternoon devoted
identified
Rossen also
comprising about one-third of the
a qU [z 0f two trade union reps,
steering committee in 1944-45 of • committee also made available a

Howard

Lawson,

Roberts.

.

Hollywood Writers MobilizaThey were
tion, as Communists.
Sidney Buchman,
Blowitz,
Bill
Richard Collins, Lawson, Melvin
Levy, Pauline Lauber Finn, Joseph
Mischel, Sam Moore, Nlta Reis, Vic
Shapiro and Louis Solomon.
members,
Party
Communist
Rossen said, were “most active” in
the Writers’ Congress, formed in
the

of testimony which Carin
jynze i Burrows, Wife of Abe Burexr0WS) g i ve chairman Velde
ecutive session Tuesday. Former
actress and radio entertainer; she
told Velde’s sub-committee she was
a member of the Communist
'party in Seattle and Hollywood
£,, oin 1940-46.
But, she said, she
i eft w hen the party line changed.

^

BUTTOWS TUStS

Members

of

Her

Cell

'
health pr*
edfunfT^and L Mrs. Burrows, whose
from testifying pubco °P eiallon vented her
nresentation etc
in cooperation
Maltz,
Albert
author
Ucly# name d
SJfh ?rrr
a
ulla.
witn
ra dio group chairman Henry Blankmembers
fort and Sam Moore as
Identifies 9 of 21
’

I

«r -i
From Writers Congress
__

held in Hollywood in ’42-’43 in
cooperation with the U. of Calif, at
Los Angeles; plus other assorted
names.
Browder’s scheme for industry
prompted Rep. Kit
infiltration
Clardy (R., Mich.) to ask, “wasn’t
(Browder’s) thought that
it his
you should be subtle, not blatant?
You would be the sugar and that

12%
0

27%
32%
25%

3%

3%

4

414
37%

11%
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But belligerent Stander refused
whether he was a member
.
fha Commun i s t party from 1935

'

Woild

printing

(N.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Eliding Tuesday (12)

denied

(6)

.

gress.

Silver

Estimated he
Wednesday
IISOOO over 10-year periodplus Stande^on'
to ^ommunlst-tfon? hes was
amount
like
organizations in the same
agent.
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d

mitted once being a Communist but
left when the party line shifted
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phasized “I may be here as a witness but I’m not charged with anyTaunting the committee,
thing.”
he railed: “I am not here as a
dupe, a dope, a mope, a mpe or a
At one point, Velde
schmoe.”
threatened to have him removed
from the room unless he ceased his
“insulting remarks.”
Spebtators gave Stander a round
of applause when he finished his
accompanied by bangs of
stint
Velde’s, gavel.

Chairman

notified

the actor that he’d be continued
under subpoena for further appear’

ances,
Gorney, who also requested that
she belonged.
of a cell to
lights be extinguished, startled the
She also named 21 others as at- committee by bursting Jnto a song

Hazen-Wallis
—

Continued from page 3

pleted last week before the boys
took off on their theatre trek,
which will take them to the London Palladium. “Money” is from a
Damon Runyon story and in two
versions, 2-D and 3-D, both Technicolor. The tintery hooked up its
own 3-D apparatus for “Money,”
utilizing a new six-strip negative.
Both versions will have the new
stereophonic sound.
While Wallis-Hazen feel they
are not shopping around for any

new

distribution

deals,

“Money

From Home” does give them A
r*
whose lyric began “Congress shall
*.
Bossen named nine out of 21 of l * nd ‘ n «
because
Backus, Hy Alexander, Rob n make no laws. » .
1*
The 57-year- unique trading position,
the Writers’ Congress committee g
Paulme Lauber, Dwight old Polish-born tunesmith recalled it's the first 3-D picture with real
chairmen as Communists. Taven- Short,
Howgimmick.
the
just
stars,
not
S
jingle was a “childish memoriza
fU e 0
e
id
n
'
ever, until dubbed, edited and
tion that made an impression upon
Ttey were R ing LS dner Unto
s uch
scored, wjiicli will consume another
me.
Levy, John Wexle*
month or more, Hazen feels that
S
Louis Solomon, Richard Collins,
This tune, said Gorney, helped Wallis will not know just what
aJSSi 3» riStehSles
Mischel,
Joseph
Vorhaus,
Bernard
5
him answer a question about the they have in “Money,” costliest of
ConS^
®nn
’El^ne
lain
pjenn,
exami- all the Martin & Lewis producStanley Roberts, Joris Ivens, hunS
„ rt
mfiv
Billy First Amendment on a law
would attract flies?”
Tfarai
Ea 1 Linedmann, Reuben Ship,The^ 21 nation years ago. It also blended tions.
and Earl
Fara&on nnt\
“Yes,” replied Rossen, “it was ?»el£i J « CiS
Wolff, Leon Meadows.
sarcasm
tone
of
KoDinson.
gentle
a
in
with
.a long-range objective to influwere unidentified as Cp occupation
that the balding writer answered
Listed by Rossen as Communist qj, ba ekgroundr
ence films but I don’t think it
committee’s questions as to his
would have happened/* However, members of the Writers’ Congress
indication of Sender's attitude the
background. He readily
Edward
were
committee
Toppers
he agreed that if enough writers advisory
was seea_ when he- first took the political
were indoctrinated in Marxism it Dymytryk, Frank Tuttle, Dan stan(j. objecting to the -glare of admitted authoring such tunes as
Continue* from p age 4
Can You Spare a Dime,"
Brother,
undoubtedly would be reflected in James, Beh Barzman, Paul Trtvers, newsre el lights, the actor said if
Guy Endore, Waldo Salt, Leo this were a nve tv show in March but invoked the Fifth Amendment pictures recently finished" their
their work.
Hunter, Henry- American people could see hifp, when asked about his alleged Com- loop pre-release advanced admisIan
Rossen, who went to the Coast Townsend,
T mi
said
Blankfort, Georgia Backus, LoU
in 1936 as a screen writer,
h e ’d have no complaint “To come munist affiliation.
sion engagements.
Gorney, who has such song credFrederick Rinaldo, Hy before camera as a professional
that he was with Warners seven Harris,
Kane says he contemplates a
and a half years before freelanc- Kraft, Harold Buchman, Adrian entertainer,” he added, “li one its as the fillmusicals, “Stand Up federal court injunctive action
ing as -a producer-director in such Scott. Tuttle and Townsend were thing, but I’m not here as an en- and Cheer,” “College Holiday” and based on the fact that the federal
prize-winning pix as,. “All the said to have “cleared” themselves tertainer.” Velde then acceded to "Gay Senorita,” testified he went courts set'up a system of “reasonto Hollywood in 1936 and returned
Kings Men.” His introduction to with the committee.
his request.
able clearance” and that preRossen, in addition, identified as
Communism, he testified, came in
Expressing his general displeas- in 1947. Committee counsel Taven- release, which withdraws film afte£
early ’37 when writer Michael Communists lyricist-writer Henry ure at the proceedings, Stander bit- ner interrupted to quote Leo first-run for prolonged periods, vioUris solicited him to join. “I was Myers, Alvah Bessie, Hugo Butler, terly observed that merely receiv- Townsend and Martin Berkeley as lates the ruling.
John Bright ing a subpoena had caused him. to having testified previously that Jay
Sullivan,
Glenda
receptive,” Rossen recalled, “be
Berger sajs he’ll start immedicause the late ’20s was a period Of ("subsequently left”), Lester Fuller be “economically blacklisted.” Ac- and Sandra Gorney were members ately to convince distributors that
great cynicism and disillusion (“was member”), Morton Grant, tor recalled his difficulties stemmed of the Communist Party from. 1944 it's their own ^“stupid!! sales poliment.
Lilith James, Isabelle Leonard and from testimony previously given to 1948.
cies, not television, which have
“I felt our system of govern .William Pomerance.
before committee by Marc Lawforced more than 5,000 theatres to
ment had failed and the ’30s proved
Testifying he stopped paying rence and Martin Berkeley, among
shutter.
our system had Ttlues o sometime
1946, others. They named him and his
around
this true . .
I felt I was look
Stockholder Loves
broken *down.
Rossen added, “I honestly think former .wife, LUcy, as Communist
Berger Hits RKO Re 'Pan*
was
ing for new horizons. Fascism
that sometime around 1947 I was Party members.
Minneapolis, May 12.
Contimied from pag* 7
rising, I felt something new had out of the party... if I hadn't
an
he
demanded
said
Stander
Bennie Berger, indie circuit ownto grow out of all this. You felt been subpoenaed in 1947 I would immediate hearing to refute “this commented that Schwartz’s re er, has forwarded to A. F. Myers,
that the Communist Party was the have- been
farther
away.
I perjuror” (Lawrence), who, he as- numeration was not more than national Allied' States executive
only place you could go.” .But, wouldn’t want young people today serted, is k “psychopathic liar” and amounts received by district man- counsel, his entire correspondence
left
observed,
“I
Rossen bitterly
I has fled the country. Moreover, the agers of some other outfits.
“I with RKO Pictures regarding a
to believe what I believed.
when I found that the idealism I looked for something constructive actor added, “I was told by my could feel insulted,” Schwartz in- deal which he claims to have made
was looking for wasn’t in Com- and it’s not in the Communist agent if I could appear before the toned.
for “Peter Pan” for his Fergus
munism.”
Party.”
committee and clear myself I could
Indicative of the new trend, the Falls, »Minn., theatre.
Rossen, who spoke fervidly and get back on TV .
and have my RKO chain’s stockholder session
Paid $40,000 to Reds
Berger alleges RKO is refusing
Reviewing his early party his- earnestly throughout his testimony, own TV program at $150,000 a was a showmanship nifty, as to deliver the picture to him, in
committee
with
re
thfe
year.”
addressed
by
“prostaged
Schwartz.
It
a
was
compliance with the deal’s terms,
tory, Rossen stated that he en*1 Was Not a Communist'
duction” all the way, and clearly because he refuses to raise his adrolled, in Marxist study group, mark: “I do not feel I am subAsked by Committee counsel had the effect of impressing in- mission prices for the picture. In
then went to a new members class. jected to criminal prosecution (by
don’t think you Frank' Tavenner if he were a Com vestors.
I
taking such action, he charges,
Whole period embraced about testifying.
Set in RKO’s 86th Street The- RKTO is violating consent decree
four months. A Dr. Leb Bigleman, can be incriminated if you tell munist Party member from 1935
the
truth.
Those
who
raise
the
Stander
testified
through
1940,
atre,
meet
all
the
was attended by
provisions and making .itself liable
he said, was instructor in the
“People
Who Fifth Amendment as a screen are that he swore under oath before a board members and officers of the for a criminal prosecution.
Marxist
classes.
Los Angeles grand jury in 1940 corporation. (Absence of key per
worked in the film industry were merely raising a bogey man.”
After Myers has examined the
Only two other witnesses testi that “I was not Communist’^ and sonnel at annual meetings invar! correspondence, Berger says, the
placed in cells or branches mostly
fled
during Thursday’s session. swore same thing before various ably- stirs stockholders beefs.) A. S. counsel will decide whether
within their individual crafts
writers with writers, directors with Legit producer Lee Sabinson, al- governmental’ agencies. “But when Schwartz pulled a surprise with to turn the matter over to the
though. admiring he participated Rep. Kit Clardy (R., Mich.) again unveiling of the new all-purpose Justice Department for criminal
directors.”
At the new membership cl^ss as a sponsor or speaker in several posed the $64 question, the actor screen,* which 20th is promoting, prosecution of RKO, or to the U* b.
Rossen named Madeline Huthven, “Corpmunist-front” organizations, declined to answer, on “my con- and the showing of a few reels Senate Small Business Committee.
£John Howard Lawson and Lou refused say whether he. was a stitutional rights.”
from “The Robe” in Cinemascope Latter will determine if the Justice
'
Harris as attending. “Basic dues Communist in 1951 or before on
Throughout most of his 80 min- and Warners’ “House of Wax” in Department should be advised or
were $1 per month but actually it his constitutional rights.
Car- utes on the stand, Stander bad- 3-D. Luncheon was served in the if the incident should form the
was usually 5% of your salary,” he toonist Zachary Schwartz, who gered committee members, re- mezzanine for the 175 stockhold- basis of legislation affecting the
•aid, “less whatever you paid your once worked for Walt Disney, ad
sorted to speechmaking, and em- ers in attendance.
film industry.
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ALLIED ARTISTS present* "THE

MAZE" *tarrlng RICHARD CARLSON • VERONICA HURST

• Executive Producer WALTER MIRISGH
HEERMANCE • Directed by WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES
by DAN ULLMAN • Based on the Story by MAURICE SANDOZ

with Katherine Emery, Michael Pate

Produced by RICHARD
Screenplay
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47G to Un-3-D House
Restoring of the Broadway
Theatre, N. Y., from a Cinerama outlet to a legit house
Will cost $47,000, a sum guaranteed by the widescreen outfit
to the Shuberts.
Original cost for equipment
and installation of Cinerama

Fabian-Cinerama
Continued from page S

_

Cinerama would
erama, Inc. of course, would be means whereby
expanded outlets. He
paid by SW for equipment and In* be assured of
7

stallation

his

said

costs.

company had

sufficient

available “to equip 25
of the agreement between equipment
that “next
and Cinerama reportedly call theatres this year*’ and
meet any demands.”
could
year
it
guaranfor the theatre outfit to
that equipment for
tee the installation of 50 theatres. He declared
varied between $50,000
Talks originally centered around theatres
installation costs
100-150 theatres, but It’s doubted and $75,000, with
from $20,000 to.- *$25,000*
that even the 50-theatre plan would running
it should not
said,
he
all,
in
All
materialize,- with 20-25 situations

at the. Broadway amounted to
Cinerama shifts to
$110,000.
the Warner Theatre on June 5
and the Broadway gets “South
Paufic” June 22.

Terms

SW

being considered a more likely
number.- Only 17 or 18 cities
measure up as key outlets- with sufficient population pull to guarantee the long runs necessary for a
Cinerama presentatipn. Althoughthe costs for Cinerama installations
vary, it’s expected that SW would
initially contribute about $2,500,.

1

000, or $50,000 a theatre

if

is ‘maintained.
periods.
conclusion -of the deal
followed a week of- hectic

house setup
.

Virtual

with

SW

and hassles

confabs*

'

1

in

New York

among the stockholders of Cihe*
rama Productions a closed corpora-

Joseph Kaufman, who resigned
In the wake of the attempt’ Friday’ (8) as exhibition chief of
tion.
to solve the company’s tangled Cineraria, declared in New York
financial woes which has kept 'the this week that he would resume
medium bogged down, despite criti- his indie production activities.
cal and public acceptance, a num- Producer of “Pandora and the Flyber of top echelon execs exited the ing Dutchman,” released by Metro,
company and several othersare ex- and “Sudden Fear,” released by
pected to bow out First to ankle RKO, Kaufman has a number of
the outfit was C. V. Whitney, stock- properties slated for production
holder, director and executive aide shortly;
to prexy Dudley Roberts, Jr., WhitFormer Cinerama exec expects
ney’s pullout followed ah unsuc- to resume his lensing sked with
onepurchase
cessful attempt to
“Promised Land,” a story by Joan
half of the corporation’s stock and Lowell. He’s set no date for reto receive a clarification of his ex- sumption of his production activi;

",

ecutive status.

•

ties,

Following Whitney’s

exit,

Joseph

indicating he’ll

first.

Kaufman, chief of exhibition, quit
Cinerama sources insist latter’s res-r
ignation had no connection with
Lester B.
the Whitney matter.

Continued from pat*

in foreign sales in the past three
years,

Coin Upbeat
Broidy said AA books show a
‘

steady rise in earnings for the past

,

company books.

5

600,000 afrthe end of 1952, an increase of $1,162,000 over 1951, and
reported long-term debt of $21,200,000, down from $22,300,000 in
1951.
April Biz Upbeat
.

•

'

.

*

ney.

Despite

setup,

Cinerama

Tito Biopic

is

seen facing tough days, introduction of 20th*s Cinemascope and
other widescreen processes has
taken away its initial advantage.
Company still needs coin to launch
its production slate* a task Mayer
will have to pursue. In addition,
special cameras to film in the
Cinerama 'process are required
During Todd’s period with the company, production could not be
launched because not enough cam-

Continued from page 3

•

ture Assn, of America and was told
to assemble

more

details.

During his European trek, Spell
said he would spend at least a

man

month

in Belgrade discussing the

details of any picture deal, includ
ing just how much coin the Yugo
slavs were willing to contribute. In
addition, he said he would survey

the country's picture-making facili
He said several indie pro
It’s known that ties.
Cinerama, Inc, has been ma kin
dufcers were interested in the idea
g
additional cameras, but just how if it could be cleared with U. S
many, are available- is not known. Government authorities.
Stepped Up Installations
Story, if filmed, would be based
Hazard (Buj&) Reeves, president Oh the “Life of Tito,” by Vladimir
of Cinerama, The., doting that
he Dedijer, publisher of the newspa
was encouraged by the entry of per Borba of Belgrade, Book was
SW* said it would merely be
recently published in the U. S.

eras were available.

away from the

so-called

Canada was short

in dollars

and

“Cheap” pix, but while upgrading in the midst of an austerity period.
product it also is avoiding the Since then, there’s been a shift
pitfalls
of the “million dollar in emphasis, and the Canadians to-,
picture.”
day consider the Project less of a’

The chief exec said he figured
about $2,000,000 will be required
for re-equipping the chain for the
new projection processes, on the
basis of $25,000 per theatre. In
view of this, he commented, the
company’s strong financial position
is especially important.* Schwartz
listed net working capital of $9,-

still

Latter come in

dian references.
1

In another financial upbeat note,
Schwartz announced that the theatre company earned $325,361 during the 13-week period ended April
3, which compares with a net of
$137,867 for the corresponding period of last year. Prez added that
April business was ahead of the
same month in 1951 but, in looking
ahead, is not too certain about the
b.o. next fall. Relatively weaker
product may result from the current studio slowdowns, he suspects.
The stockholders overwhelmingly
voted several management resolutions.
These included a stock option plan for key personnel under
which Schwartz* for example, may
purchase 25,000 shares of the company’s common stock at 95% of
When Todd Got Eased Out
Complete upsetting of Cine- market price at the day of purrama’s management is said to have chase. Also voted was a cut Of the
stemmed from the time when Mike authorized: stock to. 4,500,000
Todd was eased out of the com- shares and a motion to give stockpany, Thomas-Todd productions holders right to approve or reject
was predecessor to Cinerama Pro- any plan anent stock rights and
ductions. Todd’s difficulties report- options.
edly started when Cooper was
Stockholders reelected Incum
brought into the company, para- bent slate of six. directors, includdoxically on Todd’s suggestion. ing Schwartz, and the board, in
Cooper in turn was instrumental turn, reelected all officers.
in bringing in Mayer and Whit-

Warner
its management

Continued from page 4

two years, that the studio hasn't various ways. Couple going on a
lost money on a single picture honeymoon^ for instance, would
made during that period. “Flat announce they are off for two
Top,” which cost $220,000, has weeks in Canada instead of
the
grossed $557,000 on domestic sales
Caribbean or Europe.
in the 24 weeks since its release,
Hollywood
companies
last
.year,
and im the normal 78-week ammortization period appears a cinch turned out 15 shorts bn Canada,
Over the
to gross close to $1,250,000, he said, most of them in color.
kudosing producer Mirisch for this ast five years; a total of 75 such
and other profit-makers on the shorts have been lensed. U. S.

nique. Screen can accommodate
other screen dimension pix in addition to 3-D, it was said.

the tie with Stanley
and the reorganization of

U.S. Pix Balking

newsreels in ’52 carried about 150
Broidy predicted continued AA sequences dealing with Canadian
happenings.
take a rest success, saying he based .this on the
Canadian Cooperation Project
feeling the studio has found the
right production format, that it has originated in 1948 at a time when

Continued from pace

projection
head.
According to
Sponable, the projector is then
•

compatible with Cinemascope and
“every existing film-and-sound system.”
Engineers are hailing the Sponwhat TO A believes, and believing
able invention as the only* practical
that we shall hot change our poway
of solving -the problem of putsition of continuing to expand our
ting several sound tracks on one
energy and effort to the end of
piece
of film* but they see two difexhausting all avenues of possibilificulties:
ies of bringing an industry* sys-*
1. While the tighter fit of the
;em of arbitration to, fruition.”
Referring to his appearance be- sprocket teeth in the narrowed
holes may help ^increase life of new
ore the Senate Committee as a
prints* made for the process, the
witness, Starr said it was a pity
increased play of the new tooth in
that exhibs have to look outside
the old' perforations (which it
the industry for help. He warned
strikes hard on its edge) may well
that it was “not too far removed
rom another occasion when the contribute to a much faster wearing-out of film.
industry ran to the Government
2. The magnetic tracks are close
for help and has lived to see that
the steel sprocket teeth, and
to
tielp plague it.”
might demagnetize the signal by
their repeated entry into the magnetic field, which could well gen-

AA

RKO Theatres

temporarily handling Kauf*
man’s job.
Merian C. Cooper, Who was supposed to head the company’s production activities, is reportedly out,
although he categorically denied it.
He was closely allied with Whitney
in the latter’s buyout move.
*
Mayer and Bill Goetz?
out,
report
one
has
With Cooper
it that Mayer may bring William
Goetz into the company as production chief, with latter having unhampered control of the film-making program. Goetz, Mayer’s sonin-law and Universal's production
topper, has a pact with U which
expires on Nov. 1. (U prexy Milton R. Rackmil and board chairman Nate J. Blumberg are currently talking contract renewal with
Goetz on the Coast. At $5,000 per
week, he is currently the highest
paid studio chieftain).
Stabilization of Cinerama, with
Mayer in a stronger position than
heretofore, is expected to result in
the exit of* several more toppers,
including prexy Roberts.
Lowell
Thomas, vicechairnian of the board,
•is seen as a possible bowout although he reportedly supported
Mayer during the recent hassles.
Frank M. Smith, exec veepee and
closely allied with Roberts and
Smith, however, is expected to remain with the company in a capacity second to Mayer’s.
ters, is

7

studio plans to spend more money
on the product, Broidy explained.
He presides at the studio’s first
international convention for its
sales force, to be held in Miami
Beach May 18-20, and said the
global session was called as a tribute to foreign salesmen of A A
product, asserting that there has

gotten

mat-

Isaac, in charge of technical

Afl’s Pitch

been a “tremendous improvement”

Kaufman’s Indie Return

20th Stereo
Continued from page %

.

cost more than $100,000 to get a
theatre ready for Cinerama^

Despite Cinerama’s near-capacity
business in New York, Detroit and
Hollywood, the initial installing exr
pense and opening costs, the runs
have to be exceedingly long to
gain a profit. While such ruhs
might be achieved in some cities,
it’s doubted that smaller, commu50the
nities could sustain it for lengthy

establishment of an arbitration
system, continued to push' for the
TQA prexy
adoption of a plan.
Alfred Starr, speaking in Richmond last week to the Virginia
Theatre Owners Assn., declared
that “relief lies not in legislation*
nor in the courts, but rather in an
industry arbitration system, supplemented by a firm and aggressive Dept, of Justice policy. That’s

The exec
ation

said the current situ- dollar-earning device and more of
and widescreen a highly effective means of bringing Canada to the attention of. the
American public in general and
U. S. investors in particular.

anent 3-D

presents a challenge to writers, directors and other creative talent
to conceive new ideas adaptable to
an improved medium. On the same
subject, he adds:
“People like Spyros. Skouras and
Darryl Zanuck are entitled to a
tremendous amount' of credit, for
with Cinemascope they have taken
a step in the right direction of
projecting pictures on a big screen
with depth illusion, which must
eventually bring profits to the industry, I don’t know if they have
the complete answer, but they are
trying, and for this they deserve
a good deal of praise. They started
the industry thinking.”
.

Haywar4 S'AA Deal
?

Hollywood, Ma!y

We never committed ourselves
for making any pictures in Canada,” Mills emphasized last week
“The
in N. Y.
merely offers producers every facility for ess, like Cinemascope, “will be
shooting in Canada and we try to made available, to the whole motion
be of assistance to the Canadian picture industry.”
Film Board here in its handling of
Canadian shorts.”
There hasn’t
been much publicity about the Cooperation
Project
because the
Fight
I

MPAA

MPAA

20th Mgt.

feels

it

might be misunder-

stood by exhibs. It’s also felt that
accenting the arrangement results
in pressures from other countries
which would like similar deals.

12.

Louis Hayward’s indie produc
ion outfit, A. F. A., closed a deal
to make two features annually for
Allied Artists, covering a period of
.

four years.

Hayward

will

erate current.
Experts, believe that both problems can be licked. For one, film
Stocks today are made of acetate,
which can stand a lot of wear and
ear. Because of this quality, and
.because it doesn’t shrink like nitrate, it makes smaller perforations possible in the first place.
For another, a process has been
discovered which makes steel almost non-magnetic and could be
applied to the metal now used in
the teeth.
Its new direction sound system
should result in “millions of dollars” in savings in the examining,
processing and shipping of film, according to 20th. The extra track
used in the past, when a separate
reproducer also was required, alone
cost about $300. New soyrtd heads
are being produced by General
Precision, RCA, Altec and Westrex,
and will be part of the CinemaScope “package” consisting also of
the special lens and the Miracle
Mirror screen.
Perfection of single-film directional sound should hasten theatre
installations, which can also be expected to come down in price, according to equipment house spokesmen. According to Spyros P.
Skouras, 20th prexy, the new proc-

Mankiewicz Link
Continued from page 3

double

as star and associate producer of tuality of their interests and when
the others’ present commitments
each picture.
First on the list is “The King’s are fulfilled.
Each member of the group is
African Rifles,” in Cinecolor, with
high on indie film-making, and they
Veronica Hurst as costar.
all favor New York as base of operations. Mankiewicz believes that

Gotham, “which otherwise

is the
centre of the arts, already has lost
out as the site for vidpix producContinued from page 7
tion just as it missed the boat years
cifically be exempted from arbi- before on standard films.”
The Mankiewicz, et al., teamup,
tration thus Using the arbitration
plan to give legal sanction to an .and their /Times Square preferotherwise illegal method of sell- ences, clearly would have marked
ing.”. Exhib org further charges effect in spotlighting N. Y. as
production base, and would rate
that Keough did not testify tha
distribs did not state they would strong influence in inducing the
consider no plan involving the ar- city to provide better facilities.
Mankiewicz stresses that actual
bitration of film rentals. In addi
tlon, ATOI notes that Keough did production would be in locales best
not mention that distribs would suited to the nature of subject matter; his first for UA being set for
not arbitrate print, shortages,
serious present grievance of ex- lensing in Europe. But the organihibitors.”
zational setup will.be in N. Y., and
“Allied and Mr, Myers,” the ex- what filming lends itself to it,
hib outfit says, “worked conscien would be done in the big city.
tiously only to be frustrated by a
Mankiewicz and Metro had
later 'take it or leave it’ attitude three-pic deal wrapped
up, but this
on the part of distribution. The has been scrapped by mutual convarious Allied units had no alter- sent.
Film-maker, who recently
native except to turn down a sys- directed “Julius
Caesar” for M-G,
tem that would sanction .and make may be called upon to make one pic
permanent some of the worst jevils for that company over the next
of which .they complained. Arbi- three and
a half years under a new
tration must be a two-way street, agreement,
Mr. Keough cannot put the burden
First slated for UA is “The Bareof failure to reach an agreement
on some one else’s back by ignore fodt Contessa.” Mankiewicz winged
to Europe yesterday (Tues.) for
ing the facts of the arbitration- dishuddles with
president Arthur
cussions.”
B, Krim anent the pic and to prow:
Theatre Owners of America,
which has staunchly advocated the for cast members and studio facili

Gov’t Observer
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Continued from page

7

which Green could be expected

make -his strongest showing.
Execs of 20th freely admitted that
they thought a fair number of
stockholders might vote with Green
on the cumulative voting issue,
whereas they would certainly stick
with management otherwise.
Determination of the cumulative
voting question, which is -the real
crux of the Skouras-Green dispute,
Green’s
automatically squelches
chances of getting any of his reps
on the 20th board at the annual
meet in N. Y. May 19. Despite his
defeat in Wilmington, however.
Green is expected to press his two
resolutions at that time.
One would amend the Certificate
of Incorporation to eliminate a
provision that, according to Green,
permits the board, without the
consent of the stockholders, to authorize contracts between the corporation and individual directors of
companies controlled by it.
Other resolution, also opposed

by management, would prevent any
officer from receiving more than
$100,000 a year without specific
authorization from the stockholders. Both these proposals are op-

posed by management. Green still
has pending a derivative stockholders suit against Skouras and Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th production v.p.,

seeking to void certain portions of
their employment contracts.
Participation of 79.8% of the
outstanding shares in determination of the cumulative voting issue
is considered, a high percentage..
Under cumulative voting, each
share is permitted to cast as many
votes as there are directors on the
board; the aggregate can then .be
concentrated on *ohe or more directors on any one slate. Without
cumulative voting each share gets
only one vote and a slate gets in
via the majority vote. With cumulative voting prevailing, Green could
ties.
Tieup with
was worked have elected two, and possibly
out over the past weekend and an- three, directors to the board* He
is negotiating with Tony
Martin for a top role in. “French nounced in N. Y. Monday (11) by had nominated >a slate o£ five.
Line/ 1 which Lloyd Bacon wilt di- Robert $. Benjamin, board chair- There are to be 1() directors oil the
man of the-dlstrib company* - - 4*hexi -20th- board* - - rect.

UA

UA

RKO

—

-
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Par

Filins

Code Has Support
Continued from page
tuted,” Breen declared. “The Code
serves its purpose today ns well as
He said that .the
did then.”
it

weight of pressure groups on Hollywood had eased off “because we
.have learned to -live with them and
that
stay out of trouble.” He added
there was much less cruelty in pix
today and shrugged off complaints
of too
of foreign governments
much brutality in U. S. films.
“If their' censors take out all the
stuff they consider -objectionable,
how then can there be any excessive brutality in our imports?” he
“Therp’s a basic inconasked.
sistency somewhere." Breen maintained that, while there had been
a cycle of brutal pix during the
late ’40s—he called it a "hangover” from the war years—this had
by now ,worn off and was no
longer £ factor. “People get tired
of it like of anything else that’s
overdone,” he declared.
Breen said he was excited over
the various new production and
projection systems coming on the
"Something is bound to
market.
come out of all this,”- he said.
“Personally, I don’t think we’ll

3

—

OTCTUBES

Framed For

'Screens Galore’

New Screen Projection
new

produced by Para353 Continued from page S
refused comment on the "Moon Is mount are being framed specially each new screen, instead of en- claring that specs are
here to stay.
Blue” case, other than saying that for projection on screens in the couraging exhibs, "is going to stop In his new statement,
however,
no appeal for review had been filed 1.66 (width) to one foot in height them from doing anything.” He Warner reveals a "flexible program
in N. y.
The PCA office on the
termed
the
present
including
3-D and widethe use of heretofore unCoast had refused to .okay the aspect ratio, Charles R. Daily, screen period as one of "hysteria,” announced
WarnerScope, compa"Moon” script £s it was submitted, optical engineer at the Par studio, with the production-distrib compa- any’s own widescreen process, dedistribution
and
chief
W.
A.
but lensing went ahead anway.
nies
tails
0
of
refusing
to
take
time
which
were not revealed.
out
"to
Schwalberg disclosed in New York
All

.

films

yesterday (Tues.).
The product, analyze the harm they are causing.”
although in keeping with the swing
Exhib official stated it’s about
to greater width, also still will be time each vcqmpaYiy with a new
suitable for the conventional 1.33:1 screen issued a statement indicatratio.
ing exactly What company’s films
As explained by Schwalberg, the could be shown on* the screen.
standard cameras are being used Meanwhile, he said, he was delayat the studio. However, direction ing installing any new screen in
finders are being adjusted so that his theatre circuit and that his
all action is covered in the scaled- exhib org was advising its members
to do likewise.
down elevation of the film.
Concerning the anticipated product shortage, a veteran operator
of theatres in small towns said he

44 for Release

Studio chieftain said a steady
flow of product would be maintained during the next 18 months,,
with 44 films set for release. Of
that number, 21 have already been
completed and are awaiting re-

•

•

Stevens
*«.i

I,

necessarily have just one uniform
The industry may adopt
system.
exec
various processes." The
said it was too early to judge
whether widescreen and 3-D proc-

PCA

would have any bearing on
Code operations.
Regarding reports that PCA
might be called on to o.o. and

esses

.

approval to TV pix,
Breen denied ever having been approached in the matter. He said
foreign contplaints about the content of tJ. S. pix were at a "low
ebb” and denied that there Was a
issue seals of

'

Continued from page 5

I,

would be

-

beneficial,
ing factor to boot.

and a

cost-sav-

-

ridiculous to think .that,
with a big screen, you won’t edit
and dramatize,” he said. "I am
sure that Cinemascope will not result in a series of static shots.
If
they leave out cuts, the motion pictures’ great heritage will be transferred to TV.”
"It’s

Par’s

‘How To’

"Audiences today are ahead
motion pictures,” he said.
"They refuse to come and see pictures that the studios have made
over and over again.”
He is in favor of two or three
different systems of screen presentation, "because they would stimulate competition, Without that we
have three or four people dictating
What the competition should be,
and essentially the studios aren’t
interested in having any in the first
place,” Stevens said he had advocated use of a large screen for the
showing of "A Place in the Sun”
some years ago, but was overruled
stage,
of the

:

themes on Holly- by Par execs
productions, which might
Stevens came all out for maintestrengthen the competitive hand of nance of the industry's Production
European films. "If audiences on Code. He said it was "extraordithe Continent like these themes, narily helpful and constructive,”
so much, then why don’t French and stressed need for restraint and
and Italian pictures make more a certain common policy when
dealing with the mass audience.
money?” he asked.
Stevens left N. Y. Saturday (9).
Breen maintained that there
were no significant objections to On his way to the Coast he is ^topCode regulations among Hollywood ping in Pittsburgh, Dallas, San Anproducers because "they know it’s tonio and Houston to promote
there for their own protection." He "Shane."
lack of "adult”
’

-

^
that

Electrical Interlock

Cinerama

I

»

(1 00G)

Continued from page

-

—
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---

ed all possibilities for improving
and simplifying the process," he
declared. "At present, we can’t see
how one projector can duplicate
the Cinerama effect, and we arenAt
seriously considering wider film. I
can see, though,
to

come

how we may have

to that."

Cinerama

at present requires
three projectors working simultaneously. The equipment alone

with installation
$75,000,
adding another $25,000 to the bill.
costs

is

gram, Warner revealed, will utilize
media. Announcement gave no
when the current pro-

all

indication

duction shutdown will end. When
studio activity eased about a month
ago, studio said it would halt operations for a. period of "of up to
90 days” to assay the industry situation.

Warner emphasized that the studio would use both "flat" pix and
those in the new processes, including 3-D, in its upcoming schedule
and would also utilize stereophonic

End Dual Bills?
Exhib noted that the product sound and color. Each production,
lack would have the effect of bring- it was Indicated, would be treateding end to the dual bill policy, a as a separate project with decisions
loss he did not consider detri- on lensing techniques to be made
I

J

individually.

mental.

Even

large-circuit execs

appear

concerned about the anticipated
product cutdown.
Sol Schwartz,
prexy of RICO Theatres, told stockholders last week that exhibs were
worried about the uncertainty of
product for the fall season. With
the studios slowing down on production during the 3-D and widescreen shift, Schwartz revealed that
there wasn't an abundance of top
films for the period following the

L

Par Previews.
Continued from page 5

I
-

dimension screen. Producer Pat
Duggan, demonstrating the system,
explained

season.

WB

ECONOMY

NATURAL VISION THEATRE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION,
the

company which

and set .the standards for 3-D projection now has
items needed for conversion in the booth, the 3-D kit

originated

available an immediate supply, of all
most economical to purchase and maintain, so simple your house

© Polaroid Projection

S

Filters
Polaroid

filters

and holders

.

.

. ••

pair

projectionist

can

install It

I

© Magazines

*50

IS THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE POLAROID CORP. IN
THE SALE OF FILTERS TO THE THEATRES

N_VTEC

Silent blowers for cooling

Two

Selsyn motors,

Polaroid

complete with mounting
plates, sprockets

and

chains, electrical

jumper

cords for use with

filters

.

*24

*

Upper and lower 25
5500 feet magazines

110

STATICMASTER brush

to clean

filters

.

*1

2

*

*3

volts
Precision, level
set complete

352 40

per theatre eet

*350
23" reels—
Inertia

*20

each *

24" reels

^

filmed in the new widescreen, ratio
1.66 to one, but is adaptable to any

that cycloramic backgrounds blend In with the foreground.
Jack L. Warner’s announcement
of company’s entry into widescreen
Furnishings on set stand away
represents somewhat of a shift for from background in contrasting
the Warner studio. Prior to the re- colors to create depth effect, Duglease of "House of Wax,”
pro- gan conceived the technique, preduction chief was extremely bull- viously tried out on Broadway but
ish on 3-D with Polaroid specs, de- not in films.

summer

IN QUALITY and

NATURAL
VISION

curvature.

Par states the screen is flexible,
that is, it can accommodate pix designed for other dimension projection such as Via masking top and
bottom to achieve greater width.
Also, a metallic coating will make
it suitable for 3-D.
Facts and figures will be given
to the Par sales force at demonstrations at the outfit’s four-day
meeting opening Friday (15) in
Chicago and then passed On to
theatremen.

Remaining 23 productions, including five from independent produces, will get underway when studio ends its production hiatus. Pro-

—

•

tute for entertainment.” He says
that much remains to be discovered
in development of films, which he
sees as still in its infant, art

lease.

might have to institute a policy
he followed during the depression
years that is, operate his houses
only on a Friday-to-Monday basis.
He stressed that he was already
having extreme difficulty getting
b.o. films, and that the shortage
brought about by the changeovers
and cutdown in production slates
would force him to keep theatres
shuttered Tuesday to Thursday.

*
‘
-- Continued
from page 5 ~
Stevens feels strongly that "the
new, great white sheet is no substifactor in determining the screen

wood

O

!

—^^2*2

Line-up Chart

eac

FREE Wheels-Clutch Hub Type *

100’ calibrated film to line

up

projection machines
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Charles Hogan, managing direcof the Oriental, appointed
Harold Williams night manager
and Jack Ryan day manager. John
tor

DeBoth was named

»
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treasurer.

Artists, granted 30-day
extension to file objections to master in chancery William Saltiel s
conreport which states that
spired to keep product away from

-.United

UA

ozoner. He also operates houses in
Villa Grove and Clirisman, 111.
Drive-ins in St. Louis area that
were lighted for new season last

week include the one operated by
Bernard Tamborius near Breese,
one owned by Charles Bepinati
111.,
04 +4 4444
444 4
44
0 44 0
near Carlyle, 111., and a third
broke house record with “Ivan owned jointly by Beninati and the
Frisina
Amus. Co., also near
hoe.”
Reno Wilk, Triangle Outdoor Carlyle.
The shuttered Will Rogers, ColTheatres' circuit general manager,
linsville, III.,, may be sold to Jere
back on job after brief illness.
Bob Hope here briefly before Glass who tv expects to use the
building for non-theatrical purWinnipeg personal appearance.
The Sam Komm estate,
Minnesota Amu& Co. applied for poses.
CinemaScope equipment for Radio owner of the Rogers, owns the
City here, the St. Paul Paramount, Miners, a 1,000-seater in that town
Duluth' Norshore and its other “A” and an ozoner near East St. Louis,

Picture Grosses

M

PHILADELPHIA

#

houses

out-of-town

situations.

—
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days).

Down

‘Trouble’

8)

Last

to $3,600.

week, oke $4,000.

Boyd (WB)
ident’s Lady”

(2,360; 5,0-99)—''‘Pres(20th). Light $12,000.

Last week, - “Little

Sheba” (Par)

(4th wk), $9,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250;

Oke $8,500,

‘Wax’ Big 14G, 2d

Port.;

Portland, Ore., May 12.
Sudden extreme hot weather has
melted the boxoffice here except
“House of Wax.”
This 3-D pie
looks torrid in second stanza at the

50-99)—“InBroadway.
“Moulin Rouge” also
vaders from Mars” (20th). Weak
still is great in
fourth session.
Last week, “Call Me
“Trouble Along Way” shapes okay
Madam” (20th) (6th wk), $8,000.
$14,0Q0.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- in two spots.
John Vestal sold his ozoner near
Previously Minneapolis and St.
Milwaukee Towne Theatre.
Estimates for This Week
£.~ -Seymour Simon filed notice of Paul downtown Worlds' ahd
17 Pms, 111,, to the Urban, 111., Drive- 99)—“Serpent of Nile” (Col). Thin
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 90$9,000. Last week, “Desert Legion”
Inc.
appeal on single damage anti-trust Home Circuit houses had been In Interests,
$1.25)—
“House of Wax” (WB) (2d
(U),
$10,00Q.
dismissals' in the Devon, Sun, and lined up.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 85-$1.25) wk). Hotsy $14,000. Last week,
Owners Rubenstein & Kaplan
pioneer cases in Chi Federal Apgiant
$21,000.
—“House of Wax” (WB) (3d wk).
abandoned plans to reopen deluxe
peals Court.
Guild (Parker) (400; 75-$l) “To
arts
Big $24,000. Last week, $40,000.
3-D? Widescreen?
George Stevens, producer, testi- nabe Granada here as “fine
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 85- night We Sing”. (20th) (2d wk).
circuit recently
Paramount
house.”
for
run
extended
for
fied in plea
Continued
page
5
from
Mild
Christian
Andersen”
$1.25)
“Hans
$1,700. Last week, $2,500.
theatre
and
anthat
relinquished
4
‘Shane” which was given eightLiberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)
However, other R-K nabe house here, the thing else. We never had it so good (RKO) (14th wk). Oke $6,500. Last
week Loop showing.
for
week,
them
$7,000.
operating
after
Arion,
“Anna” (IFE) and “Perilous
run will not be allowed to start
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50- Journey ”( (Rep).
now are to convert for westerns.”
Fine $6,500.
before termination of runs of years. Plans
Regardless of .the process in 99)— “Small Town Girl” (M-G). Last week, “Girl Who Had EveryMDulin Roujge” and “Salome,* latter to commercial purposes.
With
closing of Sioux Falls, S. D. which it is filmed, the picture is Dull $13,000. Last week, “Man in thing” (M-G) an<| “Cry of Hunted”
Loop.
the
in
current
both
Dark” (Col) (3d Wk), $9,000.
branch by RKO as economy move,
(M-G), $8,000.
Academy Theatre, Great States its branch manager Sherm Mitch the thing, Bill Thomas said, paraStanley (WB) (2,900; 85-$1.25)
Mayfair (Evergreen) (1,500; 90Waukegan, 111., house, relighting. goes to Omaha sales staff instead phrasing Bill Shakespeare at a “Salome”. (Col) (6th wk). Dipped to'
Robert Helsen, who operated of coming here as previously an- meeting of the Books and Authors. $9,000 or less. Last week, fair $1.25) “Moulin Rouge” (UA) (4th
Hills.
Accepting
in
Beverly
wk).
Great $6,000 or near. Last
in
Club
a
the Zion and Dunes theatres
nounced. Salesman Arvid Olsen
$11,500.
week, $7,200.
Zion, 111., returned them to their transferred from Sioux Falls to scroll for producing “Sangaree,”
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)
he added:
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 6$landlords.
Minneapolis.
“Problem Girls” (Col) and “One
“It will be the public who will Girl’s
Chicago police censor board reConfession” (Col).
^ill Sears, general manager of
So-so 90) “Trouble Along Way” (WB)
viewed 120 films last month, re- five Twin Cities area drive-ins, .decide what method we use in $7,000. Last week, “Hitch-Hiker” and “System” (WB). Okay $2,500.
Last week, “President’s Lady”
from producing our pictures. No mat- (RKO), $8,00Q.
jecting one and giving pink slip to back on job after recovery
"
(20th) and “No Time for Flowers”
major operation.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 90-$1.25)
four.
ter which process survives, we will
Exhibitors
finding
encourage- still have to give our boss, the “Moulin Rouge” (UA) (10th wk). (RKO), $2,200.
Judge Sam Perry, Chi Federal
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65ment
in
fact
local
employment
week,
that
or
over.
Last
Smash
June
$10,000
set
week
last
people, what they want to see
District Court,
90)
“Pony Express” (Par) and
$11,500.
22 as the hearing date on $340,000 is 8,000 higher than at correspond- which is good entertainment.”
“Savage
timfe
Mutiny” (Col).
ing^
year
a
and
that
biz
ago.
Nice
suit.
antitrust
Eagle Theatre
Sol C. Siegel, president of the
generally in upper Midwest, as
$6,500.
Last week, “President’s
holdfranchise
Town’
Fast
10G,
‘Small
named
Roth
Max
Lady”
measured
(20th) and “No Time for
by
bank
is con- Screen Producers Guild, told his
debits,
er for Beacon Films, 3-D distribu- siderably better than for similar fellow 'members that prosperity
Denver; ‘Wax’ Fat 19G, 2d Flowers” (RKO), $5,’60Q.
tors.
1952 period, according to Federal will return to the film industry
Paramount (EVergreeij) (3,400;
Denver, May 12.
within six months. He added:
Reserve Bank report.
“Trouble Along Way”
0
“House of Wax” still is town 65-90)
(WB)
and “System” (WB). Okay
“What we need is for the studios topper, second stanza, in two thea$6,000.
Last
week, “Kansas PaGeorge M. Watson, city manager
to arrive at definite production tres being smash.
“Small Town
cific” (AA) and “Torpedo Alley”
for Interstate at San Antonio, anMidstate Theatres in Clearfield plans, regardless of the process, Girl” shapes fine at the Broadway,
bounced the circuit has upped ad- took over lease on the Roxy from and this clarification will come in and is holding. “Serpent of Nile” (AA), $5,000.
at the Majestic,
> missionandprices
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65the next six months. All that is looms good at Paramount and
A. J. Tony Colose.
Texas from 60c to 80c.
Aztec
90)—“Off Limits” (Par) (2d wk).
Bill Finkel, neighborhood exhib necessary is a straightening out the North Drive-In. Remainder of
unchanged.
remains
price
Matinee
Just okay $4,500.
city
fajr
Last week,
shapes
to
slow.
of
studio
policy,”
It*s first price boost at San Antonio and last year’s Chief Barker of the
$6,800.
Estimates for This Week
Variety Club here, elected head of
Widescreen systems will lure the
bouses in some 20 years.
the Varsity Clan,' alumni letter- customers back to the film houses,
Aladdin. (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—
B. T. Holt named manager of remen’s
opened Ford Drive-In at McCamey, Tech. organization at Carnegie in the opinion of Richard Walsh, “Down Among Sheltering Palms”
international president of IATSE. (20th) and “Call of Wild” (20th)
(Continued from page 9)
which is owned and operated by H.
Zoel (Zippy) Silverman switched Cinerama, he said, is the most im- (reissup), day date with Tabor, days), went to pieces down the
Ford Taylor.
Webber.
Slow
$5,000. Last week,
from
WB
to
20th-Fox
booking
depressive
new
of
the
processes,
but
stretch,
only $7,200.
Cedars Drive-In Theatre Corp.,
McCall, Desperado” (Col)
its vast scope will keep it for spe- “Jack
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; (50-85)
granted a 50-year corporate charter partment here.
and* “Fuller Brush Girl” (Col) (re- “Remains To
Listed to address Allied MPTO cial showcase exhibition.
Be Seen” (M-G).
by secretary of the state for T$xas.
issue), $4,500.
Incorporators 'are Julius M. Gor- of Western Pennsylvania convenCinemaScope is his
second
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1,200; 50- House had been running into a
don, M. L. Wertheim and H. E. tion at the William Penn Hotel choice, he declared, although he 85)—“Small Town Girl” (M-G). string of losers of late, and Van
May 19-20 are Abram F. Myers, Si thought the screen was not high
Johnson- June
Allyson
comedy
Brunson.
$10,000. Holds. Last week, won’t
be any exception.
Slow
New Antelope Drive-In opened Fabian, Leon Bamberger, Wilbur enough for its width. He was also Fine
“Tonight We Sing* (20th) (2d wk), $8,000. Last
week, “Small Town
by Mr. and Mrs. George Reed at Snaper and Herbert Barnett.
Girl” (M-G), ditto.
A1 Levy, head of Pitt’s 20th-Fox impressed by UI’s_2-to-l projection $ 6 000
Abernathy. They also operate NuDenham
(Cockrill) (1,75Q; 50-85)
screen,
and
said
it offers the most
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
exchange for several years, apparVue Theatre there.
—“Blue Gardenia” (WB), Mild
Pat Murphree, manager of the ently has decided to stay, and has to the general theatre becauste of $8,000. Last week, “Pony Express” “Tonight We Sing” (20th) (2d wk).
the cost factor, ease of installation
Best at this nabe arty house in
Wynnewood here, named head of bought a home here.
(Par) (2d wk), $8,000.
some time. Solid $2,500 on top of
Christine Angeloni, of London, and ability to handle all types of
newly-organized Wynnewood Lions
Denver (Fox) (2,525: 90-$l,20)
$3,500 last week.
in this country for just a month, films.
Clubs.
“House of Wax” (WB) (2d wk).
Stanley
opened
parking
lot
joined
two-acre
New
(3,800; 85-$1.25)
Stanley-Warner booking deFancy $15,000. Last week, $40,000. —“House of(WB)
Wax” (WB) (3d wk).
near the Hi-Ho Theatre at San An- partment. Her husband had been'
Esquire (Fox) (742; 90-$1.20)
Still smash at $17,000 or near.
tonio, according to Gidney Talley,' sent over here by the Gulf Oil Co.
“House of Wax” (WB) (2d wk). Last week, thumping
owner and operator.
$25,000. Stays
C’Scope
Lofty
or near. Last
in
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William Goates started construcon a new 600-car capacity
ozoner at Longview, to be known

tlon

as the Cherokea Drive-In.
Mission
Drive-In
The
new
opened at Menard by Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Reeve. The Reeves also operate the Mission Theatre in down-

town 'section of City.
The Odem Theatre

A

at Odem;'
shuttered for several months, re-

a Bostick.
MINNEAPOLIS

opened by T.

Columbia had sneak preview

$7,000.

—

Bruce Newbery, general sales

KANSAS CITY

-

.

(

.

,

,

Harry B. French, Minnesota
Amus. Co. prexy, visiting United
Paramount Theatres homeoffice in
N. Y.

Whip

C.

Continued from page 5

s

.
of

“Let's Do It Again” for North
Central Allied convention visitors
at
RKO-Orpheum along with

“Salome.”

Game

$4,000
week, a fourth.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—
North Drive-In (Wolfberg) (750 “The
System” (WB) and “Among
manager for Republic, guest speak- fied changes in aspect ratio up to cars; 85) “Serpent of Nile” (Col) Sheltering Palms” (20th). So-so
er at meeting of a group of Port- 1.85 to 1 for their widescreen ef- and “49th Man) (Col), day-date $4,500. Last week, “Babes in Bagwith Paramount. Good $6,000 or
land exhibitors.
fects.
dad” (UA) and “Kansas City ConMary Pickford in town last week
There is a feeling, both among near. Last week, “Invaders from fidential” (UA), $3,500.
Mars”
(20th) and “Kiss of Death"’
selling U. S. Savings Bond.
20th’s competitors and equipment
Keith Petzold appointed pub- dealers, that 20th sooner or later (20th) (reissue), $5,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—
licity promotion manager for the will choose to depart from the cur“Split Second” (RKO) and “No
(Continued from page 8)
J. J. Parker Theatres here.
rent CinemaScope aspect ratio of Time for Flowers”
(RKO). Modest
Jack Matlack back from a biz 2.66 to 1 and come closer to the
“Hitch-Hiker” (RKO) and “Count
$10,000. Last week. “Cry of Hunttrip to Bay Area.
Hours”
(RKO). Mild $5,000., Last
2 to 1 dimension, in order to get ed” (M-G) and “Bright Road’*
‘‘The House of Wax” did torrid
week, “Blue Gardenia” (WB) and
away from the “ribbon” effect (M-G), $7,500.
biz here opening* week.
“The
System”
(WB), same.
which has met with some criticism.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50Robert Cooley out of the Army
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;
Miracle
Mirror
all - purpose 85)—“Serpent of Nile” (Col) and
and back as assistant manager of
50-75)— “Trouble Along Way” WB)
screen
will
“49th
Man”
sell
for
close
(Col).
Good
to
per
$11,000
or
$3
the Orpheum.
(2d wk). Trim $7,500. Last week,
over. Last week, “Invaders from
WB field man Max Bercutt be- square foot, it’s understood, as Mars”
10 000
(20th) and “Kiss of Death” $
against the $1 or $1.20 per square
came a father last week.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran(20th)
(reissue), $12,500.
Too many hiked-price films and foot for ordinary surfaces now in
ada
(Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
Tabor (FoxX (1.967; 50-85)—
so many sock films cramped into Use. Miracle Mirror screen has to
50-75)—“Destination
700;
1,217;
“Sheltering
Palms” (20th) and
too short a time Slowed up grosses be considerably higher than it
Gobi”
(20th) and “Taxi” (20th).
here despite the fact that film biz needs be for CinemaScope if it is “Call .of Wild” (20th) (reissue). Fair $12,000.
Last week, “PresiSlow
Last week, “Jack
$5,000.
is good.
to accommodate pix lensed in difMcCall,” (Col) and “Fuller Brush dent’s Lady” (20th) and “Silver

PORTLAND, ORE.

Wilson,

Monogram

west-

ern star, making. personal appearances in territory, talked briefly at
ST.
North Central Allied convention.
The Orpheum, Marion, 111., slated
“Little World of Don Camilo
spotted into Minneapolis and St. for remodeling for showing of
Paul World theatres with distinc- CinemaScope pix this year.
Frisina Amus. Co.,' took over a
tion of being first non-English foreign film to play these houses in new ozoner near Lawrenceville,
111., that was planned by business
more’ than ,two years.

LOUIS
.

ferent ratios.

Charles Green proxy fight has
been won by the 20th management.
Studio execs of the majors make
Lybba Theatre, Hibbing, Minn., biggies in the city. The Frisina no secret of their
displeasure over
Co., owns and operates two houses
20th ’s course, of action, and there
there.
is
little
inclination
to accept 20th's
New ozoner near Charleston, 111.,
lighted by syndicate headed by offer "to license camera lenses at
Tomey Falk.,
$25,000 per picture. Execs at 20th
William Emas resigned as booker say the indies have shown considINC.
for Allied Artists, St. Louis, to erable interest in CinemaScope,
become Southern Illinois salesman and they expect no difficulties
Common Stock
for Realart Pictures here.
over their Insistence that they have
William Humphrey* St. Louis right to advance script
approval,
Priet 50c a Share
office manager for WB, transferred
in order to safeguard quality of
to a similar post with the company
CinemaScope
productions.
Consult 'your 'broker or write
at Jacksonville,. Fla. Replaced.
by
Feeling is growing that the split
Charles Scheufler, of. 20th-Fox St
or phone, for a prospectus to
into three basic systems CinemaLouis booking staff.
scope, modified wide screen and
_ Shirley Ann tlovim,
18-year-old
may tie more permanent
ANGLES, INC. daughter of Russell A. Bo vim, St. 3-D
'Louis; city manager for Locw's, than was first believed, with stu2? W. ASrti ^t.. Now York 23
rdios
going their own ways jnd
joined the WAVES.
TRccfolfor 4411 *
George Barner, owner of the exhibs .standardized, by. virtue of
Strand, Tuscola, »I1L, leased 15 .their large alLpurpose screen and
acres near .that town for a new stereophonic sound.

BROADWAY

i
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(Col) (reissue), $4,000.
(Pike) (600; 60-90)
“Cur-Up”
tain
(Indie). Fair $2,000. Last
week, “Marika” (Indie), $2,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 50-85)
“Sheltering Palms”
(20th)
and
“Call of Wild” (20th) (reissue).
Moderate $2,500. Last week, “Jack
McCall” (Col) and “Fuller Brush
Girl” (Col) (reissue) $2,000.

Vogue

BUFFALO

ANGELS,

BROADWAY

Whip” (20th), $13,000. ,
Vogue (Golden) (550; 65-85)—
“Member of Wedding” (Col) (4th
*

Girl”

Effect of Green Fight
Rivalry between 20th and the
other studios is expected to be
more pronounced, now that the

(Continued from page

wk).

big at $12,000 or close. Last
week, smash $20,000.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—
“Light of Silvery Moon” (WB) (2d
wk). Modest $6,000.
Last week,
.

bright $8,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 40-70)—
“Man In Dark” (Col) and “49th
Man” (Indie). Powerful $i8,QQ0 or
over. Last week, “Seminole” (U)
and “Penny Princess” <U), $8,000.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 404<
'Zw~i ? res i tien t s Lady” (20th) and
“Port Sinister” HtKO). Okay $8,000.. Last week, “Lady Wants Mink’?
(Rep) and. “Fair Wind -to Java”
(Rep), ditto*

.

Last

$1,400.

week,

New York Theatres

M
9)

Still

4?ine

$1,500.

.
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Dave

Even Shakespeare Gets into Act
%

Commerce

New

lament

to the

Conte Gets

Portia
May

Washington,
The first Republican

McLendon^'who^as^orced^ostop

Pop Music-News Format for

on Baseball

FCC’s

Committee

yesterday (Mon.) heard an attack

PCC

since the

cy C me
^S!” wi t u {{h^^aDDo!ntnient *5
Hyde three week!
Ro

McLendon, formerly associated

PhSadelnite.^She

^

started work last week a S
has a private treble damag
work, taJ’r'Lrivate'treble'daiSe
adviger to c omr< j 0 hn C, Doerfer,
anti-trust suit pending agai st
new j{ e p U|)ji can member of the
agency from Wisconsin

attorney

-°Testifying in opposition to the
Johnson Bill to exempt baseball

charged that monopolistic practices
by owners of major league clubs,
rather than TV, threaten the
game's future. There is no proof,
he said, that “all or any reasonable
part” of the dip in minor league
attendance can be attributed to' TV

*

Gering to

Rome

DANNY O’DAY AND
HUMPHREY HIGSBYE

For Tates’ Vidpix

to radio.
McLendon claimed the re-created broadcasts over Liberty, which

.

.

locations in Egypt for his

1776 Broadway, N. Y.

Duane Jones 300G
Verdict Upheld In

SBW

‘Conspiracy’

.

“They contain things that never foreign languages,
happened,” Johnson added.
Gering, who heads G-L Enter“If you condemn me for glamor- prises, and Salkind 'are scheduled
izing a baseball game,” McLendon to leave Rome on May 26 to scout
Replied, “then you must also con- the Egyptian sites for “Nile.” It’s
demn CBS for dramatizing hlstori- due to roll in Italy Aug. 3 with the
cal events on “You Are There.”
balance of shooting set for Egypt
McLendon’s attorney, Bill Bur- in September and October. Upon
row, interjected that Johnson may completion of the project proas well condemn., Shakespeare for ducer Gering returns to the U, S»
lie,

1

his writing of “Julius Caesar.”
Former baseball Cnir. “Happy”
Chandler told, the cojnmittpe that

CunofA

Tn
he never believed the former ban M«IttlG OUDLUUIIHIUCC 111
on baseball broadcasts yas illegal.
‘Friendly’ Hearings On
Organized baseball -dropped it in
1951, he said, because of “some
Justice
bright young men in the
Effectiveness of ‘Voice’
I

Department.”

Circle-in-Square

off-Broad-

group which has attracted a good deal of attention
via its productions of Tennessee
Williams’ “Summer and Smoke”
and the current “The Grass Harp,”
legit

by Truman Capote,
idea of a monthly

is

pitching the

television dra-

matic package which would be produced and cast by the group iti

.

...

,

-

.

Idea is still in the formative
stages, but“~it came about through
an Offer a couple of months ago

by Warren Wade,, producer of
“Broadway TV Theatre” on WORTV, for the group to do one of
their

productions.

ea l

didn

P the comwork out at the time, but
pany is now ready to set such a

t

U

Pa

Un!ers tood
Jose
Quintero,
group’s director,, would stage the

SmW

who graduated from

the group to
stardom via “Mid-Summer,” might

drama^

dSt

1

if

otlieir

commlfivienf ^
commitments

tateriere *

FAYE EMERSON TO
HOSTESS PEPSI SHOW
Faye Emers.on has been signed
to act as hostess and do the commercials for Pepsi-Cola’s upcoming
Friday night dramatic filmed series

to reveal its policy as de-

Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee, headed by Sen. Burke
Hickenlooper (R-Iowa) heard Voice
of America officials testify on
methods of improving effectiveness
of the Voice program Monday (11)
and yesterday (Tues.). In what was
regarded as a “friendly” session,
Voice experts also gave the latest
information on international, tele
.
v* s * on an d new techniques in jamming video signals. Sessions continue throygh today (Wed.),
Several Voice officials testified
Monday (11) on the agency's effectiveness in reaching an audie nce. Dr. Leo Lowenthal, chief of
the evaluation staff, said Voice pro,

.

Dietrich to act in the lead
of such a series, but deal couldn’t
be worked out. Actual films for the
series haven’t been set yet.
Miss Emerson’s association with
the soft drink firm extends back a
couple of years,

KUDL

From the opening sound
has been in the black, as far as
expenses
are
operational
concerned, Segal said, realizing only
about half its potential of spot and
program revenue.
is the sixth smalt station
in the throes pf sum- in the network of independent sta-

Sets 3

TV

Preems for May

KUDL

ABC-TV,
mer programming changes ' and tions which Segal owns. Others
new program formats, are KTFS, Texarkana; WGVM,
setting
kicks off three new network shows Greenville, Miss.; KDMS, El Doin as many days starting on May rado, Ark.; KDKD, Clinton, Mo.;
One of them is commercial, KDAS, Malvern, Ark., and a
23.
Viceroy cigaret - sponsored seventh, KOKO, soon will be on
“Orchid Room,” which bows May the air at Warrensburg, Mo. Pat24 in the spot following Walter tern set for KUDL varies considerWinchell. Bert Lytell will emcee ably from the other stations, all
the 15-minute show, which will in small towns, but is largely based
have guest celebrities each week on experience gained in these
with Harry Sosnik as the maestro, spots.
Segal, only 29, formerly officed
Day before, M^y 23, network
starts “Music from Meadowbrook,” \n Texarkana, but has moved his
with remotes from 7 to 8 p.m. from headquarters here and doubles as
Frank Dailey’s Meadowbrook in manager.- Hex has /brought in othCedar Grove, N. J. Program will ers of his staff from out of town,
have top name bands, plus col- including Pete Tripp, studio direcSimilar program tor, and Alex Chesley, commercial
legiate talent.
emanated from the Meadowbrook manager. Announcers, too' are new
couple of seasons back, on DuMont, to the area, while some program
Ralph Marterie orch is set for the features popular on others of his
first week, with Billy May and chain are taped and used here.
Policy oalls for five-minute news
Ralph Flanagan following.
On May 25, web will preem every hour on the half hour, and
“Opera Vs. Jazz” in the 7:30-8 slot, no talks over five minutes in length.
Pattern which KUDL is revealProgram, which replaces Ironite’s
“Kfollywood Screen Test,” will ffea- ing puts it in direct competition
ture singer Nancy Kenyon as with KGKN, Capper-owned 250hostess, with guestars from the watter; KPRS, recently opened as
only Negro station" in this area;
Metopera and the pop fields.
It’s not known whether Ironite KIMO, music station in nearby Independence. Mo.; and WHB,.MBS
in
with
“Screen
Test”
will be back
the fall. “Meadowbrook” replaces affiliate and baseball station which
Sweets Co. of America’s “Paul also relies heavily on pop music.
Whiteman’s Teen Club,” which is Network affiliates here are WDAFhiatus-bound, and Charles Antell’s NBC, KMBC-CBS and KCMO-ABC.
KUDL rate fcard begiqs at $90
What’s Your Bid,” which couple
of weeks ago moved over to Du- per hour on orte-time basis and
ranges down to $5 per spot for
Mont.
floating category using three or
more per day.
Much of introductory promotion
Clean Sweep for B’cpst
is based on the phonetic version of
its call letters, “cuddle” being the
Field In Spearheading
way announcers use it. As opening
gimmick station sent a pair of love
Sprilu*
f
Nawc
Ilnifc
l/.v« IMvtto kJl/HUC Ullllo birds to Important agencies and
clients and is sparking its own proWashington, May 12.
Washington’s three leading clubs motion
and
advertising
with
of active news correspondents and phrase, “Try KUDL, you’ll love it.”
writers have an unusual situation
just ahead for the first time, all
three will be headed by people

to-one jury verdict of the Supreme
Court in Oct. 28, 1952, favoring
Jones’ charges that his ex-employees had conspired to destroy his
business and pirate his accounts.
By majority, however, the Appellate justices dismissed conspiracy
charges against two defendants,

Robert Hayes and Frank G. Burke,
treasurer of Manhattan Soap Co.
Joseph Scheidler, prexy of SB&W, immediately announced that
the decision will be appealed to the
Court of Appeals in Albany. His
attorney, Neil P, Cullom, said the
appeal would probably be heard
in October.

Jones, who originally sued the
defendants for $3,500;000, said he
was “gratified” by the decision,
because it helped “to give stability
to the advertising agency busi
ness.”

The courts have* yet to hear the
over $3,000,000 counter-suits of the
SB&W group, charging Jones with
slander, and involving his handling
of stocks and his employees’ pension trust.
In a press

H

—

statement, attorney
Cullom argued that since two of
the defendants had been exoneratfrom the broadcasting field.
ed, the entire conspiracy charges
National Press Club president
against all had “collapsed.” He also
since the beginning of this year
said his case had been strengthhas been Theodore Koop, director
ened by the two dissenting justices,
of radio news for CBS in Washing-

ABC-TV Eyes Deal

For Sammy Davis

David* W. Peck and Edward S.
who held that “no wrong- ton.
Sole nominee for president of
ABC-TV’s fall comedy lineup will
doing, no fraud, no conspiracy and
the Women’s National Press Club get still another boost if negotiano cause of action whatsoever has
and
slated
for
election
early next tions between the web and the Will
grams were heard “fairly regular- been proven against any of the
month is Hazel Markel, Mutual’s Mastin Trio, featuring Sammy
ly »*
50% 0 f Iron Curtain peo- defendants.”
femme network commentator out Davis, Jr., prove successful. Robpj es owning radio sets. Robert A.
The justices deciding for Jones of
Washington and also a part-time «rt M. Wfiitman, web’s talent-proBauer, acting chief of the Field were John Van
Voorhis, Charles
program Service Division, declared Breitel’ and Francis Bergan. Be- member of NBC’s “Three Star gramming v.p., said deal should be
Fnal”
the Voice receives 1,000 letters sides the
set later this week.
SB&W agency, defend- Ruthshow.
Crane, head Of women’s acdaily from listeners and that 1,000,Such a deal would add the comants named were Joseph Scheidler,
tlvities
and prominent women edy group to a lineup that already
qqq requests, had been received -for Paul Werner,
Joseph Beck, Phillip
radio
and
on
the bi-monthly program schedules.
TV
personality
includes Ray Bolger, Danny ThomBrooks, Lawrence Hubbard, EuWMAL and WMAL-TV, the ABC as, George Jessel and Joel Grey,
bearings, accord gene
u pos ® of
Hueschizer
and
Robert affiliate, is
J ?
slated to become the Exact nature of their show isn’t
Hughes.
next president of the American se t yet, but with each of the others
give Votee* officials a” chance to an°Newspaper Women’s Club.
skedded for a weekly hAlf-hour
Averse criticism and to eval:
™er
r method<5 of i ncreas i nff its e fOdd angle is that only a few showcase, it’s likely {he Dayis proyears ago, none of these organiza- gram would fall into the same cateActing Voice director DICK DE
fectiveness
tions allowed broadcast people to gory,
Robert J. Francis told the subcomTO
AS VEEPEE hold active membership.
mlttee that currently the U. S. is
Davis-Mastin group, which hit
a “poor third” to Russia and Brit
the big time in past couple of
Richard de Rochemont will join
ain in broadcasting hours and J. Walter Thompson agency
years, have made a few tele appearon
would drop to fourth behind June 1 as a veepee. It’s not known Endray Switches to
ances on NBC-TV’s “Colgate Com-,
France when th6 cutbacks fanned yet what accounts the w.k. former
on Eddie
for June take effect.
For ‘Hungarian Theatre’
was also initial
film producer of “March of Time”
showcase
for
Grey.
will handle.
Eugene Endray, Hungarian-lan
De Rochemont, who left N. Y. guage broadcaster in New York
Dore,

'

.

.

ROCHEMONT
JWT

WUB

Pabst’s Alaska Newscast this week for a vacation in London for the past 22 years, switched
and Paris, would only confirm the from WWRL
to
WLIB, both
Anchorage, Alaska, May 12.
appointment by his statement: Gotham indies, last week. He'll do
Pabst last week started a three “Whatever Stanley
on ABC-TV, Blow agency had
Resor, presi- a two-hour Sunday afternoon show,
wee
a
quarter
previously been attempting to get
hour .newscast dent of JWT, says about
^
me join- called “Hungarian Theatre.”
“Alaska News from
Marlene

\

week

the

atrical release, latter venture will
be done in association with EuroP-an film-maker Miguel Salkind.
McLendon replied.
Written by Aubrey Wisberg, the
Barton, McLendon, father of the
of
will
consist
series
witness, heads Trinity Broadcast- “Fates”
ing Co., in Texas, which operates separate episodes with a continenAppellate Division of the Suradio stations KLBS in Houston tal background. Each will run 26 preme Court of N. Y. State Mon-*minutes. American featured play- day (11) affirmed by a three-to-two
and KLIF in Pallas.
Shakespeare got into the argu- ers will top the cast. Dialog, of vote a $300,000 verdict for the
mOnt when Sen. Johnson, who course, for the U. S. distributed Duane Jones agency against the
Serves as non-salaried prexy of the films will be ih English. However; Scheidler, Beck & Werner agency
Western League, declared “glamor- Gering’s overseas associates plan-' and- seven other former officers
ized” baseball broadcasts, now be- to edit the series into several fea- who left the Jones agency.
Ing aired by the Knickerbocker ture-length pix for release abroad.
The court thereby upheld the 10Network, are “a fraud” on the pub- They’d be dubbed into various

Circle-in-the-Square,

last

is

,

upcom“Storm

ing Joan Bennett starrer,
Over the Nile.” Intended for the-

ABC

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
LOUIS W. COHAN

Marion Gering
Rome Sunday (10) to

affiliates,

crease
helping the game.
“It’s a very profitable racket,
isn’t* it?” Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
<D„ Colo.) author of the bill, asked“It cost my family $140,000,”

wa y

12.

Seventh AM.station*1n the. metropolitan area, KUPL, opened here

staff of 12-15 persons, Segal
said, three of them announcers.

Star Theatre
with Milton Berle

producer

Indie

,
Pl aned t°
helped in- start- a new TV-film series tagged
interest in baseball, thus “Theatre of the Fates”, and study

'

Radio

—Texaco

Featured

NBC-TV

and “certainly not”

had over 400

Spread

K.C.

May

by a

JIMMY NELSON

McLendon

laws,

anti-trust

Web

City,

moving the John signed strictly for mass audience
Conte show over from WABC, appeal. Operation on 1380 kc and
N. Y., to the full network, on a 1,000 watts daytime only is entirely
cross-the-board basis. Program will popular music, and news, with no
air from 5:45-6 p.m., using disks, hillbilly, and no longhair in the
guest interviews and Conte’s sing- library.
ing and chatting.
Station is frankly a small operaActor-singer joined the net via tion, according to owner-manager
a
segment
cross-the-board
an hour
Dave Segal, and is broadcasting
couple of months ago on WABC, ou t of a compact setup in the heart
Program replaces “Lum ’n’ Abner,” 0 f the downtown financial section,
which hiatuses.
The operation will be carried on

ABC

12.
staff ap-

his dramatized rebroadcasts of maior league games when rights were

from

Up & Hog Me’
Kansas

Washington, May 12. 4*
In a ftild session punctuated by
charges of “racket,” the Senate

„

Segal’s ‘Coddle

13, 1953

,

In McLendon’s Blast

Interstate

May
—Wednesday,
£

pj&Bimr

RABIO-TKUmiSION

so

-

‘Party’ Co-op

ABC

Radio will co-op one hour
of
its
Saturday night musical
*
series,
“Your Dancing Party.”
Alaskans,” on ing his agency is to
be believed.”
Endray spent most of his broad- Program features Margaret Whitsix stations of the Alaska network
In recent months, de Rochemont casting career in WWRL, a Long ing, Peggy Anne Ellis and Tommy
scheduled for a 26-week ride,
produced the film series on Abra- Island foreign-language specialist Furtado, in' addition to a number
Pabst allocates the major part ham Lincoln which appeared oh station.
In switching to WLIB, of live combos,
of Its stateside budget for fights on CBS-TV’s “Omnibus,” and a^filmed which
has been increasing its
Remaining second hour will contelevision, but with no video here interview with poet Robert Frost foreign
language
coverage,
he tinue to be carried as a network
the, brewer settled for radio.
for NBC-TV.
brings with him all his sponsors, sustained
*

,

„

Wednesday,

May

CBS Radios

13, 1953

Autfr-Picnic-Beach

Formula

in Drastic Sun.
*

Loews Nixes Lebhar-Flamm

Revamp

its,

for the summer.
Entire Sunday afternoon, with a
National Safety Council tiein, will
be pitched at families out for a
Music,
ride, picnic or the beach.

By

the

and

“On a Sunday Afternoon,” will
debut into the 1 to 2:30 p.m. spot
and also be heard 4:30 to 5 p.m.
Follow(first Godfrey half hour).
with
ing week,, the program

Loew’s, Inc., rejected last

BOB CHANDLER

Former, at 9:30 p.m., is backed will be launched in June by WORby Electric Auto-Lite <€o., and lat- TV, N. Y. The plan, the brainchild
ter is bankrolled by Block Drug.
of James M, Gaines, General Tele-

weather and traffic
conditions (beamed primarily at
car radios) will dominate the air.
On May 31, the musical program,

radio

vicepresident

charge of

in

WOR and WOR-TV,

dubbed by him

“Double Exposure,”

is striking in
Its simplicity yet manifold in its
ramifications and implications.

Court to Hear

As

by Gaines, it would
provide sponsors of key filmed
shows on network stations an opportunity of replaying those shows
music by Alfredo Antonini, Russ
in prime evening time, free of
charge, on WOR-TV, during the
Case and other live and recorded
'orchestras, and Eddie Gallagher of
same week as the original showing
WTOP as emcee*—will be aired anon the network station. This “douother half hour, 5 to 5:30 p.m.,
ble exposure,” by giving' the proWashington, May 12.
gram an additional audience with
filling the other vacant Godfrey
Petition of the Zenith Radio
spot.
Corp. to stay action of the FCC in no extra cost, would substantially

.

—

j

Zenith Beef

Powerful Comm’l
An electronic freak caused a
Knickerbocker beer commercial to be burned into the -tube
of a set belonging to Mrs.
Edna DeNyse
L.I., last

of

Oceanside,

week.

The Image of a beer bottle,
shown on ‘‘Six O'clock Report” over WCBS-TV, N.Y.,
stayed behind other programs
for four days. Neighbors came
to have a look.

set forth

On

CBS-WBKB

Deal

Menkin Into Top

Program Post In

•

From

2:30 to 4, Willys-Overland

lower the advertisers’ cost-pertransferring channel 2 in Chicago
sponsoring
thousand-viewers, and could conis currently summer
At 4 to CBS, through the web’s $6,000,- ceivaby provide the answer to the
the World Music Festival.
000 purchase of WBKB in the ABC.m., beginning May 24, there will
high cost of television programmerger
deal,
United Paramount
ming today.
e presented a World News Roundwill be argued Thursday (14) beup, with Don Hollenbeck.
The station would charge no time
fore the U.S. Court of Appeals of
It’s still a probability that a halfor talent fees for the program, with
D.C.
hour musical .show, starring Mimi
the only string attached being that
- Zenith contends that in view of
Benzell and Earl Wrlghtson, will
one minute be cut per half-hour
replace the quarter-hour Choral its pre-freeze application for the program. That minute is the key
Symphony for Cadillac at 5:30 channel, the Commission had no to the scheme the station will
authority to give it to CBS under
p.m.
make its profit by selling adjacenEvening CBS Radip lineup is the new .allocation plan which de- cies only, with the sponsors of the
leted
channel. 4 (under which
Bealso scheduled for changes.
offered
first
programs
refusal
ginning May 24, the Quiz Kids WBKB was licensed) and substi- rights on those spots. The sponmove from their 10 p.m. spot to 6 tuted channel 2.
commercial
messages
sors*
in the
FCC is expected to soon grant replays will be carried complete,
p.m. (Robert Q.’s Waxworks moves
into the former time on that date the so-called “compromise ''pro- and there’s no compulsion to buy
posal” of the motion picture indus- the spots.
for Webster Recording).
Colgate, at 6:30, is remaining try to provide channels for nation$1,277,500 Annual Potential
through thp summer with “Our wide expansion of theatre tele.
“Double exposure” time will be
Miss Brooks.” As previously an- Proposal was offered two months
nounced, Guy Lombardo replaces ago by MPAA and NETTC after 9 to 11 p. m. nightly. Total gross
Jack Benny for Lucky Strikes at 7. the Commission called a halt to from spots planned (a one-minute,
Beginning June 7, Rexall, at hearings on the industry's bid for a 20-second and a 10-second ID
each half-hour) is $3,500 for the
7:30 p.m., will present Dick Powell exclusive channels to determine
and a potential of $1,in “Richard Diamond, Private De- whether further proceedings were two hours,
for the year, based on two
277,500
justified.
tective,”
instead of “Amos ’n’,
Adoption of proposal would hours per night,, seven nights per
Andy,” and “Junior Miss” will be(Continued on page 35)
come a half-hour sustainer at 8 mean that no further hearings are
Industry had planned to
p.m., with the current strip (also likely.
bring a parade of witnesses from
sustaining) being dropped.
While Godfrey is away,, no effort New York and Hollywood to show
CBS’ $2,404,935
is being made to sell his Sunday the need for the exclusive chanhour of radio tapes of his daily nels.
’53 1ST
provides
proposal
Industry’s
morning shows. It’s planned, however, to bring the Godfrey show that theatre TV’s needs would be
Net profits for the Columbia
from
assigned
channels
now
.drawn
back in the fall.
Broadcasting System, Inc., and its
to common carriers. It would Au- domestic subsidiaries, for the first
thorize use of these channels “by quarter of 1953 amounted to $2,-

—

[

NET

QUARTER

FOR

‘Con El Rad’ Gets
N.Y. ‘Preem’ FrL
New York becomes

the

first city

a limited or restricted common 404,935 (of $76,454,815 gross), comcarrier furnishing only a TV trans- pared with the 1952 first-quarter
mission service suitable for thea- figure of $1,522,796 (of $61,379,090
tre or other large-screen TV oper- gross).
ations, such service to be available
Earnings per share came to $1,03,
to all persons engaged in the showover the same
ing of large-screen TV programs an increase of 58%
last year.
period
for entertainment,, educational or

At the meeting

government purposes.”

AMERICAN OIL SETS

MURROW FOR

during an air raid.
into effect in

System will go
Gotham Friday (15),

’53-’54

The American Oil Co. has reMayor Vincent R. Impellitteri an- newed its CBS Radio Edward R.
nounced.
Murrow news strip. Murrow, who’s
Under the device, required by taking a summer vacation, will rethe FCC in order that stations stay turn in the fall at the same time,
on the air, six N. Y, stations will 7:45 p.m„ five days a week. Agency
broadcast at a frequency of 640
while six others carry the

Joseph Katz.
There had been some speculation
same program at 1240 k.c. “Con El about the show going to three a
Rad” device, however, provides week because of Murrow’s tele
that transmitter of each station alwork. His CBS-TV “See It Now,”
ternate in originating the signal
sponsored by Alcoa, shifts to Tuesis

k.c.,

for periods varying from five to 40
seconds. This switching procedure

days at 10:30 p.m. in the fall.
No decision has been reached
would prevent enemy planes from
beaming in on a commercial ear- concerning the newsman’s new tele
show, “Person to Person,” on which
ner signal.
Amoco has first option.
Announcement followed a meeting of the N. Y. FCC Broadcasters
•“jjjison
Committee, headed by
WNBC chief engineer Tom Phelan,
Real Resigns
committee
completed
arrangeFrank Real, executive secretary
ments for implementation of the
the AFTRA New York local, last
system and also set up a pool of
Monday (11) submitted. his resignabroadcasting plan Under which the
tion, effective July 1, at a meeting
single program aired during
a raid
board.
would originate from a network of the local
A lawyer before entering union
newsroom, while the independent
ago. Real is returnyears
six
Work
station newsmen would
operate ing to- the private practice .of the
0 m Civil Defense control
centers law. He’s joining the firm of SilyL
and would be aired via remotes
de* verstone 3c Rosenthal, which rep“
(Contlnued on page 47)
resents AGVA.
.

AFTRA

^

,

Wednesday

-last

(6), the Board of Directors declared
a cash dividend of 40c. per share

in the nation to adopt “Con El
Rad” (Control of Electro-Magnetic

Radiation), the signal switching device which will enable commercial
radio to stay on the air in cities

Offer

And Now WMGM (N.Y.) Tlot for Sale

A daring innovation which will
Tuesday night have far-reaching effects
fen future
back-to-back “Suspense” and “Danger,” are staying television sales, programming and
production techniques and policies
sponsored through the summer.
chillers,

schedule

81

:

Pays—Summer, Too

news,

RADIO»fELE¥l$ION

PSStffifr

©

With Rybutol, after the show of 4
May 24, and Kingan, after the
show of May 31, bowing out of the Crime
Sunday afternoon (4:30-5:30 p.m.)
Two CBS-TV
Arthur Godfrey radio hour, CBS
Radio has realigned

'

on its Class A and B stock, payable
on June 5, 1953, to stockholders of
record at close of business on

May

e

Larry Menkin, vet producer and

It

Be TV?

Washington,

The FCC

last

May

12.

a plan proposed in 1949 to increase the minimum hours of

operations of

FM

stations.

The

agency said its action was
taken “in the light of the passage of time and the changed

Menkin, who currently has his
award-winning “Mono-Drama The-?
atre” and “One Man’s Experience”
on WABD, DuMont N. Y. flagship,
moves into what’s been a vacant
post at the stations. WOR programming had been handled by Julius
Seebach, Mutual’s program v. p.,
while Wade has been handling

WOR-TV

g.

broadcast

12

at
AM operators to broadcastthe
least as many hours as
AM outlet.
,

FM stations

are-presently re-

quired to operate a minimum
of six hours a day, three of
which must be before 6 p. m.
The requirement applies to

FM

FM-only as well as
associated with AM’s.

outlets

said simply that he
to have bought

the station.”
His status as its
director remains- unchanged, with
his five-year pact still having 18
months to run.

‘Club Embassy’ To

Get Cig

TV Axe

self,” is slated for a Lorillard ride

in the “Two for the Money” Tuesday at 10 p.m. time on NBC-TV
while the Shriner show shifts
over to CBS-TV. This still leaves

educational program,
Three,” in cooperation
“Club Embassy” a program withwith the State Educational Dept, of out
a spot in the plans of a firm
the University of the State of New with two king-sized oigarets to
York, makes its debut on WCBS- sell.
TV, N, Y., Saturday (16), from 2
to 2:45 p.

Program
Knowing,”

m.
replaces

which

“It’s

was a

Worth
station

project with the National Educa-

to

who

“would have liked

‘CAMERA

tion Association.* * Same, team Will

stations

Statement,
by Loew’s prexy
Nicholas M. Schenck, followed five
months of negotiations between
Lebhar and the parent company.
It had been believed that Lebhar
was repping 'a syndicate, hut in
actuality it was to have been a
partnership deal between him and
Flamm, whose status in the picture hadn’t been known.
Rejection of the offer came as a blow to

m., pro-

conditions'” since the proposal

FM

consideration.”

Connie Russell replaces Mindy
and “TV Theatre” Carson on the “Club Embassy”
producer. Menkin, a 22-year vet of show
on NBC-TV May 19. Latter
films, radio and television, will disassociate himself from Unit TV chirper expects a baby in July, but
Productions, which packages the expects to return to TV in the
two WABD shows. Unit’s president, fall.
Show, however, is slated for the
Leo Raines, remains, while its
chief scripter, Jay Bennett, will axe. P. Lorillard & Co. is letting
produce the Unit packages.
the program run out, with last
Menkin will bring over as a date June 23. Firm is mulling fustarter over a dozen packages with ture advertising changes for its
what he calls “new techniques and Embassy product. As of now, the
approaches” to radio and television company feels that the plugging
programming.' He originated the of its other king-sized product, Old
one-man serialization technique Golds, on the preceding NBC-TV
-with “Mono-Drama,” highlight of show, “Two for the Money,” with
which was the Jack Manning- Herb Shriner. kills the effect of
A
starred Hamlet.”
the Embassy program.
Situation will be no different at
the end of August when the Fred
3’
Allen quizzer, “Judge for YourWCBS-TV
triple posts of
gram director,

was announced.The plan to increase hours
was proposed by the old FM
Assn. It would have required
hours a day in their second
year of operation, eight of
which would be before 6 p. m.
The proposal also would require FM stations owned by

to the effect that the station
not for sale” and that “no
negotiations for its sale are under
“is

for the station.

“Camera

week gave up

ment

week was named diprogramming for WOR
Schenck’s statement, in which he
and WOR-TV. He moves. into the expressed his belief in “radio
broadcasting
and its future” as an
post June 1, according to James
“integral part of American life,”
M. Gaines General Teleradio *v. p. made pains to deny rumors that
in charge of the stations. At the the station was up for sale, cansame time, Gaines announced that celling the disclosure in March at
Milton Burgh, Mutual director of a Loew’s stockholders’ meeting by
treasurer Charles C. Moskowitz
news, would be news director for
the company was looking for a
WOR and WOR-TV and that War- that
buyer for the station.
ren Wade, currently general manIt was the second denial in as
ager of the TV outlet, has been
months of reports that
relieved of that post and put in many
an exec producer’s berth to con- Loew’s wanted to unload its noncentrate on his “Broadway TV film subsidiaries. The first was the
Theatre” and to create other shows
(Continued on page 42)
packager, this

A new

Could

week

New York

rector of

BOWS AS EDUC’L ENTRY

22, 1953.

its

WMGM, made by
Bertram Lebhar, Jr., the station's
managing director, and Donald
Flamm, former owner of WMCA,
N. Y., and promptly issued a state-

Lebhar,

WOR-TV Revamp

for

a final offer
radio outlet,

GE TO SUB BING CROSBY
WITH, ‘SUMMER THEATRE’

General Electric, which sponsors
handle the new show: Robert Her- Bing Crosby on CBS Radio, has
decided
to stay on all summer. As
ridge, the producer; Jon Fogel, the
director, and James Macandrew, di- a replacement for Crosby, the firm
back
the “GE Summer Thearector of broadcasting for the will
Board of Education of the City of tre,” a dramatic show out of CBS
Radio, Hollywood, beginning ThursNew York, the moderator.
“Camera day, July 9. Time, however, will be
that
reported
It’s
switched from 9:30 p.m. (Crosby
Three,” so named for the most
“Elliott and
spot) to 8:30 p.m.
flexible of tele cameras, will have
Lewis on Stage,” a sustainer
Cathy
a more varied presentation of edunow in the latter spot, goes to the
did
its
than
prematerial
cational
later time that date,
decessor, which hewed to a discusIn the fall, GE is returning with
sion formula. Dr. Ward C, Bowen,
chief of the Bureau of Audio and Crosby and perhaps with another
Visual Aids and Director of Visual radio show, the audio tape of the
Education of the State Education ifay Milland telefilm (due in the
Department, will be advisory con- fall on CBS-TV), “Meet Mr, Mc-

sultant for the

new

series.

Nutley.”

.
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American prestige abroad will
get a much-needed shot in the arm
next year when taped lectures of
leading American scholars In the
fields of medicine and sociology
will be broadcast on national stations and networks of 2'3 foreign
Plan stems from a recountries.
cent ^meeting in Paris of the International Radio U. (URI), an unofficial agency of 24 countries devoted to the exchange of cultural
information among their peoples
via radio.

America, repped by the National
Assn, of Educational^ Broadcasters,
will thereby gain an entree to the
popular wavebands of the foreign
nations which the Voice of America has been unable to attain due

Karelson Heads N.Y.

Vidpix

Educ’l

US

Team

NBC

CBS

Documentary
dances,

number

a

of

’’'films,

.

civil-defense

WNYC

ropean airways.

NAEB

127-station

week

and the

network,

programming

start

this

URI’s

“Energy and

on

the

has had

Civilization,” series
effects the earth’s energy
v
on its social mores.

Membership

URI, which was

in

started by Radiodiffusion Francaise,
jumped in the past year from 16 to
24, with the newest entries including Japan, Egypt,’ Turkey, the
U. S., Canada, Ireland, the Bonn
Republic and city of Trieste. Organization uses three working languages, English, French and Ger-

man,

and

makes

translations of
each talk for countries not using
those languages. What is done to
.

,

overcome the language problem is
*imply starting the program in the
original language, ;then fading, over
Other topics
into a translation.
set for 1954 are, philosophy, physics -and music. Lectures are made
in strips of 10 minutes each, so
that stations can program them

most

St.

Boston,

May

12,

According to an announcement
week by State Senator Christopher Phillips, chairman of the
special Commission on educational
TV, the Lowell. Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council will apply, .through its non-commercial
station WGBH, for permission
to operate Channel 2 for education-

AM

Assurance,, has been
given that all construction and
operating funds will be provided

al purposes.

from

entirely

private
sources.
estimate of amount
pledged has been revealed, at least
$500,000 was offered last month by
five foundations and trust funds,
four as memorial to Hub merchants, Edward A. and Lincoln Filene
and the fifth from the Ford Foun-

While

no

dation.

All

engineering

data

AN EDUC’L TV
GLEAM IN MINN. EYE

TV Code Review

Board:

Membership Retained
Washington, May 12.
of the
five-member

Code Review Board
which pioneered enforcement of

Television

the

Code

after

its

adoption

in

March 1, 1952, will remain unchanged wth reappointment of .the
members to addition terms of one
and two yfears. NARTB prexy
Harold Fellows, in retaining the
members, praised the Board for
Its achievements under “great difficulties.”

Board

members

are

John E.
Leonard

the nonprofit Lowell InCouncil,
comprised
of
greater Boston colleges and universities, so that application may
be filed with the FCC before the
June 2 deadline.

May

12.

quency on Channel
,

9,

will

offer

educational programs in the afternoon and evenings for both school
children and adults.
This is the first time FCC has
authorized the operation of an
educational TV station by a nonprofit
corporation
established
specifically for this purpose.

Courts

Sift

Legal

Protection of Radio,

TV, Film Writers

location.

Tie;

Revamping

Pittsburgh,

May

12,

anin r
to

KQV middle of June. Station has
been the Columbia outlet here for
more than a quarter of a century.
So far nobody locally has indicated it would become the Mutual

Looking toward the new setup,
recently named Caley Augustine director of promotion and
public relations and just appointed.

WJAS

Herb Morrison and
key

to

the

Hindenburg

Babcock

Bill

Morrison,
on-the-spot account
posts.

who
of.

did
the

was a
veteran newscaster here for more
disaster

and

than 15 years until he

•

left

KQV

summer, is returning to radio
news director and Babcock moves
up from an announcer’s berth to
program manager. Jim Hughes,
last

who has

held

down the p.m. job

since WJAS began, remains in an advisory capacity.

almost

'

California Supreme Court.
Decisions support the' theory that radio
formats, especially, are protectable
even though some elements contained, in the material are old.
One case in question was filed by
Arthur KUrlan against CBS and
others over “My Friend Irma.”
Plaintiff declared he had 'spent
$10,000 for an audition of
radio
program based on the “My Sister
Eileen” stories and had made a
deal to star Lucille Ball in the
series.
Defendants, he charges,
changed the names and turned it
into “My Friend Irma.” When he
filed suit in Superior Cqurt, he asserts, all the defendants filed demurrers which were sustained by
Judge Allen W. Ashburn.
The
Supreme Court reversed fhe lower
court decision, that similarity in
elements of the material is not the

San Antonio

—

Walter

Framer,

producer, of
Rich,” “Big Payoff/’
“Double or 'Nothing” and “Magic

“Strike

It

Horseshoe,” has found a new way
ef selling a giveaway TV show
without himself having to give

away $7,500 for an audition kine.
CBS-TV has just taken an option
on his Jerry Lester starrer, “Make
a Million,” merely on the basis of
-

what Framer

listening to

calls his

“visuo tape” an" ordinary
radio tape recording.

$750

“I think more independent film
producers and networks will be
a. tape recording, instead of »
kine, to’ sell quiz shows,” says
Kramer. “Not only do you make
a saving of $6,000 to $10,000, but it

using

gives you the informal, ad
quality desired.
To be frank
about it, the original kines I made
of ‘Strike It Rich’ and ‘Big Payoff’ were terribly stiff.”
Framer maintains an additional
value of taping a TV show is that
it makes the potential buyers use
their imagination in visualizing it
mentally. In the case of his new
also

CBS switch from
KQV, which takes effect
was announced nearly a

show, its option was picked up immediately after the “visuo tape”
was heard by CBS-TV toppers
Hubbel (Hub) Robinson, Jr., Harry

Ommerle and Oscar

Katz.

Idea of the show is to draw upon
contestants who have the zaniest
reasons for wanting $1,000,000.
One preliminary" contestant was a
cigar clerk "who dreamed of lighting his customers’ stogies with dollar bills.
Another was a housewife, weary of making beds, who
dreamed of living in a mansion
whfere she could watch six maids
make beds all day. Another was
an iceskater who wanted a million
bucks so that she could put ice in
her room from wall to wall, and
skate there every morning.
After being quizzed by Lester,
the contestants have the chance of
winning jars of pennies, ranging
from up to a pot packed with
1,000,000 pennies.

Although the

WJAS
June

to

15,

WJAS has until now
plans quiet. Fact that it
would go indie came as something
of a surprise on Radio Row.

year
kept

ago,

.

its

‘STAGE STRUCK’ LEGIT

ENTRY FOR CBS RADIO
“Stage Struck,” full-hour program presenting big names in
scenes from Broadway plays, will
be auditioned by CBS Radio within
three weeks. Show, to be produced
by Howard Barnes and hosted by
Mike Wallace, will be centered

around the legit stage, and will
Los Angeles, May 12.
Question of how much legal pro- also feature guest interviews.
Program probably, will be
tection is available to writers who
submit material to radio, TV and slipped into the Friday 9 to 10 p.m.
film producers has been thrown spot, now filled by the sustaining
open by two recent decisions of the “There’s Music in the Air.”

New 600G

It is likely that various companies controlled by him will eventually move into the building, he
said, but it is unlikely that WTOD,
Toledo, the Lamb radio station,
will be moved from its present

Staff

KQV

chairman;
J.
Reinsch, vice-chairman; Mrs. A.
Scott Bullitt; Walter J. Damm and sole determining
factor.
E. K. Jett.
In the other case Ilse L’ahn Weit™«
zenkorn brought suit against Sol
Lesser and RKO over “Tarzan’s
Lamb’s
Site
Magic Fountain.” She charged that
her story, “Tarzan in the Land of
Toledo, May 12.
Edward Lamb, Toledo attorney, Eternal Youth” had been rejected
who has television and radio prop- by the defendants who later proerties in Erie, Pa., Toledo, Orlando, duced “Fountain.”
This, she deFla., and near Canton, O., has pur- clared/ was a copy of her story.
chased the five-story produce Ex- Again the Supreme Court reversed
change Bldg, in downtown Toledo the decision, of the lower court.
Fetzer,

CBS

After 25-Year

*

transmitter already ordered operation is expected by next fall.
Chancellor Arthur H. Compton of
the local Washington Univ., who
heads the St. Louis Educational
Television Commission, which will
operate the station, said the date
of the operation teeoff will depend on how soon $100,000 is
raised for operating costs. A. total
of $490,000 will be needed for the
first three years.
The transmitter will be erected
on the campus of the St. Louis
Univ. and two remaining construction jobs are placing an antenna
on the transmitting tower and converting rooms at Washington U
into studio facilities. The station
will operate at a very high fre-

STILL

Minneapolis, May 10.
Although the State legislature
adjourned without appropriating a
requested $2,102,000 to permit start
of a proposed University of Min-,
nesota operated statewide educational TV network and although
the lawmakers don’t convene again
until 1954, the project is being
kept alive.
As the initial step in a move to
renew the drive, Dean Schweickhard, state educational commissioner, has been asked by the statewide
citizens’ group, which has been
sponsoring it, to call a meeting
at which educators can draw up
plans for financing and establishing an educational TV station in
the Twin Cities in the beginning.
Previously a total of three stations
throughout the state had been contemplated initially.

Vismo-Tapes

lib

TV

.

compiled at a# cost of around $600,000.

by the commission has been turned
over to
stitute

*

Louis,

Going Indie

Management -of WJAS
nounced last week it would gb
dependent *when CBS shifts

Loo Educ’l TV
St.

Curtain,

Makeup

last

.

WJAS

FCC last week flashed the green- affiliate in Pittsburgh when
light for kn educational
sta- drops that web for the CBS contion here and with an $80,000 nection.

:

flexibly.

LOWELL INSTITUTE
IN EDUC’L TV BID

“Bomb Target

and Pitt

N. Y. Anti-Defamation
secretary.

will present hotrod
parties, noises of

USA,” narrated by Arthur Godfrey, and second was the Ed Murrow-narrated “The Green Border,”
on escapees from behind the Iron

-

the

.

•

.

be circulated continually
"among the nations of the world,
thereby creating another facet of
goodwill and understanding.
While this is actually the U. S.’
first year of participation in the
program, it’s already set up exchange agreements with Sweden,
Ireland, Turkey and Egypt for
tapes and pix. "Currently, NAEB
has its “Jeffersonian Heritage/’
with Claude Rains in«the lead, and
its “Ways of Mankind” on the" Eu-

1

FCC Greenlights

.

they’ll

Schiff, educational director

Major

gang fighting, reformatories and
Film Exchange
shelters for unwed mothers, conMeanwhile,, Siegel, who sees in
trasted with Junior Achievement
the international vidpix a future meetings
and interviews with posource of varied and extensive
tential Phi Beta K&ppas. Six docusubjects for American education- mentary
reporters and representaal television stations, has started
tives' of a dozen affiliates ^recorded
the film exchange by sending three the
voices, impressions and experifilms produced by his station’s !film
ences of the teenagers.
unit, “The Waters Around US,”
“Class of ^3” is the third of a
“Bringing Up Baby” and “New series of
documentaries planned
York—City of Magic,” out to Eu-. by Stuart Novins,
the web’s pubropean countries. Once URI has lic affairs director. First was the
stockpiled

Union .vice-chairman

of

Vidpix

races,

erties

Harold

League

1

all participat-

Cites Value of

As Come-on for Video Sponsors

Documentary

ing countries.

Framer

Council

ProcfiffA

to xits official governmental status.
'Class ’53’
Seymour N. Siegel, director of
U.
S. Supreme Court Justice
WNYC, N. Y. municipal station,
and an NAEB exec, who repped the, William O. Douglas will be the
narrator
of a full-hour CBS Ragroup in the Paris meet, disclosed
another new development • of the dio documentary on teenagers,
’53,” on Friday, May 29
“Class
of
group.
Film production for' Ty
use is starting next year, with at 9 p.m. Program, an actuality
tape
story
obtained over two
Egypt producing a series on archeology and France and Italy coop- months from interviews with alerating on a series on “Cathedrals most 1,000 youngsters, is produced
by Irving Gitlin,
will

be made available to

TV

Frapk E. Karelson, Jr., N. Y.,
attorney, has been elected chair-?
mart of the Metropolitan, N. Y;
Coordinating Council for Educational Television, representing 30
civic and educational groups cam*
CBS Radio Promotion
paignlng for an educational televk Michels-Hatrick
sion channel In N, Y. KArelson
in Indo-China
For
Post to Sherril Taylor succeeds Winthrop Rockefeller,
who served as temporary chairman
Reporter Joseph Michels and
Sherrll W* Taylor has been apduring the council’s formation.
Hatrick have
Edgar
cameraman
pointed manager of CBS Radio
Council is currently planning a been sent by NBC to cover the
Spot Sales Promotion, effective
fund raising campaign to construct war in Indo-China.
May 25. He succeeds Guy Cun- and operate an educational chanAs of this week, the team starts
ningham, who will become general nel.
Action follows rejection by a
manager of the WNBF radio and state commission that a network feeding reports and film of the
“forgotten war” to all regular
television stations in Binghamton,
of stations throughout the state NBC radio and tele news proN. Y., both CBS affiliates.
be publicly financed. Gov. Thomas grams. With no radio circuits availE. Dewey suggested that private able out of Saigon, tape recordings
groups build and operate the non- will he flown to Tokyo for broadJustice Douglas Set
commercial stations. Council also cast from there,
elected Mrs. Katrina McCormick.
Barnes of the American Civil LibAs Narrator for

fn

of the Middle Ages,”
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WISMER TO EMCEE
‘WONDERFUL

CITY’

Mutual has set Harry Wismer,
who’s usually on the sports end of
broadcasting, into the role of an
emcefe on the web’s new cross-theboard half-hour daytimer, “Wonderful City.”

Show will be an audience^participationer about New York, arid
in addition to Wismer, will* feature
Nat Brand wynne as musical director,

soprano Lois Hunt and singer

Jimmy

Carroll.

Web

has set staffers Sam Levine
and Mel Bailey to produce, write
and direct the daytimer.

Small, Lesser Features
Into ‘B’way Theatre’ Spot

WOR-TV,

N. Y.,

is

hiatusing

its

TV Theatre,” and will
substitute the two packages of 56
feature films it bought from EdIn
Radio
ward Small and Sol Lesser couple
The Little (baseball) League, of weeks ago. But whereas “TV
juve organization, already repre- Theatre” was programmed on a
sented on tele via WCBS-TV’s “horizontal repeat” basis, station
(N. Y.)
“Little
League Baseball will air a different film each clay
School,” moves into radio via ABC but repeat the same film twice
and the “Little League Clubhouse.” on Saturdays and repeat another
Program bows May 16 at 11:30 a.m. film three times on Sundays, filmwith N. Y. Giant hurler Sal Maglie house style.
as guest.
Pix will be aired 7:30 p.m. daily,
Howard Cosells, a director of the with Saturday showings at 7:30
league, emcees, while Murdock and 9, and Sunday at those times
Pemberton directs and Stephen and also at 10:30. Scheme goes into
‘Little

League Clubhouse’

May 16 ABC

“Broadway

Bow

Rose produces.

June l, with “TV Theatre”
moving back into its slot in late
August. Understood Mennen and
Beacon Wax, “TV Theatre” bank-

effect

Mooney’s Talent Hunt
Houston, May 12.
Bandleader Art Mooney is conducting the “Art Moonfey Texas
Talent Train” each Thursday for a
half-hour on KPRC-TV. Series is a
talent search series and winner of
the 10-week series will receive a
10-week contract to appear on
KPRC-Ty at $150 per week.
In addition, the winner may appear with Mooney at the Palladium
Club here and make recordings.
Telecasts originate from the studios

•

•

rollers, will use spots on the participating pix showings.
.

Red River Dave as Jock
San Antonio, May 12.
A new half-hour disk jockey
show, titled “Texas Tune Table,”
will make its bow on WOAX here
Monday (18) and will be heard
daily
Monday through Friday.
Series will feature Red River Dave,
radio-TV and recording star, as

Gapt. Loehr M. of KPRC-TV.
m.c.
*
Rigby, Jr., has been assigned as
executive officer of the Fourth
Western and hill-fcilly recordBaltimore WAAM’s Gerald W.
Army headquarters information Johnson will begin
occaings
an
will
with
be
featured,
a new series of
section at Fort Sam Houston. He comment programs
for the ABC sional song by Dave highlighting
was formerly chief announcer and network Sunday evening. May
also
the
will
airing.
artists
Guest
program director for KPAS, Ban- at 8:45 p.m. The programs 31, appear on the series and will be
will
ning, Cal.
originate from WAAM.
star.
interviewed by the cowboy

—

May

Wednesday,

13, 19S3

Era Gone, Say Webs;

‘Kefauver

Can t See Lopping
Fullscale day-and-night television^
hearings
coverage of Congressional
Kefauver crime
such as the famous
hernrobe two years ago, widely
medium s
alded as one of the new
of
thing
a
is
achievements,
™ior
SfpU'ana now belongs to tele

Sis

.the

American

New

York.
,

—s
a

laid out the
investigators
_
tivities ir.
ar
red carpet for tele coverage by
ranging for pool coverage (but rulindustry
the
ing out sponsors)
maintained a “hands off” policy.
Reasons for cold-shouldering the
event are many, but tradesters
claim that the primary reason is
that TV has passed the economic

—

point of no' return.

It is

now

For every man there is a woman,
but the adage does not apply to
television dramas.
Salt Lake City, May
12.
_
There’s a general complaint of
^DYL-TV has inked a P acka S e
actresses that they are completely
outnumbered on tele dramatic
sets, and that they have few teleplay roles compared with the men.
In a brief survey, by Variety
last week, the. complaint was found
to be all too true.
about $ 10000
Thig
xuio juauva
marks the
uic viueu return oi
of
Martin Begley, NBC-TV casting
locally, after being off the director, says the situation has exa,r last year
isted for years and that “thousands
of actresses badger me about it.”

KDYL-TV’s Ballcasi Deal

^

"U

He

WCAU-TV Rate Up
For Day, Nrte Slots

basic-

Philadelphia, May 12
entertainment business, they
geared
Claiming an increase of 37% in
say, with its economics so
sus^
impossible
almost
TV
set
ownership
in the Philly
make
as to
taining public-service coverage on area since its last rate change in
a
hot
take
Sept., 1951, WCAU-TV has upped
a wide scale. ’It would
event of top importance to have its scale in nighttime categories
the nets cancel their commercial this month.
schedules.
The Philadelphia television picExplanations for skipping the fure has changed drastically since
House probe were varied. William that date, according to Robert M.
.

McAndrew, manager

of

NBC

news and special events, said that
the net had asked for, but did not
receive, an advance list of witList would have
nesses’ names.
afforded the

web some

discretion

on whether to cover or not.^ Pioblem is a ticklish one, McAndrew
having a responS es
s

^M

’

.l

sibility

covering, to see that a
an unfair
not shown

if

,

witness

m

is

*

'

light.

NBC

Awaits 'Em

McAndrew
is

.

^g

-

Same general feeling
ABC, where Clair Worth,

exists at
assistant
to John Madigan, director of news,
special events and sports, says the

“Average
‘'surprising” increases.
sets in use for all three stations in
the Philadelphia market have increased from 42.0 to 54.4 at night,

and

WCAU-TV

audiences

have

web puts on hearings “where we multiplied even faster than the
can fit them in.” Admitting that a medium itself. Average share of
network “can’t afford to lose reve- the nighttime audience for WCAU
TV has increased from 34% to
(Continued on page 44)
43%, or an average of 158,621

more homes reached.”
“Daytime viewing in Philadel-

PhOly Educi TV’s
150G Ford Grant
Philadelphia,

May

12.

The Ford Foundation has made
a grant of $150,000 to
lish an e'ducational

help estab-

TV

Philadelphia.
to the

The grant

station in
is

made

Delaware Valley Education-

Television Corp. with the contingency that this non-profit organization,
representing the area’s
leading
educational
institutions,
raise $300,000 more.
al

Liberty,”

example “The
drama of the

Liberty presented last
Sunday (10) on the Hallmark Hall
of Fame, in which there was only
of

one woman of eight principals.
Another recent Hallmark production had a cast of 14 men and no

had announced, “perhaps a little
prematurely,” on Henry
Morgan’s WMGM, N. Y., latenight airer, that he had been
signed by ABC-TV to a 39do a video show

A

check with the network
revealed that he had been
asked to join the upcoming
George Jessel aud-participationer, “The Last Word,” to do
an end-of-show tally gimmick.

But after the network didn’t
hear from him for a couple of
weeks, they signed someone
elsov

women.
“Of course,” Begley

says, “on
historical

Hallmark, we .present
dramas, and history seems to have
been made by men.”
But men also dominate plays of
war and crime, adds Frank Real,

AFTRA
whom dis-

executive secretary of the

New York

local.

Real,

Crosley Rivalry
In Ohio

TV Web

taff

phia generally, and" on

WCAU-TV

in particular, is even more startling in its expansion,” McGredy
stated. “Average sets in use in day-

time for all three stations has
climbed from 8.6 to 19.4, and
WCAU-TV’s share of this audience has increased from 30% to
439^ an average of 89,959 more
homes reached in a given quarter
hour.”
WCAU-TV is giving current advertisers a six-month rate protecthe date of the increase,
ti on f r0
w hich becomes effective May 1.

m

women

of five principals.
of five lines and
under, there are eight men to one
girl. More typical are recent “Stuof “The
dio One” productions
Father” (12 principals including

three

Begley’s advice to actresses who
decry the situation is “Gang up
on the writers of America.” Most
of the writers are men.
One actress, Elizabeth York, is
trying personal persuasion on her
husband, Alvin Sapinsley, prolifBut Sapinsley
ic teleplaywright.
maintains that he can’t help much.
Most of his work is adaptations of
works, most of them
existing
written before women wrested an
equal place in the American sun.

AFTRA’s ‘No

Dice’

On

DeMille ‘Toast’ Narration

“If television drama is supposed to reflect
American life,” one of them says,
to

74,633,000.

has been cancelled.
The film producer, refusing a
guest role on the show, had wanted
to introduce and comment on each
of his pix to be shown on the TV
program. But the American Federation of Television and Radio
Artists (AFL), while okaying De
Mille as a guest, barred him as a
performer as “not a member in
good standing.” Thereupon Sullivan put off the program which
may yet be done sans DeMille, just
*
his pix excerpts.
De Mille’s quarrel with the union
stems from his refusal to pay a
$1 assessment to fight anti-union
shop legislation in California back

Radio

later ruling the asessment as valid.
now lists
the film producer as member sus-

AFTRA

KRANTZ PROGRAM MGR.
AT WNBT; AFFE UPPED

FOR

Diwy

On

Variety roundup of’ the facts
week show that all four TV
networks are buUy engaged in 3-D
experimentation, but^that none expect it to become feasible for home
consumption until at least five
years, ^after color

TV

has become

commercial reality.
General reaction is one of caution about making predictions. The

TV

toppers recognize that Holly-

wood

film studios are correct in being" 3-D happy, but since “free”
home
has nothing to fear from
the competition of boxoffice film
exhibitors as yet, the video medium
would do better to perfect both

TV

black-and-white and color TV first.
Most enthusiastic exponent of
3-D TV is Frank Marx, engineering veepee at ABC-TV, who directed the web’s “world premiere”
demonstration of its three-dimensional process before the National
Assn, of Radio-Television Broadcasters powwow in Los Angeles.
in New York this week, Marx
said he was quite pleased with the
Coast exhibition, which involved a
standard TV camera plus an external optical system, a TV set with
two tubes (one more than ordinary) and spectators wearing polarized glasses.

Back

“I feel our demonstration went
off very well,” Marx says of the
Coast showing of ABC’s live “Space

Patrol,” filmed inserts from “Time
for Beany” and the filmed reprise
of the “Bwana Devil” commentary

by Lloyd Nolan and Miss United
States.
“We’ve proved it can be
done.
We’ve satisfied ourselves
that our labs can produce 3-D projection.”

Marx says that ABC’s process
now show sueh 3-D exhibitor

films as “House of Wax” and “Man
in the Dark” without any technical
alterations needed at all.
However, he sees no commercial value
in
showing such widescreen
films as “This Is Cinerama” and

TV

six-foot screen in your receiver, it
would just -crowd you out of the
parlor as you attempt to get a nor-

mal view.”

Marx foresees the day when a
TV set will only require a single tube. He believes TV will have
to lick compatible color bugaboos
before 3-D will be generally introduced in the home, and he expects
3-D

(Continued on page 35)

Felix Jackson

Helm

To

‘Studio One’

with the

Supreme Court

“then viewers are getting an ex- pended for dues non-payment.
tremely warped picture. What we
need is another feminist moveW. Laurence LePage, of the
ment, this time in the world of
Franklin Institute, chairman of the
EDDIE BUZZELL SIGNS
makebelieve.”
corporation
board,
and Walter
Biddle Saul, president of both the
In television, it seems, it’s still
Steve Krantz, director of special
CBS-TV SERIES
Philadelphia Board of Education features for WNBT, N.Y., has been a man’s world.
and the corporation, said the Ford appointed program manager of the
Hollywood, May 12.
offer would spark a drive to raise
Eddie Buzzell, who "successfully
NBC-TV flagship station. He refunds locally. No subscriptions places Peter Affe, who has been
bridged the gap from stage acting
have been pledged so far, but promoted to the newly-created post DuMont Labs’ 25c
to film direction, has branched off
there have been offers of material of director of operations for WNBC
into television and closed a deal
Preferred Stock with CBS-TV do produce-direct
assistance,
“the
equivalent
of and WNBT. Affe will be in charge
money,” LePage said.
“Third Girl From the Le.ft.” Comdeqf all operations and production at
week
DuMont Labs last
Channel 35 has been allotted to the local tele and radio studios,
edy was originally intended for
clared a regular quarterly dividend
the Philadelphia area by the FCC,
Pack,
Richard
Lucille Ball at Columbia but she
to
report
men
cumuBoth
share on its 5%
and estimates for building the program chief for WNBC-WNBT, of 25c per
studio soon after the
left the
stock,
preferred
convertible
lative
non-profit, non-commercial station as does Steve White, who remains
screenplay was developed by Buzpayable July 1 to stockholders of
run as high as $400,000, with addi- W-NBC program manager,
zell
and
Phil
Rapp.
record on June 15.
tional yearly operational costs of
Move is expected to give Pack
Search is now being made for a
Dividend declaration followed an
Ted
$250,000 to $300,000.
with
work
to
freedom
Memorial more
meeting at femme lead, with preparations goHall, built in Fairmount Park for Cott, veepee-gefteral manager of annual stockholders
DuMont ing ahead for an early kinescope
the Sesqui-qentennial Exposition the flagships, in the new 0.-&-0. which prexy Dr. Allen B.
year of audition at Television City. Pressales
record
a
predicted
of 1876, has been
offered by the division management setup under
ent plan is to televise it live.
$100,000,000 gross for the company.
Park Commission as a studio.
Charles R» Denny.
‘

A

this

K.0.’s Sullivan’s Biog “The Robe.”
The Ed Sullivan television .biog“It’s
quite possible to use a
raphy of Cecil B. De Mille, planned curved or bigsereen in a TV set,
for “Toast of the Town” presenta- but it would not enhance home
tion over CBS-TV later this month, viewing,” he says.
“If you put a

Argument of actresses is this: in 1944. Union disqualified him
American women, according to the from his $92,800-a-year job as “Lux
1950 census, outnumber men 76,Theatre” narrator,
064,000

blown-in-the-boltle commercial potentiality for the future?

could

But in parts

one woman and one little girl) and
“Midnight of the 31st” (13 big
parts of which three were for
women).
In support of Miss Heine’s observations, Ralph Dale, CBS-TV
casting manager, figures that men
outnumber .women seven to two on
half-hour shows and three to one
on hour shows.

Is three-dimensional TV just a
hazy gleam in the eye or a bonafide

a

for the net.

jj

U

full.

of*

Statue

Professor
Backwards, the
vaudevillian who spells,
pronounces and writes words
backwards, backed himself out
of a TV job last week.
He
vet

to

Five Years Off

It’s Still

Forward Backwards

week pact

33

That 3-D Gleam,

union members have made
Cincinnati, May 12.
aware of the problem, says that
Formation of an Ohio Television
McGredy, TV sales manager for the picture extends far beyond the
Network, linking WKRC-TV, Cinstation. Set ownership figures for
television horizon, with male dom- cinnati, and
WTVN, Columbus,
area covered have jumped from
inance prevalent in the theatre, with James Cox’s WHIO-TV, Day883,000 to 1,217,138.
the films and literature (he cited ton, was announced here today.
New WCAU-TV rate card affects “The Caine Mutiny”).
Hulbert
Taft
Jr.,
executive
on i y ^ WQ time classification. StaGeorgette Heine, “Studio One” veepee, Radio Cincinnati, Inc., ownA”
tion has created a Class “A
casting director and former CBS- er of local and Columbus stations,
peri 0(j
or hours between 8 to TV casting assistant, notes that
named Don Chapin, assistant mgr.
io:30- p.m., seven days a week
most half-hour shows have few of WKRC-TV, to head the alliance,
Rates wiU be $1 800 per hour> women in their casts, and it’s a which will
compete with the Cros$1 080 per hal ^ hourv $ 720 f or 15 rare occasion, even on the full- ley WLW-TV
threc-city web.
minutes, $630 for 10 minutes and hour “Studio One,” when women
WKRC-TV is a CBS affiliate;
$450 for five minutes
equal men in number.
WTVN has ABC and DuMont feeds,
There will be no change in Class
In “The Laugh Maker,” starring and WHIO-TV hooks up with CBS,
UT>M
<< A 99
B” or “D” rates, but Class Jackie Gleason, coming up on ABC and DuMont. Since last Sep‘C” rates will be increased 11.1% “Studio One” next Monday (18), tember, WHIO-TV has piped Kenny
acia
moen
there’s an unusual situation of Roberts’ kid shows to WKRC-TV.

says that the web, in
avoiding hearings inpreferring
personalities,
volving
nature ouvu
such as
ujl uauci uavuic
those
uiuac ui
of a broader
the joint Senate Foreign Relations
and House Foreign Affairs hear- ^in^tnnSc
88 ** or ^ v
ing on aid to Europe, which NBC *°F
^.*A‘,
f
3 S
tes
e
covered last Tuesday (5) from
ove^the
tne
hik ot
25%
over
re P ras ® nts
nt a nike
Q f Z5/o
The news
10:30 to 11:30 a. m.
evious ra t e
topper feels also that commercial pr
McGredy said statistics on sets
commitments of TV must be taken
into account, and that television is in use here for both daytime and
viewing have shown
not obligated to cover a hearing in nighttime
general,

cites as a typical

Lady

ally

R.

But Feel

s?

utime?fcan Ac-

television

TV Webs Have

All

Off Sponsors

**

opinion

Activities hearings in
of a CongresIn spite
"

?SL"e

RADIO-TELEVISION

P^AfSIETY

%

,

writer-producer
be the
“Studio One” in the fall. He’s the third
to take charge of the net’s only
hour dramatic show since the* exit
of Worthington L. (Tony) Miner.
Others are Donald Davis and
Fletcher Markle, the latter leaving
in June for the Coast.
In Hollywood, Jackson wrote
such Universal pictures as,. “Destry Rides Again,” “Bachelor Mother,” and “Back Street.” His Universal productions include “Hers
Hold,” “Christmas Holiday,”
to
“Can’t Help Singing,” and “Lady
on a Train.” As a Young & Rubicam producer, he handled the
Paul Whiteman Show, the Don
Felix

for films

Jackson,

and

television, will
of CBS-TV’s

new producer

Ameche

Show,

“Guest

House,”

live “Schlltz Playhouse of
Stars.” He has also written teleplays for the Silver Theatre, Robert Montgomery Presents, Somerand the
set Maugham Theatre
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse.

and the

hamo

S4
•acme

pmrnff

reviews*
fH + M + MH f ft »

green border

With Edward R» Marrow,
•then
Producer: David Moore

H

;

(tape)
is

AM

•

—

Morehouse. Incidentally, Miss McBride is carried over WABC Monday through Saturday from 1-2
p.m, and over the net Monday
through Friday from 2-2:30 p.m.
Gab stint \yith Morehouse,
Broadway columnist for the N; Y.
World-Telegram & Sun, neatly
revolved around his book, “Just
The Other Day,” recently published
by McGraw-Hill. Morehouse re-

tain.

Producer David Moore toured
Europe to get his actuality tape
recordings of people who escaped
“over the green border,” expecting
to find freedom and new life in
the Western democracies. It must
have been difficult to have obtained
so many of the escapees who sj>eak
English, among them 18-year-olds,
laborers, teachers, housewives, and
one Hungarian border smuggler,
self styled The Count, who advises
professionally to wear dark clothes
and carry food and wire cutters.
But after fleeing -Soviet-dominated territory, the refugees find
internment (one Polish cabinetmaker has spent almost four years
in a refugee camp) and a, life
crushed between two Iron Curtains, those of the Russians and
the West’s immigration laws.
In a skillful narration by Edward
R. Murrow, the program presents
the problems of the refugees in
their own words. Via telephone,
Frau Dr. Elizabeth Gerhardt of the
Central Refugee Office tells of the
arrival of 1,500 escapees daily and
the 90 camps with 40,000 inmates
in Western Berlin.
Turning from the problem itself
to possible solutions, Murrow has
talks with diplomats of the free
world, among them Leslie Knox

Munro,

Ambassador

from

New

Zealand; Sir Percy Spender, Ambassador from Australia, and Paul
Reynaud of France. Although general agreement

is

found on

assur-

ing the refugees a home in the
West the Reds could make propaganda of the fact that there is no
real escape to the West restricted
and limited immigration laws of
the democracies keep the wheels
grinding slowly.
In a four-way conversation
George Warren of the State De

—

—

partment and Philip -Perlman,
former U. S. Solicitor General, in
Washington;
and Murrow and

that

Cream has been on her plug

list

Jess,

since 1934.

Considering
age,

—conflicting, views

underscore the
American difficulty of answering
the refugee problem. Warren and
Perlman want to assure the escapees, of a genuine reception
with the latter urging a permanent
‘arrangement through the elimination of the national origins section
of the McCarraa Act. O’Neill, on
the other hand, is for selective
immigration determined by the
heeds of the U. S., with emphasis
on screening of the people who
have come over the green border.
As Murrow put it, “We don’t
know what the ending will be.”
The program has presented the
.problem, but the countries of the
free world must supply the solution. In a typical. Murrow snapper
.

ending, the narrator says of all
the things we (mankind) have
learned, we have failed to learn
yet “how to treat our fellow human
beings.”
First
half
of
the
program
suffered
from sameness, with
refugee after refugee telling his
story, with second half picking up
in variety of presentation. Mature
approach to the pressing international problem, however, indicates
that radio may find new purpose
and dignity in the exploration of
the realm of ideas.
Horn.

McCAN&S AT HOME
With Alfred and Dora. McCann
15 Mins., Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri.,
12:45 p.m.
WOR, N.Y.
WOR’s food and nutrition experts, Alfred and Dora McCann,
have added an afternoon edition to

weekday morning series,
“McCanns at Home,” and it should

their

on the ear of the haus-

frau dialer. The McCanns are amiable folk who know their audience
and they deliver their patter spiels
in an authoritative yet breezy manner. They’ll probably win extra fans

On

new

spotting.

this session a definite personality

a

straight,

unpretentious

format featuring Miss
Clooney on standards, current
pops and some of her upcoming
tunes.

On

last Friday’s

(8)

show, Miss Clooney socked across
“From;; This Moment On,” “You’re
After My Heart” and a picture,
tune, “Lovely Weather for Ducks.”

Buddy

rhythm
combo
smartly backed up and contributed
one solid instrumental on “What
Is There to Stay.”
Announcer Bill Baldwin shared
the brief gab chores with Miss
Clooney.
Herm.
Cole’s

its

femme

dialers. Show fulfills its
intention nicely, with overall production and on-the-spot tape re-

to

corded reports giving program addvenerable herit- ed value. Insertion of musical in-

inflections necessary for a purely

medium. Lewis, as Othello,
matched his wife \fath his fury and
passion, but unlike her, it seemed
at times as though, he were more

audial

concerned, with displaying his his
trionic pyrotechnics. But since, he
seemed to seek the melodramatic
values of the tradegy purposely, his
emoting was exciting ort those
terms. The “loved not too wisely
but too' well” speech was delivered
With compassion, and it was refreshing to hear radio sanction
Shakespeare’s curse line, “Damn
her! Damn her!”
Larry Thor’s narration was good,
and Harlow Wilcox’s delivery of
the humor-tinged Auto-Lite commercials was up to snuff. Rask.
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Eugene H. (Gene) King, formerly program manager at WCOP and
currently Chief of Radio Branch of Office of the United States Special
Representatives in Europe, has been appointed program director for
WEEI, effective July 6
George Hinckley, WLAW chief engineer,
has resigned to accept post* with Raytheon Mfg. Co. . . . WHDH deejay Fred B. Cole, celebrated his seventh anni at the station spinning
many of the platters aired on his initial program . . Carl deSuze,
WBZ announcer, flies to, London May 28 to cover the Coronation. He
.

.

.

.

will

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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a

femme one

limited,

moments

at that, and therefore
but with ^pleasant aural
for the otherwise chance

tuner-in.
Cross-the-boarder presents news of Negro women's organizations, interviews with prominent -Negro woriien, pleas for
charity or individual aid for needy,
as well as recipes and marketing,

beauty and household hints. Airer
is
conducted by Alma Vessells
John, .w.k. Negro social and civic
leader;

.

the opening show Monday
couple did little more than
the
which
groundwork for upcoming
lay
der, organist.
stanzas. They prepped the listener housewife is accustomed to. Wil
Instrumentalists combine their
on. such future topics as frozen son’s presence virtually makes i
talents as a trio, while all of them
food plans, child care, home air- mandatory that the talk turn to take
turns at singing numbers,
conditioning
units
and sundry the livelier topics.
Jose,
even Johnny Shrader, the organist.
household time-saving devices. It
While
the vocal efforts of each,
was tasty bait for the housewife
San Antonio-^Dolores Baer, for- with the exception of Bill Pickett,
and it’s a cinch that a strong follow- mer music director of WHB, Kanis slightly on the sour side, it’s all
ing was nabbed. Series, incidentally, sas City, is
oh the staff of KEYL- done in good taste and a lot of
is aired from their Yonkers, N.Y. TV
here, appearing on “Bulletin good, wholesome fun. Abbott,
one
home.
Gros,
Board” with Bruce Barrett.
(Continued on page 44)
(11) the

CITY ...

Douglass Parkhirsfc back into the, role of Ernest Horton on CBS’
“Young Dr. Malone” after a month's’ trip ta the Coast .
WOR’s
Barbara Welles off to Europe to cover the Coronation and then broadwMGM’s Bill Silbert moves his Saturday
cast from Germany
,
,
night open-house dance parties for teenagers over to Palisades Amuse*
ment Park starting this week , . John M„ Borghese rejoined the
Ethos Organization, public relations outfit, after a stint with Walt
Framer Productions . Grant Richards, Joan Alexander and Rosemary Print have been added to the cast of “Young Widder Brown”
.
James Monks, John Larkin, Anita Anton, William Quinn and Elaine
Rost are new to “Just Plain Bill” .
. Hal Studer, Joy Hathaway, Ruth
Gates, Ray Johnson, Leon Janney, Doris Dalton and Harold Huber are
. , Walter Holt, account
in the new “Front Page. Farrell” sequence
exec for Musterole, Pertussin, Zemo, Inertol and Olive Tablets, has
been elected veepee of Erwin,' Wasey agency . . . Harold Schuster,
radio-TV producer, back from Europe Monday (11) on the Mauretania
. Richard W. Jencks appointed resident attorney of the Coast legal
department of CBS.
Ben Grauer, Daniel Sobol, WNBT account exec, end Charles Seton,
radio-TV legal consultant, were guest speakers at recent third annual
banquet in tyew Haven celebrating Yale U.’s radio station, WYBC.
Operators of the Ivy League Network outlet talked up possibilities
of setting up a TV station . r . Martin Block is chairman of entertainment for the “Cavalcade of Stars” benefit at Madispn {Square Garden
June 10, sponsored by the Shield of David Home for Orphan Girls.
Richard W. Jencks, with CBS-TV legal dept., switches to Los Angeles,
where he takes over new job as resident attorney of CBS’ West Coast
Bandleader Ray Anthony doing dramatic stint
legal department
Allan
on CBS Radio's “Aunt Jenny” Friday (15) and Monday (18)
T. Zachary and Norm Liss have formed new firm of Zachary and Liss
Merrell
Boyce
relations,
merchandising)
(publicity, public
.
.
and
Barton Cummings, Compton veepees and account execs, elected to
Jerry Devine, radio producer, enjoying stay in
board of directors .
Newscaster Allan Jackson etaceeing the Herald-Trib
Dublin
Fresh Air Fund stamp auction today (13)
. . Contralto Ruth Reynolds,
spouse of CBS Radio Press Info’s Ed Reynolds, giving a concert at
Carl Fischer Concert Hall Wednesday (20).
Marc Statler, ex-Biow, has joined Compton agency as production
supervisor in the commercial production dept. . . . Martha Rupprecht
of CBS in Havana following AWRTA meeting in Atlanta .
Ronald
Dawson sold 13 half-hour scripts for Venezuela broadcasting, also
played lead in industrial safety pic, “On the Corner” . .
Richard E.
O’Dea, president of WOV, tapped for duty as foreman of a Passaic,
N. J., grand jury
Warren J. Schmidt, formerly with WPAT, Paterson, N. J., joined WINS here as an account exec.

use the facilities of BBC for exclusive WBZ airings
. Ed
Penney, WTAO deejay, back behind the mike following week's vacation on the Cape
WEEI’s Heloise Parker Broeg (Mother Parker)
and music librarian Margaret Janls, attended the AWRT confabs in
Atlanta ... A new audience participation series tabbed “WBZ Open
HOMEMAKERS CLUB
With Alma Vessells John, guests; House” has replaced “Cinderella Weekend,” which had been aired
from the station for the past four years. Verne Williams emcees, with
Herb Norman, announcer
musical portions handled by pianist G. Wright Briggs, organist Lee
Producer-director: Fred Barr
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.
Grimes and thrush Marilyn Tate
Lou Webster, WEEI’s Farm
Participating
Journal director, and his wife off for two-week vacation in Bermuda
WWRL, N. Y.
... As a public service feature, WNAC-TV televised the 16th annual
This is an interesting program, dinner of the Mass. Committee of Catholics, Protestants and Jews,
slanted to a Negro audience, and at the Hotel Statler last week.

Mrs. John has a soft, warm voice
Earl Wilson when discussing the and ingratiating, polite
manner, to
subject very close to his column; make her occasional guests at ease
is a colorful guy on a radio show.
as well as please her radio audiaegis
the
first
guest
under
the
As
ence. Program caught (6) had Mrs.
of Vanessa Brown, who’s subbing John returning to the air
after a
on the Emily Kimbrough Show on week attending a femme broadCBS, while Miss Kimbrough is casters' conclave in Atlanta. Airer
vacationing in Europe, Wilson had .covered the usual field, with accent
a lot to say on the subject of on the Georgia confab. Mrs. John
cheesecake-, nudist camps, maga- is given occasionally to trivia, such
zines and maladies. Miss Brown, as describing the clothes her
stuwho’s in the legiter “Seven Year dio guests were wearing, down to
Itch,” let Wilson have his way with fine detail, but that may be
what
words and thus it made for an housebound housewives want.
interesting stanza.
Bron,
Although she seemed unsure of
herself on this stanza. Miss Brown FUN FAIR
did manage to make pleasant con With Bud Abbott, Bill Pickett,
Berversation, infuse a degree of innie Smith, Tiny Thomale, and
terest and wisely let the focus fall
Johnny Shrader.
on the N. Y. Post syndicated Producer: Art Sidney
columnist. Announcer Harry Mar- 60 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri.,
8 a.m.
ble, although remaining in the
Participating
background, piped up at the proper WHAS, Louisville
moments when the show showed
Helping Louisvillians to arise
the slightest bit of sagging. The
a^d shine, then off to work in a
character ® of the layout may be happy
mood,
somewhat different than that which Fair,” m.c.’d isbyBud Abbott’s “Fun
Bud Abbott, staMiss Kimbrough has led her audi- tion’s
zany comic, and his pals Bill
ences to expect, but in its own way
Pickett, baritone; Bemie Smith,
retains a lot of interest. The gab
guitarist; Tiny Thomale, pianist
on the preem layout was a little
and accordionist, and Johnny Shramore sexy than that
the
,
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stamp.

musical

it

James O’Neill, past commander of adequate as the informing Iago,
the American Legion, in New York but his portrayal lacked the' vocal

in this

TV

Clooney can not only handle a
song brightly, but she has a breezy
way with her chatter and gives

wax

•

Clooney,

to Paramount Pictures
after a series of disClicks for Coumbia Records, registers as a
She
highly attractive radiQ bet.
would undoubtedly be ditto on
video, but Paramount kayoed a
projected
series for her. Miss

was rather odd hearing troes associated with the various
Shakespeare’s “Othello” billed as locations reported on Gomes over
calculated to keep you favorably.
tale
well
“a
Gossip on celebrities in Rome
in suspense!” Monday (11) on CBSRadio’s “Suspense.” But the tag- and a rundown of the entertainline fitted, since Elliott Lewis di- ment scene in Lima, Peru, constirected and played the tale of the tuted the foreign report on broadSome
jealous Moor as though it were a cast caught Thursday (7).
modern blood-and-guts melle^r, and fashion notes were also integrated
the regular gore-lovers of this Who- into the session and a brief account of local tidbits was delivered
dunit series probably ate it Up.
by Miss Gilbert. The discourse
Standout in the cast was the from Lima included
comments on
versatile Cathy Lewis as Desdethe Peruvian Ballet Co. and the
mona. She was, by turn, coquettish, playing of some music used in pro\
sorrowful, pleading, and wracked ductions
put on by the group. The
in agony, her* voice marvellously
report from Rome brought into
modulated and keyed to her me- play such names as Ingrid
Berg
dium. Richard Widmark, usually a man, Lana Turner,
Anna Magnani
knowing performer in films, was and others.
Jess

-

rest easily

Rosemary

Songstress

who moved

It’s

the Production Centres
V

'a

flected on his past experiences,
with Miss McBride throwing in the
leading questions. Show had a
pleasant nostalgic ring and served
as an excellent trailer for the book.
Second portion of the airer was
grooved more one-sidely towards
her femme listeners. Guests during TONI GILBERT SHOW
that segment were Helen Stone 15 Mins.; Tues., Thurs.; 2:35 p.m.
Hoxey and Hazel Meyer, respective Sustaining
penners of the book “Making WABC, N. Y.
Sandwiched in the 2:35-2:50 p.m.
Money in the Kitchen” and “Home
slot. over WABC, N. Y., the Toni
Freezing.”
Gilbert
is designed to give
Heavy amount of product pitches listeners Show
the lowdown on what’s
were handled by Miss McBride going on
in
the
various cities of
with her usual sincerity. Indicative
the world as concerns personalities,
Of her strong sponsor- draw is the
fashions
and
other
items of interest
Madison Ice
Dolly

fact

-

From

Sustaining

Mary Margaret' McBride, whose NBC, from N. Y.
following

consistent loyal audience
and huckstering ability have markthe sec- ed her as one of the most potent
ofid of a series of ambitious full- femme spielers on radio, began
hour CBS Radio documentaries on her 20th consecutive year of
problems of our times (first was broadcasting May 4. Format of in“Bomb Target . . . USA ,” civil-de- formal chatter sessions with guest
fense tocsin narrated by Arthur personalities continues to make for
Godfrey on March 20), and it puts good radio listening. Last Wednesa probing finger into one of the day (6) Miss McBride devoted the
open wounds of the free Western first 30 minutes of her .WABC
world the dilemma of caring for hour-long show to an interview
refugees from behind the Iron Cur- with legit critic-columnist Ward

CBS, from New York
“The Green Border”

MMmH

M

Bill

Director: Sam Pierce
15 Mins.; Tues., Fri., 8:15 p.m.

+<

t

Quintet;

f

t

Baldwin, announcer

Radio Follow-Up
•f

Buddy Cole

With

narrator;

Supervisor: Stuart Novins*
60 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
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A1 Gordon resigned

.

.

.

KFWB

news director of
to publicize a mayoralty campaign . . . “Wendy” Williams took off for
a three-week whirl of Europe but before he left called in John Christ,
ex-Thompsonite, to watch over the commercials on Art Linkletter’s
“House Party” . . Frank Pulaski, longtime eastern radio* stalwart,
finished his part in “The Robe” at 20th-Fox and kept himself “loose”
for radio and
jobs. He’s parked here permanently . . . For years
Tommy Cook was always in demand as a kid actor in radio but tempus
fugiting, as it does, he's now after grownup parts on his month’s leave
from the Marines . . . Hildreth “Hilly” Sanders, radio-TV *hfead of
Dan B. Miner agency, named to Four A’s committee, first femnie appointment to this group
. . CBS-KNX revamping its summer schedule
with substitution of cheaper sustainers . . . Chet Mittendorf’s “Breakfast in Hollywood” looks set for a sponsored cross-country ride on
.after eight years as

.

TV

.

NBC.

IN

CHICAGO

.

.

Jim Jewell’s “Silver Eagle” again the top adventure show in the
latest Neilsen
Luella Johnson, wife and mother of Mutual’s Cliff
Johnson Family, named Mother of the Year by Oak Park’s Optimist
Bill Wolff added to WBBM announcing staff
Club
Agencyman
Earle Ludgin named vice chairman of AAAA
. Bill Garry appointed
g. m. of news department at WBBM. and WBBM-TV
WCFL renewed its exclusive on the Chi Cardinals gridiron sked for fall with
Joe Boland doing the play-by-play and Bob Elson handling the color
CBS’ Julian Bentley inked for a new Bond Clothing series on
WBBM
NBC newscaster Alex Dreier addressed a Wichita medical
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

society meeting last week.

IN PHILADELPHIA

.

.

.

Lionel Stander repeated testimony before- House Un-American AcCommittee in New York on Steve Allison’s late night WPEN
interview show (8) Comedian, here with touring “Pal Joey,” spent
hoUr-and-a-half on air outlining views and answering queries
. Disk
Jockey Tom Harvey has left WIBG to join staff of KMPC, Los Angeles
. .
. Jocko
Henderson,
disk jockey, is se't to do a midnight
disk show from Pep’s Musical Barv
Frankie Ljtine, in with “Biggest
Show of ’53”, at Arena (7), received awards from two stations, as result
of polls for most popular male vocalist: WIP’s showmanship award,
presented by Jerry Williams and Harry Smith, and special WFIL-TV
award presented by Bob Horn’s “Bandstand”
.
.
news chief
Charles Shaw received special award in recognition of station’s news
coverage of Philadelphia from the Pennsylvania-Delaware AP Press
Broadcasters Assn.. Award was presented in Washington, D. C. by
Ted Koop, director of CBS Capitol bureau . . . Grady Edney, former
program director at KCBQ, San Diego, has joined production staff at
Franklin A. Tooke, general manager, and Gordon Davis,
.
program director of
serving on planning committee for sixth
annual conference on human rights of Philadelphia Fellowship Com( Continued on page 44)
tivities

.
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Returning talent were Helen
Archie Bleyers over a pushy rival, Kendall Clark.
polite job- Halpin, who since her appearance
orchestra, as usual, provided solid In the middle of this
Shows” will
jousting, the Navy mistakenly asks on the show has been signed to
backing.
next season playing only three out
With Godfrey away (he’s men- Randall to return to service for a an exclusive pact by NBC land
tioned frequently enough to seem top secret project, and how Ran- James came through with a nice
of every four weeks, and with a
that he’s still just around the cor- all juggles this faux pas and wins' thank-you to the opposing web for
reduced number of supporting
ner), Marvin is called upon to do his promotion was made the basis letting her appear, plus a plug for
acts, should come with a measure
the bulk of the commercials, a job for an amiable hour of mild her upcoming show on NBC-TV in
the fall); pianist Lou Wertz, who’s
of relief to producer Ma^ Liebman.
Godfrey usually shoulders. Al- comedy.
comEven that master revue conferenmaster’s
on gotten himself a recording contract
the
performer
though he lacks
Randall, a regular
eier, schooled in the grind of
pletely easy approach, Marvin does Wally Cox’s “Mr. Peepers,” was and some choice dates, and Harry
Horn .
Camp Tamiment, Pa., and abetted
especially good at squeezing laughs Snow, who’s made a couple of
a good selling job.
by such gifted writers as Lucille
out of the solemn labors involved appearances on NBC-TV’s “Your
Show of Shows” and who’s been in
Mel Tolkin^ and Mel
Kallen,
Dorothy Lamour gave the tele in composing a jingle for a ginger some legit roles since he bowed
Brooks, has been finding it tough
on
Although playing what has
ale.
nitery
new
her
of
taste
audience a
the show.
to sustain the high quality of diahackneyed
act last Sunday (10) on CBS-TV’s now become a rather
Miss Halpin scored with her vomond polish he has sought for 90to
managed
Lumb
satire,
target
of
if
too
as
but
Town,”
the
of
“Toast
minutes week after week.
like- cal and comic impressions of Rosein.
much of a good thing might injure make his agency president a even
mary Clooney, Kay Starr and Judy
Madison Ave.,
In the stanza caught last SaturCantor as always presented a the b.o. of the niteries on her able citizen of
Garland. She’s got a many-faceted
rewere
acts
three
least
peccadilday (9), at
meager if addicted to such garish
nostalgic revue of top performers schedule she doled out a
voice and an excellent sense of mithis!”
hear
“Now
prises, and one Sid Caesar-Imopiping
as
_oes
Hawaiian-atmosthe
of
in a former era which gave him a portion
Wertz came through with a
micry.
club
(in
night
a
communicator.
sketch
gene Coca
peg to do a couple of tunes that phere stint Nevertheless she got over the inter-office
setting with headwaiter Carl ReinThe Goodyear commercials seem solid arrangement of “I’ve Got
famous. He also closed a good palm,
he°made
displaying an imaginaRhythm,”
maof
old
imitative
thinly
The
er) was
Act was a socko production with .0 have improved a good deal.
with an oversentimental exposition
terial. Only by virtue of the desings a brassy tive and distinct style of his own.
on Mothers Day and announce- three strummers on guitar and girl who customarilythoroughly out Snow, who had a bobbysox continartists
“Show”
the
of
verve
monic
ment of a contest centering around ukes backing Miss Lamour neatly, “Goodyear” jingle,
the studio audience, showed
arid Liebman’s imaginative proand an octet of slit-skirt swayers of tone with the prestige of this gent in
Jose.
letter about mother.
with a tenor, rendition of “I
duction does the layout still man- a
providing a movirig attractive back- quality drama series, was not there why
age to sparkle freshly.
Scene yelled for a sarong, to offend. Durward Kirby offered Believe,” in which he showed some
drop.
good dramatic potentialities beIn keeping with the format wiseThis business by some of the but the Paramount chanter es- bis pitch with bclievability. And
sides a vibrant and expressive
ly altered over the last month, network publicity departments of chewed her pic ^ housedress in to show visually that its Crown
voice.
than
lighter
both Caesar & fiCoca teed off the ballyhooing the “first television favor of a becoming shoulderless NeoUte soles are 25%
Miss Maxwell obliged with a
show with a graceful intro of the appearance” of some stage or .gown, which she filled with other soles, Goodyear used the
good Job on “I’ve Got a Right to
expediency
guest star, shimmering blonde Il- screen celebrity can be carried to aplomb. She was sparing in her simple, but intelligent,
tlie Blues” andBhriner closed
ona. Massey. And instead of lead- ridiculous lengths. One example a singing, however, letting the in- of merely weighing the divergent Sing
the show by presenting James and
ing off with the domestic Mr. & couple of months ago was CBS- strumentalists, who also chant, and brands on a set of scales. RasJc.
the crew with a birthday cake.
Mrs. Hickenlooper skit, LiebmAn TV’s widely advertised “first tele- the dancers dominate the presentajustly proud, gave out with
inserted a production number built vision appearance of Marilyn Mon- tion of her two Hawaiian songs,
Horseshoe ” juvenile James,
“Magic
around the ballad “A Place In The roe” on the Ken Murray show. “The Laughing Song” and “For giveaway show on WNBT, N. Y.» some sincere cnarm that added just
right
tone to the proceedings.
the
Judy Johnson’s new- That show turned out to be a film- You a Lei.”
During the latter has Ironed out some of its bugs
Country.”
fine job of
singing partner, Jeff Clark, for- ing of the Hollywood premiere of number she distributed leis in the since it preemed three weeks ago, John Gart’s orch did a
Chan.
guests.
the
hacking
William thanks largely to tbe efforts of its
merly with “Your Hit Parade,” “Call Me Madam,” and the “ap- audience,
bedecking
shaped up as a presentable roman- pearance” simply was a button- (Hopalong) Boyd and his wife new director, Dwight Hemion,' and
quite
tic baritone, but he hasn’t
holing of Miss Monroe by Murray Grace Bradley among others,
Spectacle of two suicides in one
production supervisor Art Stark,
the boyish, ingenuous warmth of as s h e entered the theatre.
Later on in the program. Miss aiding Walt Framer. On half-hour night on two full-hour dramatic
Bill Hayes, now with Rodgers &
Another of these “firsts” op- Lamour gave “Kiss, Kiss Me” a stanza caught Thursday (7), Bob programs was presented last MonHammerstein-s “Me and Juliet.”
CUr£d Sunday night (10) on ABC- full vocal treatment. Indicating Williams as emcee Cowboy Wish- day (11) on NBC-TV’s “Robert
° n , both look? “ft vol^ e , ? h ® bone Hardy seemed more relaxed, Montgomery Presents” and CBSThe Caesar-Coca reprise of their TV’s “Walter Winchell Show.” CeMasMiss
with
party
sketch
gypsy
lebrity concerned was Betty Gra- should have rio trouble P ac *Jft£ though he still could ease up more TV’s “Studio One.”
postdusk dens across gushing at the kids. An intelligent
The Montgomery show, with the
sey still drew laughs. However, ble, who was a member of Win- 1116111 inj°
starring in the leading
the slapstick business of banging chell’s select studio audience and the land.
c ... „ visual gimmick introduced is that producer
Show opener had Ed Sullivan,
each other on the noggin, and on whom the camera centered
of letting two of the good-deed role of Julian English, was an
Caesar ripping his shirt off his briefly while Winchell plugged her announcing preparation to be a adolescents also dance and sing, adaptation of Johp O’Hara’s first,
the
r placemeftt
back, is becoming too routine a next picture. She smiled pretty,
besides just being swamped with and considered by many as his best,
^
on p
„
on May 20,
Friends show
gimmick. In a similar way, Cae- but didn't say a word.
novel, “Appointment in Samarra.”
gifts.
and
harmoline
.
ing
a zither-like
, .
.
, ,
, .
sar’s nantomime of a man waking
*
Best innovation is that the quiz If the portrait of a snob and heel
Nobody
would reasonably object si ging .. where Is Your Heart?”
'
In the morning while fuSiw ,
kids no longer appear coached in (O'Hara’s fictional specialities) did
from .,““S uUa Rouge ;' s ??‘
from -the
-bSr£wed Vi?
their roles, as seemed to be the not quite come off, it was not the
J?ae
e f pictae oMhem sit' a g00 d
, surprise, with Sul131
trionics of his oft-repeated ditto on
JSt,
case when the program first bowed. fault of Montgomery who, despite
* th™
His josh«van’s voice not bad
p femme rising and shining. In Sfon tension
least one youngster couldn’t an- occasional flubbing of.lines, did a
At
nf
the
rinVl
ir
e
01
mg “Aw shucks, that’s nothing! swer
their new film satire, a takeoff on
2?I
all of the three questions highly skillful and welcome job of
r6Vcal6d
the
at the
Barbary Coast saloon hijinks, the SSS-dromSS £5
hfm, thus giving the stanza a emoting, as did Margaret Hayes as
posed
an amiable ability to kid himself,
to
Caesar-Coca combine was up to
n nlst mentions having seen such- This more informal Sullivan could more believable ad lib air of com- his wife. Time was too brief
Engpar although Reiner, as a cigar- ^ \
petition. Another good human in- probe the nasty character of
be a natural on the Godfrey show. terest device was the closeup shots lish, who Is too full of self pity
mantwMing rival
aged to steal quite a bit of their video ’ audienreU<lhm?ldn’t W*2!
Best of the program was a lively of the proud mothers dancing up to warrant sympathy. Ending was
S
chuckle thunder. Miss Coca, in a weH
selection of assorted acts: The and down with- joy when their tots -strong stuff with a drunken Mont^
«.k
4 1 i??*
h ar o£ the celeb
‘
solo version of “We Joined The Sues
acrobatic duo of Nitta and Peppi came through.
gomery starting the motor of his
_
Navy,” was delightfully gamin,
being young, goodlooking, ener.
...
.
Producers wisely eliminated the Cadillac for a final trip via suicide.
tor the publicity boys to getic and expert at gyrations and
triqked up in a gob’s uniform a la .
Miss Hayes was as competent
voice
off-camera
of
bellowdoom
herald such an appearance as an balancing; Nicky Re David, in an
Mary Martin in “South Pacific.”
histrionically as the producer-star,
nr
the highest showbiz mag- amusing novelty act with a number ing “abracadabra” every time
Outstanding as guest was Celia
°f
moppet won. They might also con- and the direction was marked by
Pena, who put a lot of bounce to mtude is overstepping things. Not 0 f paddleballs; Byron Nelson giv- sider eliminating flashing names of some .authentic tag-end Prohibition
the ounce in a nifty bit of Mexican SfrY, that, biit Winchell doesn’t ing a golf lesson (Sullivan pre- the gift-suppliers across the screen era detail.
the, phony buildup to get bis dates President Eisenhower in ento “Studio One”
flamenco terping. Hamilton Trio,
whenever mentioned.
A verbal • A switchover
final half hour of an
in their reprise of “Blacksmith audience. Columnist s show is dy- thusiasm for .the sport); comedian
plug wouldn’t slow the show’s pace revealed Hie
Blues," Mata & Hara in their re- p an*ic as aver, and he’s got little i^ou Seller whose best’ of good bits
adaptation of Conrad Aiken’s novel,
as much. Fact that the show is
peat spoof of Hollywood high life, to fear ratingwise. However, he was a monolog takeoff on “High
“King Coffin,” with Zachary Scott
3,000 letters a week is
and the Billy Williams Quartet should slow down once in a while; Noon,” and The Goofers, a five- getting
as a psychopathic writer bent on
sign of the growing popularity.
b
stumbled
on
his
own
rapid
flow
killing a stranger but winding up
piping “My Heart Sings,” all depiece novelty band that jumps and
f
still
should
However,
producers
livered with their customary elan. of w&rds a couple of times.
using a gun on himself. Atmosphere
jives (with a standup pianist, a hopOther ‘studio guests on the show Plug bass fiddle player and a trom- stress further 'the fact that the was highly unbelievable, with
Rask.
included Arlene Dahl and the bonist that does more acrobatic kids are being rewarded for worth- madness, potential murder and
while activities, rather than being final suicide an unpalatable combi..
Charlie
Morrisons. Having show- dancing than playing) in a musical
~
,
„ a big
Eddie Cantor_ is becoming
biz names on a- show however interlude of premeditated madness. appealed to on the basis' of com- nation of sensationalism.
mercial greed.
Rask.
No subject need be tabu in TV,
U ‘ mate
but
? ^ * letheir
the^OTC-TV
a te “Comed? -M?
ballyhooing
but there should be 'more intelappearanee beWith
Tony
Bavaar
and
Laura
yond
ligent and responsible use of strong
proportions is cheating the
Gordon MaeRae has stepped
Sa?nUr
iQsunl^ to tii€
mainly
the prcsciiwtioii
presentation of some customers
Leeds in the headline spot, “Inside material.
Horn.
Cr/icut
into NBC-TV’s “Coke Time” as an
new faces. Cantor, after these
Times
Square,”
WOR-TV’s
latepinchhitter
for Eddie Fisher,
able
many years, knows what to do with
..
,
_
,
hour weeknight (excepting Thurs°
left
this
for
wb
temporarily
series
Jackie Gleason, first replacement
talent and he gives newcomers a
day and Sunday) series has a good
?
It s
Echelon in Split
major showcase. In this category, on “Arthur Godfrey and His 3 , 0n^011 PaUadium date.
chance to pick up a healthy fol1
sl
fast-moving
session,
a
musical
he gave an airing to a singer and Friends” (show will have name
fL
lowing.
.They
replaced
Ray
a. moppet pianist. Singer Si Mil- subs rotating in the spot), last with MaeRae handling most of the Heatherton. It’s a tuneful, unprePolicy
On Can. Govt
ano waxed real schmaltzy in his Wednesday (6) fitted into the Go'd- vocals with his fine baritone pipes, tentious operation which Bavaar
Vancouver, May 12.
bid for the bigtime.
He did fbey-styled variety show rather
Click disk songstress Joni James and Miss Leeds keep bright and
Change of policy by Canadian
“Laugh Clown, Laugh” with “Pa- awkwardly, trying his non-musical guested on last Friday’s stanza (8) gay. Both are genial personalities
gliacci” inserts. Had there been voice in several songs and pulling with “Your Cheatin’ Heart,” while with clicko musicomedy approach Assn, of Broadcasters from attack
less overplaying he might have a couple of routines from the bot- MaeRae worked over “Congratula- and they swing through the half- to support of federal government
given a truer indication of his po- tom of his trunk. He proved he’s tions to Someone,” “Just One hour song fest in top style.
television control has led to a split
tential, but what he did reaped no singer and that he’s better Girl” and “OP Man River.”
Don
On show caught Saturday (9) in top echelon of the CAB.
plerity
palm pounding. Pianist suited to sketch work, as on his Ameche handles the plugs for the Bavaar’s nifty baritoning was disThe CAB’s new “buttering up”
John Robertson, a winsome Negro own hour program. He described soft drink company in his usua played on such fave items as “Thou
policy led to a hitter blast from
lad, shows a great potential. He himself, incidentally, as the “guy over-amiable style.
Hemn.
Swell,” “If You Were The Only George C. Chandler, CAB past
keyboarded a colorful- Chopin opus who s on the one hour a week when
Girl In The World” and “So In
president and president of radio
hitting the inns with considerable Arthur Godfrey isn’t.”
“Goodyear Playhouse” last Sun- Love With You Am I.” Miss Leeds
sld11
Gleason’s two singles included a day (10) .offered a pleasantly divert- also came across pleasantly with station CJOR.
Chandler, one of the organizers
Connie Russell, who has been takeoff on a television commercial ing comedy that lightly mocked “What Is This Thing Called Love?”
with Cantor for many shows, ft- (with Tony Marvin in the ticklish both advertising agency and Navy and “Civilization.” She gets a slick of a CAB campaign against govnaled with her usual good per- Spot of following with a straight red' tape, and yet aimed its barbs heat in her self-accomping key- ernment plans to grant the only
formance.
She takes over for PiUsbury pitch), and short comic at this admittedly fair game with- U)oard work. They dueted solidly TV license to an area, charged;
Mindy Carson -on NBC-TV. Miss impressions of Charles Laughtori, out* wounding anyone’s feelings. for the closer with “Ohio.” Guest “Our station cannot in all consciRussell is an unusually versatile Peter Lorre, Charles Boyer, Hum- Script, called “A Little Something warbler Angela Drake seemed ill ence join
with the CAB in either
performer being able to sing, phrey Bogart (brief but funny) arid In Reserve,” was neatly confected at ease in her try at “Someone To
congratulating or commending the
-dance and handle lines skillfully, an inept impersonation of Jimmy by Harry M. Muheim. He's a New Watch Over Me.”
government of Canada upon its
She hag* been a brightspot on this Durante, which should be struck York U. speech instructor, who has
Show’s only drawback is the
show during several presentations, from his repertoire at once. His also served a hitch in the Navy as overload of commercial spiels for present television policy.
“The very fact that the CAB has
For her performance on the finale songs, done with the group of lit- a Japanese language officer, and Times Square Store products.
she showed up with a Nora Bayes tie Godfreys, were “I Love Girls,” who has contributed to the NBC- Spotted more Judiciously, the plugs chosen to give such congratulations
is a damning indication of the
lmpression, and filled song and “I'm Going on a Diet in the Morn- TV “Playhouse” in the past Such wouldn't alienate as they do.
dance spots excellently. Billy Dan- ing,” and “We’d Like to Show Ap- skilful whimsies as “Mr. Quimby’s
strong control over publication of
Gros.
iel,* another longtermer on this disradio and TV that the government
predation.”
Christmas Hats” and “The Dustv
tll
3 ve
eilt6 ain
now holds.
Rest of the show was in God- Drawer.
“Chance of a Lifetime,” celebrati?i ? mSGlf
? and: ey
“It can be assumed' that the 50
fori ul3
IV
T^ OIlgs hy Lu Ann. In this one, somewhat reminis- ing its first anniversary last ThursCantor on thes^sess2ons
® sessions.
Q«
Simms,
the Mariners, Halcloke, cent of J. P. Marquand’s “Point Of day (7) on ABC-TV, came forth private stations with TV applicaI
No Betum," Tony Kand.ll Is placed with a warm display, featuring tions before the Canadian Broadthree of its most successful alum- casting Corp. or in preparation, so
nae-, along with Marilyn Maxwell recognize this element of governand Herb Shriner as special guests; ment control that they have preauthority
of
the
Metropolitan dandng and spotUght work, on brcSme junior partner in the ad Emcee
Dennis Jamjts piloted the vailed on their own trade associaOpera vet that lie is. Nanci Cromp- “Lover,” billed as the way Richard agency. He must
win
the
promo- guests through sentimental session tion to ’butter up* the government
ton is also a performer sure to Rodgers intended the song to be tion
from the boss, Geoffrey Lumb, without getting mawish about it.
at this time,” Chandler said*

News

that

hefty mittings. Her ballet
provide speed and dazzle.
Cantor’s major bit was his
“Maxie the Taxi” with the chimp,
Bonzo, as his fare. It was a filmed
sequence with Cantor and another
voice doing the offstage gab. The
idea was essentially funny and
even some of the lines were apod,
but the unrestrained studio laughter was highly unwarranted in
view of the fact that' the lines were
the kind that get smiles rather
than yocks. The different crowd
noise textures when compared to
sequences indicated the
studio
laughter might have been dubbed

Show of draw
return to NBC-TV spins
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can be yours for exclusive
rv

'

>

sponsorship

. . .

market-by-market . .

local or regional.

Fifty

two half-hour

films of

broadcasting’s longest-running
hit are

13 of

ready to

roll for

them never before

you

. .

seen.

Amos ’n’ Andy, during their run
on the
. .'.

CBS Television Network—

gathered a weekly audience of
o

*

more than 16
. . .

million

won more than

half of the total

viewing audience
. . .

averaged nearly 3 viewers per set

. . .

outranked the average rating
of all network evening programs

by over 40 per cent
. . .

and

built equal popularity in all

sections of the country

No other comedy team has ever
won the heart of the nation so
completely. Now the Amos ’n’ Andy
success-story can be your story.
Call or wire .

.

CBS TELEVISION
FILM SALES
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Memphis, Atlanta, Dallas-

*

Source: ARB, Oct.

'52 -Apr. '65

t

Vidfilm Plane Crash
Brings $9,310 Law Suit
Los Angeles, May 12.

Set In

CBS-TV Newsfilm Bureaus
«

Back last week from a three-’-f
week business trip through Europe,
*Sig Miekelson, CBS-TV director of
news and public affairs, reports the
establishment of Newsfilm department bureaus in London, Paris,
Frankfurt, Berlin, Vienna, and
Rome, with a stringer in Istanbul
and a .contract in Copenhagen.
The CBS-TV newsfilm operation,
replacing Telenews coverage, begins May 17, and is geared to 16m
covering, although most foreign
coverage, temporarily at least, will

New

made

Hollywood,

in 1946,

what,
about

May

,

Miekelson brought back with/ him
from London a -sample of CBS-TV
It is in
film of a BBC telecast.
effect a Coronation preview, with
shots of QueeQi Elizabeth presenting a- cup to a winning football

.

team.

.

.

corporation, which elected
and directors at a board
meeting, includes among its new
stockholders the Westinghouse staWBZ-TV, Boston;. WPIX,
tion,
Daily News station in New York;
the two Cox stations, WSB-TV and
WHIO-TV, in Atlanta and Dayton*
officers

it.
’

RKO

4

•

out now,
while Frank Wisbar’s “Fireside Theatre” vidpic currently screened has exactly the
same tag. It was aired on
NBC's L.A. outlet, KNBH,
yesterday (Tues.).
Miss Lupino acknowledged
it added up to a problem for
the picture-makers apd said
she was discussing the situation with Young. Commented
Wisbar: “Our title was fcleared
for TV long ago, but there is
no clearing-house today for
both motion pictures and tele-

an

12,

Jane Wyman, Charlton Heston,
Randolph Scott and Arthur Franz
star in “Three Lives”; Lynn Bari,
With Guild Films’ “Liberace” Lloyd Nolan, Gene Evans, “Deeds
.
,
.
and Dreams”; Barry Sullivan,
,
series sold in 46 markets last week,
“Journey to Tomorrow.”
syndicated vidpic series* future is
Producer-writers were Edward
re
for
first
order*
an
assured via
and Edna Anhalt, while Edward
Hocky
all
new
Dmytryk and Fred de Cordova difusal rights on
Mountain area stations from Bow rected.
man Biscuit Co.. Deal with Bow- forking on AM and TV spots for
man, set by Bill Prescott, v.p. of UJA were Rosemary Clooney,
Ball-Davidson agency in Denver, Glenn Ford, Celeste Holm, Janet
David
calls for options on sponsorship of Leigh, Donald /O’Connor,
the series for all new TV stations Niven, Shelley Winters and others,

national, as-

if

release,

WIS-TV,

vision.”

“Loretta’ Vidpix

already has a regional
sponsorship of the series in eight
western markets, while Hekman
Biscuit Co.- and Felber Riscuit Co.
have pix in one marked each. All
three bakeries are^subsids of
United Biscuit Co.
*.

Of Fame Vidpix
Win be

saluted in a

new

telefilm

series,

lASn?"

package of the

Hugh

’

E.

weekl^sho w * starts i^July.

fir cf

D vs
"

|

m

•

hnnr

jssnJWK s

ivauIman wire's but on a sales
through the south and south'

trip

west, placed the pix in eight additional markets during the past
week, bringing the total to 46. Of
^ese, 18 s P° nsors are banks,

Series will dramatize outstanding police cases. /The officer who
solved the case of the week will
8th Anni
receive a cash prize of $500 and a
of
the
mayor
trophy, presented by
Of Tele ‘News’ Film
his city on the show.
Weekly award winners are eligof Hoopla
Setup;
“National Grand
for
the
ible
Today (Wed.) four days before
Award,” with prizes of $2,500,
$1,500 and $1,000 and expense- the CBS-TV Newsfilm Dept, gets
free trips to Hollywood 'for the under way, NBC begins celebrathree best cases of the year, se- tion of the eighth anniversary of
lected by a jury of 10 mayors who its television news film operation,
will review the year’s televised Anni is being prominently mencases in Hollywood. Weekly candi- tioned this week on the net’s news
*
dates are selected by a civic com- shows.
Eight years, ago today NBC startmittee appointed by the mayor in
ed its news film organization, with
each city.
-Executive producers for the pro- the first installment going on the
gram are William Rowland, film air Aug. 5, 1945, as the weekly
Monte “NBC Tele-Newsreel.” Org had
producer - director,
and
Brice, writer for Hope’s Para- only two ’film editors then.
Today the web’s news film is
mount pix and- radio show. New
radio-tele packaging and’ produc- seen on the daily “Camel News
Caravan”
and “Today,” on the
ing firm was started by Davis, who
resigned as executive veepee of daily news film and weekly news
review
syndicated
by the net, and
Belding to .enter
Foote, Cone
the Hope-partnered venture. Shoot- on three local New York programs,
ing to take place at Joseph Just- ~“Esso News,” “Eleventh Hour
Night
Saturday
find
Center Hews,
Picture
Motion
man’s
News. - NBC for three years has
Studios.
produced a sports news film fea-

NBC Marks

Week

—

—

.

•

.
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Menjou, Dana Andrews

Renewals With Ziv Involve
Cl 9A A AAA Dvnjii/»linn T*li
lau

$1/UU,UUU rroduction
Hollywood

May

to narrate

J
o
IrOtlUCerS OCCIl

Shying

12

26 more “Favor-

reporteA^Gorsniri the Menjou
Meniou deal involves
said
a production tab of about $700,000,
while about $500,000 is involved in
the Andrews renewal.
Gordon, as v.p. of Ziv subsid
World Broadcasting, which services 800 radio stations, has reinked David Rose, Giselle MacKenzie, Judy Canova (for three
years) and Raymond Massey.
Ziv TV is currently working on
two new vidpix series, negotiating
for name filmites to appear in
them.
Tony Martin, meanwhile,
reported he’s about to ink with
Ziv Transcriptions, saying firm
plans an hour-long deejay taped
show, in which he, Peggy Lee,

In one of the fastest deals in
Gamble
Procter
television,
bought Loretta Young’s telepix
Pilot
series, “Letter to Loretta.”
film was completed only last T/yeek,
shipped to N. Y. and bought four
days later. P & G will pay around
$32,500 for the half-hour show.
Miss Young will own the films,
with NBC bankrolling production
and participating equally
costs
with her in the profits and residuals. Deal for firm 39 weeks with

Away From Web

Sales

by KTTV’s Moore
Hollywood,

May

12.

Inevitably there will be a- greater
trend toward decentralization on
part of telepix producers, it was
predicted by KTTV manager Dick
Moore, one of the leading buyers
of the canned product in L. A.
Moore bases his opinion on the theory that producers will shy away

claring In this

more sugar

.

money and

residuals.

William Morris agency, representing the package. Salary of $5,000
to Miss Young will be charged off
to each film.
“Loretta” starts early in Sep
tember for 10 p.m. Sunday night
viewing across the country. While
the cancellation of Red Skelton by
P & G made possible the purchase
of the “Loretta” series, it will not
take over the comic’s NBC time.
This slot will be filled by Paul Winchell while Miss Young moves'into
the later time now occupied by the
•

The rerun eastern-filmed “The Doctor,”

“frozen” when a program^
is on a web, while the producer has?
n q such obstacles when it’s soli$
on a spot basis, Moore averred,
too, that when an advertiser buys
a network telepix show, he’s also
p a ylng for the net’s overhead,
microwave and sundry other costs
no t connected with t;he product
f or which he is paying. In other
WO rds, he’s paying for something
j or which he gets no benefit.
coin

is

,

NBC

cently pink-slipped.

Tom
of

re-

.

Lewis, onetime radio head

Young

husband

&

Rubicam agency and

of Miss

Young, produces

the series. Letters from her fans,
and otherwise, asking for advice
for certain problems will be answered in dramatic form. She will
act qs emcee, narrator and star of
each film.

P & G will plug Tide, Skelton’s
current product; on the series.

n

e

r»ri?

^iUm an ^

BRIT.

I

.

R.A.I.,

.

the Italian TV network.
Within the states, NBC has a
staff of 40 newsmen and 31 cam

also contribute
local events.

,

filmed reports of

*

to write the script for th^ Danny
Thomas pilot film. Assignment re-

exeq, veepee; Don G. Campbell,
treasurer and William F. Broidy,
vicepresident. Latter two were officers of the old Vitapix Corp., which
after three years of operation decided on this step. Board members
other than the officers include J.
Leonard Reinsch, Joseph E. Baudino, G. Richard Shafto, Horace L.

Lohnes, Howard Lane, Richard A.

and O. L. Taylor.

Borel.

Actual new. plans of the outfit
be discussed at the first meeting of the new board in Chicago

will

June

3.

t

I

Flock of Reruns

For Sommer TV
Television screens will show a
lot of

reruns this summer.

Among

those programs already decided on
repeats are the Groucho Marx
show, “You Bet YoUr Life,” which
started the trend two summers ago;
“Dragnet,” as it 'did last year; “I

Married
(with

Joan”

some new

“My Hero”

and

films interspersed

with the old); “Private Secretary,”
and “Mr.
starring Ann Sothern,
'
and Mrs. North.”
The rerun factor, say execs, is
one of filmed programs’ great advantages over live shows.

SUE OVER LOAN ‘BONUS’

ON VIDPIC FINANCING
Los Angeles, May 12.
Treble damages are asked in
two Superior Court actions involving promissory notes for $7,500
and $6,750. Suits were filed by
Marty Martyn and Ted Kneeland,
vidpix producers, against Jacques
Leslie, Philip Wayne, Joseph Shane
and Richard Hungate.
Plaintiffs declare they borrowed
$36,000 from the defendants last
year to make six vidpix titled
“Double Play.” In return, they
claim, they signed promissory notes
for $35,500 and gave the defendants an option of 15% on the series
which could be bought back later
for $7,500. The other suit against
.

12.

will

shows for CBSnegotiations currently under
are finalized.

way

if

Tieup being discussed, it’s understood, would be similar to that recently signed by ABC-TV and Hal

Roach Jr„ wherein Roach

is

pro-

ducing at least a half-dozen telepix series for the web.
CBS-TV
already handles distribution for
syndication of the

BCE product

and Hungate involves a
fiote for $27,500 on a
loan of $28,000, with a 15% repur*
The
chaseable right for $6,750.

Leslie

promissory

Yogi at Bat for Spots
champion of the world, and present Empire champ, will box with
Television’s newest-—and most
Charles Humez, French middle unexpected salesman
is
to
be
wei ? ht champ.
Yogi Berra, star catcher of the
*bberts ka s reportedly acquired N.Y. Yankees. The baseball star
u.s. rights for oyer $10,000.
has signed to do a series of commercials for the Shelby Cycle Co.
Firm will use the Berra, filmed
/Circle Theatre' Renewed
spots in eight major markets, acArmstrong Cork Co. has re cording to Fletcher B.
hewed “Armstrong's Circle The- agency on the account. Richards,
Spots will

—

Shavelsdn to Script
TTnnnv
Danny TIiAmao
lnomas Pilot
Hollywood, May 12.
ABC-TV signed Mel Shavelson

DEAL

Hollywood, May
Crosby Enterprises

film several telepix

Joe Roberts, exec veepee of
Sports Films, Inc., N.Y., has inked
with Jack Solomon, British boxing
promoter, to distribute to the U.S,
eramen in New York, Washington, networks vidfilm of the June 9
Cleveland, Chicago, Los Angeles, middleweight
boxing champion
San Francisco and Dallas. Affili- ship bout in London.
Randy
ates in 60 other towns and cities Turpin,
former
middleweight
^

IN CBS VIDPIX
Bing

TV

CHAMP FIGHT PIX
nnil ran d"i A anil
inland. TO U.S. FIRM FOR $10,000

g^zerS?

were announced.
Elected chairman of the board
was John >E. Fetzer, of Kalamazoo,
while Frank E. Mullen, former NBC
exec veepee, was named president
of the corporation Other officers
include
Robert H Wormlioudt,

and toward re-run privileges was closed by
stations, de- Walter Craig, radio-TV head of
way they can get Benton & Bowles agency, With the

In addition, he pointed out, when
a producer (via the distributor
sells to an indie, it’s normally a
longterm' deal, and even if the
sponsor should cancel out the produder's product stays on, and hes
sure of his coin. “On a network,
however, the producer is {Tutting
all his eggs in one basket, and if
there is a cancellation, that’s the
end of the series,” Moore said,
Another important factor, he
added, was the matter of rerup

stories a week. Supplementing
pvei seas reports,
has

own

Orand
Vitapix also
announced that stations in Chicago,
L.A., Philadelphia and a number
of other top markets were on the
verge of joining the group.
Principal activity of the company
will be furnishing member stations
with "Him product and providing
them with other production aids,
Another phase of the operation will
be sale of specific time periods cooperatively. Outfit may go into film
production, but no immediate plans

network sales
spot sales on indie

from

CROSBY ENTERPRISES

Am

'

n

ce nters (including, as .of this week, Indies should always have a group
Saigon); it films roughly 2,000,000 of individual personalities with
feet
raw stock, and shoots some aiJ <? I ? n ?S a PP ea I In the locality in
which t hey are seen he said,

drevre^'rmewed'for Sz'weeks’t/"! “sting Corp.. Pathe Journal ti’
France, Kmocentralen in Scandia Communist for the FBI"

drm
don

•

^

Adolphe Menjou°has been re- 100

newed

i

1 elCDlX
r

.

1

To Snb Doctor’

.

Bowman

Boli

.

*

in eight western states.

C.;

WBNS-TV, Columbus.

|

Davis’ Police Hall

S.

a
|

,

.

Columbia,

WDSU-TV in New
WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo

Sweezey’s

leans;

’

.

3.

New

attempt to see
anything, can be done

They have the “Hitch-Hiker,’

In 46 Markets

signments editor is Chester ,BurHarold Kany is Washington

June

and

collision in .an

Top filmites participated in four
telepix just canned and to be distributed nationally by United JewOne was shot in Isish Appeal.
rael by George Jessel, while the
others 'were made in Hollywood.

liberace’ Series

ger.chief.

pix syndicator, expanded its ownership toy include eight tele stations
with a total of 30 expected to own
stock in the revamped company by

Young studying the

Collier

Set for Telepix

Stander has a featured role
in the pic, which Republic

Lupino

Ida

producers

Top Unites.

celled.

autonomously, although the net's
newsfilm service is available to the
program. “See It Now” has a News
of the Day contract.
(Ed) Buddy, formerly
C.
E.
with Pathe and Paramount, is manager of CBS-TV's Newsfilm department. Foreign assignments editor

12.

theatrical

in

titles

and a telepic created another migrane for producers

here, with Filmakers partner-

York, the film “Specter of the
Rose,” scheduled for May 10
showing on “Picture for a Sunday Afternoon” program over
WCBS-TV, N. Y., was can-

be on .35m film.
“See Is Now” setup, operating
on 35m film' coverage, will continue

Frank Dongby, and

Committee in

May

Hollywood,
Similar

Hollywood, May 12,
Nearest thing to a vidpix netthis week
when the Vitapix Corp., indie vid-

work was* formed here

film

-

*

i

Indie Vidfilm ‘Network’

Pix-TV Title Conflict*

Inc.,

»

Into Vitapix Corp.

+*

Plaintiff, International Airports,
says the collision was due to
careless piloting by, Mantz.

(7), the day afLionel Stander testified
before the House Un-American

On Thursday

ter

Activities

To Spark

,

sued for $9,310.98 in Superior
Court as a result of a mid-air collision during the filming of & “Terry
and the Pirates” vidfilm.

Stander’* Blackout

Buy

8 Stations

Paul Mantz, Doug-Fair Corp.
and California Air Charter were

Europe (Turkey, Too) by Miekelson

is

Wednesday, May 13, 1953
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6

'

options, plaintiffs
trick to exact a
loan.

were a
bonus on the

claim,

Mann Preps Vidpix Musicals
Gene Mann

of the

Greek The-

planning a
projected telefilm series of one-

atre in

Los Angeles

is

Ginger Rogers and Dick Powell unites him with Lou Edelman, who
hour musicals to be produced on
would alternate, each handling a produces.
atre” for 52 weeks,
beginning be concentrated in moppet shows, the Coast.
15-min. segment of in-between gab
They worked together in these June 2, over NBC-TV.
and an autographed picture of the
He’s in New York to acquire
and intros. Martin said his deal capacities on the Warner musical,
Show, Tuesdays at 9; 30 p.m., catcher will be used as a dealer properties, a staff, writers and talwill .be for two years.
1 “I’ll See Youdn My Dreams.”
stays on through the summer.
tiein.
ent.
j

—
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THE VISITOR

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,

JR.

PRESENTS

HOPALONG CASSIDY

VICTORY AT SEA
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THE

DAILY & WEEKLY

^

LILLI

PALMER

NEWS

BRIAN DONLEVY
'

DANGEROUS
ASSIGNMENT

IN

etter

WILLIAM BENDIX IN
THE LIFE OF RILEY

&

NBC quality, profit-

For top stars and

proved- programs under your exclusive
local sponsorship at

to

your

local

a price geared

markets

.

.

G>

For top NBC-prepared

local advertising,

promotion, publicity, exploitation and

merchandising to back up these high-rating

programs at wholesale,
consumer

levels

.

retail

and

,

Yes, for the best film programs, get in

the habit of calling
first .

There’s a top

NBC

Film Division

show to answer every

sales need in every market.
latest information. Call,

write today.

4

FILM DIVISION
NEW YORK,

CHICAGO, 10$ ANGELE5

Get the

wire or

SHOW

-

.

KABIO-TKIJKVISION
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and on Tuesday (19), will emcee a
program sponsored by the Lions
Club of Great Neck . . . Whitney
Ellsworth, editorial director of National Comics Publications, Inc.,
Television
has been named producer of the
“Superman” television series. Ellsworth Js now on the Coast, filming
ard, J.r., will assume operating
the next 26 “Superman” pictures.
York
charge of the CBS Television legal
Actor-announcer Jack Curtis
Colonial Airlines renewed WABC- department.
signed by Ruthrauff &.Ryan to do
Jack Manning will do “Man Palm Beach and Springweave suit
TV’s “Away You Go” for another
Mena Country” on Larry
commercials for DuMont coverage
Hank Sylvern wrote, Without52 weeks,.
kin’s “One Man’s Story” next Week of the Palm Beach Golf tourney
scored and conducted the score for (18-22) ... Ed Silver, formerly of May
Jack Benny of
Sunday (17)
CBS-TV’s kinescope of the first of Young & Rubicam, reported, to CBS visiting Dinah Shore on her
Mildred NBC-TV program May 21, repaythe “Tales of the City" series, join CBS-TV press
Natwick starring in “Ink” on ing a visit from her on his show.
written by Ben Hect and directed
“Tales of Tomorrow” Friday (15) Richard Linkroum, exec producer
WPIX staffer
by Bob Stevens .
Bruno Wick set to be fea- of “Freedom Rings,” appointed suKevin Kennedy toastmastering the tured on “Frontiers of Faith” Sun- pervlsor of production of George
and “T Men In Action” Foley organization ... Ed Sullivan
(17)
day
athletic
John's U. annual
St.
Carol Reed, WCBS-TV* presenting a B’nai B’rith plaque to
awards dinner tonight (Wed.) at May 21
to speak on Sam Levenson on May 23 or 30
weathercaster,
Y.,
N.
Authors
the school in Brooklyn
,
Guild former prexy Carl Carmer the theatre tomorrow (Thurs.) at program of “This Is Show BusiI., East Lake
L.
Massapequa,
the
Princescripting a vidpic series for
ness”... Don McClure has joined
Jack Curtis high school ... Florian Zabach Owen Murphy Productions, Inc.,
ton Film Center
signed by Ruthrauff &; Ryan to do planning a TV show of his own telefilm outfit, as associate produJackie Kannon cer. .Margaret Arlen has Better
.the commercials Sunday (17) on for the fall
DuMont’s airing of the Palm scheduled for at least six comedy Business Bureau reps exposing
Beach Golf Tourney for Palm appearances on NBC-TV’s “Satur- fraudulent practices five days on
Don McLure, for- day Night Revue,” the “Show of her WCBS-TV, N. Y. program
Beach suits *
Lisa week of May 18.
merly manager of radio-TV Shows” summer standin
•production for McCarm-Erickson, Howard, John Newland and Berry
Phil Bloom and Billings Brown
joined Owen Murphy Productions Kreuger into Sutton Roley’s “The have a collaborative thriller, “Come
as an associate producer of com- Portrait, first in the NBC-TV “Tales Into My Parlor,” due on “Susmercials industrial films and live of Morpheus” series scheduled for pense” next Tuesday (19). John
the Kate Smith show.
and filmed packaged shows :*
Carradine to play the lead.
Dorothy Sarnoff guest-stars on
Sheila Bond, Joshua Shelley, Pat
Harrington and Jean Casio set for “Ibis Is Show Business’ Saturday
cast of “Hogan’s Daughter,’’ on (16) on CBS-TV. It will be her
Chicago
ABC-TV’s “Plymouth Playhouse’’ second appearance on the program
Graham, moderator George Jessel in town confabbing
Sunday (17)
Dave and Judy
. Virginia
Danny
Clark set to star in “Village Vig- on “Food For Thought,” DuMont- with ABC-TV execs
nettes,” package being produced TV, Mondays through Fridays, will O’Neil back as emcee of the reac.live and film by Apollo Television emcee a show for the airbase at tivated “Pars, Birdies and Eagles”
Productions
Charles C. Wood- Mitchell Field, L. I., Monday (18), on WGN-TV
Johmiy Desmond
guests on “Chance of a Lifetime”
tomorrow
Bob Atelier's WBKB
“Adventure Time” gets International Shoe bankrolling for 52
weeks
Standard Oil picking up
the tab on Fahey Flynn's nightly

Chatter

New
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Inside Stuff-Television
There’s considerable mulling at NBC-TV on having Wally Cox, starring in “Mr. Peepers,” marry his fictional girl-friend Nancy Remington
(Pat Benoit), in the fall series of the comedy. Situation will transform
the series into a newlywed feature (for at least one season) and later
get into domestic problems. Net feeling on -the show is high, with
execs believing the long view is imperative, rather than repeat same
formula season after season.
Show is due for eight-week hiatus after the June 28 program. Cox
(like CBS' Red Buttons) has a recent record release, an RCA Victor
disk in which he does his nitery bit, “What a Crazy Guy (Dufo)
Opposite side has Cox trying a vocal for first time with “There Is a
Tavern In the Town.”
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Demonstration of clinical work in correcting speedy defects will be
made via WABD, DuMont’s N. Y. flagship, next Monday (18), in a
special program in cooperation with Queens College. Show will have
five members of the college’s Speech Dept, and the Queens Speech
and Hearing Centre demonstrating their therapeutical work on five
typical cases. Program will be produced by Dr. Giraud Chester, associate professor of speech and chairman of the college’s radio and TV
departments.
1-'
,

WDTV

in Pittsburgh is turning over its facilities the night of June
5 for a Variety Club telethon aimed at raising funds for new wing
showmen’s organization is going to build for one of its pet charities,
the Roselia Foundling Home, Instead of being telecast direct from
the studio, however, show will originate at Nixon Theatre, the local
legit house.

Carl Dozer, chief barker of Variety Club’s Tent No. 1, is in charge
of the project, working with Harold Lund, assistant chief barker and 0
general manager of WDTV,

&

Edward R. Murrow, recipient last week of a Lord
Taylor award
given to non-conformist thinkers (Albert Einstein was one of the other
winners), has turned over the $1,000 award money to his CBS-TV
“See It Now” staff. Entire crew will hold end-of-second-year party
with the money, at the Barberry Room, N. Y., after the show Df June
7, a week before the program goes off the air for a summer hiatus.
o

Next week will be

_

PAL week

give the Police Athletic

on WCBS-TV, N. Y. Flagship will
League plugs on station breaks, and organizaappear through the week as guests on many

tion’s representatives will

shows-

.

WBBM-TV newscast . . Maury
Murray, talent chairman of CerePalsy 28-hour telethon on

WMGM

.

bral

WBKB May

22, has set as guests

Hope, Martin Sc Lewis,
Frankie Laine, Burr Tillstron, Fran
Allison, Don McNeill, Tony Martin, and Van Johnson
NBC's
Zooparade chalks up fourth anni
Creative Cookery on WNBQ
.
now has 48 of its maximum 50
weekly participating sponsors.

“Not For Sale”

Continued from page 31

Bob

denial of a report that the

pany wanted to dispose of

com- low

M-G-M

ever,

year of $2,230,000. Howa large" oyerhead and the

last

Records, its disk subsid.
Latter Outside
projects
kept
profits
is not to be confused with WMGM’s down. Station execs feel that if
.
.
Recording
Division,
can concentrate on time
of they
status
alone,
which currently is up in the air. sales
without worrying
The station’s Recording Division about the recording and transcripis a studio-facilities setup which tion setups, they can push that
This contention will
is used on a rental basis by wax .1950 high.
Hollywood
outfits.
M-G-M Records had used probably be one of the crucial
studios for recording points in discussions of disposition
Orval Anderson resumes news- the
cast on KECA. .Connie Russell sessions, but only on the same of the two projects.
replaces Mindy Carson on NBC’s basis as any outside diskery. Mean''
J—
i
“Embassy Club” TV show May 19 while, what will happen to
...“Orient Express.” new tele se- Radio Attractions, and the Recordries, launched this week on KECA- ing Division is still in doubt.
TV.-. Art
Balcer-Frank
DeVol
.

.

.

WMGM

.

•

WMGM

.

show lopped off KTTV as Bank of
America pulled sponsorship ...
Robert Welch working on “The
Connie Haines Show” for NBC-TV,
with. Bill Bennington set as producer, and Page Cavanaugh Trio
co-starring

...

KTLA

headman

Klaus Landsberg addressed Association of Junior Leagues of America at Coronado. .Winner of Jack
Bailey’s “Queen for a Day” show
on KHJ-TV May 12 draws a cuffo
.

trek to the Coronation in London
as well as the usual loot . “Interr
national Interviews” preeems on
KTTV Art Baker to Frisco ibn
biz.,; TV show being negotiated
for Dolores Starr, ballerina in
“Carousel” company playing here.
.

.

more

•

families

London

»

Douglas

in

Washington

listen to

.

•

Allen

is

to

produce

Monckton Hoffe’s “Many Waters,”
with Frank Lawton and Grizelda
Hervey in the leads, next Sunday

WRC

(17)

MacOwan

Michael

returns
to TV as guest producer of the
New Elizabethan Theatre Co.’s
presentation of “Henry V” next
Wednesday (19) .
.
Mattlwilda

than to any

.

.

.

.

Retrenching

Decision to stay in radio followed by a week firing of over
30 people at the station. Dismissals
were made in an effort to get rid
of what one exec called “dead
wood,” explaining that. while the
they
capable,
were
personnel
weren’t needed due to a shrinkage
of activities by the station. These
activities were the Radio Attractions

and Recording

Loew’s is currently deciding
what to do with the two setups. It’s
considering, on the Radio Attractions, whether to continue to have
the station handle distribution of
the programs; to set up its own
sales office for the tapes as a
separate division of the- parent
company; or to farm the catalog
out to a regular distributor who
would take a regular sales cojnmission on the shows.
Loew’s went into the hole for
$4,000,000 on the series; it’s still
got $1,000,000 to 'recover before
it can break even. But it’s pointed
out that the shows hadn’t been
played in many areas, and in
those areas they had played, there
are still large numbers Of people
who hadn’t heard them.
Station Continues Recording
On the Recording end, Schenck
declared that the station would
still continue its recording setup.
But here again a decision will be

Negro
soprano
from
Georgia, makes her British TV
debut next Sunday (17) ... A telecartoon, directed by Robert Barr,
is to be beamed May 22 ... A
special performance before an invited audience in the Apollo Theatre of an excerpt from “Seagulls
Over Sorrento” was telecast last
Monday (11). Cast included Ronald forthcoming on whether station itShiner and William Hartnell.
self would conduct the recording,
The second program in the or would lease its studios and fa“Science in American Television” cilities to an outside recording
DobbSj

other radio
station in the

area.*

beamed Monday (11). Re- outfit.
corded in Baltimore, this feature
It’s understood that bids from
entitled “High Altitude Rockindie outfits have been made to
ets’! .... Canadian Cal McCord
Loew’s
for leasing of the facilities,
demonstrates the art of being a
cowboy in children’s TV next and also that the station has rehired seven of the engineers that
Wednesday (20)
. Same day, Sir
Hugh Casson will be describing it let go. Engineers were radio
some of* the Coronation prepara- men, but if the station should
tions.
conduct
recording
itself,
they
would presumably double over into
series
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DesMoines—Application for television channel 16 at Waterloo has

Mghi William Morris Agency
t

JUST AROUND
THE CORNER
HUMAN ADVENTURE AND
WHOLESOME RECREATION
26 Half-Hours

Nicholas C. Ranells
and Associates
CH. 5-4783

1316 N. Jackson St.
Glendalo 7, Calif.

SMALL ESTATE
26 mi.
2 acr# estate.
Expensivo weedless landscappool, shady doll, sunny
lawn, mountain viow, attractivo vista
from atary window. Split lovol stone
house, dry, cool, snug. Large studio12” hand-hewn oak
music room,
Servantless

.

B'way.
ing,

swimming

beams.

4 bedrooms, 2 Vi

reation room, bar,
fireplaces,

baths, rec-

a bomb

3 walkin

closets,

cellar,

Meanwhile, remaining members

TV/THEATRE ASST.

of the recording division are still

Station for the past six years
has grossed over $2,200,000, with
a high of $2,675,000 in 1950 and a

4

4 cedar

Many

bookcases, cupboards.
4-car garage.
$250, nrfo., mosty Income tax deductable, pays mortgage
Write
and taxes. $12,000.
Cash.
Box V.V. 1001, Variety, 154 W. 46th
St., New York 36, N. Y.
closets.

recording.

been made to FCC by Charles H. on the street, including Bernard
Gurney. It’s understood an appli- Zisser who was the division’s gencation for that channel is already eral, manager and who helped set
on file made by L. E. Kelly for it up originally.
Val-radio, Inc., operating radio
station KXO, El Centro, Calif.

Now starring on NBC'a
ALL STAR REVUI
Saturdays, i-9 P.M., EDST

projects.

Capable,

young

producing

Arm

“mun-Frlday’'
#r

shew biz

figure.

—

agency,

f»r

Excellent

newspaper advertising background, eeod knowledge

publicity.

Ah

24, draft

134

W.

Summer

theatre

experience.

exempt. Bex VY-1275, Variety.

.

4Sth St.,

New York M, N.

Y.
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TOW

AVAILABLE TO 10CAI
OR REGI0N41 ADV[RTISCRS

ON FILM

IN THESE TV
St.

MARKETS
Oklahoma

Louis

City

Utica

Providence

Milwaukee

.

Schenectady
Portland, Ore;

New

•0

Britain

Mobile

Spokane
Montgomery
Jackson, Miss.
Atlantic City

Buffalo

Saginaw
Baton Rouge

Toledo

Rochester
Springfield,

Nashville

Mo.
f

4k;

Grand Rapids

Austin

Wilkes-Barre

Sioux City

South Bend

El

Peoria

Amarillo

Roanoke

Colorado Springs

Wilmington,

Bangor

Del.

Paso

Atlanta

C?

FOLLOW THAT MAN!
starring RALPH BELLAMY
...whose exciting

ff

"MAN AGAINST CRIME”

adventures— retitled "Follow That Man!”

—are
in

now

yours to sponsor,

any of the

FIRST-RUN,

television markets listed

above.

the iDENUCAL
that
Ay
Against Crime such a vast following

These are

s

nave won

Man

in millions of

to

March

’53,

. . .

TV homes.

films

. . .

(National Nielsen rating, Oct. '52

averaged a whopping

35.7!)

For details, contact the nearest

MCA-TV office.
*

- PLaza 9-7500
- DEIaware 7-1100
REVERLY HILLS: 9370 Santa Meaica Bird; - CRestview 6-2001
SAR FRANCISCO; 105 Montgwerj Street - EXbrook 2-8922
CLEYEIANIE Uniin Coraeree Bldg. - CHeny 1-6010
NEW YORK: $91 Madison Avenue

CHICAGO: 430 Nertk Michigan Ave.

DALLAS: 2102 Nertk Akard Street- PROspect 7536

- WOedward 2-2604
— COpiej 7-5830
- LINcoIn 7863
MINNEAPOLIS: Northwestern Bank
DETROIT: 1612 Beak Tewer

BOSTON: 45 Ncffhary Street

Bldg.

Wednesday, May 13,
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producer, and his 'syife, Gloria, a regular on the
Wilkens television shows, are building a new home in Scott Township.
They’ve booked the stork for September . . . Buzz Aston and Bill Hinds
celebrated the first anniversary of their Buzz ‘n’ Bill morning program
Shirley Summerville, of Channel 2 staff,
last week . .
on
called off her marriage to David Van Deveer at last minute.

Ted Okon, teevee

From the Production Centres

WDTV

Continued from page 34
. Joseph BL MUes*.
mission. KYW is co-sponsoring the conference
to WFIL with
political editor of the Philadelphia Inquirer, returns
program called "Special Report," weekly interpretation of political
activity throughout Pennsylvania.
.

IN MINNEAPOLIS

.

.

.

IN

.

.

WLOL

a year ago as programs and
sales promotion director, has been promoted to assistant manager.
Before coming to Minneapolis he was WWCA, Gary, Ind„ sales manager,
and Detroit ABC production director . . . When WCCO-TV substituted
two old films, "Intrigue" and "Little Abner," for the rained out Minneapolis-St. Paul baseball game, Rollie Johnson, the station’s sports
director, was so irked because of the prints' poor condition and the
entertainment quality that he apologized to viewers after expressing
his' disgust and promised "If I can’t come up with something better
than this under similar circumstances the next time, I won’t be here”
With the state legislature adjourning without making a requested
.
.
,
$2,192,000 appropriation to get it started or any sum for a study of
the project, educational .TV is dead in Minnesota for at least two
years when a new lawmaking body reconvenes ... New TV stations
launched within the past month in the territory are at Minot, N. D.,
and Sioux Falls, S. D. Within 30 days other stations will get under

Boyd W. Lawlor, who joined

way

at

Duluth and Rochester, Minn., and Fargo, N.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WASHINGTON

IN
.

.

of

.

.

Miami a pleasure. He’s moving there right after Bernie, Jr.,
graduates from high school here . . . Better Traffic Committee’s weekly
quiz show, "It Pays to Be Careful,” just chalked up broadcast No.
250 on KQV . . . Mary Martha Briney and Bob Carter, singing team,
went up to Cleveland for- a Dutch Club Beer television show.
Jim Thompson, dean of KQV announcers, just started his 16th year
at the station. He’s been chief announcer for eight of those years . .
*

SEE TAX-SUPPORTED TV
ILLINOIS

i

We

i

this,

.

.

made

Judson Forwarding

NATIONAL CARLOADING
CORPORATION
New

York

6,

N. Y.

BOwling Green 9-8300

I

.

.

.

.

.
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Stone’s

"Hometown Jam-

boree," long a fixture on KLACTV, embarks on a test series of oneniters tomorrow (Wed.) to determine the in-person draw of his
oatune show and dance music. Trek

Rainbow Garden,

tees at the

mona.
Stone

beauty contest.

1

Kefauver Era
nue,’

that not too many stations
carry hearings, preferring to stay
with locally sponsored programs.
said

At CBS-TV, Sig Mickelson. dinews and public affairs,

rector of

prominently in' the foreground of
one scene, obscuring the action,
and cameras being caught by

—

actors' rises. Sound effects
a radio
broadcast, the teletype in the police
headquarters, . music
were tqo

—

loud and distracting.
Redfield does well enough as a
young, unproved rookie .in thp
obvious script provided by William
C. Crane and Boh Corcoran. Lane,
as the old pro cop, handles the
familiar role like a veteran. Wendy
Drew, as Redfield’s sister, and the
only girl in the cast, has little more
to do than express worry and conHorn.
cern in fleeting scenes.

Ventura, Ontario, Burbank, River-

and Long Beach.
one-niters are successful
Stone will set up a regular circuit
in the area, expanding the television show to a seven-night-a-week

side, Fullerton
If the

"Jamboree"

basis.

spotlights the

Stone crew and features guestars

homespun

the
idiom.

iji

entertainment

Radio Review

maintained that hearings should be
open for television coverage but
San Antonio, May 12.
that if it’s impossible for the net
to do a complete job of coverage
The San Antonio Council for Ed
(long sessions interfere with the ucational Television
has been orcommercial schedule)
it
stays ganized
here which Is composed of
away from partial coverage. He en- local educational, scientific and revisioned future coverage via newssearch institutions. Group will file
reel, shown on the evening news
an application within the next 30
shows.
days for license for an educational
James Cadigan, director of Du- TV outlet to operate on Channel 9.
Mont programs and productions,
W. W. Jackson, vice-chairman of
said that noncoverage of the House the
state board of education, was
probe was a "matter of equipment elected chairman of the group
and
and crews,’" which were busy on Trevor Clarke.
Southwest Reother commitments. He said that search Institute
official, was named
the net, which hasn’t covered a
vice-chairman.
hearing since the Kefauver invesA group of 10 educational leadtigation, has a policy of trying to
ers were named members of a
fit such events into its schedule
steering committee to prepare the
wherever it can.
application for Ike outlet.
They
are Dr. J. O. Loftin, prez, San Antonio

Television Review

available for that station,"

Continued from page

37

Continued from page

34

dry comics. whose stuff
of those
v
doesn’t always register with the
"squares,” has his moments of genuine high and low Comedy, and
judging by the mail response to
the show,- does have a high percentage of the listeners at the early
hour. Tendency, of late, is to plug
for mail so persistently that it’s becoming a bit tiresome.
Abbott plays a miscellaneous assortment of records during the
show, and also inserts transcribed
commercials, live spots, weather
reports, and the like, all giving the
show a change of pace. Show is
fortunate in having Bill Pickett as
vocal soloist. Guy has a splendid
baritone voice, and can warble
pops and semi-classicals with equal
ease, as well as deliver lines in
okay style.
Wied.

—

SAN ANTONIO EDUC’L
TV COUNCIL FORMED

College;

Dr.

S.

Salt Lake City Narwin Sjorberg, well known in this area for
his modern art work, will be turned loose mainly on sets.

Eileen

BARTON

Currently

Thomas

THE RIVIERA

Greenburg, vice-chairman Incarnate

COLUMBUS, OHIO

Word

College; Dr. James Laurie,
prez of Trinity Univ.; Dr. John McMahon, prez of Our Lady of the
Lake College; Miss Julia Grothaus,

slugging of Redfield by Don Han
mer, who played a heavy once
again; more gunplay (with result- librarian, San Antonio Public Liing two corpses), and a bit of fisti- brary; Miss Elizabeth Koch, director of visual education, San Antocuffs. There seemed to be an un
necessary knock of bebop in the nio Independent School District;
E.
G. Conroy, executive veepee Replay, with one of the robbers
erations."
(Bernard Kates) a nut for out-of search and Planning Council of
Holms claimed Stoddard envi- this-world music.
Saa Antonio, and the Very Rev.
sions a nationwide network of 552
Barry Shear’s direction was un- Louis J. Blume, S. M., prez of St
educational stations.
sure, with a clothesrack stuck Mary’s University.

CORAL RECORDS

Dir.:

MCA

COMEDY WRITER
ORIGINAL
Good

—

—

TOPICAL

Credits

Monologues 2-man lyrics Sketches
Special Material for TV/ Night Clubs
and senate committee hearings.

ED HANDMAN
OR
New York

32 Perry 9t„

5-0137

CREATIVE SALES AGENT-WANTED
FOR TELEVISION and RADIO
FAMILIAR WITH

NEW YORK PROGRAMMING,

ADVERTISING AND NETWORK EXECUTIVES,
OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE MONEY. Inquiries will be held confidential.

CALL OR

Po-

been playing to capacity audiences weekly i n his
show and telecast from the American Legion Hall in El Monte. Attendees pay a $1 admission fee to
see the teleshow between 7: 30-8 30
p. m. Saturday nights with the
Stone combo providing terp music
after the show until 1 a. m. Same
format will be essayed in Pomona
hais

.

Holms* said, "similar requests will
come from other sections of the
state. Such a network of stations
depending upon public funds could
run into costs of untold millions
of dollars and become an increasing burden to taxpayers for gen-

i

19 Rector Street,

May

Stoddard has sought state funds
for opening and operating an educational channel in Urbana, home
of the university. "Once funds are

fast

National Carloading office or write

i

111.,

linois.”

type of
dependable
cross-country service at low rates
between points east of the MissisWhensippi and the West Coast.
ever you move cross-country, see
your telephone directory for nearest
are specialists in

moving and offer

WEB THREAT

Salle,

William Holms, ^VLPO general
manager, and prez of Illinois
Broadcasters
Assn., yesterday
(Mon.) charged that George Stoddard, prexy of the U. of Illinois,
is attempting to pave the way for
a network of six or seven taxsupported television stations in II

for tho past seventy-five years
our Judson Division has seen to it
that whenever they go coast to
coast, their household goods, trunks,
personal effects, and automobiles
are shipped to their new spot!

.

WCAV,

.

living in

And

.

Norfolk, has been named WOL’s sales
A1 Hamilton, former radio director of AFL’s Labor League
ep
for Political Education, added to staff of Sound Studios in charge of
operations for firm which specializes* in production and distribution
Sylvia Devey, emcee for
of transcribed public sendee radio shows . .
WNBW-NBC’s "Junior Revue” TV show, produced a benefit show past
Jack F. Christies has reweek under aegis of American Legioil
.
signed as assistant producer of Theodore Granik’s "America Forum pf
Daniel L. Schorr, recently
he Air" and "Youth Wants to Know” .
returned from CBS radio assignments in Belgium and the Netherands, has been named web’s radio correspondent here . .
Lee Coney
has joined CBS’ D. C. staff as morning editor for net’s radio news . . .
Evelyn Freyman, national board m’ember of AFTRA and prexy of local
unit, debutted a new TV show past week over WMAL-ABC, "Food
Fair Showcase," a weekly one-acter staged by local little theatre groups
Brechner, general manager of suburban indie station
. Joseph
WGAY, currently on a taping jaunt of Europe for an "Unseasoned
Traveller” series . . , WWDC-Mutual’s boss, Ben Strouse, has announced that station will again sponsor annual "Miss Washington”

Norman Posen, ex

Continued from page 33

.

i

.

.

Miss Worth says that daily
coverage of hearings is hardly posWCAE
KDKA
ABC last week
sible any more.
WONE
did carry one hearing, the Senate
WKPA
Investigations subcommittee, headed by Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R.,
New
Wis.), on from 10:30 a. m. to 12:30
Bernie a. m. Wednesday (6). Again coverWatches on WDTV has been tagged "Mann and Wife" .
Armstrong's colleagues on KDKA presented the station’s retiring- age was in morning noncommercial
Miss Worth also
musical director with all the fishing equipment he’ll need to make network jtime.

PEOPLE

.

D., arid before the

in drama at Carnegie Tech and one
announcing staff
of the school’s outstanding actors, joined the
salesman, and his wife to Florida for a
. . . Howard Jackson,
in Dayton, has started
vacation , . . Phil Brooks, formerly of
in New Kensington. * It emanates
a new disk jockey show on
r
five evenings a week, 6:15 to 8:30, from Milt Frebac s Paragon in Chesquarter-hour teevee show every Tuesday at midnight
wick . . .
Joe Mann and Elaine Beverly (Mrs. Mann) are doing for Kingston

i

.

.

.

PITTSBURGH ...

La

.

.

‘

mf!
n;
SHOW PEOPLE ARE

.

4

year’s end, according to present plans, in the Twin Cities (which have
had two stations for more than three years), at Austin and St. Cloud,
Minn.; Bismarck, N. D., and Eau Claire, Wis.

IIS
John Rarin, graduate student

Via One-Niter Circuit
Hollywood, May 12
Cliffie

has four new salesmen, James Lucas, ex-WTIX, Walter M.
Robert Jones, investment firm and Audrey Kosak,
Cleveland Press . , . WJW feted reporters for Breakfast Club' preview
WERE newscaster Wayne Johnson is doat cocktail-supper party .
ing on-the-scene reporting 'frith police hit-skip squad during Safety
Sohip newsman Bill Topklns launched his home-built 18Week
WTAM disker Joe Muvihill
oot boat on stormy Lake Erie waters
Art Bostwick,
named to emcee the "Hit Tune Show" for May
Fuller-Smith-Ross, and Harold Eckes, East Ohio Gas, flacking for upPhoebe Weclit* "Nfcncy Dixon,
coming Press Club’s "Blessed Event"
Bob
Jr., has taken over the Dorothy Lane role in "Blessed Event" .
Bouwsma, NBC announcer, on Havana vacation . . Agnes Michnay
tias been named WNBK film editor.

WKBN,

.

veteran Twin Cities disk jockey, shifted from WTCN
North.
latter
to WLOL and is in the 10:45 p, m. to 2 a. m. slot for
school
west newspaper editors, at a meeting at the U. of Minnesota
adverthe
of
share
increasing
an
for
bid
TV’s
of journalism, discussed
being
tising dollar and the public’s time . . . WLOL has distinction of
Twin Cities' radio station carrying most baseball. It exclusively airs
major league game of the day every afternoon and the Minneapolis
American Assn, home and out-of-town contests each night . . . WLL-u,
possible
in line with its policy to aid Minnesota agricultures much as
and perform many public services for the farmer has completed plans
another
Districts
Conservation
Soil
to co-sponsor with the Minnesota
"Plowville" day-long farming air show next Sept. 26, using five Wright
political
the
during
county farms as the locale. At last year’s show
campaign, the two Presidential candidates appeared on the same platform for talks for the first time and the event gained national publicity.

‘Jambhree’

.

WSRS

Crosley,

TV

In-Person B.O. Bonanza

CLEVELAND ...

.

Jimmy Delmont,

Stone’s

I 953

WRITE ••

WHO

FRANK COOPER
U 521 Fifth Avenue
Room 1509
Telephone: VAnderbilt 6-5661

DESIRES

xff^Ineflday,

May

13,

1953

W i*

Co-star

of

AMERICAN MUSIC HALL
Sundays 8-9

COAST

M. EDST

P.

COAST

to

With LARRY DOUGLAS, PAUL WHITEMAN,

BURGESS MEREDITH

GLEN OSSER, Conducting

GEORGE

WEIST, Director

Thanks
Richard Aldrich's

to

Cape Cod Music

Circus

Richard Aldrich, William Ross, Henry Wiese,

David M. Holtzman for Making
for

Me

to Accept This

It

Possible

Engagement

Co-star of

OPERA
Beginning

vs

JAZZ

MAY 25th

Mondays 7:30-8

P.

M. EDST

CHANNEL 7 New York
,

Produced by FREDERICK HEIDER

Thanks to

BOB WEITMAN, HARRY LEVINE
and

NAT DEBIN
»

Exclusive Personal

Management and

Direction

MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATESJACK VAUGHAN PEGGIE GATES
.

SEVEN EAST 55th STREET,

NEW YORK

22

PL 3-8003

—

—

—
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PfiffiEEFr

RELIGIOSO SERIES SET

FOR COFFO RELEASE

Webs’ Try at Space Barrier

May

Hollywood,

Continued from page 1

Canadian Air for church ci^u«, paitiy iiimea ai
"bet $10 a minute (winnings to go cooperation with the
Foree.
Metro, goes to TV under
p
to charity) that Dc Bona will beat
un(Jersto0(J the minister of Broadcastii^ and Flim Com
Jld make it:
Of
SiOU Of the Tlational -Council
,
to TV net
ChurcUe s rf Ctast of Ame
id d
b
Both major nets, in another works thoughoqt America
th
1
8 P
’

^

.

Pioneers," which was partly shot
at Metro. Commission paid for the
facilities, according to Orel! Evans,
Continued from page 2
Coast director
The fact that Barney Baruch or
•RoUcmcnc
tv
shot
John D Rocke feller might like a in A ^mher
oT foreien Tends inmI
show and be intrigued by its com rfn3i^» rhina
Brmril ’
Africa ’
mercial and perhaps buy out the en- Japan and Lebanon.
tire year’s product of the sponsor

AM-TV

was learned yesterday
(Tues.). NBC’s Frank White will
leave shortly for England to rep
npt there,
there and CBS
CBS’ uranic
Frank
the m.t
Stanton has timed his European
vacation so that he’ll be in London for the ceremonies.
it

Pollsters

Meanwhile, CBS-TV announces seems to mean
that 22,000 schools throughout the
bible is thj s Fi ynn dex.
country have the net’s Coronation
In my tour of 30 cit i es in 28 days
Study guides (prepared in cooper- last month and speaking to hunation with Teacher’s College of dreds of people, no one had ever
Columbia University). NBC’s study had any phone call. On my radio
guides, with assistance f^om the and television speeches I asked
National Education Assn., were people to please write me if they’d
sent out last week.
ever been cabled and I’ve never
RCA and NBC engineers have heard from a soul except one letter
not given up the idea of getting from a woman in Shreveport,
a live signal from London on the Louisiana, who said she got a call
day of Queen Elizabeth’s Corona- from a person she didn’t know
asking if her plumbing was in good
tion, Tuesday, June 2.
It’s claimed that they have al- s ^ aP e
As a rule when someone squawks
ready obtained a fuzzy picture, and
good audio, from BBC broadcasts as loudly as I’m doing there’s nearby bouncing the signal off the ion- ly always a personal issue involved;
osphere the way radar has been however, as you know there is no
bounced off the moon.
such thing as far as I’m concerned.
Technicians are working on the ^ have a long contract with ABC,
,
have other Argosys successfully
^
problem to perfect a Buck Rogers
method. And if there’s any un- sailing, and television has been
to me I go into towns
wonderful
usual excitement in the Coronation
coverage, NBC-TV 'will try to get tha * 1 haven,t been in slnce 1 was
a little boy and crowds meet me
any live picture fuzzy or not
from London to American tele and say “talk .to your mother,”
where’s Professor Gonzemacher,”
sets.
etc., so these people certainly must
watch me on television it can’t be
Jet Plane, to Ply Reels
that they remember me from “The
Jazz si nger" 30 years ago

—
.

*

—

—

Of Coronation to Canada
London,

A
is

e

ti

^X

May

Look Photoquiz 90G
I

Coronation Day with TV film recording which will be screened in
Montreal the same night. This was
confirmed in the House of Commons last Wednesday (6) by the
-Under-Secretary of Air in reply to
a Labor question.
The minister denied, however,
that there
had ever been any
* intention of using Royal Air Force
planes to fly Coronation films
across the Atlantic ;pti behalf of
U. S. pix companies. The arrangement with Canadian Broadcasting
Co. had been cftiade at its request and was being carried out in
. .

-

.

TV Markets

Gross in 7

In the week following unveiling
of the Telenews “Look Photoquiz”
vidpix series, at the National Assn,
of Radio & Television Broadcasters convention on the Coast, United

•

WTKVLet
Ul

IT

Recent rash of plane crashes in the Pacific Northwest has had KMO
Tacoma, on the go. In a 10-day period, three plane crashes occurred
first of which .was a Miami Airlines plane which went down in
the
Cascade Mountains. Station’s special events staffer Gene Wagner
carrying a Minitape recorder, scored an exclusive with o.u-the-snnt
interviews of survivors. A few days later, a C-97 developed motor
trouble and the crew was ordered to bail out. KMO was able to ah
tact that a plane was about to crash (pilot had set a course towara
the movnt ains before hailing out), five minutes before the crash

S

•

Urleans LVHICS
J
New Orleans, May l/.

CKWX, Vancouver, which six years ago inaugurated a clever pro.
motion deal via. a monthly house organ-styled newsletter to retailers
1,1
area has expanded the publication, with a new format and a
»

two-color* job. Publication, called

A.

what s probably the
’

its^ooliey ’ever since* Those *who
wisecracked “they'll never make it

SlWt™eshaVe n0Whadt0ChanSe

g®* ^lamhlinl^

tneir tunes.

Under management of

FOR HEALTH
CHIROPRACTOR
1639 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Circle 7-4438
'

Capitol Thcqtr* Building

an Appointment

WOK

time for the Gambling program the following morning.
w run indefinitely.

m

W LEV-TV

Sailing

Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton

Bethlehem, Pa.

^

^

m

.

‘

WTIX”

Response has been great, Radio Women.

Gertrude Broderick, radio-TV specialist for U. S. Office of Educahas been named new president of the Assn, for Education by
Radio-Television, succeeding John C. Crabbe, director of radio-TV at
the College of the Pacific. Mrs. Broderick, who will head the group
for two years, is a pioneer in the field, having started her career in
radio when she was appointed the first secretary to the Federal Education Committee. She has served as consultant and adviser to numerous educational and- private groups,, and is well known writer in
the field of educational radio.
tion,

..

IBEW Nixes 5% Hike, Asks
25% From

Imrtlh

single

Kirby, Pitt Singer, Lands

Own TV Show on

25%.

AM

medium

Trim?

KECA-TV under title of “Johnny
Kirby Calling,” In order to do it,
he had to resign from the Al Jarvis
show, which originally took him

ovc

reaching the
entire
"0/

A

iti|Ufh!iit(

Steinman Station

NBC
TV

off!

Ibt#

hy

ROBERT MEEKER Assuiutes
Ntw

Y#rk

Chit*!*

i«s

AhftUt

.

tan Fra h die#

KLAC,

Shelter
Rfttei

Thirteen indie
involved
in
the

temtlt,

stations are

controversy

KMPC, KFWB, KBIG,
KRKD, KWKW, KFOX,
KXLA, KGIL, KPOL and

Circle

7-3900

bland

- Private

far Uni
bitycltt,

weeded

Beach

tHim

dock,

herttt,

large

**lf,

aroiti,

Imluda butt,
«tc, Nttrby to
y*eht olub.

Cotiag* with 1 Badraom...... $675
«
••
« i
...... 695
••
"
« J
950

"5

"
"
SHOREWOOD. Midway Road
114,

or

Na

r.

C. phono

1/200
near

LOniatro

Highway
4-2910.

to the Coast last year.
Kirby left here once before, to

play the title role on the Coast
in the Paula Stone-Michael Sloane
musical flop, “Little Boy Blue,” returning to Pittsburgh after that. He
was getting A fat share of the local
video work when Jarvis signed him
up. Kirby soreentested riot so long
kgo for Metro and stands a good
chance of eventually landing in

“Brigadoon,” when Gen^ Kelly
eventually gets arounil to starting
it at the studio in the fall*
'

(

Upper Midwestfin

Coast

land teevee singer for years, has
landed his own TV show in Hollywood. He just started a daily
half-hour afternoon program on

-<T

12,

munity projects.”

4

only

May

Southern California Broadcasters Assn, and IBEW Local 45
struck a snag in their negotiations
for a wage increase. SCBA offered
a 5% wage boost while the union
demanded a hike of approximately

KWK

GAE FOSTER

LA Indies

Hollywood,

ment. KFAC,
Robert T. Convey, prez of
KGER,
said “Mr. Kaufmann’s background KGFJ,
and wide experience in public affairs will help us broaden the
scope of our participation in com-

Pittsburgh, May* 12.
Johnny Kirby, Pittsburgh radio

the

Campaign

Employe group election to fill posts of five members whose terms
.
i rec t°from
The s e re ai r
have expired (among them the group’s chairman, Robert A. Fuller of
the^staee of Municinal Auditorium
WCBS-TV) will take place at CBS later this month. Group is employe
on the final night of the one?as
s
kesmaJ1
the firm’s employe-management committee, set up after
Broadcasts are uatterne^ after P°
unions failed to win recognition to represent white-collar group in
the weeldv Met taodacasts with
NLR
Sections,
two years ago. Before regular election, three already.
?
Ted Bantist onera authoritv Tnd
commentator, giving the narration
*
*
and interviewing the guest stars
Hazel Markei, Mutual’s women’s news commentator, Is sole femme
during intermissions.
Some of those heard this season from Washington radio corps to be assigned to cover- the 'coronation
on WTIX include Roberta Peters, of Queen Elizabeth II. She planes for England May 23, .and will remain
Robert Merrill, Blanche Thebom, in Europe for about three weeks broadcasting and taping shows for
Ramon Vinay, Astrid Varney, Rich- the web and for WWDC, its D. C. outlet. Mrs. Markei has been town’s
ard Tucker, Victoria ,de Los An- only network broadcaster of femme news since she joined MBS three
geles, Hilde Gueden, Leonard War- years ago;
ren, Zinla Milanov, Graciela RiveFemmecaster will tee off her coronation series with a broadcast
ra, Jan Peerce.
beamed to the network on May 26, and will follow that up with the
So as not to intrude on the attend- coronation broadcast. She will spend two weeks in London taping
you can’t shows for her local and, web spots, and will then fly to Paris to speak
ance,
ce.^emph^is^ is on
attend personally, listen to. it over at the fourth annual powwow of the International Association of

ts sn

EX-MAYOR OF
TO KWK EXEC POST

for full schedule of iaces.

Contest will run four

after which the station will air announcements each night su®gesting to listeners with clock-radios that they set them on
fn

.

Call for

cloc^

a contest, offering a Sylvmia
“Why I Want a Clock-Radio.”

we eks,

“exclusive” on broadcasting presen6

pitch for the clock-radio audience will be

best letter on

Bill Ellthe sta-

.

Bert Sheryll, D.C.

of the station’s

1

well, formerly with CBS,
tion has built up its ratings and
listening audience, and snared an
15

first

,

_ _

.

CKWX-tra, gives news

personnel and programming, along with case histories of sponsor*
Heads shook here two years ago us ing the station. Additionally, there are picture plugs for station’s
when WTIX bowed on the air and sponsors and products,
immediately went on a binge of

according to Eilwell, with a deluge
Television Programs, its distribuof mail coming from shut-ins and
Lor. has sold it in seven markets,
AN.
It. _ «
1
t
_ TrpflrtlYY others unable to attend.
with the largest plum being KTTV
in Los Angeles. Pricetag in that
market for the cross-the-board 2
week series is understood to be
ST. L.
$ 20 , 000 .
Firm also announced sale of its
complete package of nine halfSt. Louis, May 12.
hour series in four more markets,
Kaufmann, former
Alois
P.
bringing a gross of over $90,000.
Louis
Mayor
of
St.
last week join
UTP also augmented its sales staff
as Director of Public Aflast week, bringing in ex-Ziv Coast ed
will
help
fairs
and
develop public
rep Bob Carroll as supervisor of
event broadcasts and programs
the eastern sales force.
civic
dealing with
problems. After
completing a four-year jolt as the
WBBM-TV Stock Car Races
city’s chief executive Kaufmann,
Chicago, May 12.
Major stock car races will be an attorney, retired from politics
last February fesisted all efand
[televised over WBBM-TV each Sunday from 10 to 10:30 p. m., start- forts to seek another term in the
mayoralty election.
April
ing May 17.
Sid Page ProducSince leaving public office Kauftions set the deal with Household
mann
has been one of* the city’s
Finance Co., who occupied the
same time slot xyith hQckey games leaders in civic improvement programs, and has been especially acthis winter,
v '
Remote froflfr Soldiers Field calls tive in the field of urban develop.(

it

ally occurred. Finally, 10 days after the first crash, Wagner was again
at the same spot in the Cascades interviewing survivors of another
accident.

r

1

to

'

’Em Have

A

'

New

being used by Mutual to pitch contributions

its loudspeaker system to play
’several
recordings a day, including a Cecil Brown interview of Damiy ic/vl
wbile tbe entertainer was in Korea; a pitch by Mutual commentate?
VollcAn who
wlin rorantlir
potnrno/l from
fpAtw the
Ilia IhahI is
recently returned
Richard Kallsen,
front lines
l
special recording by Elton Britt o£ his disclick, “Korean Mud” ''
which
hlch
was used officially by the Red Cross in March.

Longhair’ Changes Tune

Af

is

beadquar ^rSf web will use

KWK

CHIROPRACTIC
.

I

12.

o£

er
Au°a^ c

•

Satis

facet of the rivalry, will have their
presidents at the Coronation cere-

monies,

,

m

|

Novel method

12.

i
i

i
«
i

Mine out of the top ten multi-weekly

shows are on Channel 6 where over
1,250,000 people view KSTP-TV
regularly.

900,000 WATTS

ft
POLIS

-

T
S

P
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Pzfi&IEfr

review
high court to

McDonald Helms KRTV

OPS GET PROTECTION IN

t-

Little Rock, May 12.
Patt McDonald, w.k. radio exec,
ILLINOIS LIBEL
has
been
named
general manager
Greensboro* N. C., May 12.
Springfield, 111., May 12.
gf KRTV, Arkansas’ first television
agreed
has
Court
The Supreme
Illinois state senate last week
television outlet, by Kenyon Brown, prexy of
review a decision that
the Little Rock Telecasters, Inc. unanimously passed the Connors
distributed leafo
technician 5 who
Little Rock TV outlet operating on bill which provides penalties of up
their employer’s TV
lets criticizing
by the UHF Channel 17 Jhit the air with to a year in jail and $500 fine for
programs were protected
its first programs April 5.
Act.
_
libel by television. Tele station
Taft-Hartley
1
McDonald, who has been assoU.S.
Decision was given by the
ciated with the radio biz for nearly ops, however, could not be found
District
the
rourt of Appeals for
years,
formerly
managed guilty under the bill if they “hud
It applied specifically 15
of Columbia.
WHHM, Memphis. Prior to man- no advance knowledge or oppornine employees of station

WBTV LEAFLET APPEAL

NEW

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

LAW

—

(!

WBTV

to

aging

The station fired them
the handbills durfor passing out
over a collective baring a dispute
In Charlotte.

KRTV, McDonald managed

KWFC,

Hot Springs, Ark., and also
managed KCUL, Fort Worth, and
several other Southwest AM out-

gaining contract.

lets.

National Labor Relations
Board said the leaflet distribution
of the
was not within the scope
Taft-Hartley guarantee that employees may engage in concerted
bargaining
activities for collective
purposes and tor other “mutual aid

New $2,000,000 Building
CBC

Set for

or protection.”

or

tunity

right

A

in

Toronto

Toronto, May 12.
building

is immeThe board ruled .the discharges diately planned as national headwere lawful and the loss of a un- quarters .here of the Canadian
ion’s majority status, as a result Broadcasting Corp., according to
justified the comof the firings,

$2,000,000

prevent”

to

the

libel.

Video libel is defined as “malicious defamation
tending to
blacken the memory of one who is
dead, or to impeach the honesty,
integrity, virtue or reputation of
one who is alive.’" As in Illinois’
press libel law, the truth would be
a sufficient defense in TV libel
.

.

,

The

cases.

refusal to bargain.
Court of Appeals overturned this
board’s ruling, and the Government appealed to the highest tri-

Name

has resigned his announcing post
with
and WMCT to join

rector of special events, gives local
news and pictures plus international news. Photos are supplied
by the Reading Eagle and Times,
daily papers.

will

Chicago

—

Of

May

Surrick, former
manager of WFBR,

E.

carry the title of television
director of WHBQ-TV, manager

John Cleghorn announced.
Sacramento
casting

Co.,

—McClatchy

Broadwith five radio sta-

—

its

show has made
bow here on WOAI-TV and is

to

be telecast for a quarter hour

participation quiz

at 6 p.m.

ing of a musical short. Viewers are
th£n called on the telephone and
a question about what they

saw.

12.

—

v.p.-

general
timore, this

—

Dallas Lee Segall, prez of VaBroadcasting Co., Inc., as
as other officers were reThe
elected by the stockholders.
Julius
officers
include
other
Dcheppes, veepee, and Thomas W.
Massey, secretary-treasurer. Directors are the officers and Robert S.
Straus, Julian Boho, Henry A.
Pearlstone, Irving L. Goldberg,
riety

with the ivy-clad buildings
Murrell, president of Central Flor- would be one of the most powerful
ida Broadcasting Co., which op- in the state, with a 100 air mile
campus room for building erates the station.
range. Mayborn hopes that KCENpurposes.
TV would be-pn the air here by
Prior to his stint at WFBR, SurOct. 1, depending on how soon de
Dallas Linn Sheldon has joined rick was sales chief for WFIL and liveries could be made on necesWFAA-TV. He will be presented WFIL-TV, Philadelphia Inquirer sary equipment.
daily on his own show from 10:30 stations, t He was first president
to 11 a.m. and on the “Rumpus of the Maryl’and-D. C. Radio &
Memphis
Wilson Northcross.
Television Broadcasting Assn.
Room” Monday through Friday.
vet Memphis
and TV spieler.
1942,

now becoming overcrowded but
lots of

Workers.

—

=

outlet.

Barbara Tobin has tions in California and one in
beeji named educational director Reno, named Franklin C. McPeak,
for WBBM and WBBM-TV, succeed- director of public relations.
Mcing Dorothy Miller, who resigned Peak, who succeeds Evert S. Peterand moved to Florida. Miss Tobin son, recently returned from a twoformerly was on the production year stint as chief of the Radar
staff of WGN-TV.
Intelligence Branch of the Air
Peterson
Force in Washington.
San Antonio
A new audience resigned last Fall,

Orlando, Fla. asked

Orlando, Fla^

John

Mutual

The musical quiz features the play- well

Surrick Manager

W0RZ,

WMC

WHBQ, Memphis

Northcross will concentrate his efforts on station’s TV plans and

Temple, Tex. Frank W. MayBal- born, prez
of the Bell Publishing
week was named gen- Co. here, has filed an application Henri L. Bromberg, Jr., Edmund
eral manager of WORZ, Orlando’s with the FCC for a 100,000 watt J. Kahn and Harry Rolnick. Outal HQ, formerly Havergal Ladies
NBC outlet. Appointment was an- TV outlet. The transmitter would fit operates KIXL, indie radio staCollege, purchased by the CBC in
nounced this week by Mrs. Naomi be located near Eddy, Tex., and tion here.

bunal to reverse the Court of Appeals. The appeal said the technicians deliberately undertook to alienate WBTV’s customers by disparaging the quality of its product.
Union involved is Local 1229, International Brotherhood of Electrical

CBC

chief, who is directly responsible
to Parliament in the state-operated
radio-television setup.
New structure will be erected on
site of the present CBC operation

Sunshine Beer,
Reading, Pa,
brewery, pacted with WEEUfor a 15-minute news show at
11 o’clock, seven nights a week.
Jack Gounder, newscaster and dilocal-

TV

Monday through Friday

*

The Revenue Minister McCann,

pany’s

47

Sarnoff

—

t

AM

Continued from page 29

Springfield* O.

—

Virginia Ben-

former account exec at
WING, Dayton, has been appointed station manager of WIZE here,
nett,

according to general manager Adna
Prior to her glint at
H. Karns.
WING, Mrs. Bennett was assistant
program director of WSAI, Cincinnati.

been happening since White & Co.
took over the reins more than four

months ago?” They asked why, in
the face of CBS heralding a No. 1
boast both in radio and television,
NBC has done nothing to counter
the

competition’s

When you ride the road to success with
Operation Chain Action, you’re traveling

advance into a

with a proven performer on

dominant position.
They expressed unhappiness over
the web’s present daytime television structure; over the fact that
some .affiliates are losing ground
on spot business; and that NBC has
a weaker status in nighttime pro-

peration Chain Action ... a mighty

gramming dominance compared to
a

WBAL, Radio

Baltimore!

year ago.

hard

of

hitting selling operations all

pushing your product "in one unified

has moved into the picture in a big
way. We’ve great things on tap.”

promotion. You get powerful radio advertising with a big merchandising plus

Palsy Kelly

.

.

OpeidGwt

•

217 food stores and super markets guar-

Continued from page 29

antee you prominent point of sale displays.

scheduled to go into,, the 8 p.m.
hour of the Berle time in the summer, beginning June 23.
Web
hasn’t picked up a sponsor for
the program yet.
In 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday spot on that date, Bert
Parks will start “Break the Bank”
for Five Day Deodorant Pads. Grey
Advertising Agency, Inc., handles
the account.

Operation Chain Action means business
.

*

for you!

.

And one success story follows another!
National Spot advertisers show increased

Some

of the dozen or so properties that are yet untaken by
sponsors no doubt will be pitched

sales

who haven’t

yet decided
on hot-spell replacements or new
clients
for
summer vacancies.
Among the former are Colgate
(for the Comedy .Hour), Speidel
and Crosley
“What’s My
(for
Name?”). Among vacancies still
unfilled are those created by the
at clients

You’re on the right track with.

advertising-merchandising plan ... a chain

Another key NBC spokesman on
Monday (11) said: “Perhaps they're
not reckoning on the General, who

.

.

.

and

distribution for such products as

candy, insecticide, cigarettes, relish,

peanut butter,

tea, salt!

Want

about Operation Chain Action

know more

to
.

.

.

the

advertising-merchandising plan with the
double punch! Contact your Petry

vacationing “Mr. Peepers” and “T
Men in Action,” and “The Voice of
Fi restone.”

he’ll

man

. •

•

be glad to put you on the right

track, the road to success with Operation

y

Chain Action!

‘Con El-Rod’
Continued

torn page 31

WBAL

by the newsroom. Also
on the committee were Gordon Graham, assistant program disignated
active

rector

of

WCBS,

chairman, and

yyho was viceSeymour N. Siegel,

WNYC,

director of
which houses
the switching unit for the* 1240 k.c.

RADIO BALTIMORE
NBC IN MARYLAND

stations.

In the event of a raid, all
stations would
off the air, with the commercial

and television

FM
go

AM

outlets

pool the only source of
communications to the public. It
had been previously feared they
would also have to go off, but the
FCC worked out the “Con" El Rad”
device to prevent that from happening.

N. Y.—H.
Johnson
L,
(Dodge and Plymouth deal-

Troy,

c
kales

now sponsor a 15-minute Sat;
J
JJday sports roundup by “ Hank
ers

Molloy via

WTRY.

.

I

J

ir

Nationally Represented by

Edward Petry & Co.

(Im Adk
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and Disks

Jocks, Jukes

CBS Caught

Hassle;

By MIKE GROSS
appealing and
Starr: “Half a Photograpli"- Both numbers are
not hit
“Allez-Vous-En" (Capitol). “Photo- tuneful entries but they're

Longhair Disk Review

bracket calibre. Occasional spins
are about all that can be expected.
“Faraway Look in Your Eyes"
should make the best showing
with the jocks.
in
Nat (King) Cole: “I
Love”-“My Flaming Heart" (Capiin Love” and Nat
“I
tol).
(King) Cole are mismated. Tune,
from the Cole Porter musical,
“Can-Can,” doesn’t sit well with
Cole's simple and sincere styling.
The ultra-chic lyric fitted to a
beguine tempo belong to a more
way stage.
crooner. Cole comes
The Hilltoppers: “I’d Rather sophisticated
on top in his rendition of
out
You
'Die Young*’-“P. S. I Love
The Hilltoppers, who “Flaming Heart” Neat melodic
(Dot).
jumped into the wax scene last line and sentimental lyric are exIt
year with “Trying," have another cellently suited to his wax way.
dicko entry in “Die Young." It’s merits attention.
Bing Crosby: “There’s Music in
wailing ballad with alfalfa overis another meat-and-potatoes platter dish for Kay Starr.
a sentimental ballad item
which Miss Starr warbles in a
forthright style. The vocal group
zip.
added
it
gives
backing
Headed for lots of spinning action.
styled
French
Thrush tackles the
“Allez-Vous-En" from the Cole
Porter musical, “Can-Can," for
okay results. Tune lacks pop impact but some deejays wiil hop on
tieup with Broadif, because of its

graph"

tional hassle, talked

Am

;

doubtful, however, if it’ll mean
in the commercial sweeps.
Ditto for Bill Hayes’ workover on

much

M-G-M.

He

giving it
potential

more

a little harder
life but its takeoff
slim.
Crosby
is

hits

still

whips out a nice rhythm side in
“I Love You Baby.”
The Three Dons & Ginny Greer:

for choicer results.
had demanded she sign with the
Strauss: Don Juan' and Death radio-video union.
And Transfiguration (Columbia,
Warfare between the two unions
$5.45). Two of Strauss’ best-known began
last week when Phil Fischer
and admired tpne-poems, in warm,
international studio rep do!
pulsing readings by Bruno Walter nounced AFTRA
for what’ he
and the. N. Y. Philharmonic. described as an
“invasion” of the
Strings sound especially fine in the tunesters’
jurisdiction, and at the

AFM

LAWRENCE WELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

“Don Juan.” These are new recordings, not repressings from 78s.

Weak, Aragon

90th Consecutive

a

is developing into a hot
shellac property and this coupling
puts him another rung up the ladIn “Our Song,” he’s got his
der.
best chance to crack through Ihe^
His mellow piping
hit brackets.
here excellently complements the
pretty blending of melody and
lyric. Headed for hefty spins. He

Four Overtures

Beethoven:

“MINNIE THE MERMAID”
Backed by

“SAY IT ISN'T SO”

less

Ci

Scriabin: Poem of Ecstasy and
Loeffler: Pagan Poem (Capitol,
Sensuous quality of .the
$5.72).

.

.

MUSICAL AND TV SHOW

Scriabin tone-poem and the moody,
spiritual quality of the Loeffler
work are brought out fully in lyrical readings by Manuel Rosenthal
and the Paris Philharmonic,
Saint-Saens: Danse Macabre and
Le Rouet d’Omphale (London,
$2.95). Excellent performances of
two Saint-Saens standards by Ernest Ansermet and L’Orchestre de
la Suisse Romande, but with a few
disk defects.
Josef Strauss: Village Swallows*
and My Life Is Full of Joy (London, $2.95). Two graceful waltzes
from a less-knOwn Strauss frere,
played with real Austrian lilt- by
Clemens Krauss and the Vienna
Bron,
Philharmonic.

HALF A PHOTOGRAPH

Composer-conductor Harry SosAllez-Vous-En
nik will suddenly be a bus£ guy,
between
batoning the new Viceroy
I’D RATHER DIE YOUNG
cigaret’s “Orchid Room" quarterP.S. I Love You
hour over ABC-TV- Sundays, diOUR SONG
recely following Walter Winch ell,
What Can I Do
and composing the score for V7th
Heaven,” the old Austin Strong
“Don’t You Care”-“Too Late Now" play which John
Golden first proThis lively vocal combo
(Coral).
duced in 1922. Stella Unger obhits in top form on their initial
tained
the
rights
from
Golden and
Technique used
Coral coupling.
on their clicko “Say You’re Mine will co-produce it with Lyman
Munson,
ex-20th-Fox
film
proAgain” for the indie Allied label
gives each side an extra added ducer. William Inge, author of
the
current
season's
bounce. “Don’t You Care" gets a “Picnic,”
brisk, interpretive treatment and Pulitzer prizewinner, has bowed
should make some noise. Bottom out on doing the libretto wi(h Miss
deck also is sliclcly handled mak- Unger who will do the lyrics stat-

ay STARR
(Capitol)

THE HILLTOPPERS
(Dot)

FRANK MURPHY
(Okeh)

segues into the big-voiced groove
on the reverse, a routine ballad.
Joe Marine: “If Love Is Good to
Me"-“Wedding Day” (DeCca). Joe
Marine, who generally works with
the Fred Waring crew, solos on
this coupling for clicko effect. He
makes a distinctive impression on
“If Love Is Good to Me.” a tender
ballad. Marine’s Crosby-like baritoning gives it an appealing romantice punch. The reverse Is a pretty ing it a close rate for top spins.
adaptation of Edward MacDowell’s
Mort Lindsey Trio: “Scratch”“Jeepers Creepers” ( J u b i 1 e e).
“To a Wild Rose.’'
Sammy -Kaye Orch: “Tattle Tale “Scratch" is a cute little item
Duck”-“Orange Blossom Serenade.” about an itch in the middle of the
Another novelty from Bob Merrill back. Novelty lyric is set against
gives Sammy Kaye cute shellac an okay melodic line ang Lindsey
material. It’s a bright and simple delivers the lyric fon comic. effect.
all the way and should do well
with moppets. They’ve even stuck
Review
in a couple of “quack-quacks” for
Woody Herman Orch: “Woody
added insurance. ^ On “Orange Herman Goes Native"
(Mars).
Blossom Serenade,” Kaye reverts Herman’s topflight orch hits a
to his familiar “swing-and-sway” brisk Calypso beat in this package.
pattern on a lovely melody.
Band brings plenty of drive to the
Kay Thompson: “Old Fashioned jaunty rhythms
Herman’s
Hammock”-“On the Caribbean” clarinet licks and and
vocalling are
(Allied). This indie label, a Coast

,

RHYTHM BOYS'

ing straight plays are his metier.

Samson Raphaelson, Fred Saidy

may

or Maurice Valency

NIP
nip

Tokyo,

“A singing musician gets a doubling fee. If the musician took the
part of an actor or just sang, r
would say AFTRA has the right to
ask him to join, but as it is we see
in our members paying
initiation fees and dues to another

no sense

AFTRA

union.
maintains it has
jurisdiction, and that’s not true
They don’t try that in New York or
Chicago; only here, and we’re going to put a stop to it,” he said.
Averring the union is really burned
at AFTRA, he stressed it will do

everything within its power to stop
the so-called invasion.
AFTRA exec secretary Claude
McCue replied his union’s dispute
was not with AFM but with producers, whom he charged use singing tunesters in order to take advantage? of what he termed lower
AFM rates. As for a possible walkout of AFTRAites as a result of the

AFM stand, he said, “we will examine each specific case, and if the
board determines there have been
violations we will order our people
off the shows.”
AFTRA

“All that'
expects of proof radio and television
show's is for them to be in compliance with our contract to the extent that all actors, singers, dancers and specialty acts be members
of AFTRA in good standing and be
5.
paid not less than the fee provided
Cliff in
our contracts,” McCue said.

ducers

TOUR
May

—

be en-

.The Delta Rhythm Boys
Holland, Carl Jones, Rene DeThe TV show will have Walter knight, Lee Gaines, 'and Traverse
Winchell nominating the candi- Crawford accompanied by mandates for the’ weekly orchids, ager Paul Papp, will arrive in
which Bert Lytell, as the host, will Japan May 19 for a three week
present. The first show will origi- concert tour of principal Japanese
Choral group has been
nate May 24 from the Coast with cities.
Rosemary Clooney kudosed; the signed by Yoshimoto Entertainsecond show will probably salute ment Co.
Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer.
They will open tour with a specTed Bates agency is handling ial performance for Security Force
“Orchid Room,” as it was when personnel at Tokyo’s Ernie Pyle on
Soshik .and Hildegarde did the May 20. Appearing with group will
standout.
“Raleigh Room” for the same be
Chemi Eri, Japanese jazz
outfit, is giving nitery performer
Paul Britten Orch: “Noel Cow- sponsor, Brown & Williamson To- singer, who has just completed
Kay Thompson §nother crack at
ard
Favorites"
visit to the U.S.
bacco.
three-month
(M-G-M).
Fave
the wax market. (She scored only
mildly several years ago via Columbia). Miss Thompson is -a slick
but 'her appeal is still
stylist
limited to those who know her
nitery work. She's got to be seen
appreciated. “Hammock”
to be
gives her the opportunity to wax
mellow while “Caribbean” offers
listed.

Of ther AFM declaration, he commented, “we have had very pleasant relations with local 47, AFM,
and w e hope we may continue to
have such relations, but we cannot
condone payment of less than the

—

T

Album

AFTRA minimum

fees to performIn most cases the
rate
substantially lower than the
AFTRA scale and it is obvious the
producers are attempting to utilize
singers who may be members of
to compete unfairly with professional singers."

AFM

Pete Doraine Joins

New

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

A new
moved

,

!

PfiKIETY
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Survey of retail sheet music
on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week
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Story
Still"

Short”-“My
(Audivox).
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Heart
Dorothy

who recently ankled the
Decca stable to form her own

>

kicks

it

off

in

,

topflight

fashion with “Long Story Short."
Tune is a breezy entry right up
She bounces it
thrush’s alley.
Side
across for surefire impact.
should be lapped up by the juke
operators due to its little more
than one-minute and-a-half running time. Thrush does well by the
Rodgers & Hart oldie on the re-

\
.

'

is

wk.
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coupling shotVs oft Mary -Small’s
piping -technique to advantage^
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Simon, who recently formec
own music firm, Thornwooc

Music, last week set up anothei
firm to be devoted exclusively t<
kiddie material. Simon’s new setuj
will be tagged Thomwood Publics

S

4

,

.

Bill

N
T

03

G

43

G

tions.

Initial

tune in .the catalog will b<
Wait Till Christmas.’

“I Just Can’t

Hometown Honors

i

Heindorf

Mechanicville, N. Y.,

May

12.

Ray Heindorf,

j

j

a former resident
of Mechanicville, a member of
Musicians Local 318 here- and musical
director
of
Warner Bros,
.

i

I

|

Hollywood, was honored
here Saturday (9) as “part of the
golden, jubilee of the union.
Heindorf was presented with a
key to the .city, took part in a
parade and 'Was honor guest at a
Studios’ in

'

1

j

dinner-bell.
»,

last

Simon Sets Up
Pubbery for Kid Tune*
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Allen’s initial releases, out next
week, will be sides by Bill Harrington and Danny Stabile for the
pop market, Clay Long for the folk
trade and The Willows for rhythm
and blues.
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Mary Small: “There’s a Faraway
Look in Your Eyes’’-“You’U Be a
Lon Time Sorry” (Mercfiry). This

3

93

.G

This Last

Collins,
label,

G
U

CO

3

u

O
e

CO

03

'

Stood

G
co
a>

orch’s best instrumental efforts in
some time. Orch sustains the driving pace via a socko arahgement
and a brilliant attack. “Circus" is
a lightweight but extremely ^pleasant instrumental piece.
Dorothy Collins: “To Make a

Long

73

•H

3

Allen Records,

wax
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the

into

tor Allen, will release disks in the
pop, folk and rhythm and blues
fields. Allen also named Pete Doraine, formerly- of Abbey Records,
national' sales manager.

O

sales based

Allen Diskery

indie' label,

week. Company, which was formed
by Connecticut business exec Vic-

t

a frenetic change of pace.
Eydie Gorme: “Uska Dara’’•’Cocoanuts” (Coral). Record companies currently on a Turkish
binge with “Uska Dara.” It’s been
given an English lyric for Eydie
Gorme’s version and she belts it
out in a highpowered style. Same
goes for the bottom deck.
Ray Anthony Orch: “Thunderhird”-“Picadilly Circus" (Capitol).
The jumping Anthony crew hits a
solid rhythm & blues beat on
“Thunderbird” giving it strong po.Its one of
tential on all levels.

AFM

ers.

is

.

;

of

to

under Herman Scherchen..
melodies from the pen of Noel
Sibelius: Violin Concerto (MerCoward get a lush going over by cury, $5.95). Excellent recording
Paul Britten’s orch. Each fs de- and interpretation Of a fine, rolivered tastefully. Britten’s skill- mantic, bardic work by Emil Telful batoning brings added. appeal manyi and the Danish National
to such tunes as “A Room With a Orchestra under Thomas Jensen.
View," “Someday I’ll Find You” Solo performance is less flashy
and “I’ll Follow My Secret Heart." than from U. S. fiddlers, but is a
superior interpretation neverthe-

Best Bets

same time ordered members

local 47 not to sign with that union.
Fischer, who said he was carry!
Ftdelio (Westminster, $5.95). Hear- .
ing out policy laid down by AFM
ty, attractive readings of the three
prexy
James C. Petrillo, avowed ’
“Leonores” and the “Fidelio,” by “we’re
not going to stand for it.”
the Vienna State Opera Orchestra

Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.
Exclusively for Coral Records

SOSNIK’S B’WAY LEGIT
«r

out

Kinjaky-Korsakov:

Am

Murphy

AFTRA

of yanking members frpm a
local
Scheherazade
teleshow
a meeting be(RCA Victor, $5.45). Familiar sym- tween the pending
unions slated for later
phonic poem gets a highly-polished, lush performance by Leo- this week.
Meanwhile,
pold Stokowski and the Philharsinging
guitarist
London. Lena Machado, centre of the
of
Orchestra
monia
corn
Stoky’s reading is more refined troversy, continued on the
Harry
and not as exaggerated a$ of late, Owens Show on ICNXT.
AFTRA

It's

(Decca).
tones good for pop and country You”-“I Love My Baby"
markets. Group gives it an effec- The Rodgers & Hammerstein tune
Street
to
pic,
“Main
Metro
for
the
a
is
Reverse
tive, soulful reading.
Broadway,” “There's Music in
minor item that’ll be forgotten,
ear
pleasantly
the
on
You"
rests
Frank Murphy: “Our Song"It's
Crosby etching.
“What Can I Do” (Okeh). Frank vi£ this

in Middle

Hollywood, May 12
CBS, caught in the middle by a
threatened AFTRA-AFM jurisdic

Kay

'

r

”
jb.

iJ

•

*
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DISKERS RACE FOR PIC THEMES
i.

Wanna Boy a Fan Club? Disk Flacks

Publishers Burn at Definite

Manufacture ’Em to Order for a Fee
using fan 4
Disk artists are How
their grip on the
rlubs to tighten
obtain some
teenage trade and to
in the willLrt of steady footing
The disk
market.
?5ie -wisp
a complete
names, realizing that
to sus‘.needed
saturation job is
the young disk buytain a hold on
to the fan club
ers are veering
their persetups to supplement
operation.
sonal disk promotion
fan clubs
In the past many
country developed
the
around
spontaneously from the enthusiasm of the juve devotees, but in
market
today’s highly competitive
forced to
the diskers are being

From A&R Men, Want Quick Answers

-

4-

*

manufacture and maintain their
own fan club setups. In some in-

stances diskers are shelling out as
much as $25,000 annually for their

Current wax click of such pic
music themes as “Song From Moulin Rouge” and “Ruby” is openhfg
the valve for a flood of film themes
on shellac. .Both pubs and diskers
are carefully eyeing the film Market, Hollywood and foreign, for

Soviets Discover LP
Washington, May 12.

The LP record is .due to
come to Soviet Russia/
On USSR Radio Day last
week, in which it was again
claimed that the -Russians invented broadcasting, it was announced: “Soon we shall start

platter potentials.

Leading the list of themes being
prepped for wax coverage is
Dimitri Tiomkin’s “Return To Paradise,” a
pic.
Almost every
major record company is ready to
jump in with releases when the

on the

production of radio
phonographs with two-speed

WB

motors and new sound pickups.
They will be used for
“
long-playing records.”
Soviet claims also
will

produce

"

that

it

50% more TV

re-

restriction lid is lifted next month.
Song is being published by the
Warner music firms. “Also on tap

ceivers this year than in 1952,

but without telling

were made

Tiomkin’s theme for the Metro
film
“High Ground.”
Robbins
(Big Three) is publishing.
Victor Young’s “Call of the Far
Away Hills,” adapted from the

is

how many

last year.

fan club machinery.

The diskers are laying on the
in

angle

juve

their

promotion

scheme because they’ve discovered
that the fan club members can beH
instrumental in boosting disk sales
To hold on to
and b.o. values.
the kids, the disk .names- form fan
club chapters around the country
to which they send embossed memautographed fan
bership cards,
photos, buttons, monthly newsletparaphernalia.
assorted
and
ters

theme from the Paramount

MGM, Coral

Merc,

“Shane,” already

is

noise in the wax market. The
diskeries are readying covering releases of the initialers on the

Pace Majors In

Young tune by Decca and M-G-M.
Paramount Music is publishing
Hills.”

Vogue

Bestseller

for pic themes

is

the

return

members

with the
line
In
vogue towards fan cl-ubs, a number of promotion men are moving
into the field as professional fan

the ladder over so long a period.
Top dog in the “Little Three”

grup has been Mercury, which is
currently running with six strong

Through mailing sellers. Leading the list is Patti
Page’s “Doggie In The Window”
(Continued on page 54)
with Richard Hayman’S “Ruby,”

club organizers.

Spike Jones

Georgia Gibbs’ “Seven Lonely
Days,” Ralph Marterie’s “Caravan,”
Rusty Draper’s “No Help Wanted”
1-Niters; and The Gaylords’ “Tell Me You’re

Revue

$908,000 in 109

Pulls

Mine” moving at fast sales clip.
Joni James has-been the biggest
•

TV Doesn’t Hurt Any More

factor in holding M-G-M in the
topseller line. After clicking with
,

Springfield, Mass., May 12.
Spike Jones and his “Musical
Depreciation Revue” played three

weekend shows here under Shrine
Auspices and then headed for
home after taking in better than
$908,000
in
a
four-and-one-half
months marathon tour that in
eluded 109 one-nite stands^ Jones
claims that business wa§ up from
12 to 15% in all sections of the
country over last year’s tour, and
stated that television no longer
exerts any crippling impact as a
competitor to touring attractions.
Bandleader said that last year
the effect of the big Saturday
and Sunday TV shows could be
clearly felt.

Only situation where
TV kept the locals from the wickwas in Oklahoma City on the
night highlighted by the television
ets

delivery

of

the

Lucille

Ball-Desi

Arnaz

heir.
Jones did a big $9,000 there, but was $3,000 short of
auditorium capacity.
In six years of trouping, Jones
has developed his own highly specialized system of operation.
He
carries a company of 38 musicians,
specialty acts and technicians. He
.

wife,

SPA

Voting

Council

On

Members

-

third of whom come u'p for elecSix of the incumtion annually.
bents, Oscar Hammerstein 2d, Lou
Alters, Otto A. Harbach, Charles
Tobias, Jack Yellen and Edgar Leslie, are up for reelection with one
RCA Victor is using a Brink’s council member, Jesse Greer, havarmored car this week to transport ing indicated that he cannot serve
a flock of disk air checks of the again.

ARMORED CAR TO MOVE

GLENN MILLER DISKS
,

Helen Grayco, goes along as
the headline singer. She left the
old Glenn Miller band broadcasts
show Saturday (9) for a tonsilec- from Wall St. in lower Maphattomy.
Manager Ralph Wonders tan to its 24th St. studios where
does the booking, and all road the disks will be processed for
dates are played under ^guaranteed commercial release.
The collectsponsorship.
tion, made by the late bandleader,
The band continues as a strong contains 179 records and is valued
repeat attraction, having played
by his estate at $1,000,000.
many towns as many as 17 and 18
The disks have been in the Wall
times.
In
the
Chicago Opera St. vaults of lawyer David McKay,
the band has bee-a in for administrator of the Miller estate.
,
8 different dates and has grossed

Election of new SPA officers will
take place at. the June meeting of
the council. Charles Tobias is currently president. The council will
also choose a writer to fill the term
of late Peter de Rose, who died a
couple of weeks ago.
Tobias is scheduled to address
the SPA conclave on the org’s
new spot check procedure by which
the books of the publishers are beSPA attorney John
ing audited.
* total of
$154,000 in that house
Schulman will repbrt on proposed
alone.
Oldie
Hunt’s ‘O’
Congressional amendments to the
Pee
Pulling out of Springfield, the
membership,
revue heads for the Coast, stopPee Wee Hunt, Dixieland band- Copyright Act. SPA’s
with Capitol incidentally, is at an alltime high
ping for nighters in Laramie and leader, who turned up
300 over
some
bestseller in “12th of 2,200 writers,
Denver. On June
the revue wilt Records’ alltime
coming last year.
.finally
Play the Los Angeles
Home Show Street Rag,” isfollowup
hit after
wftere it has become
a fixture, and through with a
which
rnn go on to
Albert Spalding, violinist-coma month at the some six years. New side, midthe
in
strongly
ismingo in Las. Vegas,, fob the is breaking
poser, will be awarded an honorary
^enth time, then Lake Tahoe, west, is “O a. 1919 .oldie by Byron doctor of music degree at the 120th
anni commencement exercises at
k str * n 8 of Coast nighters Gay and Arthur. Johnson.
O.,
Oberlln,
College,
fading into third straight appearHunt’s initial click tot Cap has Oberlin
June 8.
ed *t the Sacramento Fair.
gone over thd 2,000,000 marker.
•*

Wee

.

&

r.
Mitch Miller, Col’s a.
chief, is heard on the platter

several times belting out a
“quackseries of barnyard
quacks.”
Incidentally, the “arf-arfs”
on Patti Page’s “Doggie In
The Window” via the Mercury
label were contributed by her
musical director and manager
Jack Rael. Bob Merrill wrote
both tunes.

ASCAP Agrees
To Local Rate

On Co-op Shows

Almost resigned to playing second fiddle to the wax works in the
song-making process, music pub-

now asking

lishers are

shake from the disk

for a fair
artists

and

repertoire chiefs in the handling of
their songs. Both major and small
pubs are burning over the stalling
strategy of most of the a&r men
with the result that they are hung
up for months with vague promises
of a record on one of their tunes.
More often than not, the disk never
comes through.

Mitch Miller, Columbia Records

a&r topper, and Milt Gabler, in the
same spot for Coral, are rated as
fastest-moving

the

song

pickers

among the major diskers. Although
many pubs have sharp differences
with

particularly,

Miller,

they

straight onanswers, on their tunes.
Miller, like Gabler, says yes or no
to a tune at first hearing, tells the
publishers exactly where he stands
if his tune is rejected and usually
names the artists he plans to use,
if he accepts the entry.
The publishers are complaining
that the other a&r men tend to
shilly-shally with a definite maybe.
The routine of these a&r men goes
credit

him with giving

the-spot

like this: “I like

see whether

we

your tune and
jean

fit

it

in.

I’ll

I’ll

you know what our answer is
in a couple of days or weeks and,
in the meantime, don’t show this
tune to any other company.”
That means, the pubs say, that
they are boxed in and can’t move
until the a&r man makes up his
let

Settling a long-standing dispute

between radio broadcasters and the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers over the status of co-op programs,

ASCAP

has

okayed a proposal that network mind. If the tune is finally okayed,
But, as is more often
little is lost.
co-ops, where locally sponsored,
for waxing due to the recent conthe case, if the turies is shelved,
troversy over Chaplin, but London should be considered as local com- the publisher has lost time on a
Records has released a version by mercial programs. ASCAP has a song for which he may have paid
Frank Cracksfield’s orch in the higher licensing rate for network the writers a couple of hundred
U. S.. The London platter hit the
The small publishers are
shows and had insisted for years dollars.
disk jockey circuit late last week
especially hard hit since they usThe theme also has been etched that* co-ops belonged in the web ually work on one number at a
in England by the Melachrino category.
time unlike the major pubs, who
Strings via the HMV label. Bourne
As a result of the agreement, sometimes have five or six entries
Music is publishing.
ASCAP will now get the 2 V*% going at one time.
Although not themes, such pic rate on co-op shows under blanket
tunes as “Hi Lili-Hi Lo’’ from the agreements and 8% under per-proMetro pic, “Lili,” and “Anna” gram licenses on shows containing Sauter-Finegan Band
from the Italo pic of the same the Society’s music. The ASCAP
name, is helping renew diskery in- licensing rate for networks is
Hits Hot 5iG on First
terest in film music.
2 3A%. ASCAP will get the lower
In line with the drive on film local rate on the co-ops for the
Date After Platter Push
music, Columbia Records is prep- full term of the radio agreement,
Buffalo, May 12.
ping a big push on its upcoming from 1941 through Vl95t£.
The Sauter-Finegan band, which
album release of Percy Faith’s
The National Assn, of Radio &
year
“Movie Music.”
which was originally launched last
Broadcasters,
Television

Don’t You Believe Me?”
thrush followed with hit wax in
“Have You Heard?” * “Almost Always” and “Your Cheatin’ Heart.”
In the past few weeks, the soundtrack waxing from the Italo pic,
“Anna,” with Silvana Mangano,
pulled into the bestseller lists and
has been running neck-and-neck
with Miss James’ entries.
Coral Records, which rode high
last year with Don Cornell’s releases, is now being held up by
canaries. Teresa Brewer’s “Till I
Waltz Again With You” is still a
steady seller after scoring more
Assn,
Protective
Songwriters
than 1,250,000 sales and Karen
tomorrow
vote
will
Chandler’s “Hold Me, Thrill Me, members
meeting
the
annual
(Thurs.)
at
solid
been
has
a
also
Me”
Kiss
Miss Brew is now moving for seven council members whose
seller.
out for the label again with three-year terms have expired. Top
SPA board has 21 members, oneDancin’ with Someone.”

“Why

Lengths of which artists and
repertoire men will go to get
that “new sound” into a platter
was underscored again
with the release of Sammy
Kaye’s waxing “Tattle Tale
Duck” for Columbia Records.

further

badger

increasing

Disk Quacktery

pic,

beginning to

make

Lists highlighted by record company
interest in David Raskin’s theme
For the past six months. Mer- for the- Metro pic, “The Bad and
deejays for request cury, M-G-M and Coral have been
their local
The
Beautiful.” Although the pic
plays, pack the local theatres when pacing the disk market with a
was released last year the artists
the aftist is appearing there and steady flow, of clicko shellac. The
and repertoire ipen still feel that
promote interest in the artist in “Big
Four,” Victor,
Columbia, they can cash in on the title.
family and school surroundings. Capital and Decca have also had a
The pic music theme currently
All of this activity has been seen flock of bestselling platters but
being watched closest by the trade
to have a potent effect on the ar- this
marks the first time that is Charlie Chaplin’s “Limelight.”
tist’s disk sales and b.o. status.
they’ve had to share the top of
No U. S. diskery has yet tabbed it
In

Maybes

RCA Victor
concluded its convention in Los in a series of
live date with a
Angeles last week, is recommend- clicked in its first
Kleinhans Music
in
gross
ing that all stations recheck their $5,500
night. Concert
Sunday
here
Hall
receipts from co-op shows and pay
ASCAP the full amount due under pulled 2,500 customers for a neardisks,

capacity house.

their local licenses.

set for some college
one-niters before hitspot at
location
Frank Dailey’s Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., June 12-21. Following the Meadowbrook, band is
a string of one-niters
set for
Extent to which the disk flack- through July. Band is co-maestroed
during
the
past
grown
ing biz has
by Ed Sauter and Bill Finegan,

Band

PLATTER PROMOTERS

is

and

dates

ting

its

first

PLAN- TRADE ASSN.

years was pointed up last week
with the prepping of plans to
organize the platter promoters.
Org move is being sparked by

and

is

being handled through Wil-

lard Alexander’s office.

The Sauter-Finegan crew is the
band to bow via the Victor
and Henry wax route before hitting the road.
flacks Paul Brown
Flanagan’s orch was the first
Ralph
Okun. First step in the formation
solid moneyof the Record Promoters Guild will and proved to be a
is
be taken at a special conclave maker and Buddy Morrow, who
this

third

part of the Flanagan-JHterb Hendler
setup, also is following the same
groove, disk and boxoffice-wise.

week.

The

flacks will, institute a set of
constitutional bylaws to standardize fees and prevent pricecutting.
A system will also be worked out
in which deadbeat artists will be

Merc Adds 3 Yrs. To

exposed.

Georgia Gibbs’ Pact
Chicago, May 12.

Sinatra on Italo Tour
Rome, May 12.

Georgia Gibbs was signed to a
Frank Sinatra has been set for a three-year extension to her MerOld
series of Italian dates by Super- cury Record pact last week.
produzioni Teatrali.
j5act expires next April. Songstress
He arrived in Milan, May 8, with
a hit, “Seven Lonely
the first concert at Turin the next who has
Dates in Bergamo, Bologna, Days,” currently, just cut an album
day.
Florence, Naples, Genoa, follow, called “Georgia Sings the Oldies.”
with two days in Milan’s Manzoni
She’ll get the 5% royalty rate
Theatre, May 18-19.
on her slicings.

Tour winds lip Here May 20-21,
Adriano Theatre. Also feaPaul Weston, Columbia Records
tured in the show On the Italian
swing -are Milton Mezz Mezzrow Coast recording chief, in N. Y. for
huddles with homeoffice
'Week’s
Della
a
Miller
and
and dancers Taps
execs.
Grayson*

at the

i

—

.

.

..

Wednesday,
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Run Gamut

Tin Pan Alley ‘Mothers

Id Tone Suit Vs. Victor, Merc, King

From Red Hot to Mah-Jongg Mamas
By JIM

..

opus, American married women
are "Angels (We Call Them Mothers Down Here”), Decause of- her
angelic qualities, the songwriter
Harry
wants (as in Will Dillon
Von Tilzer’s perennially popular
the
like
just
girl
"a
number)
1911
girl who married dead .old dad/'
perfecis
Mother
But, although
tion as a Mother, at the same time
as a comic song wife, she is a
domineering ./character .who keeps
her helpmeet in trembling subjection. Not only that, but when she
is the mother of the girl the song^
smith’s spokesman marries, she is
a hellion! The typical attitude is
expressed in Jack Nprworth*s 1900
“I’m Getting Ready for My Moth"There’s Nothing Left To Do (But
er-) n-Law.” About the song song
Cry)” and "A Wooin’ We Will Go”—
that comes to mind in which a
Kem Records. "This can be the biff
guy’s wife's mother receives a good
for Miss Rain e”—Variety, April
word is a public domain ditty by one
22.
"Some concerted deejay action
William B. Gray, ‘‘The Mother of will make this biff. Five stars”
tne Girl I Love.”
-Down Beat, May 6.

WALSH

For years pop song defiers have
held that American womanhood
separates into three grand divisions
Mama, Mammy and Mother.
"Mama,” also known as "Baby”
and "the girl- friend,” single or
<

.

—

married,
gage.

is

usually a brazen bag-

She seethes With passion for

Papa who doesn’t always return
her ardor. Jealous and possessive,
she shouts, "Papa has got to see
Mama every night or he can’t see
Mama at all.” Because of his backslidings, she has "The Lonesome
Mama Blues.” After marriage she
proclaims that "Mama Goes Where
Papa Goes or Papa Don’t Go Out
Tonight,” "Red Hot Mama” insists
"You May Be Fast But You Won’t
Last, ’Cause Mama’s Gonna Slow

LORRY RAINE

You Down.”

She tells "Real Estate Papa,
Ain't Gonna Subdivide Me”
and orders "Aggravating Papa” not
While it is sometimes hintedto two-time her. Only occasionally
does she confidently assert "My that Mama isn’t exactly spotless
Papa Doesn’t .Two-Time No Time.” and though Mammy isn’t listed in
But, no matter "how much anguish the Social Register, Mother always
Papa causes, she is surd that if is a Lady regardless of whether
the boyfriend only realized it, she lives in marble halls, an- East"Mama’s Got What Papa Wants.” side walk-up or where Hie morn"Mama” seems chiefly a product ing glories twine around the door.
of the 1920s. and Gus Kahn Sc Sue may.be of any racial strain.
Walter Donaldson appear to have She Is both "That Old Irish Mother
done more than any other time- of Mine” and "My Yiddisha Momsmiths to glorify the predatory fe- me." Back in the "’90s, Mother’s
male. However, she was not un- ladyhood was emphasized -by Edknown a decade earlier, as witness ward B. Marks & Joseph W. Stem
Sophie Tucker’s singing “You’re in a sob-song with a title that begonna miss your big fat Mama” in came a .catchphrase, "My Mother
Shelton Brooks* 1910 hit, "Some Was a Lady.”
Of These Days.” Even so, Daddy
Mother's Day Brushoff
was mentioned more often than
Despite uncountable songs about
Mama in 1910-20 songs. L. Wolfe Mother,
it’s odd how little attenGilbert & Lewis F. Muir’s "Here
Comes My Daddy Now/’ recently tion writers. have. paid. to Mother’s
..
r
as ^ kow *e 'v
by
record
revived on a Capitol
S?i“T°
tu” e lf
hav cllc^e<i Offhand,
Joe (Fingers) Carr, is still well
f
^ a song especialliy
one recording of
remembered.

You

Dig That Crazy Witness
Los Angeles, May 12.

&

Exclusive Management

Canyon Drive

North Hollywood,

{

.

.

,

-

Calif.

—

the Roll Call, Kiss Mother
Goodbye for Me.”
'
Mother Is Kidded Too
Mother Dear is seldom kidded
by the lyric-writing boys, but Tom
Gray & Ray Walker achieved
clever comedy in a 1913 satire on
the suffragets, "Your Mother’s
Gone Away to Join the Army.” In
1916 Charles McCarron Sc Al Von

10% Pay Demand

—

IO Best Sellers

4.

PRETEND Ul)
SONG FROM tylOULIN ROUGE
SEVEN LONELY DAYS (2)

5.

I

2.

3.

6.
7.

8

BELIEVE (4)
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

APRIL IN PORTUGAL (1)
SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN

(19)

(1)

.

so well^put

it

extra.'

was made

in ac-

The award also
found Lois and Broadcast Music,
Inc., liable for;$4,000 on public
Arts, Inc., case.

performances.

Lucky Millinder, Sally Nix and
Henry Glover, other defendants in
the action, were held jointly liable

.

.

strike will go through as

"The

scheduled,” Arnold declared, "unless company and union negotiators
reach an agreement in the meantime.” Arnold urged the company
to take "full cognizance of the situation as it now exists and to begin bargaining with the union in

good faith.”

Heidt, 3 Troupers
Hurt in Car Crash

US JJJJAt t t t i ffJAtttt t ttJ&tit

Millinder’s arranger, copied the
song in penning "I Love You.”
Northern, incidentally, is a subsid of Decca.
Richard E. Colby of-Gohen &
Bingham, was lawyer for Northern.

Jack Pearl and Stuart Sprague
Chicago, May 12.
Horace Heidt and three members Tepped the defendants.
were injured in a
car crash early Sunday morning
(10) nearby /Elgin. 111., on their way BRIT.
AFFIRM
to an engagement* in Joliet. Heidt’s
group did an afternoon and eveNIX
‘AMITY’
IN
ning show in Joliet despite their
London. May 5.
injuries.
"There is no dispute between
Maestro*s nose was fractured and
Anthony Giansanti, saxophonist our union and the American Federation
of Musicians,” according- to
fracwho was driving, suffered a

TOOTERS
KENTON

tured wrist.

Reita Green, vocalist,

had two front teeth knocked out.
Betty Cole, dancer, suffered shock
and bruises, and was the only one
to remain in the hospital.

Page
Nat (King) Cole
Percy Faith
Georgia Gibbs

Mercury

Patti

Capitol

Perry Como
Joni James

M-G-M

Kay

Capitol

Victor

Starr

by the British
Musicians Union, explaining its
reason for., refusing the offer of
cuffo charity concerts in London
by Stan Kenton’s orch. The statement declared, "The
or the
a statement issued

AFM

U.S. Government departments are
entitled to decide their own policy
towards the employment of British
musicians in their country. We
have no objection whatsoever to
this; and it is appreciated that
there may be difficulties in the
pplway of any relaxation of
icy.
Equally we think our policy
will be understood and appreciated by the AFM.
"We should be willing to discuss
with 'the
the possibility of

AFM

AFM

‘reciprocity*;

dividual

but attempts by

in-

contractors

or

agents,

other

bookers to achieve this
might well be useless. We are willing to

participate

in discussions

not we who are .seeking to encourage the presentation of foreign musicians in Britain.”

it is

F. Laine-J .

,

London
.

.

.

.

.

...

Boyd

Gaylords
Eddi
Eddie
Fisher
Joni James

*

.

.

.

.

.Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Mercury

Page

Petri
Pefry Como
Fredc
Freddy
Martin

»+
Julius

'

LaRosa

Believe’ Leads British
Bestsellers; ‘Pretend’ 2d

London, May 12.
For the fourth week in succession Frankie Laine’s "I Believe’
tops the list of bestselling pop
disks in Britain. Nat Cole’s "Pretend” jumps to second place from
fifth last week,
Guy Mitchell’s
"Pretty Little Black-Eyed Susie’
drops from second to third place.
Newcomer to the list this week
‘

.

Patti

‘I

.

....

Ralj
Ralph
Marterie
Sylvana Mangano
Jo Stafford

1 1* t

Northern had claimed that “I
Love You” was an infringement of
Sailed Again,” which Millinder
was scheduled to cut for Decca
until it was discovered that Bullmoose Jackson already had cut "I
Love You” for King. Northern
alleged that Glover, who had been

of his troupe

Mantovani
Frankie Laine
Red Buttons

.

in their 1921

day employes work

Group

*

Ruby

12.

It

cordance with a 1952 decision of
the U, S. Supreme Court in the
Wool worth Co. vs. Contemporary

that might result in suitable arrangements; but it is not our responsibility to initiate them, since

1

.

May

Columbia
Mercury
Frankie Lalne ....... Columbia
Teresa Brewer
Coral
Les Baxter ....
Capitol

(1)

part of

.

J.,

employes, at the
Camden plant, have voted to strike
June 2. The union is seeking a
10% wage increase, plus improved holiday' and hospitalization
benefits, and double time for any

oo Coin-Machines

dear old Mammy wants no
9.
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART (2)
T
me in dear old Alabammy.”
There was •also an "Alabammy
10
SIDE BY SIDE (15)
Black Sheep,” in more sentimental
vein. Even Kahn & Donaldson apparently soured on the Mammy
Second
business, because in "My Sweetie
Turned Me Down,” the "hero”
SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
threatened to go on the stage, and
YOUR CHEATIN' HEART
added: “I’ll sing ‘Mammy’ and I’ll
STRANGE THINGS ARE HAPPENING
get shot, but what do 1 care?
My Sweetie Turned Me Down!”
TELL ME A STORY ......
Far more important in the long
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
range pop music picture than eithI’M WALKING BEHIND YOU
?•
er Mama or Mammy is Mother.
ALMOST ALWAYS
Like Mammy, she usually is
wrinkled, gray and careworn, and
CARAVAN
the purity of her soul would put
ANNA
the driven snow to shame. She is ,[
oldfashioned ("That Old-Fashioned t A FOOL SUCH AS I
MY JEALOUS, EYES
Mother of Mine”); wonderful (That
Wonderful Mother of Mine;” and
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES
she is "M-O-T-H-E-R, a Word That
APRIL IN PORTUGAL
Means the World to Me.”
MY LADY LOVES' TO DANCE
Or, as Bert Kalmar & Harry

"My

.

Camden, N.
RCA-Victor

into practice.

international for $5,100.
Arnold,
Daniel
The trial involved Northern's
representative of the International
CIO, tune "Tonight He Sailed Again,”
Workers,
Union of Electrical
said 4,117 of the Camden plant’s by Guy Wood and Sol Marcus, and
200r workers voted for the strike, Lois’ tune "I LQve You I Do.” by
Rose & Con jConrad followed 7,
and 219 voted against. Arnold re-; Miss Nix and Glover. Judge Ryan
suit with "Since Mi is Playing
ported 160 employes of the RCA- found that "Sailed Again” was an
Mah-Jongg.”
Victor plant in Moorestown, N. J., original piece of music and the
P;obably the best-loved Ameri- and 2,000 others in the company’s songs were similar. He also found
can Mother song is "Mother Ma- Cincinnati plant already had voted that King Records had access to
"Sailed Again.”
chree,” written more than 49 years to strike.

&

Debunking Mammy
It was a rare clefler who sought
to debunk the Mammy saga, but
Gus Yan & Joe Schenk made a
Columbia record, "I’m the Black
Sheep of Dear Old Dear Old Dixie
Land/* which cynically asserted,

re-

Paul J. McCormick heard each Mercury.
record played separately and then
Northern also was awarded $5,simultaneously.
000 from Lois Music, another defendant in the action. This award
represented statutory damages for
the Infringement of the sale of
Victor Employees
sheet music in lieu of an accounting of profits. It’s the first time
Vote to Strike June 2
this type of award has been put

Tilzer told of the dreadful things
that happened "Since Mother Goes
to Movie Shows,” and in 1924 Billy

•

break of “Swanee” numbers.

T. Galloway. in

was no plagiarism. Judges Albert and $850 in addition to the treble
Lee Stephens, Walter L. Pope and damage assessment of $2,500 from

at

.

++++*

Edward

.

In

written for the Day can be recalled
.
,
,
.
i
is elderly,
Mammy, by contrast,
Ford Rush & Glen Rowell’s 1927
ago by Rida Johnson Young,
benevolent and colored. Often, waxijig 0 f “i'n Wear a
White
for the rhyme, ^Mammy is spend- Flower for You, Mother Dear,” ap- Chauncey Olcott & Ernest R. Ball.
mg her last years ’way down in pr0 priately coupled on a Columbia Very likely, Howard Johnson &
Morse’s
already-mensunny Alabammy, where she pa- platter with "A Boy’s Best Friend Theodore
tioned
"M-O-T-H-E-R, a Word
tiently awaits the return of her Is His Mother.” Irving
Berlin, who
That
Means
the World to Me,” has
prodigal pickaninny.
gave the nation, its unofficial paAgain thanks, to Kahn & Donald- triotic anthem in "God Bless been more parodied than any
etner.
son, Mammy was in her heyday in America” and its
equally unoffi
the 1920s. They are usually cred- rial secular Christmas and
Songs about Grandmother are
Easter
ited with, or accused of, setting classics, "While
infrequent.
Christmas” and relatively
In
1908
off the Mammy epidemic in 1921 "Easter Parade,”
hasn’t done the "When Grandma Was a Girl” comwith "My Mammy,” and Al Jolson same for Mother’s Day. In 1916 pared the hit song, "I’m Afraid to
must be given a big assist for the he did write "When the Black Come Home in the Dark,” unfavterrific plugging he handed the Sheep Returns
to the Fold,” a set- orably to the tunes which had presong on the stage and records and ting of the Prodigal Song theme, vailed in Grandma’s youth. "In
in films. But there had been many and in 1919 he gaVe
Motlle ; Grandma's Day” had a similar
previous “Mammy songs.’
molii a good working over with theme. Also in 1908, Al Bryan &
In 1907 someone wrote "Mam- "Was There Ever a Pal Like You 9 ” Ted Snyder came through with o le
my’s Pickaninny." “Mammy's LulMothers always have a hard time called simply "Grandma.”
laby" was a product of 1912, and duringTvars. George F. Root
Grandma was also kidded in
made
'* le
a an
ler
e sal?
fi 00 *) use °t her sufferings during
Jimmy Eaton & Abner Silver’s
5?
2^
ioi(^ Ray
ii
T?
t
Egan
in 1919
Richard
Whit- the Civil War when he wrote “Just 1940 comedy number, "The Beard
ing had a real hit in 1916 with Before the Battle, Mother”
and in the Gilded Frame,” which told
‘‘Mammy’s Little Coal Black Rose.” "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp/’ the latter of how Grandma clipped off
Maceo Pinkard did all right in beginning, "In the prison cell I sit, Grandpa’s beard because it made
1919 with “Mammy O’ Mine.” A thinking, Mother dear, of
you.” him a devil with the women. But
year later, Sam M. Lewis, Joe In 1898, Charles K. Harris pulled after Grandpa passed over Jordan,
Young Sc Fred Ahlert came the tear-perking strings with Grandma framed the memento,
through with "I’d Love to Fall ‘Break the News to Mother.”
And "and her tears start to gush for
Asleep and Wake Up in My Mam- even that title was outdone by
a that old Fuller brush The Beard
my’s Arms.” And Donaldson had ditty of World War I. “If I’m Not in a Gilded Frame.”
experimented with several Mammy
numbers,
including
"Rockabye,
Lullaby
Mammy” before "My
Mammy” set every other tunesmith to pounding out Mammy
songs iif an* orgy that lasted a
4-M-i
couple of years. Accompanying the
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW (14)
1.
Mammy uprising was a similar out,

ter

vs
jam session, in the dignified
King Records, RCA Victor and
mosphere of the L. A. Federal Mercury action. Filed
Monday
Court of Appeals to determine (11), the report was submitted
io
whether Frank Loesser’s tune, Judge .Sylvester*. Ryan, who
found
"Slow Boat to China,” was swiped in favor of Northern when
the
from Robert E, Overman’s "Won- case was tried last May in N.
Y.
derful You." They agreed to take Federal Court. It’s up
to Judge
the case under submission for a Ryan to confirm the award.
ruling later.
The report awarded Northern
Overman had appealed from an $8,300 plus $24*900 in treble damearliest verdict by Federal Judge ages from King; $4,500 plus treble
Pierson M. Hall u who ruled there damages of $13,500 from Victor,

a

.

.

was recommended by special mas-

his
Three solemn judges listened to port on the Northern Music
at-

RCA

TIM GAYLE
3912 Blue.

An award of treble damages in
addition to the usual 2c per record fee in an infringement suit

M-G-M
,

.

.

Columbia
Mercury
Victor

.

is

...

"Tell

Me

Laine and

a Story*’,

by Frankie

Jimmy Boyd, which

in ninth place,

w

is
.

;
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Best British Sheet Sellers

Exclusive Legit Cast-Album Deals

(Week ending May 3)

May

London,

Kayo Coverage by

.

original*
Institution of exclusive

J{ album - deals on Broadway
fSnners has been one of the

C* Mills a Deejay
Hollywood, May 12.

wide

factors in blocking
of showtunes. Aldiskery coverage

Lfior

E. C. Mills,

are continually
though the majors
album
cast
.Vine for original
in the score
interest
their
rights,
lose out.
ally wavers if they

former

I

Mills

assists .Earle

C.

w^th Its top artists
fng the plugs
score. Rival
and in exploiting the
in

1

1

.

An-

Frankly Horrible

,

a Horrible Record,
to be a hit,” That’s
the sales pitch of a new com“If

Cinephonic
Robbins
.Cinephonic

it’s

. .

.

was launched in New York -last
week by Tony Burrellc and
Tom Murray.
Horrible’s initial disk, which
has been getting disk jockey

New World

.

.F.

.

D.

Talk to the Trees
Windsor Waltz

& H.

spins, is a coupling of "“Fish”

Chappell
Reine

Red Feathers

and “There’s a New Sound,”
by Leonna Anderson.

as sung

Dash

“Fish” was cut in the Holland^
Tunnel while “Sound” was
etched at 3,400 feet below $fea
level, according to the gag
blurb on the label.

Don’t Believe Me...F.D. &H.
Outside of Heaven
Wood
Celebration Rag
Wood

Now

strong

concerf package, without
is continuing to rack up
neat grosses in its one-niter trek.
Goodman's absence has hit the b.o.
only mildly and the unit is moving
into its fourth stanza at a strong

Dash

Don’t Let the Stars
Morris
Because You’re Mine. .Robbins
Wild Horses
Morris
All the Time
Cinephonic
Love to 'Fall Asleep Feldman
.

.

Goodman,

.

,

it’s

bound

pany, Horrible Records, which

Fields

Second: 12

Pulling Solid Grosses
The Benny Goodman-Louis Arm-

promotion campaign.
Recent example of diskery heslshowtunes is
tance in covering
Capitol
Cole Porter’s “Can-Can.”
the originabbed
which
Records,
sets its big
nal cast album rights,
guns on single waxings. of the
week
score and hit the market last

.

Waltz Again.

Till I

BG-Satchmo Package

point
diskers claim that there's no
bucking top stars and a hefty

.

Red Monkey

Black Eyed Susie-.
Broken Wings
Downhearted

thony in running KFI.

IT

Believe

Little

Every Thursday at 9:30 p.m.,
he presides at the plattering
of “Songs That Never Die,”
a program of old favorites.

Main factor in the showtune
priority push
shv-away is the top
songs from the
given the plug
with original
fihow by the diskery
album rights. The diskery
coyergenerally goes all out in

.

i.

ASCAP

general manager, is now a disk
jockey on KFI, Hollywood.

gener

Standardization of Spindle Hole

Oh Happy Day. .;. .Chappell
Wonderful Copenhagen. Morris
Pretend
;.
Leeds
.

E

*

Disk Industry Engineers Study

5.

Doggie in Window. .Connelly
In Golden Coach v. Box & Cox
I’m Walking Behind. .Maurice

Rival Labels

.

Garson Kanin, Bushkfn

Form

.

clip.

In Louisville, Ky., last Thursday
with Nat (King) Cole on “I Am
“Allez- (7) package pulled in
In Love,” Kay Starr on
more than Decca ‘Paradise* Album
Gordon MacRae on $7,000 and on the following night
Vous-En,”
Hollywood, May 12.
BaxLes
and
in Columbus, O., topped the $9,000
“C’est Magnifique”
Decca set a deal to issue an alter on “I Love Paris.” The artists mark. On Saturday (9) in Indianapthe
olis, tour grossed more than $8,000, bum of the soundtrack score from
& repertoire men at most of
companies have decided to sit out and in Cincinnati the following the upcoming film “Return to Pararather than buck the Cap barrage. night scored a strong $9,000.
dise,” Gary Cooper starrer which
The a&r men aren’t committing
Gene Krupa has been heading is based on the James Michener
themselves either on the tunes the Goodman orch since the mae- book.
from the Richard RodgersjOscar stro was felled by an acute respiraCooper will provide narration
Hammerstein 2d musical, “Me and tory attack in. Boston April 19.
for the album.
Juliet.” Original cast album rights
has gone to RCA Victor and the
•

Publishing Firm

Garson Kanin, film-legit director,
and jazz pianist Joe Bushkin have
formed their own music publishing
firm under the latter’s name, Kanin
and Bushkin have been collaborating as a songwriting team recently
and the firm will handle their
works.

is still

split

between

RIAA’s study by its engineering
committee complemented tests by
several phonograph manufacturers,
including Victor, which indicated
that an efficient record changer
w^ith a large spindle for seven,

#

10

and 12-inch records could be produced at a relatively low cost. Proponents of the standardized disk

rpm

disks

to

rpm

45

Capitol Records attempted to
solve this problem by adopting
“optional center” technique
for its 45s. All of Cap’s 45s can be
played on the small spindle with
the optional center.
The OC,

however, can be easily punched
out by the customer who wants to

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

sohg by Eddie Fisher
and out of “Hazel Flagg,” it had
clicko title

You

play

by

also

is

the

OF

with single releases from
shows to which it also had original
cast album rights. Out of “Wish
You Were Here,” company had the

Do

which now

the conventional and the large 45
flows from the
stabilization of the industry’s turntable speed and size problems.
Some industry companies, such as
RCA Victor, have proposed to the
RIAA that the industry could now
adapt all types of records to a
single spindle size, preferably the
large 45 rpm type.

78 and 33

Scoreboard

mull-

cently

“How
highriding
Speak to an Angel?”

hole,

rpm' diameters,

platters.

ing the single pressing schedule
on the tunes.
Diskery has hit paydirt twice re-

the

center holfe for the major disk
companies. According to a report
made at the last RIAA meeting,
the engineering committee has
studied several approaches to such
standardization but will give considerable further study to the problem before it can recommend any
of the methods.
Move to standardize the spindle

will

companies are waiting to see
how Victor is going to assign the
Victor

Although still a remote project,
Record Industry Assn, of
America, through its engineering
committee, has been studying the
possibility
of standardizing the
the

spindle hole contend that it will
be spotted in a hypo biz since customers would
legit musical which Kanin is pro- not have to worry any longer
jecting for future production.
about changing spindles on their
changers when shifting from the

The tunes

other

single releases.

51

.

it

on the large spindle.

Toscy’s Beethoven 9th

Fisher.

Obi Jazz

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Mafor Outlets

Promoters

To Use Soldiers Field

Coin Machines

For All-Star Concert
Chicago, May 12.
in

One of the biggest jazz concerts
Chicago annals will take place

Aug.

1 in

Field.

the 110,000-seat Soldiers

Sponsored by a group

of.

jazz promoters, it will feature the
Ralph Marterie orchestra, plus
Sauter-Finnegan’s new group, and
Ray Anthony’s band. Also in the

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet

Shaping as

fop Longhair Album

Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with 'data from wider sources, which are exclusive*
with Variety, The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored two. ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines ),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).
:

*.

department will be an all-star

orch

combo with Charles Shavers, Ray
Brown, Flip Philips, and Barney
Kessel. On the vocal side Ella Fitzgerald and June Valli have been
contracted for, and Eddie
has also promised that he’ll
hand:

Fisher
be on

TALENT
POSITIONS
This

Last

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

Week Week

the emcee list. There will be 10
disk jockeys herding their favorites

2

1

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

(Song from Moulin Rouge
Swedish Rhapsody
j
Doggie in the Window

through t^e concert.

3

3

FRANKIE LAINE

iVourCheatin’ Heart

PERCY FAITH

1

^

,

(Columbia)

Promoters are going heavy on

(Columbia)

*

•»;

£

NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
RED BUTTONS (Columbia)...

BMI Launches Coast
Drive Vs. Infringers
Hollywood, May 12.
Marking the start of a new drive

6

ler,

operators of North

PERRY COMO
8

8

Hollywood

BMI, Peer International and
Ridgeway Music were plaintiffs
against
Jones,
contending
he
Played “Lazy River” and “You Be-

long to

Me.” BMI, Ridgeway, Hill.
* Range sued Miller for using
Belong” and “Anytime” sans payas fc injunction against

iurther playing
pot less than

and payments of
$250 for each in-

Name Bands
Richmond,

Summer
Ind., May 12.

for

Colonial Hotel here has decided
g0 on a name band policy for
1*
J su mmer months for the first
e

Resort spot brings in Ralph
June 29 through July 4
ee Wee Hunt
has the next two

•kj

;

set,

retailing

Col Pic ‘Eternity’ Score

rights to the score of the Columbia pic, “From Here to Eternity.”
Sinatra is one of the stars in the
pic.

Fred

Bob Wells and
comprises a title

enlistment Blues.” Sinatra has already cut both tunes for Capitol
Records.

(Almost Always

Ruby

(Mercury)

Mary Ann McCall Pleads
Guilty to S.F. Dope Rap

TUNES
This

Last

PUBLISHER

1

3

fSONG FROM MOULIN ROUGH

2

1

DOGGIE
*1

IN

2
5

5

4

6

6

APRIL IN PORTUGAL
PRETEND
fYOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

7

8

SAY

»

9

7

10

10

.

Cromwell

BELIEVE

3

«

Broadcast
Santly-Joy

THE WINDOW

4

8

San Francisco, May

Chappell

Brandom

!

Acuff-R
Meridian

YOU’RE MINE AGAIN

SEVEN LONELY DAYS
tTXLL

I

RUBY

12.’

Mary Ann McCall,

fBMI)

TUNE

Week Week

Karger,

theme song, used for background,
and one production number, “Re-

Seven Lonely Days
(Have You Heard
1 Your Cheatin’ Heart

(Mercury)

(*ASCAP.

POSITIONS

,

;?

GEORGIA GIBBS

RICHARD HAYMAN

10

.

fringement.

^ Happ6n

(Victor)

JONl JAMES (MGM)

and. Inglewood restaurants respectively.

LP

Sales to date represent a retail
gross of nearly $1,400,000 on this
number alone. Victor’s package of
the complete Beethoven symphonies, as recorded by Toscanini, was
a complete sellout in a special edition of 5,000 albums at $50 per.

Rights to Barton Music

April in Portugal
1

a two-platter
at $10.90.

is

Barton Music, Frank Sinatra’s
music publishing firm operated by
Ben Barton, has picked up' the

«£

jHo-HcfsIhg

Arturo Toscanini's recording of
Beethoven's “Ninth Symphony,” released last October, is shaping up
as RCA Victor’s alltime Red Seal
album bestseller. The work has already sold 125,000 sets to become
Victor’s top long-playing release
and is still going strong although
it is among the more expensive
items in the company’s catalog. It

Score, written by

locally against spots

avoiding payment of licensing fees, Broadcast
Music, Inc., filed a pair of copyright infringement suits in L. A.
Federal Court yesterday (Mon.)
against Keith Jones and Steve Mil-

^

RCA Victor’s

Jefferson

radio and disk
singer, pleaded guilty in the Superior Court last week to charges
of possession of heroin. She will
be sentenced on May 9 to a term
which may run from 90 days to a
The 33-year-old singer,
year.
once among the three top gal blues
singers of the nation, said, “I had
an $18,000 home and it’s gone. I
made between $300 and $400 a week
for the past four years. I spent $50
a day, usually running anywhere
from $400 to $500 a week on the
stuff.”

WALTZ AGAIN

Village

—

Miller
"

Miss McCall sang with many top
bands, including Artie Shaw, Charlie

Barnet and

Woody Herman.

—
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with the Rampart Street Boys
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FISHER

MY ONE AND

WALKING
BEHIND YOU

I’M

with

ONLY HEART

c/w

c/w

JUST AHOTHER

SAY YOU'RE
MINE AGAIN
with THE
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RAMBLERS
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Songpluggers Query

Fan Clubs

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Role of Disk Flacks

Continued from page 49 —
.

In

Making
,

of

New

a

Hit

lists

York.

Artists.”

i

as important
today as always. Withouf him a
publisher would be at a great loss.
When it comes to the exploitation
of a song, only the know-how of a
contact man is of value to the pubis

j

j

1

1

2

2

to exploit which is acceptable to
the d.j. At all times he is hoping
that the record he must exploit
is a publishers’ plug song so that
he could enlist the services of the
contacting staff.
Compare this with the work of a
contact man whose primary interest
is the song. Aside from all the

5

9

“Strange Things Are Happening”.

6

6

5

10

RICHARD HAYMAN
Me

(KING)

•

«

11

9

12

15

13

11

14A
»

16A

* «

16B

e

*

•

Williamson Mu^ic)

16C

Ventura Quintet Added
Coral, Jazz lineup

19

12

20

20

features vocalist Jackie
Cain and pianist Roy Krai, Ventura
will also be used to back up other

WKDN, Camden, •yrill. be
by Harvey Husten, stations

ahow on
program

director.

Mpls.

•

'

’

'

Symph Needs 264G
Minneapolis, May 12.

Campaign

is

under way here

to

raise $264,700. subscription fund
for Minneapolis Symphony orches1953-54 season.
tra’s
This is
$35,000 more than ever before, the
larger sum being necessary because
of
increasing
operating
costs
Orchestra has just celebrated its
COG anniversary.
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Request indicates that

all

members
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big shellac click, the 500 chapters
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•

•

6

7

•

alerted to deluge local disk
distributors
and dealers
with mailings to stir up interest
in the new platter.
Value of a fan club operation is
indicated in the instance of Bill
jocks,
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JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)
“My Lady Loves to Dance”
HAMISH MENZIES (Decca)

•

“Less Than Tomorrow”
MANTOVANI (London)
“Moulin Rouge”
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Somebody Stole My Gal”
GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
“Seven Lonely Days”
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Tell Me You’re Mine”
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HANS CHRISTIAN MUSIC FOR LOVERS WONDERFUL TOWN
ANDERSEN
Broadway Cast
ONLY
DANNY KAYE
Decca
Jack!* Gleaton
DL-9010
Decca
Capitol
DA-937
DL 5433
H-352
9-391
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TV CALENDAR
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SHOW

SWEETHEARTS
Marion Marlowo

Arthur Godfrey

Frank Parkor

Columbia

Columbia

CL 6241
B 331
C

9-364

•

*

•
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A

m

2

(Victor)

“Swedish Rhapsody”
JONI JAMES (M-G-M)
“Your Cheatin’ Heart”

-

G

1

(Capitol)

“Say You’re Mine Again”

ALBUMS

•

»

7

COLE

“I’m Walking Behind You”

artists.

Will Bradley band.
Ventura left Friday <8) for a
three-week stand at the Blue Note,
Chicago. Following the Blue Note
run, the Ventura quintet will appear for one-nighter in Buffalo,
under the sponsorship of deejay
Joe Rico. Ventura’s own daily disk

3

•

•

Combo
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CJ
*0*
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©

CJ

appointing

M-G-M Records pactee.
though Hayes has not yet hit

Althe

which
have
been
established
around the country in his name
have been instrumental in his hitting a steady disk sales pace and
in keeping his name alive with the
local platter spinners.

Nat Lorman, who has organized
for Hayes, Johnnie Ray

clubs

“Pretend”

FIVE TOP
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a Story”

1

Adding to its jazz lineup, Coral
Records has pacted the Charlie
Ventura quintet to a term "’pact.

O

(Mercury)

“Hot Toddy”
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G
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©
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PS

0+4

(Columbia)

RALPH FLANAGAN

Distort.

subsid, also inked jaz£ pianist Billy
Maxted, former arranger for the

BOYD

PERCY FAITH
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“Anna”

PERRY COMO

publisher.

Brunswick Records, Decca-Coral
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LAINE- J.
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1

CJ

s

B
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(Capitol)

EDDIE FISHER

for it being a hit? You can’t. Yet,
1 can enumerate a list of songs
that are hits, due to the ingenuity
of the contact man.
The disk promotion men are a
“must” to the artist, the same as
the contact man is a “must” to the

filled

“April in Portugal”
RED BUTTONS (Columbia)

9

promotion man could replace the
contact man.
How can you then say that a disk
promotion man has emerged as a
key factor? Or that he has become
the dominant plug force?
Show me just one song that a
disk promotion man can point to
and say he is solely responsible

2

“I Believe”
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F.

his personal duty of scouting for
songs and I doubt if ever the disk

Coral

(Mercury)

4

7
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to

X

chapters,

chapter presidents and instruct!
ing the prez on how the cluh
should function.
After the initial groundwork
is
laid, the organizer continues
to
keep in close touch with the chapter around the country advising
them on how they can best Verve
the artist.
For example, on the
heels of a new disk release
the
fan club promoter generally sends
out word to the chapter presidents
to get a postal-card-party going
are

3

7

also
concern himself with the live plug,
the commercial, the sustaining, the
remote and television. Add to this

it

«

3
G
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G
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“Doggie in the Window”
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)

SYLVANA MANGANO

he must

J

I

“Song from Moulin Rouge”
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PATTI PAGE

Most times he has several records
by one artist to exploit and invariably he will choose that record

To

G

PERCY FAITH

ords. His least concern is the song.

(Prof. Mgr.,

g
o
o

CJ

tablishing
to
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of

territorial deejays these organizers
start the fan club ball rolling
es
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National
Rating
This Last

;

what a disk promotion man could do with a good
song and poor records. His only
concern is the artist and his rec-

Leo

3
m
m
©

U

O
O

O

CQ

I’d like to see

that he contacts,

Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

and

lisher.

d.j.’s

M
©
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sellers

Makes ’Em Key Plug Force For!
The contact man
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/ Editor Variety:
As a contact man, I would like
to voice an objection to your
article of April 29 entitled “Disk
Romancing Of Dee jays
Flacks’

^

and with the cooperation

B

331

Billy Eckstine and George Shearing, points out that an increasing
number of diskers, vets as well as
tyros, are latching on to professional fan ^club liaison men to
avoid the dangers of unscrupulous
fan club pros. Lorman pointed out
that on several occasions he’s un-

covered chapter presidents who’ve
been charging members $1- weekly
dues and pocketing the bulk of the
take.

To

control this

many

of the

diskers are maintaining permanent
fan club operators to continually
0 0 the wide chapter setup.
Proportions to which a fan club
can grow is indicated by the 800
chapters Lorman established for
.

,

Johnnie Ray

last year. It’s estitotal membership

mated that the

Ray clubs is close to 200,000
teenagers. Eckstine has 200 clubs
around the country and Shearing
in the

is

repped with

150.

Sidebar to the fan club operation is that civic leaders are enlisting the aid of the diskers to influence their chapter members. Communities that have been faced with
juve problems have been able to
straighten them „ out by getting
the disk artist to advise the youngsters.

Riverside to Package

331

Piano-Roll Jazz Sets
Caesar and Sammy Royal
Hawaiians Level
Lemer were the first to ack, “Is It
True What They Say Abuot Dixie?”
Tag to. $100 Per Date
NASHVILLE Clarence Muse and the Rene
Honolulu, May 5.
Brothers, up here in Tin Pan Alley,
Hollywood.
The price of music by the Royal
told us just when it’s “Sleepy Time
Editor, Variety:
Hawaiian
band is.
going up. HereV
What’s all this fuss about song Down South” and Cramer & Layfrom Harlem, went “Way tofore, the city of Honolulu has
I ton,
hits .coming from Nashville?
wish to remind that we northern- •Down Yonder in New Orleans.”
charged $15 for the band to play
ers discovered Southern Comfort v Bert Hanlon, Benny Ryan and when meeting an incoming ship
and inspiration long before Acuff, Harry Tierney taught us to spell and, for some reason or other, only
“Mississippi”
Hank Williams, et al.
up north. True, $10 to serenade a departing ship.
Didn’t Muir and I go down Freddie Rose, and a few others se- But the band (a municipal operaceded
from
the
north and went tion with the musicians covered by
on the levee, for the “Robert E.
Lee” and I went “Down Yonder” down to confirm what Irving civil service) has charged $100 to
play at funerals.
and came up with “Take Me to Caeser asked.
No, when the fellers wrote “Stay
That Swanee Shore” and “Here
From now on, there’ll be no disComes My Daddy Now (Oh Pop - in Your Own Back Yard,” they crimination in price. Every apOh Pop)” Gershwin, too, looked in were talking to us, and we can pearance will carry a $100 price
on the “Swanee.” Buddy Green take heed from Jean Schwartz tag, except for performances at
and DeSylva & Henderson went and Lewis & Young, who said officially designated public events.
“Alabamy Bound.” Harry Akst, “Rockabye Your Baby With A They’ll be cuffo. City fathers claim
with Lewis & Young, brought Dixie Melody.” But we can* do it it costs $500 a day to maintain the
L. Wolfe Gilbert.
“Dinah” from the state of Caro- up here?
Royal Hawaiian band.

TAINT TRUE WHAT THEY
SAY ABOUT

lina.

Irving

Riverside Records, indie Jazz
label, has acquired exclusive disk
rights to jazz material cut on
piano rolls by the Imperial Industrial Go., piano roll manufacturers.
Diskery currently is transferring
the piano roll cuts to disks and will

k

issue

Initial release of the piano roll

Jane Douglass and Tom O’Malley providing the music and lyrics
for the Muscular Dystrophy fashion show to be held at the Hotel
Pierre, N.Y., May 23.

a
truly
fine
artist

one of the world's leading 'musical directors and violin virtuosos. Mantovani's
amazing sound, featuring his “singing strings/' was introduced to the American public with Charmaine.
After that big hit there followed such top selling revivals as Dancing With Tears In My
Eyes,
is

It

Happened

In

Monterey, Mexicali Rose, Greensleeves and La Cumparsita*
His current best seller is The Moulin Rouge Theme.

*0

A GREAT NEW RECORD BY MANTOVAN!
THE MUSIC QF VICTOR HERBERT

‘

plat-

jazz will be “Rediscovered Fat
Waller Solos,” made about 30 years
ago.
Following the Waller platter in the series will be disks by
such oldtime jazz names as James
P. Johnson, Scott Joplin and Jelly
Roll Morton.

MANTOVAN
Mantovani

a series via long-play

ters.

M2"

33to RPM 11-746
%5.9S
Ah &weet Mystery Of life: Whtn You're -Away: Neapolitan love
Song: March Of The Toy*: I'm Falling In lov# With Someone:
GVp*y love Song: Kin Me Again: Indian Summer: To The land
Or.My OWn Romance: Italian Street Song: A Kis*. In The Dark:
Habcmerttt Sweetheart*: The Irish Have A Great Day Tonight

RECORDS
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Rhythm

& Blues

.V

•

Into

.Disk Companies’ Best Sellets..

Rhythm

&

Moving

Pop

APRIL IN PORTUGAL

*•

PRETEND
DON’T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART
RUB-A-DUB-DUB
I’LL SIGN MY HEART

5.

and
Although
r&b purveyors have been cleanin
up in the hinterlands and

4.

potential.
boost their coin

rated
looking to the

pop

disk aud.

The concen-

these disk-

out of lucrative spottings

book-

them

2.

DANCIN’ WITH SOMEONE
BREAKIN’ IN THE BLUES
FRENESI

4.

TILL

5.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

DANGER

Teresa Brewer

Johnny Desmond

THE JAPANESE SANDMAN

SAY SI SI
I’M WITH YOU
HONEY IN THE HORN
ORGAN GRINDER’S SWING

Mills Bros.

Four Aces

RUBY
SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
SORRY BABY
WHO’S GONNA PAY THE CHECK
BIG

MAMOU

Victor

Young

Peggy Lee

2.
;

3.

and Edna McAll have pop tunes
upcoming release sched-

Atlantic)

Griff (Jubilee).
ule.

artists figure that now
an opportune time to crack into
market since the line between the two styles has been
In the past
steadily narrowing.
year such r&b pegged tunes as “I

The r&b

—Music

Impact of video on disk sales is additionally underscored by reaction
to Deeca’s recent Andrews Sisters’ album, “Sing, Sing, Sing.” One
of the sides featured Desi Arnaz, of the “I Love Lucy” TVer, with the
sister team on “Old Don Juan,” and disk jockeys began playing on
that tune. As a result, Decca is issuing the side as a single. However,
recent Columbia Records’ side by Arnaz, “There’s
Brand New Baby

A

At Our House,” did not dent the pop market.
British record companies are giving “Hold Me, Thrill Me. Kiss Me”
wide coverage. Last week three diskeries, Parlophone, British-Columbia
and HMV, hopped on the bandwagon bringing the total of British
etchings of the tune to seven, Song was a hit in England via
Karen Chandlei*’s Coral platter, harry Noble wrote the words and
music and Mills Music is publishing.

Norman Brooks* takeoff on A1 Jolson in his “Hello Sunshine” disk
for the indie Zodiac label has cued a resurgence of disk jockey spins
of the late
singer’s sides for Decca. Numerous deejays are
playing the Brooks and Jolie disks back-to-back on their shows and
are inviting dialers’ comments on the comparison.

mammy

In a linguistic switch, Eydie Gorme, ex-Tex Beneke vocalist who is
of Turkish descent, has cut an English version of the Turkish folk
song, “Uska Dara,” for Decca. Stella Lee wrote the lyric. Tune was
introduced by Eartha Kitt, Negro singer from the legit revue, “New
Faces,” in t(ie Turkish language.

“To A Wild Rose,” classic oldie by Edward MacDowell, is coming
up for a new ride via a lyric updating, by Buddy Kaye. Tune, which
tagged “Wedding Day,” is being published by Bregman, Vocco &
Conn. Decca Records hit the market with the first etching of the song
this week with a slice by Joe Marine.

Dolores Gray

SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
VOLO COLUMBO
WAITING FOR YOU
I LIVED WHEN I MET YOU
DREAM LOVER
KISS THE BOYS GOODBYE
BROKEN WINGS
RUMBLESEAT SONG
AH! SWEET MYSTERY, OF LIFE
A KISS IN THE DARK

Juve Label Sets Four
Package Dick Himber
RH Juve Books on Wax
Enrichment Records, educational
In 3-Way Show Format
on to four titles
from Random House’s juve book
series, Landmark, for wax dramatization.
Books from the Landmark series to be given the disk
treatment are “Lee and Grant at
Appomattox,” by MacKinlay Kantor; “The Monitor and the Merrimac,” by Fletcher Platt; “The Explorations of Pere Marquette,” by
James Kjelgaard, and “The Lewis
and Clark Expedition,” by Richard

label, has latched

L. Neuberger.

LONDON
1.

58

Buddy Greco

WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN

The Five Keys (Aladdin), The

Mantovani

Vera Lynn
Robert Farnon

The Stargazers

The

disk dramatizations will be

done by Broadway and radio actors.
The books were adapted by Howard Tooley and the platters will be
produced by Columbia Records.

Charlie

Peterson,

concert

pro-

packaging v three shows
around bandleadet Richard Himber
for bookings at conventions, state
fairs, etc.
One show will have a
straight musical format, titled “An
Evening With Richard Himber,”
with ~ orch, chorus and dance
troupe. * Second package will spot
ducer,

Is

Himber in a mentalist act a la
Dunninger and the third will be
a magico revue featuring several
performers besides Himber.
National' Concert Bureau Is lining up bookings for the musical
package in the east.

Met Opera soprano Nadine Conner makes her European debut this
summer with appearances at the
Holland Festival in Amsterdam,
July l and 6, and at The Hague,
July 8 and 13.

Marc Blitzstein’s one-act opera,
“The Harpies,” will be given its ^
world, premiere by the Manhattan
School of Music, N. Y., May 25.
William Molyneux did the setting,
and the entire production is being
staged by Ralph Herbert.

Mantovani

5.
MERCURY

is

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
MY JEALOUS EYES
RUBY
LOVE MOOD
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART

1.

the pop

Patti

Page
-'-*-,,

,

2.

“Mint Julep”
pop wax mar-

3.

Another added factor in closing the gap is the introduction of
r&b styles into the arrangements
of several top name bands.

4.

5.

Richard

.

ket.

I

Hayman

Georgia Gibbs

CARAVAN

Ralph Marterie

"WHILE YOU DREAM
APRIL IN PORTUGAL
I’M

Vic

Damone

WALKING BEHIND YOU

'

'

&& Was1

'

M-G-M

Muehlebach Hotel

1.

Room
2.

Kansas City, May 12.
Hotel Muehlebach is shifting, its
entertainment policy for the summer while it does a major remod-

3.

elling job on its downstairs deluxe
dinner room, Terrace Grill.
Beginning Saturday (16) hotel will inaugurate dancing in its smaller
Cafe Picardy on the street level,
bringing in Joe Vera with a four-

*

RAMBLIN’ MAN
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
I’LL BE WAITING FOR YOU

5.

KAW-LIGA

no dancing. Under new jpolicy it
continue with Louise
Marian
and the Vera crew. Terrace Grill

&

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

.

;

s
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MY ONE AND ONLY HEART

Homer &

Jethro
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Eddie Fisher

JUST ANOTHER POLKA

Perry

SAY YOU'RE MINE AGAIN
APRIL IN PORTUGAL
PENNY WHISTLE BLUES

Como

Freddy Martin

Tony Martin

NOW HEAR

THIS
APRIL IN PORTUGAL

name bands in three-week stands,

^

Hank Williams

2.

4

Hank Williams

Joni James

IN THE WINDOW
PORE OL* KEE-LIGER
BEHIND YOU
WALKING
I’M

closed Saturday (16), after operating for the past year or more with

|g|

Mangano

Joni James

ANY WONDER
ALMOST ALWAYS

IS IT

Silvana

''

TAKE CHAINS FROM MY HEART

4.

mmmwmm®
mm
mm

ANNA
I LOVED YOU

RCA VICTOR
HOUND DOG
1

combo.
Since Picardy was opened about
a year ago, hotel has operated it
*s a luncheon-dinner room with
music by small combos, but with
piece

will

I

Eydie Gorme

5.
DECCA

blue artists as Little Sylvia (Jubi-

To Remodel Band

Clooney-J. Boyd

,

is

HELLO BLUEBIRD

Also switching to the

K.C.

-

Teresa Brewer

ALL NIGHT LONG
YOU’RE DRIVING ME CRAZY
I PREDICT

are Billy

Don’t Know” and
have broken in the

Boyd

F. Laine-J.

R

3.

dates.

on their

Frankie Laine
aine

CORAL
1.

manager of Sarah Vaughan, whose
plans are to develop Miss Brown
into the kind of flexible performer
that can play both blues and pop

<

Red Buttons

vATTB^umsw
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
TELL ME A STORY
LITTLE BOY AND OLD MAN
DENNIS THE MENACE

The pop segue is being spearheaded by thrush Ruth Brown, currently the top selling femme disker
Thrush currently
in the r&b field.
pop-styled etchings for
is prepping
Atlantic as well as several pop albums. Diskery will contribute to
the pop buildup by getting her
disks in areas heretofore brushed
will conoff. Warbler, of course,
tinue to wax for the r&b during
the transition period, but the sights
are set for the pop market. To
expedite the segue, warbler has
gone under the management banner of George Treadwell, husband-

Clovers

Percy
a
y Faith

ARE HAPPENING

5*

on TV.

pop groove
Ward’s IJominoes, vocal
combo. Group is lining* up its initial pop sides for King Records and
Joe Glaser, Associated Booking
Corp. topper, is following through
by pitching them for the first time
at pop locations such as the Paramount Theatre, N. Y.
Plans to hit the pop disk market
also are being prepped by such

Frank
Sinnlm
K S
*

SONG FROM THE MOULIN ROUGE
SWEDISH RHAPSODY
HO-HO SONG

3‘

to

field

tration on r&b product,
limited their
ers believe, has
even shut
ing outlets and has

lee^,

u ank Thomson
Thompson

AWAY

LEAN BABY
I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU

2-

open
locations and deup new booking

new

Nat* lKinc)
K 8 Crnl1 „

‘

COLUMBIA
I.

couple of
urban spots for the past
they’ve satuyears, many feel that
are now
and
their market

velop a

*

es Baxter

blues artists are veer*

being

ing

t
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Inside Stuff
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Field

pop field. Move is
Ing to the
market
made to widen their
the

i
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CAPITOL

Artists

I.

_

KEN REMO
Sings

with

a minimum policy.
Grill
be extensively redone and is
expected to be readied for an early
°P Gnin 8. according to Barney
YuAllis, head man
at the Muehlebach.

will

T

Leo Edwards Questions
Harper’s All Time Hits

America’s folklore. And in conclusion may I suggest that “AlvSweet
Mystery of Life” was not Victor
Time Hits 1894- Herbert’s most popular success,
in
recently
published
but “Kiss Me Again” was his big1952, as’
Variety from an edition of Harper s gest all time hit.
Leo Edwards.
Encyclopedia of America History,
the
(President, ASCAP Charter Memdoes not necessarily represent
period
bers Assn.)
All Time Song Hits of that
by any stretch of Imagination.
popular
I have lived with the
Int’1 Pacti Three
music business practically since
^ 8jean
RCA Victor’s international disk
its inception, by that
lg6
division has Inked pianist Frank
Pan Alley, which
St. Dameron to a term pact.
on Union Square and men 28th
Ave.
Sixth
Noro Morales and A1 Romero
Broadway

New

the

NEW NOVELTY SONG

HIT!

Little

“The Missouri Waltz.” And I can
mention Gus Edwards' “School
Daj’s,” which has become part of

York.

Editor, Variety:
The list of All

RCA

Monkey
MllUP

ww

between

&

also will cut several sides
emit Charlti X. Harris* combos international label on a oneand for the
world famous ‘‘After the Ball
basis.

Why

music seller
the all time top aheet

shot

IIEVIPA
mtAllrU
MGM

11419

K 11419

MY HEART
is A KINGDOM
78 RPM
45 RPM

M G M RECORDS
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LARRY ADLER4 DAHARI

the Upbeat

New York

.

.

stay

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,

New Orleans,
Norm Carlin

Roosevelt,

the

at

AS

Ray Noble has a month

.

Ralph Marterie's orch begins a Starting June 18
three-week engagement at Frank inked for the Pardise Club, BurnMeadowbrook, Cedar ham, 111., May 20 for four weeks
Dailey’s
Grove* N.J., tomorrow (Thurs.)
Barton Bros, into the Vine Gardens
Sarah Vaughan prepping a return for two frames May 13 , Frankie
tour of Europe in August. .Vic Carle into Elitches, Denver, June
Damone, recently discharged from 1-12
A1 Donahue starts the
the Army, opens at the Riviera, Ft. Beachwalk season at the Edgewater
Stan Kenton Beach Hotel May 29 with a two
Lee, N. J., May 27
pencilled in for a repeat engage- week stand.
ment at the. BIrdland, N.Y.. in
Harmonicats do a stanza at the
Agency topper Billy Riviera, Columbus, May 18
October
.
Shaw hopped to Bermuda last Three Lads & a Lass into the
weekend on a quickie business trip Wisconsin Dells for the summer.
Karen Chandler guests on Red
Wayne King splits a week with
Buttons CBS-TV show May 18
four day stint at the Heidelberg
First anni celebration of the New Hotel, Jackson, Miss., May 21
England Hillbilly Jamboree to be Ted Lewis brings his show into the
held May 22 at the Boston Garden. Skyway Lounge, Cleveland, June*
Town 18-27
Adler’s
Larry
Boston
Helen O’Connell does
Hall, N.Y., concert postponed until two frames at the Eddy’s, Kansas
May 24. It was originally skedded City, May 29, with Maureen CanTony Alamo subbed non following for the same period.
for May 13
for Bob Eberle over the weekend
Gail Robbins chirps at Park
at Charlie Ventura’s, Camden, N.J. Lane, Denver, May 18 for 10 days
Eberle was forced to cancel out and picks up 10 more at the Baker,
Berger,
Doc
because of illness
Dallas
Driftwood starts a new
disk promotion man, in N.Y. Vet- policy with the Eddie South trio
Fausto Curbelo’s and headlining Jeri Southern
erans Hospital
latino orch, begins an indefinite Georgia Carr currently at the Blue
engagement at the Boulevard. Crystal, Girad, O.
Joy Caylor
Queens, Sunday (17) .-.Ken Remo all-girl orch into Melody Mill June
into Tommy Carlin’s Lounge, Pitts- 5 for three stanzas
Alan Dean
burgh. May 18.j
has 14 days at Fazio’s, Milwaukee,
May 1S5 and across the town,
Dolores Hawkins opens at the TicLondon
Toc the same day for the same stay.
Nellie Lutcher has a round at
While conducting his orch for
U.S. Forces at Burtonwood, Lan- the Palms, Columbus, May 25
cashire, last week, bandleader Vic Mel Saunder Quartet in for twoLewis collapsed with nervous ex- weeker at the Rantoul Air Base,
haustion. Ordered a week’s rest Rantoul, III., May 15.
Sextet bandleader Tito Burns
Missed several of his
also ill.
Pittsburgh
group’s one-niters. .Singer Frank*
Set for one-nighters at WesJ
lyn Boyd leaving Oscar Rabin
band to become songplugger with View Park’s Danceland are Ralph
Maddox Music, subsidiary of Chap- Flanagan* May 19; Billy May,
.Donald Peers leaving for June 2; Ray Anthony, June 26, and
pell's
. Jimmy
tour to Middle East, Cyprus and Sauter-Finegan* July 10
Germany on May 16. Will be away Morgan opens a summer run at
Lake
in
Conneaut
Cow
Shed
The
eleven weeks , Ronnie Scott com. Bill Cornelius out
bo and Vic Ash group will each Friday (15)
joined
Army
has
of
the
and
Bob
play 14rday concert tour of IceDorothy
.
land:.. Only appearance of Eddie Scott’s sax section
is
Pittsburgh
returning
to
Nesbitt
Fisher in the sticks will be at
Blackpool on Whit Monday (24) after two years on the Coast and
with two concerts at the Opera will be at the Fort Pitt Hotel
Lounge for a minimum of four
House.
weeks beginning Friday (15)
Joe Holiday into the Midway
Chicago
Lounge for two-week guest stint
Sid Dawson’s Riverboat Ram- with Deuces Wild, spot’s regular
The Fascinating
blers into the Clover Club, Peoria, jazz combo
June 2 for two weeks .and follow Ayers into the Hotel Roosevelt
with two more at Basil’s Kokomo, Sylvan Room until middle of June,
Chicago Theatre has inked when they return to Windsor
Ind.
Billy Eckstine for a two-weeker Hotel, Cape May, N. J., for the
June 5 with Vic Damone coming summer
’Artie
Arnell band
in for a fortnight June 26 .
plays Turtle Creek H. S. Jolly Hop
Dolores Parker- join's Joe Louis for the third straight year on
revue at the Regal Theatre May 29. May 25.
Mary Kaye Trio pacted by
.
.
M-G-M records with first sides due
next week.
%
Clara Brewer’s quartet in at
Shep Fields holds down at the
Steel Pier, Houston, June 12-25. Dude Ranch Club, Council Bluffs,
for. that spot’s 20tfi anni
Skeets Mahoney orch booked at
Howells, Neb., Ballroom May’ 31
It's Mnic
Muic by
.

.

.
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Director, Alphabetically listed.
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Survey
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.

By Myself
Anna i“Anna”
Anywhere I Wander—-t “Hans
All

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Nearness Of You
Ohio—*“Wonderful Town”
Pretend
Ruby— t“Ruby Gentry” .-.
Say You’re Mine Again
Seven Lonely Days
Side By Side
Somebody Stole My Gal
Song From Moulin Rouge
Sweet Thing
Tell Me You’re Mine
Wild Horses
Your Cheatin’ Heart

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Miller
Jefferson

Shapiro-B
Robbins
Broadcast

Alamo

Los Angeles, May

Lion
...Shapiro-B

Jefferson

Paxton
Disney
Chappell

.

Decca Inks Marge

Collie
Decca Records has added the

Sheldon

Kentucky

Red Monkey

My Flaming Heart— 1“Small Town
My Lady Loves To Dance
Pour Me A. Glass Of Teardrops

x

..Shapiro-B

Marks

Say Si Si
Till I Waltz Again With You
When the Red Red Robin Comes Bob Bob Bobbin’
Will-O’-The Wisp Romance

.

.

.

.

.

Bourne
'

Triangle

Top 10 Songs On TV
(Listed Alphabetically)

Omaha

‘

.

.

.

.

.

.

into Cosmo Club,
Don Johnson, oneset at Dundee Dell
.

Mercury Records has skedded
sequel

Feist

Brandom
Broadcast
.

.

to

its

highriding

a

Acuff-R

York)

Advanced

t

The Peace Pipe

...Mills

*

ters for a two week stay.
While he’s at the New York desk,
Morris will o.o. the firm’s plans to

spearhead a new sheet music printing format, to facilitate piano play\

I.

ing.

Capitol
RILLY ECKSTINE

* Legit musical.

MG

you'll

Piano-vocal

hayo' a hit
available

Page,

EMERICK JANOSKA

Another

B,

who

etched the original
“Doggie” click for Mete, had been
using a live pup when she warbles
the tune in her in-person act. Merc

(Composer of many Cxach hit songs)
Box 17, Morris Hts. Sta.
New York 53, N, Y.

also is setting up commercial tieins
for the juve trade on “Arfie.”

BMI

"Pin

Up"

Hit

®MAMOU
Published by Peer

REC0RD 5

PETE HANLEY*...
Dolores
RES gray,;
rustyr draper..,.;
ELLA Mae
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LINK DAVIS
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*
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(Capitol)
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Entra (Columbia)
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Alan Livingston in N.Y.
To Cut ‘Can-Can’ for Cap

.

added by

blues tune.

30 , N.Y.
.

fillip is

job.

Alan Livingston, Capitol Records
pop artists & repertoire chief, arrived in New York Monday (11) to
prep the diskery’s original cast
album session of the Cole Porter
musical, “Can-Can.”
Album will
be cut Sunday (17).
“Can-Can” is the Cap’s only original cast album grab of the 1952-53
legit season.
Year previously the
diskery annexed “Pal Joey,” “Three
Wishes for Jamie,” “Top Banana”
and “Of Thee I Sing.” The legituner features Lilo and -Peter

t
1

|

Cookson.

Copies

Now

Ready

that Sensational Song

CARRY
ON AMERICA
Send for Your Copy
Great for .Choral Groups
Pub. by

FORD & GLOGAU MUSIC
9320

CO.

KM Am.. W—*«w. H.

America's Fastest

Austin Little of the sax section who
steps down to warble a rhythm or

(Inm.rl
(Imperial)

Nmw

.

engagement for a

summer remodelling

Hotel Muehlcbach, Kansas City
Henry Brandon orch is well
established in the Chi area in such
spots as the Edgewater Beach and
Stevens Hotel, and is playing this
one-month date as part of tour
through the south and midwest.
Ordinarily Brandon carries a
larger complement, but on this
swing he is working with a more
compact group of three reeds,
trombone, trumpet, drums, string
bass and his owq piano, being
principally geared for clubs and
hotel rooms. Musical stylings are
entirely designed for dancing and
given an individualistic, touch by
Brandon’s arranging and use of
saxes ranging through alto, tenor

occasional vocal

(Okeh)
(d.c
(Decca)
nf#h Ao 0nu .,

Grill after this

Band Review
HENRY BRANDON ORCH

and baritone. There is some embellishing piano fingering from the
leader. Numbers are kept largely
instrumental in keeping with the
emphasis on dansability, but an

(Okeh)
(Decca)
(M.rci
(Mercury)

!•

,.

ESAUIRE BOYS
Rainbow

FERRANTE

fit

Canine’s monickef was selected
from among names submitted to
deejays around the country. Patti

MOMMIE DEAR
—and

'

-

Merrill.

Cot tho' Enchanting Ballad

1——

SWitPING THE COUNTRY

RALPH MAATERIE
Mercury
BAS-SHEVA

Harms

Cares

Filmusical.

Buddy Morris in N.Y.
Pubbery topper E. H. (Buddy)
Morris arrived in New York Monday (11) from his Coast headquar-

of ties)

Famous
De Sylva-B-H

Who

a Cajun
Louisiana. Cajun
tunes have recently entered into
the pop market via such numbers
as “Big Mamou” and “Jambalaya.”

IT’S

Lover
Sheik

chief,

Doc Guidry,

from

—

Bourne
Simon

Ain’t She. Sweet
Pass'

platter,

pacted

fiddler

Top Standards

(More In Case
*

“Doggie in the Window,” for its
juve label, Childcraft. Tune, which
is tagged “Arfie, The Doggie in the
Window,” also written by Bob

MUSIC, INC.
Now

Five

‘Doggie in the Window’
Now Has a Name, Arfie

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU
11419 Broadway .

Santly-J

here.

Program Today Ytitorday's

WORDS &

Chappell

Cromwell

Song From Moulin Rouge
When The Red Red Robin -Gomes Bob Bob Bobbin’
Wild Horses
Your Cheatin’ Heart

Mimic Macs

.

Valentine
man- band,

JESSE GREER

.

Duet

Appreciation
April In Portugal
Doggie In The Window
I Believe .... .\ ...
I’m Sittin’ On Top Of The World
Pretend ....I::.:...:...:.

.

Paul Cohen, Decca country
also,

Village
.

singer to its hillbilly
roster with the inking of
Collie to a term pact. Miss
Collie isf active in the Nashville
country music picture.

artists’

Marge

Advanced

. .

femme

third

Miller

Robbins
United

Girl”

Red Canary

.

.filed

Mills

Witmark
Frank

Confess

.

.

12.

tunesmith,

Superior Court against Hill
& Range Songs, asking $650,000
and sole ownership of 91 songs he
claims belong to him. Others
named as defendants in the breach
of contract action were Julian and
Jean Aberbach, H&R toppers.

Among the 91 songs, mostly
written in collaboration with other
tunesmiths
between
1947
and
are
1950,
“Careless
Kisses,”
“Roomful- of Roses” and “The
Everlasting JHills of Oklahoma.”

Harvard
American

Ecstasy Tango

Just Another Polka

.

moMinui

Following its work here, Brandon
crew heads back to Chi area for
a

date

at

Muehlebach

Lake Delavan,
is

the

Spencer Sues Aberbachs
For 650G, 91 Copyrights
Tim Spencer,

Brandom

—

.

Jill

suit in

Four-Star

Little

Lubiri

combo’s disk debut.

Simon

......

by

also peddled

vocal combo Four Jacks & A
The Jubilee sides will mark

Capri

Acuff-R

.

cut

two masters to Jubilee Records last
week. Sides were etched by the

Blue River

Hold Me, Thrill .Me, Kiss .Me
*“Can-Can”
I Am In Love

'

The masters were

The Lubin pubbery

Chappell

“Moulin Rouge”

will hold off parting
to its stable until reaction
to the platter can be ascertained

Vaughan
Music.

Caravan
Don’t Let The Stars Get In Your Eyes
Downhearted

I

.

.

however,

Famous
Roncom
Famous

,

Cut by Can. Crooner
M-G-M Records has latched on to

via a

Leeds
Shapiro-B

Gomen Nasai

v

Israeli singer

Canadian crooner Denny Vaughan
buy of two masters. Diskery

Remick
Cromwell

Little

Can’t I

.

.

Coachella
Chappell

Second Group

.

.

.

Feist

Love
Almost Always
Broken Wings

.

.

Flagg”.

.

A

an

M-G-M Buys Masters

Harms

Brandom

1

is

N. Y. cafes. Adler
has played an Israeli concert tour

Paramount

•

—

.

who has worked

..Santly-J

*

—

.

Miss Damari

Hollis

Chappell
Peer .

Jazz Singer”

I’m Sittin’ On Top Of The World
I’m Walking Behind You
Keep It A Secret
My Jealous Eyes
My One And Only Heart

.

give a joint concert at Town Hail
N. Y., May 24. This is their first
duo venture in the concert field

Berlin

Frank

.

.

Hush-A-Bye— 1 “The

.

.

.

I Believe

.

.

Christian Andersen”

How Do You Speak To An Angel— *“Hazei

,

.

.

„

.

TOWN HALL DUO

recitals previously
in the longhair domain.

-

Hot Toddy

.

H.V.

Harmonica player Larry Adler
and singer Shoshana Damari will

Each has given

—

April In Porttigkl

.

.

.

1953

1-7,

Big Mamou
t
Blue Gardenia— “Blue Gardenia”
Doggie in the Window
Golden Years^-t“Houdini”

.

.

.

May

of

(Listed Alphabetically)

’
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.

Week

.

.

.

.

Wednesday, May 13 , 1953

PffisffiTY

Wise.

closing the Terrace

"'Selling" Records!

Y.

*

)

,

Wednesday May

PTwiffiFr
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JANE POWELL’S $20,600 Ore. s Amato it Sodden, Upbeat
CRACKS TORONTO MARK

Vast Iceland-to-Turkey Cl Circuit

Toronto, May 12;
v
Jane Powell last week broke the
house record’ for any femme performer at the Casino here with
about the presentations; in fact, $20,600, topping Dorothy Lamour,
It’s strictly a crewcut entertainment
in a fortnight ago, by $2,000. Casino
designed to provide 90 minutes of recor d is held by Johnnie Ray at

Names, Chichi Touch as Liquor Flows

show

of the biggest

5.

biz op-

erations in Europe is being conducted from this famed German

health Tesort, providing live professional entertainment for GIs
over an area extending from Iceland to Greece and Turkey, So
vast is the territory that a single
unit playing only one-night stands
would take at least six months to
cover the entire area.
Responsibility for this undertaking is vested in 'the European
Armed Forces Professional Entertainments Branch, which functions
as a combined operation and is
staffed by reps from Army, Navy
and Air Force. This month ^it is
celebrating its first anniversary,
having come into being on May l
last year. The present commander,
Maj. Gerald Cameron, assumed
control a week later.
With financing drawn only from
profits made by the PX, the branch
in its first 11 months, operated on
a budget of around $200,000, but
it is confidently believed the figure
will get progressively larger each
year, and that the activities will
expand correspondingly. With this
coin, they’ve sponsored 17 shojys
'

which were

mainly packaged in

Britain; supervised the arrangements for 20
productions; and
organized a number of* celebrity
galas with Danny Kaye and Eddie

USO

relaxation.

Don’t Be Beastly to Germans
Within this framework, there are
certain rules which have to be
strictly followed. Blue material is
barred, as the show must be acceptable to mixed audiences, and

$24,900, set

Only vaude house

way

offense.

in-

failed while

In Cafe Units

Another stringent condition calls
for rigid adherence to the script.

Each package must be approved
it is allowed to go on the
road, and once passed, there must
be no deviation from the original.
Serious breaches .of this rule might
cause a performer to be sent packing or for a whole unit to be dis-

before

banded.

.

The USO-Camp Shows, which
come direct from America, are not
the
of
jurisdiction
Wiesbaden, although
they usually arrange the itinerary.
Entire cost of the tour is met di-

under the
branch in

rectly by Camp Shows, Inc. and
doesn't affect the annual budget.

Celebrity performers, too, usually
give their services for free, al-

a

The normal wage bill for
company of about 12 performers

neighborhood of $1,200$1,500 a week, and the average
booking is for A period of eight
weeks, with an option for an addi-

Cafe units are now invading the
Lou Walters’ Latin
hotel field.
Quarter unit has been booked for
t h e chase Hotel, St. Louis, starting
Friday (15) for 17 days. Unit will
then return to New York, where
it will g0 j n f or additional rehearsal an(j open around June 15. Package originally opened at the Miami
Beach edition of the Latin Quarter and then went off for a sixvveek booking at the Desert Inn,
Las Vegas. Unit will remain at
the Manhattan spot, with frequent
changes of principals, until mid.

November.
Another package that

available for hotels, as well as cafes
the production setup now at Bill
Miller’s Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J. Miller will shift it to the Sahara, Las
Vegas. tor which he is the booiTer;
and then will set the. unit into

is

other spots.
Nitery owners outside of New
York would use more cafe units,
but they’re not being packaged in
sufficient
numbers.
The spots

around

Covington

tional four.

The

MIAMI SAXONY’S NAMES

FOR THOSE DOG DAYS

company

entire

given free transportation from
London and right across the zone,
plus free hotel accommodation
Artists have' to pay for their own
food.

MANAGEMENT
New York BAytida

STAR
846 7th Ay*.,

4-09f0

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branch os of Theatrical*

FUN-MASTER

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG flit
(The Sorvlco of tho STARS)
First 13 Sits $7.00—All 35 Issues $25
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE

Beginning with No.

ONLY
— No Skipping!
per book

1

• 3 Bks. PARODIES,
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk.
• BLUE-BOOK (Gags for Stags)

•
•
*
•
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS,
0

$300.

$10
$25
$25
$50

Worth over • thousand

No C.O.D/s

BILLY

200 W. 54th

.

St..

GLASON
NewYorR 19-Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
preienti

Newport,

Ky., have always been in the mar
ket for large traveling shows.

Miami Beach, May 12

is

goston, Mass

and

Screening Performers
To comply with military regulations, all performers are subjected
to a security test before engagement. In the fir^fc year of operation, more than 5,000 performers
have been screened, and only about
10 found wanting. The security
check, however, is not applied to
German nationals who perform on
the extensive nightclub circuit, on
the assumption that it would be

season. Merriel Abbott, booker for the Hilton Hotels, will set
the acts, although Saxony isn’t part
of Hilton’s circuit.

in

eastern

Doormen

cities.

NBC-TV “Show

of Shows,’’ for
June 12, and Kitty Kailen, June 26.
Hotel previously confined talent
buying to the winter season.

“Continental” dinners
will be served from 5:30 p. m. with
floorshows available at 10 and 1.
Future plans. call for complete redecoration of the huge entertainment centre but will 'not be started
until a little later.
their cars.

George and Mary Amato opened
trying to set a regular booking.
their supper club in the Broadway
Meanwhile, Morrison is hunting
Bldg, five years ago after
Theatre
an act to open tonight for two operating successfully in
Astoria,
weeks, rounding out Belafonte’s
Ore. The old spot was on the sectime. Latter had been booked for
ond floor and seated 250. The new
three frames.
Amato's Supper Club is on the
main floor, and will seat 450, giving

now

opportunity to present big names.

The

Philly-AGVA

Tiff

Near to Solution

transaction happened so
that Amato merely took
his acts and crew over to the new
spot, and will gradually move into
a grand opening.

quickly

Nitery has the following headinked to appear during the

liners

Settlement of the dispute between the Philadelphia Cafe Owners Assn, and the American Guild
of Variety Artists is in the offing.
AGVA reps went to Philadelphia
yesterday (Tues.) to draft an agreement whereby individual operators
would sign the union’s minimum
basic agreement with a few changes,
major revamp being that there be
a 90-day period to enable operators to find a cheaper accident
policy than the one now bought
by AGVA from Lloyd’s of London.
Should they find other coverage
agreeable to AGVA, then they’ll
buy their own. Contributions to
the AGVA welfare fund' would

come up

summer months: Ben

Jay Gruber, husband of the late
personal manager, Mary Chase,
will be managing director of the

new

firm,

Mary Chase

TROA

Larry Holofcener it Terry Bock
signed to write music for the summer at Tamiment Playhouse, Tamiment, Pa.

BOB

000

.

‘

to

meet increased requests

limlt of expected contributions,
cut. made it necessary to eliminate
sending paid units to Europe and

their clients.
.
Aim of the branch is to provide
s how at each-establishment
CVe
*2 U5 t0 slx
fjLato!
;
!^
weeks,
which is
regarded
N as an

North Afrlca .
to maintain

c

shoWs £xpec ts

prese nt rate of
service to other areas for the bal
lts

f th

J°

stated that

it

was through

w

.

JS
^t

first

Flaying

the' intercession 'of the national office that the insurance clause was

In addition, there will
obtained.
be a change in arbitration which
will enable a cafe op to appeal to

TROA

relationship.

FOOD FA1*
May 16-May 24
New Orleans
Booked thru WILLIAM SHILLING
165 Wat 46th Street'
New York City

said, will stipu-

are employees for
bargaining purposes only and relationship is subject to any decisions
from the courts and the National
Labor Relations Board.
In Chicago yesterday, in an action brought before the NLRB by
the Chicago Cafe Owners Assn.,
AGVA attorney Jonas T. Silverstone argued that the NLRB- had no
jurisdiction in the cafe field inasmuch as cafes are- not in interstate
commerce. Matter was taken under
advisement.
that

acts

three months of 1953
Camp Shows has sent 26 units
comprising 231 entertainers, as
against 16 units composed of 139
sources increase.
entertainers in the same period
Because of the varying standard
of 1952, Emphasis on servicing
of ovauauxe
xja
available facilities,
x,atixuicp^ ai
artists
nave
uaid have
u„
ir AWAA
G
to be prepared to work in- confined
/*!
Continued from page %
f
S?c wi t h i n?
spaces, and often with limited or
h
F
6
over the U. S. performer’s remainno backstage accommodation. Some
J.° of
ft f i
quarter
compared
to ing
1953,
spots at Manchester Hippocamps have comparatively large
a
52 per“ drome, and fixed
and adequately equipped theatres; ? ve un * ts
South African
formers in the 1952 quarter
singer
in others there are only improl
Eve Boswell to take her
V
Re
ort als0 shows that Wlth ex '
P
place on the Wood Green Empire
(Continued on page 60)
panded Camp Shows needs, a (London) bill this week
(11).
Hollywood office was opened durThe other two weeks she was
ing 1952 under management of due
Saranac Lake
to play at the Grand, Derby
Ed Mowry, who performed a sim- (18) and Hippodrome, Bristol
By Happy Benway
(25);
ilar chore for USO-Camp Shows
No replacements had been fixed for
Saranac Lake, May 12.
.
Via the efforts of Gebrge Sulli- during the war.
these dates.
Some of the highlights during
van, Madison Square Garden, N.Y.,
A close personal friend said;
staffer who is resting here, pic- last year were six special Christ- “Mary has been a very brave wommas
shows sent overseas in specia an. After the Palladium,
tures =of the Globe Trotters basketBritain
ball team taken while in Europe mission aircraft to all areas, and had a
shocking bout of bad weather
were shown here. The ailing gang 17 volunteer celebrity units toured which affected
her throat considerwent overboard on them.
overseas during the year with 11 ably. She
became very ill and had
Stanley (legit) Nelson, who was visiting Korea. Added features
graduated from- here in ’51, took during last year were the 30-piece to have the doctor every day while
time off from TV for a general o.o. Hardin Simmons Cowboy Band of appearing at Chiswick. She had
penicillin injections and had to
He’s definitely okay.
Abilene, Tex., and a concert unit
Norma Lattimore, of Warner headed by Lucy Monroe visiting take two days out of that week.
Then the doctors stopped her workBros. oexchange, off to Indianapolis
hospitals in North Africa and Ger- ing the
for a week. Her progress is tops.
following week. She inCharles Bradshaw planed in many.
sisted on returning to the stage
Abe Lastfogel, general manager too soon, and this
from San Francisco on business in
is the result.”
Gotham and while there he took of the William Morris Agency, is
time out to shoot in here to chat chairman of the USO-Camp Shows
Lee Salomon, recently discharged
with Kenneth Derby, the Los An- board; James E. Sauter is prexy from the Army, has been spotted
geles
manager whose progress and Lawrence Phillips is executive in the William Morris Agency cafe
rates a special mention.
veepee.
dept, in New York.
In the

t Pti
programs and aamateur
dramatics
which are available in most areas.
This figure will be upped as re

ROLLINS

at the national body’s behest.

Agreement,

from the Defense Dept, hut cut
by uso to*$l,440,000 to meet the

(Bobby)

declared that the Philly
is being

agreement with AGVA,

late

Associates.

at a later date.

ployer- employee

Continued from page 57

Yost’s Col-

Rosalind Courtright and
Harbers & Dale, Harry Carroll &
Polly Baker, Arthur Lee Simpkins
and the Continentals. Supporting
acts will be on each bill.

leens,

Union insisted that all agreements be signed by individual cafe
owners .and has refused to deal

the American Arbitration Assn.
Another change is in the em-

USO-Camp Shows

will
of

.

Carroll, in audience,
stepped in to pinch-hit and worked
through last night (Mon.). Charles
Morrison had been trying to book
who worked. Cocoanut
Carroll,
Grove last year, for three years.
As result of substitution stint, he’s

made
Already pacted They

Judy Johnson, singer on the

are

there.

™

topnotch spot moved to the old
Shrine Club location which is one
block from the old club.
With the advent of liquor by
the drink yesterday (Mon.), Amato
said he. would conduct his new cafe
along lines similar to operations

The Saxony Hotel here will attempt name talent during the sum- with the organization.

mer

impracticable to refuse entry to
persons who are already* resident
..
..
The „
German agents through
whom these artists are booked,
however, are held responsible and
have to vouch for the integrity of
.

voice

be

in the

is

CAFE MOULIN ROUGE
HOTEL VENDOME

will

his

12.

George Amato moved his nitery
to bigger and better quarters today (Tues.). News of the shift
came as a complete surprise. The

customers and take care
on stage Friday night greet

John

(8).

For Hotels

an American fighter and a Messerschmitt. It was quickly changed to
a Zero.

tomorrow (Wed.)
been forced out of the

Hospital

after having

Mocambo show when

Nor must the
clude anything which could give
pain or offense to the Germans.
Recently, as an example, a comedian was spinning a yarn which
described an aerial battle between
script

Under Knife on Coast
Hollywood, May 12.
Ballad singer Harry Belafonte
undergoes throat operation at Mid-

is frequently an Army Chapon the scene to see that there
no breach which would give

is

For Belafonte, Who Goes

Toronto,

lain

tinent.

Currently

in

John Carroll Steps In

4, ’52.

there

'

TERRI STEVENS

March

of

the i ,400-seater is scaled to $1 on
five-a-day stint.

Fisher among the stars.
Entertainment requirements of though supporting acts sometimes
GI’s, apparently, follow a simple have to be provided out of branch
formula. Popular choice appears funds. Names, however, are proto lean towards a few vaude and vided with free transportation and
*
specialty acts grouped around a accommodation.
small musical combo, with an emAlmost the entire budget is decee who can keep the pace hum- voted to the contract shows, which
ming. There’s nothing longhair are always booked through agents
either in. London or on the ConA*

week

May

Portland,' Ore.,

.

One

Move;

/

Plays ’Em Strictly in Crewcut Style
By HAROLD MYERS
Wiesbaden, May
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JACK DENTON
WORLD’S GREATEST COMEDIAN
(Current 5alary Notwithstanding
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COPACABANA

JIMMY

New York
Excerpts from

McHUGH
and
//

New York

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS,
Ed

NEW YORK .MIRRQR,

MELODY

McHugh’s

CLICK."

Dolls a

JOUItNAL-AMERICAN, Gene Knight

“JIMMY

McHUGH THE COPA

Ditties,

Must Show

At Copacabana

SENSATION.”

Singing Stars of 1953 U

Lee Mortimer

Sullivan

“A COPA

his

Press

“Whistle almost any popular tune

WALTER WINCHELL
ENCHANTED BY JIMMY

(except I can't because I'm tone deaf)
and it is probably written by Jimmy

tt

.

McHUGH'S TWEET-TWEETERS.”

McHugh.

LOUIS SOBOL

SO WHAT WAS MORE NATURAL
THAN PARLAYING THE DITTIES
AND T#E DOLLIES? OUT OF IT
CAME ONE OF THE MOST EN-

Triple A Endorsements: “ONE OF
THE BEST ACTS TO HIT THE
SALOON CIRCUIT IN YEARS —

TERTAINING CAFE TURNS EVER
CONCEIVED, and if you hurry you

Jimmy McHugh and

his ‘melodious
darlings at the Copa,” also “JIMMY

can catch it at Julie Podell’s Copacabana, where it Is booked for a
strictly limited engagement.
This act is so good, Podell really

McHUGH AND HIS MELODIOUS
DARLINGS SCORE SENSATIONALLY AT THE COPA.
N.Y.

needed no more to provide an entire

JOURNAL-AMERICAN

And leave us not forget
the Copa girls, this time with mighty
competition from' McHugh's Hollywood imports, but holding their own.
But it was a tough fight, mom.”

floor show.

Jimmy McHugh
Hoi Hit at Copa
By Gene Knight
Everybody who stays out after 9
o'clock at night in mid-Manhattan

HERALD TRIBUNE, Hy Gardner
“ONE OF THE MOST WHOLESOME, NOSTALGIC AND ALTOGETHER REFRESHING EXHIBITIONS OF SHOWMANSHIP EVER
TO GIVE THE CAFE CIRCUIT A

.

JIMMY McHUGH IS A
SMASH AT THE COPACABANA.
THERE WRRE MOKE PEOPLE
THERE SATURDAY NIGHT THAN
I’VE SEEN AT ANY OTHER NIGHT
CLUB IN MONTHS. THE LINE OF
CUSTOMERS WAITING TO GET IN,
STANDING THREE OR FOUR
ABREAST, EXTENDED UP THE
STAIRS INTO THE STREET.
knows that

GENIAL

LATEST

JIMMY McHUGH,

SENSATION

NITERY

FROM THE WEST COAST, WAS
THE ATTRACTION FOR THEM.

While McHugh, at the piano, plays
never-to-be-forgotten
melodies,
four young, pretty girls all beautifully gowned take turns in singing
the hits. Starting, with: “South American Way” and “I Can't Give You
Anything But Love, Baby,” “I Feel
a Song Coming On.” Full of emotion,
followed with: “I've Got Porgy Now.”
“Sunny Side of the Street,” “Exactly
Like You,” “A Touch of Texas,”
“You’re a Sweetheart,” “Hinky-Dinky,
Parlei-Vous?” “I'm in the Mood for
his

DAILY NEWS, Danton Walker

»

“SLEEPER SENSATION OF THE
SEASON IN THE NIGHT SPOTS
IS JIMMY McHUGH'S QUARTET
OF GAL SINGERS AT THE COPACABANA.''

_

—

—

Love,”

WHIRL.”

“When You and

I

Variety

THE JIMMY McHUGH TROUPE,
WHOSE N. Y. BOW CAN BE RATED
AS AN UNQUALIFIED CLICK

“.

. .

.

.

.

DIFFICULT TO FIGURE HOW
THIS TURN COULD BE IMPROVED
OVER ITS PRESENT SETUP.

IT'S

Herm.

Were Young

Maggie Blues.”
“Don't Blame Me,” Diga Diga Doo,”
a Most Unusual Day,” “When
My Sugar Walks Down the Street,”
“The Lonesomest Gal in Town,” “I
Can’t Believe You're In Love With
Me,” “Coming In On a Wing and

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER,
Radie Harris

“It’s

“ONE OF THE BEST SUPPER
CLUB ACTS I'VE SEEN IN A LONG
TIME.”

a Prayer.”

’TWAS

A GALA

NIGHT, INDEED,

FOR THE GAY GAEL. HE’S PLAYING TO STANDING ROOM ONLY.
STANDING ROOM ONLY IN A
NIGHT CLUB!

N. Y. Celebrity Bulletin

“JIMMY McHUGH’S HIT PARAD-

ERS ARE A HAPPY EASTER TREAT
FOR NEW YORK.”

NEXT
Opening

Musical Conductor

MATTY MALNECK
BERNARD RAMINS,

Public Relations,

Direction—

•

May 20

COCOANUT GROVE

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
CHARLES DREYFUS and ALAN PELYNN,

Los Angeles
N.Y., Publicity,

JIMMY McHUGH, JR.,

Per, Rep.

.

Wednesday, May 13

PfittlETT

VAUDEVILLE

New

routining, gal should he a cincheroo
visually and vocally.
She wraps up a varied songalog
that includes “Love For Sale," “Get

and plaudits from a fairly
rowdy crowd. Fewer overarranged
numbers, less drama in the torchants and an overall tightening' are
necessary to bring out apparent
interests

CHRISTINE JORGENSEN

JOHN PAYNE

.Travelog

Songs
20 Mins

23 Mins.

Top's, San Diego
In debut as a nitery performer,

John Payne, ruggedly handsome
film thesp, is far from comfortable
but response and business are okay
in this city's class spot. Although
act is billed as “John Payde &. AllStar Revue," it’s really a single

with some backing by Dutch Adler
Trio (accordion, guitar, bass).
Wearing severely cut dark suit,
crewcut Payne bounds onto floor
and stirs shock quality in opening
announcement: “This is a story
about a broad that *every man, at
one time or another, has been on
the make for." Song is “Luck, Be
a Lady,” good mood-setter socked
across in vigorous Style. Later,
singer is accompanied by Adler
unit and in onessong (“Girl That I
Marry") they do a let’s-insult-the-

Iceland-to-Turkey Circuit

Happy" and “When the World Was
Young" to. draw more than passing

Acts

*

That’s right, travelog. After all
the buildup, the most publicized
individual in recent history trots
on stage for a two-minute warmup
speech and then presents a 20minute film shot in Denmark during the last two years.
.

Audience response is generally
polite and attentive, but it’s Obvious this is not what they came
Strangely enough, Christine
for.
appears to have the largest appeal
•

—

and distaff Sympathy
probably will help keep her going.
There’s no prospect, however, that
this will turn out to be sort of act
used to "delight the heart of Willie
Hammerstein. Like most .of the
latter's shining stars, however, the
interest is in the individual, not
the material. The travelog is only
photointeresting;
moderately
graphy is frequently bad and the
color sometimes incredible.
It will be the general audience's
first introduction to people with
Film, cut
complexions.
rePayne
orange*
point,
star bit. At one
original 80 minutes,
taliates for “insubordination" by down from its
scenes,
street
of
hodgepodge
is
a
putting Trio’s heads together and
conking
a la Three Stooges. rural visits, shots of the waterfront,
fete,
scenes
Danish-American
a
of
Laughs are garnered but at expense of ridiculing act’s purpose, of Danny Kaye’s visit to Denmark,
AnChristian
Hans
to
references
for basically this is -not intended
dersen and, inevitably, Elsinore
to be a comic turn.
Throughout, ChrisKronberg.
and
Although Payne’s voice is good,
tine is on stage with a handmike,
unity,
overall
lacks
songalog
a faltering narration
“Song From Moulin delivering
including
that frequently isn’t keyed to the
R 0 u g e " “Chasing Rainbows,” scenes
shown.
being
bouncy “Chattanooga Choo Choo,”
Original nervousness, of course,
“You’ll Never Know," for top
bit by hit some eleand
will
pass
mitt, and “Lady Be

from women

Newt

chirp values.

Orpheum, L.A.

—

.

recognition

.

ESTELITA
Songs-Dance
23 Mins.
El Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas
Estelita, a vivacious bundle, of
Latin oomph, make* her nitery debut for altogether click results.
There seems to be little reason
why the Republic pix charmer cannot follow up in future cafe and
theatre ventures. She has looks, a

Continued from pace 58

vised stages without any of the
accepted props which heighten production values. Some agents, with
experience in handling several
packages, now carry their own
lights and amplification sets, which
can be rigged up in. a few minutes,
if there is power available.
Except in rare cases, a unit only
plays one-night stands, travelling

music by alien composers, hut most
of these tunes have now
been
weeded out. Remaining, however
are crude bits of comedy business
which. #re completely out of place
and which are deliberately de-

by bus and always accompanied by
an escort officer who submits daily
reports to h. q. To minimize the

troupe to carry its own decor, but
in this case matters were made
wof-se when all the costumes were
stolen. It added to the incongruity
when a male dancer had to appear
in an open neck, checked shirt and
the baron, playing host at an Embassy reception, appeared in an ordinary lounge suit. To compensate
for the lack of settings, the baron
also performed the function of
narrator, explaining the scenes and
filling in the gaps in the action
This was more than necessary, as
the entire run-through was finished in just under an hour, and
a great deal was left to the imagination. When seen at Frankfurt,
audience reaction was most en-

necessity

fpr living

in

suitcases,

they are usually kept in one central spot for a maximum period,
bussing each day to a new place
fine chassis, and vitalic quality in
of work. When the distances are
delivering her collection of Lattoo great, there is no alternative
unes and terps.
That she has spent many months but to change hotels nightly.
The hazards of transporting enin propping her act for niteries is
obvious. Nick Castle is credited tertainment over such an extended
for final touch-ups, and Eddie Se- circuit are innumerable. Planes can
besta should come in for applause be grounded by bad weather, and
in designing some stunning gowns an advertised show has to be abanfor the thrush. But, for the always doned apd the 'whole schedule reneeded special material, kudos go arranged. Performers of the Jewish
to Danny Shapiro.
faith cannot travel through Arab
Adding spice to some more or
countries, and a whole unit could
less standard replicas of Latin
faves,
he has contrived, “You be dislocated. Winter travel conLike?" and “Perhaps, Perhaps, ditions frequently play havoc with
Perhaps,” in keeping with the Es- road schedules, with fog, snow and
telita personality. Other contrasts ifce combining to provide additional
include an amusing trib via song complications. A week or two back
to Lena Home, in “Can’t Help Lov- a touring Army show was involved
ing Dat Man," and solid windup, in a head-on smash with a truck,

“Darktown
which the

Strutters

Ball,”

in

firey chantoosie shows
off well-turned gams in her strutaway terps.
Of importance to Estelita’s tur-

bulent display of Latin wares are
the Steinway accomps by Armando
Herrera, and great rhytnm touches
of Jack Constanza on bongos.

major and seriously
a
wounding several members of the

killing
cast.

Few Names
Because of the prior claims of
Korea, the, European zone doesn’t
get overwhelmed with offers from
names, but it is hoped that some
of the U. S. performers who will
be working the London Palladium

ments of humor added to relieve
Will
(By .third show she
Payne the dryness
was commenting on the fact that JANET BRACE
this season will volunteer their
desperately needs patter to tie
she appears in one scene with her Songs
tunes together and to establish
services. Already, Martin & Lewis
face turned away from the audi- 15 Mins.
ersonality. Even Nelson Eddy, in
have agreed: to do a week in July,
ence by saying, “They say I look Village Vanguard, N. Y.
E reak-in here, did more than sing.
and units are being urged to build
from the rear anyway.’’)
Janet
Brace
is deceiving. Petite,
Thesp also could select songs that better
Warmup patter makes only a simply garbed and youthfully open-air stages (with alternative
appeal to distaffers along romantic
accommodation in the event of
passing allusion to the fact that coiffed, she looks
like a schoolgirl
lines, particularly since appearance
rain) so as to cater for maximum
this is the GI who became a woman lost
in a nitery. But when she
wins half of battle at start. In
audiences.
after a series of operations. Chris- starts her
songalog the s.a. projeccontrast to Van Johnson's nitery
tine merely mentions that she un- tion
No performers British, Ameriis a jolt. Her pipes are low
stint, Payne’s film star status is
experience that was and warm
derwent
an
and her vocal style can, French, etc. can draw more
glossed over, whereas it should be
tragic and happy."
“both
than
$35 each week, and the balindicates that there’s plenty of
major selling point.
Fact remains, however, that the
ance is paid by the agent when the
As it stands, act needs consider- “act” misses fire on either of the adult savvy within.
artists
return home. This figure is
She
brings
a
lot
of meaning to
able revamping before success can two counts on which it must be
be hoped for in after-dark circuit. judged; Christine insists on a dig- each lyrlic displaying a topflight considered more than adequate for
phrasing
technique
throughout.
normal subsistence, and removes
But good looks, voice, film rep and nity that eliminates any exploitamore assurance in nitery-typtf tion of her transformation, hence Hits with impact on the rhythm the means for participation in ilprojection should make Payne a the morbidly curious will be dis- and ballad displays and always has legal transactions. It’s a rule which
contender when talents are better appointed; and the travelog falls the room on her side. Wistful style, came about by experience When
however, may limit her to intim* it was discovered that
Do*,
showcased.
there had
far short of any professional stand- locations.
been some abuses of the regulaard so that any hope Christine may
Repertorie includes clicko inThis way they remove
have to move eventually into the terpretations of “Somebody Loves tions.
lecture circuit is stunted.
Me," “Skylark,” “A Country Girl’s temptation.
On a one-night-stand basis, the Dream” and “I Want To Be Happy,
Since it started functioning as
act probably would do much better. Too.” She also delivers an. obscure a combined talent buying agency,
Week’s stay (even /though her ac- Leonard ^Bernstein ballad, “Im A the Professional Entertainments
tual price is probably much closer Person, Too,” in a tender manner Branch has run into some diffito $5,000 than to the claimed $12,- that keeps it from getting tpo culties with
the British performer
500 agkinst 50% of the gross) is a saccharine-.
Gros.
unions, who have madfe representahit too much.
tions to the American Embassy in
Christine is sharing here in the LE^A GABRIELE
London. These points are now
sale of a souvenir program (5Qc re- Songs
being considered in Wiesbaden.
tail)* taking 20% while the house
15 Mins.
One of the main points in dispute
takes another 20%. It’s indicative Viennese Lantern, N. Y.
is the failure of the* contract to
of the sympathy she engenders that
Pert, petite young Italo- Ameri- stipulate the maximum number of
most of the purchasers are women
and almost none buy the pro- can brunet, apparently schooled performances required in a given
gram on the way into the theatre. abroad for; a longhair career, makes week. The minimum number, howa striking impression in the apKap.
ever, is clearly stated. The Variety
preciative haunts of this Uptbwn
Artists Federation, who have been
bistro. Possessed of a lyric coloraMIGAL TWINS
active in this matter, claim that
tura soprano of power and range,
Dance
she adds an animated, cheerful the contract should be more pre r
8 Mins.
cise in the interests of all perstyle
singing
Personal Managimtnt
of
to
enhance
apher
Palace, N. Y.
peal. Some of her head tones are formers. As the general practice
DAVIP L. SHAPIRO
The Migal Twins/arfovniCe-look- especially good.
is for each unit to work a maximum
Appearance
and
ing lads who wQi&lflkrd,. but still
AL 4-1 077
of six nights each week, this point
carriage are definite assets.
need tap routines*- >tKat / would
Turn starts off with a vivacious will probably be conceded.
For Night Clubd
match their willingness to> please. “Ciribiribi";
There have also been complaints
a soft-voiced “Estreltheir
looks
like
Most
of
wbTk
Mercury Artists
lita” for contrast; Adele’s Laugh- of inadequate notice of intention
they’ve been influenced by - some
Song from “Fledermaus,” and to pick up an option, hut VAF asoldtimers.
Some of /the dance ing
a Neapolitan love song in “Un- sertions that this is frequently left
tricks they rely on to take them
grateful Heart.” Minx ne£t perches until the last week
of an engageover the hump no longer fetch apherself atop the piano and, with ment are
not borne out by docuplause, being much Joo transparthe aide of the string ensemble
ent.
ments scrutinized here. In all cases,
They walk off to a good mitt be- of four, gives an excellent version where there was an option clause,
cause of a burst of speed toward of a czardas, full of spirit and the contract clearly called for four
the close- of their act.
At that style, in. “Gypsy Forest.” Closer is weeks’ notice as a minimum.
(THE VALENTINO WHIty
point, they show some good tricks the effective “Wien, Wien, nur du
Free Auditions at Issue
in h well-designed challenge bit. Allein," with the German-speaking
audience joining in with a will.
Another point at issue was an
It’s, of course, impossible to mainFirst-rate
act
for
this
genial
attain a gait like that throughout
allegation that companies were
and
Bron.
their act, but some terp ingenuity mosphere.
obliged to give free auditions at
earlier would aid their cause coneach military establishment, al-'
DORA DANIELS
siderably.
Jose.
though the show had already been
Songs
given the rubber stamp of apDirection: PHIL BUSH
10 Mins.
LAURA BERKELEY
proval. This procedure is followed
Viennese Lantern, N. Y,
1650 Broadway
Songs
in the case of nitery acts who are
JUdson 6-2313
20 Mins.
Slim, blonde Parisian chanteuse
booked through local entertainment
Downbeat, Montreal
mixes in well with the Danubian
officers, and who have autonomous
Laura Berkeley, a local thrush, atmosphere
here.
Attractively
has made the jump from the garbed to show off a neat figure, powers, but does not apply to the
Good."

Still,

singing isn’t enough

to sell act in this

.

room.

I953

,

—
—

r

signed to make the classic music*!
appeal to the lowest- level of in.
telligence.

There

facilities

for

a

thusiastic.

But Conventional

‘Crazy’

A

British
package,
“Crazy
Rhythm,” is also currently on tour,
but this unit follows the more conventional pattern. With Joe Yorke
as emcee, there is a compact unit
which includes a musical aggregation that goes in for specialty
numbers, a so-so chirper and a
terping-vocal duo with an aboveaverage Gay ’20s routine. This
show also received an enthusiastic
reception when seen at Mainz.
•

Upcoming

British

packages

scheduled to tour the zone include
the Johnny Dankworth combo, who
start their engagement this week,
and the Ted Heath band, who open
at the end of- June.
I^hile the branch only caters for

professional entertainments, one of
the officers Was among the adjudicators here last week, in an amateur talent contest sponsored by
the United States Air Forces in

Europe,

with

competitors

drawn

from Germany, Austria, France,
England and North Africa. The
winners are being sent back to
compete in a worldwide, finals, and
the

top

into

an Air Force show which

talent

be recruited

will

will

tour U. S, installations throughout
the world.

THE CHORDS
Instrumentalists without ’ Instruments
Dtr.t

—

'

no

are

GENERAL ARTISTS CORF.

Club Date Bookings by

HARRY flREBEN

CMmh,

NAT OUNN

Aw.

103 N. Wabash

1150

i’way

Nav York

ill.

BILLY GILBERT

VflDJfl

,

.

DEL ORO

'

.

RETURN STARRING

,

SENSATIONAL

ENGAGEMENT

DANCE ACT

SAVOY HOTEL
LONDON

WESTERLY
GAIL

.

'

,

Grant’s Riviera

RESTAURANT AND VAR
1 51 W. 44 St.. New York
LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSIN'ESS MEETS
*
*

TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Professional

Ouplleati

min

Attar**

Engagement
la

the Cat* at

Tie*

lounge-type room to a regular nitery in recent months in a flurry.
An attractive brunet with a trim
figure that she clothes to best advantage in clinging creations, Miss

Berkeley

is most effective when on
straight ballad kick rather than
cutting a jump session. Making a
bit too rapid tfse in show biz, .she
has latched onto a few mannerisms
that fail to do anything for general
performance, but with a restrain-

ing hand on both

movements and

singer has a satisfactory, schmaltzy
mezzo, plus good delivery, to score
with the patrons.
Good expression, especially good
use of hands and arms, «go along
with a real Frenchy singing style.
Songs are standard: “La Seine,”
“La Vie en Rose,” sung in a nice,,
throaty bistro manner; “Avril en
neat 3 az zy rhythm,
and Pigalle” for closer. Warm personality increases appeal, for overall

good turn.

Bron

packages cleared through the Professional Entertainments Branch.
Currently touring the U, S. Zone
in Germany is a Camp Shows’ pro-

duction of “The Merry Widpw "
is generously described in
the official press release as a modem streamlined adaptation of the
Franz Lehar musical. It’s as unkind to Lehar as some of the Gls
are to the German language. This
fractured version came over from
America and originally included

GAGS-0F-THE-M0NTH-CLUB
Every month a ihiet of erlalnal •na-Hnars
based en the latest trends and newest subjects,
two fresh-eff-the-Hlt Parade parodies.
$3 FOR SAMPUE ISSUE. SUBSCRIPTIONS, 323 A YEArT
AMATEURS: 8end 50 eents for eur "Se You

PLUS
SEND

Want To Be A Comls"

kit.

If

you're serious

about comedy, you’ll need this sure-fire material

and tested advice.

CHESTER THE JESTER
47 Ktnilworth

Dr*

Toltdo, Ohio

Malarial Custom-Written
Dialact

Our

Specialty

i

WANTED

which

Hostess
hotel

for

resort

fashionable
fir

aeasen

New

se»sh»f*

Jersey

starting

next

month.

directing

Must havt experience producing and
shews and handling general social activWities, Write Box V.V. 405, Vafloty. 154
46th SI., New York 33. N. Y.
’

staff

*

Wcdnewlay?

May

13,

1953
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from a light urging her on to stardom. Among the din and clatter,
her twirls
StumFred
with
Denise Darcel,
jt doesn’t get far, but
“
"
(Lothar Perl,
Zer, Mata & Hari
get her a nice response. Johnny
work and
Melba
emcee
Stanley
the
director
does
musical
);
Martin
and Chico Relli Orchs; $1.50-2 sings the production numbers. Tlie
old rouone
and
new
one
has
line
cover.

Hotel Pierre, X.
*

V

I
-

*

t

a tiptop blowoff show
Pierre’s Cotillion Room.
It is light, frothy, socko with s a.
While
sprightly.
seasonably
and
...
.
.....
components,
it’s a return for both
for Denise Darcel it is something
of a pleasant surprise in that her
hotel-circulating has resulted in
a more certain payoff on entertainment values. She still indulges
in some Franco- American lyrical)
banalities which are tres on the
sur-le-corn side, but she snowballs
into an effective get-off with .some
good Bobby Kroll-scripted mashe perambulates the
terial
as.

This

for

,

N* Y«

Roosevelt Gflll,
Guy Lombardo Orch (14) with
Kenny Gardner; *$1.50-$2 cover.

,

*

!

'
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is

the

s

j

:

room. "Better blend and editing,
in time, should fortify Miss parsight
formidable
already
cel’s
values and result in a sturdier

ne

One of the unchanging constants
Guy.
in this real gone world is the
Lombardo band and its anility to
after
year
Grill
pack the Roosevelt
...
t .Mknnln’c
clnw legatq
lGgSIQ
slow
s
Lombardo
year.

Brian Farnon’s orch has had four
to it, three of them rhythms

May

Boston.

5.

Gypsy Rose Lee (5), The Albins
Johnny Alden, Bob Conrad
Charles vailing musical tastes.
^
Line (8), Bob Peters
There’s little doubt that Guy
Wolke Orch (9), Zarde Bros Orch
the most
of me
Lombardo is one oi
(4); $3 beverage minimum.
danceable bands in captivity. With
encompasses
The long missing (and lamented) a rhythm section that
bass tuba, bass viol, two pianos.
tema
become
has
row
baldheaded
occasional
an
and
guitar
porarily manifest at the Latin drum,
from a baritone horn
Quarter this frame. Reason is the oomph-ah
plays guinormally
from one who
first nitery appearance hereabouts
there should be a strong
in some time of the w,k. authoress- tar,
easdancing
make
eedysiast, Gypsy Rose Lee. Flanked enough beat to
an Arthur Murray diaby four well-stacked “apprentices,” ier than
Miss Lee offers a brief but reveal- gram.
The Roosevelt Grill’s spacious
ing disrobing stint which gamers
preunabashed ogling by the male cus- floor is jammed by couples
in the more mature
dominantly
occasional
eliciting
tomers while
on
grew
up
them
of
years. Many
gasps from the distaffers.
music dispensed by Guy Lom
while the
’

,

m

’

something old, something new,
something borrowed, something
blue; and to borrow another, it
As
all adds up to sock palming.
of yore, he starts out with his version of “Hallelujah” and then
swings into a current ballad. He’s
best with those tunes and builds
from there to gain a hefty mitt
with "I Relieve.”. For a change
of pace he races through “Robert
E. Lee,” donning a strawhat and
cane for the Second chorus. _
In his second set of. songs Martin tees off with his first RCA Victor postwar hit, “There’s No Tomorrow,” and then does a talk intro to ‘‘September' Song,” .done
soft-voiced, that has the crowd all
attentive. He wraps it all together
with a punchy tribute to A1 Jolson
with natural tie-in for the day with
“Sonny Boy” as a closer. It has
the femmes in the audience diving
•

.

vocal trio similarly helps in this
direction. On night caught, brother Carmen was off the bandstand,
noted that many couples
It’s
danced closer to the bandstand to
inquire about the missing member.
Another factor in Lombardo’s
maintainance of hfs popularity rat
ing is his rapid compliance with
requests.
As soon as they are
given, he relays the message to the
men. Since the lads know the
score without any visual aids, the
crew falls in with the customer de
There’s generally healthy
sires.

Joe E.
Mack), Estelita, Armando Herrera,
Jack Costanza, Joan White, El
Rancho Dancers (8), Bob Ellis
Orch (10); no cover or minimum.
**

'

Squeeze

is

on

at the reservation desk with demands far" exceeding supply of
tables for interested gamester-revelers.

Post time for the saloon circuit’s
top pundit 6hd3 Joe E. in fine fettle, as always. His opening salvo
of last summer*? four-frame stand

—“I came hack to

visit

my money”

has been supplanted by “Last
year I was a big hit. They held
and Kleenex.
my money over,” This flippancy is
In the third part he has a fine perhaps no idle jest. Lewis is
opener singing “Happy Birthday” money in the bank for El Rancho
He cavorts around, the
to a young girl" whom he props Vegas.
up on his knee. He does another stage, tossing over classics of wit
pop and then scores with “Begin and whimsy, remembering occaTakeoff on Ted sionally to “routine” some of the
the Beguine.”
Lewis’s stunt as Jack E. Leonard Eli Basse beauties. These parodies,
returns to sing Martin’s theme as “Stephen Foster,” letter from Harsinger walks around the. floor, is ry Truman and replied with “Why
a fine bit of comedy and enables Play Piano For Me?,” plus a rib
Martin to get off. Hal Bourne de- at Christine in “Tired of Being
serves much credit for the ace ar- Pushed Around by Girls,” containrangements and solid 88 work be- ing, the hilarious bawdy suggeshind the baritone.
tions and sly Lewisian leers, are
Leonard is on home ground here socko. Austin Mack, at the 88,
and although he faces an audience comes in for a big share of ribbing
impatient to hear the headliner, he as hfc‘ channels Lewis onto the
gets over somfi excellent cracks. more or less “planned” section of
Oddly enough, the squarer or older the act.
the jokes, the better the response.
Estelita
dicks in her nitery
Of course, he digs at his corpu- debut, _ whirling
from
recent
lency, tile bosses, and the seat- rounds, in Republic pix (see New
holders, but most of all it’s .the Acts).
Dottie Dee’s E1‘ Rancho
stuff that they have heard time Dancers come on with a “Heat
and time again that gets the yocks. Wave” fronted by sexy thrush
^
Carol King does some fine toe Joan 'White, and’go Mephisto durwork that isn’t seen much past ing half-time routine set to
the first few ringside tables in a “Slaughter On 10th Ave,” Bob Eldance called “Understudy? which lis orch keeps musical Side <ming
has a voice seemingly emanating smoothly throughout.
Will.

in their purses for their hankies

.

•

applause after every dance
of the crew-

set.
is just

about the same as always.

Aside

The makeup

from one. of the largest rhythm sec
tions, there are four saxes and an
equal number of brass. There’s the
usual doubling in the reed section

^

La VI© Eu Rose, X,
Joni James, 4 Lads,

Van

Y.
Smith

dS

Trio, Phil Moore Trio with
Salters; $5 minimum.

Joni James is in for a fast io
days at Monte Proser’s cafe after
a session there in January. M-G-M’c

prime wax saleswoman has been on
,
r*
:
fine liasion with the
tablishes
a theatre-nitery booking upbeat
patrons and he has the good sense since her phenom
click via
Whv
t0 re fraj n from histrionics and Don’t Yqu Believe
Me”
tiresome gabbing about his former year; so much so that of the past
she follows
car eei\ The off-tne-cob stuff is alVie with her Coast preem, openmos t inevitable, but it’s certain La
ing at Ciro’s next week (20 for a
nitery fare and a cinch for this
fortnight, then to another key
Newt.
bluff, good-natured Dane.
adjunct befitting fier current bonanza ride in Las Vegas.
Coaches* Pitt
These are all normal manifestaPittsburgh, May 6. ^ tions of the public’s cavernous yen
Bob
new faces mated to new songs
Bass),
for
with
Sid
Lisa Kirk (
Miss James is at the crest right
by Priest & Al Fosse,
$1*
in the bestselling polls. She’s
now
(2), Frankie Barr Orch (10);
still hitting with “Your Cheatin’
1.50 cower.
Heart”
and “Have You- Heard” and
*
This is the first time Lisa Kirk has broken through with “Almost
Always,”
coupled with “Is It Anv
has played her hometown since
0
she left here 10 years ago to try Wonder.”
Chirper
has developed in perher wings on Broadway after vocalizing' for a short time with sonality, though she is a curious
Baron Elliott’s band and appearing mixture, bearing a gamin-like,
almost raw but salable, quality that
in a* spring revue at Pittsburgh
Playhouse. The young lady has contrasts with overtones of the
come back with an act that doesn’t sophisticate. She’s quite alert and
need any Chamber of Commerce with a large penchant for mobility,
whether with roving mike or via
bleating or civic pride pumping.
squat attitudes. There’s also a bit
It’s just about the classiest singing turn clocked around "these of patter, cosy and personalized.
she is childlike, clutching
Darts in a blue moon. Miss Kirk At times
has platinum equipment in every her gown, as in “Have You Heard,”
and.
occasionally
wringing it, in a
gowned to a
She’s
direction.
queen’s taste, looks like a million sort of low-voltage Johnnie Ray
L...
/UaXama
Aft
fll
A
tension',
in
as
“Cheatin’
Heart.”
bucks (before inflation) on the
(Incidentally, she is the purist here,
floor, has a voice that’s rich and
“g”
giving
ending
to
to
“Cheatin’.”)
warm, treats every lyric she touch
Canary gives the tenderest touch
es with respect and wraps up
standards, showtunes and special to “If I Had a Wishing Ring” and
material alike in silks and satins. shows evidences of having made a
What’s even more, gal establish- thorough study of Judy Garland,
particularly in “You Made Me Love
es a mood almost the minute she
steps on tha floor, and the crowd’s You.” This is her" finale, and is
with her immediately. It’s a mood preceded by gab in which she
that filters a careful charm repeatedly exhorts the orch to
through the’ room and sets Miss ‘get a little warmer” until the beat
Kirk up as authority in a business hits her fancy and she rides handily
into the song.
she has closely studied,
Among Miss James’ other tunes
This kind of class isn’t come by
are “Birth of the Blues,” idiom of
easily, and the act has the polish
which
she doesn’t quite catch, doand glitter that only strict groomFrom some ing it largely by ear; “Tell Me
ing can produce.
Longing to Hear,” the
What
I’m
showy introductory lyrics, she canevitable “Why Don’t U Believe
resses a couple of oldies,. “I’ve Got
Me”
(stepped
up by her demand
You Under My Skin” and “Too
Marvelous for Words,” shoots for the house lights) and “Is It Any
Wonder;”
In
all, a good presentacouple of pops, does
sparks into
tion, though obvious that maturity
a cute telephone bit at some selected ringsiders while walking is not yet upon her, while also
around the floor and then winds obvious that she has the savvy to
up with her two trademarks, “The improve herself personal appearGentlemen Is A Dope” and “True ance-wise betwixt her wax output.
Rest of show’s in holdover class,
To You in My Fashion,” with the
proper intro salutes to the two with Four Lads scoring on spirituals
and other approaches, though
Broadway shows in which she sang
them, “Allegro” and “Kiss Me, on overlong, and Phil Moore Trio
and
La
Vie regulars, the Van Smith
Kate.” They went crazy over Kirk.
Couple of good acts surround threesome, providing backing and
dansapation.
Dottie Salters chants
the topper. Vernettes, man and
nicely for the Moore group.
woman, the latter
gold-plated

V

.

‘

•

—

Twin

,

.

fit

.

.

a

looker, open with some slick jugbetween sax, clary and flute’, and gling cocked at a comic angle, and
one of the brassmen occasionally Bobby Priest & Al Fosse check in
trots out a French horn. Thus, with some hoofing that’s pleasant
within its musical sphere, the Lom- to look 'at. They’re an attractive
bardo crew is capable of a great team mixing semi-ballet with softshoe and a little bit of everything
deal of coloration.
With the rapidly changing musi- else to register all the way.
Miss Kirk has Sid Bass at the
cal tastes, youngsters may yet one
day discover Guy Lombardo as a piano and he’s an able accompa
new sound. It’s possible. Jose.
nist, giving her a solid musical
background* and cueing Frankie
Sans Souci, Montreal Barr’s band just right. Barr likewise handles the. m.c. chor.es, The
Montreal, May 9.
Lauritz Melchior & Co., with orch’s okay for dancing but was a
Shirlee Emmons Angetine Collins, little off on the other turns. Bass,
Val Valente, Edward Williams, however, kept the musikers in line
Cohen.
Alan Werner, Michale Roberts, for the headliner.
Sadlowski & Roth, Jack Styka
Viennese
Lantern,
X. Y.
Orch (6); $1.50 cover.
Lena Gabriele, Dora Daniels,
Bela
Bizony
Ensemble (4); $3.50
Despite biggest cash outlay to
’

Trau.

MI. Royal Hotel, Mont’l
Montreal, May 8.
Mary Meade (with Ted Grouyu ),
Max Chamitov Orch (10), with
Norma Hutton, Bill Moodie Trio;
$1.50-2 cover.

A

new entry to Montreal’s cafe
Meade cuts a glamor-

scene, Mary
ous figure

in the refurbished
her
chic appearance with comparable
thrushing. Leaning heavily on the
fact that she has just come back
from several years in Europe (she

Normandie Room and matches

'

.

*

Flags are flying at El Rancho
for next three frames, signalling
Joe E. Lewis at the starting gate
twice nightly and winning every
fifth.

•

.

Las Vegas, May 6.
Lewis
Austin
( with.

handicap by a

.

Rouge” are given the Lombardo
treatment, and other current numbers are mixed in with modernized oldies. This combo appears
unbeatable for the crowds he entices. The vocals of Kenny Gardner fall in with the mellowed spirit of Lombardo’s offerings, and the

El Ranelio, Las Vegas
„

&

his Royal Canadians. One
of the reasons that Lombardo remains one of the great draws and
one of the great orchestras for
his audience finds a
them11 is. *that
1
-Li_
L.lt. 1
..m!
breath of their youth in his musical reflections.
Although the style is unchanging, Lombardo’s catalog is not. His
dance sets reveal his keeping pace
with the hit parade. Tunes such as
“April in Portugal” and “Moulin

bardo

Chez

4

*

by vhe Lombardo clan. Through
the years there have been frequent
changes in sidemen, but the Lombardo system still lords it over
transition in personnel and pre-

Latin Quarter 9 Boston

saloon circuit future.
Sporting a slick Italian, couturier
number that hour-glasses her
chassis to obviously best eye-apr
Miss Darcel’s yesteryear
peal.
"Battleground” (Metro) b’ackgrqund
projected her in more than one
way into the slick bistro belt.
Mata & Hari, of course, are virStripper casually peels
tuosi of the satirical dance. They caroling “things were different
have an extraordinary flair for the the good old burlesque days,” folinterpretative terps which require lowing with a silhouetted dressing
nobody to interpret their whilom room scene, behind a lighted curmoods which range from marionet tain, while the spot’s vocalist, Bob
to exaggerated Carnegie Hall platPeters, portrays a burley butcher.
form recital. Jn Lothar Perl they For windup,- Miss Lee intros her
have a strong musical asset in the scantily clad “apprentices, Misses
accomp and the arranging depart- A-B-C-D,” tutoring them in standment.
ard burley walkarounds. Stint reStanley ceives plenty of attention albeit
Maestro - impresario
Melba who, per usual, emcees with polite mitts from the male segauthority, has given the Pierre a ment, but biz upbeat more than
strong signoff for the finale 4-6 counters any slack in enthusiasm.
week semester that this show will
The Albins, a mixed terp duo,
consume before the summer hiatus.
for slick
Hildegarde reopens the room in unfurl some zany steps
returns. Guy, a six-footer with a
Abel.
September.
Frankenstein hair-do, tosses his
pint-sized partner around with
complete abandon, with reaction
Parce, Oil
to -stint pointed up by pair’s ludiChicago, May 10.
For windup, guy
crous antics.
Tony Martin ( with Hal Bourne ), gives out with a pseudo Ventro bit,
Jack E. Leonard, Carol King, his partner essaying the role of
Johnny Martin, Chez Adorables dummy. Stint grabs neat share of
(8), Brian Famon Orch (13); $3.50 yocks. Handling the emcee chores
minimum, $1.10 cover.
is localite Johnny Alden, who also
grabs a solo spot to turn in some
It’s 20 years to the day since slick warbling of standards and
ballads.
Guy is neat appearpop
Tony Martin stepped out of Tom
Gerun’s orch as a single, right in ing with a baritone voice that
eventually
should
pay off.
The time hasn’t
this same cafe.
affected his voice and he seems to
Dance director Bob Conrad has
have weathered the years in fine concocted a couple of new routines
In the span he has, of which show off the gals’, talents
.fashion.
gained considerably in nicely. Outstanding is a colorful
course,
showmanship, making him one of and timely “Coronation” routine
the top cafe singers in the busi- with femmes decked out in flaming
plus red jackets topped off with crowns
anniversary,
This
ness.
Mother’s Day, makes this one of for slick regal effect.' Conrad apthe most natural parlays any enter- pears in latter bit as Prince .Container might desire. Martin takSs sort.
As usual, Charles Wolkes’
full advantage of the situation to crew handles musical backgroundsock' over almost an hour of songs ing in top fashion alternating with
that had the jampacked Crowd un- the Zarde Bros, combo for cuswilling to let him off the floor.
tomer leg action.
Elie.
To borrow a phrase, he does
‘

.

many
survived
have
and schools of musical thought inciuafiddlers, for this engagement
tne
born
even
and
job
socko
swing,
ing bop and
the new group 1 do a
departments, Latin vogue shows signs of being
i n the show and dance
out
Zaoe.
dished
beats
outlived by the

men added

Chopin waltz which leads into Melchior and cast reprising the “Merry Widow” numbers. Prior to the
pianoisms Melchior did a showstopper with “Because” and then
“Pagliacci” in clown costume.
...
. in
..... projects
At 63, Melchior still
mighty handsome way; his persona
foi e approach to all songs es
,
i
_
i
:
...m. + 1.

played the Waldorf, N.

Y.,

and

Chase Hotel, St. Louis, upon reMiss Meade puts the
emphasis on her Gallic chirps
which please in this reasonably
date for the management of the minimum Sat. only.
bilingual room.
Sans Souci as far as entertainers
Leading off with an Anglogo, Lauritz Melchior and his comA pleasant, nostalgic hour is still French arrangement about how
pany are a cinch, to garner heavy to be found, as before, at this care- happy she is to be in Montreal
grosses for 10-day. session judging free konzert-cum-kummel klatch, which makes for a bright, folksy
from opening night (8) ovation and where owner-host Max Loew acts opener, gal goes Into aud participapatronage. The crowd that greeted as greeter and emcee, and serves tion song, “Apartment; in Paris.’
Melchior on his first Montreal cafe up an appealing show in a charm- with the concentration on the ringstint was an odd mixture; the curi- ing atmosphere. There’s no chau- siders,
which is just so-so. Room
ous who wanted to find out what vinism here, with an Italian-Amer is hardly receptive this early in
an ex-Met star would do in a lean coloratura and a French chan- programming and an overdose of
saloon, a sprinkling of longhairs teuse
the show’s features,
as
doesn’t make them any more
who remembered him from previ- pbacked by the gifted Austro-Hun- patter
at ease.
Switching to “You Do
ous concert tours and, most im- garian instrumental
combine <of Something to Me,” she gathers up
portant of all, the spenders, who Bela Bizony.
the. loose ends and. shows off to
favor
the
straight
semi-classic
Opener finds the ensemble in much better advantage. A long
treatment over the gimmicked “Play Gypsy,”
with Bizony on one wrangle about Texas, complete with
warbling of the platter set.
violin, Ernest Schoen on 10-gallon
hat, "registers to fair
A slight hassle developed prior schmaltzy
another, Charles Albert at the pi- mitting and then a session introto opening when Melchior decided
ano, and Michael Kaufmann on ac- ducing her composer-husband, Ted
to dispense with an enlarged orch
neat
assembled by Jack Styka and just cordion. Schoen doubles as singer, Grouya, at the piano makes a
used the two-piano backing of with a bold, lusty tenor. First spot pace changer as she does a collecis then taken by Dora Daniels (see tion of his songs, with best re*
Sadlowski Sc Roth.
A rather casual entrance by the New Acts), an attractive and ac- ception going to “Flamingo.” ana
six singers in the group fails to im- complished French chanteuse who * Chanteuse has the grooming
figure to establish herself as a toppress until they intro Melchior via suits the surroundings.
Bizony and group follow with a liner in the* better hotels add
“Sing Me a Song” and pacing
bit
picks up. Following first session. medley of Caucasian tunes. Fid- intimeries, but she seems a
Melchior presents each member of dler is an accomplished player of overanxious to please and pushes
a
just
his company to tablers in an easy- the old whirl-and-flourlsh school, the “Continental manner”
going manner that clicks as he with an elaborate technical equip- bit too hard. There is an expenroutingoes into “Without a Song” for ment and some lush tones. Ar- mental-like approach to her
salvos. Melchior exits on mitting rangement that he and fellow-fid
ing which is hardly expected 01
and the rest of the company take dler Schoen do on a “Pearl Fish- such a performer and the sophisvocal turns ranging ’neatly around ers” aria Is muted and lovely. Sec
tication impact would be more
the ballad and semi-classical faves ond feature, Lena Gabriele (New evident with less chatter and a
in sets that may be somewhat lack- Acts), is a highly accomplished lighter hand on the near-hokum
ing in showmanship but seldom young coloratura
soprano who ditties.
miss In the piping phases.
adds real class to the bistro, givThe Chamitov orch. with added
ample
Sadlowski & Roth score with ing the show a classical wallop.
violins, gives Miss Meade
Weu:t “Fire Dance” and then work in a
‘backing:
JBron.
turning),

.

1

.
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village Vattguaril, N. Y.

* Pa* Villard,

Irwin Corey, Janet
Clarence Williams Trio;*
*

Brace,
$2.50

’minimum.

Moderate layout on tap at this
Greenwich Village hangout doesn’t
huild much excitement despite efoperators
forts of such vet intimery
Corey.
ts Paul Villard and Irwin
newcomer
Best reaction is won by
hits
chantoosing
whose
Brace,
Tanet
solidly
Acts).

New

with the tablers (see

Decked out in black basque
sweater and nautical cap, Villard

dishes out a series of sea chanties
and verse in a set that’s marked by
sameness and that tend^ to lull.

He self-accomps on accordion and
recites in a whispery baritone, but
the romantic mood he tries to con-

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
strapless white semi-bouffant decwidened her outlook and imHotel,
orated with a huge red flower, has
proved her showmanship. She now
Dallas, May 9.
the mob oh her side from the start
-emerges as a confident performer,
Sophie
Tucker,
with
Ted
Shawith her interp of “Get Happy”
capable
of coping with almost any
and follows with “Till I Waltz piro; Emile Petti Orch (10); $3 type of audience.
Again With You” and “I’ve Got a cover.
In addition to being very handy
Crush on You.” Does a skit with
with her pipes, Miss Somers is also
Sophie Tucker’s initial hotel
'Shore for via “De-Lovely” with
a skillful -pianist 'and is consethe comic interjecting but one date here in January, ’52, was an quently able to depart the
mike
word at a time, throughout the SRO fortnight for the Mural Room. from time to time for self-accomp
Current two frames will carbon at the
ditty.
“I’ve Got You Under
ivories, and this works as
record
last
year’s
pull
“Mrs.
Skin” is her windup song.
by
Miss
an effective method of varying the
Again greeted routine.
Winters has nice pipes, a pleasing Show Business.”
Act opens with a bright
personality
and
paces
herself with a walkon ovatiop, the lyrical intro tune, “I Love to Sing,” which
lady lays it on the, line for tablers, leads into a sock
neatly.
specialty song,
and
lines
again
her
closing
are
Shore does a number of corking
“It’s Really What Comes Off,” in
softshoe routines. His panto of a lost by early, hefty mitting
which the chirper removes piec§£
This trip it’s a more animated of false hair from her head. Then
pinball machine addict with plenty
of body English wins belly guf- Sophie Tucker, with a crewcut to a session at the keyboard which
hairdo,
sock new material, and a includes a pop medley, a selection
faws. Ditto for his miming of
Harry Richman warbling “Su- framing for the timid: “If at times from “Pal Joey” and a boogie
I’m
Lresh
and blunt, I mean no af- woogie to wind in fine style. Act
wanee” And Ted Lewis doing
” Spicy sesh tees off with
was caught at the Colony and was
“When
Baby Smiles At Me,” front
“How
Can
I Ever Grow Old?'’ drawing above-average
among other ditties tossed in. All
biz.
win solid pounding.
The resident combo maestroed
Emil Cole- Banter swapping with vet accomp
man’s lads do a neat job in back- Ted Shapiro leads to “Sophie by Felix King does a handsome

Baker

My

poof,”

Sahu.

Ritz Cafe, Montreal
Montreal,

May

8.

Rosalind
Courtright,
Johnny
Gallant, Joe Settano Trio; $1-1.50
cover.

Corey is a holdover here and
continues strongly with his zany
It’s an erratic turn runIf anyone can claim title to bening gamut from true comic ining a regular Ritz Cafe performer,
spiration to occasional blue lapses.
it must be Rosalind Courtright. Atsurefire
is
Corey
a
best,
his
At
tractive thrush has been a steady
tickler but when he misses it’s emreturnee ever since the Ritz Cafe
barrassing. His lecture-styled rouopened and gal displays greater
tine includes mingling with tablers,
spieling.

.

bussing femme customers on the
hands, sipping the fire water and
flinging cigarets across the room
with a command to recipients to
“live.” They lap it up.
The Clarence Williams Trio,
Vanguard regulars, are in there
with strong showbacking assists
Gros.
and nifty terp rhythms.

warmth and show savvy than ever
before.

Impeccably groomed, as usual,
Miss Courtright opens with “Mad
.

World” for a breezy intro and then
does “Shoppin’ Around” for solid

Although lyrics on such
“Good Little Girls” and
“Income Tax” hover close to the

attention.
items as

blue

lines,

the

Courtright touch
and savoir faire keep thinks from
Fairmont; Hotel, S. F«
going overboard.
Francisco,
7.
May
San
It may be that frequent appearDunham
Dancers
Katherine
ance in this swank room have
(16), Ernie Heckscher Orch (13);
smoothed
out any minor difficul$2 cover.
ties for this chantootsie or maybe
the regulars are more familiar with
It may be that this town is either
her standards because current
insufficiently mature or completely
showing creates best performermature in respect to the dance,
customer relationship to date.
but in either case, reaction to
Slicker routining of song offering
Dunham’s troupe is has
Katherine
much to do with this and with
mbre polite than enthusiastic. It the
accent on the special material
simmers down to what one expects
and
the so-galled comedy stuff kept
from a dance troupe touted as
to a minimum, Miss Courtright
highly as Miss Dunham’s. That she
looks good to repeat any time.
knows her choreography, plays her
Johnny Gallant at the piano gives
masses adroitly, has an eye for
color and is show smart are un- Miss Courtright solid support with
doubted. But whether she is a top the Settano trio taking -care of the
dancer, except in' interpretation, customer antics between- shows.
Newt.
can be argued.
Moreover the
tendency, in a single number, to
combine h£Lf a dozen different
Hotel, N- O.
ethnic dance types may leave its
New Orleans, May 7.
impact as a piece of “business,!’ 3 Quintetto Allegro (5), Dupree
but it fails to ring true as an in- Trio, Abbey Albert Orch
(10);
•

jnng

tegrated

package

Miss Dunham knows her sex
component and has a flair for the
dramatic, but dramatized sex is not
necessarily dance and her mincing
terping, no
matter how highly
seasoned with miming, is less convincing than spectacular.
On the credit side is that the
troupe works in a room (the Venetian) which is not ideal for dance
;

presentation,

though in her espenumber, “Cumbia,”

cially effective

during which the gals cavort with
smoking cheroots in their mouths
and carrying lighted candles, the
close-to-the-tables
pressive.

minimum.

$2.50

routine

im-

is

Costuming throughout is exceland music above par. DanErnie Heckscher is
Ted.

lent

sapation by
top-drawer. ~

Hotel Chase, St. Louis
St. Louis, May 6.
Willie Shore, Wyoma Winters,
.

Hustrei Sisters (2),
Orch (11); $l-$l.50

Emil Coleman
cover.'

known

to natives through appearances at the Municipal Theatre Assn.’s
playhouse in Forest
Park and in this plush west end
spot, Willie Shore
is taking up

where he

left off’on his last visit
to wham over
his repertoire of
zany stuff.
Current .layout has a
mce variety .with Wyoma Winters scoring
solidly with her war-

ding chores and the Hustrei SisPr ese ?iting the first aerial
aero stmt in
this room.

An

array of topflight performers
their talents to present a

merge

'entertaining
show that
stacks up as par for the Cotillion
Room. Pace is good and layout
grabs satisfying results all down

highly

the
Toplining are the Quintetto Allegro, five Italian chaps who blend
Continental charm, novelty and sly
humor. They repeat the favorable
impresh created in the room on a
previous visit. One thing especially
noticeable is the polish and finesse
they’ve acquired to show off their
talents to better advantage.
The Quintetta do a bit of everything musical and the whole is pervaded by a cheerful air. They vary
their offering from five fiddles to
a combination of singing, violins,
drum, piano; clarinet and accordion. There’s plenty of movement,
some light tunes and humorous
touches, and the boys really are
tops in the romance department.
They leap blithely from a mad
piano concerto with all five piling
on each other to play the same
piano to a romantic Gypsy tune
while a fiddler strolls among the
tables playing it sweet as he gives
the gals the full benefit of the
romantic music.
A high spot* of the turn is their
“Passing Parade” encore in which
the fiddles provide a spine-tingling
simulation of a processional. They
line.

-

.

,

heavy palm-pounding
seldom
performance
matched in versatility, humor, novas emcee, Shore easily elty and musicianship,
quahfie s as the No'.
Dupree Trio, two blonde look1 good will amoassador for the casinos in Las alikes and their, male partner, prev e as a he
repeatedly relates his sent some well-conceived dance
?
#vf
w *th the games of steps to open the bill. AccomS? erierices
cnance
at that gambling mecca and plished grqup run the' gamut of inS
uck l es and yocks. At the tee* terpretive, ballet, tap and toe to
if? el?
ore warms up the spenders net hefty applause. Team, while
1
sample of his tomfoolery, young, is expert in footwork syn-

bow

after

off to

a

,

‘aia
and

3

j

does a neat softshoe fillip
singing “McNamara’s Band,’

coppmg a nifty

mitt.

us t rei gals, both shapely
binmf
Blonde ^lookers,
work on a stary k.ar
rm?H
\ They dish out a neal
mckiding a SOC k W indup
fn
1 1C
^» Wlt h bodies interlocked
thJ/
y Spln aroun d the rigging at i
dittzy
77 *r
pace for a heavy mitt.
Winters,
an ^eye-fillinj
bninof
unet attractively
attired,
-

in

i

chronization.
Abbey Albert, personable young
piano virtuoso, and his orch provide a smart brand of rhythm that
keeps the floor crowded during the

knee-action sessions. They provide
a judicious admixture of pops,
pulsating Latin rhythms and tunes
in a sweet and rdmantic vein. The
arrangements are slanted to draw
a clear melodic contour over the
Liuz.
strong rhythm base.

Mam- backgrounding for Miss Somers.
mas,” ribald lyrics bringing blushMyro.
es and plenty palming.
Serioso
“Sophie Tucker Looks at Life”
9
K.C.
,
gets
pin-dropping silence.
She
Kansas City, May 9.
jazzes up a brace of throwaway
Dave Barry, Stan Fisher, Tony
pops, “Four Leaf Clover” and
“After You’ve Gone,” for boff re- DiPardo Orch (8); $1 cover.
sults, powers over “Nobody Loves,
Two-act bill at Eddy’s is a musia Fat Girl” and tours ringside with
a handmike, telling the packed comedy combo that rates well with
recent entries here, and has enough
room “I Wanna Say Hello.”
Seldom-heard verse is added to pull to give house a lift toward ace
the lusty must, “Some of These biz with considerable help from
Days,” and the palming builds'. major conventions in tpwn. Dave
With “Sophie Tucker for Presi- Barry, handling the cohiic assigndent” she again tours the tables, ment, is a returnee after an abtossing campaign buttons as she sence of about a year, while Stan
belts over the risque rhyming to Fisher and harmonica" are newgenerate further excitement. Beg- comers.
off is Miss Tucker’s w.k. advice,
Fisher opens after intro by Tony
“Make 'em Say Please, and Make DiPardo doubling in m.c. role, and
'em Say Thanks,” with which the devotes his 20 minutes to ambitious
human dynamo ends the 40-minute range of numbers beginning with
smash stint. Per usual, Shapiro’s racy “Dance of the Comedians.”
piano backing and repartee are ex- He gets into high gear with a fullpert complements in the Tucker scale “Slaughter on 10th Ave.” and
a near-concert version of’ “Rutriumph.
Emile Petti strokes “Cumana” manian Rhapsody No. 1.” Lighter
for a top 88 solo show opener and moment comes In request session
provides versatile danspation with which he veers into a small jam
session.. Throughout he shows himhis crew.
Bark.
self a topnotch harmonica man,
drawing good reaction $11 the way.
Sahara, Las Vegas
Barry continues his role as exLas Vegas, May 5.
Eddy Arnold with Dickens Sis- ponent of vocal sound effects and
mimicry of radio-TV programs and
ters (3), Roy Wiggins, Hank Garpersonalities, albeit his performland; Great DeLage & Shirley, 3
ance includes
share of maGoetschis,
Cavaliers
Joan terial not seen good
(4),
last time.
Fisher
Larson, Cy Lien, Sa-Harem Dancworks with him in opening seers
Cee Davidson Orch quence, Barry doing
(12),
neat impres(11); no cover- or minimum.
sions of Arthur Godfrey, Heatter,
Churchill and Lolly Parsons. MidFor the annual Helldoraro hoop- section is devoted to comedy chatla,
Sahara lassoed Eddy Arnold ter which comes off okay but has
& Co. for some typical oatune a bit of interference from roisterplaints id keeping with recreation ing ringsiders.
His “private eye”
of pioneer daze. Arnold not only version of Sam Spade is
by now
will slay ’em during this week but
virtually a trademark, and closes
is due to draw full tables into the
with vocal “I Like Sounds,” song
Congo Room for entire run.
interweaving raft of effects.
He lays down a barrage of plainQuin.
tive ballads, novelty tunes, ditties
in cornshuck style, but so pleasing
Golden,
is the Arnold personality that it
Reno, May 16.
clicks with sophisticates as well as
Ving
Merlin
& Enchanted
fans of such songfare. He accomps
himself on guitar while bleating Strings ( 5 ) *Paul Gray, The ZerGolden
Girls
bys
(12); no
(2),
platmost of his w.k. RCA Victor
ter faves of recent Vintage, plus cover or minimum.
signals
Each
tune
many, oldies.
Staging makes Ving Merlin and
flyrry of mitts, with solid rounds
coming at close. Fine assists are his four fiddle lookers a charming
stringed by guitarist backgrounders act. But for the movement of the
quintet, trading places, queuing up
Roy Wiggins and Hank Garland.
Dickens Sisters tee off the Ar- in varied positions, the stint would
Musical arrangements are
nold packet, with three lively be dull.
melodic
along
straight
mostly
chicks blending pipes for enthusilines, followed by all five in paralastic response, and giving the hoedown finale a neat touch by some lel movement of the five bows.
Merlin, however, in playing with
extra plainting.
etc., or his femme
Adding to overall plus factor of one, then two,gives
accompanists,
an illusion of
layout, two novelty acts prime with
In “Hot
arrangement.
much
more
Three Goetschis win
fast turns.
carries on a “converCanary”
he
cheers by expert tricks atop unisation” with each of the girls via
Shirley
cycles and Great DeLage &
He’s
obviously flirting.
violins,
pull complete attention with rapid
turned down by three, makes a
magico. Sa-Harem Dartcerp make
the fourth. Reperconnection
on
colprful opening prance in “Gay
is
up-to-the-minute
with
toire
’90s” flavoring, with Cavalier four“Pretend” in filmy blue spot and
some, Joan Larson crooning bar- in rhumba tempo, and “Moulin
cavortLien
bershop tunes and Cy
Rouge Theme.” In latter, girls
ing as beach rake with femmes. stand among tables' taking turns
Midway “Turkey in the Straw” under the soft spotlite.
routine and “Goofus” also serve as
Paul Gray’s attack is talking
segue to Eacly .Arnold’s spot. Cee
Davidson orch smooth all the way. himself down and spoofing himHe is not content with either
self.
Will.
letting dead jokes lay or leaving
In both
yockworthy bits alone.
Astor,
Colony
he invariably must say
cases,
London, May 4.
something about nis material.
Virginia Somers, Felix King, Sid “These are just little gemS” is a
Phillips and Don Carlos Orchs; Col- comment which must take up an
ony: $5.50 minimum; Astor: $3 eighth of his time. Just the .same,
minimum to 11 p. m. f $3 cover he’s well received.
thereafter.
Held over from the “Parisian
Follies” show are the Zerbys, who
Virginia Somers is becoming did a semi-hude dance in front of
part of the furniture at these two a black curtain last show and are
Berkeley Sqfcare spots. Since her out in bright lights for this one.
first engagement here more than a It would hardly matter if the still
year ago she has played several re- slightly-dressed femme and her
turn dates and has acquired a sub- partner danced at all, but this they
And from the do smoothly. Called “Parisian,”
stantial following.
time of her first appearange here the terp has all the, allure of the
she has improved in stature as a name, mostly because of the lack
performer and has constantly of clothes.
changed her material. She never
Terry True manuevers her 12
goes back with the same act.
girls on this small stage for a
In between her London engage- “Black Magic” finale. Miss True
ments, the American songstress chooses her talent for "looks first;
Prachas been playing a string of Con- dancing is not important.
tinental dates and this has proved tically everyone at ringside agrees
Marc.
a valuable experience which has with the policy.
Tucker School for Red Hot

Eddys

Club, S. F.
San Francisco, May 9.
Burton’s Birds, Harris & Shore,
Dick
Drake,
Dorothy
Dorben
Dancers (10), Deryl Knox Orch
(10); $1.50

garbed and make a nifty pic-

fully

ture in their prancing items, none
of them too involved or original
this time.
Opener, with Buddy Bryan and
Joan Larkin in a terping routine,
is a catchy eye-package with the
ensemble femmes in yellow and
white bathing doodads that please.
This blends into the specialties
which head off with Burton’s Birds
a novelty click with ali levels, especially the juvenile and the grandma
sector.

Burton had some

difficulty

getting his birdlife to deliver at
the opener, but with adroit handling they came through like troupers.

Harris & Shore, hoke terp artists,
turn up a good laugh in spots,
especially with those who like the
grotesque. Their three items have
pace and movement, though added
variety in their stepping would aid
their pitch. Also, they can use an

element of surprise, an essential
in comedy of almost any

factor
type.

Dick Drake, who seems to have

made a

virtue out of acting bored,

solidly funny in many spots and
on occasion hits highpoints of top
comedy, though a follow-through
for climaxing and some change of
pace would give him greater dimension and impact.
His “Stan
is

Laurel with a Musician’s Union
card” stance is slow stuff but gets
the guffaws, and his mandolining
foil for his comedy which
it rolls along.
a hoop skirt routine

a good
grows as
is

Finale,

wrapped around “Most Beautiful
Girl in the World” theme, is a neat
closer that leaves the customers
well fed. Music for show and terp-

ing by Deryl Knox troupe is its
usual okay standard.
Ted.

Mapes Skyroom, Reno
Reno, May 7.
Sonny Howard, Wally Brown ,
Martez & Lucia, Mapes Skylettes,
Eddie Fitzpatrick Orch; no cover
or

minimum.
Sonny

Howard,

well

enough

equipped with a voice of his own,
spends most of his stint singing
like other people.
After initial
song, “You,” singer immediately
hangs his story on “today, a singer
has gotta have a style.” This is the
key for impressions of Laine, Cole,
Ink Spots, Lanza, Martin, et al.
Howard’s voice is big enough, and
with the versatile range of impressions, evidently controlled enough,
to do some fetching songs of his
own.

Reno

,

&

minimum.

This is light spring fare which
is easy to take if not completely
socko and keeps the checkpaygrs
pleased if not overwhelmed. ‘In
keeping with the established policy
of this spot, a trio x of standard
.acts is framed in a happy, fastmoving brace of girl numbers to
round out a sprightly show. The
gals, six of them ponies, four of
the stepladder category, are color-

•

New

63

305

i

My
vey continually goes astray. In his
whips oult
fill-in patter, Villard
some nautical naughties that could
easily be eliminated. Repertoire in- ing up the proceedings.

cludes some John Masefield verse,
.“When I Was
£ patter song tagged
Boy,” a folksy “Foggy, Foggy Dew,”
“Whiffensing
community
and a

Hallaa

•

When

Brown

wh$t Wally
to, "amusement beBut launching, with-

realized

it’s

is

up

gins to show.

out warning, into his nonsensical,
half
sentences,
loose
phrases,

jumbled thoughts, stops most forks
in mid-air. As aud frarms, and

Brown

too, the chatter gets funone long story or group
phrases
some jokes break
through, and he manages* an occasional funny effect with his unfinished sentences. Songs like “Do
All Your Lovin’ When You're
Young” are not outstanding.
Latin couple, Martez & Lucia,
wiggle in native tempo between
aero bits.
This simply has some
strong man “demonstrations with a
nier. In

of

—

—

rhumba accompaniment.

Mark.

BUnstruli’s, Boston
Boston, May 5.
Gil Lamb, The Fontaines (3),
June Lane, Pedi & Pedi, Betty
Lustre, Ted Cole, Michael GayRosanna Latin
lord Orch
(8),
Orch (4), Lou Weir; $2.50 mini.

London

mum.
t

It’s the same old gratifying story
at this outsized bistro, where boniface Stanley Blinstrub adheres
consistently to the formula of
handing the customers a fair shake
via slick shows parlayed with topnotch menus at uninflated prices.
It pays off too, for the spot is currently swarming with bowling league banquets, engagement showwith heavy bookings
etc.,
ers,

throughout
lineup

this

month.

Current

Is typical.

top-billed, Gil Lamb
misses fire with his chatter but
registers with his double-jointed
antics and his w.k. swallowed har-

Although

monica tomfoolery. Room, due to
its vastness, is always tough on
comics, but Lamb’s zany visual impact is his saving grace. However,
(Continued on page 64)

Carlos

Belle Barth
Don Ostro 3

Ore
A Kallsa
Casino

Latin

T

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK ENDING MAY

Loew; (M) Moss;

(L)

Music Hall

14

(I)

Dorothy Lamour
Pinky Lee

Palace

IS

(R)

Boy

M

Latinos
fill

Paramount (P) 13
Xavier Cougat Ore

M

Fedi

St

Kordites
Joy Del Rio

14

(L>

Capitol

Step Bros
Joe Wong,

Fed!

D

D Remy
Gerry Barnett
PORTSMOUTH

t.im Kirk

AUCKLAND
.James

St.

Dennis Bros

Moreny

"Harry

11

(T1

Singing Girls

Dancing Boys
Adorables

.

MELBOURNE

Cissy Trenholm
Armond Perren

Trio Fayes
Trio Dsresco

Frank Cook

Enid Wilson
Joe Whitehouse
Jacques Crrtaux

Norman Vaughan
(9)

Ballet

Skating"^ Girls

Tivoli CT) 11
Edwin Styles
Loveday Hills

Skating Boys

INVERCARGILL

SYDNEY

‘

Milt

Collins Hilton

Granada
Mack At Frank
Don Arden
Dumarte At Den2 er
M Derricks At Tony
Maxims

11

A

Eddie
Ronald Chesney
Peter Madden
Sis At

Josie Del Rio

Harry Secombe
Les Raynor At B
Nino

Metropolitan
Betty Driver
Alec Pleon
3 Idriksons
3 Rubys

Noble

Ossie

Edward Victor

BLACKPOOL
Palace

Harry Lester Co
Goofus
Carol McCoy Co
Tower Circus (I)

C

palace
11

8 Flying Croneras
Fischers Elephants
5 Hansels

John
5 Talos
Knies Legionaires
Portugese Horses
Tarzana
2 Canters
2 Angelos
Williams Cockatoos

2 Valettos

Jack Watson
Annell At Brask
Hackford At Doyle
Vynthla At Gladys
Cookes Ponies
Williams At Shand

Jimmy

Jimmy .Scott
Olympiad 3

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome

Benny

11

(I)

Jerry Allen

Empire (M)
Brockways

Hippodrome

Robert Maxwell
Peter Raynor

11

Tessie O’Shea

Gwen

St Denis Bros

Johnny Matson
Dennis Lawe3
Derry Tones
Granger Bros
Colony Boys
Reg Warburton
De Vere Girls

BRISTOL

Palace

I

I

11

(5)

Janet

Morris
Burgess Bros
R C Mounties

Bill

EmiUo Reyes Ore
Johnny Mqrris Ore

Henry Jerome Ore

Spivak
Misha Usdanoff
Kostya Poliansky

At

Royal (t) 11
Pauline Penny
Barry Piddock

Tbea Lambert

B Manders
Denman

*>

CHELSEA

„

•

Mellowtones

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel Warwick

Clarence Williams
Trio
Waldorf-Astoi I*
Jose Greco
[Nat Brandwynno
ttischa Barr Oxo
Wlvel
Sal Noble

i

Leo Carroll
Larue
Orson Bean
Hal Lom&n
Russ Emery

•Empire (M) 11

Juan St Juanita
Frank Rlcherds
Bryan Burden
Anthony Redmond
Johnny Lay cock
Graham-Nelson Co

Krandon

Ac

Joe Delilah

Tony

M

11

LONDON

*

Sid Lewis Ore
Freddy Hallct
.Bar of Music

Palladium (M) 11
Eddie Fisher
Peter Sellers
3 Karloffs
Francois Ac Sandra R Ov.erbury Ac S
Milton Woodward
[ Crlss Cross
'
Bgnsori Dulay Co
Austral
DERBY
,4 Hurricanes

,

Hippodrome (S)
Rose Murphy

|

Jordan
David Elliot
Bill

Arne Sultan

Beth
Challis
rv
!
r» _<»
{Malcolm Mitchell 3 Harvey Bell
[Palladium Cirls
_ Club Carlyle
Carlyle
Jean "Carroll
Elliotts
Sheila Barrett
Mumfords Puppets Skyrocket* Ore
Joe Madding Ore
MANCHESTER
Nat Hope
Hippodrome (S) 11 Mark Leonard
Jackie
Cork Club
J & K Stuthard
Terry-Thomas
Alice Darr
Sonny Farrar
David Whitcflcld
Eugefic Smith
Ac N- Grant
Bobble lumber
11
'

’

N

a

r «.

4

.

G

Roy

Champion

I

McQuaig

festaff

Gregory Ratoff*
Susan zanuck

1

Billy Williams 4

Rancho Girls
Bob Ellis Ore
El

Omaha

Roland' Gcrbeau
Magdena de Paula
Emma Puyo

250G Budget.

Centennial

executive

committee has set a $250,000 budget for launching of next year’s celebration.

Ken Barry

Roth

Dolores Renay
Ted Eawrlp
Tony Lopez Ore
Seim* Harlowe Line

Bob
I
I

.

1

:

’

n £ category with the auditors responding in that mood. His is an
ambling 30 minutes that is played
for nostalgia with the material
utilized taking him from old hurley
days through vaude and into pic
career. Precedes the personal remembrances with several stories
that warm them for things to come.
Some of the yarns fire on the bluetinged side but innocuous approach to the subject matter takes
edge off. Brings on unbilled femme
(his wife) for more of the oldtime
patter, a sequence which could
stand rerouting and tightening.
*

Tropicana
Chiquita & Johnson
Maria Victoria

I

Anni's

t

Fr nk

p

^

e-

“Manhattan Tower**

Ina,

us the oldsters who remember
P:
him —
when.
As currently constituted, his cafe
routines wind him into the pleas-

1

Omaha

9.

-

H A VAN A

,

&

beverage

L mixture of youngsters
with

;

8*

Joel Grey

Genaro- Salinas

$2

ha s of s how
rotund enF
f ?
tertainer
is spotted here for the
rame an( gat h( ring healthy pa-

Normandie Boys

Facundo Rivero 4

Orch;

cafe circuit, rounding out a career
that has included practically every

°n

Fitzell

Montmartre
Aero Cats
Marlon Harris
Muguet St, Abalcln

mle

Vet comedian Billy Gilbert is
making his first foray along the

Sisters

^Dansations

J?y

Antone

Gilbert',

Stanley

minimum.

Jenkins. Singers

Johnny O'Brien

Charlie Carlisle
Ch£is Columbo
Clover Club

Delmonlcd
Ac Ald4

^

Billy

Bob Craig

Beatrice Kay
Sylvan Green

Casablanca Hotel

Jose

George
Thunderblrd
Gordon Jenkins Ore
Frank Payne
Earl Barton

Jean Devlyn Dcrs
Bob Millar Ore
Sahara

Ore
Zina Reyes Dancers
Willie Hollander
Black Magic Room
Fran Carroll
Shaye -Cogan
Jack Kerr
Harry Rogers

Lillian

Miami Beach, May

Willard
Marah Gates Dncrs
Bill

Last Frontier
Liberace
Phil Foster
George Liberace

Tommy Numez

Rcnea

Ma) Malkin Ore
Balkan Room
Nino Yacouino

Nitwits

’

.

Ac

Ac

„

Crain,

E3

te

1

1

.

,

Miami Beach

Gloria Pall

Flamingo Starlets
Torris Brand Ore
Herb Flemington

Bob

Jenkins,

~

Am

Jimmy Cavanaugh

Cheerleaders
Tom Ac#Jerry

Eddie Snyder
Delano Hotel
Paul Chapman

Algiers Hotel

Kama

Fred Lovelle
Konyot
B Ac

Max Miller
Dawn White Co
Roy Stevens
M Crosb'e At T

M

Bob Le*

Buddy Walker

Hylda Baker

NEVADA

Mildred Davis

Certez

George DeCarl Ore
Flamingo

miami-miami beach

Max Bygraves
Merle Ac Marie
Lacy To

CHISWICK
(S)

Hugo Peddl Oro

Paul Villard

Lenny Dee

J

Wendy Allen
Valerie Matthews
LIVERPOOL

Palace (I) 11
Albert Burdon

Empire

Ac

June Carle
B Bernard Ac Texina

Mitchell

Warren

Irwin Corey
Janet Brace

Nefherland

LINCOLN

Frankie Carle Ore

Colleen O'Grady

Vanguard

Village

Hotel

Statler

The Sportsmen 4
Ice Ahoy Revue

Tubby Rives
Marvin Roy

Hal Graham Ore

Sonia Corti

2 Nadia*

Volants
Globe Girls

El

Linda Lpmbard
Barbara Stewart

Myles- Bell
Piute Eete

Hotel Stetler
Louis Prima Oro
Hotel Sherry

Moll

I

Tanner Sis
George Martin
All Bey

Patti Ross

Bobbie Martin

Horace Diaz Ore

Lyn Dale
Cambrian Ballet
Twins
Winstons Waterfalls Hamilton
9

CARDIFF
New (S) 11
Richard Heame

To See You*

Gordon

JP“
S>
.
J
Barton,
dance
line and the Al
J a nns orch. Biz is on the boom,
Leading into his piece de resistance, excerpts from “Manhattan
Tower ” Jenkins takes over podium
for outlay of w.k. disk faves,
pily, for “I
a Gigolo.” He “Tzena Tzena,” “Maybe You’ll Be
then reverts to the original pace, There,” “Don’t Cry Joe,” “My
getting boff appeal for his medley Foolish Heart,” “Bewitched” and
of showtunes and closing on a “Good Night Irene.” Lead-in is
strong note with a delightful ar- cleverly handled by music shop
rangement of “Let’s Fall" in Love.” setting and dialog between emcee
Artist is only intermittently seen Barney Rawlings and. cute Laurie
in cabaret and should have a strong Carroll.
Unprecedented surprise
season here.
hits for show-stopping kudos when
Myro .
Jenkins intros his Dixielanders in
a brace of free-wheeling two :beat
Nautilus,
stomps.

Sa-Harem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore
Sands
P Lind Hayes Ac
Luciepne Ac Ashour
Mary Healy
Guilda
Copa Girls
Gloria LeRoy
Joy Healy
Nejla Ates
Ray Sinatra Ore
Ralph Young
Silver Slipper
Tanine Geraet
Hank Henry
Charlee Ballet
Russ Clark
LQ Line
Sparky Kaye
Carlton Hayes Ore
Beau Jesters

Versailles

(THUNDERBIRD, LAS VEGAS)
Las Vegas, May 5.

he fits comfortably into the atmosphere of these rooms and puts on
an act which is mainly in lighter
vein.
He starts off happily with
“Bang Goes the Drum,” one of
the hit tunes from “Three Cheers,”
but changes mood, not too hap-

.

Don Liberto
Al Norman
Low Nelson

Gordon Jenkins9
Manhattan Tower

rKS

Desert Inn .
Latin Q Revue
Charlivels
De Castro Sisters

Guitars

Unit Review

minimum.

have Leslie’ HutchinSnr?
r
son (always known and billed as r *!^f r
“Hutch”), to be followed during
'
If? * Christina
Dansations
(7),
the actual coronation season by
Carson, Al Johns Orch (11) augimpressionist Florence Desmond.
mented by Jenkins sidemen (7);
“Hutch” is an experienced per- nQ cover or minimum.
former with considerable show biz
savvy.
His friendly personality
"With popularity of Decca album
projects with assurance and, being a polished pianist, he is al- “Manhattan Tower” still strong,
ways self-accompanied.
For his Gordon Jenkins cashes in with this
current nitery stint he has ar- unit, featuring soloists, singers and
ranged a satisfying songalog with musicians from his recording crew
contrasting numbers. He h^s gone in Hollywood. He brings warblers
to the trouble of producing a cou- Bob Craig, McQuaig Twins, mempie of originals but, ironically, it bers of Jud jConlon’s choral group
plus musicians, to bathe Thunderit with his popular melodies that
birders with a pleasant musical
he does best.
Essentially an intimate vocalist, divertissement. House fills in with

Harry Belafonte
Eddie Oliver Ore
Joe Castro Quartet

*

LAS VEGAS,

Dorothy KeUer

Shaw ore

Milt

Johnny Ac George
Mary Foy
Marguerite Padula
Abbey Browne Ore

Paul Sydell
Gene Bari Trio
Hal Derwin Ore
Cafe Gala
Bobby Short

I

Brown

Dick Stabile Ore
Charley Foy's

Mocambo

Nand Crompton

Don.

,

Bobby Ramos Oro

•

_

'

Sis

Nicholas Bros

Stone Quintet
Tackle Foster
Larry Winston
Blltmore Hotel
Romo Vincent

Fay DeWitt

Harl

Kean

K

Ahem

'Nice

Cirb's

Bar of Music
Josephine Premice
Freddie Stewart
Gregory Stone Ae
Nino Menendez
E Bradford Ore
B Gray's Bandbox

LuBov Ramshay
Six!
Eli

Jeffreys

Robert Sterling

l

j

Beverly Alber
SteUa Brooks
Dick Hazard Trio

Benny Strong Ore

*1

’

LOS ANGELES
Hotel

1

rently, they

Madelyn Wallace
Dcrs (4)
Pancho Ore"

Ambassador

Allegro,

hum as the coronation date approaches, these dual Piccadilly
niteries are raising the standard
of their cabaret in the hope of
luring some of the dollar bankvijnuia ai
are
American visitors
rolls which
xuna
vvmiai -n.inciiL.cui
expected to bring to Britain. Cur-

Tony Leonard

02)

disk jockey

;

emcee chores. Tommy Marino
band plays for show and terping
with Sally Ann Davis on vocals.

to

Patsy Abbott

Deadenders
Jack Rose

Carol Ohmart
Salvatore Gioe Oro
J Ae J Belmont
Panchito Oro
Dick La Salle Ore
Village Barn
Monte Continentals
Ernest Sarraclno
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo *Orc j Jackie Jay
Clara Cedrone
Hotel St. Regis
Carolyn Wbod
Jerome Coiirtland

Waddlngton

Christine

Ac

Colstons

Evelyn Knight

Lee Lawrenco-

Ossie

.

11

Heywood
Desmond At Marks
Della Manon
LEICESTER

.

Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore
Hotel Biltmoro
Michael Kent Oro
Hotel Edison

Mata

LEEDS
'

11

(I)

Riviera

Lena Horne

Stanley Melba Oro
Chico Kelli Ore
.Hotel Plaza

Liddle

Empire (M)
Hal Monty
B Banks At D

Joan Bishop
Rosa Linda

Two

'

Anne
Ave

Milt Herth

Hotel Florra
Denise Darcel

Bamberger At P
Edwards Bros

F

Olga Varona
Johnny Lockwood

Fifth

1

Harold FonvRle
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian
Sadie Bank*
Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton

Jay Seiler
Jack Kelly
Adrian (iolllnl Trio

T & A Ventura

(M)

Empire

11

Ethel Revnell

BRIGTON

Graclella

Hotel New Yorker
B -Cummins Ore
D Ac T Lemac

GLASGOW

Hattan Si Rohan
C King At Joyce
Edna Taylor
Irebors Pigeons

No.

Bob Downey

Alan King
At G Galvan
Alvardo de la Cruz Szonys
Walter Nye Ore
Carlos Camacho
Pupi Campo Ore
Enrique Vizcaina
Embers
Doug Rogers
Line
Red Norvo
Town A Country
Tyree Glenns
Al Martino
Bobby Stenenson

Dashs Chimps
Rob Murray

Hal Stead

Norman Paris
Monk

Julius

C

Max Bacon

Hill

Eddie Davis
Arlyn Stuart
Art Waner Ore
Oliver Dcrs
Le Ruban Bleu
Susan Johnson
[.Jimmy Komack

-

KSDO

from Yale
Kahn’s
I.
Highway oasis,
handles

remote
TT1-.1

Pacific

With the tourist trade beginning

Johnny Bachcmln
S Bonana Band (6)
M Abbott Dcrs (8)
Eddie O’Neal Ore
Vine Gardens

Johnny Morton
Chez Adorables (8)
Brian Farnon , Ore
Conrad Hilton HotT
Jeanne Sook Ac
Teddy Roman

Don Howard,
with

,

tet; $4.35

Kitty Kallen
Miss Loni

Carol King

star’s laryngitis.

Torch singer Marti Stevens
(daughter of Nicholas Schenck)
does well in nitery break-in of 10
experimenting
days,
virtually
every performance. For that re ason h e h«s varied-in five shows
l . from socko to fair,
caught

London, May 1.
Leslie Hutchinson Tibor KunstlerGypsy Orch, Rudy Rome Quin-

EdgCwater Beach
P Spltalny Ore (25)
Palmer House

Jack Leonard

Van Smith 3
Leon A Eddie's

Jack Purcell
Ted Martin
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Chateau Madrid
Roberto Cobo
Cesar cl Malaguena
F Alonso Ore
Al Castellanos Ore
El Chico
Perla Marini

'Trio

Tony Martin

{Sister*

Jonl James

—
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson
Mae Barnes

Ac

•

due to

slated 10

London

Dick Peterson"
Dick Salter
Dennis Ac Darlene
Buddy Rust
Ollie Clark
Boulevar-Dears <6>
Frankie Masters
Ore

Marshall Izen

&

Quaglino’s

Herman Marldch

Jim Stutz Trio
Bonnie
Chez Paree

Midge Minor
Art Waner Ore
La Vie en Rose

Mello-Larks
Mal*sli Ac Fields

DeLeon

Mary Kaye
Gene Terry

Dagenham Pipers

Bon Sofr
Jimmie Daniels

2 Pirates
Tommy Cooper
Semprtnl

Patrick' O'Hagan

Jack Kerr
Nino Rinaldi 3

Margaret Naylor
Bill Jordan

Angel
Hal White
Bob Wednock
Velyn At L French
Grace Nichols
Rpquel
Irving Burgess
Black Orchid

Plroika

Blue Note
Alan Dean
Ronnie Selby 3

11

Empire (M)
Stuart At Gray
David Hughes
Tfavic At Babs

Circusettes

Murphy

Jimmy Lyons 3

FINSBURY* PARK

Kossmayers Mule

A

11

Empire (M)
Allan Jones

Balladinls

Little

Eddie

EDINBURGH

Lane

Ac

A, Andree &
Fleetwoods

Ramona Lang

Teen Agers
Llzzet At

i

Blue

Sid Gould

Eileen O'Dare

Co

CITY

Franklin

Copacaban*
Ritz Bros
Fran Warren

11

(I)

Carroll Levis
Violet Pretty*

Paul

Cairoll At

11

(I)

Lynton Boys
Harry Jacobson
Skating Sayers
Les Poupees 3

11

(I)

T1

(l)

Andrews

7

Rumberos

John Payne makes debut on
circuit with songalog
backed by Dutch Adler Trio (New
Acts). Business was okay in sixday stint, cut from originally
nitery

Elie.

bo.

Versailles Hotel

Music Box

Dagmar

Eadie At Rack
Bart Howard

HAM

EAST

Hippodrome (M)

’

Felicia

BRITAIN
BIRMINGHAM

Buckner

Blue' Angel
Arthur Blake
Sanders

John Htlson

<Sc

Martinique Hotol

Manolo Ac Etbel
Danny Yates Ore
Monro Carlo
Leonard Young.
Gallab Dancers

D’Avalos Ore
Lathi Quarter

Jacquet

Blrdtan*
Stan Kenton
Sarah Vaughan

Konarski John Lee

Prof Olgo
Carl Ames

Kandy

Malayan Loungo
The Calypsoans

Ted Straeter Ore

BandDox
Illinois

Mary Parker
June Jagor
Walter Pym

11

Trinder

P Brough

Jose Cortez Ore

Rain Winslow
Diana Drake
Barbara .Maye
Billy Hayes

Bachelor House
Jose Curbello Ore
Lu Plaza 6
Carlos Valadez

Boy Dancers

Betty Sullock

At

Don Charles Ore
Lombardy Hotol
Bab* Ware

Rafael

,

CHICAGO

Girls

Tom Toby

Halama

A

Bills

NEW YORK

Sonya Corbeau

Show
Nudes

heightened by males
tails while femme is clad in a slick
evening gown. As an added fillip,
Qulntone*
June Lane, an attractive trapeze
Sorrento
jerformer, wows with a* gasp-evokJimmy Grippo
Edwards At Lorraine hg sesh of tricks while swinging
Marc Kahn
ligh above the tattlers. IncidentalAlan Kole Oro
y, this is undoubtedly one of the
Tony Pastor's
!ew major bistros where a “high”
Sheila Sheen
Jose Enrlguez
act could perform.
Jackie Cole
capably
are
chores
Emcee
The Mithens
Vagabonds Club
handled by Ted Cole, who also
Vagabond* (4)
grabs spotlight to warble a grace
Marla Neglia
Condos .it Brandow
backauthoritative
Martha Ann Bentley furnishes
Frank Linale OrO
grounds dividing customer tferEleanor Gulpo
comlatino
Rosanna’s
with
oology
Royal Tahitians
r
til!-

lm

'

Bouna

Netta Dunsmore
Netta Dunsmoro

Botonds

Conrad Vince
Margo
Humphreys Ac
Derek
Bert Dene
Jean Madden

11

Magnetones
Novotone*
Marine Hate!
Palmer Dancers

Acres O’Reilly
Ralph .Gilbert

Saucettes

Renita Kramer

Nellie Small

Tommy

11

(I)

Mellor-Martln-Moe

Cabaret

Chrlbi

(NZ)
Ctvte CT)

Empire

Singapore
3 Pepper*

Pat Claytoh
Juan Luis Ac
Eleanor
Perry Bruce

YORK
Jimmy Bryant

(I)

"Lowe Ac Ladd
Bert Duke TrioGuy Nelson

Jimmy Elder
Wlm De Jong

IUtty O’Kelly

4 Nordics
3 Jills
Billy Baxter

Tommy Jover Co
Iris Sadler
SCUNTHORPE
Savoy
Hal Blue

M

Tivoli CT)

Marika Siary
Barbara Howe

it

June

At

Haven 4e Held

Leon 4b Eddie's
Babe Baker Revue
Sandra Barton

Betty
Keppel
W
Earle
Muxdy

Maxam

Rosalie

Bandura
Kenilworth
Jack Cavallaro Ore
A1 Lozito
Ruth Palmer
George Chaterton

Billy Russell

Cardew Bobihson
W1U« Carr
Raf At Julian

Toni Lamond
Peter

Farrar Ae Carter
Jimae Ac Junior
Diana Grafton
Pat Gregory
Terry Scanlon

Emprra (S) 11
Mary Small
Radio Revellers

Ac

Billy

M

At

WOOD GREEN

Merry Macs

6 De Paulis

(NZ)

G Meaton

Teddy McKay

San

.

Shore Club
Ac Steve
Fausto Curbelo,.

Marjory Hilton

Field*

-

Ore
Tony De La Cruz
Tano & Dee'

.

Johnma Hotol
Tony Renard

Italo

Joe Church
Medlnis

Sea Gull Hotel

Bobby Barton

&

&

Dave Fisher
Leonard Young
B Sager Dancer*
Caney Ore
Saxony Hotel
Helene Francois
Val Olman Ore
Bernie Mayerson

Stevens
Lee Taylor
Ginger Marsh

rhythmical

tightening of overall stint he’s a
bet for the intimeries and major
run of the moderately budgeted
spots looking for a fair name plus
an entertaining act. He's obvious
bet for the vaude stands he’s been
making, as well as additional character-guest shots on video.
Ina tee off matters
Antone
with well-versed
Latino-slanted
terps. Young pair handle their hip.
swings, spins and whirls in capable

steppings pointed up by the gal’s
Pedi also
lush eye-appeal. Peoi
register with a novelty* terp sesh
wherein he doubles himself into
a jacknife position while male and
femme, heads, attached to his cos- manner and earn good reception,
tume, give illustion of a pintsizei Syd Stanley arch is okay on showLari/.
dance team. It’s a cute visual gim backs and dansapation.
mick.
a
and
males
The Fontaines, two
Top’s,
Diego
grab
graceful femme,
slender,
San Diego, May 10.
hefty response with an unorthodox
Payne,. Dutch Adler. Trio,
John
sesh of socko adagio lifts and Marti Stevens Don Howard,
Tom,
tricks, highlighted by gal working
my Marino Orch, Sally Ann Davis
understander. Eye-appeal is
l as
working in no cover or minimum.

Ann Herman Dere

Catnile

*nd

beguine

ballet,

Frank Lynn
Sacasas Ore

Princess Tara

11

Conway it Day
Jimmy Wheeler

Tommy

Charlie Farrell

Harem Club
Jimmy Day

Winifred Atwell

Royal (M) 11

AUSTRALIA

Peggy Saunders

Gaiety Girl*

At

Barney Powell

Dave Apolon
Gaudsmith Bros

Roxy (*) 11
Colorama

Ice

Empire (M)

G Anders

'

Moreland

1 to

Miml Law
Joe Poynton

of field is strong right
down to to* wire.
Bill tees off With svelte ballerina
Betty Lustre, in a repeat stint
here, scoring with a slick sesh of

balance

Ernie Bell Ore
Flo Parker
Patty Lee
Sans Souel Hefei

Raquel
Joahne DupreZ
Toni Rave

Boston

IIHnsirali’s,

Paddock Club

Katkie McCoy
Don Charles Ora
Gaiety Club ^

Swift

At

Miss Memphis

Zorita

Gwen Fields
SHEFFIELD

Continued from page $3

Beatrice
Sid Stanley Ore
Joe Harnell
.

Gomez

^

,

Night Chib Reviews

Billy Gilbert

Charlie Barnet Ore
*
Frolic Club

Vicky Ray

H

Benislon

Bibl Johns
B Harris &

Tommy

11

(I)

Ac Jean
Lee Brooklyn
Audrey
MOBILE
^ Mann
Barney
Earl
only
Saenoer <P>
Asylum o£ Horrors Inna Logan
Brandon
PENSACOLA
Satnger (P) 15 only Erie V Marsh
NOTTINGHAM
Asylum of Horrors
Empire (M) 11
TUPELO
Derek Roy
Lyric (P> It only
Asylum of Horrors 6 Roybelles
Bona Ricardo
WASHINGTON

Gaudier* Tally-Ho
Senor Cortez
Fontaines

Ross
Ted Wells 4

Johnnie Heywood
Eddie Rawlings

Billy Whittaker

Harmonl cares
Bex Webbee

.

Mario
Antonio Ae Rosio
Sans Spuci Dancers
Freddy Calo Ore
Five O'clock
Martha Rayo

Litico Ac

S Baby Zou-Zou
S England At F
Parker «

Joni

Hippodrome

Deauville
Vocaltons 3
Nautilus Hefei

Milt

Paula Coutts
^
NORWICH

MIAMI

Olympia (P) IS
Rolla Teers
Stone Ac Shine
Bed Thornton

Bockettes
Corps de Ballet

Sym Ore

Fossie

Ladd Lyon Co

Bayney

Patricia

&

Priest

Antonio Valero
Calgary Bro^
Bobby Brandt

Sam Gyson

W

IW)

CT) Tivoli;
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Underwriters will be repaid from
sale qf ticket books, going for $10
and worth $28.

’

Craig,

fihale spots

McQuaig Twins,

Earl

Barton" Dansations:"chrisHna Carson<
Barney Rawlings. Jenkins
chooses “Love Theme” and “Party”
sequence and “New York’s My
Home” from the album to sock
over a terrif climax.
Frank Payne lends contrast to
the otherwise topheavy musical
stanza with his comedies. Some
impressions miss fire, but he wins
inning by ballgame broadcast and
Jerry Colonna mimicry. Craig, a
Jenkins’ “find,” receives big reaction for his “Shadrach,” carbon
of recent Deccadisk. Personable
chanter could go into further nitery
rounds as single with more experience,

improvement of

stance,

mannerisms, gestures.
McQuaig Twins, blonde and brunet teenagers, receive okay mittmg
from twangy harmonies and piping
of “Mountain Dew” andVAre You
Teasing Me?” Earl Barton has a
darting way with his terps, flashing

facial

to splid salvos aftef “Holiday For

Strings.” Kathryn Duffy Dansations have the sparkling curtainraiser,

“Lover,” and choreo chores

in “Manhattan Tower,” with Christina Carson’s toeterps in latter -for
has
special orb-fastener. Al Jahns

some Berlin ballads and
winds with his standard sneezing
the baton fpr backstops when JenCharles Miron has opened a tal- types that always bring him in a kins isn’t ^showcasing- his own
ent management office in New winner.
works, an£t comes through with top
York.
More
..

HU
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suspect that readers take a reviewer’s measure pretty rapidly, and accept or dismiss him accordingly.
When I was writing for the theatre
myself (and getting heat up, too),
I used to figure out the bewildering results (some scathing notices,
some tepid, some good) this way:
Since there are seven or eight
dailies, and five or six important
weeklies, you’ve got a pretty good
democratic cross-section of indeand probably a
pendent votes

Crix See Lustier Legit
Continued from pace

“undistinguished” as well as “disorigiappointing/* added that
nality was rare, and enthusiasm
beis
Broadway
for it was rarer.
coming so risky that it is sacrificTh®
ing honesty for theatricality.
main lack is a big devoted audiitence. The theatre has priced
self out of being bread for lots of
people, into being caviar for a
stubborn few."
diSheaffer, referring to the
rectionless feeling of the Broadconit
that
found
way theatre/’
tinues in a phase of its history
lacking in vitality and creative
ferment.”
.
„
Kerr, however, felt that though
important
it wasn’t precisely an
season, it seemed to me an attractive one. Two reasons: (a) at
least until April of this year, a
dogs—keeping
real
of
dearth
things from getting too depressing
too early in the game; (b) the
merely light - hearted stuff—
Beatrice Lillie, ‘Itch/ ‘Wonderful
Town’—was quite good, giving the
season some bounce. I suppose
you could call it a theatrical,
rather than a dramatic, season; as
such, not half bad.”
The Jourhal- American’s John
McClain found the season “generally more impressive than 1951-52,
He
firstclass.”
not
still
but
thought that “brilliant fare is lackin g_and if I knew the remedy I
wouldn't be here. I’d have a oneroom office in the Paramount
Bldg, with a sign on the door,
‘Theatrical Counsel Results Guaranteed/ and I’d he worth $9,*

,

1

school and college students. Baseball is much more progressive than
the theatre. It '“sponsors knot-hole
gangs, Little Leagues and technical clinics to develop new fans and
players.

—

Another important matter

facing us is the encouragement of
new playwrights. For, without
enough of them there will soon be
no jobs for producers, actors,
ushers,
musicians,
stagehands,

.

_
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critics

etc/*

pretty good indication of how segments of your audience are responding, thus a pretty good indication of the overall merits of your

Taller Audience

enough.
“Problem: to convince playthat their, principal
is not pleasing themthemselves
expressing
selves,
or doing justice to themselves
but pleasing, the* paying customers out front. This doesn’t

—

mean

“Criticism

is

destructive

when

one who invested money in' it.
“There is no reason why every
interesting play good or bad on
the whole should also have to be
a smash hit. The financing *of plays
is the least creative of Broadway’s
Money never created
activities.

—

Oscar

says, the audi-

,

The. theatre isn’t a private examination of conscience; it’s a
public institution.”

it

‘Borrowed Time’

is

I believe,

a few

years ago, would have done great

was ever worth, at most. This
an example of what resources
and determination can do. There
are many shows that could be built

all it

well. It’s because it has been
nerernial favorite on radio and
and people were too familiar
with it to have the urge to see it
or hear it again.”
“Revivals, like anything else,”
wrote Hawkins, “are running up
against a hectic attitude of people
wanting desperately to enjoy themselves. Anything of suCh quality as
a

TV

ence is talier than you think.
It does mean making an honest effort to get back in touch.

is

.

As

stooping.

Hammerstein 2d

Boxscore

and humorless,” said
bitter
Hawkins, “or when it ds- humorous
at the sheer expense of the wouldbe artist. I think its level would
improve if it could' relax. There is
too much talk about reviews being
‘right* or ‘wrong’ in terms of a
show’s financial success. The profession (and the tradepapers) incline to jockey the critic into the
position of betting as he would
on a horse, instead of saying what
he honestly and deeply thinks or

done

—

—

Critics’

it was because the play was
a revival, for other revivals have

think

concern

that intel“Let’s try to
ligible: if you get 70% of the critical vote, you can figure you’re
pleasing about 70% of your audience, and, therefore, that you’ve
got about 70% of a show. That
wasn’t always comforting, but I
and fair.”
still think it’s true

‘Dultory Theatre* Atkinson
“I’m afraid we shall never have
anything more than a desuliory
theatre,” said the N, Y. Times’
play“until
Atkinson,
Brooto
wrights, actors and directors can
work at the production of plays
they like without being dependent
on achieving a smash' hit to save
themselves and everyone else from
disaster. It ought to be possible to
produce ‘Camino Real’ without
of
‘Climate
a fortune.
losing
Ederi’ ought to have a hearing
without bringing agony to every-

.

others, despite excellent notices’
excited $ome
flopped)
interest*
“Certain revivals seem to withstand ravages of time,” commented
McClain; “others don’t. Advertising and exploitation are factors
plus quality of casting and production.”
“The upset on notices,” said
Chapman, “was the failure of 'On
Borrowed’ Time/ after getting the
best reviews, of the season. I don’t

wrights

make

13, 1953

overcome,, and that might eventually help the live actor.
The unpredictable career of revivals this season (some were hits-

“I’m fascinated by Variety’s
report on how hard It is to sell
the cheaper balcony seats; and
by the fact that the pop-priced
City Center is having trouble
paying off,” says the Herald
Kerr.
F.
Tribune’s Walter
“This means, to me, that the
so-called high price of seats
has nothing to do with diminThe stuff
ishing attendance.
/on stage simply isn’t attractive

show.

May

business. There seems little real
pattern to the success of revivals,
unless It is that the shows that appeal to the emotions are more attractive than those which ask for
brainwork on the part of the audience.”

after poor starts, but the* cost is
too often too risky.”
‘I explain the success of ‘Wish
N.Y.
You Were Here’,” said Coleman, Difference
“by pointing out that later audiAudiences
did
show
than
better
ences
saw
a
money
more
either
anything except
Comparison between the N. Y.
the first one. Joshua Logan has told
or catastrophe. But the organiza- feels.”
stage and London’s (where 40-odd
tion of Broadway puts financing
“The critic’s functions,” advised me that he knew his show was not shows are current), brought its rehave been
in control of all the genuinely ere- Dash, “is to protect his reading pub- as good as it should
because he was actions. “London’s West End/’ said
ative parts of the theatre. We shall He, and not to worry whether his when it opened,
pro- Coleman, “supports more theatres
elaborate
an
to
unable
due
until
theatre
never have a good
review will cause financial loss to
than does Broadway because it
writing and acting are the control- the backers. The only time an ad- duction that featured a swimming costs about one-fourth as
much fo
polpre-Broadway
pool
any
to
do
ling elements.”
verse criticism can be classified as
produce a play over there as it
But it was Variety’s query about ‘savage’ is when the reviewer is ishing on the road. He also told me dqes over here. Consequently/adopinions
critics’
the
criticism, tied in with the recent biased and not sincere, or has a that he valued
700,000.”
sugges- mission prices are lower. The Britagitation against reviewers in Chi- personal spite. But the great ma- and sought to follow their
ish also have a classic tradition
New Playwrights
cago and Hartford, that elicited jority of critics are honorable, and tions in revamping the musical. that has, unfortunately, vanished
proved
means,
no
This
case,
by
was
Morehouse felt that what
some surprising remarks. “Under mean only to raise the standards of
that the critics had lost touch with in America. They want plenty of
lacking on Broadway were more what conditions may criticism be drama.”
Shakespeare, Shaw, etc. They also
theatres and writers. Watts said oo
‘destructive?’”
or
‘savage’
“There have been, and always the public.”
Barron thought that “Wish” had have a great loyalty to their estabneeded new playwrights. Variety asked the Critics Circle. wiU, be, assaults on criticism,” said
legit
lished stars, and welcome newGaver remarked that “lacking on “Do you believe the general level Coleman. “When a critic praises a no real competition (other than es- comers with enthusiasm.
Broadway are playwrights, imagi- of contemporary drama is satisfae- play, he’s wonderful. When he pans tablished longrun hits which most
“Vaudeville, too, booms in Britnation, money and, of course, new tory?”
one, he’s savage or destructive. { of the playgoing public had already ain, and
has hard sledding here.
plays. The people who can .com“I don’t think the current stand- Variety pointed out last season seen).
Too many of our stars, for reasons
Were
You
some
“Regarding
‘Wish
and
money
investment
mand
ard of dramatic criticism is good,” that the critics praised more plays
that
are
mysteries to me, prefer
Tespect because of their past wrote the Wall St. Journal’s Rich- than the public was willing to buy. Here’/’ said Gaver, “I'm sure that
the Palladium to the Palace. We
achievements in the way of pro- ard P. Cooke, “There are several in other words, the public was the original criticisms were genbecause the need them as Well as Britain does.
erally unfavorable
duction are either lazy or afraid or accomplished
practitioners,
but more critical than the critics,
It will take money, courage and
both. They can’t be tired—they there are too many people writing
“I certainly do believe the gen- producers and authors made the foresight to restore our
theatre to
get
claiming
had based
to
they
enough
mistake
of
hard
don’t work
ab'out the theatre with insufficient- eral level of contemporary drama
the
high estate it once enjoyed, to
tired. Let some of these old hands background, taste and style. And criticism is satisfactory. In fact, the show on ‘Having Wonderful
make
it
flourish
like
England's.
calling
remembered
keep firing away instead of
as in any profession, there are it’s remarkable. Never have we Time.’ The critics all
Most of us are too willing to let
it a day after one show a season
some genuine heels, I guess.”
had a more honest set of critics, that with some affection and as a the other fellow do it.”
be it a hit or a flop.
If that
and they all do excellent jobs in play with some heart and real peo“The lesson for Broadway in the
“Some of them, unfortunately, Majority of CntlCS
the face of onrushing deadlines, ple in it. There was and still is not, success of the
British theatre,
despite the changes, any of this
have forgotten how to be creative.
Qotroft-n the distractions of opening-night
r'lnLvwul
I have personally observed,”
which
is
Claimed loo bavage exhibitionism and the desire of inspiration for affection in ‘Wish*
Their chief function too often
said Cooke, “is that the British are
Had
Arthur
Were
Here/
You
merely to open up an office each
the
“I have always believed that
readers for short, concise reviews,
morning. Good scripts* are scarce, majority of critics are too savage,” Readers are more interested in the Kober used an alias and no men- a theatre-loving people, or at least
theatre - appreciating
a
people,
sure. They always were. But a observes Journal of Commerce’s verdict than in the wtiys and where^ tion been made of ‘Having Wonchap who wants to do something Ethel Colby. “I prefer reporting, fores. They want to know quickly derful Time/ things might have Americans aren’t. Most of them go
for
social,
prestige
or
reasons,
fad
things
in this business can have
and inclusion of some audience re- whether the answer is ‘yes’ or ‘no/ been different. The critics were
created for him if he has a little action, to salve the destruction to and the majority are not particu extremely lax in their recognition or because of their wives. Few
imagination and gives writers some an industry which needs help. I larljr interested in lengthy anal- of Harold Rome’s score, whatever American men like serious plays
they may have thought of the rest under any circumstances.”
encouragement.
also' deplore the haphazard lifting yses.”
Watts thought that economics
of the show. Most of them can’t
“George Axelrod put together and printing of selected material,
was the answer to the London rideffectively;
tell a song hit from a pot roast.
some short sketches
comedy especially, so that after the
Right:7
^
Arthur Miller weaseled on an im public reads various columns, Notices MftV
“As for the critics, poor souls, dle, that people still go there to
portant subject; Tennessee .Wil- nothing they pay to hear delivered,
let us .pray that they escape next enjoy the theatre, while audiences
Public Is
season another horrifying exhibi- here now go only to -see the hits.
liams completely flipped his lid, seems worth the price.
of theatregoers
for
reaction
As
tion of mass hypnotism as we wit- “The London-New York compariand Arthur Laurents was lucky to
“Critics might better serve their to criticism, there were some interof
peak
the.
nessed in 1952-53 in the case of son,” said Gaver, “has no validity
get Shirley Booth at
readers by seriously and soberly esting rejoinders. “I think it is one
whatever. There are a hundred difher success. It all seems to add trying to
‘Wonderful Town’.”
of the best things for the theatre,”
absorb
the
entertainment
ferences, ranging all the way from
up to a trend to mediocrity.”
v No TV ‘Threat! to Theatre
at hand; reporting, without too said the Daily ‘News’ .John ChapNot many critics were worried climate to esthetics, in the two
public
overrides
much
revelation
“when
the
of
plot,
man,
and
finalLacking In
about television’s effect on legit. cases, and the American theatre
ly giving their own reaction not the majority or even half of the
can do nothing about any of them.
Theatres too spaciously.”
Writers
But this doesn’t happen Bolton found it a declining threat. The lesson for Broadway is to forcritics.
Sheaffer saw TV as competition,
on
plenty" lacking
“There’s,
“The furore against the. critics often because the public is slow- but not a threat. “If anything,” ad- get about 40 shows in London or
Broadway,” states Coleman. “The in Chicago and Hartford,” said moving and not many shows can vised Hawkins, “video will be a anywhere else. This is a childish
main thing is a lack of cooperation Gayer, “means, nothing in the over- afford to stick around (and wait stimulus to live theatre. It makes subject.”
between representatives of all all picture. ItJs impossible to judge ft but).
“England,”
Hawkins advised,
people conscious of drama, etc.,
Chapman, only daily reviewer to who would otherwise know nothing “has never tried to price its big
facets of the theatre. The heads whether there was apy merit inof the League of New York Thea- volved without having been part of give a favorable notice to the hit, about it.”
bulk of audience out of theatre.
tres and the 17 theatrical unions either scene. The general level of “Wish You Were Here/’ wants no
“Iq the long run,” added Dash, You can still see shows, with the
should sit down around' a table criticism would be raised some- credit for it. “This doesn’t make “video
quite
is no threat to^the theatre, greatest stars in them too, for
to devise a constructive plan to what if more of the current critics me a genius/’ he wrote, “for I
but a potential aid. It will make reasonable prices. -The theatre is
cut production costs and to insure knew how to evaluate musicals. ‘guess wrong’ more often.
The
infectious,
Jack.
like
Cracker
many non theatregoers theatrelengthier employment for mem- They’re pretty inept at this, as a
“With ‘Wish’ I was extra* careful. conscious, and serve the function converse is true, too every time
bers of the profession by helping general rule, although by a shotgun The night of the opening was the
seeyou
from
discourage
someone
of the old stock company in develshows that draw mixed notices to technique they manage to be right worst for weather in my 25 years of
oping new talent.”
Morehouse ing a show, it’ll be longer and
often enough/"
survive.
one.”
playgoing. The whole city was dead thought TV a threat that could be harder to get him to the next
“The League of New York TheBolton definitely found contem- from heat. I was dead. The audi“As for the healthy, tolerant attiatres and the- unions should also porary criticism unsatisfactory. “It ence was dead. Only the actors
tude of the British theatregoing
establish' a cut rate ticket office, could be raised,” he said, “if some who*' are miracles of
spirit, guts
public
perfectly simple to
it’s
For
like that once operated by Joe critics did not approach their job and endurance seemed
alive. So,
have the same attitude here,”
Referring to the way direcLeblang. It would seek to develop as a bore, an imposition, a moment as I watched this show, I
tried to
quipped Chaphian. “All we have
tor-producer
Joshua
Logan
new audiences for the theatre, via for demonstrating their basic re- imagine how it would strike me
to do is cut boxoffice prices right
pulled “Wish You Were Here”
twofers and special rates for high sentment of theatre.
Too many and the audience on a cool evedown the middle, from gallery to
into a hit in spite of adverse
critics go to their jobs either preju- ning; I tried to realize its potenSimple—but
front-row orchestra.
critical notices, the Women’s
diced in advance or so hemmed tialities, rather than its actualities,
not easy!”
Wear Daily’s Tom Dash came
in
by
their
backgrounds
that clear Luckily* the producers had enough
Slant
Cherchez
“Readers of the London reup with a surprise suggestion.
evaluation is impossible. The ma- money to buck the weather as well
views,” said the New Leader’s JoEthel Colby, drama critic
“Logan had the good sense
jority has an humbly intellectual as the notices. I wonder how much
seph T. Shipley, “will be aware
for the N. Y. Journal of Comto take some of the criticisms
point of view, but there seems to they were in the red before turnhow much more basically informed
merce, and only femme memseriously,” Dash said. “He rebe a growing fear of enthusiasm.” ing the corner.”
ber of the N. Y. Drama Critics
about the theatre the English
staged and refocused the muKerr thought the level of critiCircle, naturally was looking
critics are, as a group. They know
Hawkins ascribed the success of
sical along the lines suggested
cism okay. “Like people and their ‘Wish' (in face of bad notices) as
for femme angles in her looknot only the contemporary drama,
by the critics. Perhaps more
see of the current N. Y. legit
governments, I think a theatre gets accomplished “mainly through the
but the past, and not only the
producers shoiild employ the
season.
She found it, too, in
the critics it deserves,” he wrote. relentless plugging of the title song.
plays but performers and styles of
services of the critics during
the added stress on emotional
“Give a critic something better to The notices were right. The public
years
agone.
the tryout period of a play and
deal with, and he's got to deal is never wrong. The critics had not
plays this year.
“A* playwright here (Maxwell
then revamp their efforts in
“This is a healthy sign,”
with it or get out.
lost touch with the public. I would
Anderson), who writes ‘My religion
accordance with the suggessaid Mrs. Colby, “since women
“Doesn’t a tpo. destructive critic, bet that if the show had had good
the theatre/ is likely to be deemed
tions of the men who are
prefer to share their enjoyif such an unheard-of thing exists, notices it would have never made
a bit odd; in England, the critic
supposed to have their pulse
ment With their pulse-beats.”
automatically destroy himself? I more than a mild success. That Is
on public taste.”
(Continued on page 72)
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Shubert’s First-Night Press

‘Bernardine’

Ban

Wound

N.Y.

Run With $68,300 Loss

Applies to Non-Crix in Chi

Too

Chicago,. May 12.. 4
another
j J. Shubert- has- added*Araeraph to his .recent manifesto $63,059 Final Loss
He has
critics..
Chicago
against the
now added -other wcteking newsFor ‘Emperor’s Clothes’
Sapermen, including feature writ“The Emperor’s Clothes,” the
men -and. others to
; rs photo desk
removed from, the Robert Whitehead-Playwrights Co.
the list of those
for. local Shu- production of the George Tabori
first-night press lists
drama, represented a loss of $63,theatres*
hert
059. The venture was capitalized
These working* press people are
at
$72,000, including 20% overcall,
in
listand,
on the second-night
so the backers will get a return of
shows
attend
cases,
all
virtually
$8,941.
Reason is that their
that night.
Production cost of the show was
publishers won't pay for first-night
Similarly, press- $38,986. The 11-performance trythem.
for
seats
out
at Wayne U., Detroit, grossed
can
agents of the shows involved
with gratis $11,883 for a loss of $12,751. For
hardly supply them
the
18-performance (including two
show managetickets (which the
previews) run opening last Feb. 9
ments would have to pay for).
at the Barrymore, N.Y., the Lee J.
situathe
to
contrast
That’s in
Cobb starrer grossed a total of
critics.* In latter
tion covering the
removed them $28,900 for a loss of $10,566 more.
case when Shubert
There was also $757 closing exlist, pubfrom the first-night press
pense.
bought their tickets to
lishers
bequickly
it
but
cover openings,
came standard practice for pressagents of the shows involved to
with
supply the premiere ducats,
.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

“Bernardine,” Guthrie McClintic’s production of the Mary Chase
comedy which had a 157-performance Broadway run earlier this season, represented a $68,300 loss on
its $72,000 investment.
Despite a six-to-two favorable
critical reception, the play did only

moderate business.

There was a

20% overcall, in addition to the
$60,000 original capital, some weeks
after the opening. According to a
recent accounting, $3,700 is due
to be returned to the backers.

’

*

’

by producers
Beef has been,
most other principal
“deadhead”
legit cities, that the
people has gradlist for newspaper
ually grown to unjustifiable length.
Many press people not directly covering legit, and only occasionally
writing about it, have come to feel
shows.

“Oklahoma,” which recently com-

here and in

Asbury Park

to

Do Moon Is Bine,’

This has been an outstanding
season for film stars on Broadway.
On a strictly numerical basis, the

Bow New

John Huntington, who has been
operating the Spa Summer Theatre
in Saratoga Springs, N. Y., since
1947, will also handle the Savoy
in Asbury Park, N. J., this sumfor Walter Reade. The theaplay 10 weeks of nonmusical attractions (due to the
close proximity of the Neptune
Music Circus), using the star system. It opens June 29 with Diana
Lynn in “Moon Is Blue.” The same
will

week

Wish’ in London
London producer Jack Hylton
Wednesday and flew
back Sunday (10), after o.o.’ing
some shows, including “My Three
Angels,” which he may add to his
West End stable, having just closed
for “The Moon Is Blue” and “Wish
You Were Here.” He’ll do “Moon”
got in last

now

that it is closing on
Broadway in its third season, with
Diana Lynn, Leon Ames and Biff
McGuire recreating their Broadway or road roles. “Wish” will be
a fall production, swimming pool

will be presented
later in Saratoga.

movement from
Hollywood has been less than some
recent semesters. But in the relaback-to-the-stage

Stock Season With ‘Moon’
Asbury Park, N. J., May 12.

production

Names

Roz, Tyrone Topping

*•

tre

pronto,

source of complaint

of touring

On B’way With

mer

•

paying
the respective managements
the cost.
development
Actually, this new
apparently removes a long-standing

Outstanding Season for Film

67

a

tive success of screen players behind New York footlights, 195253 has been notable.
Biggest
picture-to-legit
dicks
have been Rosalind Russeli in

“Wonderful Town,” Tyrone Power
“John Brown's Body” and Victor
in “On Borrowed Timte.” in
the case of Miss Russell, her
Broadway return marked her first
appearance in a. singing-dancing
in

Moore

part and, besides carrying the show
to a spectacular boxoffice click,
she drew rave critical notices.
Power received fine notices on

Some of the other productions his first starring stint on Broadwill play both spots, too.
John way, and “Body” had a profitable
Keck, formerly associate designer b.o. reception on its limited enat Saratoga, will do the sets at gagement.
Moore, returning to
Asbury- Park. Gary McHugh is to legit after 15 years on the Coast,
handle the publicity,
got rave reviews, as did “On BorHuntington likewise will raise rowed Time,” although the play
the curtain in Saratoga June 29, was a dire financial failure. Inciand will extend the season there dentally, Beulah Bondi, known
to 10 weeks.
chiefly as a film actress in recent
years, also was well received critically in “Time.”
Other click incursions into legit

Barn Mgrs. Burn

M

pleted its most successful road season in several years, will be sent
on tour again in the fall. Most of
the principals in the Rodgers-Hamand all.
merstein musical during the past
Hylton also o.o.’d “Can-Can”
Another battle over exclusive
semester are reportedly set for the
1953-54 season, and the tour is ten- and “Wonderful Town” before re- stock rights^ to recent Broadway
seats
free
is
to
turning
End,
and
“right”
to
the
West
a
have
they
tatively slated to open Sept. 10 in
offerings has the strawhat. manaMrs.
for all shows.
Hershey, Pa., with a Philadelphia negotiating for the latter.
gers in a lather; Limitations put
While the Shubert edict, remov- engagement to follow.
Bookings Fifi Hylton is staying on until May
ing all these people from the first- are pencilled in through March 20 when she sails on the Queen on “Bell, Book, and Candle” by
Elizabeth in time for the Corona- Irving Schneider, who at present
night list, still includes them on of ’54.
tion.
the press list for other nights, it
has sole stock rights to the work,
Theatre Guild representatives
at least releases a number of seats
minimize Coast reports that the
is
prompting the present stew.
there’s
when
for the local premiere,
film rights to the musical have
Schneider is refusing the top barn
apt to be a larger demand than been
sold and that a deal is set ‘Juliet’ Score Reflects
theatres permission to present the
normal. Except for the rare show
for it to be produced as a widethat is a solid sellout in advance,
attraction unless they book a packLegit Mood;
Upbeat
enough screen feature. Even if such a
customarily
are
there
age edition of the show, put toproject takes place, however, the
empty seats on second nights to
Guild figures that a picture version
gether by him. Package currently
accommodate the non-critic newsMixed Notices in
would take many months in prepbeing offered the silo producers is
paper men.
Boston, May 12.
aration, production and release.
Sea,”
Blue
“Deep
In the case of
At least t\\jo numbers are sure headed by Barry Sullivan and
Therefore, they don’t expect a poswhich opened its local stand last
Viveca
Lindfors. Schneider wants
sible film edition to interfere with bets to be retained in “Me and
Friday night (8) at the Blackstone,
the offering presented in the major
plans for touring the legit show Juliet,” new Rodgers-Hammerstein
summer
the second-night list applied to
showcases with stars he
musical undergoing tryout reviagain.
Since' Saturthinks best suited for the leads.
Saturday night (9).
sions at the Shubert here. One is
Although
a
season-long
tour
is
for
Strawhat managers are taking
day is apt to be a sellout/ night
“No Other Love,” figured to be the the stand
that Schneider is restrictany reasonably popular show, that tentatively slated for 1953 :54, the
pop.
likeliest
standard
show's
ing release of the play, as was
meant that the passes for the news- Guild is mulling a return Broadway
Other is “Intermission Talk,” an the
case with “The. Voice of the
paper men actually reduced re- engagement for the show. It’s felt
that the original Rodgers-Hammer- audience click opening the second Turtle” a number of'years ago. In
ceipts for the performance.
stein collaboration might have a act.
that instance the managers banded
“No Other Love” was taken out together in a firm stand against
sizable audience in New York, at
Idea is of “Victory at Sea,” the NBC tele- booking the comedy, causing it to
least for a limited stand.
Radio
to Rescue:
that the unsuccessful return en- vision documentary series of last be put into general release.
The
y
gagement at the end of May, 1951, winter, for which Richard Rodgers two plays, incidentally, were auOsoriginal
score.
the
composed
late
the
season,
but
that
in
s was too
thored by John van Druten and
Rushes to Defend
a booking in the fall or winter car Hammerstein 2d wrote lyrics in both instances the stock rights
for it and it's an immediate hit were assigned to a single party.
‘Suicide Seas’ (‘S. Pacific’) would have a better chance.
The longest-run (2,248 perform- with audiences, who hum and In the case of “Turtle” Harry Clay
Washington, May 12.
ances) musical in Broadway his- whistle it during intermissions and Blaney was assigned the rights.
Radio Moscow beamed an Eng- tory, “Oklahoma” recently passed after the performance.
It’s
re- Schneider, incidentally, is general
lish-language broadcast to the U. S. its 10th anniversary. The venture prised and plugged by the orches- manager for Irene Mayer Selznick,
last week which contained some
has thus far paid over $5,250,000 tra a couple of times during the who produced “Bell” on Broadway.
weird
show biz material. The profit, or more than 29 times to the show.
Current situation is also somewhat
DX$r, dealing mainly with Charles backers.
“Intermission Talk” is a patter similar to the stand the barn opChaplin, also referred to the Rodsong by the ensemble, supposedly erators took against “A Streetcar
Desire”
gers & Hammerstein musicomedy,
when it was
taking place in the theatre lounge Named
“South Pacific,” as “Suicide Seas”
during intermission of the show- initially released for stock producRIDE
in claiming that two members of
tion.
The
situation
then was that
Reiterated theme,
withln-a-show.
the Georgia legislature sought to
sung by a group of blase “play- of excessive royalties, which were
have a road company banned from
‘HORSE’ goers,” is that the “theatre i£ lowered due to their resistance.
Schneider is contemplating putplaying in that state.
Wally Cox will hit the strawhat dying.” This sentiment is contraCommenting on Arthur Miller’s trail for four weeks this summer in dicted each time by other '“pa- ting together another package ediof the work besides, the Sullition
play, “The Crucible,” the broad- “Three Men on a Horse.” Comic, trons,” who finally hoot the heckHe also
van-Lindfors hehdliner.
cast asserted: “So the New York whose NBC-TV show, “Mr. Peep- lers out of the lounge.
that the play would probnoted
Times, which, as is known, is pub- ers,” wraps up for the summer
Not only does the number get a ably be available for general relished by former FBI agents, made July 12, will play his initial date
lively audience response, but it lease to the lesser summer theahaste to demand that the play be July 20 at the Falmouth Playhouse,
gives the second act a rousing tres through the Samuel French
banned. They accused the author Coonamessett, Mass. He moves into
Still another reason it’s a play agency.
intro.
He*s primarily Inof drawing a comparison* between
the Ogun^uit (Me.) Playhouse July cinch to be retained, however, is terested in the star theatre operathe 1692 witch-hunting ,and the
•27. Westport, Connecticut, is schedthat it expresses thq private senti- tions for the package product.
present epidemic of loyalty tests.” uled for the following week. He’ll
ments of the authors. Both Rodgthe Framingham ers and Hammerstein have soundat
Broadcast, lifter claiming that finish
off
„
10-15.
with Mr. McCarthy’s
Aug.
playhouse
(Mass.)
blessings,
ed off many times verbally and in
BIT;
pictures about killers, sex fiends
Cox plans to leave on a Euro- print against the familiar wail ‘SEA’ PROFITS
wd sadists are being put out by pean vacation Aug. 17. He’ll return that the stage is drying up.
Hollywood constantly,” winds Up early in September and is slated
“Me and Juliet” received mixed
by saying that
Chaplin decided to resume his TV program Sept. 13. notices on its opening here Jast
“Deep Blute Sea,” Terence Rattijot to return to the
U. S. because
drew gan drama currently on tour, had
It
night (6),
Wednesday
he would not have
been able to
raves from Peggy Doyle (Ameri- an operating loss of $2,505 for five
continue
his
creative
work in Central City Opera Fest
can), Elinor Hughes (Herald) and weeks ended May 2. However, that
American film studios.”
Alta Maloney (Traveler), and mod- included a $2,420 deficit for the
unfavorable estimates from week ended April 4, when the AlTo Offer ‘Carmen,’ ‘Wives’ erately
Cyrus Durgin (Globe), who called fred de Liagre, Jr.- John C. Wilson
Central City, Col., May 12.
Hayden’s Village Try
it, “by Rodgers and Hammerstein
production laid off. By contrast, it
The 1953 Central City Opera standards, and by what the public netted $2,694 for the week ended
6 ese Hayden,
who was as:
ruT j
estival will be launched here
expected, a near miss,” and Elliot May 2, on a gross of $22,345 at the
Wlt h Sam Wanamaker
un’e 27.
ine presentation
Norton (Post), who rated it„"not Davidson, Milwaukee.
of three prodi
“Carmen,” by George Bizet, will
S 0l ® r °adway
their (R & H) best,” adding that
As of May 2, the venture had rethree years a
imS
i
pen the season, for a total of 19 the
under the label
book “lacks wit and humor $nd turned its $60,000 Investment and
of Festival T1
alternate
will
erformances. It
it
ls pl ann l n
way,
and
the
of
much
warmth
had $17,821 in profits, including
g another prodi
firm’
fter July 4 with 14 performances
Ve
$9,900 in bonds arid deposits. Uta
this summer at t
“Merry Wives of frequently -seems strained.”
Nicolai’s
ThL .nt?6re Lys
f
Hagen took over as star of the
here
through
continues
Greemvlch
Musical
'
Windsor.”.
law? N Y
Elemer Nagy will produce “The May 23 and is scheduled to pre- show May 4, succeeding Margaret
Sullavan. “Sea” opened a Chicago
the
Majestic,
at
Would be Producer-direel
28
May
Hermiere
Windsor.”
lerry Wives of
onit
01
the operation.
stand last Friday night (8).
N. Y.
Graf will stage “Carmen.”

At

Rights

:

made by such primarily
screen players as Reginald Gardiner (in “An Evening with Beatrice
Lillie”), Katharine Hepburn (“Millionairess”),
Margaret
Sullavan
were

(“Deep Blue Sea”), Vanessa Brown
(“Seven Year Itch”), Patricia Neal
(“Children’s Hour”), ZaSu Pitts
(“Bat”), Mark Stevens (“Mid-Summer”), Thomas Mitchell (“Hazel
Flagg”), Viveca Lindfors
(“I’ve
Got Sixpence”), Roddy McDowall
(“Misalliance”),
Walter
Slezak
(“My 3 Angels”), Ralph Meeker
and Janice Rule (“Picnic”) and
Diana Lynn (“Horses in Midstream”).
Others generally regarded as pic(Continued on page 69)
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Gabor Hates

to Think,

Drake Wants Maturity
At

ANTA Stage Forum

Eva Gabor, who last appeared
on Broadway in “The Happy Time,*
.

voiced her opinion that the modern
theatre should be just that, a place
of entertainment, at an A>NTA
forum May 6 in New York on “The
Theatre's Role in Our Age of
Anxiety.” “I hate to think when
I
go to the theatre,” said the

Hungarian
go

dish,

home I’m

“because when I
thinking and
come to the con-

still

after two days I
clusion of what

it

meant and am

depressed.”
Disagreeing

with Miss Gabor,
actor-director Alfred Drake felt
that in our times the theatre should
be “a place of mature thought,
stimulating, provocative and varied.” We have lost the courage of
critical comn^ent, and the spirit of
adventure, he believes.
3-D had its impact on the wordfest, psychiatrist-critic Felix MartiIbanez complaining that the world
had no time to examine arts, like
the theatre and sculpture, in more
than one dimension, and Burgess
Meredith claiming that the new dimension the theatre could offer in
competition to films and TV is “the
dimension of thought.”
Playwright Marc Connelly said

our Government still had to bd»
convinced of the theatre's importance as a cultural force, although all other countries so recognize it, even Russia, where playwrights are muzzled and the theatre inert.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke commenced that actually “we have no theatre, only a handful of hits,” here
and that the theatre's masterpieces
must be its backbone, as is true of
ballet, concert music and painting.
Arnold Moss said that the anxiousness of the age did not discourage theatre activity abroad,
where 140 theatres operate 40
weeks of the year in West Germany alone. Here, however, the.

component parts of the theatre are
working against each other, and
“better theatre depends not On
what we talk but on what we do.”

The actor proposed that ANTA
sponsor a conference of representatives of unions, critics, owners,
managers, etc., who would meet
monthly and have power to make
concessions on behalf of their
group.
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Wednesday,

See 6-Wk. (Dateless) Run
On'One Toronto ‘S.P.’ Ad

Chi Strawhat Season Bowing Early,

Toronto,

May

Slow

May

13,

1953

Finances

12.

With “South Pacific” getting a
FACES OF 1952
$60,000 mail order sale on opening
(As of March 28, *53)
Saturday ad, and applications still
investment
Original
pouring in, piece seems assured of
Additional production loan
a six-week sellout here, according
Production cost
to Ernest Rawley, manager of the

NEW

Bnt Fewer Spots Will
Chicago,

May

12.

of the local silo season,
into early bloom this

Start

bursting

summer,
changes.

find

Detroit,

seasons in the country last year,
will probably have three less theatres than last year, according to
present indications.
Managements will have a new
look, however, and the schedules
Most of the
also are changing.
houses ate moving their starts up
several weeks, trying to catch more
of the early patronage that came
last year.

cago locations rolled up phenomenal grosses with $10,000 weekly
not uncommon, with a lush take of
$25,000 for Robert Q. Lewis in
“Charley’s Aunt” at Chevy Chase,
an all time stock record here.
However, the steady influx of
television h>s hit the barns, and
stars are apparently unwilling to
go into the hinterlands and thereby miss a possible video date. With
lack of names at this time* the outdoor oroducers are revising plans
and it" looks like only two theatres
will use the star system. Both of
these will run two-week shows to
minimize the risk of cancellations.
Rest of the spots, except possibly
a semi-name for the North Shore
Musical Theatre, will use resident
Equity groups.
Salt Creek, leading spot using
names, resumes operation June 5
under the aegis of Marshall Migatz for the third season in nearby Hinsdale. He’ll open with Debbie Reynolds for a 10-day run of

“Years Ago” and from then on will
two-week shows.
William Green, recently production assistant with “Evening With
Will Shakespeare,” is the new business manager, and John Terlfall,
who was stage manager of the touring “Male Animal,” takes over that
post here. Jack Bates returns as
stick to

set designer and David Zurk as
lighting technician. Ernestine Perrie is set as director.
North Shore Musical, non-profit
organization which contributes all
(Continued on page 70>

30G Tax
May

David (‘Camino’) Stewart

Cop Derwent Awards

“Stalag’

Moving

performances) on Broadway, giv- curred under the rule since its
ing it a total run of 106 weeks. It original adoption
by Equity, it was
had a matinee premiere May 8, claimed.
1951, at the 48th Street, N. Y.
The Jose Ferrer production,
capitalized at $50,000, has thus far

the- 1952-53 Broadway season.
will receive $500 each June 5
at the annual membership meeting
of Actors Equity.
Runners-up in the balloting, in

of

They

which Margaret Webster, Brooks

Herman Shumlin, Ward

Morehouse and Derwent participated, were Janet Parker, for her
performance as Rosalie Wells, the
intimidated moppet in “Children’s
Hour,” and Moses La Marr, the
Lawyer in “Porgy and Bess?"
Gilbert Miller, another member
of the selection committee, is in
London" and did not participate in
the voting.

Jacoby Reelected Head
Of

NX’s

Jacoby
president of Local

Stagehands
was

elected
1 (stagehands)
of the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees for the
second consecutive term, at elections held Sunday (10) at N. Y.
headquarters.
George Fitzgerald

was named

vice-president;, John C.
McDowell, secretary, and John J.

Garvey, treasurer.
Solly Pemick was elected business manager for the 13th‘ consecutive time.
It’s a record for the
number of consecutive elections
won in the local’s history. John
Goodson was named as other business manager.
Television business managers are
Xouis Yeager and Joseph Dwyer.

Board of trustees elected are William Goebel, George McCormack
and David Supple. Joe McCarthy
is sergeaiit at arms and Bill ConHolly was put on the replacement
Committee which Is in charge of ro-

•

.

fating work.

.

Up Closing Date

distributed total profits of $121,000,
Jenny Egan, who plays the hys- representing a net return of 121%
to
the backers. That includes the
terical servant, Mary Warren, in
“The Crucible,” and David Stewart, proceeds of the $110,000 sale of
the Baron, the decadent fop, in the film rights to Paramount. A
“Camino Real.” are the winners of final dividend to the backers is due
the Clarence Derwent Awards for as the closing expenses are in and
the best suoporting performances accounts are settled..

Vincent

is

12.

playhouse, said they discovered the Equity’s Chorus Branch
loss when they saw a legal advertisement which said the GovernAdopts Loyalty Pledge
ment had cited them for. non-payment of the tax.
For All Its Officers
Artz offered to make restitution,
Chorus Equity has adopted a rule
paying $2,500 immediately and
$150 each month. Dr. Merrill re- requiring all officers or candidates
fused, saying: “Artz couldn’t live for office in the union to sign affilong enough to make full restitu- davits that they are not “members
tion.”
of Communist or Fascist parties of
Will-O-Way is a summer stock any country, or any political subtheatre and dramatic school condivision thereof.” This is similar to
ducted in an air-conditioned fruit
a rule in force in the affiliate
cellar on the Merrill country esActors Equity, but through an
tate.
For more than a decade, it oversight never extended to the
has been a center for summer sochorus branch.
cial activities in Detroit’s exclusive
Announcement of the move at a
northern suburbs of Birmingham
recent
quarter membership meet.and Bloomfield Hills.
ing of CE brought questions from
the floor, with discussion and clarification. Although the full text of
the required affidavit also tabus
“any organization deemed by the
council to be inimical to the best
interests of the association,” no list
of such groups has ever been made.
It was also noted that in case such
a list were compiled, members
“Stalag 17,” which had been would be given 30 days to resign
from
such organizations or from
scheduled to wind up its tour May
23 at the National, Washington, has their union office.
moved up the closing to next
It was further pointed out that
Saturday night (16). Reason is the candidates for office in CE cr
withdrawal from the cast of George Equity need not list organizations
Tobias, featured lead, for a Holly- to wThich they belong. Finally, it
wood commitment.
was said, the Attorney General’s
When it closes, the Donald list of allegedly subversive organBevan-Edmund Trzcinski comedy- izations has never been used as
meller will have played 47 weeks designating groups “ininiical to the
on tour to the Coast and back. It best interests” of Equity.
previously played 59 weeks (471
No misunderstanding has oc-

Jenny (‘Crucible’) Egan,

Atkinson,

which Tryout

Anomaly to heavy advance sale
that no play date can he announced for the Toronto engageon the
A 70-year-old head of an account- ment. that being dependent
the Shubert,
ing firm, Godfrey J. Artz, was ac- length of the *run at
18. ToMay
commencing
Detroit,
$30,756.85
embezzling
cused of
from the Will-O-Way Playhouse in ronto ad simply stated that “South
Bloomfield Hills, suburb of Detroit. Pacific” would b‘e at the Royal
The money was opposed .to have Alexandra some time hi late Aubeen paid to the' Government as gust or September. Tickets being
Federal amusement taxes for pe- sold for the undated, engagement
riod from May, 1948, to last Febru- are simply lahelled first, second,
tliird week, etc.
ary.
Dr. William O. Merrill, and his
son. William W., owners of the

Shorted Govt on

had one of the best summer stock

While strawhats were dying on
the vine elsewhere in 1952, Chi-

1,525-seat Royal Alexandra,
will have $5.50 top.

Claim Barn Accountant

a great many
The Chicago area, which

will

Be Active

CHAVEZ TO WRITE OPERA

FOR

NX

CITY CENTER

Lincoln Kirstein, president of
Ballet Society and general director
of N. Y. City Center, has commissioned Carlos Chavez. Mexican
composer and conductor, to compose' a full, three-act opera, “The

Tuscan Players,” to a libretto by
Chester Kallman. Work will be
finished by August, 1954.
Staff, 10-Show Sked
Commission doesn’t guarantee
production, but it’s understood that
Pittsburgh, May 12.
.Staff for 1953 Civic “Light Opera the work will be offered first to
Assn, season has been completed the City Center for its N. Y. City
with appointment of Joseph Littau Opera Co.
as choral director, apef “Mavis Ray
as assistant to chorepgrapher Edward Noll. Othpr heads of under- No. Carolina Readying
the-stars series Are holdovers from
last year and include William Wy3 AI Fresco Annuals
metal, managing director; Jack
Greensboro, N. C., May 12.
Schlissel, business manager; Karl
Casting Is underway for the
Kritz, musical conductor; Howard
Newman, press-agent; H. M. Cray- three annual outdoor dramas, inon. designer; Robert H. Gordon,
cluding “Lost Colony,” “Horn in
book director, and Tom Bate, pro- the
West” and “Unto These Hills,”
duction stage manager.
in North Carolina this summer.
Major casting set so far includes
Sam Seldon will be supervising ‘diElaine Stritch and David Daniels,
who had the Ethel Merman-Russell rector of all three productions,
Nype roles on tour, for “Call Me with William Long again technical
Madam”; Robert Rounsevillc and director for the Roanoke Island
show, “Lost Colony,” Irene Smart
Robert Weede for “Blossom Time”;
Rains costumer, assisted by JeanKyle McDonnell, Holly Harris,
Harry Stockwell, Dick Smart and nette Pratt and Charles Billings.
Anita Alvarez for “Gentlemen Pre- Actors for Paul Green’s “Colony”
will include Lillian Prince, Mary
fer Blondes”; Donald Clarke for
“The Mikado” and Ross and Fisher, Long, Frank Groseclose, Fred and
Zero Mostel and Walter Burke for Virginia Young, Andy and Barbara.
Griffith and George Spence.
“Louisiana Purchase.’*
Kai Jurgensen will direct KerAlso Brian Sullivan, Rosemarie
Brancato and Jack Goode for mit Hunter's “Horn In the West”
“Naughty Marietta”; Bill Johnson, at Boone, with William Hardy 3s
Bert Wheeler and Dorothy MacNeil general
manager and Thomas
for “Three Wishes for Jamie”; Nichols as musical director. Louise
Lamont,
William Waddell and MarJohnson, Wilma Spence and Earl
William for “Music in the Air” and tha Hardy will be In the cast.
Lawrence Brooks, Lois Hunt and
“Unto These Hills,” at CheroBrenda Lewis for “The Great kee, Will be directed by Harry
Waltz.”
No leads have been en- Davis, with Foster Fltz-Simmons as
gaged as yet for “Lady in the assistant. It the cast will be JoDark” the week of Aug. 10. Season sephine Sharkey, Donald and Bardoses following that show with bara Treat, Alan and Frances
“waltz.:*.
OlNeal, and Diane. WUlUlughill.
Pitt Light

Opera Sets

'

,

*

loss

$134,000
25,400
117,296
15,815
66,914

Total gross for last four weeks
Operating loss for last four weeks
12,081
Operating profit to date
120,535
Plus royalty deals, incidental income
10,849"
Unrecouped production cost
1,727
.;
Amount returned to backers to date
111,220
Bonds and deposits
15,290
Orchestration costs due from authors
2,017
Balance available for sinking fund
3,746
(Note: The production loan, for which producer Leonard Sillman
gave 8-7/15% of his share of the show, was repaid out of first operating
profits. The authors’ royalties total 6%, the director royalty is about
2t£%, and New Faces, Inc. (Sillman) gets $300 (reduced to $150 on
losing weeks) for the use of the title. The cast payroll was normally
$3,890 while the show was on Broadway; electrical expense averaged
around $100 a week, costumes about $200, and office expense was $250.
The production broke even at around $20,000 gross in New York. The
revue opened May 16, *52, at the Royale, N. .Y,, and closed March 28,
It is currently at the Great Northern,
'53, after 365 performances.
Chicago.)

WONDERFUL TOWN
(As of April 18, '53)
Original investment
Cost to open the production in N. Y. (revised)
Total gross last four weeks

$250,000
222,799
210,407
Operating profit last four weeks
36,098
Total gross on Broadway to date (62 performances) .......... 418,934
Total operating profit to date
71,829
150,970
Production cost to be recouped
16.400
Bonds and deposits
25,000
Cash reserve
1,529
Incidental assets
*
Balance available
56,101
(Note: For the week ended April 11, when one performance was
cancelled, the operating net was $4,677*, so the profit for Tegular weeks
has been averaging around $10,500. Theatre terms give the show 70%
of the first $20,000 gross and 75% of the balance. Cast payroll runs
about $11,000, including 10% of the gross to Rosalind Russell, the
star. The show’s bill for musicians runs about $3,700 and stagehands
about $2,550. Author, director and choreographer royalties total
12.15%, plus $250 for designer and choreographer. Wardrobe expense
averages around $300 a week, electrical equipment, rented from director George Abbott, amounts to $573 a week, and office expense
is $300. The Robert Fryer production, wfyich opened Feb. 25, ’53, at
the Winter Garden, N. Y., breaks even at around $33,000 gross.)
V

Music Circus Starts

Farrell Fishing;

Big Lewis-Young Year
Hollywood, May 12.
“Kiss Me, Kate” will open the
annual Sacramento Music Circus
season June 15 to launch the most
ambitious year of production planning undertaken- by local legit producers Russell Lewis and Howard
Young. In addition to the Music
Circus season, producers will venture into the field of platformdrama, presenting Lotte Lehman
in one program and lining up a
series of dramatic vehicles, headed
by “The Lady’s Not for Burning,”
starring Burt Lancaster, for the
revived Chautauqua circuit.
“Kate,” which will star Martha
Errolle. John Shafer and Joan Diener, will run for one week, as will
each of the nine other musicals.
Producers already have signed
Dorothy Stone and Charles Collins,
Buster West, Nancy Andrews, Gale
Sherwood, Bill Shirley and Jet
MacDonald for appearances. Mme.
Lehman’s “Of Opera, Song and
Life” is slated for an October bow.
It will be a dramatic presentation
by the diva of a series of vignettes
which span her career.
“Burning,” is the first of at least
four plays to be toured under the
banner of the Drama Guild. Nego-

now under way for a
similar presentation of “Anne of
the
Thousand Days,” starring
Sarah Churchill and Vincent Price.
Producers also are dickering with
Jeanette MacDonald for a specially
tiations are

arranged musical production and
with Burl Ives to star in “Sing
Out, Sweet Land.”

Farmington, Conn., Skeds
13 Weeks Sans Tryouts
Oval in the Grove, Farmington,
Conn,, arena playhouse, has shortened Its season to 13 weeks this
summer. Operation, which begins
its third year June 13 with “For
Love or Money,” ran for 18 weeks

in '52. Weak biz both at the start
and finish of last year’s season

Angles Legit Bites
Anthony B. Farrell, co-producer
with Jule Styne of “Hazel Flagg”
and the touring “Pal Joey,” left

week for his hunting-fishing
preserve in the Adirondacks. Except for a few quick visits, he
doesn’t expect to return to town
last

next December.
After coming in to attend the
premiere May 28 of “Me and
Juliet,” the new Rodgers-Hammerstein show, he’ll go to Montauk,
L.I., for about two months of fishing, then leaves about Aug. 15 on
a^hunting trip in Alaska, returning to his Adirondacks place for
the opening of the fall hunting
until

season.

The next show in which he’s actively interested will probably be
the proposed revue to costar Betty
and Jane Kean, again in partnership with Styne.. Although Farrell

no longer such a prolific backer
as formerly, he’ll be kept informed
of likely projects during his absence and intends to invest in any
Is

he likes.
Meanwhile, a deal

may be

con-

cluded shortly for the sublease by
Farrell of the Broadway frontage
formerly used as entrance for his
Hellinger Theatre, N.Y., where
“Hazel” is current. This piece of
land, which Farrell took over on a
$40,000 annual lease as part of the
purchase of the theatre" several
years ago from Warner Bros., is
now dark, .and the Hellinger entrance is around the corner on
West 51st St. However^ he has no
alternative but to continue his
$45,000 annual lease of another
plot of ground on which the part
of the theatre housing the backstage dressing rooms is located.
During Farrell’s absence, his
secretary-manager, Dorothy Hubner, will be in charge of the office
and handle his legit 'interests.
>

Westport Playhouse To

Bow

prompted the present cut in runJune 15; 12 Plays
ning time. Group, which has proA 12-week season, beginning
duced several new plays, will shy
away from originals until they can June 15, is scheduled for the WestCountry Playhouse
find one suitable for arena staging. port (Conn.)
Scheduled plays include “The this summer. Production slate, as
Guardsman,” “Rain,” “Skylark” usual, will comprise six revivals
and “The Medium.”
and six tryouts. A number of new
Staff includes William F. Con- plays have been read by the mandon, exec director: James F. Daw- agement, but as yet no decision has
son, treasurer and production co- been made.
ordinator. and Joe Neiman, busiProjected revivals include “Three
ness manager.
Men on a Horse” and “Libel.”

Wednesday?

May

13»

LEGITIMATE

1953

Chi Legit Scene

Now

‘Shakespeare’ $21,300
In D.C;; Tour Finales
Washington, May 12.

Unsettled;

Seasonal

With
speare” wound up

Sow-Down

Stalls

69

B’way;

“Evening

‘McThing’ $24200,
Chicago,

May

4

mixed
Legit scene here is in a
with three plays leaving this
hasn't bounced
Boxoffice
week.
for and it s
back as much as hoped
that summer may find only

Me

‘Road' Bright in

Twofers Big

likelv

not counting
three shows running,
of
entertainment
offbrand
+

e

‘‘Maid in the

Ozarks” and “Good
later.

Night Ladies

Despite the
#

are being used as
Soems of prais«, “Maid" is doing
group
- business
a good o
Last offering or the season. Pal
May
joey” comes into vhe Shubert
20 for a stay.

which

mns

—

Estimatcs for Last Week
for Murder, Harris (16th
Greene).
wk) T$ 4 40; l.OOOHRichard

M

Dial

Saturday (16) but
folds
rinsing notices haven’t helped at
'
the window. Slow $10,500.

Sow

'

M

th* Ozarks Selwvn (1st
90 1 000)
Racev comedv
-

1

Wk) l?t
^,o°vla \he twoferToute
0I n
is

3 parties
, ?tu<
and

U‘llO
300
f
$
,

larder $10300 —

*-

12.

•

Mrs. McThing, Krlanger <5th wk)
(Helen Hayes). This
week hefty $24,200; leaves Satur($4.80; If 535)

day U6).
New Faces of 1952, Great Northern (2d wk) ($6.18; 1,500). Building very well, with $29,600 for the
second frame.

Pitt;

Ail

Season

Pittsburgh, May 12.
“Tobacco Road,” playing the
Nixon on twofers, hit the jackpot
here last week, getting a very
profitable
$12,000
and turning
them away down the stretch. Show
had nowhere else to go after Pittsburgh, anc since the local legit
house doesn’t have anything booked until Helen Hayes in “Mrs.
c b
ay 25, “Road” natural^E T }l}®
°v r
n
ncxt
week, too, fiff v?
biz i
keeps up.
The two-for-ones have been big
here all season, turning the trick
for
Good Night Ladies,” “Maid
1,1 tbe Gzarks” and now “Tobacco

^

Road

*

There

-

reviewed "Road" and

show

it

gave the

a pretty fair notice,

ii

Outstanding
Continued from page 67

‘Can-Can’ Gets OK Press, $32,100

—

‘Juliet’

‘Hazel’ 39G, ‘Crucible’ Off to
Almost
felt the seasonal down- $6-$4.80; 1,012; $27,800).
beat again last week, as all but a $27,800 (previous week, $27,800).
Porgy and Bess, Ziegfcld (9th
couple of shows registered drops
from the previous stanza’s subsid- wk) (0-$6; 1,628; $48,244?. Over
ing pace. Attendance was off early $33,700, excluding tax, which the
in the week, but a weekend pickup the show retains (previous week,
helped stem the ebbtide. “Seven $34,100).
Year Itch” and “Wonderful Town”
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (25th
were again the clean sellouts.
wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,063; $24,400)
Last week's opening, “Can-Can,” (Tom Ewell). Just. missed $24,700
drew generally approving notices, (previous week, $24,700).
varying from rave to enthusiasmSouth Pacific, Alajestic (212th
was wk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50, 186) (Martha
Business
with-reservations.
sellout in advance, and there lias Wright,
Over
George Britton).
been reasonably lively window $33,000 (previous week, $33,600);
trade and broker call since the exiting next Saturday night (16)
premiere. Last week’s closings in- for Boston engagement, returning
cluded “Camino Real’ 1 and the lim- June 22 at the Broadway.
ited-run Emlyn Williams readings
Time of the Cuckoo, Empire
rom Dickens.

Hub Wow;
Boston,

May

(5),

Broadway

$33,601) for Six

may be an answer

t0 a Iot o£ Pressing problems in
that. Only one of the three dailies

S

U

Will
Shakeits second and
last week at the National Theatre
and also its tour
last week
with $21,300 in the till, not including the 20% admissions bite.
Because the performance is nonprofit, with any net proceeds to go
to creation of a Shakespearean
theatre at Westport, Conn., troupe
is permitted to keep the tax and
not pay it to- the Government.
“Stalag 17” opened at the National last night (Mon.) to good
notices but a slim advance sale.
It played here only a few months
ago at the Shubert.

12.

.

(30th wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $25,Only one more opening is listed 056) (Shirley Booth). Nearly $17,300
“Me and Juliet,” (previous week, $16,900); closing
new Rodgers-Hammerstein musical May 30.
due May 28. Scheduled closings inTime Oiit for Ginger, Lyceum
clude “Love of Four Colonels” and
(23d wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $22,845)
‘South Pacific” (temporary), next
Douglas). Almost $12,600
(Melvyn
with
Saturday night (16); “Evening

Preceded by the heftiest advance
sale

in local legit annals, plus
reams of publicity, the “Me and
Juliet” opening at the 1,700-seat
Shubert faileef to receive the expected unanimous raves by local
crix.
It was patently a ^case of
“building up to a tremendous letdown” as far as the crix were concerned, for while notices were
favorable,
especially concerning
the mechanical gimmicks in the

or the season,

Beatrice

Lillie,”

“Moon

Is

Blue”

(previous week, $13,400).

Wish You Were Here, Imperial
and “Time of the Cuckoo," May 30,
and “Guys and Dolls” (temporary), (46th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $52,080).
Over $40,000 (previous week,
June 27.

la
$41,000).
ture Performers who made Broad- production, bookwise there were
Estimates for Last Week
Wonderful Town, Winter "Garden
Hace^) ODened
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), (11th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,510; $54,nilht
nnfAvoV?wI 4- way appearances are Edmond plenty of reservations. The result
(8
n
g
l i^t threJ oerfomanew O'Brien (“Sixpence”), Bette Davis is, a doctoring job is under way. CD (Comedy -Drama), R (Reime), 173) (Rosalind Russelli. Over
wos C m P? ny )
e ® J Cobb Scaled at $6 top, production nabbed MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi- $54,400 (previous week, $54,500),
grossed $3,100; grossed $5,300 pre- J“£
?
,^
1
(Emperors
Clothes
Constance a tall $33,600 for six performances, cal Drama), O (Opera).
),
viously last week for three shows
Bennett
(“Date
With
April”) and with remaining two weeks comOther parenthetic designations
in St Paul; plus $4,700 for two in
Robert
Preston
(“Men
$13,of
Distinc- plete sellouts.
of
total
week’s
refer, respectively, to top prices
for
Madison,
“South Pacific” is due for a five- number of seats, capacity gross and
Folding Saturday night (16). tion”).
100.
week stand at the Opera House stars. Price includes 20% amuse- ‘Gar’sel’ $45,700,
On tour, Joan Bennett and Zach- next
Monday (18).
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e,,
ary Scott starred in “Bell, Book
exclusive of tax.
and
Candle,” David Niven and Miss
STOUT
$41,200 Lynn (“Moon Is Blue”), Robert
'PACIFIC'
Camino Real, National (8th wk)
‘Point’ $24,800,
Young, Dane Clark, Nancy Kelly ‘JOEY' SOCK $38,500
(D-$6-$4.80; 1,172; $30,000). Over
FOR FORT
(“Country
Girl”),
$22,000 (previous week, $12,000);
Van Heflin
Los Angeles, May 12.
IN 1ST PHIllY
closed last Saturday night (9) after
(“Shrike”)', Joan Blondell (“Tree
Fort Wayne, May 12.
Unexpected heatwave cut into
60 performances, at a loss of about
Philadelphia, May 12.
Touring edition of “South Pa- Grows in Brooklyn”), Larry Parks,
initial
week’s
take of both of
the
$115,000.
and
temperatures
Betty
rising
Garrett
Despite
(“Anonymous
cific,” costarring Janet Blair and
Can-Can, Shubert (1st wk) (MC- the town’s new attractions last
Webb Tilton, grossed a hefty $41,- Lover”), Margaret O’Brien (“In- fact that Shubert Theatre is not
Current
frame
looks better.
week.
in
interest
local
Opened
last
$7.20; 1,361; $50,160).
200 last week at the Quiniby Au- truder”), Pat O’Brien (“Strike a airconditioned,
Estimates for This Week
ditorium here. It’s figured a -local Match”), Richard Greene (“Dial musical fare continues at fever Thursday night (7) to unanimously
soc
ayed
,jfi
*°
Joey
Times;
favorable notices (Atkinson,
Pal
Carousel, Philharmonic Aud (1st
b.o. record, since Fort .Wayne is
for Murder”), John Lund, Miss Pitch.
normally a one-night stand for Lindfors (“Evening with Shake- business in its initial stanza, al Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror; wk) (2,670; $4.80). First week beHawkins, World-Telegram & Sun; low hopes at $45,700 despite hefty
legit shows.
speare”)
and
Lake, J1 ®??
Veronica
f
mi* Kerr, Herald Tribune; - McClain, pre-sold subscription seats.
Musical is playing the Murat, Charles Korvin, Lisa Ferraday
*
anl Joumal-American; Watts, News);
nrevimfSv anupf which had previously
Indianapolis, this week.
Hard to Be a Jew, Civic Play( Masquerade
).
preview and first four performnounced a Tuesday night kickoff
house (5th wk) (376; $3.60). ConPrevious Season
Sunday
came
in
ances grossed nearly $32,100; show
“Farfel Follies”
tinued
on an even keel with S2.5Q0.
Film players who made click ap- evening (10) with ‘house sold for is solidly sold out through June 27,
Point of No Return, Biltmore
'Banana’ light $18,200
pearances on Broadway the previ- a benefit. Yiddish-Amerlcan revue including 17 theatre parties through (1st wk) (1,636; $4.80). Heat cut
f G
June 8.
U
Paige, ha(1 , sl*_
mciuaea uams
Janis raige,
£i
i ous season included
.
sharply
n i, i i
into
expectations
with
T
gua ra Iftees of $3
vl
Children^ Hour, Coronet (21st $24,800 for initial week which, like
l-ato, aswvftMHivutw
to Be
i benefit.
Ml
In tsiui
bait Mwnv,
Sacramento Jackie Cooper ("Remains
each
for
000
c 00 tt
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,027; $28,378). Over current frame, is on Theatre Guild
Preston
Last
for
Estimate
Sacramento, May 12.
$10,400 on two-for-ones (previous subscription season.
Silvers
or7n
Phil
(“Male’ Animal”)
nj.il cti
_
Pal Joey, Shubert (1st wk) (1,870; week, $11,200).
p, n . n , m
1
hrStJPtft.am tat
SS.*'. $5.20) (Harold Lang, Carol Bruce).
Crucible, Beck (16th wk) (D-$6veil drew
week in a spl
$4.80; 1,214; $31,000). Over $13,800 ‘WIFE’ $32,100 FOR NINE
tol, Salt Lake
(previous week, $15,100).
morial Auditorium
Dial
for Murder, Plymouth
1
IN 2 WISCONSIN STANDS
three performances at the former
(28th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,062; $30,377)
Tnhn Hodiak
WndtnV <(“rw*”)
Chase ).
Boy > and John
stand and four here.
Milwaukee, May 12.
(Maurice
Evans).
Nearly $28,000
'Dolls’ Doughty $45,400
Med
the
Coast
who
from
Others
Production opened last night ,
(previous week, $28,000).
Katharine Cornell, playing her
stuRs during 1951-52 included
(Mon.) at the Curran, San Frannext-to-closing
stanza in her reDickens
Readings,
Bijou
(3d
wk)
In Vancouver Week (CD-$4.80; 618; $14,000 (Emlyn WilNancy Kelly (“Twilight Walk”),
cisco.
vival of Somerset Maugham’s “Con*
Charles Winninger (“Music in the
Vancouver, I^ay 12.
liams). Almost $7,800
(previous stant Wife,” grossed nearly $32,Robert Cummings, Ann
Air”),
Touring company of “Guys and week, $6,600); closed limited en- 100 last week in a nine-performSothern (“Faithfully Yours ), Gin- d 0 h s « drew a powerful $45,400 last gagement Saturday night (9) after ance stay at Madison and MilCurrent Road Shows
ger Rogers (“Love and Let Love”), weekin eight performances at the 24 performances; Williams is re- waukee. Show drew over $12,200 in
Dane Clark (“Number”), James Strand here. That’s believed to be turning to England to fill a book- three performances (including an
(May. 11-22)
extra matinee to meet the b.o.
Barton, Olga San Juan (“Paint a gross record for Vancouver ing.
Evening With Beatrice Lillie, pressure) Monday-Tuesday (4-5) at
Constant
0
Wife
(Catharine
Cor- Your Wagon”), Gloria Swanson, usually a split-week date.
f
r
Show la playing the Aud.tor.um Booth (32d wk) (R-$6; 739; $20,284) the Wisconsin, Madison, and added
("Nina")
Jeffrey
n,U RotertFle myng!joh i Emen’) David Niven
(Beatrice Lillie). Approached $18,- almost $19,900 in four evenings and
—Festival, Ann Arbor (11-16) (clos- Lynn (“Lo and Behold ), Dorothy Seattle, this week,
000 (previous week, $18,600); clos- two matinees Wednesday-Saturday
ing).
McGuire (“Legend of Lovers ),
.
(6-9) at the Davidson here.
ing
May 30.
Deep Blue Sea (Uta Hagen)— Celeste Holm (“Anna Christie”), ‘Stalag^ Fair $14,100
Revival, costarring Robert FlemFifth Season, Oort (16th wk) (CBlackstone, Chi (11-16) (closing).
Allyn Joslyn (“Collector’s Item”),
and John Emery, winds up its
yng
Cleveland
(Menasha
$4.80;
$25,277)
1,056;
In Hot
^ Dial M For Murder (Richard Paul Lukas (“Flight Into Egypt”),
tour and a two-year run thi& week
Skulnik,
Richard
Whorf).
Reached
Greene) Harris, Chi (11-16) (clos- Olivia de Havilland (“Candida”)
12.
Cleveland, May
at the Ann Arbor Festival,
(previous
week,
$25,000
$24,800).
big).
"Stalag 17,” with George Tobias
and Jack Carson (“Of Thee I
Guys and Dolls, 46th St. (129th
Fourposter (Jessica Tandy, Hume Sing”).
and Douglas Watson, hit by the wk) (MC-$6.60;
$43,904).
1,319;
Cr onyn
heat spell in Cleveland,
Orpheum K. C. (11-16);
first
cT^irpnlnv nf film oroduction in
Reached
$30,500 (previous week, ‘Poster’ Modest $13,600 In
top
$4.35
Davidson, Milwaukee (18-23).
at
a
$14,100
?«°
i SS eounle
of caught a fair
exiting
Jtine
27
$32,500);
road
UP
for
at the Han'
Gjff i Audrey ^Hepburn)
Alcazar,
engagement, but Tesumes here
^acoentua^d grla«y b^h°'
g
Omaha, Des Moines Split
10.
Aug.
pres^iably
“Blessed
Good Nite, Ladies-^-Royal Alex- 3-D standstill, would
current
the
After
Hazel Flagg, Hellinger (13th wk)
Omaha, May 12.
andra, Toronto (11-23).
tend to increase the migration of yent,” staged by the Press Club of
(MC-$7.20;
(Helen
$53,000)
1,527;
Hume Cronyn and Jessica Tandy
Guys and Dolls—Aud., Seattle screen players to legit. However, Cleveland, and Victor Borge next
Gallagher, Thomas Mitchell, Benay in “Fourposter” finished with $6,miniapparently
have
season
(11-16); Temple, Tacoma
we ek, the Hanna closes its
(18-20); two factors
Venuta, John Howard, Jack Whit- 300 for three nights (four shows)
Aud., Portland (21-23).
mized such a development. One May 23.
ing). Nearly $39,000 (previous week, at the 3,000-seat Paramount TheaLove of Four Colonels (Rex Har- is the growth of television produc$39,200).
tre here last week (7-9).
tion, Lilli Palmer)—Forrest, Philly tion on the Coast, giving employKing and I, St. James (111th wk)
Earlier in the week, at Des
(18-23).
Current Stock Bills
men t to picture-created names.
<MC-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Alfred Moines, show did $7,300 for four
Maid in the Ozarks
Selwyn, The other Is the dearth of suitable
Drake).
Over $38,700 (previous performances, giving it $13,600 for
11-24)
(May
Cm (11-23).
With stage produclegit vehicles.
the week.
Arena week, $40,300).
Anns and the Man
supply!
Love of Four Colonels, Shubert
projj- Stage, Washington (11-17).
(17th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,160; $29,MilMill,
Time
Paper
Blossom
» "v/.
500) (Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer).
i cuuugu Shows
‘Gigi’ $10,600, Frisco
p^rs McThing (Helen Hayes)- Artt«e mere uren
Approached $14,100 (previous week,
tomse Uie available Hollywood burn, N. J. (11-24).
er' Chi (11-16); Cox. Cincy ‘°
San Francisco, May 12.
Stewart)
(Johnny
(JoH
closing next Saturday
Candida
$14,600);
"“lltle*.
er
(18-23).
“Top Banana,” with Phil Silvers,
Dobbs Ferry (N.Y.) playhouse (22- night (16), to tour briefly.
Faces Great Northern, Chi
Misalliance, Barrymore (12th wk) opened last night (11) at the Cur24).
(11^23)
Arena Stage, (C-$3; 1,060; $24,996). Almost $14,- ran. Geary is still dark, until May
Girl
Country
p al J°«y (Harold Lang) Shu- Ladies’ Big $12,420
.
100 on towfers (previous week, 18, when Veloz & Yolanda light the
njl
bert. Philly
(ix-23).
Twofers
$12,800); Martyn Green takes over house for one week with “CavalIn Toronto
Goodbye, My Fancy (Esther Ral- as male lead next week, succeeding cade of Dance.” Top for latter set
« Pain t of No Return (Henry
City
dai—Siltmore, L. A. VX0
Toronto, May 12.
ston)— Quarterdeck, Atlantic
_^ 0/
(18-23).
at $3.60.
Barry Jones.
c
South
Pacific (Martha Wright,
On its second week, with night- rfi-16).
“Gigi” moves into its final week,
Moon Is Blue, Miller (114th wk)
George Britton)
Night Must Fall (Johnny Stew- (C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Donald with Alcazar producer Randolph
Opera House, ly sellout and turnaway. Good
Boston (18-23).
Nite Ladies” racked up a big $12,Dobbs Ferry (N. Y.) Play- Cook, Biff McGuire, Janet Riley). Hale still not set with any future
t
S° u th Pacific (Janet Blair. Webb 420 at the Royal Alexandra here.
bouse (15 . 17)t
Nearly $8,100 on twofers (previous productions for the house.
Tbe , 1,525'se
Estimate for Last Week
Tfi.^H^ratv Indianapolis (11Nina—Arena, Rochester (12-24). week, $8,100); closing May 30.
f
Sbiibert, Detroit (18-23).
$3.50 top, but this based ^on 4(1%
Gigi. Alcazar (4th wk) ($3.60:
Horton)—BermuMy 3 Angels, Morosco (9th wk)
(E ^
,t
e
£
Natlona1 Wash * (U *
Over 1,147) (Audrey Hepburn). Slipped
(C-$6-$4.80; 912; $26,000).
dlan, Hamilton (11-15).
1 6V ,c\osi
to $10,600. Closing here Saturday
JJr'
oa* *°^hot° promotionai campaign
$22,000 (previous week, $21,400).
n
B
Tod Banana /Phil SUvers)-Cur- aimed at Offlceworkera in banks,
picnic. Music Box (11th wk) (CD- (16) to end tour.
mmilton (17-22).
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'Roberts’ Opening Bucks;

Hay on Broadway

Robert Sylvester, of the N. Y.
A 14-week season at the Bucks Daily News, was elected president
County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa., of the Drama Desk, organization
style
Her
able stage authority.
will commence June 5 with the
reporters, at its monthly
grows a trifle wearing as the eve- presentation of “Mister Roberts.” of legit
(11) at Rosoff’s
ning goes on, hoiyever, and she is Theron Bamberger will operate luncheon Monday
Y. Rowland Field,
probably handicapped by the tough- the barn for his 13th and final restaurant, N.
News,
Evening
Newark
the
of
charmadam
ness of the ddncehall
(Russo & Ellis take over next year) was elected vice-president; T. M.
acter she plays.
Caldwell, who Kraus, of Critical Digest, was reRobert
and
season
male
Peter Cookson, co-featured
toured with the national company elected secretary and Louis Calta,
lead, is making his bow in a musiof “The Shrike,” will act as resi- of the N. Y. Times, was renamed
cal role. His voice is surprisingly
dent director. Plays scheduled to treasurer
. Hermit Bloomgarden
clear, true, resonant and agreefollow “Roberts” are “The Coun- will send his revival of “Children's
technique
singing
able, and his
of the Tur- Hour” on tour next fall with Pa“The
Voice
Girl,”
try
seems adequate. Dramatically, he tle,” “Goodbye Again,” “The Haptricia Neal remaining co-featured
within the limits of
.is excellent,
Time,” “Glad Tidings,” “Old lead.
the somewhat stuffy character he py
Acquaintance” and “The Little
Regina Gleason signed to replace
plays.
Foxes.” In addition, Bamberger is
Of the sub-featured players, contemplating presenting two orig- Dawn A\ddams as the femme lead
the
in
as
“A Saint of Little Consequence”
hilarious
is
Hans Conried
inal works. The season will end which the Circle Theatre, Hollyblindly egocentric, timid Bulgarian
®
Sept. 12.
laughable
wood,
premieres May 20. Film and
is
Rhodes
Erik
sculptor;
The municipally-sponsored Play- TV commitments forced Miss
as the strutting, lecherous critic;
be
will
Philly,
the
Park.
house
in
as
the
delightful
Addams
out of the starring role
is
Verdon
Miss
sculptor’s demurely agreeable mis- gin its second season June 15, with in the John Crllley Irish comedy
producer.
as
repeating
Bamberger
amusing
is
Alexander
Jean
Dalrymple optioned
tress; C. K.
Savory will direct the “Spitefully Yours,” a new musical
as a worldly wise judge, while Gerald
Phil Leeds, Robert Penn and Rich- arena style productions, while Sam by Dick Conway and Roland Macard Purdy are notable as the non- Handelsman will return as com- Lane for midwinter presentation.
descript artists who share the pany manager.
Authors are currently writing the
sculptor’s attic .studio,
Robert Cummings “My Hero” tele-

Can-Can
Ernest H. Martin produc-,
by
tlon of musical comedy with songs
Cole Porter, book by Abe Burrows. Fea*
tures Lllo, Peter Cookson. Hans Conricd.
Gwen Verdon. Erik Bliodes* Phil Leeds.
Robert Penn, Richard Purdy, C. K. Alexand
ander. Directed by Burrows; dances
musical numbers staged hy^ Michael Kidd,
cossettings and lighing. Jo Mielziner
Milton
direction.
tumes. Motley; musical
J.
Philip
orchestrations,
Rosenstock;
Lang; dance music arrangements. Genevieve Pitot. At Shubert. N.Y., May 7. 53,
$7.20 top ($9.60 opening).
David Collyer
........
Ratliff
Michael Cavallaro
Registrar
C. K. Alexander
Judge Bnrrlere
David Thontus
Court Pn' 3 i ent
Peter Coolceo;.
Forest?™
G^ e"
t
C.audine
Cohan
Mary Anne.
Gabrieile
I......... Beverly Purvin
J&rie
- .

.

.

.

Purdy
Clarence Hoffman

,

....

M me

Plstacbfe

f,

Cafe Walter
Cafe Customer

y

......

IVTimi

Customers
customers

•

^ on

Silo

David Thomas
Michael CavaRaro
Arthur Ruhtu
Mielziner’s scenery, including a
Ferdinand Hilt
Shelah courtroom, a Montmartre street,
Baylis,
Meredith
Dancers*
Hackett. Ina Hahn. Dama Krupska, Vera the interior of the Bal de Paradis
Lee. Beverly Tasini. Pat Turner, Ruth dancehall, the same spot’s office,
Vernon, Deedee Wood. Ralph Beaumont.
Socrates Birskv. Michael DeMarco, A1 the grubby studio, a jail, a rooftop
Arthur
Lantl. Bert May, Tom Panko,
with a picturesque backdrop showParMngton, Eddie Phillips, Michael Scrlt- ing a view
of Paris, plus the striktorale.
•

•

representing a blueprint reproduction of an old panAlthough practically everyone orama of the city, are memorable.
bebetter
done
involved in it has
The costumes by Motley, particufore, “Can-Can” is a good musical
larly the witty designs for the Garcomedy. It’s no smasheroo, no tri- den of Eden ballet, are vividly
umph, no miracle show. But it helpful.
seems good enough for a substanThe premiere performance ran
tial Broaaway run and probably a
just a little under three hours, insubsequent tour. Also, it offers’ cluding the single intermission,
so
bright film possibilities.
there’s room for at least slight
ing curtain

.

up

,

cut-

“Can-Can”
ting in the long first act'. Hobe.
even though it may not fulfill^De
spectacular promise of the preliminary fanfare, including an unprecedented six-week Philly tryLegit Followup
out at practically solid capacity.
The show is Frenchy, visually stunlives

to its title,

j

ning, gay, lively, tuneful and sexy.
Those qualities should be enough
to put it across at the boxoffice,
particularly with the tourist trade.
If the songs are sub-par Cole
Porter and the book is inferior to
what Abe Burrows' contribution to
“Guys and Dolls” would seem to
promise, the dancing is spectacu-

Tlie Deep Blue Sea
(BLACKSTONE, CHICAGO)
Chicago, May 8.

Uta Hagen has taken over the
lead, from Margaret Sullavan, of
the Terence Rattigan drama of a
woman who, caught in the clutches
lar. Michael Kidd’s choreography of romantic love, is possessed with
is genuinely exciting, and in. Gwen the fear of losing her youthful
Verdon the Broadway stage has a lover. In -what’s practically a tourcaptivating new dancer. Moreover, de-force, Miss Hagen gives plausiJo Mielziner’s scenery and lighting bility and meaning to the part. It’s
are outstanding, and the Motley a difficult mood to sustain, espe(Elizabeth Montgomery) costumes cially in view of the situations and
dialog which might sound more
are imaginative and striking.
There are, undoubtedly some side- familiar to radio soap opera dialers.
There isn’t much movement in
splitting comedy bits in the book,
such as the thumb^-fingered sculp- the play until the end of the second
tor’s showing of his preposterous act, when Miss Hagen struggles to
creations for the disdainful art prevent her paramour from leaving
critic, the subsequent reading of her to go to Brazil as a test pilot.
the latter’s elaborately insulting re- Here the whole symbol, of the play
view and finally the ludicrous reveals, in startling fury, the womterrified an who has passed her bloom and
between
the
“duel”
sculptor and his seconds and the hopes against hope that the romantic flower will be born again. The
supercilious critic.
But in general, the story of the desperateness of the last-ihinute
conscientious but romantic Paris attempt to hold her lover is sock
judge who tries to catfy out the theatre.
From there. Miss. Hagen really
1893 censorship laws, only to become involved with the raffish gets her dramatic, teeth in the
artistic
riffraff
of Montmartre, script as she refuses to return to
seems labored and needlessly in- her husband, tries suicide once
volved. Parter’s songs are not of again, and, finally, realizing that
his best, either. While a couple of life can -be endured without her
the comedy numbes are- okay, the lover, renounces him in a wondershow lacks a smash romantic fully underplayed final scene.
Kevin McCarthy as the more or
ballad.
The better tunes include “Maid- less stolid ex-RAF pilot, wha is
ens Typical of France,” an accept- unable to give as much as is. deably lively opener; “Never Give manded, is excellent. Alan Webb is
Anything Away,” which, however, proper and convincing in his part
presents the heroine in an unsavory as the husband. Herbert Berghof,
light; “C’Est Magnifique,” a pass- as the unlicensed doctor who gives
able ballad; “Come Along with Miss Hagen new faith, capabably
Me,” an amusing comedy number; skirts a part which might easily
“Live and Let Live,” a rather spe- be overacted. John Merivale as a
cial song probably not suitable for young Englishman who tries to
network performance; “I
in help, and Stella Andrew, as his
Love,” a so-so ballad; “If You wife, offer a bit of pleasant relief.
Richard Newton, as the friend
Loved Me Truly,” a 'passable
comedy offering; “Never, Never of the ex-flyer, is the traditional
Be an Artist,” an okay patter tune; American conception of the young
“It’s All Right with Me,” the simp- British lightwright. Single set of
lest and perhaps best romantic a housekeeping flat is correctly
ballad; “Every Man Is a Stupid depressing. Betty Sinclair as the
Man,” also probably not network owner of the loddgings gets some
material^ and “1 Love Paris,” pre- chuckles with her efforts, of help.
Zabe.
sumably written specially for
Lilo: co-featured
lead
drafted from the French music
Brandt’s Evelyn Keyes 0.0.
hall for the show.
Since Kidd, besides doing the
Evelyn Keyes is being sought by
choreography, also staged the mu- George Brandt to
star in “Three
sical numbers, it’s hardly surprisr
Stories
High,” Winifred. Wolfe
Ing that the latter have expressive
play
which
he
plans
to produce on
movement and grace. But the big
moments of the production are un- Broadway next fall.
Film
actress
is
currently
in New
questionably the two ballets, a
highly original and diverting ver- York.
sion of the Garden of Eden story,
with Miss Verdon as the minxy
‘Kate’ at Reading
Eve, and a spuriously abandoned
Reading, May 12.
Apache dance, with Miss Verdon
“Kiss Me Kate,” will be preagain in the featured spot.
sented by the Reading Civic Opera
Lilo, making her initial U.
S.
appearance, is a tiny but dynamic Society as its spring musical at the
blonde performer with the drive Rajah Theatre here next Fridayof a Betty Hutton and vocal power Saturday (15-16).
suggestive of Ethel Merman. She
The 2.100-seat house is scaled at
lends extraordinary vigor and pace $1.45 to «|2.85.
.
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“Adams in Eden,” by William
Joyce Cawen and Lenore Coffee

.
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Others are “Chic,” “Movies Are
Better Than Ever,” “Deb’s Ball”
and “Jamaica.” “Chic,” however,
could dispense with the banana
bit as it tends to slow the number
and causes performer awkardness.
“Movies” is a sock takeoff on 3-D
pix, while “Deb’s” is a nice *number, with the spotlight on dancing,
“Jamaica” is a potent Calypso bit.
Terp scene in a dancehall, also
'

in

comedy

vein,

registers

well,

while the “African Queen” sketch’s

good for guffaws. Closer, made up
of the tunes “Harlem. Has Forgotten the'. Blues” and “A Lonely
Soul,” a dance sequence and a
trumpet solo, wind up the proceedings effectively. However, certain
superfluous aspects such as having
the chief femme comic make an
appearance and spotting a couple
of gals taking swigs from a bottle
of hootch could be eliminated.
Among the talent that has performed professionally are Royce
Wallace, William Dillard, Bernice
Hall, Gil Adkins, Chuck Gordon,
Albert Mmns, George Fisher, Elwood Smith, Irene McKinney,
Erona Harris, Janette Conliffe and
Vera Willis. Moppet Ronnie Wilson scores strongly.
Highlighting the procession of
songs and sketches is Herbert
Harper’s neat choreography, slanted primarily along sexy lines.
Credits for the Sidney Bernstein
production include J. C. Johnson,
music and lyrics; Charles Scheuer,
sketches; Rod Scott, costumes and
additional material by Langston

Hughes,

Franklin
dancers,

up

well.

.

Harold Clurman, legit director
(“Time of the Cuckoo”) and drama
critic of The Nation mag, flew

Sunday

(10)

to Israel, to stage a

play there for the

Habimah Play-

ers. He’ll be back in August, stopping off in London and Paris first

for playgoing . . . Paul Strauss is
alternating conducting appearances

with Joseph Levine on the current
European tour of Ballet Theatre.
Strauss will leave the company to
return to the United States to conduct the NBC Summer Symphony
July 18 and 25. He will then return to Europe for remainder of
the Ballet Theatre tour.
Pressagent Bill Fields leaves today (Wed.) for his annual visit
to his native Texas.
He’ll spend
three days in Houston and four in
Galveston, and is due back May 25.
His associate, Walter Alford, will
vacation May 21-31 in Canada, but
will spend most of the summer as
p.a.
of the
Berkshire Festival,
Lenox, Mass. .
Theatre party
agent Lenore Tobin, editor-publisher of Stubs, the seating loca.

.

book for Broadway theatres,
has moved into larger offices in
the St. James Theatre Bldg., N. Y.
tion

Morton DaCosta, who left last
week to handle the staging for the
Louis Muny this- summer, has
written the book and lyrics for a
.

.

.

.

succeeding Janet Blair. Her
understudy, Marion Burke, rein
“Guys”
Dorothy
places
Stickney will have a featured role
in “Kind Sir,” Norman Krasna
comedy to costar Mary "Martin and
Charles Boyer.
^Walter Chenoweth, treasurer and
manager of several Coast film and
legit houses for the past quarter
century, has been named treasurer
of the San Francisco Civic Light
Opera, succeeding H. F. Decker,
who died of a heart attack last
cific/’

.

.

.

.

month.

Remodeling job which turned
Gayety Theatre into the
Shubert Theatre has
S.
copped an architecture award presented by ttfe D.C. Board of Trade.
It was chosen as one of the area's
D.C.’s

Sam

12 outstanding
of 1952.

architectural jobs

.

.

racial motif.

.‘Walter Abel has
(Mrs. Cowen) .
replaced the ailing William Gaxton
as costar with Dolores Gray and
John Raitt in “Carnival in Flanders,” currently in rehearsal
Jeanne Bal will withdraw from the
role of the Salvation Army doll in
the touring “Qpys and Dolls” to
take over June 29 as Nellie Forbush in the touring “South Pa.

Show

j

be manag-

.

a director at WOR-TV, N. Y„ last
Off-B’wav
winter, has left his post to direct
the
Arena Theatre (Rochester,
N. Y.) production of “Nina,” which
began a tliree-week run last night
(HARLEM MUSICAL THEATRE) (12). This summer he heads south
Harlem, which has recently had to direct at the Olney Playhouse
near Washington for the season.
a dearth of entertainment, has hit
Producer John C. Wilson’s plan
paydirt with “The Year Round,”
a revue being offered in a con- to do “Little Hut” on Broadway
this
season with Roland Culver in
on 125th
super-market
verted
Street. Quality-wise the production the Robert Morley role and Ann
Vernon
as femme lead, may hinge
is generally far ahead of the usual
on a* waiver from Actors Equity of
run of off-Broadway tuners.
its new rule requiring 60% of casts
-Theatre, which was built by the
to be U. S. players . . . Emmett
cast, isn’t the most advantageous
.Rogers, production associate of
showcase. More comfortable house, Maurice
Evans, has dropped plans
and
in the small-seater category
to present “Ceremony of Innoeither in the same locale or an- cence”
next
fall. He had hoped to
other off-Broadway spot, might im- have
Tyrone Guthrie as director
prove on show’s come-on aspects. and Claire Bloom as star
.John
.
Move to Broadway could prove det- Garth 3d and Robin Craven
have
rimental, as the revue impresses as been named
by
the nominating
being grooved for intime atmos- committee as regular -candidates
phere.
for the Equity council, to succeed
Mervyn Nelson, who’s had a hand Tom Ewell and Robert Perry, who
in putting together a few nitery recently
resigned
Ewell is
.
revues and \yas stager of “Tickets selling his Bucks County farm and
Please,” which had a fair Broad- estate.
way run in 1950, directed the presJ. J. Shubert and the Marquise
entation. His association with the de Cuevas, owner of the Grand
bistro belt and the various difficul- Ballet, in from Europe Monday (11)
ties of gearing a tuner to meet on the Queen Mary. Actor Alec
the. limitations of a club floor, Guinness in from Britain the same
prove a plus 'factor in the staging day on the Mauretania.
Comparatively large
of “Year.”
After a two-year absence, during
cast moves around the thumbnail which he managed the Greek Thestage, especially in the dance num- atre operation in San Francisco
bers, with ease. Exuberance of the and the touring company of “Bell,
performers adds to the show’s zest. Book and Candle,” Gerry O’ConPacing is excellent and talent, nell returns this summer as busi-[
some of whom have appeared on ness manager of the La Jolla PlayBroadway, show up well.
house, which is being operated this
Pivot point of the musical, that season by Dorothy McGuire and
photographer-husband John
of the Goddess of nature being her
courted, by each of the four sea- Swope. Meanwhile, Les Thomas,
sons, isn’t particularly necessary who managed La Jolla the last
as a link for scenes offered.. There’S two summers, with the interim asan abundance of material suited signment as company manager of
for discriminating ’‘iiidiences. In- the “John Brown’s Body” tour, will
cluded in this category are “Finish be business manager this summer
What You Started,” “How Many at the Sacramento Music Circus
Friends Are Coming to Your Fu- operated by Lewis & Young .
neral” ana “Little Black Boy.” First Richard Whorf, costar of “Fifth
two numbers are angled for laughs, Season,” will have a solo exhibiwhile the last one, sung to a Negro tion of paintings May 18-29 at the
boy by his mother, hinges on a Milch Galleries, N. Y.

The Year Round

will

Falls Summer Theatre .
.
New
edition of Players Guide, casting
directory edited by Paul Rose, has
just been issued . . 7 William Hammerstein, son of Oscar Hammerstein 2d, and Robert Keith plan a
Coast tryout, this, summer of

Eugene O’Sullivan,

.

.

.

ing director and Max Eisen pressa&ent this season for the Niagara

.

film series

fall.

Herman Krawitx

.

Sheila Arnold.

Doctor
Second
Prosecutor

.

-

®

CuS
^°^.
Wnn!l
Deedee Wood
Pat Turner
Dania Kruojka

j,ii er
.V

•

1
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Coonamessett, Mass, has
gone to the Coast to sign stars for
the coming season ... St. John
Terrell will tryout a Ring Lardner
version of “Orpheus in the Underworld” this summer at his Lambertsville (N. J.) Music Circus, with
the idea of a fall production on
Broadway. Billy Rose has already
announced a Broadway presentation of a Ben Hecht-E. Y, Harburg
edition of the Offenbach operetta

,

PhJ!

Waiter

Model

Conned

Robert Penn

irHgonft

La

.

.

"HereuV
Theophile

house,

*

.

Celestlne
E rik
Hilaire .Tussac
Boris Adzlnidzlnadze ...... Hans

Legit Bits

Windup for Bamberger

to the performance, puts over a
song effectively and has undeni-

&

Cy Feuer

Wednesday, May 13, 1953
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St.

new

musical, “Rip Van Winkle,” to
be premiere there July 13.
Sidney Phillips, Metro’s play
representatives in New York, is
currently on grand jury duty
Bill Weaver, stage manager of the
Broadway edition of “Fourposter”
from its original strawhat tryout

Chi Strawhat
Continued from page 63
of its proceeds to charity, has had
a change in executive head, with
Herb Carlin taking over as business manager, in addition to his
David Thimar has
press duties.
been pacted again as director and
Leo Kopp will be back as musical
director. Musical tent opens with
“Great Waltz,” June 12-21; “Carmen,” June 22-29; “Carousel,”
June 30- July 8; “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” July 9-19; “Girl
Crazy,” July 21-26; “Brigadoon,”

July 28-Aug. 2; “Allegro,” Aug. 4-9;
“Look Ma, I’m Dancin’,” Aug. 1116; “Kiss Me Kate,” Aug. 18-26,
and “Lady In the Dark,” Aug. 27Sept.

6.

On

the far south end of town,
Drury Lane relights June 15 for its
third seasoft.
However, this year
Tony De Santis, owner of the Marwill
tinique,
theatre-restaurant,
operate the tent.
Danny Goldberg, former operator, is handling
“Good Nite, Ladies” on the road.
Tent is being, remodeled and a
cooling system installed. Spot uses
stars and also works on a two-week
bill change, but also extends more
profitable shows.
Jimmy Dexter
returns as director.

Herb Rogers is bringing back his
Tenthouse Equity group from Palm
Springs, Cal., for the sixth season
Successful
to Highland Park, 111.
company, which has practically the
same people featured, .starts June
5.
Marian Walters returns from
Italy where she had been spending
and Bernard
the
winter,

Hughes, Helen Stenborg, and Tim

O’Connor

also rfeturn. In addition,
joins as ingenue.
Farrell directs and Ed
Matousek is stage manager.
Rogers opens his schedule with

Mary Foskett
Michael

“Second Man,” followed by “Country Girl,” “Bell, Book and Candle,”
“Winslow Boy,” “Apple of His
Eye,” “Here Today,” “Come Back,
Little Sheba,” “Three Men on a
Horse,” “Shadow and Substance”
and “Coquette.”
Chevy Chase, Wheeling, III.*
which has used names longer than
any other theatre hereabouts, enters its sixth season, but as yet

its

William
policy is undetermined.
Johnson, owner of the strawhatter,
is mulling the use of names versus a stock group.
Hope Summers, who has been
operating the Show Case Theater
David MacMackin, Eva until its recent closing,
since
last fall with Equity format,
is vacaand Gerri Major. Cast and tioning in Bermuda,
but returns using mainly people from Chicago
for the most part, show next week
Jim Awe, general radio and television, will continue
jess.
manager of the Falmouth Play- through the summer.
.
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JUST RETURNED
from breaking BOXOFFICE RECORDS

in

Europe

in

LEHAR'S
j

“ZAREVITGH”
on Stage
and

“LAND OF SMILES”
Color Film
Just Released in Europe

TV- RADIO

EGGERTH

KIEPURA
Van Kiepura

“Marta Eggerth

voix d’acier dans ungant

de velours”

—enterpre

Franc-Tireur, Paris
‘‘Jan

avec un art

delicat et indeniable e virtuosite.”

Kiepura has a voice of

L’Espoire, Nice

steel in

‘‘Marta Eggerth interpretes with a

a velvet glove.”

delicate art

.

and undeniable

virtu-

osity.”

“Que dire de cet artiste qu fon n’ait deja
dit? Sa gloire vaut celle des Caruso et
Chapiapin r Son talent tient presque
"
de la magie
.
Le Phare, Bruxelles
.

.

“Nous n’avons pas, et quel regret, de
chanteuse d operette aussi bonne come dienee au charme aussi grand ”
Combat, Paris

.

y

‘What can be said of this artist Jan
Kiepura which has not already been

“Marta Eggerth— and what a pity
we haven’t such a great singer
and actress and so full of charm.”

His glory is equal to that of
Caruso and Chaliapin . . . His talent
is nearly magic.”
said?

that

—

“Martha Eggerth

et

y
"Pour un evenement, c est un evenement
Marta Eggerth et Jan Kiepura, le couple
”
chantant le plus illustre du monde

Jan Kiepura— couple

1.”

vocal No,

France Soir, Paris

.

.

.

Franc-Tireur, Paris

—

—

“Marta Eggerth and Jan Kiepura in
vocal couple
Czardas

“For an event this is it Marta Eggerth and Jan Kiepura, the most illus-

Number

trious singing couple in the world.”

—

Princesse

1.”

“La foule adore

cette couple celebre”

Paris Presse

“The crowds adore

Appearing Saturday,
in

May

famous couple.”

this

16th

—TOWN

HALL,

New

"NIGHT OF OPERA and OPERETTA"
Personal Representative:

CON5TANCE HOPE

York

—
UEGITIMATE
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Green

Plays Abroad
words that don’t mean very much.
Sam Wanamaker has done his best
on the production side with the

Purple Bust
Glasgow,

May

5.
association with
Wanamaker,
Parker, Ltd., production of 3-act

Sam

in

Gord.
poorisli material.
Thane
new comedy by Sean. O’Casey. Features
Miles Malleson, Slobhan McKenna, Liam
<he
Redmond, Harry Hutchinson, Eithne
Dunne, Shamus Locke, Joseph O'Conor,
London, May 8.
Walter Hudd. Directed by Sam Wanain two
Tom Arnold production of revue
maker. Setting, Fanny TAylor; lyrics, Sean parts
(26 scenes). Stars Cicely Courtneidge,
O’Casey; music, Malcolm Arnold; dances.
with Tborlev Walters, Eunice Gayson.
John Cranko. Musical director, Albert Peter
Felgate, Aud Johnansen, Margaret
Waggett. At Theatre Royal, Glasgow.
Gerald Deacon,
Liam Redmond Mitchell. June Laverlck, and music by
First Workman
Joseph O’Conor Douglas Argent. Lyrics
Second Workman
Ellis with additional numbers by
Vivian
John McDarby
Third Workman
Noel Gay, RonKester,
Max
Rome.
Harold
Milis Malleson
Cvril Poges
aid Jeans, Arthus Macrae, Bob Probst;
Avrll
,. Slobhan McKenna
Hulbert, Irving Davies,

Moon

Over

.

’

Basil Stoke

.......

Souhan
Barney

dances by Jack
Eunice Crowther. Directed by Jack MulAt Piccadilly Theatre, London, May

Walter Hudd
Elthene Dunne

bert.

Dermot Kelly
Doreen Keogh

Cloyne

7, '53; $2.20 top.

Shamus Locke

O’Kttligan

Yellow-bearded Man
Rev. Canon Chreehewel

Postmaster

.

Peter Garstin

For

Bartlett Mullins.

.

Irish play-

wright, calls his new piece a “wayward comedy.” He sets it in the
present time in an old Tudor mansion house at Clune na- Geera, apparently a remote comer of Ireland. Play also has music and
terping, with opening scene having
the principals dancing to a catchy
little number which sets the whimsical nature of the piece.

Unfortunately, the play creaks
badly, having little pace and only
a modicum of humor for the general playgoer. It has much poetic
language and some stirring turns
of phraseology, but neither spurts

nf

song-and-dance

nor

i

J

tious,

poetic lines.
Setting by Fanny Taylor of an
old Irish mansion is clever iif de-

and gets an atidience re-

1 1

1

•

The house played

nfeat profit
to Louis K.

«

a 27-week sea-

new ones) has something to do with sustaining the theatregoing habit, creating interest
three weeks, two before Xmas and in performances for the sake of
one during Holy Week,
performances, and keeping up a
“We learned more about the sense of the theatre’s lasting imbusiness during the second season,” portance. It creates a kind of archi“Receipts were inAnsell says.
tectural outline which is both facreased by raising the scale to
miliar and attractive.
$2.50 from $2 find the nut was re“By contrast, our work Is scatduced by cutting the average fee
every-littleof visiting stars by half and em- tered, sporadic and
Small wonder that
script-for-itself.
in
methods
efficient
ploying more
the audience treats our theatre In
redesigning scenery.”
Average fee for a visiting star just that way storming the doors
was $1,200, both in guarantee and for the good ones and ignoring
percentage of the net, half of what everything else. Traditional probreed traditional theit was during the first season. The duction may
top* fee during the season just atregoing. Probably helps, anyway.”
closed was $1,860 as compared to
$6,500 and $8,300 paid to two
“The most imaginative, fresh
femme stars during the first sea- plays of the year,” said* Hawkins,
son.
“were ‘Bernardine’ and of course,
“Claudia” topped the list with a ‘Camino Real.’ I felt neither had
b.o. take of $18,500, with “Tobacco the critical support it really deRoad," “Our Town” and "For Love served, purely on terms’ of branchThe ing out from worn out patterns.
or Money only a little less.
atre” with Kay Francis the visit“I think that the best news about
ing lead, brought up the rear with the next season,” said Gaver, “is
$6,500.
that Billy Rose is returning to activity. Good, bad or indifferent
and. admittedly his record as a
Broadway producer isn’t the best
in the world—he’s willing to take
some chances and has some imagi-

™

alongside; the

.

—

1

Hobson’s Choice
(LENOX HILL, N. Y.)
Harold.. Brighouse’s 1916 Lancashire-dialect comedy, “Hobson’s
Choice,” is still fairly diverting,
especially in a competent producrneai
juiorary Theatre’s
equity Library
nice Equity
tion like
uon
playhouse n. IT
at Lenox
It’s their last offering of the season. .

IT

mu

Upheld
r „ in Vancouver
Vancouver, May 12.

catchiness

»

“
and comedies with
dramas aua
son or
son
of aramas
visiting stars. It was shuttered only

‘Road’ Indecent Ruling
IT

on the

Ansell.

sponse no matter what she does.
Thorley Walters provides the
main support, giving full point to

tail
and atmosphere. O’Casey’s
lyrics, set to the Malcolm Arnold

loss

son recovered but

was gained, according

JOh^n

certain

.

Blue.”

was a $35,000

Courtneidge exceeds her
earlier record of droll characterizations, and oozes vitality and a
genial impishness that belies her
60 years. She appears as a harassed
mom cramped in a caravan with
her family on vacation, a Guardsman on sentry duty, a coy maiden
wooed in India in 1900 followed by
a transformed depiction of her 50
years later in a brash joy-at-allcosts holiday camp.
She repeats an earlier skit of a
schoolmarm visiting a low cafe in
Montmartre, oblivious of the high
drama at her elbow. She has a
comic contrast as one of the Beverley Sisters, and even gets away
with an imitation of Johnnie Ray
and an impersonation of Noel
Coward doing his cabaret act. Her
sense of the ridiculous is infec-

;

a

Continued from page 69

goes to the theatre as to a dedicat- the general attitude today is wared field. I don’t mean that iie bows ier and considerably wearier. Only
his head churchwise at the latest the musical stage, as a whole, is
farce; but he -has a deep sense of marked by a spirit of free-wheelenterprise
and
creative
the value of the theatre in the life ing
of the people. In the same spirit energy.”
the theatre in England means more
“What Broadway lacks is darto the people.”
ing,” said Shipley. “We need producers who are not exclusively
Plenty Competition
businessmen,
but dreamers and
As to other queries, Coleman
Flat repetition of
adventurers.
wrote: “There is certainly competiof
realism
formulae
makes even
tion from films, radio and telethe htis (“Fourposter,” “Picnic’’)
vision. The theatre has always had
shallow.
stale
and
competition from other media. I
“Video is a threat only when the
think the theatre’s producers and
executives theatre limits its aipa to enterthe film companies’
would both gain in the end through tainment. There are three things
cooperation. The theatre constantly th0 theatre can give: entertainsupplies actors, directors and writ- ment, enlightenment and exaltaers to Hollywood, so it would be tion. The last of these, video has
wisdom on the part of Hollywood not yet learned; and at its best
to finance more plays and do more neither video nor radio nor film
to stimulate the development of can match the direct contact of
future boxoffice attractions. Holly- actor and audience the theatre afwood should also send the talent fords.
“What matters, again, is not the
it takes from us back to us occasionally. This would sharpen up ‘problem’ or absence of problem,
the actors and writers, increase but the way in which the theme is
There is a crying need
their drawing power and be a boon treated.
for less realism and more imaginato Broadway.”
theatre. One failure of
the
“I think,” wrote Kerr, “the tion in
maintenance of repertory (continu- the order of ‘Camino Real,’ is
a score of successes like
ing production of great plays worth
.

is

his various numbers, solo and in
Miles Malleson, English actor- partnership with the star, and
producer, and Walter Hudd, do Peter Felsate
who sings and acts
g
their best with the senile English- pleaLnUy Aud
a cull
man roles but they never ring true little Norwegian, flits in and out of
Siobhan McKenna is alluring as her assigned spots like a streak of
Malleson’s mistress, particularly in silver. Margaret Mitchell uses her
the opening scene when she exudes melodious voice to advantage.
plenty of sex appeal via unusual
Eunice Gayson, June Laverick,
garbing. Eithne Dunne portrays the
Douglas Argent and Gerald Deaother mistress but she lapses too con contribute their full quota of
much into Londonized English.
talent and charm aided by a sim*
Best characterizations are those pie, artistic background of leaping
of the Irish workmen, played with dancers, colorful sets and costumes.
verve and attractive authentic ac- And always thete is the linkup of
cents by Liam Redmond, Joseph Vivian Ellis’ tuneful music.
O’Conor,
John
McDarby and
Clem.
Shamus Locke. O’Conor has strong

have

Crix See Lustier Legit

“Summer and Smoke,” and “Moon

Miss

countrymen.

music,

•

and appeal, while dances by John
British Columbia courts threw,
Cranko add novelty touch to an
Closely resembling “What Every
already unusual play. However, it up another detour on “Tobacco Woman Knows,” this romp set in
is bogged down by slow pace and
Road” last week (7), when five 1880 in the north of England, consuperabundance of richly-sounding Appeal judges upheld a police cerns a determined spinster who
magistrate’s decision that the local marries a timid bootmaker and
version was an indecept perform- transforms him. into a respected
ance.

The Everyman Theatre offering
was convicted in police court in
February, cleared in County Court
in March and re-convlcted in Appeal Court as the result of the
Crown Prosecutor’s appeal on a
point of law.

Only step

left

Hellier, who was
member named in

for actor
the only

Doug

castlatest action, is

to the Supreme Court
of Canada in Ottawa. Monetary
problems in the theatre company
make this move unlikely.

an appeal

-SAM SCHWARTZ«
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'

r
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“GUYS AND DOLLS”
Probably the top performances
were turned in by Sam Schwartz,
who portrayed Nathan Detroit.
Currently

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Seattle,

Washington

Thanks to FEUER

& MARTIN

Director Dorothy Davies said the
decision
doesn’t
interfere
with
plans to open for one week in
Victoria May 14. The company
opens May 27 at the Metropolitan
Theatre, Seattle, for another week,
followed by three days in Tacoma,,
with the promise of four months’
bookings throughout the Pacific
Northwest if the show draws in
Seattle.

CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Life

“Porgy and Bess”
NEW YORK

Currently ZIEGFELD,

“Cab Calloway's 'Sporlin life' is a memorable figure
of evil and revelry-all grace in style, all villainy
under the surface."
Mgt.;

!

Go

Reading, May 12.
The second season of summer
theatre starts here June 29 when
the Berks Players return to Green
Hills Theatre with’ “Dark of the
Moon” as the first bill of the nineplay series. Mike Kesdekian, Penn
State College professor of dramatics, returns again as director. Including in his acting stable will
be Jim Scott, now with the Circle
in the Square, New York; Charles
J. T. Schulte and Fran Stridinger.
Ted Moore will design the sets.
Plays listed are “See How They
Run,” “Death of a Salesman,” “Importance of Being Earnest,” “Sidewalks of New York,” “Late Christopher Bean,” “Charley’s Aunt,’

Cicely

vincial tour.

adequate

acting by a group of talented Irish
players compensate for general
nonsensicality of theme and lack of
point. It is O’Casey at far from his
best, and this comedy seems deslined for a brief run.
Plot, such as it is, concerns two
eccentric Englishmen, who try to
set up house in Ireland with their
respective mistresses, two* Irish
^femmes. The English newcomers
“are an odd pair, being elderly and
far from authentic types. They attempt to restore the former glories
of an ancient mansion, only to find
many native setbacks and circumstances reducing their work to dust.
The local workmen, witty Irishmen, poke fun at their efforts.
Their mistresses are lured away by
the suave tongues of their fellow-

whom

for

those

Hills Set to

Courtneidge is no magnet, this
revue Will have limited appeal because she is the spinal column of
the production. For her fans, it Empress (St L.) Stock
will prove wholly satisfying, and a
sure-fire success looms from the
Clicks in 2d Season,
preem reaction to this amazing personality who returns to the revue
Erasing 1951-52 Loss
field after 22 years. With bright
music and dance routines, suppleSt. Louis, May 12.
mented by an excellent assortment
Second season of legit stock of
young,
including
a
talent
of
the Ansell Brothers in their midand dancing
singing
sprightly
town Empress Theatre, ending
chorus, the show sprints along
April 26, was successful. Not only
evenly here after a lengthy profirst sea-,

Harry Hutchinson

Sean O’Casey, famed

!

Wednesday, May 13, 1953

Brooks Atkinson, N.Y. Times.

BILL MITTLER, 1417 Broadway, New Yerk

1

nation. Of course, he’ll have to
work pretty hard for a few years
to get out of the doghouse, where
he put himself by being inactive
for so long.”
‘Problem’ Plays Vs. Soapboxing
“I have no objection to problem
plays,” wrote Coleman, “but I do
object to soapboxing. I don’t have
to see a mustache on a villain or a
halo on a hero to know what they

stand for. Ibsen wrote problem
plays that were highly dramatic

and absorbing, Would that some
of our younger writers would study
the methods of the Norwegian
citizen. Trite situation, characters master. He told a story and let the
and jokes are partly compensated spectators come to their own confor. by the depiction of the forth- clusions.”
“The problem play is a tired
Lancashire
right,
flat-speaking
types, and it is pleasant enough form now,” advised Kerr, “and
‘
fare for stock and^
strawhat. This that's one of the things that dis
production profits from direction tresses me when I see some of our
by Allan Stevenson, who stresses most
vigorous
artists
(Miller
the folk comedy, which has some among them) lavishing their most
charm, rather than the farce, passionate energies
on it. ‘Camino,’
which is a little tired.
Standout talent find is Willard for all its advertised experimentaSage as the mouse-into-man Willie tion, isn’t a new form, either;
Mossop. Sage, who looks like a sounds for alL the world like some
young James Stewart, has an ex- thing written for the little theatres
cellent feel for character comedy, 25 years ago. Miller in ‘Salesman/
using gesture, movement, dialect and Williartis in practically everyand timing to fine advantage, thing earlier, did seem to me to be
Lesley Woods is appealing as his doing fresh exploratory work. At
shrewd, firm-minded wife Maggie, the moment they don’t seem to
and James Maloney has some good want to push their own gains.”
moments rfs the stubborn and
Uneasy Spirit
tightfisted
Hobson, who doesn’t
“There is no way,” said Sheafrealize
s
dependence on his fer,
,
“to determine how much the
daughter Maggie until she leaves
U a nva ^ boot shop. uneasy apprehensive spirit of our
Pa
Asset
contributions are. made by times has affected the playwrights,
Chester
Doherty
and
William but they, after all, do not live in
Portrude as suitors to the Hobson a vacuum, and it seems unquessisters, and Charles C. Welch as tionable to me that today’s preTubby the workshop foreman.
dominant mood of cautious waitBut on the distaff side, Marilyn ing has a great deal to do with
Moore and Ann Sturgis are just the Broadway theatre’s lack of
adequate as the Hobson daughters vigor and mature excitements.
who are proud in contrast to Mag“Either the, writers lack the
gie’s practicality.
In the smaller hopeful drive for
ambitious, sericharacter parts, Sybil Baker emous projects, or those who may
barrassingly overplays as a rival
have
independent
views
to express
sweetheart; Michael Lewis is properly stuffy as a Scottish doctor, probably figure that this is not the
time
to
express
them.
There
was
and Pamela Simpson shines as a
society matron.
Sets by Jean a young, alive, surging feeling
Lacouette are not up to the usual manifest in the earlier decades
ELT standard of substituting imag the 1920s and ’30s, and it found
ination for money.
V'ene.
ekpresSiori on Broadway, whereas
.

1

H

‘Camino Real^ was aborthe rocket it sought to reease was a dud. But it was an
urge toward a vision of the depths
by way of the heights; that is, it
used, however haltingly, the paths
And while there is
of poetry.
poetry there is hope."
‘Picnic,’

ive;

Barn Notes

.

Greg

Kayne now

set as deGeorge Hirst as musical director-conductor, Aida Alvarez as
choreographer and David Davis as
director for the Finger Lakes Lyric
Circus, Skaneateless, N. Y., which
signer,

Bert Wheeler in “Sally,”
second summer offering beginning June 30
Joe Lustig will
.
handle publicity for Sara Stamm’s
Somerset (Mass.) Playhouse and
Newport (R. I.) Casino Theatre this
season, while Richard Foreman
will stage manage the latter op-

will star
its

.

.

eration.

Opera Workshop of Columbia U.,
under direction of Willard
Rhodes and Felix Brentano, will
give first New York performance

N. Y.

(

of Richard Winslow’s setting of T.
Si

Sweeny Agonistes,”

Eliot’s

at

Brander Matthews Theatre, next

Wednesday

(20).

ADVANCE AGENTS

COMPANY MANAGERS
W#

have been serving theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours is
tha oldest, most reliable end experienced transfer

company on

the

West Coast!
• Railroad privileges for handling
shows and theatrical luggage.
• Complete warehouse
• Authorized
to transfer

facilities!

in California.

Equipped

and haul anywhere

in

U. S.f

ON

• RATES

REQUEST I

Company

Atlantic Transfer

GEORGE CONANT
601 East 5th Street
Los Angeles 12, Calif.

MUtual 8121 or OXford 9-4764

BARN THEATER

RED

Red Barn Theater and Cocktail
Lounge, 14 room authentic Colonial
residence,

baths,

3

oil

dog kennel building.

heat, large

Summer

the-

ater fully equipped with a seating
capacity of 306. Has been operated
by summer stock company for several years with excellent following.
Cocktail lounge in terrace, capacity
100 persons, fully equipped with bar,
,

beer cooler, seats, etc.
Property includes 70 acres of land
with, large frontage on Rte 9 Boston
Turnpike in Westboro. Liquor license. Property at present has an
income of $15,000 annually.
Excellent opportunity for many purposes.
A fine opportunity for a
home and business combined. Phone

WILLIAM MAHER,

50

MiUbrook

St.,

Worcester, Mass. 6-4667.

$1000
FOR SOMMER STOCK
„
Connecti-

3-Day Engagement In nearby
to
cut. Must be "name" and able
complete show. Readings, excerpts, etc.
Frank Cassidy, R. #3, Danbury, Conn.

p
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More Censorship Fears
ciome 125 reps of the top book
Book Publishnntfits attended the
In a two : day
Src Council which met
and Friday
Thursday
fusion last
L the Arden House, which Is part
(railroads)

Harriman

old

the

nf

—

^

Y. f now
^tate at Harriman, N.
«wned by Columbia Univ.fhoAmong
QWJICU
1CC11 A

threshed out.
hooks’ were soundly
b
position
The publishers took the
what
interested
not
that they are
b
children may or may n

m

n «|
pditirvn<:
daily in
that the Amerihut the principle
young
°5
can people,

Amen

(naturally)

George

scribe named
Spelvin,

*

*gg%
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Strange

~~T
of Hiss

A

Book

Fable

He Never Wrote

William Greenstein, writer of
Doubleday Yiddish fables, filed suit
of
against
Alger Hs,
Boris Dimondstein, publisher, in
book, “Strange Case of
Los’ Angeles Superior Court, deby Lord
Chancellor of ^ltam, is sure to man ding $75 000 for a fable he
become a collectors item. Doubly never wrote<
day has tried ton
Charge is that Dimondstein, who
_
f
copies of the
puts out a Yiddish periodical, pubskedded to be officiaily releas^ Ushed a fable titled “Swine” and
a
in the .US.
said Gree nstein wrote it. Green^ e o!r? mdtP flfpw and
already had sold
stein says he didn’t and claims his
abDUt
some reviewers were haA
reputation
as a writer has been
p
.

issue

Advance

i

M

damaged

K™

nU^t

W

Stoughton.
Died the British government s highest post between 1946 and ’51,

Chambers’ testimony “wildly
improbable” and “singularly unconvincing,” and strongly hinted
Hiss would be a free man today if
he’d been tried in an English court.
Doubleday toppers have been
told to say “no comment” if asked
whether the publishing house had
received advance letters of complaint about the tome’s viewpoint,
*

called

c««

to.,

TV

Los Angers fan

t
Invasion
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year but that things
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Francisco
Collier’s

Switcheroo

w

Sm

b

the Albafiy Episcopal Diocese last
Van. Olinda recently comweek
50 years with the St.
pj e t ed

e

vAilJ»
iiSSS
hni
e S
Asked how
muchn^tof^v?e 6
«K
P eter s EP^opal Church choir.
had
drninp5
replied,
Stouch
y an olinda who sang in theatres
b
0 e a c^u^jtion tax
and 0 ^be r auditoriums with the
strurhirp
V n *f^ y
e mean ^ old Albani Quartet, also writes a
that rSi i«r?
°u a a i?
Town."
pensated for by ea r^to|s fZn daiIy column, "Aroun d the
Crowell-Collier
book publishing
3-D Fan Mag
and its mags, Women’s Home ComNow magazines are going in for
panion and the American.
P us vah,P nf
w “depth.” First of them, 3-D Movie
the la\t

-

‘

’

wi

’

i

a

weekly was pointed up by Shep
Spink, ad manager.
By remaining on stands an extra week, mag
jvould gain extra readers, and thus

M

116

a

19

‘?h ?iose ^to^OOOOO^opies
^th.

imn ic
Pon
s ^haf

cat

}

A

1

tf
^

wm "pnntaFnlo
1

j
f
^all in ^
guaranteeing circula- P a ^es of pJxnofn S^?
print process. Pair
instead of its two-color 3-D
viewing s P e cs
cardboard-bound
of
Collier’s pubfisher
Ed Anthony said more will be enclosed in the ce^^^^^
women s - angled fiction serials Rest of the 54 pages will be regu
would be used fo fiU the expanded U>*
nroe wl11 Pe
l y
number of pages (up from an aver- a P.1C
^£ i ILj^?
a ge of 72 currently to 112 mini- featured on the cover.
incorporated as 3-D
editom
Its
?um)
Surprising^, he- said the
®>.Abner J. Sun
ratio of pix would
not be increased Magazines, Inc., ar
H
V
a la Look, rival believed
ed
to be re- d cll, former
°rr Sn <ft An* pv pd
5
f ° r CoUler S advertislng
lip"
Sf°Mlgarine DfgSr They are lin-

Collier’s
tion of

is

(

Dm

0 re^porteris^quip* that

Sltically

Collier’s 'average*readership

Christine

50%

Jorgensen

female.”

Ina g

would

j

a

— 5o4

He

still

sports
department:
that women prefer

was "a

said
retain

had

male,
the
-its

found

serials more
than men, and said there “will be
cu ln our personnel because of

1?
?
the

i
change.”

MacLennan Farrell was disjmssed from his job as Collier’s
fictmn editor Friday
Firing
(8).

came a day after Roger Deakin,
r s cd, told the press there
°
would be no changes
in personnel
result Of the weekly's forthcomswitch to a biweekly. Assist- one

^

«

’

the

j

m

ple,

frey,”

.

its

media on our society.
Organized into six sections
“Television Takes Over,” “Television in Public Life,” “Broadcasting

—Good, Bad, and Mediocre,” “The
Role of Advertising,” “Broadcasting as a Medium of Education,”
and “Goals for American Broadthe book contains such
well-known pieces as the Videotown survey by Cunningham and
Walsh, Inc., ‘Jack Gould’s TV critique “A Cut-Rate Nickelodeon,”
John Crosby’s “Seven Deadly Sins
of the Air” and Charles A- Siepmann’s “A ‘Bill of Rights’ for

casting”

—

Listeners.”
selection
of
Effect of wide
thoughtful pieces, and good editorial organization, is a fine survey
of all the social aspects of broad-

Horn.

casting.

Schulberg’s ‘Faces*

Volume contains 23 plays

Harold Livingston, author of ‘‘The others.
Coasts of the Earth,” a first novel
Robert Sherwood is writing the
on American flyers in the Israeli foreword to “The Best of H. T.
Air Force. Houghton Mifflin will Webster,” which Simon
& Schuster
publish the novel early next year.
publish in August.
Cash prize is $2,400.
Among will
insurance
Benjamin
Lorber,
previous
winners are Dorothy manager of Universal, authored a
Baker, Madison A. Cooper, Arthur
lengthy article on employees’ inMizener, Ann Petry and Robert
surance in the current issue of
Penn Warren.
Best’s Insurance News. Piece suggests U coverage of 3,000 employee
CHATTER
families in N. Y., Los Angeles and
Sid Caesar profiled by Maurice other cities.
Zolotow in the May 16 Satevepost.
Doubleday will publish screenN. Y. Post film critic Archer writer Peter Viertel’s novel, “White
Winsten introed and discussed Carl Hunter, Black Heart,” July 9. Book
Dreyer’s “Days of Wrath” at spe- is a fictionized version of Viertel’s
cial Cinema 16 showing yesterday screenwriting experience in Africa
(Tues.).
with John Huston for “African
Hot trade rumor 'is that Avon Queen.” Novel will also be conBooks (25c. paperbacks) will switch densed in Collier’s.
distribution from American News
Richard Carroll, executive edito Hearst.
Avon is Joe Meyers’ tor of Gold Medal Books, publish•

outfit.

Travel

Horace

editor

Sutton,

just polishing his soon-due book on
the Waldorf-Astoria, via Henry
Holt
Co., still searching for a
trick title.
Gottfried Reinhardt completed a

&

Satevepost

serial,

“My

Father’s
baronial

Castle,” history of the
estate owned by his father,

Max

Reinhardt.
Not generally known that Ernest
Hemingway has a writing younger
brother, Leicester Hemingway, who
has done short pieces for Reader’s
Digest, and whose first book, a war
novel, “The Sound of the Trumpet,”
is due this fall on the Holt list.
Ballantine Books teeing off adpub campaign for its upcoming
(May 18) publication of "‘The Space
Merchants,” by Frederik Pohl and
C. M. Kombluth. Book is a sciencefictioner with ad agencies playing
an important part in the story lines.

Jay

Richard

Kennedy,

ers of original soft-cover novels,
on a coast-to-coast trip to talk with
writers all over the country as well
as scout new writing talent. Itinerary includes Chi, S. F., L. A., San

and other

Diego, Tucson, Dallas
keys.

Stephen White’s column, “New
York, N. Y.,” in last week’s Look,
is the last for the mag. White
continues with the

mag

as assistant

managing editor.
Whitney Bolton, Morning Telegraph dramatic critic, has an upcoming piece on Betty Furness, the
Westinghouse tele saleswoman, in
the Satevepost.

The literary agent firm of Lord
& Colbert (N. Y.) has taken over
the handling of James T. Farrell’s
new work. Author went off recently to Europe for a vacation.
Robert Payne, author of “The
Chieftain,”

is

putting the finishing

on another novel, “The
Holly- Showman,” based aon the career of
touches

X

the oldtime clown, Dan Rice.
scripter-producer, in N.
J. Malcolm Morris’ “The Wise
this week to bally
experihis
detailing
his Farrar &. Young book, “Prince Bamboo,”
ences
as manager of the Imperial
Bart,” on 12 radio-TV shows, including “Author Meets The Critics” Hotel, Tokyo, during the occupation, to be published by' Lippincott
and “Invitation To Learning.”
June IQ.
First novel by Sylvia Golden,
Anne Porter, reader

wood

from the Coast

songwriter and mag editor, will be
published May 19, by Macmillan.
Titled “Neighbors Needn’t

Know,”

book has been dramatized by
Joseph Kramm and is scheduled to
open in London this summer under
title,
“The Gypsies Wore High
•

“Some Faces in the Crowd”
(Random House; $3), Budd SchulIn

fall.

Houghton Mifflin Winner
by William Congreve, Oscar Wilde,
Houghton Mifflin has awarded George Bernard Shaw, Somerset
its
1953 Literary Fellowship to Maugham, '^Noel
Coward,
and

Hats.”
•Popular Library and Holt going
berg focuses a knowing, rather
into one of those pre-set paperback
glinty eye at fictitious show biz
deals with “Teen Age Gangs,” by
characters, most of them heels,
Dale Kramer and Madeleine Carr
poseurs and Sammy Glicks on the
(who was a legwoman for Drew
run and make. Since Schulberg was Pearson). PL is underwriting
spawned in Hollywood (his father subsequent reprint edition viathea
was production chief at Para- fancy advance to Holt which will
mount) and he has put in time as first bring out the hard-cover edia Coast film scripter, his short tion.
stories dealing with the film colony
CO
Having gone over 125,000 copies,
too.fo be dtotribifodttoou gh Ace milieu are edged with a devastating and glorified in a pop song and a
Normally con- honesty. But no matter how- cutDistributing Co.
tingly on the downbeat they are, Rosemary Clooney Columbia platservative N e w s deQle r Maga2ine
ter, there will be “Morp Dennis
current trade issue caRsUieir3-D fixed up with glib trick endings, the Menace” this fall, published
process 'the greatest advmice in they hold one’s interest throughout. Sept.
8, exactly a year after publiabsorbTwo yarns are especially
publishing since the introduction
ing. One, a Satevepost story, “A cation of the first cartoon antholof high-speed color press,
This is the Hank Ketcham
ogy.
with
Table at Ciro’s,” depicts
„
via
ironic sympathy the thoughts of a strip which (N.Y.) Post-Hall synThe Carrot Strip Kid
dicates.
When a third ex-wife, who won group of filmites, each trying to
Don Bishop, NBC press manager
the title of “Great Britain J Most exploit to their own interest a proof program publicity, is author of
Perfect Woman,” mother of seven ducer, who himself trips over in
article in an anthology, “The
an
goddess,
clay
of
the
his
pursuit
starts
guy,
the
by
got
kids she
Another stfiry, “Your Enigma of Thomas Wolfe,” pubwriting a book and tells about her Success.
Traveler,”
is a portrait in lished by Harvard U. Press. Book
Arkansas
the
bedfrom
didos
ex-hubby’s
idol of the is a collection of biographical and
room to the stage, and off, ana acid of a folksy radio
Godfrey-Herb critical pieces about the novelist,
collaborates with an ex-editor of Will Rogers- Arthur
folks” school. with Bishop’s essay dealing with
of his newspapers, who knows Shriller- “Aw, shucks,

M

’

of

first list this fall,
Giniger, v.p. and

.

3.500 000
Present 3.200,000.

inter-

the

Hawthorn’s Kickoff Catalog

The new publishing house
Hawthorn Books will publish

’

S

4

Joe Laurie,- Jr.

Godfrey Through?”; TV Peo“The Remarkable Arthur Godr
and TV World has skedded
esting, vital questions about
Denis’ “The A. G. Nobody Kndws”
role of television in the future. He and “The Intimate Side of A. G.”
discusses the effect of television
Paul Gardner (Young & Rubion politics, and vice versa, along cam) has two upcoming mag artiin Red Book and Nation’s
cles,
with farflung questions of literature, films and the stage. He feels Business.
Inside
Greater Philadelphia This
that video will take its place alongWeek, a new biweekly entertainside them, not replacing them.
ment
guide,
was brought out reAll in all, “The Crowded Air” is
responsible search for the an- cently by Harry Bortnick Publica-a
through hotels,
tions.
Distributed
swers to some of the vital social
questions the impact of television restaurants, niteries, etc., the publication
will
circulation of
have
a
has posed. It’s a worthwhile reading experience for all concerned 10 000
Louis
Kronenberger
is editor of
with the molding of the new
“A Cavalcade of Comedies,” which
Chan.
medium.
Simon & Schuster will publish in
“Is

some

,

What

'

wmiirf un

Collier’!;
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CO
ar
Albany Critic Kudosed
r^w-?S a t°„fnp' Edgar
S. van Olinda, film, drama
hifoe
fp n ^rrn^ifrf
C
music
critic for the Albany
and
«,pnlh /-^r -y
w Stouch
Loiiier prez Clarence E,
j
Timp<^Union wn*? onp of
h
S
ei
la y men honored with a citation
th
®
when he ^^nittp^Hof ^hp first
hme tn a vSSJS? JSrfS?
pc a t the 85th annual convention of
P

noull ‘,hS

.

about him are. This octogenarian
parachute jumper, who took 20mile walks like you would take a
W’alk around the corner, had his
wife jump on his stomach from
a 6-ft. platform, acted as midwife,
determined sex of his kids, made
millions in the publishing business
all without the help of meat or
liquor. A remarkable man! You’ll
enjoy every knee-bend exercise,
headstand, pushing-up of dumbbells, d«ep-breathing and gargling
of carrot juice in every chapter.

“

Wit,

Drama to help it in "its current
$200,000 public fund drive.
Capt. Billy Bryant, vet showboat
Manvell’s
“The Crowded Air” operator, is working on a revised
(Channel Press; $2.75) comes at a edition of his book, “Children of
For the book, Ol’ Man River.” Sheridan House,
propitious time.
written by an English expert on publisher of the original, is considering issuing the revised tome,
films and television, provides an which will include excerpts
from
objective, reasonable analysis of yarns by Bryant run in Variety
the BBC, of the American commer- anni editions.
Paul Denis has placed four
cial system and of the pros and
cons of commercial vs. govern- pieces about one person, Arthur
Godfrey, in one month. TV rement-sponsored radio apd tele- porter has one of his currently on
-

Never knew a carrot strip-eater vision.
that was funny. Bernarr MacfadManvell also poses
den isn’t, but the things they tell

a character, and what a picture this will make.

•

vision will go commercial, wholly
or Mn part, publication of Roger

—

according to K. S.
general manager.
Among the books scheduled for
publication in the fall of 1953 or
in the spring^ of 1954 are “The
American Legion Reader,” articles,
1
stories
and cartoons from the
American Legion Magazine, edited
sp ^* aA a
S ecs
by Victor Lasky; “The Protestant
u« u
'n *
wdi be
n
e
Year 1954,” an annual prepared by
v? j *v!
^ands this week is published
by the editors of the Christian Herald;
161181011 Publications, a Boston
“The Catholic Year 1954,” an anjL?!?
ouinc
nual prepared under the supervision of The National Council of
**./*«« i Anthology
_ First, Articles
Catholic Men; “The Cape Cod
.There have been anthologies of Cookbook” by Peter Hunt; “Reflecshort stories, humor, sports, adven- tions on Life” by the
late Dr.
ture and kbidred works but “Best Alexis Carrel; “The Art of Creative
(Hermitage House; Thinking” by Robert P. Crawford,
p.50) is a first in this sort of col- journalism prof, at-the U. of Nelective publication. Rudolf Flesch, braska; and a book on the conquest
other than the chronological mis- of fear by Dr. Loster L. Coleman,
nomer, since this is a spring ’53 N.Y. surgeon and producer of the
p U t>ii ca ti on 0 f the “25 most me- NfiC network television program,
moral) le articles of the year,” hence “Here’s to Your Health.”
ft refers to mags in 1952, has done
Hawthorn Books is a subsid of
Prentice-Hall, of which Giniger
These are notable pieces indeed was editor-in-chief before setting
by writers such as Maurice Zolo- up his own outfit.
tow, John R. Tunis, Albert Q.
Maisel, Nathaniel Benchiey and
Radio-TV In American Life
0 t be rs. Harper’s has been the richLatest volume in the current
h
Shelf Series <H. W. WilReference
bdng°^Ued
son Co.) is “Television and Radio
The
N. Y. Times u$gZ
in American Life,” a compilation
zine and Collier s contributed two
by Herbert L. Marx, Jr., of magaeach and the others are from
zine and newspaper articles on the
divers sources.
Abel.
effect of the two broadcasting

^

Other yams, about prize fighters Wolfe’s four years at the V. of
and neurotic GI’s, are recommended North Carolina.
for readers who like their literaElsa Maxwell received $5,000
Rask.
ture with a satiric bite.
last week as first payment on her
forthcoming book, “I Married The
World.” “It’s the largest amount
Radio-TV Pro & Con
With the British government at of money I have ever earned at
one time,” she said, as she promptthis time discussing seriously the
ly turned the check over to the
question of whether British tele- N. Y. City Center of M^usic &

pamphlets and mags. True magazine
and the notorious N. Y.
Graphic which springboarded many
a good columnist. He also published dozens of other mags that
changed names every time the guy
had an idea. A fabulous character!
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3-D Fever
bSi
he°re,’>
pubUshld
be
The third dimension fever in
refuses to say when, or why its Hollywood
has spread to the pubIt’s
exup.
held
been
issuance has
biz with a tiein with teleoected that Doubleday will -delete Jibing
nn Whittaker vision. Outcome is a new mag
p
ta
ed
4<I
Love Lucy,” featuring “3
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stand when the tome was published T$H*!
aiI > e Bal b Desl Arnaz
d their TV
to England April 30 by Hodder &
comes equipped with
Lord Jowitt, who occulet
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mag
decide for themselves recen ti y substituted a guest, Nivthe right to
*®? d _ T.he
eps (the Seri*tan way), who has
what to buy
0
i
have
groups
been doing takeoffs on drama edithat church
“JJJL
tors rather than the critics. Occanionthly lists of..
he tekes • P oke at columPP
cheesecake
AdinfttedlyI't^
0
upon.
catchphrases on
in
June, Spelvin will make
covers and lurid
editions hav
awards to the
critics,
called
some of the 25c.
censorship “Georgie Porgies,”
brought this localized
on the theory
placards into that critics are the only
dealer
"approved
ones who
or
b
go
publishers
are not honored during the award
being, but tbe
not orooK season
vond that they will
on a free press.
Jny encroachment

^
Case
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PUS&iEfrr
ant publisher Richard Chaplin con- how to put words together, and
tended Farrell had been let go be- the subject happens to be one of
cause mag would appoint a femme our most eccentric citizens in the
fiction ed June 1 to hypo -female home, on stage and in the editorial
fiction appeal.
Farrell contended room, it must make for interesting
this reason was “trumped up” and reading.
That is the story of
that Collier's was being “transpar- “Dumbells and Carrot Strips” by
ently punitive” because he’d pro- Mary Macfadden and Emile Gautested three weeks ago when the
vreau (Henry Holt & Co.; $3.95).
x ,
°
j
A i.
The gent it is all about is the
“father of physical culture,” publisher and man about sky and
tisers.
town. Bernarr Macfadden. He lectured and demonstrated physical
Friend to Critics
culture with the third Mrs. MacAfter a y ear o£ articles on critics fadden as his assistant in
England
n Theatre Arts magazine written and America. He published health
L
b y. an anonymous

Katherine

of “Poetry of Our Times” on NBC
radio, is putting finishing touches
to her first novel, “No Safe Harbor,” for Harcourt-Brace publication in the fall.
Sterling Lord and Stan Colbert
are collecting an anthology of

hardboiled

members
America.

mystery

stories

by

of the Mystery Writers of

Lion

the

Books,

25c

house, will publish.
New novel by John Hersey, “The
Drive,” will be published*
by Alfred A. Knopf in November.
novel, set in
contemporary
It’s a
Connecticut, and is Hersey’s first
Wall.”
book since “The
Collection of short stories by

Marmot

James Ramsey Ullman

will

be pub-

lished by Lippincott. Ullman will
head the novel workshop at the
20th Writers’ Conference at Boulder, Colo., July 27-Aug. 4.

Ludwig Bemelmans’ “Father,
Dear Father,” will be published by
Viking in September.

It

consists

of a series of stories and drawings
of Bemelmans* travels in Europe
with his young daughter Barbara.
“Back Down The Ridge,” book
on UN wounded in Korea by W. L.
White (Harcourt, Brace), is being
used by the Advertising Council
on advertisers and media-owners
to help promote the blood donor
drive.

.

building*on present
the Empire Theatre. Legit
house will be raxed end of next
commercial

Broadway
Hedy Lamarr

Lonmonth.
. ..
don for Paris on Monday on the
t
the
of
operator
Continental
Vaudable,
Louis
second leg of their
famed Maxim’s, Paris, back to the junket.
French capital after a month in - Eddie Fisher, star of the curN. Y. in connection with merchan- rent Palladium bill, guest of honor
champagne at tomorrow’s (Thurs.) Variety
private
his
dising
brand, called Maxim’s, He timed Club luncheon.
, «
,
Paris, ball,
in
April
the
for
himself
Sir Arthur Elton „ and Sinclair
annual Waldorf charity fete. A n_ Road have quit the directorate of
Other Parisian bpniface, Maurice Stereo Techniques over differences
Carrere, also came over especially of opinion on policy.
for the Waldorf fete which Claude
Sir Alexander Korda hosted a
London Films 21st birthday party
C. Philippe sparkplugs.
Subpoenaing of p.a. Ivan Black, on stage of Savoy Theatre after
current president of the Publicists preem of “Gilbert and Sullivan”
Guild, by the House un-American pic.
Activities Committee caused p.a.
Pat Morrisey off to the ContinEd Weiner to resign from the PG^ ent after playing eight weeks at
because Black refused to accept the Stork Club, but due back with
Weiner suggestion that he step her husband in time to see the
down from the office and appear Coronation.
before the committee as an indl*
Paul Douglas and his wife, Jan
vidual, and not as president of the Sterling, checked in last week. He
had
incidentally,
Weiner,
star in a new Ealing film, “The
will
Guild.
previously served as president of Puffers,” and joined the unit on
the PG for two terms.
location last weekend.
U. S. 'Officers’ Club in London

sailed for Italy last
.

„

.
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gifting pals with
“Blab-Off/’ TV silencer gadget to
k.o. commercials.
„
^
Van Johnson in from the Coast
Monday (11) and heads for Toronto
(Thurs.),

Dyer-Bennet flew to
(9) for his first
concert tour of Great Britain.
Richard

London Saturday

Joe Pasternak due in Monday
en route to Paris to begin
work on his next Metro picture.
Leslie Caron, returned from the
Cannes Film Festival Sunday (10)
and planed to the Coast Monday.
Metro producer A1 Lewin returned to Coast Moiiday (ID following confabs with homeofflce
(18)

execs.

Indie filmmakers Harry Popkin
and Mort Briskin off to Europe
Paris
Friday (8) on the United States, as
was Elsa Maxwell.
Bing Crosby in from Spain.
Mrs. Robert Siodmak, wife of the
Joe Milan out of Lido show into
director/ arrived from the Coast “Ballets de Paris.”
yesterday (Tues.) and planes to
J. J. Shubert giving Paris musiParis today (Wed.).
the onceover.
Bea Lillie, who -closes “An Eve- cals
Donn Arden arriving to stage
ning with Bea Lillie” May 30, reof new Lido show.
dances
theredays
turns to Britain a few
Muriel Gaines and Pepe Costa
after, on the Liberte.
opening at Boeuf Sur Le Toit.
Dolly Haas heading for London
American Ballet Theatre troupe
June 6. Her husband,' cartoonist A1
into Palais de Chaillot this week.
Hirschfeld, trekking to Israel May
Williams, back from month
Hope
22 for a two-month stay.
Rome, here prior to sailing for
Arthur (Bugs) Baer, Jr., Harvard in
U.S.
undergraduate and son of the
George Lloyd and Irene Strozzi
enHearst-syndicated humorist,
into Princess Room of Club de
gaged to Penny Kimball.
Paris.
Carlos Thompson, slated to apAll French dailies front-paging
pear opposite Lana Turner in
defense of CharM-G’s “Flame and the Flesh,” left Samuel ‘Goldwyn
Chaplin.
lie
_
for Paris yesterday (Tues.).
Ruggero Ruggeri’s Italian Co.
Coast

Lynch

Geraghty,

,
did their Beverly Hills branch.
Jean Marais, returning from Cap
Pier Angeli due from the Coast
into new pic, “JuMonday (18) and heads for Paris Ferfat vacation,
on the Louise de
the following day to appear in lietta,” based
Vilmorin novel.
Metro’s “Flame and the Flesh.”
Mel Fferrer, here from Cannes
Charles yidor, in last weekend
England
from Paris where he filmed se- Film Festival, goes to
Metro’s
of
lensing
for
quences for M-G’s “Rhapsody,” re- soon
Table.”
Round
the
of
turned immediately to the Coast. “Knights
Paris,”
de
“Ballets
---Petit’s
Roland
.
A. H. Blank, prez of Tri-States
,
,
Theatre Circuit, midwest chain, to now at the Empire, undertaking
wed lingerie stylist Theo Redwood eight-month tour in June. Troupe
at Temple Emanu-El on Friday (15). will visit the U.S. under the S.
Rex Harrison and Lili Palmer 0urok banner next January,
-Paramount feteing William Wyreturning to London shortly after
“The Love of Four Colonels” (in ler here for Paris preem of Carwhich they’re co-starred) closes hr rie." Having completed cutting of
Gregory Peck pic, Roman Holitwo weeks.
Joe Joel, .RKO publicity chief day,” in Rome, the director will
Down Under, w.k. in N. Y., a pop vacation on the Riviera for sumfor the first time; son bom in mer.
Tom Van Dycke, expatriated
Sydney, Australia, a couple of
.

I

weeks ago.
Billie Dove, former silent screen
star who is now Mrs. Robert Kennaston, sailed for London last week

on the .Queen Elizabeth, accompanied by her husband.
Carroll Carroll, v.p. and director of the Hollywood office of
Ward Wheelock agency, due in
N. Y. today (Wed.) for homeofflce
confabs on Coast operations.
Columbia Pictures exec veepee
Jack Cohn, who headed the syndicate owning the 19-story Berkeley office building next to the Harvard Club on West 44th, sold it to
Lawrence A. Wien.
National Concert Bureau flying
company of 50 to Cleveland tomorrow (Thurs.) for the American
Mining Congress confab. Company
stars Ray Middleton in “Stephen
Foster Americana.”
Gian-Carlo Menotti, young U. S.
composer (“Medium,” “Consul,”

Glen

retains his Italian
nationality, was elected to the National Institute of Arts
Letters
last week as honorary associate.

-

,
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lisher Walter Young turned over
his Palm Beach house to the new.

Clift

vaudery

due

Daniels

May

Empire

at

18.

Dundee, opened

its

home and broke two

months due to fire,
Clifton Webb back to work at
Margaret Mitchell, Scot singer, 20th-Fox after heat prostration.
Tom Arnold's “Over The
David O. Selznick left for LonMoon” at Alhambra, Glasgow.
don to join his wife, Jennifer
Alec Finlay, Scot comedian, tak- Jones. '
ing messages from relatives to Scot
Judy Holliday in from N.Y. to
troops in Korea during his tour
start work in Columbia’s “A Name
of battle zones.
Herself.”
For
“Night of the Fourth,” murder
Arlene Dahl will be crowned
play, with Paul Lukas and John
queen of the Motion Picture SalesMcCallum, due at King’s Theatre, men of America.
Glasgow, May 18.
Burt Lancaster in from
Harry Gordon, Scot comic, sailed lulu where he played in Hono“From
on Pretoria Castle for entertain- Here to Eternity.”
ment chores at the Bulawayo, South
Eddie Cantor signed
joining

<>

j

Connie

Africa, exhibition.
Jimmy Neil, character comedian,
acted for three years in Alec
rutin's winter show at Metropole

A

organist-pianist

Berlin
By Hans Hoelm
Kortner came to

Fritz
direct a
play at the Schiller Theatre.
“Ave Maria” is the next Zarah

Leander film by Gloria. Alfred
Braun will direct.
Cinema Paris celebrating third
anni with Marcel Carne’s pic,
“Drole de Drame.”
Berlin’s
most popular radio
show, “Guenther Neumann and his
Islanders” (RIAS) in

its

town Optimist Club at its anuual
Mother’s Day luncheon.
Debbie Reynolds, Pier Angeli
and Carleton Carpenter returned
from tour of Latin America.
1

|

I

George Murphy became first
honorary member of the Society
of Former Special Agents of the
FBI.
Charles Brackett and Jean Negulesco cited by the Southern California Motion Picture Council for
“Titanic.”
Edward Arnold will be presented

with an Award for Americanism
by the Hollywood American Legion Post next week.
Jane Froman, Liberace, Danny

Kaye, George Murphy and Ezio
Pinza lined up to entertain at the
White House Photographers ball
in Washington.
George (ex-Paramount Studios)
Brown and his bride, Mrs. Grace
Martin; to Honolulu on delayed
honeymoon,
following
surprise
-April 25 wedding in Santa Barbara. Ex-pix ad exec now operates
La Serena Hotel, Palm Springs.

50th ses-

m

.
“Guys and Dolls” booked for
opera, “La Medium,” by Italone week beginning Oct. 12 at City
ian Carlo Menotti. Rosario Gomez
Auditorium.
and Juan Tena are singing the

new

a seven-year personal

Russell to

management pact.
Don Hartman addressed Down-

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen

sion.

-

Wintner,
building new
nearby Brooklyn area.
Baron,
ex-Clevelander,
playing dance date at Aragon Sunday (17).
Hamish Menzies, Decca singercomposer,
back for Theatrical

Alex

drive-in in

Blue

Grill date.

Herman

Lenny

AB-PT

leads.

tele studios

*

lywed Mike Todd, Jrs. (she. was
Sarah Jane Weaver) for * their
honeymoon. Producer’s son is now
an ensign in the Navy.
here.
Marion Davies, silent films star
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Todd. Jr’.,
and prez of Davies Building Corp., spending part of their honeymoon
will haye a 22-^tory office building herei
at 460 Park Ave., northwest Corner
Les Brown joined Chi Variety
57th "St., in her name. She leased staff to cover pix, vaude, music
land for construction there to and legit.
Tishman Realty & Construction Co.
Eddie Seguin, Chicago Theatre
“Uncle” Henry BerUnghoff, of publicist, in Highland Park, 111.
the William Morris Agency, came f or hip operation
in from Camp Intermission, SaraGertrude Bromberg off to New
ac
acca Pj a Sold York after the closing of 166-week
*L
i
Th rs from e run of “Dial
for Murder.”
i -^
n
Maggie Ettinger planed in for
°i
** s mern k ersh
*P in
the Betty Hutton show, which ends
nrarnifivntinn
organization.
two-week stay this weekend.
1311
William Ross Howard in for
20 vm™
f?
Dorothy Lamour’s, his wife, ap
3*5
tres in the film buying department,
pearance at the Chicago Theatre
tendered a farewell luncheon MonLee Scheinman left Allied Art
day (11) at Hotel Astor on his reists Agency and here doing ad
tirement from active business. He’ll
vance publicity for Dorsey Bros
make his

orch

George Duffy’s crew

replaced

at Hotel Hol-

lenden for eight weeks.

"Tony

La

drummer

in

Scola,

seriously

Henry George’s

ill

orch,

received check for $2,000 raised in
Cabin Club’s benefit party.

Barry Bernard appointed

RKO

exploitation rep here; also
covers Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
Joe Longo moved to Boston by

field

RKO.
Maureen
Cannon at Vogue
Room, De Marco Sisters in the SkyWay Lounge Club, and the Gaylords teamed with Buddy Greco at
Moe’s Main Street
Ross Hunter, Universal, film producer, visiting parents here for
two weeks and speaking to different groups including his alma
mater, Western Reserve U.
Milton Krantz inked Norman
Krasna comedy, “King Sir,” with
Joshua Logan producing and directing Mary Martin and Charles

Tys Terwey, WMPS newshawk,
to Korea for tape recorded, broadComico Theatre has the new casts for the
Memphis ABC outlet.
of the
musical show, “The Tris Tras
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans in
Film attorney- Thomas McCon- Trust.” It stars Manolita
Ruiz,
for a two-day visit this week at
nelI off on European vacation,
Nancy Moore, and
“Mrs McThlng” and “Dial M dian Gometes, Luizfeatures come- nearby Osceloa, Ark., hometown of
Cuenca and the later.
Boyer, for week on
For Murder” close here May 16
Juanito Navarro.
Ed Sullivan booked to emcee way trek.
Cyd Charisse and Tony Martin
wedding ann
Cotton Carnival show at Audicelebrating
fifth

George Jessel making the rounds

ribs.

Van Johnson to Toronto for
week's dale pt Casino theatre.

for six

•

Chicago,

his

doors
again after being out of operation
Tivoli,

in new radio thriller,
to Make
Hand.”
Co-stars with, native thrush Jose-

stands in for Gary

*

make

Cooper, winner with “High Noon”
This year’s Berlin Cultural FesDirector Fred Zinnemann tival will run only three weeks as
role.
gets his “Spurs,” too, for “Noon.” against four weeks last year. It
Broadway p.a. an<L Hollywood This is fourth annual award for opens Aug. 30 at the Schiller Theatre..
scripter, commuting netween the best western film efforts.
U. S. pix currently running at
local Biblioteque Natlonale, the
preem houses include “Sword’s
British Museum in London, and
first
Point”
(RKO), “Battle of Apache
the
on
Vienna researching
Barcelona
Pass (U), “Colt '45” (WB), “And
play he is writing.
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Then There Were None” (Indie).
Sacha Guitry Co. to London in
Tenor Hipolito Lazaro back after
Kurt Maetzig still looking for
June for two weeks in actor-auListen, absence of 15 years.
suitable actor to play title role in
“Don’t
comedy,
thor’s
Pedro de Cordoba at the Bodega “Ernst Thaelmann,” biopic on GerLadies.” On return here, Guitry
man Commie leader. Pic has been
commences production .of “Tonight del Calderon nitery.
Paul Arland at Emporium nitery in work for more than 15 months.
at Versailles,” film version of his
after scoring at the Paris Moulin
The American made “Martin
play, “History of France.”
Luther” film currently dubbed into
Gilbert Miller in city to clear Rouge.
Violin
soloist Miquel Thillipe German with Wolfgang Lukschy
of
production
U.
S.
all rights for
Candela at the Casa del Medico doing the voice of Luther- and O.
Franco-Italian play hit, “Dazzling
for one concert.
E. Hasse handling the voice of the
Hour” which he and Jose Ferrer
Vicky Autier at Rigat Nitery,
w stage in N. Y. next Season. also Magra and Ernesto, new Pope.
Ferrer is doing the adaptation Spanish dancing team.
himself. Miller also bought Marcel
Las Pequenas Cantoras de PortAyme script, “Lucienne and the ugal choir at Medina (Spain), conMemphis
Butcher,” which Anita Loos will ducted by Virgilio Pereira.
By Matty Brescia
translate for him.
The Teatro Calderon has the

still

&

Rolfson,

kan, Alaska.
Elizabeth Taylor recovering after
eye surgery.
Philip^ Carey changed his name
to Jed Carey.
Doris Day in town after five
weeks of vacation.
Vic Damone released from the
Army in San Antonio.
Jose Iturbi to Evansville, Ind
*
to open a concert tour.
Charles Vidor returned from
France and Switzerland.
Glenn Shaw joined Jack Donaldson agency as an associate.
Bert Friedlob fell down stairs in

Scotland
By Gordon Irving
Billy

“Enough Fingers

Curtis

in local spot, penned “Am I Losing
You?,” newest Eddy Howard Mercury release.
Kay Starr opens at Riverdale
May 14 for third time in one year.
Lancers Quartet, her accompanists,
only other act booked.
Gambling take in Nevada hit alltime high in first quarter this year,
with $414,482 taken in by state
with its 2% gross tax.
“Silver Spurs” awards to be presented at Riverside May 16. Mont-

.

who

could not

Hollywood
Bob Ml'tchum and Jerry Colonna
Warren Douglas in from Ketchi-

to Dallas.

in time.

package.

•

etc.),

it

Lake Tahoe’s Cal Neva opens phine Crombie.
late in June, with Marilyn Maxwell

‘

—

Baumann

because

episodes

Reno
By Mark

_

,

at the Gate, opening with Shaw’s
“Mrs. Warren’s Profession/’
Longhair batoneer Michael
Bowles, recently returned ' from
three-year stint with New Zealand
Radio symphony orch, sailed for
Canada for tour, with prchs there.
Paula Baumann planed in from
Karlsruhe, Germany, to sing femme
lead* in “Tristan and Isolde” at
Dublin opera season after Ema
Schluter (Munich .Opera) became
ill.
First performance was nixed

Theatre, Glasgow.
Marsball Lord Tedder in appreCavan O’Connor,. Frederick Ferciation for his services on behalf rari and Anne Shelton, British
of the Royal Air Force Assn.
vaude names, inked for Scotland’s
Sir Henry L. French, director smallest theatre, the Ritz in Irvine.
general of the British Film ProduSam Wanamaker, producing Sean
cers Assn., weekended in Rome to O’Casey’s “Purple Dust” on world
work out an allocation of $24,000 preem at Theatre Royal, Glasgow,
which has accrued under the gabbed to drama students about
Anglo-Italian dubbed film account. British and U. S. theatres.
Teddy Johnson, British, radio
singer, to Glasgow to record six

Georges Theatre with
decorator, renovating General Art- into St.
Pirandello rep for brief engageists Corp. New York office. She
ment.

.

tossed a Welcome-to-Brltain party
to the “Guys and .Dolls” cast and
other members of the American
colony, at Winfield House.
Lawrence H. Lipskin, in Charge
of worldwide public relations for
Columbia International, in London
for huddles with Max Thorpe and
other Columbia execs before going
to Paris and Barcelona. _
Edward Jarratt, publicity director for British Lion, presented
with his' oil portrait by Air Vice-

.

.

Jane

left

•

Gotham visit.
Ben Serkowich

tomorrow

The Samuel Goldwyns

.

week.
^
Alfred Drake due on the Coast
around July 15 lor rehearsals of
“Kismet/1
^
Doris Day and husband Ma^ty
Melcher back to the Coast after a
•

London

site of

‘

Wednesday, May 13, 195 3

pfiRT&ff

CBATIKK

T4

.

its

pre-Broad-

J

M

S

’

,

home

in Florida.

torium May 12; it also hits TV
lanes over Memphis’ WMCT.

Ireland
By Maxwell Sweeney
Jay Kaufman gandering

WMCT

city toqr.

Comedian Jack Kirwan inked
13-week

stint at Isle of

Man

for
sea-

Leo McCarey
see

with

,

•

Miami Beach

By Geeno Garr
Mexican producer Juan Orol
here to prep production of a pic
which will be done in Madrid
dios this

lands and North Africa.
Hungarian director Alejandres
Perla pacted Milagros Leal- and
Joaquin Roa as comic couple for
Ole Olson (& Johnson) reported his new pic “A Man Has Disapbuying the Surrey Hotel here.
peared.”
Fran Warren played convention
At Teatro Espanol, new play.
date Monday (11) at Sans Souci “Dead for 15 Years,” by Jimenez
Hotel.
Arnau, witty. Adolfo Marsillach,
Lillian Roth held over again at Jesus Valdes, Jose Seoanes, shapClover Club, with comic Ken Barry ing hit of present season.
joining -the bill. *
Legit star Pedro Lopez Lagar,
Finished on location assignment who for last 15 years lias been
with UA’s “Shark River” company working in Mexico under contract
at Naples, Fla., Carole Mathews to Cesareo Gonzales, to do a pic
and Bob Cunningham spent week- for Suevia Films and appear on
*
end here at Sans Souci.
stage.

RKO

Charlie Farrell current there in
manager Blue' Sails Room.

in for brief look-

Ireland

Hubert McNally.
Hilton
Edwards-Michael MacLiammoir Gate Theatre Co. to the
Opera House, Cork, for season.
Tooter Bobby Murphy has formed
showband combo ‘with warbling
comedian Paddy Tyrrell as gabber.

•

.

stu-

summer.

Impresario Massegnam Leoz and
company of opera singers left for
an extensive tour of Canary Is-

By Lary Solloway

side spot.

orch:
Australian Warbler Shirley Ryan
The 1924 Broadway Corp,, headDorothy Bromiley, Joan Elan powed out 1&f Dublin’s Crystal Hall
ed by Leon Lowenstein and Archie and Audrey Dalton here to do for
strawhat season at Seapoint.
O. Joselin, filed plans with the personals for “Girls on Pleasure Galway.
Housing Jc Building Dept, for con- Island” which opens at the Palace
Longford Productions Co. in
struction of a 22-story, $4,200,000 this week.
from road stix for Dublin season
•

air-

WMCT

Olivia Browne,
femme
S.
Ire- spieler along with Charley Sullivan and Bill Kelliebrew of TV’s
land for N. Y. Daily Mirror.
Jooss Ballet in for short season “Hartoon Time,” here shuttling by
plane -in the south to hypo Cotton
at Olympia Theatre, Dublin.
and WMC.
'Sir John Barbirolli and Halle Carnival over
orch back to England after four-

.

?

'

1955

^pflnegday? ^fay

PSStlEff

75

Nicholas-Powers Co.„ Griffin head- hymnal, he retired about six years
ed the motion picture program for ago.
the .Armed Forces during World
Survived by wife and son.
War I. At one time he was president of the Society of Motion Pic-,
Col. C. Ws Marsh, 71, newspaper
ture Engineers. His wife, son and publisher and exhibitor, died May
three daughters survive.
1 in Glenville W. Va. from injuries sustained in an accident on
his farm,
For nearly a half cenDR. CLINTON P. McCORD
Dr. Clinton P. McCord, 72, neu- tury he ran a weekly paper and
ropsychiatrist and propagaiidist- also operated the Pictureland Thebacker for legit, died May Id in atre in Glenville.
Albany. He plumped for Malcolm
James H. Cooke 50, manager T>f
Atterbury’s stock operation in Albany for six years and while a the Marsh Theatre, Wheeling,
W.
Va., died last week in that city.
sumqier resident of Stockbridge,
Mass., was one of a group in- He had held the house under lease
for
a number of years from its
strumental in arranging for the
Wife and
conversion of a Sanford White-de- owner, Michael Halm.
signed structure into the Berk- two daughters survive.
shire Playhouse.
Yvette
Martell,
singer,
was
killed in an auto crash in AlaOSCAR LIFSHEY
bama
May
trip
3.
She
on
a
was
Oscar Lifshey, 65, pianist for the
Corps de Ballet of Radio City Mu- with her husband, Martin Simon,
Chicago musician, who was serisio Hall, N. Y., died May 8 in N. Y.
Onetime pianist for producers ously injured.
Florenz
Ziegfeld
and Richard
Oscar $*rice r 58, foriher InvestiHerndon, he began his career as a
piano soloist at the age of 12 and gator in the theatrical field, died
in
1913-14
accompanied Anna May 3 at the Variety Clubs Will
Rogers Hospital, Saranac Lake,
Pavlova on her American tour.
N. Y., where he had been a patient
Wife, a daughter, a brother and
for the last three months.
«.

OBITUARIES
SEDGWICK

burgh. Composer of “The Old Gray
Mare',” written in 1915, he also
turned out 39 marches including“On the Square March.” Among
the hundreds of songs penned by
him was “Raspberry,” popular with
wifli
soldiers during World War II. HeV
Moving to Hollywood in 1913, had his own pubbery, Panella MuMix and sic, which he operated from his
cedgwick directed Tom
their early pictures. home. A clarinet player, he had
Hoot Gibson in
he directed prac- appeared under Victor Herbert
Tater at Metro,
the Pittsburgh Symphony
star oh the lot over with
every
tkally
of 13 years, dating back Orch. For a number of years he
a nenod
P
Buster
personal
and
was
Haines
manager of the PittsWilliam
to

rnWARD

M.

Fdward M, Sedgwick, 60, screen
heart atHoUj'vood following a
show biz 54
He had been
taC
starting at the age of six
o,.‘c
Five Sedgthe fami& act, the

m

burgh Symphony and had also
Sedgwick never di- played with several name bands.
A son survives.
was Lucille Ball,
rected at Metro
whom he was affiliated iir
NICK ELLIOTT
SpsiIu Productions at the* time of
Nick Elliott, 75, booking agent,
He functioned as’ show
his death.
actress and her died April 28 in New York. Durb z advisor to the
recently ing the early part of the century
husband, Desi Arnaz ami
I he had been a professional
completed production of the
boxer.
features.
He later went Into burlesque
Lucv”
Tove
L
Sedgwick served with distinc- where he worked as a manager in
two World Wars 'and Minsky theatres for about seven
in
tion
emerged with the rank of lieu- years. Around 1921 he opened his
^OncT* star

Sh

In World War I
tenant colonel.
organization
he helped form the

which became the pattern^for the

own booking
Wife,

Jean

11 in

appeared in

a sister survive.-

a

May

7 in

EDWARD ZIMMERMAN

MRS.
CRAIG, SR.

C.

J.

Dongan

Hills, S.

I.

He

80,

New

who appeared

in

“Uncle

Tom’s

Cabin” shortly after the end of
the Civil War. Two daughters sur-

In

Fond Remembrance

vive.

KAREL STRASSBURGER

H. STEIN
CO-FOUNDER OF M.C.A.
MAY

14,

*

Karel Strassburger, 54, European
circus performer, drowned May 8
after falling off a dock while land-

WILLIAM

ing his show in Trelleborg, Sweden.
He began his career in his father’s
circus at the age of six.

He took over

his father’s busi-

ness when he was 21.
He took
Dutch citizenship when he left his

1943

native

Germany because

read to her.

A nephew

Revue”

at

Golder’s

Green

and

survives.

joined the Waring enterprises in
1944. He became editor of Music
mag and dean of the Fred

Journal

Waring Choral Workshop.
Wife, mother* and grandmother

.

•

survive.

ARVIN H. TUNkS
Arvin H. Tunks, 73, retired pianwho long played in Toledo the-

ist

died in that city May 3 after
a long illness. He retired 20 years
ago, after performing in the old
Arcade,- Farm, and Keith houses,
and in the Valentine and Rivoli
theaters during silent films.
Wife, a daughter, soil, and brothatres,

.

,

WIEMANN

Moon.” Born in Belfast, Ireland, fore retiring.
he also appeared in several films
February 16. 1902— May 15. 1952
Wife, two sons, and a daughter
and wrote five operettas in Lon- survive.
don during the ’20s, including “The
Ramboula” and “Sky High ReMILDRED KEATS
view.” He had also been on radio.
a carousel factory
Mother and two brothers survive. Mrs. Mildred Keats Bradshaw, reand repair * servtired dancer who had featured billice.
ing in several musical comedies of
Wife, a daughter and a sister
BASILE ARGYROPOULOS
Basile Argyropoulos, 60, Greek
comedian died April 29 In Athens.
Born in Paros, Greece, he was

survive.

GUSTAV

;

Gustav

F.

wan

F.

GOLLWITZER

Gollwitzer,

85,

vet

.violinist and French hon
Player in Pittsburgh theatre pi

educated in Athens and joined
Marika’s Kotopouli dramatic group
in 1909.

May 2 afte:
native of Ger
jjany, he came to
the U.-S. in 188t “ e a e of
16 and was a mem
®
„
ber of the
Pittsburgh Symphon;
^hestra when Victor Herber
'vas the
conductor around the turi
century.
After that h<
rf
„
ecl for 21
years in the strini
11 ® 11
of
the band at the ol<
pf et
rS ? Theatre in Pittsburgh. H<

formed his own
“Greek C 9 medy,” in
He produced, directed and
1925.
performed until his death mostly
in Athens, seldom touring In other
Greek towns. In 1948 he wrote
th£ book, “The Acting Art,” as a
textbook for young actors.

waS a charter mem
*? ltt? bur gh Musical Societ:
Wife> son » nd lauehte
Arrive

Griffin, 66, vice preslnt of the International Projector
Monica,
>rp., died May 6 in Santa
He was a
Llowing a stroke.
oneer in motion picture projecHollywood as
>n and known In

orchs, died in
that city
a long illness,

A

Argyropoulos

group,

the

.

S-

Surviving
Iliya Livikou,

is

his

actress-wife,

and a daughter.

’

f

T

nL'

•

TRANK a. panella
P
k A Paella, 75, musicianentvmr?
'

-

composer, died

May

10 in Pitts-

Herbert

!r.

Simplex.”

Starting as

am engineer with the

group of over

politically conscious
600 diners.

Special interest was lent to golf
routine by highly publicized fact
that the Hollywoodites had spent a
session on the green of the men-

only Burning Tree Golf Club with
Hope
Actually,
President.
the
played with the country’s First
Golfer twice, once teaming with
him in a foursome, and the pext
time playing opposite him with
Senator Stuart Symington (D.,Mo.)
Symington, long-time
as partner.
friend, hosted Hope at' dinner and
at several stag get-togethers during his stay.
In addition to appearing at the

Erwin L. Deffaa, 53, a member
IATSE, Local No. 143. died White House Correspondents first
April 27 in Lemay, Mo.
He was dinner after a two year war-crisis
last employed at the Melvin Thehiatus, Hope made the rounds of
atre, St. Louis.
the local military and naval hosWife survives.
pitals, taping his daily radiq airers
bringing cheer to the wards.
Charles Yeager, 75, a custodian and
Jack Pallek and
at the Fox Theatre, Sedalia, Mo., Brother engineer
Howard Blake accomdirector
died ApriP2!B of a cerebral hemorrhage in the theatre. Survived by panied him on this tour; which was
arranged by Col. Joseph Goetz,
his wife.
Armed Forces. He did his weekly
Art Meyer, 52, head of the Holly- Jello show at nearby Fort Belvoir,
wood agency bearing his name, Va., later playing a sidewalk perdied May 6 on the Coast; following formance for the overflow crowd
a heart attack. He was a member that could not jam into the post
Hi addition, he made an
of the Masquers Club.
theatre.
unscheduled appearance at the
Mrs. Corinne Faye, 57, former Cancer Society benefit preem of
vaudeville trouper and mother of “The Star” .at Lopert’s Playhouse,
Olive Faye, died of a heart ailment where he delighted a socialite and
May 6 in Hollywood. For many official audience led by the First
years she toured the vaude circuit
Lady with a five-minute routine.
with the Faye, Elliott
King act.

&

Lowe

Father, 82, pf Willie Shore,
nightclub and television comedian,
died in Chicago May 8. Also survived by wife and eight, other

.

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel M. House,
Louisville.
April
daughter,
30,
Mother, the former Pat Logsdon,
is ex-thrush and
(Miss
Kentucky),
69, department manager for years on the actress. Father is with Muzak in
Warner lot. died May 3 atTiis home Kentucky area.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. «Hepin North Hollywood..
ner, son, May 6, New York. Father
Father of Jimmy Sundry, owner is veepee with Product Services,
of William Penn Tavern nitery, Inc., ad agency.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Arnold,
Pittsburgh, died May 5 in that
May 5.
Hollywood,
daughter,
city.
Father is a screen director.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kaye, son,
Charles F. Kropp, 82, retired Chicago, April 20. Father is a sinsportscaster
and onetime legit ger and songwriter.
stock company actor, died May 8
Mr. and Mrs. George Kleeb, son,
in Yonkers, N. Y.
Pittsburgh, April 30. Father’s on
the KQV staff.
Jr.,
Mother, 78, of Hugh Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. Caley Augustine,
assistant production manager, died
daughter, Pittsburgh, May 4.

May

6 in Hollywood.

Father’s

promotion

director

of

WJAS.

of Fred Barton, TeleMr. and Mrs. J. Munn, daughter,
prompter prexy, died May 9 in Pittsburgh, May 3. Mother’s the
New. York
daughter of Alma Lype, former

Father,

.

WB manager and now in company's

MARRIAGES

contact department.

Mr. and Mrs. Fahy Johnson, son,
George San Antonio, recently. Mother is
McMurray, Fall River, Mass., May former band vocalist, Melissa*
Bride is former newspaper Smith.
9.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Landsman,
scribe (Providence Journal) and
radio writer; groom is vet show biz daughter, San Antonio, recently.
publicist
now with Joseph P. Father is a exec with Statewide
Loretta

McDonald

to

.

Wiegers,

New

York.

Martha Tilton

to

Jim Brooks,

Las Vegas, May 3. She’s a singer.
Louise Carroll to Carlo Pettica,
Pittsburgh, May 1, Bride’s a singer;
he’s a musician.
Sarah Jane' Weaver, to Ensign

R.

I.

May

Drive-In Theatres.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rose,
daughter, Hollywood, May 5.
Mother is the former Kay Harris,
film editor; father is editor on the
“Ozzie & Harriet Show,”

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cuddihy,
son,

May

4,

New

Rochelle, N. Y,

Newport, Father js with NBC legal dept.
He’s the son of the producer
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest de la Ossa,

Michael Todd,

Jr.,

8,

and associated with him in Todd
Productions before enlisting in the
Navy; bride is non-pro.
Mrs. Jo Copeland Regensburg to
Mitchell Benson, May 8, New York.
Bride is the dress designer; he is
.the 1920’s, died May 7 in Toronto. an NBC production executive.
•Known professionally as Mildred
Worner to Theodore
Sylvia
Keats, she had also appeared In a Wahrburg, New York, May 8. Bride
number of shows with A1 Jolson.
is radio-TV director of Ted WorFollowing her marriage about 20 ner & Associates; groom non-pro.
years ago, Mrs. Bradshaw retired.Mrs. Frances S. Richards to
Walton Parker, Reno, recently.
Bride is widow of radio station
ANGUS D. TAILLON
*
Angus D. Taillon, 65, film stand- owner G. A. Richards.
Audrey Dalton to James Brown,
in for Barry Fitzgerald, was found
dead by the actor May 8 in the Los Angeles, Jan. 1. A Paramount
back yard of the Hollywood home confcractee, bride last week anthey shared. He had apparently nounced she was secretly wed to
died of natural causes two or three Brown, a U.C.L.A. drama student.
days previously.
Rosalie Aaronson to Morton GerBorn in Ontario, Taillon had ber, Baltimore, May 2. Groom is
been Fitzgerald’s stand-in since president of District Theatres in
Washington and» past prexy of
1938.
town’s Tent 11, of Variety Clubs.
Mrs. Grace Martin to George
Dr. T. Tortius Noble, 85, for
years organist at New York’s St. Brown; April 25, Santa Barbara
Thomas Episcopal Church, died Groom is fdrmer. Paramount studio
May 4 in Rockport, Mass. Com- pub-ad topper, now operating La
poser of anthems ahd hymns in- Serena Hotel, Palm Springs; bride
cluded in the Protestant Episcopal is San Francisco socialite*
.

HERBERT GRIFFIN

retired in 1925.

crats” for golf tees, and “thin Democrats” for clubs, also tickled the

Ennis Davis, 50, educational director for the Fred Waring Organichildren.
zation, died May 8 in East Stroudsburg, Pa. An author of books and
Chested M. Webber,
articles on music education, he

about 1926 came to New York to
appear in the Chariot’s segment of
JOSEPH G. FERARI
“Earl Carroll’s Vanities.
He reJoseph G. Ferari, 85, retired turned to England a year later and er survive.
lion tamer and former circus own- continued performing in legit, raer, died May 9 in West Brighton, dio and films.
JACK ROSS
S.I. Born in Leeds, England, he
Pix he appeared in included “InJack Ross, 58, executive secrecame to the U.S. in 1895 and or- vitation to the Waltz,” “Conspiraganized a circus in partnership tor,”
“Scott of the Antarctic,” tary of the Paul Kohner Agency,
with his late brother, Francis Fer- “Pandora and the Flying Dutch- died of a heart attack May 5 in
ari.
man” and the recent Metro pro- Hollywood. Before joining the
Kohner office he held the same
Ferari's show, which had toured duction of “Ivanhoe.”
position with Carl Laemmle, Sr,
the U.S., Canada, Cuba and Puerto
Rico, was a Coney Island attracSurviving are his widow, Edith,
HARRY ROSENTHAL
tion about 40 years ago. As a lion
Harry Rosenthal, 53, orchestra son Donald and daughter Betsy.
tamer he billed himself “Captain” leader and pianist, died May 10 of
and later “Colonel.” He retired in a heart attack in Hollywood. A
HARRY LAVINE
1918. Until recently he operated few hours prior to his death he
Harry Lavine, 65, veteran actor
had played at. a private party given and burlesque comedian, died in
by William Frawley ait Chasen’s. He Tiffin, O., May 8. A native of Baltihad played a number of niteries more he had been on the stage
and in 1928 had a featured role in since the age of 12, touring with
the Broadway production of “June a number of road companies be-

WILLIAM

I

2

with some Demmy-GOP
gags, brought up to date, tossed in.’
The President seemed particularly
delighted when comic quipped,
“I’m glad ta see Ike getting out
on the golf course. After all, he
hasn’t had exercise since he pushed
that piano down the hall.” Quips
about using “short, stubby Demo*

of Hitler.

ENNIS DAVIS
way productions. Her most recent managed the displays at Manhattan
performance was in “The Cruci- Beach, N. Y.
Craig created the fireworks proble.” She left that show about 10
grams at the San Francisco Golden
weeks ago due to illness.
Miss Adair debuted in New York Gate Exposition in 1889, the Chiin 1922 in “It’s a Boy.” Prior to cago World’s Fair in 1893, the inauguration of President McKinley
that, she was in vaude and stock
and had followed Emma Dunn in in 1897 and the St. Louis Fair in
"Mother.” Other plays in which 1904.
she appeared include “Arsenic and
Wife, a son, two daughters, five
Old Lace,” “Blessed Event,” “The sisters and a brother survive.
Show Off,” “Murder at the Vanities,” and “Bell, Book and Candle.”
HAROLD WARRENDER
For some years her eyesight had
Harold Warrender, 49, British
been so bad, due to cataracts, that actor, died May 6 in Gerrards
she was unable to read, and had to Cross, England. He
made his pro
learn her parts by having them
debut at the age of 22 in “Chariot’s

Continued from page
tivities,

of

Mrs. Marie Kunkel Zimmerman,
88, onetime concert soprano, died
May 10 in Philadelphia at the
Presser Home.
She toured the
U. S. and Canada with orchestras
and concert groups.
Her father was George Kunkel,

legit actress, had served as pyrotechnics consultYork. She had ant to the New York World’s Fair
more than 25 Broad- in 1939 and for more than 20 years

Adair,

May

and

John Cedric Craig, Sr., 85,
creator of fireworks displays, died

JEAN ADAIR
died

daughters

•

son survive.

^Surviving are his widow, mother,
daughter and two sisters.

office.

three

Hope, Merman

.

daughter. May 6, New Rochelle.
N. Y. Father is NBC director of
personnel.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thomas,
daughter, Anaheim Cal., May 1.
Mother is concert violinist Camilla
Wicks.
' Mr. and Mrs. Oren Root, son,
their fourth child, Mount Kisco,
N. Y„ May 7. Mother, the former
Daphne D. Skouras, Is the daughter of 20th-Fox prexy Spyros P.
t

Skouras
Mr. and Mrs. William Gillogly,
son, ^Chicago, May 4. Father is
ABC-TV salesman there.
Mr. and Mrs. Ham Shea, daughter, Cleveland, May 4, Father is
.

general manager of

NBC

in Cleve-

land.

Mr. and Mrs. Robley Evans, son,
Cleveland, April 19. Father is
announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grean,

WHK

daughter, White Plains, N. Y. May
11. Father is songwriter and exartists & repertoire -chief at
t

pop

RCA

Victor.

and Mrs. Monroe Falitz,
New York, April 22.
Father is an account exec at WLIB,
N. Y. indie.
Mr.

daughter,

ussmff
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CONGRATULATIONS on the
TERRIFIC SUCCESS of your
INITIAL

APPEARANCE at the
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May

it
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Director
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Law

Lapse Seen

Pix—Johnston

Washington,
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19,

'Failure of the TL S. to renew
reciprocal trade agreements

the

would “threaten the very existence
of the motion picture industry,”
today
Johnston, warned
Eric
(Tues.).

,

,
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companies

Both Nets After
Leland Hayward

into

their

respective

Hayward,

who

elaborate

two-hour,

is

producing the
* two-network

(NBC, CBS) Ford 50th anni TV
show next month, has expressed

more than mild

interest in estab-

lishing a

level (they’re close friends), while

24G Gross for

Star-Studded,

$50-Top

‘Highlights of Empire’
memories Spanning 60
years will be revived next Sunday
(24) when the diamond-plate gen‘Legit

try of the theatre
will

congregate

Jxith as

spectators and performers
a farewell salute to Broadway’s
Empire Theatre.
American Na-

m

tional
Jf

.

& Academy, which’
the special “Highthe Empire” program, exgross $24,000 for the $50-

Theatre

s P ons °ring

ugnts of

acts

to

night.

Already 600 of the 1,080 ducats
jm the $2 to $15 price range) have
n
rjf sold an<^ °niy tickets costing
A

>

35 &n(*

are

kR*

^

W

McCarthy Ruining Our

’

Act,’

land and William E. Jenner, the
CBS and NBC networks took brief
Grtend .Island but wondering pause from their
and is reminiscing about her hus- feverish preparations for radio-tele
coverage of Queen Elizabeth’s
band’s career.
Auditorium was jammed for in- Coronation, June 2.
itial session, by the 84-year-old wo“What are the politicians trying
man.
to do,” asked one newsman, “ruin
our act?”

Guy Libbey

outfit at

the choice for best
supporting actor and Kiip Stanley,
of “Picnic,” cops as best supporting actress.
Winners in other categories are
John Kerr, in “Bernardine,” most
promising young actor; a tie beJoining the current cycle of
tween Miss Stanley and Iris Mann,
moppet* in “Children’s Hour,*? most click film
music
backgrounds,
promising young actress; Joshua Charles Chaplin’s theme from his
Logan, for “Picnic,” best stager; last production, “Limelight,” is
rapidly
Jo Mielziner, for “Can-Can,” best moving
the
into
hit
designer; Leonard Bernstein, for brackets. ’Despite the political at“Wonderful Town,” best score, tacks against Chaplin and the liftand George Axelrod, author of ing of his reentry permit into the
“Seven Year Itch,” most promising U. S., the tune has been meeting
little opposition from this angle.
playwright.
Curious angle on the “best” se- While some jockeys in both Philalections in the performance classi- delphia and Los Angeles have
nixed spinning the tune because
(Continued on page 54)
of the Chaplin controversy, most
jocks- have been accepting the
number; on its merits as another
piece of material.

RCA exec Manie Sacks and NBC
program veepee Charles C. (Bud)
Barry only this week updated their

•

‘

Cole Porter

May

Compose

‘Resorts’

Cole Porter is now a prospect to
Recontinuing pitch for a Hayward ex- supply the songs for “Last
the musical version of the
sorts,”
clusive commitment.
Cleveland Amory novel, for which
Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse
are writing the book. Show would
Work,
All-Time
be something of a reunion for the
trio, who were similarly involved
350 Disks of ‘Star Dust' with “Anything Goes” and “Red,

Wax

“Star Dust,” the Hoagy Carmichael-Mitchell Parish standard,
has hit the phenomenal total of
over 350 disk versions to become
the, most-recorded tune in Tin Pan
Alley annals. According to the files
of Mills Music, publishers of the
tune, there are 336 disk licenses on
the books, some of which are duplicate reissues, with another 30 to
40 etchings of the -tune believed to
he circulated at one time hut not

“The Theme From Limelight,”
it is being labeled, was kicked
week by London Records
with a cut by> the British Frank
Chacksfield orch. The N. Y. deejays were the first to spin the disk
and it’s one of the few times that
Gotham jocks have been responsible for kicking Off a number. Columbia Records followed with another British disk by the Wally
Stott orch, originally cut under
the overseas Philips banner. Decca
(Continued on page 14)
as

Hot

and. Blue.”
“Resorts” will be produced next
winter by Leland Hayward, who
presented “Call Me Madam” on
which Lindsay-Crouse collaborated
with Irving Berlin. Porter is currently represented on Broadway by

“Can-Can,” new Feuer & Martin
production for which Abe Burrows
supplied the book. Irving Berlin,
originally set a£ “Resorts” composer, withdrew because of film

off last

Then the network newsmen,
stuntmen and flacks turned their
backs on the chill diplomatic fronts
and [returned to the hot pursuit of
new ways to outsmart one another
with hoopla before and on Coronation Day.
From the postcards sent by the
NBC burdau in London to American newspaper editors, the hundreds of thousands of Coronation
study guides prepared by NBC and

CBS

web schedul(Continued on page 34)

(with the latter

Another Ike

1st:

Closed-Circuit

Using

TV Tonite

For Ford-Dearborn Gala
Marking the

first time a Chief
Executive has used closed-circuit
television to address a select audience, President Eisenhower is set
to participate in the dedication
ceremonies of the new Ford Research & Engineering Center in
Dearborn, Mich., tonight (Wed.).
President will speak directly from
the White House over a completely
closed-circuit to an audience of
about 650 VIPs invited by the Ford
Motor Co.
Eisenhower, who couldn’t attend
in person, may speak extemporaneously and will be seen on a theatre

(Continued on page 34)
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verse. This slice was
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platter
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there
best
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5 30, and after
a summer hiatus,
to date on “Star Dust” have in New York City of whom 75,000
g0 oh the road this fall with sellers
been Artie Shaw’s version for JRCA reside in Brooklyn.
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Attlee,

Into Hit Bracket

permanent stake in the
medium, although he prefers to
of the Ford Juthe
outcome
await
bilee show before making any defiif any.
“A backward step in America’s nite commitments,
CBS talks have been on the
(Continued on page. 18)
hoard chairman William S. Paley

Expect

25

Victor Moore, star of the recent

Murder,”

Both NBC and CBS are engaging
films
are
the
most effective in some fast and furious jockeying
medium for telling our story
to bring Leland Hay ward, one of
abroad.
©roadway’s top legit producers,
.“However, few people are aware
TV camps.

come from abroad. Nine out of 10
American films do not"’ pay their
own way in the domestic market.
We must have foreign markets
to survive.

PRICE

4

commonly agreed that American

ducing and distributing

1870.

revival of

& Means

that, proportionately, the film industry conducts America’s largest
private export business. Mote than
40% of the revenues of .film pro-

cents.

As friction developed in AngloAmerican relations last week, with
“On Borrowed Time,” Mrs. Billy Sunday, 84,
Opposition Leader Clement Attlee
has been voted best actor of the
Takes to Sawdust Trail criticizing U. S. policy, and in turn
1952-53 Broadway legit season in
Hollywood, May 19.
Omaha, May 19.
being criticized by Senators Joseph
Variety’s annual poll of the firstLou Costello goes to New York string N. Y. drama critics. Shirley
Mrs. Billy Sunday, widow of the R. McCarthy, William F. Know-

Lou Costello O.O.’s Biopic
Of Late F. H. LaGuardia

tire

is

&

Cry Webs’ Coronation Stunt Flacks

legislation

business of the nation,
After a general support of the
Trade Agreements Law, Johnston
toid the committee:
‘“My second point relates to the
American motion picture industry,
Which makes an important social
and economic impact on virtually
every community of our nation. It

211

20, 1953

to Congress

before

testified

the

J

the next month to obtain permission Booth, of “Time of the Cuckoo,”
Committee from Fiorello H. LaGuardia’s wid- and Geraldine Page, of “Mid-Sumow to make a filfn titled “Fighting mer,” are tied as best actress.
renew
to
considering
Flower,” based in part on the life
tlie law which expires next month.
Rosalind Russell, star of “Wonof his old friend, the late mayor
of
Assn,
Picture
The Motion
derful Town,” is the walkaway
of N. Y.
America prexy pointed out that
winner
as giving the best femme
Before returning, Costello and
40% of the industry’s business is Bud Abbott will hop to London for performance in a musical, while
overseas, and he recommended the
of “Hazel
two weeks at the Palladium, fol- Jack Whiting, costar
principles of wide, open competilowed by a tour of the British Flagg,” gets the nod for the best
tion followed by motion pictures
performance
in a musical.
male
provinces.
in international* trade to the enJohn Williams, in “Dial M for
.Johnston

House Wavs

Single copi«».
aot of March

*10.

Featuring

EVK&YN
Under the

and Her Magic Violin

Direction of

PHIL SPITAIM

!;

By JOE SCHOENFELD

By HAROLD MYERS
London, May
The bunting

is out,

19.

have been repainted, the
stores are brightly decorated and
all the roads on the processional
route have been resurfaced. London is taking on a new and brighter
look for the Cororation, The only
thing" missing so far is a sufficient
number of people to fill the stands
ards

*

May

Dallas,

Interstate Theatres hast

Subscription
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HORACE HEIDT

Christine’s

,
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•

ture.

In addition to prizes being awarded to, outstanding films, which
would be considered for recognition without regard to their length,
.

accolades would include explanawhy choices were nfifde. This
is intended as a means of eliminatHoward Lindsay and Russel ing backstage pressure for or
Crouse, co-authors of the legit against films. In addition to film
musical comedy, “Call Me Madam/’ showings and awards, a film forum
would present a “World Film Conare finding no credit lines in some gress’’ at which vital film issues,
20th-Fox ads for the film adapta- development* and techniques would
tion. They thought their names
be debated and analyzed by intershould be mentioned even though national experts*
the deal with 20th doesn’t require
Irving Berlin alone gets bill"it.

For ‘Madam’ Pic Version

ing.

When

the film

company bought

the picturization rights, reps for
the authors suggested that 20th
7
ought to feel a “moral obligation
to credit Lindsay and Crouse In
the ads. It also was suggested to
20th that use of the names would
be an added plus value for the
film. But neither Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th’s production chief, nor
Sol C. Siegel, who produced the
pic, made any film commitments
and the librettists are not mentioned in some ad copy.
’

‘
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Thrill’ to

“Hondo,” Wayne-Fellows produc- spot where producers
have a big
which starts in Mexico this choice of needed actors. There
week.
was a return to the southern stuWayne testified he had a con- dios during the war where a group
tract with Republic calling for of big costume
specs were made
lt)% of gross on all plx, but did such as Marcel Came’s “The Chil“Rio Grande'* and “Quiet Man” for dren of Paradise,” Jean Cocteau’s
flat $100,000 each because Herbert
“The Eternal Return,” “Visitors of
J. Yates saff! the studio couldn’t the Evening”
arid the opera film
afford a percentage tab while pay- of Marcel
L’Herbier,;“La Boheme,”
ing John Ford as a director.
/Studios down south today are
The studio and Famous Artists,
the Victorine in Nice, Studios of
talent agency, tried to quash a subpoena for documents detailing Saint Marthe in Marseilles, arid
Wayne’s activities for the last Marcel Pagnol’s studios on Rue
seven years. He had trouble identi- Mermoz on the outskirts of Marseilles^ The' GTC lab there also
fying .some documents and turned
has been modernized of late to
for help to business advisers seated
handle increases work. Since the
in court, cueing the comment by
war, worjc has varied' there* Eight
Superior Judge William F. McKay
films were made in 1945. There
that “mgst people sign anything
were 31 pix made there in 1930,
their lawyers hand them.”
Wayne drawldd: “My attorney 35 in 1951 but only 22 in 1952. A

:

A

Tokyo

Combat 3-D

Tokyo, May 12.
burlesque house de-

cided last week to meet the threat
of 3-D films being shown in the
same building. The Togeki Burlesque Hall, located on the fourth

Tokyo theatre where
Devil” (UA) is being
screened, included in this month’s
revue a skit called, “Carmen
Jumps Out.”
Duping the act strippers clad
only in G-strings ’hop off the runway in the center of the house,
and sit momentarily on the laps
oi patrons.
Climax of the skit
comes when “Carmen,” played by
top stripeuse, named Gypsy Rose,
runs to end of runway, jujpps off
arid exits at the rear of the house*
floor of the

“Bwana

large amount 'of shorts and mealways says I should read before
dium-length pix also have been
signing, and I do. But that doesn’t
turned out.
mean I always understand it.”
Important pictures shot there Lucy Monroe’s 2d O’seas
s
have been Pagnol’s “Manon De
Shows*
Trek for
Sources,” Jean Devaivre's TechniVan’s Quadruple Play
Lucy Monroe will start her seccolor “Un Caprice De Caroline
Toronto, May 19.
Cherie.” Femandel in “Le Fruit ond trip this year to entertain
Jumping from the Casino here Defendu,” Maurice Cam’s “Une
under USOoverseas
soldiers
to a week's engagement at the Fille Dans Le
Soleil,” H. G. ClouCamp Shows auspices, Singer
Chicago, Chicago, both first thea- zot’s
Cannes prizewinner, “Le
Korea
tre engagements since his Broad- Salaire De La
Peur” and Fernand planes out Monday (25) to
way chorus boy days, Van John- Gravey in “Mon Mari Est.MerVeil- for six weeks,
son flies back to the Seville, Mon- leux”» In addition,
another FerMiss Monroe appeared in Gertreal.
nanda opus, “Le Boulanger De many and* North Africa during the
After that he planes to Hawaii Valorgue,” Eric Von
Stroheim in Christmas and New Year’s holifor the Columbia filming of Stan- “The Other Side
of Paradise,” and days and spent the entire month
ley Kramer’s “Caine Mutiny” pro- Jacqueline Audry’s
color film, “The of January in service entertainduction with Jose Ferrer and Fred Blonde Gypsy” also
were products naent. She’s working this jaunt as
M?pMurray,
•of southern. France*- ••*»* ‘w -*V
^ ••i v
ia volunteer.
*«
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Cantor will have as his guests
Allen,
George
Gracie
Burns,
George Jessel, Dinah Shore, Jimmy Wakely, Jimmy Wallington

Subscription Order
Please send

seen. They will not pay
to stay at home.”
Aug. 3 between Hollywood and
Exec also cited problems of Sacramento,, all proceeds' going to
Travelog Pitch Ain’t It clearance with the " Federal ComCancer Fund. Winchell will rethe
munications Commission plus what
turn to the Coast for the ball game
Hollywood, May 19.
he termed the “simply 'fantastic'' and attendant festivities.
Christine Jorgensen is facing
cost of operating coinbox video.
more changes* Indications are that
There’s no gainsaying the fact
there will be drastic revisions in
that the dinner Thursday night
the act when the ex-GI bows at
drew terrific attention because of
the Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas, July
the uncertainty, as to how Winchell
14, for two frames. Travelog being
would take to a ribbing. That there
displayed* at the .Orpheum to
was also great nervousness among
lethargic business isn’t figured as
the Friars regular' dais-sitters and
an attention-getter in the gambling,
ribmasters was apparent several
resort, so something’ will be worked
days before the affair.' Winchell,
out if she’s to play Las Vegas'.
himself, was edgy, and, after the
Sahara booker. Bill Miller has
dinner, confessed ip this reporter
Paris, May 19.
stated that Christine thought the
Every few years a movement gets that he had a number of “insults’*
act was hot going well and was
all figured out for. his tormentors,
willing to do something about it. underway here to create a Gallic but as it was fie found little cause
Miller has been sending in various Hollywood on the French ^Riviera to use them.
producers and writers to offer sug- betweeS Nice and Menton. All the
Insults there were, and Very
gestions,
the climate, scenery as funny, too, but few of them were
Stan Irwin, "Sahara’s entertain- virtues of
as barbed as some in the .audience
and
recreaphysical
the
well
as
town
ment director, has been in
figured they would or might be.
huddling with -Christine. Sahara tional aspects of the section are
And the probable reason was the
topper Milton Prell together with' extolled in the effort to lure film-,
underlying respect everybody presshow producer George Moro are makers from Paris. However this ent had for the guest of honor’s
due in to catch the. act and confer
great job in behalf of cancer relikely
become
not
seem
to
does
a
Vegas.
on a new format for
search.
full-fledged desertion of the imporFor the most part, the comedy
tant studios here, although the area
- Christine’s $2,900 Net
has seen renewed activity this side, as usual at Friars stag afHollywood, May 19.
Between
fairs, was unprintable.
Christine Jorgensen netted ap- month as agitation for a French
Jack Benny, George Jessel, George
proximately $2,900 for one-week Hollywood there was resumed.
Burns, Pat O’Brien and Jack Haley,
the
Orpheum.
She
got
only
at
France
is
stand
Unlike the U. S.,
the crowd was given a demonstra50% from first dollar, paying sup- separated by a few hours from all tion
of back-fence-word forensics
porting acts, band out of her share. of its borders. All show biz is censuch as they’ve rarely heard beGross was $15,800 and acts cost her tered in Paris with actors, stock
fore *and will rarely hear again.
and equipment on loan basis and
$5,000.
The laughs were so strong, that it
too handy here to contemplate genHouse made a slight profit.
was no wonder George Bums said:
eral desertion for the south. In
“Everytime the Friars give a soearly pic pioneering days there had
ciable I have to make a speech—
Earned $1,026,072 been an attempt by biggies to for
once I would like to sit out
found a film center on the Riviera,
but this fell through, and left a there with you fellows who have
Yrs., L.A. Suit
In
few studios in its wake which are no talent.”
Hollywood, May 19.
still
used fon some filmmaking
Benny, abbot of the Friars, set
Documents introduced in' Supe- down there.
the tone for the dingier in his very
rior Court, where John Wayne is
There was a rash of shooting
(Continued on page 51)
battling a separate maintenance there in early
silent days,; but the
suit brought by wife Esperanza, readvent of sound started the trek
veal his 195^-51-52 earnings total- back to Paris with the
need for
led
Wayne earned new equipment and experimenta- Nip Strippers
$1,026,072.
$122,000 in 48 days this year, tion. Since most Gallic thesps
also
including a $27,000 advance on double in
legit, Paris is the only

Ida) All-Star

Comedy Hour”

the

New Format

want to be

7.

On

Goldenson would write the obit
for the fee-TV, he says, because:
“Women in the home control the
destiny of the family. The ladies on
certain nights want to get out, they

1

its

—

meeting yes-

For Vegas in July, That

Roundup fors 39th Anni
Eddie Cantor and his wife Ida
will celebrate their 39th wedding
anniversary on the comedian’s
June

which

terday (Tues.).
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most sucRoastmaster
dinners Thursday night (14) with
Walter Winchefl as the guest of
honor. Stag affair, at $10 per scoff
ticket, was moved at the last minute from the Friars* Beverly Hills
clubrooms to the. Mayfair Room
of the Beverly-Wilshire Hotel In
order to accommodate the enormous demand and even then the
room, was barely large enough for
th§ close to 400 guests.
The dinner served as a kickoff
for the Friars drive for money for
the Damon Runyon Cancer Fund,
which is WinchelTs virtually oneman charity foundation.. Climax of
the drive will be a ballgame here

has been eyed by Paramount and
many distrjb execs as an ultimate
means of creating a home audience
for films, was rapped as “not, a
practical thing’* by Leonard Goldenson, president of American*
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,

skedded

1

Lindsay-Crouse Credits

Club held one of

May

of the Friars

cessful, if unexpected,

Femmes Won’t Pay to Sit

mas

On

The Coast branch

Fee-TV as ‘Not Practical’;

In Dallas Benefit For

a huge benefit midnight show Saturday (23) at the Palace, migfcpwn
along the route.
deluxer, for tornado victims of
Ticket speculators who thought Waco and San Angelo, where 113
bonanza,
golden
and 10 lives were lost, respectively,
they were in for a
The in last week’s Texas disasters.
haver burned their fingers.
Dorothy Lamour, Dorothy Mapublic is nojt going for the fancy,
prices that have been asked, and lone, Gene Autry and Audie Murprices have been tumbling at ah phy will do personals in a stage
amazing rate. Tickets on a public show, with local bands and nitery
atand, which included a champagne acts to be added. Murphy will
lunch, were originally on the mar- emcee, and pic will be his latest,
ket at around $240; they now can “Gunsmdke” (U-I), with Susan
be bought at a fourth of that price, Cabot and Paul Kelly, donated by
and even then there are compara- ILL
Special midnight shows will also
tively few takers.? The trade unions,
which traditionally get an alloca- be given at 36 local film houses
tion of nominally priced govern- and ozoners, with entire proceeds
ment seats at between $10-$16, donated to the two stricken, cities.
have returned .almost half of this Four all-Negro plC houses will join
allotment. Some organizations, such the benefit midnighter.
Interstate Theatres will present
as Actors Equity, have been offering them to .non-union members. 20 additional cuffo shows in 12
The classified columns of the Lon- Texas cities the same night. Other
don papers are filled with offers film chains! Jefferson Amus. Co.,
of Coronation seats, and the ask- and Theatre Enterprises, Inc., will
r '
ing price dips with the passing of participate/
each week.
'The slump in ticket sales is attributed to TV. Tele cameras will
be at all the main vantage points
of the route, and also will be inside the Abbey. Apart from the
loss of color, viewers will See far
more than either the spectators in
the stands 'or the VIPs In the AbSan Fraficisco, May 19.
bey, All this without loss of comPlans for a San Francisco Interfort, without being heriimed in by
colossal crowds and without be- national Film festival, patterned'
ing in position several hours be- after and on xhe sCale of the Venice
fore the show commences. Despite and Cannes festivals, have been
all this, there are not likely to placed before the San Francisco
be any vacant seats on the day Art Commission. Project calls for
itself, even though the “gate” will an 11-day showing of outstanding
films of all types, from three-minbe. far below expectations.
ute abstracts to 3-D Technicolor
‘Greatest Show on Earth*
Hailed as “the greatest show on features.
The festival, which would reearth/’ this one-day stand has involved a production budget of quire $100,000 sponsorship, would
nearly $6,000,000, has been in prep- be held in June or July of 1954.
A civic committee made up of
aration for almost a year and will
have a distinguished array of royal leaders of Sam Francisco museums,
J universities, theatres, film-making
(Continued on page 18)
and the press is backtag’the ven-

20th’s 'No Obligation’

Hollywood,

Leu Goldenson Writes Off

Lamour, Autryr Aadie

lamp stand-
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Patting Trade Conversion in High
American Broadcasting - Para-4
mount Theatres, which has film
houses spread over 37
eauipping one fitst-run
cities
in each of its key
widescreen installations,

states,

is

operation

with 3-Din a program that’s clearly giving the industry switch to the “new era”
Leonard
impetus.
greatest
its
Goldenson, AB-PT- president, „ in
disclosing this at a meeting of
stockholders, in N. Y,. yesterday^
(Tues.) added that a few large subsequent-run spots in Chicago and
Detroit also wiiLretool.
Goldenson said it’s impossible to
estimate the total investment but
has
that so far the corporation
.

spent $500,000 on 3-D and $250,000
for stereophonic sound and wide-

Immediate commitments,
screen.
additionally, involve an expendithe chief exec
$1,250,000,
of
ture
added.

.

shortly.

Schary ’s N.Y. ‘Caesar’ 0.0.
Hollywoodr May 19.
Dore Schary, Metro production
due in New York on May
31 to be on hand for the preem
of “Julius Caesar.” Pic opens June
3 at the Boqth Theatre, using M-G’s
widescreen
and
own-developed
chief, is

stereophonic sound..
Schary is expected to remain in
Gotham for about 10 days for
confabs with prexy Nicholas M.
Schenck, veepee Charles Moskowitz
and pub-ad chief Howard Dietz.

hoped will prove the solution to
Prior to Jack Warner’s t arrival,
she trade’s “new era” dilemma,
veepee Samuel Schneider and sales
which centres around the presently
chief Ben Kafmenson returned to
conflicting width vis-a-vis height
N. Y. from Coast huddles which
dimensions in shooting new prodresulted in WB's annpuncement of
uct and showing it in theatres.
its upcoming production slate.
Committee of execs set up by
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amerca has agreed that the most feasible approach is thd use of a “compatible” screen, that is, one which
Alfied’s
can accommodate films shot in all
*

„

To Cinerama;

Public will, decide, via support at the b.o. r which screen aspect ratio is the most effective and
this will .be the one to be adopted
uniformly, under the present plan.
Idea has won considerable support in the busihess so far because
it brings into play competitive facers.* The compatible screen means
that pix from all studios, which

Adapts Houses To

-

Washington,

May

19.

States Assn, and the BalCo.,
of
Omaha, today
(Tues.)
jointly
announced that Balother major circhit operators have
lantyne
is
.launching
a low-price
can
“I
and
seen demonstrations
package to convert’ film houses for
honestly say that it has far" ex3-D
and
widescreen
projection.
ceeded our best expectations ....
Allied toppers; who Vhave tested
This widescreen process makes it
the equipment, endorsed it as the
possible to tell a story on film far
answer
to the exhibtors’ headache
14)
page
on
< Continued

'

different ideas, on how
Continued on page 21)

•

in deciding
purchase.

Screen Hero,

Battling Global

UN

what

equipment

The packages, on which

Woes,

Sought in 20 Pix Yarns
While the United Nations can’t
remedy Hollywood’s difficulties in
finding suitable villains, it can offer a new type -of screen hero in

would use a 15x30 foot
screen. Included in package are a
pair of wide-angled F.2 projection
lenses, a wideangled screen with a
2 to 1 ratio; aperture plates to make
the equipment usable for different
systems of 3-D and widescreen;

&

3-D

in Minn.,

To

UN

difficulties

faced by. Cinerama Productions,
during the period of finalizing a
deal with Stanley Warner Theatres,
have been met with a loan from
Millionaire San
Louis' A. Lurie.
Francisco realtor reportedly put
up $1 50,1)00 this week.
It’s asserted that members of
Cinerama’s board of directors per4
sonally guarantee the loan. Lurie,
who entered the snarled Cinerama-

more

and

its

activities,

Hansen

related.

Describing himself as “something like a Father Christmas
(Continued on page 14)

Betty Grable

Suspended

By 20th for ‘Pleasure’ Nix
Hollywood, May 19,
For the third time in two years,
20th-Fox
has
suspended Betty
Grable for refusing to report to
Columbia for rehearsals of “Pleasure Is All Mine,’’ for which she was
loaned. She says the studio had
announced William Holden and
Henry Fonda as costars, but “now
Ufon’t tell me who will be in the
film. I didn’t want to start extensive rehearsals without knowing.
Ill go back when they tell me. I

hate suspensions. I don’t like trouble, but I feel entitled to know who
will be in the film.”’
Miss Grable also revealed that
she’s trying to get out of the 20thFox contract which expires in September, 1954, Columbia never an-

-#

O

s

between

to

$6,-

%

W

& Vine Diplomats

H’wood
Mull

Hoppen?’ In

Meggers’ Protocol Tiff
Hollywood, May 19.

}

!

Minneapolis, May 19.*
Following its initial test engagement at the local Lyceum, legit
roadshow house, Louis de Rochemont Associates have spotted “Martin Luther,” a sensational grosser
here, into the Center „ Theatre,
Hickory, N. C., for its 'first regular
film house showing. F. Borden
Mace of the de Rochemont organisation declined to .state the percentage terms.
__
Hickory is a town of 15,000, with
a surrounding 85,000 predominantly Lutheran population from which
to draw.
“Luther” then goes into the Interstate Circuit’s Bijou in Houston,
with other of the large chain’s

Diplomats at Hollywood .and
negotiations early this week, is
Vine are wondering, wha’ hoppen?,
seen as making a bid for eventual
control of* Cinerama in conjunc- in the strange case of the 28 diNot being closely action. with board chairman Louis B. rectors.
Mayer, an old associate. Although quainted with State Dept, protocol,
they
can’t figure out why the 28
reports are that Lurie’s contribu-

tion is a straight loan, it’s believed to be a forerunner of further investments. Lurie has stated
in the past his willingness to go

directors were cordially Invited to

handle a series of propaganda and
documentary film, and then given
an uncordial brushoff.
Some ’of the boys suspected that
the sudden impasse in diplomatic
relations was caused by Cecil B.
DeMilie’s peeve because the story,
and its consequent publicity, broke
out Without his knowledge. Although he was recently appointed
(Continued on page 21)

Yen

Since he’s been in Hollywood,

would reach

000,000-18,000,000 within a few
years. Union reps reported conversations back to memberships.
Producers' plan is to funnel 5
of
gross into pension fund.

National Boxoffice Survey

than 20 originals revolving around
UN activities have been offered for
sale to the studios and another
20 pix have contained direct* references to the world organization

Cameramen; respec-

of Editors and

along with anything with whfch
Mayer is associated. Mayer’s investment in Cinerama is now said
reps
who
the person
to be about $350,000.
are out in the field, battling various full sterophonic sound equipment;
equipment
or
prointerlocking
two
SW talks Continue
of the world’s ills.
Meanwhile, attempts to reach a
That’s' the word from Mogens jectors so they can handle 3-D;
filters,
etc.
between the Si
Polaroid
agreement
final
Skot-Hansen, UN rep in Hollywood.
The equipment will make any
Fabian-controlled' circuit and CinHe is in New York this week, on
erama continue. Wall St. sources
his way to Denmark for home theatre adaptable for the various
indicated that, although there were
leave. He’s due back on the Coast 3-D methods and for most widescreens. It would require only the theatres likely to follow, Mace says. many angles to work out, it apin September.
to
make
it
lenses
anamorphic
Hansen, who has been UN" liaison 20th
A deal also is being completed for peared likely that a deal would be
(Continued on page 14)
(Continued on page 20)
man with the pic biz for the past adaptable for Cinemascope (rethree years, said studios were giv- portedly, about $800 for the pair);
Cinerama.
handle
not
will
it
but
ing him “wonderful’’ cooperation,
.Press conference was held at the
but complained that the current
story realignment due to 3-D and offices of Abram F. Myers, Alboard chairman and general
lied’s
of
widescreen had killed a couple
Trims Biz; ‘Wax’ Stays in First Place
Outdoor
(Continued on page 20)
prospective yarns about the UN.
of the

trio told

Roadshow Major Theatres SW

-

delivery

Outpulh 2

Smasheroos

to

will begin about Aug. 1, will cost
from $5,700 to $7,000, with a price
of $6,000 for the average theatre

which

‘Luther’

SW

Deal Simmers

Immediate financial

now have
(

'

Understood the

situation.

tively,

.

Widescreen, 3-D

number of unions as solution to
complexities
of
pix-to-television
unions that if IMPPA membership
didn’t go along with plan, £hey
themselves would go through with
it on behalf of their respective
companies.
Such a pool, they told John
Lehners and Herb Aller, biz agents

150G Lurie Loan

..sizes.

demand among exhibs for screen
and commented
standardization
that costs will be reduced as manufacturers’ volume of new equipment increases.
Twentieth - Fox’s CinemaScope
Allied
was given an unqualified rave by
He said tha he and lantyne
Goldenson,

New

Hollywood, May 19.
Independent
Motion
Picture
Producers Assn, has offered a flat
5% of all revenue derived from
sale of pix to television with coin
going into industry-wide*" pension
pool for Hollywood workers. Format was suggested by IMPPA
prexy Steve Broidy (who’s also
prexy Of Allied Artists), Jack Broader and Robert L. Lippert to a

6G Unit

„

Updating of the circuit’s smaller
locations will be decided in the
future. Goldenson noted a growing

TV

Industry Pension Pool

Officials of various major film
companies believe that within the
•Warners in N. Y.
next 10 days to two weeks they’ll
Jack L. Warner, Warner Bros, have worked out all details of a
production chief, arrived^ in New formula determining the entire inYork from the Coast late last week, dustry’s. future course anent a
and will hold confabs with home- standardized, new pic lensing and
office execs before going to Eng«
exhibiting technique.
land for the coronation.
Prexy
Already blueprinted, but in broad
Harry Warner is also due in Goth- outline, is the initial step in what’s

am

Sales to

‘Rouge* 2d, ‘Let

Me

Seasonal factors are hurting firstOhio Solon Defers
run biz over the country this session. Heat Wilted grosses in sevFight for Repeal
eral sectors while an absence of
Of Pic Censorship new, strong product obviously hurt
Columbus, May 19.
in others. Per usual, many of the
State Senator Charles Mosher better pix are beipg held for
has dropped his fight to repeal the Memorial Day. This current transiOhio film censorship law following
tion period, when potential patrons
the Senate’s referral of his bill to
get their first taste of warm Weathcommittee today (Tues.).
Sen. Mosher said that since he er, always has caused a b.o. downwith
bill,
for
the
votes
13
get
could
beat.
20 against, he would not try to get
The great boxoffice pull of
He said,
recommitted again.
It
“House of Wax” (WB) is keeping
however, he would introduce a subbig 3-D pic in first place for
this
stitute bill to end the censorship
fourth consecutive week, although
of newsreels in Ohio.
is
not being launched in many
it
Superior Films, Inc., of New
currently.
Bulk of biz is
York 4ias engaged the local law spots
coming from holdovers.
firm of Wright, Harlor, Purpus,
Rouge”
(DA) still is a
“Moulin
Morris & Arnold to appeal to the
smash second for the fourth sesU. S. Supreme Court for review of
Let Me
“Never
sion in succession.
the Ohio Supreme Court decision
Go” (M-G) is pushing up to third
(Continued on page 18)
spot from far back in pack although not smash in many keys.
“Titanic” (20th), playing in some
10 keys, Is doing well for a newWeizmann’s Biopic
circumpresent
under
comer
“Trial and Error,’’ autobiography
will land fourth posiby the late Chaim Weizmann, first stances; it
is hold(Indie)
“Cinerama”
tion.
president of Israel, is to be filmed
ing well, winding in fifth groove.
by Michael Powell and Emeric
“Man in Dark” (Col) will take sixth
Pressburger. They obtained the
money
while “Salome,” from same
rights from Meyer Weisgal, litercompany, has dipped to seventh
ary executor of Dr. Weizmann’s

Go,* ‘Titanic*

Next

round out the Top 10 list. “AbbottCostello To Mars” (U) and “Small
Town Girl” (G-G) are runner-up
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New entries do not look too
promising. However, “Desert Rats”
(20th) is doing nicely in N. Y., if
modest in L.A. “Magnetic
Monster” (UA), okay in N. Y., is
Philly. “Lone
shapes oke in L.A.

fair in

“President’s

Hand”

Lady”

(2Qth)

it is terrific.

“Split

disappointing on
first week out although hinting it.
may do better. “Girl Next Door”
(20th), also new, is slow in L. A.

Second” (RKO)

is

“Girls of Pleasure Island” (Par)
Same is true of
is fair in N. Y.
“Pony ^Express,” from same com“Sheltering
Boston.
in.
pany,
Palms” (20th) is slow in* ProviBuffalo.
in
light
dence and
“Hitch-Hiker” (RKO), okay in
N. Y., shapes fairish in Cincy.
“Bonzo To College” (U) is oke in
Balto. “Battle Circus” (M-G), nice
in Louisville, is okay in Detroit.
•
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INDEX

is

mostly mild or dull this round although, with Martin-Lewis on the
stage in Detroit,

Annual

(U)

“Juggler” (Col), good in N. Y., is
not so str&ng in Chi„ “Blue Gardenia” shapes good in Chi. “Tonight We Sing” (20th), solid in
Balto, is disappointing to slow in
three other keys.
“Fair Wind To Java” (Rep), okay
in Portland, is good in Frisco. “Off
Thursday” Limits” (Par) is good in Toronto.

nounced any players for the film
except Miss Grable, but Louella
Farsons a few Weeks ago said
Holden and Fonda would be in it.
place.
She previously was suspended for estate.
nixing “Girl Next .Door,’’ which
“It Happens Every
Producers likely will lens the
June Haver later did, arid “Pickup film in Israel, according to United (U), just out this week, is latching
on South Street,’’ which Jean Artists, which has obtained world
on to eighth. “By Light of Silvery
Feters went into.
[Moon” (WB) and “LilF’ (M-G)
wide distribution rightsi
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34) Stability; Few Buys
Wali Street brokers related this
week that for the most part they’re
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Spanish industry eventually aims 4
to establish an American office to

and possibly

plug,

own

pix, Jose

distribute,

its

Hines’ 1,000

A; Jimenez-Arnau,

NT Buy

Earle G. Hines has joined the
list of National Theatres officials
film subcommission, said in N. Y.
have been buying up^stock in
who
new
a
negotiating,
Arnau is hare
of the
Spanjsh-American film deal to start the outfit. He’s a member
board.
N.Y.
to
next .August. He returned
Hines last month, acquired 1,000
Sunday U7) from Washington
issue, bringwhere he had talks with Motion shares of the common
holdings to 2,000
Picture Assn, of America prexy ing his direct
shares.
Brie Johnston. A deal is expected
today (Wed.) or tomorrow.
Spanish negotiator has been offering a compromise *deal involving remittance of 40%' pf TJ. S. distrib earnings at the official rate.
Best of the money would, he frozen
but could be brought out through
various deals. It’s understood the
Spanish are sticking to their 75 pix
& year figure, but would be willing
to revise it January 1, 1054, under

head of the Spanish government’s

*

'

^

.

N.Y. film

.

Return to CIO

a. new deal.

Spanish government

official said

he was confident there would be
an agreement, and he expressed

'

'

.

Hacks

’

.

agreement qn compromise terms, Warner Bros., Universal, ColumMPAA is ready to take its case bia, United Artists and Universal
to the State Department. Arnau remained with the SPG. Metro remaintains that there is’ nothing mained
unaffiliated,
Paramount
discriminatory in the Spanish gov- joined the IATSE-allied Motion
ernment’s decision to false the Picture Homeoffice Employees Unante since all other importers are ion, and Loew’s, both RKO’s and
similarly affected.
Republic went over to AFL-connected Sign, Pictorial and Display
,

Union.

With

split affiliation, negotiations

new contracts have been held
on an individual basis, with film0
bargaining separately with
their staffers.
Recent firings at
Metro, RKO Pictures and Theatres has stirred up a movement
for

3-D’s Squirting Screen

eries

In Flack Pic Biz Spoof

By HY HOLLINGER

Jessica Landau, Joe Fihcus and for
reorganization into a single
Willi, respective eastern
flack union.
talent diggers for Universal, 20thSPG
is not making any direct
Fox and Columbia, apparently
have missed a good bet in not organizational pitches to the pullouts,
but is attempting to re-insearching under their own roofs.
Potential thesping talent is operat- terest the dissidents .via its “watching in their own shops in the guise dog” stand to prevent the spread
of flacks. Momentarily dropping of firings.” It’s felt that with the
their bally cloaks, pub-ad staffers, elimination of the Red stigma, the
associated with the Screen Pub- pullout units may now be more inlicists Guild, wandered behind the clined to return to the fold when
footlights Friday (15) to present a their present contracts expire.
Gridiron-style rib of the film industry. Event took place at the
•Park Sheraton Hotel, N.Y., where Pic Biz
Divvy in ’53’s
a ’’Movie Page Ball” marked the
13th anniversary of the publicists’

Arthur

k

,

-

union^before 400 guests.
SPGites, displayed savvy in not
following the usual pattern of lining up guest talent. They tapped
their own ranks, with the result, an
unexpectedly socko presentation.
The barbs registered with more
sharpness than the spears in

“Bwana

Devil,”
In a lampoon of 3-D, spectators
a boy and girl watching a
screen while wearing polaroid
specs; ’’Dear, look at the 3-D tidal

saw

Mex

Conv.

Keynotes Global Growth

Minneapolis, May 19.
.a neSv selling gim-

Mexico

City,

May

19.

rope, several capital cities in South
America are forming chapters, it
said.

Delegates,
numbering
about
1,000, are here from many U. S.

key

cities.

“beware.”
“If*it isn’t price fixing,” charges the bulletin, “we've never seen
that evil and unlawful trade practice.”, ,
According to the bulleting, gimmick consists of
offering
to sell the pictures on a basis which will give the company 15c
per child and 35c per adult for every admission/ This is a 70%
deal, the bulletin asserts.
“If you charge 25c for kids, you give
15q of each such
admission,” bulletin points out. “Uncle Sam gets 4c, and you have
6c left for yourself. This is a 75% deal.
“The exhibitor who goes for this deal' is headed fori the looney
bin, and we say this regibtfuUy about two pictures that ought to
be seen by every kid in the country.”

RKO

.

RKO
.

In Unique Suit,

NJ. Exhib Charges

‘Discrimination’ in Film Rentals

,

He added: “They (the studios) are
spending money Jjut I’m not sure
what they are buying’”

of

In what

WB’s Media Camera
Bros, has announced
an all-purpose
of
camera, capable of shooting in 3-D,
widesereen, color or black-andwhite. It was designed under direction of A1 Tondreau, studio’s,
head camera research engineer.
says the camera contains
twin lenses whose optical centers
can be brought as close together as
V& inches. Camera, studio claims,

Warner

Japs Give MPAA

Thawed $2500,000
Japanese check for $2,500,000,
*repping 38% of the American distribs’ .funds still frozen in Japan
‘

by March
the

of

31, ’53, "was in the hands
Motion Picture Assn, of

America In N, Y, last week. This
another approximately $4,000,000 to be thawed. Latter amounts
to less than one-third of U. S.
distrib. earnings accrued Jn the
seven years since start of the ocleft

cupation.

The remitted coin vtfll be divvied
up among the ; companies on the
a domestic billings formula. Reason is that most of the
funds accrued to the Motion Picture Export Assn., which handled
basis

of

American

.pix in occupied Japan.
operating on a pool arv
rangement, cut up earnings in line
with the distribs’ domestic averages in order to he free in the
selection of films for its territories.
Conversion of the $2,500,000 was
part of the new Japanese film
agreement covering the Japanese
fiscal year, which started Aprii 1.
Under its provisions, 30% of the
current earnings could also be remitted, with the remaining 70%
still frozen but subject to a wider
(Continued on page 20)

MPEA,

Deal for Unrestricted
Belgian Imports
,

Among

Looms

U:S. .Pic Distribs

New and favorable Belgian -film
permitting t unrestricted imports and remittances, was described in N* Y. las^ week (15) by
U. S. foreign managers as “about
ready to '"crack,” with only minor
details remaining to be ironed
deal,

out.

At the same time, it was underthat the -American
dis-

stood

development

WB

last

year’s

Paramount

$1,650,000
Theatres.

by United

Commerce Department reminds
that the publicly announced dividends amount to only 60 to 65%
of all dividends in any industry.

George

Phyllis Kirk

40 Days of WB’s

Jerome Lawrence
David Loew
Jack Rothenberg
Mike Sloan
Carey Wilson

Europe to N. Y.
R. A.
Olivia

Farnon

De

Havilland

George Sanders
Robert Taylor

Mai ZqjtoUng

Sitting

at the sessions al-

in’

most daily are film company branch
managers as well as exhib leaders.
Unger’s suit contends that Warner and'Skouras houses, comparable in every way to his theatre
in seating capacity , run and clearance, have been paying less for the
same films. Filmeries have denied
they are giving better terms to the
chain ops* claiming that each theatre presents an' individual buyerseller
bargaining
arrangement,

Bango 531G,

NX

“House of Wax” (WB) wound up
a run of five weeks and five days
yesterday (Tues.) at the N. Y. Paramount to establish the longest
run at this Par flagship in more
than four years. Including the

(Continued on page 20)

2:25 Rocky-Joe Pic Pads

To 17 for OK Curioso B.O.;

final five days, “Wax” likely will
finish run with a terrific $531,000

for one of greatest totals in the
house’s history." Only the longrun
films like “Samson
Delilah,”

.3-D as Flat as Walcott
*

Briefie filmization of the championship fight between Rocky Marciano and Jersey Joe Walcott has
some b.o. wallop via public and
days, beat this total. .
press comment, gags on subseThe recent greatest longrun, quent radio-TV programs, etc.,
“The Stooge,” Martin - Lewis stirred by the bout’s fluke climax.
starrer, went five weeks this year
Nate Halpern production, padded
carrying through the two Febru- into 17 minutes
of footage, has the
ary holidays. This pic registered
obvious additional plus of the 3-D
on its run. Another novelty, being the
$442,000
first ring conM.&L. pic, “Jumping Jacks” ran test lensed
with that new dimenfive weeks, bulk of engagement
sion.
being in July, 1952: The Bob Hope
Film clearly shows. Walcott’s pocomedy, “Sorrowful Jones,” also
sition on the canvas upon the
went five weeks Ih 1949.
knockout count and offers a good
Remarkable part of ^Wax”« en- view of Marciano’s two blows
gagement is that it went through
(Continued ofi page 12)
the first outburst of warm summer
weather. Just ho.w big the b.o.
L. A. to N. Y.
draw proved is shown by the fact
Julian T? Abeles
that it had such films as “Call Me
Charles W. Amory
Madam,” “Salome” and “Moulin
Lauren Bacall
Rouge” as competition for part
*
Francis A. Bateman
or all of its run.

&

which ran over the year-end

holi-

Fred’ Clark

Wendell Corey

Tony Curtis
Alfred E. Daff
Arlene Dahl

Rosemary DeCamp
Allan Dowling
Joel Gray
Stanley Horsley
Henry Hull

Van Johnson
Elsa Lanchester

Keith Larsen

Peggy Lee
Janet Leigh
Buddy Lester
Louis Lober
Gerald Mayer

TomJPowers
Milton R. Backmil
Irene Rich

George S. Kaufman
Mary Anita Loos

Victor Saville

^

Joseph M. Schenck

Leueen MacGrath
Maynard Morris

"Francis L. Sullivan
Carlos Thompson

William Okun
Ratachou
Richard Sale

Morns Weiner'
Paul*

Danny Thomas
Jerome Zerbe

Arthur Bernhard
John Carradine

Alan Mowbray
Adolphe Menjou
Joseph Pasternak

BuriU Ives
"

N. J., specifically charges distribs
with giving more favorable terms
to houses controlled' by the large
circuits than to indie theatres.

1

‘House of Wax’

Audrey Hepburn
Hedda Hopper
Sol Hurok

Frederick Knott

first

suit charging

ination in film rentals, is seen as
having widespread implications in
future distrib-exhib relations. Suit,
filed by Jack Unger, operator of
the Mayfair Theatre in Hillside,

ters.

Adolph Green
Radie Harris

Jessel.

regarded as the

major film companies with discrim-

Unger’s suit, originally entered
on May 11, 1949, is currently being
heard In New York Federal Court
can be fitted s with compressive before Judge Sidney Sugerman.
lenses for company’s WarnerScope Trial,"which has already consumed
widescreen lensing in two and three weeks, is. receiving top attenthree dimensions.
tion in both distrib and exhib quar-

A.

there’s no
indication anything will be forthcoming from “the Stanley-Warner
theatre chain.

is

case’ of its kind,- *a

—

However,

.

,

A

.Variety Clubs International 17th
annual convention here yesterday
(Mon.) indicated the show biz orIn April, the combined Ameriganization has gained new impetus can
Broadcasting-Paramount Thein global expansion. In addition to
company paid a dividend of
new tents being organized in Eu- ses
$1,077,000. This was a drop from

Was

'
J

mick being employed by RKO in offering “Peter Pan” and “Hans
Christian Andersen,” and warns independent exhibitors to

tributors have informally told the
Bioscoopbond in Holland that
they’re dissatisfied with the existing rental -jiaet, which imposes a
32% ceiling on rental terms, and
Because the engagement con1st Quarter $4,330,000 are about ready to cancel it.
tinued beyond the fourth stanza,
Similar, but much more liberal, the stageshow headed by Eddie
thin $4,330,000 was paid out
in film industry .dividends during rental agreement existed between Fisher was supplanted after five
the first four months of 1953, com- the distribs and exhibs in Belgium. days of that week by one topped
pared with $9,481,000 for the same It was cancelled Jby the distribs by Xavier Cugat's band. Originally
period in 1952, U. S. Department and talks on a new and improved the bill had not been intended for
of
Commerce announced last deal are to get underway as soon longer than four weeks, but was'
as the remittance and import -pact continued into the sixth, with a
week.
is signed.
new Stageshow* very unusual at
Worst month this year was
Although Belgium is a compara- the Par. Fisher’s Palladium date
April. Last month, the stockholdtively small market, yielding the in London forced him to
bow out.
ers got only $1,216,000, in conAmerican distribs about $3,500,000
trast with $3,194,000 for April,
annually, resolving, of the U. S.
1952. However, some of this will
difficulties there is seen as an imN. Y. to
be made up in May. For example,
( Continued. on page 51)
Warner Bros., which paid $1,405,Alan Dalzell
000 in ‘dividends in April last year,
Billy Daniels
*
paid none this April. The studio
N. Y. to L.
Humphrey Doulens
is making a May dividends
Norman Grand
David O. Alber
dis-

bursement.

>

JL

Current North Central Allied bulletin reports

i

Europe

(Continued on page 18)

Variety Clubs’

1

Reentry of the N. Y. Screen Pub-

the hope that something could be licists Guild' in the CIO last week
done to stimulate release of Span- is seen as paving the way for ’a
ish pix in the U. S. He disclosed, clarification of the tangled union
further, that his government was
affiliation of the homeoffice pub-ad
Willing to come to some, sort of
arrangement under which the staffers; SP(£ returned to the fold
American distribs in Spain could of the national labor org as result*
officially remit a certain portion
of reafflliation with the CIO of
According to
of their earnings.
Arnau, the Franco regime is also the Distributive, Processing &
America, Diswilling to offer wider permitted Office Workers of
which the flack outfit
uses' of blocked U, S. funds in. trict 65, of
Spain. Latter are very small at is a unit.
CIO reported from its Washingthis point, he said.
Spokesman for the MPAA com- ton headquarters that it had taken
mented In N. Y. that the. Spanish back the indie DPOWA, which had
were driving a hard bargain. It’s been expelled for allegedly being
understood that they want a re- Communist-controlled.' CIO topduction from the current 100 to per Walter R'euther declared that
75 permits for the American" disr the leadership of the DPOWA had
tribs, and an increase in import “sincerely .and irrevocably brokv i
duties. In return, U. *£>. distribs With the Communist Party.”
could bring in all the original verAs result of the Red charges
sions they’d want. Hitch is that against the DPOWA, SPG underthe latter are poor b.o. bets in went a serious splitup two years
Spain, a point of view taken by ago with staffers at Metro, Loew’s,
American execs but not shared by Paramount, RKO Pictures, RKO
Arnau.
Theatres and Republic withdrawIt’s understood that, barring, an ing from, the union.
Publicists at

Custard Pie’s Last Stand,

adopting a policy of “watchful
waiting” so far as film industry
Stock investments are concerned.
“With a few, exceptions, as when
the price of an issue drops unrealistically low, we are not recommending much* new buying,” one
stock trader commented.
In line with* this, Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner A Beane told its
clients that the fqture of the film
industry is not too certain," that
the outcome of the current switch
tp .new screen- techniques has yet
to be, determined. In a market report, ML, P, F&B stressed that
film shares are strictly speculative.
Feeling in financial circles, as
summed up by. a professional observer of the pic biz, is “the companies seem to be going around in
circles with their new dimensions.”
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Weston

Richard Widmark
Walter Wlnchell
Harold Young.

)
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'MCTCTIKS

No

Federal Trade Commission has
on the Motion Picture Export Assn, and for the past
several months has been investigating the manner and scope of
MPEA activities abroad.
Origin of the complaint on which
FTC agents in New York are acting is something of a puzzle, since
both of the parties that might
logically have beefed to the Government insist that they hadn’t

McDonnell Leaving Tokyo

set its sights

Col. Richard T. McDonnell, Motion Picture Assn. oi> America rep,
who negotiated deals thawing
American film companies* blocked
funds in japan, is returning to the
.

U.

S.

.

Broidy Tells

have editorialized

AA

U.

Reminder that Skiatron’s Sub- skedded
.

pay-as-you-see

scriber-Vision

sys-

port.

to

S.

Naval Academy,

,

(Continued on page 14)

is

go before the qameras

early in June.

through television,” w.as con- Pathe, for the company to hold anin a wire frqm Skiatron other international sales convenprexy Arthur Le.vey to Metro pro- tion next year in London. Deleduction topper Dore Schary this gates will also go to Paris for speweek (18),
(Continued on page 20)
Levey was miffed because Schary,
\
in an interview in
last week’s
Variety, highlighted technical and
Rep Stock at
High
other difficulties of subscriptionTV but failed to mention SubscribOf $4.25; Trading Heavy;
er-Vision. It’s. Levey’s contention
that Subscriber- Vision represents
“the missing link” between HollyWall St. Hints ‘Deal’
wood and TV, and that his system
Republic Pictures common stock
s
answers specific Schary criticisms
climbed to a new high of $4.25 per
in connection with practicality of
share on the New York Stock Exin’

Net; 59c a Share

tained

Paramount’s earnings are running ahead of last year, the* company reported this week. Net profit
for the first quarter, which ended

—

AA NET PROFIT 354G
IN 39
-

WEEKS OF
Miami,

'

May

'53
19.

Net profit of $354,127 after taxes
was earned by Mohogram Pictures
Corp. (Allied Artists Productions)
and subsidiaries for the 39-week
period ended March 28, .1953,

prexy Steve Broidy disclosed today (Tues.) at the company’s international sales meet held at the
Roney Plaza Hotel here. Figure

compares with a $356,058. net for
the corresponding stretch in the
previous year.

Broidy revealed that in this 39week period (first nine months of
the company’s current fiscal year)
a reserve of
$231,000 was set up

tor

federal

Profit

ed

income

taxes.

Thus

before the tax’ bite amount-

to $585,127; Because of loss
c arry forward
credits, no such reserve was required for
the comparable 39-week stretch in 1951-52.

Gross income for the current 39

broidy
said,
came to
Jp’^’oOO. This cqmpares with
$0,680,956 racked up in the like
period during 19£1t52.

In Arbitration

Of

Film Rentals?
With exhiSs, particularly Allied

3-Developments

Wall Street interest in Rep was
unexplained by company reps. Possibility of a heavy sale of pix to
TV, which could moan capital gains
profits, was discounted by persons

Hollywood,

May

19.

PROCESS: Walter Lantz reports
that he has developed a new process for filming cartoons giving' the
illusion of three dimensions. It’s
being used on “Hypnotic Hick,”
one of the Woody Woodpecker
Over the past several years ru- series, to he released in October
mors have been in circulation sug- as the first 3-D cartoon to hit the
gesting that an outside group screen.
might be buying into Rep but these
Lantz has applied for a patent
consistently have brought denials on the process, which consists of
from Herbert J. Yates, president shooting the drawings for the left
of the film outfit.
eye and then moving them slightly to the left and shooting a second strip of film f6r the right eye.
He says his first 3-D cartoon will
Sues 20th
cost approximately $45,000
or
20th-Fox and writer Budd Schul- $10,000 more than the average outberg were named defendants in a lay for his standard cartoons.
$60,000 damage suit brought in
INSTALLATIONS: First CaliN. Y. Federal Court Friday ( 15
fornia film house;? to be equipped
Shaw whose occupa- for Cinemascope will be the Ch%
by one
tion was not mentioned. He charges nese in Hollywood and the Fox in
that between April, 1951, and De- San
Francisco.
Installation
df
cember, 1952, at the film company’s screens for the Fox West^Coast
request, he procured it a story on houses is expected in about 10
waterfront crime written by Schul- days.
berg. This yarn, according to the
As the Cinemascope screen is
complaint, was intended for pro- reported to be capable of talcing
duction as a feature-length picture. any type of projection, the Chinese
Shaw places the sum of $50,000- may make use of it for wide-angle
as “reasonable value” for his serv- screening of standard films during
ices. Moreover, he claims, at Schul- the period before the showing of
berg’s request he assisted and col-' “The Robe,” 20th-Fox’s first Cine-.
laborated on preparation of a maScope production.
TRAINING: Instructions in the
story and script suitable for filming during the 20-month period in new 3-D and widescreen systems
question. Plaintiff contends that will be handed out' today and tothese services have “reasonable morrow (Tues.- Wed.) to theatre
(Continued on page 12)
value” of $10,000.
in responsible position.
It Was
also pointed out that Rep earnings
over a recent period were not So
large as to justify any common
dividend action.

Shaw

—

^m

>

•

-

-

slate

of 10

•

the 13 weeks in ’53 rose to $25,158,343 in comparison with $20,218,132 in 1952.
Directors elected by the stockholders with Skouras included L.

Sherman Adams, Colby M. Chester,

Robert L. Clarkson, Daniel O.

Robert Lehman, Kevin
McCann, William C. Michel, B.
Earl Puckett and James A. Van

Hastings,
C.

Fleet. Proxy vote in their favor
was 1,863,262 against 383,001 for
the Green slate. Total votes cast
were 2,259,490,

Since elimination of cumulative
voting at the special 'stockholder

meeting in Wilmington, Del., May
that distribs may be willing to 5, management had to get 51% of'
the outstanding stock (2,769,486
arbitrate film rentals.
Feldman told the Senate body shares) to win the day, and it prothat
made adjustments in rental ceeded to do so easily. Green did
terms when a picture did not come no more than nominate his own
(Continued on page 18)
up to b.o. expectations. Other companies also follow this policy* One
highly-placed exhib leader contended that this practice was not CinemaScope Lens in
much different than a provision for
arbitration of film rentals. His
Public
Allied
view is that distribs would continue
to follow this practice, even with a
Queries Patent Rights
clause covering arbitration of film
Washington, May 19.
rentals. He noted that latter would
20th’s
CinemaScope lens will be
be used only in extreme cases,
where the exhib felt he could not investigated and possibly tested in
the courts to determine whether it
receive ajfair adjustment.
However, exhib topper said he is patentable or belongs in the pubdid not expect a flood of claims for lic domain, spokesmen for the Alarbitration of film .Centals, since lied States Assn, announced today
the process would be costly for (Tues.).
“This CinemaScope lens,” said
exhlbs. He doubted that the practice would be any different than Abram F. Myers, Allied general

Domain?

April 4, amounted to $1,374,000,
equal to 59c per common share, as
compared with a net of $1,355,000,
or 58c per share, for the corresponding quarter in 1952.
Earnings do not include Par’s net
interest in the combined undistributed
earnings
partially
of
owned non-consolidated companies
for the fiirst quarter of 1953 of
$383,000 and the first quarter of that followed presently.
change Monday (18). Volume of 1952 of $169,000.
Meanwhile, Theatre Owners of
trading was unusual heavy, placAmerica continued as the most
ing second among all issues listed
ardent advocate of setting up of an
with over 15,000 shares exchanging
arbitration system. Both prexy Alhands.
fred Starr and general counsel. Her-

New

Subscriber-Vision, which scrambles the telecast picture and unscrambles it electronically via thin,
plastic decoder cards, “employs no
telephone lines and does not depend on any coinbox device,” Levey pointedly informed Schary. He
added the system was both practical and technically perfect, and
that it solvdd the economic problem in program distribution. Subscriber-Vision -will be demonstrated in New York for a 10-day period
(Continued on page 14)

management-propbsed

U

Par’s $1374,000

tem “not only answers your critiBroidy also revealed that plans
cism of toll-TV, but also offers the were now being formulated with
motion picture producer 'a unique MacGregor Scott, general sales
and unprecedented chance to ‘cash manager of Associated British- '

fee-TV.

Court.

States Assn., precluding the reSarpuel L. Williams, head of the
of arbitration without the
FTC section in charge of the in- opening
inclusion of film rentals, industry
vestigation, confirmed in Washsources indicate that dlstribs may
ington that it was going on, but reaccede to Allied’s demands.
fused to go beyond the statement
Tipoff is seen in testimony bethat it was sparked by the comfore the Senate Small Business
plaint of “small independents^
Committee of Charles Feldman,
General assumption is tljat FTC
Universal’s domestic sales chief,
curiosity about MPEA has its roots
during which the exec intimated

Picture, which will be filmed
with cooperation of the U. S. Navy,
who are turning over the facilities

of the

of

to battle the subsidized distribution activities of Italian Films Ex-

.

lenses.

Distributors

America prexy, who added that
his org was planning to meet later
this week to decide whether any
action should be taken on its plan

Miami, May 19.
Steve Broidy, prez of Allied ArtFor the most part the press ists' announced to more than
150
opinion is unqualifiedly pro the delegates attending the
company’s
Mosher measure.
’first international sales convention
The editorials have been spon- at Miami Beach’s Roney Plaza Hotaneous, that is, there has been tel, that negotiations
have been
(Continued on page 14)
completed with 20th for “The Anrtapolis Story” to he filmed in Cinemascope. Production start of the
new film will depend upon availaSkiatron Scolds Schary:

Cinemascope

Picture

tion

Set for C’Seope

bility of the

.

%

ers.

Between H’wood and TV’

Dissident stockholder Charles
Green, once a threat to management,
faded from the 20th-Fox
Solon’s Not Hot ‘Salome’
scene completely yesterday (Tues.)
Los Angeles, May 19.
as
20th stockholders conducted
Public morals were not shocked their annual meet
in N.Y., amid
when “Salome” appeared on a harmony that hardly permitted
a
huge billboard in Wilshire Blvd., discordant note.
according to a verdict by Judge
In one of their quietest meetJohn G. Barnes in Municipal ings, 20th shareholders
elected the
.+

Distrib Switch

on the industry-backed Mosher bill
to kill off the official blue-pencil-

Wre the Missing. Link

& Light Annual Meet

*

:

Case against Columbia was dis- directors and
turned thumbs-down
missed after the romantic portraits on
two resolutions proposed by
of
Rita Hayworth and Stewart
done any finger-pointing. MPEA
Green in his more truculent days.
admits FTC agents have been Granger were removed from the
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy,
around, but asserts it isn’t aware public eye.
who presided, told shareholders
of being investigated.
that net earnings for the first
Society of Independent Motion
quarter ended March 28, 1953,
Picture Producers exec James Mulamounted to $1,023,965, equivalent
vey said in N. Y. Monday (18) that
to 37c per share. Production-distrihis group hadn’t originated the
bution ends of the company during
FTC move. Same denial came from
the same period last year showed
Joseph Burstyn, Independent Moa loss of $723,407. Film rentals for

Meet 'Annapolis

city in that state

“

:

Abroad for almost the past full
office of the Motion
ear, McDonnell is set to leave ToPicture Assn, of America, via its
kyo
today (Wed.) for New York.
clipping service, recently has been
receiving a steady flow of editorials
commenting on the trace’s campaign to repeal the 20% Federal
admission tax. Many papers have
been expressing sentiment for a
complete elimination of the levy
because, of its economic burdens.
On another front, the press has
been strongly on the side of the
industry in its Ohio 'battle to wipe
out censorship. With the exception of Dayton, dailies in .every

New York

Green Blues’ at 20thV

Sweetness

STIR D.G.Tfl ACT

#

Film trade execs are getting a
as an
lift out of what many regard
unprecedented volume of editorial
industry
newsin
support of the
papers across the country.- Press
upbeat began a few months ago
when literally hundreds, of dailies
noted the stimulating effect which
3-D and widescreen processes have
had upon the business.

‘Chas.

counsel

and

board

chairman,

“bears considerable investigation
as to Whether there is patent coverage. If not, Allied will move to
stimulate productlbn of this lens
from other sources.
ft
“I am informed that the French
man M. Leyy have been actively
pushing the establishment of an patents have long since expired,
arbitration plan in talks before and that no patent is applicable to
the lens in this country. I believe
exhib organizations.
American patents have all expired,
except for improvement patents by
an America inventor.
Grainger, Boasberg Set
Trueman Rembusch, chairman of
.
Allied’s Television and 3-D Committee, stated that he has been adRelease
vised no American patents are apSked in Chi,
Meets plicable bn the Cinemascope lens,

RKO’s Summer

Det

but that the matter is now being
checked through.
J. Robert Hoff, v. p. and sales
manager for the Ballantyne Co.,
which is about to launch a lowpriced 3-D, widescreen package for
meetings on the company’s newly theatres, said he was certain
the
set release sked for the summer lens was "not
covered by patents,
months. Other homeoffice execs and that it could be available
will participate in the sessions.
many sources in a matter
RKO has slated 10 new releases through
of a few months.
for May through September, highlighted by July handling of “Sec-,
ond Chance,” Edmund Grainger
IN
3-D
production, starring Robert Mitchum, Linda Darnell and Jack Pal-

RKO

James R. Grainger,
president, and Charles Boasberg,. general sales manager, will be in Detroit today (Wed,) and in Chicago
tomorrow officiating at field sales

COL

Same producer’s “Split Second,” which Dick Powell directed
with Stephen McNally and Jan
(Continued on page 12)
ance.

.

IT’LL

A

HURRY;

I*

BE ‘T BEFORE

T

Because of what the company
terms a “3-D urgency,” Columbia
now is rushing its “Fort Ti” 3-D’er
ahead of Stanley Kramer's “5,000
Fingers of Dr. T,” latter a con-

Dowling’s ‘Brain’ Deal.
ventional entry.
In a sequence switch, “Ti” is
Allan Dowling, producer of the
indie pic, “Donovan's Brain,” ar- now set to open at the Criterion,
rived in N. Y. from the Coast this N. Y., May 29 with the Kramer
week to negotiate a distribution production to follow. Another facdeal for the pic. Lew Ayres and tor influencing the decision to hold
back on “Dr. T” is Col’s pitch for
Nancy Davis are in the leads.
Dowling is the son of Robert children’s trade with the film.
Dowling, head of City Investing Idea -now is to await the beginning
Co., N. Y. realtofs and theatre of school vacations before opening
”
“Dr. T
operators.

,

P

Vim

*

PW&tETr

KEVKEWS

Me to Town

Melody

(SONGS—COLOR)

For Wilt ftismey’s initial experiment with 3-D, the producer ha* chosen a short subject of unarm and originality;
First in a series billed as “Ad-

Sheridan, Sterling Hayden in entertalninr family
comedy-drama of dancehail gal
reformed hy the outdoors, a
preacher and kids.

Ann

’

May

Hollywood,

19.

Universal release of Ross Hunted production. Stars Ann Sheridan, Sterling Hayden; features Philip Reed* Lee Patrick,
Lee Aaker. Harvey Grant* Dusty Henley.
Directed by Douglas Sirk. Story and
screenplay, Richard Morris; camera (Technicolor), Russell Metty; editor, Milton
Carruth; songs, Frederick Herbert, Milton
Rosen, Lester Leo, Dan Shapiro. Pre-

viewed May
MINS.

12.

Vermilion O'Toole
Will Hall
Newton Cole

r 0 cC

Corney
Patev
Bucket
Ed Daggett

venture in Music/* this 9-anda-half briefie, lensed in Technicolor, explores the development of music over the years.
“Melody” is a tuneful and engaging short.

Running time*

80

*

•

Ann

Sheridan

rin’-do fiction.

need to hoke it up further. Just
Dusty Henley fair prospects are in store for it
Larry Gates
Forrest Lewis Lthe program market.
Harvey Grant

school girls, including Mis* Leigh,
and Houdini is attracted to her.
After an extremely brief courtship,
they marry, try an act together,
before she persuades him to take a
job in a lock factory. Later, after
winning a prize at a magicians convention, Houdini and his bride go
in the states, though, and
has to start all over upon his return. His fame is spreading and is
capped when he escapes from the
Detroit river after a trick goes
wrong. Death of his mother and his
exposure of mediums as fakes follow during a two-year layoff. In
the film plot, Houdini comes to lus
death as result of a ruptured appendix, fatal attack occurring while
he is doing a water torture act sus-

pended head first
While sticking

in

a tank.

*

.

May

20, 1953

Minor Watson, manufacturer and
racing car enthusiast,* t>on Haegerty, a rival driver, and the

“Bellissima,” *n Italian import which preemed at jth«
Trans-Lux 60th St„ Theatre,
Nr Y., Saturday (16), was reviewed by Variety April 9,
Hawk
from Genoa.
1952,

known

go for the heavy-handed

likely to

Wedntidiiy,

to Europe and he becomes a success with miracle escapes. He’s un-

comedy introduced as farce to derSuch escapism has
Sterling Hayden enough chuckles for the more sor
hlli
viewer when offered
?Lee £
Patrick phisticated
no
Lee Aaker unadulterated, so there was
...........

*53.

...

,

.

others. Among real drivers seen
as themselves are Johnnie Parsons

Duke Nalon, Henry Banks and

Manuel Ayulo.
Harry Neumann’s photography
is okay and William Austin has

rated the picture as “a good
entry for the sureseater trade,
with the Anna Magnani name
and film’s behind-the-scenes
look a(; Italian film-making as

the picture good editing
Other technical credits are of like
order.
Brog

given

.

drawing cards.”
Authored by Cesare Zavatconcerns attinl, the story
tempts of a Rome worker’s
wife to get her little girl a
role in pictures. Miss Magnani, Hawk opined, “runs the

Cow Country
Bclow-par oater toplining Ed-

mond

O’Brien.

May

Hollywood,
15.
Allied Artists release of Scott R. Dunlap production. Stars Edmond •O'Brien;
features Helen Wfcstcott, Bob Lowry. Bar.
ton MucLane, Peggie Castle. Directed by
Lesley Sclander. Screenplay, Adcle Buffington, from novel, "Shadow Range.” by
Curtis Bishop; adaptation, Tom W. Black-

thespian gamut iri this one, in
her colorful portrayal of the
mother’s stint” while comedian
Walter Chiari provides “splendid support.’”' Luchino Visconti’s direction was also praised.
IFF is distributing in the U. S.

1

to film formula,
rather than fact, the picture still
Ed Higgins
enough to.
entertainingly
burn; camera* Harry Neumann; editor,
comes off
Phyllis Stanley
Mrs/ St offer i:::::!'
John C. Fuller. Previewed April 20, ’53.
Paul .Henreid handles the male get by for regular top bookings in
Dorothy Neumann
Felice Pickett
Running time, 82 MINS.
Anh Tyrell lead, portraying a glib magician general playdates. Teaming of CurLouise Pickett
heads
Edmond O’Brien
Anthony
Ben
who
lover
and comic-opera
tis and Miss Leigh (a real life tory where the scientists have tak- Linda Garnet
Helen Westcott
Family audiences in the general a magical troupe playing the matrimonial team) and the com- en it for study. Attempts of the Harry Odell
Bob Lowry
OneBagdad.
Barton MaoLane
situation should find “Take Me to camel stops around
mercial aspects of the Houdini phantom to communicate are hope- Parker'
Peggie Castle
Town” an amusing comedy-drama. nighters run into trouble when a name, as well as in the excellent less, and scientists are slow to rea- Melba Sykes
his
kidnap
James Millican
It is a good entry for 'the program band Of marauders
way the stunts have been staged, lize he is as frightened as they, Fritz Warner
Don Beddoe
Joe
market, well cast and wearing a dancing girls, and they are cameled are good exploitation angles,
in addition to which, he’s dying Sledge
Robert Wilke
becoming Technicolor dress to off to the well-stocked harem of
role becaus> the earth’s atmosphere will Smokey,
off
carries
Raymond
Thatcher
Hatton
Torln
show off the scenic and costume Charlie Lung, sultan of Bagdad of Otto, Houdini’s assistant, rather not sustain him. Chases in and Tom
Charles Courtney
Steve Clark
Skectcr
who is so occupied with his beau- well, and others in shorter footage out
values of the period story*.
unnecessarily
the
lab,
many
of
Rory Mallinson
Sykes
Ann Sheridan and Sterling Hay- ties he can’t see that liis chief ad- who do okay include Angela purlonged, stretch the footage out Tim
Marshall Reed
Riley
den head the competent players viser, George Keymas, is up to a Clarke, as the escape artist’s to 72 minutes, by which time the Stubby
Brett Houston
Tom Tyler
who, under Douglas Sirk’s direc- lot of dirty work with oppressive mother; Douglas Spencer, a re- phantom falls dead and his now Pete
Sam Flint
Maitland
the
in
antics
taxes.
tion, run through the
Jack Ingram
porter; Stefan Schnabel, Ian Wolfe, visible body disintergrates into the Terrell
Richard Morris screen story with
George
Lewis
Sanchez
Henreid chases his girls to the Sig Ruman, Connie Gilchrist and atmosphere,
scientists
without
about
goes
likeable results. Film
city, ties in with Patricia Medina Malcolm Lee Beggs.
learning where he was from and
its business of being a good, folksy and her father, Michael Fox, who
Country,”,
with
sagacious
“Cow
he accidentally landed on
- Photography of this reel; not how
offering in an unpretentious man- is a deposed sultan, in a try to
selling, should do average biz in
ner and sprinkles in several songs get them back. With their aid and reai,"biopic is expertly done by eartfi.
catering to western pix adgo through the roles ade- houses
Cast
technical
Other
Laszlo.
Ernest
particular
any
for
without straining
Marquee presence of Eddicts.
some confusion caused by sleightdirection
quately,
and
Wilder’s
premusical aims that would be out of of-hand and a magic box that credits are good. Paramount
and a good title will
O’Brien
mond
its new wide- makes 'little demand on them in
keeping with the plot.
help. Film, however, is below par
makes gals appear and' disappear, viewed the picture on
production
hurry-up
seemingly
this
Miss Sheridan is a lady with a Henreid is successful, but by this screen Installation ^in the studio
overlong at 82 minutes.
and
past who is hiding out from the time lias decided to concentrate on theatre, showing the picture, shot job. Lensing by William Clothier,
Fault of the Scott R. Dunlap
Federals in a northwest lumber Miss Medina instead of many girls. in the standard ratio of 1.33 to 1 special effects by Alex Welden, production lies primarily in the
with a projection lens having an and photographic effects by How- writing, partially in the too-leitown. When the law, in the 'person
adventurthis
of
During
course
the
contribute
to
screen
all
Anderson,
ard
aspect ratio of 1.66 to 1 on,a
of Larry Gates, gets close to her
surelv direction of Lesley Selanding, Henreid gets off one good sit- 24 feet, 5 inches wide by 14 feet, intended mood, which is heightentrail, she takes advantage of a
that may have been
uation poke at himself, lighting 8 inches high. It is not a picture ed at appropriate points by the er. Qualities
proposition from three engaging
apparent in Curtis Bishop’s novel,
hookahs (instead of cigarets) that becomes ftiore impressive by William Lava music score.
young tykes who think she would two
Range/’
are hot evident
“Shadow
while entertaining a girl in his the blowup, and the focus was- not
Brog.
make a good mother to look after tent.
in Tom W. Blackburn’s adaptation
Miss Medina looks very at- always as sharp, as it should have
them while their father, Hayden,
Buffington’s screenplay.
Adele
of
tractive in harem briefs, as do been.
Brog.
is busy in the big timber.
Film is comparatively short on acof the
^
Papa gets wind of the situation such other, femmes as Laurette
tion while heavy on stereotyped
•
(COLOR)
MaDore
and
Vivian
Luez,
Anne’
Q
from a jealous widow, Phyllis Stanseauenpes and familiar characters.
Hans Conreid has fun with
son.
ley, who has set her own cap for
Story line sidebars a grim deHoward Duff in auto-racing
his* role
of Henreid’s cowardly
him, and returns home. It doesn't
pression in the south Texas cattle
programme/ for general bookhelper.
Coming oyer in like vein
science-fiction programConflicting forces want
take him long to see that his kids
country.
Okay
ings.
had the right idea, and it's only a are Lung, KeytAas, Fox, Karl Davis
to force a group of cattlemen,
mer of creature from space
matter of convincing Miss Sheri- and Carl Milletaire.
Robert Barsat, out of
headed
accidentally On earth.
by
Hollywood, May 15.
Sam Katzman production coin
dan and winning over the straitbut with the hero,
Allied Artists release of Richard Heer- business,
mance
production. Stars Howard Duff, O’Brien, leading, the way, the badlaced members of the community, was well-spent in developing -film’s
Hollywood, May 19.
Helene Stanley; features Dave Wlllock, dies are disposed of.
for which he is part-time preacher. visual qualifies, ably lensed by
Harry
United°’Artists release of W. Lee Wilder Louise Arthur, Minor WatsoriT
She does it by helping them stage Henry Freulich* and the castumes production,
O'Brien does- what he can with
directed by Wilder. Features Shannon, Don Haggerty. Directed by Wilchurch,
to
a
and
settings
themselves
Noreen
money
for
lend
liam
Anders,
Beaudlne. Screenplay,. Charles R. his role, and through thespic force
Ted Cooper,' Rudolph
a show to raise
Jack
Marion; story, Robert Abel and Marlon; and ability comes off okay.
Richard Nash, James Seay, Harry Landers,
Helen
and by the time Gates catches un the Technicolor hues.
Dick Sands. Screenplay, Bill Ray- camera (Cineefolor), Harry Neumann; ediwith her with the news she is Quine’s direction of the Robert E. Daly,
Myles Wilder; earner^, William tor, William Austin; 'music. Marlin -S&iles. Westcott. as Barrat’s daughter and
nor,
cleared of the old charges, things Kent screen story is tongue-in- Clothier; special effects, Alex Welden; Previewed May 13, *53. Running time, 70 femme interest of film, gives a
music, WUliam Lava. MINS.
cheek.
Larry Rhine contributed editor, George Gale: *53.
stereotyped role pert attractiveare set for the happy ending.
Running time, 72 Johnny Tracy
Previewed May 19,
Howard Duff ness.
Bob Lowry is properly
Since Miss Sheridan is a saloon added dialog and quips are mostly MINS.
Marcy Parker
Helene Stanley
point,
making Lt. Hazcn
singer, there is ample reason for. contemporary in
Ted Cooper Buster. ....... .... .r.
Dave Willock sullen as the baddie who, while
Rudolph Anders Rose Adams.
Louise Arthur engaged to Miss Westcott, carries
the sight values of the castumes them incongruous to the Oriental Dr. Wyatt ...
Noreen' Nash Mackey
Barbara Randall
Minor Watson on an affair with Peggie Castle.
Brog.
she wears for display purposes. She desert, locale.
James Seay Pop Tracy
Major Andrews
Harry Shannon
does justice to them, as well as furHarry Lnnders Chuck Baylor
Lt. Bowers
Don Haggorty Miss Castle, in flashiest role in the
Jack Daly Mrs, Atkinson
Wakeman
Edna Holland film, is good, while Barton Macnishing -the—situations and dialog
Die Sands Tuffy Adams
Phantom
Ray Walker Lane as the banker in cahoots
with a well-charged humorous
Max
Bromski
Paul Bryar
with the crooks, is competent, as
worldliness that’s a big help to the
(COLOR)
Johnnie Parsons
Duke Nalon
Manpel Ayulo is Barrat. In a brief role, Charles
Henry. Banks
United Artists has an okay scipicture. Hayden is excellent as the
Courtney shows up Well. Technilogger-preacher.
The Appealing
ence-fiction programmer in this
Fanciful biopfc of the great
Heal.
The general programmer mar- cal credits are stock.
types who know a good thing when-f
feature, which will serve its purescape artist, with Tony Curtis,
pose on dualers. It’s a budget pro- ket should find “Roar of the
they see it and use a direct apJanet Leigh. Okay for general
proach to getting it are Lee Aaker,
duction telling an improbable tale,
Riders
top bookings; £ood exploitation
Crowd” an, acceptable entry for
Harvey Grant and Dusty Henley.
but with enough entertainment
values.
(SONGS)
Philip Reed appears briefly as a
valbe to get by in its classification. supporting bookings. It’s a regulascoundrel out of Miss Sheridan’s
Average Gene Autry oatuner
Hollywood, May 18.
W, Lee Wilder produced and di- tion auto-racing feature in Cinepast and LeeJPatrick is the dancefor the action market.
Paramount release of Gcol-ge Pal pro- rected from a screenplay by Bill color, with the action spots mostly
hall madam who helps her. Gates duction. Stars Tpny Curtis* Janet Leigh; Raynor and Myles Wilder.
Story
actual shots of races and crack£ is good as the pursuing copper and features Torln Thatcher. Directed by undergoes a documentary treatColumbia release of Gene Autry (Ar*
George
Marshall.
Screenplay,
Philip
Schaefer) production. Stars Autry;
Miss Stanley registers strongly as Yordan, based on book,. by Harold Kel- ment most of *the time, opening ups, one a spectacular jalopy mand
features Smiley Burnette, GaU Davis,
lock; camera (Technicolor), Ernest Laszlo;
the widow after Hayden.
Kirk Riley. Carleton Young* Neylc Morwithout
titles to show a strange smash.
editor,
Toxtiasinl; music score, Roy
Directed by George Archainbaud.
Ross Hunter’s production, ex- Webb. George
rue pioi, wnue iormula, has on< row.
on the nation’s radar
Previewed May 14, '53. Running object
Story an* screenplay, Gerald Geraghty:
pertly lensed by Russell Metty, time, 105 MINS.
screens. Object disappears in the unusual twist; the hero doesn’i camera. William Bradford; editor, James
uses three situation tunes, plus Houdini
Sweenev; musical director, Mischa BaknTony Curtis vicinity of the Santa Monica beach,
win the big race. Otherwise it’! leinikoff.- Tradeshown. N.Y., May 15, ’53.
“Holy, Holy, Holy,” for the prop- Bess
Janet Leigh
Running time, 57 MIN*.
Torln Thatcher and shortly thereafter there are stock material,
erly-spotted musical bits. Songs are Otto
satisfactorily pu
Mrs. Weiss
Angela Clarke strange disturbances in communiGene Autry
Gene Autry
“Oh, You Red-Head,” written by Prosecuting Attorney
Stefan Schnabel cations.
First clue that something together in the script by Charle! Smiley Burnette
Smiley Burnctlc
Ian Wolfe
Frederick Herbert and Milton Fante
Gail Davis
Cathy Wheeler
R. Marion and directed at a suit
Sig Ruman odd has arrived is given when some
Kirk Riley
Ed. Wheeler .
Rosen, and sung by Miss Sheridan, Schultz
Dooley
Michael Pate picnickers are attacked by a crea- able pace for release intentions bj Jim Granby
Carleton Young
Miss Patrick and a line of girls; the Mrs. Schultz
Connie Gilchrist ture wearing a weird, space-suit William Beaudine. Richard Heer
MorrcAv
Teeno
Neyle
Malcolm Lee Beggs
title song by Lester and Dan Sha- Warden *
Denver Pyle
mance’s production wears its Cine- Bernle Malloy
Frank Orth type of garb.
piro, done by Dorothy Neumann White-haired man
Steve Conte
Blackwell ......
Inspector
Barry Bernard
color
tints
nicely
and
the choice o: Bailey
Ted Cooper, a communications
John Doucette
and Ann Tyrell, playing old-maid Simms
Douglas Spencer
expert, and Harry Landers, police the actual racing scenes used t<
sisters in ..the film, and “The Tale
"
are out to track down supply action is good.
“Goldtown Ghost Jliders,” latest
of Vermilion O’Toole,” a saga sung
A typical screen biography, pre- lieutenant,
Howard Duff is the hero drivei entry in the Gene Autry series,
behind the title by Dusty Walker senting a rather fanciful version of the creature, joining with sciento set the stage for the character Houdini’s life, is contained in this tists Rudolph Anders, James Seay of the story, continuing a familj shapes as average fare for the acand
track
NoreeA
Nash,
career started by his fathei tion market.
Story is a hit inin
attempting
to
introduction.
Brog.
lengthy Technicolor drama. If acgunplay
cepted more as fiction than fact, capture it. Cornered at an oil re- before him; He also is in love witl volved but there’s ample
finery, the creature removes his Helene Stanley, who wants him tc
and
fisticuffs
meet demands of
to
most general audiences will find
Siren of
space suit and is invisable.
He quit, but she consents to marrj the outdoor fans as well as ^.utry s
it an entertaining, if overlong, fea
(COLOR)
ture with an accent on youth in the follows his clothes to the labora- him when he promises to turn t< regular clientele.
The Gerald Geraghty script has
tamer pursuits for a living afte]
casting of Tony Curtis and Janet
Stock, costume desert actionhe does the Indianapolis 500-mil< Autry portraying a frontier days
Leigh to play the great escape
er hoked up with comedy; just
circuit
judge who’s confronted
classic once. Before he hits. th<
artist and his wife.
Onerentfola
fair prospects* with Paul Henbigtime, though, Duff is injured ir with a mining town murder. When
George Pal production does well
reid.
(Cinderella)
a crash and spends a crippled, un Kirk Riley is seized a$ the killer
by illusions and escapes on which
“Cenerentola” (
happy time trying other jobs unti he submits the novel defense that
Houdini won his fame, usipg theseT an Italian-made Cinderella )
Hollywood, May 15.
film version
Ins bride conspires to get him bacl he already served 10 years for the
Columbia release o£ Sam Katzman pro- tricks to give substance to a plot
of
Rossini's
opera
on the track by* using their saving! victim’s murder and as-a matter of
which
duction.
Stars Paul Henreid, Patricia that uses a backstage
formula that
opened at the Little Carnegie
law could not" be *tried twice for
Medina; features Hans Conreid, Charlie
to build a racer. He enters the
bif
follows
pat
lines.
Under
George
’Lung, Laurette Luez, Ahne Dore, George
Theatre, N. Y„ Thursday (14),
one, but his injured leg prevents the same crime.
Kcymas. Directed by Richard Quine. Story Marshall’s direction, story spins
Long flashback reveals Rdcy
was
reviewed
by
him
Variety
from finishing better thar
and screenplay, Robert E. Kent; added along nicely,
with occasional emdialog, Larry
from Genoa, June 1, 1949.
Rhine; camera (Technininth. As the picture ends, hi< and Carleton Young as promoters
on. drama in several of
color), Henry Freulich; editor, Jerome phasis
of
Hawk
a phony goldrUsh with the purwrote
that
wife encourages him by saying
its
appeal
Thoms. Previewed May 13, '53. Running escape sequences to keep interest
ol
“will be limited to music lovtime, 72 MINS.
Never mind. We’ll win it nexi pose of defrauding prospectors
tip. Performances of two stars are
Kezah
their,
claims.
Deciding to reform,
Paul Henreid
ers.”
year.”
•? en<h i>
partner
Patricia Medina likeable, although neither shows
Riley thinks he’s killed his
Mario and Ugo Trortibetli
Ben All ....
Duff gives a suitable account of and is sent
Hans Conried any aging in the .time span that
Actually, the
to jail.
Sultan El Malid
production, which Times Film
Charlie Lung covers
himself in the lead role, although “victim”
Houdini from 21 to death.
Orena
lived and assumed anLaurette Luez
Corp. is distributing in the
the
Leda
script
and direction have him other identity.- Hence, the second
Anne Dore
Philip Yordan screenplay, based
U.
S
has
Soraclln
Lori Landi and
M
George Kcymas on book by
become a bit too petulant during killing a decade later,
Harold Kellock, opens
Beautiful Girl
Gino Del Signore in top roles.
it
k
Vivian Mason
the unhappy period when he?s not
Telar
While this may seem rathei
Michael Fox at the turn of the century 16 find
‘Slow moving at first,” the
Moial>
racing. Miss Stanley is okay as
Karl Davis Houdini performing as a
complicated, the screenplay un“wild
Critic opined, “film picks up
the
femme lead and there is de- reels the yarn in plausible fashion
man” and magician in Schultz’
speed and 'some light touches
Fans Who like this type of ro- Dime Museum in
pendable character support from amid nigged western terrain that s
New York, To this
are contributed by director
mantic action played straight aren’t amusement
Harry Shannon, as Duff’s dad; solidly lensed by William Bradspot comes a group of
Fernando Cerchio.”
Dave Willock, hi? rsc^ jnephanic;
Mi
gv
i.
(.
<5
(CoptipH^ct on iPa£e 16)
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DEALS
Can 11,000,000 Qubwomen Be Wrong?

U.S. Newsreels’ ‘Sky the Limit’ Jets

To Vie With TV on Coronation Pix

Their Have’ Pix Not So Hotso B.O.
dilemma

Hollywood

Perennial

—

Most extensive coverage of a
news event in recent years is beagainst prePickets
ing planned by U. S. filmeries for
release, high-percentage pictures Big Crowds,
Coronatiofi. Despite comcalling for upped admissions is apAt Dallas ‘Limelight’ Britain’s
petition of tele, American newsparently curtailing the policy, acHollywood, May 19.
Dallas, May 19.
are going all out to
reel
outfits
Robert Mitchum shifts from cording to thCatremen. Both the
The controversial pic, “Lime- record the crowning of a new
squawks to Government authori-l
to 20th-Fox on a loanout deal
light,” has drawn steady lines at queen.
In addition, special picties,
highlighted by the recent
11 c Capitan here.
the
tllc boxoffice
UJ the
UUAUU,tc of
j» «> st *r with Marilyn Monroe iri hparinen
tures, including two full-lengthers
tViA Spnato Small
River of No Return, which Otto
The Charles Chaplm film drew n0 for theatrical release, are in the
asl
Business
Committee,
as
well
Rremingei will direct, starting in
pickets on its opening, nor did it blueprint stage.
exhib reluctance to buy the highJU W\
during the run. In fact, a number
Reel outfits are augmenting
priced pictures, has resulted in
cards were
IVCIC Xreceived
CLCl v cu their British staffs for the event,
cw UHHCllC vaiua
of comment
J< l_lv
„ _ J UJ,
„
ox lot
White Witch
oc"
con g ratulatin 8 the theatre on its either sending over cameramen
f „ and Miss Monroe’s firstP at changes in sales policy on several stand in showing the pic.
from the U. S. or shunting photogs
films* in the “big” classification,
££ since “Clash by Night.”
Noted among the boxoffice pa- from other European posts. In
exhibs contend.
many out-of-town general, the newsreel outfits will
were
trons
Indie exhibs, represented by
groups where film is not likely to work independently, with an ocAllied States Assn., claim reshow.
casional pooling arrangement for
sistence to the pre-release pictures
particular phase of England’s
is springing up among the large
greatest show.”
circuits, with several bypassing the
Speed is the keynote of the news“specials’!
because of the high
reel companies’ plans. Reels, simiasking terms.
The Independent
lar to video outfits’ will make use
Theatre Owners, of Ohio cites
of a jet plane, provided by the
Columbia’s ‘‘Salome” as an IndicaRAF,
to rush footage to the U. S.
tion of the trend.
Exhib

Monroe, Mitchum Return
merit" MimVtomSrt homewJSj
in the annual picture servey of
To 20th for ‘No Return’
of
Federation
General
1

the

Of the releases

Women’s Clubs*

year ended April 1,
1953, group touted 154, of which
stars” for being
“double
rated
78
the

during

exceptionally fine of their type.
Interesting aspect of the listine is that it singles out for special recommendation many films
which found the going rough at the
Since the Federation claims
b.o.
to guide the film tastes of 11,000,000 members, industryites wonder
how this appraisal equates with

Hollywood’s economic necessities.
Among pix recommended and
single or double-starred by the
Federation’s motion picture committee were many which proved
moderate ticket sellers. They included titles like “The Jazz Singer,”

“My Pal Giis,” “Where’s Charley?,” “Wait Till the Sun Shines,
Nelly,” “The Thief,” “The' Happy
Time,” “The Turning Point,” '“The
Four Poster,” “Les Miserables,”
"O. Henry’s Full House,” “Park
Row.” Not mentioned by the Fed1952
eration .were such, strong
grossers as “Bend of the River,”
“I’ll
See
Singin’ in the Rain,”

You

in

My

Dreams.”

*

List of recommended pix in release during the 12 months ended
April 1 included one puzzler, Met-

campaign

No

.

RKO

*'

-

k

I

1

J.

•

'

RKO

'

’

.

Techni 1st 3-Mo.

Boothmen

N.Y.

Net $896,838, Up

Win 10%

Hike,

Without naming the city, ITOO
“Salome” will open next
month at six nabe and three
ozoners
saris a downtown run. AdImpression that, 3-D or no 3-D,
2-Yr.
Technicolor is sitting pretty in an missions, according to the exhib.
org,
will
be $1 for adults and 35c
increasingly color-concerned Holly“It will be interestFollowing an eight-month hassle,
wood was conveyed to Techni for children.
M
“whether Projectionists Union, Local 306,
stockholders in N. Y. Monday (18) }“*
m s !le iays
by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, com- it will be offered to subsequent IATSE and a N. Y. metropolitan
pany prexy. He underscored his runs after this engagement and un- area theatre group, consisting of
It is booked to
Point by disclosing that the lab’s der what terms.
the Broadway houses and the
net for the first quarter of ’53 was play in each' of the theatres for a Loew and RKO circuits, reached
$896,838, or 94c. per share, as week with a control figure for a an agreement on a new contract
This is not the first
against a $518,948 profit, or 56c. holdover.
this week based on a 10% inper share, for the same period time that a major picture has not crease, with 8% as wage hike and
had a downtown run but it is the
in ’52.
2% going to the union’s welfare
Kalmus topped this by stating biggest phe on which this policy fund.
(Continued on page 18)
that, even assuming a 15% drop
New two-year pact, ratified by

378G Over 1952

says

New

|

Pact

’

|
1

,

.

Caesar,” which hasn’t
even been tradeshOwn. Commenting on the increase of 24 films in
this year’s total of double-starrers,
Mrs. Deah Gray 'Edwards, motion
picture chairman of the clubs,
commented that “never before
have the motion picture producers
and the theatres of our country
offered such an abundance and di-

ro’s “Julius

*

versity of fine films.”

|

in biz for the rest

of this* year,
Techni shareholders could still expect a 50c. per share boost over
’52. Should Congress ditch the. exelse profits tax, per share earnings
might be Increased as much as $1
over 1952, he predicted. Techni
last

Won’t Change Siphoning
Af II P
9
i AAA AAA
Ul U.S. rlX 514,000,001)
T
7
7
Pending changes in the Brazilian
have
any bearing on the remittance of
c
tt
rHefr*iv»
-punrio
S. dlstrib funds accumulated
there to Feb. 21, 1953. It’s undercabinet are not expected to

.

stood that a substantial portion of
the $14,000,000 in backlog coin
will be transferred within 90 to
120 days.

Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-

now has in hand official notification that, as of Feb. 21, ’53,1
70% of the companies’
York
share will be remitted at the ofica

New

rate

remaining

of exchange, with the
out at the

30% coming

market

free

rate.

Remittance

its

Chi Sales Bally

common

stpek.

Brazil Cabinet Shuffle

ficial

year paid $2 on

Par’s Depth Only’

Annual meet, according to K&1
mus, the best attended in company
history, saw .719,791 shares, or bet-

me

uuisiiuiuuis
of the outstanding
than 70%
iWo OI
ter man
stock, repped. Highlights were the

following:

Stockholders approved all of the
management-proposed resolutions,
including a two-for-one stock split,
reclassification of shares from no

»

;

!

rro

ct
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Widescreen Mode Abroad

highlight the announcement of win-
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New Members

Hollywood, May 19.
of Motion Picture Arts
& Sciences elected 12 new memhers to the board of governors,
They are Claire Trevor, Daniel B.
Lathcart, Hal Mohr, George SidJey, Jacob E. Karp, Francis D.
011
ie ; Johnny Green, Samuel G.
"Hgel,
Sam Israel, Hal Elias,
Jordon E. Sawyer and Charles
•Brackett.

Holdover

*

members

Baxter, Lyle Wheeler,

are

Anne

John Boyle,

Heorge Stevens, Fred L. Metzler,
Frederick Y. Smith, Edward B.
Powell, Louis F„ Edelman, Teet
arle, Cedric
Francis, John Paul
^
Livadary and George Seaton.

cated.

Clarifying Metro theatre and distribution policy abroad, M-G international topper Arthur M. Loew, in
a letter to foreign reps, said firm's
future production plans, can be

characterized by flexibility. Company, he pointed out, isn’t wedded
to any one filming or screen technique, nor is it rejecting any* It
was stressed, however, that all
Metro productions will fee filmed Iri
the company’s own widescreen
process “which permits projection
at today’s l:33-to-one screen ratio,
or any other ratio up to two-to
one.”
All Metro pictures, he stated,
whether filmed in widescreen,
(Continued on page 63)

Coronation on Tues-

joint

is still

union-company

20th Claims 49 Chains

benefits, hospitalization, etc.
New
P act calls for the union to handle

n

wv
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Highlight. A1T0 Powwow
Kansas City, May 19.

(1,478 Houses) ‘Applying’

for

CinemaScope

Units

Applications for 10 or more
widescreen
units
CinefiiaScope
from 49 circuits, constituting 94%
of the leading chains, according
to 20th-Fox, have been received
so far by 20th. Breakdown provided by A1 Lichtman, director
of distribution, indicates these circuits plan to equip at least 1,478
houses with CinemaScope.
When introducing CinemaScope
at the Roxy Theatre, N. Y. April
24, Lichtman told the audience
that the company so far had 2,200
CinemaScope orders on hand. Difference of over 700 apparently is
made up by circuits that ordered
less

than

10.

Term “application” is Used deliberately by 20th since most of

Controversyoover the Federal ad- the 49 circuits covered have no
ners in the company’s “Greater
Confidence Parade of 1952” drive, mission tax and extensive coverage firm commitments for the Cinematop place going to the Detroit of 3-D and panorama possibilities
( Continued on page 14)
received major attention from ex
(Continued on page 14)

m

Gets 12

ups

managed fund to 7%, with coin go
payment of retirement

fhlf
h ff lm business,
business. Paramount
all new p ro^ ec ti on equipment with
conducted a national sales meeting
the same manpower at no increase
herd over the weekend with sales
in wages.
During the pact talks,
and merchandising stress placed on
projectionists sought extra pay for
only two new films, instead of the
handling of 3-D and widescreen
usual full lineup of product. Pix
equipment. Exhib group, on the
getting the spotlight were “Shane,”
other hand, fought for a reduction
Which the company is grooving for
in the number of men operating
widescreen exhibition, and “Sanin
in

Pal’s “War of the Worlds,” likely
will follow a similar selling pat“Sartgaree” is the first Par
tern.
pic with third-dimension.
Par conclave had as another

t

for the -current

Academy

fund

r va j ue to a p ar value of $1,
the booths.and reduction of $5,000,000 in the garee,” 3-D’er.
Clause in the new pact, still be
Other pix were discussed at the
corporation's capital.
clanflad hy lawyers for both
_
,
They also returned Kalmus, Les- session, presided over by distribu- “f
sides,
provides for
negotiation and
tion chief A. W. Schwalberg, but
ter G. Clark and Eversley Childs
arbitration, if necessary, of debookings
only
limitedly.
“Shane”
another
for
board
to the Techni
for extra men to handle
mands
precedental
being
are
regarded
as
three-year period and elected Leo(Continued on page 20)
in that other
nard S. Lyon to fill the board for the company,
future entries, such as George
(Continued on page 18)

earnings, which
» „
^
With the acceptance of a single
year should be in
excess of $8,000,000, will be in the widescreen system- still an uncerchronological order in which refhit- tainty in the domestic market,
tance applications were filed by Metro may get the jump in pushforthe distribs and will depend also ing its own-developed screen
on the category involved. Signing e iS n countries,
of the $300,000,000 Import-Export
its
installing
Cotnpany is already
loan to Brazil April 30 opens the panoramic screen in its own theway for the Brazilians to start set- atres abroad, and foreign staffers
tling their outstanding debts, Loan have been notified “to see to it
goes to the Brazilians in five equal that the new panoramic screen is
parts of $60,000,000, with the first installed in theatres of the world.”
installment now due.
Although foreign reps haven’t been
specifically instructed to push the
Metro -screen, it appears logical
Acad Bd. of Governors
that Metro’s system will be advo-

of

wf
C «

that point.
With the

day, June 2, reels will have their
lab staffs standing by Tuesday
night and early Wednesday. According to reel execs, will ba
ready to be shown in New York
theatres Wednesday night, with
the footage making the screens of

other cities on. Thursday. Color
out for the newsreel coverage, since the processing of tinted
footage will delay the issuance of
the reel. Most of the newsreel
the union’s membership Monday outfits will devote a whole reel
(18) night, goes into effect June 1, to, the Coronation coverage.
with the increase retroactive to
There’ll be no dearth of color
Sept., 1952, expiration date of the material of the event, since special
previous pact.
(Continued on page 12)
Increase of 2% in the welfare

ing toward

n
R

Shipping arrangements, although
not completely crystallized, call for
the RAF plane to land in Labrador, with the U. S. outfits arranging for the transportation from

hibs from Kansas and Missouri,
last week for
the sixth annual spring convention
of the Allied Independent Theatre

who gathered here

‘Teenage Menace,’ Dope
Film, in Plea This

Week

To Upset License
Albany,
Dr. Charles A. Brind,

Denial
May 19.
Jr.,

coun-

sel for Commissioner of, Education Lewis A. Wilson, the Board
of Regents and Dr. Hugh M. Flick,
director of the Education Dept.’s
motion picture division, will argue
at a special term of Supreme Court
here Friday (22) for denial of the
petition by Broadway Angels, Inc.,

Nevada corporation and producer
of “Teenage Menace,” for an order
directing the Regents and the
commissioner to license the film
about narcotics. Appellant asked
the court to view it, promising
to make arrangements for projection.

In a reply Friday (15) to the appeal and accompanying brief filed
by attorney Philip F, Barbarnell,
of New York, Dr. Brind contended,

;

Owners.
Exhibs saw a screening of “Fort
Ti” at the Paramount Theatre
Thursday morning; heard a report
by Max Davis, manager of the Ly
ons Drive-In, Lyons, Kans., about
first 3-D showing in an outdoor
theatre in this territory; and heard

Large-Screen Eidophor
Makes N. Y. Bow in Fall
First public showings of 20thFox’s Eidophor color theatre TV
system, using the CinemaScope
lens but only a portion of the wide
Miracle Mirror screen, are skedded
in N. Y. this fall, Earl I. Sponable,
20th research director, said Friday
(15).

Sponable indicateds that slow
progress in turning out the two
Eidophor prototypes was due largescribed.
Wilbur Snaper, National Allied ly to the strike which has tied up
General Electric plant in Syrapresident, in a flying trip in here the
from Des Moines, teed off on film cuse for some eight weeks. GE is
turning
out the Eidophor equipcompany practices and quality of
ment.
film fare in a fiery talk. All-inIt would be possible but “difficult”
dustry luncheon Wednesday proved
to optically reduce a CinemaScope
a high point, more than 200 indusstandard size. Sponable
tryites turning out for a screening print to
also said that, while
of the COMPO film on the admis- admitted. He
CinemaScope pix could be shown
sion tax campaign,
other
than 20th’s own
on
screens
Business session included elecMiracle Mirror sheet, on which it
tion of officers, with Beverly Miljust wouldn’t
“you
patents,
holds
ler, Kansas City operator of drivegood distribution all over the
in theatres in nearby cities, chosen get
house.”
as the new president succeeding
angles of Cinemascope
and other projection systems devarious

“It does not state facts sufficient. Jay Wooten, Liberal, Kansas, Who
to constitute a cause of action.” has served the past two years. Gene
(Continued on page 12)
(Continued on page 18)

.

Question

,

Is

an important one

for exhibs, since the Miracle Mir(Continued on page 12)

PICTXJBE GROSSES
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New Pix NSH in L.A.; ‘Let Go’ Fair

ME

GO’ LOUD 156,

.

ST. LOO;

‘Second’ Moderate 21G, Door

Slow

19G, ‘Wax’ Great 38G in 5th

Los Angeles, May 19,
Five new bills are current this
^week but none is impressive
enough to give overall boxoffice
pace a lift Best of new crop is
“Never Let Me Go,” moderate $22,000 in two theatres. “Split Second,' 1
despite strong bally, is rated .only
mild $21,000 in two houses while
“Girl Next Door" is slow $19,000 in
four sites.
Combo of “One Girl's Confession" and “Problem Girls" looks
thin $15,000 in three spots. “AbbottCostello To Mars" is light $10,000
in two houses. “House of Wax,"
despite obvious offish tone here, is
booming along with $38,000 In fifth
round in two Paramount theatres.
“Cinerama,”' with a number of
seats eliminated from the Hollywood, where playing, is down from
previous stanza to sock $33,000.

This dip was caused by switchboard
fire Saturday (10) along with the
trim of seating capacity by over
100
Estimates for This week
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,752;
“Split Second"
2,812; 7041.10)
(RKO) and “Big Frame" (RKO).
Mild $21,000. Last week, with Four
Star, “Salome" - (Col)
(4th wk)
(upped scales), $19,000.
Los Angeles, Iris, Uptown, Loyola

$450,800
( Based on 22
theatres)
Last Year ........ $403,100
(Based on 23 theatres)
.

TO’ 16G, 3»

St. Louis,

May

19,

$100,000, Det; ‘In Dark’ Bright

Huge mass for the Catholic
World-Wide Mission, outdoor Billy
Graham revival meeting and first
cuffo show of season at the Zoological Garden along with rain
sloughed* biz badly here Sunday
“Never Let Me ,Go’“ kmks
(17).

Detroit,

Key

.

Estimates for This

atres,

—

Week

(

—

(F&M)

(5,009;

Me

Fox

(20th)

(2,250;

tanic"

(20th).

Okay

many

19.

first-run

houses
New bills are not
doing well with windup of school
terms contributing to slump. “Titanic" shapes as okay at the large
Orpheum while “House of Wax"
still is nice in second week at
the

Omaha.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-76)—
“Split Second"

(RKO) and “Cattle

Town" (WB). Fair $4,500.
week, “Salome" (Col) (2d
$5,500 at 20-$l scale.

—Omaha
‘House

(Tristates)

of

Last
wk),*

(2,100; 50-$l)

Wax" (WB)

(2d wk).

(Continued on. page 20)

Crowd’L(AA)

Goldman (Goldman)

—

Last
50-

(1,200;

(RKO). Fair
“Serpent of

—

>

—

,

luther

titanic

Mastbaum (WB)
of

(4,360; 85-$1.25)

Wax" (WB)

Sing"
week,

(20th).

“Som-

and “Roar

of the
(2d wk), $8,600.

Adams (Balaban) (1,700: 70-95)—
“Battle Circus" (M-G). Oke $10,000.
Last week, “Hans Christian Andersen" (RKO) (8th Wk), $5,000.
‘Broadway?C«pft*l (Korman) (3,500; 70-95)— ‘Never Let Me Go"
(M-G) and “Ambush at. Tomahawk
Gap" (Col).
Good $13,500. Last
week, “Cry of Hunted" (M-G) and
“Code Two" (M-G), $7,500.
Music Haill (Cinerama Productions) (1,236; $l:40-$2.80)—“This Is
Cinerama" (Indie) (9th- wk). Dropping some at $30,400, but still close

$14,000.
99) "‘Split Second"
$12,000. Last week,
Nile" (Col), $9,000.

We

Last

$7,500.

brero" <M-G)

(20th),

(4th wk).

Last

week, $31,200.

I

.Christian Andersen"
wk), $6,500.

—“Happens

(RKO)

Randolph. (Goldman)
99)

(U).

NSH

*

(14th

50-

(2,500;

Thursday"
$9,000 or near. Last week,

Every

Town Girl" (M-G), $13,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
“Light of Silvery Moon” (WB).
Light $10,000. Last week, “Salome"

I

New

Pix Fail to Boost

Hub; ‘Thursday’ Oke At

“Small

,

$10,500, ‘Let Go’

NG 22G

Boston, May 19.
Although a majority of down(Col) (6th wk), $9,000.
town
majors are displaying new
Stanton (WB) (1,473); 50-99)—
“Magnetic Monster" (UA). Fair product, biz at first-runs shapes
$6,000. Last week, “Problem Girls" below average this stanza. Best bet
(Col) and ‘One Girl’s Confession" appears to be “Lili" which opened
strong at the Astor. “It Happens
(Col), $7,000,

Every Thursday" at Memorial
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 90-$1.25)
‘Moulin Rouge" fUA) .(11th wk). looms okay while "'Pony Express"
Great $10,500. Last week, $10,000. at Paramount and Fenway is fairish. “House of Wax" in third frame
at the

Fine $11,000,
Port.; Wax’ Hot 10G, 3d
Portland, Ore., May 19.

‘Titanic’

Biz at first-runs is in a nosedive
here with Sack of product blamed.
Holdovers are hanging on this session but some are getting minor
figures. “Moulin Rouge" held for
fifth week. “House of Wax" is loud
in third round.
“Fair Wind to
Java" looks okay while “Titanic"
,

Met

still is big.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 74-$1.25)
“Lili" (M-G).
Tall $17,000.
Last
week, “Salome” (Col) (6th wk),

—

$4,000.

—

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 50-90)
“Rawhide" (Indie) and “Fighting

Men

of Plains" (Indie) (reissues).
Opened Sunday (17) fdf 4 days. Last

week, “Invaders From* Mars"
and “White Goddess" (Lip),

(20th)

disap-

pointing $12,000 in 10 days.
nice in two houses.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)— “I
Estimates for This Week
Believe
in You" (U). Opened Sun(Parker) (1,890; 90$1,25)
'House of Wax" (WB) (3d day (17). Last week, “Importance
wk). Loud $10,500. Last week, $14,- Being Earnest" (U) (6th wk), oke

is

Broadway

Minneapolis,

,;

May

—

‘

(3d wk).
Final stanza of 8 days
started on Monday (18). Initial two
weeks way over estimates. Church 000 .
element flocking to it in amazing
Guild (Parker) (400; 75-$l)—“Tonumbers as though on pilgrimage. night We Sing" (20th) (3d wk). SoDucats being sold at discount in so $1,200. Last week, $1,700.
churches in surrounding area. Last
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)
week, is still a local boxoffice week, .terrific $21,000 on top of
“Fair Wind To Java" (Rep) and
giant.
Presented as a regular $22,800 in first canto.
“Blades of Muskaeteers" (Indie).
theatre attraction but with ProtesLyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85)— “Off Okay $6,000. Last week, “Anna"
tant church support, it continues Limits" (Par)
and “Perilous Journey"
m.o.).
Fair $4,000. (IFE)
to run away from field. Even such
Last week, “Kiss of Death” (20th) (Rep), $6,300.
newcomers as “Man in Dark" and and “Road House" (20th)
Mayfair
(Evergreen) (1,500; 90(reissues),
“Abbott
Costello Go to Mars” $4,000.
$1.25)—“Moulin Rouge" (UA) (5th
are having to take a boxoffice back
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 65-85)— wk). Held at $5,500. Last week,
seat to it. In addition to “Luther,"
“Titanic" (20th).
Highly praised big $5,600.
holdovers include “Moulin Rouge," pic looks
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65tame $7,000 or close. Last
“House of Wax" and “Off Limits," week, “Off
90)
“Titanic" (20th) and “HurriLimits" (Par), $9,000.
in their fifth, fourth and second
cane
Pilgrim Hill" (Indie). Fine
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 65weeks, respectively. Biz was helped
for a few days by chilly weather,- 85)—“Split Second". (RKO). Mod- $7,500. Last week, “Pony Express"
(Par)
and “Savage Mutiny" (Col),
erate
$5,000. Last week, “Salome"
but fishing season’s start sloughed
$6,300.
(Col) (3d wk). $6,000 at 75-$l
trade over, weekend.
,0
Oriental
(Evergreen) (2,000; 65Estimates for This Week
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 75-$l) 90)—
(20th) and “HurriCentury (Par) (1,600; 7541)
—“House of Wax" (WB) (4th wk). cane “Titanic"
Pilgrim
Hill" (Indie), Good
“Moulin Rouge" (UA) (5th wk). Smash $6,500. Holds. Last week,
$3,500. Last week, “Trouble Along
Held over another stanza after its $7,000.
Way’* (WB) and “System" (WB),
departure was announced,
but
State
(Par)
(2,200;
75-$l)
$2,500,
finally winding up this week. Okay
—“Man in Dark" (Col). Riding
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
$4,000.
Last week, $4,500.
crestof 3-D popularity. Very good 65-90)—“Great
White Hunter” (InGopher (Berger) (1,026; 65-85)— fM.OOO or near.
Last week, “Never die) and “Captain Kidd" (Indie)
“Abbott and Costello To Mars"
Me Go’ (M-G), modest $6,000 (reissues). Light $5,500. Last
(U). Fair $3,500. Last week, “Tall at 65-85, .
week,
Trouble; Along Way" (WB) and
Texan" (Lip) and “Day in Country"
World (Mann) (55c41.20)—“Don “The System"
(WB),
(Lip), $3,500.
$5,900.
;
Camillo (IFE). Moderate $2,500.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65.Lyceum (Nederlander) (1,850; 85- Last week,
of Wedding"
Li mit n (par)
$1^0)— ‘•‘Marjthi Luther" (Indio) (Col), $3,200“Member
wk).
c°!r*?£
rt
r
?
in 9 days*'
Sad
$3,000. Last week, $4,300.
19.

Another “Bwana Devil" and
“House of Wax" as far as chalking
up phenomenal grosses are concerned, but sans 3 jD and color, the
amazing religious film-, “Martin
Luther," in its v third and final,
’

—

•

Omaha, May

95)—“Tonight
Slow

50-99)—“Ti$19,000.

&

off at
this week.

Madison (UD) (1,900; 9541.25)
(Col) (5th wk). Played
out at $6,000. Last week, $9,500.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; 70-

—“Salome"

Sturdy $19,000. Last week, $24,000.
MldtOwn (Goldman) (1,000; 85$1.25)—“Tonight We Sing" (20th).. to capa city.
Lean $9,500. Last week, “Hans

1

—

is

Last week, “Blue Gardenia" (WB)
and “The System" (WB), $13,000.

(20th), $12,000.

week. “Invaders from Mars"

Palms (UD). (2,961; 95-$1.25)—
in Dark" (Col) and “Siren
Bagdad" (Col). Smash $25,000.

“Man
of

—“House

Mpls. Mild; ‘In Dark Fancy $10,000,

Biz

—

—

8G

OKAY $11,000,
OMAHA; ‘WAX’ 9G, 2D

wk), sock $14,000, to wind up record run. It was first pic ever to
go a fifth week at house.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,00095-$1.25) -“House of Wax" (WB)
(3d wk). Still hot ht $22,000, Last
week, $32,000*

CM

.

‘TITANIC’

week, “Moulin Rouge" (UA) (6th

Thurs^’ 9G

—

8G

Broadway-Capitol

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox - Detroit) (5,000; $12*5
$1 .50)—“President’s Lady” (20th)
plus Martin-Lewis onstage. Terrific
$100,000. M-L set house record of
$131,000 here two years ago, in
July when schools were out. Last

Philly,
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
“Never Let Me Go” (M-G) and
Cincinnati, May 19.
Philadelphia, May 19.
$15,000.
Fine
(M-G).
“Code Two"
Runaway lea.d of “Moulin Last week, “Remains To Be Seen"
Champ fight in Chicago last FriRouge," sock at Albee, measures (M-G) and “Cry of Hunted" (M-G), day ia blamed for hurting biz here.
margin of this week’s total biz gain NSG $9,000.
washed out
rains
Intermittent
for downtown houses. Big starrer
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; much of weekend biz. Newcomers
holds in RKO flagship for a second
(2d wk). are spotty* “Lili " picking up from
(RKO)
pan"
-“Peter
9Q)
round. Other new bills* “Powder
initial slow start, looks fast at the ArRiver" in Palace, “Hitch Hiker" Good $7,500 after $9,000
cadia. “Never Let Me Go" looms
at CapitpL and “It Happens Every frdoi6t
good at the Boyd. “Titanic" is rated
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; okay at. Fox. “Light bf Silvery
Thursday" at Keith’s, range from
wk).
(RKO)
(2d
“Peter Pan"
fair to tame. Weekend trade was 90)
looms light at Stanley and
Moon"
helped by rains which diverted Nice $6,0()0 following $7,500 first “Magnetic Monster" is just fair at
traffic from season opener at Coney stanza.
Stanton.
Island and Reds-Dodgers ball
Estimates for This Week
games.
c*
Arcadia (S&S) (500 85-$1.20)—
Estimates for This. Week
“Lili" (M-G). Fast $10,000 or better. Last week, “Bad and BeautiAlbee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$l)
‘Let
ful" <M-G) (14th wk-6 days), $3,000.
“Moulin Rouge" (UA). Socko $20,- 76)
Boyd (WB) (2, 360;. 50-99)—“Never
000. Holds
Last week, “Light of
Let Me Go" (M-G), Good $16,000.
Silvery Moon" (WB), $10,000 at
Last week, "‘President’s Lady"
regular scale.

Indpls; ‘Thurs.’

the

at

virtual capacity.

— ‘LOT Torrid 10G

60-90)

—

Gone By" (Indie) (5th wk).
$3,000. Last week, $3,500.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 8041-20)—
“Lili" (M-G) (9th wk). Fine $4,500.
Last week, $4,400. «

and 226

cities,

theatres .)

“Housfe of Wax" (WB) (3d wk).
$16,000 after $22,000 second

—

"‘Times

$2,013,900

Smash

—

Oke

oke

“House of Wax" still is hot in third
week at the Michigan. “This Is
Cinerama” in ninth week still i*s

Week

—

—

week, with other units.
Chinese (FWC) (2,048; 8Q41.50)
—“Titanic" (20th) (5th wk). Nice
$9,000; Last week, $10,300.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 8041.50)
“Importance Being Earnest" (U)
(5th wk). Off to $1,700. Last week,
okay $2,200.
Canon (ABC) (533; $1.20)—

Based on 25

in-

runs,

first

the
be-

this

a tremendous $100,000. “Man in
Dark" shapes great at the Palms
“Battle Circus’-’ is good at the
Adams. “Never Let Me Go" looks

Mild
“Perilous Journey” (Rep).
$11,000. Last week, “Light of Silvery Moon" (WB) and “Can’t Beat
Irish" (AA), $12,000,

(FWC) (2,097: 814: 1,715; 1,248; 70"‘Girl Next Door" (20th)
$1.10)
and -“Thief Venice" (20th). Slow
$19,900. Last week, '"‘Invaders From
Mars" (20th) and “Guerrilla Girl"
.
(UA) (2d wk-5 days), $11,000.
United Artists, El Rey (UATCFWC) f2,100; 861; 70-$1.10)r-“AbCapitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)*
bott-Costello To Mars" (U). and
“Law and Orders" (U>. Light $10,- “Hitch-Hiker" (RKO) and “Count
Indianapolis, May 19.
Hours" (RKO), Fairish $6,000. Last
000. Last weckj with other units.
Rain put a damper on speedway
Downtown, Wiltera, Beverly Hills, week, “Kansas Pacific" (UA) and
(SW) <1,757; 2,344; 1,612; 7041.10). “Luxury Girls” (UA), $5,500.
prelims and other outdoor events
“One Girl’s Confession" (Col) J
Grand (RKO.) (1,400; 7541.25)-^- over weekend, helping first-runs
4»nd “Problem Girls" (Col), Small “House of Wax" (WB) (m.o.) (2d here to better grosses. “House of
Last 0 week, Downtown wk). Big $8,500 after last week’s
$15,000.
Wax,” in second week at Indiana,
only, “Girls Pleasure Island" (Par) 1 $ 10 , 000 .
continue! to lead city. “Never Let
and "‘Pony Express" (Par), $8,600.
Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)
Go" at Loew’s is -good while
*
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC) “Happens Every Thursday" (U). Me Happens Every Thursday," at
“It
Let
.“Never
(2,404; 1,538; 7fl-$1.10)—
Fair $5,500. Last week, “Man on Circle is fair.
Go" (M-G) and “Cry of Hunted" Tightrope" (20th), $5,000.
Estimates, for This Week
Moderate $22,000. Last
(MiG).
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)
week,' “Small Town Girl" (M-G) “Powder
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50Tame
(20th).
River"
(2d
wk),
(M-G)
Every Thursday"
“Happens
Two"
“Code
and
$8,000. Last week, “Never Let Me
(U) and “Blades of Musketeers"
$ 12 000.
^
Go" (M-G), $8,500.
(Indie)? Fair $8,000 or* hear. Last
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
—“Desert* Rats" (20th)* (2d wk).
week, “President’s Lady" (20th)
Light'$5,5l)0. Last week, $7,40Q.
and “Big Frame” (RKO), $7,000.
Hollywood (SW) (1,364; $1.20- ‘Titanic’ Stout $10,000,
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 5041.20)—
.
(3d
(Indie)
$2.80)—“Cinerama"
“House of Wax" (WB). (2d wk);
Wk). Over 100 seats eliminated
Seattle; ‘Invaders’
Holding up nicely at $15,000 after
from house. Big $33,000. Last
big $23,000 opening stanza.
Seattle, May 19.
week, socko $42,000. Current week
Keith's (C-D) (1,300; 50-76)—
This week brings the shuttering
off, too, because of small switch“Hiawatha" (AA). Duir $4,500. Last
“Moulin
of
Box,
where
the
Music
board blaze Saturday.
week,
“Anna" (IFE), $4,000.
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 8041.50)— Rouge" is winding up its great six“Titanic" looks best
Loew's (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
“President’s Lady" (20th) (4th wk). week run.
new entry with sturdy takings at “Never Let Me Go" (M-G) and
Dull $2,300. Last week, $3,600..
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para- the Fifth Avenue. “Invaders From “Code Two” (M-G). Good $10,000,
mounts (ABC-UPT-F&M) (3,300; Mars" shapes fine at Coliseum. Last week, “Salome" (Col) (2d y$c),
“House Wax" “Man in Dark" is rated fair in slow $5,000 in 5 days at 76-$U20
9541.50)
1,430;
(WB) (5th wk). Mighty $38,000. second Paramount" round but scale
“House of Wax" is still fancy, in
Lytic (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—“Ab
Last week, $40,000.
bott-Costello To Mars" (U) and
Hawaii, Orpheum (G&S-Metro- fourth Orpheum week.
Estimates
This
for
Week
“Homesteaders"
(AA). Nice $5,8041.20)—
politan) (1,106; 2,213;
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65- 500. Last week, “Fort Apache"
“Man in Dark" (Col) (5th wk Ha- 90)—
“Silvery Moon”
(WB) and (RKO) and “Blood on Moon"
waii, 5 days Orpheum). Slow $8,(Continued on page 20)
(RKO) (reissues), $4,000
500. Last week, Hawaii and United
Artists, $11,300; Orpheum, “Count
the Hours" (RKO) (2d wk) with
Christine Jorgensen onstage, $15,:’
800.
Four Star, Rialto (UATC-Metropolitan) (900; 840; 704L50)— “Salome" (Col) (5th wk Four Star, 1st
wk Rialto). Okay $8,000. Last

—

chiefly

cluding N. Y.)
Total Grops Same
Last Year

19.

week. Looks like
push “President’s Lady” to

they’ll

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-"‘President’s Lady" (20th) and

Fox

them

fore

—

.

,

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
$2,371,700
This Week
214 the( Based on 23 cities

Pan" still is fine, in second week
in two smgll houses.

25G

May

Martin and Lewis onstage at
Fox are sweeping everything

,

•

.

Estimated Tola! Gross

Week

-

^

best of new pix with nice .session
“President’s Lady" is
at* Loew’s,
rated
mild at Ambassador while
75)
“House of Wax" continues smash
at the Fox In third stanza. “Peter

Broadway Grosses
This

VeJnegday, May 20, 1953

pqs&mr?

—

’

—

*

m

•

$3,700.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)—
“Pony Express" (Par) and “Bad
Blonde" (Lip). Fairish $4,000. Last
week, “Girls Paradise Island" (Par)
and “Fort Vengeance" (AA), $4,600.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-90)—
It Happens Every Thursday" (U)
and “Lone Hand" (U). Okay $10,500.
Last week, “Never Wave at
WAC” (RKO);£uid “Thief in Silk"
.

(Indie), $15,000.

—“House of(NET)
Wax" (WB) (3d—

Metropolitan
$1.25)

(4,367;

90-

wk). Big $15,000, after $24,000 for second.
final

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 50-90)—
Who Had Everything"' (M-G)

“Girl

and

“Serpent of Nile" (Col\
fair on Saturday (16). Last
week, “Never Let Me Go" (M-G)
and “Code Two? (M-G), Nsg

Opened

$14,000.

~

Paramount (NET)

—-“Pony: Express"

(1,700;

(Par)

50-90)

and “Bad

Blonde” (Lip). 0kay.$12,000* Last
week, “Girls Pleasure Island, (Pari
(AA)»
“Fort
Vengeance"

and

‘

$13,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)—
“Girl Wlio Had Everything" (M-G)
and “Serpent of Nile" (Colt
Opened Saturday (16). Last week,

“Never Let Me Go" (M-G) and
“Code Two" '-(M-G), tepid $3,000.

cjr

g&a.r

—
—

—

—
May

Wednesday,

;

20, 1953

‘EARNEST’ BIG $6,000,

Dotty Lamour-Pinky Lee Lift ‘Girl’

Weather, Mild New Films Bop B’way

BALT0; ‘LET GO’ 8|G

To Lusty

25G, ‘Juggler’ 17G, ‘Island’
Six

new

opened

at

wpek

May

one a reissue,
houses, here this

but few are smash.

Most

brero.”

Film gross estimates as re-

tax.

Grand is
still is strong.
well with “Salome" in
'
frame.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 98-$1.50)—
(Col) (7th Wk).
Perky
Last week, $16,000.
$12,500.
McViCkers (J, L&S) (2,200; 6598)—“Man in Dark" (Col) (2d wk).
Strong $16,000. Last week $25,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)—
"Sombrero” (M-G) (5th wk)'. Handsome $4,000 in 6 days. Last week,
same.
Oriental
(Indie)
98)
(3,400;
"Juggler” ( Col). „ Moderate $17,000.
Last week,
“Call
Madam"
(20th) (7th wk), $16,300.

Me

|

•

Palace (Eitel) (2,500/98)—“Girls
of Pleasure Island” (Par).
So-so
$13,000.
Last week, “Off Limits!!
(Par) (3d wk). $11,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-98)—
"Blue Gardenia" (WB) and “The
System” (WB) (2d wk). Still holdiiig well
at $16,000.
Last week,
“

$17,000.

State-Lake
(B&K) (2,700; 98$1.25)— “Moulin Rouge” (UA) (7th
wk).
Sock $18,000, and goes an
eighth.
Last week, $20,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—
Here Comes Mr. Jordan" (Col)
(reissue).
Good. $3,000. Last week,
Importance Being Earnest" (U)
(3d wk), $3,000.

United Artists

(B&K) (1,700; 55Face" (RKO) and

08)— Angel

Count the Hours" (RKO).

Live-

ly with $18,000.

Last week, “PresiLady” (20th), and “Lady
Wants Mink” (Rep) (2d wk). $12,-

de 11

^

00 ** (Essaness)
uj!
Titanic

'

(1,073;

98)—

Bright $25,000.
week, “Never Let Me Go"
(M
(3d wk) $12,500.
«? ,
(20th),

}

-

pWfrid (Indie) (587; 98)— “Don
l0
GFE) (4th wk). Modest
&Sll Last
T
52,500.

v
s

week, $5,000.

«nm

*

Cleve; ‘Show’
Cleveland,

holding
seventh

"Salome”

J;

*

•

„

‘Moon’ High 12G,

A

popart)

fffcl

,5^ eba

dlth wk).

1

weU

at $3 500’.

Last

May

SG
19.

Steady downpour of May rain
washing out many of new plx
in key stands although grosses are
above usual spring marks. “Greatest Show on Earth,” on pop-priced
run at State is only modest. “By
Light of Silvery Moon” stacks up
nice at Allen but Stillman's “Stars
Are Singing" is not doing well.
“Split Second" looks just fair for
.

is

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
“Small Town Girl" (M-G) with
plus
Dorothy Lamour onstage
Pinky Lee. Fancy $50,000. Last
week. “House of Wax" CWB) plus
Btageshow, (2d wk), same.

:

-

•

Rouge" in seventh
"Moulin
stanza at State-Lake continues big
and beating “Samson & Delilah"
biz in several weeks, while “Little
Sheba” in 11th week .at Ziegfeld

^

‘Second’ 15G, ‘Rouge’ 30%G, 14th

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e„
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include, the U. S. amusement

1

„
*

NSH 13G

Estimates Are Net

“Small Town Girl."
promising
eiven a great boost by Dorothy
{.amour and. Pinky Lee onstage.
at the
Tt looks a rousing. $50,000
*
Chicago. “Titanic" at the Woods
“Juggler"
is
$25,000.
brisk
looks
mild $17,000.
Comes
Mr.
“Here
of
Revival
Jordan” is lively $3,0(KL at the
“Girls of Pleasure Island"
Surf.
shapes sluggish $13,000 at Palace.
frame, “Man in the
second
In
is excellent at McVickDade”
Y still “Blue Gardenia” and
ers while
"The System” looms' trim at Roosevelt. Monroe still is neat in last
six days of fifth week with “Som-

1

‘Monster’ Oke 12G, ‘Sins’ Big $14,100,

19.

bills,

film

Baltimore, May 19.
With half of current entries on
holdover, biz here this week tends
Local arty houses
to be mild.
opened nicely with new entries,
“Importance of Being Earnest" at
Playhouse and “Man On Tightrope" at the Little. “Never Let Me
Go" is around average at the CenThe transition period between
“House of Wax" in third spring and summer, along with a
tury.
Stanley week and “Moulin Rouge" dearth of new product, is handing
at Town' in fourth week both are Broadway first-run theatres a beatbig. ,
ing in the current round. Another
Estimates for This Week
Ideal outdoor Sunday and continCentury (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20- ued warm most of the week are
70)—“Never Let Me Go" (M-G). proving real business handicaps.
Okay $8,500. Last week, “Sombrero The boxoffice takings dipped
(M-G), $7,000.
sharply Sunday after a fairly strong
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; Saturday at many houses. Rain
50-$1.25)— “Salome" (Col) (2d wk). early Sunday night (17) hurt rather
Still potent at $22,000 after brisk than aided at the wickets.
opener at $24,800.
“Magnetic Monster,” one of the
Keth’s (Schanberger) (2,400; SO- three new pictures, looks only okay
TS)—“Fort Ti" (Col). Opens tomor- $12,000 in first week at the Globe.
row (Wed.) after week of “Jamaica “Split Second" shapes fair $15,000
Run" (Par) did fair $10,700.
or under at the Criterion. Playing
Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)
at the off-Broadway arty theatre,
“Man On Tightrope" (20th). Good the Paris, “Sevbn Deadly Sins”
$4,500 or near; Last week, “Caesar landed a sock $14,100 opening
and Cleopatra" (U) (reissue), $4,- round,, new high for a foreign lan000 .
guage pic there.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—
Some of the real strength in the
“Seminole" (U). Starting tomorrow current session is coming from ex<Wed.) after week of “Bonzo To tended-run bills. The Paramount is
College" (U) was okay $4,300.
finally winding up “House of Wax”
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 50-90)
after five’ days of the sixth week.
“Tonight We Sing" (20th) (2d wk). Coupled with Xavier Cugat headHolding well at $£4,200 after $17,- ing the stagebill, this is getting an
''
000 opener.
okay $50,000 in the abbreviated
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50- stanza. It is one of the few pix to
$1)
“Importance Being Earnest" go more than five weeks at the Par
.(U). Opened strongly and looks big flagship.
The best sustained strength, of
$6,000 or near. Last week, “Little
Sheba" (Par) (9th wk), $3,900.
course, is being shown by “Moulin
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 55-$1.25)— Rouge,” which is still going great
“House Of Wax" (WB) <3d wk)." guns after 14 weeks at the Capitol.
Still great at $16,000 or over after It finished last week (14th) with a
smash $30,500, virtually the same
$21,000 second week.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500: 50- as th e 13th round. Film calls it a

$50,000, Chi; Titanic’ Tall

Chicago,

—

Palace.

'

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-85)
“Light of -Silvery Moon” (WB)
Nice $12,000. Last week, “House $1.25)— .‘Moulin Rouge" (UA) (4th day after the 15th week because
Wax” (WB) (3d wk), big $11,500. wk). Smash $13,500 after $15,400 Loeto’s wants it out in its N.Y.
houses. It opens today (Wed.) at
Hipp (Telemanagement) (3,700; for the third.
the Brooklyn Metropolitan.
55-85)— “Treasutp Golden Condor”
“Shane” with stageshow is hold(Col) and “Law and Order" (Col)*
ing -very close to the third week
Fairish $10,000. Last week, “Desfigure at the Music Hall to finish
ert Legion" (U), $11,300.
its run near a good $114,000 today
Lower Mall (Community) (585;
(Wed.), final day of fourth stanza.
55-85)
“Member of Wedding"
“Young Bess, u a timely- Coronation
(Col).
Okay $1,700. Last week,
booking, opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
“Don Camillo" (IFE) (3d wk), $1,“Trouble Along Way” with ice300
show onstage is only fair $55,000 in
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,300; 55-85)—
session at the Roxy. Bill
second
Washington,
May
19.
“Never Let Me Go" (-G) (mo.).
With only one new entry/ main holds a third. “Salome" is down to
Satisfying
$6,000.
Last
week, stem biz is less, than sensational
$14,000 in eighth frame at the
in
“Breaking Sound Barrier" (UA),
current session! -The, newcomer, Rivoli.
$5,000.
“Desert Rats" is holding nicely
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-85)— “Never Let Me Go" plus vaude, at
Loew’s. Capitol, is bright. “Man in around $15,000 in second round at
“Split Second” (RKO). Moderate
the Dark" nosedived after a smash the Mayfair while “Juggler" slipped
$9,000. Last week, “Man in Dark"
initial week, but is still above ’av- to a good $16;000 in initial hold(Col), $14,000.
erage. “The Star" remains firm over stanza at the Victoria.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85)
Estimates for This Week
but not sock, in second semester
“Greatest Show" (Par). Light $8,Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.50)
at Lopert’s Playhouse. Other hold000 on first pop-priced run here.
“Never Wave at Wac" (RKO)
La§t week, “Never Let Me Go" overs are winding up runs, many
(4th-final wk) winding up run tonow being down low.
(M-G), $10,000.
day (Wed.) with light $8,000 after
Estimates for This Week
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-85)
okay $11,500 for third week. “PresCapitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)
“Stars Are Singing" (Par). Mod"Never Let Me Go” (M-G) plus ident’s Lady" (20th) opens tomorest $6,000.
Last week “Moulin
(Thurs.).
Rouge" (UA) (9th wk), $4,000 in vaude topped by Lisa Kirk: Trim row
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90$20,000, but not up to hopes. Last
5 days.
week, “Remains to Be Seen” (M-G), $2.80) “Cinerama" (Indie) (34th
wk). The 33d stanza ended yesplus vaude, $17,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,17.4; 55-$l) terday (Tues.) held at $38,500
‘Wax’ 125,000,
High.
“Call Me Madam” (20th) (7th wk). after smash $38,700 for 32d week.
Steady $6,000 after $7,000 last Moves to the Warner Theatre next
month for continuation of run.
K.C.;‘Moon Bright $9,000, week.
\
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50)
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 55-$!)-*—
“I Believe In You" (U) (3d-flnal'
‘Let
Go’ Fancy 126. “Leonardo da Vinci” (Indie) (2d wk).
Second’ round elided Sunday
wk). Pleasing $3,500 after fine
Kansas City, May 19.
(17) was, off to $3,900 after good
$4,500 last week.
Third 3-D pic here is' topping all
Keith's (RKO) (1,949; 70-$l)— $5,200 opening week, “Tonight at
o tlvers, “House of Wax" setting a “Man in Dark" (Col) (2d wk). Off 8:30" (Indie) opens May 25.
new record for*the Missouri with a ta $10,000, but still good for this
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80>
huge $25,000. Theatre row is hav- pic. May hold. Last week, smash —“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (15th-finai,
ing one of its better weeks. “Light $ 20 000 .
wk). The 14th session ended last
of Silvery Moon" at Paramount
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200; 55- night (Tues.) held at great $30,500.
shapes nifty but “Never Let Me 85)—“Mildred. Pierce" (WB) and The 13th round was $31,000. Might
Go” at Midland is oust good. “Llli” “Old Maid” (WB) (reissues). Trim have gone a bit longer but pic is
shapes socko at Kimo. First week $5,000. Last week, “Serpent of wanted on Loew's Metropolitan
in months here when every house Nile'* (Col), *$4,500 so-so.
chain. When it finishes its 15th
offers *a new bill. Rainy weekend
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 744&1.20) week, “Rouge” will have topped
continues the unseasonal cool spell. “Moulin Rouge" (UA) (7th-final the previous record-holder, “Gone
Estimates for This Week
wkh Okay $7,000 in final 4 days. With Wind” (M-G), by three weeks
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 65-85)— Last week, socko $10,000.
and five days.
“Lili" (M-G). Sock $3,500; and looks
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$f,20l
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)—
in for run. Last week, “Casque “The Star" (20th) (2d wk). Very —“Split Second” (RKO) (2d Wk).
D’or" (Indie), $1,400.
steady $6,500 after $8,000 last week. Initial week ended Monday (18)
Midland (Loew’sL(3,500; 50-75)— Holds.
was only fair $15,000. “Fort Ti”
“Never Let Me Go” (M-G) and
Warner (WB) (2,174; 90-$1.25)— (Col) is due in May 29, according
“Jack McCall, Desperado" (Col), “House of Wax” (WB) (4th-final' to present plans..
Good $12,000. Last/week, “Moulin wk). Great $12,009 after $16,000
Fine Arts (Davis) (468: 90-$1.80)
“Fanfan the Tulip” (Indie) (3d
Rouge” (UA) (3d wk), at $1 top, ]ocf iirnplr
fancy $7,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.20)— wk). Initial holdover round ended
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 75-$l)— “Salome" .(Col) (6th wk). Steady Sunday' (17> held amazingly big
“House of Wax" (WB). Terrific $6,000 after $7,500 last week. Stays. with $10,200 after smash $11,200
opening week. Looks in for run.
$25,000 for a new hous^ record,
topping recently made high of
Globe (Brandt) (1,560; 60-$1.50)
Will
hold^Last
Pan"
(RKO).
“Magnetic Monster” (UA) (2d
“Peter
‘Rouge’ Rousing $28,000,
week, “Hitch-Hiker" (RKO) and
wk). First week ended last night
k

‘

.

‘Let

—

Me Go’-Vaude

Trip $20,000, D.C.

.

—

.|

—

—

—

Nw

—

—

Me

.

,

‘

‘Moon’ Bright
Pitt;

‘let

$8,000 In

‘Seminole’ Fat 76,

Go’

116,Thurs.’4|6.

GROSSES

JPICTUItE

at nice $15,000.

Opening week was

sturdy $19,000.

Normandie (Normandie Theatres)
95-$1.80)— “Landfall” (Indie)

(592;

(2d wk). Initial holdover stanza is
okay around $5,000 after fair $6,000
opener. “Strange Deception" (IFE)

opens May 25.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.50)—
“Gjrls of Pleasure Island” (Par)
with 8 acts of vaudeville. Present
round ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks fair $18,000. In ahead, “Desert Legion" (U) and*vaude, $17,500.

—Paramount
“Desert Song"

(Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)

(WB) with Jerry
Gray orch, Four Aces* Alan King,
Martin Bros, onstage. Opens today
(Wed.). Last week, “House of Wax"
(WB) with Xavier Cugat band top-

ping stagebill (6th wk-5 days), fine
$50,000 after $60,000 for fifth, full
week. Makes longest run here in
more than four years and total
gross of $531,000.
Paris (Indiel (568; 90-$1.80)—
“Seven Deadly Sins" (Indie)’ (2d
wk). Initial frame ended Sunday
(17) was sock $14,100, new high for
foreign language pix here. In
ahead, “The Freshman" (Indie) (re-

wk-6 days), $3,500.
(Guild) **(525; 85-$1.50)—
(4th wk).
Third session ended last flight
(Tues.) dipped to $3,500 after good
$5,500 for second week.
issue) (2d

Guild

“Mahatma Gandhi” (UA)

Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 95-$1.80)—
“Salome” (Col) (9th wk). Eighth
round ended last night (Tues.) was
off to $14,000 after good $18,000 in

seventh week.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke90-$2.40)—“Shane”

fellers)’ (5,945;

(Par) with stageshow (4th-final wk).

Winding up run with good $114,000
after

for

$115,000

third

round.

“Young Bess” (M-G) opens tomorrow ..(Thurs.) on widescreen and
stereophonic sound, both of which
retained indefinitely

are being
here.
‘

E&xy

(20th) (5,886; 50-$2.20)—
“Trouble Along Way” (WB) with
iceshow onstage (3d-final wk). Sec-

ond session ended last night (Tues.)
was f4ir $55,000 after $70,000
•

opener.. Stays only three weeks,
with “Titanic" (20th) set to follow.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 85-$1.80)—
“Thunder Bay” (U). Opening regular run today (Wed.) after elaborate
preem last night (Tues.) with
launching of State’s widescreen and
stereophonic sound. Last week,
“Small Town Girl" (M-G) (24 wk)6 days), down to’ $7,000 after mild

$14,000 opener.

Sutton (R&B)
“Ring

90-$1.50)—
Clock" (IFA).

(561;

Around

Opened Monday (18). In ahead,
“The Assassin” (UA) (4th wk-10
days), mild $5,300.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453; 90$1.50)—“Bellissima” (IFE). Opened
in nice style last Saturday (16). In

ahead* “Justice

Is

Done” (Burstyn)

(11th wk-5 days), mild $1,800 after
okay $2,700 for iOth full week and
making a solid longrun here.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90$1.50)—“Lili" (M-G) tilth wk). The
10th session ended Monday (18)

held at big $7,300, same as ninth.
Victoria

(City Inv.)

(1,060;

95-

$1.80)—“The Juggler” (Col) (3d
wk). Second stanza ended Monday
(18) slipped to good $16,000 after
fine $23,000 opening week.

Frisco Off; ‘Titanic’

OK

176, ‘Java’ 116, ‘Moon’

I

Pittsburgh, May 19.
ks - a Uttfc brighter
downfi
owat
n }??
this week.
“Seminole"
P'y
f„
getting some
action at the
nd .“? y
ht
Silvery
%
Monn» is giving
JJoon
Wanner its best
ousincss in some
time. Although
not up to
expectations for a Clark
jjabie starrer,
at least “Never Let
give Penn a muehneorS
e
S! i; d llfl after a string of
H°use of Wax” looks
^s,
sdifn
olld in 4
iourth week at Stanley.
Estimates for This Week
(
hea) (1 7 °0; 50-85)
"Ha^nn”
116

U

-

1

'

jl

^Every

s
arn

*

—

S

‘Count- Hours" (RKO), $5,000.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;

W

,

*

“Moulin Rouge" is standout here
this week with smash takings in
two theatres. “Man in Dark" also

—

is

—

is
holding both places. “Small*
Town Girl" is showing enough in
second Broadway week to be held

a third.

*

fairish at

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 50-85)
“Destination
Gobi" (20 th) and
(Continued on page 20)

—

,

i

•

“Anna" looks

Orpheum,

!

1

,

scoring with record takings at

North Drive-In and great biz at
Paramount where day-dating. Film

V

1

Si

Denver; ‘Dark^Wham 336
Denver, MAy 19.

ai

^o

Most
session.

'

1

San Francisco, May 19.
doldrums here this

biz is in

Biggest

money

is going to
“Fair
comparatively as

“Titanic,” okay at the Fox.

Wind To Java”

is

strong with good total at Golden
Gate. “By Light of Silvery Moon”
looks fairly Lice at Paramount while
“Column South” is rated fair at
Orpheum. “Salome” shapes fine in
second round at United Artists
though off sharply from opener
(Tues.) hit just okay $12*000. In “House of Wax” is big in fourth
ahead, “Invasion U.S.A." (Col) (2d stanza at St. Francis.
Estimates for This Week
wk), dipped to $€,000 including
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65hefty boost from* preview of “Mon95)
“Fair Wind To Java” (Rep)
holding
which
is
only
two
ster,"
days of second round, with “Treas- and “The Homesteaders” (AA).
Good
Last week, “Fort
$11,000.
'Condor"
Golden
(20th)
due
ure of
Apache” (RKO) and “Blood On
in Friday.
Holiday (Par-Rose) (950; 60- Moon" (RKO) (reissues’)* $7,300.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—
$1.20)— “Hitch-Hiker" (RKO) (4th
Third session ended last “Titanic" (20th) and “Bright Road"
wk).
night (Tues.) still was okay around (M-G). Oke $17,000 or near. Last
$6,500 after $8,000 for second week, “Invaders From Mars" (20th)
and “Sheltering Palms” (20th),
week
70- $16,000.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1.730;
Warfield (Loew’s) /2,656; 65-95)
$1.80)— “Desert Rats" (20th) (2d
wk). Second round ending tomor- —“Never Let Me Go" (M-G) (2d
(Continued on page 20)
row (Thurs.) is holding fairly welbJ

—

•

Thursday" (U). 50-75)*— “Light, of Silvery Moon"
anri ft«i
? f n isn>t helping much (WB). Nifty $9,000, and may get
y an y good $4,500 looms.
days. Last week, “Trouble
?w | ?
Men on Tightr° pe" extra
Along Way" (WB) (2d wk), $7,000.
fe,
0;
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Graris Hlarris)
(2,200;. 50-85)
"<?!w
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; .2,043;
^ood
'Last
$7,000
Week
700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Lone Hand"
President>s Lady” (20th),
(U) and^’Lady Wants. Mink" (Rep).
$5,500
Fair $12,000. Last week, “Destinah
s) (3 30°; 50-85)
"NevIII? T ?^'
Pe Me G&” (M-G). Around tion Gobi" (20th) and “Taft", (20th),
same.
$11 on n 5511
1 even dlose to- what a
Gahio^Vogue (Golden) (550; 65-85)
111
usually does here, but
“Magic Box" (Indie). Moderate
n.
0 wbat house has been
doimt‘ V ?
and may hold. Last week,
$1,800,
a01ne
lately, it's very
good. Last “Member of Wedding" (Col) (4th
•*
(Continued on. page 20)
*•
.wk), $1,400.
;;
GoJS

,

P

—

Hep 126, ‘Wax’ 166, 4th

—
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Flick-ers* 3-DiIemraa

FCC

May

20, 1953

A

Okays Tattern of Cooperation
Washington, May 19* *
The Federal Communications
Commission yesterday affirmed its

Suit Vs. Four Majors
ruling of Feb. 9 that Paramount
Pictures Corp., by virtue of its
Omaha, May 19.
DuMont
B.
Allen
in
25% interest
Admiral Theatre Corp., here |?as
Labs, controls the latter. Acting
filed a suit for triple damages of
on* a petition, for reconsideration
$600,000 against four major- flisfiled by DuMont, the Commission, f
by a 4-2 vote, held that reexamina- ribs.
Sherman
charges
Complaint
warrants no
of evidence
tion
change in its original finding that Antitrust Act was violated by four,
to
negotiate
**
to
exists
refused
they
when
cooperation”
a pattern of
between Dr. DuMont and Para- give the Admiral second-run picMilthe
over
clearance
with
tures
mount group.
„
,
^ .
“The whole record before us, itary, AVenufc and Dundee houses.
Paramount,.
are
the Commission majority ruled,
Defendants
“presents a picture of consistent Loew’s, Warners and 20th-Fox.
management cooperation, both at
Paul Good, Admiral attorney,
the board of directors level and in said that house now is running
terms of the role Paramount-nomi- first-runs, but suit is for alleged
He
nated officers have had in corpo- damage suffered in past.
rate affairs. .Paramount's control charged pix were sold to competiof DuMont was found 'to flow prin- tive theatres of Admiral for same
cipally from the unique position dates at lower prices. Suit was
of Paramount in DuMont, and from brought in Federal District Court.
its rights and powers with respect
to fundamental policies which that
position assures it, rights and
powers which it does not share
with any other stockholder.”
This poyrar, together with Pars
right (through ownership of, Class
B stock) to .nominate three. of eight
directors and three corporate officers, the Commission said, ‘can
Desire to cash in on moveovers
lead to ho other conclusion than
that Paramount, in return for its from its Paris Theatre, and to cresuccessDuMont,
in
investment
ate a showcase' where “sleepers”
fully assured itself of a voice in could build, prompted Pathe Cina
in,
is
it
that
DuMont so powerful
ema to take over the 5th Avenue
position to exert a substantial 'in- Playhouse, N. Y., Under a 15-year
fluence on corporate, decisions. lease, it's understood. House may
The very existence of the power also be used’ for dual bookings with
creates the likelihood that the de- the Paris on important pix.
cisions "of the corporate manageThe 280-seat Playhouse will be
ment and board majority will be taken over by new management
calculated in the main to avoid July^’15 and will close for extenParamount
the
with
conflicts
set for a fall

As

5th Ave. House

•

Groomer

‘Sleeper

sive alterations.

Lord Donegal!, whose Regent Film Corp; started making commercial
out producing
shorts for United Kingdom troops and has since branched
comedy shorts for advertisers, is in America as the Crown’s repreCoronation coach. This
sentatives in connection with a replica of the
went on. display in Rockefeller Center, N. Y., on Monday (18), formally
inducted by the British Consul-General in New York, and all the trimmings. The Coronation coach replica, paradoxically, is being bankrolled
by London Records, with which Lord Donegall has no assocation other
than his official representation of the Queen. The diskery, in turn,

sor.

in 600 G

Omaha Exhib

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Polaroid glasses used in 3-D
viewing may darken- the scene
for some, but they throw light
on some hidden doings for Dr.
Hugh M. Flick, the N. Y. cen-

Affirms Par Control of DuMont;

Flick thought he could review 3-Ders in “flat” version
at his own screening room,
which has no 3-D screen, but
he’s nixed the idea. Seems he
okayed a depth pic that way.

is

MAKES 4 TRAILERS
TO BLURB 3-D ‘SPACE’

UI

doing this as a good will gesture.

.

The replica costs some 3,000 pounds more than the original Coronation coach which dates back to King George III, and has been many
times refurbished, such as s foam seats since, lacking springs, it is
most uncomfortable. Another curtsy to modernity is the improved
lighting within the coach this year, chiefly for benefit of the TV

Later, seeing it in the theatre
via the viewers, he spotted an
objectionable bit which hadn’t
been apparent in 2-D.

The commercial shorts to British troops worldwide also has an
unique huckstering reason. These Are primarily intended (1) to main-

homeland and homeland products, and

tain ties of the soldiers to the

not permit trade-names and trademarks to be forgotten, such
Truman beer, Fortnum & Mason, Pealc-Fream,
book when, postUniversal - International’ made etc. This is a chapter out of the American industry's
how many doughboys had forgotten
discovered
trailers,
World War I, it^was
four separate and distinct
which, curbed in production
names
to
brand
Yank
history,
well-known
its
heretofore
in
time
first
the
for
foresight to keep identities
plug its 3-D production, “It Came because of war restrictions, then lacked the
alive by institutional advertising. World War II saw much ploughback
From Outer Space.”
wartime production.
Trailers include a 3-D one to coin into radio ballyhoo of businesses converted to
bally the 3-D version; a 2-D plug
are jousting over
Columbia
and
Artists
announcing the 3-D version; a 2-D
Allied
old,
Like knights of
heralding the 3-D version on a ownership of the film title, “The Black Night.” AA claims it beat
stereophonic
contends
while
Columbia
with
office,
widescreen
the other studios to the registration
sound, and a 2-D’ teaser announc- that its rival lost its right because of its long delay in getting into
There
ing the 3-D version. P.S.
production. The title, AA says, was Originally registered by Walter
will be no trailer exploiting the Wanger, studio producer, and has been renewed by the company peri2-D version which will also be odically. Spokesman added that backgrounds were being shot in
available.
England, with AA producing in collaboration with Associated British
Pathe,' and that the picturq will roll next month at Elstree studio,
regardless of Columbia's claims.

May

Hollywood,

19,

thus

(2)

as Bovrii,' 'Schweppes,

—

ACE’s Gab

Circuit

May 19.
Whild American and British statesmen were exchanging angry words
James E,. Newcom, American in a new cold war incident, all was calm along the film front of the
Cinema Editors veepee, wajs ap- two countries. An exhibitor in Manchester, England, wrote to Mayor
Hollywood,

pointed chairman of a public
speaking committee by that group.
Idea is to supply speakers to appear before various organizations
and explain the problems of the

Josaphat T. Benoit of Manchester, N. H., stating that arrangements
were being made for a special showing of Queen Elizabeth coronation
films-ior American soldiers in the area. The Briton added that he
would also welcome any residents of the N. H. town who happened
to be in the English namesake city during the event.
\

film industry.

I

»

«

}

on the committee are
Practically every English-speaking key city in the world will see
Frank Gross, Harold Kress, Bill first-rqn showings qf Metro’s “Young Bess” during Coronation Week.
Murphy, Irvine E. Warburton, Film will be world-preemed in London and Brighton and wilt have
Ralph E. Winters and Richard G. saturation bookings throughout the British Isles during the following
week. In Australia it will open in Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, AdeWray.
laide and Perth* It will bd shown in 10 South African cities, all the
of

It's

group.”
opening under the direction
Decision ’limits both companies Duncan McGregor, Jr., and Lillian
to a total of five TV stations under Gerard, who are now running the
FCC multiple ownership rules. Paris.
,
DuMont has three owned-and-op
Theatre is being leased by Pathe
crated outlets. Par owns KTLA- from Samuel Kaplan. Since 1942
TV in L. A.
it had' been managed by Samuel
Baker; -

Others

beading cities in Canada and 60 in the U. S. In addition the picture
will be screened on all the British ships at sea.

3-Developments

%

Continued' from page 5

projectionists

from

California,

Effective gimmick was employed by 20th-Fox in Jacksonville, Fla.,
in conjunction with the exploitation of “Titanic.” Full-page ad, reproducing Page I of the Florida Times-Union, .dated April 16, 1912,
the day after the Titanic sinking, appeared in the Times-Union. Layout
cleverly employed the “1,800 Lives Lost, Titanic Sinks” streamer to
draw attention to the pic playing at the Florida. Page was covered
with stories giving various angles of the disaster.

Arizona and Nevada, with Richard
Walsh, IATSE International president, in charge of the meetings.
C’Scope
be
Will
instructor
Principal
6
Confab
June
Ui’s
Merle Chamberlain,* chief projecContinued from page 7
With
sales and publicity execs tionist at Metro and an expert on
Unique, promotion piece in the form of a picture album is currently
ror screen \vill sell for about $3 from 24 countries skedded to atthe new systems. Visitors will be being distributed to exhibs by Columbia. Col’s upcoming product is
a square foot, whereas others cost tend, Universal-International opens given a first-hand look at the proc- pushed via simulated' snapshots plus comments in handwritten form.
only $1.30 or $1.40 a square foot. its three-day European sales conesses and supplied with literature Opening copy page describes book’s aim: “People save, in album form,
Sponable, who is credited vtuth vention in Rome June 6. Meet will,
pictures which mean something to them. Here, for the convenience
make their jobs easier.
making possible the combination among other things, view pi's 3-D to PRODUCTION; First Paramount and ready reference of our exhibitor friends, is a collection of the
of picture and stereophonic sound release, “It Came from Outer
picture to be lensed in the Tech- pictures which will mean the most to them during 1953.”
tracks on one strip of film, stated Space,” and see “Thunder Bay” on
nicolor 3-D process will bq Nat
that there are no patents covering the U widescreen.
When Robert L. Lippert announced a 3-D featuret, “The Great Panty
Holt's forthcoming “Flight to Tancomhis invention. Four tracks are
Milton R. Rackmil, U prexy, and gier.” Switch to the depth dimen- Raid,” some months ago, exhibs advised him that such raids among
bined on one strip, as there is a
Frank
Y.
college students were a thing of the past. So he changed it to “College
approved
by
will
was
exec
sion
Alfred
Daff,
U
v.p.,
E.
reduction in the size of the sprockCapers.” .With the publicity, trailers and main titles all made up, the
jointly preside over, the conven- Freeman, studio boss.
et holes.
“Sangarqe” and “Those Red- Los Angeles newspapers broke out with front page stories about new
tion. They’ll be
UI v.p.
The 20th engineering head* Americo Aboaf, assisted ’"by
Seattlq,” recently com- panty raids at the U. of Southern California.
from
heads
Whethfc
wouldn't commit himself on
pleted for Paramount by pineer or not other studios would. tolr
“Bear Country,” Walt Disney two-reelerE gets an unqualified boost
Thomas, were filmed in Paralow suit to turn. out film carrying
in the June issue of Holiday mag. Byliner A1 Hine' insists he could
mount's own system.
both picture and directional sound.
Paramount’s “Sangaree” is set go on seeing any of the shorts in the Disney True Life Adventure
“Some of my colleagues are takas the first 3-D’er to play the Series as long as there are theatre screens to show them. He adds:
ing about six or seven tracks,, but
Continued from page' 4
screen ratio of 1.66 feet in width, “That statement stands in the face of three-dimensional threats, teleI can)t see \yhat they would use
each foot in height, which is vision and any other technical traps science may be planning to throw
to
them for,” he said. He added that, which sent- the challenger down. being rqcommended by Par for my way.”
while Technicolor would have to Because of these factors the film,
of its pix. Opening of “Sansome
modify its equipment he foresaw done in Stereo Cine process, rates garee” is set for the Victoria,
no difficulties in getting film With exhib attention ahd cpn be count- N. Y. showcase, in the new dimenthe required sprocket hole size ed upon to supplement most pro- sions. Date is .unset as yet.
grams, particularly where a. 3-D
from Eastman Kodak.
Sponable said he did not think feature ii showing and there'll be
Continued from page 7
Cinemascope would be demon- no extra expense for the necessary
For other situstrated abroad until after the Coro- viewing glasses.
efforts are being made in the pro- has
been, allocated
150 prints.
Product
ations, 2-D prints will be mac^e
nation in London June 2.
duction of shorts and features. In “Queen” is. skedded to open at the
available.
Continued from page 5
addition to the newsreel coverage. Guild Theatre, N. Y. within TO
Outside of public curiosity value,
Sterling in the leads, is among the Movietone’s staff will shoot a spe- days of the actual Coronation*
the 3-D lenSing fcdhtributes little
May releases. Set for. August is cial color, short for 20th-Fox dis- with U planning a special preem.
A|T0>
that couldn’t be caught with con.Warner Bros, has announced
Walt Disney’s new feature, “The tribution in Europe. .A Belgian
ventional photography. The usual
Continued from page 7
plans for the filming of a fullSword arid the Rose,” costarrihg tint process will bq used..
slow-motion reprise of the fight's
Universal has skedded the most Iengther in WarnerColor, with
Musgrave, Minneapolis,. Kan's.) was highpoint, incidentally, appeared Richard Todd and Glynis Johns.
ambitious Coronatiori film plans. It Jack L: Warner going to the Corelected veepee aftd Jay M'eans,
Depth effect is achieved
in 2-D.
will distribute in the U. S, the J.‘ onation to supervise the event.
RKO Frod’n Upsurge
Kansas City, was re-elected secre- in training-camp shots of MarArthur Rank production to be
Hollywood, May 19.
tary-treasurer^
ciano’, where he throws a punch
Business is picking up* at RKO known as
Over 200 Fotogs
A list of new directors also was into
A Queen Is Crowned,”
the .camera, and of Walcott
after a long period of inaction, to be filmed in Technicolor. Scenes
London, May 19.
chosen, those from Missouri inwhere, relaxing at a cardgame, he with five
films slated to start in will include shots of the procession
At least 20(F* British newsreel
cluding William Bradfield, Car
hurls a card in the direction of the
the next four weeks.
This week through the sheets of London be- cameramen as well as a large numthage; Komp Jarrett, Nevada, and
audience.
But the two’ 'minutes opened with
E. E. Jameyson, Lee’s Summit.
the start of “Fury in fore and after the actual Corona- ber of foreign cinematographers
25 seconds of -fight itself sim- the Jungle,”
New directors from Kansas are.W. and
starring Glenn Ford, tion, ceremony, plus scenes*' of the will be along the processional'
ply
doesn’t
have
any
extra
deq
n.ew
Dorado;
O.
F.
SulliAnn Sheridan and Zachary Scott. ceremonies inside Westminster route to film the Coronation. But
B. Adams, El
look.
van, Wichita; MaxJDavis, Lyons;
“Son of Sinbad” started last week. Abbey. Total of 16 Teehni cameras inside. Westminster Abbey, faciliJjmmy Powers* commentary and Other Impending starters are are tp be used, placed in six
and Don Phillips, Colby.
van- ties have only been granted’ to the
Directors who hold over include good camera, angles, give the audi- “French Line,” ‘The Silver Horde” tage points along the Coronation five British reels which will pool
ence
an adequate substitute for
Bill Silvers, Cameron; J. T. Ghoand ‘The Big Rainbow.”
route.
their results for the world market
sen, Sedalia; Charles Butler, Kan- ringside seat during the contest.
Meanwhile the studio announced
Narration for “Queen” will be
For tfie first time, special lightsas City and Jay Means, for Mis- United. Artists, the distributor, 10- films going into release before written by Christopher Fry, withing has been installed inside the
which screened the first print in Sept.
couri; Glen Cooper, Dodge City
1. They are:
delivery by LaVvrence Olivier. The Abbey, which has been approved
R. R, Winsliip, Phillipsburg; V New York Monday .(18), has
May ‘Split Second,” “Sea Dev- {.London Symphony Orchestra* will by the Queen. This, will make posAnderson, McPherson and Mue- strong sales point in the contro- ils”, ‘Below the Sahara.”
provide background music.
sible the first color filming of a
versy which the fight created.
grave, for Kansas. Wooten, con
June “Affair With a Stranger;”
Full facilities of the Teehni labs Coronation. 'The J. Arthur Rank
tinues as ex-officio member of the.
Associated with ’^lalpern in the “Tarzan and. the She-Devil.”.
iri
England will be devoted to Organization, .Associated British*
board for the coming year; Beverly, production are Robert Wolff,! head
July— Arizona Outpost,” “Sec- processing the footage tb expedite Pathe. and Movietone .will make
Miller serves the Allied group! as of Stereo-Cjine, producer £of Lqs- ond .Chance,” .“TheSea Around the. showing of the film. U ex- tinters in addition to their newsnational
director
here.
.Fred ,scr who hap lerising
^ rights for the Us.”'
pects the finished prints to. bq reel?.
The Earl (Marshall' has
Harpst continues, as .general man- nrqcess- land.'Coast !circu(tlpperator
Aug.’+V'TIhe >• Sword-M -jjndj trie- available in the U.* St ^Within* a- okayed
least JO
a: minimum; of
;
age/? of the. Allied office here.
\iShemU Corwin...
Ci’eue.,..
Rose,” ‘ She Had to Say Yes.”
week
after the event. U;
A
alone color cameras JfiSicle the 'Abbey.
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INTERNATIONAL

1

Crowds Carry Coin To

Over Govt.
.<

It is

ftuately

Montevideo,

impossible -to describe adetension
of
state
the
..

.

spread throughout Artwo.
past
during the
gentina
which has gravely afand
weeks,
Initially the
fected all show, biz.
which

With Sunday film showings
okayed in this northeast England
city, more than 30,000 attended the
24 theatres that opened their
doors on first Sunday night ’of

+*

12.

Gratz Censors Ban 3-D

has.

hassles stemmed ^rom acute food
shortages, blamed on the Peron
government's policies of the last

few years. But the government
hlames profiteers and Speculators,
and claims to be talcing' strict
measures to remedy them.
As a consequence of the cleanup first the president’s brotherallegedly by suicide.
He was reported to be. chief bene'in
food
Speculation
of'
ficiary
Duarte was a
sales. The deceased
partner in several film and legit
in-law died,

dent, explosion of two
that affair and setting

bombs

on

fire

Pix as Harming Health
Vienna, May 12.
Gratz (Styrian capital) censors
will not allow juveniles to see 3-D
American films on the grounds
that they are “too exciting.” Preem
at the Girardi Kino in Gratz of
Metroscopix shorts brought the
surprising decision by the censors.
Metro, which distributes these
3-D
shorts,
will
appeal
to
the courts on the ground that the
function of censorship does not
include the protection of the
health of potential patrons.

Hefty 116, ‘Rouge” Solid 5%G, 8th

•

-

. " fr

Hooliganism,
which had
tended Sunday concerts in

.

!

itch’ Looks Lively As

London Entry;

.

May

12.

for a profitable run, this being like-

financial experts with

in eighth Carlton

handsome Jockey Club building, a finger on the government’s treas- ly to end string of failures from
on Calle Florida, with the destruc- ury pulse predict an easing of dol- the U. S. recently.
lar restrictions early next July
tion of its priceless paintings.
Directed by John Gerstad, who
All this naturally has created with the end of the current finan- was also responsible for the Broadnervous tension as literally every cial year coming up. Prediction is way original, the London edition
day thousands of citizens are that the dollar ease also will in- stars Brian Reece, with Rosemary
jailed for "“rumor-mongering^ or clude the major U. S. distributors Harris making an impressive West
“contempt” against the president. operating Down Under and carry- End debut as the girL Margot StevAn amusing quirk of these jailings ing a top reserve of frozen funds enson does well as the wife.
the .prisoners must pay in Australia.
is that
The writing team of Peter Myers
$3.50 a day for their food while in
For a long time distributor chiefs, and Alec Grahame, most- of whose
There is an unusual silence have told government toppers that
jail.
previous work has been restricted
in theatre lobbies during intermis- dollars earned here are needed
to club theatres, got its first West
sions or even walking along the back in the U. S. to keep producEnd break with “High Spirits,” a
Police spies are every- tion going at high speed. Several
streets.
new revue presented by Stephen
where, and nobody dares speak major distributors have invested
Mitchell at the Hippodrome last
Naturally enough, in local real estate with coin
his own mind.
Wednesday (13). They display a
under such setup, there is little stymied from export but now find
sharp wit 'and a fine sense of satire.
urge for entertainment.
the realty market unprofitable. Although the standard is uneven,
Any greenlight on a general coin the overall effect is above average.
Tension, Coin Dearth Bop Biz
unfreeze would make Down Under In a more intimate theatre, the reIt is difficult to say whether
distribution operation less of a vue could reckon on an indefinite
the tobogganing stage and film
headache than currently. Over- run, and.it should stand up reasongrosses stem from*this tension or
head,
via basic wage increases, plus ably well at the Hipp.
are caused by the marked scarcity
an upbeat in such costs as printing
of coin which is having its effect
A firstrate cast is headed by
and
front-of-house
accessories, conon every form of business. HowCyril Ritchard and Diana Churchtinues a worry for Yank distribuever, the fact is that most legit
ill, with Ian Carmichael, Joan. Sims
houses are playing to empty seats tion chiefs because* rentals have and a Negro girl, Marie Bryant,
and not even the higher scales at not kept pace with the operational prominent in support. Last-named
film theatres
can "conceal the upswing.
stopped the show three times with
The Robert MCnzies Liberal her singing and dancing.
sharp slump in attendance.
Following the order by the pres- Party government has again won
Anthony Vivian, for Cochran
ident to reduce prices on all classes a majority in the Senate, and with Productions Ltd., revived Eleanor
of essential goods, the suggestion inflation halted, together with a and Herbert Farjeon s Victorian
has been made that film enter- more favorable overseas’ trade out- musical play, “The Two Bouquets”
ment prices must also be slashed. look, indications are that monetary at St. Martin’s Theatre last TuesThe native producers, already in restrictions will be eased in a few day (12). Sentimental comedy is
financial straits, are bitterly con- months.
beautifully mounted, and sung.
testing this move.
They spend
Warm audience reception denotes
their days groveling before Entergood attraction for the
It as a
tainment Czar Raul Apold, beg- Abbey Theatre Topper
Coronation season, despite lack of
ging him to make certain that this
Star names.
idea be shelved because it would
Chief roles are played by Sara
Lashes Bitter Crix As
be the deathblow to an already!
Gregory, Sonia Williams, Rose Hill,
Shaky industry.
Playwrights’ Derek Oldham, Hugh Paddick,
‘Rejected
Events during
weeks
recent
Denis Martin, Andrew Downie. It
Dublin, May 12/
have completely changed the outis directed by Willard Stoker.
look on Argentine relations with
direcmanaging
Ernest Blythe,
the U. S:
Whereas orders had tor of Abbey Theatre here* lashed

Coronation

"London,

IMLO-FRENCB C0-HS0D.
INTO SHARP UPSWING

mitters.

Idea of spanning the Continent

came up
BBC-TV,

Rank

Steals

1st

London Widescreen
.^-London,

May

19.

The J. Arthur Rank Organization
jumped tfie gun on its competitors
by introducing the first widescreen
into the West End.
Without .any
advance ballyhoo,, the. flew technique was Used to preem “Tonight
We Sing” at the Odeon, Leicester
Square last Thursday (14).
It
had been previously announced that the Metro widescreen, which is being installed at
the Metro showcase, the Empire,
Leicester Square, would swing into

TOKYO WEEK

Loudon.

The secrecy by the Rank Organization was maintained to the
extent of press-showing “Sing” on
the conventional screen. Crix re?
views which, in some cases appeared before the opening, made
no mention of the new technique.
The Odeon, Leicester Square was
closed the day before the preem
to complete the installation and
the first tests were made around
midnight. When succfeSs was assured, early morning telephone
calls were pu: through to newspaper offices giving them an advance

dm

i-»*

«

t

brisk *biz with $8,600 after $10,000
for second round. “Tonight We

Sing” (20th) opens May 14>.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
*

(2 f-

“Turn. Key Softly”
200; 50-$1.70)
(GFD) (3d wk). Mild $4,000 for
second- frame. Stays third round
with “Man On a Tightrope” (20th)

preeming May
Plaza (Par)

21.
(1,902;

70-$1.70)

—

“Story .of Gilbert and Sullivan”
(B-L). Opened staunchly as Korda’s
21st birthday pic. Heading for sock
$11,000 opening week. Continues
indef.

.

Ritz (M-G) (432; 00-$2.15)— “Quo
Vadis” (M-G) (56th wk). On de^
cline although still oke for length
of run with $2,500. Finishes this
season in a fortnight to give way

“Moulin Rouge” (UA).
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—
“House of Wax”. CWB). Exceeding

to

.

-

huge

AM. BALLET THEATRE

OPENS WELL

IN PARIS

Paris, May 19.
Because of late arrival of scenery/ the American National Ballet
Theatre opened May 12 with a topHowheavy selection of. pieces.
ever, the Agrtes De Mille ballets

“Rodeo” and “Harvest According,”
flanked by the excellent “Pas De

Deaux” of stars Alicia Alonso and
Igor Youskevitch and the burlesque
antics of “Gala Performance” gave
this a good welcome from a smart
The large
tipoff.
firstnight crowd here.
Manufactured by a Rank subsid- Palais De Chaillot was almost caiary, Stableford Screens, the new pacity.
This looks in for a good
installation is on a ratio Of 1.6 to run here with the prestige of their
The curved screen, which last visit plus the crix and word1.
measures 45 feet by 25 feet, is of-mouth sure to help.
American Ballet started its Concapable of other ratios and can be
used for *any known 3-D process. tinental tour in Naples, then came
been
A short focus 3-inch lens has
here to- stay until the end of May,
fitted in the projection booth which Then it goes to Lausanne,* Vienna,
insures ample Jight. Installations Venice, ’Rome, Monte Carlh and Co,
don*, iby* -gida land »iAntoneRa*iLualdi -being- in other jhDy’GdeonvaiKb Gaumonfr nvent “Gardens; dft London* the* last*
Alfg)
tafckned from!
“
ahe expected .to follow
•theatres
*
for
ifiemnv&slbadk*
considered'
“
4
•

•

*

'

will

—

expectations as b.o. bonanza, having shattered house record with
$10,600, in first four days.
Business continues strong, andfirst
operation Friday (22) for its Cor- fr.ame looks at least $19,000. Stays,
onation film, “Young Bess.” Many natch!
believed fhat this would have been
the first widescreen to be used in

.

*

Pasted.

March On

Competish by Launching

.

»

third round.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,75350-$1.70)
“Peter Pan”
(RKO) (4th wk). Marked decline
coincided with end of school vacation. Slopes around $4,200 after
fair $5,700 for third. Stays another
fortnight.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50$1.70)
“Man Behind the Gun”

—

'

Commentary-

in conjunction with Ra-

ception in the. three countries concerned was rated sufficiently good
enough to justify the belief that
there will be a successful transmission of the Coronation June 2.

•

Fr^cori^ndoniu. is

summer when

—

r

iuaaameifte».u

(1,500; 50-$1.70)

Were received throughout Britain.
The Channel was bridged Successfully with a microlink at Dover and (WB). Started moderately, with $5,on the French coast.
300 likely for initial week.
During the last week in April,
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
normal BBC transmissions were (2,200; 50-$1.70)
“Desert Rats”
used for test purposes, and the re- (20th) (3d wk). Continues to do

He added the fact that experi- mount officials here have askedchains to
ence .with the Queen’s Theatre, the TY and SY exhib
temporary home of Abbey Players take “Greatest Show” one week
Rome, May 12.
„
Work on the Franeo-Italian co- since Abbey was burned down two earlier instead of June 4 ac previproduction front continues strong- years ago, had shown that a new ously scheduled.
theatre,
as
'vith recei*t boxoffice wins on national
1, 000-seat
ly
Doth sides of the border spurring Originally planned, would, he too
Flynn’s ‘Tell’ in ’Scope
tne pooled resource
The new Abbey would have
idea. A total big.
Rome, May 12.
of. sixty pix
seats.
650
about
“William Tell,” the Erroll Flynn
have been produced
Franeo-Italian
partnership
starrer scheduled to roll late this
since 1943,
several irfore. ar.e
with exteriors to be
of Edinburgh Biopic month here,
m the worksand
at the moment here
done in Switzerland, no longer is
and in p ari s .
London, May 12."
originally
3-D
venture
as
a
A screen biography of the Duke planned. Co-producer JJarrett MaFilm of Rome, partnered
being
flow
is:
comEdinburgh
of
will
.shot in
“Tell”
be
hon
C^
says
e of Paris, is shooting
“t>Tvv
will be released shortly ClnemaScope and color. Mahon's
f'ublic Enemy
No.- 1,” with. Fer- pleted arid
Associated
by
nandel and Zsa
Coronation
Italian .production partner uncter
Zsa Gabor in after the
qms, an d ,‘<xhe ‘Useless” and British-Pathe". Entitled* “Prince the Flynn sponsorship has not yet
r
*n
Rome. Rizzoli is Philip,” it is being produced by been named,
Jack Cardiff will photograph and
a ^remake .of VG11 Uomini Howard Thomas from a script by
pk
.and Terry ’Trench.
Burgess
Alan
pic, with Gina Lollobrothe
direct
Mascalzoni,”
and
UAAVI
partnered
pCUiUCA^U
«.,|n
.

last

first

diodiffusion-Television
Francaise,
carried out a successful FrancoBritish week during which nightly
programs beamed from Paris

—

Duke

—Gaumont (CMA)

Corp.-TV programs will be relayed
“Abbott-Costello to Mars” (GFD)
by two French, two Dutch and (2d Wk). Shaping to fair $5,300
seven Western Germany trans- after nice $7,000 opener. Holds a

IN FIRST
often people who had failed as
playwrights became dramatic crix.
Tokyo, May 12.
Boosted by an extra holiday
Over the. years, a number of
birthday) during
Emperor’s
conAbbey
the
(The
panned
had
them
tinuously and unmercifully, but the its opening, week, “Greatest- Show
broke all house
(Par)
those
Earth”
•on
public did not know what
who were running the theatre knew reqords at the; *‘Hibiya Theatre
Pic also
that four or five of their manu- here, when it opened.
De- smashed the boxoffice mark there,.
scripts had been rejected.
fending the policy of not present- With $18,500 for the week and also
ing plays of an experimental char- set a new attendance record of
acter, Blythe said that the experi- 8,885 oh the second day. Previous
mental period of any institution be- record-holder was “World in His
longed to its Infancy. He said the Arms” (U) which did $17,600.
In order to avoid conflict with
Abbey, now firmly established,, had
pioneering pe- “Cinderella” (RKO), booked for
l come, out of that*
release May 18, Parageneral
riod.
r

12.

of the Coronation will be picked
up in France, Holland and Germany. The British Broadcasting

‘SHOW’ SETS 3 HIGHS

drama critics and told a
Dublin cultural group that very

May

.

Tests made throughout the past
week confirm that a live telecast

*

4Dut at

On

'

.

been given to the prOSa a'nd radio
hold off saying anything v that
might offend the Eiserihower administration, the official spokes?
men now are back" to insinuating
that all the world’s eyils are due
to “Imperialist intervention from*
up. north.” Even the bomb-plantmgs are alleged to have been inspired -by Wall Street.
In addition, a U. S. passport holder, Esteban Jacyna, who is 'an animal
trainer
with the Pan-American
circus, was held for nearly <a week
ss a suspect in* the bomb planting, but, ^ince has been released.

round.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 70-$2.15)~
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (8th wk).
Continues solid at $7,500 this
round. Stays another fortnight
prio to moving to the Ritz for
indef run.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
“Battle Circus” (M-G). Only fair
$12,300 looms on week. “Oracle”
(Indie) jeins the bill this Thursday
(14). “Young Bess” (M-G) preems
May 22 on widescreen.
•

k

tv

,

Presented jointly by Williamson
Music (the British outlet for
Rodgers and Hammgrstein) and H.
M. Tennent, by arrangement with
Courtney Burr and Elliott Nugent,
“The Seven Year Itch” preemed
at the Aldwych last Thursday (14).
It opened to an enthusiastic reception, and a generally favorable attraction in “second-rate touring
$12,300 in initial stanza. “Moulin
press. There are bright prospects revues.”
Rouge” is holding solid at $7,500

o

Sydney,

'

Key Aussie

‘Spirits/

‘Bouquets’ Shape Fair
London, May 19..

Aussie.Forecast

at

at-

the

city centre; did not occur.

Dollar Ease In

of all

London, May 12.
Apart from the record-breaking
start by -“House of Wax,” West
Morality Council Raps
End film biz appears to have lost
the
Impetus of recent weeks and
Phony Sex Ads in- Brit. grosses
are returning to a normal
London, May 19,
and lower level. A week of conFilm advertising designed to sistently good weather is undoubtconvey grossness and sensuality edly partly responsible.
not found in the picture was conWarner’s 3-D “Wax” has. drawn
demned in the annual report ofs
tremendous crowds daily and five
the Public Morality Council pubseparate screenings per day has
lished last week, which also critiresulted in long lines from morncized the exploitation methods for
ing to night. First four days hit a
X (adults' only) films.
new high at $10,600 at the Warner,
Claiming that such publicity was with about $19,000 in first week,
harming the best interests of the highest opening session take since
cinema, the Council believed it the house was opened.
did the greatest possible disservAnother important entry was the
ice both to the industry and the British-made "Gilbert and Sullipublic.
Welcoming the London van” which opened at the Plaza
Council's ban on strippers, the re- last Friday (8). It shapes hefty
port complains that theatre nude
$11, 000. in first frame. “Battle Cirshows have become a boxoffice cus” at the Empire looms only fair

Many lined up in queues several hours before opening time.

.

by

the headquararmed squads
ters of Opposition parties and the

‘Story of G.&S.’

;

scheme’s operation.

ventures.

Following, closely on this death',’
show biz has been deeply affected
by subsequent events: a mass
“concentration” of workers to declare their loyalty to the presi-

West End Film Biz Tapers Albeit

Newcastle's Sunday Pix
Newcastle, Eng., May 12.

Tough Times

Policies,

May

13

*

-

j

A

4

f

Ul

Non-Bid

Areas for Exhib-Backed ‘Main St/
•

Broad-

to

way,” the exhib-backed film- set for
national release July 10 by Metro,
the top circuits reportedly will divide territories in non-bidding
areas in booking the film, 25% of
the profit of which will go to the
Council of Living Theatre.
Exhibs with coin invested in the
film said they expected no undue
problem In distribution of the
film. Although they considered it
unlikely, it' was conceded that a
non-investor in a bidding zone
could conceivably outbid a theatreownei* who hqlds a percentage of
the picture, it was stressed that
the widest possible circulation
would be sought and that all exhibs would cooperate in pitching
the fifin.
LeSter Cowan-produced picture
will have preem showings in 21
cities outside of New York, where
the subscription theatre is jointly
sponsored by the Council of” Living Theatre and thd American
Theatre^ Society.
It's planned to have stage and
screen stars at the preems, with
admission at the opening performance one of the subscription privileges. Council has already received

Amusement Stock Quotations

MPAADala
Continued from page

With “Main* Street

Wednesday, May 20, 195$
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RKO

Midwest Corp., required to

Houses originally were due
’

to

be

15%
44

43%
14%
11%
47.'

14%
73/4

30%
36%
29%

4%
4%
4%

stincts,

Herman Levy's Tax Talk
St. Louis,

May

.

.

High

dispose of the Capitol and Bhu^
bert Theatres in Cincinnatiundpf
the Government Mnsent aecree,
last week was granted a temporary
st °y until June 1 by a three-judge candn
g screen personalities which
statutory court in New York,
appeal to their sensationalism indivested this month. Judges AuguStus Hand, Alfred Coxe and
Henry Goddard also indicated that
a further extension past the June 1
deadline may he entertained,

Net.
Weekly Weekly Weekly Tues.
High
Low Close rS Change
for week
100s

VoUn

1953

Picture Organizations actually has nixed any effort to bring
press or public in on the battle.
Filmites believe that the press
a closer relationship
is- feeling
with pix as a medium of' expres_ this .in the
sion and is showing
mwu
The* film reps
opinion columns.
^^d, however,, that the reporters
and headUne writers cannot be expec ted to refrain from stories con-

tion

RKO MIDWEST GRANTED
STAY ON CINCY HOUSES

(N.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (19)

*

5

an absence of any dirfect filpi campaigning for newsaper support. On
the tax matter, the Council of Mo-

11%
12%
19%
16%

19.
‘

Low
13%

’

*

Am Br-Par Th

*38%

CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”

101

28
34
38%
11% Colj, Pic. .... 58
594
9 Vi Dcoca
43V4 Eastman Kdk 112
11% Loew's ..... 142
250
4% Nat. Thea.
26% Paramount .. 27
70
PJiilco
31
189
25% RCA
3%* RKO PictB.
40
3% RKO Thea .. 37
3% Republic .... 227
7
10% Rep., pfd.
9% Stanley War.. 180
13% 20th-Fox .... 187
50
Univ. Pix
14
,

44

6%

6%

27%
33%
25%

271/.

27%.

32

25%

33%
25%

4%
3%

3%
4%
4%

3%
4%
4%

'3%

11%

11%
1Q%

*

.

113/4

.

16%

153%

163/4

16%
64%
14%
70%

64%
15%
72%

Loan

44%

7%

44%

~
— %%

14%
.43%

123,4

:

12%

.

.

13%
1Q%
43%
12%

14

.

Herman Levy, general counsel of
Theatre Owners of America, principal speaker at the first joint
TJnftr.,* pfd. .. >10
65 * 61
meeting of the members of the
17% 14% Warner Bros. 53
Assn.,
Theatre
Kansas-Mi^sourj
24
.
Zenith
68
84
Lurie
Inc., and’ the MPTOA of St. Louis,
Eastern Missouri and Southern American Stock Exchange
Continued from page 3
Illinois at Kirkwood Lodge. Lake
48
14% Du Mont
17.3/4
finalized either wii,h the present 0 f the .Ozarks, Mo., fully explained
4% - 2% Monogram . 203
marfAgement or with Lurie, if he the fight being waged _in^ Wash88
.
Technicolor
25%
33
~ '
takes over.
ington to eliminate the 20% Fed40
3% 2% Trans-Lux
admissions,
on
tax
eral
in addition to^the problem of
Over-the-Counter Securities
Levy also stressed the need for
equipping theatres, talks revolved
Cihecolor
around production plans, with a system of arbitration for the moCinerama
Fabian seeking assurance of a con- tion picture business, adding, ine
Industries (Bathed
Chesapeake
not
does
tinuity of product. It’s (Tear that industry is such that it
U; A. Theatres ..........
450,000 from the picture, repre- an immediate followup effort to lend, itself to external regulaWalt Disney
sentipg a donation by Robert E. the widescreen firm’s “This Is tions. Exhib grievances, for the

...
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.
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.
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3%
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4%
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Actual Sales
from practices
Sherwood of his entire salary for cinerama” is required, resulting most
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
writing the story. Council expects j n sw's desire to finance a picture that evolve in the Industry and are
practices
4,
to hit another $200,000 from its immediately. Project, because of peculiar to it. As .these
matarbitrable
new
and
evolve
arrangement.'
as
profits
War25% of the
the consent decree splitting
ters appear, a functioning system
production
separate
Exhib’s
into
Bros,
prexy
ner
Council
Bronx
of
absence
Denies
the
in
Ct.
enlarged by
Probing
Arthur Schwartz, due to the death and theatre companies, would re- of arbitration could be encompass
Plea Vs. 20th-Skouras
way of amendment to
of his Mfe, Lawrence Langner at quire Dept, of Justice approval.
Continued from page 5
J. Theatres, which last FebruJ>
a press confab reviewed the acit's understood Fabian’s general
mptha
Bloomer, prez of MPTO
ary lost a $3,075,000 antitrust suit in the to-do abdut its subsidy for
complishments which the $50,000 counsel, David Fogelson, is workagainst 20th-Fox and Skouras The- the Italian industry, ^mounting to
fund brought about. He said a i n g cm papers for presentation to related the
Employees
atres following a jury trial in N. Y.
matching sum for tfie American ^e D of J. If it can bp arranged,
2Vz% of tjie Americans’ frozen
a
as
Louis
subscripfinanced
Society
Federal Court, last week was de- coin in Italy over the past two
Theatre
f5SL
it> s understood, Fabian would preUS
tion campaigns in 10 of 21 sub- f er remaining out of the produc- e P2 P y
nied injunctive relief against the years. It’s part of this money IFE
i°
* A
*?ono „u
nu$5,0Q0
Federal Judge Edward s using to finance its activities in
distrib.
scription cities. He said the drives tion end. Theatre topper would a Jded financially.
the
increased subscription playing like, to concentrate oh equipping c * eus is being raised to get
Weinfeld, in tossing out J. J/s mo- the U. S. Indie distribs have
all0=1
m
Experience
underway.
plan
weeks to 251, and added approxi- a nd operating theatres, with pro-,tion to restrain 20th from failing squawked bitterly about this pracitions of ozonefs was
operations
mately 185,000 pre-sold tickets, to Auction activities in the hands of
to negotiate in good faith, held he tice, declaring that it cuts off their
given by William Waring, Jr. lacked jurisdiction since the plainthe season’s sales.
source of supply arid pushes them
a separatejgroup. Fabian reported
Cobden, 111., and Edward Clark tiff had filed notice of appeal from
out of the American market.
ly would welcome Lurie or any
'Road Theatre Healthy'
Metropolis, 111.
verdict.
to’
jury
source
coin
the
substantial
other
Yet, Burstyn, has expressed apAdded Langner: "The road therequirements,
production
Theatre
meet
the
Luxor
the
of
Operator
moreor
healthier
preciation of Motion Picture Assn,
never
was
atre
financial
in the Bronx, N. Y., J. J. Theatres of America Prexy Eric Johnston’s
tangled
Cinerama’s
eager for shows. If, as we are enhad charged 20th and Skouras with recent Italian deal under which
'touraged to expect, the film brings structure still remains a pic biz
Tooling
conspiring to deprive the Luxor the subsidy is cut to 10% and
more funds to the Council, the enigma. Oh the receiving end of
page
Continued from
of suitable product. After the jury there is a clear understanding that
money will be available for cam- raves and operating profitably
paigns to make subscription the- wherever it has opened, it still h^s more effectively than any of our refused to grant the exhib dam- none of the coin is to be used to
atre-going strong enough to re- been unable to get off the ground. pres ent techniques. And, in the ul- ages, it moved for an injunction. subsidize distribution in the U. S.
move all financial risks from It reportedly has been netting $20,- timate analysis, that is what Arguments on the motion were Johnston and his associates have
held before Judge Weinfeld, hut in made it clear that IFE’s entry into
touring shows/'
000 per theatre weekly on the New counts.”
had ap- distribution was an unpleasant
M. A. Lightman, prexy of Gin- York and^ Los Angeles^ engageGoldenson was equally high, on the interim the plaintiff
Dejury’s final judgment. surprise to them also.
in
about
$15,000
and
ments
producema Production, the exhib
stereo sound. A stockholder com- pealed the
m
— _
tion company. and a Tennessee- troit. It opens in Chicago July 29. ment on critics’ downbeating of
MPEA reps the distribs abroad
For an overall profitable return, the new sound systems brought
Arkansas circuit operator himself
and functions' under the Webbas well as the* only film industry it’s estimated ^bat^Cinerama^ would from the topper the observation
Pomerene Act which, permits
Skiatron Scolds
member of the Council, said ex- require about 20 key theatres that public support which was
American industries to act tohibs are aware that stage and films which are assured of a flow of well evidenced with the showing
gether in foreign territories withfrom
5
page
Continued
profit alike through a unity of in- product,
of Warners’ “House of Wax,” is
out violating the antitrust laws. At
terests and will go all out in pushall that counts. He added, inciden- during early June.
one time, immediately following
ing “Main.”
Schary, who had said he thought World War II, MPEA operated in
tally, that “Wax” is headed for a
$7,000,000 to $8,000,000 domestic the industry would make pix for 13 countries. Today it’s largely a
In addition to Lightman, exhibs
Screen Hero
TV when the number of sets cur- paper organization used to make
gross.
associated with “Main” include
Theatre business generally has rently in use has quadrupled, had film deals abroad.
Herb Stern, Alliance Theatres;
Only place
Continued, from page 3
been "encouraging,” said the exec. also found fault with the use of where it still operates actively is
Samuel Rinzler, Randforce Circuit,
UN
the
rep
whiskers,”
and
without
facilities
while
the
first
company
reported
that
telephone
He
Walker,
ComerBrooklyn; Frank
Yugoslavia.
Scranton; stressed that his mission in Holly- quarter ot this year was slightly coinbox devices to bring about subford-Publix Theatres,
Private complaints against
Kermit C. Stengel, Crescent Cir- wood was strictly an advisory one. off, the first six weeks of the sec- scription TV. “The gas company MPEA have been numerous, par“I don’t ask anything of the com- ond quarter show a “definite im- tried that years ago,” Schary comcult, Nashville; ‘S. H. (Si) Fabian,
ticularly
from
SIMPP, which
there
am
provement” over the corresponding mented of the latter method.
Fabian and Stanley Warner cir- panies,” he said. ‘All I
from time to time has threatened
'
cuits; Sidney Stoneman, Interstate for is to provide available mfor- period last year.
Levey’s wire closed with another to* tear Jnto the^ Webb-Pomerene
Another, bolstering factor he plea for Metro to make pix availTheatres, Boston; Louis R. Lurie, mation about Hhe UN and to alert
“umbrella.”
ruling
Unfavorable
Lurie Co., San Francisco; Fred J. t)ie studios to the fact that we have cited was that the film industry able for the Subscriber-Vision June from the
FTC could bring about a
Schwartz, Century circuit, Long a vast amount of material in our is again “news,” that is, pix are run, which, Levey opined, ‘“will
’cease and desist” oftler along
into
drabe
made
attracting wide press and public open the industry’s eyes to a vast
Island;
Morton G. . Thalhimer, files that could
with a directive for changes.
attention.
Neighborhood Theatres, Baltimore; matic screen fare.”
new source of income.” Distribs
He admitted that, at the start,
Goldenson said AB-PT is in ex-, have been extremely slow in reGeorge Skouras JSkouras Theatres,
N. Y, and N. J.; Sam Pinanski; he had a tough time convincing cellent financial condition to han- plying to a Skiatron Tetter, asking
American Theatres Corp., Boston,’ producers that there was no intent dle outlays of cash for new theatre them for product for the demon‘Limelight’
and Robert Dowling, City Invest- to censor anything they were doing equipment, the acquisitions of new stration. Request was nixed by
and to apply pressure of any kind. houses and for the broadcasting 20th. Levey also has a letter from
ing Co., N. Y.
5 Continued from page 1
“Once they understood that, we division’s present talent and pro- United Artists, stating
that the de
Hansen gramming buildup. The butfit has
along
famously,”
got
is covering with the Victor Young
cision whether to .supply films is
stated.
“Of course, while we may about $28,000,000 in cash at presorch while Victor is also coming
up to the Independent producers.
supply background, *we are in no ent, 'he revealed.
up with a British version. Bourne
Depth Only
way responsible, nor do we have
Chain now comprises 699 houses
Music is the U. S. publisher.
Continued from page
any control over, what eventually and this will be down to 625 by the
Columbia Records had originally
appears on the screen,
end of this year with completion of
wrapped up the rights to the
branch of which Mike Simon is
20th Claims
The UN official, who is attached its reorganization under the Par
soundtrack
“Limelight” musical
to the department of public infpr- consent decree, Thereafter, said
While the pic was in production,
Continued from page. 1
mation, said Hollywood had the Goldenson, new properties will be
but has since decided to drop the
double responsibility of making acquired, subject to the approval Scope “package!'. Letter was sent project.
set
M
soundtrack
Col’s
Charles R., Daily, optical engi- Americans visualize the important of the
out by 20th some time ago,’ urging would
N. Y. Federal Court.
have been a Masterworks
peer at the Par studio, discussed job the UN Js doing in the field,
Robert E. Kintner, in charge of exhibs to get in line for the units release, but the pop tune potential
details of the outfit s widescreen and to represent the U. S. to audithJ broadcasting end, told -stock- Theatremen still don’t konw de- of the pic’s theme cued Col to ride
preferences, centered on the 1.66:1 ences abroad as
a good and loyal holders that the network is “pro- tails on either price or delivery with
the Stott etching as a single
iispcct ratio promotion program UN nicitibcr,
gressing slowly but steadily.” He date and thus have done no .more release.
was given by, ad-pub topper Jerry
Dramatizing UN activities was “a added:
than signify’ their interest for a
“The
other
companies
Trade execs are still watching
PiCKman, and other execs address- completely new approach”
for Hol- (CBS and NBC) are giants, in the specified number of houses.
reaction to the tune from such orlClU ded
K 1y wood Hansen asserted, adding
field and we can’t expect to overSS?rS!»fi!f
Lichtman said National Theatres ganizations as tbie American Le,
lbu 0I
v,p
scar that it took some doing to
get the take
?* L
them overnight.” Kintner had handed in “the largest single gion, which blasted the pic’ out of
r*
? ead
Sa es
to look at the world body further said that sale of
M^^in’nfpncf
new pro- order,” having contracted for 212 numerous theatre engagements.
m 0 5? si antl ad?"P ubti studios
as anything, but a newsreel sub- grams being built
ff
around George installations. Stanley Warner wil The film, as a result, pulled a disdireo?nr fln? Q^
id M 5ibov< exploi“
ject.
There was no plan for the Jessel, Ray Bolger and Danny install
tauon manager.
tation
Cinemascope in from 75 appointing gfoss in the U. S., almanaeer
UN to make any feature pix about Thomas is expected in the fall.
to. 100 of its theatres With RKO though a smash in Europe.
AlFollowing the meeting, Morgan itself, Hansen declared. However,
Stockholders reelected Golden- due to equip 43 to 47 theatres though
disclosed that Par will produce it is turning out
composed by Chaplin, the
six to seven docu- son and all other directors.
Over Loew’s and “the former nationa pic’s music is considered to he less
cartoon shorts in 3-D, the first of mentarles a year.
UN-lensed Korea 80% of the stock was represented
Publix circuit” also will go Cine- identifiable with him and may thus
...
which will be made available in footage has been made
available
the meeting. Board meets today maScope in several
of their houses
September.
escape the censure accorded the
t 0 Hollywood for war pix.
(Wed.) to reelect officers.
Lichtman
part, .arise

FTC
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Millions of holiday merrymakers want fun,

songs and romance on the 4th ! M-G-M's
Esther. Williams musical
a

is

new

m^de- to-order for

^

M-G-M presents

M-G-M

Branch

“

want fireworks

for the

WET”

me M-G-M's BIG,
TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL-

NEW

holiday business. Call' your
right

now and

holidays.

Give

say, "I

DANGEROUS WHEN
•

starring

ESTHER

WILLIAMS- FERNANDO

LAMAS JACK CARSON
•

Charlotte Greenwood

•

DANGEROUS
WHEN WET
//

Demarest

•

with William
Donna Corcoran

Color by Technicolor
Written by Dorothy Kingsley

Music by Arthur Schwartz
Lyrics by Johnny Mercer
Directed by Charles Walters

Produced by George Wells

"As sure-fire as anybody's got a right tp
expect any picture to be."

Denise
I

Darcel

- M. p. daily

.

.
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Strange Deception
(ITALIAN)

c£ ExCasino Film Exchange
cels* (Eugenio Fontano) production. Features Raf Vallone, Elena Varzl. Directed
by Curzlp Malapatte. Screenplay, Mala*
parte; camera, Gabor Fogany*
Malaparte. Previewed N.Y. May 15, 53,
Running time, 99 MINS.
release

Renews

Film

Continued from page t
Filippo, Claude Autant-Lara, Jean
George Lacombe and
DTevflle,
Carlo Rim as well as a large cast
featuring such labels as Gerard.

Ooldtowtt Ghost Riders
Lest filmgoers take the proceedings too seriously, rotund
Smiley Burnette is on hand to inject .his usual comedy relief. Several uncrecUted songs are also
ford.

Nella
.

Philippe Lemaire
Noel, Viviane Romance, Isa Miran- Plnin
Gualtiero Tumlatl
Father
da, Francoise Rosay, Frank Villiard Bruno’s
Ernesta Rosmino
The Old Woman
Luigi Tosi
and Henri Vidal.
Andrea
Sharply directed, clearly writepisodes
acted,
excellently
and
ten
Titles)
English
Italian;
(In
}*“>*"nnnpat with a
have a varied app
,
wviiu o oldest themes
me world's
of the
v»uc uj.
One
healthy difference of
man’s Christ-like self-sacrifice
to crop up a oi^ viewers^aS^ the for the sa ^e of the innocent—is re-

.

spliced into the footage.
Autry is plenty forthright as the
champion of the law. Gail Davis
lends a note* of pulchritude, as
Rilev’s
winfome daughter. Riley
y
and Young measure* up to deIrtands of their roles, as do most

Followlng the por- sically - scored ' by novelist Curzio
supplied stan d a r d baclcground Henry twist
trayal of such moral evils
Malaparte. Film should do socko
mountings. James Sweeney edited
a
n 4 vami
sloth, lust, envy,
wrath,
Mischa avarice,
biz in the Italian-language and art
to a tight 57 minutes.
is
a
*
there «s
pride, mere
priae,
anp
gluttony
and
good.
house circuit, but its chances for
is
Bakaleinikoff’s score
tongue-in-cheek
neatly-fashiofted,
Gtlb.
ejiera i release are slender because
g
clincher, a surprise presentation of 0 j its g r j m message and lack of
an eighth sin: the unnamed sm
marquee names. Sexy displays of
believing evil of Others.
Singing Taxi Driver
two succulent young dishes, Elena
In Avarice and Wrath a miserly yarzi and Anna Maria Ferrero,
(SONGS)
landlord loses his money and the might warrant exploiting to bolster
(Italian)
IFF release of CineiS Film production. love of his wife. "Sloth” pokes th(T b 0
Carmine Gallone. Stnrs good-natured fun at the world s
Directed- by
Maiaparte, reputedly a former
Beniamino Gigli: features Danielle Godet,
depicts Fascist, author of the recent novel,
Lust
Belmont, mania for speed.
Virginia
Lemaire,
^
Philippe
...o
Screenplay, Aido De Benedetti, from story adolescent love as contrasted to “ The Skin,” is known for his mus0
r
passion. In “Envy.” a cat wins
AWo® “n e , fc| sf:r DonX At c°nema adult a wifes battle for affection cu lar prose and ability to evoke
scenes of brutality. In this film,
Verdi, n.y.. May 15, '53. Running time, out in
•» MINS,
of her painter-husbandv Gluttony
hrute strength runs rife, but couBeniamino Gigli
Nello Spadqnl
piece of double en-, pied with it is a gentle sympathy
DaAlelle Godet is a rollicking
Laura Morani
Virginia Belmont tendre, as a visitor is asked to f or the impoverished Italian peasLuisa .Forenti
PhUippe Lemaire share the bed of a French farmer ant.
Alberto Franchi
and ws wife. -Pride” depicts the
Story deals with Raf Vallone, an
wmfim
8K8* Forenti
lone Morifio social fall of an impoverished aris- Italian
soldier released from, a
Signora
.......... Aroido Tieri tocratic mother and ‘daughter.
Coate Tattini
Russian
PW camp, who returns
Giuse PP e Varni
®utle*
Technical aspects are generally to Jhis native Etruscan village to
good, although a few of the pre- avenge the death of his brother
pj on sentationsr might have been im- w ho had been betrayed as a parof
proved visually by better lighting, tisan to the Nazis. A village carIs the- outstanding feature of this
Holl
penter, Alain Cuny, feeling his
comedy
transparent
otherwise
own death will atone for the colabout a singing taxi driver who’s
Iective guilt of his neighbors,
.

.
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trying to find the parents of a child

Four Sided Triangle

abandoned in his cab. It’s a tri-.
fling, though pleasant concoction,
and premises only moderate b,o.

(BRITISH)

|.

numbers, and does them

all

very

has paid for the sinner. Vallone
then discovers the true betrayer, a
cringing coward,* Philippe Lemaire,
but in an emotionally' wracking
payoff scene finds himself impo*
j
a x_
y
i
j.
»
Alexander tent
to Conclude his mission of

possibilities.

•

Running

mini.

time,. 74

«

*

. _

.

'

:

decide to adopt the child. AroldO'* Lena as a child ....... Jennifer Dearman
Tieri scores as a foppish count who
"Four Sided Triangle’* unlikely
gets across a couple of funny bits.
And Carmine Gallone’s direction will stir much of a ripple in U. S.
keeps proceedings at a goodly clip. boxoffice waters. A possible exBut if anything brings the cus- ploitation film, this slow-moving
British conception of a horrorific
tomers. out, it’ll be Gigli. Chan.
yarn has the added handicap of
having no big draw names recogSeven Deadly Sins nizable by prospective patrons in
this country. Even the attempt to
(FRENCH—ITALIAN)
Arlan Pictures release of Arthur Davis excuse the basic idea (reproducing
production. "Avarice and Anger" stars
Eduardo de Filippo, Isa Miranda. Directed animals and humans) by sugar
by de Filippo. Screenplay, Charles Spaak; coating with some scientific hocuscamera. Enzo Serafin. "Sloth” stars Noel- pocus is not saved by _
a somewhat
-ii
miOOn~*rnnnv
Noel. Directed by Jean Dreville". Screen- ffirrln
eiirn
n~v
Tn
todinns
teaiOUS
many
Climax.
Play, Carlo Rim: camera, Andre Thomas. Stirring
"Lust” stars Viviane Romance, Frank passages and’ dearth of hUmOr bOg

down.

’

.

—

.

.

Director
Laziness

.

.

Noel-Noel
Jacqueline Plessls

The Frenchman
1st Secretary

Louis de Funes
Madeleine Barbulee

.

Lust

Viviane

Ravila

Romance

Frank Villard

Chantel

Francette Vernlllat
Jacques Fabbrias

Jullen

The Cure
^
Cnmille

Maurice Ronetas

Envy

Andree Debar

Oliver

Orfeo Tamburl
Gluttony

Antonin
The Wife

Henri Vidal
Claudine Dupuis
Jean Richard

The Husband
Pride

Anne-Marie
The Mother
M. Signac

Michele Morgan
Francoise Rosay
Jean Dcbiicourt
Marccllc Prniftce
Louis Selgner

The President
TJnCle Henri

_
The Barker
Some

The Eighth

Sin

Gerard Philipe

.

of the top

names

in French
and Italian film-making are combined to fashion this socko sevenpart omnibus film. The short films
are neatly threaded together via
their concern with seven mortal
sins wordly misgivings which are

—

presented in a highly entertaining
A
manner. Pic 1is_ a_ natural« for
art
house and language spots.
_ _

I

With five stories, in French and
IA
TJ. _
_
«
A A
two
in Italian, the combined effort
1

•

i

1

_

«

•

is equal to. the best of the cinematic exports of Continental EuParticipation include such
names as directors Roberto Rossellini, Yves Allegret, Eduardo de

rope.

1.

2000

machine-born beauty

*

^

‘

1

dies.

The

•

.

t

i

•

i

.

.

and so

fine,

^

is

Karl Father

Parolin
Luigi Tosi
Cardinal Ferrari
Filipo Scelzo
Prince Chigl ............ Sandro Ruffini

Monseignor Bressan
Corrado Annicelli
Austrian Ambassador
Antonio Centa
The Woman of Mantua. .. .Fanny Marchio
to look so foolish that one isn’t sure.| Count Tisza
Mario Pisu
whether this is meant as an insult
or whether it’s all to be taken in
(Italian dubbed into English)
the April 1 spirit.
.

At any

rate, "April 1, 2000,”

come up with

occasional

, .

.

does

X

laughs,

.

‘

Directed
by
Gelin.
Daniel
Annette
Screenplay,
Becker.
Wademant; camera, Marcel Grlgtton; editor, Marguerite Renoir; music, Georges
Van Parys. At Marbeuf. Paris, Running
Jourdan,
Jacques

Francoise

Anne Vernon

Henri
Robert
Denise
Christoph

Louis Jourdan
Daniel Gelin
Mlchellne Dax
Jean Servais
.

Jacques Becker’s
invention

tion,

fdr situa-

flair

and

pacing .has
a charm

breathes

life into his characterization of the simple village priest
who became Pope as the flames of
World War I lick across the globe.
Climax, reenacted with great
skill and with a documentary flavor
that preserves the solemnity of the
occasion, takes place in the Sistine Chapel of the Vatican where
the 62 Cardinals from all over the
world are assembled to elect a new
Pontiff.
Director Umberto Scarpelli obviously loved his subject

and understood

it, for the Vidon
portrayal is as vivid as it is sympathetic
and
perceptive.
refreshing comedy of love and
Through a series of flashbacks,
manners. This will pay off here,
unfolds
and should please in ,art houses the life of Pope Pius
and in the U. S. with the added his priesthood, his years in Venice;
his
election,
rewhich
almost
he
advantage of the Louis Jourdan
fused; feeling himself not worthy
name.
of the post; his attempt to avert
What story there is concerns an the war and, finally, his death duringratiating well-off couple who
ing Mass.'
have found love and contentment
^Performances are all fine and
with each other.. Drama is sudthe De Mori .Bacchion script adds
denly brought into their lives
stature to the film. The dubbing
when the husband goes off on a job is spotty as is the quality of
slight escapader
The wife moves Romolo* Garroni’s lensing. Margato the Bohemian section of town
donna Duse’s editing is below par.

given

this

slight

story

and movement which makes

it

a

X

and

is

tense

almost seduced by an in-

existentionalist

type.

Hift.

All

ends well, when the husband comes
world Security
Hilde Krahl back for her.
Prime Minister
Josef Meinrad
Anne Vernon adds warmth and
Cabinet Chief a
Kald Ermann
Secretary
Elisabeth Stemberger grace to the role of the gracious
Senora Egusqulza
Judith Holzmelster wife, with Louis Jourdan fine as
Capltano Herakles
Curd Juergens the slightly
stuffy but affable husHieronymus Gallup
Peter Gerhard
Alessandro Vitalini. ...... .Guido Wieland band.
Daniel Gelin plays the offHajji Halef Omar
Heinz Moog beat character with an erratic inModerato Robinson
Ulrich Bettac
Wei Yao Chee
Robert Michal tensity that makes for fine feeling
Mitzi
Waltraut Haas in the Left Bank scenes.
jfarry Fuss
Becker has been able to give
each character shading and life
Augustin
i!!
if: p'au?Hoefbiger
through his knowing visual handling.
Mosk.
(in German; English Titles
The problem of an occupied na
tion making a film about its ocPuccini
cupiers and why they should quit is
(ITALIAN)
at best a difficult and at worst a
(Color)
hopeless one. In “April 1, 2000,”
Genoa, May 12.
an Austrian government-inspired
Dear
Film
release
of a Rizzoll-Fraiiclnex
satire which pokes gentle, if not
Stars Gabriele Ferzctti, Marta
always tactful, fun at the great production.
Toren, Nadia Gray. Directed by Carmine
.

'

Cinedis release of Cinephonlc-Gestlon
production. Stars Anne Vernon, Louis

Council „
President
_

Sulvez €et Homme

,

"•

•

.

is

•

(AUSTRIAN)

pic had died long before that time.
All of this is unfolded in a' me
thodical manner with a minimum
of movement and production overhead.
James' Harter Struggles- powers and coats the bitter pil*
vahantly to make his Dr. Harvey with music and a sightseeing tour
lifelike, but this medico can’t do around Vienna past and present
much with the two young scientists this difficulty is demonstrated very
who concoct .the reproducing ma- convincingly.
chine.. Miss Payton, as the heart
The picture has many faces, not
interest of these two inventors, is all of them complete. Its sum and
attractive but seldom convincing, substance is a plea for Austrian
either as Lena or "Helen,” her freedom and independence,
and
machine-made twin. Percy Mar- there are some with a superficial
mont, vet of countless screen ve- knowledge of Austrian history and
hicles, is relegated to a minor role a short memory fqr
more recent
as an elderly British lord.
Ste
events who may find this bid conphen Murray and John Van Eys vincing. But mixed in are many
sen are the two scientists, the for other elements, including
an atmer doing nicely as the one who tempt to trace the cultural heritage
goes whacky when the femme of Austria, the one area
where diwalks out on him.
rector Wolfgang Liebeneiner findc
Produced by Alexander Paal, this himself on firm and safe
ground,
K
*is not helped much by Terence'
Montage
presenting
excerpts
Fisher's methodical direction. Fish- from various
Austrian operettas
er also had a hand in the screen
has appeal and one could only wish
1
m
play, which was unfortunate. Paul that the
rest of the picture had
Tabori is credited also with help- similar charm. It
doesn't, however,
iti rt am (-L a mmm. mL _ _
_ J
1?
_ J
ing
on the script and - adapting
this being heavy-handed and ubvious in
4
w
minor item. The whole thing is Tts production and acting
and all
based on a novel by William F. too concerned With
ihaking history
Temple.
Apparently much was 'fit its purpose. Film has obviously
lost in transferring it to the screen. limited appeal
and will probably
Reginald Wyer’s camerawork is go best with
German-language
sub-standard.
Wear.
audiences.
»

composer

Ehmann as the harried, cabinet
chief. Members of the world commission for the most part are made

(Follow That Man)

.

In some ways reminiscent of
‘Frankenstein,” this does not ere
ate. a scientific monster- but merely
reproduces the lone comely femme
in the pic, Barbara Paytdn. Here
the- mad scientist is -shown dupli
cat|pg this blonde because his
sweetheart, Miss Payton, has wed
his. co-worker in this screwball
laboratory. Even when the Payton
MINS.
Avarice and Anfler *
twin is created the crazed, profesEduardo
......... Eduardo de Filippo
him no more
Mms. .Alvftro
Isa Miranda sor. finds she loves
Alvaro
Paolo Stoppa than the original_gal v Sotiiep.roSloth
ducers stage a fire in which the

The

.

Wien-Fllm production. Stars Josef Meinrad, Hilde Krahl; features Karl Ehmann,
Elisabeth Stemberger, Judith Holzmelster,
Hans Moser. Directed by Wolfgang
Liebeneincr. Screenplay, Rudolf Brunngraber, Ernst Marboe; camera, Fritz Arno
Wagner, K^rl Lob, Scpp Ketterer; sets.
Otto Niedermoser;' music, Josef 'Fiedler,
le e
££5^
Mmc N Y ‘’ May 13 ’ 53 Running
time, 90 MINS*

-

'

it

.

—

'

Yves Allegret.
.Directed
by.
Screenplay, Aurenche and Bost; camera,
Roger Hubert.* "Envy” stars Andree Debar, Orfep Tamburl. Directed by Roberto
Rossellini. Screenplay, RbsselUhi, from
story by Colette: -camera, Erizo Serafin,
"Gluttony” .stars Henri Vidal. Directed by
Carlo, Rim. Screenplay, Rim; -camera, Rob
ert Ld Fevre. "Pride” stars Michele Morgan, Franchise Rosay.' Directed by Claude
Autant-Lhra. Camera, Andre B^c. "The
Eighth- Sin” stars" Gerard Philipe. Directed
bv Georges Lacombe. At 'Paris Theatre,
N.Y.. May 13, '53. Running time, 120

»«.

.

April

'

Villar.d.

i,

in his attempt to capture clean,
bold lines.
Rask.

1

.

The

stripped

is

choppy editing, camerwork by
Gabor Pogany shapes as topflight

The

f

at times

and even seemingly
extraneous scenes of the peasants
arguinga over land
reform are *peri».
r«
tinent, because they contribute to
the overall picture of violent disorder in postwar Italy. Despite

'

|

dialog

is

to simplicity

.

.

The

crucifix).

„ x,-t
Pic has all the commercial inPercy Mormon”'
k
V
gredients^a cute baby, two love gf. ttS?w
V.V/.V.V.V.Vm 5Se“H«yt«
Stephen Murray
stones, and a .goodly amount “ of Bin
P
chin
..
John
VAtl RvSKfin
Comic .cavorting, .Danielle Godet Robin
and Philippe Lemaire please as Bill as* child : :: : : : :
giS Dearman
the young couple who in the end Robln as a child ........... Sean Barrett
.
.

’

.

time, 100 MIN*.-

Malaparte’s direction

1

•

,

•

murder

.

a

Nadia Gray- makes
lachrymose.
the most of the showiest Jrole, the
sexy, beautiful singer, While newcomer Miriam Bru, as. the servant
gal, does her brief role well. Wellselected exempts from* "Manon,”
"Bqheme,” "Butterfly” and "Turandot” are given, and other Puccini musid is ‘used to backdrop the
Claude Renoir’s Techniaction.
color -work is generally fine while
.
sets, costumes and other producvalues are of top quality.
Into this happy pattern are woven tion
Hawk.
an abundance of historical reenactments, including the Turkish defeat
before Vienna and little Mozart
Secret Conclave
before Empress Maria
playing
(ITALIAN)
Theresa, and some fine shots of
IFE Releasing Corp. release of Cinella
Camera production. Stars Henry Vldon; features
Vienna.
contemporary
Carminatl. Luigi Tosi,
Tullio
Filippo
handling in the St, Stephan’s Ca- Scelzo, -Sandpo Ruffini, CorraOo Annlcelli.
Directed by Umberto Scarpelli. Screenthedral sequence is impressive.
play, De Mori Bacchion; camera, Romolo
Couple of the supporting, per- Garroni; editor. Margadonna Duse. Reformances are better than the leads viewed May 15,. *53, at the Bryant Theain which Miss Krahl and Meinrad tre, N.Y. Running time, 00 MINS.
Pius X
Henry Vidon
fail to impress. Hans Moser as the Cardinal del Val ....... Tullio Carminati

,

nicely. His voice, while an excellent one, has more than the proper
Astor Pictures release of
to Paal production. Stars Barbara Payton,
amount of schmaltz to _appeal
rjr
C
m
ail age groups. _In the thesping deFaui Taby Terenc^^

„

.

1

Sub-standard British attempt
at a horror pic; minor bookings indicated for film Which
may get by on exploitation

Gigli gets opportunity to sing a
of arias and semi-pop

Unfortunately, Puccini’s character as drawn by the scripters, lacks
sufficient warmth and sympathy,
especially in the film’s Initial
phases despite fine acting by GaMarta Toren is
briele Ferzetti.
fine as the long-suffering smalltown femme* the role being overly

Rue

.

number

who commits suicide
when he spurns her advances.
a servant girl

A moving and thoroughly expert
performance Is given by Henry Viin "The Sedon as Popfc Pius
even if it dbesn’t bother to as much cret. Conclave,” an Italian film
as hint why the four occupying v/hich has been dubbed into Engpowers are still in Vienna. The lish by IFE. for the obvious enmain purpose is to establish "in- joyment by Catholics who should
nocent” little Austria as a helpless find the picture both stimulating
victim and, for better or worse, that and engrossing.
Hift.
false- purpose is served.
Production-wise, the picture
ly confesses that he was the* beleaves .much to Wish for hut it has
trayer. Vallone kills him, but as
poignant
moments which transcend
L’Estrapadc
de
he dies, the carpenter reveals his
the occasionally amateurish treat(FRENCH)
lie and pleads that his sacrifice
ment
and
the Static script, Vidon
Paris, May 12.

Sfi

—

Mme. Blanc

.

—

.

.

Meinrad, who manages to convince
the commission members through
glimpses into Austrian history that
hifc people are not only peace-loving but that Austria deserves its
freedom.
It is probably expecting too much
to have scripters Ernst Marboe and
Rudolf Brunngraber recreate for
their audience the raging Vienna
mobs of 1938. Their Austrians are
a gay, carefree people, given to
and rememflowers
throwing
”
brances of “the good old days

,

—a

m

accused

is

of breach of world peace and defended by its prime minister, Josef

.

-

•

Morgan,

Michele

Philipe,

by Hilde Krahl. Austria

Vallone
Elena Varzl
Alain Cuny
Gino Cervl
Rina Morelll
Anna Maria Ferrero

Bruno

Mastro Antonio*
The Sexton *
Noel- Bruno's Mother
Maria
.

Story takes place in the year
2,000 when Austria, after 55 years
of occupation, declares herself free,
an act which draws an investigation
from a world commission headed

.

.

•

Gallone. Screenplay, Gallone, L Benvenuti,
A. Blzzarri, Glauco Pellegrini; camera,
Claude Renoir; music, Giacomo Puccini,
adapted by Carlo Rustichelll; editor,
Rolando Benvenuti, At Verdi, Geoba. Running time, 118 MINS.
Giacomo Puccini
Gabriele Ferzettl

(FRENCH)
Paris,
Sirius release of

SFDC

May

9.

production. Stars

Bernard Blier; -features Suzy Prim, Yves
Robert, Andree Clement, Guy Decomble,
Paul Frankeur, Veronlque Deschamps.
Directed by Georges Limpin; screenplay,
Jacques Romy; dialog, Alexandre Breford;
camera,"* Jean Rburgouin; editor, Robert
Isnardon. At Lc Francais, Paris. Running
time, 1Q0 MINS,
Basquier
Bernard Blier
Roland
Yves Robert
Olga .........
Suzy Prim
Maret
Paul Frankeur
Jean
Guy Descomble
Yvonne
Veronlque Deschamps

A piecemeal whodunit, this has
a
police
inspector reminiscing
about two of his top cases on his
50th birthday. Done with a cerslickness and sureness, this
all the ingredients and gimmicks of a police inquest, plus the

tain

has

building of the simple, huof the inspector.
Shortness and sudden switches of
Elvira
Marta Toren the two plots keep them necesCesira Ferrari
Nadia Gray sarily a bit dry in characterization,
Friend'
Paolo Stoppa and the
denouement is told off
verhally. Pared in two, this could
Biopic of famed composer, nice
be good TV fodder, for stories are
ly garbed in color and other prousually in one locale, have interduction trimmings, should rate a
est and colo^ It might do modergeneral audience spot above other
ately here on the Bernard Blier
local pix of similar nature despite
name, but is only of dualer stature
lack of star names and its somefor stateside regular sureseater
what weighty scripting. Thesping,
runs.
singing (witn Beniamino Gigli dubGeorges Lampin gives this a
bing the male voice), color, plus
workmanlike, commercial gloss,
an appealing though downbeat
and uses all the accepted suspense
story, give it many plus values
gimmicks. Blier is fine as the inboxoffice-wise.
Properly dubbed spector and gives the plodding but
and slightly trimmed, film has a
gifted policeman a well-rounded
good chance for some U. S. houses.
aura. Suzy Prim is properly inPic spans the creative life of sidious as the moneylender, and
Puccini, from student days to his Veronique Deschamps suffers movsuccess, and then to the early flop ingly as the innocent who is beatof "Madame Butterfly" pn to his en, stripped of her clothing ana
incompleted "Turandot” and death. finally strangled in broad daylight.
Script places three women in hi
Lensing is good and editing helps
life:
a famed singer, whom h_ bring off the more hopped-up moMosk.
drpps for his smalltown love, and ments.
side

mane character
;
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Beware of

Bine Laws

Squelch Pix (or Sahbath
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London Ready
Continued from page Z

In N. C, Md.; Say TV Run ‘Different’

sss

Powwow

Continued from pago 7

Barnett to Pa, Exhibs The reply denied, without^comment, many of the allegations made
Big question of the moment is by Broadway Angels. Answer
did
how far the industry should go in concede that the picture, produced

Lowdown

At Des

‘Teenage Menace*

3-D, Screen Unfformityr

[personalities. Daily rehearsals are
now being held.
It had been hoped that most
Greensboro, N, C.» May 19. 4
of the public cost would have been
In their first big legal test in
offset by a marked upsurge in tourNorth Carolina, exhibs and. tele- Exhibs Get 3-D
ist travel, but at least a half of
vision tangled headon in the state
the private householders who ofSupreme Court and films came oyt
Moines
fered moderate - price accomodacoifrt
high
The
second best.
tions are without potential guests.
Des Moines, la., May-19.
handed .the theatres a setback
course, have
Three-dimensional films v domi- The major hotels, of
when it held that the state’s old
months, but a
jbf approximate- been sold out for
Sunday blue law, dating back to nated the thinking
substantial number of neighbour
ly 250 delegates attending the Ad,
the 1740s, is constitutional,;
have
still
establishments
nual film exhibitors’ convention hood
Charlotte exhib had con- here last week. The Allied' Inde- rooms and many out-of-town hotelempowering
overflow
act,
an
the
for
who
looked
tended’ that
pendent Theatre Owners o£ Iowa iers
d.sanmunicipalities to regulate Sunday and Nebraska heard B. J. Palmer, from London
was unconstitutional. prexy-generai manager of Central pointed.
activities,
The operator, Charles B. McGee, Broadcasting Co., Des Moines and
smartLondon generally is being
also charged that the act discrim- Davenport, describe the “steyep- ened up for the occasion to give
inates against the film industry, color1 * technique of producing 3-D visitors a good impression, but so
since radio an# TV stations are color- films.
Invented by R. E. far there are no visible signs that
permitted to operate at any hour. Schensted, Marshalltown, la., the anything has been done to cope
But Judge E. B. Penny, writing technique will permit full-scale of with the' problem of the ladies of
the court’s opinion, said;
3-D' color films at moderate cost, the evening, ,who have extended
“In our opinion, the operation according to Palmer. Stereo-color their operations to Cover almost
of a motion picture theatre, is an will be demonstrated at Davenport all the West Ehd.
entirely different business from on May 31.
Fast-Working Ladies of Evenki
that of operating a radio or televar
As their beat expands, the girls,
vision station, and, these operations
have been iraportq
» hiany of whom
may be placed in different classi- 3-D
technique Which is based on a
^ from Paris, are adopting new
fications.” Judge Denny noted that system of making present two-diDav
tactics
which
often
01ten
tactlcs
wmcn
p y off on a
no fee- is charged for listening to mensional films into 3-D films.
sort of blackmail angle. They hang
the radio or watching tele.
Alsp, the convention saw “Fort Ti,
where trafcorners
street
around
McGee appealed the case to the
flcTcoh^ned
Supreme Court, after Jbe was con- ing at the Orph^umfljTheatre.
for an auto driven by a solitary
Other speakers included Wilbur male io
victedJu Charlotte of violating an
red light.
held up; by
vy a.
a ieu
to be
oe neia
KY
•Vrw.i.
pe^
ordinance, which prohibited shows
Then they move quickly into the
r?!J2
cf
As
R0
and other amusements for which
negotiatheir
front seat to begin
TO
the
fees are
•

‘Straitjacket’

'

A

standardizing 3-D. and widescreen
techniques* “without limiting the
and artistic developtechnical
ments essential to profitable operations.” Herbert Barnett, Society
of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers prexy, told that to the
Picture Theatre
Allied Motion
Owners of Western Pennsylvania
convention in Pittsburgh yester-

day

(Tues.)

He

said that

when

carried to ex-

by William Free, of

Dallas,

had been

refused a license by Dr. Flick; a
Regents’ reviewing committee of
three submitted a report upholding Flick; the full hoard voted to
adopt the committee’s findings.
Recepit of tetters from James
R. Dumpson, of. the Federation of
Protestant Welfare Agencies, Inc.,
and from Mildred Zucker, of the

James Weldon Johnson Community

govern- Center, Inc,, testifying to the beneficial educational effects of the
ment regulations, become strait- film, were also acknowledged.
jackets that curb development and
Dr. Brind’s reply repeated the
of
thereby jeopardize the future
Regents* ruling that “Teenage
your business and mine.”
Menace” would, under Section 122
Referring to the current rash of
of the Education Law, “tend to
systems, Barnett pointed out that
incite to crime,” is “immoral” (“in
neither stereo nor widescreen is .a
sense* that it is vicious”) and
the
novelty for the industry, and that
“would tend to corrupt morals, in
in 1899 there were some 120 differthaj; it shows addiction to vice
ent projector makes on the market.
and. the satisfaction of degraded
The depression, he said,- saved not and depraved appetites and corruponly the primitive screen, but gave
and conduct, in
“ a new lease on life to obsolescent tion in principles
such manner as to incite a course
equipment in studios and theatres.”
conduct particularly among
Management, he declared, “has of
teenage children, grossly contrary
overlooked the fact that the techto good moral behavior.”
nical facilities upon which it reThe reply summarized the plot
lies ajre outmoded.”
The SMPTE exec said, frankly, of the film’s story which, the mopicture division, Dr. Flick and
tion
major
studios
the
expect
that “to
to compromise on any one wide- the Regents contend, is of such
character
that “Teenage Menace”
screen ratio ,or system is a lot to
1*
should not be publicly exhibited.
of heaven.
tions.'
An uncooperative client ask this side
Appellant argued directly the opfade5 the Pr °sP ect of being the
posite in its brief and in an afficenter of a noisy scene unless he
“Teenage
insisting that:
davit,
pays off.
portrays in the visual
Menace”
‘Big Pix* Deals
scenes and accompanying dialog,
Meantime, the traffic congestion
Continued from page 7
“the disastrous consequences” of
in the heart of the West End benarcotic addiction. They declared
comes more acute daily. Crash bareVer been attempted.”
has
that the film was made “under
riers, which have been erected so
There are indications that Col
careful scientific supervision”
that the processional route can be
may be dropping its initially-an- “has a high educational value.”and
sealed off on June 2, have most
policy of limiting the firstnounced
transport.
A
effectively slowed Up
run to cities .of. 75,000 and over.
cab ride now
normal five-minute,
i
nA ...4
_
Exhibs in cities with population of
takes as much as 30 minutes.
less than 75,000 report they have
Niteries Set Top Acte
been dickering for the picture, but
What the Coronation, will do for haven’t come to terms as yet. *
Continued from page 5
show biz is still anybody’s guess,
Resistance on ‘Pan*
slate of five directors and never
\tv the
wax#
are trying
m. j
to
vv do
but
muv showmen mav
Exhibs assert that RKO is ^con- even asked a question.
thing by the Coronation,
tinuing to meet resistance on Walt
Board meet following the annual
jjitery operators, particularly, who
Disney’s
“Peter Pan” and that sev- meeting voted the regular 25c divifee i that their prospects are brighteral zones have bypassed the pic- dend and elected the following
fe st, are certainly putting their best
ture completely because of the officers for one-year terms:
f ee t forward. Noel Coward, Hermione Qmgold, Josephine Baker and terras. In addition, they' contend
William C. Michel, executive
that
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Hans vice-president;
Tessie O’Shea are among those alDarryl F. Zanuck,
ready set for Coronation cafe dates. Christian Andersen” is running vice-president in charge of producinto strong opposition, with the
^
few prominent night spots still
tion; Murray Silverstone," Joseph
1*
1
J
chains registering many beefs.
have to" finalize their arrangements.
H. Moskowitz, S. Charles Einfeld,
Opposition is even extending to veepees; Donald A. Henderson,
Legitwise, the outstanding show
cess, standards can, “like

..

.

f^ £i-

Sw

^

^

charged between
hours of 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. on
appeal,
his
fie
In
Sundays.
charged that the City of Charlotte
has no authority to enact or enforce the blue law ordinance under
the grant of power to it ,by the
General Assembly.
The high court couldn’t see it
that way. Said Judge Denny: “The
right "of the municipality to enact
and enforce ordinances relative to
the observance of Sunday must be
delegated, if

it exists,

^

^hStS

TTrminmfknf
s

kome*

!

omce*

Stand

Pie’s

Continued from page 4

;

wave!” exclaimed the gal. A bucket 6f water shot out to douse them.
In another takeoff,T on i.the <‘culby the Leg- tural progress” of films, the flacks
..

•

,

I

'

islature . . . Municipal corporations
have, no- inherent police powers

and can exercise qnly those conferred by statute.” The fact that
churches meet during the hours
involved does not mean that the
ordinance 'attempts to legislate iff
religious matters, the court held.
“There, is nothing in it,” Judge
said Denny, “that offends the
First Amendment of the United

*

.

•

*

.

^
IMdn

«•

.

States. Constitution or. 'that attempts to interfere with the natural and, inalienable right of man
to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of his own conscience.”

Early Tlx Sale

No Go
May

Baltimore,

Effort to get around

,

,

,

t

Tulipan as Willie Showman r
the veteran publicist who was
“well liked” hut whose copy no
longer flowed as he wrote “coming
3-D pictures. While theatres were
.theatre on
” Willie’s so far has been the revival of willing to shell out extra coin for
to the
trouble was that, as he .wrote," he George Bernard Shaw’s “The Ap- the depth pix with tlieir big b.o.
Cart,” in which Noel Coward
*“ rUn“1" g °ff tot° th* ple
potentials, the contention now is
is starred. During the month that
“rgta?
that, some of the 3-D pix- have
The flack’s description of Wll- Coward plays the Cafe de Paris, lost their drawing value. Just behe will have to double this stint
lie ran;
cause
a picture is in 3-D, exhibs
He’d Just sit in his own club with his cabaret date. “The Glori- say, it should not be automatically
”
ckair at 21, and the" newspaper ous Days which has a royal motif, placed
in
the high-percentage
entry
while
is
the
Tom
Arnold
guys came to him, and he told
category.
It’s apparent that an
them what to write. When he died, Jack Hylton’s production of the “ordinary” steropic
won’t comthey came from all over. From Crazy Gang show, “Ring Out the mand the
terms of the early enToots, the Stork, Moore’s, Lindy’s Bells,” has been coining money for tries.
and Sardi’s, just to see a great several months,
Exhibs claim credit for United
publicity man go. Why, they even
The. London Casino withdrew the
reported his death off the* movie nudes when the new Latin- Quarter Artists following a regular release
policy on “Moulin Rouge,”
page. I think they called it the show opened “Three Cheers” as a
obituary* column.”
gesture Jn the Coronation year, but which they feared would be offered
Flack-thesps in all the sketches hurriedly put them back when re- at pre-release terms.
Ira

•

|.
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-
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Maryland

week
blue laws was squelched
in Harford* county by Robert H.
Archer, Jr., state’s attorney, in
answer to complaints from residents in Cardiff, on MarylandPennsylvania line, deputy sheriff
found illegal film showing progress
on a recent Sunday at the Cardiff
Theatre. Exhib had sold admission
cards earlier in the week for the
Sunday showings.
last

.

J.

2Wi Heel

imitated Hollywood tycoons, sporting cigars and counting wads of
the green stuff. Vignettes porto
rising from silents,
trayed films __
«
A
talkies, to 3-D, all accompanied by
throwing
variations in the art of
the,Custard^ pie. Us Jerry Evans
Cols
S
P1 ieaver>
Yff T
Sheldon
was. on the receivmg end of custard s last stand.

.

•

.

t

No arrests were made, since
there was no exchange of money. showed surprising stage knowhow, ceipts declined,
Harold
Rand, 20th
Archer, however, issued a strong especially
The big, new musical entry will
Bert
contact,
warning to the operators, threaten- trade press
the production of “Guys and
ing to make a test, case if necesBolls” which bows, at the Coliseum
e
C
,
sary.
May 28 ‘ ^ n the same night there
+Ttp Tnnii?PQ 5Si
Only spots showing films on Sum
wil1
a midnight charity gala at
day in Harford county are Havre
tte London Palladiura to aid of the
with th’e greaT star”’' and Actors’ Orphanage and- the Jewish
de Grace and Aberdeen. Residents of these towns voted to leNational Fund. Noel Coward, joint
galize the Sabbatfi showings reChairman of the organization come
cently.
mittee, is lining up a cast of Anglo*
Who thinks out loud, speaks ‘Off American*
AmAripan .tnnnprR
toppers.
the top of his head,” “spitballs it
around” and advises his staffers
to crystalize* finalize, concretize
Techiti
and “let’s get on the ball.”
Continued from page 7
Also on the receiving end of
barbs were newspapermen, TV
Continued from page 3;
vacancy created through death* of coverage of film preems and pic
John L. Anderson.
upholding tne
the umo
Ohio censor
yarns.
Performers included A1 in upnoiaing

^ m

’

.

S

S

'

^

K£

Net

Kalmus stated that Techni was Mendelsohn, Ed Feldman, Paul
in midst of all dimensional devel- Grosz,
Paul Kamey, Lisa Lorihg
opments, as well as color television; Frances Rosen and
Marion Zinn.
that 122 pix were contracted for
Col’s Joe Hyams rated a special
tinting in ’53 compared to 97 in *52;
nod for handling of ,the lights.
that the Techni lab now was ready Max
Weinberg’s direction kept the
to handle regular color printing action
moving.
besides its own dye transfer procSketches were written by Guy
-ess, and- that preliminary earnings
Biondi, Jerry Evans, Hyams, Paul
figures for April indicated a level
Kamey, A1 Mendelsohn, George
“at least as good”, as that for the
first quarter.

Nelson,

Sheldon Raskin, Leon
Roth and Ira Tulipan. Roth was
chairman of the ball committee,
companies had contracted for the Harry Hodhfeld, SPG prexy, was
122 films and that of the latter 30 presented with a watch by the SPG
would be lensed in the company’s for his services to the union, which
three-strip process and 25 in East- reps staffers at Warner Bros., U.
man or Ansco color. He broke 20th, United Artists* and Col.
*

Kalmus

down
pix,

told stockholders that 27

the 122 into 15 widescreen

^0 3-Ds and 35 conventional

“fiats,”

SPG

Incidentally, next year’s
ball is coming to the . . . Hotel

with the rest undetermined. on

•

•

•

Trade Law Lapse

treasurer and secretary; Wilfred-J.
Eadie, comptroller and assistant
treas.; Francis T. Kelly and Frqd
L. Metzler, assistant treasurers; C.

Elwood McCartney* assistant comptroller; Frank H. ^Ferguson, J. Harold Lang, Norman B. Steinberg and
William Werner,

assistant

secre-

taries.

In a lengthy address to .stockholders, Skouras said that, due to
amortization, management
didn’t expect much of the second
’53 quarter, but that there should
be a distinct improvement in the
third and fourth quarters, with the
latter particularly good due to the
release of various CinemaScoped
pix.
Inventory Will be brought
down from a high of $5$, 000,000 to
about $37,000,000, putting the company into ah improved cash posi-

heavy

4

tion, he maintained.
Continued from page X
He disclosed that the. company
trade policies could seriously fm
now had applications for 3,402
peril the foreign markets for our
v
films and thus threaten the very Cinemascope installations repping
existence of the motion picture an investment of about $45,000,000
to
.

$50,000,000.

Another striking

industry.

He

M/asf

confident,

fact
about the motion picture industry he said, that 90% of th4se investments represented firm .'commitis that it is the only major film
ments.
enterprise
in
the
world that
Skouras On Zanuck
neither directly nor indirectly reIn reply to questions! asked,
ceives a Government subsidy. We
Ohio Solon
want it that way. We want to stand Skouras defended Zanuck’s conon our feet even *if we have to tract.
Earlier, he had praised
compete against film-makers who Zanuck as the ablest producer in
are propped up by their govern
Hollywood and thanked him and
board ban on the' film, “M.”
ments.
others for sticking by him in the
Appeal will pe based on the al“Today there are no restrictions proxy fight.
leged unconstitutionality of the on the import of
Skouras repeated his intention
foreign*' motion
y
Ohio law. Wright firm will cite pictures into the
United $tates of reducing the 20th budget to
“The Miracle” and “Pinky” cases and we are asking for
none. We about $30,000,000, a drop of about
to the high court,
believe in free competition, despite $15,000,000, and stressed possibiliMeanwhile, state convention °of the fact that foreigncompetition ties of the Eidophor color theatre
the Knights of Columbus, meeting is increasing
and despite the fact TV 'system. Addressing himself to
here this week, passed a resolution that the American, film
industry is Green, he assured him that manopposing the Mosher Bill, which in very serious financial
condition. agement felt “a great obligation”
would repeal Ohio censorship. In
feel that open competition to safeguard minority interests.
\
objecting to the senate measure, is healthy and
Only telling shareholder critithat it leads to a
the K. of C. declared that “a moral better product
and improved serv- cisms came from Jack Averick, who
guide is needed, particularly for ice to the public.
the best of inquired about the Zanuck conyoung people.” Organization American traditions,Inwe
are con- tract, and from Miss Rosalind Copcharged that removal of the cen- tent to let the
consumer be 'the ping who asserted 20th producer
sorshlp bars would permit any final judge.
Nunally Johnson was a “moneytype film be shown in the state.
“If I may say so, I believe that loser” and should be dropped.
Now in committee, the Mosher the principles we follow
in the However, she drew, applause with
bill is expected to come up for a American film
industry might well her commendations of .the Skouras
vote shortly.
merit wider application.”
regime.
•

•

4
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York.
Eighteen hundred people howled their
way through a 'sneakpreview’ and then
for good measure choked up a little at a

72nd Street Theatre in
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A few-nights ago it happened at Loew’s
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alike.

If they shriek with laughter in San
Francisco, it’s an even bet they’ll scream
in Feathersville, Conn. too.
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Columbia was previewing “Let’s Do It
Again.” Jane Wyman, Ray Milland, Aldo
Ray and a host of players were leading
the cheer section through the Technicolor rhapsodies of a great new picture.

Maybe other audiences have had just as
much fun before; but to a pretty tough
industry group that was a part of the
audience, there was a feeling that when
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the laughs are so loud and so continuous that they interfere with the jokes,
they were witnessing entertainment of
the highest possible calibre.

There’s an easy way to check what
might read to you like just another piece
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9f advertising copy.

THERE’LL BE A
"LETS DO IT AGAIN”
CENTER SHORTLY,
manager to be sure
as simple as that I
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Colorado Exbibs to Mull

N.Y. Censor Doesn’t See

Broify Tills

Double (Fee) on Triple D;

Based on Running Time

PITTSBURGH

Laggard Bat ‘Wax’

jProir.

(Continued from page 9)
week, ’‘Remain to Be Seen*' (M-G),
Rousing $15,000 in 2d;*
dismal $6,500.
Squirrel Bill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
Titanic’ Moderate 136
“Tonight We Sing” (20th) (3d wk)'.
Providence, May 19.
Keeping on right side of ledger.
Should top $1,500 for wind-up. v “House of Wax” playing upped
Last week, nice $3,100.
scale, is making the Majestic the
Stanley <WB) (3,800; 85-$l,25)— leader for a second week here, Tbe

“House of 'Wax” (WB) (4th wk-5
the coin leader With
days). Holdover will be limited to 5 State is
days to give “Shane” (Par) Thurs- “Titanic” but only a fair session
$15,day (21) opening: Last week,
Another rainy weekend
looms.
000, which means around $90,000, helped.
Albee’s “Down Among
huge, on run here.
” strand's ^Tor-

Sheltering Pines
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—
Alley” and Metropolitan’s
“Light of Silvery Moon” (WB). pedo
Doris Day-Gordon MacRae starrer "Tall Texan” are all mild.
originally booked at Stanley but
Estimates for This Week
moved here on account of exAlbee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
tended run of “Wax” at other
houe. Doing very* good at $8,000 “Down Among Sheltering Pines”
or near. Last week, “The System” (20th) and “Silver Whip” (20th).
(WB) and “Among Sheltering Mild $6,000. Last week, “Invaders
from Mars” (20th) and "Port SinisPalms” (2flth7, $4,000.
ter” (RKO), good $7,000.

Flick said the question first came
Cirferama and that it was
then decided, informally, to charge
on the basis of footage corresponding to the running time. With 3-D
coming into its own, however, the
cepsor board asked its legal diviMajestic (Fay) (2,200; 74-$1.00 )-t- sion for a formal opinion, which
“House of Wax” (WB) (2d wk). confirmed the original policy.

—

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 8)
“System” (WB) (3d wk). Good $2,Last week, $2,800.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 6590) “Invaders From Mars” (20th)
and “Rough, Tough West” (Col).
Nice $8,000 looms. Last week,
“Ambush at Tomahawk” (Col) and

Very lively $15,000.
was sock $18,000.

First

up with

week

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

•

500.

Dr. Hugh M. Flick, the New. York
censor, has ruled that N. Y. censorboard fees in the case of 3-D pix
are determined only on the basis
of the projqcted film and not on
the amount of footage actually submitted.
His decision is hailed as prgeedental by distribs with 3-D product since there have been rumblings from censor boards in other
states that would like to assess 3-D
pix double. Problem is also facing the companies in some counThey are currently
tries abroad.
awaiting a ruling from the British
Board of Trade, which is to decide
whether each of the two prints
needed to ^project 3-D is taxable.

65)

—

—“Tall

Get You”

Texan” (Lip) and “I’ll Leisen, Taylor
Moderate $5,500.

(Lip).

week,

Last

To

“Abbott> Costello

Mars” (U) and
$6,500.
State (Loew)
“Titanic” (20th)

“Gunsmoke”

(U),

44-65)

—

(3,200;
“49th Man” (Col), $7,000.
and “Bandits of
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
Corsica” (UA). Fair $13,000. Last
65-90)
“Titanic”
(20th)
and week, “Small Town Girl” (M-G)
“Count Hours” (RKO). Sturdy $10,- and “Confidentially Connie” (M-G),
000 or close. Last week, “Kili10 000
manjaro” (20th) and , “Hurricane $
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44Pilgrim Hill” (Indie). $7,300.
“Torpedo* Alley” (AA) and
65)
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90) “Hiawatha” ,(AA).
Slow $5,000.
“Split Second” (RKO) and “Win- Last week, “Pony Express” (Par),
ter Seranade” (Rep). Slow $4,000.
Last freek, “Hitch-Hiker” (RKO), $7,000.
$4,200 in 6 days.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (6th
(Continued from page 9)
wk). Winding up with indicated
big $5,500 in 8 days. Moves to the wk).
Last week,
Fair $8,000.
Blue Mouse. Last week, $5,400.
$ 12 000.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,263; 65Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)
90)—“Happens Every Thursday” “Light Of Silvery Moon” (WB) and
<U) and “Brandy Parson” (Indie). t'Run For Hals” (Indie). .Fine $12
Light $5,000. -Last, week, “Never 000 or less.
Last week, “Lady
Let Me Go” (M-G) 'and “Right Wants Mink” (Rep) and “Woman
Road” (M-G), $6*200 in 8 days.
They Almost Lynched” (Rep),
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700;‘ 90- $ 11 000 .
$1.25)—“House, of Wax”- (WB) (4th
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 95-$lJ25)
wk).. Still solid at $7,000 in final —“House of Wax” (WB) (4th wk).
week after $9,800 last stanza.
Big $16,000. Last week, $21,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
Orpheum (No, Coast) (2,448; 65-

—

.

,

—

—

x

.

’

SAN FRANCISCO

Hollywood,

84-$L09)—“Man in Dark” (Col) 95)—“Column South” (U) and “Ab-.
and “Magnetic Monsters” (UA) (2d bott-Costello To Mars” (U). Fair
Last week, $9,- $10,000. Last week, “Ambush At
Tomahawk Gap” (Col) and “Serpent Of Njle” LCol), $9,500

wk).* Fair $7,500.
800.

DENVER

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
(2d
$1.25-1.50)—“Salome”
(Col)
(Continued from page 9)
“Happy Go Lovely” N (RKO) (re- wk). Fine $14,000. Last week,
$23,000.
issue).
Fair $5,500. Last week,
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $L50“Sheltering Palms”
(20th)
and
“Call of Wild” (20th) (reissue), $L80) “Hans Christian Andersen”
(RKO) (13th wk). Big $7,000. Last
$5,000.
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1,200; 50- week, $9,000.
Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
85)
“Small Town Girl” (M-G)
(2d wk). Okay $6,000 or near. Holds “Importance Being Earnest” (U)
(7th wk). Okay $1,600. Last week,
again. Last week, $10,000.

May

19.

Mitchell Leisen, director, and
Don Taylor, actor, ankled Paramount’s “Red Garters” after disagreement over complications arising from the unusual theme of the
picture, a western filmed in Par’s

newrstyle

Technicolor*

,

Producer Pat Duggan replaced
Leisen with George Marshall. In
Taylor’s case, it was decided to
recast his role with a straight comedian to be named later. The rest
of the cast remains the same.

hlbs,

With Allied Artists’ first international sales conclave winding up
at the Roney
Plaza Hotel, foreign chief Norton
V. Ritchey told that the company is all-important to theatres. Allied
is not seeking to expand its own is urging all theatremen, whether
offices in the overseas field.
members or not, to attend the onepn the contrary, Ritchey added, day meeting, and hear about the
the company will improve distri- latest developments.
bution wherever possible by placPlans call for the meeting to
ing it in the hands of veteran
showmen with their own estab- be held at the Variety s.Club, but
if advance reservations are heavy,
which
long
policy
lished outlets a
then another spot will be picked.
has been in effect. “Local men are
fuUy conversant' with local prob- The day will close with a banquet
lems and conditions,” he empha- and dance at the Top of the Park.
sized, “and know their territories
and exhibitors intimately.”
tomorrow (Wed.)

—

Ritchey pointed out that the firm
has set up its own offices only in
such territories, primarily in Latin
America, where other distribution
outlets have proved inadequate.
Tracing the company’s growth, he
noted that AA product is now
screened worldwide in more than
50 nations.
Prexy Steve Broidy, in the course
of the opening day slate yesterday
(Mon.), paid tribute to the company’s global sales force as a major
factor in its international expansion. He stressed quality of the

lather’ Oatpulls

f

range of uses. Annual American
film import quota was set at 146.

Thawing of the $2,500,000 is berep
ing credited to special
Richard T. McDonnell, who has

MPAA

I

|

MPAA

Continued from page 3
•

«

—

“Our managers talked with
thousands of people and came up
with the amazing discovery that a
great percentage of patrons belonged in the lost audience cate-

Unique Suil
Continued from page 4

presentation in a Broadway gory, and at least 15% were brand
charges a horinew patrons. This, in addition to Unger’s suit also
For the Minneapolis world pre- our normal audience, cannot help zontal conspiracy, saying that all
miere,’ de Rochemont Associates but prove a bonanza to our indus- distribs sell to the chains at lower

its

legit theatre.

Lyceum outright for two try. And I predict that- with the
weeks and enlisted support of 1,300 lost audience, the new patron and
Protestant elergy and leading lay- the normal attendance, three dimen throughout the immediate mension and larger screens vwill
territory. Amazing boxoffice results recreate the motion picture attenensued, the pic proving to be the dance habit.”
heftiest local grosser in years and
even making some of the big 3-D

leased the

boxoffice performers take a back

Wenland Sued on $5,000

seat.

—

|i

—

•

—

.

—

i

—

'

I

Continued from pace 4

'

—

—

Japs Give
—

been in Tokyo since September ’52,
working out on this deal. When
prexy Eric Johnston originally dispatched McDonnell to
Japan, there was some criticism
among the foreign managers over
firm’s upcoming product, which in- the move. Film agreement itself
cludes a recently completed 3-D was worked out in Tokyo by Irving
Maas, head of the MPAA’s Asiatic
film, “The Maze.”
Value of 3-D and widescreen department.
techniques in attracting new paWider uses clause in the deal is
trons was pointed up by Robert J. seen speeding unlatching of the
O’DonneU, veepee and general remaining $4,000,000.
Japanese
manager of the Interstate circuit, government has set up a' bonus
in addressing delegates yesterday scheme, under which additional
(Mon.). “One of the most gratify- dollar remittances are permissible
ing experiences that we had with for local funds expended In the
the introduction of three-dimen- Japanese film biz. Blocked yen can
sion,” he said, “came out of a sur- also be applied for exchange deals
vey conducted in our larger cities With American church and other
during the showing of ‘House of groups.

With hundreds of churches selling tickets at a discount price from
Claim by Pic Investor
the 85c-$1.20 boxoffice scale, it will
Hollywood, 'May 19.
have outgrossed such recent local
Irving King, proprietor of an air
smashes as “House of Wax,”
“Bwana Devil” (which had a larger conditioning firm, filed suit in
Superior Court against Adolphe
first week, however), “Hans ChrisWenland, asking return of his $5,tian Andersen,” “Moulin Rouge,”
“Peter
Pan”
and
“Call
Me 000 plus accounting of profits on
Madam,” a number of which have a film he thinks was made. Complaint says King invested $5,000
been
its
simultaneous
opposition.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)- $1,800.
Take is borne out by perusal of in December, 1950, in the proLarkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
“Jamaica Run” (Par). Moderate
jected “Run For The HUls
and
the boxoffice statements. To accom$8,000.*Last week, '"Blue Gardenia” “Don Camillo” (IFE) (6th wk). Still
odate the big demand, the theatre was to receive 4% of the profits.
big at' $2,000. Last week, $2,200.
(WB), $8,000.
He
says
he
understands
the
film
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; '85- here has been retained for an addi- finally was made under a different
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-$l)
“Moulin* Rouge” (UA). Sockeroo $1) “Times Gone By” (Indie) (5th tional eighbday third week.
Mace is considering road-show- title.
Okay $1,400. Last week,
wk).
$23,000 or close. Last week, “House
Among papers filed were letters
Ing the picture in other large cities
$1,800.
of Wax” (WB) (2d wk), $15,000.
before putting it into general dis- from Wenland acknowledging the
Esquire ' (Fox) (742; 70-$l)
investment,
and guaranteeing King
tribution through a major com“Moulin Rouge” (UA). Smash
pany. Eventually it will wind up in against loss. He says he hasn’t
$5,000; Last week, “House of Wax”
anything.
gotten
16ra for churches and schools.
(WB7 (2d wk), $3,500. *

—

Denver, May 19.
Three-dimension will be the entree. on the bill-of-fare for the
Allied Rocky Mountain" Independent Theatres convention here
May 26. Since the principal topic

cial meetings with European, ex-

Wax’.

,

,

Drop

‘Garters’ in Disagreement

3-D Mores at May Meet

Continued from page

prices.

Indie exhib is asking $600,000 in
damages, although Lawrence Abrams, Unger’s attorney, states that
his client overpaid between $75,000 to $100,000 over a six-year period. Abrams is presenting to the
court a rundown of all pictures, totalling 1,059 for six years, which

have played at the Unger’s Mayfair
at
a comparable Warner
He is detailing terms and
prices received and paid by Unger
as compared to those obtained by

and

house.

the

Warner

theatre.

Attorney is also introducing a
new concept into the proceedings
by charging violation of the Robinson-Pattman Act, a statute that
heretofore has never been applied
to films.
Act says it’s unlawful to
•

discriminate in price between different purchasers of commodities
of like grade and. quality.
Trial continues this week, with
Benjamin and
Nizer,
representing the distrib defendants.

Phillips,

Krim

OMAHA

(Continued from page 8)
North Drive-In (Wolf berg) (750 Fancy
after smash $16,000
cars; 85)
“Man in Dark” (Col) and opening$8,500
stanza.
“Born To Saddle” (Indie), Record
*

—

Allied’s

6G

Unit

,|

$9,500. Stays. Last week, “Serpent
of Nile” (Col) and “49th Man”
(Col), $5,500.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 2070)— “Titanic” (20th) and “-My
Darling Clementine” (20th).- Oke

$11,000 or near. Last week, “DesOrpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)
-Gobi” (20th) and “Taxi”
“Anna” (IFE) and “Fast Company” tination
(20th),
.

$9,000.

(M-G). Fairish $11,000 or near.
Last week, “Split Second” (RKO)

|*

Form N.Y. Dubbing Co.

N. Y. Boothmen

Continued from page 3
counsel; with

WUbur

Snaper, presi-

American Dubbing Co., Inc., has dent of Allied; Trueman F. Rembeen formed in New York by Peter busch,
Continued from page 7
chairman of Allied’s TeleRiethof, who produced American
vision
and 3-D committee; J.
new devices that may be Intro- version
of
the
Italian-made Robert Hoff, veepee and general
duced for the projection of films.
“Anna.” Outfit currently is dubsales manager of Ballantyne Co.,
Negotiations followed the pat- bing two features for
Italian Film of Omaha,
and Sidney E. Samueltern of extended talks which have Exports, as well
as one for Lazar son, of Allied
of Eastern Penn, in
occurred between the union and Wechsler’s Praesens Films
Co.

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)—
Lady”
(20th)
and
and “No Time for Flowers”
(RKO), ‘Presidents
^
“Great
Adventure” (20th) (2d wk).
$ 10 000
-attendance.
the theatre men in recent years.
Mild $3,000 after $4,500 opener.
Praesens’ venture is a new ver(Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50With the pact settled with the top sion of the children’s
Snaper declared the new package
85)
“Man in Dark” (Col) and
classic,
outfits, union will begin confabs “Heidi.”
Filmed in the Swiss Alps, Was result of exploration by Allied
“Born To Saddle” (Indie). Great
with the other N. Y. chains, such the picture stars
$23,500. Holds. Last week, “Ser- Near Settlement of
Elsbeth Sigmund board to interest other manufacas Skouras, Randforce, Century. in the title
pent of Nile” (Col) and “49th Man”
role. 20th-Fox, inci- turers in turning out such equipSuit Over Lost ‘Vacation’
’

.

,

—

HFE

Contracts with these circuits are dentally, turned
out “Heidi” in
May 19.
expected to follow the pattern es- 1937 with Shirley
Temple topping
by Louis and tablished with the Loew’s and the cast.
Adrian Weiss against Hollywood RKO chains. Union opens talks
“Happy Go
issue).
Fair $5,500. Last week, JFHm Enterprises was taken off the with distribs Friday (22) for
a pact
“Sheltering Palms”
(20th)
and Superior Court calendar by Judge for N. Y. screening room projecLOEW'S UNLOADS IN BUFF.
“Call of Wild” (20th) (reissue) Philip N. Richards, indicating

(Col), $11,500.

Tabor

(Fox)

“Destination

$5,000.

Vogue

—

(Pike)

—

60-90)
(600;
“Jamaica Inn” (Indie), Fair $1,700,
Last week “Curtain Up” (Indie),

$ 2 ,000

—

.

Webber (Fox) (750; 50-85)
“Destination
Gobi” (20th) and
“Happy Go Lovely” (RKO) (reissue). Okay $3,000 or close. Last
week, “Sheltering Palms” (20th)
and “Call of Wild” (20th) (reissue),
$2,600.*

j

-

Los'-Angeles,

50-85)
(1,967;
(20th)
and
(RKO) (re-

Damage

Gobi”
Lovely”

suit filed

a
settlement out of court.
1
Suit, asking $10,000, involves a
two-reel film, “Winnie’s Vacation,”
which the plaintiffs turned over to
the
defendants for processing.
Claim is that only one reel was returned. * Defendants declare the
film was in such condition that
they couldn’t do much work on it
and consequently didn’t charge for
v.
’

*

it.

.

tionists.

Under the

Buffalo,

May

15.

new contract, the
Loew’s has relinquished Shea’s
weekly booth cost for a L6ew Elmwood here, subleasing it
to Alor RKO nabe house is $629.43 for bert G. Pierce,
manager of Shea’s
six men, with $567.84 as the basic Bellevue,
Niagara F^lls, for the
booth cost, $37.75 for the pension past 12 years.
Elmwood, one of the
and welfare fund and $21.84 for oldest and best
known westside
the vacation fund. The breakdown liabes, was
operated by Shea-Parfor Broadway houses employing jo Loew for
past 15 years.
men is as follows: Basic boom
Deal involves only a sublease,
cost, $1,290; pension and welfare buUding
being owned by the Ullfund,
.

total

$78.60; vacation fund, $43.

man

Estate.

ment, “thereby bringing the price
within the means of the smaller
independent theatres.”
Rembusch added: “I believe the
package deal includes necessary
equipment for* the best possible
presentation* dt about 85 or 90%
of the 3-D and widescreen productions that will be available during
the next 18 months or two years.
Also, the financing plan appears
to be liberal.”
Financing plan calls for $1,000
down with th signing of the contract; another $1,000 on delivery;
balance to be p#id out in two years.
This would come to about $45 a
week on a $6,000 contract.
.

.

May
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NEW YORK

for Stanley Warner.

was

with

He

Goldman

formerly

circuit

‘

.

lief

PHILADELPHIA

manager.

Andy Batliston, local theatre
broker, had to cancel reservations
Confusion over two film versions
for Variety Club convention in
16m
collegea
Caesar*’
‘.‘Julius
of
Mexico City
made pic being distributed by his wife wasat last minute when
Brandon Films and the Metro pro- Hospital for an ordered to Mercy
operation.
duction resulted in the erroneous
report last week from Philadelphia
concerning Leonard Mintz. Actually Mintz, a Philadelphia indie
A1 Reynolds, general manager
16m
distrib, is distributing the
of
Claude Ezell & Associates
version and is not beating the
Drive-In
Theatres, awarded third
drums for the M-G picture.
annual R. J. O’Donnell award for
Melvin Fox, Philly and South distinguished service to
the picture
New Jersey indie exhibitor, recov- industry; also the O’Donnell
Showering from injuries suffered in an manship Award.
auto collision.
S. G. Fry circuit purchased the
arrangements made to

—

—

DALLAS

'

Final

Rose

Garden

Drive-In
Tyler,
move Stanley Warner offices from from Howard Arthur at
and Bob
Earle Theatre Bldg., where located Rogers.
Circuit recently bought
for more than 25 years, to the the Liberty, there, and now
oper-

Frankel Bldg., three blocks away. ates five theatres in Tyler.
The Earle is being torn down, beMrs. Alpha Allen took over oping replaced by new department eration of the Palace at Abilene;
store.
formerly was operated by A. L.
Leslie Caron here to attend Smith,
benefit preview of “Lili” at the
The Encanto reopened at GalPreview was sponsored veston by Carmen Lopez. House
Arcadia.
by Metro for benefit of Women’s formerly was used by Galveston
Auxiliary of the Children’s Heart Little Theatre group.
Hospital.
Bob Ham bought the Spring
Paramount chain reopening three Theatre, Roaring Springs, from
key nabes. The Tower and Roose- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gillespie.
velt relighted with “I Love Mel- Ham also operates the Rogue at
vin.” while*, the Nixon kicks off Matador.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
with ‘‘Peter Pan.” Houses have Drickson purchased a half interest
been closed for more than a year. in the Rogue and Spring and also
John Turner, branch manager at the' new Matador Drive-In:
United Artists, upped to eastern
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Gibbs, Jr.,
district manager to have charge of took over as manager and operator
this city, Washington, Pittsburgh of Alto .Theatre at Alto; replace
and New England branches. Mort Russell Smith who resigned after
Magill, UA’s former city salesman, four years.
succeeds Turner.
Mickey Shaughnessy, Columbia
contract player who just finished
Irving Mack, head of Filmack
work on “From Here to Eternity” Trailers, chosen as Chicago
delein Hawaii, back in town to fill
gate to International Variety Con'
nightclub commitments.
.

CHICAGO

vention in Mexico City.
Cliff

PITTSBURGH

theatre

Broudy back

bn Film
Row as salesman for United
Artists, working for same boss he
had at the old Eagle-Lion exchange, Jimmy Hendel, who now
manages UA office here. Broudy
takes over Erie and the Main Line,
with John Zomnir switching to
West Virginia territory following
resignation
William Rhodes
of
from sales forfce.
Ralph Moyer, of Pottstown, is
new manager of Ambridge'Theatre
Milton

Giesseman, western zone
for Cinerama, and

manager

Lester Isaac, theatre head for the
company, in town talking over conversion plans for the Palace which

opens Cinerama late in July.
Edwin W. Aaron, 20th-Fox sales
topper, toured midwest last week
to speak on Cinemascope.

Herb Ellisburg

retiirns to

manage

Piccadilly Theatre.

Nat
district

Nathanson, Allied Artists
manager, off to Miami to

attend first
meeting.

AA

international sales

Mute Dupe Negative
Will Be Available
In

ST.

Immediately After Event

Any Length
BRITISH NEWSREELS LTD.
147 Wardour Street

W. England

A/though neither has as yet
reached the public to any extent,

LOUIS

A. T. Wohlert relighted his
Main, Altamont, 111.
House was
shuttered July 20, 1952.
New o?oners owned by Kerasotes Th.eatres will be
opened
June 1 near Rantoul and Havana,
111 .

OMPrsNewTrez

industry is already moving to
combine 3-D and the widescreen
added effects.
'

Max

A. Cohen, indie circuit operator, has been named chairman
of ,he Organization of the Motion
Plctiire Industry *‘of the City of
N. Y.,' which is comprised of exhib
trade groups and producer-distrib

for

Number
will

of forthcoming 3-Ders
be projected onto the large
and studios are studying

screen

the possibilities of lenslng stereo-

scopic pix in wider dimensions.
Cohen, who also is a v.p.< Columbia
Pictures
is
camera
of the- Independent Theatre Own- equipped
to do the job and others,
bedded by illfiess.
Assn.,
succeeds
Fred
J.like 3-D pioneer John Norling, are
Andy. Dietz, general manager of ers
Co-operative Theatres, convales- Schwartz, head of Century Thea- adapting their Stereo cameras for
cing in a St. Louis hospital after tres.
widescreen photography. Warner
major surgery.
Steering committee appointed to Bros, has announced a new camera
Bud Edele upped to St, Louis work with Cohen comprises Oscar capable of shooting in widescreen
manager of United™ Artist ex- A. Doob, Loew’s; Harry Goldberg, 3-D via anamorphic lenses.
change; succeeds Mike Lee, who Stanley Warner; David Katz, Roxy
First company to blow up 3-D is
was advanced to a district man- Theatre; Harry Mandel, RKO TheUniversal which opens “It Came
agership.
atres, and Robert K. Shapiro, Para- From Outer Space” at the RKO
Ray Parker, mayor of Brent- mount Theatre. D. John Phillips
Hillstreet and Pantages Theatres
wood, Mo., who operates an ozoner
and Morton Sunshine continue as in Los Angeles May 27. U screen
in St. Louis county, is booking
with a 1.85 to 1 ratio will be used.
films for a drive-in near Pevely, special reps of OMPI.
Next out is Columbia in N. Y.
Mo., owned by Linn Amus. Co.;
he’s subbing for R. H. Wendt, who
where it will preem. “Fort Ti” on
is seriously ill.
a wide screen. Paramount has
Ted Dell named general manEra’
wide“Sangaree” for
skedded
ager of Clark Theatre Circuit in
screeh presentation, in its 1.66 to
Continued from page 3
Missouri and Illinois.
1 ratio.
Jack Bernhoster, former city the new look should look, can be
Behind the distribs’ reasoning
councilman in St. Charles, Mo., fried.
there is more than a, desire to cousucceeded Ethel Somborn as head
screen which the MPAA ple gimmick with spectacle. Stereo
The
man of a new ozoner near there.
Turner-Farrar Theatres lighted group has in mind, for example, pix, which must be viewed through
will be adaptable to showing Para- Polaroid glasses, considerably
its ozoner near Harrisburg, 111.
mount’s “Shane” in the 1.66:1 ratio, shrink the picture as it appears on
i.e.,
1.66 feet in width to each the screen. Larger image remedies
foot in height,' Universal’s “Thun- that effect but brings up the probThe Variety Club of New Eng- der Bay” in 1.85:1, Metro’s “Young lem of light loss.
land voted unanimously to present Bess” in 1.75:1, and so on. By givViewers alone cut the light reex-Braves sportscaster, Jim Britt, ing the screen a metallic coating flected from the screen by about
the “Great Heart” award for 1952. it also would be able to Show pix
50% and the distribution of light
Award is presented each- year to in any of the 3-D processes which on a wider surface makes for adthe person who has done most
viewing
glasses.
require the use of
ditional losses. Where some theatres
good for the greatest number of
all-purpose screens al- may get by with .widescreen proNew Englanders. Britt, a spark- Actually,
plug in the Club’s annual “Jimmy” ready are on the market, including jection without an additional light
Magic Mirror screen being pro- source, almost all houses will have
fund, drive, will be kudosed at a the
testimonial dinner at Hotel Stat- moted by v20th-Fox for its Cinema- to figure on additional amperage
Scope (2.66:1) system. Convention- for widescreen 3-D.
ler June 18.
Tom Dowd resigned as manager al screen throughout the world is
of the Beacon Hill to take over 1.33 feet wide to each foot of
managerial reins of Lockwood & elevation.
Gordon’s Avon Cinema in ProviExecs.-agree that uniformity is a C1NEC0L0R
dence.
“must” for the future for otherwise
David Kaplan, vet projectionist some production values would be
AM.
CORP.
at the Translux, appointed assist- lost if the dimensions continue to
Hollywood, May 19.
ant manager of the house.
vary.
Cinecolor Corp. has changed its
George Roberts, Rifkin Circuit
Par’s new product, for example, name to Color Corp. of America,
exec, installed as prez of the
is being shot with a view to its veepee
O. W. Murray has anSentry Lodge of the B’nai B’rith.
being exhibited on a 1.66:1 screen. nounced here. First board meeting
Other studios are designing their under the new designation will be
new pix for showings on other size Friday (22) in N. Y.
Irving Shiffman appointed sales- screens. At a recent N. Y. demCinecolor name was discarded to
man in charge of the United onstration it was shown that Par’s avoid confusion on the part of the
Artists office here while Ray Pow- “Shane” was suitable for the 1.66:1 public and trade ere ved by the
ers, for years chief hooker at War- proportion but tops and bottoms early 2-D and 3-D color processing
ner exchange, was made UA book- of the pic’s characters were lopped with the company’s present ader.
Shiffman
replaced
Irving off when the screed was adjusted
vanced development.
Mendelson, who was transferred to 1.85:1.
to Boston as successor to Tom
Conversely, some trade toppers
Duane, after two months here. He
had been with United Artists in relate that pix, which are made
Pittsburgh and with Lippert Pic- for widescreen depiction, appear
slightly out of the right proportion
tures in Boston since.
I
f
Tom Hopkinson, vet of the last when thrown on screens which do
war and recently a staffer with the not have the heavy accent on
Robert Grady Ad Agency in New width.
York, named Metro field rep for
MPAA committee reps figure
Albany and Buffalo districts; suc- they’ll have the full plan wrapped I
I
ceeds Abe Bernstein, resigned;
at one or perhaps two more meetThen it will be presented to
ings.
And for tho past seventy-rive years I
all companies at a full conclave.
I our Judson Division has teen to it I
A1 Lawter, Denham manager, on Key figure in the work so far has
that whenever they go coast to
extended vacation, and may enter been Jack McCullough, MPAA’s
coast, their household goods, trunks,
a hospital for treatment. Don Lap- director of technical services. Abe
personal effects, aAd automobiles
pin, out of theatre biz for some Schneider, v.p .-treasurer of Columto thoir new spotl
months, returned to pinclihit for bia, is chairman of the group.
I are shipped
I
Lawter.
We are specialists in this type of

Harry

Whitefield,

owner

new Union, Uniontown,

the

of
Ky.,

outfits.

•

*

‘New

Dilemma

BOSTON

CHANGES TAG

TO COLOR

OF

ALBANY

m

SHOW PEOPLE ARE
PEOPLE

DENVER

in story detailing participation of

the

MINNEAPOLIS

Wed 3-D and

here.

Colo.

3-D.

.

21

Widescreen for Fusion of Effects

“Martin Luther,”

Lyceum

to

moving and offer fast dependable
cross-country service pt low rates
between points east of the MissisWhensippi and the West Coast,
ever you move cross-crtuntry, see

‘Wha’ Hoppen?’

Black and White

London,

ests of the film
at

now showing

Mores

Telenews Theatre last week
switched from strictly newsreel to
first-run policy, leaving only one
newsreel house here, the Today.
‘‘House of Wax,” 3-D film, goes
into 30 first sub-runs.
“Shane,” ..recently granted an
eight week .Loop run, goes into
Mel Madero named manager of
State-Lake May 27.
RKO has asked for extended run the Rex, Brighton, Colo. '
Wm. Peregrine, assistant booker
on “Sword and Rose.”
William J. Heineman, United at Lippert, returned to Paramount,
Contlnuod from page 3
Artists sales head, and his assistant where formerly assistant booker,
Bernard J. Kranze in to supervise to be head booker.
John Bohanan made city man- qpnsultant on film affairs for the
plans for distribution of WalcottState Dept., he was not mentioned
Marciano fight, which was made in ager for Knox Theatres, Durango,
,

CORONATION
PROCESSION

Pic Industry

dat^tlay 29.
F. "Borden Mace of Louis de
Rochemont Associates back from
flying trip to Washington in inter-

in

North Bronx Theatres, Inc., and Philadelphia.
Melba Cinema, Inc., headed by the
Harry Brady, who was assistant
Bolte interests, pioneer Bronx the- at the Enright when Phil Katz
atre operators, leased the Craft managed that big nabe house,
in
Theatres
the
Bronx named manager of Strand in
and ftlelba
headed
corporations
by Miami.
from
Julius Gulkis. Leases on both are
Frank Bowman, brother-in-law
Deal was consum- of the late James H. Cooke,
for 25 years.
took
mated through the theatre broker- over management of the Marsh,
age firm of Berk & Krumgold.
Wheeling, W. Va.
Hiland Theatre here is closing
Maurice Segal bowing out as
trade press rep at RKO to join the and will be dismantled.
Johnstown area's four drive-ins,
Norton & Condon public relations
Westmont, Richland, Family and
outfit, effective June 1. A1 Stem
Silver,
granted wage hikes of
replaces Segal in the RKO spot.
slightly more than 10% to opertheformer
WB
Copelan,
Herb
ator members of Local 561.
atre exec, in N. Y. for a few weeks
Leopold Satori, former manager
looking at 3-D equipment for his
of indie Beacon in Squirrel Hill,
theatre in Havana.
joined Stanley Warner staff as re-

PICTURES

staging big campaign for “Young
Bess,” which is set fpr Radio City
here and St. Paul Paramount day-

LOS ANGELES

Screen

Directors

Guild

your telephone directory fpr nearest
National Carloading office! or write

I

I

of

Judson Forwardihjjf

America in the Federal film-mak-

NATIONAL CARLOADING

ing project.

Moulin Productions paid $660,*
Patrons of neighborhood Empress 000 for seven indie films made by
CORPORATION
George Sidney, SlJGA prexy,
I
routed when an explosion in the William Goetz for International wired a note to Washington charg- I
19 Rector Street, New .York 6, N. Y.
basement gas furnace jarred the Films. The pix are slated for re- ing that “this inexplicable repudi*
BOwling Green 9-8300
theatre,
ation has humiliated and embarissue.
Operating now primarily as a
Eddie Ashkins, vet salesman and rassed the Guild before the motion
theatre for adults, St. Paul neigh- branch manager with R^LO since picture industry and the Ameriborhood Dale bars children unless 1925, resigned to do the buying can public.” He demanded an imacconjpanied by a grownup; reports and booking for the drive-ins opmediate reply so “that the Guild
improving biz under new policy.
erated with Sid Leavitt.
may be cleared of this shadow cast
W. H. Workman, Metro branch*
upon it by the State Dept.”
manager, recently recovered from
Later he received a phohe call
long illness, flew to Pierre, S. D„
INC.
Dorothy Day, associated with the from a State Dept, representative,
to visit ailing Leo Peterson, circuit
owner, and to attend opening of A. H. Blank Tri-States Theatres expressing official regrets at the
Common Stock
and Central States Theatres for “embarrassment” caused by the
latter’sTnew theatre.
Return of wintry weather, after 33 years, has resigned. She was denial, but admitting that the
Prict 50c a Short
only two days of spring, again associated with the ad department that the SDGA had been “so coopraised havoc with territory’s ozon- and editor of the house organ of erative.” The rep also explained
Consult your broker or write
ers. With temperatures ranging as Tri-States circuit’s organization for that “full appropriations are not
low as 25, ozoners are taking it on about 20 years and was with the ready, and we don’t know when
or phone for a prospectus to
advertising department of Central
chin.
we’ll start.”
As result of Academy awards, States. 10 years. Hal Barnes sucAnother
angle is that the idea
“High Noon” and “The Quiet Man” ceeds her as head of ad departANGELS, INC.
of SDGA cooperation originated
continue to chalk up better grosses ment of Central States. Associated
29 W. 45th St.. New York 23
on repeat visits in most of terri- with A. H. Blank enterprises for while Herbert Edwards was runTRafalgar 4-1815
tory’s situations than on first time more than 30 years, he will be in ning the State Dept. Motion Piccharge 'of all ad-publicity and pub- ture Division. He was appointed
around.
by Truman and is no longer there.
Tom Letcher, Metro exploiteer, lie rejatijjji*.
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Residuals

Now Begin to Pay Off

Hollywood, May 19.
Gulf Oil Corp. has renewed its
sponsorship of the telefilm series,
"The Life of Riley," starring William Bendix, seen over NBC-TV on
Fridays at 8:30 p.m. Firm is bankrolling the vidpix series for $1,000,portioning the film residual gravy,
OOQ for 39 films. Shooting pesumes
now that more TV stations are in September at the Hal Roach
"blossoming forth as new circuit studios.
customers. And with an increasing
number of yidfilm oldies being
will

residual coin

third-run.

20, 1953

A curious aspect of residual run planning is that several producers are actually losing $4,000 to $5,000 per vidfilm that they
have produced below cost for advertisers. They’re in the position
of having turned out telepix, owning all residual rights, but also
of having agreed not to syndicate until the bankroller is through
sponsoring the series on a network.
Thus, Roland Reed produced "My Little Margie’* for Philip
Morris and "Trouble With Father" for General Mills* and Jack
Chertok ditto "Lone Ranger" for General Mills. The sponsors are
still happy with the shows, but both producers are unhappily wishing the series will end their runs on the webs, so that the producers
.can begin recouping their losses on the residual cash.

Many top blue-chip advertisers^
are currently shopping around for
drama vidpix scries whose second- Gulf’
and

,

help the bankrollers amortize their
original investment. The air is
heavy with talk of sponsor-producer-distributor deals on ways of

Veddled around under revamped

ABC-TV ‘Jet

r
it s;getting so that a telecaster can't remember the original
name of a film series without a

titles,

More Work Seen
•Featured

'

—Texaco

NBCrTV

Star Theatre
with Milton Berle

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
LOUIS W. COHAN

program. '
These highlights emerged from a

-

1776 Broadway, N. Y.

In Vidpix ‘Sneak’

Variety study this week of advertiser-produced vidfilms a facet of

—

ABC-TV

starts its first film pro-

biz in which advertisers now
ject in the east with lensing of "Jet
have invested an estimated $20,000,000. Since union demands are Pilot" in conjunction with Rockhill
making it increasingly’ expensive Productions. Exec producer on the
to produce drama vidfilms, it's pic will be Dick Hopkins, who reclear that the buying pattern of cently moved over from his post as
the future will involve more and manager of the CBS-TV Design and
more advertisers not only turning, Construction Dept, to ABC-TV,
out. their own film series, but. also where he’ll have an exec producer

show

seeking a bigger cut of the residual berth.

‘Jet" is set for the "ABC PlayBiggest investor in drama vid- house" Sunday night series. Pic is
Gamble, the only time Hopkins will be infilms today is- Procter
the .pioneer which first began toy- volved with "Album," since Herb
ing with residual run possibilities Brodkin is exec producer for the
when it sponsored "Fireside The- regular series and Hopkins is handatre" back in 1949. P&G’s present ling the one-shot film. If film
acute interest in slicing the vidfilm proves successful, it may be used
pie was demonstrated last week as basis of a series for the fall.
Hopkins said shooting will start
when it closed a deal, via Benton
Bowles exec Walter Craig, to on location at Air Force installabankroll the $32,509 telepix series,* tions around N. Y. Albert Alley, of
•‘Letter to Loretta,” participating Rockhill, will produce. Future film
equally With star Loretta Young productions by ABC-TV may be
lensed independently of any vidpix'
in the profits and residuals.
production outfits, with web hand‘Visitor* Reruns
rights.

&

SWG ‘Stalling
Claim Stirs

New

TV Scribe Tiff

Reed’s 2

New

Series

Hollywood, May 19.
new telefilm
for two
Pilots
series roll at Roland Reed Productions within the next fortnight to
launch an expanded program under which the firm will double its
Pilots will be produced
output.

by M, Bernard, Fox, former assistant manager of programming
and production for the DuMont
network, who joined Reed last

New series are "Waterfront," revolving around a tugboat skipper

and his family, and "Boomerang,"
a mystery series. Guy T. Thayer,
veepee of Roland Reed producJurisdictional dispute between
tions will be exec producer on the
Television Writers of America and
two series.

May

Hollywood,

19.

the Screen Writers Guild of the
Authors League of America flared

up anew

this

week when

TWA filed

charges of "stalling tactics” on the
with the National Lapart of
bor Relations Board. Charges stemfrom
a
petition
med
by
to the
NLRB asking that ad agency scrlpters be included in the May 22
election to determine jurisdiction
Hollywood, May 19.
on the webs.
last week lost a round in
Samuel Rosenbaum, arbitrator
P&G’s
its battle for jurisdiction when th
ling its own filming.
has been buildMeanwhile,
NLRB tossed out its petition at in the hassle between Louis D.
Snader’ and his former partners,
ing up a hoard of other properties.
Revue Productions, ruling
Its "The Doctor" series of 44 teledid not have 30% of the Revue for possession, of various video
pix, originally produced for
properties, says investors In the
scripters In its fold.
at the Parsonnet studios in Long
Meanwhile, a special exec board firm probably will take a loss of
Island, are now being peddled unThespers
around
meeting of
Of
resulted in elec$500,000.
to
der the title, "The Visitor," by the
tion of Leonard Spigelgass, Warren
Arbitrator says charges hurled
NBC Film Division. The films are
Duff and Morgan Cox to a commit- by Snader, ‘ A1 Bisrio and Keith
Video
Sold
In
Pix
to
currently being rerun in 15 martee to rep
in N. Y. at upcom- Palmer are so heated that some
Hollywood, May 19.
kets, not on the NBC-TV network.
ing reorganization parleys of ALA. are unprintable. Summations are
expects that this amortizaProtesting his offer constitutes
due June 1, after which he’ll detion coin will be such that each only one-third .of that received
cide.
film, which originally cost it $17,Rosenbaum said 100 investors
from Monogram when it sold x mo509, will thus havO only cost $7,000
throughout the country put $5,000
tion pictures to television, Screen
as result of the residual coin.
each in firm which produced teleSpiraling cost of turning out dra- Actors Guild has rejected pn offer
scriptlons, one of two firms inma .vidfilms is reflected in P&G's of $60,000 from Robert L. Lippert,
volved in the hassle.
Los Angeles, May 19.
experience with, "Fireside Theaseeking to settle his hassle with _ Erman Pessis, producer, filed a
( Continued bn page 37V
SAG as a result of his releasing $66,900 breach of contract suit
Stars
Clause
pix to TV after the guild’s cutoff
date without paying thesps in- against Gerapaiil Co. and attorney
Plugging
is
Arnold
Permitting
volved.
Aug.
cutKrieger
and
SAG’s
accountant
1948,
1,
‘Billy the Kid’ Stirs
off date, and when Lippert sold Milton Florman,
who were to
product made after that date to
Pix Product
finance a telefilm series but didn’t.
a Vidpix Tlmpest
video without reimbursing thesps
Plaintiff says the backers agreed
Hollywood, May 19.
in the pix, he was put on the
to deposit $5,000 In the bank for
In Triangular Claim guild’s unfair list»
Wayne-Fellows Productions obthe first film and additional deSAG says Lippert offered $60,- posits
tained clearances from 40 thesps,
Hollywood, May 19.
of the same amount for each
000
all
that that wasn’t
in
A trio of telepix companies is cash. and
film^of the series, to be known as director and their writer in upIt points out the formula folchasin’ Billy the Kid on the Hollylowed when Mono funneled post- Hollywood Newsreel. Complaint coming "Island in the Sky," so
range.
wood teevee
cutoff pix to TV called for 12% says they put up only $3,000. Pes- that they'll take part in TV shows
Warner' Taub of Independent of the original salary for a thesp sis wants $50,000 for loss of profits, to blurb the picture just before
Artists Agency, Ltd., announced if the pic was sold for less than $5,400 in expenses, $1,500 in sal- it's released in September, as a
he had pencilled Tab Hunter for $20,000, and 15% if it brought ary and $10,000 for loss of repu- Warner release.
a "Billy the Kid" vidpix series to more. Guild declares Lippert sum tation.
John y/ayne and Robert Fellows
go in June, with Sid Kuller super- is far below those percentage figare so impressed with vaiue of TV
vising, arid Jack Hill the writer. ures.
for plugging pix they plan to ing
This brought a wail from the Jaffe
clauses in future player
SAG consequently told the pro‘Buck Rogers’ Budget clude
agency that it had priority on the ducer-distributor to present .a full
pacts providing the thesp has to
Kid, having packaged .such a deal list of post-cutoff pix to the Guild,
Hollywood, May 19.
appear on video to exploit the picwith Jack Beutel to star. Taub re- and Is awaiting further info from
Series of 26 "Buck Rogers” is ture. A saturation Campaign is also
torted he has been working nine him
set to roll at General Service stu- planned on their "Plunder in the
v
months on his idea.
Sun," which follows "Sky" in re“i
dios, with about $600,000 budgeted
Riding into the picture came
lease.
for the project.
Russell Hayden, averring he has
nine scripts all prepped, and that Small, Fromkess Join
Buck Rogers TV Productions,
he plans a "Billy the Kid" series
handling the property, is now neWins TitTe
In Pix, Telepix Setup gotiating with John Gaunt to diwith himself toplining.
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Snader Investors’

SWG

SWG

‘

Loss at

TWA

1

May

Hollywood,

DANNY O’DAY AND
HUMPHREY HIGSBYE

PW

in Standardization

JIMMY NELSON

'

19.

Intra-union feuding over Screen
Actors Guild-Screen Extras Guild
teleblurb pact appeared virtually

ended Sunday (17) when Roy M.
Brewer, IATSE Coast rep, said a
conference with SAG exec secretary John Dales, Jr. r convinced him
that standardization provided for
in pact would very likely result in
more, not less, vidblurb work in
Hollywood.
IATSE cameraman's Local 659
had protested the pact’s residual
demands forced producers to turn
to cartoons, thus cutting employment, and Brewer consequently
stepped in to investigate the situation. Brewer will continue to watch
the situation closely and said "if it
appears there is a bad effect on
employment, there, are strong indications from Dales that actors
will cooperate to help.’’

Brewer reminds telefilmed spot
commercials will never provide
major source of employment, and
says Dales convinced him. the situation was not as serious as it appeared. to be. SAG pact will channel work ntllmately to more responsible producers in Hollywood.
-

.

Agencies won’t be oontent with cartoons, says Brewer.

P&G

TWA

Foley Sees Big Firms

P&G

60G

SWG

P&G

SUES OVER FAILURE

TO FINANCE VIDFILMS

•

Now Want
TV

OL New

Up

600G

NBC

Hollywood,

‘Hunter’

The

Now

‘Signal-30*

rect series, and wants an unknown
for the lead in the scieutification

19.

.of

tele

**

Hunted" to "Signal—30," police
term meaning extreme danger.
Switch came about after friendattorney
•

Cohen,
William Esty

the

for

Agency, which felt S, G.'s original
title was too similar to that of its
property, "The Hunter."
Pilot film of "Signal

—30"

is

1

now

being edited.
1^1,

j<

...

.

«.

‘
.

».

’.

.

i.,'.

Chicago,

WGN-TV

of Pix
May 19.

week wrapped up
more feature films for
showing on Chi TV, plus
last

deals for 73
first-run

13 half-hour vidpix.

Station bought six films released in the late 40’s, five of them

Hunt

being

Stromberg

produc-

.

1

:

1

firnpi,

.Jill."

!

.

N «.«,<

May

To

Benefit Shareholders

Many

annual reports of large
corporations will go to film in a
years, predicts
George F.
Foley, prexy of the telefirm of
the same name.

few

"While we will always need a
report for record purposes," Foley says, "a filmed presentation of a review of the year
will enable management to tell
Its story to smaller groups exactly
as it should be told."
•

printed

He points, out the difficulty of
taking many shareholders on a
complete tour of a* company. Film
is the best answer, he says, and
with editing can be used for pubrelations through distribution
and community groups,
and perhaps even on tele, as well
as dealer and employe orientation.
lic

to national

ABC-TV OATERS GET

SPONSOR FOR SAT.
"Lash of the West," series of 15minute westerns which have been
carried sustaining on ABC-TV’s
owned-and-operated stations, goes
commercial, with Reymer.& Bros,
picking up the tab for the network.

Program, will air Saturday mornings at 10:15, In the ABC-TV kidpix
block. Oaters, .however, -will be carried in N. Y, on WABC-TV on a
sustaining basis at 10:45 a,m. Pix
star Lash LaRue; were produced

by Ron Ormond. Network acquired
the series a couple of months* ago

from Guild Films, which had been
syndicating them.

19.

Jerry Fairbanks’ efforts to buy
back some 260 short subjects he
had produced for NBC were
stymied by a foreclosure verdict in
favor of the web, rendered by
Judge Joseph W. Vickers in
Superior Court;
Shorts were originally financed
by NBC for $175,000. Fairbanks
sought td regain title but failed to
make the necessary payments on a
note he gave the web. Shorts involved include 195 "Crusader Rab :
bit” shorts; 26 "Public Prosecutor"; 26 "Uncle George," and 13

tions, from Atlantic Television; 21
from Unity Films, and 41 Lippert
pictures from Telepictures, Inc.,
with the 13 vidpix from the same half-hour
r
,

IV-' >.IV;

260 Fairbanks Shorts
Los Angeles,

WGN-TVY Flock

Productions, of which Leon Fromkess is prexy and executive producer. Meanwhile Fromkess joined
Edward Small Productions as executive veepee in a two-way deal.
Under the new setup Fromkess
will -function as executive producer on Small’s program of 12
features for United Artists release, while Rudolph FlothOw will'
handle TV production for Arrow
under Fromkess’ supervision. Understood Small’s program will be
increased because of the deal. Arrow is currently readying 26 more
chapters of "Bajnar of the, Jungle."
.

ly discussions with Irving

To

series.

film production field through the
purchase of an interest in Arrow

the forthcoming
juvenile delinquency series has been changed
from "The Hunter and the
title

G. Films

S.

May

Edward Small entered the TV

In Vidpix Title Conflict

Filming Annual Report

SWG

films titled ‘‘Jackson

Jean Hagen Gets
-

is

Spot in

Femme

Thpmas

Vidpix

Hollywood, May 19.
Jean Hagen, whose Metro' pact
grabbed
expiring
in
June,

the femme lead opposite Danny
Thomas in the pilot telefilm of his
projected ABC-TV series, rolling

tomorrow (Wed.) at Eagle Lion
studios, under the aegis, of Desilu
Productions.
Directing

is

Bin Ashei\

who

helms "I Love Lucy,’’ while Herb
Spencer and Earl Hagen, who

and scored the Celeste Holm
will also score this one.

.
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Memphis Cottons Up To lilfrong Guy'
Memphis, May

Where television's concerned, this is primarily an NBC town.
Memphis' sole video station, WMC-TV, is a basic NBC affiliate,
and in view of the’ outlet’s ^ownership by the brace of dailies, tho
Commercial Appeal and the Press Scimitar, it’s understandable
that the newspaper space leans in NBC’s direction.
Hence when Ed Sullivan who is strictly a CBS personality, came
to town last week as top guy for the annual Cotton Carnival and
to head up a "Cotton Carnival Toast of the Town” on WMC-TV,
and WMC went all out
it was still surprising that the dailies

—

for nearly a

week

—

in heralding Sullivan’s "in person” participation
The "Toast” emcee practically had the town

in the Memphis fiesta.
at his feet.

ABC

Gallery to Rescue

NCAA

Nearly Cops

As
Gridcasts

TV Reality (or NBC as Colgate Signs

day afternoon 12-game grid season next fall under auspices of the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.,
with General Motors latching, on
to a $3,500,000 sponsorship tab revirtual
web’s
the
establishes
stranglehold on major TV sportscasts. (GM also had the NCAA-inspired gridcasts last season, for
which it paid $2,500,000, with the
added hike this season attributed
to more games and a greater station spread.
was
it
enough,
Surprisingly
ABC, and not NBC's major rival,
CBS, that virtually grabbed off
the NCAA grid plum in last week’s
However,
contractual 'jockeying.
when the chips were down it was
from
away
Tom Gallery (wrested
DuMont a 'couple seasons back at
a time when NBC was on the short
end of a major stake in the overall sports picture), who stepped
in as NBC-TV’s "trouble Shooter”
on major sports and clinched the

Doris Day, Jo Stafford

CBS Radio Shows Axed
A

couple of chirpers are being
silenced on CBS Radio. Net is axing the Doris Day Show (Tuesdays
at 10:15 p. m.) after the May 26
broadcast, and dropping the Jo
Stafford

Show

(7:30 p. m. strip)

June 5 program.
Both are austainers.

after

R. J. Reynolds

Swings Axe On

AM-TV Shows
The

R. J. Reynolds Co. (CamelCavalier) in a major overhaul of

deal.

<

AM

.

Today’ Jackpot

in
to

daytime

problems, and to hear the affiliates talk about it they’re manifold,
payoff accruing to the network on
its early-morning "Today” spread,]
both from an audience acceptance'
standpoint and billings- wise, has
been cause for considerable jubilation around the web.
For the last half-hour of the 7
to 9 a.m. show, the rating has hit
a 10.5 ( which compares with many
a ihajor budgeted nighttime TV at-,
traction). In terms of sponsorship,
Today” is currently grossing in
excess of $350,000 a month.

Hour” on NBC-TV were removed
the weekend when papers
were signed, sealed and delivered.
Norfolk, became the first station
The Phil Harris-Alice Faye Sun- Network brass heaved a $6,000,000
desert the NBC camp and trans- day night radio show on NBC, spon- sigh of relief in wrapping
up its

Katz’s Banner Biz

our

company did its largest billjog, in March
and April, in the
history of our firm—and that goes
.

started as

newspaper representatives.”
Katz represents 35 radio and 24
stations,

and

is

TV

Harris-Faye for

over

RCA

'

WTAR

life With Father

Finds Going Rough

As TV Property

&

NBC Signs Davis

affiliate

taking a hiatus and, as of this
moment, is due to come back.
of
Multi-million-dollar “Shuffle
shows will continue, with high-budgeted programs getting the axe priority, as Reynolds deliberates its
moves in the tobacco market. If,
like other ciggie sponsors, firm decides "the long green is going to
the long pill,” it’s likely that spot
campaigns will saturate the major
markets.

operating.

|

as, at

LUCKIES SOURS ON

,

LEVENSON CAPSULES
Lucky
changed

‘LONE RANGER’ MULLS

I

SWITCH TO CBS-TV

The following are the major
on the David Sarnoff
"agenda for the future” which

items

present designed to resolve the schism existing be-

he’ll

a t es •
(1)

JOSH LOGAN’S ‘TOAST’

NBC

will

spend

affili-

mil-

"Lone Ranger” has had
time

A

discount

(3)
will be put into effect,

nic,” "Wish You Were Here” and
when "Mr. Roberts” represented one of
)

Eddy Arnold as Dinah’s

Summer Replacement
to a five-year

Hausman’s Upped Status
Lou

plan

Hausman,

administrative
Radio, is moving

veepee of CBS
over to CBS-Columbia, the- set
manufacturing subsid of CBS, Inc.
Hausman becomes a veepee of CBSColumbia under prexy Dayid H. Co.gan, with supervision of sales, admerchandising
styling,
vertising,
and public relations.
Hausman has been with CBS for

some

agencies having already been
apprised of the new structure.
(4) Half a dozen new, major sales will be sprung on the
affiliates, Including the' first
cigaret sponsor for "Today,”
and the pacting of Squibb on
a five-a-week basis for the
early-morning show.

a longidentity both in radio

Eddy Arnold,

segments.

A new

ABC*

and TV.

frontal attack on day(2)
time programming is all set
to ride, with a flock of entries
going into the 9 a.m. to 1 p.m,

Sunday’s (17) CBS-TV "Toast of
the Town,” Lincojn-Mercury, the
sponsor, went for one of its alitime
major production cost tabs.
An extra $4,900 was earmarked
alone for a filmed recreation of
the Logan-Jimmy Stewart college
day era when they were both active
in Princeton Triangle Club productions. In addition, the excerpts
from such Logan legiters as "South
Pacific,” "This Is the Army,” "Pic-

has

berth at CBS-TV.

lions, if necessary, to establish leadership in broadcasting.

VIDBI0G COIN BIGGIE

apparently

its

However, when it was learned
General Mills reportedly has in- that, on a time-talent
basis, it
itiated talks with CBS-TV which
would require an outlay of approxmay result in the switchover of imately $40,000 a week, Luckies,
the filmed "Lone Ranger” series which has
been inclined to pull
from ABC-TV. Program is pres- back on TV expenditures in recent
ently heard on the latter, web In months,
went sour on the whole
the Thursday evening 7:30 to 8 idea.
period, with likelihood that it may
BBD&O is the agency.
wind up in a Saturday afternoon

The Sarnoff Agenda

tween the network and

Strike

mind about sponsorship of a daily capsule afternoon
show starring Sam Levenson. Ciggie outfit was mulling a five-minute
cross-the-board stanza for Levenson via CBS-TV.

the

(Continued on page 26)

•

,the top investments for "Toast”

membership. Just

recent NARTB convention in Los
Angeles, he projected himself into

skedded to

stations

To Create, Shows

will continue its

For its biographical recap of
Joshua Logan’s legit career on last

The unprecedented boom in spot
sales is continuing apace. Extent
of its growth is indicated by Ed
Codel, director at the Katz Agency, who announced
this week that

take on six new
the outlets start

Sub

CBS-TV affiliation.
cupied with several Broadway venSarnoff, who has now taken tures. P A11 of which indicates that,
"Walk
active command at the network, unless something happens, "Life
a Mile” and "Grand Old Opry” rawill lay it right on the line to the With Father” is slated for the TV
dio shows through the summer,
disgruntled elements within the shelf.
but the Vaughn Monroe program
Company

Monthly

when we

to

its allegiance to CBS in the sored
by RCA, takes an eight-week No. 1 sponsorship bonanza for the
current "affiliate crisis.”
'53-54 season, even though the exhiatus this sundmer.
Arnoux, on behalf of WTAR, and
RCA is subbing Tony Martin in act star-rotating programming lineJack L. VanVolkenburg, CBS-TV
has yet to be finalized.
up
Harris-Faye
the spot.
stanza is
prexy, shook hands and signed the
Next season there will be 35
for a fall return.
deal Monday night (17) whereby scheduled
shows instead of the 39 that preboth the radio and TV adjuncts
vailed this year. However, the overof
(Norfolk is a one-station
all $6,000,000 cost represents a
video
market) henceforth take
nearly $1,000,000 hike over this
over the CBS affiliation formerly
season, due primarily to escalator
occupied in
radio
by WRVC.
clauses hiking talent and other
Switchover becomes effective Sept.
costs.
Cost per shoVir will be $75,27.
000 weekly, an approximate $10,000
Thus the threatened defections
increase over the present year.
in the NBC affiliate fold stemming
Lineup next season will include
from longtime squawks and crysJimmy Durante (moving over from
tallized in recent weeks by outthe defunct Saturday night "All
spoken protests, became a reality
Star Revue”), who is scheduled to
in the case of one major singledo eight shows; Martin & Lewis,
station TV city. With others threatits success in project- who are down for five; Eddie CanWhatever
ening to follow Norfolk’s lead, it’s
ing new properties into the TV pro- tor, slated to do 10, and Donald
known that CBS brass has been
sweepstakes (and the web O’Connor, three. Abbott 8c Coshaving discussion with other ma- gram
has chalked up an enviable record tello will also be included in next
jor NBC affiliate operators. But
over
the
past year), CBS-TV has season’s roster, and there’s a strong
there’s little likelihood of any
more or less nonplussed over likelihood that Perry Como will
further moveovers before the NBC- been
its inability to peddle the video head. up a couple of programs.#
Afflliate meetings next week.
NBC has indicated that there
of "Life With Father.” This
WTAR, the first radio station in version erstwhile
alltime Broadway will be a cable hookup of 85 to 90
is the
Virginia, has had a NBC identity
long-running legit smash, which stations for the fall curtain-raiser,
for many years,
with Arnoux
representing a new high TV live
through the years projecting him- returned more than $1,000,000 in
profit to its backers, and subse- network.
self as a major factor in NBCColgate will stay on through tho
quently
became
a Warner Bros.
affillate relations.
summer in the “Colgate Comedy
Technicolor click.
NBC
Hour”
"Battle of Princeton”
time. "Comedy” summer
But the TV story is something
NBC and its TV affiliates are else again. That there were high replacement starting June 21 will
be
an
hour
version of "The Big
poised for pext week’s showdown hopes for the property was evident
"Battle of Princeton.” Reflecting from the initial jockeying between Payoff,” which did a similar sub
the determination of the network NBC and CBS to obtain the TV job last year.
Afternoon strip of the show,
to resolve all major differences rights, involving the Clarence Day
with the affiliates as result of the estate, Warner Bros., which holds also sponsored by Colgate will
continue
on CBS-TV.
serious impasse and threatened rights to the title, Howard Linddefections that have developed, say and Russel Crouse, the scriptRCA-NBC board chairman Gen. ers of the legiter, and sundry legalDavid Sarnoff will be right in the. Ites, with CBS-TV eventually grabfront line to take personal com- bing it off.
mand of the crucial meet.
Dennis King and Martha Scott
The affiliates gather in N: Y. were signatured for the leads. Ezra
next Monday (25) to draw up their Stone was pacted to direct.
A
"agenda of squawks” for presenta- special scripting unit was set up
tion to Sarnoff and the network and a sizeable payroll set aside
brass. On the following day the for Crouse, Lindsay and Mrs. ClarEddie Davis, who has scripted
scene will shift to Princeton, N. J., ence Day. Several auditions were
radio-TV shows and musicomedies
where as a preliminary to unveiling run off. Finally CBS had a kine for some of the top names in
show
the scope of the NBC-RCA future audition with which it was satisbiz, has been signed to an exclusive
horizons, the affiliates will witness fied* The $32,000 price tag for
pact with NBC to create new proa color TV demonstration at the the show was on a par with other gram
ideas for the web’s radio and
David Sarnoff Research Center. major haffrhour situation comedies. television networks.
Deal was negoThen the web echelon and the
But several months have elapsed, tiated this week by Charles C.
affiliate station men will sit down
with the TV show getting wide ex- (Bud) Barry, web’s programming
in closed session and lay their
posure up and dowh the Mddison veepee, as part of the NBC exrespective cards on the table. In avenue
agency-client
belt.
But panded radio-TV roster.
substance, some of the affiliates there hasn’t been a nibble. Last
Davis as scripter has, been assoare unhappy, pointing to "growing week, it was announced that, "hav- ciated in the
past' with such stars
signs of weakness in the NBC net- ing completed his special assign- as Eddie
Cantor, Jimmy Durante,
work structure and relinquishing ment for CBS-TV and prior to rgr. Milton Berle, A1 Jolson and others.
of its TV leadership.” As result suming his television activities in
some have indicated a willingness the fall,” Ezra Stone will be oc-

is

back to 1888,

Tony Martin

WTAR, the Campbell Arnouxoperated NBC basic affiliate which
is the big noise in broadcasting

Factor in the NBC-TV sports
ascendancy this season is that, its radio-tele advertising, is dropover and above its grid spread and ping the
and TV versions of
commitment^ on fights "My Friend Irma” the end of next
Gillette
and World Series, the web’s month, expects to cancel out "Your
Wednesday night "This Is Your Show of Shows” at the end of this
Life” has been making a rating season, and probably will axe the
dent in the CBS-TV opposition’s "Bob. Hawk Show” on CBS Radio.
Pabst fight' pickups.
Firm,' mulling a king-size Camel,
NCAA-NBC deal could not have had decided it is time for a change
come at a more propitious mo- in its sponsorship of radio-tele
ment for the network; virtually on shows. It recently bought the quiz
the eve of the powwow with af- show, "I’ve Got a Secret.”
filiate
stations who are coming
Through the summer, "The
armed with a flock of questions Hunter,” telefilm series starring
as to what NBC has up its collec- Barry Nelson, will take over the
tive sleeve in terms of the future. Friday at 8:30 p.m. CBS-TV spot
for "Irma,” but there’ll be no summer replacement for the radio version of the Cy Howard-created
to shift to a
comedy.

Whatever ^iBC-TV's

Whatever apprehensions existed
as to the future of the Colgatesponsored Sunday night "Comedy

By GEORGE ROSEN

*

NBC-TV’s wrapup of the Satur-

$350,000

$6,000,1)1)0

fer

Then, as though a switch had been turned off from Radio City
in N. Y., there was a complete blackout on the CBS personality.
For the final three days it was as though Sullivan had never put
in an appearance. Memphis begain to see a lot of Marguerite
Piazza, of the NBC-TV "Show of Shows,” who was brought down
as the NBC talent representative. Particularly since she’s something of a Memphis "daughter-in-law” (her decease^ husband was
a local boy), her appearance on the scene was the signal for the
dailies and the station to pledge undying allegiance to NBC.

NBC-TVs

‘Comedy Hour’ Becomes

J9,

1

13 years.

\

recently

NBC

signed

cftntract,

will

be the summer replacement for
Dinah Shore on the chirper’s NBC
television show, beginning July 17.
Substitution will be for 13 weeks.
Summer standin for Miss Shore's
radio show is undecided.
Chevrolet is on hiatus with Miss
Shore, and Arnold may start sustaining. He will continue on his
own NBC radio show, sponsored
on a limited network by Ralston
Purina, on Saturday nights.

.
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DuPont Mulls ‘Omnibus’

,

For ’53-’54 Sponsorship

FCC

as Hearst

By JACK LEVY
Washington, May

Demand

-ni>-

*

DuPont Disaster Spots

19.

With pressures mounting from

Unique deal has hefeii set

fish
all sides, the FCC will have to
«r cut bait soon on what is rapidly
in
celebre
developing as a cause
public policy on television. For the
plan
first time since its allocation
was adopted over a year ago the
Commission’s educational set-aside
The
is being seriously threatened.
threatener is the Hearst Corp.
which wants the educational asterisk removed from channel 10 in
Milwaukee. The Milwaukee Vocational and Adult Schools have had

‘

E.

Committee

on

&

announcements.
The’ "when and if” clause
calls the station to „ air du
"Disaster Plan” anPont’s
nouncements in the event of
an explosion or other emergency in the chemical company’s Arlington or Newark,
In the event
N. J., plants.
of such an emergency, plant
chiefs would call the station

‘Show of Shows’

WKZO-TV,

[

Announcements

WOR.

to delete one of them
a substantially less
valuable channel for one of them,' I
- shall call for a full-scale investiga-

weaken and

tion.”

The day following Sen; Tobey’s
statement. Gov. Kohler informed
the Commission that the Wisconsin
legislature passed a resolution authorizing him to. apply for all "educational channels reserved for the
state but requesting that FCC post.

pone action on any state application for two years while plans for

an educational network are studied.
The Milwaukee Sentinel, Hearst
newspaper, reported the passage of
the resolution as "a surprise move”
Which was whipped through with
virtually no debate. The action, the
Sentinel said, caught the Wisconsin
Citizens Committee for Educational TV (which sponsored a bill to
(Continued on page 34)

Boxing Ass’n Blast
Milwaukee,

Television

May

19.

was blasted for

its

•'disastrous effect” on bqxing at a
meeting of the exec committee of

the National

Meanwhile, Camel cigarets,
which has been sponsoring the first
half-hour of "Show of Shows”, on a
weekly basis, signed with CBS-TV,
to sponsor "I’ve Got a Secret” next
season, and committing itself to
either a cancellation on "Show of
Shows” or on a reduced budget
stead.

TV Not Intimate
That industry thinking of a couple of years ago which dwelled on
the "intimacy” of television is beginning to disappear, and in its
place is a growing belief that radio
is the far more intimate of the two
media. One firm adherent to that
belief is. Don McNeill, whose ABC
Breakfast Club” winds its 20th
year on the network in June.
McNeill, whose nighttime tele
version of -"Breakfast Club” a couple of years back registered a resounding dud, believes the failure
of the telecast was due to its lack of 1
intimacy and freshness. He says
he won't try nighttime tele again;
he will, however, agree to a simul"Let
cast ofr the morning show.
’em put a camera on us, and we’ll
ignore it,”"We just couldn’t get the right
•

(Continued on page 37)

participations basis.

ABC Radio Grabs Off
NBC ‘Double or Nothing,’
Campbell Soup

Boxing Assn, here

yesterday.

Comparing the demise

of the
small fight arena with that of the
minor league ball club folding because of lack of attendance,

NBA

commissioner Abe J. Greene said,
"most of the small clubs have dis
appeared and if we don’t do some
thing in a burry, boxing will be

Radio stirred into life this
week with one of the largest netin recent months, puldeals
work
ling Campbell Soups’ "Double or
Nothing” right out of the NBC
fold. ABC nabbed the 25minute cross-the-boarder with a
52-week pact starting June 22, via
the Ward Wheelock agency.

morning

ABC

will slot the show in the
11:30-11:55 period daily, replacing
"Turn* to a Friend.” Latter is

carried Tuesday and Thursday by
Toni, sustaining the rest of the
*

week, and Toni will move down to
10:30 to occupy same days on
"Whispering Streets,” with General Mills staying for the other
three days. Understood web is
planning to move Bert Parks, who
emcees "Double” on NBC and
CBS-TV, over to continue with the
show.
Meanwhile, "Double” remains on
Crosley and Speidel, involved as
co-sponsors of the Monday evening tele three days a week on CBS-TV.
Paul Winchell show on NBC-TV,

TV Shopping Spree

resolve their
programming plans for next fall
as result of Winchell shifting over
to "Procter & Gamble for the NBCTV Sunday night at 7 slot.
Both Crosley and Speidel are retaining the Monday time, but as
yet have failed to agree on a show.
Initially it was planned to revive
the "What’s My Name?” program
(which has been integrated into
the Winchell stanza), but the idea
was nixed on. the grounds that
Monday at 8, particularly now that
Burns
Allen' are the opposition,
requires a stronger entry.
Crosley and Speidel are also
keeping the slot during the summer, with result that a summer
replacement is also being sought.
still

trying* to

&

dead.”

Greene admitted that TV’s claims
of malting a lot of new boxing fans
but added, "TV also is inflaming the country and we have
no control over it.” Robert Christenberry, chairman of the N. T.
Athletic Commission, on the subject of inflaming the public, said,
"Such a match as the recent one
In Boston between Jimmy Carter
and Tommy Collins was stagfed because we didn’t have the guts to
stand by what we thought was
right.
Television has abused tne
sport because we permitted it.”
NBA’s exec committee has asked
sponsors and networks to meet
with the NBA to work out plans
for future operations!

Billing

ABC

.

TV the Villain In
‘

mitted for next season, NBC-TV
has been finding it rough going in
slots.
participating
the
filling
(That and the whole Saturday
night NBC-TV structure are high
on the "squawk agenda” when the
affiliates sit down with the web
execs to resolve differences next
week.)
The web Is concerned over spon-

on "Show of
Shows,” with Lehn and Fink last

*

are

Cleaver Gets

Is true,

NBC-TV

Coast Program Berth
Frank Cleaver, former writer,
and producer for films, has
been appointed West Coast -pro-

editor

gram

director of the NBC-TV network. He reports to Tom McCray,
director of NBC-TV network program operations, Coast office, and
will be in charge of creative supervision of new programs as well as

current programs.
Spot has been vacant since last

summer, when Norman Blackburn
ankled the net. Cleaver has been
with Columbia pix, Paramount and
Universal,

.

into

*

Barber’s

-i

TV "Sponsor

network operation.
Policy admittedly may prove
disadvantageous in parleying with
top outlets throughout the country,
but the network, aside from the
fact that it*s hardly in the position

the clear picture, but the
.knockout was so quick the
'cash register got even less
workout than 'Marciano.

com-

joining in the exodus. Previously Prudential checked off, buying the alternate week sponsorship
of CBS-TV’s "You Are There” in-

or- substitute

'

is definitely

sor” cancellations

its

,

chain of outlets:
At the same time, the network
has laid down a policy as regards
television of not building a basic,
or "must buy” network. Policy will
be the same as that practiced by
DuMont, of allowing the advertiser
to pick his markets freely on a

crowded Zimmerly ’s admired

night

Saturday

week

over his dead body will it yield to
the demands of Hearst. "I shall
keep a watchful eye. on each and
every one of these 242 channels for
education,” he said in a public notice, “and upon the slightest evidence that the FCC is about to

up and toughen up their affiliation
pacts, ABC will move in with better deals than it’s currently offering In an effort to build up its own

Some 200 patrols who
Although
"Show of Shows”

on state of. emergency would
also be aired for the press via

1

Kalamazoo,

side.

the

Operations, has been pressuring
the Commision to keep the channel open jbo that Hearst can press
legal battle for it. McCarthy,
along with other members of the
Wisconsin Congressional deldgation, wants the channel given commercial status. Let 'the educators
have UHF, they say.
‘Over My Dead Bobyl
Last week, Sen. Tobey, who is
chairman of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee which has
jurisdiction over FCC, told the
Commission, in effect, that only

now associated With other
webs, a key spokesman at the netsaid
work
last week. In the face
of reported tension among the NBC
outlets, and with a growing tendency among the webs to tighten
filiates

19?

the tavern on Chi’s southwest

ployees of the plan and advising them to stay tuned to the
station for instructions in case

Government

May

was possible to beat the

blackout of. the Chicago area
of the televised Marciano-Wol?
cott fight, a Chi tavern owner
and TV engineer found out
last week, but it wasn’t worth
the effort.
With elaborate preparations,
Including an aerial - hearing
balloon, tavern keeper Edward Zimmerly and video engineer, Syl Szajers brought
the fight last Friday over

.

and dictate ah announcement,
which would be aired at reguMeanwhile,
lar spot rates.
company is notifying all em-

of emergency.

Chicago,
It

Ch’field

to set down a "must buy” position,
feels that the day of using a basic
lineup as a means of "hitting an

Back In

advertiser over the head” is at an
end.
On the plus side, ABC has sev*
era! trump car ds "with which to
woo the stations. First, in spite of
the fact that FCC reports showed
the nets were averaging a profit
as opposed to 35%
of about
for the individual stations, ABC
has been buttressed with some
Sherman Billingsley $30,000,000 via the merger with
Boniface
will keep his ‘.‘Stork Club” Tlfer United Paramount with which to
on the air all summer in order not build up the net and the cash
to Interrupt the Saturday night isn’t restricted to talent buys. Conhabit while Chesterfield is off spon- sequently, the network feels it can
sorship during July and August. afford to make a better deal than
This is per contract, the Liggett
the other webs, who are starting
Myers tobacco company also cur- to tighten up their affiliation pacts
tailing other video activities dur- in the face of that profit disparity*
ing the hot-weather hiatus.
‘. . . and Look at Our Talent*
Billingsley, thinks the 7 p. m. SatAs a second enticement to the
urday night half hour "ideal” for stations, ABC is waving its talent
several reasons, including the stim- flag—a lineup that includes Danny
ulant to "going-out” after viewing Thomas, Ray Bolger, George Jesthe showln the metropolitan New sel, Joel Grey, Martin Block, the
York belt (it is network, of course), Will Mastin Trio, featuring Sammy
and doesn’t want to get "them out Davis, Jr.; Ozzie
Harriet, Lorof the habit.” "Stork Club” was raine Day, Paul Hartmann, Barry
previously sponsored by L&M’s Sullivan and Caesar Romero, and
Fatima, and for a time Chesterfield possibly Peter Lind Hayes
Mary
also shared co-bankrolling with Healy. Latter half dozen will be
'
Gemex watchbands.
on filmed series set by the net.
Another arguing point currently
being milled at the web is partial
elimination
of
live
clearances.
Skein is seriously considering,
especially in the cases of filmed
shows, allowing the stations (in individual cases, where it can be
shown a strong audience can be
delivered) to slot the shows wher-

Fak ‘Stork Club’

Summer Sustainer

Sarnoff on

TV

3-D

in the present

RCA

color

TV

sets.
In answer to a stockholder who asked when NBC
would make commercial use of

3-D, Sarnoff said:
"As to 3-D, some day there
will be 3-D in TV, just as some
day there will be 3-D in movies.
And I think you have
heard that the movie 3-D really
Isn’t, because it is only an'

illusion of 3-D.

"In any event, 3-D is not yet
possible today in TV with either existing black and white
sets or the color sets that we
are talking about. Some day,
it will come.
yet. I don’t

It

is

not here

know when 3-D

be here, but

am sure
color will be here long before
will

3-D in

television.”

I

4%

.

—

&

&

&

Mon, CBS-TV

took Set on Deal
Hollywood,

May

19.

ever they feel they can be most

Red Skelton and CBS-TV will effective. This policy, which is almeet this week on the dotted line ready in effect to some extent on
the network, would be of particular
of a contract that will commit the

comic to the network for a term interest to those outlets in one- or
two-station markets.
of years as exclusive television
ABC’s current affiliation pacts
property. Current negotiations do
not include radio as it is under- call for 20 free hours, with compensation
at the rate of 27V£%.
stood he’ll bypass the sound medium because of the physical re- Web will probably start to open its
pursestrings
to increase the comquirements.
Dealing for Skelton has involved pensation rate' in its bid for the
'

.

considerable cross-country maneu-

powerhouse

outlets.

"

vering, with Jack Van Volkenburg, CBS-TV prexy, dueling with

Commercial Solvents Corp. has
bought a new quarter-hour Red Freeman Keyes, agency head and
Barber sports show on CBS-TV, owner of the Skelton package, in
starting Sept. 12. program will be the east, and Harry Ackerman,
seen 6:15 p.m. Saturdays, a time net’s TV programming veepee in
Hollywood, "wheeling and dealing”
now local.
Agency is Fuller & Smith & with Skelton and Bo Roos, his biz
manager, here.
Ross, Inc.
Ackerman said over the weekend

RCA-NBC board chairman
David Sarnoff debunked 3-D as
it is now used by theatre films
recently, and also expressed
doubt that. 3-D could be used

5

Next few months will see ABC
making a determined bid for some
of the top radio and television af-

Blackout Knockout

29.

weekly basis Sept.

if” basis for special

the fight over the channel. Among
them are Sen.' Joseph McCarthy; of
Wisconsin, Sen. Charles W. Tobey
of New Hampshire, Gov. Walter
Kohler of Wisconsin, new FCC
Commissioner John C. Doerfer of
Wisconsin, and Mayor Frank P.
Zeidler of Milwaukee.
McCarthy, chairman of the Senate

by

Co. with WOR, N. Y., for time
^on the station on a "when and

an application filed for the channel since' last November.
Powerful influences have entered

'

du Pont de Nemours

I.

i

CBS-TV has had some discussion
with DuPont, via the BBD&O
agency, whereby the company now j
joins the list of participating sponsors when "Omnibus” returns to the
network in the fall. American Machine and Foundry, one of this season’s bankrollers, Has already committed. itself for the ’53-’54 "Omnibus” ride.
Du Pont is currently sponsoring
the TV '"Cavalcade of America” on
NBC on alternate Wednesdays, but
will switch the show to ABC and a

Educl

for

’

that the contract calls for Skelton
to do the shows live although it is
known that Keyes and Roos have
long held out for filming because
of the residual benefits. Whether
this facet of the deliberations has
held up the signing is not disclosed
but Ackerman said "only a few
minor details remain to be ironed
out.”

TV Pitchmen Face
Cleanup on Coast
Hollywood,

May

19.

TV

Charging
pitchmen are guilty
in many instances of making promises they never keep, the Better

Bob
Business
Bureau’s
prexy,
Bowers, says they’ll be among the
first targets in BBB’s "Operation
Cleanup,” to be launched here
July 1.
BBB plans fullscale investigation
of what it considers are unethical
Skelton has been pitched to agenhucksters on radio and TV, and
cies at $40,000 per telepix, but one
will develop its own viedo shows
agency exec said "offer them $32,and dish out publicity to expose the
500 and they’ll take it.” What CBS
would pay for his contract is not rackets, Bowers states.
The exec claims the rackets have
disclosed, but it is believed to conmoved in on AM, TV and the press
tain a clause that will "spread the
and said the BBB wants to "restore
tax bite.”

advertising to respectability.” As
far as pitchmen are concerned, he
said guilty ones were individual
Firestone Hiatus
"racketeers” trying to foist frauduThe Firestone Tire
Rubber lent advertising on the public,
Co., which had planned a hiatus
adding laxity in policing them had
beginning July 13, has decided to contributed greatly to the problem.
stay the summer in its NBC-TV
The BBB, he says, receives many
Monday at 8:30 p.m. spot with complaints from viewers to the ef"Voice of Firestone.” Firm has fect that they heard a pitch on TV,
gone through the hot weather be- so are distrustful of it, adding, this
fore.
was a sad commentary on the state
Agency is Sweeney Sc JaineS Co. of affairs ad-wise.

No

&

4

4

How Are You Fixed For Blades?
The most expensive spot commercial in the history of
and perhaps never again to be duplicated. That’s how

Westinghouse Sparks Variety Of

television,
,the

trade

DuM

sized up Gillette’s layout of approximately $400,000 for the
Marciano-Walcott busteroo.
What Gillette paid to get over one commercial before the set-

siders

withdrew in disgust was $300,000 for the radio and

4

TV rights,

around $55,000 for time and another $25,000 for incidentals. What
Gillette bought was 45 minutes and used up less than five. Rebate,
anyone?
Legler agency, which handles the Pabst account,
At Warwick
Gillette’s stiff est competitor for major fights, they were chortling,
“What’ll you have?” “not this one/’

Announcement

ABC

'

Mutual Deals Reflect Hot

key bankrollers have
been few in AM, and past week
has seen new sponsors jumping
into spots vacated, by the traditional summertime vacationers.
Latter situation has been very
much the case at Mutual and ABC,
with Toni hopping on the crossthe-board morning serial, “Whispering .Streets,” for the Tuesday
and Thursday slots vacated by
General Mills, and the latter,
which originally had been scheduled to drop the .show completely
for the summer, making a lastminute switch and retaining sponsorship of the Monday, Wednesday and Friday- segments.
At Mutual, number of

made

similar

Genhave
hiatused its share in the web’s
Multi^Message Plan at the end of
extended until May 31,
April,
with network picking up Kreisler
Watch bands in a threo-a-week
deal. Other two spots remain open.
“Queen for a Day” niche left open
by Pfaff Sewing Machines is besales were
eral Mills,

this

which

week.

was

to

ing fillled by ReaLemon-Puritan
Co. on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays from
And
11:30-11:45.
with Union Pharmaceutical bowing
out of Gabriel Heatter’s Friday
night slot for six weeks, Mennen
came in for that period.
Added to the' phenomenon of

(Continued on page 26)

‘Omnibus’ Jitney

Version to

NBC

The children’s version of “Omnibus,” prepared by the radio-television workshop of the Ford Foundation, will be seen this fall over

NBC-TV, Sundays

at 3:30 to 4 p.m.
Program, as Vet untitled, will be
a scaled-down, or jithey, version of
‘‘Omnibus,” with fewer features because of the shortened time. However. the show will cover a variety
of topics,

including science, entermusic, literature and
plays.
Scheduled to start in September, it’s aimed at the eight to
16 age group, and will be open to
two sponsors.
tainment,

ABC RADIO STRIP FOR’

GRAHAM, SOBOL, KUP
Hollywood, May 19;
Three columnists Sheilah Graham of North American Newspaper
Alliance; Louis Sobol, N. Y. Journal,
and Irv Kupcinet, Chicago
Sun-Times, have been' signed by
ABC radio foe* four-time weekly
strip called
“Three-City Byline.”
Each will share equally 15-minute
program to air nationally Tuesday
through Friday at 8 p. m., starting

—

July

net last week followed
its pacting of Westinghouse as
sponsor of the National Football
Pittsburgh, May 19.
League pro games with three more
Switch in radio affiliations here gridiron deals, bringing its total
was completed « today
(Tues.)
when WJAS announced it is be- football billings for the fall over
coming a basic affiliate of Mutual, the $3,000,000 mark.
effective June 15", when KQV, the
Network set Atlantic Refining
old Mutual affiliate, moves over Co. and Miller Brewing Co.
as coto CBS. WJAS had previously insisted it was going independent, sponsors of a series of 12 N. Y.
but all the while it was known to Giants pro games on a limited nethave been negotiating with Mu- work. Six of the games will be
tual.
telecast from out of town and will
Pact was set by H. K. Brennen, be seen in N. Y., while the remainpresident and general manager of ing six, home games, will be
the station, and Bob Carpenter, blacked out in N. Y. and carried
Mutual's newly-appointed assistant outside the city.

WJAS

to

Mutual

lyn in 1939.

Chesterfield.

GM

‘Preacher’ RetLBarber
Cincinnati, May 19.
Red Barber doubled
while here over the

as preacher
weekend to
.

announce the Reds-Dodgers series.
He delivered a sermon from the
pulpit

of

GM

Atlantic was also pacted to cosponsor six Philadelphia Eagles
and Pittsburgh Steelers games.
One-half of the sponsorship hasn’t
been sold yet. Atlantic was repped
in the deal by N. W. Ayer, while
Mathisson & Associates was the
agency in the Miller deal.
Third contract was with Admiral, through Erwin, Wasey; to
sponsor the Collegiate All-Star
game from Chicago August 14. Admiral will presumably put the
game on radio, and if it follows
The American Oil Co., which has its* past policy as regards broadjust renewed for next season the casting of sporting events, account
Edward R. Murrow news strip on will go to Mutual, since originating
CBS Radio, has bought the new station for the game is WGN-TV
Murrow television show, “Person in Chicago, a Mutual radio affiliAgency ate.
to Person,” for the fall.
Still unsigned is a sponsor for
is Joseph Katz.
Program starts on CBS-TV Oct. the annual East-West Shrine game
in
San Francisco, Dec. 29, rights
and will be seen Fridays at
2,
10:30 p. m., time the net has taken to which DuMont wrapped up
back- from the local stations. Half- three weeks ago for another three
hour show is in the news feature years. It's also reported that the

Murrow’s 3-Way
Spread as

That General Motors has beAn active worker in the church,
Barber has a lay reader’s preaching come TV-conscious, in a big way
license from the Episcopal Diocese particularly redounds to the benefit of NBC, which enjoys the major
of Southern Ohio.
portion of the automotive billings.

Signs

Amoco

New TVer

This includes GM’s outlay for the
Coronation ceremonies, the $3,500,000 investment in the Saturday
afternoon football games ( a repeat from last year); the Buicksponsored Milton’ Berle show for
next season (Buick has also sponsored the every-fourth-week “Circus Hour” this season); the ChevDinah
Shore
rolet - bankrolled
show. The Pontiac Division of
General Motors is planning exten- field.
Buy puts Amoco, for the first
sive hypo in billings fof next seaABC-TV’s projected Saturday son*
also picked up the tab time, into regular weekly televiafternoon baseball “Game of the for the President Eisenhower in- sion. Hitherto the firm had sponWeek” is still up in the air, with auguration on NBC-TV.
The sored special events on tele, such
the network and the sponsor, Fal- Oldsmobile Division lias been si- as the Murrow-helmed year’s news
staff Beer, still hanging on to the phoning
its
TV coin into the roundup. Company is a longtime
idea. Stumbling block to the proj- Doug Edwards program on CBS- Murrow bankrolled backing the
ect is the unwillingness on the part TV.
commentator as long ago as the
of the major league ball clubs to
What makes the $15,000,000 “This Is London” broadcasts in
sign for the series.
billings unique is that, up to a 1939.
A network spokesman said last year or so ago, General Motors, In its desire to sponsor Murweek that jio club has been signed like, most of the auto companies, row on tele, Amoco has had to lick
for the series, yet. “We haven’t got practically bypassed the medium several special problems, as it did
our first club yet, but we’ve got a and, ever since relinquishing its in radio. Firm sells in the market
If we get one sponsorship of the NBC Symphony east of Cleveland, but it has taken
lot of ‘seconds/
team to sign, we’ll have the rest some years ago, even steered -clear a national network. Plan is for the
company to pay for total-station
of them within 48 hours,” he de- of the radio medium.
clared.
Through radio’s fruitful years,. coverage, although it is interested
only 3*7 stations, with the web
in
Key to the situation has been
and the other automotives
criticism of the major leagues were strictly in-ahd-outerg, having selling the show to regional sponfrom a number of sources to the never established a major stake in sors in the mid-West and Coast,
giving Amoco rebates.
effect that television is gradually broadcasting.
This is essentially the same plan
eliminating the minor league clubs,
Alnoco now has with the Murrow
forcing
them into bankruptcy
radio show. Amoco has 81 Eastern
through a lower boxoffice. Chief
stations, with Hamm Brewing 19
spokesman for this theory is Sen.
central stations and Hudson DealEdwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) who
ers Assn. 22 Pacific coast stations.
currently has a bill before the Sen“Person to Person,” in the plaate to eliminate Dept, of Justice
Westinghouse is dropping the ning since la& summer, will have
a
regulations which prevent limitaonce-aBetty Furness 15-minute
new
technique of handling remotes.
tion of radio-TV broadcasting of
week “MCet Betty Furness” show
Murrow’s fall schedule is now
major league games.
on CBS-TV. Cancellation becomes complete, with five-a-week radio
In face of this criticism, the
effective after the June 25 per- newscasts
at 7:45 p. m., “See It,
clubowners are reluctant to take formance.
Now” (for Alcoa) on Tuesdays”
the step to network television.
Decision of Westinghouse to at .10:30 p. m. and “Person to PerMost of them admit privately that sponsor the pro football games on
they favor the “Game of the Week” DuMoijt, it’s understood, necessi- son” on Fridays at 10:30 p. m.
scheme, some even declaring that tated a reallocation of its advertisBut nobody wants ing budget,. with the resultant
it’s inevitable.
to have the possible onus of “havSCHICK
dropping of the daytimer.
ing started the ball rolling.”
Miss Furness is taking off two
ABC-TV is still trying to crack months this summer, one on a bus‘CRIME
donw the front, however, as is the man’s holiday playing stock “AfSchick Razor, which last- week
DuMont network, which has been fairs of State” and “Country Girl”
pacted for sponsorship of the
after the “Game of the Week” for
at Ogunquit, Dennis and the Pothe past couple of years. Former cono Playhouse, and the other Preakness and Belmont Stakes turf
classics on CBS-TV, is planning to
web, however, has an active spon- “just vacationing.”
cancel out on its bankrolling of
sor pitching the idea too, Falstaff
the alternate-week Tuesday night
has a solid bargaining position in
“Crime Syndicated” TV stanza on
that it sponsors “Game of the Day”
‘Lux Radio Theatre’
Columbia.
on Mutual, in addition to local
However, Schick will retain the
radio-TV sponsorship of a number
Skip Pix for Plays, Novels 9 to 9:30 period and is currently
of midwest major league teams.
around for a new proshopping
“Lux Radio Theatre,” staying on
CBS through the summer, has gram.
Stan Broza to
made a change in property selecThrough June, July and Aution.
Philadelphia, May 19.
progust, the vet airer will eschew film
has
become
Broza
Lee
Stan
Coin
Bendix
gram manager of WPTZ, NBC-TV adaptations 'in favor ,of properties
First sponsor signed for the
affiliate in Philadelphia, resigning taken from plays and novels.
On June 1, first of the summer “Saturday Night Revue,” summer
his veepee programming post on
for -“Your Show of
WCAU. He will, however, continue series will be Maxwell Anderson’s replacement
“The
play,
“High Tor,” starring William Shows,” beginning June 6, is the
of
emceer
and
as producer
Appliance Sales
Home
Bendix
Holden. Following week, Michael
Children’s Hour” on WCAU,
Corp., which bought one segment
Broza also handles personal man- O'Shea and Virginia Mayo star in
(10
minutes). Agency is Earle
agement of Elliot Lawrence (his adaptation/ of the- book, “China
Ludgin.
Run.”
son) and singer Bob Eberle.

Majors Shy On

Pacting ABC-TV’s

‘Game of Week'

GM

Graham

chat on the

will broadcast chit-

Hollywood scene, while
Sobol and Kupcinet gab about
show biz in N. Y. and Chicago,
idea was originated by Robert
Kintner, network proxy, and sponsorship is being negotiated. Miss
Graham’s five minutes on the proeram can be either live or taped.

web

is dickering for rights to one
of the post-season bowl games,
sale of which would add another
feather to its football bonnet.

65-Station W’house Spread
Philadelphia, May 19.

Westinghouse Electric Corp. will
televise coast-to-coast over 65 and
stations a schedule of

more TV

approximately
ball

19

League games

National Footin the fall.

Games which will be carried
over the DuMont web and will
reach 45 areas which have never
seen the professional grid game,
will be televised Saturday nights
(Continued on page 30)

GM

FURNESS TV DAYTIMER

^

CANCELLED BY W’HOUSE

RAZOR TO AXE

—

SYNDICATED’

—

To

WPTZ

Summer

7.

Miss

GM

DuMont

up

Calvary
Episcopal
Church, which. he attended during
his early raditf years with Crosley
stations, before switching to Brook-

4

Hiatuses by

of the
General Motors sponsorship of
the 12-game collegiate football
series under
auspices spotlights the not-generally recognized
fact that the
stake in television
programming is unprecedented in automotive annals and
ranks among the alltime spenders
in TV.
Without any particular fanfare,

General Motors during the past
year has moved into the TV picture* and has established a sponsorship identity in the medium
which will put it in the $15,000,000 bracket among spenders.
That puts
practically in a
class by itself. While the billings
for Procter & GambW generally station relations director.
recognized. as the No. 1 advertiser,
currently
exceed $25,000,000 a
year, half the coin is still siphoned
into radio, which still puts
out
in front in terms of video-only expenditures. Amount also tops the
TVronly billings for Colgate or
the top-spending cigaret companies
such as Camel, Lucky Strike and

Biz Spurt (or Summertime Radio
While television is suffering
from a plethora "of summer bowouts by major sponsors, radio is
assuming a newly strengthened
status as a hot weather medium.

week

last

NCAA

&

—

Grid Deals, Totalling $3,

.

.

.

,

DuP

‘Cavalcade’

Shifts to

ABC-TV

DuPont is switching its “Cavalcade of America” telefilm series
from NBC to ABC, beginning Sept.
29, and simultaneously the program goes to a weekly basis.
Show will be aired Tuesdays at

now on alternate
(it’s
Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m.), with
firm getting the weekly exposure
it
wanted and also the earlier
time, which it figures is better for
a family program.

7:30. p.m.

“Cavalcade”

will

remain

on

NBC-TV

through the summer, but
with a reduction of stations to 25.

DUAL SPONSORSHIP FOR
NBC ‘IT’S THE BARRYS'
Barry, Enright & Friendly this
sold a new radio package
featuring Jack Barry and spouse
.

week

Marcia Van Dyke, to Serutan and
Jeritol, for a cross-the-board sum-

mer exposure on NBC.

Program,

called “It’s the Barrys,” kicks off
July 9 in the 10:45-11 a.m. slot.
Serutan is using the show as a
summer replacement for Victor
Lindlahr, heard earlier in the

morning on same web.
Program, a situation comedy on
Barry's experiences in the enter*
tainment field, is geared as the basis of a fall half-hour television
series, possibly with Serutan a$
sponsor. It’s being scripted by

Deke Heyward.
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surrealistic effect,

with deep psychological undertones revealed glintingly from behind a clo,vvn!s facade, vi/as achieved
in “The Laugh Mailer” on CBSTV’s “Studio One” last Monday
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comeuppance and the judge his the columnist. Wechsler insisted;
the paper’s" anti-Winchell sniping
senatorship.
was inspired by WW’s assumption
Supporting cast collected by proof the role of a politico pundit.
and
by
were,
ducer Warren Wade
Waldrop put in that “my own
When
large, adequate in their sentimenopinion of Winchell is off the
perskilful
particularly
tal roles. A
moderator Martha Rounrecord,”
formance as the sensible minister
interjected that the
was turned in by Heywnod Hale tree quickly
boys should stay away from per-
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father, but all words and no action
made for a dullish half-hour. Director Ralph Nelson, despite good
Rask ,
camera work, couldn't, do much to
help. John Whedon’s sprlpt had the
premise of an idea, but its lack of
in bowing off

Post, he promised, will continue to “fight Joe McCarthy as
hard as it has fought Joe Stalin.”

The

Donald O’Connor
development stymied proceedings
from the NBC-TV from
the start.
Chan
“Comedy Hour” Sunday
(17) was in his usually good form.
Broun, who keeps improving his
sonalities.
which
cast
good
assembled
a
plays,
He
role,
he'
every
with
stature
Bert Andrews, Washington bu- was endowed with some excellent
no matter how limited his dialog.
Secedes
Hazel Burgess displayed a nice ma- reau chief for the N.Y. Herald Tri- comedy writing to walk .off a winternal warmth' as, the wife of the bune, cited Sen. -McCarthy’s claim ner. This section of the “Comedy
Continued from page £3
SS
consistent
been
Pagliacci.
over-burhas
Hour”
been
Levitt
have
Alan
might
judge,
bdt
Freud
unconvinced that Wechsprodu- a new sphere of influence in the
The play was a success on many lesqued for laughs his part as the of being fought the Red influence throughout the year with
cer-rdirector Ernest D. Glucksman broadcasting industry with a “concounts. In the elaborate Fletcher hooch-guzzling Zeke, and Jody ler had
with the Young deserving a warm nod on that
cept for tomorrow,” he will bare,
Markle production, Rouben Ter- -Drew was far, too snippety and since breaking
photog- Communist League in 1937 at the score.
even- for a
sets autocratic,
well-designed
Arutumian’s
point by point, the future operathen asked if
and
O’Connor
his sidekick Sid- tional pattern for P^BC.
were attractive, appropriate and rapher-reporter of Henry Luce’s age of 22. Andrews
Wechsler would submit to a lie demany, ranging .from the honky- glossiest magazinp.
This, it's known, will include
McCarthy hint- ney Miller have been purveying a
Staging by Robert St. Aubrey tector—a test that
tonk of a smalltime nitery^through
self often, has demanded of unco- high brand of comedy. Portraying specifics, even down to costs, in
.a beanery and penthouse to sev- 'and camera direction by Robert
forn\
reduo
this
Wechsler
team,
songwriting
a
all areas (particularly daytime teleeral behind-scenes ganders of a Blum was okay, but lacking in operative "witnesses.
would still like to see two a strong keystone of this show. vision) that have Been subject to
•television show in production. Paul imagination. Several walkoffs were plied he
how such a test O’Connor is a virtuoso performer criticism by the affiliates. Further,
Nickell’s direction was expert and too stagey, and there were many scientists agree on
be -conducted,, but “if you who can sing and dance as well as Sarnoff's chapter-and-verse recital
tricky, with a memorable opening spots where a knowing director ought to
take one; too, dish out the comedies, and further
will be predicated on the convicscene of Gleason, shot mainly could have introduced business to can get McCarthy to
agree
to anything on that line.” showed his abilities in his delivery
I’ll
from behind the mirror of a night- heighten Connelly’s humorous pertion. that, whatever the status of
con- of “Be a Clown” and his producWechsler’s
With regard to
club dressingroom, adding inval- plexity, Commercials for Beacon
NBC today, the .network i$ deterRepub- tion work with the line.
uably to the character delineation Wax and General Tire were deliv- tention that the Wisconsin
mined to reassert its leadership.
of
inquisition
Probably the top segment of the
of egocentricity.
ered with authority. However, it lican’s “pointless”
With the meet coming practically
him on April 8, and May 5 was dePlaying also was high calibre, would seem to a male viewer that signed to frighten critical editors, show was the “Skywriter” bit with day-and-date with the release
of
with Art Carney impressive and Mennen’s is making the mistake of United Features columnist Marquis Nelson Eddy, Thomas L. Thomas
the
new Publishers Index Bureau
their
Kay
showing
Beatrice
and
Jbandsome in a straight role of a applying female psychology in its Childs asked: “Do you' think you
mettle at comedy lines. Bit was a official figures showing CBS-TV
magazine Writer come to profile pitch to men for its shaving cream, are a tougher editor than others
the comic. Marion Seldes, as the lotion and deodorants. A femme that you don’t intimidate and oth- good .lampoon of corny musicals. moving" into No. 1 dominance on
Bole disappointment in the layout the basis of April figures, Gen.
comic’s understanding sister; Sally may well use cosmetics to catch a
ers do?” Wechsler replied that he was in the fact that Eddy, who dis- Barnoff nonetheless will be carryGracie, as a chirper abused and man; but a man neither shaves nor
didn’t mean- to exaggerate his own played good vocal form in this
ing some heavy ammunition into
loved,/!, and Rita Morley, as a TV applies a* lotion to catch a woman
“formidability,” but if he had sketch, was unable .to have a spot
it’s just another one of those
assistant director with delusions of
the affiliate camp, revealing that
nuisance -social amenities that must come through his encounter with to himself. Miss Key did well by the General Motors’. #3,500,000
ambition.
McCarthy well, it was only because herself and Tom D’Andrea and
“
Most of all “The Laugh Maker- be done for self-Comfort. Rask.
fighting McCarthy in Democratic Hal March pulled some good lines NCAA grid coup in itself can turn
the tide of supremacy over and
Was a double triumph' of Gleason
N.Y. wasn’t as tough as it would be in their GI comedies.
Jose.
and scripter Russell. In his porabove giving NBC dominance in
James A, Wechsler, editor of the for an editor in a small Republitrait of an introspective clown, N.Y. Post, 6n “Meet the. Press” can community.
the sports field; he’ll officially
Hope and the love for the buck reveal the $6,000,000 Colgate deal
Russell probed deeply into the hu- Sunday (17), conducted himself with
Asked about McCarthy's squawk
manity of one man who hid his agility against a rather hostile that the newspapers had ganged up spring eternal in the human for “Comedy Hour” next season,
need to be appreciated and loVed panel probing him on his most re- in refusing to review the senator’s breast, and the “Goodyear Tele- and NBC-TV’s acquisition of the
behind a rapid fire of cheap gags, cent imbroglio with Sen. Joseph. R. book, “McCarthyism,” Wechsler vision Playhouse” Sunday night kid-size “Omnibus.” All these as
‘who fed his ego futilely until he- McCarthy. If the Washington re- took satisfaction in saying the Post (17) went a long way to prove that supplementary to the basic “point
lost the fear of being himself, who porters on this NBC-TV stanza were
had devoted a large review to it by point in its presentation of Horton
hurt others while being easily hurt o try to rake over guest solons who Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., who re- Foote’s “The Oil Well.” Show was of attack” as outlined in the sepaRimself, who learned the hard way pontificate before them as bitingly garded it as “more of a curiosity no earthshaker, but provided an rate box.
to grow out of childish immaturity. as they did their fellow journalist, than an undying work of litera- adequate vehicle for some very
Gleason caught the. chameleon- they would doubtlessly stir up ture.” The editor contended that, fine .performances' by Dorothy
like character in fiis excellent per- m,ore news scoops. The press boys McCarthy: was trying to hide be- Gish and E. G. Marshall.
ABC, Mutual
formance garrulous, wisecracking seemed set to bait Wechsler.
hind the skirts of Rep. Velde and
Basic .story had some okay eleand offensive on the surface but
Most: pointed was Frank Wal- Sen. Jenner, in his reiteration that ments in it and Foote played them
Continued from page 25
sensitively haunted by insecurity drop of the Washington Times- Wechsler was opposed ’overall to to the hilt and with his customary
and rejection. In the -second-act Herald, who kept repeating that all three of their investigating com- deftness fox: creating an atmos- this past week are sales racked
curtain, the” terrible inner hurt is the Post had waited until Walter mittees. He said he wasn’t opposed phere, a knack which he has up for dimmer radio on the web
shown terrifyingly in a Gleason Winchell had become an anti-Com- to investigating committees as proved in the past with such mas- Coca Cola and Eddie Fisher, Lecloseup that bares the tragic un- mimist partisan before the news- such, but in McCarthy’s use of his terpieces as “A Young Lady of ver Bros, in, Multi-Message, Muderside of the comedian role.
paper had launched its attacks on as a weapon for personal vendettas. Property.” “The Oil Well” was far rine in the web’s Pinpoint Plan,
Major conflict was the inner
from being a masterpiece, but it et
al. On the ABC front, Campbell
struggle of the comedian, with
was good TV considering the static
Soups is sticking by its “Double
story’s ^physical
climax coming
nature of the story.
or Nothing” but switching it to
when Carriey, as the mag writer,
It was about Marshall, a Texas
ABC from NBC, (see separate
breaks up what was a potential
farmer, who believes there is oil
Story’
liason of expediency between Miss
on his property. After some prior story).
Morley, whom he loves,
and
On the NBC and CBS fronts,
disappointments, his and his fami'
The legit theatre or that very large portion of it which carries
Gleason.
ly’s hopes rise high when high latter rolls with a new and particithe Joshua Logan label got in its innings on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast”
Comic finds himself by doing
offers to lease his farm roll in pationer starring Walter O'Keefe
of the Town” Sunday night (17) and once again Sullivan and his
“comedy with heart/* short scene
from oil companies. With a bet- for Toni and Manhattan Soap.
of which was. a Gleason pantos
Lincoln-Mercury-sponsored CBS-TV Variety showcase demonstrated,
ter life almost within reach, the NBC kicks
off a Jack Barry packmime portrayal of his “Timid
as, with previous “vidbiographles,” the unique role “Toast” is
well brings in only salt water.
age for Serutan and Rybutol.
Soul” character to the" familiar
serving toward a happy merger of the major show biz media.
Miss Gish excelled in a tender
trademark tune of “Tenderly.”,
Reasons
the summer^ boost
for.
Sullivan on this occasion served up the “Josh Logan Story” (11th
and understanding performance as
In a neat piece of symbolism,
in the series of “Toast” biogs), and if not the most elaborate, it
Marshall’s wife. Marshall did very are varied, but there’s a growing
suggesting an end to infantilism,
feeling
in
the
industry
that “radio
was, from a strictly entertainment standpoint; one of the most
well- as a man tortured with a
Cosmo, the coipic’s nonexistent
vision of hundreds of thousands can’t be* rated,” except in how it
successful of the lot, jammed as it was with a succession of vigcompanion and alter ego (someof dollars suddenly rolling in, a moves
multi-set
goods.
With
nettes from such Logan-stamped clicks as “Wish You Were Here.”
thing like “Harvey”), comes to life
compensation for years of hope, homes, car radios and portables,
“South Pacific,” “Picnic” (latter three of present-day vintage and
at play’s end in the person of Misand hard w.ork. Throughout the with use of the latter especially
all directed by Logan); the “revival” of a scene from the ex-smash
cha Auer.
play, despite the most frugal use' high in the summer, advertisers
“Mr. Roberts” which not even. Broad way had previously seen, for
One of the play’s amusing inof scenery director Vincent Done- are finding
that an accurate rating
co-author-director Logan and producer Leland Hayward (also
side-TV scenes was the second-act
hue could have used at least one system is
briefly “Toasted” for the occasion) found it necessary, in tripiming
well-nigh impossible to
opening, in which Gleason and a
film clip of p well coming in the
attain, and that marketing results
roomful of comedy writers watch
to eliminate it completely; the reprise of a scene from Irving
atmosphere of tension mounted
a kinescope of a show. Routine*!
Berlin’s “This Is the Army,” which was staged by Logah, and for
steadily.
The finale, in which must play a. more important conGleason was doing on the film nfay
good measure, a filmed sequence recreating the Logan-conceived
Marshall tries to rouse new hope sideration in picking the media.
have been the same he actually did
Princeton Triangle«Club production of 1930 starring undergraduate
but in his heart acknowledges its
In support of the latter thesis,
as the first substitute for Arthur
Jimmy Stewart reprising a Logan-authored, tune “On A Sunday
futility, had a poignant ring and ABC pulled a “rigged poll” couple
Godfrey on the “Friends’* show
was an acting triumph for both of weeks ago, in which it instructEvening.”
several weeks ago. In the play,
him and Miss Gish.
That’s a lot of legit for one night and the major portion of it
ed 50 of its top-level execs to tune
Gleason criticized the bit (one on
typifying the best from one of Broadway’s most successful and
Perly Wilson in the part of the in on the radio without the
TV. commiercials).
daughter
prolific
showmen.
If
one
could
gave
argue
that
an
the
routining
oddly
of
the
uneven
knowledge of their family on a
Music for “Laugh Maker/’ Inciperformance, which in part was Monday night,
60-minute showcase was faulty to the degree that- some of the
dentally, was by Gleason. Horn.
while “I Love Lucy”
the scripts fault.
more sock elements (such as' “.South Pacific,” “Wish You Were
Robert Ennett was on CBS-TV. Network hired a
did a routine job as the son. DoneHere” or “Picnic” turns) rated attention in the earlier moments
Marc Connelly made his debut
pollster
to
make
the calls,* queshue’s ^direction
contributed
to
instead of the less-inspired “This Is the Army” or Triangle Club
as TV actor in a homespun comedy
making the basic theme come tioning members of the family on
not written by him last week on
bits which could conceivably have invited some tuneouts; if the
alive.
Fred Coe was the producer what was on radio and television.
WOR-TV’s “Broadway TY Theatre,”
viewer found wanting a more dramatic delineation of Logan himself
with Gordon Duff associate pro- Despite fact that test was- previand the playwright handled himas one of. the more vital showmen of his generation the fact
ously
ducer.
controlled,
network still
Hift.
self with Winning aplomb. Tremenremains that, overall, this visual recap of the top Logan legit
foutnd that the reports were in
dously paunchy, with a kind of
products contributed a new lustre and brightness to TV.
High quality of the “Plymouth error about 45%, with some wives
ponderous majesty, a crotchety
As such the “Josh Logan Story” paved the way for the HammerPlayhouse” (“ABC Album”) series unaware that radio was on, and
voice and a loveable character, the
stein & Rodgers “first time” nod for actual scenes from “South
on ABC-TV. suffered a decline Sun- others reporting the wrong prow.k. author of' “The Green PasPacific,” an occasion for some delightful moments with Janet Blair
day (17) with presentation of the gram.
tures” may yet prove to be TV’s
(of the national company) doing “Wonderful Guy” and, with a
sixth play m the series, “Hogan's
new Irvin S. Cobb.
production assist, “Gonna Wash That Man Right Out Of My Hair.”
Daughter.” Trouble here was in the
In Carl Allensworth’s “The VilSimilarly, Juanita Hall (the original Bloody Mary) reprised the
story there wasn’t any. And all
lage
Green,” an unpretentious
“Happy Talk” tune with Irma Sandre doing the finger dance It
Broadway play of the early 1940’s,
the valiant thesping efforts of
Hersholt’s Medic Kudo
Was one of the few occasions, too, for a TV show to pick up scenes
Connelly portrayed a New England
Sheila Bond, Joshua Shelley and
The June 3rd program of “Hr.
judge running for the Senate. A
from current clicks, as with Ralph Meeker, Janice Rule, Kim
Pat Harrington couldn’t fill the
Christian,” starringSTean Hersholt,
shrewish busybody, Eda HeineStanley, -Eileen Heckert, in one of the more poignant
half-hour gap.
second act
mann, led by an unscrupulous pobits from
Picnic,
and the Pat Moran-Sheila Bond “Wish You
Entire tale of a Brooklyn white .will be^ taped the day before at the
litico, Henry Ames, try to blacken
Were Here” contribs.
collar girl and her boyfriend cen- Inaugural Meeting of the Ameri-?
his reputation when he refuses to
An unusual extracurricular note was struck by Logan in
tered around her finding lipstick
a perremove a nude painting from town
the
sonal plea to help those who are mentally ill.
on his collar and wondering where can Medical Association in
He told of his own
hall. Instead, the judge campaigned
Hotel Commodore’s Grand Ballit came from, In the end,
rev
eahng
and
enlightening
it turned
disclosure, reiterated the fact
on the issue of freedom of expresroom,
N.Y.
out to be hers/ In the middle, it
mentally ill can be cured as per his example,
sion, even letting Life magazine
and urged
was all. a melange of stilted BrookMedical, meet will be' occasion
understanding for those who are sick, either
ballyhoo, the scandalous fact that
physically or mentally
lynese dialog that was supposed to for citation of Hersholt and the
It was a most intelligent presentation
his daughter, Anne Hillary, conthat should go far in
supply
the
humor
series
pating
for
the
by Dr. Edward J. McCorhalf-hour
popular misconceptions on the hush-hush
tributed her face to the nude. All
subject.
but didn’t.
mick, president-elect of the. AMA,
ended happily, with the young
Miss Bond gave a light touch to for “the.-.better understanding it
prtist, Frank Thomas, .Jr.,, winning
the role of the girl, Shelley was has created of the American doc*
art exhibition and the daughter,
TV
S
lh
***
good as the boyfriend and Harring- for; on botlh'big city and, country
the scandal-mongers winning their
ton - clicked as her disgruntled levels.”.
II.’-, M
'.t-o f y
h
V-.>
'Si;**,*:/
!•M
(18).
It

was Jackie Gleason’s dramatic
debut and, in a part tailormade in
an original script by A. J. Russell,
he played to the hilt his starring
role of Jerry Giles, a television
comic who but for the grace of,

for the season
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LIVING IN AN ATOMIC AGE

fH

'

with Bertrand Russell
15 Mins.; Tues., 8:15 p.m.
ABC, from New York
For six weeks beginning last
Tuesday (12), the ABC public afin cooperation
aepwuucuv, ...
fairs
Hura department,
with the BBC, is presenting a serles of lectures by Bertrand Hussell that had been previously aired
In Britain. The special program
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With Dr. Gregor Ziemer
Writer: Dr. Ziemer
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showmanship in more-or-less conventional fashspells
that
, ,
,
.. .
it is not by making others suf- savvy, particularly in countering
that’s brancf
fer that we shall achieve bur own S Q me 0 f the awkward moments that ion, but having a twist
new, original and novel, at least as
happiness, but that happiness and do arise.
Steve Allen’s wit is far as this city is concerned.
the. means to happiness depend standout, the gals (Dorothy KilAn early morning session, show
upon harmony with other men.”
gallen and Arlene Francis) as
He insists “A way of life cannot witty as they are pretty, and Ben- is directed at motorists en route to
be successful as long as it is a n ett Cerf is an excellent anchor work. Sev Widman, a veteran and
popular platter spinner, talks to
more intellectual conviction. It man.
Abel.
n
must be .deeply felt, deeply behnnif^
h
lieved, dominant even in dreams.”
inaugurated A^^eroohone ^ian«s susDended
Week before
’
In the second of the lectures,
it's television series, “ABC Album,
tadownfrom
the
bhUdinK
,
.i
"Obsolete
ideas, y
yesterday
esteraay (Tues.)
VDsoiete Ideas,”
ues
j it pree ihed its; radio counterpart, town MinneaDolis and nicks ud theBussell takes up the problem * of }ri« r Pbviini
”
Thp “Piavhonks Which go out over the air
changing the “ordinary outlook of
iht °
shakvf
tart and
off to a s
ha
with Widman’s music and rag
g*
ordinary -people,” saying the world t
“l- along
t£ e £ e 0 f t
f
k
must learn to think of the human h U m” presentation ^Justice” to chewing.
P
CitiZenS
plays numbers as “reWildman
a number of
"eTit o
weeks afterward. This radio ver- quested” by the motorists. If any
The Russell series' is ao lively sion of -j us ti ce /* which on tele drivers wish to hear a certain recexercise in deep thought.
ABC had starred Paul Douglas and. Lee cird which -he names, they’re told to
has done a genuine service in air- Grant,' used a different script and indicate that fact by honking their
ing the sprightly old man. of phi r
If the response is sufficient,
cast, but retained all the distin- horns.
losophy in America.
Horn
guished qualities of the originally the platter is spun.
titled drama on its presentation
_ Occasionally^ too, the motorists
PRESENTING DAVID
are invited to embellish the music
last Thursday (14).
With David Hughes, BBC Scottish
“Justice,”
was with appropriate placed honks. And
faire

,

ABC

•

^
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ff“pund
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HUGHES

#
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i

t

j

4.

first

actual

it

case

they do it, too.
The chance for honk participation apparently proves a lure and
fun for motorists, and there’s no
dearth of honking. As many as 90
,fi a v a
acknowledging

history

from the files of the Legal Aid Society.
But Lillian Schoen’s script

BBC,
m from Glasgow
t. •

Like the

Kcmlo based oh an

Variety
Orch,
under
Stephen.
Producer: Eddie Fraser
30 Mins.

i

.

Thirty-minute stanza added up
P ea an ^sY’Omthe-ear ^.s ^ en “
a£« lfeaturing
*
i
ing,
young British singer
David Hpghes and songs mainly
about love and romance. Gabbing
was kept to essential minimum
in between songs, interviewing
choresbemg informally handled
by Eddie Fraser, program producer and BBC s variety boss
tb
ld ^artg Syne terrain.
i
This
was happy- casting, singe
Fraser, gave his very first brOadcast to Hughes when he was an unknown chirper several- years back.
Si n e
no W an established ?ta£
f,
s,^+ age
'radio, being
w.k.to dialers through his .own ing policeman, Cameron Prudpiogram series. Program traced homme as a judge and Robert Reathe rise of Hughes and the various dick as the friend .were all good.
iate<
th his^suceesses oiark
Andrews’ direction kept
?
f
solid en- movement at a good clip; Bernard
tertainment value for dialers, be- Green’s music fitted the mood of
ing produced in simple straightfor- the piece and John Rust’s entir.e
ward fashion minus frills and production was an object lesson
^ric *cs
Gord.
-jn the effectiveness of radio.
Ce-

i

T

.

.

#

Monday

(18).

Carl Warren handles the snins
.7 essand gab nicely.
.

MUTUAL

SHIFT IN

Fred
.
off to Zurich for a five-week European vacation
Grunfeld, conductor of WQXR’s Music. Magazine,” named recordings
Dale.
Dance
Studios
.
publicauon
editor of Opera News, Metopera
shows, via William Warren, Jackson &
get with spots on gix
Delaney ... Helen Gerald departed for Coast last Saturday (16) for
Wallace W. Elton, vefepee and art director of
radio and pic work
J. Walter Thompson, elected pr^exy of the National Society of Art
Elizabeth Lawrence, who plays Marguerite on '“This Is
Directors
Nora Drake” and Elsa Lockwood on “Right to Happiness,” this week
Michael
joined cast of “Road’ of Life,” playing Francie Brent . .
O'Day has busy week, with roles on “Big Story,” “Doctor Malone,”
“Mr. & Mrs. North,” .and “Road of Life.”
WABC will make May 29 Overseas Press Club Day, and will spot
the group’s leading correspondents on the station in an appeal for
funds f°r the Memorial House, honoring those of Its members killed
in action. WINS pitched in on Same subject last Wednesday (13),
with Martin Starr taping interviews with the newsmen at the opening
of the pic, “Ring Around the Clock,” premiere of which benefitted
Robert Gillham, account exec on Liggett & Myers
the drive
account at Cunningham & Walsh, elected to board of directors of
Stanley
Adams,
contractors
Thompson-Starrett Co., general
ASCAP president, will present a citation to Mutual’s Walter Prescott
May 30 on the latter’s 10th anni as emcee of “The Show Shop” .
ABC will carry the inaugural address of Dr. Edward J. McCormick,
president-elected of- the American Medical Assn., June 3
w in air a five-day celebration o! the 70th anni of the Metropolitan
Opera Co. this, week on lits “Panorama” series, featuring recordings
of* the stars of the company’s® “Golden Age,” and present-day recordings
Norah K. Donovan, formerly on legal staff of ABC, will be
installed as president of the N. Y. Women’s Bar Assn. Saturday (23).
She’s still a member of the Radio & Television Executives Society.
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Mutual closed

down
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WQXR

.

Ned
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Hollywood

its

the street.

Don Lee

office for consolidation with

Tollinger has been running the operation for
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Dorothy E. Miller, formerly-educatiOnal director of W^BM, now at
WFTL-TV, Ft. Lauderdale
Kitty Kallen, Dorothy Lamour and,
Robert Clary guesting on Fred Reynolds' WGN d.j. stint
Dorothy
Hamilton, of the WGN flackery, on a two-week training cruise with
the naval reserve
Margaret Leak joined Campbell-Mithun as
writer
Milton H. Schwartz elected a director of Foote, Cone &
Belding
Chuck Acree vacationing in Florida, recuperating from
a flipped disk, in his back
George Faber, George Friedmarf and
Lu Bartlow upped in CBS radio-TV news department',
Newscaster
.
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^ flilSWCrin^ tflG QUGStioni
“What’s wrong with television?” A

rlty

PlCki
Li “ten joined ABC
"
raai
r?dW °netLr!
nqtworK “Terstaff
sales stall .
KW!.' moves to an afternoon slot
Quiz Kids
J?
S d ay
0 C 1 cago
oun
d
Table
celebrates 1,000th broadV'
o
^_ t
f J{1
tr?
1

ISriJA
wa^obviously
since he was a hnnir nnh-

biased

.

?
and re-

dreadfuls.
Yet, he said, none of pendent TV, despite its occasional
his juvenile neighbors had grown lapses in. taste, .was to be preup to -be gangsters. In a similar ferred over, a Government-subfashion,
of today I sub- sidized system. Dr. Griffith made
two shifts in its station relations jected to youngsters
bang-bang whodunits the interesting observation that if
department, with Bob Carpenter would undoubtedly grow
to be ex- the Government had censorship
moving to the post.,, of assistant emplary citizens. The only thing
control over the medium, we would
station relations director and Wal- that disturbed him about TV,
said never have seen President Eisenter S. Bates joining the web as Gross* was the “cracking
hower
“looking like a plucked
and
station relations contact represen- creaking of bones” pf Wrestling chicken in; the. rain’’ when
he first
tative.
shows, which he felt exerted- an began -.campaigning - in Abilene.
Carpenter, who has been with injurious influence . on moppets,
man thus seen’ in his human- mothe web since 1945 and has- been especially women who might enjoy ments’ of .despair, he said, could
eastern station relations manager the sadism of grunt*and-groan.
never be. built up into a Fuhrer.
To which panelist Dr. Hall M.'
Hardy Burt, emcee as well as
since 1948, reports directly to staGriffith, doctor of divinity, shot producer-director,
tion relations
whipped
director
the
Charles
back
that
he
enjoyed
TV
panelists
Wrestling
through their paces in an
Godwin, who in turn iis ..responsible
to Pete Johnson, engineering .'and. a good deal,, especially when the amiahle manner* making, the. engory bouts had a‘ semblance of re- tire 9:30 to 10 p.rn. stanza a highstation
relations
veepee. Bates, ality. «
-Well/ demurred Gross; it spirited. occasionally enlightening
moves over to Mutual- from Muzak,.; was true.
that wrestling bouts were, and' seldom, stuffy half-hour.
tvhere he was division
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^ nda y U LMatthew Vieracker named treasurer of-jVBC Cen2? ?V
and Stewart Robinson
treasurer
New NBG*
are
P rvu «u Jea "
Bcver
«*«**•
,^
de
WBBM
producing a documentary May 31 for American
„ f

reminiscence, and rambling pro- lisher ’(Devin-Adair, Inc.),
f undities, Gross dipped back to sented TV’s stealing away his cushis early years in Birmingham, •tomers*
Ala., to recall how he and his pals
One point ell panelists agreed
read Nick Carter and other penny- on was -that commercially inde-

the best
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STATION RELATIONS
Mutual this week announced

manager.

room

into

WARD A,

w
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vr, &11Q
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320, floor below. Shift to consolidate various departmental units in one general area.
Lillian Okun, writer-producer for a number of children’s shows on

weekend

.
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.
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Ah, yes, sighed Df. Leonard B.
Y„ College,
Job, prez of Ithaca, N.
^
sar Romero made a good host.
GUEST TIME
Should any of the individual modern TV wrestlers were witliout
skill,
compared
to
the
days .when
With Carl Warren
“Playhouse” dramas develop into'
5 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:25 p.m. a series for the fall, this would be he himself wrestled for; the Western
Conference
Championship.
an excellent bet.
It’s
mature
«
the ftve-mmute drama, radio at its best. Chan.
Devin A. Garrity, another panel<12:25-12:30 p.m.) cross-the-board
ist, felt that TV was making us
slot vacated by “Alsweet Music
a nation of spineless spectators,
Box” with -an abbreviated dee jay
5,,^' ni and that we were doomed, just as
show.
Quickie stanza meets the
requirements.
Short time
sDflfi bIIowgH for thp nlfivinc^ of
one record and some chatter relative’ to the disk on tirppm uirpr
P
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seven years, aided by Gerry Carson and Copp Collins, the latter transferring to Mutual’s N. Y. press staff
CBS moved Sherrill Taylor
east to be manager of radio spot sales promotion. He had been KNX
director of s.ales promotion, advertising and exploitation and succeeds
Guy Cunningham, who moves over- to Binghamton, N. Y., as manager
of the CBS affiliate
Chet Huntley’s news analyses have been
graduated to full ABC network. He’s been one of the coast’s top
newscasters and commentators for nearly score of years
The Bill
Bachers are now parked here permanently, with BaCher taking another
flmg at P ictu re producing. He hasn’t entirely forsaken his first love—
radio and there ? Ty in his futuref too
Jerry Lawrence/writing
Bobby Lee, got a returning hero’s welcome by his former
P artner
ra dI ° ,n
Wiff’s
to* series sponsored by
ei1 though he s set fora TV
YY, not
6
I1 G 1 fll ElGctric*
G
Its
for
GE
And
the
stones will be dissimil&F
Dl^vfid on show csiiffht wore
Poz
Bok Polka” “Hound Dog in the Young & Rubicam shifted Bob Hussey to N/Y. for six months to look
after radio and TV operations for General Electric’s major appliances
Whistle
Window,”.
“Penny
Blues/’
"*
'
"" ’
division
Carroll Carroll east to see what goes this fall for his
“In the Mood” and “Ruby.’”
Ward Wheelock operation on the Coast.
Rees .

'

™
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m

.

m
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.

k

gave it human values that tranViiw vuv
w* j- \«v\<uiiavjia
documengw&ivivu the
scended
cut-and-dry
tation of a file. It was the story of
a boy, who because of a physical
j ng4
deformity, is made a social outcast.
j n sp ite of innate good qualities,
There are eight participating
he’s led into a crime when be- sponsors and they have the satisfriended by a young criminal. He’s faction of knowing, via the horn
captured, and through the help -of honking, that their advertising
the Legal Aid Society, reformed messages, ably delivered by Widv [a an operation and kind treat- man, a past master at coaxing
ment that makes him normal, honks, are getting a hearing. The
both physically and mentally and
morally.
EeriS™
°
P nrovUtes t^etterHistener
Henry Barnard gave a sensitive MHnt
Sfrvevs
g ?hart the usual surveys
TV? v
i
portrayal of the anguished boy. As
the Legal Aid lawyer who. helped mittf
bEntv snA
him, Berry Kroeger was excellent.
^adeptness'^faplatte?
Joseph Boland as an understand- spinner and ad lib humorist. Tunds

«
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CITY

william S. Hedges, NBC veep, elected second veepee of N. Y. Rotary
C1^ b |or year beginning July 1. For past year, he has been secretaryHarold Rorke, former J. Walter Thompson
treasurer 0 f the club
radio _t e i e director in Chicago and ex-press info assistant director of
”bs“ Sow with Glasser-Gailey, Inc., I* A. ad agency . . . Jean Hersholt
to present his “Dr. .Christian” series before the American Medical
Meredith Willson will be honY. June 2
Association meet in
orary Mayor of his hometown, Mason City, la., during centennial celalso receives Doctor of Music
day
he
7.
That
June
week
of
ebration
VFW cited CBS Radio
degree from Parsons College, Fairfax, la.
achievement in amusement
“outstanding
for
and prexy Adrian Murphy
Paul Scheffels, former producer
and public service programs'
now with Ben Sonnenberg office, in for surgery at Manhasset General
Red Barber spieled at Ohio Wesleyan Univ.„Monday (18)
Hospital
Howard K. Smith, CBS Radio European newschief, cited by Overseas p re ss Club for foreign radio reporting, Edward R. Murrow for
television interpretation of foreign affairs. George. Polk award, in
memory 0 f correspondent killed in Greece, to Homer Bigart of the
Frank Brief! conducted the NBC SumNew York Hera j^ Tribune
h NBC press dept.,
mer Symphony ] ast j wo Saturdays (9 and 16)
which has occupied room 400 in RCA bldg, since 1933, moved over
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iiEht
‘to bri^
the post-midnight ozone, .b
accomplishments of various blind
Capt. Harey Sperber s^gnm
dar
people, who, despite their handireplaces latter, half of fee quiz “P on i e„ u"
wniLn cap, succeeded in Bving normal
nernn, which
the eastern zone of nSiin
cq T? o ”
P
a lovely and creative lives.
Judging by
she topped off, “That
Gne
the world’s great ohilosoP
it was some sort of
if
as
story,”
0
1
Sd?iSl
i»lS
Hiwe vef narra1
tage in speaking in crisp tones and Sn^hnrif^ashionJ^one of Bill Garnn
uor Kiemer coul d
U
an ironical sense of, humor. His ?®^ hpi?whodimit scripts on* Sis
Gn opener he had
betteSd
subject, “Living In Am Atomic
OTC be
a tendency to deliver certain lines
Age,” may be weighty, but he has Ba
r some' reason Mayor im- as though he were playing to a
a light touch with philosophical
wrongly “saluted^ Harry juve audience.
Hershfield. who was- toastmaster,
4 n Wc first
fnr in
Initial yarn, dated back a' numhis
What he plumps for
^ tjie whiiamsburg Settlement’s ber of years, and situated itself
speech,
Present Perplexities, is ^is Gar ' s ‘'gold medal" award to
y
Yorkshire, England. Story
around
an end to what he calls an old fceorge.
which WMGM,
Jessel,
system «t ethics. Virtue, he In- N Yf picked „ p AM and WABC dealt with the .achievements of a
since the age of six.
blind
man
sists, Is "negative, constrictive and
‘‘serial’’
on tv . . Bobji««& Bay’s 1
A 1 AH 6 /\^
—
put on by WINS in coopsuspicious
of linMmtnaflf)
happiness/M
nonsense on “Mary Backstage, Series is
He conceives of the good life Noble wife> ” i s adult fare in the eration with the American Foundaas a happy life. “The happy man,” early a>m 0 n the Gene Rayburn tion of the Blind. Dr. Ziemer, inhe says, “does not desire mtoxica- (WNBC) show* but the Ted cidentally, is educational director
Jess.
tion. Nor does he envy his neigh- Browns, on WHN, N. Y., bid fair of the Foundation.
bor.and therefore hate him. He t0 snag a majority of the breakcan -live the life of impulse like, fast-cup listeners
“What’s My
a child because happiness makes Line?” does a switch—the TVer SEV WIDMAN SHOW
his impulses fruitful and not de- is a shill to sell the Wednesday With Sev Widman
Producer-director: Widman
*
structive.”
night radio show which doesn’t en......
a.m.
t .
In place of an ethic in the ..old j 0 y the same audience attention as 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 7:15
sense,” Russell urges “encourage- the Sunday video sessions. "Panel
mertt and opportunity for all the S how remains one of the best ex- wtcjn, Minneapolis
'Here’s a disk jockey show comprising music and amusing chatter

il

the Production Centres

From

15 Mins.; 10:45 p.m.

WINS, N. Y,

v

This weekly 15-mmute series is
Shott Shots! Eva labor’s non- designed primarily to foster a betof the blind
sequiturs on WABC, N. Y., create ter understanding
ll_
*r
^
Pr
e, r
some st*»fe fwrrds that passiinto
.
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Ernie Simon starting a

Don McNeill

to

new nighttime quarter-hour

emcee Sigma Delta Chi national

dinner.

MINNEAPOLIS

.

.

.

b en given the* FCC greenlight last month, WFTV and
KROC-TV, l
Duluth and Rochester, Minn., respectively, are readying
their teeoffs, so that the Twin Cities* territory will likely have at
least seven TV stations on the air before the summer’s end, Tliey’ll
vinclude the two here and one each, at Minot and Fargo, N. D., and
Sioux Falls, S. D.
As a public service, WCCO-TV devoted q Suaday half-hour show, May 17, to recital of the local chapter of the
NationaJ Conference Of Christians and Jews’ past year' accomplishments toward greater community tolerance and brotherhood. WCCOAnderson directed the program
Here to promote
WTCN s program, “I Was a Communist for the F. B. I,/’ based on his
FBI investigations’ experiences, Matt Cvetlc was introduced to the local
press and others at a WTCN cocktail party. During liis local visit
he spoke, over TV and radio and before a number of ciubs and AFL
(Continued On page ?6)
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AP GNL MCR. SEES TV
-AS AID TO DAILIES
Des Moines,* May

Elect Watters
Cincinnati,

May

KAniO-TEUKVISIOIV

Pfit&iEfrf
Fran

Mort C. Watters, vicepresident
of Scripps-Howard Hadio and gen*
WCPO and WCPOeral master
TV/ was' elected chairman of the
DuMorit fretwork station advisory

When Kate Smith

19.

the
5,

WCPO

-TV, a primary inauguration' ended street sales
affiliates,
affiliate, originates two of soared above average in all' of the
the network shows, the Paul Dixon large cities throughout the coundaytimer ,hnd Dottle Mack’s “Girl try and indicated that people want1
Alone.
ed to read about what they had
Watters was forced to resign as just seen on TV.
Another case' cited involved rechairman of the ABC-TV affiliates
board a couple' of months ago due cent televised controversial Jimmy
to WCPO-TV’s greater participa- Collins boxing match from Boston.
tion of late in the DuMont opera- “They wanted to know what the
tion. Station carries programs of sports writers thought about it—
‘

DuMont
’

summer

NfiC-TV

after the

is 'filling

;

Transit Radio Seen

of June

with two half-hours, “Time
Out for Fun,’’ a Fran Allison show
out of Chicago, and “Ladies’ Choice,’*
the Johnny Dugan emceed variety
show for women out of Hollywood.
In the' fall, the “Kate Smith
Hour” will move up to 3 p.m., with'
Procter & Gamble slated to fill
4 to 5 with two Chicago-originated
shows, “Welcome Travelers” (In
which firm is now partial sponsor)
and “Time Out for Fun.”

Cincy Fold After Sponsor Coolness
4

Washington, May 19.
discontinued our separate FM opIt looks ,as though public indig- eration while weighing the con-*
tinuance of Transit Radio.”
nation has just about finished, off
While the suspension of the TR
Transit Radio. Suspension of- the service in the Capital is “for an
service last week in Washington, indefinite period to determine pubD. C.V, and Cincinnati can be traced lic reaction,” it is considered
doubtful whether the operation
to. the .protests of small but highly
will ever be continued
at least
which suc- with commercials.
artiCtfiatC’ minorities
ceeded although they lost out in
j

—

-

|

the

Supreme Court,

in

rallying

sympathy for the “forced

Storer Cuffoing

5KW

Transmitter for Ala.

TV

NBC-TV ‘Wise Men’

listen-

ing” objectors.
By carrying their beef to court,
two Washington lawyers (Franklin
Poliak and Guy Martin), representing the Transit Riders Assn., attracted national interest to the constitutional issues involved In mu-

WXEL

97G

REUBEN

DEPORTATION APPEAL

•

AM

j

had

member

of the

Communist

His last recourse is to ask
Federal Court for a writ of habeas
corpus. Currently he is at liberty

Party.

under $5,000

[Ritter,

line.

etc.

Summer

bail.

—

Cleveland Brooke Taylor has
been named program director
WTAM-WNBK and Jim Rowe has
been appointed night operation supervisor for both stations? Taylor
succeeds Norman Cloutier who is
returning to New York as music
supervisor for NBC; Rowe replaces
Tom Taylor who recently was
named
program
director
for

WKNX-TV.

But

,

ers

Conditions- of the offer from
Storer are that a non-profit comGranik’s ‘Forum’ Set
pany be organized to accept the
gift, that the 5 kw transmitter be
For
on
turned over to this company as
Theodore Granik’s “American soon as WBRC-TV getsrdelivery on
Forum of the Air’’ will hold down its new 100 kw transmitter and
the 7. p.m. NBC-TV Sunday spot that the offer .be accepted before
through the summer, beginning June 1, 1953.
June 21, a vacancy created by the
James Sulbzy, local realtor, was
cancellation of the Red Skelton made chairman of the nine-man
Show. There’s no sponsor in sight committee to administer the TV
for “Forum. ”station.
Others on the committee
Slot is slated for the Winchell- are- a financier, a businessman and
Mahoney show, sponsored- by Proc- a labor leader with five to be setor & Gamble, in the fall.
lected later.

this is nothing

power of the mighty

NBC-TV

it

Installed in

600 transit ve-

Although the' court dewas in its favor, the station
never went through with its plan

hicles.
cision

c

to increase the

number

of instal-

lations.

However, the Transit Radio op-

WWDC-FM

the
eration brought
home audience in the
largest
area to the background music it

FM

has been programming primarily
for the trolley riders. This audi-

WWDC

ence, said Ben Strouse,
general manager, “has grown to
such proportions that we would be
breaking faith with an important
segment of radio listeners* if V)e

Sets Landowska;

The

For Beerbohm, Berenson
series, “ConversaElder Wise Men (and
Women),” already has on film a
half-hour sequence featuring Wanda Landowska, the musicologist

tions with

and

harpsichordist.

ing sales records

is

tops in both

AM

and

be Miss Landowska’s tele deAt 73, she hasn’t even looked
at TV.
’.Scheduled for October shootbut.

ing is a conversation with John L.
Lewis, with Doris Ann, net’s supervisor of religious telecasts, as
producer,
Other subjects in the planning
Include Sir Max Beerbohm and
Bernard Berenson, the noted art
critic.
Gloia Marconi, NBC producer^ approached these two and
the late George Santayana last
year, but it’s said that the come-on
demonstration the brilliant talk
of Bertrand Russell, first of the
series worked a reverse psychology on the shy men, so that they
shied away from commitments.
However, Davidson Taylor, the
net’s public affairs director, will
try to persuade Sir Max and Berenson to pose for tele portraits for
posterity
after
the Coronation,
which Taylor is attending.

—

—

WLW

TV

Because the

tele-,

vision’s only Client Service department„

Because the
bigger

Which

WLW Station^ cover a market area
h your nd dollar h

and richer than the N. Y, market.

spent,

to yoyr

sales ere Inclined!

WLW oper-

goes to show you
no small ^leanrto” but rather a giant
advertising force that makes sales sway its adthat the

all

—

ation is

vertisers’

.

way!

it come$ to swaying, Crosley knows
which way the sales wind blows!

YeS,

when

-

Exclusive Sales Offices:
»

>

h

New .YaHc,

Cincinnati, Dayton,

is

will

And here's why!

WLW Stations have the talent.
WLW Stations have radio and

.talk

As yet unscheduled, the program

—

Because the

The

produced by Caroline Burke, who
also helmed the Carl Sandburg and
Rabbi Louis Finkelstein chapters.

1
Stations reputation .for. swaying people and smash-

f

To Try

The NBC-TV

compared with the swaying

WLW Stations.

Series

]

both nets, however. Announcement they wanted to read opinions,’’
EducT
Station
of Watters’ election was announced Starzel said.
*Birmingham, May 19.
here at a luncheon by Chris J.
While the-. SuBirmingham was assured of get- sia-as-you-ride.
Witting,, director of the DuMont
preme Court ruled against them,,
All-Star Telethon
ting an educational TV station on
net. Other members of the comthe Impact of the issue practically
mittee weren’t announced.
Channel 10 by the offer of a gift stopped Transit Radio in its tracks.
Net
to Palsy Fund of a 5kw transmitter, use of live Other cities hesitated to go into
Cleveland, May 19*
or film cameras one and a half It while the constitutional question
SHIP LOSES
In a 14-hour telethon that be- hours daily five days a week for Was in doubt, and by the time the
gan at 10:30 p.m., Saturday (16), five years, and the use of a 150-foot case was decided, enthusiasm for
taken a big dip.
WXEL raised $97,000 for cerebral tower .from Storer Broadcasting] TRIthad
was the boxoffice, of course,
Hollywood, May 19.
palsy.
Co., which has purchased the NBC Which caused .WWDC 'here and
Reuben Ship, radio writer who
subject .WKRC in Cincinnati to stop the.
Telecasting from its downtown station WBRC-TV and
broadcasts In the trolleys. Despite
refused to testify before the -House studio, WXEL presented a host of to FCC approval,
M. D. Smith, Jr., veep of the the once loudly-heralded advantUn-American Activities Committee stars including Jack Carson," the
stations,
and
John
local
Storer
ages of having a “captive audi-*
here, has been notified to “prepare DeMarco Sisters, Jane Pickens,
McCoy, secretary of the Storer. Co., ence,” the advertisers turned cold
for deportation.” Board of Immi- Bob Whalen, Dick Haym.es, Major
explained the offer at a meeting on the service.
In Washington,
gration Appeals in Washington up- Robertson and Cadet Happy, Maucalled by educators to see about WDCC said it no longer felt jusheld -the deportation order issued reen Cannon, June Anthony, Gaytaking action* on the educational tified in continuing the expense inlord
Trio,
Claude
Thornhill,
Henry
last January.
George, Gra.^t Wilson, Doltores channel before the June 2 dead- volved in servicing the loudspeakTestimony showed that Ship

been a

Doomed as D.C,

goes off for

show

the 4 to 5 p.m.

strip

.

comhlitt.ee, representing the net’s

Dugan Set

As Kate Replacements

Frank J. Starzel, general manager of the Associated Press, in
addressing the meeting of managing editors of* Iowa newspapers]
here, said television has stimulated
interest in all types of news. As
an .example he cited President
Eisenhower’s inauguration. During
ceremonies newspaper street sales
dropped drastically but when the

19.

Allison,

29

Columbus, Chicago, Atlanta, Hollywood

.

I
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Dawes

DuM

Grid Deals

Continued from p*?e 25

and Sunday afternoons. Westing- Mont and ’that the set-up
house announced payment to league an NFL contract.
The Westinghouse deal
teams will run $1,347,000.

is

in

Edmund

not

WFIL

WF1L

Eiit;

Inside Stuff-Radio

Akie to Eddie Fisker
Philadelphia, May 19,

'

(Skipper)

Dawes,

a

staffer for 11 years, is leav-

ex- ing Philadelphia radio and TV to
pected to mean the difference be- work with a former protege Eddie
tween red ink and black for the Fisher,
NFL. In addition to the nationDawes ended his daily telecast
wide advertising, the sponsor’s fee,
“Filbert the Flea” Friday (15) and
cut into 12 parts, is said to mean
wound up his chores as producer
as much as $50,000 for eadh ownfor Paul Whiteman “TV Teen
er. This TV fee doesn’t have to
night, both
'pay park rent, amusement taxes, Club,” Saturday (10)
«»

is

Five finalists for the title of “Miss NBC” have been selected by a
jury -of artists and network stars. Final vote will be cast on backs
of May .29 paychecks by NBC New York personnel. Finalists are

AM

show May 25 and Herb
appearing locally on Gene Rayburn’s
7
Sheldon’s tele show May 26.
The winner, to be crowned at the net’s spring dance June 5 at the
Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y., will get prizes and guest appearances on web’s
programs.
TV and

In additional to the Sunday programs, pro games will /be telecast
on Saturday afternoons in December, after the college season has
ended. NFL Commissioner Bert
ABC Radio will air a new Tuesday night series of contemporary
Bell, whose football league is no\V
literary greats reading their own works. Program, a sustainer, will
the defendant in an anti-trust suit
carried at 8:45, preceding *‘Town Meeting.”
be
brought by the U.S„ Justice De- or be shared with the visiting on WFIL-TJV,
Initialler, scheduled for June 9, will have Dylan Thomas, Welsh
A former Philadelphian, Eddie poet;
partment, stressed that each club club; and the flat $50,000 is worth
Tennessee Williams and Archibald MacLeish reading their poetry.
is making its own individual agree- approximately $150,000 in extra Fishey got his first- break through
Subsequent alrers will feature Catherine Anne Porter, Edith Sitwell
Dawes 10 years ago.
ment with Westinghouse and Du- ticket sales at the gates.
and Ogden Nash, among others, reading from their works. Possible
that Williams will return for a reading from his plays.
Readings are on records, from Caedmont Publishers’ catalog.

AM

,

New York Chapter of the. Radio Pioneers
be held tonight .(Wed.) at Toots Shor’s,, starting at 6 p. m, Paul
veepee
and
general manager of WTIC, Hartford, and
Morency,
W.
newly elected prexy bf national Pioneers, will address thfe group.
Potential Pioneer members (those who’ve been in AM 20 or more
years) are welcome.
Annual meeting of the

will

•

include buffet dinner, presentation of citations of
merit by Bill" Hedges, NBC veepee, playback of a New York-Honolulu
club broadcast, and installation of officers.
will

Activities

Will Rogers Jr. will be the narrator of the fourth of the series of
documentaries. Feature Projects productions, prepared
under the supervision of Stuart Novins, web’s director of public affairs.
Show, tentatively titled “38tfi Parallel, U.S.A.,” is scheduled for airing
on June 26, day after third anniversary of the Korean War, at 9 to
10 p. m.
The program is made up of tapes recording the reaction to the War
by people living along the 38th Parallel in America, which runs midway
across the nation. Reporters went into farms, factories, churches, cities
and towns, including home of Korean ace, Major Jabara, which is in
the Midwestern section of the belt.

CBS Radio

Program

produced by A1 Morgan.

is

Mrs. Vera Cassidy Ash has been appointed Director of TV-Radio
for the Republican National Committee, succeeding Edward T. Ingle
who has resigned after several years with the committee.
Mrs. Ash, Ingle’s assistant since 1949, previously had 10 years in
the radio and video field.
In a unique merchandising scheme, WINS, Crosley N. Y. outlet, Is
broadcasting a series of half-hour shows featuring a seven-man mobile
unit from supermarkets of five Gotham grocery chains. Kickoff show
is tomorrow (Thurs.) at 3:30 from a midtown market.
Unit, called Winstars Cavalcade, features Josephine Halpin, station’s
women’s commentator; a disk jockey emcee; folk singer Paul Arnold
and a four-man combo. TheyTl interview customers, award prizes and
entertain’. So far, five broadcasts are scheduled, with an expanded
schedule in the works if the first five succeed.

Market,

In Detroit, America’s 5th
'

Lawrence

proved "success formula’’:

this is the

& Lee Script

18 Musicomedies For

NBC

III

.

.

multitude of successful advertisers, during the

!

1

1

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

[

II

KALAMAZOO

'Railroad Hour’

Series of 18 musical comedies is
being written expressly for NBC’s
summertime “Railroad Hour,” bowing June 1 with Gordon MacRae as
star,
by the writing .team of
(Jerome) Lawrence & (Robert E.)
Lee. Pair has already turned out
six scripts, having written librettos
and lyrics themselves a/id original
music by Carmen Dragon plus
melodies from public domain clas-

Take the overwhelming popularity and community acceptance
of radio station WWJ * . plus the prestige and network programming of its NBC affiliation Add the ^•million Auto Radios,
and the l}4*million Home Radios in the primary listening area.

A

1

—

»-

!

THAU

HOUSTON

sics.

Musicals may also be pitched as
and legit shows. Walter Craig,
Benton & Bowles v.p. handling the
show, said musicals would make a
tele

past 32 years, have followed this formula for doing

BIG

business in a market with the largest income

per family of any major market in the U.S.A.

Through WWJ, you reach more of those

AS A TV MARKET!

“backlog of properties for television,” while Lawrence & Lee are
considering
them as potential
Broadway productions.
New programs Include a musical
version of J. M. Barrie’s “Quality
Street” and another based on Edward Everett Hale’s “Man Without
a Country.” Others completed aTe
“Dear Yesterday,” “Love Story,”

families in

(283,000 Sets
Against 237,000!)

WKZO-TV

'

“New Wine” and “Penny

the middle income group and above, than other
Detroit stations do

. . .

for less than the average cost-

per- thousand -listeners fof radio time in Detroit.

|

the time to

now

buy

is

. * •

. .

1

mu
.

AM
FM

c
95-

NBC

A

H

KllOCYCLfS-VX-:
'
'

9

i

1

i

*

«

that

(Tues.)

&

4

&f. 9'****!!
0

AvrnwMWiJmMQm*-;WW

which

reports

than
all

gets

evening
Station

the facts!

Drops Fight

WKZO-TV

that firm for rights to establish a
station in Fort Wayne on Channel 33.

WWJ- TV

-in

WKZO-TV

viewers

TV

AttcdQlt T.fev/j/on

—

253.2% more

Fort Wayne, May 19.
News-Sentinel Broadcasting Co„
Inc., has decided not to appeal the
ruling denying the application of

WOULD’! BUST RADIO STATION.
*

huddling
with
on an
musical they have

Hammerstein

legit

Sentinel

Slotion
*

ern Indiana

Videodex

“B”! Get

e

(Official

Television

Outlet for Kalamazoo-

authored.

W* TT;

MEGACYCLES

CBS

night

Rodgers
original

sell Detroit is

Basic

Grand Rapids) reaches
28 rich counties in
Michigan and North-

J

the time to

Whistle.’’"

MacRae, program will
feature Carmen Dragon orch and
Norman Luboff choir, with Dorothy
Warenskjold as guest on 16 of the
programs. Murray Bolen will produce and A1 Kaye supervise for
B & B. Lawrence & Lee, incidentally, were recently admitted to
ASCAP membership.
Laurence was in Boston last
Besides

V

FETZER BROADCASTING

On April 24, Mrs. Fanney N. Litvin, FCC examiner, ruled in favor
,

the
Northeastern
Indiana
Broadcasting Co., Inc., which competed with News-Sentinel Broadcaosting for the right to the UHF
channel.
of

KALAMAZOO
AVERY-KNOOCL, INC., MMKSCNTATIVES

'

-

II

Mill

I

II

III

II

I'll

!
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Color TV’d for FCC,

RCA

Enthusiasm Expressed
In N.J. Demonstrations

RCA

conducting a

series, of
..demonstrations* like the
color
month
for the
one presented last
is

TV

House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, for members of
the FCC, licensees and NBC affiliates.

First color

show was

terday (Tues.) for

who watched

aired yes-

FCC members,

RCA

Laboratories
in Princeton, N. J. With compatithe
program
was viewsystem,
ble
able in black and white over
WNBT, N. Y„ from 12 to 12:22 p.m.,
and was generally the same variety
entertainment of a month ago (as
will be the two upcoming shows),
with the exception of* Nanette
Fabray replacing Dolores Gray as
featured chirper and hostess. FCC
members expressed unofficial enthusiasm.
Second show is set for tomorrow
(Thurs.) for RCA licensees, and
third is due to be aired next Tuesday (26) for the gathered NBC afat

CLEVE/S BIGGEST RADIO Jones

TIME SALE IN 5
Cleveland,

YRS.I
May 19.

KRMG
To Manage Balto’s WFBR
Quits Tulsa’s

Tulsa;

May

Atlantic Refining Gets

on Pirates

New

shows include 10 stanzas divided be C. B. (Brownie) Akers, who has
between Saturday and Sunday been on a leave of absence to suprogramming.
Shea called pur- pervise construction Of WEEK-TV
chased “from dollar and program in Peoria, 111. WEEK-TV and its
standpoint, largest radio time sale radio counterpart
are owned by
in the last five years in Cleveland.’’ Kerr-McGee
Oil Industries, which
At WHK, K.K. Hackathorn, gen- owns KRMG.
•

eral

manager-vice

president,

an-

WLW-T Rassling Tourney
Now a Major Midwest

Corp. (Gas-Range) in co-op deal
with East Ohio Gas and five furniture stores ^picked up the tab of
Mutual’s 8:30 p.m. mysteries xyhich
are recorded for later playback.
“Late hour mystery listening
will give Clevelanders an oppor-

Pittsburgh, May 19.
Atlantic Refining Co. finally got
off the chook on the broadcasts of
Sets Sunday
the Pirates’ baseball games by selling a co-participation to the Braun
Baking plant of Pittsburgh a month
Sked; Waring, Crosby
after the opening of big league seaIn past years, Atlantic has
son.
Theatre’ to Rotate
always managed to snare a partner
General Electric Co. has just
for its deal with the club, first Sealtest and in 1952 Hamburg Bros., about decided on its Sunday pight
local distributors for RCA-Victor, at 9 p. m. plans for the fall.
Fred Waring will do 20 shows in
but until now has been forced to
the 1953-54 season, with 19 divided
foot the entire bilL
between
Bing Crosby and “G. E.
As it is, the Braun sponsorship
Theatre.”
is only on a limited basis, the
Although Crosby is now slated
bread. outfit taking only the key station,
here, and five outlets for eight programs, confirmation
in a 24-station regional network. won’t be definite until he gets back
Since Braun’s sales area covers from Europe about the middle of
only a limited territory locally, June.
they’re - using,
in
addition
With his schedule less strenuous
to
WWSW,
in Beaver Falls; in the upcoming season, Waring,
WHJB in Greensburg; WCVI in it’s reported, is preparing a radio
Connellsville and WISR in Butler. show for a fall preem.

TV

,

WWSW

WBVP

Montreal,

May

Yank Shows

noticeable. The Marciano-Wallcott
abortive flurry from Chicago last

19.

With Alhponse Ouimet, general
manager of the Canadian Broad- Friday was the

first pickup with
The Jackie
Gleason show from New York will
be a regular Saturday night fix-

casting Corp. officiating, the CBC
inaugurated the first microwave
relay setup between Toronto and
Montreal last Thursday night (14).

reception very good.

ture and other big-time tele shows
are in the offing.

The 15 microwave towers, built
at a cost of $6,000,000 by the Bell
,

With the Canadian Association
of broadcasters (representing the
private stations in Canada) constantly lobbying for TV to be taken
out of the hands of the governtowers are the first in a series of ment and for permission to open
private
TV stations, this new microrelay stations planned by the CBC
to bring Canadian and U. S. tele wave system should offer tempoprograms to viewers from New- rary relief to those connected with
With Canada’s major political football
foundland to Vancouver.
Canada’# $14,000,000 English and and should please some of the 250,French-speaking peoples spread on 000 set owners.
a thin line 3,000 miles long, distances have been and still are the
costliest barrier to a national TV

Telephone Co. of Canada, will now
connect Buffalo, Toronto and Montreal, with Ottawa coming into the
circuit within a few days. These

Event; Pulls in 14,000 network, whether run by the CBC Sponsor’s 13 Repeats
Cincinnati, May 19.
or via private ownership outlets.

tasy,” “High Adventure,” “Crime Garden, attendance of more than
Fighters,” “John Steele Adven- 14,000 Which also set a new high
turer” and “True or False,” said for Ohio.
Special railroad excursions carHackathorn.
ried hundreds of fans from Columbus, Springfield and Dayton,

GE

Relay System

Gives Canada More

WTAM

nounced the sale of 30-minutes of
Mutual mystery shows Mon'daythrough-Friday at 11:15 p.m. Roper

TV

$6,000,000

19.

Two major radio time sales were
Robert B, Jones, Jr., last week
recorded during the past week by resigned as v.p.-general manager
and WHK.
of KRMG here to join WFBR, BalAccording to Ham Shea, NBC timore, as exec veepee, general
general manager, Northern Ohio manager and station director. He’ll
Texaco, dealers picked up the be succeeded as KRMG general
year’s tab for 17 news and sports manager by Frank S. Lane, curshows over WTAM. They include rently station and sales manager.
the 10-minute Tom Manning' 11:05 Switch takes place June 15.
nightly shows and the Saturday 5Returning as the station’s viceminute 6:25. p.m. stanza.
News president later in the summer will

Finals of the third annual WLWTV championship tournaments for
tunity to break away from solid men and women wrestlers were
disk music to hear “Hall of Fan- viewed by a record Cincinnati

filiates.

Client Assist

KADIO-TELEVISIOIV

P'SxsiEfr

O., and auto caravans brought in
throngs from points in Indiana
and Kentucky.

Payoff matches climaxed a
lengthy Saturday series originated
by WLW-D, Dayton, and carried'

by Crosley’s WLW-C, Columand WLW-T, Cinoy.
Buddy Rogers defeated Frankie
Talaber for the men’s crown -and
a $4,000 purse. He agreed to meet
Ruffy Silverstein, winner of the
first two tourneys and now sidelined by a broken<. arm, for the
also
bus,

WLW-TV

At the .moment, the

CBC

<

controlled agency. The CBC will
exercise its full privilege of
keeping a tight rein on the prostill

grams from the U.

S.,

with

first

considerations going to Canadian

shows and

femme

grapplers.

June, will present repeats of the
13 best shows of last season.
Firm also is bankrolling “Candid
Camera” with Allen Funt, over
NBC-TV in the Monday at 9 p.m.
spot, beginning in July. That’s the
opposite-Luoy time which will be
occupied by “Racket Squad” during the summer. The cosmetics
company also started with “The
Big Moment,” starring Melvyn
Douglas, in the Bishop Sheen spot
on DuMont last night (19).
Agency is Raymond Spector.
Louisville

—

Harry

Dayton' station.

part

of

the

country

is

a radio telethon, at the Jefferson

County Armory from noon

already to about noon

May

24.

.IN

HIGHEST RATED
because this

is

a

LOW COST TV/RADIO SHOWS

r&r^"
SUCH AS
"STRIKE IT RICH”
"WE BIG PAYOFF”

"DOUBLE OR NOTHING"
" THE MAGIC HORSESHOE"

"MAKE A

M ILLION"

AND MORE COMING!
AMERICA'S LEADING INDEPENDENT TV PRODUCER

WALT FRAMER PRODUCTIONS
123

WEST 44th

STREET,

MeTigue,

America, which is conducting a
fund campaign during May. Local
feature of the fund drive will be

FIRST IN

FIRST

Life,’

setup will mean a greater inter- WINN general manager, is general
new champ change of programming between chairman, Louisville chapter of
She won over Montreal and Toronto with Toron- Muscular
of
Assn,
Dytrophy

Mae Martinez and was re- to (because of facilities and talent)
warded with $2,000 and a belt.
continuing to beam a ratio of three
The Crosley TV network picked to one.
up the final matches, announced by
The commercial impact of U. S.
Neal Van Ellis and Jim Crurmof the shows on Canadian listeners in this
Ida

Your

Hazel Bishop has decided to stay
through the summer with “This
Is Your Life” on NBGTV, Wednesdays at 10 p.m. Show, beginning in

talent.'

According to Ouimet, the relay

Is

Also ‘Candid Camera’

each way between Toronto and
Montreal.
This new service, concentrated
over the major population areas of
Ontario and Quebec, will bring in
sponsored U. S. shows and will, in
some measure, be an answer to the
many CBC critics who, since TV’s,
/inception in Canada last Septem-'
b'er, been unable to get anything
but limited offerings (four to six
hours a day) from the government-

$1,000 belt.
Nell Stewart is the.

of

For ‘This

will lease

the use of the relay towers from
Bell for $225,000 a year for an
eight-hour-a-day period. Present
lease allows for one transmission

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.-PLaza 7-0800
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Wednesday,
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20,

1953
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’Farmer’s Daughter’

Keeps KECA Up

FCC’s fish or Cut Bait’

Hollywood,

Continued from page 34

finance an educational network by nels from the people will gain
a tax of $1 on each .TV set) as “a further emphasis and the people
complete surprise.” Milo Swanson; will continue to tye denied the dechairman, of the Committee, who sirable programs for which they
was at the capital in Madison when are clamoring.”
the resolution was passed, exIn the meantime, the Commispressed amazement at the action, sion is faced with a fourth petition
“We don’t even know who. drew for reconsideration of its previous
it up,” the Sentinel quoted Swan- denial of Hearst’s claim that it. is
son as saying,
entitled to the channel because of
Swanson regarded the resolution an application Hearst had filed for
before the freeze was lifted And
.it
a
as "a delaying tactic,”. Plans for
state educational TV network have before the educational set-aside. In
already been given thorough study, opposing ° this petition, the Joint
;

*

Committee on Educational TV,
said.
However, the rival Milwaukee through its counsel Seymour Krieger, points out that when the ComJournal, which operates the only
mission reserved channel 10 in
TV station (WTMJ) in Milwaukee, Milwaukee
for ^ education it also
reported that the resolution was
removed
from hearing status apworked out at a conference in the.
Governor’s office on the same day proximately 10Q applications for
as its passage (May 12), The news- TV stations.
Hearst “should not be permitted
paper reported the Governor’s secretary, Philip Drotning, as saying again and again to petition for reit had been suggested by Comr. hearing upon rehearing upon reDoerfer. (Gov. Kohler testified in hearing ad infinitum,” said JCET,

he

support of Doerfer's FCC .post be- while other petitioners are not
for the Senate Interstate Com- even considered "once” because of
shortage of staff. "The time has
merce Committee),
Drotning was further quoted as come to rule the batter out” He
saying that until the netwprk study is entitled to "only one strike,”
JCET asserted, "and he has already
is completed it is “the desire and
the hope” of the legislature that had three.”
“the FCC do nothing about Mil-

waukee. ” Drotning added that competition for channel 10 between
the Governor and the city of Milwaukee is "possible and even prob-

KECA,

local

‘Attlee,

All Night

McCarthy Ruining

May

ABC

Act’

Continued from page 1

19.
outlet,

half-hour program
the day before the
aimed at schoolchildren and based on its guide), the

ing

launches round-the-clock operation
next Monday (25) for the first time
in its history, with a femme deejay tagged "The Fanner's DaughParticipating, show goes on
ter.”
the air partially sponsored.
Femme platter spinner will read
from the Farmer’s Almanac and
from hometown papers submitted
by listeners, operating from 12:15
a. m. to 5:30 a. m.
Station operated until 3 a. m.
during the. war, when it was owned
by Earle C. Anthony, but has never
programcontinuous
attempted
ming before. Understand the policy switch is permanent and if the
unknown gal gabber doesn’t make
the grade another program will be
found.

at

a
11

remedy the

special

trying to

a.m.,

mediacy with wireless photos and

Coronation,

NBC

viewing-audience estimate of
85,000,000 Americans to 10,000,000
Britons on Coronation Day, the
AM-TV saturation of Londonoriginated programming on June 2

—

lack of

all this might lead an observer
from a backward neutral country
to believe that America is still an
English colony, and perhaps the
most devoted.
Operation Coronation and al-

Granting that tfiese measures
succeed, then what audience will
be left to watch the actual Coro
nation kinescopes iater on in tho
ine
day?
Before the second round of teleready outshadows the 1952 conven- vision coverage goes on the
air
tion coverage in scope and elab- (approximately at 5 p.m.),
with the
orateness. It has reduced the At- films own from London, radio
ah
lantic Ocean to a small pond. It ready will have broadcast
directly
is a story of stagecoach' and jet the Queen’s Coronation
Day adplanes.
dress (approximately 3:45 to
5
p.m.).
Queen’s Stagecoach
the
course,
is
The stagecoach, of
The timetable on the big day
horse-drawn Coronation coach in less than two weeks away is going
which Queen Elizabeth II will ride to be confusing. Since the nets
to and from Westminster Abbey. are not sure when the Coronation
Last Monday (18), a two-third life- films will arrive, they will have
size replica of the coach (seven to keep the afternoon programtons occupying 90 feet of <space) ming fluid.
Perhaps the first to
was unveiled ceremoniously by go on the air with the films will
NBC at Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.
have to go on unannounced, thereThe jet planes are the Canberra by losing a chance at a larger audibombers that the British are using ence.
A new market-research study, de- to transport kinescopes of the Coro- But one thing is sure. The
be covered
signed to be a guide for sponsors to nation from London to Goose Bay, Coronation is going
make better use of the tele me- Labrador (primarily for Canadian by radio and television the way
no
event
has ever been covered
"souped up”
dium, is being mailed tomorrow. broadcast). These
„ A
(Thurs.) by-CBS-TV to advertisers {tkfies '^ ne * >llot ® d J ,y CBS’ Maj. before, and may never be again.
Joe DeBona and the other by
and* agencies.
NBC’s Paul Mantz will shuttle the
Study, a project’ of Oscar Katz,
TV recordings down to Boston.
Tiff Silences
the web’s research director, is a
Incidentally, bad weather postbreakdown of "U.B. Television Set
Washington, May 19.
week to this
Ownership by Counties,” and in- poned from last
Dispute
between management
DeBona’s try at a new transconticludes statistics on ownership not
and
engineerscaused a halt in
nental record from L.A. to N. Y, on
only by county but by state and
behalf of CBS-TV Coronation ex- both radio and television service
geographical area. It’s designed to
at
for
nearly
half an hour
be used as a marketing tool, with ploitation. (This Thunderbird plane last Friday evening (15). Station,
is painted with the CBS-TV eye.)
advertisers, for instance, being able
owned
by the Washington Star, is
As a backstop on Coronation
to line Up supplies better in TVthe D. C. outlet for ABC.
exposed areas and divert inventor- Day, NRC has hired a Pan AmeriStation management charged a
Clipper
can
Super
Six
and
CBS
ies from non-TV to TV counties.
sitdown
strike.
The
union,
Net figures that heretofore re- a giant Stratocruiser, both equipped NABET, claimed it was a "grievports of set ownership have been as tele laboratories, to fly directly ance session followed by
a lockfrom
to
Boston.
Since
London
these
on the basis of markets and indiout.”
A NABET spokesmen said
vidual stations, but that its new are slower than the RAF jets, they all 15 engineers
simultaneously
study gives better service to adver- are merely secondary sources of stopped work tB prepare
written
tisers by being based on their own supply.
protests to the management. Then,
Ding-Dong Daddies
marketing areas, It’s pointed out
when they wanted to go back
The
rivalry
in
coverage
has
that U.S. Census of -1950 and Nielto work, said the engineers, the
sen Coverage Service Study of May shaken down to a ding-dong battle station refused to take
them back
NBC and CBS; with both until
23, 1952 are both out of date with between
shortly before midnight.
claiming news leadership.

“Katz Technique’

As Ad Market Aid

*

.

.

Continued from page 1

*

measuring 16 by
specially installed by Thea-

television screen

Mayor Squawks

The legislature’s action brought 20 ft.,
an immediate protest from Mayor tre Network Television for the purZeidler. In a letter to FCC urg- pose.
Event marks first use of
ing "speedy action” on the city’s
TNT to transmit an important perapplication, Zeidler said that the
resolution was a device to delay son from one city tp. a' single audinot only the educational use of ence in another city.
channel 10 but also educational TV
Nate Halpera’s TNT is making
in general*
the TV pickup from the broadcast
In a simultaneous protest to Gov. room of the White House.
NBC
Kohler, the Mayor charged that cameras and crew Will- be used by
“the power of the legislature and TNT, which has also arranged for
the Governor's office are support- special AT&T facilities directly
ing the private interest” which has into the new Ford Center for, the
been fighting the city’s application. transmission of the President’s adThe legislature’s action, he said, dress, and for the installation of a
jeopardizes the future of educa- General
Precision
Laboratory
tional TV in Wisconsin. In two theatre TV projector and screen
>years time, he added, "the private system for receiving the talk.
forces seeking to wrest these chanDeal for the telecast was set by
Charles Moore, director of public

—

WMAL

*

WMAL

‘

relations of the Ford Co., and Vic- tremendous growth of population,
tor M. Rather, chief of TNT Tele- TV set ownership and post-freeze
Sessions, a division of TNT,
opening of new stations. Katz’s
study brings ownership up to date,
as of May 1, 1953.
Interesting angle in booklet is
D.C/S
observation that "The later television service comes to a county,
the more rapid is its growth.” Be
Washington, May 19,
sides aiding current advertisers to
District of Columbia Board of pinpoint their TV and marketing
Education has asked Congress to activities in any given' county
provide $400,000 'Tor construction study is expected to attract new
and operation of an educational advertisers into the medium.
TV station here. The request is

400G BID

FOR EDUCATIONAL TV

Now starring on NBC'a
ALU STAR fclVAJB
'

Saturday!, 1-9 F,M,/ IDSt
Mgt.i

William, Morrli

0

now being considered by

the House
Appropriations Committee' along
with other items in ,the city’s proposed budget for the' fiscal year

Agency

.

.

165 TV
In

beginning next- June 30.
The Board estimates the station

GAE FOSTER
Circle

7-3900

will cost $305,000 and operation for
the first year $95,000, Construction

While

Stations

NARTB

it

Now

as 12 Join

Washington, May 19.
has never been able to

attract iriore than about 60% of
radio stations to its fold, the National Assn, of Radio and

The NBC attitude, however, is
4r
What,” they
ask,
“does CBS have that we don’t
have except Ed Murrow?” The
net of the glittering eye naturally
has a position to maintain, and
therefore the battle is joined. Besides both nets have Coronation
sponsors to impress General Motors for NBC, and Willys Motors,
Inc., for CBS.
It’s the general trade opinion
that the event is not a good test for
defensive.

—

.

—

news rivalry.
For one thing, the Coronation is
a solemn ceremony and not the
exciting spectacle indicated by the

television

marginal, exploitation razzmatazz.
For another, the event is badly
^
timed (early Tuesday morning) for
American, television consumption.
Alt Radio?
A third point made is that television’s vital quality of immediacy
is impossible, and the story is all

•

items include $134, Q00 * for the
transmitter ,(UHF), $106,0.00 for stuTV
dio equipment, and $9,280 for the Broadcasters is bringing the bulk
first tower!
of TV stations intd its ranks. The radio.
NBC, with the only regularly
number of TV members in the
NARTB has already reached the scheduled TV news show, “Today,”
165 mark, which about equals the on the air at Coronation time, is

.

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR HEALTH
Bert Sheryll, D.C.

CHIROPRACTOR
1439 Broadway, N.
Circle 7-4438

of stations on the air.
Recent convention of the organization in Los Angeles gave membership a considerable boost. Since
the shinflig closed two weeks ago,
12 TV stations have joined NARTB.
With new outlets taking the air
weekly, the field is ripe for attracting many more members this year.
With the additional revenues provided (TV dues are higher than
dues), Association's finances
are picking up and expansion of
operations to serve the growing

for sales

AM

WDEL-TV

membership

Wilmington/ Delaware
Hundreds of
tisers

use

local

positive of

its

consistently ... proof

profit potential.

an Appointment

FILM STUDIO
Limited time available, fully
equipped film studio. Heart of
Manhattan.. Regular $160.00

per day.
Now
2-3523.

WO

$10 0.00.

Greater
Toledo,
Educational
Television Foundation has filed
incorporation papers in Columbus,
to build and establish an educa-

Write for

Channel 12

O
Tv

E L

tional /non-profit television station
in Toledo. Richard Pheatt, director of public relations for the To-

Naw

%

Yorfc

1

Inman
Station,

Sale? Representative

MEEKER

CHIcag*
lot Angeles
S*n FrsiuUc«

Upper Midwest
I

Nine out of the top ten multi-week

shows ere on Channel 5 where ov

.

information.

AIM

reportedly in the

Toledo Civic Group Set
To Build Educ’l TV’er
Toledo, May 19,

and national adver-

WDEL-TV

is

offing,

ledo public schools, is legal agent
for the new corporation,
He said the foundation will need
from yJLUWAJFUU
$150,000 to
tu $250,000 to build
the new TV station.
•<u

Y. C.

Capitol Theatro Building
Call for

number

Time

*

spS

.

^

Another Ike 1st

able.”

W.

m

facsimile machine, getting stills
on
the air some three minutes
after
they’re taken. CBS, in its
a.m. Coronation coverage,
will at
tempt to construct a visual sun
plement of stills to a "live” audio
account.

1,250,000 people view

KSTM

regularly.

,000 WATTS

MINNEAPOLIS

*

Sf

PAUL

May

'Wednesday*

CHI COUNCIL FETES

Pitt

TV MAN OF YEAR’
Chicago,

Berths 17 Shows

,

RADIO-TELEVISION

P^RIETY

20; 19ff3

May

May Ask

Public

Senate Argues FCC Examiner Teams

To Pick Up 300G Tab

19.

Chicago’s “TV Man of the Year”
and the Windy City network TV
originations
*
will be kudosed at

For EducT

*

TV

Pittsburgh,

To Speed Up TV Application Backlog

Outlet

May

19.

Hollywood, May 19.
Washington, May 19.
The public may be asked to foot
tomorrow’s
(Wed,)
luncheon
Question of whether the FCC
Concentration of production at meeting
r
of, the Chicago Television the bill for keeping Pittsburgh’s
could handle the output of 40
the
raised
has
(
City
Council.
new educational television station teams of examiners who would be
CBS Television
originations for
The “Man of the Year,” will get on the air. A public subscription assigned to hear contested TV apweekly total of
full
“This Is Your Life” treat- campaign on an annual basis is one
f
plant’?.
_pealc
the
to
plications occupied the Senate yesthe network
ment,
and, as in the case of that* of the three plans being consid>
terday (Mon.), during debate on
Each. week 17 programs program, the guest of honor won’t
output.
ered by the Metropolitan Pitts- appropriations
independent
for
at
Bevstudios
i
„
net's
emanate from
know he’s the subject until the burgh Educational Station board to agencies. - Argument
developed
and Fairfax, the heaviest program gets under way.
meet the estimated $300,000 yearly
Johnson
CD.*
Edwin
C.
hen
Sen.
plant
opened.
schedule since the
Spotlighting Chi’s contributions maintenance cost,
golo.) introduced an amendment
Another major project is the to
network TV originations, cita^
private
Although
foundations to raise the FCC budget by* $618,the skein’s tions
will he given to the webs have already- earmarked more than 000 to enable the agency to clean
t
handling of film for
non-connected stations carrying the and sponsors producing the follow- $300,000 to help in the original up a backlog of 650 contested apedits
and as- 4ing programs: “Kulda, Fran & construction, the
Department
ehnws
assurance
of plications in a year.
<emblies 512,000 feet of both mo- Ollie,” “Ding Dong School,” “Su- money to operate the station is now
(RSen. Leverett Saltonstall
and television re- per Circus,” “Welcome Travelers,” the biggest obstacle
tion picture film
left following Mass.), Chairman of the AppropriThis (Torn- “Quiz Kids,” “Down You Go,”
cordings (kinescope).
FCC
approval last week of a con- ations Subcommittee on regulatory
produced at TV “Mr.
Wizard,”
“Zoo
Parade,” struction permit for this city’s offices, said the FCC would become
crises programs
to picture “Hawkins Falls,” “Hail the Champ”
City and sub-contracted
“Video Schoolhouse.”
a bottleneck if it had to act on destudios.
and “Paul Harvey News.”
The FCC okay had not been an- cisions issued by mbre than 17 exTypical week in season calls for
ticipated for at least a couple of aminers in a single year. Senate
originations:
the following
Memphis
KWEM, Memphis months, and the approval of Chan- Appropriations Committee has rec“Time to Smile” (Ken Murray and West Memphis* indie, has nel 13 has necessitated a quicker ommended funds for 17 examiner
Young alternating);
Alan
decision than was expected. Among teams but has invited FCC to come
and
inked one of AM’s biggest single
other possibilities under study as back for extra cash if required for
“There’s One in Every Family”
day
packages
this
of
area
in
airing
Linkletter’s
PQSsible money-makers are charg- processing TV workload.
(six days a week); Art
the full four-and-balf-hour direct ing public
and private schools for
“House Party” (five days a" week);
Sen. Johnson declared that the
live broadcast of the annual Indicourses shown on their levels, and problem of handling the TV back“Life With Luigi,” “My Friend
anapolis 500-mile classic from the
Benny.
Millie,”
Jack
“Meet
Irma,”
Indianapolis speedway. The com- charging the public for credits re- log is one of “timing” rather than
At least one show originates at plete deal was snared jointly by ceived on the college level. This “dollars”. There are no TV sta65 “large cities,” he said,
TV City every day, with, the heav- the Bardahl Co., of Memphis and might also entail the sale of books, tions
Friday
iest load on Thursday and
St. Louis, and the Johnson Auto as it does in other cities where and many major markets, includwith three each day.
Co,. Ford dealers of West Mem- credit courses are offered on regu- ing St. Louis and Kansas City, have
lar commercial channels.
only one station each. In the meanSupplementing this activity in phis.
the four studios are the multiple
auditions scheduled by Harry Ackerman, v.p. here in charge of network programs. At one time there
have been two and three new shows
in the process of being tested or
ldnescoped for submission to spon.

(

.

*

«

«

;

—

he added, applicants have
considerable capital tied up while
waiting for FCC to hear their aptime,

plications.

f

Action on the amendment was
deferred until Wednesday
(20)
after Sen. Saltonstall agreed to
contact FCC members for further
information on the agency’s capacity to process hearing cases.
,
Earlier, at a hearing before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, FCC? Chairman Rosel Hyde
said the commission now has 10

examiner teams working
hearings.

Whether

it

on

TV

-would be pos-

sible to dispose of entire backlog
in a year he did not say.

Sen. John W. Bricker (R-O.) suggested that hearings could be
if the commission had
more authority to tell examiners

speeded up

“what to do and when to do it.”
Some -hearings, he said, get bogged
down in testimony on “foolish”

;

;

'

m

'

WAVE -TV,

Among

these are Frank
and Mrs. Fair,” Cy
Gomberg’s “The Shrimp,” “Follow the Leader,” Eddie Buzzell’s
“Third Girl From the Right,” “Anythink for Baby” and “That’s My
Boy,” first assignment for Fred De
sors.

matters which have no relevance in
determining an applicant’s qualifications as a

Omaha

—

TV

Bill

licensee.

Talbot resigned as

general manager of KOIL to join
the program staff of KMTV, hew

do a crossthe-board news show as his first
KMTV, according to Owen
Saddler, general manager.

tele outlet here. He’ll
stint at

LOUISVILLE, CHAMNEL

Galen’s “Vanity

NOW
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Cordova.

7

GREATER
COVERAGE

NEW TV PERMITS
BRING TOTAL TO 360
Washington,

May

19.

authorized
Television
stations
the lifting of the freeze
360
reached the
mark last week as
since

the

FCC handed

%

,

more

out seven

THAN EVER!

construction permits, including the
17th for a non-commercial educational station, in Pittsburgh.

Commercial authorizations were
stations in Honolulu,
Meridian, Idaho; Rockford, 111.; Eugene, Ore., and Casper,

issued for
Cincinnati,

914 -FT.

Wyo.
Issuance of a rton-commercial
permit to the Metropolitan Pittsburgh Educational
Station for
channel 13 will mean that the second VHF outlet in ..the city will
likely be of the educational type.

ANTENNA!

(above averaqc terrain)

TV

The DuMont-owned

WDTV

'P&tit FOR YEARS

(from Channel 5 to Channel 3)

the only local station in Pittsburgh

WAVE-TV now

and contesting applications for the
remaining two commercial VHF
channels in the area will require

Two TJHF

hearings.

mow

Total stations authorized
stands at 468, including the 108 on
the air when the freeze was lifted.

180

now operating.

stations

ITS

100,000 WATT POWER!

'Hew

TREMENDOUSLY INCREASES

stations are

under construction.

Approximately

'Hew LOW CHANNEL!

now

is

(up from 24,000 Watts)

SUPERIORITY!

ALL- NEW EQUIPMENT!

are

(the most

WAVE-TV— the

x

**

only low-band

—

VHF

station in

is now telecasting from the tallest
area
tower, on the HIGHEST POINT in or near
low-band channel (3),
Louisville, on a
transmitter with radiated power
with a

its

NEW

NEW

Our ALL-NEW equipment

of 100,000 watts!

the most

modem

is

obtainable.

result,

WAVE-TV now

FCC

coverage curves:
effectively reaches 85.5% more

according to

* Reasons

Why

54.6% more people
5L5% more Effective Buying Income gives
you far greater coverage than any other TV

The

and

station in this area!

square miles

foremost

national

local

.

.

*

TOWER HEIGHT MORE
IMPORTANT THAN POWER
100,000 watts on our new Channel at our new
914-ft. height (above average terrain) is equivalent to 600,000 watts from our old downtown

tower and channel!

a

Net

modern available)

—

•

*

•

Check any

TV

_

1

engineer for the significance of

our new antenna, our new Channel 3, and
our new 100,000 watts of radiated power. Then
ask Free & Peters for all the facts on the
vitally important, WAVE-TV television market.

advertisers use WEVD year after
year to reach the vast

Jewish Market

'

of Metropolitan

WAVE-TV

New York

Top adult programming.
2. Strong audience impact

!•

3.

FIRST IN KENTUCKY

Inherent listener loyalty

4. Potential

buying power

ABC

Send for a copy of

Henry Greenfield, Man,

-WEVP,
«\

•

DUMONT

WHO 0H WEVD’

‘WHO’S

I

HOW CHAHHU

Free

Dir.
,

,

V* 4

&

Peters,7 Inc.,7 Exclusive National Representatives
,

4*t>SL

o’V

>
.

f>

cM'Cc

o.

V ’AA

.

-

sViVfVt

9

'

3

New York
Warren Hull of "Strike It Rich’*
St homecoming welcome June

to get

6 at hamlet of Gasport, N. Y. Emcee hadn’t been there for 25 years.
Hal MatTown has 902 pop.
thews of N. W. Ayer’s tele produc.

-.

.

tion staff, and poger Brarm,^WFIL,
Philadelphia, production s‘t a f f

member, off Friday. (15) for two
Entire
weeks in Virgin Islands
.

cast celebrated Perry

.

.

Como’s 41th

Monday
CBS-TV show

backstage

birthday

last

-

18 ) after his
Edgar C. Kahn, formerly

S[

.

.

,

NBC-TV

director, now with Kudner Agency
as producer-director of "Martin
1

Kane, Private Eye"

.

,

Georg

.

Olden, CBS-TV graphic arts director, received Art Directors Club

medal for

overall contribution to

tele graphic art. William Golden,
web’s creative director for ad and
sales promotion, and artist David

Stone Martin, got distinctive; merit
award for Design of Newspaper Advertising, for Jackie Gleason ad
titled "And Away We Go." Awardwinning designs on view at Grand
Central Galleries through May 23
Richard Bradford, formerly
with Vance Sanders & Co., Boston
underwriters, now with Transfilm
Barbara Haddox, promotion
Inc
.

.

.

manager
bus,

.

won

m Columpromotion-manager prize
of

'

WBNS-TV

of all-exp enses-p aid trip to the
Coronation in national contest held
by Burns & Allen and show’s spon-

on the Coast... WABC-TV general
manager Paul Mowrey back after
week’s vacation at- Sea Island, Ga.
.

.

.C. J, Harrison

ing manager for

.

named markettelevision trans.

.

and

chased

i,ii

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

series,

.

.

.

Christophers’ film

set thp

.

has also set a graphology show,
"Your Handwriting and You," for
nights, with Jamaica Stove.
& Furniture Co. sponsoring
ABC-TV’s "AU-Star News" moves
to Sunday nights at 8, while Gerald
Johnson’s series on the net will
follow "AU-Star" at 8:45, both
CBSchanges effective May, 31
TV’S Todd Russell emceed "Wheel
of Fortune" expanded to a full
hour Friday mornings.
Donald Buka starring in dramatic
segment "Kate Smith Hour" 'next
Monday (25). .Joel Aldred doing
the announcing on tele-radio "The
Guiding Light" and occasional live
commercials on "Fireside Theatre,"
also commuting to Toronto on
weekends for Canadian .recording
.

.

.

.

.

1

.

.WCBS-TV,

N-Y;> begin-

.

,

.

.

,

.

«

1

.

.

-

‘

Hollywood
TV producer;

‘

James Parks,
'

named

sales

manager

..Barbara

.

WNBQ

sides, of self-penned folk

.

.

.

.

.

.

s

.

•

.

CLEVELAND ...

IN

WEWS

for winning Peabody
City council passed resolution honoring
Award for emphasizing harmony, and understanding and importance
of tolerance . . , WJW’s disker Alan Freed, out Qf the hospital after
his auto smashup, is doing part, of his chores via telephone to sub
WERE disker Bill .Randle will act as emcee when
Bert Di!son:V.
Danny Landau
.
Sugar Ray Robinson moves to the Loew’s State
sports show Saturday 4:30 p. m.
has picked up the 15-minute
writer Jerry Lawrence in from
with Mehan Motors sponsoring .
Hope scheduled to
. Bob
the Coast for high school class reunion .
come to Cleveland next week to star at Super Market Institute convention .
, Chris Gordon out of the hospital and back on freelance
Charles Philips,
sales direccommercial, stints at.
.
Florence Roth,
.
flack,
tor, back from New York NBC visit
.

.

WNBK
.

.

.

.

WEWS

.

WNBK

.

.

TV sets

WJW

.

in Northeastern

Ohio now

total 761,157,

.

for advertisers, dropped in 1952,
Dill Brant in Miami Beach
15 , ,
Intrigue" films for Manor House with his wife for a two-week vacation and Bob Caldwell has taken
.
.
Coffee beaming on Thursdays
over the three times weekly half-hour teevee show Brant does on
Bill Kusack named chief engineer
Verna dffill, formerly with Guide Post Research, has been
Ken Nor- hired by .KQV for special promotion job in connection with station’s
.
for ABC o&o
dine did six filmed commercials
shift to CBS network on June 15. She’ll be ift charge of crew of girls
,for Frigidaire . . . "Press Conferassigned to make at least 20,000 phone calls reminding Pittsburghers
ence" hits its second anni on WGN2 Saturday
TV June 9 . , Jim Holmes, WBBM- of the change . . . Nick Perry’s "Polka Party" On Channel
TV producer, smashed both hands evenings has been dropped for the summer . Carl Dozer, sales
and chief barker of Tent No. 1 of Variety Club,
v/hile changing a tire , ... Packard manager of
in Mexico City for international convention of showmen’s organization
Dealers starting May 24 on
,
with a' half-hour "Magazine of TV,” . . , Vic Skaggs celebrating his third anni as a director at
.
using Austin Kiplinger, Jack Drees Big week-long sales' promotion of, downtown stores association was a
Bob Hope bonanza to local radio stations, with most of them being sold out
and Jack Callaghan .
originating his May 24 "Comedy completely for first time in a blue moon
. Maureen Balfe» daughter
Hour" stint front" NBC's Stude- Of Kieran Balfe, of WPIT, will be married in June to William A. How.baker Theatre for an- all-armed croft, Korean wat vet.
Cliff Johnson
forces audience . .
family doing a one-hour remote
.
.
.
from the Johnson home June 13
and 20 on WGN-TV,
Doug Warren,
(Camden, N. J.) announcer, will double at
Pleasant Mills, N. J., Playhouse in stock this summer
Elmer F.
Jaspan/ producer-director at WPTZ for last five years, has been named
Francisco
Sherwood Patterson, owner of assistant general. manager at WCAN-TV, Milwaukee, effective May 18
Channel 32 (UHF), hopes to have . . , Radio station
has been awarded the National Safety Counthe video station operating withiiy, cil’s "public interest award for 1952," for its year-’round safety prosix months,
Transmitter wiU bel grams . . WIP staff ^rs^ responded to call for blood donors for anatop Twin Peaks
Merced Tele- nouncer Johnny Wilcoi’s baby daughter, Kim, now in incubator at
vision Corp, applied for TV Chan- Pennsylvania Hospital
. . . Tom Moorehead’s "Stop; Look and Listen"
nel 34
Roy Steffens, "Cap- Show, Mon. thru Fri. aud participator, celebrates first anni, May 26
.
,
tain Z-Rp" on KRON-TV, began a
Rex
Harrison 'and Lilli Palmer guested (19) on interview show of
.
,
Los Angeles (KTTV) version of his
Mary and Howard Jones, WFIL
Herb Carneal has started a new
.
program . .
Lt. Jim Adams to
... Claire D. McMullen has been upped
leave his KPIX show "Shooting the daily sports show on
Breeze" for Navy duty in Japan to assistant director of promotion and advertising at WFIL and WFILwhere he’ll coordinate Navy pro- TV.
.

.

.

,

.

WDTV

WBKB

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

,

.

WCAE

WBKB

.

,

.

ABC-TV’s "Super .Circus"
WBKB starting Abbott & Costello IN PITTSBURGH ...
vidpic series for Chrysler Dealers
KDKA’s annual steer barbecue
WNBQ setting new "Foreign will be' resumed this year on June

WDTV

.

.

.

.

.

,

IN PHILADELPHIA
WKDN

.

.

,

San
*

KYW

.

.

.

.

,

.

gramming overseas.
Vance replaces him

Lt.
.

.

Cmdr. Lee

BBD&O’s

.

local radio-TV head, Maury Baker,
named local TV film boss for MCA,

replacing Kirk Torney who’s moving to MCA’s New York office.
John L. Sullivan replaces Baker
at BBD&O . v . Williard Davis new
KGO-TV director, replacing Bob

Adair was migrated to Arizona

IN SAN FRANCISCO
Max Baer began KLX

PHILCO $129,058,000
SET QUARTER

MARK

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

running substantially ahead of
1952, Balderston said, and that
sales of radios and all Philco products increased markedly during
is

:
;

quarter.

Radio Farm Directors
Set 1-Day Chi Clinic
Chicago, May 19.
Agencies and advertisers will get
the facts of the j^arm radio audience spelled out-to them Monday
(25) in a one-day clinic here, under
auspices of the National Assn, of

Radio Farm Directors.
Morning speaker? will be
Johnson,

of

P.urdue

operation by the end of December," Balderston stated. "With the
opening of these new markets add6d”to the demand for larger, modern sets in areas already "enjoying. television, it is believed pro-

Tom

University,

John MacDonald, ^SM, Nashville,
and Latry Haeg, g.m. of WCCO,
Minneapolis. Afternoon session will
be a panel discussion with farm
machinery, feed and seed compa-

"Already 47 new TV stations nies participating.
have gone on the air and as many
as 100 more are expected to be in

public,

For

additions

Pa.—Two new
"We r e

.staff

announced

by
Thomas E. Martin, general manager of WEEU-TV here.
Jane
Wlnney, formerly with KRES, St.
Joseph, Miss., and WFBM-TV, Indianapolis, Ind., joined as director
qfi continuity,
prex Bradley was
appointed research and sales promotion director, =He formerly was
nember of the sales staff of the
acting Eagle-Times.

Currently

*

CHUBBY’S

Kodinsky’s 'Offstage’
Pittsburgh, May 19.
Harry Kodinsky,

BARTON

Eileen
-

.

CAMDEN.

N. J.

COKAL RECORDS

who handles

for both Civic
Light Opera Assn, and Town and
duction and sales will be main- Country restaurant at town’s newtained at a high level, even thortgh est hotel, thb Carlton House, has
competition is expected to be worked .the two accounts together
for a summertime TV program.
keen."

Reading^

.

.

*

•

19.

Philco Corp.:' sales for the first
three months of 1952 were’ the
highest for any quarter in history,
reaching a total of .,$129,058,000
compared with $84,239,000 for the
March quarter in 1952, president
William Balderston, reported.
Earnings for the March quarter
increased $3,401,000, or 94 cents a
common share, from $2,341,000, or
64 cents a common share for the
comparable -periodL. a year ago.
Demand for television receivers

first

...

platter-chatter

.

.

May

.

show from Jack London Square,
Oakland
Visitors: Jay R. Kennedy, creator of "Man Called X,"
here to plug his book "Prince Bart"; Axel Georg Jensen, color TV
expert for lectures; ex-homeboy Dave Crandel in for a visit . . . KCBS
travelers: Boss Arthur Hull Hayes to Hollywood on business. News
Director Bill Nietfeld to L. A. for awards dinner of the California
Associated Press Radio Assn.; Sales Manager Jules Dundes to Gotham
for .sales confabs
»
KLX News Director John K. Chapel left for /a
two-month tour of Europe, North Africa and the Middle East
.
Alex Wept named KCBS assistant Sales Director
Hillman,
. Bill
formerly of KSFQ, appointed KPIX announcer
.

of

the

.

KYW

.

Philadelphia,

1

1

first

.

.

t

.

.

announcer, cut two
tunes for
Kellogg run- visiting Manhattan ...
.
ning a "win a bike" contest on

Lowe,

Mercury records

has

Walter Wincjhell recommences KNBH .
Brian Jjjonlevy to N. Y.
the NY. originations for his ABC to star “Lux Video Theatre" May
radio and tele shows starting Sun- 21 and m.c. "Your Show- Of Shows"
day (24), after more than a month May 30
Kay Christopher, joins
.

.

.

Monday

been

.

convention
"What One Person Can Do," Mfgrs.
back as singing-pianist at
.WPIX Sims
WBBM and* WBBM-TV .... Jim

for a Saturday night slot.

WCCO-TV newsman Bob

Hal! busy addressing club meetings and showing a film he took of an operetta staged by Moose Lake
Sanitarium mental. patients who played all the roles. Film was shown
.

.

.

.

WPIX

Continued from page 28

unions

.

.

.

From the Production Centres

on Arte Haeberle’s WCCO-TV "Around the Town" show especially
Sportscaster Stu Mann
arranged for Mental Health Week here
his 13th consecutive baseball season for Pure Oil with his
started
finished "Home Again," teleplay
Lawrence WLOL gradio show, "In the Bleachers" . .Gene Gaudette, WDGY
for Meridian Pictures
Harvey, who already has TV sales rep, and Mrs. Gaudette seriously injured when their auto overlicenses for stations at Salem,'] turned in a deep ditch while he was trying to avoid* hitting a dog
Ore., and Frisco, has filed with that had run on the highway,
FCC fo£, a channel in Beverly
.

-

•

WPTZ.

.

.

.

left

.

.

.

.

may originate from Philadelphia’s
Willow Grove Amusement Park.
Project was started before Walling

.

.

.

spots

—

will

.

,

.

ning two telefilms next Sunday
have the (24) "Hollywood Off Beat," starsole femme role in "T Men, in Ac- ring Melvyn Douglas, at 2:30 p.ni.,
tion" tomorrow (Thtdrs,).., .Craig and
the Royal
"Renfrew- of
Lawrence, general manager - of Mounted,” starring James Newill,
WCBS-TV, N.Y., speaks before N,Y. at 3 .p.irt; Both sustainers. » .Leon
luncheon Kellman, attorney for WiUiam"MorAdvertisers
Financial
May 27, on "TV Advertising for ris Agency, to speak on "The Legal
Banks". .Bill Bast of CBS Radio Aspects of the Television Package"
press was co-author of the NBC(22) at the Copyright. LunchTV "“Aldrich Family" script last Friday
eon Club at Columbia U.
Friday (15) .Merrill E. Joels, feaCaloirtetric
signed
DuMont
tured in "Martin Kane” tomorrow
Weight Control division of Vita•(Thurs.),. has completed narration
sponsor
i;o
Gorp.
of
America
min
of six foreign films for TV. .Ronof the
ald Dawson signed to do a major three 10-minute segments
Paul
the
daytimer,
network’s
role in "The Hunter," which, goes
before cameras this week. .Albert Dixon show ... Ed Jurist; writerhas
Family,"
"Aldrich
of
director
Black has resigned, as prexy and
board member' of Albert Black been signed to script and meg
Album”
"ABC
Flack"
for
"Colonel
Television Productions, Inc. .RobIt’ll star Alan
ert Montgomery tomorrow (Thurs.) May 31 segment.
.
receiving special scroll frdm N.Y.U. Mowbray and Frank McHugh
for his work in pbc and tele. .Rob- Richard W« Hubbell, television
Department,
the
State
for
chief
ert Drucker, ex-Pathescope, now
project supervisors of Transfilm will conduct a summer Television
Ernie Walling has been Writing Workshop at ' the New
Inc
shuttling between N.Y. and.Philly School for Social Research ,
completing arrangements for a pro- WABC-TV will 'air the "Wing and
gram ^tarring Rex Trailer, to. origi- Fin 'Pet Center" oh Saturday
nate from WPTZ for the NBC net. mornings, with Wing & Fin- (N. Y.
Program plaimed as .a strip; and Family Pet Shop) sponsoring . . *

Karen Lindgren

Gene Norman’s cross-the-board
show on KHJ-TV as his assistant.KTTV bought 32 "Felix the
Cat" cartoons from Official Films
Lyn .Osborn and Ken Mayer
of ABC-TV’s "Space Patrol" to
Cleveland and Day tort: oyer weekGordon Bread
end on personals
bankrolling Captain Z-RO, new'
, A1
moppet series on KTTV
Herman replaces Dick Haymes in
Welch’s Wines show on KLAC-TV
Scripter Howard J. Green

DuMont Labs
Lever Bros, purWPIX’s. "First
Show". .Bergen Evans, moderator
of DuMont’s "Down You Go, off
to England to appear as guest'
emcee of the BBC-TV show of the
ABC’s George Jessol Hills:
same name
received the Williamsburg Settlement Society’s 1953 Gold Medal
Chicago*
Humanitarian Award Sunday (17)
Danny O’Nelt underwent emer...WOR-TV’s "Merry Mailman," gency appendectomy. Subbing for
Ray Heather^on, will be made an him are Chet Rohle on WBKB,
honorary member of the Letter Vince Lloyd on WGN-TV, and
Carriers Assn, in Newark. ..DuMarino on WBBM-TV
Mont program chief Jim Caddigan Buddy
"City Desk" takes over "Curtain
off to Chi to launch the web’s sum- Time’s" WNBQ slot tonight
mertime "The Music Show"
• Roxanne in town for Radio Parts
mitter division of

Mennen

sors, -Carnation Milk and B.' F,
Goodrich . . Gilbert Seldcs, on TV
as a social force and cultural influence, and Bert Briller, on radiotele station management and operation, aije summer instructors of
the American Theatre Wing profes"sessions —
sional training program
-
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P&Rt&ff

HA»IO-TEI.EVISION

36

MCA

Dir.j

relations

last several

months he’s

r

BONANZA FOR
TV PACKAGERS

pro-

duced a lQ-rninijta. Weekly interview-type program over
for
Town and' Co'iintry, but has
changed the format for the next
12 weeks at least to tie in ,the
under-the-stars venture.

WDTV

under Town and Country
sponsorship, it’ll be a live studio
presentation, instead of on film^as
in past, ..callpd "pffptage" and will
Still

take the viewers behind, the scenes

If you u*«d' an able production
out. with network TV oxporleflce,
Energetic, perlook no further!
sonable -young Yale grad with Irt*
tensive training In all phases thea*
ter dud TV soeks position with
packager,
Pesires- opportunity tf
1

•

;

grow with prbnthing

salary

unit,

secondary.' Phone Pfcdxa B -2567
or writ* fox VY-Sim.* Variety,

1M W. 4«th St.i HeW York 36,
Ebyjlii- 1

m

,

ilnri

.

?V,I,7

‘r.
,

N.Y

u

,

Wednesday,

May

20, 1953,

RADIO-TELEVISION

Pffizij&FY

WABC-TY Daytime Shifts

&G

P

WABC-TV,

Sets Vjdfiim Pace

N. Y. flagship of

television net,
of its daytime
three shows to

Continued from page 22

ABC

moving
make room .for a
schedule,

Th
It has since made some new
Five years ago the suds-and- Theatre.”
one-hour cross-the-board audiad<
additional
ones, upping the total ence participationer called “What
sundries firm became the first to
100, for Standard Oil Co., of Have You Got to Lose?” John Reed
bankroller to purchase only first- Cal., to b& shown on six markets.
King will emcee the show, which
less than the MCA-TV
(
is currently syndicating
run rights, but paying
preems Monday (25), in the 3-4
cost, which then all tlft films, as “Famous Playtotal production
p.m. slot.
10
with some having played
per film, house,”
ran to $12,000 to $14,000
j
Shows being shifted are “Letin their 10th or 11th run.
the
idea
of
devised
Later, P&G
ter to Lee Graham,” “The Fitzfinancing its own production comgeralds,”
and “Johnny Olsen’s'
turn out
pany, Frank Wislbar, to

tre.”

;

M

'

*

Miss
Homemakers Jamboree.”
Graham’s hiatus is for the summer,
Olsen
set
for
hew
airer
while
is
a
In
]
one of tele’s fastest changes,
The
c
CarojL
Reed’s “Rain or Shine” show following" the King stanza.
on WCBS-TV, N. Y., last Tuesday Fitzgeralds have a new weekend
sponsored
fordepartment
store
(12
(12)
lost and found a sponsor bef
fore
it went on the air 7:25 to jnat; this leaves them free to do
Mr.
Mrs.
their
shows
from
and
7 a p.m.
7:30
their Hay Island (Conn.) summer
Cheer cancelled out that day, but
retreat, coming tp N. Y. only on
Pl <
Piel’s
stepped right in and took
weekends.
ov<
over.
Latter bankroller also carries three nights of the station’s
CBS Radio's 'Hearing'
N
“News
of the Night” and a particiCBS Radio is auditioning “Hearpation
a
in the “Early Show.”
P
ing
Is
Believing," a panel identifiWeathercast is backed by Philip
Morris
M<
Mondays, Wedne$days and cation of famous voices.
pr
Fridays,
Converted Rice oh ThursModerator will be Charles Coland Preem on Saturdays.
da
days,
lingwood.

Ajl Shine,

the films.

Then, in November, 1951, P&G
worked out a deal with Ziv. The
soap company absorbs the full
pet film)
cost (now over $20,000
44 telepix per year;
of turning out
supervision
of
the
the
under
Compton agency's radio-TV veepee
sells
future
It
disTitterton.
Lewis

1

rights to Ziv for a reported $7,500 per vidfilm, and also
of the gross profits
45%
gets
from Ziv. Now retitled “Your TV
series is currently
the
Theatre,"
distributed in 50 markets by Ziv.
Considering the potential of third
or even fourth runs, P&G will not
only get the film programs for less

™

Town”

What

Lever

series.

pays only $12,000 of the total pro($20,500 per vidduction costs
film), and still gets a cut on the
second-run rights from the pro-

quires a certain
tration.

Jf

amount

Wg

syndication sales

,

Neill, “if radio’s dead, I’m dead,
i»ve got a 20-year contract that's
go t 17 V£ years to run.”

——

1

i

•

/ike (ppito/s

N. Y., has established for its client,
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. After

week signed

The
that concentration.
listeher, instead of being left with
a complete picture, is left with just
an impression. He fills in the picture, and he fills it in with his own

—

McNeill says.

AND
a\
A

here.

manager
shmild know

every station

SfyA/Ol/OX

CLUSIVELY -in

partment staff,
and hired Ed
Montagne to produce the telepix
(at $20,000 per film)
from the
Bedford Park Studios in N. Y.

1

Reynolds

•Transcription Library

you couldn’t give away ! And
instead of timf on your hands, you

Although

should have a long wailing

list

shows!

of

Still

volved

eager sponsors, itching to keep every
broadcast second jam full of paid

in

All This in

-

its.

arrangement With

•

aallantine

Beer for “Fdreigrf Intrigue." The series,
of course, is
produced in Europe by Sheldon
Reynolds, at a cos^of $20,500 each.
Rallantine buys an exclusive, 'na-

script

releases every month,

A

new

catalog, cross in-

dexed 3 ways so you can

— in seconds

Plentiful Package:

One

SONOVOX

New

top music!

announcements.

another: agency deeply inin vidfilms' is J: Walter

Thompson

.

including special Shows of the Month.
Top. quality, featuring top artiste .and

.

vestment.

—

money can

buy ! 330 disks — including 20

the ones

Reynolds has not announced syndication plans for this N. Y. action series as yet, starring Keith
Larsen, the company owns the residual rights, and it's pretty, certain
it will
attempt to amortize its in-

or-

der Capitol’s Transcription Library
the finest, most complete, most useful

'

'

l;

!

Library with Sonovox makes spots
practically sell themselves— yes, even

Pimperhel-type draiha^vill Re-

day

And more to come ^
And it’s ALL YOURS — when you

You’ll find Capitol’s Transcription

‘

the

“attention getter” an-

every kind of product or sponsor

com-

live

mercials into piles of profits

vidfilms, “The Hunter,” for Reynolds’ king-size ciggies,'
Cavalier.
This week,’ Esty will
have Ed Montagne turn out another 13 in the series Oaf less than
$16,000), and {he 30-mirtute Scar-

CBS-.TV July'

which turns ordinary

— every hour

nouncements — 26 tracks from A to
Z, with general Sonovox sound and
voice spots adaptable for any and

vertisers this supercolossal attention

series of 13

turn to

SONOVOX

•

! Never before have you
been able to offer agencies and ad-

getter

/

and half-hour through

conjunction with

tion Library

trying to syndicate the series, under the new'
title,
“Follqw That Man!” on a
first-run basis to regional advertisers in 33 markets via MCA-TV.
Not only that project, but last
summer Esty produced in N. Y. a

let

/

breaks in the industry

new Flexible-Format Transcrip-

its all

now

is

chimes — the most unusual time

CAPITOL BRINGS YOU this
new sales maker EX-

sensational

!

’
,

;/

find anything

Steel storage cabinets
‘

Program formats !

“talking” Westminster

'

-?/u
with

»

I

W ^ e ^ rs t‘run

Thanks

.

-for' the'

series,

NARTB Members

for

your terrific response to the
newest and finest library
package!

Thompson

serving, in effect,'
as distributor.
But the' beer* cbftiPany only advertises its product
]/y" e s how in about a dozen marto recoup a considerable part of
its' outlay in firstUn sales to non-beer advertisers
J
ln the
other markets,

YOU TWO)

(BURBLES THANKS

ana
jmai

for

distributor
ri Shts.

The

a.

<

•

*

ways—

•

-

•

STATION

OR COMPANY.

the- resi-

series* in question

WKITt

•

1

•

now called “Famous Playhouse.”
ac c aw htt® M'CA’s* Coast* sub.,72- Revue Productions; turned
dramas -in the -series; then
non
s

Or via

'

Wl*f

By

•

toVjpon

— today

•:

return mail,

you

PHONt

will

ADDRESS

I
}

ractiv* complata.dalaili.af Capt-

•

ailed

^

•

fills

-

d,r

^ “Stars

Over, Hollywood’.’ fotf
Armour Co. It also
30 lot
uen, undey,,tbe„

*•

lo!’#

new

flexiblt-Fprm«r transcription library, special
‘

,

,

,

.

*

Please send full information, on
Capitol Transcriptions with Sonovox:

bankroller;

owning

Broadcast. Sales Division

.....J

MCA-TV presents a good exanipie of how
a company can slice
ne v^film melon
several
uoih as producer

Capitol Record* Distributing Corp.
55J5.MeJr.osc Ave-> Hollywood 38, .California

•

*

‘

'
.

w%

>

hi'*'
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Camels on CBS-TV live for
three years, the tobacco firm a
year ago decided to produce the
show on film and get on the residual bandwagon. Instead of using
an indie Coast producer, Reynolds
had the film series produced on
its behalf by Kendall Foster, veepee of the Esty agency. The agency
itself built up a six-man TV de-

WGN

ter,

for

!

*

San Angelo Tex ._Walton Fosmanager for
commercial
KTXL, has been also named cornmercial manager for KTXL-TV

McNeill scoffs at those who beIn New York
lieve radio’s dead.
last week after completing a string
of one-morning stands, he pointed

“Man Against Crime”

sponsoring

i

Chicago, May 19.
Sportscaster Jack Brickhouse last
a five-year exclusive
and WGN-TV.
contract with
Terms were nqt revealed, but
station manager Frank P. Schreibjer said the pact makes Brickhouse
one of the nation’s highest-paid
sports announcers.

of concenbasic

Theres no sa/ospunch

Increasingly important role that
ad agencies play in pulling the
strings of such deals is highlighted
by the arrangement William Esty,

1

n
l
«
*
New BnckhOUSe
Pact

amounting to a

McCann, Erickson, after
Lever
it was initiated by Willson M. Tuttle and Marshall Grant of Ruthrauff & Ryan.

l.t

Hotel Morrtson C hi, orlglnatn g point, a similar situation exists,
about 150,000 per year visiti n g the show.
“Anyway,” says Me-

'

The agency that
hefty $600,000.
handles this neat arrangement for

'.

w ith

-

‘

-

/
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require
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we repeated our

t-rivate thoughts,"

—

out that in each of the cities visited the studios and auditoriums

format for a few weeks, people
tired of it. Radio doesn’t

‘

1

Gross-Krasne Productions,
United Television Proin L.A.
grams, which took on the distribu*.
78 of the telepix in
total
tion' of a
May, 1952, now has the series sold
in 5J markets uilder the new title,
“Heart of the' City,” with total
ducer,

continued from page 24

would get

1

’
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touch to a show that we had to
prepare days in advance,” he says.
On the other hand, we don t reI come
hearse ‘Breakfast Club.
in a half-hour before each show to
check over the commercials, and
that’s it.
What we get because
of this is an air ‘of freshness that
we couldn’t achieve on television.”
What “Breakfast Club” does is
repeat practically the same thing
day after day. “In television, we
Television recouldn’t do that.

=

than a comparable live show; it
might even get it for “free.
Lever’s Cut on, ‘Big Town’
An equally ingenious deal has
been worked out by Lever Bros,

“Big

AM

‘

tribution

for its

No Rain

.

Don McNeiirs ‘Make Mine Radio’

revamping part

is

CITY,
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BERM SCHOENFELH-

is

Victor,

An

$5.45).

interesting,

(Capitol,.

An

$5.95).

interesting

varied cross-section of early Ital- novelty, this. Fourlh-act aria from
ian classical music (including con- Gounod’s “Romeo and Juliet” and
cern grossi by Vivaldi, Marcello, the R&J concert duet Tchaikovsky
Gemini ani), played by the Societa ‘started and Taneiev finished, are
Corelli, a fine
chamber music hacked here for good results. Jean
group, with. Luisa Ribacchi, a good Fenn and Raymond Manton, talmezzo, as assisting artist in .two ented young Coast singers, sing
cantatas.
Charming, melodic mu- the works with Franz Waxman and
sic throughout.
the L. A. Orchestral Society orch
Beethoven: Trio In B Flat (Mer- sensitively backing.
Bron.

j

LAWRENCE WELK

—

the “Archduke,” in an expert,
lyrical reading by the- Albeneri

trio,

Fine melodies beautifully
Trio.
interwoven Into the imposing construction are brought out fullv.
Beethoven
great
of
pretations
Rossini: William Tell and Semiovertures, played with Vienna or ramide Overtures (London, $2.95'.
London orchs. These are "Eg- Two pop concert favorites given
mont,” “Leonore- No. 2,” “Prome- sparkling performances by the
theus,” “Fidelio” and “Consecra- Amsterdam Concertgebomv under
tion of the House.” Fine disk.
Eduard van Beinum.
Music (RCA
Italian ‘Baroque
Romeo and Juliet Love Duets

a good ballad which she
delivers in a rather thin but styleffectively carries
which
ized
voice
market “Memory” is a fine slow
ballad perfectly tailored for Miss the lyrics. Flip is a cute piece of
materiallightweight
in a polka
Garland’s moving projection. This
stands up under repeated spins rnythm which may garner some
backs up
Douglas
attention.
Lew
and should build into a big one.
Flip is a clever and flashy rhythm ably.
To
impact
for
“Return
item with immediate
David Bose Orch:
juke plays. Paul Weston’s orch Paradise”-“The Bad And The
Rose
David
lend£ solid support
Beautiful” IM-G-M3.
Frank Chacksfield Orch: “The turns up with a couple of lush arTheme From Limelight’ -“Lime- J rangeraents of two pic themes,
light” (London). The major theme Both sides should ride on the curJ
f rom Charlie Chaplin’s pic, “Lime- j rent instrumental in vogue for
light,” is a beautifuMnusical strain plenty of spins. “Paradise” is the
which is due to move into the top- j more promising pop entry, this
and hi*
ranking pic theme spots along with j number also getting an attractive
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
“The Song From Moulin Rouge” etching by Cajparata’s orch for
A “Ruby.
Consecutive Week, Aragon
9tst
and
This British ’version Decca.
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.
Sunny „ Gale: "Send My Baby
by the Frank Chacksfield orch
Exclusively for Coral Records
completely captures the mood of j Back To Me"-“Meanwhile
(Victhis Chaplin composition. Another tor). Sunny Gale has a solid piece
“MINNIE THE MERMAID”
Backed by
British version by the Wally Stott of material in “Baby,” and should
"SAY IT ISN’T SO”
orch for Columbia has a ^lightly give Judy Garland’s Columbia
more intricate arrangement but slice a race for the money. Miss
will share some of the spins. On Gale’s rhythm attack makes.it a
fcddie Santer take their
the reverse of both disks, the in- strong juke entry. Reverse is a other to
place in the series of Columbia
reissues of BG sides from the heyday of the band era in the late
1930s and early ’40s. These two
albums, moreover, present Goodman's crew in two sharply conJUDY GARLAND
WITHOUT A MEMORY, trasting musical styles. On tne
Sand My Baby Back To Me
Columbia. J
Henderson arrangements, the crew
swipging beat and
FRANK CHACKSFIELD ORCH. .... THEME FROM LIMELIGHT hits with theinstrumental
choruses,
closed knit
Limelight
London
tops, in the
Goodman
made
which
CALL OF THE FAR-AWAY HILLS
KEN CURTIS
featured
is
Ward
trade. Helen
M-G-M
Brass Ringed Love l Dick Thomas)
this set on a .trio of a standards,

“Know”

J
Beethoven's greatest

cury, $5.95).

Overtures (ColumIn tribute to a great
bia, $5.45),
conductor, Felix Weingartner, who
died in 1942, Columbia ^transfers
from 78s to LPs five of his inter-

Beethoven:

Judy Garland: ‘‘Without A Mem- Know”-“Policeman” (Decca). Bea
ory”<Send My Baby Back To Me” Gardy, Decca’s new thrush, im(Columbian Judy Garland's initial presses on her first coupling.
sides for Columbia are a cinch to
set her off winging in the pop

.

.

j
jj

j

!

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
TJie top> 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman ,
Director, Alphabetically listed.
Survey Week of May 8-14, 1953
,

Best Bets

(Listed Alphabetically)

All

By Myself

Berlin

J’

\

Big Mamou
Blue Gardenia”
Blue Gardenia
Breeze
Caravan
Dancin’ With Someone
Doggie in the Window.
Golden Years t “Houdini”
Hush-A-Bye t“The Jazz Singer”

—

The
all superlatively delivered.
cidental music from “Limelight* good $low-tempoed ballad which Santer album is more mod erni stic,
makes for a good supporting pot- could be a sleeper. Miss Gale with more pretentious arrangepourri.
again turning in an effective vocal ments.. The Goodman trademark
as
Ken Curtis: “The Call of the job.
is there hut not as effectively
Helen
Far-Away Hill*** (M-G-M). This is
Alan Dale: “Tbnight We Live”- in the Henderson worksa classic -western tune from the “Reiurn To Paradise” (Coral). “To- Forrest and Peggy Lee, Goodman
Paramount pic, “Shane,” which night We Live” is a big ballad vocalists in the early 1940s, are
was originally issued as a straight with a schmaltz format having spotted in the vocal assignments.
Goodman
instrumental by Decca with Vic- commercial
Alan Both sets are musts for
possibilitiestor Young’s orch. The lyric will Dale gives it a suitable ride 'With collectors*

momentum

to this

his tremolo piping style. Reverse,
from the United Artists film of the
title, is a slow ballad on the
exotic side which Dale renders ef-

same

.

•

Rise Stevens to

I Believe
l*m Sittin’

Teresa Brewer: “Into Each Life

Some Rain Must

Kaw-Liga , My Flaming Heart
Nearness Of You
- No Help Wanted
Pretend * .

Paramount
- Remick
Cromwell
Feist

’

Leeds
Frank .
Milene
Robbins

:

—t “Small Town Girl”

Bow
May

,

Famous
Acuff-R

i\ ....

Miller
Blue River
_

Say You're Mine Again
Seven Lonely Days

19.

-

preems sixth anConnecticut Pops outdoor

Mustard” (Coral).
Spots click, “Rain Must Fall,” gets nual
Dream”-“The Honey Jump” (Vic- a strong revival push- via this concert season July 3, tvith Daniel
tor). The Sauter-Finegan orch has Teresa Brewer slice.
Miss Brewbeen churning out consistently in- er’s metallic pipes anil infectious Seidenberg batoning. Subsequent

teresting sides and it continues in beat generates a solid sound .out hookings are Robert Merrill, Isaac
the same groove with this cou- of this standard for the current
Stem, Victor Borge and Roberta
pling. ‘‘Time To Dream” is a high- pop market.
Flip is a contrived
ly promising ballad which joe piece of material with dubious Peters.
Mooney vocals in tasteful style. A chances.
Teeoff event will fit into Bridgegood programming bet for jocks.
Jerry Gray Orch: “Off the Wall”- port’s '53 Barnum Festival, now
“The Honey Jump” is a neat jump “Pale Moon” (Decca). One of the ap ail-week deal.
tuue framed in a snappy arrange** top dance bands in the business,
ment. Charlie Ventura’s Quintet Jerry Gray’s orch has- a fine
has another fancy slice of this rhythm side in “On the Wall,” one
Sales
number with Jackie Cain’s tricky of this, crew’s best on wax; It
jazz warbling adding a fillip.
could also be Gray’s biggest wax
Decca Records is holding its anThe Du Droppers: “1 Found entry. Reverse is a smooth worksales meeting today (Wed.)
Out* -“Little
Girl” over of the standard, Thurl Rav nual
Girl,
Little
(Victor).
and tomorrow in New York with
The Du Droppers, a enscroft baritoning the lyric.
rhythm
blues combo, come up
all divisional managers and their
with Another click side in “I Found
aides attending. Fall merchandisOut.” This is standard b&r mateBenny Goodman Presents Arplans will be outlined at the
rial and this vocal crew belt it out rangements by Fletcher Hender- ing
'conclave.
.
.
with a powerful heat.
Flip is a son and Eddie Santer (Columbia).
Prexy Milton" R. Rackmil. who
similar entry but not quite so in- These two new albums by Benny
last weekover
Y.
N.
to
returned
Fletcher
teresting.
Goodman, one devoted to
Bea Gardy: “You Just Don’t Henderson arrangements and the end, will head the session.

Side

By

•

Brandom

Ruby—*«“Ruby Gentry”
.

»Rise* Stevens

The old Ink

Santly-J

....

On Top Of The World

I’m Walking Behind You.

.

Bridgeport,

Much

Fali”-*‘To6

Leeds
American
Valando

Just Another Polka

Conn. Pops Season

fectively.

Harms

—
—

'

ntimber and Ken Curtis’ traditional oatuner warbling style is firstrate. Part of the pic's soundtrack
of Brandon De. Wilde’s voice is
also included for dramatic effect.
On the flip, Dick Thomas does a
neat job on “Brass Ringed Love.”
Sauter-Finegan Orch: “Time To

*

44

*.

m

give additional

Chappell
Peer

April In Portugal

.

Jefferson

Shapiro-B
Broadcast

Side

Song From Moulin 'Rouge—-v“Moulin Rouge”
Till I Waltz Again With You
Wait Till Tfle Sun Shines NelUe
When The Red Red Robin Comes Bob Bob Bobbin’
Wild Horses
Your Cheatin’ Heart
Your Mother And Mine *“Peter Pan”

—

Village
Von Tilzer
.

Bourne
Simon

.

.

Acuff-R
Disney

‘

.

&

Powwow

Decca

|.

*

PRfhety 10 Best Sellers on
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
.

9.

10.

SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW (15)
PRETEND (12)*
SEVEN LONELY DAYS (3)
I BELIEVE (5)
APRIL IN PORTUGAL

(2)

. .

.'

.

.

Colinnbia

Percy Faith

.\

Patti

*

,

Mercury

Page

.Mercury
Columbia

Georgia Gibbs
Frankie Lainc

*

k

......
(3)

Richard Dayman

Can't

(20)

C’est Magnifique

Gpmen

f

Coral

'

YOUR

CHEATIN'* HEART
TELL ME A STORY
I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU
.

Frankie

’

...................

...........

CARAVAN
APRIL IN PORTUGAL

’
'

. . «

i

ANNA

-*

.....

Boyd

Victor

Hot Toddy
How Dq_You Speak To An Angel
*“Can-Can”
I Am In Love

—

C

Confess *
I’ll Be Hangin’ Around
I

Little

,

;

ttfHM tHUU

Starr

.

Peggy Lee
Frankie lainc

....

..M-G-M 1
Capitol

**

Victor

-

Victor

V,

Decca
...... .Columbia

’

mtfHHHUMtftlhmMMtd If

.

.

Chappell
Paxton
Disney
Coachella
Chappell
Chappell

Witmark

*

Broadcast
Miller

Mexican Joe

American

My One And Only Heart
Ramona

Roncom
Lion

*

Say Si Si

Marks

Somebody Wonderful

Disney
Montclare
”

Me A

Me

Stoiw

You’te*Mine

—

There's Music In You
“Main
Will-O’-The Wisp Romance
-

St.

To Broadway”

. .

Capri
Chappell

.Triangle

Top 10 Songs On TV
April In Portugal
I Believe
I

* . .

Pretend
Say You're Mine Again
Side By Side
Song From Moulin Rouge

Brandom
.Blue River
Shapiro-B
Broadcast
./I.... Oxford

Us Where The Good Times Are

Simon

Your

Acuff-R

Cheatin’ Heart

Five Top Standards
(More In Case of Ties )
a>

Baby Face

Remick
Bourne

Charley My Boy
Fiddle Faddle
Five Foot Two Eyes Of Blue
Happy Birthday To You

Mill*
Feist

.*

Laugh Clown Laugh
Look For The Silver Lining

..........

Girl

On

Harvest Moon
Like Show Business
Toot Toot Tootsie Goodbye
There's

No Business

t Filmusical.
•

Crbmwell
Robbins

Wild Horses

Shine

1

Chappell

Love Lucy

My Best

<

Coral

Decca
Columbia

—*“Hazel Flagg”

Red Monkey

i

Ralph Marterie ....... Mercury y
Freddy Martin
Victor

Perry Como
Perry "coma
Mills Bros
Joe Stafford
Ray Bloch

.

Columbia
Columbia

Eddie Fisher

Kay

*.

-

WHO’S GONNA PAY THE CHECK
” 1 LET HER GO
t

Laiiie

Sylvana Mangano

SIDE BY SIDE
- WILD HORSES
?
t MY ONE AND ONLY HEART
SAY SI SI
A FOOL SUCH AS I
It

•

F. Laine-J.

—*“Can-Can”

Nasai

-

Harvard

(Listed Alphabetically)

J

.M-G-M
Victor

Hollis
Mills

Shapiro-B

'

Downhearted

Tell

Second Group

I

J

Mercury J

Joni James
Perry Como
Teresa Brexoer

»

,

SAY YOU'RE MINE AGAIN (2)
TILL I W£LTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

Lion

Anna”
Of The Ball
Broken Wings

Capitol

Nat’ (King) Cole

.

T

—

4

Belle

Tell
Tell

(2)

RUBY (1)
YOUR CHEATIN' HEART

Anna

Album Review

]

i

1.

Second Group

A Littlei*Love

* Legit musical

.

«.

Sumtoy
Remick
.Harms
Remick
. Remick
Berlin
Feist

-
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HOT SUMMER FOR BAND BIZ
-1

Industry Eyes Rose, Henderson,

Mask

Dixon Copyright Renewal Legal Test
key legal test of the knotty 4
problem of ..copyright renewals was
launched in N.Y. Federal Court

A

last

week when

Billy Rose,

BMI Ups Eddie

Ray

factors
of
more
clicko orch records
and the vogue for solid pop tunes
are^priming the band biz for its
hottest summer in years. ^Bullish
signs are being felt by the band
agencies which have been lining
up a solid hot weather schedule
for all of its properties.
The repewed band biz interest
is mainly attributed to the flock of
money-making outfits now available to promoters. In the past the
ballroom operators had to rely on
local outfits to fill in their terp
schedule while waiting for the top
namers to become available. Now,

Converging

Rose,

who

is

Janis

since its inception in 1940.

spearheading this

action, is claiming that the copyright on “Gang” reverted back to

the writers in 1951, the

end of the

Tobias Renamed

copyright term when they aprenewal rights.
for the
Saul H. Bourne, however, contends
that the renewal rights to “Gang”
were included in the original 1923
copyright assignment. (The tune
Charles Tobias was renamed
was originally in Irving Berlin's prexy
of ' the Songwriters Protecfirm but was later turned over to
tive Assn, at the organization’s
Bourne when he and Berlin split
council
meeting Monday
(18)
up).
along with the reelection of all
Rose's action against Bourne
other
incumbent
officers.
Exec
was originally sparked a couple of
posts, in addition to prexy, are
years ago by a plan to set up a
Louis Alters, vice-prexy; Sam H.
publishing firm for his own songs
copyright Stept, second v.p.; Joseph Meyer,
during their second
secretary; and Abel Baer, treasterm. At that time. Rose planned
urer. Miriam Stern continues as
to get other writers of his generexec secretary.
ation to join’ in placing their copySix of the incumbent council
right renewals in the projected
company. The current suit may be members were reelected at the annual membership meeting last
the first move in that direction although Rose has since signed new week with Arthur Schwartz added
renewal deals with other pub- to fill the spot vacated by Jesse
Greer* who resigned. One-third of
lishers of his tunes such “as Feist.
The plaintiffs, via their attorneys the SPA council of 21 members is
elected annually for three-year
William
Klein
and
Schulman
John
terms.
of Hays, St. John, Abramson &
first

are questioning whether there was
an actual renewal assignment in
technical exthe original pact.
amination of the 1923 contract

A

cussion instruments as the
utsu and the uni. He" is
companied in the set by
wife, Suzko, who plays
utsu in five-four time.

(Continued on page 40)
Hollywood, May 19.
Records was forced to
plans to record ~the4
prize-winning Los Angeles City
HANDY,
SETTLE
College dance band when the
American Federation of Musicians
‘MEMPHIS BLUES’ SUIT insisted all sidemen become members before debuting on wax. New
Handy Bros. Music has reached appeal is planned to James Caesar
a compromise settlement of its
Retrillo who has thus far indicated
pending action with Jerry Vogel no relaxation
of the AFM regula-.
Music over the ownership of the tion that the diskeries
use only
late George A. Norton’s vocal veiv
union members.
sion of W. C. Handy’s ‘‘Memphis
Only two of the college kids
Blues.”
Under the agreement carry AFM cards. Remaining 13
Capitol Records continued its
Vogel will share equally with were unable to
get up the $100
Handy in the U. S. publishing and initiation fee. Cap was ready to sharp business upbeat for the fiscal
year
ending March 31 with a net
other exploitation of the Norton pay the standard
$41.25 per side- income of $546,900, after Federal
version from Jan. 1 of this year man recording fee,
but has shelved taxes. This was 25% higher than
for the balance of the existing
all plans for the session until a the net take of $435,250 racked
copyright. Vogel waived claim to final ruling from AFM.
up the previous year. The new net
any earlier period and Handy reis equal, after preferred dividends*
serves the

In the

Capitol Inks' Piazza

For 9 Operetta Sets

|

]

ing.

|

Andy

Russell to Coral
?00ner Andy Russell, who ex-

it
ited

.

Capitol Records over a year

Jgo,

nabbed

last

week.,

a*

Coral Records deal

J>act calls for four
Foio stints as
well as

sides with
dueling as-

signments with his wife, Della.
.

I-

>»

'

It

Ray

Haymes.

Miss James opens a two-week
1-Niters stand at Ciro’s in Hollywood
Friorch leader-drummer Ray Mc- day (22).

New Band for

n&

j

inatenM* according to prexy Glqpn KSnley has reorganized his orch
E, Wallichs report to the company *for a towing schedule. McKinley,
stockholders.
who disbanded in I960 because of
Wallichs pointed out that the re- illness, has been playing intermittirement of some preferred stock tent weekend dance dates for the
reduced the preferred dividends past year.
from $38,880 in the previous year
The new McKinley orch heads
to $13,078 in the 12-month period out on a summer-long one-niter
March
31.
ending last
isked this week. Band tees off in
Youngstown, Friday (22). Orch is
being booked through Joe Glaser’s
Associated Booking Corp.
Anita Ellis, Bracken
j

RCA

Steps

Up Local

1

Ad-Promotion Drives

1

I

RCA

*

New

May

its

ad-

the new setup designed for
greater flexibility, the distribs will
control their local ad campaigns
as well as disk jockey coverage.
Victor also will push its Red
Seal longhair catalog via a 'new
disk jockex service aimed at getting spins on more outlets!

Under

Quality Execs
Toronto,

thrush Anita Ellis have been cast

up

distrib level for the coming year,
according to plans outlined by
company execs at regional meetings across the country last week.

j

Set for Col’s ‘Archie’

Victor will step

promotional campaigns on a local

I

Screen star Eddie Bracken and

Firm Tapper
Frank Abramson has been named
general professional manager of
Sammy Kaye’s -music firms. World
and Republic.
from his
Abramson was upped __
contactman’s slot there when Hal
Fein ankled to join Happy Goday’s
music operation.

griev-

ances.

TONY ACQUAVIYA TO
MANAGE
JAMES

shares of

Cal.

New Kaye

some of the Yank publishers’

RAY NOBLE STARTS
TOUR
DECADE

loss on merchandise returns. The
profit was not
effect on the

Hollywood, May 19.
Opera singer Marguerite Piazza trombone; Zeke Zarchy and Conwill do nine operetta albums for rad Gozzo, trumpets; and Roily
Capital during the next five years Bundock, bass.
bnder the terms of a new recordJames Stewart, who’ll play the
ing contract.
She'll get a 5% roy- title role, has been taking tromalty cut.
bone lessons for six weeks, using
Pact calls for one album for the Miller’s own' trombone which was
fi rst
year and two annually there- loaned by the bandleader's widow,
after for the duration
of the five- who now resides in San Marino,
Jear deal.

Abeles succeeded in ameliorating

has been widely suspected that
the mechanical royalties and other
public performance fees were paid
off on a catch-as-catch-can basis,
with
considerable
additional
“breakage”, via local collection
Reason for the stock activity is agencies. Some of these were susthat the share offering to the pected of working both sides of the
stockholders will be less than pre- street.
vailing market price although the
By working strictly through local
exact price will be determined only channels, with American governafter the SEC okays the prospec- ment and Japanese legal talent
tus. Decca had a similar expansion that is respected here, -Abeles has
of its stock issue last year when it succeeded in negotiating quite a
was involved in the buyout of the number of, favorable points to procontrolling stock of Universal Pic- tect the Yanks in the Japanese
tures.
music market. It thus bolsters the
Two investment companies, Rey- Japanese Performing Rights Socinolds & Co. and Laurence M. ety, too, especially under Abeles*
Marks 8c Co., are named as the setup whereby miniature tape-reunderwriting group, which will cording machines, carried in small
record
infringing
music
purchase the unsubscribed shares bags,
played in theatres, cafes,' ballfrom the company.
rooms, hotels, etc. But by the JPRS
acting as collection agency also for
the American music men, this insures stricter accounting.
Abeles came here at the behest
of Harry Fox, trustee of the MPPA*
1ST
IN
most of whom are also members of
Hollywood, May 19.
(Continued on page 40)
Ray Noble takes to the road next
week for the first time in a decade.
Batoneer opens at the Shamrock,
Houston, May 26, for a two-week
stand. Package, including a 17piece band and vocalists Larry
JONI
Neill and Anita Gordon, will get a
Tony Acquaviva, M-G-M musiflat $6,000 per frame at the Shamcal director, has taken over the
rock and at the Roosevelt, New
personal
management of Jonl
Orleans, where it opens June 18
James, currently the diskery’s top
for four weeks. In addition. Noble
songstress. Miss James recently
has been set for a number of one- split her
management pact with
4
nighters in the Southwest.
Roy Rodde, Chicago appliance
dealer who launched her with the
“Why Don’t You Believe Me” disk.
Acquaviva also handles singer Bob
McKinley Sets

r

the Palladium here, isn’t one of the
group.
Sitting in for the pre-recording
sessions are Chummy McGregor,
piano; Willie Schwartz, clarinet;
Dick Fisher, guitar; Paul Tanner,

the coordination and guidance of
wake of unusually heavy Jules Bassln, chief of the legal
Decca Records stock for staff here and the only American

the past week, the diskery yester- lawyer here who is
permitted to
day (Tues.) filed a registration practise before the Japanese bar,

Cap’s sales also rose, but not as
sharply as the net income. The
turnover for the 12-month period
amounted to $14,687,250 compared
with $13,784,690 for the preceding
year. Income for the year amounted to $1,323,920 with tax provision
climbing from $446,000 to $777,000
in the last year. Figures for the
year w ere based tfn the revised
method of accruing the reserve for

“Memphis Blues” was published
For Pic Recording Sesh
by Handy in 1912 without words.
Hollywood, May 19.
He subsequently sold the piece to
Seven former members of the
Theron C. Bennett for $50 and
Miller band are working toGlenn
Bennett assigned Norton to set $
gether for the first time in years
lyric to it.
Several years later
Handy recaptured the copyright, in pre-recording sessions for XJI’s
and Vogel, as assignee of Norton’s “Glenn Miller Story.” However,
who was Miller’s pal
son, Charles (now also deceased), Hal McIntyre,
roommate for more than five
asserted the claim disposed by the and
is currently fronting his
and
years
present settlement.
own band in a four-week stand- at

lishing subsidiaries, was headquartered as an official of Metro in the
film company’s offices here. With

statement with the Securities & Exchange Commission covering a proposed offering of 318^625 additional
shares of capital stock to its stockholders. The company^ expects to
offer the stockholders rights to
purchase one additional share for
each 3V4 shares held of record at
the close of business June 9.

$546,900 Net

$1.12 a share, on th? 476,230
common stock outstand-

consult-

who is an officer of several of
Loew and 20th-Fox music pub-

activity in

Zooms 25% To

to

The American copyright
ant,

New Stock Issue-

its

Reunite Miller Sidemen

the

the

VOGEL

sole foreign rights to
the Norton version and both domestic and foreign rights in any
version not using the Norton lyric.

oo,
achis

weekend.

Capitol
off

with the Japanese Society of
Rights of Authors and Composers.
Abeles, who arrived in Tokyo
April 27, representing MPPA trustee Harry Fox, and also some
Broadcast Music, Inc. interests told
Variety his mission has been “tremendously successful” and that he
has received the “utmost cooperation from JASRAC, Japanese government officials, and members of
the U.S. embassy here.” Abeles is
due to arrive back in the U.S. this
S.,

Decca Proposes

(Continued on page 40)

call

final inking of contracts now being
negotiated here by attorney Julian

T. Abeles, representing Music Publishers Protective Assn., of the U.

of Moondog’s out-of-the
world sounds on such w.k. per-

Thornhill.
In addition to these
orchs, op interest is being aroused
by the Sauter-Finegan orch, which,
heretofore,
had confined itself
solely to disk work.
Band biz revival trend is getting
a big assist from the wax field.
Such orchs as Marterie, Flanagan,
Morrow and Anthony have produced a steady stream of .clicko
shellac this year and the *ops have
been flooding their percenteries

AFM NIXES CAP WAXING
OF CREWCUT SIDEMEN

T

album

summer are Ralph Flanagan, Ray
Anthony, Ralph Marterie, Billy
May and Buddy Morrow. Also
hitting the terp route with new
bands are such vet names as Harry
James, Artie Shaw, the Dorsey
Bros., Ray McKinley and Claude

Schulman, are conducting their
case along two fronts. Firstly they

Tokyo, May 19.
least $500,000 a year in royal-

and performance fees will be
collected by major American music
publishers from sales of records
and sheet music and live performances of their works in Japan upon

the press today (Wed.) at the
Nedick’s stand at Carnegie
Hall, N. Y. under the auspices
of publisher Howie Richmond.
Richmond, via his disk label.
Mars Records, has released an

ting

vertising and promotion to hypo
their summer dance schedule.
Bands which are carrying their
strong winter-spring clip into the

2d,

By Abeles

tympany sounds,- is geta formal knockdown to

teric

•

Set

ties

Moondog, the blind, gaunt,
burlap-garbed midtown charw ho pitches an Oriental
philosophy together with eso-

there are enough b.o.'
bands around for the op to book
at least one key
attraction a
month. By doing this the op can
develop a regular summer trade
which’ll get the terp habit.
It’s
also figured that with so many
money-makers around, the ops will
be shelling out more coin in ad-

SPA

At

High the Moondog

acter

however,

plied

Prexy of

How

name bands,

resenting

BMI

deals.

$500,000 Annually

From Japan jn Deals

filed

suit
against
infringement
an
Bourne Music over their song,
“That Old Gang of Mine.” It’s expected that the outcome of this
case will set a precedent in judg-

To Get

-

Eddie Janis, who has been repBroadcast Music, Inc.,
in Hollywood on synchronization
rights, has been named BMI’s general manager of Coast operations
by prexy Carl Haverlin. He will
continue
to handle his former duof
hundreds
of
ing the validity
copyright renewals which were as- ties.
Janis
has
been on the Coast for
signed in original publisher-writer

Henderson and Mort Dixon

Biz

19.

Quality Records,
_ Canadian disColumbia Records upcoming tr ib s forM-G-M,' Mercury, Remingalbum adaptation of Don Marquis* ton and its own label, has upped
Archie and Mehitabel ”
!Jack Boswell, a former salesman.
Adaptation was written by Joe] to company manager.
Darion with a score by George! Michael Krawchuk has been
Marty Manning, arranger, in
Kleinsinger.
Darion, incidentally, named office supervisor, and Ken Nassau Hospital, « Mineola, L. L*
collabed with Red Bfitl .is on the MacGregor was appointed senior with serious eye injury suffered in
thomer accident/
yap*- * vei
for

|

j

i

j

-

i

.

j

i

\

j

.

—

.

); '1

!'
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Clicks in Chicago With

Paves Way for Exchange
Of

Nostalgic Pitch to Kids
Chicago, May 19.
After a span of almost two decades the Dorsey freres, Tommy and
Jimmy, are back once again. It was
back in 1934 that the brothers split
and went their separate ways. Both
have had profitable organizations
but .still something was missing.
That missing quality, with an air of
nostalgia, is back again. It’s the
combination know-how of the pair.
They are proving that with -all the
hullabaloo about new bands and
new styles, there is still a vast
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.HANS CHRISTIAN MUSIC FOR LOVERS SWEETHEARTS
ANDERSEN
Marion Marlowe
ONLY

Harry James Tees OH
# ,

5

FIVE TOP

is

DANNY KAY*
Decca
5433
919

ALBUMS

DL

Of course, “Perfidia,” "Green
Eyes” and “Song of India” get

SKETCHES

ON

SHOW

STANDARDS

Jack?* Gleason

Frank Parker

Arthur Godfrey

Stan Kenton

Capitol

Columbia

Columbia

B

H-352

A

TV CALENDAR

9^364

Harry James tees off the sumseason of Ephrata Legion
Park, 20 miles southeast of here,
on May 31. The park has facilities
for dancing in the open and a large
pavilion for bad weather. Admis-

mer

Capitol

CL 6241
B 331
C 331

331

Ephrala’s Band Sked
Reading, Pa., May 19,

.

|

featured in the reed section, taking
thejead on such oldies as “Marie,”
“Sunnyside of the Street” and, others, which get him a helty hand,

H

426

sion

with the Harry James hand,
takes much of the lead trumpet
riffs^ Incidentally, Charlie Shavers
rejoins the group June 1, after his
concert tour.
There is also a session of dixieland favorites in which Tommy
shines with his tailgate trombone.
Boys really rip out with “Muskrat
Ramble” as a starter., following
with “Rampart Street Blues” and
more of the same.
This orch is a solid organization
of top musicians, who are dishing
up dansable music with a big extra
plus, the nostalgia of two bandleaders who have made* dance his-

BG (KRUPA)-SATCHMO
Billy

Chicago,

More

importantly,
pfaintiffs charge that

even

if

a

m

etc.

four dates played the
Bros, orch broke two
records.
On their debut

its first

stand at Chippewaw Lake, O., they
drew 1,800 patrons at $2.10 on
13.
In a pre-season dance at
Buckeye Lake, O., they set a new
mark with 1,600 at $2.10 a throw.
Also in Ohio they packed Castle
Farms, Cincinnati, Saturday (16
with 2,100 terpers at $2 a head.
In Chicago, at a way out of the
Loop ballroom, Keymen’s, they
also broke a record, oddly enough
set by Jimmy Dorsey, with 1,400
admissions at $2 each.
Band will continue to play another three weeks of one-nighters
before making its first stand at the
Claridge Hotel, Memphis, June 6
for eight days.
Then there is a
two-week stand at the Last Frontier, Las Vegas, Aug. 17, with a
location date at the Ambassador
Hotel. L. A., in September. Sometime later in the fall the group is

May

New York

hotel stand,
probably the Statler, for a month.

thony, July 12.

example, is riding
with “Pretend” and “Caravan,”
Flanagan is clicking with “Hot
Toddy/’ Morrow scored with “I
Don’t Know”, and Anthony is moving out with “Thunderbird.”
The ops report that the wax!
trend toward more substantial pop
material can be credited with help^
ing the overall terpery b.o. boom.
Last year, they point out, the ma-

*

Orchestras repeated

their

on Sunday for some

con2,000

teenage fans, and their parents,
who crowded the auditoriums of
Highland Park and Evanston high
schools to hear the jazz of the ’30s.
This was an experiment conducted
by the Parents-Teachers Assn.,
after Arnold Maremont, Chicago
automotive supplies manufacturer,
offered to underwrite any losses.

•

for

jority of wax clicks were cornball
items, gimmicks or strictly vocal

room. Many orchsters, in fact, refused to include some of the pop
hits
in
their books and drew
squawks from both ops and terpsters.
Now, however* the pop picture has changed ^so that almost
all the pop clicks can be slotted
in the orclis* books.

i

j

Abeler
Continued from pace 39
the

American Society- of Compos-,

ers.

Authors

&

Publishers, with a!

few

also members of Broadcast Music, Inc. In effect, therefore, this
Abeies mission to Tokyo embraces

Deejay Launches

Weekly Jam 'Sessions

Kansas City, May 19.
Series of impromptu jazz concerts inaugurated recently is catching on and henceforth will be held
once a week on Sunday evenings
in the downtown Latin Villa, former night club. Idea is to gather
some of outstanding sidemen in
town and let them go at it for a
couple of hours.
First concerts
*

were

on Sunday afternoon, but
increased interest they have
been moved to Sunday night and
dancing is now included.
Series called “Jazznocracy” ifl
the idea of Eddie Clarke, KCKN
disk jockey and longtime jazz enthusiast here. He i§ assumin g the
role of impresario for the series,
tfith

personality performances
which
couldn't be duplicated in the ball-

Loews

.

set for a

Marterie,

•

This aspect of the case will take
Witmark vs. Fisher
case one step further. In that case,
the Supreme Court ruled that a
renewal assignment could be made
during the first copyright term.
However, the Supreme Court never
Von Tilzer Settles
ruled on the question whether any
consideration had to be involved.
Suit Vs.
et al.
At the present time, numerous
Hollywood, May 19.
songwriters are challenging the
An
undisclosed
sum settled out
renewal rights now held by publishers under old contracts before of court the Harry Von Tilzer
the Songwriters Protective Assn, Music $350,000
suit against Loew’s,
formulated its basic agreement
Music,
Warren Music,
which automatically gives the re- Miller
newal rights back to the tune- Decca, Jack Brooks, Saul Chaplin
smiths. Both the Music Publishers and Harry Warren.
Holding Corp. and Shapiro-BernFiled in 1951, suit was slated for
stein Music are involved in such jury
trial in L. A. Federal Court
disputes although action by Billy next
month.
Defendants were
Rose is the first to go to court.
charged, with
publishing
“You
Rose is asking for an inj miction Wonderful You,” written by
Earl
against Bourne to block his fur- Carroll and Harry Revel
and
ther publishing of the tune, an ac- owned by Von Tilzer,
without percounting of the profits since 1951 mission and licensing
Loew’s to
and the delivery of ail copies held use it in “Summer Stock,”
and
by Bourne to the court pending givmg the recording
rights to
the outcome of the action.
Decca.
the precedents

Debut Dates

new Dorsey
house

19.

grossed a neat $8,855, exceeding
expectations of N John Charles Gilbert, Civic Opera manager, who
made quick booking of the package for the 3,600 seat house. Gene
Krupa is batoning the BG crew
since Goodman’s exit due to illness.
c
cert

$1.25.

Continued from page 39

The Benny Goodman-Louis Arm- with bids for booking dates so they K.C.
would show, they claim, that there
strong jazz concert held at Civic
was no such assignment.
can cash in on the disk popularity.
Opera
House last Friday (15)
however, the

Dorseys Draw Solid
Biz

May

Summer

Hot

PULL 9G IN CHICAGO

Continued from pace ?9

copyright renewal was granted, it
was not valid since- the publisher
did not give sufficient consideration. Consideration is the 'legal
contractual term denoting something given by the publisher in reZabc turn for the renewal rights, such
as money, exploitation guarantees,

tory.

In

Rose

is

Other top crews inked, for Sunday dates are; Lionel Hampton,
June 7; Ralph Flanagan, June 21;
Billy May, June 28; and Ray An-

solid mitting. Jackie Miles, recent-

ly

March 8 of this year, when
Norman Granz “Jazz at the

concerts.

(Mercury)
6

bands

holiday in London from New York
with letters from Petrillo approving cuffo concerts at Carnegie Hall
by the Ted Heath band. This is a
reciprocal exchange for the Granz
charity shows, and the, New York
Heart Assn, has been approached
as the charity 'to bepefit from the

(Victor)

in the Window”.. ......

GEORGIA GIBBS

14

4

• *

•

10

(Zodiac)

18B 14
19

8
«

•

\

“Tell

j

8

4

•

18A 20

in

«

1

“You. Shouldn’t Have Kissed Me”.

• •

HOMER & JETHRO

some passages.
There is an odd setup with the
new band in that each brother

6

6

*

(Coral)

Waltz Again With You”
MANTOVANI (London)
“Moulin Rouge”
F. LAINE-J. BOYD (Columbia)
“TeB Me a Story”

“TiU

13B 16

15C

•

*•

•

TERESA BREWER

15B

8

(Mercury)

“Caravan”

«

*

15A

10

“Anna*”

RALPH MARTERIE

rhythm. Singer Johnny Amaroso!
scores with the ballads, Gordon
Polk gets chuckles with the comedy tunes, and pretty Lynn Roberts does best with the jump selections. Beside the original book,
which sotfnds fresh as ever, Neal]
Hefti, Howard Gibling, and Kermit
Levinsky are* doing the new arrangements. Although heavy on
brass, the unit doesn’t become blaring, rising only on the endings and

takes over one set playing his own
book. It’s a.little hard on the musicians, but as it applies mainly to
the standards, it’s, not too bad. In'

Tm Walking

American

Philharmonic” unit was allowed in
to play two cuffo concerts for the
National Flood Relief Fund.
This latest development may result in a closer understanding between the two musicians’ organizations and an opening of the door
whereby bands may be exchanged
between the two countries.
At the same time British-born
dee jay Sydney Gross arriyed on

(Victor)

SYLVANA MANGANO

*

on

American dance bands into Great
and there the matter rest-

>•

“Say You're Mine Again”.
JONI JAMES (M-G-M)
“Your Cheatin’ Heart”

have also okayed the

playing in Britain, and vice versa,
dates back to 1935, when Jack Hylton took his band to the States and
they were not allowed to play by
the U. S. authorities. The British
Ministry of Labour retaliated by
forbidding the further entry of

•

3

a

Lady Donegall, a keen and
knowledgeable jazz fan, is the wife
of the Marquis of Donegall, president of the National Jazz Federation, and, as far back as last October, she started working on a plan
for exchanging a British and American band. She got the ear of James

cians’ Union
project. -

(Capitol)

“Pretend”

result of the efforts of

Marchioness of Donegal!,

wedge has been driven into the 18year-old ban on British and American dance combos playing In each

C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of Musicians, and
obtained permission for the Sharkey Bonano Dixieland band to play
a Coronation Concert in London,
with the British combo of Sid Phillips to play a reciprocal date in
New Orleans. The British Musi-

w

2

U.S., British looters
London, May 19.

other’s country.
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carries four trumpets, featuring f
Lee Castle, who left his own band j
to rejoin the Dorseys; three trombones. not counting the slide mas-j
ter, Tommy; five saxes, and three]

Jimmy

(Mercury)

PERRY COMO

been reissued and have become

sets,
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(KING)
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“Song from Moulin Rouge”.

PATTI PAGE

years. The only clue to this popu-f
larity is their records, which have

'

Artist, Label, Title

FRANKIE LAINE
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parative sates rating for this

house record at Keiysmen’s Ballroom, bring in more than 1,400
patrons at $2 each. There wasn’t
more than a sprinkling of 30-yearold greybeards in the mob. They
were all youngsters, ranging from
18 to 25. Perhaps it’s true that the
lost generation of dancers are
those over tjie 30 mark, but certainly there are enough of those
left under that age group who can
light up a ballroom operator’s eyes.
It’s also peculiar that the younger
set can roll out in such numbers
for am aggregation which was practically a memory for the past 20

Dorsey

cities

«

O
rj

*->

tained from leading stores in

That- was evident Sunday night
(17) when the Dorseys/ broke a

Tommy

£
O

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports oh-

with- a solid beat.

the

a?

Of

o

i

audience which just wants to dance
to
straighforward arrangements

reassembled

20, 1953

Lady Donegal!, Jazz Fan,

New Dorsey Bros. Band

The

May

1

and generally. calling on men who
have played with the top bands
but aFe no\y -located here. Last
Sunday’s concert featured Jim Hill,
trumpet man, and crew includes
names such as Johnny Terry, Eddie
Dix, Vince Hughes, Charlie MeCammish, Ronnie Greer, Herb Six,
Vaughn Busey and Joe Castro.
They play a two-part program, first
section devoted to jazz concert
pieces in which they pretty well
cover the portfolio, and second section hitting the dance tempoes.

all the music men—ASCAP and
Wa ring's Chora! Workshop
BMI, publishers and writers alike.
Fred Waring is conducting eight
While here Abeies did a 30-inin- one-week courses at his Choral
ute interview on the radio for Workshop
at Delaware Water Gap,
transmission to the Armed Forces Pa., this summer.
His last CBS
in tlie Far East, also- a 15-minute tele
show before hiatus- is June 21.
j

]

TV

!

j

]

interview. Local UP man syn-4
Workshop is at headquarters of
dieated Abeies’ view's on American Fred Waring Enterprises,
Inc.,
music influence around the world about four miles from Shawnee,
as a “good neighbor” medium.
.1 Pa.,
the maestro’s home..
!
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(Phono Equipment) Markets
Sparks

New

la line with the disk industry’s
stress on quality techniques in its
processing of slow -speed disks, a
new business has been opening up
for the major companies based on
fidelity

high

ment for platter buyers.

limited to relatively
facturers of specialized profession-

I

endina May
Sf&u 9)
Oh
(Week ending

Biz For Diskeries

.

i

Fields

.

.

.

F. D.

Red Feathers

!

j

& H.

!

Dash

Talk to the Trees .... Chappell

i

Celebration Rag
Wood
Don’t Believe Me...F.D, &H.

Hold Me, Thrill

Me

Dash
*

|

Sholes in Distrib Swing
Steve Sholes, RCA* Victor’s folk
and western artsist Sc repertoire
chief, headed out last week on a
tour of company distribs to sound
out reaction to the company's

Top

British Disk

j

exclusive
BMI cleffers,
115, are in addition
to
the
vast
number
of other
longRCA
hair artists last’ week when violin- writers who operate through BMI
firms
under
their
owfi
deals
with
ist Nathan Milstein ankled to Capitol Records. Switch apparently was the publishers. The latter writers
sparked Nby Milstein’s dissatisfac- account for the overwhelming bulk
tion with his second slotting to of total BMI plugs at present,, but
Jascha Heifetz in the Victor as- BMI aims to build a reservoir of
writing talent via its exclusive
signment schedule.
Milstein will begin cutting for deals.
Cap as soon as his Victor pact exIn recent months, BMI has made
pires In July. The Cap pact is for deals with several dozen cleffers
two years with three one-year op- both in the pop and longhair field.
tions. He’ll receive 10% royalty on While some of them, like Alec
n on-copyrighted works while the Wilder, had been members of the
royalties on copyrighted material American Society of Composers,
will depend on the specific copy- Authors Sc Publishers, the majorright demands of each individual ity were previously unaffiliated.
BMI has followed a strict policy
work.
of
not attempting to recruit
ASCAP members but will talk
terms If approached by the ASCAP

The

hill-

billy line.

En route, Sholes will stop over
in Nashville for recording sessions.
He’s due back early in June.

1

which number over

its

cleffers.

Scoreboard

Among

the

writers

recently

added are Chilton Price (“You Belong To Me”), Terry Gilkyson, Joe
Thomas, Howard Biggs, Bill Kenny, George Leahy, Hal Stanley,
Bud Powell, George Case, Tom
Mach, Artie Wayne, Hardrock
Gunther, Billy May, Rudy Toombs,
Lincoln Chase and Roger Wagner.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

angle in promoting their re-

leases.

of Broadcast Music, Inc., in the last
few years, cleffers under exclusive
BMI deals are beginning to rack

up impressive annual performance
London, May 19.
totals.
Last year, the BMI pact
Frankie Laine’s “I Believe” con- writers accounted for some 2,500,tinues at the top of the list of best- 000 plugs as against less than half
selling pop disks in Britain for that total for the year before.
week ending May 15. Nat Cole’s
BMI, meantime, has been stead“Pretend” stays at second, and ily adding to its roster of tuneGuy Mitchell's “Pretty-Black-Eyed smiths since it launched its writers1
Susie” stays in the third spot.
program three years ago. Under
Eddie Fisher’s “Downhearted” this program, BMI has been wraphas jumped to fourth place from ping up exclusive rights on writers1
seventh the week before.
output via guarantees and per-performance deals.
BMI does not
publish their songs but collects
Milstein Exits
their performance coin directly.

Victor lost one of

.

|

j

For Capitol Deal

Wild Horses
» Morris
Outside of Heaven
Wood
Because You're Mine .Robbins
Side By Side
..Wright
All the Time
Cinephonic

!

Believe’

RCA

Mills

Now

j

hi-fi

New World

Waltz Again

Till I

|

j

Double Previous Yr.
j

Second 12

!

T

'

. .

.

j

Rnck Up
*

CIcffCFS

In pace with the rapid advance

Laine’s

.

Downhearted
Broken Wings

al

BMI

,000 Plugs;

.

I’m Walking Behind. .Maurice
I Believe ........ Cinephonic
Pretend ? ,
Leeds
Oh Happy Day
Chappell
Black Eyed Susie Cinephonic
Windsor Waltz ........ Heine
Wonderful Copenhagen. Morris
Little Red Monkey
Robbins

I

Coast branch managers and discomponents, the hi-fi field is tributors wilil meet at Pebble
Beach,
Cal,, June 21, while the rest
big
play
from
such
now getting a
companies as RCA Victor and Co- of its distribs and branch managers will convene at Lake Placid,
lumbia.
N. Y„ July 9-12.
RCA Victor is following ColumIn the past Cap had held several
bia into the hi-fi market with a separate regional
meets around the
r.ew line of phono-equipment rang- country. The company’s
fall anticing in price from $150 to above ipation program and overall
activUnlike Columbia, which ities will
$1,000.
be discussed at both conis marketing a completely assem- fabs.
is
Victor
pushing
indiunit,
bled
vidual components, such as record
changers, amplifiers and' speakers
Greene Named Manager
in various price categories. This
system is the one that has generalthe
hi-fi
field
in
up
used
to
Of N.O. Philharmonic
ly been
now.
New Orleans, May IQ.
RCA will begin marketing the
Thomas A. Greene, assistant
components in September through manager of the Philadelphia Orchelectronic parts distributors. estra since 1949, has been named
its
The line was developed in RCA’s general manager of the New OrDavid Sarnoff Research Center at leans Philharmonic. He replaces
Princeton, N. J., by the engineer- George A. Foster, who resigned
ing products department under last week due to 111 health.
veepee W. W. Watts.
Greene follows in the path of
The increased hi-fi awareness of Alexander Hilsberg, former assothe consumer has cued the major ciate conductor of the Philadeldisk companies to stress this an- phia orch, who became music digle on their platter releases. Lon- rector of the N.O. symph last
don Records pioneered this move- year.
ment with Its Full Frequency
Range Recording (FFKR) label on
Victor has come up
its releases.
with an Orthocoustic tag while
Capitol has been using the Full
Dimensional Sound technique. Columbia, meantime, has developed
the Variable Pitch process for its
Some of the
long-play platters.
smaller longhair labels, such as
Westminister and Concert Hall Society, have also been pitching the

Exclusive

I

London, May 12.
In Golden Coach.. Box & Cox
Doggie in Window. .Connelly

Capitol Records is splitting its:
annual national sales meet Into
two parts this year. Diskery’s

equip-

Once
small manu-

Best British Sheet Sellers

I

Cap’s Double Conclave
For Sales Personnel

r

phonograph

ORCHESTRAS-MtrSIC

PfoRiEftr

#

«•*.

_

Decline of Hotel Coin

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

BMI Cuffoes Downes’
Gabdisks to Stations

Cues Flanagan

to Nix

Locations for 1-Niters

As Metop Tour Buildup

Con Machines

part of its promotion of longhair music. Broadcast Music, In$.,
is distributing taped talks by Olln

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet

Music

As.

as Published in the Current Issue

Downes, N. Y. Times music critic,
to radio stations along the route
of the Metropolitan Opera's spring
tour of 17 U. S. and Canadian
cities. The tapes comprise a 12minute talk by Downes who has
taken the material from his book,
’*10 Operatic Masterpieces,’ 1 published by BMI.

j
j

NOTE: The

current comparative tales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Vahtety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL. IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines ),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

Script is constructed in a way
to permit local stations to insert
recorded arias discussed by Downes,

POSITIONS
j

This

supervision
of Russell Sanjek,
BMFs director of projects. BMI,
meantime, is also making available
to radio stations a disk of “The
Coronation’ 1 cut by Eli Oberstein
for Allegro Records. Disks give a
preview of the coronation with an
explanation of the ceremonies to
be broadcast June 2.

j

Last

Week Week

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)

|

LES BAXTER

NAT

I

7

$1,500,000 multi-purpose music hall
in Packard Park,- Warren, authorized under the will of the late W.
D. Packard, automobile pioneer of
that city. When Mr. Packard died
in 1920, he left funds for the construction of the hall and for main-

JI

(KING) COLE

-PERRY

COMO

(Capitol)

7

8

8

10

compared with the usual four-hour
dance date schedule.

(Victor)
'

Seven Lonely Days

.

.

•

9
[

JONI JAMES (MGM)

.•

a

10

..

EDDIE FISHER

(Victor)

.

Believe

I’m Walking Behind

Flanagan’s fall plans also include
the operation of his own ballroom
land a radio show. He’s currently
scouting the Long Island territory
for a ballroom location and expects to appear there en weekends
between the, one-niter treks.

Meantime orch

Ruby
Have Y6u Heard
Your Cheatin’ Heart
Almost Always

strong b.o.
j

clip.

is riding at a
In the first three

months of his current sixmonth
tour, Flanagan has grossed $175,-

000 and, with the guarantees already in for the rest' of the tour,
figured he’ll gross approximately $350,000 for the sixmonth period.
*Band grossed about $600,000 last
year from tours, disk royalties and
\

You

\

it’s

\

j

band to give concerts

about njauage to break even while
they continue to rack up big profits
in one-niter tours. Another factor
in the hotel room brushoff is that
hotels generally require bands to
play six or seven hours nightly as

April in Portugal
*
(Pretend
/Can’t I
(Say You’re Mine Again
/Don’t Let the Stars

....

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury) ....
RICHARD HAYMAN .(Mercury)

I

ler> for some time, was sparked by
the decline of the coin take from
hotel room bookings. According to
Hendler, the majority of bands
that sit down in hotel spots for twoto-fotuvweek
engagements
just

X Your Cheatin’ Heart

(Capitol)

\

in the structure.

TUNES

The Cleveland Trust Co., trustee
Packard estate, said that it
now consists of $1,463,000 principal
and $463,000 accrued income. The

POSITIONS

of tiie

This

(*ASCAP.

tune

fSONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
*1 BELIEVE
‘DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW....,

self-sustaining.

Cap Pact* Miller, Condoli
(

April in Portugal
PRETEND
‘RUBY
‘SEVEN LONELY DAYS
fXOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
•{•SAY YOURE MINE AGAIN.
*FM WALKING BEHIND YOU

‘

fBMI)

-Last

Week Week

Proposed building is expected* to

Capitol Records added another
crooner to its stable last week with
toe pacting of Chuck Miller to a
.longterm deal.
Miller has been
SI nging
on the Coast for the past
couple of years.
Capitol also inked trumpeter
tu Condoli. Condoli will be
etched
solo as well as in tandem
other Cap artists*

.

j

Bids will be opened within three”!
months for the construction of a

be

*

j

;

(Song from Moulin Rouge
Swedish Rhapsody
/
Doggie in the Window

;

i

.

tenance of a

gan and his manager, Herb Hend-

TALENT

j

Downes did the writing under the

Packard Music Hall
To Cost $1,500,000
Warren, O., May 19.

t

j

The Ralph Flanagan orch will
kick off a new booking pattern in
the fall. Orch leader has notified
his
percentery, General Artists
Corp., not to book any dates after
Sept. 6 to allow for a three-week
layoff to prep tKe new booking setup, which will include long oneniter tours to be followed by vacations rather than location dates.
The location date brushoff,
which has been mulled by Flana-

j

publisher
Broadcast
.......Cromwell
Santly-Joy
Chappell
Miller
Jefferson

Acuff-R
Meridian
Leeds

—

Infringement

-

Rap

Vs.

Larchmont Restaurant
Chappell Music slapped a copyright infringement suit against the
Terrace
Lounge in Larchmont,
]
N. Y., in N. Y. Federal Court last
? week, charging the restaurant with
playing two of its copyrighted
tunes without a license.
Chappell is asking for statutory
damages of $250 for each infringment, an injunction and lawyers*
fees.
Times involved are "Be1
witched” and “Where Or When,'
both by Rodgers & Bart.
I

Brandom

radio.

j

*

.

*

* if

»

ii
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Inside Stuff—Music
is riding at

p^&HETY
Survey of

on Mercury Records. Lecuona's semi-concert work “Malaguena,” has
been made available in more than 40 different arrangements and is

music

retail sheet

on reports obtained

sales based

from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

mark.
still selling strong after recently passing the 3,000,000 cops' sales
“Andalucia ” title piece from lecuona’s serious work, is novi available
in 30 different arrangements and has sold over 300,000 sheet copies.
Lecuona, who has his own music firm in Havana, is published here
by E. B. Marks.
r

*ASCAP

BMI

t

3-r

E

I.

.31

as

,

&

Sullivan’s operettas have been in the public
domain for some years in the U. S., the strange fact is there have
been no attempts by cleffers to adapt these works for pop song material.
Foreign copyright laws, moreover, present no inhibitions since Sullivan’s music went into p.d.in 1950, or 50 years after the composers
death which is the foreign copyright limit. Gilbert’s words, however,
art* protected abroad under this proviso until 1961. In America, the
operettas have always been produced without payments of royalties
since they were written in the 1870s, some 40 years before the days
of international copyrights laws.

Although Gilbert

20, 1933

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

a hot clip
In the pop, educational and concert phases of the U. £, musig biz. In
the pop field Lecuona’s tune “Say Si Si” is getting a revival push
via a recently released waxing by the Mills Bros, on Decca. His “Breeze
and I” also is up for a revival via an upcoming Vic Damone version

Cuban composer Ernesto Lecuona currently

*

May

'Wednesday,

OHCHESTBAS-MIJSIC

Richard Hayman, recently appointed eastern artists and repertoire
head for Mercury Records, is doubling between his A&R chores and
other assignments. Hayman will head up an orch for a two-week
stint at the Paramount Theatre, N. Y., beginning June 3. He guests
On the Patti Page NBC-TV show tonight <Wed.) and will appear on
an ABC-TY shot from the Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., Saturday
<23) with the Ralph Marlerie orch. Hayman recently made his first
tele appearance on Perry Como’s CBS-TV show.

National

Rating

wk.

wk.

f
O
M

Title

and Publisher

tMonlin Rouge (Broadcast)..
*1 Believe (Cromwell)

Ruby

(Miner)

lYour

Cheati.'*

I

CQ

JS

+2

O

m

Heart (Acuff-R).

.

Victor’s quest for a suitable trade-name for its new label, of
which Joe Carlton will be the <a&r topper, has become almost a whothought it
dunit chase due to the multiplicity .of dlskery tags.
had a legitimately contrived name by reversing its corporate letters
into Arc, only to discover of the existence of an Arc label. “Key” is
the latest discarded; there is a small but still active regional Key
diskery which presses outside of Wichita.

RCA
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9
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show
when

M-G-M

Bob

Sadoff, general professional manager of Theodore
Presser Music, heads out on a

midwest deejay trek May 24
Cathy Favara, assistant to Dick
Capitol Records publicity
manager, joined Ray Anthony’s
office . . M-G-M Records awarded
top prize of $100 in its “Stars and
Stripes, Forever” dealer-exhibitor
contest to Thomas L. Pike, George
Theatre, Columbus, Ga., and the
.

.

.

Linke,

.

Beiitley Sport Shop, disk dealer in
the same town . . . Dave Lambert
conducting Charlie Parker’s Mercury Records’ session Friday (22).
Ruth Brown opened at the Town
Casino, Buffalo, Monday (18) . . .
Milton Horowitz named legal rep
for Billy Ward’s Dominoes. Mike
Hall is handling public relations
for the combo. Wally Gingers orch
tees off the summer band season
at Kennywood Park, Pittsburgh,
May 38 . . . Bernice Parks, who cut
the Turkish tune “Uska Dafh,” for
Mercury Records, is prepping a
summer trek to Turkey to scout

to

Lake Club,

Springfield,

hostelry reopens July 22 after
remodeling .
Capt. Eddie Baetzel back to Paul Marr Agency as

manager

European tour of

after

its

new

policy of

dancing with dining . . . Dave Barry
goes west after his date at Eddys'
here, to open with Paul Whiteman
in the Last Frontier, 'Las Vegas,
June I. Stan Fisher, from the same
show at Eddys’, goes direct to the
Park Lane Hotel, Denver, from
(Continued on page 45)

the Upbeat

Records
artists & repertoire staffer, on
N. Y. jury duty . . . Danny Winchell
into the Rainbow' Inn, New Brunswick, N. J., Friday (22) for three
.

103

.

.

New York
Lyons,

.

3

1

8

. . . i

Muehlebach on

.

1

.

tCan’t I (Harvard)

days

j

id

Fm Walking Behind You (Leeds).

RCA

Dick

a
©

S

<*

Q

10

.

tTill I Waltz Again (Village)
tSay You’re Mine (Meredian)
Side by Side (Shapiro-B)
Ho-Ho Song (Arbee)
IDon’t Let the Stars (Four Star)

Victor a&r exee George R. Marek and sales manager Larry
Kanaga are o.o.ing “Me and Juliet” while in Boston for the regional
sales powwows. RCA has almost $200,000 bankroll in “Juliet,” and
will do the original cast album.
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12
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Doggie In the Window (Santly-J).
Seven Lonely Days (Jefferson)

3
9

|

.

April in Portugal (Chappell)
Pretend (Brandom)
5
6

1«

C

This Last

°

duty with Air Force.

Morton Schaeffer, music

attor-

appointed chairman of subcommittee of copyrights for Chicago Bar Assn, committee, on patents . . . The Clovers, in package
with Eddie Boyd, leave L. A. on
July 5 to play Denver, Omaha,
Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Detroit
disk jockey,
. . Jim Lowe,
cutting several sides of folk music
which he penned himself, for Mercury . . . Bob Crosby in to Chicago
Theatre June 19 for one week . . .
Joe Louis package to' Lyric in Indianapolis, on June 5 for six days.

local tune material.

ney,

Joxpox
sees:

WMAQ

.

The finest sound on record"

Scotland
Ambrose and his new orch touring Scotland, mainly qn one-night
stands . . . Harry Gold outfit in for
season at Greens’ Playhouse, Glas-

gow

.

,

.

Fraser Hayes rhythm

quartet off from Scot variety stint,
to
engagements in Stockholm,
prior to summer revue at Gcuroclc,
on 'Firth of Clyde . . . Crooner
Steve Merrick joining summer re-

vue

stint at Pavilion, Glasgow . . .
Jazz flourishing in both Edinburgh

and Glasgow, with Clyde
Jazz Band in demand.

River

London
Scottish

BILL HAYES
Sings

You
11492

Could Crv

78
45

K 11492

THE

D
C-

E

RPM
RPM

RECORDS
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^

‘

1-1
»

‘i

V

Kay Hughes

is back at the keyboard in the Zephyr Room of the
Hotel Bellerive, following the Tony
Carracci Trio . .Joe Vera orch first
crew in the Picardy Cafe of Hotel
.

the end of month . . . Pianist Stan
Foster has left the band at the Embassy Club to join the Merry Macs,
vocal group, as accompanist on

*2

Another

their variety tour.

Chicago
[•

Clinton, la., beginning May 25
. .
Harmonicats open on same date
for one week stint at Lotus Club,

Birmingham

Ml

.
.
Mahoney to
state- fairs, Milwaukee for
of July 29 and St. Paul for
of August 30 . . . George
into Iroquois Gardens, Louisville, for two weeks July 20 . . .
Ben Arden returns to Flame Club
in Duluth, beginning May 18 for
season . .
Stan Getz quartet to
.

mills

Will

.

•

’

fDoccal
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SAY

e
Three Lads Sc A Lass to do twoweeker at American Legion Club, I*
.

M'G'M

K&nsasCity

Dave

Ciro’s, is taking his band into the
niterie, opening at

I

MGM

player

new Don Juan

There’s Music tl’m So Lonesome
In

alto-sax

Shand, has gotten the major Copacabana nitery job, starting May 27.
He will lead a 10-piece group.
Francisco Cavez has been booked
to lead the Latin-American band.
Sidney Simone, who has just left

”
T-

-

tMortaryl
tDotca)
-•
* • • -

*

muM**K$
am*1
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Wctor)
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*
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(Morcoryl
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MUSIC CORF.

Beaucoup Lounge on June 19, two
weeks
Ted Lewis bringing new
.

,n

Ntw

.

Son » (ft*Iwed Today) on

.

TUXEDO RECORD #889

I

Join the

Company

in

Saying

“THANKS FOR YESTERDAY”
THANKS to Disc Jockeys, Program Directors, Newspapermen and Other
TUXEDO RECORDS, 132 Nassau St. r New York 38, N* Y*

and

P*

Friends

ssur

"FOR YOUR HELP ALONG THE WAY"

Sj Backed With the Sensational Recording of "BABALU" by PHYLLIS

*

BRANCH

CHRIS FPRDE

-

May

We*>eaA«y,

20,

(iiicW.STiiAs3rtis!C

Up

Hawaii Gning

^Disk Companies’ Best Sellers-

Hula for Dixieland
Honolulu, May 19.

CAPITOL

3.
!•

*

Dixieland style jazz is being recovered in easygoing, lazy
with Sunday afternoon jazz

Hawaii

t.

being staged at several

concerts

spots. Some of it is as -far
Dhcieland as Hawaii is from
Orleans, but the crowds are

4-

g
New Honolulu Hot Jazz Society

5.

SSor

Som
Ne W
tU

free concerts,
too click with its

u

promoter by Ken Altrumpet player and KGU

ftob

many
week made prodowntown GibRoom, popular spot

benefits and last
fessional debut at

Circus
operated by
Wray.

son’s

organist Roily

gal

STRANGE THINGS ARE HAPPENING
HO-HO SONG

3.

I

4.

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
TELL ME A STORY
LITTLE BOY AND OLD MAN

5.

AFM

Rule Forces
Spitalny Orch to Rest
Chicago,

May

1.

senting a full-length show twice a
night at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel here, he also cuts for dancthe local rules,
ing. According to

play

only

can

band

nights

five

weekly, with a relief organization
coining in the other two. Measure
to

spread

work for the unemploy-

ed musicians

is

used throughout

engagement and a local band
do the dance chores.

2.

3.
i

]

4.

J

*5.

IN

Frankie Laine

„

LITTLE JQSEY
DENNIS THE MENACE

*

F. Laine-J.

Boyd

R. Clooney- J.

Boyd

I

FRENESI

YOU’RE DRIVING ME CRAZY
I PREDICT
DANCIN’ WITH SOMEONE
BEE AKIN' IN THE BLUES
TELL WHERE GOOD TIMES
HEY! MR. COTTON PICKER

2.

3.

4.

5.

(My Baby Loves Me)

Buddy Greco

Seng by

Teresa Brewer

McQuire

TOO LATE NOW
DON’T YOU CARE

Sisters-A.

&

Dons

.....3

Bing Crosby

Lund
Ginny

With
Jad

Coition's Rhythmaires

Orchestra Directed by

SAY SI SI
I’M WITH YOU
HONEY IN THE HORN
ORGAN GRINDER’S SWING

JOHN SCOTT TROTTER
DECCA 28683 (78 RPM) and

Mills Bros.

9-28683 (45

Four Aces

RUBY
SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
SORRY BABY
WHO’S GONNA PAY THE CHECK

Victor

RPM)

Young

Sung as Only
Can Sing!

Peggy Lee

MAMOU

BIG

LOVE

MY BABY

Gorme

.Eydie

YOU

From M$M Picture
"Mala Street to Iroodway"

DECCA
1.

their
will

BELIEVE

ALL NIGHT LONG

.

Here, however, it creates a problem as the orchestra is also the
show. But, with special permission,
girls will only do one show nightly on Mondays and Tuesdays of

THERE’S MUSIC

i

~

r
the citj .

Percy Faith

Red Buttons

CORAL

19.

Hules of the American Federalocal here has
tion of Musicians’
created an odd situation for Phil
Spitalny’s orchestra. Besides pre-

ANOTHER BIG ONE
FROM BING!

A

2.

'

Chi

Starr

Les Baxter
>*

L SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
SWEDISH RHAPSODY

Paul

Thilman,
Buddy
Poker
Douglas and George Mayer.
Alford group has played

Nat (King) Cole

COLUMBIA

announcer. Combo includes
Smietan, Paul Lingle, Bill

itaff

wmm

Nat (King) Cole

Kay

are

irtrch
frrd

Les Baxter

ALLEZ-V OUS-EN

HALF A PHOTOGRAPH
RUBY
A LITTLE LOVE

DECCA

ARTIST

APRIL IN PORTUGAL
SUDDENLY
PRETEND
DON’T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART
I’M IN LOVE
MY FLAMING HEART

Ella

Dolores Gray

SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN

ASCAP

Deakin’s

Post

Gerald E. fDeakin, former personal rep of James Melton, has
been named manager of tiie concert division of the American So-

1.

2.

&

of Composers, Authors
Publishers under J. M. Collins,
ASCAP’s sales manager.
In his new spot, Deakin will
handle licensing deals with longhair auditoriums for the Society.
ciety

3.

4.

5.

Livingston Back to Coast
Alan Livingston, Capitol Records
artists & repertoire veepee, hopped
back to the diskery’s Coast head(-18)
quarters Monday
after a
quickie in New York to cut the
original cast album of the Cole
Porter musical, "Can-Can.”

CARELESS

LONDON
FROM LIMELIGHT .... Frank Chacksfield
INCIDENTAL MUSIC FROM LIMELIGHT
SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
.Mantovani
VOLO COLOMBO
ALL THE TIME AND EVERYWHERE
Dickie Valentine
BROKEN WINGS
TERRY’S THEME

BROB^EN WINGS
RUMBLESEAT SONG
LA MER
ON THE BRIDGE

The

and.

BLUE
LOU

Stargazers

Ted Heath

*

2.

RUBY
LOVE MOOD
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW

3.

SEVEN" LONELY DAYS

1.

Richard Hayman
Patti

MY JEALOUS EYES

Ella

Page

Georgia Gibbs

YOU TAKE MY HEART
CARAVAN
WHILE YOU DREAM
APRIL IN PORTUGAL
I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU

FMerald

IF
4.
It's

Music by
5.

JESSE

GREER

Program Today Yesterday's

WITH YOU
WORDS & MUSIC,
(1619 Broadway,

New

INC.
York)

Ralph Marterie

Damone

Vic

•

DECCA

28671 (78 RPM) and
9-28671 (45 RPM)

M-G-M
1.

ON THE BEACH

ANNA
LOVED YOU
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
I’LL BE WAITING FOR YOU

Silvana

*

Mangano

The Wonder

I
2.

3.

KAW-LIGA

4.

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
ANY WONDER
ALMOST ALWAYS
TAKE CHAINS FROM MY HEART

5.

Joni James

of the

IS IT

Joni James

IS IT

Hank

.....

MAN
RCA VICTOR
HOUND DOG IN THE WINDOW
1.
PORE

2.
3.
4.

MAHTBUE

ES4UIRE BOYS
Kainhotr
FERRAKTE & TEICHER
Entre (Columbia)
LEROY HOLMES
.

Mercury

_

lAS-SKEYA
Capital
l! tLV

EOXSTINE

Williams
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On The Upbeat

REAL STANDARD

THEN

I’LL

FIND

MY PARADISE
Pub.

M.

.

.
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Benny Goodin an-Louis

Armstrong package due to bring
their band show into the Music Hall

May

24, with

Gene Krupa standing

in for Goodman . . . Bill Tobin
playing and warbling in the Tropics
Lounge of the Hotel Phillips ...
Tiny Hill orch back on tour following a. recent rest at his place at Ft.

Lupton, Colo.

by

WITMARK and SONS
Av..,

N.w

YoHt City

Pittsburgh
Woody Herman hooked

into

Ken-

nvivood Park for a one-nigfater next

Wednesday

(27)

. .

Como

Wally Cox
.Eartha Kitt

Luke Riley band
.

.

.

at Carousel

Jimmy Confer

Hcrshey Cohen

.

;

j

replaced Boh Rhodes as vocalist
with Walter Gable at the Ankara.
Hell also bi.c. the shows there .
Artie Arnell takes his band to Bear
Lake, "Mich., for a week in August.
. Ann McElhoe, of Greensburg, is
new vocalist with Wally Gingers,
outfit . . . Billy Eckstine had to
cancel out of Vogue Terrace first
week in June because of a Chicago
Theater hooking and big 1,200-seat
room booked in Pearl Bailey and
her husband, Louis BeUson, fpr
that date . . Barry Lane band now
playing for weekend dancing at
new Chez Dee . . . Miles Davis,
jazz trumpet player, opens 10-day
engagement ‘tonight (Wed.) at Midway Lounge, guesting with spot’s
regular combo, Deuces Wild . » .
The Caldwells into ’Joyce Room of
Flamingo Hotel for a limited stay.
.

Continued from page 44

here

A

Perry

SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN
WHAT A CRAZY GUY
THERE’S A TAVERN IN THE TOWN
USKA BARA
TWO LOVERS
on trumpet

*

Jethro

Eddie Fisher

joined

!NC

High Class Singers

Homer &

OL’ KEE-LIGER

WALKING BEHIND YOU
JUST ANOTHER POLKA
MY ONE AND ONLY HEART

I'M

MCM

MCfit

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF VUSiC
Spring

5.

Organ

Hank Williams

RAMBLIN’

wtPH

Sung by

MERCURY

.

.

.

.
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Blue Angel*

3$f.

Ritz

Qnb Reviewspodium
by

Y.

the

small

J

Herbert Jacoby and
Gordon, who have showcased
some exceedingly good people-over
the years, viz., Evelyn Knight,
Wally Cox, Pearl Bailey, Mildred
Bailey,. Orson Bean, Jay Marshall,
Rose Murphy, Eartha Kitt, Bernard Bros., Kirkwood & Goodman,
et al„ coincidentally have showcased .themselves as canny showmen. * The’ customer knows that
“the' Blue Angel always has a good
show,”, to. .borrow from a French
couple in akin g one of their periodic
trips to the States. Being in show
business, these French are familiar
with the “saJon’ fe style of divertissement which Jacoby first brought
to the Ruban Bleu and later, in
partnership with Gordon, to the
Blue Angel. Jacoby long conferenciered Le Boeuf sur le Toit Shows
in Paris, and may operate Carrere’s (near the Hotel George. V,
Bonifaces

Max

I

Paris) this summer, in anticipation
of the heavy Yank tourist influx.
When Maurice Carrere was in New
York last week both* discussed the
matter but that wouldn’t impair

summer opera-

tions here.

>

Current show is a little more
mimic Arthur
with
ambitious,
Blake whamming them with- his.
cavalcade of Hollywood personalities from the silents to date. He
a Gloria Swanson “comeback” interview as springboard for
the celluloid revue, and wisely employs well-remembered personalities who have transcended the

utilizes

silent-into-talkers era.

Blake

hands;

8

Copagfrls;

Coudy; songs, Harold
Matt Duhey; costumes,

Douglas
Karr &
Joan Purcinette;
Eliot G. Eberhard

orchestrations,

$5 minimum.

the aid of a dresser. The impressions are devasting and effective
In the more than a quarter-ofall the way, of which Bankhead a-century
since Sept. 30, 1925’
and Louella Parsons Have now aswhen this reviewer “noticed” the
sumed standout proportions.
-Bros, Jit the Albee, Keith’s
Alice Pearce goes with the lease, Ritz
flagship in
a very funny gal who may yet bigtime vaudeville class
achieve the TV break she deserves Brooklyn, show biz has moved
vaude co
by
Sound,
abetted
silents
from
to
usually
she "has -been
Marc" Lawrence, composer-pianist, radio, Volsteadism to niteries,
one and
This
other
2-D
3-D.
to
with
TV,
to
up
who is now tied
chores so Bart. Howard accomps only New Act review, on the Ritzes
but
brief
files
is
Variety
hybrid
Her
the
jn
straights.
and generally
French versions of Yank pops, her- favorable: “Al, Jimmy and Harry
tonot
but
around
parodies
been
have
Ritz
nonsense,
MIT college
“Wait for the Dial Tone gether, this being their initial try
like
combination.
clever
trio.
It’s
a
hoydenishly
in
is
Nelly,” etc., aS she
perched on the piano make for the The three dapper young men’s opensame socko returns as heretofore. ing is a novelty in exaggerated red
Her “commercial” for the Angel bow ties, plus fours, and red sox
versus the competitive La Vie en for the ‘collegiate’ -atmosphere and
Rose nitery* "(utilizing the Piaf mel- song. Their stepping is okay if
ody for the parody) is likewise somewhat familiar in some conuke specialty with a
funny. Stan Freeman, still another ceptions.
standard at the BA, does his satiri- ‘hot* calliope-yodel accompaniment
cal songs at the Steinway although, of .the Cliff Edwards, .school, also
on disks, he is better known for clicked. The turn is corking vaudehis wild harpsichord accomps in ville for any grade and will build
the Mitch Miller-arranged dates at as it goes along.”
Columbia.
They certainly have. Thie freres,
Portia, Nelson is a class song- too, have spanned the evolution
the demise of the bigtime
from
personcommanding
stress with a
the
ality and an arresting song style. and have tasted the fruits of
and TV,
media pix,
vaster
Columbia
for
She has disked
(usually shbw scores) and shuttles besides the top saloons.
Television, like radio and films,
between the Chib Gala, Hollywood;
and the Angel. Like Miss Pearce with }ts “family” standards, is a
unwith
.more Orthodox taskmaster and the
she is a returner here
usual numbers such as “My Love Ritzes have evidence that they
same
the"
Is a Wanderer” (which
can be as funny and effective unBart Howard authored), “Love> For der restrictions, or what they must
etc.
assume are curbs on. their. unjtremSale,” “Old Black Magic,”
Added starter on 'the night meled and unhibited penchants.
caught was Milton Kamins whom Fact is they were in big league
WMGM’s midnight jabberjockey company on this past season’s NBC

AM

A

"

—

AM

•

series, and having proved
commercially effective it follows
zany isms can be projecttheir
that
ed within the bounds.
As the house ads read, the Copa
“has beqpme a House of Wacks,”

video

.

,

couple or three post-midnight ad! and despite the captious pros ai\d
discourses on the deejay’s shows cons on the freres there’s no quesgot plenty of Gotham attention tion that the Ritzes are big hits at
from Morgan's insomniac audience. the Copa.
Kamins has the makings of an act.
The Ritzes usually play Bill MilRight now he still lacks the neces- ler’s
near-Manhattan
Riviera,
sary ease, and he needs sharp' edit- roadhouse, and this. Copa stand is
ing, including his virtuosity on the a first for them. They’re familiar
French horn which, while a prop in Las Vegas and the fop bistro
for his monolog, almost leaves it belt stands, so’ their stuff is obfor granted that he can legitimately viously commercial. For the Copa
perform thereon. Anyway, the in- it would appear that somebody
cidental glissandos give full evi- must have impressed upon them
dence that he’s a paid-up AFMer that this East 60th Street, stand is
the uptown branch of Moskowitz &
so the signoff solo could be skipped. Lupowitz or Jack Silverman’s Old
Otherwise, his pent-up emotional Roumanian. Their Yiddish asides
reflexes to his confreres in the were Greek to many, and obviouswere as full of leers as
orchestra, the maestro, the pros ly these
some' of their other nonsense.
and cons when one’s musical “lip” There was a time, in their early
all this is funny and Copa days, when Dean Martin and
is strong
has the makings to spring him Jerry Lewis would divide up the
trade with
from the pit to the rostrum with Italian and Jewish
strictly local gags that didn’t sit
schooling.
Abel.
noncompatriots.
the
with
well

lib

-

BILLY GILBERT
May 22

—McKeesport,

Penn.

Management

Personal

DAVID L SHAPIRO
AL 44077
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A REGULAR ROSOFF’S
6

COURSE LUNCHEON

Y
•A

Rosoff's

Spedal
Dayl

Choose our 99c

Roulette!

Luncheon

6-Course
You,. get the

same

course meal, you'd pay
for
cut

of

the

to $1.55

any other day of the weekl
coursesl

sorvings

.

.

.

_

luscious 6-

up

a

No

*

uP6CI(il IwWIGlIGON

same generous
same famous extras

Cuneu VI
EwBlJ Unj,

you've come to expect of Rosoff'sl

COMING
ATTRACTIONS
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When

ThIPdaY^
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KIDNEY SAUTE.
SPAGHETTI A MEAT SAUCE.

FRENCH MEAT LOAF
AIR-CONDITIONED
FREE PARKING

•

All Night for Dinner Guests

1899

$1.40
$1.55
$1.45
$1.45

CHARGE ACCOUNTS

ROXOFFX
Since

Regularly
Regularly
.Regularly
Regularly

—6

INVITED

147 WEST 43rd STREET
Times

JU

2-3200

pleasant seasonal flavor it is,
everything considering
bonif ace
Jules Podell and stager * Doug
Coudy have a bright spring show.

—

P.M. to 6 A.M.

(at

piece of material. All this is interspersed with their usual bag of
fioorshow tricks and quips, which
have been well received from California and Vegas to the Florida
and Gotham niteries. As the overboard dialectics diminish, and with
it the plenitude of double-entendre asides, the freres get better,
so that their last 15 minutes is
more effective than the forepart.
Saloon entertainment is not salon

divertissement—anybody this side
of a minimum-check knows- that
but there can be a happy blend.
Apart from the 3-dimentia that
the Ritzes endow the Copa— and a

BAR-B-Q BREAST *>F LAMB. .Regularly $1.40
HAMBURGER ON BUN.
Regularly $1.35
SLICED BEEFSTEAK
Regularly $1.45

CHICKEN CUTLET

switch into the Yiddishisms with
“Sentimental, Continental, Gentlemen of Song” (Sablon, Chevalier,
Brisson, Trenet). Their penchant
for “drag” is highlighted by. the
“gypsy” number with the limp teabags for the Q.&A. crystal-ballgazing, which leads to as-you-like-it
audience reactions.
Jnterspersed are the “challenge*

dance routines, now familiar hence
accepted as “standard” in their
repertoire as the piano breakeruppering in Durante’s routine. “The
One In the Middle Is the Funny
One” (Al and Jimmy’s tongue-incheek routine on Harry), a good

-

OU'LL always be the winner at

•

Opening with “So This Is the
Copa” they engage in a Lucky
Strike theme song with pseudoThey
Italian operatic overtones.

w

'w

Square)

Fran Warren
her songalog.

is

.

•

’

'

’

From Moulin Rouge” which has a
it should be a memorable one
zither and vocal in tight backing.
aud reaction and’ reservation list She Wraps things up neatly, bringare any yardstick! That his appeal ing the rest of the fiddles down
on the floor to pace her in a novis not limited to~bpe age or racial
For an
elty, “Laughing Violins.”
group is evident, for preem ring- encore she responds wtih an imsiders ran the gamut from well( Continued on page 48)
heeled business bigwigs to Beacon
Hill
dowagers with an ample

tions
if

sprinkling of youngsters. All lured
by his topflight tomfoolery, the
great Schnoz doesn’t disappoint.
The spot is in a continuous uproar
from his walkon, introed by the
peppy and pulchritudinous Wanda

Smith Cover

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT
(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

Girls.

To

recapitulate his frenetic sesh
redundant, but the fact remains
whatever he does, be it discovering
the w.k. “lost chord”; warbling
“I’m a Npw Yorker”; auditioning
members of Charlie Wolke’s house
band with the directive “they’ve
gotta go,” to* his zany piano destroying bit, he’s tops in the yock garnering department. Although, due
to illness, sidekick Eddie Jackson

WESTERLY

is

failed' to

make

and

GAIL
135 East 33rd
How York
fLoia

—

is

.

high-styled

both. in the couturier and thrush
departments, flashing an attractive
coif. Sometimes the vocal stylization is overdone. There is also a
strange admixture of song ranging
from “Bye Bye Blues” for the
opener, the siow-up “Song From
the Moulin Rouge” next, followed

St.
r-4300

.

engagement,

this

Sonny

King,
baritone
of
the
Frankie Laine idiom, stepped into
the breach to team With Durante
in

his

famed

“Umbriago”

Grant's Riviera

and

RESTAURANT AND. BAR

“strutaway” bits. Durante’s nifty
routines with the eye-filling Wanda
Smith gals are also laugh-getters.
In short, it’s a highly entertaining
stint that just about tops an otherwise spotty season here.
Lone supporting act is the slick
terp trio, the Caribbeans, last here
about two months ago. Two guys
and a gal, they inject plenty of
spice giving out with accelerated
flamenco stepping, changing pace
with a sexy “St. Louis Woman”
routine. Stint is strong and customers go for it. Charlie Wolke’s
band, upped to 11 men for this
engagement, provide neat backgrounding and enter into the spirit
of Durante’s clowning. Zarde Bros,
combo dishes out interim dansapation rhythms.
Elie.

\

s'*

(58 W.44St..Ntw York LU 2-4481

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
*
* TALENT

CONTEST

MONDAY NIGHTS
Print Professional engagement
Duplloata Prize* Awarded la the Cate

et Tlei

Wanted
Female, must sing, 'Cocktail Lounge. 6 nights. Sal-

ary $75.

Call LY. 3-9766.

\
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JIMMY

"" and "Eddie Echo"

GENE

and

JIM THEATRE
AE

PALACE, New York
MAY 22 >29

ST. JAMES
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND
8th WEEK
Thanks- to Lew

5.

L

Leslie

Grade,

M
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SPECIAL RATES!
Right in the heart of Philadelphia's
theatrical

and night club

district

subfeatured with

She

Chi

Chicago, May if
Phil Spitalny u Hour of Charm’*
comparison), “Birth of the Blues,” Orch (25), with Evelyn, Rose
Mn
a Helen Morgan - on - the - piano ria, Viola Smith, Celia Pena
Si
$3
9 ,ou
takeoff with “Lover Come Back to minimum, $1 cover.
Own
Your
In
and
“Back
Me,”
Backyard,”
In for a only a two-week stand
acroO’Dare,
socko
Eileen
dancer, longtime at the Paris Fol- this time, Phil Spitalny’s all-girl
ies Bergere and recently returned band should do sock business
in
to the U.S., makes much of her terp this north side hotel.
In addition
spot and, in closeup on a cafe
the show is almost entirely new’
floor, is even more effective than
on rostrum. Dannii & Genii Prior with the, exception of the national
emblem closing which, of course
are a cute specialty dancing pair
always good for a wave of ai*
who make the most of their oppor- is
plause.
Spitalny has added more
tunities, 'and Mace Barrett and
spark
the firey "Mexican
Kay Lande are equally profession- dancer, with
Celia Pena.
This is the
al as the juve and ingenue singing
first time that the maestro has
leads in the production numbers.
made an adjunct to his revue, but
The “Chee-Chee” opener, “Nev- in thii case it’s perfect choice
er Love a Stranger,” the* “Holiday” Gals
are
beautifully
mambo production numbers are all switching from costumesgowned*
they
good, distinguished, per usual, by wear for the dance sets
to" new
the pulchritudinous Copabeauts, outfits for the show segment.
the Joan Purcinette-Mme. Berthe
They have a sprightly and timecostumes, and the v Coudy staging.
starter with “Wild Horses,”
Newcomer songsmithing team, Har- ful
which
allows the femmes some
old Karr and Matt Dubey, likewise
fine choral work and the brass to
have been batting a good average
really ride the tempo. Incidentally,
since writing the last two or three
the brass section boasts one or two
Abel.
Copa revpes.
trumpet players who would be at
home in any top
units. HowLatin Quarter. Boston ever, essentially jazz
it’s
mostly the
Jimmy Durante with Jules Buf- fiddle section that carries the burfano. Jack Roth, Wanda Smith’s den, and rightly so, for the family
Cover Girls (5), Sonny King, The trade here.
Caribbeans (3), Charles Wo Ike
During the balance of the hour,
Orch (11), Zarde.Bros. Orch (4); the leader, spots three or four mem$2. cover plus $3 beverage mini In the No. 1 position of
bers.
murrt.
course, is Evelyn, who does some
extra-fancy bow work.
Violinist
This is Jimmy Durante’s first creates the proper mood with “You
nitery appearance in the Hub in and the Night,” which ends with a
many years, and from all indica- jazz portion. She scores with “Song

1

somewhat handicapped Henry Morgan is cuffo-agenting
since becoming impressed with the
comedy apnewcomer’s fresh
proach.
Kamins is a legitimate
Symphony musician, a lammister
from a French -horn, who in a

is

Bros

Kdgewater Beach,

so

trademarked -an Eddie Cantor
(3), Fran Warren,
number as to suffer by mental

Eileen O’Dare, Mace Barrett &
& Genii Prior;
and the Kayj Lande, Dannii
Durso and Frank Marti
This, plus the Mike
staged by

effect.
Arthur Blake, Alice Pearce ( with cramped-stage
confines of the class room,
Bart Howard*), Portia’ Nelson, Stan intimate permit proper perspecrot
docs
Freeman, Jiitimy Lyons 3; Milton
costume
protean
his
Kamins (audition); $4.50 mini- tive for which
he achieves quite
changes,
mum.
cleverly in complete blackout with

the BA’s continued

20, I953
*

by “Makin* Whoopee” (somehow

Copacalmpa* N% Y.

Nisht

May

Wednesday,

VAITDKV1LWJB
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excellent facilities, spaoious,

.

•

•

homey' rooms*
e

^John Bartram Hotel
BROAD AND LOCUST

STREETS

R»b*rt Paarcf* R*« Meet Manager

•

.

May

Wednesday,

20,
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Coast Taps Delegates

m

For AGVA’s

Areas of Europe and North Africa
restore -f
to its
Europe and North Africa
Move to reinstate en- Assign
itinerary;
troops
S
U.
of
’54
tertainment

USO-Camp Shows

m

'Sues.) at

v ew

9-12,

.

York.
every three weeks
to send one unit
tour tri duty.
for a four-week
Bulk of the playing time will he
France where
in the provinces in
installations.
there are isolated
with one show
Units will alternate
and the
France
on
concentrating
North Africa.
other .starting out in
stops
many
Since there aren’t too
African units would
in Africa, the
tour. They
po to France for a short
would also provide entertainment

Blue
Ky.

Grass

Festival,

around June

over

go

Seek

Plaintiffs

8.

to

Europe and

North

was discontinued March 16
because of budgetary difficulties.
However, after a conference with
the Defense Dept., USO moved

Africa

Appeal Vs. Henie

restore shows. It was- felt by
Camp Shows prexy James Sauter
and exec veepee Lawrence Phillips
Baltimore, May 19.
that there was sufficient for troops
in metropolitan
in Germany* and
“Not guilty” verdict delivered
areas in France. Thus only remote by jury in the Sonja Henie liability
ar6as in France and Africa would case is meeting plenty opposition
get Camp Shows entertainment.
from plaintiffs’ attorney?. Twoweek trial, which placed liability
on Edwin P. Coronati, contractor
Appeal
Peeler’s
Mpls.
who built the temporary stands
which collapsed prior to the opening performance of Miss Henie’s
Oil ‘Exotic’ Terning;
ice revue on March 6, 1952, looks
Fine lewd’ Fla. Singer like the beginning of more .com-

to

In Balto Reprise

.

<

plications for. the 350 injured,
Minneapolis, May 19.
whose claims are said to amount
Found guilty in municipal court to $6,000,000..
and fined $10Q nr 30 days in the
Judge John T. Tucker, of Baltiworkhouse when tried for disormore City Court, charged the jury
derly conduct consisting of a “lewd
with
10 issues to be considered in
and distasteful performance/ peelthe verdict. Issues involved mater; Darlene La Bette Barallo, who
ters ol responsibility and negliwas appearing, at the Saddle thegence and indicated that the bench
atre bar, was granted a month’s
was prone to fix liability on MiSs
stay of sentence and will appeal
Henie
as well as Coronati. Judge
the conviction to the state supreme
Tucker stressed that neither of the
court.
defendants was Insured for audiJudge Luther Sletten heard the
ence casualties,
case after the stripper's arrest by
Counsel for the plaintiffs immepolice
department Purity
the
diately reacted to the verdict,
Squad and her “not guilty’* plea.
which
absolved Miss Henie of reJake Sullivan, police captain,
and two other Squad members sponsibility in the crash, by announcing
their intention, of taking
testified they watched Darlene for
the case to the Maryland Court of
six minutes doing what was billed
as an “esoteric** dance clad only Appeals.
In “two little round pasties ffie
Later in the week, four special
size of a half dollar, black net
motions were filed with Judge
stockings, a G-string and a black Tucker seeking .to involve Miss
fringe which she removed during Henie and her corporation in the
the dance.”
payment of claims in spite of the
Testifying' in her own behalf* “not
guilty”
verdict.
Motions
Darlene described her dance as “a stated that jury’s decision was concan-can plus a mixture of, a shuf- trary to Judg^ Tucker’s instrucfle, ball hop, kick and twirls.** The
tions and showed disregard of the
stripper, who said she was a form- evidence
presented during the
er
Arthur
Murray instructor; trial. Tucker set June 1 as the
denied Suilivan’s testimony that deadline for passing on the mo.

.

.

•

.

had bent over and shaken
her anatomy at the cu-

'she

tions.

parts of

She

also asserted 'she was
wearing a brassiere, introduced as
card it at the performance witstomers,

by the Purity Squad be

nessed

cause a strap Tiroke.
the

Sullivan

by the Coast AGVA. Eddie

Rio, Coast rep, will also

hassle

now

in

out-of-court

entering its second year
is "the fact that Miss Henie has
settled with several of claimants
negotiations.

Omaha Race Week
lifts Cafe Purses

skater is questionable. Matter' of

middle.’

City prosecutor
her if she

by her “esoteric dancer** billing
and she replied that she was “an
exotic

dancer” and “until yesterday” thought the sign
painter
made a mistake that he couldn’t

—

spell.

w

rep * y *° another query as to
what she was trying to portray,
she said, “Nothing.
I was just trymg to entertain the public. Most

People can’t dance, but everyone
aas music in
his soul/*
The lively trial was featured by
*

um ber

of disputes between
and .the dancer’s attorney,
detector test for Darlene
Which resulted fa an opinion that
tt.

J
auiiiyan
11 ®

f..

(Continued on page 50)

HUTTON’S 46G IN CHI

MAKES

IT

93G FOR 2

Chicago, May 19.
y Hutton’s two-a-day at the
ciT u
ohubert Theatre here' continued
strongly with
a $46,000 gate. Last
eek she pulled
$47,000 "bn her inill

ai

stanza.

settled- separately at later hearings.
trial was to decide
liability only.

Leo Hale asked Consolidated

knew what was meant

-

•

New

Florida Bill Would

Omaha nitery ops are finding tke
going rugged heading into summer
months. However, they’re upping
talent budgets with hopes Ak-SarBen races which opened today
(Tues.) will bring in spenders.
Angelo DiGiacomo, who has biggest coin outlay at, Angelo’s, will
put out ,$2,500 for George Shearing
June 12 and IjXIa Fitzgerald Aug. 3.
Shearing was good for a smash $7,000 his last time in last year, but
Ari&elo has found biz lagging for
most of his second-in shows. Miss
Fitzgerald has been his biggest
booking headache. She cancelled
her first appearance yvhen held
over in east and withdrew a second
time because of largynitis.
Angelo is opening race week with
Buddy DeFranco, who will leave
here for England and coronation.
Also upcoming are Big Maybelle
and Freddy (Nat’s brother) Cole,
May 31; Nino Nanni, June 17. Boniface will ask $1 cover for Shearing
and Miss Fitzgerald.

19.

Council Bluffs Kiwanis Club ’will
stage its minstrel show this week
(22-23)—-exactly 13 months late.
Show, featuring parodies of film
stars and cartoon characters, was
first scheduled last spring, then
postponed because of the flood
’

fight.

Some

pros Will aid Kiwanians,

coming in for two weeks starting

Memph Claridge
Sets 8

July 6. Following the Hampton run,
Jackson and Fields return for the.
rest of the season/ In both of these
bookings, set by the Joe Glaser
Associated Booking
Corp.,
the
bands carry their own entertainers

Top Orchs

as well.

The Beachcomber will use inexpensive talent for the bulk of the
season and the Bolero will have
Mickey Shaughnessy for the sea-

For Sommer Span
Memphis, May

19.

son.

Hotel Claridge has inked eight
top bands for the next five months
in one of the biggest hotel entertainment packages ever engineered
in the mid-south.
Henry King opened yesterday
(Mon.), to be followed by an
eight-day stand of the Dorseys

(Tommy and Jimmy) to open the
Magnolia Roof June 6.
Dick Jurgens is booked for June
15, Tex Beneke moves in June 26,

swank

Ted Weems, July

10,

Clyde

McCoy

for

1

Although the lack of disk name
bookings in Wildwood cuts off one
market, talent agencies aren’t particularly
worried inasmuch
as
there are other ready markets for
these performers. However, their
sole concern is whether other nitery owners will follow Wildwood’s
suit.
However, should Wildwood
have a season that’s substantially
lower than that of last year, plight
of the resort’s bonifaces will be
used as selling point to other nitery owners.

Are Cafemen Overlooking

A B.O. Bet in Chorus Boys?
Gay Caballero- Sounds Off
By JOE COHEN
,

“It’s
about time cafe owners
took a tip from these bal masques,”
complained one of the gayer set
at the
annual Spring Fantasia
sponsored by Artists Equity Assn.,
at the Hotel Astor, N. Y..
This
lad,
eyeing nearly
that
21-Year Jail Sentence turned up at the event,1,800
.observed
that this was the finale .of the maProstie Charge jor masked events given in the
spring. The Art. Students League
Minneapolis, May 19.
Beaux Arts ball at the Plaza Hotel
Pleading for mercy for John and
the Publicists Guild Ball at
Gawron, 50-owner of the shuttered the Rooseyelt
Hotel were all heavy
Funhouse nitery, A. J. Hoffman, artistic
as well as financial suchis attorney, told Federal Judge
cesses.
G. H. Norbye that the spot’s potenLimpwrister, a part-time costume
tial sales value was $100,000 until
designer who occasionally works
;he city council revoked its liquor
in a chorus of a show and someicense. Despite the plea, Gawron
times does choreography, used
was sentenced to two and one-half these events to expound
a theory,
years in prison.
one which he says has been done
“When the license was gone, successfullylijt
virtually
every
there was nothing to Sell,” said
country in the world. (“Except in
Hoffmann. “Everything went down America
Where there are too
\
he drain.”
many squares”
which has
Gawson had pleaded guilty to been latched ontoand
timidly by Holbeing a member of a national
lywood.)
prostitution ring which recruited
This crazy, mixed-up kid pointed
girls in the establishment owned
out that there were about five
by him and his brother, Frank, male nudes to every
female nude
The council revoked the license at the affair, and each
year the
after he had admitted that John
nudes get more pronounced. Some
was a co-owner. He previously had of
the boys looked like statues by
told the aldermen the latter was
Praxiteles, the Athenian of two
He’s now
only an employee.
dozen centuries ago who was modawaiting sentence in district court
est enough to give his boys a fig*
for perjury.
leaf covering. It was also pointed
out that the attendance at the bal
masques is increasing while total
IN
GEO.
cafe draw is on the wane.
The crux of the avant garde
thinking oh this matter is briefly
this: the cafes which have lavish
Pittsburgh, May 19.
George Murray, veteran bur- production are catering Inainly to
lesque comedian who quit the peel the male trade. They feature lots
wheel two years ago to manage of femme nudes and “speaking
the local Casino for I. Hirst, is for the women (which he can
donning baggy pants and putty do), they aren’t excited by female
nose again for a few weeks now bodies any more. There must be
that the burley house here has artistically undressed chorus boys
shut down for the summer. He’s to keep the women excited. If the
lined up bookings, in Boston, Un- girls can be worked up, they’ll see
ion City and Atlantic City and will to it that the men take them to
work until around the end of June, the spot. As it is, th'e chorus girls
when he plans to vacation until offer their escorts a basis of comfall at his home in Margate, N. J. parison, and top frequently the
Murray’s wife, Eileen, will be in wife- or girlfriend can’t stand this
the act with him. She used to be competition. So why should she
his straight when he was making insist on his taking her to a
the rounds, but has been staging nightclub?” That condition can be
the chorus numbers at the Casino corrected by the liberal use of
ever since Murray came here in boys, he maintains.
Girls Arc Only Pretty
the managerial job.
Now the kid, in getting warmed

Op

Cottonwood Room
of Blackstone Hotel and organist
Frankie Drummy, who was three
years at Gay ’90s,' appears headed

month

session at

for that long a stanza at the new
Torch.
Ops figure that silver lining
ahead will be ip the form of
centennial celebration next year.

SHOW WOW

HENIE ICE

IN PARIS, PRE-LONDON
Paris,

May

19.

Sonja Henie Ice Show, here for
two-week, warming-up date before
going on to London, for two
months, *is cleaning up at Palais
des Sp6rts, Paris’ Madison' Square
Garden. Show how looks as if it
will better the “Holiday on Ice”
record made at this same house
“Holiday” grossed
last winter.
in 2V£

weeks

at this 15,000-

seater.

frozen-water

Present

spectacles.

show is tops in elaborate costuming and skillful skating. Spectacle
numbers including military parade,
toyland sequence, Cuban ballet
Grieg balconcerto item, Hawaiian inter-

lude, collegiate campus high-jinks
and dazzling circus procession

Of Aide in.Act (Snake)

finish.

Filling-in

Miami, May 19.
Gaiety Club snake dancer Zorita
this week turned a state legislator’s
proposed bill for outlawing possession of imported reptiles in
Florida into a sock piece of pubit,
licity for herself and with
amendment’ of the proposed law to
allow use of the boa constrictors
she use^ ln v her act.
Zorita had made a personal trip
-

between

production

numbers are Bobby La Londe In
“Superman on Ice,” Marshall
Beard in “Gaucha on Ice,” Larry
Hamm and Divid Riggs comically
cutting up in the show’s funniest
Watson and.
Donald
number,

1

&

Charles Cavannaugh.
Lucille
Two non-ice numbers are Willie,
McGinty in the “House
West
builders” knockabout, and Vic and
Adio (they double at Lido) in their

&

Curt
to state capital at Tallahassee as a hand-balancing act.
one-woman “snake lobby” to get
if
the change in the bill which
Ray’s Cleve.
would
passed in original form
Cleveland, May 19.
have required her to get a new
Sugar Ray Robinson in unit
type of partner for her routine
As rewritten, the bill, if passed show is getting Loew’s State back
June
will prohibit possession' or exhibi- in the vaude parade week of
tion of venomous reptiles without 4, the house’s first stageshow in
special permit from’ State game and almost a year.
.

—

name

there a couple of years. Colony
tune of nearly $100,000.
Club has pianist Jackie Jocko and
Earl Graves combo is in fourth
month at Copacabana. Cheryl Cor- Mpls. Nitery
Gets
by will soon wind up a fourth-

let

*

Sets Minstrels
Omaha, May

two weeks beginning July 24.
Shep Fields follows Aug. 7, and
Jan
Garber wraps the array of ace.
Don Hammond, who had to give
up his Frolics because insurance bandsmen from Aug. 24 through
company owning building wanted Sept. 4.
The lineup was set by Scott
expand, is going single-o with
Seven Seas and thrush Betty Reilly. Stewart, Hotel Claridge veepee and
managing
director.
He’s still seeking a spot for Frolics
In line With the name orch list,
and MU reopen.
Stewart also announced that the
Westward-Ho, Jr., continues with
hotel lobby will under go a comcomic Jim McGowan, who has been plete facelifting operation to the

first-act finale, glittering

Allow Zorita’s Retention

rate of climb on disk

has knocked Wildwood,
N. J., cafes out of the buying box
this summer. At this point, it looks
like the various nitertes in that
town will play either moderate talent or bands. Last year, Wildwood
was one of the top buyers of
names that scored on records. However, by the end of the season,
cafe owners had felt that they had
paid put so much that profits were
down,
Thih season, the Surf Club has
signed Herbie Fields and the Chubby Jackson bands for the first 10
days with Lionel Hampton orch

19.

removed a ’^asselled fringe, a individual claims/ if Coronati soleDraw of the Henie name is big,
state .exhibit,
from around her ly is held, liable, will have to he and in addition, Parisians like

had

Omaha

attend.

Omaha, May

The

salaries

Membership meeting was held
to discuss plans for the powwow.

had to dis- Whether Coronati will be obligated
She disputed to refund these payments to the $63,000

contention that she

f
Delayed 13 Months,

.

Another wrinkle in the legal

defense exhibit* but

a

Out of Dates? Wildwood Drops ’Em

as

Lexington,

This year’s show was topped by
Judy Garland and Bob Hope. On
the Garland bill were Vaughn
Monroe,
Bobby Winters, and
Frank Fontaine. On Hope’s display were Marilyn Maxwell,
Frankie Lester, Honey Bros., Allen
Dean and Darvas & Julia.

Fleet. First

for the Mediterranean
scheduled to
unit is

Service

delegates to national
convention of American Guild of
Variety Artists, at Boston, June

Kuchuk to Book

Are Disk Names Pricing Themselves

Hub Gabs

Hollywood, May 19.
Larry Rio, George West, Danny
Beck, Harry Mendoza, Joe Evans
and Whitey Roberts have been

named

will

Blue Grass Festival
was voted yesterday
Ben Kuchuk has been named
a USO meet tig held m booker
for the 1954 edition of the
It's currently planned

those areas

47
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Sugar

Vaude

On

t

‘

f

MURRAY BACK

BURLEY BAGGY PANTS

*

up to ^he- subject, really started
HERB RUBIN TO LATER
t-Eblng set.
Herb Rubin, who at one time pitching for the Kraf fthat
chorus
pointed out
was personal manager for the late He also
their useful-

Bill Randle, WERE disk jockey
rs in lier layout include Bo£- fresh water fish commission. Pergirls are outliving
Mmevitch Harmonica Rascals, sons gaining permission ;to exhibit hired by Frank Murphy, loca Willie Howard, has joined the Ken- ness. In the old days, he said, the
N. Y.
k* nn & Rod Alexander, Bob .would be required to ____
post $1,000 _ Loew’S chief, will emcee revue in neth Later Agency,
nW’jt^ubs or
Urn?Rubin Mil service theatres and racket hoys owned
Uhams** Skylarks, Joe Jackson, bond7$oa constrictors -are not .con- eluding -Four Dominoes andsever- (Continued on page 50)
and the Long Troupe.
1 video shows.
al other acts.
sidered' poisonous,
t

i’
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New

breaks up the mock-serioso colora- Hotel
Yorker, N.
C2ogPs larue, N* It.
turing of Miss Brander.
“Scents and Nonsense" staged
"What’s New ” with Orson Bean,
Marquis & Family, with Gene and choreographed by
HalLo*
Dolores Pni
Diana Drake, Buss Emery,
Detroy calling signals, measures
Helene
Vinson,
associate
man, Billie Hayes , Rain Winslow, up to be one of the most novel ani- let;
Barbara Maye; music and lyncs mal acts ever to hit town. Four choreo; gostumes, Mme Berth?.
Continued from "page 46
Wilson Stone ; dances, Danny Dan- chimps, graduating in age and orchestrations, Earle Moss' U 'ith
Donna Jeanne, Tony LeMac Jau
iels; Ted Straeter and Pepito Lo- sizes, convulse tablers with nearcially brought out in his tradeSeiler, Jack Kelly, Ice
weekdays,
Cdgewater Beach, Chi marked
Coward typically pez Orchs; $5 minimum Fri.-Sat. human antics and expressions ( Manon Lulling, Ann Lovefi^
Noel
Boykin
provisa tlon of some of the better
$2 cover (no minimum),
while wheeling around on bikes, Florence
British dialog routine, but from
Budny, Aileen Graff
10,
gypsy airs.
after
unicycles, balancing, aero tricks.
the first the putty-faced monologist
Joni
Georgie Weikel)
Adding more dashes of glam Bemie Pearce,
Rose Maria is a pretty miss who has the crowd in his back pocket
Cummins Orch (with S cot“What’s New,” vestpocket musi- and color to the already packed
evidently has had operatic train- howling with glee.
kicking around for show, Donn Arden Dancers step tee Marsh), Adrian Rollini Trio*
ing which she uses to splendid ad"Putty-face" seems to be the cal, has been
$2.50 minimum weekdays, $2 cov
landed
finally
and
months
18
about
pattern
two
productions
from
and
stunvantage in her medley
only way to describe the ability of
Maritza,”
B e a u t y the mustached guy to mold his fa- in New York. Its break-in was at ningly caparisoned. Fluff Charlton er Sat.
"Countess
swings into "Hallelujah” which cial muscles into expressing just the Baybrook, West Haven, Conn., instills oomph with her soloing,
For its summertime run, the
has the brass coming out in full about any emotion from supercili- and in the interim the six-east has while Don JMcKay handles warViola Smith gets in some ousness to tragedy- Even without been augmented by TV-cafe comic bling effectively. Earl Brent, ar- Terrace Room has whipped up an
force.
aromatic
ice concoction that goes
frantic licks on the multi-drums. the smart gab he can run- the Orson "Bean as the only performer ranger for Miss Powell, takes over
Louise fates pleasant reaction for gamut from benignity to devilish- with some claim to public atten- at the Steinway during her slot, snappily along for its 40 minutes
to
provide
a relaxing session. Title
pianoing a compilation of Franz ness. One can only hazard a guess tion. Of the original sextet, the for expert dlgiting as Carlton
There are ^ several as to what will happen if he gives only one retained is comedienne Hayes skippers his musicrew for derives from perfume tags for the
Liszt works.
numbers
in
a sort of olfactory octet
Wilson all-over top job.
still
Will.
choral numbers by the majority of Coward a working over in Eng- Billie Hayes. It’s
wherein each stanza squares the
the girls, a western medley being land. It’s an odds-on bet that he Stone's package (via Music Corp.
billing.
For
instance, the opener
the most prominent, with a treat- will be forced to unveil his solid of America) and he’s, done the Sherry-Netherland, N.Y.
is
“Shocking," with the six-line
ment of the Mexican times next “Mrs. Murgatroyd" at nearly every words and music, but there’s a
Sonia Corti with John Cooke; giving it the works,
including
Here, It seems the maestro, performance.
new choreographer in Danny Da- Hugo Pedell and Jan Brunesco elongated
best.
ciggie holders, while
misses a bet in not bringing back
Able orch background is han- niels. At first outing, the costumes Orchs; $1.50-$2.50 cover.
Scottee Marsh, wholesome-looking
the dancer to heighten the Mexican dled by Hal Pruden’s outfit, now bad been credited to Ceil Chapv
chirper with the Bernie Cummins
hat dance.
in their last two weeks on their man.
The Carnaval Room is making a orch, rides over the terping
with
Miss Pena, who joined the Spi- present turn at the Shamrock.
There’s a minor trend toward dramatic seasonal exit with the “Always True to You in
My FashJedo.
talny group here, shows that she
minnie variety shows, as per booking of Sonia Corti, a pbtite ion.” It's a‘ cute overall
themer
is one of the best exponents of
George White’s recent flowering of singer who is no stranger to the tieup, backed by cuffo bottles
to
castanet woricand her heel and toe
"musicalette” yclept intimate boites, having *been around lucky tableholders nightly.
Riverside*
clicko
his
clickings are on a par. She builds
Nice to See You," at the Versailles. as Sonia Cortis. She is a desirReno, May 14.
“Tailspin” is carried out by the
close
her stint to a rapid and firey
Kar Starr The Lancers (4), The comparison ends there, as able booking for this spot inas- rapid-fire whirlery and spins,
and then returns in latter half of Riverside Starlets, Bill Clifford “What’s New" is levels below much as the hostel’s topper, Col, around the minnie
rink of Tony
bill to stomp out some sock clicks
with Betty Holt; no cover or White’s in every department. None- Serge Obolensky, has long at- LeMac, and “Fame” brings on the
Orch
with her interpretation of a mata- minimum.
theless, it’s a speedy, snappy 45- tracted the high levels of the in- solo blading of Donna
Jeanne, a
raft
a
Slight miss receives
dor.
minuter, and while lacking excite- ternational set and Miss Corti can good technician on the one-foot
of applause. As usual, conductor
Third appearance in a year is a ment, novelty and the one big court these folk in practically any spins and corkscrew sttiff. Other
he
as
show
is more than half the
record for one star in the River- sock, it has a cast of eager beavers language.
two principals are in the comedy
herds his flock through the paces side or Reno, but is noTecord for who works themselves into a high
In her dissertation, Miss Corti class. Jay Seiler comes on in semiand carefully accents his intros to Kay Starr, who has pulled the sweat.
tackles
tunes
in four languages circular skis for tomfoolery on the
Zabe.
the various numbers.
stunt before (Flamingo, Las Vegas,
Bland, wry Bean is a highly amus- (she’s Greek) and she’s sufficient- trick trappings that’s titled “Sportsfour times a year), Songalog, half fog citizen whose low-gear gab, ly vivid in delivery to make the man." The “Illusion" scent comes
Shamrock, Houston
new, includes a new novelty with characterizations and the making meanings fairly evident even to a out as a juggling stint by Jack
Houston,
Lancers quartet, a new opener, and 0 f a fir tree from newspaper pages listener who t isn’t multilingual. Kelly, who employs balls, cigar
~ ' May 14.
Hal Pruden two disclicks.
DeWol.
Billy
DeWolfe,
provide a winning session. The ro- Miss Corti’s tunes are melodic and boxes and glasses with spoons, later
Orch; $1.50 cover.
Launching with “It’s a Good mantic tunes are carried by Diana have a strong story line.
Of a small drum for ball bouncing,
Day" is not her best way to start. Drake and Russ Emery, who course, the English explanations and finally a cig catching and
In spite of blasting wind, pelting Predecessors were “Too Marvel- double, as do the others, through preceding her numbers establish lighting stunt.
Technically he’s
rain and an overly exhilarated gang ous’’ and “Them There Eyes,” both the stanza. Chief male dancer is the mood.
okay, but some of his covering
of conventioneers, Billy DeWolfe better. A piano accompanist now Hal Loman, a flexible fellow with
Once
into a song, she tends to patter is unfunny.
jammed-the 500-capacity Shamrock sits a few feet away from her but some good hoofplegy. He’s in the overdramatize
In a pairing, Miss Jeanne and
$Ofoe degree.
Room opening night and what they is heard only by Miss Starr. Bill pre-finale top number, with ener- Otherwise, Miss to
LeMac operate niftfly in a “Dress
saw and. heard made battling the Clifford’s finesse on her arrange- getic Miss Hayes, who’s a mugging self well. In Corti handles her- Parade" motif that’s been arranged
her
exposition she
elements worthwhile.
ments gives studio production cutup as evidenced in a very concentrates mainly ii\ the Gallic by Tommy Reynolds. LeMac also
DeWolfe’s first Houston engage- sound to her songs.
She still bouncy “Back in the Old Routine,” idiom, hitting songs not generally heads up “Jet,”«a “Merry Widow”
and
click
definitely
ment was
a
strikes the accented beats with her with
flapper-Charleston-show heard.
its
She does a tune about a production number with the six
made the throng glad that he in- hands and arms, “grabbing” and biz treatment that earns an encore, pirate in that language and a^en- femmes in velvet and silver chargfaretrek
as
the
Texas
cluded
a
squeezing notes for her stylized
Loir^n also is paired with Rain timental item, “Les Yeux de ma ed gowns and huge black feather
well stint before shoving off for effect.
Winslow, a looker, in a dance" in- Mere.” She also essays a Greek fans, with LeMac similarly attired
he
where
London
Palladium
the
The new novelty with Lancers, ning to the pipings of Miss Drake and a Russian number as well as (sans the fans). It’s a picturesque
opens July 20.
giving each of the boys a chance and Emery. The latter two, plus "Beguine.” It all adds up to a stanza with the waltz accent supWhile a few of the seasoned mas- to do a verse with her* is “You’re Barbara Maye and Loman, lend pleasing session that’s well appre- plying a nostalgic touch.
For the finale the line, upped to
terminds of local and Texas show- My Sugar, But You’re Never Sweet drive 'to a hallelujah type piece ciated in this international room.
six (including Joni Pearce, of the
dom who caught the rehearsal To Me." This is modeled after called “As You Sew So You Reap.”
Hugo Pedell and Jan Brunesco
(Continued, on page 50)
were definitely unsure of tjie toothy
Some
numbers
are
changed
the
for
Nobody’s Business.” Continuing
further the international flavor of
comic’s possibilities of scoring with as an important part of her pro- second show, these being mostly this spot with tzigane and Latin
the Shamrock audience; they must gram is “People Keep-a-Comin’ in the chirp sector and including interludes among the orthodox
have figured without the infectious But thesTrain’s Done Gone.” “Side “Love Come Lately” (Miss Drake dance sets.
Jose.
DeWolfe personality. This is espe- By Side" and “Three Letters” have and Emery), theme title (Loman
been added from current wax and cast), and “Tomorrow I’m Go9
Saxony*
ch
clicks. “Side” loses nothing, using ing Home” (Emery and Miss Wins
Miami Beach, May 15.
Lancers in place of multiple-re- low).
Helend Francois, Val Olman
cording.
Ted
Straeter’s orch cues the re- Orch;
,
$2 minimum.
The Lancers’ songs are essenti- vuette effectively and is one of the
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE
ally the same.
A spiritual type top dansapator units in town, along Less publicized than her sister
“You Must Come in At the Door” With" the rhumbeat of PepitoJLopez. (Denise Darcel) but more strongly
Trau.
Boston, Mass*
has been added. High point in act
fortified in the vocal talent departare impreshes of vocal groups with
ment, Helene Francois
of
Desert Inn, Las Vegas the summer lineup set in isthisfirst
a nasal “Sons of the Pioneers" for
plush
honors. Quartet is extremely efLas Vegas, May 12.
hotel’s Pagoda Room/ French imfective with Miss Starr on “Side
Jane Powell, Darvas & Julia, port is drawing comfortable biz
By Side."
Frank Libuse & Margot Brander, from the better0 elements which
hhtrumintalift* without Intlrumonlt
“Golden Earrings" features band Marquis Jk Family (Gene Letroy). patronize this swankery.
This Weak: Club Data*, Boston
thrush Betty Holt as Starlets bare- Don McKay, Fluff Charlton, Earl
Handsomely gowned and on the
Din: GENERAL ARTISTS CORF.
foot it around and then cut loose Brent, Doixn Arden Dancers, Carl- highly attractive side, Mile. FranClub Dot* Bookingt by
“Tuxedo June- ton Hayes Orch (11); no cover or cois sets up an intelligently paced
wlth tainbofifles.
HAT- DUNN
HARRY 6REBEN
tioii” is a sexy prance in tophats minimum
30-minute session of Franco-Amerj165* B’way
203 N. Wabaih At*
and canes.
Marc.
china*, ill.
I
New Ytrk
can tunes delivered in well-staged
This moneymaker has every- manner,
With Janfe Powell and plus side and vocally she’s on the
thing.
as compared to some of
Darvas & Julia show would still be the
Gallic imports playing the§e
(Bobby)
terrif< but with the madantics both
parts.
Best
of her chansons are
from Frank Libuse & Margot
Brander, and the chimps of Mar- “Mle. de Paris,” “Padam” handquis & Family, the whole shebang mike-sold version of “While We’re
high - calibre
entertainment. Young” and “April In Portugal.”
is
Playing
Monthrs biz will certainly be ca- Encores with inevitable “La Vie
En Rose” called for by ringsiders
pacity plus.
FOOD FAIR
and
winds
with
around-table
rouJane Powell, in her first thrashMay 16-May 24
Could use"
ing job before Vegas audiences, tining of “Perhaps."
Now Orleans
does a neat establishing job which some special material to break
As is,
will bring her back often. She is from the straight array.
Booked
thru WILLIAM SHILLING
she’s
a
pleasant
and
appealing
cute, easy to watch while perform165 West 46th Street
ing, and trills a satisfying reper- songstress who looks at home in a
New York City
toire.
First part of her songalog smart room. Also on plus side is
Is middlebrow music, even extend- her brief and effective introing of
ing into higher strata with “Jewel numbers.
Song” from “Faust.” Trilogy of
Val Olman and his crew are
tunes to follow displays Miss adept on the showbacks and set up
Powell in the more-or-less expect- easy-on-the-feet arrangements of
ed nitery style as she goes bluesy Latin and American tunes. Room
in “Gent From St. Loo,” pashy in is one of- the
WORLD’S GREATEST COMEDIAN
handsomest in area
“To Late Now” and boisterous in and service under
supervision of
(It's a good territory)
“How Could You Believe Me?” Signorelli is in the finer
tradition,
C/O IRVING CHARNOFF
Response is long and full as she marking it
Here's tfte Star for ' S3
one
of
the
few
class
NEW YORK CITY
1650
BROADWAY,
skips pff.
spots around in summer. Lary.
Darvas & Julia first amazed lo
calites a little more than one year
ago while energizing a Lou Wal-
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BOB

ROLLINS

JACK DENTON

JACKIE LEE
America's Nowest "Sock" Pianist Entertainer
Composer and Recording Star on Essex Label—
"Love Mood"
Latest Release on Essex—"Sing a Little Melody"
Now Appearing CIRO’s, Philadelphia
Available, June 1

—

1

Personal .Management

SUEZ-ROTHBARD AGENCY
250

S.

500 Simbert (Id,.
Broad Sf„ Philadelphia 2, Pa.
Phone: KI 5-1665

ters

package.

No

less

super-

charged is room this trip as pair
whip through thejr fantastic contortions, unusual lifts and precision terps.
The toss by Darvas
when atop an elevated stand, arching Julia 15 feet into a floor-split,
always a show-stopper.
An asset to any stanza is Frank
Libuse with his screwball “triad
waiter" nonsense as show warmup.
He enlarges upon his various
whimsies, low comedy, slapstick
tomfooleries with Margot Brander
during deuce spot. Pair have an
uproar onstage, matched only by
yocks Jn the house a$ Libuse
is

PROF.

BACKWARDS
Currently

ROXY THEATRE, New

York

Next

PALLADIUM, London

t

Direction

Panoital Mgr*

M.C.A.

HARRY GREBEN

V

VAlIBEmLK
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20 Pbilly Cafe

Ops Sign

Champions’ Coast Dates

AGVA Pact;

Marge & Gower Champion,

cur-

49

Arbitration Before Court Trial Upheld

rent at Bill Miller’* Riviera, Ft.
Lee, N. J„ have been set for a
pair of dates on the Coast.
Dance team opens June 16 at
the Fairmont Hotel, San FranBulk of Individual Philadelphia^
cisco, for a three-week stand, and
minimum
set for the Cocoanut Grove
nitery, operator* signed
Rebooking Seville, Monti, is(Ambassador
Village Sets
Hotel), Los Angeles, CaL’s Tahoe
basic agreements with the Amerifor three weeks starting Aug. 5.
Cooper
Sets
Johnson
’Cept Line
Changes
Wkly.
durArtists
Variety
can Guild of
On the latter date, they’ll be acMontreal, May 19.
Tahoe Village, Lake Tahoe, Cal.,
ing the past week. Approximatecompanied by the Cheerleaders will go in for weekly changes of
Booking of the Seville Theatre and backed by Les Baxter’s orch.
Quaker City cafes
ly 20 of the 27
shows during its summer season.
here will revert to Roy Cooper’s
have aligned themselves with the Paramount Entertainment Bureau,
Initial display opening June 26
in
alterations
the
only
Mazzone-Abbott
will
comprise
starting June 11. First bill set by
union. The
Dancers, Tito Valdes & Louise,
usual agreement is the stipulation Cooper will be headlined by film- N.O. Cotillion’s Surprise
Bob Hannon, Rowena Rollins and
by the union that entertainers ster Van Johnson.
Lee Sharon. The line will remain
Since March 12 house had been
Closer; Blue
shall be classed as employees for
for the entire nine-week season.
collective bargaining purposes and booked out of New York by Dan
an
arbitration
apFriendly,
agreement to
of
the
RKO office. Town’s Sole Top Namery Booked for the second show is
Gautier’s Tallyho.
Other acts for
peal to a board which shall con- Cooper had it prior to that.
New Orleans, May 19.
this show as well as Aug. 9 are still
sist of an operator rep, union rep
the
Jung
Qf
The
Cotilliort
Room
to
set.
be
neutral.
and a
Hotel, plush nitery, will close toSpots that have already signed
morrow (Wed.) for the summer
are the Latin Casino, Celebrity,
months, Ray Cantrell, hotel manaBig
Bill's,
Embassy,
Rathskeller,
ger, announced.
Spot, which feaCabana, Lou’s Moravian,
Ciro's,
tured name acts and bands, will
Hollywood, May 19.
and a few lesser institutions.
‘LIFTING’
reopen in the fall after improveOne of the highlights of the
Gordon and Sheila MacRae,
ments and redecoration.
Los Angeles, May 19.
agreement is the fact that one of teamed professionally for the first
Simultaneously, Swan Room of
Lester Horton was given 10 days
the signers was Ciro’s, owners of time since their marriage 12 years
its to file an amended complaint in
Hotel
the
Monteleone
dropped
which are among the plaintiffs in ago, start a coast-to-coast vaude
floorshows for the warm months, his $100,000 suit in Superior Court
a suit brought in Federal court to and nitery tour Thursday (21) at
but will stay open for dinner and charging unauthorized appropriaHowever, it’s Loew’s Capitol, Washington.
enjoin the union.
dancing. Danny Deane orch is re- tion of a dance routine.
Judge
held that Ciro’s signing doesn’t
They’ll play there one week and
Ellsworth Meyer ruled that not sufin
the court follow it with a week at the Casino, tained in* the spot.
prejudice Its position
the'
Room
of
This leaves
Blue
ficient facts w'ere detailed in the
case.
Toronto.
Team then treks; west the Roosevelt as only nocturnal complaint.
a
called
membership for a fortnight at El Rancho Vegas, rendezvous presenting top name
Union
Defendants arq Sonia Shaw,
meeting last week in New York at Las Vegas, starting June 10 and acts and bands. Town’s leading ni- Rene De Haven and 10 John and
tne Capitol Hotel at which time another two-weeker at the Broad- tery continues to do capacity, biz.
Jane Does, charged with piratpig
Dick Jones, eastern regional di- moor, Colorado Springs, starting
With conventioneers and tour- a hoofing routine titled. “Brushrector, explained the Philly situa- July 14.
ists flocking here in large numbers Off.”
It was first presented at
Lou Walters, Latin Quarter,
tion.
each week, small bistros in French Horton’s Dance Theatre in 1951
N. Y., op and prexy of the Theatre
Quarter are also enjoying boom when the defendants were students
Restaurant Owners of America, and Coast Comic Seeks 83 *4
times.
That is reason moves by there. He claims the routine was
Dave Fox, TROA exec sec, at- For
Greyhound
Injury Jung and Monteleone manage- presented at the Macayo, in Santa
tempted to get in to give the opments
came
as surprise in. nitery Monica, without his permission.
Los Angeles, May 19.
erators’ side of the controversy.
and entertainment circles. Jung’s
Damage suit for $83,500 was filed Cotillion Room did heavy biz past
The way had been paved for them
by a telegram signed “members here by Cully Richards, nitery en- month with Los Chavales de Paul-Ford to Headline
of the Latin Quarter cast.”
Mem- tertainer, against the Pacific Grey- Espana, and Quintetto Allegro got
Benefit
‘Albany
bership present, however, voted to hound Corp. as an aftermath of an
Swan
off to heavy patronage.
Albany, May 19.
exclude' Walters and Fox.
Feel- accident last November, when he Room closes each year in May as
will
headLes Raul & Mary Ford
ing was that operator problems was working for Charley Fpy at
matter of policy. «
line the fourth annual Cerebral
should not be brought before the $250 per week.
Palsy benefit show . at the State
actors but to higher union echelons.
Comedian claims his injuries impaired the use ofhis left arm and Ralph Slater’* N.Y. Solo Armory, June 6, staged under the
A
Hypnotist Ralph Slater will do direction of Louis Ramundo.
making
shoulder,,
it difficult to
Allied Artists Agency, Inc., chara one-man show at the Bijou The- teenage revue, “New York, N. Y.,”
tered to conduct a theatrical serv- work. He asks $50,000 general damwill
also
be
Ramundo,
directed
by
tomorrow
starting
atre,
N.
Y.,
ages,
for
medical
$6,fees,
$1,750
ice agency in New York.
Capital
presented. Francis Murphy’s orstock is 100 shares, no par value. 750 for loss of earnings to date and <Thurs.).
He’ll do nine shows weekly at chestra will play the show, with
Shanley & McKegney, N. Y., were $25,000 for loss of earnings in genRosalind Balch as accompanist.
a $3.60 top.
eraL
filing attorneys.

By N. Y. Judge; AFM Clause Prevails

Set Up Actor-Employees, Appeals Bd.

Van

Room Now

GORDON MACRAE S WIFE
ON YAUDE, NITERY TREK

JUDGE ASKS MORE DATA

ON

OF DANCE

G

Bus

CP

Union rules compelling arbitration before a matter can be taken
into court was upheld this week
in a decision by Justice William
C. Hecht, Jr.,i of New York Su-

preme Court ruled that the dispute
between Merculy Artists Corp. and
Jules Wiener, latter operator of
the White Roe Lake Inn, in the
Catskill Mountain belt, must be
tried by arbitration before the
court can take jurisdiction.

Case came about because of a
bandleader’s failure to appear for
a dance and show at a reunion of
guests of the hotel several months
Wiener subsequently sued
ago.
Mercury, which booked the band.
Defense attorney argued that while
the contract that both signed had

no clause stipulating arbitration,
both parties were bound by rules
of the American Federation of Musicians, Local 802, which stipulates
that disputes must be arbitrated
before they can go to court.
Wiener's attorney argued that
they were not bound by the AFM
rules since they were not informed
of any such rules at the time the
contract was signed and furthermore, plaintiff could not be compelled to give up the right to appear before an established judicial
tribunal.

Justice

opinion stated,

Hecht’s

“Sound business policy would dictate that he request a copy of the
incorporated matter, or sign the
contract and assume the obligations about which he is in ignorance at his own risk. There can
be no question of the fact that in
this case the provision In the contract which incorporates by reference the aforementioned rules
clearly states that they are part of
this contract.

“Accordingly, the application to
stay the proceedings in this court
is granted and the parties directed
to arbitrate their disputes under
the contract.”

.

-
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BEST YOUNG DANCE TEAM

Sammy Kaye
Las Vegas stand
tier, starting

will play his first
at the Last Fron13.

Sept

I’VE

Captured the customer's fancy with a refreshing quality of dance and an appearance to make the heart skip a beat. Sea and en|oy the Belmonts/'

ROBERT

DANA

N.Y. World Tel and Sun

JOHN and JUNE

BELMONT
/•

Currently Return

Engagement

PERSIAN

HOOM

NEW YORK
Thanks: MERRIEL

u GENUINELY FINE. a
“Second date here hasn't
skill as ballroom dancers
and grace as performers.
headed gal moves atound
have a hone In her body.

ABBOTT

ff
m

dlmished their
or their charm

The slim redlike she didn't

Her provocative

fern postures, shoulder shrugs, down under
looks, tantalized the audience into a hypno-

He's always been an excellent dancer,
and the ease he displays now permits him to
radiate an assurance for added authority.”

sis,

£4

DYNAMIC-ULTRA
ENERGETIC

“Saucy, redhaired

femme

indicates a large

yen for comedy stylings though humor is
hut part of their display, and she carries
plenty of bounce to the flounce . . . Comedy
overtones ... class dance duo . .
Tran— ariety

BILL SMITH
The

Billboard

Direction:

LARRY GENGO

“Intricate and humorous dance routines are
their specialty.”

BEN SCHNEIDER
—Women’s Wear Daily

Frank S.nn.s
Original Costumes:

KATHRYN KUHN

Ag.ncy

Inc.,

N.Y.

-

,
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so

leaving a heavy smear of

La Tie K» Base, N*>Draper,

lipstick.]

Saranac Lake
Tlier# is a plethora of thinly hidFit&erald. Rusty
den epidermis* exhibited in this
By 'Kenneth Derby
Trio, Phil Moore Tno
the line and the Can- ( Pinphhitting for Happy
with
layout,
Benvoav)
icith Dottie Salters; $5 minimum.
can girls wearing the gauziest of
Famed landmark changes ft*
nylon covering that disguised
as the Altavista Lodge, on®
The disk names have given La nothing. The lighting effects are spots
of the largest sanatoriums in
Vie one of its most successful sea- particularly good and Swain’s nac Lake, becomes a resort Sarahotel
sons financially as well as prestige- tooters meet an exacting task June 1.
Many top troupers reheadbis
and
wise. Monte Proser
Sahtt.
with eclat.
gained their health there during
man, Nat Harris, by now have esthe early 1920s when H. Stanley
tablished this eastside spot as the
Parker was the owner. Camilo B
major showcasing for names who
Paneral is the present operator
course
the
during
hot
have waxed
Lorraine Coleman, daughter of
f
Peelers
Mpls.
h
of the year. The outlook here is
J: W. (IATSE) Coleman, in from
square
longer
is.no
that the world
Continued from page 47
Gotham
for a bedside chat with
and every age and economic group
her mother, Mary Coleman (Brandt
is hep to the jukebox influence.
ghe had told substantially the Theatres), whose progress is a goThe bookings comprise Ella Fitz- truth, and Sullivan giving his im- home certainty.
gerald and Rusty Draper (latter pression of the dance in court.
Jean Standridge, assistant manNew Acts) and together they give ^ith bumps and grinds.
ager of Loew’s Apollo, N. Y., hit
La Vie a show of tremendous
the jackpot after seven months of
strength. Miss Fitzgerald has comobservation, drawing a green light
Lyrics Too Rough
pleted. an unusual cycle in Newr
to resume work.
Miami, May 19.
Virginia fLoew’s) Ferraro all
York. She has played for the kids
Following season longrun at the agog over being upped for
in such smoke-filled rooms as the
meals
Birdland for a nominal admission, Good Hotel's Music Box, Belle after a serious setback.
was hauled
_
A carnation to Mayor A. B
has been a major attraction on] Barth, pianist-singer
„
5 2d St. and now has come over east into court by State Beverage Dept, (Tony) -Anderson, manager of local*
to score before a $5 minimum au- representative on charge of “lewd” Pontiac Theatre, for his courtesy
dience.
singing. Fine was imposed Of $25 to visiting show bizzers while they
The Negro singer Is distinctive, each for Miss Barth and operator are visiting the health-seekers at
the Will Rogers Hospital.
to say the least Miss Fitzgerald of the spot, Milton Sackett
Among visitors who called to
f° r gfe melh
a healthy
Earlier In the year the enter- bedside and chat with Happy
Bendeem by the com- uiaer was summoned to police
odre Une as
way about old times were Jack
heaiqua^rs""£or7^o5eren«
Casson,
first
featured
oh
Guy
Bros.
I
with Minstrels in 1905-06-07; Ray Colnn her type
tvne of performance
nerformance witl
on
c.
P
„ an resultant warning to tone down lett, of Old Town, Me.; H. E. Colann
irillv interesting.
in[P
unE s>ne can
311(1
**P*y
police chief lett, Brewster, Me., and the Rev.
ve^MetherTnSer of tim™ ber act by then city
Bert Simpson No further action Cannon Thomas Cashmore, of
to a mann1?
Wakefield, England, all formerly
^deratnOses
Ig.
ana tap4>re- connected with the theatre professtate^reps walked
Sila

Van Smith

Night Club Reviews
Continued from pace Cl
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patrons growing tired of yesterday’s faves trying to make a comeback here, plus- the young Piaftype chirper devoid of any form of
showmanship other than a plunging neckline, this gal gets the nod
from opening song through a session of six varied and neatly handled arrangements. Miss Wander
has a belter sense of timing than
most; can mix up the hokum with
the ballad in expert fashion and
her trim appearance and restrained patter make her a cinch
with Montreal’s Gallic saloonites.
In the headline slot, 21-year-old

New Yerker* N* Y.
defunct roller revue, “Skating
Vanities’ '), develops a “Confetti”
or mardi gras theme for the top
ensemble precision work in the
frappe. Dolores Pallet has extended herself in this and some
1

of the other stanzas and the Mme.
Berthe costumes are eye-catchers.
The Cummins crew is peppy on the
backing and splits the dansapation
innings with Adrian Rollino Trio.
Tnra.

Continental* Montreal

Dominique

offers

magico at

his

Montreal, May 15.
such a breathless pace hacked by
Wonder, a torrent of French chatter that he
Ginette
Loutesta Sc Shirley, Niclioli Knight has the crowd completely beMarionets, Lucky Girls (8), John- wildered from the first card trick
ny Di Mario Orch (6), Neon La- to his finale, a whirlwind pickchance; $1 admission.
pocket tour around the room when
he lifts an assortment of watches,
Reversing the 'usual order for et aL, from the partied custmners.
most French artists, Dominique or
al
1
-tli
nVf * ?n, ?f
and Ginette Wander went direct S
from Paris to New ’York and have tte
bite
has
ta«

Dominique

,

w

Freech-Canadian city.
As might've been expected, both
are immediate clicks with localites
and look good for returns.
Blonde Ginette Wander is a re-|
frShing'change from*the oversold
Gallic chantoosie that has been
seen and heard around town over
the past year.
In an all-butexhausted field and with the

^

SSSytTon^ay
Kpe'dTb^.rof'S.o^

mansWp that is loaded with savvy.
exhibitionism and caution. .
.
00 h;
c „««wniminff
is
programming is
his
Varied as
„
_
veniro^bife in* capable fashion).
ventro~bifc
-

D«Se
of

.

'te^mable^f^n)
sSd^lete

,

*

.

“

.

*

™

™

ShTS£

tt?fs^Mt«t^

iSrif'

^WaU^T’anTupe-^
m
m

humor into her renditions. She
out
hand. This was pointed up
during his aud participation se- apparently has a strong sense of
quern* when he cooled out a cou- Improvisation, as was evidenced on
preem nighty when she wove
pie of the wise boys who were go6
4ng to make a chump of him only duties around the presence of Pat
in the room,
ti
Page
to have things nicely, but politely,
Miss Fitzgerald was unable to
reversed.
Remainder of show is just fair give out with any new numbers,
Shirley working There was a constant stream of rewith Loutesta
out some trim roller skating rou- quests, most of which were made
tines and Nicholi Knight marion- known through her Decca disks,
ets get their biggest boost from Her catalog shows everything from
the femme manipulator who over- the fragility of “My Bill” to vivid
shadows the puppets with her bop doodLLngs.
Something for
long-stemmed figure and abbrevi- everybody here
and
opening
.does night's crowd was reluctant to let
Leon^ Lachance
ated costume.
,
”
emcee chores with -the- Johnny her go even after 40 minutes.
DI Mario orch cutting both show
Van Smith Trio showbacks with
and dance music adequately.
Phil Moore Trio alternating. DotNewt
tie Salters continues to entertain
with the Moore setup.
Jose.

sionally.
corded her lyrics. Singer speda
Write
broad approach to her
ized
special material with ad libs on

hw

are

ilL

JAY MARSHALL
Breaking

Continued from pape 47

Through the

were heavy spenders in them.
Bonifaces had to have girls available if the joint was to pay off.
That km£ of money Is now gone,
and union laws as well as city
mixing.
So
forbid
legislation
while girls are pretty, he thought
that they were an economi. loss.

—

Hotel Chase,

who

Cafemeit Overlooking

.

Radio Aces (3), Phil Lawrence
Mitd, DoUy Barr, Don Dennis ,
Toiiy Bruno Orch (6), Harry Fink
Trio; $2.50 minimum.

those

the uninhibited side,

&

Steuben9^ Boston

to-

COLOR BARRIER

Dir.—MARK

He
started on Hollywood.
convinced that Kirk Douglas

He
is

St* L*

really hit Ms stride in “The ChamSt. Louis, May 15.
pion,” wherein he was displayed
Walters’ “Latin Quarter
waist with bulging
Revue” with Gloria LeRoy, Lu- naked to the
Brando didn’t do
cieime
Sc
Ashour, Charlivel Trio muscles. Marlon
. .
,
,
,
with, the girls
harm
any
himself
Layout on tap here this frame DeCastro Sisters (3), Jaitine GetCurrenify Held Over
adds up to a pleasant hour’s en- net, Ralph Young, Guilda, Charles by traipsing around in his undertertainment, long the policy at this Ballet
Line (26), Bobby wear, Dozens of other examples
(8),
CAFE MOULIN ROUGE
vrere cited.
popular eatery, with gratifying aud Swain Orch (12); $1.50-$2 couer.
HOTEL VENDOME
reaction down the line.
The costumes at the ball seemed
Ecstoft, Moss.
The current layout with a strict- to bear Out this chap’s thinking,
Lineup is topped by the Radio
STA* MANAGEMENT t
Aces, three zanies who clown ly Parisian flavor and easily the [There were four major femme
844 7rf» Av», New York BAystcf* 4-0710 through a sesh of carbons of show most extravagant ever presented
nudes
There was a good-looking
biz personalities, rib a ‘'typical" in this plush west end spot, is de- Negro' couple. The gtel was bare
13
livermg ji terrif impact to SBO
quiz show, imitate Norman Brooks
and had a sprinkling
waist
t
he
COMEDY MATERIAL
aping Jolson’s thrushing of “April biz and the spenders are gettmg
to cover a small pat of
For AH Branches of Theatricals
member more than they paid for from the of sequins
Showers”
while
one
Her
escort wore a cape
bosom.
her
squirts a mouthful of water at "the Wide variety of entertainment that
and a figleaf. Another girl bad a
soloist, and in general cany on is sock from teeoff to finale.
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG
in ridic fashion. Boys tee off vo- biff-bing-bang pace js maintained bra made of little bits of fur
CTh* Svrvlc* of tfct STARS)
Firs) 13 Hlai~47.ee—All 35 Isvuas SIS
calizing “What Does the Public throughout the 70 minutes and which could be blown away at will.
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
.Want” and judging from the cus- the bacchanalian form of Gallic One girl wore a pair of net
Beginning with No. 1 N o Shipping!
tomers reaction they apparently entertainment leaves the custom- leotards. The boys were a little
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book. .Sit •
$15 •
« MINSTREL BUDGET...
ers gasping.
have found the answer.
more frank in their nudity.' One
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., <u. Me. $15 O
Phil Lawrence
Mitzi, a cute
Filmgoers get a look-see of with body makeup had only two
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) SSt •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES pair of terpsters, grab the opening French can-can dancers in “Mou- small coverings.
$3.00
spot with a sesh of taps building lin Rouge,” but eyebrows are
There was one major change in
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
into a softshoe routine appropri- really being raised at the gals, all
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ov«r a thousand
The gay set, except
ately costumed for stepping to shapely lookers and handsomely costuming.
No C.O.D/s
1 UU k LgUIUV
for
IwL
in
one individual,
UUC
mUiVAUUai^ U
didn't
come Ul
L
,
^
J
“Strolling in the Park.” Close with rrn.~, L n xl jBILLY
drag. The explanation was that
a
quick
segue
into
jitterbug
a
in this routine. Customers also ate
200 W. 54H* St.. Now York 19-Dopt. V
routine with gal discarding vint- getting a briefing of the French Christine changed all that. Any
Clrclo 7-113*
age costume, enabling the duo to language as many of the ditties thing they could wear in that direction would neyer come up to
showcase fancy footwork and fast are delivered in that tongue.
FOSTER AGENCY,. LONDON, terping. Bill tees off with Dolly
Ralph Young, the. warbling em- that which has already been so
Barr, a shapely blonde who whirls cee,
presents
tees off with “Maxime” and well publicized in print and joke.
through a rapid sesh of roller skatGay Paree” with the gals in col- So except for that terrifically
ing stops and tricks enhanced by orful
costumes executing the first large hmp-wrister, who gave him
her lush appearance.
of clicko dance routines. Guilda, self Mae We3t characteristics, the
Proceedings are, as usual, em- a femme
impersonator wearing a Danish doctors spoiled that field
ceed by the spot’s perennial Don blonde
wig, keeps the customers of costuming,
Dennis, who also scores warbling in
the dark until the finale. He
Some of the avant garde un“I Believe” and Fritz Kreisler’s cops a
heavy mitt with his French reeled some genuinely artistic
“Stars in Your Eyes.” Tony Bruno
singing and strutting around the
Currently
stuff. There were non-objective,
continues, to furnish neat musical floor.
backgrounds
with Gernet,This is repeated for Janine impressionistic and Daliesque inIE LIDO, PARIS
alternating
Harry Fink’s trio for customer ter- thrashinganother looker, for her fluences, I6ts of them .with vast
American kep.x WM. MORRIS AGENCY
chores.
pology.
Elie.
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY FARII
expanses of epidermis showing.
Lucienne
Ashour have the
roughest Apache dance ever seen
in this burg and rate a tremendous
mitt with the gal dishing out bet-
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Recently with

Danny Kaye Roadshow

ter than she receives. The Charlee
terpers with their can-can stuff exhibit some eye-opening splits as

the
customers okay continues.
Double-jointed Gloria LeRoy executes a routine that’s reminiscent
of Charlotte Greenwood and the

mob

Ctirmnth':

York

VARIETY, Apr. 29, 1953 . .
“Highpoint* are provided by
Calgary Bros. . . . side split-

.

ting comedy act ,
thing refreshingly

different!”

.

*

-

Hift.

k
k
MAX ROTH & BERNARD BURKE
‘

Exclusive "Representative:

48 W. 48th St,
V

‘

v

•

New

York

nents of aero, eccentric and tap
dancing. One has nice baritone
pipes and all handle singly and toJ
gethec the piafid, accordion, violin,
clarinet and sax with equal skilL
Their aero dance stuff at the edge
of the platform keeps ringsiders
dodging.

some-

wew and

PLaza 7-8335

TOMMY

it.

The Charlivel Trio are expo-

RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL
New

lqves

FOR YOUR MOST TALKED ABOUT
SHOW OF THE SEASON !

The DeCastro

Sisters,

all

bru-

nets, are singing comediennes and
their zany tempo in “In The Jamaica Way won yocks and belly guffaws, particularly when one deposited a kiss on the bald head of
a rihgSider and later on kissed
maestro Bobby Swain on the nose,

ROBERTS
Master

Showman and DEAN OF SINGERS
Currently 6th

HOLD OVER WEEK

L'ONYX SUPPER CLUB
New

York (52nd

St.)

'

'

Starred ot the Inss^Kral Roll for Presldest EJse*howtf at both the

Amory

Is Washington, D.

C„ and

Georgetown.

!
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Frank Lynn
Sacasas Ore

Kenilworth

Jack Cavallaro Oro
Al Lozlto
Ruth Palmer
George Chaterton
Leon A Eddie'*
Babe Baker Revue
Sandra Barton

}

L.i.mi mrn

NEW YORK CITY

Music HaH
Cynthia Scott

Flack A Lucas
Cassandras

Jerry Gray Ore

Roxy U) IS
Ice Colorama

Theo Lhmbert
Bobby Manders

NORWICH

CHICAGO

George SawteUe
pelro Bros
Pegleg Bates

Barry Piddock

*

Hippodrome

(I)

II

Chicago (P) 22
Billy Whittaker
Van Johnson
Miml Law
Walton A O'Rourke Joe Poynton
Bobby' Sargent
G Anders & Jean
Lee Brooklyn
Adriana A Charly
MIAMI
Earl Darney

,

I

Ballet

n

ao

K5S

|

Violet Carlson
nim als
Baudyi

A

Tommy Hanlon

Florida 3

Joey Forman
Jr

Appleton*

Chris Columbo
Gene Tory Co

Terrt Howard

|

NOTTINGHAM

WASHINGTON

Steve Evan*
Arriola Family

Capitol

Empire. (M) it
Allan Jones
Dancing Duvals
Les Do linos
Hackford & Doyle
Cookes Ponies

21

(L)

Gordon ^IcRae

20

<P)

Paramount

Irma Logan
Al Brandon
Eric V Marsh
Edward Orland

Olympia (P) 28
Cindy Mack A Lorraine

*

|

Barretts

4 Aces

Frank Fontaine

Alan King
Hart in Bros

Cycling Villanaves

Waddington
Ker Ben St Ly

Bill
[

AUSTRAUA
AUCKLAND
James

St.

<N*>

Tivoli

It

IT)

Cynthia
cr>

It
l

Ladd
Bert Duke Trio

Lowe

Sc

-

|

Guy Nelson

,

Renita Kramer

Norman Vaughan
Sonya Corbeaa

Chribi

Nudes (9)
Boy Dancers

Show

Wim De Jong

Enid Wilson
Joe Whitehouse
Jacques Cartaux
Nellie Small

Skating Girls

(NZ)

Tivoli (T )11

IT)

Rosalind Atkinson
Terence Longdon
Keith Michell
Barbara Jefford

Bandsox

Kenneth Wynne
Raymond Westwell

Harry Moreny
Toni Lamond
Peter
Singing Girls

Derek Godfrey
Joan Mac Arthur

Dancing Boys
Adorables

Jane Holland

t

BRITAIN
Morris A .Cowley
4 Ramblers
3 Imps

Joe Crosble
SchichUs
Rolya ns Robots

Verdini

Radio Rev

Lenner

It

Day

Conway
Jimmy Wheeler
Italo

Fields

Joe Church
Medinis

G Meaton

M

8c

Bunty St Clair

P & P Page

Patrick Johns
Phlllipe 8c

Loettell Sis
(I)

If

5 Hansels
John
Balia dinis
5 Talos

Kossmayers Mule

Jimmy

A

Circusettes
Jimmy Scott
Olympiad 3

BRISTOL
Empire
Patrick

Benny
Hardy

It

(I)

O'Hagan
Hill

C Hatton

GLASGOW

Empire (M) If
BUIy Daniels
Benny Payne
J St S Lamonte
M Henderson 8c S

AJ

Rohan

Roberts
Itrebors Pigeons
Sc

Hal Stead

Edna Taylor
Vernon Sis

8RIXTON
Empress

(1)

Betty Driver
Alec Pleon
3 Idriksons
3 Rubies

18

5

Lane

St

An dree &

Bonnie

Murphy

Jimmy Komack
Norman Paris 3
Julius Monk

Nat. 1 Fifth Ave
Boh Downey
Frank Marti Ore
Harold FonvUJ*
Chateau Madrid
Webster
Hazel
Roberto Coho
Old Roumanian
Cesar el Malaguena
Sadie Banks
F Alonso Ore
Al Castellanos Oro Joe LaPorte Oro
D'Aqnila Ore
Embers
Park Sheraton
Red Norvo
Milt Herth
[Tyree Glenns
Joan Bishop
Bobby Stenenson
Rosa Linda
Hotel Ambassador
Riviera
Jules Lande Ore
Champion
Hotel Astor
Vic Damone
Harry James Ore
Joey Bishop
Hotel Btttmore
Walter Nye Ore
Michael Kent Ore
Pnpi Campo Ore
Hotel Edison
Doug Rogers
Henry Jerome Ore Arden Line
ffetel New Yorker
Two Guitars
B Cummins Ore
LuBov FTamstvay
Lemac
Sigl Ahern
Jay Seiler
Eli Spivak

Hotel Pierre

M

Denise Da reel
Mata St Hari

Vie Wise

Varsallles

Nice To See You'

Fay DeWitt

Don Liberto
Al Norman
Hotel Plaza

II

Evelyn Knight
J A J Belmont
Dick La Salle Ore

Gena Mae

Joan Jannsen
Diane
Eric D’Arcy
Bobo Raxano
Peter Ross
Jimmy Daly
4 Vocalettes

Mark Monte
Hotel Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo Ore
_Hoie!

St.

Regis

Jerome Courtland
Milt

Shaw ore

Horace Diaz Ore
Hotel Sutler

LEEDS

Empire (M) if
Dave Morris

Sharkey Banana
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hole) Warwick

Dargie 5
„
Christine A Moll
3 Rethlems
Williams A Shand
Bette Lee

.

Lenny Dee
Lee Carroll
Larue

LEICESTER

•What's

Palace *(S) It

New"

Orson Bean
Hal Loman
Russ Emery
Rais Winslow
Diana Drake
Barbara Maye
Billy Hayes

Terry-Thomas

Caro) Ohmart
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchlto Ore
Village Bam
Ernest Sarracino
Jackie Jay
Clara Ce drone

Wood

Carolyn
Bobble Martin
Myles Bell
Piute Pete
Hal Graham Ore
Village Vanguard
Patricia Wolfson
Celestine Gahory
Phil Leeds

*

Jack Fina Ore
Bar of Music
Josephine Premice
Freddie Stewart
Gregory Stone A

|

i

I

Nino Menendez
Bradford Ore
B Gray's Bandbox

E

K Stone Quintet
Jackie Foster
Larry Winston

|

Biltmore Hotel
Vincent

Romo

Nan cl Crompton
Paul Sydell

I

Gene Bari Trio
Hal Derwin Ore
Cafe Gala

*

Tony Leonard
Madelyn Wallace

Beverly Alber
Brooks
Dick Hazard Trio
elm's

Stella

Kean

Si*

Nicholas Bros

Bobby Ramos Oro
Dick Stabile Ore
Charley Fey's
Johnny A George

Mary Foy

Marguerite Padula

Abbey Browne Ore
Mocambo
Marti Stevens

Eddie Oliver Ore
Joe Castro Quartet
Staftar

Hotel.

The Sportsmen 4
Ahoy Revue

Ice

Bobby Short

Frankie Carle Ore

US VEGAS, NEVADA
Deserf Inn

Jane Powell
Darvas A Julia

Frank Libuse
Margot Brander
Marquis

A

Family

Don McKay

Earl Brent
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Cortez

Cooper Sisters
[Ted Smith
Sextette from
Flamingo
John Payne

H

Tallulah Bankhead
Hi, Lo, Jack A D
Bill

Bros

Damian

Joy Healy
Copa Girl*

Ray

Sinatra Ore
Silver Slipper

Hank Henry
Sparky Kaye
'

Ebongircs
Billy Barty
Valerie Bard

Jimmy CavatnTbgh

;

|

Cee Davidson Ore
Jan Murray
Toni Arden
Sands
Clark

Fluff Charlton
Donn Arden Dncrfl

Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Barbara Stewart

.Hot*’

Jimmy McHugh A

Van Smith 3
Eddie Davis
Art Waner Ore
Oliver Dcrs
Le Ruban Bleu
Susan Johnson

M

lOS ANGELES

Phil Moore
Dottle Salters
Eddie's

|

Johnny Bachemin
S Bouana Band (6)

Dcrs (4)
Pancho Oro

Jack Jtose

Singing Stars
Raye A Naldl

Lou Holtz
S Morgan Dncrs
Dutch Adler 3
Frank Howard

BUI Willard
M G Palominos
George Redman Ore
Thunderbird

|

Flamingo Starlets

Rex Allen

Torris Brand Ore
Last Frontier

Sons Of Pioneers
Angelaires

Margaret Whiting

Barney Rawlings
Normandie Boys

-T
I

immy Wakely

Martin Black
Excess Baggage

I

Roy

Fitzell

Dolores Frazzinl
J Devlyn Dncrs

!

Bob

people

0

Millar Ore

KoKo

K

Duffy Dansations
Al Jftbnx Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Joe E. Lewis
EsteSita

Armando Horrera
Jack Constanza

Sahara

Langs

Rancho
Bob Ellis Ore

Girls

El

Cavaliers

ISa-Harem Dancers

Extract

1

•
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from a steady barrage
laughs
were the few straight speakers on last performed at the Empire, with
late
John Barrymore in
the dais Mayor David Tannen- the

—

Strange’s
“Claire
De
J-une ” Miss Barrymore neverthesnapped to reporters: Don t

Michael

baum

of Beverly Hills; Police Chief
C. H. Anderson, of B. H.; Dr. Mark
Babwin, who extolled the Runyon
Fund’s (and Winchell’s) contribution to science, and bigwig attorney
Jerry Geisler, who is head of the
Runyon Fund on the coast. Geis
ler recounted the fact that $7,500,000 has been collected to date and
not a penny of administration expenses has been deducted. In
tbis respect* Geisler disclosed that
Winchell p^e r s o n a 1 1 y expends
around $55,000 yearly for the
Fund’s expenses.

* ve seen that picture.
The Empire management has
questioned all Its employees, including its oldest usher, Anne Morris, but none can recall seeing the

picture described.

Pat O’Brien gave Jessel the opportunity for a very funny running
gag. O’Brien’s speech was perhaps
the politest of all the comedians,
He particularly thanked
for
past kindnesses and, in signing off,
said to Winchell, “May the wind
always be at your hack.” Jessel
took this line and .switched it unmercifully all evening.
Haley took Winchell way back.

WW

He

said:

Attempts by Variety to reach
the 80-year-old Miss Adams, cur-rently recuperating at her farm at
Tannersville, N. Y., after hospital treatment were unsuccessful.
Meanwhile, the Empire management Js content with a pencil
sketch of Miss Adams, now hanging in its regular lobby gallery,
and a portrait of Miss Barrymore,
also there, costumed in her role
from either “Rose Marie” or “Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines.”

The Sunday night program, beginning at 8 p ., wui be highlighted by the appearance of Edna
Wallace Hopper in the first scene
of “The Girl I Left Behind Me,”
which she also did at the Empire’s
first opening on Jan. 25, 1893.
Asked how the present Empire
compared with its facade 60 years
ago then. Miss Hopper said:
.

m

“Winchell is a controversial figure, but he was not a controversial
figure when he was an actor 30
years ago at the NVA Club—he was
just a lousy actor.” Then Haley
added, “I can remember Walter
“it was exactly the same as it is
Winchell when $1 was very im- today. The most beautiful theaportant—when next week’s salary tre in New York* It was The theawas already spent. I remember “tre then. ' And it’s The theatre
when his wonderful wife adopted a now ”
ab
bb “ d
n
°D
Cornelia Otis Skinner will serve
„l„ t
£h
as emcee Sunday. Christian Westa C
Chr£tmaT
tree o^a
a tTOewriter
S
phalen
and George Freedley are
hil
1
producers and Eddie Dowling Is
typewriter
typewr
ter, probably on time.
time”

-l
Sr_!^°L TtSfiS

J-*

L

overall

director.

The

entertain-

Geisler s -eulogizing me nt will consist largely of segWinchell was left with vir- ments from the following plays
tually no opportunity to use his done at the Empire-

*

talk,

insulting notes. Jessel introed Winchell as “The most listened to and
the most important newspaper re

porter the world has ever known.’

w

.

.

„

„

..

Wmchell was emotionally impressed by the turnout and what
been ai a 0 t hlD He
!?5>vl*u ?' ^ ?
V
1
* lme sin e Sept
F’Ji,
! SViP*
,
(?
the pres14, 1924,
that I've been in
ence of so many men alhed with
-

t-T
rear

room of the Tavern, when
and the
occasion was the celebration of

HAVANA

24G Gross

Continued from page

—

Kitty Kallen

Deadenders

|

ei

story, $4,200,000 office building.
at this point was on the
receiving end of some heckling by
The passing of the Empire has
Jessel and Burns, so he explained been preceded" by a mystery on
.
lo the audience just why he wasn't
the whereabouts of a missing parntas good at ad libbing as Ms two
of Maude Adams. Ethel Bartormentprs. Summed up in polite
language, Benny just considers rymore, at the Empire recently to
himself a nicer fellow and there- perform in a scene for the film,
fore not obliged to answer insults
‘Main Street To Broadway,” inas often as Bums and Jessel.
sisted that a full-length portrait of
Jessel then took over as toastmaster. He was at his best his Miss Adams on a lobby easel had
funniest and raciest. He had the vanished.
Reminded that it had
crowd roaring and its only respites been 32 years since she herself had
of

<6)

Frankie Masters

Abbott Dcrs (8)
Eddie O'Neal Ore
Vine Gardens
Patsy Abbott

Ella Fitzgerald

A

Bo ulevar-Dears

Johnny Morton
Chez Adorables (8)
Brian Farnon Ore
Conrad Hilton HofT
Jeanne Sook &
Teddy Roman

Ambassador

jj

Benny

Herman Maridcb

Miss Loni

sisters

that

^8

Jack Leonard
Carol King

Dagenham Pipers

Leon

*

Maria Neglia
Condos Sc Brandow
Martha Ann Bentley
Frank Lin ale Oro
Eleanor Golpo
Royal Tahitians

Ore
Edgewafer Beach
P Spitalny Ore (25)
Palmer House

I

witIl ^he

for

Marshall Izen
Jim Stutz Trio .
Chez Pare#
Tony Martin

Piroska

Midge Minor
Art Waner Ore
La Vie en Rose
Rusty Draper

The Mithens
Vagabonds Club
Vagabonds <4)

Dick Peterson
Dick Salter
Dennis A Darlene
Buddy Rust
OQle Clark

Fleetwood*

Jack Kelly
Misha Usdanoff
Adrian Rolllnl Trio Kostya Poliansky

Earrison
8c
5 Forres

Palace (I)
Charlie Ellis

A,

early show biz days. He said
Winchell, after being discovered by
Gus Edwards, “did an act with a

Velyn 8c L French
Grace Nichols
Raquel
Irving Burgess
Black Orchid

DAT

Kemp

Knits Legionaires
Portugese Horses
Tarzana
2 Canters
2 Angelos
Williams Cockatoos
Little

Raydinl

Paul

Cairoli Sc

8 Flying Croneras
Fischers Elephants

Franklin

was ^one

WW’s

Margaret Naylor
BID Jordan

MAG

Marta Vogelbeins Bears

Tower Circus

C

i

Paula Coutts
Dick James
Iris Sadler
Stan Stennett

Robert Maxwell
Bunny Doyle

D

Frankie Howard
Kay Lande
Dennis Bros 8c June M Dor so Oro

Lester Sharpe '8c I
Will Carr Co
Bobbie Kimber
Alfredos
Joan 8c Ernest
Kelroys

FINSBURY PARK

Jean Sablon

Fran Warren
Eileen O'Dare
D Sc G Prior
Mace Barrett

Empire (M) 18
MacDonald 8c G
Merry hgacs

18

(I)

!

|

Lee Young

BLACKPOOL

Palace

M

Empire (M) It

Revere

BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome (M)
Winifred Atwell

Tommy

Norene Tate
Garland Wilson
Mae Barnes
Cepa cabana
Ritz Bros

|

EDINBURGH

Cycling Astons

£c

8c

Mello-Larks
Marsh Sc Fields

!

Levanda Sc Van
Muldoon 5
Cottrell Bros

Nada

Marty May

Ben Soir
Jimmie Daniels

Hippodrome (I) 18
Cavan O'Connor

M

Blrtban*
Dizzy Gillespie
Charlie Parker

Jimmy Lyons 3

i

.

Dagmar

Blue Angel
Arthur Blake
Alice Pearce
Stan Freeman
Portia Nelson
Eadie 8c Rack
Bart Howard

Geoffrey Curtis

ASTON

Flip Phillips
[

Eric Lander

Ted

Straeter Ore
D' Avalos Ore
Latin Quarter

Jacquet

crowd

the

«*

Hal White

Mary Kaye Trio
Gene Terry

Ruth Brown

Illinois

Winchell. told

a most of the $7,500,000 raised by
the Runyon Cancer Fuhd to date

,11
or

-

Versailles Hotel

Blue <*Angel

CITY

S

sters.

p f
rn?
Jorgensen but ue II save from show business, and
Chnstme
he said
^
of the Year’
Christine for The Man
we WO uld send some of our cancer
award.
money to Russia if we knew they'd
As for Winchell, Benny said, \ise it for research, but we have no

Held

Jack Kerr
*
Nino RitmWi s

Bob Wednock

Bills

NEW YORK

St

CHICAGO

Erik

Savoy (I) 18
Pauline Penny

Cabaret

Peter Halliday
Peter Jackson

De Pauli*

Sc

A

Michele

Margot Gaye
Neville Lloyd
Arcadian Singers

It

lam Mnllin*
Tommy Trinder
Edward Itienza
Botonds
Haiama Sc Konarski James Grout
Tan Barmen
Prof Olgo
John Nettletcn
Carl Ames

Royal

Till

SYDNEY

Tivoli

Skating Boys

8c

BUI

Eric Coverdale

SCUNTHORPE

Jack Gwillim
Anthony Quayle

Tom Toby

Ford

Tony Dalton
Jock Glen

2 Pirates

Leo McKern

Dunsmore
Dunsmore

Lascelle* 8c

18

(I)

•

Tony Pastor's
Sheila Sheen

Paddock Club
S Gump
Peggy Saunders
Ernie Bell Ore
Flo Parker

YORK

Empire

wM*

rru

Dee

Jose Enriguez
Jackie Colo

H

Saucettes

‘Man of the Year*
xt
„
® lth ®r ^^alter Wmchell

“Whether you like him or not, you such assurance.”
Sorrento
read him. He’s like Abe Lyman
Jimmy Grippo
Edwards St Lorraine whether you like him or not, you
Marc K*hn
listen to him.” Benny described
Alan Kole Ore

Nautilus Hotel
Helen Forrest
Gomez Sc Beatrice
Sid Stanley Ore
Joe Harnell

Ballet

Ketta
Betty SulloCk

6

18

Jean Madden

Y

Dashs Chimps

Girls

(I)

St

3 Poppers
Magnetone*
Novotones

Martinique Hotel
& Ethel

P Ashby-Bailey
Cliff Owen

Rob Murray

>

Bouna

Marika Saary
Barbara Howe
Jimmy Elder

MASTERTON

Jack Watson

|

Frank Cook

Cissy Trenholm
Armand Perren

N'etta

Royal (M) 18
Ravic Sc Babs
David Hughes
Peter Raynor
Semprini
Francois Sc Zandra

Trio Faye*
Trio Dare sco

Carter
Farrar
Jimae A Junior
p lana Grafton
Pat Gregory
Terry Scanlon
Sc

Gladys

Sc

PORTSMOUTH

MELBOURNE

Hippodrome

Jimmy Bryant

was a big success in San Francisco.”

Singapore

Manolo

MeRor-MarUn-Moe
Conrad Vince
Humphreys A A
Derek
Bert Dene

Helene Francois
Val Olman Ore
Bernle Uayerson
Ore
Tony De La Cruz

Haven

Danny Yates Oro
Monte Carlo
Leonard Young
GaQab Dancers
Rafael Rumbero*

WOLVERHAMPTON

opening remarks. “Just in case I News fellow (Ed Sullivan)” that
go over so well,” Benny stemmed from the attempted shakeopened, “I want you to know I down of Barbara Hutton by mobdon’t

S hoi's Club
Rosalie St Steve
Fausto Curbelo

Kitty O’Kelly

Swan Leigh

W

Caney Ore
Saxony Hotel

Tano

Pat Clayton
Jack Denman
Juan Luis A
June Carle
Eleanor
B Bernard A Texina
Perry Bruce
Wendy Allan
Aeres O'Reilly
Valerie Matthews
Ralph Gilbert
SUNDERLAND
Don Charles Ore
Empire <M) 18
Lombardy Hotel
Norman Evans
Babs Ware
Betty Jumel
Jose Cortez Ore
V Sc J Crastonian
Jackie Trevor
2 BOs
J 8c B Moxham

Dave Fisher
Leonard Young
Faith Candullo
B Sager Dancers

Randum

!

»

111*
1
II
A3CT f*
Ana
II
rridro n Win
vviiiuicii
vll BIBVIIVII
n
•

\

Sea Gull Hotel
"

Tip Toppers
|

H

I# (idol.

I

Ann Herman Dcrs

Lee Taylor
Ginger Marsh

<WR) Walter Reade

*

Sans Souel Hole)
Charlie Farrell

Jonnma Hotel
Tony Renard

In

"

Bobby Barton
Princes* Tara
Camile Steven*

connection with Bills betow Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split w.eck
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (FM) Fanchon Marco; (I) Independent;
(P) Paramount; <R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W) Warner;
(L) Loew; (M) Moss;

Numerals

Patty Le«

Jimmy Day

27

si

Gaiety Girls
HIHitl Club

—

Peter Donat, nephew of Robert
Donat, will join Miss Hopper in
“Girl I Left Behind Me”; Dino DiLuca, Anne Hegira, Bethel Leslie
Donald Murphy will join Miss
Booth to -Cuckoo"; "The Import31106
Being Earnest,” with Hurd
Hatfield;
"Mamba's Daughters,"
Ethcl Waters Fredl washingt
-m, with ’ Father," with

^

Howard

and

Dorothy

ctir>t-rmv

Billy LaHiff operated it”

Oliver Twist,

with ClarTroplcana
Yvonne Prestige
Montana rtr«
Lynton Boys
Ancaster
Winchell’s start the next day on jnce Derwent, Brandon de Wilde,
Magdalena de Paula Bob Bromley
Harry Jacobson
Decampe A Dodge
Meeker
and
Marian
Shilinsky
Seldes;
ManoDn A
Roland Gerbeau
the NY Graphic. Winchell said that
Skating Sayers
Bashful Boys
C Facundo Rivero
Emma Puyo
Mab speech from Romeo
Nat Brandwynne
Poupee Trois
Vogue 6
-in the Tavern’s rear room that
Ray Carson
Celeste Mendoza
Otc
Borr
MIscha
« CARDIFF
LINCOLN
.Oennis
night were Mayor Jimmy Walker* 3 ?ld
(S)
II
Royal (t) It
^ NewLester
with ArHarry
Sime (the founder of Variety)
Co
Jimmy French
miami-miami beach
Hayseeds
Tempest,” with
Ricky Morecambe
my
first $1,000”), £°ld
staked
me
to
who
CHELSEA
Clayton A Ward
Casablanca Hotel
Basil Rathbone;
Animal KingAlgiers Hotel
Palace (I) 18
Joe Cook, Charlie Morrison.
8 Lovlie*
Belgian Imports
Charlie Carlisle
Buddy Walker
Davy Kaye
1135
LONDON
^ e?rey
Chris Columbo
®;.
Winchell recounted what Jimmy
Joe Delilah
Hazel Wilson
m
Palladium (M) It
Continued from page 4
Moya Ore
JeSS
Tony A Renea
Corte? 8c Pam
night
learnWalker
said
upon
Eddie Fisher
that
Clover'’ Club
Ore
T
n
?
Malkin
Mai
Rockfelds
dy
of
CamelPeter Sellers
Ken Barry
Balkan Room
portent precedent in talks with ing that Winchell was to be a critic
_ CHISWICK
Overbury A S
R
T.INian Roth
Maureen
Stapleton
and
Yacovino
Nino
Empire (S) 18
Criss Cross
„
Dolores Renay
countries. A new agreement as well as columnist for the Jose Ruben (who played In the
other
Ore
Lewis
Darry Secombe
Sid
Renspn Dulay Co
Ted Lawrie
Graphic “You are either .going to
Freddy Hallet
Heryl Reid
4 Hurricanes
would restore earnings from Bel- be a great big success and lose all original with Sarah Bernhardt in
Tony Lopez Ore
Bar of Music
Harry Bailey
Malcolm Mitchell
Selma Harlowe Line
Havid Whitfield
Bin Jordan
1951 these -friends—or
approximately
their
Palladium Girls
gium
to
keep
these 1910).
Delmonlcg
David. Elliot
"**rry Micks
Jean Carroll
Jose A Alda
i AWi c
Victor Moore, who made hia
2 Condons
Arne Sultan*
friends and lose your job.”
Skyrockets Ore
Carlos A Mellsa Ore ieveis
H * A Ross
Cballls
Beth
MANCHESTER
at_ the
Latin Casino
Winchell went on to say that in N.
_ Y. debut44 _in April, 1896,
...
.
tt
DEREY
In 1952, hard pressed by a dolHippodrome (5) It Harvey Bell
u,
Russell
Raven
Empire
in Rose Marie with John
Hippodrome
Club Carlyle
(S) If
Rose Murphy
Del Breece
lar shortage and on account of his time he’s done a lot of pitchew
Revellers
Barrymore
Carlyle
and
Maude
Jover Co
Tommy
(2)
Castro*
*j
De
lot
of
catch“and
I’ve
ing
done
a
^
their indebtedness in the European
2i n V Russell
Sheila Barrett
Puppet*
Barbara Anne
Adams, will set the scene of the
” Keppei 8c Betty Mumfords
Joe Madding Ore
Scott Sanders
Freddy Calo Ore
Payments Union, the Belgian gov- ing, but I rarely get miffed at any- Proceeifings by playing the role of
Mundy 8c E^-ie *
Mark Leonard
Nat Hope
Five O'clock
Nordics
dollar thing said about me.” He added,
on
clamped
ernment
down
Cork Club
Jackie
Empire stagedoorman. John Drew
Martha Raye
Alice Darr
J A K Stuthard
distribs “I wasn’t prepared to hear any
American
remittances.
Milt Ross
Devereaux will impersonate his
Eugene Smith
2 Yolandas
Ted Well* 4
were permitted to remit no more praise of any kind. It makes me grandfather, John Drew, and Ethel
Delano Hotel
_ E AST HAM
Richard Si*
Charlie Barnet Ore
Cr anada (|)
time.”
the
wince
most
of
Paul Chapman
NEWCASTLE
if
of their
maximum
than
50%
a
v
Club
Frolic
E-.o
8c Lane
Tommy Numez Ore Kathie McCoy
Empire CM) It
He told of his “ingrate” file and er mo*ber Ethel Barrymore,
earnings, with rest going to local
Dancers
Whitfield
Zina
——- Reyes
Ken Platt
- „
.
Don Charles Oro
.
Luanda St Van
Since the distribs said that it was difficult to collect
companies.
Morecamb* Sc Wise Willlt Hollander
Gaiety Club
Merrv Micks
Black Magic Room
Proceeds from the performances
P Nicholls A B
l
were able to shift certain expenses, money from people he had to write
Zorita
r
Fran Carroll
Merrin
Ur, i ,n «'
Raquel
Jan Conway
loss came to slightly more than about. He ’then opened an old will be shifted by ANTA. Actors
Laurie Watson
JOihfii DOpr&i
«> it-.
Kcrbshlers cv*** * 'Pete Mack
wound of his feud with “that Daily Fund and Equity Library Theatre.
$500,000.
Archie
I
Clarence Williams
Trio
Waldorf-Astorl*
Jose Greco
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Wednesday,

Majesty’*, Mout’I
MA-ntrAai

with “I’ve Got
P*laee9 N, Y.
Skin.” Stubh cidLatinos (2), Senor Cortez, Bibi
her medley of Vincent Johns, 3 Armuts,
(3)
Youmans hits, but start going wild Roy, Benson, HarrisFontaines
& Moreland
over her “Kiss Me Kate” click, Gautier.’* Tally-Ho,
Jo Lombardi
“True to You in My Fashion.” can- House Orch “ Girls
of Pleasure Isnily handled in the original style land" (Par),
reviewed in Variety
she trademarked. Although She Feb, 25, ’53.
moves
around
sings into mike, she
ers like

.

,

.

Romero
Homer© Revue

>

stage and gives illusion of constant
motion. Smash windup is “How
Come I Love You Like I Do,” with
all stops pulled out and plenty of
sex tossed in. Customers show
they could take more of the same,

t

™

,

w/

^

Em

™

bSn

/

accomp. Customers like and reBenson, whose magic and patter
spond with sock mitt action.
bring top results. His tricks are in
Gaudsmith Bros., please with the standard category, but he has
their familiar dog act, getting a good line of gab which puts him
'"*=>

chuckles with a pair of negativistic over excellently.
,
Another w.k. standard on this
in reverse. It’s all slapstick of the bill is Gautier’s Tally-Ho, a collecold school, complete with a Ger- tion of horses, dogs and monkeys
man accent, some zany aero, .and who operate in a pleasing manner
obvious gags. However, seathold- for fine results in the closing spot.
ers seem to like,
are the Latinos (2), a

French poodles who follow orders

g

™

iM&taRE

Openers

™

&

Fedi
Fedi, curtain-raiser, is
actually one man who doubles over

odd

m

.

Ottawa,

May

at

still

—

7

terp team.

Miami

tual insulting bit with Romero follows, with patrons perking up on

14.

make a

pitch of this French import is the
element of surprise. Customers sit
on their hands with puzzled expressions that pierce * the dark
house when what appears to be a
pair of midget robots, or puppets

wants more Romero. Miss Skinner
has trouble, therefore, despite
good “Girl That Can’t Say No”
Finally,
turn from “Oklahoma.”
she vans patrons with seated-onpiano songalog tribute to Helen
with latter’s ex-accomMorgan
panist on 88, Mario Silva. A mu-

t

,

audience

since

point,

*•

The

Casino, Toronto
7

‘My
y

Favorite

Spy

gal atop a chair based on a table
earn yocks. Bobby Preist and Al
Fosse, who start the proceedings
This is one of the best’ coordi- off briskly, are reviewed under
nated shows Glebe manager Hy New Acts. Louis- Basil is his usual
Bessin has rounded up in some polished self in the emcee and
Zabe.
time. The three- acts are socko and maestro chores.
varied warbling, comedy abd juggling and the customers hardly
* nft
mr mr
stop mitting from curtain to cur,
Louts Jordan Orch, (14), Gaynor
tain. Bill preemed to slow biz but
n< cw Wideman, Howell
it took only a day or so to bring « 5°jS 1
Sl
Worma Miller Dancers'
okay returns and it stayed that way.
*

'

'

—

—
—

n_

,

.
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A

NarTOW Margin

(RKO).

Besides making boff use of his
voice^ Don Cornell shows surpris0,?"?"4
ing ability in the 'gab department
on I
to okay effect. Although his chat- a.
if* nhJS&J
ter borders on the cornfield, he
i
b5
V
rl
knows when to stop and get back to
\he Norma°AWller Daneers
the tunes. After a bouncy teeoff
Augmenting
tnese
groups
are
two
“Walkin'
’Rnhv Back
-Rank Horae”
Watt.p”
via “Walkin’
Baby
Ga§nor
Rn.« iin af* v
he runs through most o£ his dis- swinff act^Andreur'widemM
clicks, with, arranger-pianist Jerry
vocalist wh^s makinc

b«n

Mv
My

rXr

&

S

^me

8

noise on jubilee "Records, and
orcn iortne
Ofcll
foi* tixe stanza.
StflllZR
Howell & Radcliff* comedy duo.
Displaying showmanship superior Without Jordan, though, vauder
to most groaners who have ap- would prpbably have.^ tough time
,

•

a
a

.

,y

e>

pU ng n>
customers.
mi Jordan
T
The
outfit,

m

clicko
se

comprised of

as
AinSSc
A?,ruiC?/. n S
«?uvi^?teeners
f
dominating,
were sitting on his
fluttering hands principally because Cornell manages to sing each
song as though it were the one he
wanted the customers to go home

y

i6

rbyttim, five brass
.

and

five

reed (including bandleader), holds
down the opening spot with Ihe
Norma Miller Dancers. " Terp
group, nicely garbed, has little to
offer in. the footwork department
and attempts to make up for this
remembering.
lack via frenzied movements and
Unit shows up slightly
Jeriy Marshall & Jimmy Caesar sh °nts.
dish up a socko brand of buffoon- f* e iter later in the show when spota Latino-flavored numery that has the customers wiping Jfghted
^
ber.
their eve< tHava'c
Following opener, Jordan takes
about the act; it’s consistently
funny with Marshall the blustering 2 ver for a neat vocal rehdition«of
There’s Nobody .Here But Us
blaster and Caesar taldng the rans
But Marshall manages to avoid pWetens.” Band comes on again
later
n
6 show for an instrubeing offensive and Caesar is never
. }
the complete underdog, leaving the mental offmng anci then takes
ove
spot, where
once
crowd happy with both of them
F
again
tHe maestro hits home with
FrnnrfQ 'Rn,'nn
*
nn «v
of. his
novelty
?
piping:
Howeil &
hnnn« nni? b
S
a a Kadcliff thodgh vet performers,
fi-antiosrieGd
o
a
e hn?hi R^?Jc
en;i
are suffering from a 'dearth of
it som?rh *fhP
aren ?
t comedy material.
They register
halh^rl hv Vhd
Hl
or
<>» their individual vocal as^
£ an
a
SS
0 a
«,o
c onfi ed To
’

S

m

S

?S
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V
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They operate
tight wire turn.
efficiently with standout being a

Strongest jump through a paper hoop and
lighting on the wire.
Song spot is by Bibi Johns, a
cute blonde who does a passable
job. Her major work is “Basin St.
Blues” as it would be done in
Sweden. The combination is too
sans strings, do a rhumba, com- incongruous to get off the ground.
plete with whirls, kicks raid tosses.
Three Fontaines complete
When Fgdi (if that’s his name) theThe
lineup. This act, comprising a
straightens out to reveal a single
girl and two men, mixes some fine
man, house rocks with mitt action. hand-to-handing with terping and
He shows secret of his technique, the results bring frequent applause.
whereby, he wears high-heeled The Jo Lombardi band, as always,
femme shoes on his hands, and showbacks meritoriously. Jose.
sambas on all fours. Novelty costuming and dummy heads complete Illusion. An unusual routine,
Olympia*
and fine for a fast opener.
Miami, May 15.
Flor.
Stone & Shine, Rex Weber, Harmonicair.es
(4), Red Thornton,
to

-

ed for
Edna Skinner is brought on

Alohonse holders as they savvy some of the
double-meaning quips. However,
?
Semola at
he’s not really at home until he
««'ir
i
,
,
Varietie:s
Plays Buffalo next wheels. out his xylophone and af.
week,
followed by a session
tempts to play* a few tunes, and
Toronto, and it goes without say- naturally ending up arguing with
infthat director Anna Sosenko will the band. He finally gets in a few
tighten, sharpen and trim "before straight licks and then' turns to
moving out of Montreal.
Newt.
demonstration of various dance
steps which get him a big mitt.
Ladd Lyon, who has been using
Glebe*9 Ottawa
Glebe
a male sto °Se in the past, now has
Mnv is
garde’s reeularmanist

*

.

,

-

couple of structural flaws. Generally Dan Friendly has gotten together a good layout and so he’s
forgiven if he overlooked the fact
that there’s a conflict in the booking of mandolin Virtuoso Senor
Cortez (New Acts) and the Three
Arnauts, who open with one of the
members utilizing a similar instrument. Also the Arnaut intro number is in the same vein as the exit
tune of Bibi Johns, who precedes
them. Otherwise' there are few
problems; most of the acts have

&

M

m

The sum total of the entertainment in the current Palace bill
makes it possible to forgive a

Dave Apollon and a streamlined
versiqn of his original musicomedy
act follows Miss Kirk without any
letdown in verve or pace. That’s
a large order, and the little guitarist, with his heavy Russq accent
and keen sense of timing, fills it
ably. Assisted by Elaine Ortlieb,
a hefty cowpunching femme in exaggerated western costume, Apollon has an act with plenty of
laughs and some pleasing music. been around and know how to
Despite fact that he’s still trying operate in this house.
out the hew fofmat, act is polished
The major comedy act is Bud
and smooth and went well with the Harris
Mantan Moreland. Moregalleries at show caught.
\
land, of course, is a familiar face,
Contrast between the Texas especially since revival of the
drawl of the cowgirl and Apollon’s Charlie Chan film series on video.
heavy European accent is effec- Bulk of their turn is taken up by
tive, and horseplay between the the unfinished sentence routine aud
two gets laughs, though this is it gets them a good laugh quota..
weakest part of routine. Apollon
Also in the comedy vein are the
shows, via such tunes as “Begin Three Arnauts, who are an essence
the Beguine,” that he is still mas- of pure^vaude. It’s a classic turn
ter of .the guitar. Gal has a big that utilizes instrumental work and
voice which shows off to best ad- their famous birdtalk routine, a
vantage in “Detour.” Final Gersh- refreshing novelty even after all
win medley shows unexpected these years. It’s over great .in this
sweetness in the big femme's voice, theatre.
with Apollon supplying the string
Also on the comedy shelf is Roy

^SS

SM
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setter, she lets loose

and smooth. Unbilled femme as-j
*
«t «.
sistant is a looker in attractive
Mflv in
c0 }Y d
C a mie o a ^.
Bowns.
llHlt 1V6YI6W
Triumph Productions* "Concert
esmen but handlesthe
Varieties," with Hildegarde, Paul use more sid
... —
Hartman, Dorothy Saruoff, Don show choies to kudos.
Delair, Tommy Wonder & Margaret
Cesar
Banks, Patricia Bright, Robert
Chicago, Chi
(TOP’S, SAN DIEGO)
Noms Orch, Alphonse Semola;
San Diego, May 15.
Chicago, May 15.
?4.B0 top.
Sea
Skinner,
South
with
Romero, Edna ^Skinner,
Lamour
Cesar
Dorothy
(3) and Sam Mineo, MarUTLynn & Dancing Girls (4),
Islanders
Bobby
cover or
Lyon,
no
Orch;
Marino
Ladd
Tommy
“Concert Varieties,” with Hilde- Pinky Lee,
garde as chantoosie, femcee and Preist & Al Fosse, Louis Basu minimum.,
(M-G).
Girl
Town
“Small
general factotum, is a three-hour Orch;
dry run nitery stint* minus sparAs a nitery performer, Cesar
Dorothy Lamour is malting her Ro mero is not yet the smooth Maniy
gave
warmth
which
niMr 1t n
<SS' first return to the town st rt as a hattan Latin of films, hut
ig C
Ut
personality shine
chnlL hnf Sni
+h0 nnTSh 016 film star her initial ^ grad- and romantic
she
through for top response from
hand chirper and whence
o wSvf
iim In tn?°Stv
ity
'uated into, pictures.' Wisely she .distaffers. Slight nervousness on
sporting nightlife or theatre.
polished
opening night, in fact, seemed to
has brought in a highly
Major performer, of 'course, is ac t that moves from start to finish, bolster appeal in “humanizing”
Hildegarde, who opens with usual ancj w hile overlong the opening V ein. Appearance is first-rate, with
flourishes, “Dear People” grab- shoWt ifs natural, under the cir- fi as hy smile causing noticeable
bing sessions, and songalog packed cumstances, that singer should take flutters from the femmes and no
by quick-change wardrobe that a little time out to hark back to resentment from males. The guy
does much to improve impact and the old days.
is truly liked from the start in
visual appearance of. otherwise
whole- revue is overlong, run- this room, which is not awed in
drab staging, slipshod lighting and
more than 80 minutes; all the the least by film names. IWord of
n
presentation thats hardly on a
star
act can slice without injuring their warning to future screen
pro basis. Despite technical handi- tugrns
with the tightening the break-ins: expanding San Diego
spendnitery
cosmopolitan
fast-movgets
be
should
a
one-weeto
eventually sets up a good relationers; no longer is s.l>. a sieepy
hour.
i
^
ship with aud at intro and then
iss tamour, beautifully gowned, border village. Despite proximity
brings- on other performers.
has a special hello opener and to Hollywood, freight-payers offer
Kudos go to Paul Hartman for then gets into the mare familiar good cross-section.)
his amiable approach to all num- idiom—that is, to those who have
Rom
here nerson“ 0 _ rft ma1raS
bers. Guy is responsible for the ae en her on the screen-via “Little
grace and
most genuine yocks in the revue. Grass Shack.” She does a fine job aflll y on ba S
conri&ahlfe
wnsideranm
ac^eds
needs
JJ
entire
aCt
wowing patrons with his vaude 0 n the hand and hip-weaving part but
routine as a magico, supported by as weu as scoring on the vocal end.
vet revue 'hasHttle unity
Hildegarde in lights as assistant. "Sister Kate” number is a humorloosed—
Teaming up
same scene with 0 uS bit the way she does it, losing a
n tooSose lv
y to acce it Excuses
Tommy Wonder, twosome are most of its crassness. Following is
nJ
v
socko with softshoe terp.
a ser ies of her bit tunes and in this that's wi^twe^re heritor ”
Dorothy Sarnoff Jn second half segment she impresses with her
In opener, ROmero sets spoofgarners okay reception" for group torching of “I Remember You” and
mg tone after acknowledging very
capped by “King and I” score and the upbeat “Tangerine”
Chirper sells “Kiss,” a special big mitt following intro by femcee
aria from “Butterfly,” Wonder &
Margaret Banks are adequate in material number and then brings Don Howard, KSDO’s remote disk
hoofing slot, with routines hardly on her instrumental trio to back for jock. Romero sings, “Ah, Sweet
scaled to this type production. In her Hawaiian music set. .Here a Mystery of Life” straight for few
closing first act nitery sketch, Pa- tune could be sliced, but with fast bars until voice cracks for gag retrida Bright who opens tomorrow “Hawaiian War Chant” as a closer, sponse and he shrugs: “Oh, the
(Wed.)
at
Ritz
Carlton here. Of course, it’s a natural when she bell with it.” Ringsiders interpret
scores with brief impresh bit of comes down the aisles plaicing leis gag as dig at. celluloid names who
Hiledgarde as she plays part of on the patrons’ necks for sock tie- try mediocre voices in nitery bows,
tourist when chanteuse reprises up. Sam Mineo has done an exf
avp
Girl Around
a
he
cellent
job of ^angtag
her w.k. saloon stations.
xt R?mlroof?eraterlal aS weU aS doing
®
Baritone Don Delair, slotted in
ing,
on Jack ! Elliott’s reversefirst stanza, evidences possibilities
Christine of his own lyrics. Plea*
.
rfted th
as juve fave and potent platter
ant vocal ls followea by entry of
IhSw *‘W?T
asn’t
t been
We Twoo™hhasn
star, but is
out of his depth Tv s P°w
MarJa Lyml & Dancing Girls for
U1 J
ajgamst savvy of Hildegarde, Hartbrief terpery with Romero and
t"®?®
J™
J
man and Miss Sarnoff. Ten-piece an 4 the reaction to his wares is strong mitt Couple of Romero
r
orch under baton of Robert Norjokes^ get absolutely mr laughs,
-mf

Her

*

Toronto, May 15.
Van* Johnson, Grace Drysdale,

Rollateers,

Les Rhode House

Orch; “Roar of the C[rowd” (AA).

Skinner singing, first a tango and
Practically an all-male lineup is
then a waltz, as Romero dances Jay Lawrence, The Honey Girls
featured here this week, but lack
with lovely, blonde, graceful Miss (4), Roy Smedk, Archie Stone
of distaff side doesn’t affect overall
”
others,
Lynn, occasionally with
House Orch; “ Women of Twilight okay mark stamped by stubholders
This, is well conceived and beauti- (Col).
on the setup. There’s no marquee
fully. executed.^More of., this type
in
.

lure in the layout, management
of terpology, would make the reThe first vaude engagement sinefc past weeks going after talent either
.standout. In fact, Romero
vue a '.standout.
obvicould take one partner, dancfe.30 his legit chorus boy days 13 years playing or living in the area,
minutes and call it an act to be ago* Van Johnson is packing the ously shaving budget during these
weeks.
this rodm. It’s likely that jean set -'into the Casino, but the late spring and summer
bo f fo
up
Romero terping could be a win- squealing youngsters are sticking The bills they’ve been coming
ner anywhere, but a sharper, bet- it out for four shows daily to the with have set well with the regus
to
detriment
lars
who
make
weekly
Jaunt
of
a
outside
lineups.
In
help
ter-produced revue would_
an ovation blend of song, dance this big house a must.
Don •
t0 °*
and patter, Johnson is on for 20
are
Topping
the current offering
•
r
minutes, with act expertly staged Stone
Shine, night club comedy

^

•

*
n
a^h.
Wash.
Vi
Capitol,
Washington, May

by Nick Castle and marked by*
tricky
lighting
for
Johnson’s
dramatic
chores In serious vein. AcLisa Kirk, Dave Apollon (2),
companist in pit is Morty Jacobs;
&• Fedi,
Fp.di
Feili &
GaudsmitV Bros. (2), Fedi
Sam Jack
Kaufman House Orch special drummer. Jack Berger.
"
Buddy Bregman’s scripting and
<16>: Never Let Me Go" CM-G).
arrangements have Johnson, in
white dinner jacket, opening full
There are plenty of surprises in stage with
a bouncy “This Is Where
this bill in both novelty and qualI Started,” a lyric reprise of his
ity departments. It’s not all topcareer from chorus boy to film
drawer, and there’s a certain spotstar. He’s back onstage again with
tiness that makes the pace lag, but
a neat switch to “Sing for Your
there’s enough solid entertainment
Supper” and “Come Rain or
an d response is good throughout,
Shine,” latter a nostalgic, drama of
x#
*'triec
ti ca
ini-ir
votn"
a
ISS
a onetime Hollywood film player
^
„
n
c
U?" who remembers appearing with
{2!S iSnHi
17.

—

clic£*

e

£Y,

L

1
1
J ?*

® roa ^way Fred Astaire, Maurice Chevalier,
the time she leaves, how- Gene Kelly et al. Johnson
-does the

^

No.

1

on everybody

e lally th

1St

?,

^,.

ma !e

s

wi th a sul t ry
JS®
1
warm set of pipes, an
appealing
^nformahty in style, and a gown
and fi 8 ura which garner attention
even before she hits her first note.
.Strictly a tune stylist, Miss Kirk
so
across her routine, building
Response to an ear-dinning chorus
df whistles and howls from the
males and solid respect and apprectation from the distaff side of the
aisles. It’s an emotion provoking
performance, and packs a. wallop
witl\ showmanship and a different
way of handling a tune.
»

,

^

.Miss

name song-and-dance Impersonaall over to squealing response and a softshoe begoff, with
boyish appeal the trademark. .

sec “ tions,

due making a foray into vaude.
still utilizing much of their
cafe material, pair garner solid
portion of laughs with their screwball takeoffs, miming, songs and
hoofery. Stone carries the. comedy
burden capa~bly, though at times
tossing his lines in-too fast a manner for the type of trade attracted
here. He’s a basically funny guy
with a sharp sense of timing and
incisive way with an aud. Best of
his stuff is his lampoon on British
types.
Shine handles the hoofing
in easy, adept fashion and straights
in the duologs.

Though

Vet Rex Weber scores handily
with his deadpan, dead-lip singing
and special material for another
solid canto.
Tops his stint with
trademarked “Brother, Can You
Spare A Dime” for big sendoff.
Chosen recently as Godfrey
“Talent Scout” winners from this
area, the four Harmonicaires set
up standard catalog of pops and
other tunes utilized by mouth-organ artists. Use small and large
instruments to produce some colorful shadings and arrangements
to raise the palms.
Rollateers tee off matters at a
fast clip with some cleverly set up
roller skating on a small wooden
mat. 'Stunts bring gasps and re-

Surrounding acts are over neatly,
with the Honey Girls for their
tumbling and cartwheels; Roy
Smeck for his versatile instrumentals on the bapjo, uke and electric
guitar; Grace Drysdale for a fine
puppet act, notable for quick costume changes and slick tempo
changes from jitterbug to LatinAmerica ballroom style. Jay Lawrence, as. emcee, knits .the blll expertly, plus his impersonations of
Hollywood .stars and a fight broad- sultant mitts. Re4 Thornton emcast, incorporating referee, ring- cees
amiably and in own spot
Kick, sticks to old faves in side commentators and the
fighters, Works Out
fast cartooning acwith spiel over nicely.
Archie comped by some cpmy gags.
4

*

.
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palladium, London

ing and- intelligent timing insures standards topped by his Quality
the right audience response. He platter hit, “Say It With Your
London, May 12.
Eddie Fisher ( with Hugh Mar- winds his spot strongly with a fine Heart." The Cappy Barra twosome
impresh
of Groucho Marx followed reprise the usual harmonic items
Chris
Cross
Carroll
Jean
,
tin)
by a Durante quickie.
Myro.
with nice response in a house adPeter Sellers,, The 4 Hurricanes,
Benson
Trio,
dicted to this paticular type of
Mttchell
Malcolm
entertainment. The terp team of
Pavilion,
Dulay & Co. (6), Rey Overbury &
Palladium
Girls
Vince & Gloria Haydock pick up
London
vuzette
Glasgow, May 15.
Phillips Skyrockets
Robert Wilson, Duncan’s Collies, a fair reception for their animated RUSTY DRAPER
(16), Wool/
Carter & Barrz Clara Kenyon, Ken hoofing that puts the accent on Songs
Orch.
Swann, Mansfteld Singers (5), Ro- speed and energy with a neat soft- 25 Mins.
the
inPalladium
is
La Vie cn Rose, N,Y.
land Smith, Walter Jackson, So- shoe sequence as clincher.
The London
The Desantos Trio, two guys and
Rusty Draper, who has been
disputable No. 1 spot for vaude- ciety 4.
a gal, garner okay mitting with making a strong dent on record
that
rating
maintains
ville but it
Robert Wilson, top Scot singer, their Spanish-type aero work per- buyers via his Mercury diskings
vith the aid of a continuous flow
Hollywood and scores heavily at dhis uptown formed mainly by the male sec- and who has similarly been scoring
0 r top-ranking
Broadway talent. This policy of vaudery witlj his kilted song act. tion of threesome with the gal giv- in cafes throughout the country,
attractions
from Star is top-selling disk personality, ing act necessary visual impact. indicates a strong potential on his
booking name
Len Howard’s orch in the pit gives N.Y. preem. Draperhas apparently
across the Atlantic has paid off and adds interest to act by telling
several
been accustomed to working outseasons.
the story hebind his new numbers. entire unit ample backing. Newt
for
handsomely
sized halls and according* to- indicaCurrently, while several manage- F’rinstance, “A Sprig of White
tions, an intimery is virtually a new
the
Heather,”
state
bemoaning
of
which
he features in curments are
'Ilian* N. Y.
experience for him. It’s expected
business, there is no sign of a de- rent layout, was written by a Scot
that
once he gets the hang of this
housewife,
house.
On
Peggy
Freddy
Orch,
Cala
Carlos
this
the
Reid,
Raand will be
pression in
contrary, SRO boards are almost a recorded by leading vocalists this mirez, Teddy & Phyllts RodrigueZ; room, he’ll be bowling over audisummer.
ences.
Singer
Estella,
Littico
Mario,
&
Antonio
surprises
fixture.
stubpermanent
holders as they
Draper is a virile songster who
They should be in regular use, having attendantsenter theatre by & Rosio, Line (8), Perucho Iri- aepomps himself on the electric
hand put green goyen; “La Posesion” (Indie).
too, during the current program pin-flags
guitar and also an amplified uke.
inscribed^
“White
S.
artists
U.
get
three
in which
Heather.”
It seems that Latin vaudeville He has a strong and energetic stylpride of place. The headliner, EdWilson’s songs have a fine Auld is now at the state that the Yid- ing and a tune interpretation that
die Fisher, is the newest addition
Lang
dish
theatre reached some years runs along country lines. He makes
Syne lilt about ’em. He opens
to the list of stars whose reputawith “Gay Gordons Altogether,” ago that is, a step qloser to vir- a good impression immediately
tion is founded locally on a sucthen
tual
extinction.
There are plenty with his^appearance, being a tall,
into
Scot oldie, “By the Brig
cession of disclicks and there is no
o’
Balgownie," and a Scot-Irish of south-of-the-border companeros well-built redhead. His catalog is
doubt that he has a following
song,
of
first
generation
in this coun- geared to robustness in subject
“Wee
the
Lily
MacNally Macmore than adequate to attract a
nair,"
try and for them, a headliner from matter as well, as delivery. He surcapacity plus audience during his
that
part
world
of
the
is neces- prises with a show of sensitivity at
Couthy Scot monolog, “Wee
engagement. The fans were there
sary. For the youngsters, their set times, even under such circumin force on opening night greeting Friendly Dug,” addressed to an
of
idols
similar
to
those
is
wor- stances. For example, his “High
each new song with an unre- imaginary pooch, brings variation
shipped at the Paramount, so it Noon" brings out the plaintiveness
strained enthusiasm- and constant- into songalog. Star has stubholders
of the number. “Serenade in Blue"
seems
that
the
future
native
of
joining in heartily with the favorly clamoring -for more. The final
stageshows, like those of other hits a similar mood. However, the
curtain went dow-n long after: ^ the ite “A Gordon For Me," and finbulk
of Draper’s numbers are keyed
lingual
cultures
New
York,
in
accepted dosing time, with satura- ishes with another new song, “Oh,
to a rhythmic groove. “Big Malooks bleak.
tion point still a long way ahead. My! Jock MacKay." Has to beg off
“Melancholy Baby” and
mou,"
bringing on the vocal quintet,
The San Juan Theatre in the
rich
voice, by
clear,
Fisher’s
genre get the measall-male Mansfield Singers, in med- northern sector of Manhattan, is others in that
matched by his warm, refreshing ley of
ure of the customers. His solos on
Robert Wilson song hits. having one of its spot bookings.
the strings show some tricky finand unspoiled stage, presence, make Wilson is
easily biggest money- This time there’s a collection of
gering and his uke accomp to a
the stint a clicko from the opensung offstage, which spinner of singers in the land of acts who have developed in the medley of the ’20s sets him up well
ing bars,
Lauder
and
Fyffe, and would be U.S, and thus are without sizable
Jose.
for a big exit mitting.
serve as his intro. Wisely he goes good
bet in U. S. vaude.
following from the oldsters. Teddy
straight into his routine without
Rest of the bills is solid, there & Phyllis Rodriguez are known
*
preliminary patter, to be greeted being
no passengers among the along the nitery belt and Carlos ANDREW WIDEMAN
with a mounting ovation in the acts. Society Four
are agile femme Ramirez is one of the top Latin Songs
He terpers with intriguing ribbon- singers around. But they seem to 5 Mins.
highest Palladium tradition.
opens with an impressive array of from-the-flies
opener 'dance. be without any population support Apollo, N. Y.
pops which reprise some of his Roland Smith, pawky comedian,
Andrew Wideman, 12-year-old Nein vauders, although they draw
recording hits such as “Outside of follows with stories in Aberdeen
gro singer, has already been showwine trade in midtown cafes.
Heaven," “Lady of Spain" and dialect reminiscent of senior Scot
cased as a performer via TV and
Ramirez has a big WeR-drilled Jubilee Records. Kid’s forte is in
“Wish You Were Here," turning comic Harry Gordon and ending
the clock back subsequently to with “A Hundred Years Ago” and baritone,, is a likeable fellow and the rhythm and blues vein and his
in a song about old age, “Toddlin’ sings expertly. There are no flaws songstering goes over fairly well in
“Making Whoopee”
render
in his performance ax this house,
tribute to Eddie Cantor.
that particular market. Lad, howDoon the Brae."
and at show caught he acquitted ever, needs further coaching along
Billy Reid’s new hit, “Walking
Mansfield Singers are w.k. on himself admirably.
Audience was the lines of relaxation. .Constant
Behind You,” rendered in socko native radio. They have good harfashion to be succeeded by several mony but lack expression in faces, in complete accord on his accept- movement of his left hand and
more standards and a special particularly tali member who for- ability.
of mobility in his right paw
Teddy & Phyllis Rodriguez do a lack
birthday medley in. honor of Irvr tifies layout by being placed in
proves very distracting on his
ing Berlin,
And, finally, closing middle, behind other four. Singers pleasing job with their ballroom- opening number.
with a tune specially written for should cut out deadpan expression, ology. They have four numbers
Boy delivers two tunes, both rethe occasion, “England’s a Word as if singing into mike minus au- and nab health mitts after each. cently issued on a single Jubilee
to Me,” which expresses the emo- dience. Best number is "My Irish Teddy does the iptros for the act disk.
Numbers are “I’m Not a
in
Spanish.
tions in a striking and original Jaunting Car."
Child Anymore”. and “Mama’s LitThe
rest of the bill is an attempt
v
manner. There isn't a false move
Duncan’s Collies are strong anitle Boy Got the Blues." Latter
or a weak link in the entire act.
mal turn (see New Acts) filling to provide entertainment as it rates as a' cute blues item. Youth,
Running a close second to the spot immediately prior to interval. would be done in the chili belt. incidentally, has been appearing on
star is American comedienne Jean Clara Kenyon, brunet looker with The costumes once saw service at “Star Time,”
moppet tele show
the Sans Souci, Havana, and the
Carroll, whose 20-minute stint is violin, shows musicianship, scoring
aired over WNBT, N. Y.
Jess.
loaded
with
laughter-provoking especially in fiddle impression of Freddy Calo band dishes out some
material.
The gal,- playing her a pipe band marching and in her hot rhythms as well as competent GAYNOR & ROSS

New

Acts

•

Glasgow

.

BOBBY PREIST & AL FOSSE
Dance-Songs
12 Mins.

Chicago Theatre, Chi

Here

a fresh, youthful team,,
TV -and films, who
a mark for themselves in the better supper^ clubs
and in vaude. There’s a touch of

'

San

Debbie
Reynolds
and
Donald
O’Connor In the pair and. their

especially when the slight femme
carries the lanky male off.
For

.

the second routine they do “Old
Soft Shoe," which now seems to
be a standard with every terp
team.
However, they sing and
chide each other and seem to have
a fine time as they shuffle along.
*A1 Fosse does a pleasant solo Interlude while Miss Preist changes
into a tramp's costume and does a
fake strip for a moment while the
male also does a clothes switch.
Pair do “Side By Side” somewhat
Imogene Coca-ish in panto style
but still with an individual kick.

,
’

—

Femme does some belly slides,
which aren’t exactly easy. Team
gets off to a hefty mitt.
Zabe.

THE HAPPY JESTERS

.

•

*

.

into “Tiger Rag."
Satire is also
applied to numbers such as “Just
Because” and “Surrender," most of
them registering okay in this plush
nitery.

London date -in 15 years, has “Laughing Violin.” Scot favorite showbacking.
Roller Skating
To the Americanized vaudegoer 6 Mins.
customers rolling- with her “Auld Robin Gray" clicks with

quick-fire jcoraedy spiel.

The yarn older

there’s some old-world stuff dusted
off here. Emcee Perucho Irigoyen
introduces each act as though he

stubholders.

Carter & Barr, formerly of the
Three Aberdonians, prove unusual

were presenting a major

and her standard horse- comedy acros, gabbing casually
commentary are the high during tricks with frequent mencomedy routine which tion of local place-names such as
and
Auchtermuchty.
merits the boffo reception. She’s Lochgelly
in top form all the way.
This is novel gimmick which they
The third Yank on the bill, ven- constantly employ. Twain, slim,
troloquist Chris Cross, making his middle-aged males, talk }n fresh,
dialog,

dignitary.

racing

British debut, has a lineup of three
dummies to provide a contrast in
material and technique. With the
first, a familar irascible type,- he
garners a steady flow- of- laughs;
with the second, a .phosphorescent
doll, he has the .house. -cheering;
and with the third, in lifesize Cornell p-and-see-me
type, he is all set
for the familiar begoff. Material

The

political

intros are in that

category w'hether he’s onstage or
He tells some stories en Esoff.
panol and to those that dig the
language,
it’s
apparently great
•

spots of a

Stuff.

The

unaffected Scotch, and raise laffs
by making harmless tricks look

torpid Stepping

is

by

Estella,

Littico & Mario. The only part of
Near end of act, blond the act that counts is the girl who
team emerges in ultra- wiggles expertly in several speeds
from a provocative low to a frantic
short kilt. Finish to big hand.
Ken .Swann uses kilted doll in rapidity. Antonio & Rosio, whose
vent act, novelty of which is his nomenclature Is similar to that of
descent into stalls and a serenade Rosario & Antonio, also terp in a
by the dummy of “Only Girl in the style reminiscent of them.
The production is fairly good.
World" to a gal picked at random
and Walter Jackson, big, good-na- Line comprises four boys and four
is snappy and technically the pertured front-cloth comic, makes a girls and they provide some picformance is flawless.
turesque, heatwave productions.
Curtain rises, per custom, to the big hit with comedy patter and
The San Juan entertainment is
has audience Joining in “Minnie
Palladium
•

•

cfancing lihe' in a brisk
routine giving way to Bfenson Dulay & Co., a comedy^magic act
which is staged in a leisurely way.
rue volunteers- from the audience
are too obviously stooges but there
are quite a few laughs in the production.
*

difficult.

memher

of

Gord.

the Moocher."

a

—— Sevillo. Montreal
Montreal, May 15.
-

new world

adaptation

World material.

-

At

this

of

Old

point in

the history of the Latin-American
colony, it doesn’t seem to be the
type of material that’s attracting
despite its essential entertainment
values. The Spanish Harlem showmen have come to realise that the
theatre in that area needs Latin
namesT preferably those from
Spanish films or with tremendous
reps made in Latin and South
America. Otherwise, the gamble is
*
tremendous.
House, incidentally, was former-

Gil Lamb, Bob Carroll, Vince &
Gloria Haydock, Desantos Trio,

Cappy Barra Boys (2), Len HowThe Malcolm Mitchell Trior a ard Orch (7); “Sword of Monte
vocal and instrumental group Cris to" (20th).
%
making their Palladium bow, have
a slick if
Gil Lamb’s last appearance in
rather noisy style. The
combo comprises guitar, cello and Montreal was at this theatre with
piano and. routine is. limited, to the Ray Anthony orch and show.
lour pops rendered
with consider- He scored as heavily then as he
able verve,
is doing now working as a single
Audubon Theatre
T h.e Four Hurricanes is an and handling general emcee ly Skouras’ stage
shows in the
which booked
aoagio team of three men and a chores.
Without the goodnatured pre-war era.
Jose,
gal in which
layout
current
the femme is freely nonsense of Lamb,
lossed around from one end of the would have little to offer.
He
®tage to the other.
patof
flow
It is precision keeps up a continual
Mrs. Hank Williams’ Act
work-plus and the routine garners, ter between acts, doing impresh
*
hefty mitting.
Redding, May 19.
bits of the routine just finished
After
Cashing in- On the popularity of
the
Rey and injecting his own comedics
intermission!
JJverbury demonstrates’ the’ simul- throughout to keep pace at top the late Hank Wiliams, Mrs. Hank
n eous playing of a couple of wind level and maintain interest.
(Audrey) Wiliams headed the bill
|„
Instruments and indulges in a little
Highlight of Lamb’s offerings is at Sante Fe Ranch here Sunday
fln g
on- a bebop fan. in a, C17). The spot, operated by Shorty
takeoff
for
his
His
good
measure.
S*>
partner,
Familiar as this session Long, opened Sunday (10)* with
Suzettc, has only a decora- theatre.
•
«ve rote to play.
is'" (Lamb has a son with the
Lefty Frizell for the coniball ad® ter Sellers,
I,,,
one of ’the top local rines in Korea, doing the, same bit di.Cts.
«*
f^P^ssmnists with a. strong radio in troop shows), guy manages .to,
Hillbilly,, .gets are .supported <by
vl lg comes
U P -With .new. ma** bring a fresh’ twist to every pres- Long’s wife, Dolly; Dimples,, and
tUr.-°! !
to score another: Palladium entation,
^
jJv The first -cla$5 'mlmi<i
.BkritQR* *,Bob XJsCrroU, ;niixt:*1o. th,e. -Sant* F< /Ranger^AdrtilsSidn'
helped
m his takeoffs by excellent 'Scriptclosing, gets by with a solid set of is 50c.
.

local

,

'

'

(

.
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(3)

Songs-Comedy
20 Mins.
Eddys', Kansas City
Three l^s, tall Ken Cornell, medium Jerry Prez, and shorty Sal
Tino, have been hitting the pro
circuit for about three years, but
have had it considerably better
since they won an Arthur Godfrey
"Talent Scouts” session about a
year ago. That proved a boost into
more TV and nitery work, and
lads have thereby had chance to
polish up things a bit and generally improve their presentation.
They start as a song trio, with
Cornell and Prez straight on vocals
and Tino strumming the guitar,
but the straight music quickly gives
way to satire and impressions.
Comedy centers largely around
Cornell and his double-jointed jaw
which enables him to do a good
deal of mugging Popeye style. He’s
also adept at sound effects, vocally
doing
Clyde McCoy's trumpet,
series of Tarzan jungle noises,
plane crashes, etc.
These they
weave into a “Turntable" number
in which they take off on record
personalities of the day, and also
in a Tarzan song-story which leads

.

describing how she came by her
mink, with gestures as rich as the

contagious here.

is

They start off with a jive number which has excellent response,

—

the

from

make

enthusiasm

.

first

is

recruits

should

Here and there they show a loose
end, however, such as out of place
and off-color lines, a bit overly
long on mugging in a place or two,
and unlikely choice of names to
njimlc. Smoothing out these rough
points would give them a betterknit turn in general. They should
be rated moderately good, but still

Apollo, N. Y.
This ofay roller skating act is a
filler bet for most vaude bills
(tele included) and some niterips.
Mixed duo confine their performance to a diminutive platform for
Team executes
effective results.
Quin.
the usual spins such as guy swing- have some to go.
ing girl through the air while she
goes through various body twists. ERI
CHIEMI
They' make a nice appearance Songs
and indicate they know their ball Xivic Auditorium,
Honolulu
Jess,
.bearings.
Attractive Japanese singer Eri
Chiemi, 17, sells her winsome perDUNCAN’S COLLIES
sonality nicely with stylized versions
Dogs
of American and Jap, pops. She’s
*
10 Mins.
w.k. in Japan via native versions of
Pavilion, Glasgow
U. S. songs, doing especially well
Scotch act consisting of six col- on “Come On-A My
House" and
lies from the Auld Lang Syne land
“Tennessee Waltz.” Whether one
are strong novelty bet for vaude, understands
Japanese or not, she
being introduced on stage by act’s puts them over. Gal speaks
just
robust-looking owner and* a gal as- enough English to get
by nicely
Tricks are worked out to and her lyrics are a curious
sistant,
qomblaccompaniment of Scot tunes such fiation of the two languages. Bit
as “Loch Lomond.
more experience would help her
Pooches, handsome animals, skip gain additional poise.
round and round without a hitch,
Her single hula date drew about
feign death, and take part in sketch- 4,000 customers. Fact that she was
with red-colored auto, one dog teamed with Delta Rhythm Boysdriving the vehicle while another was partly responsible for the pull.
underneath (but hidden) movfes the Her
top
Nipponese
number,
car about the stage to amazement “Gomen Nasai," gets enthusiastic
of customers. Canines work out a reception*
In this staging, she’s
mock accident, complete with tele- joined by the Delta boys in that
phone call for help, arrival of am- song as an effective finale. Walt.
(a
and
nurse
bulance,
dog)

good

-

c*

stretcher.

-

-

Gord.

MOVES TO COLLECT
CAFES’ 91G SALES TAX

SENOR CORTEZ

ILL.

Instrumental
8 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Senor Cortez,

Chicago, May 19:
dressed in the
Attorney General Latham Castle,
of a Mexican peon, Is an
act for the family time being a. vir- following up previous notice, stated
tuoso on the banjo-mandolin. It's a he will act to forcibly collect for
type of turn infrequently seen, al- the state delinquent sales taxes
though performers of this type once from five Chicago niterles.
He

manner

abounded on the various circuits. plans to file in circuit court an
Cortez essays a series of Latin action seeking .$91,161 via a “credtunes in a style that' shows deft itor’s bill,." which Would require
fingering and f^st plucking.
Re- cafes to reveal their assets so that

•

.

extremely melodic. He
they might be seized for* the tax
strong enough instrumentally to
bills.*
get *by* without -visual gimmicks.
Castle also plans similar action
His one attempt, putting the instrument in back of his head,* looks 14 the>future a|ftiflqt 14 other spots
for $115,497,*
Jose.
silly.
sults are.

is

,

’

s

Wednesday,
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Long Intermission

Gateway,

AX,

young actress of the 1943-44
Broadway season, she isn't in

1

j

ning sl 250-seat pavilion type playhouse around the Canonsburg
Dam, where it’s located, and hopes
to have it finished in time for a
mid-June opening. Will Disney is
still the owner-director.
Mountain Playhouse at Jennerstown, under Charles Crain’s direct23)
tion, opens next Saturday
with “Moon Is Blue,'' with Joel
RobThomas, Marjorie Barrett and'

j
f

—

formance in a supporting role
and as the most promising

Barn troupe last year.
t oJt White
Atlantic City, May 19.
Gateway Musical Playhouse, in j have also been re-pacted.
offer
will
Arena Theatre,
Point,
Lake
Somers
Little
suburban
10 productions this summer, its; which wasn't in action last summeet ofcouldn't
mer because it
second as a theatre.
Musicals will he produced by ficial building restrictions, is planJonathan Dwight, who last, summer
operated the place. Since the closing last September a group known
as the Musical Playhouse Corp.,
with Kara Bell, resort hotelman,

Variety’s annual poll of the N. Y. drama critics for the selections
of best performances of the Broadway legit season is unique. The
winners are chosen by those best qualified the professional critics.
The first-string Broadway critics are not only seasoned profes^
sionals with years of experience and authority. Also, and perhaps
more important, they see every show, including flops as well as
hits. That tends to make their selections fair instead of being
unduly weighted in favor of the big hits which practically everyone

the best per-

critics as giving

Buffalo Gets*5 Spots; Other Barns

the records as having appeared
in any subsequent show, and
isn't listed in the last three
issues of Players* Guide, the
annual casting directory issued
by Actors Equity. o
Actress won the critics' citation for her portrayal as
Ann - Stevens in “Manhattan
Nocturne," a flop by Roy Walling. Review* in Variety ( Rose
said, “It will probably be remembered, however, as the
play which marked the Broadway stage debut of Terry
Miss Holmes gives
Holmes.
going
of
every indication

sees.

Variety sent ballots to the 2L members of the N. Y. Drama
With the exception of two who, for various
Circle.

Critics'

reasons, did 'not

•

$
f

.

,

A

A

Plan

m m

is

(“Juno arid the Paycock”), tied.
Actress; Sara Allgood t“Pay-

"Carousel/’ with “Flederpnaus” the
week of July 7; “Desert Song,”

July 14; “CaR

Me Madam,"

July

cock").

Crix’ ‘Bests’

“Merry Widow,” July 28;
21;
Continued £rora page 1
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” Aug.
4; “Song of Norway/' ^Aug. 11; fications is that in some cases the
18.
Aug.
“Annie Get Your Gun,”
critics chose a relative veteran
and “Showboat” the final two actor and a relative newcomer
weeks.
femme. Thus, the 76-yeir-old (he
Dwight says he broke even last says) Victor Moore is the winning
year with half musical and half actor and vet' Jack Whiting is
the best male in a musical.
unramped and without air condiAlso, Rosalind Russell, making
tioning.
her song-and-dance bow, is best
femme in a musical, and John
Buffalo Getting Busy
Williams, as established player,
I

Buffalo, May 19.
Buffalo area will have five summer theatres operating during the

gets the best supporting actor nod,

while the comparative newcomer
Stanley, nabs the best supcoming summer. Grand Island porting actress honors.
Miss
Playhouse, operated by Nathaniel Stanley, incidentally, also comes
A. Barrell and Robert T. King, will through in a tie with Iris Mann as
open its sixth season June 23 with most promising young actress.

Kim

1942-41
Actor: Paul Lukas (“Watch on
the Rhine”X

Lawrence
Gertrude
Actress:
(“Lady in the Dark”),
42
Actor; Burgess Meredith (“Candida”).
Actress: Judith
heth”).

Anderson (“Mac43

Acton

Elliott

Nugent (“Voice

the Turtle”).*
Margaret
Actress:
('Turtle”).
Male in Musical:

of

Sullavan

Bobby Clark

“Mexican Hayride”).

Femme
“One

in 9$usical: Mary Martin
Touch of Venus”),

1944-45
Actor: Frank Fay (“Harvey”).
Taylor (“Glass
Laurette
Actress:
Kathryn Kingdon directing, assistFor Logan and Mielziner, inci- Menagerie”). 1946ed by Edgar L. Kloten and Harold dentally, the citations as best direcMusical:
John Raitt
Male in
Ross. Johnny Dee Playhouse, at tor and scenic designer, respec- (“Carousel”).
Cfarefice. is replacing the Amherst tively, are repeats.
Logan preMusical:
Beatrice
in
Femme
Theatre in WQliamsville Glen Park. vious won in 1947-48 and Mielziner Lillie (“Seven Lively Arts”).
Lake Shore Playhouse will open has monopolized the poll since
1945*46
its seventh season June 16 for a 1 914 - 4 5, when it was expanded to
Actor: Laurence Olivier (Old
y2-\veek schedule. Lewis T. Fisher include 'designers.
He has won Vic).
1947- Field (“Dream
Actress: Betty
and Frank Abhate will again pro- outright six times and tying the
duce, with Richard Casey directing. other three (with George Jenkins Girl”).
Male in Musical: Ray Bolger
No opening date is set for the in 1 944 -4 5. Robert Edmond Jones
Holloway Bay Playhouse, which in 1945-46 and Cecil Beaton in (“Three to Make Ready”).
Femme In Musical: Ethel MerGloria Trip Banning will reopen. 1951-52).
1950man (“Annie Get Your Gun”).
The Niagara Falls Summer TheaRepeat Winners
47
tre will reopen the end of June
Other repeat winners since the
Acton Dudley Digges (“Iceman
with its usual visiting name-star featured was started by Variety
March
Cometh”)
and
1948-Fredric
policy. .
for the season of 1939-40 have in- (“Years Ago”).
cluded Judith Anderson as best
Actress: Ingrid Bergman (“Joan
Bard Fest, Antioch
actress in 1941-42 and 1947-48; of Lorraine”).
per
Antioch College, Yellow Springs, j Bobby Clark for best male
Male in Musical: Bobby Clark
*
• _
•
m
r
**_ _
»
_
_
4 n in s
Ohio, will present its second an- formance in a musical in 1943-44 (“Would-Be Gentleman”).
nual Shakespeare Festival begin- and 1946-47; Mary Martin for best
Femme in Musical: Marion Bell
ning July 1. Festival, which will femme performance in a musical (“Brigadoon”).
1949-48
include such obscure items as in 1943-44 and 1948-49; Beatrice
“TroHus and Cressida,” “Coriola- Lillie for best femme in a musiActor: Paul Kelly (“Command
nus/' “Pericles,” “Timon of Ath- cal in 1944-45 and 1947-48; Shirley Decision”).
Actress: Judith Anderson (“Meens” and “Titus Andronicus/’ will Booth as best actress in 1949-50
1951run 10 weeks.
and
best femme in a musical in dea”).
Male in Musical: Paul Hartman
Productions will be presented on
51 (the only performer" ever
an outdoor stage set up on the to win in both play and musical (“Angel in the Wings”) and Jack
(“High Button Shoes”).
McCauley
college campus. However, in case categories).
Femme in 1950Musical:
Beatrice
of rain the shows will move inAlso, Marlon Brando as most
.

r

•

6

.

.

selections, these professionals decided the

t

Drama

classifications.

Critics’ Selections

Tabulation ojf choices of the N. Y. drama critics for the various
“bests” of the 1952-53 season:

Best Performance By Starred or Featured Actor in Straight Play
Moore (“On Borrowed Time”)
6
5
Tom Ewell (“Seven Year Itch”)
2
Walter Hampden (“Crucible1 ')
2
Eli Wallach (“Camino Real”)
1
Barry Jones (“Misalliance”)
Victor

1
Arthur Kennedy (“Crucible”)
Walter Slezak (“My 8 Angels”)
1
1
Emlyn Williams (“Bleak House”)
Best Performance by Starred or Featured Actress in Straight Play
7*2
Shirley Booth ,l*Time of the Cuckoo”)
.
7 *
Geraldine Page (“Mid-Summer”)
1
Kim Hunter (“Children's Hour”)
1
Beatrice Lillie (“Evening with Beatrice Lillie”)
1
Janice Rule (“Picnic”)
.j
1
Jo Van Fleet (“Camino Real”)
1

.

.

^ Best Male Performance in a Musical
*
Jack Whiting (“Hazel Flagg”)
.

5

.

Peter Cookson, (“Can-Can”)
Hans Conried (“Can-Can”)
Thomas Mitchell (“Hazel Flagg")
Hiram Gherman (“Two’s Company”)
Cab Calloway (“Porgy and Bess”)
'George Gaynes (“Wonderful Town”)
Paul Valentine (“Wish You Were Here”)
LeVem Hutcherson (“Porgy and Bess”) ...................
Leslie Scott (“Porgy and Bess”4

Best Femme Performance in a Musical
Rosalind Russell (“Wonderful Town”)
Betty Paul (“Maggie”)
!
Leontyne Price (“Porgy and Bess”)

4
2
2
2
1
1
1
x ‘i

Vi

17*2
1
1

.

Best Performance by a Supporting Actor
(Straight Play or Musical)
John Williams (“Dial
for Murder”)

M

promising young actor in 1945-46
49'
and 1947-49; Elia Kazon as best
Acton Lee J. Cobh (“Death of a
director in 1946-47 (tie with John
Salesman”).
Gielgud) and 1948-49; Eli Wallach
Actress:
Martita Hunt (“Madas best supporting actor and most
woman of Chaillot”).
promising young actress in 1950Male in Musical: Ezio Pinza
Maureen Stapleton as best actress (“South Pacific”).
(tie witiv Ufa Hagen) and most
Femme in Musical: Mary Martin
uromising young actress in 1950- (“South Pacific”).
51; Julie Harris as best supporting
50
actress in 1949-5Q, and best actress
Actor: Alec Guinness (“Cocktail
and most promising young actress Party”).
in 1951-52; and Jose Ferrer as
Actress: Shirley Booth (“Come

Langton, Marre to Direct
Basil Langton and Albert Marre
will direct two plays apiece during the season of Players, Inc. at
the Olney (Md.) Theatre this summer. Three other plays ’ will he
staged by Eugene O’Sullivan, managing director at the barn. Season
begins June 17 and wraps up Sept.
20. Each production will run two
weeks.
Among the works scheduled for
presentation is “Red Sky At Morn-

new
Pitt.

best

in

There

were

no

unanimous

choices this season. However, Rosalind Russell had a romp, with 17t£
votes out of a possible 19, in the

Area Gets 4

May

and best director

52.

play.

Pittsburgh,

actor

19.

Pines Playhouse will be an all- femme-in-a-musical
classification.
Carnegie Tech Drama School op- John Williams pulled eight votes
eration this summer. Director is as best supporting actor while no
to be Jim McTeague, who gets his one else got more than one; Logan
degree at Tech next month and had a stroll with seven of a posreturns in fall for graduate work, sible 17 ballots as best director
and Leonard Staad, fencing in- Mielziner was a runaway as best
structor there, will be the busi- designer, with & total of 14 votes
ness manager. Resident company (on three different grounds) as best
will be made up exclusively of designer, and George Axelrod had
Tech draraats.
it easy with eight out of 13 taps
White Bam Theatre, owned and as most promising playwright.
operated by Clay Flagg and Carl
In several instances, critics split
Low, has ’engaged Hale McKeen t<? their ballots between two nomidirect its . shows again, opening nees, each being credited with a
June *6 with S. N, BehrmaiTs half-vote in such cases. Not all
“Jane.”
Paul Stevens, Robert critics made selections in all ClassiLynn <and Helen M#y on,, stalwarts fications.
’

|

I

t

Back, Little Sheba”).
Male in Musical: George Guetary
(“Arms and the Girl”) and Todd
Duncan (“Lost in the Stars”).
Femme in Musical: Patricia Neway (“The Consul”).
51
Actor: Claude Rains (“Darkness
at Noon”).
Actress:
Uta Hagen (“Country
Girl”)
and Maureen Stapleton
(“Rose Tattoo”).
Male in Musical: Yul Brynner
(“King and I”).
Femme in Musical: Shirley
Booth (“Tree Grows in Brooklyn”).
1951-52
,
Actor:
Jose Ferrer (“The
Shrike”).
Actress: Julie Harris (“I

Camera”).

Male

Am

a

Musical:
Phil Silvers
('Top Banana”).
Feamhe lK Musical: Vivienne Segal (“Pal Joey”).
in

*

»

4

2

8

David Bums (“Men of Distinction**)
Hans Conried (“Can-Can”)
Barry Jones (“Misalliance”)
John Kerr (“Bemardine”)
Jerome Kilty (“Misalliance”)

1
1

Roddy McDo wall (“Misalliance")
Ralph Meeker (“Picnic”)

1

1
1
1

1
1

Cyril Ritchard (“Millionairess”*
Fred Stewart (“Crucible”)

1

Best Performance by a Supporting Actress
(Straight Play or Musical)

Kim

Stanley (“Picnic”)

3*2

Jenny Egan (“Crucible”)
Rosemary Harris (“Climate of Eden”)
Eileen Heckart (“Picnic”)
Gwen Verdon (“Can-Can”)
Lili Darvas (“Horses in Midstream”)
Kim Hunter (“Children's Hour”)
Leueen MacGrath (“Love of Four Colonels”)
Penelope Mundy (“Climate of Eden”)
Lydia St. Clair (“Time of the Cuckoo”)
Jo Van Fleet (“Camino Real”)
Vanessa Brown (“Seven Year Itch”)

2
2
2
2
1
1
1

1
1*
1
*2

Most Promising Young Actor
John Kerr (“Bemardine")
w
•
Ralph Meeker (“Picnic”)
Johnny Stewart (“Bemardine”)
*
Eli Wallach (“Camino Real”)
Paul Newman (“Picnic”)
David John Stollery (“On Borrowed Time”) ................

6
3

2
2
1
1

Lillie (“Inside U.S.A.”).

doors.

ing/’ a

_

make

winners in the various

as president; Dwight as vice-presi- ?
dent, and Henry Roeser, of Ocean
City, N. J., as treasurer, have purchased the large Somers Point spot,
paying $40,000 for the building, [
formerly a niiery called the Gateway Casino. The past few months ert Drew in the leads.
the corporation has invested anplaces.”
other $354)00, air conditioning the
Arena, Myrtle Beach, S. C;
theatre, ramping its 1,500 seats,
ocean Forrest Hotel, Myrtle
1939which will be scaled from $1 to $3, Beach, S. C.. is converting its hallPrevious Winners
plus tax.
room into an arena theatre, with
|
Dwight, with a year of summer | June 23 set as the starting, date,
Previous years* choices by the
theatre in this spot behind him, | Operation, labeled Carolina Cir- N. Y. drama critics as “best permusicals
the
star
produce
will
450.
will
seat
he
Theatre,
says
cj e
1940- respective clasformance” in their
|
with name stars, resident company ? system will be employed.
sifications included
•_
-*
a
tA
-r.
1
•••
10-piece union
an d *balletx unit.
Wyatt Dickerson, Jr. is producer
40
house orchestra will provide the and James Winslow will be resiActor:* Alfred Limt (‘There Shall
music.
| dent director.
Fitzgerald
Barry
and
Be No Night”) 1941to open June 39 with
‘

20, 1933

A Poll of Pro Crix

Whatever happened to Terry
Holmes?
Voted by the N. Y. drama

Planning All Musicals;

May

Most Promising Young Actress

Mann

(“Children’s Hour”)
Stanley (“Picnic”)
Geraldine Page (“Mid-Summer”)
Janice Rule (“Picnic”)
Geraldine Brooks (“Time of the Cuckoo”)
Jenny Egan (“Crucible”)
Lilo (“Can-Can”)
Penelope Mundy (“Climate of Eden”>
Gwen Verdon (“Can-Can”)
Iris

Kim

f f « l » 4 •

.

»

3
3
2
2
1

2
1
1

1

Best Director

Joshua Logan (“Picnic”)
Cyril Ritchard (“Misalliance”)
Jed Harris (“Crucible”)

!

7
3

!

2

George Abbott (“Wonderful Town”) .
Robert Breen (“Porgy and Bess”) ......
Jose Ferrer (“My 3 Angels”) :
Ella Kazan (“Camino Real”)

2

.

1
1

.

2

Best Scene Designer
Jo Mielziner (“Can-Can”)
11
Jo Mielziner (“Picnic”)
!!!!!!]!!"!.!!!!!..*.* I
Jo Mielziner (no show specified) ..I..!....!..!!.!!!!!
2
Lemuel Ayers (“Camino Real”)
2
Lemuel Ayers (“My Barlin' Aida”)
1
John Boyt (“Misalliance”)
1
Best Composer

Leonard Bernstein (“Wonderful Town”)
Cole Porter (“Can-Can”)
Harold' Rome (“Wish You

Were Here”)

Most Promising Playwright
George Axelrod (“Seven Year Itch”)
William Inge (“Picnic”)
John D. Hess (“Grey-Eyed People”)
Peter Ustinov (“Love Of Fbur 'Colonels”) .t\. /.

10
6
o

1

8
4
I
1

^

•
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PS&IETY
Bernstein and O’Hara
Will Junket Continent

ET as General Show Biz Hypo;

See

TV

in Pix,

h Annual Equity Election June 5

\

j

n

Pat Morison in ‘Kate’

Opens L’ville Season
-Kiss Me, Kate," with Patricia
Morison
starring in the role she
During its recently-completed originated on Broadway, will be
ninth season, ELT is credited with the opening presentation July 13
getting jobs in commercial thea- at
the
Iroquis
Amphitheatre,
trical ventures for more than 60% Louisville, Ky,
Season will be the
of those working in or on its 15 15th for the Amphitheatre and
shows. In some instances ELT will also mark Denis Du-For’s
assignments have been the step to

|

stardom.
Besides providing opportunity
during the season for 266 actors, 15
directors, 14 scenic designers, 17
costume designers, 21 lighting technicians and 73 production associates, the ELT shows were a testing
ground for possible Broadway, road
or stock revivals. They also served
as a showcase for talent for other
show biz media, such as films, TV
and radio, as well as a script retesting ground for these latter

j

t

i

got their

(

For John Brown

in Boston;

rope,

had been slated

Week’

start

year.

Broke Even (That’s Good)

Selection of a strongly rightwing ticket by the conservative
forces
is figured as emphasizing
30-Wk. 4th Season
factionalism, rather than any tangiOttawa, May 19.
ble matter of union policy, as the
Canadian
Repertory
Theatre, primary issue in the election. Virwhich took it on the chin for tually the only question of Equity
$5,000 last season (and $15,000 policy on which there has been
more before that), just broke even any controversy recently has been
in the 30-weeker ending last Sat- Equity
Library Theatre, and that
urday (16), its fourth year. It was has presumably been settled.
dark two weeks before Xmas and
There
is and has been for sevduring Holy Week.
eral years sharp difference of opin"Victoria
Regina," held over ion along general political
lines,
after "one week only” start, topped however.
For the most part, the
all CRT’s single weeks, with $2,725,
membership is regarded as midsecond stanza tapering to about dle-of-the-road
politically,
with
$2,000, with 672 sets, $1.25 top, only a tiny minority
of extremists
five nights and a matinee.
of either complexion.
Except on
Season’s top total take, $7,622, such questions as
blacklisting, pofrom
was
Christopher
Fry's litical leanings have little
direct
“Lady’s Not for Burning,” which relation
to union policy, but someran four weeks, but same author’s times
arouse heated controversy
"Vepus Observed" was disappoint- and have tended
to be the princiing.
T. S, Eliot's “The Cocktail
pal, though rarely publicly stated,
Party," Peter Blackmore's farce
issues in elections in recent years.
"Blue Goose,” Murial and Sydney
Entry of a conservative slate in
Box's “Seventh Veil” and Louis
the
coming election has been figVemeuil’s “Affairs
State" were
next in one-week grosses; but J. B. ured a certainty since the announcement
of the regular ticket.
Priestley’s "Ever Since Paradise”
built big enough for a holdover, Latter was named by the nomiwhich theatre parties stymied, and nating committee, which was reD. -and C. Christie's "His Excel- garded as representing the liberal
lency” had a very good second forces in the union by about a
two-to-one margin.
Six of its
week.
Everyone works hard at CRT, a members, elected by the memberregistered non-profit organization ship, are considered liberals, while
whose two wealthy angels expect the three council reps are considthem to skirt the red if humanly ered conservatives.

On
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would

known

as Bali

able in modem legit history here,
with still another booking just
closed by Gabe Rubin, managing
director, extending operation into
June. Rubin has set deal with The
Great Morton, Australian hypnotist, to come in June 1 for at least
a week in his own revue, and twofers will be offered for the show. possibly.
Salaries run from $35
If Morton clicks, he'll stay on, since to $60.
Occasional guest artist is
the Nixon hasn't anything set after brought, but only one player, Betty
Budgeted ‘Summer’
that.
Leighton, has ever been starred.
luncheon was a
all-male
the
Originally,
looked
the
season
Amelia
Hall
and
Sam
Payne
direct
tongue-in-cheek column by the
Repeat Its D.C. Try;
shot after the return of "Maid in and act, but nab a guest director
Traveler's drama critic, Alta MaWriting in behalf of her the Ozarks" in April, but then when available.
loney.
Schneider
Will Stage
Road” was picked up for
Policy
of planned,
two- week
femme confreres, she announced “Tobacco
a week, which stretched into two. runs may be dropped on reopen“All
Summer Long,” Robert
that the luncheon, at an unnamed
ing in late September, but that’s Anderson drama to be produced
nd HeIen Ha > es decided t0 P
spot for unnamed showmen, teed t ?
in “Mrs. McThing” on her way not certain. Big advantage is more by Alexander H. Cohen and Ralph
off “Naifieless Week" as far as disback
to New York from Chicago. rehearsal time, big disadvantage Alswatng, will probably have two
taff crix were concerned.
She comes in next Monday »25), that too many patrons wait till leading players from the cast that
with Great Morton due the follow- second week.
Trouble with un- tried it out last winter at the
ing stanza.
scheduled holdovers Is that theatre Arena
Playhouse,
Washington.
‘COLONELS’
If Morton only lasts a single parties usually insist on the show Alan Schneider, who staged that
they’ve
announced.
They
brought
version,
wifi
repeat
the
assignment
stanza, Nixon will wind up with 38
weeks, so there’s a chance, al- 7,100 customers this season, at 75c for Broadway.
each.
though remote, house could call it
Single-set play, requiring a cast
“Love of Four Colonels” The- a season at 40. That’s sensational
Censorship by head of LaSalle of seven, is slated to go into reatre Guild-Aldrich & Myers pro- around here.
Academy, Roman Catholic school hearsal Oct. 1, and is tentatively
duction of P$ter Ustinov’s comedy,
w'hose auditorium CRT uses, pre- booked to open Oct 22 in Wilminghad an operating profit of $3,528
vented production of '“Private ton and Oct. 26 in Washington,
for the four-week, period ended Gilley’s Stage, Inc.,
Lives, "Come Back, Little Sheba,”
m ew York premiere the
April 25. That brought the total
‘Harriet’ Its Best "Streetcar Named Desire," "For week of tvt~„
Nov. n
9 at an unspecified
profit on the venture to $3,809 as
Love or Money,” “Don’t Listen, house. Alswahg is designing the
Cincinnati,
May
19.
of that date. However, the show
Ladies,” "White Cargo" and "Por- sceney and Jocelyn the costumes.
Stage,
Inc., local dramatic group,
deficit
had
a
is understood to have
trait ‘in Black.”
brought its five-play season to a
Production is budgeted at $50,000,
for its final three weeks at the
Ten CRT players and technicians
close last week with five performBroadhurst, N.Y., so it presumably
have been invited to appear in including bonds, with provisions
ances of “Harriet" in the downa 20% overcall. On the strength
for
in
$5,000
Broadway
about
exited
the Tyrone Guthrie-Alec Guiness
*
town 1,300-seat Cox theatre. Re- Shakespeare festival at Stratford, of the show's fave reviews on its
the red.
original Washington presentation,
viewers for the dailies tabbed the Ont., this summer.
Production has repaid $50,000 Ryerson-Clements biog of Harriet
Cohen and Aiswang expect no difon Its $80,000 investment and, as Beecher Stowe the best production
ficulty raising the capital. Also beof April 25, had $20,000 cash re- and performance turned in by the
cause
of the original Washington
\
serve and $13,809 available for aggregation in its five-year history.
notices and the standee business
The Rex Harrisondistribution.
did at the tin y Arena,
Robert Huber was the director
the
a ITT) 0 1
P^y
i
UDJO
Ij1Ii Palmer starrer is currently and Robert Newton
did the eight
uAl/LtK Si they figure the Broadway producuUbLyUl/
playing a tw<Mfeek engagement at sets for the three.act play . Mary
should
have a head start In
tion
_ .
...
t
Sol Hurok sails Hus week for
the Forrest, philly. after 'itek
interest in the capital.
,
Howard played the title
Louise
but wall
to line up stage offerings
England
lays off /or the
the cast [ncluded Bert
[
resume in the faU for a limited
.
„
e
Ke bau7h \fari for the - s - for nert season ,
,
t0
Stanley Leaving
|
.
a
Fultz.
and Anna
..
, i
.t
. .e a i_
.
1
over his repertory company, curthe play, with the afithor as star, j
Ticnic’ for Maternity
rently. presenting classic revivals
closed May 9 after almost two
Loss-of-the-Month
at the Lyric Theatre in Hammer
Kim Stanley, selected this week
years* run. It is now touring the
smith.
Subscriber of Show-of-thein Variety's annual poll of the
British provinces.
Already on Hurok’s roster is a pN. Y. drama critics as giving the
Month Club, which folded reU. S. topr of the Sadler's Well? best supporting performance of the
cently after being unable to
“Walls Rise Up," to be produced
This outfit, the parent season by an actress, leaves the
Ballet.
obtain tickets to shows in ShuJune 6-11 by the Roundup Theatre
group, had a spectacular American cast of “Picnic” next week be*
bert theatres in New York,
at Theatre '53, in Dallas, is a dramtour four years ago and the Sadler's j cause of approaching motherhood,
shrugged
off the $20 loss his
atization by Frank Duane of the
Wells Theatre Ballet, a junior otit- f Her successor is being selected
membership involved*
George Sessions Perry novel of the
was presented here by Hurok j by director Joshua Logan and *u"Fll just have to bear and
l fit,
same title. Margo 'Jones will direct
5
'-V*tb0r William Inge "this week.*
before last
Season
•«« **«
grin
he
said.
it,”
*
i\
the .production-

Pigeons on the Common would
coo in cadence, which drew a HamContagions Enjoyment
merstein quip, “but not a Cole
or Irving Berlin tune."
On Tonr Finale in N.Y. Porter
Harvard would examine the
Easy-going congeniality .charac- qualifications^ of Rodgers and/or
terizes "An Evening With Charles Hammerstein for president.
Laughton,” which. Felix G. GerstThe key to the city would be
man presented at Town Hall, N.Y., any key in which the boys cared
last Thursday and Friday nights to write.
(14-15) as the last two performLone dissenting voice to tossing
ances of this season’s tour. Laughton draws his material this time
mostly from the Bible, Andersen's

fairy tales, Dickens and Thurber,
plus some of his past films (“Ruggles of Red. Gap," “Rembrandt")

and legit (the
in Hell").

Devil in

"Don Juan

What impresses more than the
content of the material is the portown personality, his apparent and contagious enjoyment
of the particular scene or passage
he is reading, reciting, or emoting.
ly actor's

But his informality has progressed
through the years just about as far
as it should go. - One more bounce,
ear scratch
or slangy debunk
might become coy.
Actor,
readings

whose

'

whose vidpix series of
currently showing, and
over the

is

single-stinting

years probably
current vogue,

gave rise to the

seems more suc-

cessful with the shorter selections,
like Chapter III of Daniel from

the Bible or a Thurber fable. The
longer pieces, like “The Emperor's
Nightingale,” seem drawn-out. The

lengthy
Little

reading

from

Dickens’
Dorritt" also hogs down a

b,t -

Vene.

Has Earned

Back Half
'

Children’s

'

Its

Cost

Hour "

Lillian Hellmelodrama which closes May
JO at the Coronet,
N. Y., had
earned back about half its investment as of May 2.
Accounting

Jflan

statement

showed

Hermit
mgar<* en rev ^ vsl, which cost
c<3 o n
iJJ.0i3.to produce, still had $24,Of to recoup.
_ Assets Included $10/226 bonds
.

the

C

deposits, $10,000 cash reserve
additional assets. Opprofit for the four-week

n:ang

penod ended
t

is

May 2 was $4,736.
slated to tour in the falL

50G

To

^

REPAYS
INVESTORS!
TO
50G

f

Winds

’

t

With

*

HUROK TO LONDON FOR

mm rnm

i

.

‘Children’

Thomas,

Canadian Rep Theatre

through ELT producBoston, May 19.
tions include Peter Cookson, who
Dick Rodgers and Oscar HammerELT’s
"Constant
from
went
Nymph" into the Broadway produc- stein 2d were guests of honor at “John Brown s Body” tour.
Miss Anderson, who is undertion of "The Heiress," Carmen a luncheon at the Algonquin Club
Mathews from “Affairs of Anatole” here last Wednesday il3) attended stood to be withdrawing from the
Whittier,
by
Lt.
Gov.
Sumner
G.
Gregory show for personal reasons,
into “She Stoops to Conquer," and
Mary James from “Madchen in Mayor John B. Hynes (each of is not known to have any other
Uniform" to the lead in "Apple of whom delivered sock' tributes to commitment at present. However,
His Eye.” Also, director John the showbiz pair) and approximate- she has been sought by Coast proOShaughnessy, was hired within a ly 50 local civic and business ducers Russell Lewis and Howard
for
another' tour
Fire
Commissioner Young
in
week of his staging the ELT “Paths bigwigs.
direct- “Command Michael T. Kelleher was official “Medea.” in which she starred on
of Glory”'* to
Broadway and toured some years
Decision" on Broadway in 1947. host.
Both Betsy Drake and Charlton
Reason for the all-male luncheon ago.
Heston got film contracts shortly was to proclaim this week “Rodg"John Brown's Body” is due to
after their ELT appearances.
ers and Hammerstein Week” and resume its tour on the Coast in
Recent rhubarb in Equity about present the duo a citation kudoing September.
the value of ELT in relation to its their socko theatrical efforts. Aim
cost, about $22,000 this year, re- also was to wage continuance of
sulted in grant of $11,000 for the the long established custom of trycoming year, contingent on ap- ing out all R&H shows in Boston. Pitt’s Nixon Extends
proval of the budget submitted. All of their collaborations have
Season with Hypnotist;
ELT annually supplements its either preemed here or stopped
union grant by fund drives, cock- over for pre-Broadway trial runs.
tail parties (two this season netted
Included in the "R&H Week"
Biggest, Best in Years
proclamation were the following:
(Continued on page 58)
Pittsburgh, May 19.
The tiny rock island in middle
Nixon Theatre's current season
of Boston Common's Frog Pond
will be the longest and most profit‘Evening With Laughton’
HaL
be

legit

Emory Richardson, counreplacement, four years; Frank
Jr.,
and Lois Wilson,
council replacements, three years;
Brace Conning and Mark Dawson,
council replacements, two years,
and ‘Audrey Christie and William
Tabbert, council replacements, one
Also,

cil

to star in a

dramatic reading of the Stephen
Vincent Benet poem, "Western
Star,” but producer Paul Gregory
now wants her to take over as costar with Tyrone Power and Raymond Massey for next season's

But Excluded Femmes
Call It ‘Nameless

.

with Tone and Betsey Von Furstenberg as leads. Jean Dalrymple
had been reported planning to present “Play" on Broadway.
This is the second McCleery play
Anne Baxter is being sought to
in which Tone has appeared. The
succeed Judith Anderson in "John first was "Hope lor the Best,"
Brown's Body" for next fall. Filijn staged on Broadway in 1945.
actress, currently traveling in Eu9

fields.

who

generally regarded as libera!.
The conservative indie slate includes Sidney Blackmer, as second vice-president replacement, to
serve two years; Horace Braham,
Vicki Cummings, Fred Hebert,
Thomas Mitchell, Arnold Moss,
Conrad Nagel, Beverly Roberts,
Vivienne Segal, Loring Smith and
Ann Thomas, for full five-year
council terms.

star in it on Broadway following his forthcoming tour of sumThe author anmer theatres.
nounced it upon his recent return
to his home here from Bermuda,
where the comedy was tried out,

Eye Anne Baxter

Firefly.”

‘R&H Week’

The regular ticket, named recently
by the nominating committee, is

’

may

eighth year as exec producer.
Other productions skedded are
"Sweethearts," with Gil Lamb;
"Louisiana Purchase," with Billy
Gilbert; "Call Me Madam,” with
Elaine Stritch; "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,” with Kyle MacDonnell,

and “The

week

nominated an independent ticket
in the annual election
to take

'

Equity Library Thea-

conservative

faction in Actors Equity this

[

\

tre.

Established actors

As expected, the

«

to the careers of
participating: talent, and to some
for
all aspects of
hypo
a
extent
show biz, is provided by the oper-

Major stimulus

ations of the

\

|

By ALICE VENEZKY

55

Conservatives Enter Indie Ticket

Herman Bernstein, general manager for producer Leland Hayward
and managing director of the Alvin
Theatre, N. Y. t and Warren O'Hara,
manager of the latter house, sail
-4next Wednesday 27) on the Vulcania iqr
cama
eight-week Vacation
vacation
*t
for an eigm-weeK
J
in Italy, Switzerland, Spain and! 1006 JSy6S BFO&uWfly
France.
They'll be back just in time for
For McCleery’s T!ay’
‘ he st art
re hearsa ‘ s
J°|hu
Peterboro, N. H., May 19.
„a ,
,
0®
r0 u ctl
n rt
d S lr fl
Franchot Tone has taken an op°^-S J? _ .? ,_ _,S“
_
for which Bernstein will be g.m.
tion on William McCleery’s new
and which will open Nov. 4 at the
comedy, "A Play for Mary," and
Alvin, after a tryout tour.
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‘Fourposter’ Gels

Wednesday, May 20, 1953

14G

For Modest K.C. Week
Kansas

JO

City,

May

19.

"Fourposter” in the Orpheum
$26,600,
here played to moderate biz at
J
Lateness of
$4.27 top last week.
*
Chieaen. May
Mav 19.
io
Chicago,
cool
and
rainy
the season and
Three closings here last week
weather unseasonal for this time
knocked
the
props
out
from
played
help.
no
Show
of year were
$21,
‘Road’
$25,100,
$7,500, Pitt der. the local legit lineup, and unincluding
the
performances,seven
May 19.
outlook for the rest of the sumPittsburgh,
Tandy
Jessica
matinee.
$16,300 Saturday
(Shirley
y Booths About „
Broadway continued its season IOUUK
Strong finish gave the second mer remains bleak.
"New
costarred, in
Faces
ere
Cronyn
Hume
and
closing
$17,300
;
shows
(previous week,
decline last week. Nearly all
and final stanza of 'Tobacco Road” of 1952” remains, as does the
the show.
ebbed a bit at the boxoflHce. In May 30.
Take for the week figured around $7,500 at the Nixon last ribald "Maid of the Ozarks.” “Pal
Time Out for Ginger, Lyceum
some cases the drops were sharp,
week. It was figured that the Mar- Joey” comes into the Shubert tobut in a few instances the week’s (24th wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $22,845* $14,000.
ciano-Walcott telecast Friday (15) morrow night (Wed.) for a run,
receipts reversed the general trend (Melvyn Douglas). Almost $13,300
cost the show at least another but there isn’t much else in pros(previous week. $12,600).
with modest rises.
grand. Nobody had any kicks com- pect until after Labor Day.
Imperial
Here,
Were
Ton
full
Wish
on
now
The closing parade is
however, with close to $20,000
ing,
Estimates for Last Week
swing. "Love of Four Colonels” (47th wk) (MOS7.20: 1,400; $52.Deep Blue Sea, Blackstone (1st
for the fortnight stay, the best the
Nearly $39,200 (previous*
departed last week for a two-week 080).
Leonard Altobell production has week) ($3.80 1,535) (Uta" Hagen*.
road stand, while "South Pacific” week, $40,000).
j
done since the tour started a few Tour ended here Saturday (16)
Wonderful Town, Winter Garden
4/U.
took off for a limited engagement
‘
months ago.
with a brutal $7,600.
$54._
in Boston, hut then returns. Nothing (12th wk) IMC~$7.2D; 1.510;
Nixon had hoped "Road” might
Dial 'M* Murder, Harris (16tli
Over
Russell).
(Rosalind
the
173$.
but
week,
this
is slated to leave
to
another
able
stay
stanza,
but
be
wk)
($4.40; 1,000) (Richard Greene*.
$54,400
»;
season-end closings slated for May $54,800 (previous week,
neither house nor producer was Broke up here Saturday (16) with
I with the completion of commissionHour,”
"Children's
include
30
San Francisco, May 19.
willing
even
though
final
to
risk
it
good
$12,200 for the finale.
a
grosses
"Evening with Beatrice Lillie,” j able theatre party bookings*
Alcazar went dark Saturday (16) performance Saturday (16) was
Maid in Ozarks, Selwyn (2d wk)
"Moon Is Blue” and 'Time of the}. should now go up slightly.
at the conclusion of the 5th week. practically capacity. Show was t\yo1,000).
Comedy picked up,
($4.20;
Cuckco.” Also. “Guys and DoHs'^
of "Gigi,” with final week biz down fered for the engagement here. with $12,700, on two-for-ones.
House will re- Nixon is currently dark.- but reexits town June 27 for a six-week
hill all the way.
McThing,
Erlanger (6th wk)
Mrs,
Washington date, but resumes here
main dark until producer Randolph lights next Monday (25) with ($4.40; 1,353) (Helen Hayes). Left
Aug. 10.
Hale secures, another booking. All Helen Hayes in "Mrs. McThing.”
$40,300,
„
with a resoundSaturday
(16)
town
Orly imminent opening is ‘Me
Frisco biz was in the doldrums.
ing $26,300.
and Juliet.” the new Rodgers-HamEven 'Top Banana,” with Phil SilFaces
of
Great North1952,
New
merstem musical. May 20 at the
vers, W'hich opened May 11 and
ern (2d wk) ($6.18; 2,100). Going
Majedic.
rated erfx plaudits for the star,
profitably,
hsan’t yet
but
along
‘Juliet’ $46,681,
Estimates for Last Week
drew only fairly well.
drawn the business the- rave no(Drama},
Keys: C ( Comedy),
Veloz and Yolanda relit the
indicate;
19.
to
got over
semed
Philadelphia,
May
tices
(Mon.) with their
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
Walcott-Marclano fight Friday Geary last night
$26,600 last week.
(Musi(Musical Comedy),
"Cavalcade of Dance” set for a
night (15) cut attendance sharply
single week
cal Drama t, O (Opera),
at "Pal Joey/* and marred other"Guys and Dolls” with Pamela
Other parenthetic designations wise great week. Revival, in its
‘CAROUSEL’ $49,200, LA.;
Boston, May 19.
refer, respectively, to top prices; second stanza at the Shubert, ran Britton, Charles Fredericks, Jeanne
^Biz continued on the upbeat
number of seats, capacity gross and well over' first week’s take, how- Bal and Sam Schwartz, will open
May 31 - at the Geary for four here last week with "Me and
$28,400
Price includes 20% amuse- ever.
stars.
Juliet” going clean again at the
ment tax, but grosses are net: Le.,
Local legit -is down to one show} weeks.
Los Angeles, May 19.
Week
Last
Estimates
for
Shubert.
currently
Interest
is
Four'
this week, with "Love of
exclusive of tax.
Biz spurted in town last week
Top Banana* Curran (1st wk) centered around return engageCan-Can, Shubert (2d wk) (MC- Colonels,” Rex Harrison-Lilli Palthe three incumbents
(Phil /Silvers.) Fair ment of “South Pacific” which with each of
First full mer starrer which arrived; last (M-$4.80; 1,775)
better grosses for the
reporting
$7.20; 1.361; $50,160).
week.
opening
for the,
bowed in last night (Mon.) at the frame. Same trio continues this
week drew capacity $50,800 (pre- night (Mon.) at the Forrest. Com- $26,300
Gigi, Alcazar (5th wk) (C-$3.60; Opera
House for five-weeker.
vious week, one preview and four edy is the 12tb and last in the
to dominate the locaL legit
Heavy advance sale is reported, week
Theatre Guild-Amerfcan Theatre L 14?*,
performances got $321,000).
scene*
to under $1,800 finr the fmale. Pre- and, with house seating nearly 3.series.
Society
subscription
Children's Hour, Coronet (22d
Estimates for Last Week
000, the stand here should be very
Guild-ATS schedule will be cut vious week, $10,600.
Carousel, Philharmonic Aud (2d
wk> (D-S4.80; 1.027 $28,378). Nearlucrative.
ly $9,800 on twofers (previous week, next season to 10 plays, among}
wk) (2,670; $4.80). Moved up nicely
Estimate for Last Week
which are listed Arthur Miller’s ‘Musical May* Presents
$10.4001: closing May 30.
$49,200 with prospects of anto
Me and Juliet, Shubert (2d wk)
Crucible, Beck (17th wk) (D-$6- "Crucible,” Shaw’s "Misalliance,”
climb this frame.
Longhair in Montreal ($6; 1,700). Broke the house rec- other
new
to Be a Jewr Civic Play$4.80; 1.214; $31,000). Almost $14,- and Basil Rathbone in a
Hard
ord with a capacity-plus $46,681;
Sherlock
Montreal, May 19.
(6th wk) (376; $3.60). Up to
200 on twofers (previous week, dramatization of the
house
final
week
is
current
and also Sold
Holmes stories.
$13,800).
Canadian Concerts & Artists, in out.
$2,700 for the frame to continue
Dial
for Murder, Plymouth
nicely on the profit side.
cooperation with Sol Hurok/ get
(1.Pal Joey, Shubert (2d wk) n
*..
Point of No Return, Biltmore
(29th wk) (D-$4.80; 1.062; $29,815)
Montreal”
MnsIcal May
i)s
Over $26,506 870; $6.50) (Harold Lang). Despite underway Thursday (21) with the 251
(Maurice Evans).
(2d wk) (1,636; $4.80). Bounced up
muggy, rainy weather, lack of air$28,400 for the second session.
(previous week, $28,000).
to
and competish of Boston Symphony Orch under the
Evening With Beatrice Lillie, conditioning
Current week, last of the stand, is
world's championship fight, re- baton of Pierre Monte ux. The
GUILD’S
of the cut-rate Theatre Guild
free
Booth (33d wk) <R-$6; 739; $20,- vival rolled op nearly $40,300.
next three nights . will he taken
284) Beatrice Lillie). Nearly $18,An additional 51 weeks were subscription season tickets. Tour
over by opera, with the Met ofhere.
ends
200 (previous week, $18,000); closjfering "Rigoletto,” "La Boheme," added to the Theatre Guild's subing Slay 30.
‘GUYS’
$43,900 "Samson and Delilah” and "La scription playing time this season.
Fifth Season, Cort (17th wk) (CHike brought the number of tourTosca.”
‘Stalag’ Folds in D.C.,
(Menasha
$25,277)
$4.80;
1,056;
Starting June 4 for three nights, ing weeks, for the 32 productions
IN
ApSkulnik, Richard Whorf).
sent out, to 251 in a total of 21
Ballet
under
the
London’s Festival
proached $25,100 (previous week,
Grosses Thin $10,000
Seattle, May 19.
cities. Management is contemplat$25,000).
Near-capacity business prevailed direction of Anton Dolin will make
Washington, May 19.
Guys and Dolls, 46th St (130th for the eight-performance engage- its only North American appear- ing adding another four cities to its
"Stalag 17” did a thin $10,000
wki (MC-36.50; 1,319.; $43,904). Hit ment of "Guys and Dolls” at the ance, presenting a program made list next season, but nothing definite
'has
been
Theatre here last
yet.
set
National
at the
$29,400 (previous week, $30,500); huge Civic Auditorium here last up almost entirely ol old ballet
Rise in playing weeks added an week. On the basis of the poor
exiting June 27 for road engage- week. From $2.25 to $4.60 regular. classics.
185,000
pre-sold biz, the second week of the Schedment, but resumes here Aug, 10.
This festival is the start of what approximately
Musical grossed nearly $43,900 ati
Haze] Flagg, Hellinger (14th wk> $4.80 top In the 4,000-seat house.
uled two-week engagement was
CC Sc A and Hourok hope will be- tickets to the season’s sales.
(MC-$7.20; 1,527; $53,000) (Helen
cancelled.
Show is splitting the current come an annual event in MontreaL
Gallagher, Thomas Mitchell, Benay week between Tacoma and Port- All performances will be given in
Trouble seems to have been that
‘Pacific’ Hefty $41,100
Venuta, John Howard, Jack Whit- land.
comedy was brought back to
the
has
been comthe Forum, which
ing). Over $35,900 (previous week,
Return
Indpls. Washington too soon. It did a fortpletely transformed from an ice
$39,000).
night
stand at the Shubert Theatre
Indianapolis, May 19.
palace to an approximation of a
King and I, St. James (112th wk) ‘Madam’ to
Sked at
"South Pacific” rang down the last February. National Theatre reseating
theatre
or auditorium
(MC-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Alfred
mains
dark this week and relights
curtain on legit season here last
nearly .7,000.
Drake). Almost $41,100 (previous
Toronto .Melody Fair Mistakes of last year when the week with a big $41,100 in eight next week for a single week of
week, $38,700).
Met played' in fVls particular place performances at the Murat, scaled “Fourposter.”
Toronto, May 19.
Love of Four Colonels, Shubert
$5. Figure is comedown, howWith an $8,000 mall order ad- have been remedied* the acoustics to
(18th wk) <C-$6-$4.80; 1,160; $29,ever, from solid $106,000 for two
vance
Gene
Rayopening
will be better and Sight lines all
on
ad,
500) (Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer).
straight weeks in same house last Fire Scare Fails
Nearly $15,500 (previous week, mond and Jacqueline James in over the house have been im- season. There were plenty of empty
Halt ‘Kate’ in Reading
$14,100); closed last Saturday night 'Call Me Madam” open the Mel- proved. Advance, particularly for seats first three days this time.
Reading, May 19.
(16;) after 141 performances; pro- ody Fair third season of tent mu- the Met series, is big with prices
Show had played to 40,000 cussicals
here
June
15.
Gene
LockSmall fire in an exhaust fan
scaled to $8.
duction had been in the black, but
tomers in huge auditoriums at
recent operating losses created hart will star in "Paint Your WagIndiana and Purdue universities, motor caused a near panic at the
about $5,000 deficit; show is play- on” as another draw listed during
both about 50 miles from Indian- final performance last Saturday
ing a two-week stand in Philly, the summer.
apolis, last month, cutting into night (16) of the Reading Civic
Current Road Shows
Theatre-in-the-found
installathen lays off, but tours next fall.
potential here. Murat inaugurated Opera
Me,
Company’s
"Kiss
(May 18-29)
Misalliance, Barrymore (13th wk) tion, financed by a group of Toits new air conditioning during the Kate,” at the Rajah Theatre here.
(C-$3; 1,060; $24,996). Approached. ronto stockbrokers, with Leighton
stand, but has no more bookings in The smell of smoke started some
Brill in as executive producer and
Fourposter (Jessica Tandy, Hume sight this
$12,700 on twofers (previous week,
summer.
of the audience to start moving
Ben Kamsler as business manager, Cronyn)
Davidson. Milwaukee
$14,200); Martyn Green took over
from their seats. J. Carl Borelli,
Monday night (18) as male lead, will increase the seating capacity (18-23); National, Wash. (25-30)
in the new Canadian National Ex- (closing).
director, stopped the* show and put
succeeding. Barry Jones.
Future B’way Schedule
on the house lights. Several men
Moon Is Blue, Miller (115th wk) hibition setup to 1,800 seats over
Good Nite, Ladies Royal Alex(C-$4.80;
920; $21,586)
(Donald last season’s 1,650; with Melody andra, Toronto (18-30).
shouted "sit down,” which helped
Me and Juliet, Majestic, May 28. calm
Cook, Biff McGuire, Janet Riley). Fair running 16 weeks, over last
the 1,850 persons present in
Guys and Dolls
Temple, TaCarnival in Flanders, Century,
Almost $7,500 on twofers (previous season’s 14 weeks. Box office scale coma (18-20); Aud., Portland (21the 2,100 seat theatre.
•remains at $3.40 top.
Sept. 28.
week, $8,100); closing May 30.
26); Community/ Berkeley (29-30).
Fire
Chief Edward C. Dell took
Schedule, following the opener
Tea and Sympathy, unspecified
My 3 Angels, Moroscb (10th wk) includes
the stage and reassured the audiLove of Four Colonels (Rex theatre, week of Sept. 28.
"Up in Central Park.”
(C-$6-$4.80; 912; $26,000).
Over June 22; "One' Touch Of Venus,” Harrison, Lilli Palmer)—Forrest,
Teahouse of the August Moon, ence that there was no cause for
$21,300 (previous week, $22,000).
June 29; "Wagon,” July 6; "Bitter Philly (18-30)- (closing).
concern and that the smoking
Beck, Oct. 15.
Picnic, Music Box (12th wk) (CD
Sweet ” July 13; "Cat and the FidMaid in the Ozarks —* Selwyn,
Solid Gold Cadillac, unspecified motor was disconnected. George
$6-$4.80;
1,012;
$27,800).
Over dle,” July, 20; "Music in the Air,” Chi (18-30).
theatre,
week
Gross, a member of the cast, cauof Nov. 2.
$27,900 (previous week, $27,800).
Kind Sir, Alvin, Nov. 4.
Me and Juliet (tryout)
tioned the audience that a siren
Porgy and Bess, Ziegfeld (10th with Irra Petina, July 27; "ConShunecticut Yankee,” with Gil Lamb. bert, Boston (18-23) (reviewed
All
Summer
Long, unspecified would be sounded during the secin
Wk) (0-$6; 1,628: $48,244). Just Aug,
3; "Song of Norway,”* with Variety, April 22, '53).
theatre, week of Nov. 9.
about $33,400, excluding tax, which
ond act and not to get alarmed.
the non-profit show retains (previ- Miss Petina, Aug. 10; "Brigadoon,”
Mrs. McThing (Helen Hayes)
Damage was estimated at $40.
Aug, 17; "Melle. Modiste,” with Cox.
ous week, $33,700).
Cincy
(18-23); Nixon, Pitt.
The show broke attendance rec‘Fancy’ $2,100, A.C.
Seven Tear Itch, Fulton (26th Virginia Mac Watters, Aug. 24, (25-30) (closing).
ords for two nights for the comAtlantic City, May 19.
Wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,063; $24,400) and a three-weeks’ run of "CarouNew Faces
Great Northern,
Esther Ralston appearing in pany, with 1,450 attending Friday
(Tom Ewell). Nearly $24,700 sel,” with Gail Manners and Wal- Chi (18-30).
ter Cassell, as the finale.
‘‘Goodbye. My Fancy” did $2,100 night (15) at $2.85 fops. More than
(previous week, $24,700).
Pal Joey (Harold Lang) Shubert, in the 500-seat Quarterdeck Thea- 2,000 wives and friends of the
South Pacific, Majestic (213th
Chi
(20-30).
tre here last week.
Shrine attended Thursday night
( Wk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha ‘Ladies’ $10,900, Toronto
Point of No Return (Henry
Ethel Barrymore Colt opened (14 *. when the Skriners bought the
Wright, George Britton).
Over
Toronto, May 19.
Fonda)—Biltmore, L, A. (18-23)
/Mon.) in "Grammercy house.
$35,200 (previous week, $33,000*;
With
the
Queen’s
birthday (closing).
Ghost,
with a cast including J.
exited last Saturday night (16) heavily denting
weekend biz on
South Pacific (Martha Wriglit, Mackay Elliott. Esther
after 1,694 performances, but out-of-town holiday
.Benson.
Preem performance of the new
exodus, "Good George Brltton>
Opera House, L
Har
ns, John Reese, Rich- version of Darius Milhaud’s, ballet,
after a Boston engagement, returns Nite
Ladies,”
on third week, Boston (18-30),
ard Neilson. Leon Stevens, Jams
Juno 22 to the 1,900-seat Broad- dipped to $10,900.
“JLe
Boeuf sur le Toifc,” with
South Pacific (Janet Blair,
Ward. Peggy Shirley, Robert Zinn
way. at reduced scale.
Royal Alexandra (1,525-seater) THon)-—Shubert, Detroit” 18Webb
choreography by TV’s ("Shaw of
- 30^
and Ben Gary.
Time of the Cuckoo, Empire (31st was scaled at $3.50 top,
Play
is directed Shows,”) James Starbuck, is slated
with 40?o
Top Banana (Phil Silvers) CurC ar! es Etheridge, with Jona- for Brandeis U. Festival of CreaWk) (CD-$4.80-|6; 1,082; $25,056) sale on twofers.
a?*
ran, S. F. (18-30).
than !l
Dwight the. producer.
tive Arts onrJune 13-14.
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“WORLD’S FINEST MALE SPANISH DANCER”

CONCERTS

LIFE

gj
v<%

jay

VARIETY- HOTELS
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i

carmody
Currently

Washington* D. C., “Evening Star”
“
leaves the management with the
problem of getting the audience to go
.

home/

(RETURN ENGAGEMENT)

7

Room

Empire
ROBERT COLEMAN
New York “Mirror”

WALDORF-ASTORIA

won the hearts of the
. completely
nighters who rattled the rafters with
appreciative applause ... the Greco Spanish Dance Company belongs on your ‘must
“

i

.

.

New

w

first

GENE KNIGHT

see’ list.”

N. Y. “Journal-American”
“The world’s greatest Spanish dancer Senor
Jose Greco came hounding back into the
Waldorf-Astoria
the second time within
six months that the fiery artist has starred
in this prime showcase
the Empire Room
was filled to capacity, and many were turned
away .
patrons in the room seethed with
excitement. This was an experience. Greco!
Greco! Bravo! Bravo!”
.

m

April 15, 1953

.

.

.

P

Jose Greco, Opera House

—

—

m-

PZOilEff
Wednesday

York

.

(1st

wk) ($4; 3,600). Smash $61,200 for
one-week stand.

.

.

.

LOUIS SOBOL
N. Y. “Jouraal-American”
“Sensational Is the word for Jose Greco and
his dancing troupe at the Waldorf’s Empire

ANN BARZEL
Chicago “Journal American”
“Encores, Oles, and a final curtain speech
showed what the audience thought of the
Jose Greco Company opening at the Blackstone last night . . . and well may they

m

m;

Room ...”
LEE MORTIMER
New York “Mirror”

“The generally sedates and reserved Empire
Waldorf-Astoria exploded recently
with the most exciting night club fare of the
season. The -artists were Jose Greco and his
Spanish dancers
. . Greco,
generally conceded top man in his field, hitherto confined
his efforts to theatre and concert work. As
a cafe attraction he provides more thrills than
anything he ever did on a stage”
“The
huge audience shouts approval in a frenzy

Room of the

shout.”
JS-SS

jw-v-r

,

HERBERT
WHITAKER
Toronto

.

and Mail”
“When hats get thrown onto the stage of
the Eoyal Alexandra as a tribute to a
performance, you can be sure the occasion
is extraordinary” .
. “Greco alone would
make an evening memorable ... no wonder there was occasion to throw hats.’it
“j&lobe

mb

.

.

June 8-15

LATIN QUARTER, Boston

fckniEFr

August 11-24

Wedne
sjay* January 28, 1953
W WW W !
mu mmrnmmmmmmmmmmmam
I II

.

most un Waldorf-like.”

SAHARA,

H

Us Vegas

GRECO CUCKO $63,350

FOR

NX FORTNIGHT

Jose Greco Spanish Ballet wound
up a two^week stay at the Century,
N. Y. Saturday (24), with a boff
$63,350 for the fortnight. First
week's gross was $27,000;* second
week’s, $36,350. Saturday night’s
closer was SRO, for a house record
*
of $5,637 at the $4.80 scale.
#

MGATs

u
m

Musical Production

SOMBRERO

//

ED SULLIVAN
New York “Daily News”
“Jose Greco
“Sombrero.”

sensational

MGM’s

in

HEDDA HOPPER

AUGUST 27-29

“Jose Greco’s dance in “Sombrero”
the greatest thing In the picture.”

is

HOLLYWOOD BOWL
with the Hollywood Bow! Sym-

phony Orchestra

{Guest Appearances)

TRANSCONTINENTAL TOUR

Ed

1953-54

Sullivan’s ‘Toast of the

Town’

(CBS-TV)
4th Appearance

Opening Sept 28 th

3

OMNIBUS (K1C-TV)

SHUBERT THEATRE
WASHINGTON,

May

SHOW OF SNOWS (NBC-TV)

D. C.

7

and

His

COMPANY OF

SPANISH DANCERS

,

.

Tapering Off?
Hollywood,

Legit Bits

The winner and

Audrey Hepburn, who has been acts are the Four Congeroos and
seeing the Broadway shows after the Two Earls.
Tom Arnold’s revue, “Over the
winding up her tour in “Gigi” last
week, planes to England today Moon,” now touring the provinces
Cicely Courtneidge starred, is
visit
her
with
and
to
vacation
(Wed.)
mother. She's due back in August definitely skedded for the Piccato film “Sabrina Fair" at Para- dilly Theatre, opening end of May.
George & Alfred. Black are inScenarists Richard Sale
mount
and Mary Anita Loos (Mrs. Sale) terested in a new musical, “Wedding
are due from the Coast tomorrow in Paris,” with book and lyrics by
(Thurs.) en route to England to Vera Caspary, Hans May and Sonny
'write the shotting script for “Gen- Miller, for West End production
“The Third Person,” Andrew
tlemen Marry Brunettes”.. The . ,
George S. Kaufmans (Leneen*Mac- Rosenthal's West End hit, starts a
Gratk) sail this week for England, three-week' provincial tour, with
where he will attend the opening Patricia Burke, Bette Anne Davis,
of “Guys and Dolls,” She iwthdrew Sebastian Shaw and Walter Crisfrom the cast of “Love of Four ham starred
”
Jack Hylton's “Happy as a King
Colonels” last week because of ill
health,
musical by Austin Melford and
George Schaefer left last week Fred Emney, wjfch latter also
for Dallas to stage the State Fair starred and show Currently tourMusicals this summer, but is due ing the provinces, comes to the
back late in August to partner with Princes Theatre middle May . .
Maurice Evans in the production of Prior to leaving fqy^Paris, J. J.
Shubert closed deal 'with Bernard
“Teahouse of the August Moon”
“Sticks .and Stones,” one-act play Delfont for latter to revive “The
by author-stage manager Robert Student Prince” for extensive proDowning, has been purchased by vincial tour witb David Hughes in
. The Royal Danish
Plays, Inc., of Boston, for fall pub- he title role
has Ballet to play a two-week season
Miele
lication. .Elizabeth
budgeted her proposed production at the Royal Opera House, Covent
of the posthumous William An- Garden, opening second week in
thony McGuire musical comedy, August.
“Can You Dance?” at $225,000,
.

is

May

still

Last night (Mon.) the meller
played its 7,400th consecutive
performance at the Theatre
On July 6 the show
Mart.
starts

its

21st

year.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

with provision for 20% overcall.
Ray Golden has budgeted his
proposed new revue, “High Time,”
at $65,000. .Holly Harris will sing
the leads this summer in “Gentle^
men Prefer Blondes” and “Louisiana Purchase” at the Pittsburgh
Civic Light Opera and "Paint Your
Wagon” at Dallas. . .Pressagent
Karl Bernstein is moving his headquarters from the Vinton Freeley
office in Rockefeller Center after
15 years. .Dick Maney, who’s been
in the Empire Theatre Building
since before the pigeons, is shifting
his flackery to the Astor Hotel, N.Y.
Coast producers Russell Lewis
and* Howard Young have acquired
the Coast rights to “Dial
for
Murder” and will tour it, opening
in September at the Geary, San
Francisco. .Ted Goldsmith .will
pressagent the Washington engagement, June 29-Aug. 8 of the Broadway company of “Guys and Dolls”
.Producer-theatre
owner Anthony B, Farrell will sell his house
in east 64th St., N.Y., and move
into a duplex apartment in Grade
Square, overlooking the East River.
Josephine Hull will star in “The
Solid Gold Cadillac,” comedy by
Howard Telrfunaim and George S.
Kaufman, fa be produced on Broadway In the fall by Max Gordon,
with^ Kaufman
directing. . .Lyn
Austin and Thomas Noyes, already
planning a production of Louis
Peterson's “Take a Giant Step,"
have also scheduled a presentation
of “Frogs of Spring,” by Nathaniel
Btenchley, based on his novel, “Side
Street," to be staged by Burgess
Meredith. They're capitalizing it at
$65,000, with provision for 20%
.

Quimby And., Ft Wayne,

May Be

.

Lost to Legit

Fort Wayne, May 19,
Purchase of the Quimby Audiorium here by the local lodge of
Scottish Rite, including the adjoining ’ parking lot on the west,
may mean an end to touring show
bookings in Ft. Wayne.
Since 1945, the auditorium has
been leased to Quimby Theatres on
a 20-year leasing contract, included in the purchase by the Fort

Inside Stuff-Legit
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champ

“The Drunkard.”

ELT as Hypo
Continued from page 55

0

Larry Blyden, who rehearsed originally for the Jife-of-the-partv
borscht circuit emcee role in “Wish You Were Here," has finally gotten
the role which went to Sid Armus opening night and who re-inherited
the role when Ray Walston was brought in by Joshua Logan, co-author
with Arthur Kober, and producer of “Wish." Logan had Walston in
the London “South Pacific" company, and is currently in Boston with
“Me and Juliet." When Walston was in the role, J^rmus had no lines
but served as one of the “waiters," but later reassumed it. He had
q. run-of-the-play contract and was paid off until June last week when
Blyden was given the role.
Only other recent cast change in “Wish" has been Fred Saidoff
who is one of Eliza Kazan's school and left for the shortlived “Camino
Real" in February to undertake one of the undertaker roles. Arnold
Walton replaced Saidoff in “Wish" at the time.

$400), and tie-ins with stores (like
Conger) for a percentage
Lewis
on goods bought by ELT patrons.
Much-touted “budget” per play
Jule Styne, co-producer of “Pal Joey," which opens a Chicago enof $3Q is actually “mad money”, gagement tonight (\7edJ told a television audience last Sunday night
given for special props, with union (17), “I, Jule' Styne, wouldn’t produce a show unless the critics came

footing operating nut of some
$2,000 per play, which includes
theatres theatre rental, lights, costumes, props, printing, etc. No play
can he put on by ELT unless it has
previously been done on Broad-

the first night.” Statement, obviously referring to the local situation
regarding opening-night reviewing of. legit shows, was made on the
Free for All" show conducted over WBKB by Kay Ashton-Stevens

and Tom Duggan.
Although J. J.; Shubert has taken
*

critics and other newspaper men,
the first-night press list in Chi, the managements of the various
shows involved have been buying seats for that performance for the
ELT successes which turned up reviewers. Other press reps, such as feature writers, columnists,
on Brpadway or had a stock or editors, etc., get second-night seats now.
_

off

way.

straw hat spurt shortly after appearance at Lenox JEIifl Playhouse,
N. Y., include “Saint Joan, " “Lucky
Sam McCarver," “Idiot's Delight”
(City Center), “Peg Q’My Heart,"
“Misalliance," (City Center), “The
Enchanted,” “One Touch of Venus," “Amphitryon 38” and “Pursuit of Happiness.”
Last season, ELT’s “Lady in the
Dark” went intact except for
femme lead (replaced by Kitty Carlisle) into a strawhat tour, and the
production of “Night Music” was

Editors of Carnegie Tartan, student newspaper *at Carnegie Tech,
Pittsburgh, are peeved at a recent ruling of the college administration
that productions of the Tech Drama School can no longer be reviewed
in the columns of the school publications. Head of drama department,
Henry Boettcher, protested to the institution’s chiefs that the shows
are in essence classroom exercises and should not be subjected to any
kind v of reviewing^inasmuch as comment from the outside would interfere with the "Instruction of the faculty. Although critics from
Pittsburgh dailies are regularly Invited to attend. Tech plays, they’re
asked to come in a private and not a professional capacity. So far
they have done just that. Reviews in the Tartan were started only
recently and the ban followed almost immediately.

Harold Gary, originally set for the role of one of the. gangsters in
to, Broidway by Robert
Whitehead in the ANTA Play Se- Jack Hylton's London production of “Kiss Me, Kate,” received a cash

moved

settlement this week for his claim against the British ‘producer. After
^signing a contract, arranging his affairs, -including turning down
Musicals, modern American dra- alternate bids
in legit and* radio, and buying luggage and clothes for
mas, and. classics, were presented, the trip, Gary was suddenly notified "that his deal for the
London
this season, with playwrights in- appearance
was off as the British Ministry of Labor had nixed a
cluding Shaw, Shakespeare," Mar- working permit for him.
His claim against Hylton was supported by
Wayne Lodge of Perfection, An- lowe, Chekhov and O'Casey along Actors Equity.
cient .Accepted Scottish Rite. Lat- with American dramatists Ander
“Kate" had a 51-week run in the West End and then toured, the
ter will take possession about son, O'Neill and Kingsley.
British provinces.
June 1*
*
An offshoot ELT is the Equity
The Quimby most recently Community Theatre, whiph pre
.
^Backers of “Masquerade," the Ben Tompkins-Alyin Caoperman comhoused “South Pacific” and presen- sentsJEour of its ELT shows a sea- edy, included Herman Bernstein, manager of the Alvin Theatre, N. Y.,
tations of* the Fort Wayne Phil- son at the DeWitt Clinton High
where show was booked, $600; show’s co-producer Cooperman, $3,000;
harmonic. Orchestra, as well as School, Bronx, N. Y., and Bryant
theatre owner-producer Anthony B. Farrell, $6,000; souvenir program
special roadshows. The auditorium High School, Queens, N. Y. Scale
agent Arthur Klar, $600; producer Albert Selden, $2,400; his wife,
was built at a cost of $1,600,000 is 90c. and $1.20, and operation for Jean B. Selden,
$1,200; realty operator and Playwrights Co. member
and seats 2,400, with stage 35 feet past two years has shown a, profit,
Rogfcr L. Stevens, $6,000; James Stroock, Brooks Costume Co. prexy,
deep and 92 feet wide. Price for this season amounting to $2,844.14.
$300; show's co-producer Tompkins, $3,000x The production was capithe building was reported at about
Setup is in cooperation with the talized at $60, 000f . with provision for 20% overcall. It folded recently
$325,000.
N. Y. Board of Education, and
Members of the lodge have not union concessions have been grant- after a tryout tour.
reached a decision on use of the ed actors and production staff, who
Enterprises, Inc., has been chartered to conduct a theatrical
auditorium for public programs, receive, a per diem fee (Vk of weekproduction business in New. York. Capital stock consists of 200 shares,
but will announce their plans ly minimum) per performance,
no par value, and 200* shares at $1,000 par value. Fitelson & Mayers,
shortly, it was made known.
Of- actors getting a low of $10 against
of N. Y., were filing attorneys.
ficials said the building was bought
$12.73 for stagehands, $15 for muEthnic World Productions, Inc., has been chartered to conduct a
for purposes of the Scottish Rite sicians and
$20 for managers. theatrical production business in New York. Capital stock Is 100 shares,
bodies, and presenting programs ECT’s aim is to create live
theatre no par value. Theodore Charnas of N. Y. was filing attorney.
for a profit might jeopardize the and
to stimulate interest in legit
tax preference now given to the among a potential
theatre-going
Theatre Guild is now following the practice of Aldrich
Myers in
lodge as a fraternal order.
public.
trying to prevent publication of financial data on its productions. Latest
Another operation, the Equity accountants’ statements for “Love of Four Colonels," a Guild-Aldrich
Scrapbook, aims to educate young
Myers co-production, and “Picnic,” co-produced with Joshua Logan,
overcall.
Barn Notes
audiences for legit by taking pro- carry the cautionary line, “These figures are strictly confidential.”
Magda Gabor will appear in grams of scenes from the classics
“Play’s the Thing” next Monday to high schools, junior high schools
H. M. Torment's “White Carna- (25) as the initial presentation of and colleges in New York and New Dallas Fair Musicals
LEGIT
tion,” starring Ralph Richardson the 16-week season slated for the Jersey, also at a minimum fee for
Sets Sked, Prod. Staff
members involved. Project, successat the Globe, folds June 6, to be
Hilltop Theatre, Lutherville, Md.
Dallas, May 19.
VIDEO
replaced by Tennent’s “Private
ful two seasons ago, was discon“Oh, Kay!” George and Ira
.
State Fair Musicals has a strong
Life of Helen,” currently touring .
tinued this year because of lack of
New method of financing legit
the provinces with Diana Wynyard Gershwin musical, is slated for funds in the schools, which are show lineup for its 12th season,
revival at the Hampton (N? H.)
plays will be tied via television auand Cecil Parker starred . . . Jack
now seeking sponsors such as wom- June 8-Aug. 30. Six shows, each
Waller's new production, “Age of Summer the weeks of July 13 and en's clubs, etc.
backing
and selection,
with a two-week run, again will dience
July 25 . . . The Peterborough
Consent,’’ by .Charlotte Haldane
Third activity besides the Lenox be produced by Charles R. Meeker, under a video package worked out
goes into rehearsals May 26, and CN. H.) Players will begin their
Jr.,
managing
director,
in
the air- by Richard A. Lukin, indie tele
21st season July 1 with “Peg O’ Hill showcase is the New Directors
will be tried out at Bournemouth
conditioned State Fair Auditorium.
the week of June 15, coming to My Heart,” under Leonardo Cimi- Workshop, held the last two seapackager. Lukin show, called “Be
Schedule includes “Brigadoon,”
the West End in July « . . John no's direction . . . John Jirgal will sons, and giving five directors a
business
manager, Francis shot at displaying their work to starring Stephen Douglass and An Angel,” would present auditions
Hanau to Luebeck to direct a Ger- be*
of
12 scripts, inviting audience
Mahard,
scenic designer and Equity members and management. Lois Hunt, with
man version of “Dial ‘M’ for Richard Jr.,
Hiram Sherman,
Foorman and William
Opinions within Equity itself are Jet MacDonald and Donald Sad- contributions. Contributors would
Murder” at the Municipal theatre
Robinson,
.stage
managers,
at the
. . , Gilbert Wakefield's new comdivided as to how much financial dler, June 8-21; “Best Foot For- then vote for their choice among
the 12, with all money collected
edy “Deep Freeze,” first tried out Newport (R. I.) Casino Theatre.
support the union should give ELT. ward,”
“And Tw.O Make Four,” ne»w play Many believe that the project is Debbie starring Joan Bennett and going toward a production, under
at New Theatre, Bromley, has been
Reynolds, with. Lew Parkby
Courtney
Abbott,
with
Elsie
a
Broadway producer, of the winsold for France, Scandinavia, HolFerguson starring, will be the worthwhile but that it should pay er, Alice Pearce, Cajrol Hendricks, ner.
land, Italy and Germany.
for itself. Others contend that the Laurel Shelby and Bob Shaver,
Playwright Ronald Jeans has opener (June 22) at the Berkshire
of
director
Lukin,/ onetime
union should support this import- June 22- July 5; “Kiss Me, Kate,"
settled in West Coast of Ireland, Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass
WORwhere he has bought a freehold The Pickwick Players at the Rock- ant showcase at all costs. Some starring Jose Ferrer, with Patricia “Broadway TV Theatre” on
tele
in
TV,
N.Y.,
is
specializing
actors
complain
that
it
is a “closed Bright, Wally Brown, Rosetta Leproperty, and is writing a new land County Playhouse, Blauvelt,
comedy titled “Heart of Gold” . . . N. Y., will begin their summer sea shop,” that it’s impossible to get noir, Mort Marshall and Atkins &’ packages pn legit theatre. Others
of his new packages include “Next
Good omen for success of “Guys son June 24, with windup skedded into productions unless you have Coles, July 6-19.
Stop, Broadway," series of excerpts
and Dolls,” opening at the London for Sept. 6 . . Ezio Pinza will make union “contacts,” and that the numAlso
“Girl
Crazy,"
starring
Jack
his
initial strawhat appearance at ber helped is too small to justify
producColiseum end of May, is win of
Carson and Margaret Whiting, with from Upcoming Broadway
horse at Newmarket named Guys the Falmouth Theatre, Coonames- the cost.
tions, and a panel show on critiAnn Crowley
and Dolls. Entire cast backed it, sett, Mass., the wSek of June 29
Management attitude is also split. July 20-Aug. and Stanley Prager, cism of current legiters.
2; “New Moon,” starwith hbrse winning and paying $35 in “Play’s the Thing” . , . The Some producers
are grateful for ring Brian
County Playhouse, New the
Sullivan and Rosemary
for 30c outlay . . Playwright Hugh Bucks
opportunity to survey new talHastings is writing new play as Hope, Pa., will begin its season
Kuhlmann, with Jim Hawthorne,
ent and their casting directors (like
starring vehicle for Ronald Shiner Monday (25) with “Mister Roberts.
Beatrice Arthur and Howard MorCurrent Stock Bills
.
Jean Carson, new star in . . . John J. Crowley will return Terry Fay, of Whitehead Produc- ris, Aug, 3-16, and “Paint Your
;
(May 18-31)
Emile Littler’s successful musical, for his third year as assistant to tions) attend regularly. Others feel Wagon,” with male lead
t
still to
Blossom Time Paper Mill, Wil“Love From Judy,” is beiiig film- producer Theron Bamberger at the that the Equity Community Thea- be" set, has Byron
Palmer, Chris- burn, N. J, (18-31).
tested by 20th-Fox.
Playhouse, while Robert Caldwell tre operation especially offers un- tine
Matthews
and
Bob
Williams
Stewart'
Candida (Johnny
Bernard Delfont and Val. Parnell will be director,
fair competition to
commercial & Red Dust, Aug. 17-30.
Dobbs Ferry (N.Y.) Playhouse (22are getting a new musical ready
Larry Bockliis is directing at the non-concession, expensive operaChorus auditions .began yester- 24 29-31).
for the London Hippodrome, which Red Barn, Westboro, Mass., until tions, a complaint also
lodged day (Mon.), with
Arena Stage.
Country Girl
the arrival of
is due to open as a Christmas at- Ben Brown
arrives next month
against City Center and the recent
Franz Allers, musical director; Washington (18-31).
traction and will star Norman Jan Boleslawski, son of
,
Af
the late ANTA Play Series.
Gino Smartt* assistant musical diGolden Boy— Quarterdeck, AtWisdom . < Parnell and Delfont film director Richard Boleslawski
’
also preparing a new French will be an apprentice
rector; George Schaefer, stage di- lantic City (18-23).
_ _
at Putnam,
,
Gramercy Ghost (Ethel BarrjFolies Bergere” revue for the Conn. . . . When
“Mrs. McThing”
General manager James , Awe rector; Paul Godkin, new dance
Prince of Wales’ Theatre, which closes In Pittsburgh next week, has
more Colt)-—Quarterdeck, Atlantic
set Nancy Ryan as stage mana- director, and Peter Wolf, art direcwill be staged late in September. Iggic Wolfington
(25-30).
City
will join the Ann ger, Ann Sloper as pressagent and tor for the past six seasons. Wolf
Nina Arena, Rochester (18-3U
Artists already engaged to star are Arbor Drama Festival
for “Hasty Arnold Goodman as business man- is now a local resident.
Frankie Howerd and Winifred Att- Heart” . . Charles Coburn's asking
Strike a Match (June Havoc)
ager for this summer at the FalTicket sale opens this week, with
(26-31).
well, biggest piano-playing star on price for
summer stock is $2,500 mouth Playhouse, Coonaraessett, last season's 90c to $3 scale pro- Bermudian, HamiltonHorton)—Ber
the BBC.
Years' Ago (E. E.
Supporting American Weekly
Mass.
offered again.
(18-22).
mudian, Hamilton
.
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Bros, has a

—a winning way—

The warmly human Technicolor production, "By the
light of the Silvery Moon" is now writing its own box office success
story in home town theatres throughout the country.
with musicals.

At the same time, Capitol's beautiful
the eight all-time

MacRae with June Hutton,
stpry all

full-color

album, containing

song hits from the picture, sung by co-star Gordon

over the nation. In

-lias

follows closely the box-office

building pattern established by Capitol's hit album,
in

STILL GOING STRONG!

begun spinning another success

this, it

"With a Song

My Heart!'

rmA mi
•y.:.v

full

power of a promotion designed to induce mil-
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and buy ..? By the Light

lions of record-buyers to stop, look, listen,
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Moon'' will join other Capitol motion picture albums
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telling and selling millions
of record buyers, reviewers, disc jockeys
dealers about

Moon)' these
pieces will

keep the album in the public

eye and put

CONSUMER:

and

"By the Light of the Silvery
dominant Capitol promotion

it

into thousands of homes:

AND TRADE

CUSTOMER MAILINGS

.

ADVERTISING

.

COLORFUL POSTERS, STREAMERS, HANGERS

CONTINUING PROMOTION

IN CAPITOL'S PUBLICATIONS

*

EYE-CATCHING

CONSTANT

WINDOW AND COUNTER

PUBLICITY MAILINGS
f

DISPLAYS . STUFFERS FOR
TO ALL DISC JOCKEYS AND DEALERS,
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revue players succeeded in large
measure in retaining intimate atmosphere within thfe precincts of
comparatively large house.
this
Apart from the stars, who received
his plays, it is frequently over- plenty of kudos, there was sterling
talkative but the dialog is often support from Ian Carmichael, Joan
fascinating and never dull; on the Sims, Dilys Lay and Patrick Carcontrary, it bubbles with common- gill.
sense and good humor.
A special word of praise goes for
The production has been staged the sets by Osbert Lancaster and
Three- largeregardless of cost.
for the slick direction by William
and
Myro.
scale, ambitiously designed
Chappell.
dressed with expensive taste, set
the pattern for Shaw’s battle of
Shoestring
Airs
wits between a king and his minLondon, May 5.
to
isters. The monarch who wants
Laurier Lister’s production of revue In
and
stamp
rubber
a
than
more
be
two parts (34 numbers). Features Max
its
Adrian, Moyra Fraser, Sally Roggers,
a cabinet which wants to reduce
Carole Newton.
Betty. Marsden, with
king to a speechless figurehead is a Denis
Quilley, Charles Ross, Bernard.
wit.
typical vehicle for Shaw’s
Hunter, Patricia Lancaster, Jack Gray
Peter Reeves, Devised and directed
Who else would have conceived of and
by Laurier Lister, Music and lyrics by
a situation in which a king threat- Michael Flanders, Joyce Grenfell, Virens to abdicate and seek the elec- ginia Graham, Madeleine Drlng, Andrew
Donald Swann.
tion to Parliament as a commoner Davidson. John Pritchett,
Kimmy Wilson. Geoffrey Wright, Nichoto defend the rights and interests las Phipps, Richard Addlnseu, Lindsey
Kyme. At Royal Court Theatre, London.
of the constitutional hierarchy?
Since the first presentation of $2.14 top.
«
Euromany
“Apple Cart” in 1929,
After this house had been shutpean kings have lost their thrones
following
years
many
predicted,
tered
for
just in the way Shaw
but the topical illusions still re- bomb damage, it reopened last
club, but
theatre
particular
private
as
a
year
given
main. These are
emphasis by the fluent direction its launching attracted little reagain
opened
Noel
It
now
has
sponse.
portrayals.
and the expert
Coward’s interpretation of King as a regular playhouse with an insame
the
prorevue
from
timate
individualisstrictly
Magnus is on
Although lacking to ducers and writers as “Penny
lines.
tic
Colored,”
'-Tuppence
it
and
Plain”
forthrightness,
in
some extent
has a unique charm of its own. De- which achieved considerable sucspite only appearing in the sec- cess some two years ago. The fashond act, .Margaret Leighton, in the ion for this type of entertainment
role of the king’s mistress, gives had diminished, except in an abthe outstanding performance, with breviated form as a late night feaa polished display of elegance, vi- ture in small club theatres. Lack
of competition may turn this one
tality and exuberance.
Margaret Rawlings has a more into a b.o. winner for the expected
impassioned role as the power mis- influx of Coronation visitors.
The sole artist retained from the
tress, and this is played with commendable sincerity. George Rose, two previous companies is Max

Show Finances

Plays Abroad
The Seven Ye»r Itch
London,

May

15.

Williamson Music and H. M. Tennent,
lay arrangement with Courtney Burr and
Elliott Nugent production of comedy
three acts by George Axelrod. Stars Brian
Reece. Directed by John GersCad; setting,
Frederick Fox, At Aldwych Theatre, London. May 14. '33. $2.15 top.
Brian Reece
Richard Sherman
Bunny May
Ricky
MargotSeyenson
Helen Sherman
aielf ord
Miss Morris
Isabel George
Elaine
Marje what-ever-her-name-was
Toni Frost
Rosemary Harris
The Girl
Alexander Gauge
Dr. Brubaker,..
Anne Furklss
pat
.Vernon Grieves
T«?m* Mackenzie
Voice' of Richard’s Conscience
Ronald Wilson
N
Voice of Girl’s conscience

m

^

‘

.

^

Lee Washburn

Although the humor expounded
in “The Seven Year Itch”. may not
have the same resounding appeal
to British audiences it had on
Broadway, the George Axelrod
comedy is" likely to end the. succession of straight play failures
from the U. S. in recent months.
The last three entries from Broadway (“Remains to Be Seen,” “The
Shrike” and “Stalag 17”) were all

i

Gerstad who, of course, performed
a similar function for the Broadway' original. It is reasonable to
assume, therefore, that from the
point of view of staging, presentation and timing, this is a carbon
of the play now running at the
Fulton Theatre, N, Y. The difference is one of casting and, apart
actress

*

Margot

Stevenson, the artists have been
recruited from the British stage.

The comedy

is

essentially

caras the republican president of the Adrian, whose bland acidity
his
of Trade who is susceptible ries him confidently through
of
Best
characterizations.
varioys
to royal flattery; Laurence Naismith, as the exploding prime min- these is a satire on Benjamin Britsingers,
who
four
assisted
by
ten,
ister; and Betty Warren, as the
not-too-serious''post mistress, head parody “Peter Grimes” and other
another
a distinguished cast, all of whom of the composer’s works;
combine to make this a major shows him as a half-clad peer gomoththrough
his
frantically
ing
Myro.
event of the season.
eaten robes on Coronation eve. He

Amer- Board

ican in style aijd outlook but there
are shrewd, twists in the writing
which stimulate the Imagination if
not the mind. The idea of a man
breaking loose after seven years
of marital bliss, could be a wearisome subject for a three-acter. As
it stands, there is a nonstop emphasis on sex and, at times, the
•joke begins to wear somewhat
threadbare.
That it can be sustained for almost two and a half
hours is due in large measure to
the sureness of the direction and
the competence of the cast.
Brian Reece, who is best known
locally for his radio work, has the
marathan role of the husband who
is on stage throughout the entire
production. He rises to the occasion with assurance and extracts
the fullest comedy implications
from the script. The surprise per-

.

sketch witji Moyra
Fraser, depicting two class-conLondon, May 14.
scious flies gossiping cosily while
Stephen Mitchell production of a revue
on salmon, and other
in two acts (30 scenes). Stars Cyril feasting
cameos with different
Ritcbard, Diana Churchill, with lan Car- amusing

High Spirits

Total gross for last five weeks
Total operating profit last five weeks
Total operating profit to date
Unrecouped costs to date
Repaid to backers to date
Bonds and deposits
Cash reserve
Advance on English rights

,

cast

members.

Miss Fraser, a ballerina turned
comedienne, gets plenty of laughs
with her freak' acrobatic stepping,
as an ultra-modern fashion model
unable to walk or sit, and other
humorous personalities. Sally Rogers and Betty Marsden’s contributions are neatly handled and paced
with a nice sense of the ridiculous.
The male support gives modest

comes from
All the essential ingredients for evidence of their versatility being
Rosemary Harris, a newcomer to
the West End, who plays the girl, a successful revue are to be found complementary to. but never outupstairs with a pert and refresh- in “High Spirits,” but the most! shining, the femmes.
Clew?
ing piquancy. §he has a captivat- important factor is the* emergence
ing style and a keen approach to. of a new writing team of Peter
Myers and Alec Grahame who, with
theatrical techniques.
Margot StevenSon, as the wife David Climie, have authored the TICNIC’ PAYS OFF 20G
who is only seen in the imaginary 30 sketches. The first two named
sequences, turns in. a warmly at- have gradually been acquiring a
ON $67,107 COST
tractive performance, witb Alex- reputation j»s satirists by their
Initial payment of $20,000 has
ander Gauge doing some hand- work is small club theatres. This
returned to the backers
been
just
some scene stealing as. the author- West End break -is a sequel to their
however,

are recent efforts at the New Lindsey
by a Theatre.
,
Myro.
The authors show considerable
talent for polished and witty writing without resorting unduly to
Apple Cart
pompous humor. A* the same time,
London, May 12.

Lesser .roles
-

more than adequately
competent

,

filled

cast.

The

Tennent Production, Ltd-, production of
in three acts by George Bernard
Shaw. Stars Noel Coward> and Margaret
Leighton. Directed by Michael Macowan.
Setting by London SainthlU. At Theatre
Royal, Haymarket, London, May 0, '53.
Geoffrey Dunn
PamphUiiur
Semprortius
John Humphry
George Rose
Boanerges ...,.*
Noel Coward
King Magnus
Jennifer Wright
Princess Alice
Balbus
Hugh Manning
Nicobar
John Moffatt

comedy

Crassus
Pliny
Proteus
Lysistrata

Amanda

Orinthia

The Qdeen
Mr. Vanhattan

Peter Bayliss
Archibald Batty
Laur6nce Naismith
Margaret Rawlings
Betty 'Warren
Margaret Leighton
Alexis France
Cecil Trouncer

The only doubt obout this production was whether it was the
most suitable vehicle for a Coronation

attraction.

Any

misgivings

on

this .score, however, are quickly
dispelled by thg elegance of the
staging, the sumptuous production
and the immaculate star portrayals.
For its limited season, i
cannot miss, although there is a
hefty operating nut to Ibe recouped
in a short time.
Retaining a, surprise freshness,
the Shaw opus is choc-a-bloc with
satirical dialog x ,piquante situations
and a good deal of logic. Like all

Box, N. Y. Show, which has been
playing to virtual capacity, had
$27,092 operating profit for the
there is a certain amount of un- four weeks ended April 25 and
evenness of standard.
The show leaving $39,676 still to be recouped
would be strengthened by pruning of its $67,107 cost.
and elimination of* two or three
Operating statement indicates a
of the weaker Sketches.
Oh the weekly (expense of $659 for stage
whole, however, the impact was uncrew, $173 for wardrobe attendmistakable, with prospects of a
ants and dressers, about $150 for
prosperous run.
The first half of the production electrical expense, $60 for ^ard
turns -the clock back to the first robe expense and $290 for unspeci
The show breaks
Elizabethan age ih 1558 andi then fied rentals.
traverses the centuries with a even at around $12,000 gross
series of humorous sketches, cli
maxing with a satire on a 1918
musicomedy, “The Shopgirl Prin- ‘Brother Joe’ Musical
cess.”
This was an. unrestrained
riot and a- perfect vehicle for the
Trying Out in Cleve.
principles. Diana Churchill and
“Brother Joe,” Negro musical
Cyril Ritchard; a % well as the
with songs by Lehman Engel, lyrothers in the cast.
The second half was all present ics by Lewis Allan and book by
day material with a surprising ab- Alexander King and Joanna Roos,
sence of special Coronation songs will be tried out at the Karamu
and sketches. There was, alter- Theatre, Cleveland, opening May
natively, some political bite, par- 28 for a foiir-week
run.
.

'

ticularly in a

number on German

Thomas Hammond is interested
ex-prisoners and an anti-Malan
in a possible Broadway producsong. The latter was one’ of three
tion, for which he’s prepared to
show stoppers that fell the way of
Marie Bryant, a Negro girl with bring in half of the required
$100,000 financing.
a wide range of talent.
There were few weak spots in
the casting and the experienced ‘Crucible’

Has Recouped

CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Life

“Porgy and Bess”
Currently ZIEGFELD, NEW YORK'
“Cab Calloway has burled

his personality deep
Ufe' with a lighter
than any of his predeN. Y. Journal of Com-

In the caricature of 'Sportio

more comical approach
cessors."— Ethel Colby,

ma rce.

Mgt.i BILL

of “Picnic,” Theatre Guild- Joshua
of the William
Inge prize-winner at the Music

Logan production

MITTLER, Hit Broadway, Now York

$75,0QQ*

„

$50 000
^

!

.

.

.

37,788
73,333
6*590
37]o63

*

’720

*

27.;*>oo

8 J75
10,000
500
2.505

1

&

Gordon Pollock production, in asso(Note; The Shepard Traube
ciation with Don Hershey, opened Nov. 26, ’52, at the Lyceum, N. Y
Under a special arrangement with author Ronald Alexander and
director Traube, effective until the production cost is recouped, a total"
of $14,560 has been savtfi in author royalties and $4,016 in director
royalties, plus $1,200 in cuts by the leading players in the cast. Theatre
deal gives the house the usual 30% of the gross. Cast payroll has
been running about $4,200, plus $350 for upderstudies and stage crew
gets $496. Wardrobe expense has averaged $102, including $90 wardrobe mistress salary, and rental of equipment runs $111. The production breaks even at around $12,000 gross under the special royalty
setup. It’s continuing indefinitely on Broadway and will tour next fall.)

MY

3 ANGELS
(As of April 25, ’53)

Original investment

Production cost (revised)
Tryout loss
Total gross for last four weeks
Operating profit for last four weeks
Total operating profit to date

$75,000
56,023
815
88,202

.'

15,728
20,542
38,705
15,520
3,000
15,000
5.185

,

'

Unrecouped costs to date
Bonds and deposits
Advance royalty
Cash reserve

:

**

,

7
Balance available for distribution
(Note: The Saint-Subber, Rita Allen & Archie Thompson production
adaptation
of Albert Husson’s Parisian
and
Bella
Spewack
of the Sam
original opened March 11, ’53,' at the Morosco, N. Y. The Cast payroll
on the show runs about $4,800, including a 5% share of the gross,
there is a $475 item for stage crew, an occasional small amount for
electric and prop expense and an average of about $150 for wardrobe
expense. The show breaks even at around $14,0(\0 gross.)

College Plays
Frisco ’49
STANFORD

(RAM’S HEAD,

U.)

the local theatre. They finally get
it by discovering that the police
chief, who is refusing the permit.

May 14.
Unlike most campus production
performance units, Father Hartke frequently
calls on his graduates to come back
to alma mater and bolster the cast
tent above average. For possible There are two in “Gentlemen”—
however, Dick Sykes as A1 White, the top
presentation,
big-time
minstrelman, and Ann Chodoff, as
the show doesn’t have enough
Palo Alto,

As

Cal.,

university

a

this is better than just the old college try, with both talent and con-

the flashy actress
Book has possibilities, and there Lily,
Sykes.
some promising melodies, parMiss Chodoff, who has been
ticularly “Brand New Day” and

chasing

are

play-

“Friend of a Friend,” but by and ing for the past couple of years in
large the musical text is adequate the regular stock company at the
rather than exceptional or orig- Arena Stage, the D. C. theatre-in*
inal. Finally, there are structural the-round, is by all odds the standdefects, such as an over long first out of this musical and looks ready
act,

inadequate tempo and

insuffi-

(

cient supplementary interest and
support. There is also a lack of
lustiness and robust comedy, historically Identified with the Gold
4

Rush

era.

Considered

a
first
draft,
as
“Frisco ’49” carries an impress of
sincerity and promise. But Characters such as the saloon keeper
plead for a buildup and the tepid
comedy role evinced by the banker

has possibilities beyond its present
exploitation. And there is a lack
of stage movement, dimension and
action which at moments sags
the entire shw. Moreover, considering that the Stanford campus
has an enrollment of over 500 girls,
the paucity of femme appeal is unexplainable.
Dancing seems to
have been entirely forgotten.
Excellent
performances,
by
quasi-professional rather than college standards, are turned in by

Ray Hammittand
and

tone

Though
in a

Bill

tenor

miscast,

Burke, barirespectively.

Strickland turns

competent performance. Sup-

porting talent passes muster, just
about.
Direction
is
adequate,
scenic content better than average,
and the music, though thin in
spots and at moments slow on the

draw, seems satisfactory.
ing, lighting

Costum-

and makeup.

Ted.

to

move on

much

to

faster enter-

tainment company any time she
desires. She uncovers a singing
voice, a surprise to those who have
seen her only at Arena Stage, and

generally dominates things when
she is onstage. One of her songs,
“Floating .-On,” a tongue-in-cheek
satire on the sweet, old-fashioned
musicomedy numbers, is a masterly
thing which shouldn’t be permitted
to go back on the shelf and collect
dust as the show will after its fortnight run.
Next to Miss Chodoff, Edward
Cashman’s music rates special mention. In addition to “Floating On.”
there are several well above-average songs. One of these, “Jeanie,”
is performed with a zestful enthusiasm which brings down the house.
Another, “Back to Old Broadway,”
is a kind of “No Business Like Show
Business” in reverse, and Lou’siana
Lou,” sung by the minstrels, is a
ballad of considerable charm.
Sykes handles weli the job of
keeping things going and Natalie
Mulitz displays flashes of a nice
enough soprano voice *as Jeanie,
Lowe.
the ingenue.

EARN THEATER

RED

Red Barn Theater and Cocktail
Lounge, 14 room authentic Colonial
3 baths, oil heat, large
Summer thedog kennel building.
ater fully equipped with a seating
capacity of 306. Has been operated
by summer stock company for several years with excellent following.
Cocktail lounge in terrace, capacity
100 persons, fully equipped with bar,

.residence,

Gentlemen He Seated
May

Washington,
12.
_ ... „
Catholic U. Speech Sc Drama Dept, production of musical comedy in two acts (six
scenes) with book, music and lyrics, by

Edward

Cashman.

Staged

by

Joseph

Lewis, assisted by Dr. Josephine Callan;
settings and lighting, James D. Waring;
choreography.
Jeri
Naglo;
costumes,
Lewis; musical numbers staged by Cashman. At University Theatre. D. C., May
8,

*53.

$30,904 of Investment
“The Crucible,” Kermit Bloomgarden’s production of the Arthur
Miller dram,a, had earned a total
of $8(T,904 operating profits as of
May 2. That left $42,511 cost still
to be recouped.
The show netted $6,416 for the
four weeks ended May 2. There
W6r6 bdnds and deposits of $18,238 and a balance of $14,251. The
venture, which opened Jan. 22 at
the Beck, N. Y., was capitalized at

.

i

Other assets

;

psychologist.

,

’53)

.

has a novel

.

michael, Joan Sims, Marie Bryant Patrick Cargill, Thelma Ruby, Dilys Lay,
Leslie Crowther, Eleanor Fazan, Ronnie
Stevens, Maxwell Coker, Valerie Carton,
John Walters and the Supa Jets. Lyrics
and music by Peter Myers, Alec Grahame,
David Climie, John Pritchett and Ronald
Cass, with .additional numbers by Lionel
S, Harris, Arthur Swartz, Howard Dietz
and Norman Dannatt. Dances by William
Chappell; sets, Osbert Lancaster. Directed
by William Chappell. At Hippodrome
Theatre, London, May 13, ’53. $2.?0 top.

*

formance,

TIME OUT FOR GINGER
(As of May 2,
Original investment
Production cost (including tryout loss)

j

The London version of the
“Itch” has been" directed by John

Broadway

'

1

b.o. flops.

from

on a

Wednesday, May 20, 1953

“Gentlemen Be Seated” jstands a
rung or two above the average

campus musical but

falls considerably short of the professional
stature for which it aspires. Father
Gilbert Y. Hartke’s ^department

aims each year to make its original
musical worthy of Broadway, and
several have made the grade. But
not this year.
Idea of the musical comedy is
pleasant but corny—a touring minstrel show lands in Peoria about
1900, and seeks a license to play

beer cooler, seats, etc.
Property includes 70 acres of land
with large frontage on Rte 9 Boston
Turnpike
Westboro. Liquor hcense. Property at present has an
income of $15,000 annually.
Excellent opportunity for many pur.

M

A

fine opportunity for a
business combined. Phone
50 Millbrook St.,
Worcester, Mass. 6-4667,

poses.

home and

WILLIAM MAHER,

INFORMATION WANTED
By AMERICAN PLAY

CO.,.

522

5th Ave., regarding present

owners play entitled MENDEL, Inc., by David Freedman.
:

'

I

'j)

I

.

20/l$53
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Literati
nical processes and prove generBill Oatis
ally illuminating.
William Nathan Oatis, AP man
That’s not -all, though. Also inthe
Czech
by
liberated
Prague,
tn
cluded
is an excellent
Government on Czech president film and camera terms,glossary of
plus. lastpardon,
beGottwald’s
Element
minute
information on production
came a newspaperman's news- costs (stage, raw stock, processing
the
war
eclipsed
and
story
paper
and all the othei; complex costs),
Sews a Louisiana plane crash and plus union rules and charges. It’s
kindred events for P. 1 streamer an excellent introduction
to the
attention. It had everything—in- business for the
newcomer and a
trepid reporter, international in- reliable reference work
for
the
espionage
a trumped-up
trigue,
veteran.
Chan.
ran topped, of course, by the Iil
that
imwoman back home writing
Coos County- vs. Mortimer, Merc
passioned letter to the Iron CurCounsel
for
the
American
tain government head in Prague.
Both Prague and Moscow an- Mercury magazine, Romford Printing
Co.,
and
trick.
the
Bill
Lefe Mortimer, in a
nounced that did
libel suit brought by Alonzo LaOatis and his Laurabelle became
overnight almost as w.k. as Ike bonte, sheriff of Coos County in
New
Hampshire, have waived their
Mamie.
and
appeal to have the case tried outThe N.Y. World-Telegram 5c side of that county.
office
Monad
full-page
Sun, in a
Matthew Ryan, clerk of Coos
day (18), heralded that it ''is proud County Superior Court, said he exof its constant editorial effort and pected an early trial of the suit
leadership in calling world atten- brought
-against Mortimer and the
tion to the Oatis injustice. With two firms as the
result of alleged
other Scripps-Howard newspapers statements made in
a series of arbring
unrelentingly
to
it fought
ticles written by Mortimer on gamabout his freedom.” Oatis is an bling in the White Mountains
of
the
Under
sucorrespondent.
AP
New Hampshire.
perimposed "M 1 s s i o n Accomthe
W-T&S
recaption,
plished”
Hillbilly & Western Mag
prised a flock of stories, features
Artist Publications, Inc., of Cinand editorials on the Oatis imcinnati, starting a new monthly
prisonment.
hillbilly and western mag; will
launch it with a $5,000 contest for
Vs. LL
fans to name the publication.
Walter Winchell’s Hollywood hiFirst issue of the mag is due
atus was a round of fetes and trib- Aug. 20. Format will be built
utes that included an L.A. Press around pictures and yarns on arClub salute, a Friars testimonial, tists in the hillbilly and western
a Ciro’s party one of those real fields, plus features on disk jockeys,
Hollywood supers allegedly his fan clubs, record reviews, etc.
shindig for Louella O. Parsons but
actually with himself as the star
Jowitt’s Hiss Book Due in Summer
attraction. The Coast detour folDouglas M. Black, prez of
lowed a Desert Inn, Las Vegas,
Doubleday, announced that "The
charity golfery pitch for the RunStrange
Case of Alger Hiss,” by
yon Fund, and some of his Coast
Earl Jo witt, former Lord Chancelactivities also had Cancer Fund
lor
Britain,
of
will be published
connotations the Friars shindig,
in U. S. this "late summer,” after
a Pacific Coast League baseball
"serious
inadvertent
factual
a
game, etc.
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Baedeker, excepting on people and
personalities,
and even if the
names are obscure what he accents takes on importance. A very
readable book.
Abel.

By Frank

mags

1

6

*
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those seven

Look's Religioso

Why She Danced

into book form
as a promotion piece the first three
articles in its current series on the
role of religion in American life'
Book is titled "What Is a Catholic?
What Is a Jew? What Is a Christian

,

others

who

ever.

didn’t get the book.

CHATTER
David Lewin in Hollywood

to

j

I

Harold M. Bone, Variety's New
Delaplane” Haven correspondent and local
fun reading for legit critic, has placed "Strawand the seasonal hatitis,” a summer roundup, in the

Cudahy; $3). Cur- tronomic- adventures.
From
"Postcards
SP* President of Times Square

(Doubleday;
the at-homers
junketeers to foreign points. The
Frisco Chronicle’s Stanton Delaplane is at home abroad in almost
any place but he makes like Joe
roL
V
ompanied by diagrams that trace Tourist only to point up the uni* Ww
-RtQducttoo* JlRustcate tech- versal human frailtiest This, is no
$3) is

simplified
film
explanation
of
cess es
an d techniques, from
+h?
or *6inal idea to the release
tvh
print, in
easy-to-read non-techniten s-. Text is generously ac.

.

.

(

feet.”

That’s a simple, sexless .explanation and perfectly plausible to anyMag sent out copies of the book body who has stopped even for gas at Salome. Dick Wick Hall was
to a limited number of key adver- not interested in sex as such. He was interested in good roads more
tising execs, with result that it’s than anything. Just why, I never could understand. All it did was
bpen swamped" with requests from to make it possible for tourists to race through Salome faster than

—

a

"Everybody seems to think,” wrote editor Hall (who was also a
rancher, mine promoter, homesteader, garage man and postmaster)
"that I’m the man that made Salome dance. But it wasn’t my fault
at all. I told her to keep her shoes on or the sand would burn her

Scientists

i

Sections, has come up with

,

veils.

Tome

Look mag has put

i

!

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

New

specialized

!

&

61

Scully
$-4 4444.
CofoeY
folding at
Salome, Ariz/
a fast clip (Park East called it quits
Sometimes you hear that Variety muggs take their vows as lightly
as of current issue; Quick announced its withdrawal and several as A.A. members who find themselves surrounded by free-flowing eau
minor leaguers have given up). Cue de vie at a Legion convention. Don’t believe it. V.M.’s pursue the
reverses the trend by guaranteeing facts with a grim and moral purpose reminiscent of "Ivanhoe.”
Tfr cite an example, picturegoers on all sides are asking how to
an all-time circulation high of
pronounce "Salome?” We could sidestep the query on the grounds
100,000.
Weekly, which teed off 20 years that it’s the job of V.M.’s to spell it correctly and pronunciation is
ago, also breaks out with a new the Task of radio commentators.
cover format in current (May 16)
But when people do write in and ask how its is pronounced we
issue.
don’t just say, "Pronounce it to rhyme with 'home.* Or if that grates
on your adorable ears pronounce it ‘Salomey’ to rhyme with 'hojney/
”
Lippincott, 17 Mag Joint Prize
or ‘Sal-o-may’ to rhyme with ‘Doris Dfiy.’
J. B. Lippincott and Seventeen
don’t even suggest they call up Columbia and ask Harry Cohn
mag will co-sponsor their second orWe
Charlie Vidor (Eeeeh, I mean William Dieterle!) or even Charles
literary competition, with a total
Laughton what’s the party line on the pronunciation as of this week. ,
prize of $3,500 for the "best manuscript of a maturely conceived No, we go to original sources.
To Salome, Ariz. ("Where She Danced!”), no less. Three of the
jiovd for young people.”, Outright
prize of $1,000 will be paid by Scully Circus made the trip, as it is necessary today to have supporting
the publisher and the mag, with affidavits and loyalty clearances on practically above the conversational^
each giving advances of $1,250 for level of, "Nice day, Isn’t it?”
We eouldn't interview Dick Wick Hall of the Salome Sun because
book rights and serialization rights.
Judges in competition, aimed at he’s been dead for 27 years. But we found the evidence we were
encouraging the writing of "novels looking for. The sand dune sage had left it for deep-digging scholars,
of high quality for adolescents,” which Variety seems to spawn like salmon. The town was named
are Eunice Blake, editor of Lippin- after Grace Salome Pratt and she pronounced it to rhyme with
cott Books for Young People; "home.” That settled it as far
as „our branch of the FBI (Film Bookers
Bryna Ivens, fiction editor of Interurban) was concerned. Around Salome, Ariz,, at least, Dick Wick
Seventeen, and Sterling North,
Hall is far more alive than Oscar Wilde or King Herod, his two-timing
N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun literary editor and book reviewer. wife, or their dancing daughter.
In the archives of Salome, Ariz., you will find the real reason for
Closing date for entries is Feb. 28,
Salome’s torch dance and the real reason why she had to get rid of
1954.
Cue’s

With

gander the film situation for the
error” is corrected.
The error London Express.
But that didn't deter the Hearst reportedly is the placing of the
Fan mag publisher Arthur Berncolumnist from keeping several suicide attempt before Whittaker hard taking his first gander at the
feuds juggling in between his so- Chambers^ decision to produce the Hollywood scene.
cializing
and Hollywood-Nevada pumpkin papers in the Hiss case,
Frank Saunders has. resigned
datelines. .The N.Y. Post, its editor whereas
in "Witness” it came from Fortune mag to join the. Ben
James A. Wechsler, one of#its col- afterward.
Sonnenberg office.
umnists Barry Gray, (Who is a
Elsa Maxwell' has signed with
"The decision to postpone publiN.Y. disk jockey). Drew Pearson cation was voluntary on the part Little, Brown for her autobiog-j
came under renewed ire and fire. of Doubleday,” Black said, refer- raphy, to he published in 1954.
But the topper was saved for ring to the 5,000 review editions
Nagaharu Yodogowa, Japanese
Leonard Lyons, also a Post colum- of the tome originally skedded for mag editor, in Hollywood as guest
nist, at one time a veepee of the May 21 publication.
were
of
prexy Chrales
"There
Runyon Fund. Winchell, in um- no outside pressures or requests to Brackett.
Leon Shamroy wrote an article,
brage at the manner in which Ly- have the book withdrawn.”
"Shooting in Cinemascope/’ for
ons allegedly has stated he "rethe National Board of Review’s
signed,” made it clear that he (LySome Lively Arts Goodies
on) was eased out
Some other
"Letters of Sherwood Anderson” J'Films irf Review.”
Frank M. Whiting is completing
personal cracks about the Post (Little,
selected,
Brown;
$6),
staffer prompted Lyons the next edited with intro and notes by work on his "An Introduction to
day to caption a. "Personal, to Po- Prof. Howard Mumford Jones of the Theatre,” to be published by
lice
Commissioner
Monaghan,” Harvard, in association with Wal- Harper’s next year.
with some retorts, in kind. For ter B. Rideout, dedicated to and
Fred Knudtson of RKO apthe
Broadway and newspaper copyrighted by his widow, Eleanor pointed editor of the American
bunch this shapes up as a lulu of Anderson, is about as good a re- Cinema Editors' quarterly publicaa feud.
flection of the times and men of tion, The Cinemeditor.
Stanley Colbert, N» Y. author
Incidentally,
Winchell’s home letters, 1916-1940, as one could
and literary agent, to marry Nancy
sheet (N.Y. Mirror) column men- want.
Play”
(Bobbs,
Samuels,
of the Fulton Recording
"Directing the
tions that not all the WechslerPost, etc., stuff is published "in all Merrill, $4), by Toby Cole and Co., in New«York July 12.
exan
is
Chinoy,
Wilson, top Scot singer,
Robert
the newspapers along our syndi- Helen Krich
cut.”
Many, obviously, looked cellent source book ,of stagecraft penning weekly article on his
anthological
and
original
music-hall travels for the English
with
upon that as strictly local stuff.
how-to pieces by such greats as Sunday journal. The People.
Reinhardt, Belaseo, Arthur HopJames Pearse McGuinness named
Rival Mags, Same Presses
kins, Gordon Craig, Shaw, Louis editor of Irish Press, Dublin, sucNewsweek and Time, rivals in Jouvet, Tyrone Guthrie, Stanislav- ceeding William Sweetman, who
the news-magazine field, will be sky, Elia Kazan, Joshua Logan, resigned to resume law practice.
printed on the same presses when Harold Clurman, Copeau, Barrault
Films in Review, published by
Newsweek starts running off its and others. Thus it runs the gamut the National Board of Review, has
Coast edition in July. Printing will of the Russian, German, French, a yarn by Mervyn LeRoy titled
be done at Pacific Press, Inc., Los London and American stage tech- "The Making of Mervyn LeRoy.”
Angeles, which Time has been us- niques.
Donald Friede, formerly editor of
ing for quite a While.
"Collected Plays of W. B. Yeats” Doutyeday’s "Centennial Editions,”
Theodore F. Mueller, publisher, has been updated at $5 (Macmil- has joined The World Publishing
said Newsweek’s L.A. run will be lan) with five additional plays. In- Co. as an editor of the trade dearound 200,000 copies, or approxi- cidentally, William Butler Yeats’ partment in the N.Y. office.
mately one-fifth of the total cir- "Autobiography” now out of print,
whose
Nicholas
Monsarrat,
culation. Rest of the printing will will he reissued later this year.
"Cruel Sea” has just been made
"One of Us Is Wrong” (Holt- $3), into a British film, will come out
be handled as usual at the McCall
by McNaught-syindicated colum- with a second Knopf novel, "Story
Lorp. plant, Dayton; O.
Henry McLemore, proves of Esther Costello,” Sept. 21. Engnist
anew that newspapermen are in- lishman's tome will have nothing
Nathan's “Theatre In ’50s”
George Jean Nathan, who last teresting and .write interestingly to do with sea, but will* have a iconthey are interesting to the
Robert D.- Levitt, associate pubdeclined to write his usual because
are axioWeekly since
Theatre Book of the Year,” be- interesting people they
Mc- lisher of American
ca use he felt the drama wafcn’t matically always meeting.1951, upped to publisher,
down October,
worth it, will tee off this fall with Lemore knows how to put
Randolph
William
succeeding
anecdotage
« Knopf book, "The Theatre in the the disa and data of his
Hearst, Jr. His appointment was
in an interesting manner.
Hearst last week on
announced
by
”
^stcad' of reviews, tome
"Blue Trout and Black Truffles” the first anni of the American
1
c nsis t of essays on acting,
9
1:
j
$3.75), by Joseph Wechsa new format.
producing, and the brighter play- (Knopf;
Or, Weekly’s shift to
berg, is one for the Cooks,
biting lights in legit
Herbert Mitgang, of the Sunday
more accurately, the disciples of staff
the
N.Y.
Times,
has an arof
cooks in the best cuisine traTips on TV Filming
,T
Some of these pieces first ticle on the Actors’ Studio, N.Y.,
dition.
Necessity for a ready handbook appeared in the New Yorker, Holi- in the current (May) issue of Town
& Country. Snapshot of the au22, the vagaries and problems of day, Gourmet, Atlantic and Cosnjming is answered in a mopolitan, where this gourmet ex- thor ‘accompanying a capsule biog
competent, complete manner in ponent is a w.k: byliner. He makes in the front of the mag was taken
Times feature writer-columnist
Charles W, Curran’s “The Handthe quest of the bisodol test as by
book of TV and Film Techniaue” palatable reading as were his gas- Meyer Berger, an amateur photog.
(Pellegrini*

tttWAtl

i

Academy

*

*

*.

Summer ^TheaSupplement,” and has
doing number of columns
and feature pieces (plus photography) in Info, New Haven mag
new

"Blueprint for

—

tre
1953
also been

listing local nightlife activities*'*

Hall claimed that the population grew 100% a year—- "19 people in
19 years”—hut that’s an understatement, because there are 100 souls
there now and not any heels at all, as far as our branch of the FBI
could check.
His "Laughing Gas Service- Station and Garage” has gone since he
died in 1926 and so has his desert-bred frog that never learned to
swim. But some of Dick's signs are still around, notably his "Smile,
you don’t have to stay around here; we do.” There’s a small monument
to his honor. It’s a pile of choice ore specimens, which miners, prospectors, cowhands and others contributed to bis memory.
And the road, of course. It’s now the best that money can buy. The
original, he said, was laid out by a prospector who was chased from
the .Colorado River to where Phoenix now is and naturally he dodged
around trying to lose those scalp-hdnters. "But don’t blame the old
prospector,” Dick wrote. "He* was in a hurry. He knew the Indians
were following him but he never expected you to.”
I asked around if there were any place to play "Salome” so that
Columbia and the townspeople could get together on this pronunciation
thing. I was told they sometimes held shows in the basement of the
church but a striptease, even if done with the most expensive crepe
de chine, didn’t seem to them a likely subject for exploitation.
From ‘Salome* to -‘Dragnet’
Still, you never can tell because some hours later we arrived in
Phoenix and looked up Fr. George Dunne, author of "Trial By Fire,”
"Sin of Segregation” and other irritants to those who like to leave
bad enough alone. You may recall that he was a thorn in the side
of Hollywood producers on labor issues also,
A handsome, gay, laughing Jesuit, he was moved out of the T (for
trouble) zone to Phoenix where he has 35 acres of schools, chapels
and playgrounds to work off steam. Finding all hotels and motels
filled, he prevailed on his superior to turn over to us the bishop’s
suite, but not until we had accepted an invitation to a supper of the
Ladies Altar Society.
Those three words together usually send me packing to the hills,
but to calm me he said they were trying out a new play of his that
night, and that it was a burlesque of "Dragnet” which might give us
a laugh or two.
We repaired to as gay a party as any hacienda has ever seen. The
women were beautifully" dressed, most of them formal. They sold
cocktails and dinner, for the evening was after all a fund-raising
benefit. While we \^ere dining as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Samuelson, she got up and excused herself and the next thing we knew we
were part of "Hagnet” and two dolls dressed like cops were trying
to solve a murder at a night club and suspecting Fargo Fanny, Hildegarde (who turned out to be Mrs. Samuelson), A1 Jolson singing "Sonny
Boy” (a Mrs. John Abraham), Suzette (Mrs. Donald Haislip), and a
variety of can-can girls one named Darilyn Donroe.
Between musical numbers, suspects were brought to the table where
sat the two cops; All agreed that Jonas, the murdered man, had it
coming to him. Suzette was sure the hatcheck girl did it. "She stole
Jonas away from me. Couldn’t dance, couldn’t sing. Just a hatcheck
girl. And she steals Jonas. Gotta admit she had looks. Stole Jonas
’

—

away fromjne.”

1

Arsenic And Old Laughs
But it wasn’t the hatcheck girl. It was the girl they first questioned,
the one that looked like Darilyn Donroe. What led them furthest
astray was Fargo Fanny. "I tried to poison him once,” she admitted.
"With arsenic. I did it legal, you understand. Nothing outside the
law. But it didn’t work. Some filthy druggist got the prescriptions
mixed up. Some other poor sucker got the arsenic and Jonas got
epsom salts. There oughta be a law against druggists doing that kinda
thing.”

The coppers go back to Suspect Donroe and asked her point-blank if
she stabbed Jonas.
Girl: "Sure I stabbed him. Want to make something of it?”
Cop: "Why didn’t you tell us when we were here before, Miss?”
Girl: "You didn’t ask me.
Cop: "That’s right, Joe. Come to think of it, we didn’t."
Her reason for doing it? The same as the others. He was a real
stinker, a regular rat. He was going to take her to the Mocambo. She’s
getting dressed to go and then he changes his mind and says he wants
to stay home and watch television. "That rotten show ‘Dragnet.’ So
I stabbed him. What else could I do?”
I hop£ I do not ruin the chances of this ribald comedy working its
way from Phoenix to, say, the Cape Cod Playhouse this* summer by
revealing that Darilyn Donrob was tried before an all-male jury which
brought in a verdict of not guilty, a. verdict which, according to Father,
Dunne’s play,4>rought her, a longterm, contract at $3,000 a week. "The
case you have heard is true,” he told the audience deadpan, ‘‘only the
JacUiiave^heen changed, to. confuse -the innocent/*”* —*
*

.
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recently returned from Africa,
“Uncle'’ Henry Berlinghoff of
the William Morris Agency, marking his 83d birthday Saturday (23).
• Steve Strissberg, formerly with
the David O. Alber flackery, now

the

John

Hedda Hopper will accompany
Jerome Zerbe, Town & Country
photog, on a leisurely European
trip following the Coronation.
Olivia
de Havilland arrived
Monday (18) in New York from a
European vacation and leaves Friday (22) for the Coast.
The Charles Schlaifers to Europe
July 7 for a leisurely London-ParisRome-Switzerland motor junket.
Adman taking his wife, Evelyn, and
children as a group.
.

Fjed Tobias, son of songwriter
Charles Tobias and a tunesmith
himself, engaged to Barbara Jo
— Green, Barnard graduate*" from
Great Neck, L. I.
Norman Reader, of the French
Tourist Bureau, due back in N. Y.
June 10 with his wife, following an
.

.

extended European motor trip,
topped by the Coronation o,o.
Henry Ginsberg west June 1 to
'

start rolling on “Giant,” the Edna
Ferber bestseller which he, George
Stevens and the author will coproduce as a participating venture.
Mai Zetterling, Scandinavian
actress, arrived from London yesterday (Tues.) en route to Holly-

wood where

she’ll

appear opposite
Paramount’s

Danny' Kaye* in
“Knock on Wood.”

Lou

Wilson,

now back

Hollywood

tian

David Loew to the Coast, having

drumbeating with
O’Malley office.

•Cancer Fund, collected at this
burley house.
London
Andersen” (RKG) release in
Sy Kaliner, owner of Little RathsPic will be monickered
France.
looking
in
town
Kahn
Alfred S.
planning to convert showkeller,
“Hatis Christian Andersen Et La at new London shows.
place into musical bar, playing top
Danseuse” here,
inked as key narrator record names.
Genn
Leo
over
Richard Davis here looking
for Associated British-Pathe film
Arnold Orsatti, owner pf Orsatproduct for his Fine Arts Theatre of the Corohatioh, “Elizabeth Is
ti’s, opened the club’s new Pump
Cannes prizewinner “Le Queen.”
in N. Y.
Room, latest addition to Locust
Salaire De La Peur,” and “Rue De
John Huston leaving for N.Y. Street nitery sector.
L’Estrapade” are being considered
Steve Gibson's Red Caps bypasssoon to decide which new process
for possible booking.
Freres Jacques into Theatre he will use on his next film for ing Wildwood, N. J., this summer.
Combo opens El Rancho Vegas
Atelier, from Theatre Daunou, re- Romulus.
Coronation visitors from the U.S. June 10, and then goes to Lake
placing the exiting Jean Anouilh
who arrived on Tahoe for the hot weather.
play, “Medee,” and Georges Ne- include Earl Wilson,
and Louella Parsons, due
Saturday,
Frank Benevento, former manmay
“Zamore”
veux, “Zamore.”
°
tomorrow (Thurs.).
ager of Margate Casino, Atlantic
njove into another house.
opened a shore talent agency
City,
general
manof
David
Grlesdorf,
revival
his
successful
After
“Marius,” Marcel ager of Odeon Theatre of Canada, in partnership with Mrs.* Marie
legiter,
oldie
Pagnol opens the second play in here taking gander at company's McCullough, wife, of Jimmy McCullough, Jersey ,Joe Walcott’s
his trilogy at Sarah’ Bernhardt British theatre operations.
Theatre this week. “Fanny” will
Joseph A. McConville, Columbia press chief.
have the same cast as its prede- International prexy, arrived on the
cessor.
Queen Elizabeth last week for huddles with Max Thorpe and William
Havana
•
Levy.
Bob Bromley and his marionettes
Ernest H. Martin and Abe Bui>
Pittsburgh
rows arrived from N.Y. last week topping the bill at Montmartre.
By Hal V. Cohen
Miramar Theatre owner Herb
Irene Kaufmann Settlement Cur- to sit in on the final rehearsals for
Copelan to New York on biz trip.
taineers ended their season with London- production of “Guys and
Dolls.”
Singer Ernesto Bonino to return
“The Grass Harp.”
A sound track recording of here in August for appearances on
Lew Mercury former nitery George
Sanders’
singing
“Call
in
cmq-tv;
owner here, up from Florida for
The southeastern chapter of the
his new business, hydraulic lifts. Me Madam” (20th) is to be broadComedian Sammy Walsh coming cast by British Broadcasting Corp., American Society of Travel Agents
up from his home in Miami Beach May 25.
(ASTA) holding its annual convenErnest Irving, who retires as tion here.
for date this weekend at ABA Club.
Tom Vawter, of Playhouse staff, music director at Ealing Studios
Miramar Theatre holding Havana
after
18 years, is being succeeded preem of “The Jazz Singer” as a
will do summer stock at Triple
Cities'
Playhouse,
Binghampton. by Dock Mathieson who has been benefit sponsored by the local Hehis assistant for ,the last seven
N. Y.
brew congregation.
Don Schuman and Dave Kauf- years.
Payret Theatre showing “Bwana
The resistance by the Beaver- Devil” (UA) four days late after an,
man added to staff of Mountain
Playhouse at Jennerstown this brook Press against alleged Holly- American expert had to be called
wood attempts to suppress film in to overcome technical difficulsummer.
Playhouse losing its boxoffice criticism was applauded at the an- ties.
nual
meeting otthe National Counchief, Pat Tucker, at end of seaAbout 40 members of the Amerison; hep husband is going into cil for Civil Liberties.
can Women in Radio and TV Assn,
Prior to planing to Hollywood
private medical practice in Chi.
visiting Havana following the aslast Sunday to play opposite Danny
Two Pittsburghers,
sociation's annual convention in
Schwartz and Mirian Burke, will Kaye in “Knock on Wood,” Mai Atlanta, Ga.
^
be playings leads, in “Guys and Zetterling' was guest of honor at a
Dolls” on the road when Miss Savoy cocktailery tossed by ParaBurke replaces Jeanne Bal at end mount.
Vienna
Arthur'S. Abeles, Jr., managing
of June.
By Emil W. Maass
Irving
Newman,
commercial director of WB, presented an
photog here, "got together with antique silver trey to Ratu Sir Lala
Soprano Wilma Lipp, signed for
George Stevens,, in town plugging, Sukuna, secretary for Fijian af- concert tour of U. S.
“Shane.”
They were officers in fairs, in appreciation for the coState-owned
Burgtheatre underoperation
extended during filming
same Signal Corps unit overseas
going final bomb Repairs.
of “His Majesty O’Keefe.”
during the last war.
N. Y. City opera soprano Frances

here for confabs on “Hans Chris-

Broadway

in N. Y.

Longtime London resident show-

man (William Morris agency, Prince
Harry Foster agency, etc.)
roundroblned some 50 VlP^ishowinen for a collective birthday cable
to Sir Louis Sterling on his 74th
last Saturday (18):
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald postLittler,

poned their Coronation o.o. via the
SS U.S. sailirfg this weekend because of sudden surgery which will
keep him confined at Lenox Hill
hospital for a couple of weeks,
Femme half of the Mr. and Mrs.
radio-TV team carrying* on solo,

with

n

Dole Porter in from N. Y.
George Jessel planed to Housfnn
Herbert J. Yates planed in
fro£
Ira

Cook laid up with

monia.

.

Sammy

.

^

Mor8an
phkbitis

roUiae'troubS
<

ll

virus pnen.

hospitaIiz« l1 with

°mC

SuIphur ^prings.
Johnny Johnston

,

"*

Wlth

fr°

m

Whit *

to Chicago to

start six-city tour.
Gene Nelson in town after two
Canadian vaudates.
Kirby Grant in town after two
months in the east.

Mayor Bowron proclaimed
day as Cinerama Day.
Jack Carson to Cleveland

Saturfor th*
e

Cerebral Palsy telethon,
Barry Sullivan entertained flyers
Air Force show in Monterev
Liberace invited to play at White
House Press Photographers’ Din.
at the

ner.

Dick Newman, Daily Variety
recovering from appendec-

staffer,

tomy.

Carey Wilson

to Chicago to ad-

dress the National Restaurant Assn,
convention.

Lou Lober in from Manila on his
way to his United Artists headquarters in N. Y.

June Greer will present trophy
winner of Indianapolis auto
race Memorial Day.
Hollywood Womeh’s Press Club
tossed a luncheon for Milton and
to the

Vera Berch Gunzburg.

Friars Club tossed a luncheon
for David Tannenbaum, retiring
mayor of Beverly Hills.
Kathryn Grayson entertained at
opening of Veterans of Foreign
Wars’ annual Poppy Drive.
Walter Pidgeon to Mexico City
to represent Hollywood at Variety
Clubs International banquet.
Mary Pickford will receive a special citation from the Treasury Department for her bond campaign.
Audrene Brier hospitalized after
collapsing on Paramount’s “Red
Garters” set while rehearsing a

dance member.

George .Murphy

and

Janies

Stewart will function as associate
chairmen .on Motion Picture Com(UP),' Hy Gardner (Trib),
Baritone Josef Metternich inked mittee for forthcoming Boy Scout
Chicago
Washington
Farrell World-Tele), Ben Schneider
Jamboree.
by Met N. Y. for early fall,
Jule Styne back for opening of
By Florence S. Lowe
(Women’s Wear), Phyllis Batalle
American mezzo soprano AnnaDorothy Shay current click at
(INS), Mel Heimer (King Features^, “Pal Joey.”
Rock Hudson visiting relatives Hotel Statler’s Embassy Room in jean Brown gave a concert in
among others, on the “Broadway
Brahms
Saal.
"Westport, Conn.
10-day run.
Mission to Bankhead” by air this this week in Chicago.
Oskar Wallek appointed manaBoston Syipphony orfch in threeRingling Bros, circus preemed its
week for Tallu’^ preem tonightq
By Humphrey Doulens
day engagement her last week.
tent season here Tuesday (19) for ger of the Lintz (Upper Austrian)
(Wed.) at the Sands, Las VegaS.
Wally Cox set for “Three Men
State Theatre.
Arthur Mayer in for a' book five-day run.
Mike Todd was going to take his
on a Horse” at Country Playhouse.
Reinhold Schmid elected presiArena Stage, town’s theatre-inTodd-AO 3-D equipment to London luncheon plugging his literary
Eileen Heckart commuting to
the-round, preeming revival of dent of the Gesang Verein of the Broadway and
to shoot some Coronation test shots effort,
“Picnic.”
Musikfreunde.
Helen Le Sieur now with Equity Odets’ “Country Girl” this week.
in color but says he “is so* satisfied
Martin and Richard HalliA Franz Schubert biopic fin- dayMary
Moppet star Baiidon de Wilde
that there is no need for that.” He Show Case Theatre in public reat- their Norwalk farm.
•
ished
by
Walter Kolm Veltee at
due id this week to beat drums for
has been commuting to the Buffalo lations.
Ben Boyar, manager of “Porgy
Gertrude Neisen in town to visit his new Paramount pic, _ “Shane.” the Rosenhuegel studio.
American
Optical.
factory
of
Bess,” will summer here.
“Don Giovanni,” a color film, is and
William N. McLeod, Jr. clerk of’
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s “Okla- her husband, A1 Greenfield, host
Susan Johnson and Robert Pasthe House Committee of D. C. being shot by H. W. Kolm Veltee tene
homa” in Magna (Todd-AO) is due of the Black Orchid.
honeymooning at Stonehenge.
Leonard
at
Rosenhuegel
Sillman holding talent elected-- to membership in Variety
Studios.
for August testing.
Gladys
and Frank
auditions here with view of casting Tent No. 11.
Eugen Ormandy and Eleanor Chapman toSwarthout
Europe early in June.
next “New Faces” reyue.
Steber
to give concert over AmeriVictor Orsinger, Chief Barker of
Charles “Chuck” Bowden and
Lester Cowan hdre to direct Variety Club’s local tent, and a can sponsored Red-White-Red netPaula Laurence have taken a house
Minneapolis
Helen Hayes In final scenes of .drive-in operator, joined John J. work.
film, “From Main Street to Broad- Donnelly in his private law pracBy Les Rees
A ban^ loan of $4,000,000 en- here.
'
Joshua Logan isolated at Long
Ray Anthony into Prom Ball- way.”
tice.
abled the government to continue Ridge
working on “Marseille”
Richard Carlson in last week for
room for one-nighter.
Scott Kirkpatrick, local legit reconstruction work on the State book.
Metropolitan
Opera four-per- radio and television personals to flack, inked to handle publicity and Opera.
John
Tyers to St. Louis Muny
formance date drew usual capacity hypo “It Came From Outer Space” promotion for Washington Music
During Bad Aussee (Upper Ausmaking midwest preem at United Festival, Inc., newly formed outfit trian) festivals; Mozart’s “Magic Opera to head opening bill, “Up
biz.
in Central Park.”
Northwest Variety club refur- Artists June 12,
headed by Constance Bennett.
Flute” will be produced on outPhilip Langner will summer in
bishing its Hotel Nicollet rooms.
The .Jean Hersholts, the Lee door stage.
Europe on sabbatical from the
Sarah Wax, Alvin (burlesque)
Bowmans,
JeSnette
MacDonald
Schiller’s
“William Tell” and Country Playhouse.
manager, at Mayo Clinic for major
and
Constance
Bennett
highlighted Goethe’s “Faust” will be produced
Quebec
Harold Cooke of the Drake Room
operation.
benefit concert
nearby Maryland at Orth near Gmunden and Frie- (Park
Avenue) now playing at the
Hamid Morton Circus in town, suburb staged inby
Singer Felix Knight into the
Mutual com- sach o during the summer festivals. General Putnam,
17-21.
May
Norwalk.
Hotel Radisson Flame Room with
mentator Fulton Lewis, Jr.
\
Peggy Ann Garner and Jackie
Suzy Delair staying at Chez
the Don McGrane orch.
Shirley. Temple ’Black, accomCooper
Gerard
broadcast
Sunday
until
May
23.
(17)
Eugene Jackson Trio at Augie’s
panied by her five-year-old daughguests of Victor Gilbert at StoneLas Vegas, Nev.
London’s Festival Ballet will ter and husband, who
nitery includes one-time Farina of
recently
henge.
appear
*at the Capitol, June 18-19.
“Our Gang” film comedies.
retired from Navy duty, paid a
By Bill Willard
Humphrey Doulens of Columbia
Les Cbmedieris de Quebec played newsmaking call on
Reflecting the current slump in
President
Cooper Sisters a big click at Artists’ Management sailed for
night club business throughout the The Heiress at L’Institut Canadien, Eisenhower last week before trek- the El Cortez downtown.
In
Europe on the Stockholm.
May 11.
state, federal cabaret tax collecking to Xos Angeles and thein new
Jane Powell, Darvas *& Julia France, he will tour with the Guard
Joyce Hendrick, “Miss Television home.
tions
in
Minnesota for April
drawing*7 lines at the Desert Inn.
Republican Band of Paris which
dropped to $58,000, compared to 1952^1’ appearing at La Tour vaude
Tallulah Bankhead poised for her Columbia is bringing to the U. S.
$77,000 for corresponding 1952 house, May 16-17.
Rose Bampton sang with Quebec
first nitery flight May 20 at the on a tour of 100 cities in Septemmonth.
Philadelphia
Symphony
ber.
Orch
Sunday
with
(17)
Sands.
Antal Dorati, Minneapolis Symphony conductor, off to conduct husband, Dr. Wilfrid Pelletier, at
By Jerry Gaghan s
Jan Murray returns to the Sathe
baton.
concerts in Sweden, the NetherHarry James, orch due in May 22 hara with Toni Arden for fortnight
Xavier Ciigat orch playing at
lands and in Rome. Upon his resemester.
,
Barcelona
Coliseum;
MajP 26; Tex for Temple University dance.
turn, he will, also wield baton in New
Joe E. Lewis turns El Rancho
Celebrity
Room, under new
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
South Africa and at Robin Hood Beneke, June 4; Harry James, June
ownership of Sam and Mac Lerner, stage over to Katherine Dunham
24; and Sauter Finegan, July 7,
Otella Strozier, Negro dancer, at
Dell in Philadelphia,
troupe next Wednesday (27).'
Montreal company planning to staged official opening May 18.
the Rio nitery.
Jay Schatz and Donjoe Medlivine
build 2,000-seat film theatre on St.
American piano soloist Perry
Mike Angelino orch replaced
John’s Street. Called the Theatre Johnny Austin’s band at Club Sha- in from Chez Paree, Chi, to eye O'Neil in town for some concerts.
Paris
Champlain, it will be 15th cinema guire, Camden, N. J., airport Spot. various acts along the Strip.
American singer Leslie Frick
Heildorado Jubilee Daze last gave a concert at the American
Georges Guetary back into mu- in Quebec.
Stan Kenton’s orchestra played week not boffo
for plush hotel House.
sical, “La Route Fleurie”, after
the dance of the Iota Gamma Phi casino and
nitery biz, contrary to
Fernanda
French
songstress
virus bout.
Sorority at Broadwood Hotel May expectations.
Birmingham
Olivia De Havilland in for a short
Montel at Bodeg^ del Calderon nit16.
John Payne surprise of year at ery for one week.
stay and then to London to confer
By Fred Woodress
Sauter-Finegan orch played the the Flamingo with
his okay waron possible film deal.
Pepe Iglesias (El Zottfo), venTown and Gown opens with
U Ivy Ball as a bling act after grueling
Rae Cocking, Australian singing “Summer and Smoke” this week Pennsylvania
break-in at triloquist at the Radio Espana
break-in date for its forthcoming Top s,-San Diego.
star, here before going to U. S. (18)
,
Broadcast Station is rated the
at Chamber of Commerce tour.
Rex Allen and Sons of Pioneers year’s comic find.
to boost “Melba” (UA).
Bldg.
Bob Corson, co-owner of Ciro’s, take to road soon, leaving
Glenn E. Wallichs, Capitol RecJames
Lili Murati, legit actress, back m
Show biz personalities here re- planed to Miami
to join ailing Melton to chug into the Thunder- Barcelona with her company for a
ords prexy, and Bob Weiss, foreign cently included Janis Paige,
Jane father, Sam Corson, local restau- bird for a
rep, off on looksee of European Russell, Rex' Allen,
three-week
stopover.
season
at the Calderon Theatre.
Roy Rogers, rateur.
Margaret Whiting and Jimmy Opens with “The Green Lamb.
disk centers.
Dale Evans and Georgia Gibbs.
Stan Levey, in Einstein Medical Wakely team for first
American National Ballet Theatime in nitThe- Latina Theatre in Madrid
Marvin MacDonald, local concert Center, for
minor surgery, left eries to do carbons of their best- has the new musical show, “Shake
tre, opening here this week, al- manager,
reported that
ready has a fine advance sale for grossed $28,102 (including the Met Fnday (15) to rejoin Stan Kenton selling Capitol platters at the Last Up My Boy.” It stars international
3% sales band here.
Frontier.
the big Palais De Chaillot.
actress Trudi Bora and comedian
tax) qn its performance
“CarYet comic Johnny Cahill In
Ruby Richards, American Fo- men” at the Auditorium ofMay
Ifonso del Real. „
3. serious
condition in Fitzgerald- revue at Silver Slipper opening
lies-Bergere chorine, settling her Performance of
American pix on Barcelona
“Aida” May 4 was Mercy Hospital following
second day (22) with title, “Too Sinful
contract for the new Lou Walters covered by flat fee.
reens include “Ten Tall Men
The Met drew operation.
(UA>.
Broadway,”
Latin Quarter show in October.
lifted 'from
rec
Jol),
“Destination Moon”
10,000 for the two nights, both
Jules Arliss, manager of the Troc coylura item
Sam Goldwyn and Dave Golding capacity.
about the Strip’s 1
..
Vffairs of Sally” .(Col) and “TomTheatre, turned in $!,089;47 t6 the spot.
\
(2otnu

Mark Barron

Yeend sang

Gaver
Frank

(AP), Jack

in

“Carmen.”
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because of ill health, died in St. tack May 17 in Hollywood, He had
Louis May 13 after a lingering ill- returned with the band from a tour
ness.
a day earlier. Widow and daughter

OBITUARIES

St. Louis.

HARRY G. SOMMERS
Harry G. Sommers, 80, vet theatremanager and real estate broker,
theBrpnx. N. Y.
Sid May 14 In
theatrical career at
Ill began his
and
he Hooley Theatre, Chicago,
McVicker's Theatre,
later was with

New
came to v
Vnrk where he managed the Knickit was razed
until
Theatre
erbocker
1929 he managed the
to 1930. In
in that city*
In 1901 Sommers

'ilso

,

Avon Theatre and later associated
Selwyn,

with the New Amsterdam,
Vanderbilt, National, Lyric and
Hudson. He had also operated,
theatres.
rhflin of 15 midwestem
Sommers had been a veepee of
and
America
of
Fund
Actors
the
had also served as president of the
Actors,
for
Home
Williams
Percy
Fast Islip, L. L He was an incorand treasurer of the Lambs
with
Sub and' was long associated
.the Friars and the
Players,
the
Episcopal Actors Guild.
Wife, son, daughter and a sister

Stor

survive.

MABEI* LOVE
Mabel Love, 78, actress and one
Girls” of Lonof the last “Gaiety
the turn
don’s music halls around

May 15 in
of the century, died
Weybridge, England. Making her
the
stage debut at the age of 11 at
Prtoce of Wales Theatre, London,
of
production
first
the
in
1896
in
“Alice in Wonderland,” she also
bpeared at one time as a prima
London^

at

oallerina

Covent

Garden and as a principal dancer
London.
at the Drury Lane Theatre,
As an actress Miss Love perat the
1895
formed in New York in
Broadway theatre in “His Excelapshe
year
lency.” That same
peared at the Folies Bergere in
Broadway
Paris. She returned to
in 1911 to appear in “Man <&md
Superman” at the Hudson Theatre.
After 26 years of retirement she

grandmother

a

as

appeared'

in

and Loss” in 1938.

“Profit

VOLDEMAR VETLUGUIN
Voldemar Vetluguin, 56, film pro-

May

ducer, writer and editor, died
More recently
York.
15 in
a magazine contributor, he had

New

Ind., after a five-month
JOHN ECONOMIDES
He had been custodian of
John Economides, 58, Greek actorthe Elks Lodge there since he redirector-playwright-translator, died
s
tired from show business in 1939.
May 6 in Birmingham, Ala. He
Estrada came to the U. S. from was
the author of half a dozen
Guatemala in 1917 to make record- satires
in Greek.
His “Count the
ings for the Victor Talking Machine
Count” ran for six months in
With
Co.
his band he later apAthens.
peared in Broadway musicals as
Born in Constantinople of Greek
well as in theatres and hotels
parents,
Economides acted ift
across the country.
Athens and in the Greek Theatre
Wife and two brothers, survive.
of New York.
He appeared on
Broadway in William Saroyan’s
LEQN XANROF
“Love’s Old Sweet Song.” He also
Leon Xanrof, 85, composer- had translated several farces and
lyricist and one of the original satires from English into Greek,
chansonniers at the “Chat Noir,”
Montmartre cabaret, died May 17
ERIC DE LAMARTER
in Paris. He also wrote operettas
Eric De Lamarter,
once asand sketches for the theatre. sociate conductor of 73,
the Chicago
these
the
for

were

scripts

My

Who departed

this life

May 21st, 1952

Gone but not forgotten.

BELLE TITUS
been a producer for both Metro

and Columbia.
At one time he
managed dancer Isadore Duncan.

who began his film
Metro as special assistant

Vetluguin,
career at

former production chief Louis
Mayer, later became chairman
the company’s story editorial
board.
In 1948 he was upped to
producer for the major.
Among Vetluguin’s Metro films
were “East Side, West Side” and
"A Life of Her Own.”
Born in
Russia, he .fame to the U. S. some
30 years ago. Married and divorced
twice, his second wife was actress
Beverly Michaels.

to
B.
of

DJANGO REINHARDT
Django Reinhardt, 43, jazz guidied May 16 in Fontainbleau,
near Paris, of a cerebral hemortarist,

Born

rhage.

gypsy trailer in
Belgium, just over the French border, he was founder qf the quintet
of the Hot Club of France and
made appearances in New York
and London.
During Reinhardt’s teens two of
he fingers on his left hand were
Paralyzed when his gypsy caravan
in a

was destroyed by fire. As a result
was forced to work out a new
fingering technique. In 1946 he be*
San a three-year tour of gypsy
encampments in France. Following
nis return to Paris in 1949 he perlormed in a latin quarter nitery.
>/r

M.

M. B. SHANBERG
Shanberg, 66, former
executive in Kansas City,

B.

heart attack in New York
For years he was secre-

ed

of a
v!
‘flay 12.
tary

and general manager of the
Hyland Theatre & Realty Co.
which built the Midland Theatre,
S^nsas

City’s

house,

largest

in

.L^i^ough Shanberg retired from
he theatre field in 1931 and made

^

residence in Miami and New
tIlere after, he retained inter? 1 some Kansas City properties,
y tlle Hotel Muehlebach of
>v!?u v
'"*
c.h he was
a director and vice1

.
•

f

resident.

.Surviving are his wife» a dau'ghr brother
and two sisters.
»

r

.

,

DON CARLOS

1

fc

color styling, died

May

13 in West-

N. J.

field,

BERNARD LANDINO

•

A

Mathias S. Schulter, 67, chief
booker for Fanchon A Marco-St.
Louis Amus. Co., for 25 years bedie<r®ay 8*m*Kbn- fore his retirement two years ago

arl s Estrada,
59, known pro?.
0
as Don, Carlos, marixabji,
barii
band director,

fph

who

as Betty Moore, lectured on radio
from 1928-1936 on decorating and

WARREN

•

push installation of widescreen
and to assure customers that Metro
is not gambling on all-out backing
of one film profeess at the expense
to

of others. Nor is company neglecter formerly with Marty Gregor’s ing
any process that may promise
in Pittsburgh, died in Cleveprofitable returns, he added.
land May 8 of a heart attack. A
Once an all-purpose screen is inbrother, A1 Kennedy, who plays
with Joey Sims’ orch in Pitt, sur- stalled, Loew said “we can turn our
attention to the knottier and costvives.
lier
problem
of
stereophonic
sound.”
Mrs. Edwina Houts Graham,

Bom

.

•neatre

Lincoln Kennedy, trumpet play-

made available for conventional
screens and sound equipment. Job
of staffers, according to Loew,- is

band

HERMANN

Bernard Landino, 75, onetime
tenor of the Metropolitan Opera,
Mrs. Mozelle Britton Dinehart died May 11 in Hollywood after a
Gosser. 41, actress and widow of long illness. In his younger days
actor Alan Dinehart, died May 18 he sang operatic roles in London,
in Los Angeles of a heart attack. Paris and Milan.
Landino toured with the MasIn recent years she wrote a Hollywood column for several southern cagni Opera Company in Europe
California newspapers. She mar- and South Africa. In recent years
ried Thomas W. Gosser, an engi- he was a voice teacher.
neer, four years after Dinehart’s
PETER SHAMROY
death in 1944.
A son, stepson, mother and three Peter Shamroy, 59, Dupont’s
contact with Hollywood film stusisters survive.
dios and widely known in the industry, died May 12 at Veterans
MARGARET BLATT
Hospital on the
Administration
for
booker
Margaret BJatt, 54,
the Blatt Bros, theatre circuit Coast, following an operation for
ulcers.
Charles
R.
brothers,
owned by her
He was a cousin of Leon Shamand John A. Blatt, died of a heart
attack May 14 in Pittsburgh. She roy, cameraman.
was on her way to mass when she
W. G. F. TIPPINS
collapsed.
W. G. F. Tippins, 79, former
In addition to working for the
manager
and leader of Tippins
her
by
operated
3Q-house chain
brothers. Miss Blatt also owned a Bros, orchestra, died May 13 in
He
was also a band and
Ottawa.
Besides
Pa.
Brady,
theatre in East
Charles and John Blatt, she’s sur- orchestra instructor as well as
soloist.
vived by three sisters.
Survived by two sons, brother,
daughter, and sister.
JOHN ZEHR
John Zehr, 102, former trumpeCHARLES P. WATSON
ter and bandleader in the U* S.
Charles P. Watson, 91, inventor
and Austria-Hungary, died May 15
slow motion camera, died
the
of
in Philadelphia.
_
,
was
Born in Czerny, Zehr learned May 15 in Ventnor, N. J. HeNovaof the now defunct
president
Austro-Hungarian
music in the
Army. He came to this country in graph Film Co. for 10 years.
He retired 24 years ago.
1903, but returned to Austria, coming back here in 1913. He had been
~
Mrs. Mary Bell Pennock, 81, who
retired 17 years*
with her husband, Percy, operated
son also survives.
the first film theatre In Girard, O,,
died May 11. Couple opened the
FREDERIC SANTLEY
later
Frederic Santley, 65, retired ac- Bijou in Girard in 1908, and
and Luna theator and brother oi director Joseph operated the Mock
to
moving
before
there,
tres
Hollyin
Santley, died May 14
A son and four
wood. Starting on the legit stage, Youngstown.
survive.
brothers
cona
as
Hollywood
he* moved to
tract player at RICO in the early
Michael Tipper, 73, for 32 years
His final soreen appear1930s.
theaance was in “The Farmer Takes on the staff of the Spencer
chain at St. John, N.B., died
tre
a Wife” at 20th-Fox.
is
In addition to his brother, his recently in that city. Surviving
a son, uerald, manager of the Capwife and daughter survive.
itol and Royal Theatres in Truro,
N.S., for the Spencer-Famous PlayCRAUFURD KENT %
Craufurd Kent* 72, British-born ers chain,
screen actor, died May 14 at his
Mrs. Evyleen Cronin, 60, exhome in Hollywood after a short
He had been in pictures secretary of Tallulah Bankhead,
illness.
for 38 years and was active on the died May 15 in Brooklyn, N. Y.
screen until shortly before his In 1951 she was found guilty of
Outstanding among his theft of over $4,000 from the acdeath.
Following her conviction,
were those in “Bengal tress.
roles
Lancers” and “Mutiny on the she received a suspended sentence
one to two years.
from
of
Bounty.”
"
Widow and brother survive.
Howard Conlon, veteran Hamburg, la., theatre qwner, died May
MATHIAS S. SCHULTER

7

former Cinemascope or 3-D, will also be

Valse.*
Mother, 69, of Leo Miller, manerick Stock, died May 17 at OrOriginally a lawyer, Xanrof lando,
aging editor of Bridgeport Herald
Fla. He was the
and of four symphonies and composer and Bridgeport Variety mugg, and
switched to
songsmithing
two conaround the turn of the century certos for the organ.
of Herbert M. Miller, managing
joined the group at the “Chat
Surviving are his wife and two editor of The Exhibitor, died May
Noir v” He had been a veepee of daughters.
10 in Norwalk, Conn.
the Assn, of Composers and Editors of Music and a member of the
Dorothy Marie Preston, 44, onePERLEY
S.
WILCOX
Critics.
Perley S. Wilcox, 78, a director and time vaude dancer, professionally
former board chairman of the East- known as Toni Preston, died May
CECIL SPOONER BLANEY
man Kodak Co., died May 17 in 15 In Rochester. She had played
Cecil Spooner Blaney, 78, one of Rochester. He retired as Kodak the Keith-Orpheum circuit during
the top theatrical names around board chairman last year but re- the ’20s.
the turn of the century, died of a tained chairmanship of the Tenheart attack May 13 in Sherman nessee’ Eastman Co. and the Texas
Roy R. Bair/retired Indianapolis
Oaks, where she had been living Eastman Co.„ Kodak subsids.
theatre owner, died May 13 in Fort
in retirement with her sister, Edna
Wife survives.
Lauderdale, Fla.
He was owner
May Spooner.
of the former chain of Bair Thea'
Spooner theater is still operated
tres.
Wife survives.
JADLOWKER
by Loew’s in the Bronx, N. Y. It
Hermann Jadlowker, 76, operawas named after the deceased who tic tenor, died May 13 in Tel Aviv,
Nicholas J. Pausback, 72, theagained fame on the Stair and Hav- Israel.
in Riga, Latvia, he trical scenery contractor for 45
lin circuit and as a star in melo- sang at the Metropolitan Opera
years, the last 20 as owner of the
dramas staged by her late husband House, N. Y., from 1910-1913,
Pausback studios prior to his reCharles E. Blqney*
Jadlowker went to Tel Aviv tirement six years ago, died Majr
about 15 years ago. He had been 13 in Chicago.
DR. B. M.
giving singing lessons there until
Dr. Barnett M. Warren, 54, the time of his death.
Mrs. Bernice Delhougne, 46,
dentist-playwright, died May 17 at
treasurer of the Empress Theatre,
his summer home in Montauk, L. I.
LULU B. O’HANLON
St. Louis, died in that city May 9.
With numerous theatrical personalLulu Beeson O’Hanlon, 70, oneities among his patients, he had time softshoe dancer, died May 14 Surviving are her husband and a
written two plays, which were pro- in North Hollywood.
In her daughter.
duced in stock. They were “Blue younger days she was starred in
Monday” amd “One Wedding.”
Ted Randall, former manager of
several Shubert shows on BroadWife, acrtess Paula Bauersmith; way.
the Lory Theatre, Highland, 111.,
an actor brother, professionally
Surviving are two sons, James and recently an announcer at
known as Jacob Ben Ami; a son, and George O’Hanlon.
WTMV, East St. Louis, died in St
daughter, mother and a sister surLouis May 6.

MOZELLE BRITTON

JACK RUSSELL

77,

carnival pitchman and onetime
stage manager for Richard Mansfield, died in Chicago recently. He
is survived '4ay his daughter, Mrs.
Ruth M. Campbell, and industrial
film producer.

Symphony Orchestra under Fred-

“Reve de

vive.

Mttnory of
Dtvofed Frltrvd

In

Continued from page

William X. Meyer,

dallville,
illness.

Among

Metro Pushes

He and his wife, Bess, owned survive.
and operated two indie nabes in

MARRIAGES
Alt air Najewski to Edward Wil*
liams, Hollywood, May 16. Bride’s
a secretary at Columbia; he’s a
film editor,
Marjorie Reynolds to John M.

Haffen, Beverly Hills, May 17.
Bride’s an actress; he’s a film cutter.

Theo Redwood

New

York,

May

to A.

15.

II.

Blank,

is head
midwest the-

Latter

of Tri-States Circuit,

chain
Betty Clark to Lenny Neff, ChiMay 12. Bride Is former band
vocalist; he’s sideman with the*
Ernie Rudy orch.
Lucille Surdam to Gus C. Bayz,
Los Angeles, May 17. Bride is in
cago,

CBS Radio

editing department

on

the Coast; he’s a CBS Radio sound
engineer and free-lance writer.
Florence Yuradovich to John
Ziccarelli, Pittsburgh, May 16. He’s
with Walter Gable orch.

Theodora

Landess

to

Marvin

Jack Richman, Albany, May 10.
Bride is a stage and television ac-

an actor.
Grace Leonard to William MalMay 13. Both

tress; he’s

kin, .Los Angeles,
are legit players.

Nancy Carr
Chicago,

on

May

WGN-TV

Mary

to Robert Cosgrove,
Bride is vocalist

4.

there.
Anderson to

r

Leon Sham-

roy, Tucson, May 12.
Bride’s
actress; he’s a cameraman.

au

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Wilkins,
son and daughter, Hollywood, May 7. Father is a 3-D tech-

twins,

nician.

Father, 82, of Henry Riegel,

Mr. and Mrs. Norman MacLeod,
Jr.,
Fanchon & daughter, Glasgow, Scotland, May
Marco-St. Louis Amus. Co., died 2. Mother is the former Bunty Gordon, daughter of Scot comedian
in St. Louis May 10.
district

manager

for

Harry Gordon; he’s member of
former man- Canadian vocal group, the Maple
Leaf
Four.
ager of the Bridgewater Music
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Bowers, $on,
Colony in Bridgewater, N. H.* died

James R. Cook,

May

5$,

Manchester, England, April 15.
He’s w.k. stage accordionist.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Rennick,
Lloyd L. Kellogg, 58, shipping
clerk for Paramount Film Distrib- son, Santa Monica, May 10. Father
handles
financial
affairs
for
uting Corp., Des Moines, O., died
in that city

May

10.

filmites.

8 in that city.

.

Mr. and Mrs. <Morty Nevins,
Frederic W. Ziv, daughter, New York, May 11,
Father
is one of the Three Suns,
president of the radio and TV production company bearing his name, instrumental trio.
Mrs. Norman Pader,
Mr.
and
died May 15 in Cincinnati.
daughter. May 10, Rockville Center,
L.
I.
Father
is manager of
Mother, 71, of Don Boutyette,
Columbia publicist, died Mhy 16 NBC press exploitation.
and
Byron
Mr.
Mrs.
Paul, daughfollowing a heart attack at her
ter, May 13, New York.
Father
home in Laguna, Cal.
Is a CBS-TV producer-director.
Mr. and Mrs. Win Uebel, daughMother, 97, of Benjamin, Max
and Louis Abranis, top execs of ter, Chicago, May 7. Father is in
Emerson Radio & Television, died NBC traffic department.
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Gorzo, son,
May 17 in New York.
Sharon, Pa., May 10. Father’s
manager
of the Liberty Theatre
Herbert K. Wood,
music

Mother,

69, -of

86,

the Glasgow Bulletin, died there.
Mr. and Mrs. William Brooks,
Glasgow May 9. He had written
Pittsburgh,
May 11.
reviews of music shows above daughter,
Father’s night manager of the
initials H. K. W. for 38 years.
Union Grill.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Goldman,
Mrs. Kate Langan, 77, mother of
May 8th.
Glenn Langan, actor, died May 12 daughter, New York, director
of
Father
Is national sales
after a long illness at the Motion
Exploitation and an exec with
Picture Country Home on the TV’
critic of

in

Beverly Pictures.
Mr. and’ Mrs. Julius J. Epstein,
Father Is
8.
Father, 84, of George Rochford, son, Hollywood, May
producer.
Paramount
treasurer of the Blackstone Thea- a
Lazarus,
Theodore
and
Mrs.
Mr.
tre,,
Chicago, died in Chicago
Father
son, New York, May 13.
May 10.
is motion picture account exec with
Coast.

Donohue

&

Coe agency.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Ortiz, son,
Santa Monica, May 13. Father is
in Scranton, Pa.
an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Newman,
Benjamin M. Baline, 72, brother daughter, Hollywood, May 12.
of Irving Berlin, died May 12 in Mother
is Barbara Belle, personal
New London, Conn.
manager of Champ Butler and
Father, 72, of Dwight Weist,

radio-TV announcer, died

May

Jr.,

12

Alfred B. Kennedy, 67, thesper

others.

Mr. and Mrs. John Swope, son,
Eng- Santa Monica, May 14. Mother is
Dorothy McGuire, screen actress.
Father is executive producer of
Mother, 63, of Albert McCleery, th’e La Jolla, Cal., Playhouse.
NBC-TV exec producer and direcMr. and Mrs. George E. Brown,
tor, died May 15 in Fort Worth.
Father
son, Hollywood, May 15,
in rep, died in Huddersfield,
land, recently.

Pleasant Mills Sets 12
Dozen plays will be offered this
summer at the Mill Playhouse,
Pleasant Mills, N. J. Strawhat will
begin operating June 10 with
“Blithe Spirit.”
10 in that city.
Producers are Ada Fenno and
Gianni Pitale. An all-Equity oast
/Jones’,
>Spike
Morgan,
48
Diqfr
n
banjo player died of a heart at- will be employed.

is

a song writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mansfield,

son, Santa Monica, May 16. Mother
is a Columbia publicist; father in

Columbia’s still department.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Ullman,
daughter. Albany, April 28, Father
is son of Saul J. Ullman, Fabian
Theatres division manager, and

manages Mohawk, derive -in near
Albany.

Wednesday,

r&KiutJL

May
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bow many groups

call

only one features the high tenor voice of
voice that the public Bought

Decca recordings of:

when

“The Ink Spots”

themselves

BILL KENNY. This

they paid their

If I Didn’t Care,

money

is

the

for the

Whispering Crass,

Do

I

Worry, To Each His Own, The Gypsy, Into Each Life Some Rain
*

Must

and

Fall,

Bill

all

other ballad

Kenny’s voice

is

hits.

what the public wants when they walk up
\

»

to

your box

office

and buy

tickets.

«
0

If

You

don’t want a substitute Insist on your contract reading:-’

BILL

KENNY

and HIS
INK SPOTS

This act

is

hooked

exclusively

by Gale Agency of 48 West 48
’

Street,

New York

City,

s

and records exclusively for Decca Records.
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Fever Rises

on Coronation Eve;

AD

Crix Cackle at 3-D Trhc, ‘Cacophony

N. Y. Church officials favor such
setups because they enable physi-

The mount- cally-handicapped persons to atCoronation fever.
enthusiasm has, in large meas- tend in automobiles.
Also, they
ure. been hastened by the influx of
solve the baby-sitter problem.
particularly
overseas
visitors,
The local
American
tourists.
British populace, with its familiar
placid reserve, jhas been taking the
preparations in its stride, but the
transformation that is going on in
and arond
London is
central
arousing universal excitement.
The stage is now set for the production of what has rightly been
termed “the greatest show on
Carth.”
Advance estimates called
for a budget in excess of $5,000,000, but a generous Parliament and
nation will cheerfully foot the bill
Hollywood, May 26.
if there
should be an overcalL
Screen Producers Guild sees
Since the Coronation was first set, such a drastic production curtailthe
budget has been steadily ment upcoming that hardly as
mounting and the latest figure many as 100 pix will be produced
agreed in. the House of Commons by eight majors in the coming year.
tinder the supplementary estimates
SPG Journal’s lead editorial,
should meet most contingencies.
which at the same time propounds
The royal procession which, in to majors a profit-sharing plan to
(Continued on page 15)
keep big studio plants operating,
says, “We doubt that there will be
more than 10 or 12 pictures each
Gwen Verdon
Burnt
from most of the majors for the
next year. And possibly not even
Toast’ to Ed Sullivan
that many, in instances where decisions are faltering in finality.”
a

ing

Producers See

Only IN Pix Next
Year; Want

%

Cut

Now

Rookies provided the principal
during the Broadway
legit season 1952-53. With the seasoned and presumably dependable
names doing a wholesale brodie,
relative newcomers came through
with most of the hits and converfireworks

sation-makers.

Top comedy smash
was

son

Year

of the sea-

“Seven

unquestionably

Itch,” a first play

by

televi-

sion writer George Axelrod, and
directed by John Gerstad, a recruit
to the staging ranks. Tom Ewell,

an important element in the show’s
click, is hardly a come-lately, but

was by far his biggest legit
part to date, and won him star billAlso clicking in the same
ing.

this

show was Vanessa Brown, debuting
on Broadway.
Biggest musical hit of the season
has been “Wonderful Town,” the
solo venture of producer RobFryer and largely his individual
Star and by general coneffort.
sent a vital spark in the show’s
click is Rosalind Russell, a. veteran
film comedienne but a prodigal
returnee to Broadway and making
her bow in a song and dance role.
Leonard Bernstein, who composed “Town,” had done only one
previous legit show, the hit “On
the Town” of 1944-45. New musirepresented the first
also
cal
Broadway assignment for choreographer Donald Saddler and the
first musical stint for librettists
Joseph Fields and Jerome Chodo( Continued on page 72)
first

:

e

Envision Tint

TV

Ed

Sullivan’s “Toast
follow-

cuffola

Wmchell

bow on

the Walter

TV show Sunday

(24).

bulhvan

was to have paid
for two guest shots.

?5,000

her

Incident is likely to become a cause
celebre in tele annals as Sullivan
Plans to protest to the American

federation 0f Television

&

Radio

Artists.

The N. Y. Daily News’ syndicated columnist
had warned the
nc r
tf she showed up on
n? ?
tne
Winch ell program, he could
no longer herald
the fact that she
would be making her videbut on
toast” and thus a considerable
portion of her value would be lost
.

him. Sullivan originally wanted
^ er(*on for this past Sunday’s
r;*' ® ta nza, but she said she wouldn t be
available for video until
J une.
She was therefgj'e set for
«j

(

(Continued on page 53)

Biz like

Snow

how

certain

professional

critics,

and

otherwise, downbeat Hollywood’s accent on width and depth
in
production
directional
and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Snow, of sound in theatres.
50
First-string newspaper critics in
this city, who spent more than
years in stock companies, musical key cities, in large measure, have
comedies and vaudeville, were hon- rapped trick gimmicks in 3-D films
ored by nearly 300 friends at a and overworked “cacophonous” in
As for
dinner in Odd Fellows Hall in rec- describing stereo sound.
ognition of their golden wedding the wider screens, like the other
comment
techniques,
projection
anniversary last week (21).
Snow, w.k. throughout New Eng- frequently indulged is that “good”
land as “The Singing Sheriff,” films would still be “good” withtoured the vaude circuits with his out the new look, and inferior
They product is simply not enhanced by
wife for nearly 20 years.
gave more than 6,000 performances it.
4
There hasn’t been any city-byof a skit written by him.
city and paper-by-paper breakdown
on sentiments of the press appraisers. But recent reviews, in a
f

significant
show that

Ikes Solo ‘Hey

number

of

locations,

many notices have
ranged from the so-so to the borders of the sadistic in attacking the

depth dimension and sound which
emanates from scattered points.
Warners' “House of Wax,” it’s
pointed out, is the newest entry
.(Continued on page 77)

In Boogie Riff

Pulls

Down House
Washington,

May

AGVA May Unfair’ Army

26.

The night of Friday, May 22, will
go down in entertainment annals
as the night a President of the
United States hollered a lusty, solo
“Hey” at a pause in boogie-woogie
and brought down the house.
It happened at the annual dinner of the White House News
Photographers Assn, to President
Eisenhower last Friday and high-

Unless Talent Conditions

Germany Improve

In

—

The American Guild of Variety
Artists may put some sections of
the U. S. Army on its unfair list.
•

j

Action is expected to be taken at
the union’s convention June 8 in
talent Boston, asking the Dept, of Deincluded Danny Kaye, Jane Fro- fense and the State Dept, to look
man, Liberace and Ezio Pinza, with into the conditions under which
American performers play Army
George Murphy emceeing.
Liberace, definitely at his best, posts in Germany and to correct
was pounding out the boogie- abuses.
spokesmen, in a prelimwoogie for some 650 delighted
guests When he paused and ex- inary survey, have found that cerplained that the pause was the tain talent bookers in the Army
place for the crowd to give with a work closely with several European
(Continued on page 68)
(Continued on page 27)
lighted

a

show

’54,

But Costly
Chicago,

May

26.

whose

AGVA

NOW

the

SPG

Speaking before the National
says theatres, however, will
(Continued on page 60)
Assn, of Electric Distributors conclave here yesterday (Mon.), W.
R. G. Baker, veepee of General
CBS
said present-day color
Electric,
teevee is now technically equal to
black and white when it was pubVIDEO
However, he
CBS-TV has signed William licly introduced.
because of involved elecSaroyan to its creative group, which stated,
trical circuits, and with the color
already has Ronald Alexander,
tube alone costing over $300, a
Sally Benson and Harry Kurnitz

ADD SAROYAN TO

EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL
Chicago

BRAINTRUSTERS

receiver will cost upwards of
dreaming up program ideas for color
Hubbell Robinson Jr, f the web’s $800.
H. C. Bonfig, v.p. of Zenith,
program veep. Saroyan, it’s understood, will not develop programs said his firm’s subsidiary, Rauland
as the others, but will script origi- Corp., is turning out “excellent”
He estimated color
nals for either a show of his own color tubes.
or for existing net dramatic pro- sets will cost three times as much
as comparable sizes in black and
grams.
Next new member of Robinson’s white.
Frank Friemann, Magnavox prez,
brain trust will be George Axelrod,
author of “The Seven-Year Itch,” estimated “over $1,000” as the set
with whom the web is currently cost’ when color TV is ready for
negotiating.

Biz;

Duo’s Twin Golden Anni
Manchester, N. H. May 26.

,

In

WW

Town” on CBS-TV

No

ert

television will be here
After Cuffo
TVer SPG, whose members make vir- Color
late next year, but black and white
Gwen Verdon, featured dancer tually all pix produced in Holly- will remain the backbone of the
wood, adds, “We thoroughly doubt
in the current
Broadway legit mu- that there will ever be restored industry for years, according to
sical,
“Can-Can,” has been cangeneral mass-production policy of execs of three major set manuJr^ted oft the June 21 and June
facturers.
past.”
ing a

A sufficiently heavy vote is in,
showing that the public doesn’t
give a one-dimensional hoof about

i

along the route.
There are, at last, first signs of

28 editions of

Sound; Public Doesn’t Give 1-D Hoot

ECLIPSE VETS

HAROLD MYERS

Londoii, May 26.
Sabbath Sermons to Be
If advance estimates are proved
Justified, at least 2,000,000 people
Preached in N.Y. Ozoner
will be concentrated along a few
miles of the Queen’s highway to
Religion and film theatres are
its
on
procession
historic
watch the
joining hands at increased freway to Westminster Abbey for the quency via Sunday services concrowning of Elizabeth II, next ducted at drive-ins in many spots
week. The young monarch will be across the country. Until recently,
the star attraction in a spectacle in tiein had been mostly limited to
which other royal dignitaries will only Easter Sunday rites and occabe merely bit players. The major- sional religioso pageants.
ity of the spectators will be freeRegular Sunday services through
loaders, cramming the sidewalks, the" summer now are set for’ the
small
comparatively
a
while
Whitestone Bridge Drive-In, the
minority will enjoy the comfort of Bronx, N. Y., to be conducted by
the public stands and window sites Protestant Council of the City of
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The Hour of Charm
ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR
Featuring

EVELYN

and Her Magic Violin

Under the Direction of

PHIL SPITALNY
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Hollywood.

RASKY
By FRANK
*•
Ghosts and glories of six decades
were resurrected at Broadway’s
Empire Theatre last Sunday (24),

Less than a year ago, Tony Curtis stood disconsolately outside the
gate at Paramount studio, obviously trying to solve a 'problem. Had
it been in his days in Hell’s Kitchen or in the Navy, I suspect he would

Danny Thomas’ Curtsy

To

as 1,237 incurable legit romantics,
onstage and off, paid their last
respects to their favorite show
tabernacle in an atmosphere of
unashamed sentiment. Legit fans
reportedly willing to pay the
$50 top were turned away, while
the 1,112 lucky to get in (including 30 standees) paid out a total
of $15,000 to witness the American

Liz Rates Begoff

have solved it by retreating to lower levels of direct action. But by
this time he had a dozen pictures behind him, and the role of a star
requires that one must act with a certain degree Of dignity even when
he might be boiling inwardly,
J learned that the cops at Paramoynt were not accepting the tradition that all the world’s a stage and men and women merely players

-

SRO

At Palladium;
London, Mfay

26.

Danny Thomas became the

lat-

est in the outstanding hits of the
Palladium season in <a#£'act that
with their exits and their entrances. Even actors visiting studios must
b.ends comedy and vpqals highhave missions. They must be there on business and, what was more
lighted by a witty “South Pacific”
•to the point, a particular person had to be expecting them.
parody. He gave a special CoronaNational Theatre &- Academy’s
Thomas’
tion tribute as a begoff.
Curtis seemingly had forgotten these unromantic requisites. He had
tender goodbye to New York’s last
performance, reinforced by his
a day off, so he thought he could hop in and see his pal Jerry Lewis
odeon south of the National Thea- reputation, assures the Palladium
tre on 41st St.
at Par as easily as he could enter his home lot, U-I. The Par cop
FOR LUCKY STRIKE
Of a sellout during this Coronacouldn’t see it that way and, moreover, was not able to contact Lewis
Affair began shortly after 8:20 tion show lasting two weeks.
Under Personal Management
LEER
JOHN
confirmation because the comedian was not forking- on stage that
voices
for
wraithlike
when
the
p,m.,
is
U.
S.
the
Another hit from
s
York
New
111 Fifth Ave.,
day. In fact, the unit was wandering around the lot, taking pot-shots
of 56 top Broadway performers, in Nanci Crompton, who received a
here and there.
the characterizations Of oldtime socko ovation for a scintillating
Empire roles, were megaphoned terp routine.
*
Having never attained the dignity of a star and being president of
from corners of the two golden
Gate Crashers International, Local No. 7 (the lucky one), I told Tony
On the preem show yesterday
balconies of the darkened thea- (Mon.) there was one mishap.
to climb in the back seat of our car and if he’d squat down for a
tre, They wound up at midnight The Steenfcacks, uuicyclists
suffew minutes, we’d crash him into the Par lot by way of the De Mille
with the entire backstage cast of fered a slight accident and were
gate. He leaped in and in a matter of a minute was out again, wander125 for “Highlights of the Empire’’ unable to finish their turn. They
ing around the Paramount lot in search of Lewis.
autographing the NO. 1 star’s recovered sufficiently to appear at
I couldn’t help thinking, after seeing Tony’s performance in George
dressingroom door, which will be the Savoy midnight cabaret.
Pal’s production of “Houdini” on that same Paramount lot the other
shipped intact to the Players’ Club
Arthur Lee Simpkins, the Negro
day, that every copper would recognize Jtiim now and if anyone didn’t,
in Hollywood.
singer, made his British debqt on
he could pull one of Houdini’s tricks out of the old maestro’s amazing
Sentimentalists wept unabashed- this bill. Others on the ayout are
bag and walk right through a gate as a dematerialized magician.
ly as Basil Rathbone bade official the Four Bogadis, acrobats; Tommy
I’m afraid much -of the hard work that, UI’s wunderkind put into
adieu to Charles Frohman’s shrine Tooper, comedy magico; Freddie
Paris* May 26.
preparing for the role of “Houdini” will be lost on audiences, but
for the spoken word with the lines Bamberger , & Pam, comics, and
Since Jules Dassin stepped out it ought to be put down as a matter of record somewhere, for most
of Prospero from Scene I, Act IV Dick & Dot Remy, U. S. comedy of the directorial chair here of the
of the tricks you see Curtis performing are not the end results of
of Shakespeare’s “The Tempest”: acros.
pic, “Public Enemy No. 1,” the magical film-cutting. Curtis actually did them, and if you watch closely,
“Our revels now are ended.
French press has been kicking the you will see they are shot from beginning to end, all in one scene.
These our actors, as I foretold you,
affair around. There’s been much
What? No Mirrors?
were all spirits, and are melted Coronation Procession
talk here about America dictating
are
into ait, into thin air . . ,
.to French filmites as to whom they
Of course, picturegoers may he so used to the stupendous phoniness
such stuff as dreams* are made on,
CinemaScoped can hire. Producer Jacques Bar that Hollywood can put on a screen that they may not be awed by
and our little life is rounded with
told Variety that he had heard this underplayed realism, any more than they will be impressed by
CinemaScoping of the Corona- things relative to
a sleep.”
Dassin being on the beautifully underplayed love scenes of Mr.
Mrs. Houdini iMr.
June
2
tion
procession
in
London
poignFeeling was all the more
the “blacklist” during his Stateside and Mrs. Curtis, to you.)
ant with the realization that when has virtually been decided on by visit recently to set lip locations
During the production I talked with George Boston and Dunninger,
the Empire is razed beginning 20th-Fox. Colorful pageant will be for the part of the film which is to
who taught Tony the more complicated of Houdini’s tricks, and they
July 5, with a 22-story temple of lensed for showing at the Euro- be made in N. Y. On returning, he
were so proud of-their pupil that you could see they regretted that
pean demonstrations of Cinema- said he asked Dassin
but was re- vaudeville couldn’t be revived so that he could carry on the Great
(Continued on page 76)
Scope, tentatively skedded for
He says various Holly- Houdini tradition.
assured.
Paris June 10 and London June 12,
wood stars refused to take the lead
according to the 20th prexy Spyros
When Mrs. Houdini died, she willed Harry’s tricks, about .300 of
femme role without giving reasons.
P. Skouras,
U.S. Execs Still Riled
When Zsa Zsa Gabor was finally them, to Dunninger and though Dunninger is a mental wizard, ha
Skouras said 20th had moved
have the physical youth or strength to do' the things Houdini
hired, she reportedly also heard doesn’t
too late to Cinemascope proceedCannes Fest Political
things relative to Dassin being on did. But CUrtis is only 26 years old, and has Houdini's kind of disciAbbey,
ings within Westminster
a blacklist, and informed Irving pline that would keep him working at a trick until he mastered it.
but that the procession should
not only worked on the set and at home, but he performed at
Overtones, Mull Pullout make excellent material for wide- Brown, AFL rep here, about it. He
This led to a check and Roy Brew- Arrowhead on a Patf junket where they preemed a Crosby picture
Political overtones in this year’s screen
treatment.
Skouras and
and
at benefits all over town.
er’s letter, which led to Dassfn’s
Judging at the recent Cannes Film Murray Silverstone, 20th Interna- final
As I say, this won’t show in the picture but it is a measure of why
withdrawal so as not to hold
Festival still rile American film tional topper who left N. Y. for
this kid comes out of nowhere and in a few short years is one of
up the pic.
company execs, again reviving ar- Rome Monday (25), will attend
Dassin says that he will soon be the top drawing stars of Hollywood.
gument over the wisdom of partici- both the Paris and London show- making
a film in France, since he
Like Houdini, he is happily married to a beautiful girl who plays
pation in these international shin- ings.
has a right to work here arid sup- Houdini’s wife in the picture. I guess taken together Tothy Curtis
digs. They’ll be closely watching
port his family without any sort and Janet Leigh are a more handsome couple than were Harry Houdini
forthcoming fests, such as Venice
of
blacklisting
from American and his wife Bessie, but I’ve seen pictures of Bessie, when she was
and Berlin, for similar incidents.
Autry Going Thataway?
(Continued on page 79)
about the age of Miss Leigh and they show her to be a singularly
"Those opposed argue that the
*

HORACE HEIDT

|

*

j

L’Affaire Dassin

,

See U.S. Dictation

We

To Be

&

At

i

Standards used in determining
awards are radically different from
those accepted in the U. S., and
that prizes going to certain pix frequently are a deliberate slap at
Hollywood and Americans. Proponents of American participation
argue, with equal fervor, that in
the light of the present international climate, Hollywood cannot
afford to isolate itself from such

Hollywood, May 26.
Paul Mertz, composer who
turned out the scores for all of

Gene Autry’s recent

films at Co-

beautiful«*voman.

They All Threaded Needles
Paramount thinks that both Curtis and Houdini were born in New
York. This is not so. They were, it is true, both sons of immigrants
and their parents came from Buda Pesth. Tony’s- name was Bemie
Schwartz, and his father was a Buda Pesth actor named Mono Schwartz,
The old man couldn’t ih$ke it as an actor in America and turned to
tailoring. Houdini’s real name was Erich Weiss and he was the son
of a rabbi named Dr. Mayer Samuel Weiss who had migrated from
Buda Pesth to Appleton, Wis.
The kid began in show business at the age of nine in Jack Hoeffler's
Five Cent Circus, but the first great magician he saw in action was
Dr. Lynn, who had a grand illusion which he called “Paliganesia.”
The doctor pretended to chloroform a man and then dismember him,
later restoring the man’s arms and legs and leading him to the footlights alive and smiling. Thirty years later when he was the famous
Harry Houdini, the once little Erich Weiss was still enamored of that
trick and bought it from Arthur Lynn’s son for $75. Afterwards
Houdini and his wife used to play it for laughs.
/ At only one point does George Pal’s picture sidestep reality. I
guess he and George Marshall, the director, felt that since the man
f

US. Names Hypo

lumbia, has ankled the lot,
strengthening the opinion that the
cowboy star and the studio are
ready to call it quits. Smiley
•Burnette, Autry’s partner in numerous
films,
recently
was
Paris; May 26.
dropped.
Le Saison de Paris, in which
Autry has completed his curParis trots out its chic, femme
film affairs.
rent contract, and the studio execs
At least two Cannes winners this are awaiting returns on his latest splendor and elegance, got an early
start with the gala benefit' last
year the French “Le Salaire de pictures
before considering a reweek (19), at the Moulin Rouge
Peur” and the Spanish “Welcome, newal.
nitery, of Le Bal Des Petits Lits
rankle American
JVIr. c Marshall”
Blancs
(The Ball of the Little
execs due to their themes, which
White Beds). This 25-year-old
-some are construing as anti-AmeriBLOOM EXITS 20TH
charity gala got a solid turnout
While there is satisfaction
can.
Hollywood, May 26.
from show biz people, who gave it
with the choice of “Come Back, LitLatest producer to check off the a. scintillating air as well as helptle Sheba” as the best dramatic
ing swell the take, which was about
pic, and the designation of its 20th-Fox is William Bloom.
10,000,000 francs ($30,000). The who “killed” Houdini is still alive, they couldn’t very wdl play the
star, Shirley Booth, as best actress,
He held production reins on “In- sumptuous
dinner sold for 15,000 last scene straight.
feeling still persists that European
ferno,” the studio’s only 3-D film, francs a plate ($42).
Conan Doyle and others of his ilk were quite sure Houdini’s death
festival juries downbeat real enShow was emceed by curvaceous had come from fooling with mystical forces and since all of them
tertainment in favor of pix with a and “Glory Brigade,” Victor MaAnnie
had
been prophesying he would come to a bad end’ for 30 years, It
Cordy
and
political taint.
academician Edture starrer, still unreleased.
mund Heuze, who had once danced was inevitable that one of them would eventually be right.
at the old Moulin Rouge. Katherine
Actually what happened was a simple matter. Houdini had lectured
Kath repeated her vGoulue> role at McGill U. and one of the
5/27
students, who had made a sketch of
from the pic, “Moulin Rouge” Houdini asked if he might
call on him at the theatre and make some
(UA), and a can-can chorus, com- more. He
brought two friends with him. They sat in Houdini’s dressposed of some of the top French ing room apd the
talk turned to physical endurance. One of the boys
'
ballerinas, closed the ball, which asked
Enclosed find check for $
Houdini if it were true he could stand .blows that would fell a
had the spatk of bygone chichi heavyweight. Houdini
didn’t deny it and the next thing he knew he
days of turn-of-the-century Paris.
Please send
for
had received several punches in the abdomen.
Bing Crosby got a terrific recepFor
the
next
several
days
Houdini must have worked with a ruptured
tion when he bounced to the podium to do two numbers in English appendix. He went from Montreal to Detroit and Was running a
(Please Print Name)
temperature
from 102 to 104. Physicians who were consulted diagnosed
and- one in French. Charlie ChapStreet
lin didn’t do -anything but got the it as acute appendicitis and said an immediate operation was imperamost applause when introduced. tive. But Houdini found that the house .was sold out and since he
Gary Cooper, in the 'company of belonged in that screwball era in show biz with its slogan, “The shovV
City
Zone. ... State,
Giselle Pascal, also got a heavy must go on,” he went on. At the final curtain he was in a state of
salvo. Josephine Baker alSQ did complete collapse and when the surgeons operated they found a
gangrenous appendix complicated by peritonitis, “and in those days,
some of her numbers.
Regular Subscription Rates
Gallic royalty set was well turn- before miracle drugs, that was curtains nine times out of 10.
ed out and protocol was in effect.
I wonder if the story concerning Dillingham and Ziegfeld, who
One Year— 1 0.00
Two Years—$1 8.00
President Vincent AuriOl started were pallbearers, is apochryphal? Dillingham is supposed to have
Canada and Foreign $1 Additional per Year
the proceedings. Can-can alternat- whispered to Ziggy as they raised the coffin to be carried toward the
ed with bebop dancers from the ex- grave, ‘Suppose he got out of this box. How would we know?”
istentialist
caves ahd ComedieI don’t think he did, but he will enjoy a measure of reincarnation
Inc.
Francaise actors let their hair in this beautiful Technicolor
who mod154 West 46th Street
York 36. N. Y.
down to do knockout stints with e stliy rates- himself “a better picture and. cari thank Curtis,
than poor magician,” for recreating some
clowns from the Cirque Medrano. of the master’s illusions
and a great deal of ‘his charm as well.
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Champ Snafu

Biz’s

Report Handshake’ Cinerama Deal

For ah innovation which literally shook up an entire industry
since Warner Bros.’ and A1 Jolson’s “Jazz Singer”
as nothin# has
rewired the world's cinemas, and then permitted its golden
die, Cinerama rates as the champ debacle.
to
opportunity
is

First-quarter earning reports for
1953 so far indicate the pic biz is
starting the year at a brisk pace^
comfortably ahead of 1952. showings for the same period. Six dis-

.

,

back up

ness to

major

its

initial

With Stanley Warner; Lurie a Maybe

OF’

that in each of the three spots where Cinerama is concurrent the boxoffice net profit is between $15,000
but because of intra-company wrangling
weekly,
and $ 20 000
and other complications the outfit so far lacks the resourceful-

The paradox

mctbuks

P'SatlSTY

*

impact with something to

follow.

Another Sarnoff Mint?
Allied
Arrangement
by
States Assn, with the Ballantyne Co. to provide a low-cost

and circuits have come
through with a net take of $6,042,849 for the first three months of

$6,000 screen-stereo sound system for 3-D and widescreen
recalls a similar deal during
the early days of sound.
Considering the cost for
sound systems for small theatres excessive, Allied asked a
manufacturer for a package
that would not exceed $3,000,
Manufacturer came up with a
unit costing $2^995. The com-

tribs

no other arm of the post-midcentury picture
shook up Hollywood, shook the public out of
jaundiced outlook on film entertainment,
its lethargic and
sparked such opportunistic pioneering freaks as “Bwana Devil”
3-D
market, and has caused every major studio
into stealing the
Cinerama,

like

business, literally

a
crease

$1,820,412

’53,

—or

43%-^-in-

.over
the
corresponding
months in ’52.
Three distribs alone accounted
for $4,237,488, which compares to
a net of $2,279,570 for the trio* last

c

.

for wide-screen or third dimension.

All production
are with an eye to some new dimensional technique.
Cinerama alQne, with “a goldmine in its backyard,” finds itself
.stalemated and dependent on some merged operation to set
Abel.
itself back on even keel.
to retool

now

plans

year.
’53

'

20th-Fox. nfet for the first.
quarter was $1,023,965, com-

pany was RCA' with Gen.
David Sarnoff working out the

pared to a '$723,407 loss on the
production-distribution company’s
books in ’52. Paramount’s returns

•

1

deal with Allied.

from $1,355,000 in '52. And Loew’s
chalked up a net of $1,839,523,
compared to $1,647,977 last year.
RKO quarterly showing wasn't

CinemaSeope Investment Tops

.

Tax

{

Lift

Dead

Films Split

theatres so far amounts to about
$2,500,000, Skouras indicated, with

another $5,000,000 already tied

up

may

go

in

commitments.

Figure

*

Show

Mapped

Scheme

SAG NAMES COMMITTEE

Shareholders of America
Outfit is currently engaged
ln a membership
drive to gain the
necessary financial support for its

TO OUST COMMUNISTS

Hollywdbd, May 26.
Drive to expel any member identified as a Communist has been
project.
Idea, to be broached to Con- launched by the Screen Actors
gress, is to have
high, earners set Guild. Campaign will be conducted
aside about 10%
of their income by a special committee headed by
~ unn S tbe I r
good years. Money George D^urphy. Idea is that no
would buy special Government person who has' refused to coopDonds which would
be non-taxable erate with responsible Governonver t e d. As Javits sees it, ment agencies after being tagged
£
u e Purpose would be served, as a Commy can remain in the
t j? .¥
individual would pay less tax dur- Guild. John Dales, Jr., executive
ing peak
earning years and would secretary bf SAG, said:
create a nest-egg
“The board of directors of the
for himself. Government would get the money and guild has appointed a committee
jhldh’t lose out on
the tax either. to consider implementing its long~htted Shareholders was formed standing,
to
opposition
active
to re P the interests of un- Communism, as. reflected in the
rganized stockholders, in show biz guild’s strong anti-Communist res® u ** k°th with the corporation^ olution of 1946, and the guild's
«hd in Washington.
It’s listed as continuing fight against the posa non-profit
org.
Tax relief plan sibility of any Communist influlng handled by Ruth' Fischel, ence remaining in the motion pica*
.

,

j

,

assistant to Javitz.

—

Copyright Deal

I

United

year.

Despite the pushing by COMPO,
Treasury has notified Congress
that it wants no excise taxes^-including the admissions bite
eased at this time because of the
This
badly unbalanced budget.
Split among film companies con- backs, up the position of President
cerning participation in a Univer- Eisenhower, of a week earlier,
(Continued on page 16)
sal Copyright Convention appears
to be developing. While other segments of show biz, such as music

up another $5,000,000 unless the
stereophonic sound bottleneck is
broken.
System for combining
four sound tracks on one film
along with the picture has been
evolved by 20th’s Earl I. Sponable.
It involves a reduction in the size
of sprocket holes on the film to
make room for the magnetic chan- and records, are reportedly in
nels.
favor of the U. S. joining a uniLens Situation Easing
versal convention for the protecSkouras said that, with the ex- tion of copyrights, there are some
ception of Metro, no other studio
quarters in the pic industry who
had committed itself to use Cinefeel that films will not be ademascope and that he wasn’t in the quately protected in the setup as
‘least unhappy about this, feeling
currently presented.
that CinemaSeope was the superiU. S. „ presently has separate
or system in every respect. Allied
deals on copyrights with all coun(Continued on page 79)
tries, and dissenters to the proposed universal convention feel
present treaties give films, better
Nest-Egg for Aging
protection. Main objection to U. S.
participation is that $n acoustic
work is not adequately protected
Biz Topliners
by the Convention. -It’s felt that a
talking motion picture, or at the
In Tax Relief
very least, the acoustic part (diaPlan to bring tax relief to high(Continued on page 16)
priced people in the theatrical
held,
coupled with
savings
a
scheme for the years when they’ve
passed the peak income level, is
proposed by Benjamin A. Javits,
prexy.

(or

On

Entry in World

’

Loews

ture industry.”

$2,600,000

i

Rnn Much Higher

included in the overall compilation
because of the company's unusual
industry status. It. reported a loss
Investment of 20th-Fox in Cineof $2,740,000 for the first '53 quarmascope equipment, both via cash
ter, which compares to a similar
and commitments, tops $7,000,000
red ink entry of $1,956,000 in’52.
Flat Pix Passe?
and is apt to run much higher beTwo circuits reporting their net
Hollywoodv May 26.
fore there is an adequate flow of
for the first ’53 stanza were RKO
Passing of the flat picture from Theatres with $325,361, a hefty
screens and lenses to theatres and
studios.
the nation’s screens was predicted earnings boost over last year when
(Continued on page 79)
Extent to which 20th believes in by Richard Walsh, IATSE interwidescreen system, and to national chief, at a meetingits
of the
far,
so
which it has taken the rap
Hollywood AFL Film Council.
was indicated in N. Y. Monday
Walsh declared Cinerama is a
(25) by prexy Spyros P. Skouras,'
boon to the film industry and de20th’s
that
disclosed
also
who
Miracle Mirror subsid is taking serves credit for proving that the
over two established screen manu- public will still pay to see motion
’53
facturing plants on Long Island pictures if given new and stimulatand New Jersey in order to be ing entertainment.
demands.
Commeet
exhib
able to
Washington, May 26.
pany is buying out and expandShort of a major overturn, the
ing the facilities and may acquire
various bills to wipe out the 20%
a third outfit to boot.
admissions tax on motion pictures
Cash investment of 20th to get
are dead for 1953, although they
CinemaSeope units rolling to the
may show signs of real life next

$7,000,000; Will

sulted

contradictory

in

reports

from sources close to both sides.
Cinerama insiders claimed that a
“handshake” agreement had been
reached with only the legal for-

SW

malities remaining.
An
official closely connected with the negotiations, however, denied that
a deal had been set, although he
indicated that “it looked good”
and that he expected an announcement of the finalization momentarily.

Haggling over term?, with proposals and counter proposals, highlighted negotiations between Cine-

rama and Stanley Warner during

increased to $1,374,000 this year„

20th

Curious developments in the
drawn-out Cinerama-Stanley Warner talks yesterday (Tues.) re-

the past week. In an effort to finalize a deal, whereby the S. H.
(Si) Fabian chain would take over
operation of Cinerama theatres,
meetings continued over the weekend.

Payoff to Mayer

It’s
indicated,
however, that
should a last-minute hitch develop
Cinerama will make a strong effort
to feach an understanding with
Louis A. Luriq, millionaire San
Francisco realtor, Lurie, a close
associate of board chairman Louis
Despite heated protests from le- B, Mayer, already has made aii
galites representing several mi(Continued on page 18)
nority stockholders, Federal Judge
»
Alfred C. Coxe in N. Y. Federal
Court yesterday (Tues.) approved Exodus of U. S. Players,
settlement of a derivative stockholders’ suit brought against Louis
Film
Reflects
B, Mayer and Loew’s, Inc.
Action challenged validity of the
Hypo
in Italo Production
employment pact held by the forWith 48 major pix now before
mer Metro production chief. It also
the cameras in Italy, the exodus of
(Continued on page 20)
Hollywood stars
American

OK’d By Court

.

•

Newsmen

.and

Balaban

the Double

newspaper and mag reps to Rome
reflects the growing importance of
that European production center,
according to Italian Films Export

execs in N. Y.
Among the Americans skedded
to be active in Italy are Errol
Balaban, who is due back in New
Flynn, Orson Welles, Claudette
York from Europe today (Wed.),
Colbert, George Sanders, Ingrid
heads for the Coast for a quickie
Bergman and Farley Granger. Adseries of studio confabs.
ditionally, a number of Hollywood
He’ll be back in Gotham for
(Continued on page 79).

For Studio, Gotham Meets

Paramount

Barney

president

’

Par’s annual meeting of stockhold-’
ers, set for next Tuesday (2).

National Boxoffice Survey

Trade

in

Week

Keys Off Sharply; ‘Wax’ Champ for Fifth
in Row; ‘Rouge’ Again 2d, ‘Titanic’ 3d

Trade Mark Registered
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The country’s film boxoffices are
suffering this stanza from very
early summer lethargy,- with numerous

first-runs

merely marking

fare until the arrival of Memorial Day. Even big
sharply from
down
are
grossers
recent weeks. Real tipoff on how
sluggish trade is and how exhibitors are scrambling to get pix to
tide them over until the monthend holiday, is the fact that more
than 55 different films are Paying
currently in 24 key cities covered
by ARIET?‘,
.
.
.
Y
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well this frame,
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Editor

(Col) is spotty currently,

Y oun«?

Bess” (M-G) is big on
session at vast N. Y. Music
..
anot her
Fort xi „ (Col)
showing with 3-D, is moderate in
“Crash of
j n F r i sc0
Balt0 but
Silence” (U), also new, shapes brisk
“Raiders of Seven Seas”
n
(UA) g somew hat uneven, as is
,»
T
(U)
and Order” (U).
Law
“Shane” (Par) shapes smash in
an otherwise dull Pitt. “Light of
g Bvery Moon” (WB) looms big in
and nice in Minneap«<

Vol. 190

first

HaU

.

(WB) continues leader, for fifth
week in a row. However, it is off
sharply from the huge totals it has
been racking upy in the three previous stanzas.

Moulin Rouge w (UA) is keeping
pace and will finish second, also
.

.

.

for the fifth session in succession.
“Titanic” (20th) is pushing to third
position from fourth spot it captured the initial week out on releaso

-

.

"Desert Rats” (20th), good in
Minneap0llSi is okay in N Y "Split
Second .. (RK o), sock in Chi, looks
disappointing in three other keys.
“cinerama” continues its great “Invaders From Mars” (20th), fat*
it was
fourth. It
pace, climbing to fourth,
\y as h., is mild in Cincy and good
fifth last round, “Salome” (Col) adrievG i an d
"
vanced to fifth slot while “Man on
Remains To Be Seen” (M-G)
Tightrope (20th), out extensively g jlQ
Indianapolis and
si ow i n
is captur- a
ween., «
tms week,
time this
nrsi ume
for first
ior
Ga ttle. “Snows of Kilimanjaro”
Seattle
in
rated duli 0n p0p3Cale
.

.

.

.

f

"Gi‘rT Who* Had Everything"
ni?h
gh t0
to finish
“ g enough
(M-G) is showing
“Hitch-Hifler” (RKO), fine in
? in ‘“bitch-Hifler”
(M-G), mainly
L 1 I 1 «S!Sy
pQj^n^
0 rti a hd, looks okay in N. Y. and
p
is pushing up to MinnAano'l'is' “Fair Wind to Java”
Minneapolis.
t»°
eighth. Off Limits (Par) and Jai 00 ks fair in St. Louis but
( Re p)
maica Run, also f^m Pfrajnount, mll § in Seattle
SecSplit
round out the top 10 list.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
ond” (RKO) and “Never Let Me
Go” (M-G) are the two runner-up Pages 'O- ID*
-

seventh.

,

.
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UA Bankrolls Horizon
Hollywood, May 26.
United Artists will ftn^hce and
distribute Sam Spiegel’s next two
Horizon productions, “The Witness” and “Don Quixote,” both to
he filmed in Europe.
Spiegel leaves for France this
weekend to prepare “Witness,"
based on a script by Arthur Laurents. “Quixote” will be lensed in
Spain and England, with wide.

Universal has become the darling
of Wall Street via its common stock
issue which has hit a new aU-tlme
Fontaine to Vienna For
few
high of $17.25 per share,
years ago, when
wa£ lq, the eco‘Fortress’ Before Legit screen treatment.
nomic doldrurtis because of expensively-made productions and- conHollywood, May 26.
siderably less than a commensuJoan. Fqntaine goes to Vienna
rate b.o. payoff, the issue was sell- late this summer to..stkf *in “The

A

U

ing

at $6.

view of this almost 200%
market evaluation, the stock
has been the most profitable of any
motion picture issue on the N. Y.
Stock Exchange over the past several years. Further, tending to reIn

rise in

move

from the “speculative”

it

category, so far as investors are
concerned, is the outfit’s relatively
recently adopted dividend policy of
$1 annually. Also contributing to
the market upbeat has been U’s
book value of approximately $25
per share.
U’s earnings have been steadily
on the climb. Latest report showed
a net of $475,888, or 43c per common share after taxes and preferred payoffs,' for the 13 weeks
ended last Jan. 31. Profit on the
same basis for the corresponding
period a year previous was $411,435, or 37c per share. Significant
factor is that in the new period,
was nicked for $675,000 for Federal
income and excess profits, whereas
this item amounted to only $280,000 (with no excess profits levy) in
the 1952 quarter.
Showing marked gains also has
been U’s $4.25 preferred securities, which have hit a new high of
$60.50. This is up from a low for
the" year of $61.
Because of the company’s record
In recent years and the immediate
outlook, financial sources believe
the common stock will continue on
the rise, possibly up to $20 per
share.

U

Wald, Kahane In

& Out

Of N.Y. on Quickie Col

Meet With Harry Cohn
Columbia Pictures prexy Harry
Cohn, studio production head Jerry
Wald, and studio exec B. B. Kahane
quickied in and the latter two
n
quickie d out of. New York over the
weekend, for an intensive two-day
powwow on the company’s next
-

production plans.
Cohn
extended his stay until today (Wed.).
It was Wald’s first N. Y. trip to
meet the sales and exploitation
echelon en masse, reviewing the
promotional values of next season's

season’s

lineup.

Among

other things,

Wald want-

ed to see “Wonderful Town,” which
Col owns in its original form, “SisLegit* musical’s star,
Rosalind Bussell, did the straight
film version for Col. Col plans its
own mnsicalization of the property
which the studio owns. Wald also
Cole Porter’s “Can-Can,”
o.o.’d
with an eye for its Hollywood pur-

ter Eileen.”

chase.

.
‘

by Mort

all

of Col’s future production to wideserpen and 3-D and will have a big
galaxy of new-dimensional productions on tap for the 1953-54 selling season. Studio has an entire
year's scripts all set to roll. Wald’s
lone personal production will be

WhitecoDar Pact

with Bob Hope in “Mr.
Deadlocked after a series of sesCasanova,” starting July 1 on the
same lot. Meanwhile, she is ne- sions, negotiations between the MoPicture Homeoffice Employees
tion
gotiating with the Theatre Guild
about a play to open in N. Y. in Union, Local H-63, IATSE and disfor a new pact for whitecollar
tribs
November.
were ademployees
exchange
journed for A 10-day period. Filmery negotiating team took to the
road in an attempt to finalize deals
with exchange locals in the field.
Out of 33 key cities, agreements
have been reached with 16 unions.
A $4 across-the-board wage hike
has been the pattern.
New York exchange workers,
Representing one of the most
front and backroom emspecifically-stated, longterm releas- both
have given notice that the
ployees,
ing skeds of convention and '“new
increase
would not be accept$4
era” product by any company, Columbia yesterday (Tues.) listed able. Negotiations in Gotham are
conducted
with IA internabeing
titles for 34 features to be disJoe Basson taking part
tributed in the next nine months. tional rep
Basson
entered the
in the talks.
Program is designed to provide
’when the. exchange units
exhibs with a continuing flow of picture
(Continued on page 6)
pix in the industry’s current tranco-star

For Next 9 Months

sition period.

All Aims on the lineup may be
used on standard screens and with
Standard sound equipment, Col

Product also may be shown
on widescreens up to an aspect
stated.

ratio of 1.85 feet in width to each
vertical foot. Stereophonic sound
will be used “in all curirent and
future releases in which it will add
to the dramatic effect,” said the

the Dark” and “Fort Ti,”

now

in

UPHELD
EXTRA

TAX

REWRITE ON

FOR CARSON

Widescreen, Stereo Sound

MAHER

.

become famous

generals. Picis scheduled for filming in
August at„ West Point.
•

(
-

;

V<

to-be-released
starrer,

WALD

film at Colum“The Story of Mary Magdalene,
with the same production
bia,

combination that

made “Salome.”

Columbus, .May

7-Day Studio Union Law

Okayed by Senate Unit
Washington,

May

26.

-

right to sue in behalf of the 306

Esther

“Dangerous

Williams

When Wet”

(M-G).
In addition to a new lead, “Red
Garters” also gets a new director,
with George Marshall replacing
Mitchell Leisen.

Lippert Adds

2 Ozoners

Ohio Censors;

57G Saving in Exemption of Reels

Move

membership.
Arguments on tile
adjourned
until
Of -the 34 upcoming releases, 26 motion were
will be available with stereo sound June 10.
Action
seeks
to
recover
coin
for
sound
in addition to the regular
some 2,000 boothmen, who alleged
tracks.
ly put in extra time over and
above Rours specified in. their emIN FIGHT ployment contract Gelber asks
OLIVIA
$1,000,000 each from RKO Theatres, Loew’s Theatres, Radio City
48G GOVT.
VS.
Music Hall and lesser amounts
Washington, May 26.
from the Paramount and Roxy The- U. S. Tax Court upheld Olivia atres, City Entertainment Corp.
De Havilland last week in her tax and Biddle Realty Corp*
fight against the Bureau of Internal Revenue, which ‘sought an additional $48,671.90 in taxes from
‘GARTERS’
the
Revenue Bureau
actress.
wanted the extra sum on her 1945,
BUILDUP
1946 and 1947 tax payments.
Hollywood, May 26,
It alleged that commissions paid
With
Jack
Carson
replacing
Dor
to -.her stepfather as her agent
were “excessive” and also Dalked Taylor as the male lead in Paramount’s
“Red
Garters,”
the part
at business gifts she made to her
agent and to persons on the Para- is being completely rewritten tc
mount lot for assisting her work. match Carson’s talents. He’ll apHowever, the tax court sustained pear opposite Rosemary Clooney
in his second picture after a twoher position in every instance.
year period devoted wholly to TV.
His first post-TV pic is the soon-

'

FOR

‘Wait’ll Next Yr.’ on

1

circulation.

Metro Pushes Up

which is. expected here. That’s on
the basis of the $3 per print charge,
which the film companies have
been paying in clearing product
with state censors.
Wipeout of the newsreel end of
censorship in the state appears a
strong likelihood as a “compromise”
measure.
Sen.
Charles

Mosher

last

week withdrew

Although move to

MPAA

,

ings can be brought up to between
$62,000,000 and $65,000,000.
Company declared a dividend of

200 per share last week on outstanding common stock. It’s payable June 30 to stockholders of rec-

ord On June 12. Although company
has maintained its 20c per share
quarterly dividend payment, its
(Continued on page 6)

L. A. to N. Y.
Mort Blumenstock

A1 Daff
-Alfred DeLiagre, Jr.

Louis DeWohl
Jay C. Flippen
Arlene Francis
Richard Greene
F. Hugh Herbert

Hedda Hopper
Sol Hurok
Betty Kean
Jane Kean
Dorothy Kilgallen
Blanche Livingston
Mrs. Leonard Lyons
Jerry Mann
Sig Mickelson

Stanley Clements

Morgan Cox
Warren Duff

Edward

R.

Murrow

Richard Myers
Harry Novak
Merle Oberon
Warren O’Hara
Barron Polan
Milton R. Rackmil
Maria Riva
J. Robert Rubin
Douglas Shearer
Lee Shubert

Biff Elliott

Marilyn Erskine
Judith Evelyn
Irving Fein
John Forsythe

Murrdy Silverstone

Howard W. Koch
Joan La Cour

Eva Turner

Motor Vu, with a capacity of 75<
cars, was purchased from Sam anc
Jules Gilette and Leroy Bowen fo]
$150,000. Starlight is a new “twin’
ozoner, with two screens and a ca
pacity for 000 autos on each side

Europe to N. Y.
George Axelrod
Barney Balaban
Milton Blackstone

Jean Carroll
Martin S. Davis
Eddie Fisher
David Golding
Hugh Martin
Bernard J. Prockter

Ed"McKenzie
Ruth Werthman

^

all

Manning Clagett,
rep in
the New York office, came here
yesterday
(Mon.) for work with
With the summer months established as heavy b.o. grossers, Metro Sen. Mosher on pushing the new
measure which is 'limited to newsis reshuffling its release slate by
pushing up additional ‘-‘big” pic- reels.
tures. Aim is to gather in hefty
coin during the sweltering season
N. Y. to Europe
so that the company can close its
Pier Angeli
fiscal year with a healthy earning
Fortunat Baronat
statement. Its fiscal year ends
Herman Bernstein
Aug. 31.
Rudolf Bing
In the past, company has hit
William Brandt
about $60,000,000 in domestic returns. By advancing the release of
Ruth Brooks
several pictures with name drawing
Wells Church
power, i£is figured the gross earnBob Considine

Paul Jones

Fresno.

off

out.

total of 68 ozoners.
New acquisi
tions are the Motor-Vu Drive-In a
El Centro and Starlight Drive-In
»

kill

censorship in Ohio has been dethe Motion Picture Assn,
of America and other industry elements here believe this, is only a
temporary setback;* They’ve adopted a “wait ’til next year” attitude.
They sock home the point that the
entire state has now become “censorship” conscious, that efforts in
the future to legislate the censors
out of business will meet with
less resistance than this first time
feated,

Top Pix Release

Ben Frommer

j

his bill

to erase all official blue-penciling
in the state when odds against its
passage appeared too strong.

Ira Gershwin
Claire Lou Gold
Betty Grable

drive-ins

26.

Distribs of the five ‘ newsreels
will save about $57,000 annually
via elimination of reel censorship,

Los Angeles.
were added to Rob
ert L. Llppert’s chain, making

Two

26

sored.”

Request of IATSE and the
Screen Actors Guild that the TaftHartley Act be amended to cut
the time within. which new workers must join the union has been
okayed by the Senate Labor
Committee.
Under the^law, workers have 30
in which to Femain on the
days
7 Big N.Y. Theatre Corps.
job before .signing up for a union.
£>tudio unions requested this be
to Block $3,300,000 reduced to seven days for them,
because of the casual and tempoSuit by 2,000 Boothmen rary nature of the work, with
Seven of New York’s largest the many employees engaged in interatre corporations last week moved mittent jobs which don’t last 30
to dismiss a $3,300,000 back-pay days. suit brought in N, Y. Supreme
Court against them by Local 306
prez Herman Gelber, on grounds
that the complaint fails to state

company.
Col further announced that the
production of depthies will he continued with eight new S-D films to sufficient facts.
be released in the next 12 months.
In addition, the defendant firms
Company has two 3-D’ers, “Man in claimed Gelber hasn’t the legal

May

«

Col’s 34 Pix Sked

For Coronation Tinter
“Sadie Thompson,” remake of
“Rain,” which he was able to bring
London, May 26.
Otherwise the
over from RKO.
The two color films of the Corother old Wald-Krasna (Norman) onation will be screened in the
indie production company scripts West End, prior to countrywide
(Among release the following Monday (8).
are in the RKO vaults.
them is one by Goodman Ace,
The Associated British-Pathe
which the head scripter on the Mil- production, “Elizabeth Is Queen,”
ton Berle show, incidentally, says which is being lensed in Warnerhe is trying to get back; he thinks color, will be shown to the press
it will make' a good TV series.)
June 4. It opens at the Empire,
Leicester Square, the following
day and also in several London
newsreel houses. One of them,
SEEKS GUINNESS
the Cameo in Charing Cross Road,
is installing widescreen and steSGT.
BIOG reophonic
sound for the occasion.
'Columbia producer Jerry Wald,
The J. Arthur Rank production,
In New York last week with prexy “A Queen Is Crowned,”
which is
Harry Cohn, has a date with Brit- being filmed in
Technicolor, ‘has
ish film and stage star Alec Guinits pre-release at the Odeon, Leiness relating to the latter’s playing
cester Square, on Friday prior
the top role in Col’s upcoming
to simultaneous London screen“The Long Grey Line.”
ings the following Monday. It has
Pic would star Guinness as Sgt.
been
Maher in the filmization of Maher’s of thebooked into more than 120
company’s suburban Lonbiog, “Bringing Up the Brass.”
don theatres. More than 300 prints
Story is a sort of a Mr. Chips at
have been ordered.
West Point yarn. The sergeant, as
West Point athletic aide, is the
Rita Hayworth is slated to star
friendly adviser of “cadets who have
In another Biblical
since
ture

Deadlock Snafiies

-

Cohn and Wald have geared
/

Fortress,” to be produced

Briskin and Harry Popkin.
Currently Miss FQijtainq.is busy
at Paramount in Nat'S<pi*& “Flight
to Tangier,” after which she will

Columbus,

Senator Charles A. Mosher’s substitute bill to eliminate Ohio
censorship of newsreels will" he a step—“although t short one”—
eventual abolishment of all film censorship, editorialized
lumbus Citizen. Sen. Mosher’s bill to eliminate all state
film censorship could muster only 13 votes. He introduced the
anti-newsreel censorship bill as a substitute.
“The fact that the Senator couldn’t gather enough support for
his bill has shaken our faith in the judgment and maturity of
some members of the Ohio Legislature,” added the Citizen. The
paper said that “many excellent films of high educational and
cultural value have had vital portions deleted^—or have been
banned in their entirety—-by a few arbitrary judges who believe
they are capable of establishing values for an entire state.”
The newspaper said that there are many persons who, while
believing in freedom of speech and press, would deny that right
to films. “But freedom o£ speech, covers films, too,” said the paper
“It looks as though we’ll have to limit Our film-viewing to our
television sets. Films on TV are quite old—but they’re uncen-

John Houseman.

Robert Taylor
Astrid

Bess Lewis
Jerry Lewis

John

John Lund
Gordon MacRae„

Dean Martin
Marjie Millar
William Perlberg
Maty Pickford

Vamay

C. Wilson-

N. Y. to L. A.
.

Donald Randolph
Roy Rowland
George Seaton
Dore Schary
Aubrey Scbenck
Arthur Lee Simpkins
Leonard Spigelgass
John Sutton
Wilbur Stark
Gloria Swanson
Norman Taurog
Gig Young

Jack Benny
Steve Broidy

Hany Cohn
Margaret Ettinger
Allan Finn

John C. Flinn, Jr.
Irving Hoffman
Sherry Jackson
JB. Kahane
Danny Kaye

B.

Jerry Layton

Olga Lee
Harold Mirisch

Mike Sloane
Jerry Wald
Eddie Wolpin
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RKO

High Court Agrees to Hear 2 Cases

Covering Antitrust on Coast Balto
Washington, May 26.
Thp Supreme Court yesterday n
(Mon agreed to hear appeals on fieD
two motion picture antitrust cases
)

but rejected a third
Most uteres ng 0

peals accepted is the

n

i

HCrSO

r

C

•.

Kitty, to
United Artists will send “The
Moon Is Blue" into the normal distribution groove in what is furr
P g
stre n|th of Motion Mature Assn
of America’s Production Code in

11

liXltS ullldll

CiA ,
To Set Own
T

n

,

Indie Prod.

^

e

Hollywood,

one by Part

May

Has

Still

26.

in Credit

$8,

’55

Be Tapped by March,

RKO still has intact an $8,000,000
by Howard
as set up
Hughes, and has until March 1,
1955, to tap this source. Although
the fund was established more than
seven months ago^ the film comcredit,

Wha’ Hoppen

to

45 Films

Owned by Mrs. Goldwyn?
Biddle in

RKO

homeoffice

cir-

pany hasn't availed

Itself

any

of

Ben Hershi veepee and general recent history<
cles concerns unknown plans for part of it so far.
war C°rp. and Fanchon & Marc
manager of Edward Small ProducThis was disclosed last week in
The
ndie distrib outfit clearlv about 45 films produced by Samuel
h
damagesuitinvoWingop- tiong for the Jast 18 months
treble
Goldwyn prior to his “Best Years advance of RKO’s anflual meeting
is
a
its nlans
bee^undeterred^
a
JTuly 1 to set up his own
of
Lives”
which
are
(1946)
and
Our
f^ing
of stockholders, which is set for
nf vears°ago, p'aramoun^sought^o ind ®Pendent production. It s exnext Wednesday (3) in Dover, Del.
the production Code Administra- owned by his wife.
ovirt Partmar as its tenant in the
Mrs. Frances Goldwyn, who reWl11 0 absorbt;d tion’s refusal
to approve the film
was
eviction
At the time he sold his control
such
claiming
u
linuse
vL
mkess
wbo
recen
tly and last week (2) by the MPAA ceived the films as a gift from her
of the company to the Ralph
!l>n Hired by the Big 5 antitrust de.^[i°
Small
as executive veepee. board of directors’ vote sustaining husband, had set up a corporate
v
Parar
Stolkin
time,
group, Hughes agreed to
sa,uc
the same
At me
cree.
Hersh supervised production on th
outfit
known as Howard (her
that niv
mount cut off
nine films for United-Artists remaiden name) Productions but has make the $8,000,000 available to
,.
?f.
Company
Plln
™hlcb
a“
tto Pre ^’ yet to indicate her intentions. The finance its operations.
Partmar and the latte countersued leaSe during his tenure with Small,
£ H “S h
? pres e nta
‘
the lower
er“ P
rbert
for treble damages.
Goldwyns are now vacationing in hasn’t been pressed for cash, and
including Kansas City Confided
f «%
K
for this
obvious reason hasn’t
„
tl0n
as adapted
from
Herbert’s
courts the eviction suit was* de- tl
“prosstown ” “RairiprcS nf
Europe.
of
legiter Qf thft same title (closing
cided against Paramount and the gjjf
Goldwyn organization, inciden- Ricked up any of the Hughes
Seas
on Broadway this week after a tally, is thinking in terms of a money.
treble damage case was decided
lnitial production will be
run of over tw0 y ears) is a com “Best Years” reissue, but this has
Hughes, of course, regained conagainst Partmar.
“Pursuit
original screenXy by
,

i

J

'

.

.

1

^

%

.

^

^

,

*

*
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edy treatment of sexual matters, yet to be specifically

Only portion of the case which Harry Essex in 3-D and color,
the High Court said it would review

is

the treble

damage

all

suit.

Also accepted for review was an
Enterprises,
appeal by Theatre
Inc., operating the Crest, a neighCrest
Baltimore.
in
house
borhood

a professional virgin.”*

Doob Move Seen

sought monetary damages and injunctive relief against .the majors
for refusing to sell it first-run
product. The indie theatre lost its
case both in the trial court and in
the Circuit Court of Appeals!

While withholding official comment, it’s apparent that UA intends to release the film about mid-

summer. y It’s indicated that decisions on' this were reached over
the. past weekend and no booking
dates have been set yet.

As Start of Loew’i
Exec Setup

trol

set.

in dialog. Characters are out-

money held

Exhibs Fear

RKO

in availability for

and an interest rate of 3V6% per
year for all monies borrowed.
It also was disclosed that under

Of 3-D Tix

loan agreement, RKO will
pledge various of its properties
with certain exceptions, the most
important of which is the entire inventory of films released domes-^
the

Customer Nix

MPAA board, comprising member company, presidents or their

Shifts

but details of the loan agree-

ment with the corporation became
lost from public view. It provides
for a service charge of 3A% on all

spoken in their verbal j oustings
anent seduction and references to

counter-

Tilt

tically prior to Jan. 1, 1949.

RKO’s cash on hand as of Jan. 3,
1953, was listed at almost $5,320,pictures has passed, exhibs are giv- 000, in a notice which was mailed
Following ing warning that hiked terms for to stockholders. Inventories as of
(21).
Thursday
last
about an hour’s discussion, they de- the depth pix will no longer be that date total $18,318,931, includcided to sustain Production Code tolerated. The public, according to ing $6,157,000 in completed pix at
Administrator Joseph I. Breen’s exhib informants, will no longer go cost, less amortization; $4,699,500
for hiked admish prices for 3-D in unreleased, completed product
final divorcement.
Under
consent ruling against “Blue ”
aDTalwasuendirigin the cir
films. Future pix in the medium
(Continued on page 20)
Directorate,it’sunderstood,rec- will be accepted only on regular
Fanchon & Marco
court,
cuit
6 tW ° companies by Feb *
ommended numerous dialog and rental terms, exhibs stress.
jumped to the Supreme Court and ruary^lQIH
film deletions as a means of getasked it to tike immediate juris
Doob’s position in the pub-ad de
Although Warner Bros.’ “House
diction.
Marciano-Walcott Bout
(Continued on page 18)
.partment is unclear, despite a comof Wax” is still reaping hefty b.o.
pany announcement that his addireturns, exhibs note that the reIn UA’s 3-D, 2-D a Short
tion “rounds out the executive proturns on Columbia’s “Man in the
~
*
i «.?
r»*l
motional staff of M-G-M. . .
Dark” are only fair.
Indie Distribs to
Oil rllttlS
AOUlt KatlI12[
°
Doob, a $75,000-a-year exec (less
Count; Only
Dates
Exhib warning apparently is
recent company cut) was not
based on the number of 3-D pix
on $2,000,000 Censor the
Dual version 3-D and convenBeing Sought as Result
issued a title. Annexation of Doob’s
which will hit the market shortly. tional— of the Rocky Marciano vs.
salary of $1,325
Set for release soon are Columbia’s Jersey Joe Walcott championship
mcuco reportedto current
Code Seal Nix “Fort
Of
th e pub-ad department’s
Ti,” Paramount’s “Sangaree,” prizefight is proving a disappointShifting the direction of the at- budget is somewhat of aT puzzler,
Sentiment for some kind of new Metro’s “Arena,” Universal’s “It ment to United Artists, distributor
tack on film censorship, board of Four staffers, whose combined sal- classification of pix, possibly an Came From Outer Space,” 20thof the special production. Comthe Independent Motion Picture aries totalled about $700 weekly, .“adult” rating similar to the. one Fox’s
“Inferno”
and Warner’s pany has about 500 dates for the
Distributors Assn, has advised its were recently let go for economy w ith which films are tagged in Eu- “Charge of Feather River.”
pic.
members that the license fee now reasons.
rope, is being voiced among exhibs
Although exhib campaign preThatTs about one-fourth of the
Announcement of the transfer of i n n. Y. in the wake of last week’s viously had been levelled at the
collected in seven states and varisales volume which might have
“unDoob,
made
by
pub-ad
veepee
Howan
ous localities represents
Motion Picture Assn, of America’s pre-release, high-percentage “flat” materialized if the bout went full
constitutional” tax and that it in- ard Dietz, lists Si Seadler as direc- refusal to grant a Production Code specials, this is the first indication
length and had some spectacular
tor of advertising, Dan Terrell as sea l to “The Moon Is Blue.”
tends to challenge such levies.
theatremen will resist hiked terms points. Fray had a , controversial
Theatremen, a good many of on the depth films. Exhibs contend climax via the knockout
Org, composed of indie importers director of publicity and Emery
count on
and distribs urged that the license Austin as director of exploitation, whom had attended the “Moon Is they
are winning their battle Walcott but otherwise was reindication that Blue” preview at Loew’s 72d St. against
fees be paid “under protest,” with This is the first
the high terms, with the garded as colorless., It was the
been named as head of Theatre, N. Y., May 21, in the main
action to be instituted later to re- Austin had
(Continued on page 18)
first picturization of a bout in
exploitation department.
He disagreed with the decision to withcover the coin
Time and place of
depth, which doubtless was an(Continued
on page 15)
hold the seal from the picture.
a test case havs&n’t been deterother helpful factor.
Most of them, and particularly
mined as yet, according to Joseph
On the basis of sales to exhibs
Barker
indie operators, said flatly that Beresin
Burstyn, IMPDAA board chairman.
to date, it’s apparent that efforts
they would play the film if it were
Group Completes
to salvage the pic via footage padPointing out that censor fees
offered to them, regardless of At Mexico Variety Meet:
ding were only partially successtake more than $2,000,000 a year
whether or not it had PCA apful. Film was built up to 17 minout
pocket,
of
the
industry’s
3-D Screen Uniformity
proval.
utes of running time with training
Houston,
IMPDAA urged the Motion Picture
c*mp scenes, a reprise of the fight
(Continued on page 15)

Turned down by the Supreme
Luew
theatres
meaues exec
Pnnrh
^ Shift_ of Loew’s
wc an aDneal of Fanchon ^scar
ourt wn<5
Boob to Metro’s homeoffice
e,
Mareo
Marco from the refusal of the
&
*
ub
ad
department
is seen as the
P
tosell It first-run ,forerunner
distributors
pf a realignment of the
nrnduct for the Baldwin a large
° f th? theatre and
Unusuai
modern nnbe in L A
distribution companies prior to
Pimmirk here is that while an

[

and

MPAA

president
the film
at
juric a.
Eric
A. jonnston
Jfehnston saw tne
i
UA’s homeoffice screening room
_
standins,

Noting that the novelty of 3-D
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n
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War
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Renamed

MPAA

M’w’kee Honored

Plan;

PLENTY 3-D EQUIPMENT,
mrwr

ififi|TDpn

rVIIIDC

WV AuuUKtS tAnlDlj
Hollywood, May 26.
There will be no shortage of
Polaroid 3-D goggles or filters for
theatrical use, according to Colin
al

g

1

Corn
CnmnanV
corp. Company,
nounced, can meet all

1

he^^n
he an-

Vision
vision

Now Up

to

Board

Representing first organized industry effort to develop a formula
ultimate uniformity in wide*
adult style but without violatscreen lensing and projection, spe- ing good taste, why shouldn’t I
°
k
set
by
the
Mocommittee
up
<*al
^°
gome ^era*
0n
tion Picture Assn, of America to
tor c „ mmented further that if pix
completed
has
subject
the
explore
we re doing any harm to youngsters,
its first d ra ft 0 f a plan for con- it was the fault of horror films and
gangster melodramas rather than
of
board
MPAA
the
by
sideration
which are over the
adult yams
directors.
anywa y ”
heads of the
widescreen
3-D
and
MPAA’s
Thought was repeatedly exstudy group has worked out a p res sed that it wasn’t fair to punsimple formula in which, the pub(Continued on page ’*5)
lie will play the key part. In broad

present

Theatre

Equipment Corp, anbounced the firm is geared to out- outline, committee members have
Ut an unlimited number of film agreed on use of a “compatible”
houses with booth equipment for screen, i. e., one which will accom-|
3-D projection.
.

.

_

Muny Tax

^

^

-

demands from any source.
Meanwhile Vera Berch Gunzburg, veepee of Natural Vision

A
Ohio

Hollywood now,” one circuit
head opined. “When *A Moon Is

in

,

Repeals

Toledo May 26.
Two more Ohio municipalities
have - repealed
municipal
their
amusement taxes. One is Wellsville, where the tax proved a hardship on the owner of the city’s only
theatre, and the other Is Gallon.
This makes about half a dozen
that have repealed the stub tax in
recent months.

modate various of the new aspect
ratios, and the one which is given
the biggest b.o. support by ticket

buyers over a long haul eventually
be uniformly adopted by the
ma i° r companies.
MPAA directorate, comprising
company presidents, expectedly
will consider the formula at its
next meeting in N.Y., date for
which has yet to be set.
Chairman of the widescreen-3D
group is Abe Schneider, Columbia
.

v.p.

and treasurer.

#

_

_

KnocnfiircT Ka£K
uauv
UlalHgCI, DUadUClg

To N.Y. After RKO Huddles
rkO prez James R. Grainger
and sales chief char res Boasberg
a t the N. Y. homeoffice
due
tomorrow (Thurs.) after a four-day
studio study of upcoming product,
Grainger also had confabs with
studio chief Howard Hughes on

Mexico City, May 26.
Concluding one of its most successful conventions and the first
held here, Variety Clubs International

delegates

elected

officers

and named the winners of its annual Heart Award at closing
session last Thursday (21). Jack
Beresin of Philadelphia was reelected chief barker by acclamation. Other officers chosen were
George Hoover, first yeepee; Murray Weis, second veepee; George
Eby, secretary; Jack Chisholm,
treasurer, and William McCraw,

f

in slow motion,

and other

bits.

McILWAINE AS COAST

CINERAMA EXHIB HEAD
Hollywood,

New managing

May

director

26.

.

of the

Hollywood engagement of Cinerama is William Mcllwaine. Appointment was made by Lester

theatre
exhibition
chief,
prior to his departure for N. Y.
Cinerama’s
western
division
executive director.
Two tents shared the annual manager, Cliff Giessman, goes to
Heart Award, with Houston’s No. Chicago next week for the open34 and Milwaukee’s No. 14 split- ing of “This Is Cinerama” at the
ting the honors.' Houston was cited Palace Theatre. Later he will refor Its “guidance of thousands of sume negotiations for an opening

youths toward

good

citizenship.”

The Milwaukee tent received

Isaac,

in

Saq

•

F.rancisco.

the

nod for

its association with Marquette U. Medical School in comHumanity
bating heart disease.
Award went to scientist Albert
-

Waksman.

Dallas was chosen as the site for
the 1954 convention.
heart committed
International
his sked. The chief exec last week,
chairman Nathan D. Golden rein a report to stockholders, reportVariety
Clubs Internathat
ported
ed that distribution economies are
tional spent more than $2,100,000
being effected but did not detail
(Continued on page 62)
these.

Lewi* Exits ‘Jungle’
Hollywood,

May

26.

By mutual agreement, Joseph H.
Lewis withdrew as director of “The
Naked Jungle” at Paramount and
was replaced by Byron Haskin, who
directed “War of the Worlds.”
Picture, to be lensed*in Technicolor, is slated to start June 15,

with Charlton Heston and Eleanor
[Parker in top roles.

..

FILM REVIEWS
It

€mm» F«*#m^O*t«r
S»««e
(3-D-WIDESCREEN)

Three-D, widescreen, stereophonic sound science-fiction
Stout b.o. outlook,
thriller.
with Richard Carlson.
Hollywood,

May

Tonight at 8:30

victims.
f
Clifford Itint f lensing comes
over well, with plenty pf depth,
in
the
outdoor desert
particularly
shots. Joseph Gershenson directs
that uses a
score
an eerie musical
theremin to emphasize the space-

“Tonight at 8:30,” British
Import which preemed at the
Baronet Theatre, N.Y., yesterday (Tues.), was reviewed
Sept, 17, 1952 by Variety

»

mood.

fiction

21.

Brog,

The Hindu
(COLOR)
yarn, with * Boris
Karloff, filmed in India which
can he exploited fox okay returns in arties'und jfCneral re-

Adventure

Weatherwax;
Gershenson.

^
Previewed May 18, *53. Running time, SO
lease.
MINS.
John Putnam ...... ... Richard Carlson
Hollywood, May 23.
....... Barbara Rush
EUeh Fields
Frank Ferrin. production, -(no release
Sheriff Matt Warren ..... Charles Drake
Russell Johnson set). Stars Nino Marfael. JSdrls. Karloff,
......... .
George
.
.. Kathleen Hughes
Lou Krugman, Reginald Denny, June
Jane
Joseph Sawyer Foray, Victor Jory; features Jay NoveUo,
Frank
Dave Willock Lisa Howard, Peter Coe, Paul Marlon,
Pete Davis
Alan Dexter Vito Scotti. Directed and written by
. ,
Dave Lorlng
^rnnk Ferrin. Associate producer, Ralph
Ferrin; camera (Eastman color), AUen
Universal has a strong money Stensvold, Jack McCoskey; editor. Jack
Foley; music, Daksnamurti. Previewed
entry in this science-fiction fea- May 15, '53. Running time, 89 MINS.
ture, which is assured attention in
“The Hindu” packs enqugh exthe present market by use of 3-D,
ploitation values in its 89 minutes’
sound and Wide- running time to rack up satisfacstereophonic
Without these added tory returns in general market, as
screen.
ticket-sellers, film would have had well as in the art houses. Filmed
okay chances in regular release in India by radio producer Frank
'and, with the novelties, it seems Ferrin for his initial screen effort,
a surefire bet to grab a respectable all the pomp and pageantry of the
share of the b.o. coin currently subcontinent are caught in beautiful’ Eastman Color footage, plus
going to tricked-up features.
Previewed in an aspect ratio tff many moments of excitement which
1.85 to 1 on Universal's huge stu- will pay off in the b.o.
Story is negligible, attention cendio screen, offering proves that 3-D
has been waiting for, and needing, tering on exotic atmosphere, made
widescreen projection. Under the possible only by Ferrin taking his
big treatment, “there is added ex- troupe to the southern India state
Diminishing effect so of Mysore. Spectacle is emphasized,
citement.
noticeable with standard-size pro- such as Ferrin lensing inside the
jection of 3-D is completely elimi- fabulous palace of the Maharajah
of Mysore, and limning in detail
nated.
With exception of a few scenes, splendor of the Dasara, most important of all Hindu religious cereIn wfiich objects move fast across
the screen, the depth process is monies.
Exploitation angles are offered
very gqod. The fast-moving scenes
cause some vision strain, but these in a gory fight., between a native
.

.

,

’

•

i

.sequences are very few. Picture boy and a leopard, a jungle fire
has been smartly fashioned to and the stampede it causes among
take advantage of all the tricks of Wild animals, a stalking tiger and
cobra,, and depredations
science-fiction and 3-D under Wil- a striking
v
liam Alland's production helming. of a fire-worshipping cult which
motivates
what
little plot there is.
Stereo process is not used as just
Activities of this cult background
an excuse to pelt an audience with
the
actions
of
film’s
hero, a young
flying objects and, with one exceptibn, when missiles come out mahout, favorite of the Maharajah
of
Bakore,
who,
.after
his sister
logiof the screen they are tied in
cally with the story.
The excep- and her husband are burned alive
by
the
fire-worshippers
in
a move
tion, and one to which males won’t
object, concerns a walkon scene, to strike terror among the natives,
sets
out
to
break
up
the
cult.
He
featuring busty Kathleen Hughes,
accomplishes
this
apparently spotted to show that ultimately
through
his
elephant
and
a
pet
the
only
sticks and stones are not
things that can be projected- into tiger.
Ferrin makes slick use of native
the auditorium.
life. Characters generally are well
Direction by Jack Arnold whips

enacted to lend credence to tale,
up an* air of suspense in putting Nino Marcel
scoring as the boy
the Harry Essex screenplay on film, mahout, Gunga
and Lou
and there is considerable atmos- Krugman standing Ram,
out as the rajah.
phere of reality’ created, which Boris Karloff,
obviously
in
for marstands up well enough if the logic quee
strength, is a semi-heavy, as
of it all is not examined too close- the
rajah’s general opposed to the
ly. Most audiences will not be too
boy, Reginald Denjiy i s in briefly
critical of several plot holes that
as the British regent and Victor
•tend to weaken the tale. Some of
Jory has a few scenes as one of
the threat posed by the landing
the leaders of the cult, before being
of visitors from space on earth is
lulled off by a cobra. June Foray
lessened when it is established the
chance visitors intend no harm, is the high-priestess.
Technical credits are highly
and dialog in the* sequences mak- placed,
particularly the lush color
ing this point is not particularly
photography of Allen Stensvold
good.
and Jack McCoskey. Outstanding,
Otherwise, the Ray Bradbury too, is the music by
Daksnamurti,
story proves to be good science- which creates a proper
exotic mood
fiction for the legion of film fans for the action.
Whit.
who like scare entertainment, well
done.
Yarn opens with Richard
Carlson, a scientist, and Barbara
Savage Frontier
„
Rush, his* school-teacher fiancee,
observing the landing of a fiery
Mild entry in Allan “Rocky”
.object in the Arizona desert.
At
Lane program oater series.
first believing it is a meteor, Carlson changes his opinion when he
Hollywood, May 21.
„
lt
,
Republic
ventures into the crater made by
release of Rudy Ralston proStars Allan "Rocky" Lane, Black
the object’s crash and becomes duction.
Jack (equine); features Eddy WaUer, Bob
convinced it is some kind of space
S1,®!:1 ®',. frothy Patrick, Roy Barcroft,
ship. A landslide covers it so no Richard Avonde, BUI Phipps. Directed by
Harry Keller. Screenplay, Dwight Babone else will believe him.
cock,
Gerald Geraghty: camera. Bud
Strange things begin to happen THackery; editor, Harold Minter. PreMay 19, '53. Running time, 53
In the community.
Townspeople viewed
M N S«
disappear and their likenesses are Alhm"Rp cky” Lane. .Allan "Rocky" Lane
Black Jack
taking over by the space visitors. His Stallion
Nugget Clark
Eddy Waller
It gradually dawns on the people Sam Webb
Bob Steele
that Carlson was right the first Elizabeth Webb
Dorothy Patrick
Roy Barcroft
time/ but now he has had contact William Oakes
Cherokee Kid .......... Richard Avonde
with the strange visitors and Johnny Webb
Bill Phipps
knows they mean no harm and 2 ° m
Jimmy HaWkins
Tom
Lane Bradford
want only to repair their ship and Tuisa
®“ c kMad?en
John Cason
take off again.
Bradley
Kenneth MacDonald
Bill Henry
Climax comes when an angry Dan Longley
.

I

,

Pete ............

.

Wednesday, May 27, I953

PSriSty

or in th« forint of their kidnap

Universal & release of William AJland
roductlon. Star* Richard Carlson*. BarbEara Rush; features Charles Drake, JRusseU Johnson, Kathleen Hughes, Joseph
Sawyer, Dave WUlock, Alan Dexter. Directed by Jack Arnold. Screenplay, Harry
Essex; story, Ray Bradbury; camera (3-D),
Clifford Stine; editor, Paul
musical direction, Joseph

.

.

Gerry

from London under title of
The
“Meet Me Tonight.”
Anthony Havelock-Allan production stars Valerie Hobson,
Stanley Holloway, Nigel Patrick, Ted Ray, Kay Walsh and
Jdck Warner, Continental Distributors is releasing in the
U.S.

“Three of Noel Coward’s
vintage pieces from ‘Tonight
at

have been put

8:30*

to-

gether to provide a betterclass although sowewhat dated
entertainment,” Myro wrote.
“Stories are presented Without
any connecting link, but lose
Array of star
little thereby.
names should be a potent selling factor in Britain, and it
should prove a warm entry for
the U.S. art house clientele.”
situations to the point where he
can get the goods on Barcroft. In
doing so, he also saves Bob Steele,
an ex-con trying /to go straight,
from becoming irivolved with the
law again and lets off Steele’s kid
brother, Bill Phipps, for having
•been involved in" an early robbery
because he was so young at the
'

time.

Barcroft turns in his standard
Showing best in this
is Richard Avonde as a
cold-blooded killer. Eddy Waller,
the town’s constable-dentist-barber,
is around for some mild chuckles
and Dorothy Patrick is in for some
slight distaff interest. Others in
support are adequate to the light
villainry.

department

demands

of

Production values under Rudy
Ralston’s guidance are average for
the budget oater classification, as
are the technical assists.

Sangaree

Brog.

-

(3-D-COLOR)
#

Romantic costumer with 3-D,
Arlene Dahl, Fernando Lamas,
to help pull overall good re-

Ingr

cater

heroine.

S

Technical

from Bud Thackerys
on down, are okay.
Brog.

Adult Rating
*

Continued from page 5 _

ish the

entire

adult audience in

ships carrying goods
plantation Sangaree; a bitter feud
with Francis L. Sullivan, pompous,
old-school doctor, and his lawyer
son, John Sutton; the advances of
Patricia Medina, wife of Drake,
and sundry other complicating bits
of story detail, many of which
could have* been cast out to betterment of the picture.

The P-T production makes legit
use of 3-D for story purposes,
rather than as straight trickery.
In the few action moments, the
first of which does not come until
the picture is 45 minutes into its
94 minutes of running time, objects
cQme out of the screen, either in
a well-staged barroom brawl between Lamas and “Killer” Carl
Davis, pro wrestler, when bodies
one flung about, or in a woodland
duel scene, in which a thrown knife
draws a startled gasp. Early In the
film, there is a most effe^ive love
scene between Lamas and Miss
Dahl, during which she visibly
lip

after a

particularly

Wow.

intense kiss.

Miss Medina, another looker in
either 2-or 3-D, is the third star
of the picture but is almost lost
in the shuffle. Drake is excellent
Sullivan is a
as her husband.
flamboyant heavy, as is Sutton.
The Frenchman character, sup-

posedly pirate, played by Charles
Korvin, is poorly established. Willard Parker and the others come
over satisfactorily.
Lindon and Wallace'
Lionel
Kelley shared the camera chores
and have given the production exIn only a few
cellent lensing.
instances does the depth process
bother the vision. Lucien Cailliet’s
music score catches the period
spirit and helps the mood, and
Edith Head’s costumes grace the

N. Y, censor, who has written to
Britain for that country’s censorship regulations.
He intends to
interest the -N. Y. Board of Regents in the British setup. Films
there are classified by the censor
who indicates what juveniles
should or shouldn’t see.
Position of the major chains
via “Moon Is Blue” hasn’t crystallized as yet, but in the past Loew’s
and
have stated they would
not book American films without
the seal. “Moon” issue is expected
to revive the question of a circuit
pledge to stick 'with the Code.

RKO

Matter had been under discussion
some time ago. Should there be a
break among the circuits, MPA A
undoubtedly will seek to strength,
en the Code position at the exhibition end.

Idea of giving pix “adult” ratings

was roundly dismissed by Spyros P.
Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, in N.Y.
Monday (25). “That would be the
beginning of the' end,” Skouras
stated flatly, adding that he couldn’t
see it even as a recommendation
for parents to guidq their thinking
re attendance by their offspring.

Deadlock Snafu
Continued from page 4

5=52

/

turns.

Hollywood,

May

26.

Paramount release of William H. PineWilllam C. Thomas production. Stars Fernando Lamas, Arlene Dahl, Patricia Medina; features Francis L. Sullivan, Charles
Korvln. Tom Drake, John Sutton, Willard
Parker. Directed by Edward Ludwig.
Screenplay, David Duncan; adaptation,
Frank Moss, from novel by Frank G.
Slaughter; camera (3-4, Technicolor), Lionel Lindon, Wallace KeUey; editor, Howard Smith; music score, Lucien Cailliet.
Previewed May 21, '53. Running time, 94

MINS.

Dr. Carlos Morales

.

Nancy Darby
Martha Darby

.

....

Dr. Bristol ........
Felix Pagnol .....
Dr. Roy Darby ...

Harvey Bristol ...
Gabriel Thatch
Judge Armstrong
Gen. Darby .......
Dr. Tyrus
Captain Bronson
McIntosh
Priam

Fernando Lamas
Arlene Dahl
Patricia Medina

.

.

.

Tom

. .

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

..

Billy
.

.

Iron Mountain Trail
Rex Allen in okay oater for
western programmer market.

set.

Deals to date have been set with
midwest and southern exchanges.

The northwest area, like New York,
has been a staunch holdout, and
this area that the filmeries are
trying to crack before returning
to N. Y.

it’s

1

Drake

.
.

, .

.

Brog

femmes.

threatened a strike following a
complete nix of their terms. New
talks so far have only involved the
front room employees, with a date
for the backroom staffers yet to be

Meanwhile, Local H-63 is making
progress In its drive to organize
Hollywood; May 21.
white
collar employees at Loew’s
White
J.
John Sutton
RepubUe release of Edward
Willard Parker production.
Rex Allen, Koko and Metro. Staffers have been unStars
Charles Evans (equine); features Slim Pickens, Grant
Lester Matthews Withers, Nan Leslie, Roy Barcroft, For- affiliated since the demise of the
Roy Gordon rest Taylor, Alan Bridge, John Hamilton, Screen, Office and Professional

Francis L. Sullivan
Charles Korvln

,

Lewis L. Russel}

.

Russell Galge

WiUlam Walker
Felix Nelson
Voltaire Perkins

George H. Lloyd. Directed by William
Whitney. Screenplay, Gerald Geraghty;
story, William Lively; camera. Bud Thackery; editor, Tony Martinelli. Previewed

May

19, *53.

Employees Union two years ago.
Union claims to have received
enough signed cards to file a petiRex Allen tion for an election with the NaKoko tional
Labor Relations Board.
Slim Pickens
Grant Withers Should Local H-63 succeed in beNan Leslie coming the bargaining agent for
Roy Barcroft
Forrest Taylor Loew’s and Metro, it will have un-

Running time, 53 MINS.

Rex Allen
Miracle Horse

Frank G. Slaughter’s romantic Slim Pickens
drama of the Deep South in the Roger McCall
post-American Revolution period
has been dressed, up in Technicolor, 3-D and widescreen to make
it
a promising offering for the
current gimmick-minded film market. Its chances appear excellent,
since it is tailored for equipment
in any theatre. It can play 2-D as
okay general market entertainment, or 3-D and widescreen, for
the extra b.o. dollars that are coming the way of films using the new
photographic techniques.

William H. Pine and William C.

Thomas have lavished considerable
production coin on the effort, both
in the cost of filming for widescreen stereoptics and in costuming
and settings for colonial era of the
Slaughter novel. The silks-andsatin; lovely ladies and strong-men
period has a romantic flavor that
is good escapism, even when presehted “flat.”
Producing team
could have paid more attention to
the script and direction, since
neither of these develop enough
action to balance the romantic
didoes and both are inclined to
dwell on nonessential scenes and
long dialog passages to neglect of
the basically sound story.
Star teaming of Fernando Lamas
and Arlene Dahl adds some publicity values to go with the picture’s
exploitation possibilities, and they
bring off their roles satisfactorily,
even though the characters are
drawn in two dimensions, in the
writing and playing. Miss Dahl's
beauty is dazzling in 3-D, and she
wears the period "costumes splendidly. Lamas, too, comes off well
physically in the depth treatment,
although acting-wise he’s a bit too
consciously the dashing, masterful
lover. Stronger direction by Edward Ludwig would have helped

Flash
mob of citizens gathers to attack
the spacemen. Carlson is able to
Fans of Allan “Rocky” Lane will
delay the attack long enough for find
this
mild entry in his usually
the ship to he repaired and the actionful a
western series. He pitches
strange beings take off.
nard with the heroics, but can’t
Carlson is excellent as the sci- make much of weak material,
*so
entist, and Miss Rush makes an his name will have
to carry it in
attractive partner. Charles Drake the programmer market.
is good as the sheriff, and there are
In his familiar role of
S.
some excellent supporting per- Marshal, Lane Is out to bringU.
some
formances, among these being the outlaws to justice. Latter
work of Russell Johnson and Jo- bumped off one law man whohave
has
seph Sawyer. Picture spares weal: been trailing them as they made
souls among the audience from their way to Bitter Springs,
where
prolonged views of the spacemen’s their secret leader, Roy Barcroft,
true forms.
From the few bvrf poses as a respectable citizen.
glimpses it would seem they look
Lane gets one of the killers while
like giant, peeled eyeballs, float- the latter is under
gas for the reing in a gaseous mixture ’"'*> moval of a bad tooth, and
when he
plastic globes. Mostly the visitors escapes, the hero begins
to tie Bar- here.
take the position of the camera’s croft into all of the dirty work.
Screen story, adapted by Frank
lens, looking out at the natives, It takes him a little
while to guide Moss from the Slaughter novel and
>

usual
credits,

Dahl willing to work together, in order to stay within limits accept,
business and as a matrimonial able to the younger customers, and
that one way pf giving the studios
team.
.Mixed in with Lamas* troubles a wider scope of story selection
with Miss Dahl are other story would be to tag pix “adult” and
tangents that have to do with his thus define the audience level for
duties as public health officer for which they were made.
Savannah, which is threatened with
This policy has long been advo«
the plague; pirate action against cated by Dr* Hugh M.
Flick, the
from the

Harry Keller’s direc- bites his

tion.

Crowther

scripted by David Duncan, has
Lamas, the free spn. of an indentured servant, inheriting control of
a vast Georgia .estate when his:
Guidance by
benefactor dies.
Lamas is acceptable to Tom Drake,
the benefactor, but it draws
son
the ire of Miss Dahl, the dead
man’* spitfire daughter.^ Despite
the complications that inevitably
arise, the manner of presentation
makes it an easy conclusion that
the finale will find Lamas and Miss

Nancy Sawyer
Mate Orrin

Sam Sawyer
Marshal
Circuit Judge
John Brockway

ft

Alan Bridge
John Hamilton
George H. Lloyd

der

its jurisdiction every film outexcept American BroadcastingUnited Paramount.

fit

Another version of how the Pony
Express was started is given in.
“Iron Mountain Trail,” a Rex Allen starrer that will please the
I
giddyap addicts along the western
Continued from page 4 —
programmer trail. Plot runs itself
ragged in several directions, but earning
dipped in the first quarter
good vs. evil remains clearcut, and
enough action is mixed in to sat- to the point where the per share
earnings
amounted to only 6c.
the
isfy
Saturday matinee trade.
Allen, who usually
combines However, earnings took a jump, resome sagebrush chanting with his sulting in a 42c per share earning
saddle chores, skips tunes in this for the half-year stanza.
Among pictures slated to bolster
one. In this one, he is a U.S. postal
inspector sent to California to the summer schedule are “Latin
speed up mail deliveries and find Lovers,” starringXana Turner and
out why mail is being tampered Ricardo Mont^lban, and “Ride,
with while enroute by ship between Vaquero,” starring Ava Gardner
San Diego and San Francisco. The and Robert Taylor. In addition,
tampering angle tapers off into company has pushed up the renothing, as Allen concentrates on
lease of “Lili,” with Leslie Caron
staging an overland-sea race to see
set for
which can provide the faster mail in the lead role. Other pix
“Dangertransportation. V i 1 1 i a n s Grant summer release include
Williams
withers and Roy Barcroft, who ous When Wet.” Esther
hold the water franchise, do their starrer; “Main Street to Broaddurndest to slow down the stage way,” featuring top Broadway
trek, but since the hero is carrying names; “The Big Leaguer,” staron this phase of the race, it's a ring Edward G. Robinson; “The
cinch the horse will win out over Band Wagon,** toplining Fred Asth? ship. Tide in with the mail taire, and “Give the Girl a Break,
franchise angles of the competi- with Debbie Reynolds and Marge
tion is the necessity of getting a and Gower Champion.
signed confession back from San
Diego in time to save an innocent
man from hanging for murder, and
RKO SELLS RANCH
Allen dashes in on Koko, his eduHollywood, May 26.
cated steed, in time’s nick. All
RKO sold its 96-acre ranch m
these doings signal the start of the
Tract, bought
Encino
for
$600,000.
Pony Express, according to the Re30 years ago, Will be subdivided for
public version.
project.
a
housing
under William
Understood the studio had no
Whitney s direction are adequate to
spelling out the Gerald Geraghty pressing need for the ranch, as n
script, based On a story by William has 40 acres of room on its RR U
Lively.
Slim Pickens* is in for Pathe lot in Culver City.
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ALLIED COLD TO TOA MERGER BID
Now It’s Glamorama & Superama, 2

Foreign Fix Drought Sends Arties

Scrambling to Bay lst-Run Rights
pix,+
Shortage of good
themselves of
ulus desire to assure
forcing artie Ala. College
first-run rights, are
Makes Tinier
exhibs to acquire imported films.
•
ir
i
riAiir r
Situation has become even more
Korea
for Arties
pressing since start of the indus_
,
,
Birmingham, May 26.
interest in 3-D and widetry's
One of the first films to be made
screen, a trend cutting down on
on
the
subject
of reunion between
American
picoffbeat
of
number
an American prisoner-of-war retures available, to the sureseaters.
turning
from
a
Communist camp
Because of the highly competimarket, in Korea and his girl in a small
tive New York theatre
Jeanie,’’ a
time nave southern college is
arties from time to
16m color film which will be prebought up pix, but their need for
h * re
®
the Avon
pressing.
s6
been
never
has
product
a
Art
Theatre. Novelist-in-residence
Most of them aren’t interested in Robert Payne
and
a
group
of stuare
apt to turn
They
distribution.
dents from Alabama College in
the product over to another outfit Montevallo
made
the
70-minute
handling, once it has served its

fj|g|M|

foreign

A
On

"0W

.
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Leigh Lenses In Widescreen Derby

FEELER

•+

Frequent rumbles relating to a
iriferger of the two top exhibitor ‘Paradise* Lost in Rain,
or gs. Theatre Owners of America
a "d Alded Sta es a®??-- eru B‘ ed
Acium SaaItc 1XITO
7 AC I ncc

—

.

t
again this week.
Allied circles,
however, downbeated the new
feeler, issued by Stanley Warner
circuit chief S. H. (Si) Fabian bef 0re the annual convention of Weste rn Pennsylvania Allied at Pittsburgh. Fabian’s trial balloon was
delivered in the presence of Wilbur Snaper, NationaP Allied prexy,
who shared the speaker’s platform
with the chain op at the Pennsy
meet.
Snaper, on his return to New
York, declined to comment on

Los Angeles, May 26.
Delay of six weeks in the filming
of “Return to Paradise” is the baof a $174,675,86 damage suit
filed in Superior Court by Aspen
Oceanic
against
Inc.,
Pictures,
Shipping Co. and Matson Navigation Co.; Defendants are charged
with \failure to notify* Aspen of labor troubles between the shipping
firms and the sailors union.
sis

As a

Development of two new and
simplified widescre.en lensing systems claimed to approximate and
even excel the Cinerama and CineramaScope effects via a single
projector
pro
and a special non-comj ector
pression, wideangle camera lens
was disclosed in N.Y. Monday (25)
by Douglas Leigh, Douglas Leigh,
Inc. prexy. Outfit specializes in
Broadway spectaculars but has
branched out into other fields'.

1

Leigh, who’s Seen working on
perfecting his lenses since 1945,
also may turn producer and is curdiscussing backing a pic
renjfcly
project for the system which gives
the Cinerama effect. Details on the
two processes are:

result, Aspen charges, the
carrying the motion picture
1. Glamorama.
This an optical
arrived in Samoa durpurpose.
Avon manager Bob Dillon made Fabian’s off-the-cuff statements. equipment
which picks up 105%
That position was taken last the announcement after conferring He conceded/ however, that TOA’s ing the rainy season, and the con- device
week by William Brandt, of Brandt with Payne, who is the author of thinking as evidenced by the testi- sequent delay swelled the budget degrees of the photographic, field at
by $74,675.86. Plaintiff asks that an aspect ratio 6f about 2.25 to 1
Theatres, as he left for Europe “The# Great
God Pan” (about mony of TOA prexy Alfred Starr
and is good for Cinerama-type
where, he disclosed, he will nego- Charles Chapliff) and nearly 40 before the Senate Small Business amount, plus $100,000 damages.
projection on a deep-curve screen.
tiate for foreign films to preem at other
books.
The Chamber of Committee was more in line with
Only one^ projector is required, but
A1
'
ied
in
There's
N.
Y.
no
att
tude
houses
«?an
any
time
in
Brandt
Commerce has offereditscoopera!
it is moved to the orchestra pit.
intention on the part of the chain tion in putting on the
preem of merge the two
System at the moment works
exhib orgs, Allied
to go into distribution.
this Alabama-made film.
best on screen up to 50 feet in size.
has nixed the idea while TOA has
Continental Distributing, Inc., rebeen the wooer. Main reason for
However, Leigh and his co-workers,
cently formed, has. acquired the J.
notably Ralph Hogue, have come
Allied’s turndown of TOA’s proArthur Rank production, “Tonight
up with a pew method for putting
posals has been the former org’s
at 8; 30,” based on three Noel Cowmore image on film which, it’s
feeling that TOA represented the
Frank Kassler is partard plays.
claimed, will permit them to fill a
interests
of
the
large
chains
and
hered in the new outfit with Walter
Cinerama-size screen.
that the ties of many of its memReade, Jr., of the Reade circuit.
ber
outfits
were
too allied with
Glamorama eventually will be
Pic opened in N. Y. Monday (25)
many
distribs.
Personality
flexible,
differso that it can be used for
Baronet
Theatre.
Reade’s
at
ences between long time leaders of
a ratio anywhere from 1.75 to 1 to
Exhib
It’s understood that
Trans-Lux
concern
is mounting over
both orgs has also served as a
2.66 to 1, Leigh said. He doesn’t
Theatres also intends to buy up a
current disruption in steady flow
deterrent to a wedding.
use anything wider than standard
of product during the 3-D and
number of imports to feature at its
35m film and plans to license
Despite the differences, several widescreen
Prexy Richard
first-run outlets.
changeover.
While Glamorama to producers
to suit the
e
01 t0ry talkS conceding the added values from
Brandt is blueprinting the scheme.
Spanish insistence on a $500,000
latter’s choice of aspect ratio. If a
?,,
^I
than
a
a
b.o.
More
year ago, Trans-Lux loan from the Motion Picture Assn.
standpoint of the new gim*?£»
man
wants
to
license
the
system
® k micks, the cry is “whatTl we do
bought “Seven Days to Noon,” Brit- of America, to be used for the emerBed^bemlfii
for two or more pix, he can tag it
ish thriller, for a long run at one
now?”
with
a name of its own choice.
of its houses before handing it on studios, last week resulted in the dicfted, mayTesultTa^enewal^
Distrib contention that there’s Leigh says he holds two issued patconfabs and an entort
effort ior
for more plenty
for distribution
suspension of talks for a new Spanproduct available hasn’t ents and 32 still unissued claims.
concrete action. In his Pittsburgh
Among the ops who have bought ish-American film deal.
oned down exhib beefs.
The
2. Superama. This system is capastatement, Fabian noted a mutualStalemate was reached between
foreign pix, to take them out of the
charge is that there’s not a b.o.
ity of interest between the small
ble of delivering from 74 to 84
hot competition for N. Y. first-run
and Jose Jimenez-Arnau,
champion among the lot. Theatre degrees
of the photographic field
and
large theatre operators and
films, is George Schwartz, who op- the Madrid negotiator, when a commen further claim distribs are
declared that it was ridiculous to
(Continued on page 20)
erates the Little Carnegie, World promise agreement had been almost
withholding the “big” pictures for
have
two
national
orgs
in
the
field.
clinched and had already been inTheatre and others.
changeover to widescreen.
formally broached to the
It’s expected that re-releases will
board. Arnau had casually men
get a hefty whirl during the Tahiti-Made Feature
tioned the loan request at the
changeover
stanza, hut exhibs hardAllied Pitches Formula
start of the powwows, but hadn’t
ly see this policy as the answer to
With Native Stars
brought it up again during the
the problem. Problems attendant
On Pre-Releases;
discussions. He leaves for home
to 3-D and widescreen conversion
Mrs. J. N. Hall, Lone Olay
today (Wed.) amidst expectations
is resulting in greater attendance
LENS: A1 Zimbalist, head of Tru- at exhib meetings. Both Theatre
For Keys, Nix for Nabes that talks will be renewed in Ma
Dwight Long, after completing a
drid in June or September.
Stereo Corp., L. A., announced 4 a Owners of America and Allied virtually one-man job on “Tanga
Noting that complaints relating
Loan request* was turned down new widescreen aperture for stand- States Assn, report SRO attend Tika,” a feature-length color picto pre-release advanced-price picby
both as impractical and ard projectors designed to enable ance at all recent regional meets. J-ture he lensed in Tahiti, arrived
tures came mainly from nabe and
as setting an undesirable precedent, small film houses to create a widein New York last week.
Film
small town theatres,
an Allied' It was pointed out that
as screen illusion in ordinary pictures
will preem at the Sutton Theatre,
States Assn, unit has come up with
an association wasn’t in any posi- for sum of $10. New device, he
N. Y., June 22, but no distribution
a formula which, it says, might
tion to advance such coin to
declared, can be adjusted easily to Radio City Music Hall
deal will be sought at this time,
be a solution. It suggests that the
(Continued on page 18)
any Simplex projector. His crews
he added, “since the picture needs
first showing in a big city be treathave
been
working
on
Installs
the
aperture
special
handling and exploitation.”
Stereo
Sound;
ed as the first-run on general re‘
for four months and will be ready
lease, and that the other estabFollowing the Sutton opening
for
a
special demonstration within
lished availabilities be in no wise Metro Sets Coast
In 5 N.Y. Showcases, Too it’s planned to book the documenthe next two weeks.
disturbed.
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., has tary with a story in four or five
Zimbalist
Widescreen,
also
For
announced
that
“The first-run,” says Allied Theinstalled stereophonic sound and other key cities, and then national
the Tru-Stereo 3-D process will be
atre Owners of Indiana, “would
will put it to use “whefi we get release arrangements will likely be
ready
for
indie
producers
at
$5,000 the right picture for it,” Russell set.
have all the attributes of a pre-reStereo Sound System!
per feature film.
Tanga Tika” will be unveiled at
lease or roadshow, and should be
V. Downing, Rftisic Hall prexy,
Hollywood, May 28.
the same N. Y. house where “Kon
SCREEN: Stratford Theatre’s disclosed Monday (25) *
very profitable to the distributor.”
First local presentation of MetTiki,”
another chronicle of the
However, exhib outfit notes that ro’s widescreen, stereophonic sound “Amp-o-Vision,” devised in exhib
Hall is only one of a number of South Seas, registered a long run
Albert M. Pickus’ Cellar over a
the same theatre would not theremajor showcases to make the in 1951. Long, who produced, disystem takes place Thursday night
year and a half, should do a lot for
after have another first-run on gen.
switch to directional sound. Among
(28) at the Egyptian Theatre with
_
,,
eral release and the subsequent
P ic ^us house
Stratford, Conn., others are the Roxy, which fea- rected and wrote “Tika,” credited
the premiere of “Young Bes.s.”
the late James Norman Hall with
run and small town availabilities
ev
® n ^ ^ 1S no * marketed.,,
tured it in connection with Cine- helping him develop characterizaFilm will day-date with the downwould not be unduly extended as
Concave screen, 45 feet wide, mascope
and tions as well as the story itself, and
demonstrations,
town Palace, also getting new
..
.,
,
they are now.
T
oi x
the
widescreen
illusion
fives
of
be
equipment for the run. Picture
w s, sta t a which 13 using it for introduced him to natives.
mg ^i^e the picture, but there is L°e
"ThimHflW
Umr
l\T niir
r»Aii n H h
Allied unit’s attitude is that if size will be 20x35 feet. Next M-G
‘Thunder Bay.”
hookNew
sound
Yarn concerns a boy and girl roPerformances up also went into the Capitol for
theatres in cities of ,75,000 and over picture slated for the new process
mance on the island of Bora Bora,
Moulin
Rouge,
well
atwant to meet distrib terms on pre- treatment will be “Arena,” 3-D fea“Melba” and Brandt’s Mayfair, some 180 miles from Tahiti. Leads
.
smar ^y ® x Pl?ited by which preemed it for “Scared
release pix, “what skin is that off ture which will daydate at the tended
Pickus with even a N. Y. Times Stiff.” Booth, is installing it for are portrayed by natives Adaline
our nose?” Indie exhib complaints Egyptian and Loew’s State.
Tethemaui and Timi Moe, while
wire
report, produced best results
are based on: (1) the waiting time
of
version
its
“Julius .Caesar.”
Metro unveiled
are
supporting
other islanders
in spectacular scenes.
(clearance) between the comple- widescreen projection last week
Downing, who refused to be players. Only white woman in the
Although Pickus has no outside pinned down on installation costs,
(19) in a demonstration impres
(Continued on page 18)
widow.
is
Hall’s
cast
selling plans now, he figures simir
said Metro’s “Young Bess,” the
sive in flexibility and lighting value
has
J.
UUUKCtC L “Tika”
iUUUCDL budgeter,
A modest
JCX
M ,4
11
v
L
lar equipment could be installed
current HaU feature, is available severa j investors including John
,
of the medium, whether handling
4
f r under
e $5,000.
re-reco£ded stereo sound, hut Ford, Merian Cooper and Arch
pix made for standard projection,
%uTTYu
‘
Mr,T,E
Fabian-Rosen
Lunch widescreen or 3-D. Along with the WIDE-ANGLE: Paramount an isn’t being presented that way Monson, a San Francisco theatrical
made a nounced successful completion of there.
Testimonial luncheon given Stan- demonstration,
studio
lighting specialist. Entire project
the first production, tests, with a
tey Warner
Number of ungeleased feature was filmed in 16m Kodachrome on
execs Si Fabian and guarded revelation of a new all
Samuel Rosen at the Hotel Plaza, purpose camera being developed wide-apgle camera lens of 7*4 de- pix are currently being re-recorded
location from 1949 through ’51.
grees, widest angle used thus far
for directional sound effects. Job
yesterday (Tues.) by the mo- that promises additional scope exS*
in any film process.
Tests were costs about $400 but is much more Print was later blown up to 35m
tion picture
and amusement divi- citement to film photography.
Eastman color.
10n of the United Jewish Appeal
Frame tests of studio’s new cam made dn the huge “Red Garters’ expensive when tri-dimensional
*51,”
Long observed,
.“Since
f
?®t
1
the Hogue-Leigh lens, sound is actually taped during
}vas attended
,
by more than 250 top era were shown, filling screen 60 brought
'SP from
N.
Y.
by Douglas lensing. Stereo sound installations “we’ve been using my Culver City
Industryites.
feet high by 22 feet wide, with
s room as a cutting room. Les
and achieved scope hither- for large houses run anywhere to dining
Event
represented
high focus as sharp on edges as in cen- J^fh,
the
Baxte r did the scorei whlu victor
Point in the UJA’s current $750,000 tre. Still scenes also had a certain J 0 impossible for standard projec
$15,000.
wrote the title tune as well
Young
tor
without
auxiliary
lenses,
rund-raising drive in behalf of the amount of depth illusion. AdvanBoth are
as ‘Tahiti, My Island.’
Loren L, Ryder, Paramount
needy in Israel. Among those ad- tage claimed, for camera is that
Bernard Kamber, who has* been instrumental numbers. Tony Martechnical
research chief, declared named sales and promotion rep for
dressing the conclave were Motion films taken with it can be shown in
widescreen process with Ivan Tors Productions, off to the tin has already recorded ‘Tahiti*
picture Assn, of America prexy any aspect from current 1.33 to 1 th® on
wider coverage than the Hogue Coast this week for huddles with for Victor as has Dick Haymes for
TJ'ic Johnston and UJA exec-veepee up to 2 to 1 and larger simply by
Decca.”
(Continued
on page 18)
nr. Joseph
the producer.
changing projection lenses.
J. Schwartz.

for

feature.
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Warm Days Keep ’Em

SMART 13G,
CLEVE.; WARS’ $9,500

‘TITANIC’

Outdoors,
.

9

Van Johnson Boosts ‘Gobi’ To Hefty

Cleveland, May 26.
More rainy weather is not helping first-run biz currently. Standout is “Titanic,” which shapes
smart at the Allen. Elsewhere
grosses are sagging. “Girl Who Had
Everything” hasn’t done much for
State where it is only okay this
•

But Widescreen ‘Bay Smash M2,
‘Bess’

.

Big 138G; ‘Song’ Fairish 60G

Dearth of much new, strong
coupled with another bright,
Is sloughing the

/are

Broadway Grosses

Broadway film boxoffice this stanOnly the hardiest product is
Ja
making much headway currently
ILinst the outdoor opposition.
Pain and cooler weather Monday
night and yesterday (Tues.) produced a slight lift in business. But

most first-runs were looking forward hopefully for the usual upbeat

Memorial Day.

biggest

boxoffice
is “Thunder Bay” at
it launched that
-where
State
the

the

Creating
impression

Key

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-85)
“Titanic” (20th). 'Smart $13,000.
Last week, “Light of Silvery Moon”
(WB), $12,000.
Hipp (Telemanagement) <3,700;
55-85)— “Man on Tightrope” (20th).
Fair $10,000. Last week, “Treasure

Golden Condor”

(Col)

.

.

“Woman They Almost Lynched”

,

and “Law

ahead, “Landfall” (Indie) (2d wkand Order” (Col), $10,500.
9 days), was fair $5,000 after $6,000
Lower Mall (Community)

this
week.
Van Johnson
heads the stageshow at the Chicago, and this obviously helping to
boost “Destination Gobi” to a
Hefty $49,000. “Split Second” and

what

Estimated^Total Gross
$1,667,200
This
;
(Based bftJ24 cities, 214 theinatres, chl&fly -first runs
cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
$1,826,400
Last Year
( Based on 25 cities, and 221
.

(585;

opening week.
55-85)—“Two Cents Worth Hope’
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.50)—
(Indie). Neat $2,080. Last week,
new widescreen and “The System” (WB) and 8 acts of “Member
theatre's
of Wedding” (Col), $1,300.
stereophonic sound. It is gettin g a vaudeville. Current week ending
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,300; 55-85)
Unitomorrow (Thurs.) looks to reach
smash $42,000, best for any
“Confidentially
Connie”
(M-G).
house.
the
play
to
pic
mild
In
$16,000.
ahead,
“Girls
versal
“Young Bess,” with an elaborate Pleasure Island” (Par) and vaude, Average $4,500. Last week, “Never
Let Me Go” (M-G) 0 (m.o.), nice
Coronation stageshow, also is big $15,000, below hopes.
6 000
with $ 138,000 at the Music HalL
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80- $
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-85)
“Desert Song,” with Jerry Gray $1.80)—“Desert Song” (WB) plus
King
headorch Four Aces, Alan
Jerry Gray orch. Four Aces, Alan “Invaders From Mars” (20th). "Good
fair
$60,only
looks
bill,
stage
Last week, “Split Second’
$9,500.
ing
King heading stage bill (2d-final
000 in first week at the Paramount. wk). First week ended last night (RKO); $9,000.
Lady” likely will (Tues.) was fair
“President's
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85)
$60,000. Last week,
wind up its first round at the Astor “House of Wax’* (WB) with Xavier “Girl Who Had Everything” (M-G).
with a mild $15,000 or less. “Treas- Cugat
Okay
$9,000. Last w eek, “Greatest
orch
heading
stageshow
will
ure Golden Condor** probably
(6th wk-5 days), fine $50,000, to Show” (Par), same on first popnot top a sluggish $8,000 at the make a grand total of $531,000 for price run here.
Globe in first stanza ending to- run, and longest rim here in more
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-85)
morrow.
than four years.
“Jamaica Run” (Par). Ordinary
“Moulin Rouge’* wound up a 15Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)— $5,000. Last week, “Stars Are singweek run, new all-time mark for “Seven Deadly Sins” (Indie) (3d ing” (Par), $7,000.
the Capitol, with big $25,000 in wk). Second stanza ended Sunday
Jose Ferrer tinter (24) was smash $12,500 after $14,final stanza.

theatres

17G,

Chicago, May 26.
Four new entries at Loop film
houses, should perk up biz some-

City Grosses

.

Swash

12G, ‘Rouge’ Fat 16G, 8th

is

good at Palace.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$476,800
(Based on 20 theatres )
Last Year
$351,000
( Based on 20
theatres)

Oke

‘Code’

very
ordinary at Stillman. “Invaders
From Mars” looms comparatively
session.

warm weekend

“Jamaica Run”

in Chi; ‘Second’

at

Roosevelt looks sock $17,000.

“Code Two” and “San Antone”
at the McVickers is just okay at
$12,000. The 3-D fight films at the
Monroe have failed to draw as expected and go out after one week
with a modest $4,500.
-Second weekers all shape fair.
Woods looms brisk with “Titanic”
while United Artists is just oke
with “Angel Face” and “Count the

.

— ‘Salome’ Smash

Hours.” “Juggler” at the Oriental
is sluggish in second stanza.
Two entries are winding up
after
“Moulin
eight
rounds.
,
Rouge” at State-Lake is torrid
$16,000 in final week while “SaSt. Louis, May 26.
Biz was mild over the past week- lome” at Grand is still rated hefty
end what with mercury climbing $12,500. Ziegfeld’s “Little Sheba”
to 90 degrees, and plenty of out- in final (12th) stanza looks impresdoor competish In full swing. “Sa- sive.
Estimates for This Week
lome,” boosted by neat bally, looks
to grab the biggest coin with
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
rounding take at Loew’s. “Off Lim- —“Destination Gobi” (20th) with
its” at the Fox also is rated solid. Van Johnson onstage.
Hefty $49,“Fair Wind To Java” looks fair at 000.
Last week, “Small Town
Ambassador.
Girl” (M-G) plus Dorothy Lamour
and Pinky Lee onstage, $45,000,
Estimates for This Week
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 98-$l,50)—
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 6075)
“Fair Wind to Jave” (Rep) “Salome” (Col) (8th-final wk). Sock
Last week, same.
and “Serpent of Nile” tCol). Fair
McVickers (J.L&S) (2,200; 65$12,100. Last week, “President’s
98)—
“Code
Two” (M-G) and “San
Lady” (20th) and “Perilous JourAntone” (Rep). Oke $12,000. Last
ney” (Rep), $11,000.
week, “Man in Dark” (Col) (2d
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 65-75)—“Off wk). $16,000.
Limits” (Par) and “Woman They
$14,000,
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)
Almost Lynched” (Rep). Solid $16,- 3-D Fight Pictures (UA) and “Lux000. Last week, “House of Wax” ury Girls” (IFE). Fair
Philadelphia, May 26.
$4,500. Last
First-run biz nosedived here, (WB) (3d wk), fine $13,000 in 10 week. “Sombrero” (M-G) (5th wk),
with new product lacking the days.
$4,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 50-75)—
summery
to
combat
stamina
Oriental <Indie) (3.400; 98)—
weather. Many houses now just “Salome” (Col). Rousing $20,000. “Juggler” (Col) (2d. wk). Minor
marking time until Memprial Day Last week, “Never Let Me Go” $15,000. Last week, mild $17,000.
Despite rave reviews. (M-G) and “Code Two” (M-G),
changes.
Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 98)—“Girls
“Man on Tightrope” shapes only $15,000.
of Pleasure Island” -(Par) (2d wk).
nice at Boyd. “Titanic” is rated
Dull
$8,000. Last week, $13,000.
(St.
L.
Amus.)
Pageant
(1,000;
staunch at the Fox while “Jamaica 90) “Peter Pan” (RKO) (3d wk).
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
Run” is doing very well at the Okay $6,000. Last week, $7,500.
“Split Second” (RKO) and “WomGoldman. “Girl Next Door” is
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; an Almost -Lynched” (Ren). Socko
“Sheltering 90)—“Peter Pan” (RKO) (3d wk). $17,000. Last week, “Blue Garslow at Randolph.
Palms” looks drab at Stanley.
Good $5,000. Last week, $6,500. denia” (WB) and “The System”
Estimates for This Week
(WB) (2d wk), $14,000.
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)—
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98$1.25)—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (8th
“Lili” (M-G) (2d wk). Good $8,500
Weather Wilting
Last week. $10,000.
wk). Smash $16,000 or over. Last
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— ‘%Ian
week, $18,000.
on Tightrope” (20th). Nice $14,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) <685; 98)—
Omaha; ‘Island’ Oke 11G “Here
Last week. “Never Let Me Go”
Comes Mr. Jordan” (Col)
Omaha, May 26.
(reissue) (2d wk>. Passable $2,800.
(M-G), $16,000.
Summer weather, wrapup of Last week, $3,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“TiStaunch local high school athletic seasons
United Artists (B&K) <1,700; 55tanic” (20th) (2d wk).
and Ak-Sar-Ben pony races are 98)—“Angel Face” (RKO) an*
$15,000. Last week, $19,000..
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- taking a heavy toll from lineup of “Count the Hours” (RKO) (2d wk).
99)
“Jamaica Run” (Par). Fine new films this week. However Oke $10,500. Last week, $18,000.
Last week, “Split Sec- “Girls of Pleasure Island” looks
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
$11,000.
like okay $10,500 at Orpheum. “Titanic” (20th) (2d wk). Just okay
ond” (RKO i, $12,000.
Mastb'aum (WB) (4,360; 85-$1.25) “Girl Who Had Everything” shapes $16(000. Last week. $25,d00.
World (Indie) (587: 98)— “Don
"House of Wax” (WB) (5th wk-5 modest, at Brandeis.
Camillo” (IFE) (5th wk). Very
Estimates for This Week
days). Neat $12,000. Last week,
Brandeis (RKO) <1,100; 20-76)— strong $3,500. Last week, $3,000.
$19,000.
98)
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 85- ‘'Problem Girls” <Col) and “One
Ziegfeld (Lopert)
(485:
Slow “Little Sheba” (Par) (12th-final
<Col>.
$1.25)—“Tonight We Sing” (20th) Girls
Confession”
Last week,
(2d wk). Trim $9,000. Last week, $4,000. Last week, “Split Second” wk). Brisk $3,200.
<RKO) and -“Cattle Town” (WB), $3,500.
$9,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50- $4,500.

St Loo
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—
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grossed $725,000 in its lengthy engagement, close to the huge total

done by “Gone With Wind.” It
was seen by around 1,000,000 people there.

100 opening week, record for foreign-language pic here. Looks set
for run.
Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 95-$1.80)—
“Salome** (Col) (10th wk). Ninth
frame ended last night (Tues.) held
at sturdy $14,000 after $15,000,
over hopes, in eighth week.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945; 90-$2.40
“Young
Bess” (M-G) and stageshow. First
session ending today (Wed.) looks
to hit big $138,000. Holds, naturally.
In ahead, “Shane” (Par) and
stageshow (4th wk), $114,000 for a

“Bellissima,” which v/as a sock
opening week at the arty
Trans-Lux 60th Street, continued
very big in second round. “Salome” held close to preceding
week’s figure with okay $14,000 in
ninth frame concluded last night
(Tues.) at the Rivoli.
“The Juggler” wound its third
stanza at the Victoria with a good
very fine run at this time of year.
$12,000. “Desert Rats” continued
Roxy (20th) (4,886; 50-$2.20)—
oke with $9,000 in third session.at
“Titanic” (20th) and iceshow onthe Mayfair.
“Titanic,” with iceshow onstage, stage. Opens today (Wed.). Last
$9,500

—

week, “Trouble Along Way” (WB)
with iceshow (3d wk), dipped to

at the Roxy today (Wed.)
three somewhat disappoint
weeks with- “Trouble Along light $42,000 after $55,000 in secWay,” 'Final round of latter was ond week.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 70-$1.80)—
down to light $42,000.
“Thunder Bay” (U) (2d wk). IniEstimates for This Week

preems

*

after

ing

Astor ‘City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.50) tial round ended last night (Tues.)
—“President’s Lady** (20th). Initia’ soared to smash $42,000 after elabweek ending today (Wed.) shapes orate preem Tuesday (19) night.
mild $15,000 or less . Holds, In Playing on theatre’s *new wideahead.
“Never Wave at Wac screen with stereophonic sound, an
(RKO) (4th wk), $7,500 to conclude obvious draw which is giving pic
biggest opening week of any Univery nice run.
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90- versal film to play here. Uniform$2.80)— “Cinerama” (Indie) (35th ly favorable reviews a real help.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
wk). The 34th round ended yester
50)—“Bellissima” (IFE) (2d
day (Tues.) was $38,000, still very 90-$l.
around $7,000
close to caDacity after $38,500 for wk>. Holding okay
stanza .ending Friday
in
second
33d wk. Scheduled to open at the
Warner Theatre June 5 for contin- (29 after big $9,500 opening week.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
uation of run.
Baronet (Reede) (430; 90-$1.50)— 90-$1.50) “Lili” (M-G) G2th wk).
11th round ended Monday (25)
The
‘‘Tonight at 8:30” XIndie). Opened
after £7 300 for
nicely Monday (25). In ahead, “I was fancy $6,700
week.
10th
Believe in You” (U) (3d wk), $3,400
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,069; "95after fair $3,800 for second week.
Capitol Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80) $1.80)—“Juggler” (Col) (4th wk).
Monday (25)
“Batl’e Circus” (M-G). Opens to- Third session ended
day tWed.). Last week, “Moulin continued nicely with $12,000 after
Rouge” ‘UA) (15th wk), still big $15,000 for second -week. “Sangaopens June 4,
at $25,000 after $30,000 for 14th ree” (Par)
week to round out & terrific engagement and establish a new longrun mark here, beating former rec‘Limits’ Torrid $12,000,
>

—

—

i

ord-holder.

“Gone With Wind” <M-

G) by three weeks, five days.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2.20)
r- s Plh Second” (RKO) (3d wk).

Second week ended Monday (25)
!?« off to light $9,000 after fair
*14,000 opening round. Holds only
days of third week to open
Fort Ti" (Col) hext Friday (29).
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Fanfan the Tulipe” (Indie) (4th
-Third frame ended Sunday
JJ
e,d with great
after
J?
° *° r ® econd week. Stays on
1

*

«

hidef

May

Louisville,

Warm

weather

and

26.

summer

are combining to -lure
patrons to outdoors. Hence, the
firstrun pace is slow. However, the

showers

week

PhOly
"

-

—

Warm

—

—

—

—

“Girl Next Door” (20th). Slow
Last week,
$12,000 in’ 9 days.

99)

“Happens

Anderson,

—

okay

is

(Switow)
—Kentucky
“Sheltering Palms”

(20th)

and

—

,

.

•

*

—

Preem Monday

(25) night,

(M-G)

in perado”

and

“Jack

McCall,

(Gol),. $8,000,

(Tristates) (2,100;

Who Had

20-76)—

Everything” (M-G)

and “Rebel City” (M-G). Modest ‘Ansel’ Fair
$5,500. Last week, ‘House of Wax”
(WB) (2d wk), big $10,000 at 50-$l
scale.

Orpheum

Providence,

2070)
“Girls Pleasure Island” (Par)
and “Loose in London” (AA). Okay
$11,000 or near. Last week, “Titanic” (20th) and “Darling Clementine” (20th), $10,000.

—

<Tristates)

$7,500 In

Prov.; ‘Wax’ Big 9G,

(3,000;

May

Cincinnati, May 26.
First-run traffic Is in seasonal
stride this stanza. Of three new
“Titanic” looks solid at
bills,
Keith’s but “Invaders From Mars”
at Palace is mild. “Anna” in the
“Moulin
shapes light.
Capitol
_
Rouge” at the Albee stiU is^big on
at
Wax”
of
“House
second round.
Grand, moveover continues great
week.
for third downtown
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$l)
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (2d wk). Big
Des- $13,000 on heels of smash $20,000

—

preem.

3d

26.

“House of Wax,” ' despite being
round at Majestic, is still
the town topper at upped scale.
Loew's State is mild with “Presiin third

dent’s Lady” and RKO Albee fair
(865; 25-76)— with “Angel Face” but are leading
the first-runs.
.
n
Com“Fast
and
(M-G)
“Sombrero”
Estimates for This Week
pany” (M-G). Mildish $4,000. Last •
44-65)(RKO)
Albee
(2,200;
(20th)
Lady”
“President’s
week,
and “Great Adventure” (20th) (2d “Angel Face” (RKO) and “Count
the
(RKO).
Fair
Hours”
$7,500.
wk), ditto.
“Sheltering Pines”
Last week,
(20th) and “Silver Whip” (20th),

State (Goldberg)

;

$ 6 000
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 74-$
“House of Wax” (WB) (3d wk).
Still getting big play at around
$9,000. Second week was $14,000.
Metrooolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44“Magnetic Monster” (UA),
65)
“Luxury Girls” (UA) and MarciFair
ano-Walcott 3-D fight pix.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)
“Anna” (Indie). Light $6,000. Last $4,700. Last week, “Tall Texan”
,

D—

.

—

Moderate 8G, ‘Rouge’ Rich 13G, 2d

ahead, “Magnetic Mon- der” (U) $4,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
$13,000 in 9 days.
Hobday (Per-Rose) (950; 60 75-99) “House of Wax” (WB) (3d
^/^'--“Hitch-Hiker” (RKO) (5th wk). Solid $7,000. Last week,
Fourth frame ended last $ 11 000
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Ji^ht ‘Tues.) was okay $5,000 after
$6 000 for third
50-75)—'“Off Limits” (Par) and
week.
Mayfajr
(Brandt) .<1,736; .70- Marciano vs. Walcott fight pix,
'--“Desert Rats” (20th) (3d Controversy over length of Walcott
Current session ending to count perking interest^ of many
morrow <Thurs.) holding near $9„- patrons. Hotsy $12,000. Last week,
ftCr g00d $14 50Q Iov second “Titanic” (20th), $9„Q00,
Aveek
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-75)—“I
ormandie (Normandie Theatres) Love Melvin” (M-G) and “ConfiKtvl
ja92:
(M-G). Dull
95-s 1.80)
“Strange Decep- dentially Connie”
uon
'IFEi. Opened regular run $6,000. Last week, “Battle Circus”
‘ter’ ;UA),

Omaha
“Girl

Titanic Tall $7,500, Cincy; lars’

«oids. in

le

(U),

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
“Sheltering Palms” (20th). Drab
$9,000." Last week, “Light of Silvery Moon” (WB), $10,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
“San Antone” (Rep) and “Woman
Almost Lynched” (Rep). So-so $7,
000 or close. Last week,
netic Monster” (UA), $6,000.

“Problem Girls” (Col). Trim $5,000
tomorrow or less. Last week, “Happens Every
sluggish $8,000. Thursday” (U) and “Law and Or-

J®steroav (Tues.) after $5 elabor-

Every Thursday”

$9,000.

ending

sh apes

|

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 90-$1.25)
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (12th wk).
with Sturdy $9,700, and first time to
“House of Wax” in third stanza. drope below $10,000. Last week,
“Off Limits” at Rialto, aided by $10,500.
the Marciano-Walcott fight films,
shapes solid for week’s best take.
Estimates for This Week

Mary

(1,200; 50-75)

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 60-$1.50)
r: Treasure Golden Condor” (Col),
rirst

L’ville;

‘Wax’ Hep 7G, 3d

—

Tightrope’ Trim

—

week,

“Hitch-Hiker”

“Count Hours” (RKO),

(RKO) and
$5,000.

(Lip) and
$5,500.

“I’ll

Get You”

(Lip),

Last week, “Happens Every Thurs-

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
Lady” (20th) and
“President's
“Girl Who Had Everything” (M-G).
Mild $10,000. Last week, “Titanic”
(20th) and “Bandits of Corsica”
(UA), $12,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-

day”

65)

Grand (RKO)

(1,400:

75-$1.25>—

“House of Wax” (WB) (m.o.) (3d
wk). Continuing socko $7,000 pace
after last week's $8,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1.500; 55-85)
Sturdy $7,500.
“Titanic” (20th).

—

<U), $5,500.

—

—“Jamaica

Run”

(Par)

and

“Romance of Redwoods” (Col).
Palace (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)
Last week, “Tor“Invaders From Mars” (20th). Mild Light $5,000.
pedo Alley” (AA) and “Hiawath»”
“Powder
Last
week,
near.
or
$8,000
*
same.
(AA),
l River” (20th), $7,500.

w
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JULY 4*!
BIG M-G-MUSICAL

DANGEROUS

WHEN

WET'

(TECHNICOLOR)
Celebration across the nation! Holiday

crowds buy screen fun, frolic, females,
festivity. A Big Technicolor moneyEsther
musical is M-G-M’s
Williams romance. Cool summertime joy!

NEW

"As sure? fire as
anybody’s got a
right to expect

any picture

— M. P. DAILY

be.”

M-G-M

presents

to

DANGEROUS WHEN WET”

*

starring

ESTHER WILLIAMS • FERNANDO LAMAS • JACK CARSON
Charlotte Greenwood • Denise Darcel • with William Demarest
Corcoran • Color by Technicolor • Written by Dorothy Kingsley
Music by Arthur Schwartz * Lyrics by Johnny Mercer
Directed by Charles Walters • Produced by George Wells
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starters this

li^ht
spots.

Estimates Are Net

.
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__

Film gross estimates as re-

shapes
Raiders of Seven Seas”
two houses but
okay 516.000 In
for “Fair
is seen
“iTiv $10,000
three locations.!
" inQ To Java” in
out on
“Snows 0f Kilimanjaro”
and reissue of
dull $8,000 in,

^••Column

40G, Det: ‘Cinerama’

....

“

:

—

—

;

and Lionel Hampton orch heading
Last
stageshow.
Fine $40,000.

—

an They Almost Lynched” (Rep). week. “Member Wedding” (Col),
Fine $7,000. Last week, "Fair Winds $14,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 75-$L2n^
To Java” (Rep) and “Blades Muska“Off Limits (Par) (2d wk). Sturdy
teers” (Indie) S6 000
Last week.$14,000.
(Ev^^n) (1,500; 90- $10
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-75)
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (6th
$1 35
Small Town Girl (M-G) (2d Wk).
wk). Tall $4,500. Last week, nice
$6,000 after smash $29,000 in first Oke $9,500. Last week, $13,500.

tax.

^eddent s
.

•

^yf^
—

jm

‘Second Modest

|

j

t

Fourth weekofCmdrive-ins.
prama” perked to very big $34,000,

in

«

(Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

Hob

iwo/SS £3.

,

Lady

(20th)
terrific

$103,600.

Michigan (United Detroit! (4.000$

95-$155)—“House of Wax” (WB)
(4th wk).
$31,000.

Great $25,000. Last week,
(2,961;

.(Col)

in

Odeon (Rank) (2,390;
“Moulin Rouge*’ (UA) (4th wk).
Orpheum
I
90)—“Never Wave At WAC" (RKO) $16,000. Last week. $18,000.
Shea's (FP) (2,386; 60-$l)—“Stars
and “Angel Face" (RKO).
Fine
Are Sing*” .Par). Gooi $12*00and “Hurricane Pilgrim Hill an Last week, “House of Wax”. (WB)
weeks.

mild $7,000 in one!
on Vacation” is
11 nabes and
theatre but okay in

T

— Palms (UD)
95-$155>—
“Man
Dark”
and “Siren
Oke
60-$l) — of Bagdad** (Col) (2d wk).
Last week $25,000.
Big^

)

an d “Kettles

.

Martin-Lewis onstage,
,

j!

S

Wow 30G, 19th

Detroit, May 26.
Lionel Hampton onstage is pushing “Man on Tightrope” to fine
$40,000 at the Fox to lead the
downtown parade this stanza.
“House of Wax*' is holding up great
in fourth week at the Michigan.
“Anna” looks average at the Madiomau Town Girl” is oke at
son “Small
son.
ine united Artists. “This is Cinerama” continues smash at the Music Ilall in 10th week.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1$1.25)
“Man on Tightrope” (26th)

\

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include, the U. S. amusement

‘

11

7G

Portland, Ore., May 26.
First-runs are still looking for
stronger films. “Litf* at the Guild
looms big. “Never Wave at Wac,”
is neat in two houses. “Moulin
Rouge** in sixth frame still is lofty.
Six weeks is unheard of for this ‘Singing’ Lively $12,600,
town currently. “Hitch-Hiker” is
*
rated fine.
Toronto; ‘Rouge’ 160, 4th
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)
Toronto, May 26.
*
“Sombrero” (M-G) and “Secret
Warm weather and outdoor atSharer** (RKO). Good $7,000. Last tractions arfc depting biz here this
week, “House of Wax*' (WB) (3d session, but ^Stars Are Singing”
wk», fancy $10,500 after huge $35,- and “Confidentially Connie” are
nicely/ /‘Moulin Rouge* is
I doing
000 in first two frames.
Guild (Parker) (400; $1) “Lili” still toppings the town in fourth
(M-G), nights only. Big $4,000. Last frame with another big stanza.
Estimates for This Week
week, “Tonight We Sing” (20th)
Eglinton, University (FP) (1.080;
(3d wk), $1,100.
“Confidentially
40-75)
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90) 1,556;
Hefty $18,000. Last
-“Hitch-Hiker** (RKO) and “Wom- Connie”

‘Java’ 10G,J

+

26.

week are failmuch boxoffice
ing to generate
gross level as
Slam, with overall
eonaderably
! resilt teing down
pace of recent
comfortable
from
pix proved
fight
3-D
weeks. The
as the battle in ring with
theatres
Sse’Sbir
Girls.”
Luxurj
with
coupled
shapes
Thursday
Every
“Happens
*three
in
iicoii.
vr near
$19,000 or

Sew

'

;

PICTURE GROSSES

•J

Sow 8G, ‘Cinerama’ 34G, 4th

Los Angeles,

———

—

'

'Hampton Lifts Tightrope’ To Fine

Li. Marks Time; ‘Raiders’-OK 16G,

‘Snows’

;

PtSOEff

27» 19aS

$15,000.

_

,

Ma

„ A £?°" <HP>
‘Anna* (IFE)>. Average

8

Last week,

“Salome”

70-95)—

$10,000.
(Col) (5th

which was
wk). $7,000.
ahead of third stanza
Boston, May 26.
switchboard
~
United Artists (UA) (1,938; 70*
hurt a bit by a small
1
Current stanza shapes as unex- die),
(3d wk», $10,600.
$7,300.
95)—“Small Town Girl” (M-G) and
5
^ la2e
(Loew)
(2,743; 40-75)
citing with new product failing to
JJptown
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65‘TnnfiHpnHaiiv
r-nnuiP1* (M-G).
nu-fz\ Oke
niro
Estimates for This Week
Confidentially
Connie”
Fair
$7,600.
(UL
Order”
and
lure more than so-so biz into most
“Never
Wave At WAC” "Lawweek,
Hillstreet, Pantages, Kit* (RKO- boxoffices. 'Titanic** at the Met is DO)
"Happens
Every Thurs- $11,000. Last week, “Tonight
Last
(RKO) and “Angel Face” (RKO).
752; 2,812; JJWO;
Sing”
(20th),
$8,200.
only thin while “Split Second” at
day” (U), $6,060.
5
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
—“Happens Every Thursday* (U) Memorial is below average. “Down Good $4,000. Last week, “Titanic**
Light $19,(20th) and ‘Hurricane Pilgrim Hill”
“Battle Circus” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair
and “Lone Hand” (U).
Sheltering Palms” at Para- (Indie),
Among
Hillstreet,
$3,500.
week,
Last
$8,000. Last week, $10,000.
000 or near.
slow.
looks
mount
and
Fenway
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
pontages, “Split Second'* (RKO)
Broadway-Capitol (Korman) (3,y
Estimates for This Week
65-90)
“Invaders
From Mars”
Frame” (RKO). $21,000;
500; 70-95) “Never Let Me Go”
(20th!
“President’s Lady
*M-G) and “Ambush at Tomahawk
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 74-$155V- (20th) and “Fangs of Arctic” (In-*
Ritz.
Gap” (Col) (2d wk). Okay $9,000.
“Lili** (M-G) <2d wk). Still strong die). Dull $6,500. Last week, “Great \
(4th wk*. $2,200
Beverly at siq 000 following good $14,000 | White Hunter” (Indie) and “Cap-|
Wiltern,
Downtown,
Last week. $14,500.
TOtain Kidd” (Indie) (reissues), $5,- j
1.612;
2344:
Music Hall (Cinerama Productsw (1.757;
initio] Veek.
“Fair Wind Java” (Rep)
lions)
(1336; $1.40-$2.80)—“This
51 10<
Beacon THE (Beacon Hill) (680: 1 500
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65Is Cinerama” (Indie) (10lh wk).
and “Marksman” (AA). Slow $12,- 50-S1) “Man on Tightrope (20th)
c., n Praneiseo Mav 26
Con- (2d wk). Holding okav at $5,000 90)—“Off Limits" (Par) (4th wk).
&**»
000. Last week. “One Girl’s
?3<>.G°0week. $30,200.
!
Trade
Sad $3,000. Last week, $3,200.
fession” (Col) and “Problem Girls” following neat $7,000 first.
here, with all major holdovers also
(Cols SI 1,000.
Boston (RKO) (3.000; 50-90)
slipping. Despite this, “Fort Ti,”
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metro pol itan- “Law and Order” (U) and “Flying
new 3-D pic, is jamming the Of- indpls Skids; Titanic’
“Luxury Girls” Squadron” (Rep). S*uggish $8,500.
G&S) (801SD
pheum for big total, being helped
3-D
Mardano-Walcott
<U\) and
Last week, “Rawhide” (Indie) and
by the $1.50 top. It is easily leader
Slight $7,580, ‘Remains’
“Girls’* yanked
pic (UA).
fight
“Fighting Men of Plains” (Indie)
this session. Another three-dimenwith
Orpheum,
after only 2 days at
(reissues), $6,000 in four days.
sionali “House of Wax” continues
reissue combo of “Love Happy*
60-80)
8G, ‘Crowd’
$8,000
“I
(1.300;
(Indie)
Exeter
very strong at St. Francis. “Salome”
J
(UA- and "African Screams” (UA) Believe in You” (U) (2d wk). Neat
still is nice in third United Artists f
Indianapolis, May 26.
in for 5 days. “Girls” held on at $5,000 after $6,000 first stanza*.
Film biz here is in prg-Memorial
round. “Girl Who Had Everything”
Hawaii. Slight $4,000. Last week.
Fenway (NET) (1373: 50-90)—
Pittsburgh, May 26.
race
doldrums.
Stormy
is okay at Warfield but elsewhere J Day
“Man in Dark” (Col) (5th wk-5 “Sheltering Palms” (20th) and
It is the same story this week the to’
for new films are lagging. | weather, including tornado scare
da vs'. $8,800.
“Ladv Wants Mink” (Reo). Slow with “Shane” at Stanley as with
This Week
for
ates
that
had
downtown
streets almost
United Artists (UATC) (2,100; $4,500. Last week. “Pony Express
House of Wax” for the last few
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-95) 3 deserted Friday night, also hurt.
“Column South” (U) (Par) and “Bad Blonde” (Lip), stanzas.
70-S1.10)
There seems to be only
“Law and Order** (U) and “One “Remains to Be Seen** at Loew*s
and “Kettles On Vacation** (U).
Thin and “Titanic” at Indiana, both mild,
(Col).
6 000.
Confession”
so much first-run biz downtown, Girl's
$
El
Mild $7,000. Last week, with
Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 50-90)— and when one picture goes big, the $8,500 in 6 days. Last week, “Fair are top new entries, although
Rey, “Abbott-Costello To Mars”
others
take
it on the chin. Nearly Wind to Java” (Rep) and “Home- “House of Wax,” in moveover at
“Big
and
(RKO»
Second”
“Split
(U» and “Law and Order” (U) (9
Keith's, continues to lead town for
Frame” (RKOl. Modest $10,000. everything is going to “Shane,” steaders” *AA), $11,600. •
days at El Rey), $8,600.
and the pickings are slim for
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—“Ti- third week
Los Angeles, El Rey (FWC) ( 2 ,- Last week, “Hapoens Every ThursRoad”
“Bright
and
Estimates for This Week
“Sombrero”
at
Penn,
“Split
(20th)
Sectanic”
J
day” (U) and “Lone Hand*' (U»,
(Continued on page 77)
ond” at Warner, “Invaders From (M-G) (2d wk). Drab $9,000 in 6| Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50same.
76)—
“Sheltering Palms” (20th) and
“Lone
Week,
$16,500.
Mars”
at
Fulton
and
Hand"
Last
50days.
/Metropolitan (NET) (4.367;
Warfield (Loew*s) (2,656; 65-95) “Silver Whip” (20th). Thin $6,500.
§0^_“Titanic” (20th) and “Peril- at Harris. At Squirrel Hill, the
Everything”
Had
Last
week,
nabe
arter,
Who
“Happens Every Thurshowever,
“Crash
of
SiMp!s. Still Lagging Bat
—“Girl
5
ous Journey” (Rep). Thin $15 -000
days. day” (U) and ‘Blades of Musketeers”
week, “House of Wax’* (WB) lence” got off to a fast start, and (M-G). Okay $12,000 In 6
I Last
Go”
Me
Let
“Never
(Indie),
stick
should
around.
week,
$7,000.
Last
5
‘Rats’ Fat $5,000; ‘Moon’ | (3d wk\ solid $20,500 at upped
Estimates for This Week
Indiana (C-D) (3.200; 50-76)—
(M-G) (2d wk), $8,000.
%
scale.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95) f “Titanic” (20th) and “Kansas Pas
(
9G, lather’ $18,600,
“Invaders From Mars”
(20th). “Light of Silvery Moon” (WB) and cific” (AA). Mild $7,500. Last week,
(Indie) (2d wk). “House of Wax” (2d wk), nifty
Minneapolis, May 26.
Tomahawk Gap” (Col). Opened Slow $3,o00. Last week, “Happens “Run for Hills”
$14,000. at 56-$1.20 scale.
Slow $8,500. Last week $11,500.
While still spelling grief for Saturday (23). Last week. “Girl Every Thursday” <U), $4,000.
50-85)—
(Par)
(Harris)
(1.400; 95-$1.25)
Harris
Francis
Keith’s (C-D)' (1,600; 56-$lJ20>—
(2,200;
St
ozoners. continuation of cold and Who Had Everything” (M-G) and
“House of Wax (WB) (5th wk>. “House of Wax” (WB) (m.o.). Very
rainy weather is helping conven- “Serpent of Nile” (Col'-, fair $12,- “Lone Hand” (U). Slight $4,000.
$16,000. , nice $8,500 for third week downweek,
Last
“Seminole”
very
Last
week,
(U>,
$12,000.
Strong
tionai houses. “Light of Silvery 500.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; town, with Marciano-Walcott fight
Moon” looks fair at Radio Cityj Paramount (NET) (1,700: 50-90) good $7,000.
$1.20-$1.50)—“Fort Ti” (Col) plus, film helping,
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)
while “Desert Rats” shapes good
"Sheltering Palms” <20th) and
Doleful $7,000. right films. Big $28,000. Last week,
“Sombrero”
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,4.27; 50-76’<
at Gopher. “House of Wax” still is - “Lady Wants Mink” (Rep*. Tepid
Ex- Last week, “Never Let Me Go’* “Column South” (U) and “Abbott-”. “Remains to Be Seen” (M-G) and
great in fifth week
f$10,500. Last week “Pony
“Cry
Nsg
in 9 days.
(M-G),
$10,000
to Mars” «J), $10,000.
Costello
of Hunted” (M-G). Fair $8,000
Blonde”
Estimates for This Week
press’* (Par) and “Bad
Squirrel Hfll (WB) (900; 50-85)—
United Artists (No. Coast) (1^207: or close. Last week ‘Never Let Me
Century (Par) (1.600; 76-$l>— (Lio), $13,000.
Silence” (U). Excellent $1.25-$! .50) “Salome” _ (Col) (3d Go” t M-G) and “Code Two” (M-G),
“Crash
of
50-90)
‘Moulin Rouge” (UA) (6th wk).
State (Loew’s) (3,500;
Last week, good $10,000.
Good $4,500.
“Ambush*) reviews and they mean everything f wk'. Nice $10,000.
and
(Col)
Last week, fine | ‘Juggler”
50-75)
Lyric
here. Brisk $3,000 or near. Last 5 $13,500.
(C-D)
(1,600;
^
S5 noo.
Tomahawk Gap” (CoD. Opened week. “Tonight
$1-50- “Roar of Crowd” (AA) and “Loose
(A-R)
(370;
Sing”
(20th)
Stagedoor
Gopher (Berger) (1,026; 65-85)
Saturday (23). Last week, “Girl (3d wk), $2,000.
Christian Andersen ; in London” (Indie). Oke $6,000.
“Hans
] $1.80)
‘
Desert Rats” (20th). Good $5,000. Had Everything” fM-G) and SerStanley >WB» (3,800; 90-$ 1.25)— /RKO) (14th wk). Fancy $7,200. Last week, “Abbott-Costello to
Last week,
“Abbott-Costello To pent of Nile” (Col\ so-so $7,000.
Mars” (U) and “Homesteaders”
"Shane” (Par* Crix hailed this one Last week. $7,000.
_ _
Mars” »U>, $3,000.
( AA), $5J500.
Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
as an authentic western masterLyceum i^derlander) (1,850; 85Big screen with stereo- “Importance Being Emesr’ (U* (6th
piece.
Si ao{{.U,,
LSuTer- (indie) !
same.
week,
Last
DJr
Great
$1,600.
helping.
Big
sound
is
phonic
wk).
ft Q
‘4th «k’. Had to step aside and *11.11.5 DtlBlCI IV.l>.
Off; ‘Everything’
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
$31,000 or better; likely will stay;
inake way for previous theatre rentat least three weeks. Last , week, “Don Camillo” (IFE) (7th wk). Fast
als. but returns
Thursday (28) for
at $4,000,
‘Raiders’
of Wax” (WB) (4th wk>, big $2,200. Last week $2,000.
“House
Fair
12G, ‘Emress’
a final 4-day fourth week Last
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; 85$10,000 in 5 days, or $90,000 total
*eek. hu'te $18,600, making pheBuffalo, May 26.
$11 “Times Gone By” (Indie) (6th
run.
on
160,
Sockeroo
‘Wax’
nomenal $65,000 or close for initial
“Girl Who Had Everything” is
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)
wk). Nice $1,400. Last week, $1,500.
three stanzas.
Kansas City, May 26.
coin total in
getting
biggest
the
“Split Second” (RKO). Okay noLyric
Par) (1,000; 65-85)—“Ti-f
Best bets currently are^ couple of tices but taking it on chin. Under;
town this stanza but it is rated
* rt
Under
eit aaa
t
tame” '20 th) (m.o.).
conWax,’
Oil
of
IN
“House
“Pony
the
Buffalo.
only
fair
at
holdovers,
Satisfactory
$4,000. Last week, “Light of SilT imif 0*^ tfnmnff
second
—
S4.50D.
>
pace
. vwah
j,—— —
<
its record
Express” looms slow at Paramount
Last tttaaL
tinuing lt(.
week, **Aff
“Off limits”
vpw Moon” (wb). biff $8 000 . and 5
j
2d
15G,
Roug‘e
“Lili”
lPar* 2d wk),
and
Missouri,
mild
shapes
the
“Desert
Rats”
while
at
$4,000.
! week
Denver, May 26.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 65-85)— drawing great biz at Kimo in secat Century. “Vanquished” is light
firstseason
a
gets
fishing
of
L:sh t of Silvery Moon” (WB). ond round. Theatre
row
opening
Center,
With
-a
t
...
.
the Roxy, wjjh Wash.
Estimates for This Week
S9 000. Last week “Titanic” run addition
over the past weekend* and with
But ‘Moon’
(20th \ $7,500
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70*
[“Raiders of Seven Seas” and the*
fine outdoor weather prevailing/
are suffering this round. “Girl Who Had Everything” (M-G)
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 65- } 3-D fight pik doing okayv Of new
1 first-runs
Plethora of holdovers also is hurt- and “Remains To Be Seen” (M-G).
^—Hitch-Hiker” (RKO). Light "films, “Sheltering Palms is get- Bri^it $12,500; Titanic’
Jo.OOO.
Ing’ “Never Let Me Go” is rated Fair $12,000. Last week. “Titanic”
Last week, “Split Second’ ting top coin, but only mild.
II*
(I). 1 )
Week
(R £0
This
for
Estimates
S4.500.
only fair at Orpheum while “Jug- (20th* and “Slight Case of Larceny'
Rice IDu, 1/2UTK O2U,
RKO- Pan (1,600; 75-$l>—"House
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 65-8o)
gler” is in like category at Broad- 1 (M-G*. same. __
Washington, May 26.
- ^
Continues
Ttrmtfp
of Wax”
however/ Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70
w^.
„(M-G)
J2d^
rWBMStbVw. They’ve' “IJJi*’
This is a so-so week at the turn-f^?,?’ ; c
seton<i weeks for “Pony Express” (Par) and “Stolen
the jackpot with this. Great sock pace at $2,500. Goes a third.
^
stiles of midtown theatres. ‘*Ti'
Slow $10^000.
S6
Identity” (Indie*.
$3,000.
week,
houses.
Last
Last week $6,800.
_
looks strongest of the new- two
cy;
j
Last week, “Jamaica Run” (Par)
^tate
Midland (Loew s) (3,500. 50-75)-^ tanic”
Estimates for This Week
Par) (2,200; 65-85) “Law
f
comers with a fine total at Palace.
iRep*,
and
Journey”
(M-G)
an; Order” (U). Mild
50-85)—
Perilous
Seen
“A
Be
and
to
(1,400;
(Fox)
“Remains
Aladdin
$5,000. Last
SUyery
(M-G). Light j Equally good is “Light of
and -$11,000.
week, “Man in Dark” (Col), $9,500 “Cry of Hunted”
(20th)
A
, irrTL
which looms bright at the “President’s Lady” (reissue). Mild
Moon”
The
40-70
Me
“Never
Let
(ParH2.100;
at si top.
Center
week.
Last
(2Qth)
$9,00D.
is “Snake Pit”
“Jack McCaU, Doo- Warner “Man on Tightrope”
Last week, "Destination Vanquished” (Par) and Monsoon
$5,500.
'Wr-Mano, (400; 55-$1^0)-^“
“Girl
week.
Last
$7,000.
P
Mild
iUA*.
same.
Love(Col),
Go
“Happy
.L-nelight” (UA).
Gobi” (20th) and
*
Been waiting perado
Thbs Week
nc
Estimates for This
ItiDg time
Next Door” <20th) and “The Marks(RKO) (reissue), $5,500.
here for this one. No
’
Capitol (L^ew-’s) (3.434; 55-95)— ly”
0f Wax” (WB* (2d
e ?t all from anti-Chaplinites
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1200; 50- man” rindie*, $8,500.
(20th)
Condor”
Golden
ter^
a
Lafayette (Basil) i3,000; 40-70"
ar
^“Juggler” (Col). Fair $7,000
rlentv of praiserbutlittle b.oj Extra big $16,000. Last week,
and'vaude. Okay $18,000, but below 85)—
(Continued on page 77)
^.zen-rm. Modest $3,000. Lastjrific $26,000, new house record, ^
J
(Continued on page 77)
page
77)
on
(Continued
v*eek,
(Continued on page 7i)
-Don Camillo” (IFE), $2,300/
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Warner Bros: screaming TV-and-Radio area-by-area saturation
TO

DATE IN
BEGINS GET YOUR bMWMMItW
—

*****murmt*

l ilill

Hn

is

27, 1953

set

NOWS NOWS NOWS SEE THE PRESSBOOK NOWS SEE
rtn i

n Wjliii ni
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THE TOWERING 10-FOOT LOBBY DISPLAYS (IT'S ANIMATEDS IT HAS SOUND/SMOKE;
FLASHING LIGHTS!) SEE THE SMASH ADS! SEE THE TWO FREE TEASER TRAILERS!

See the circus heralds See the stunts!

WARNER SHOWMANSHIP

SHOW
*1HE

BEAST FROM 20,000 FATUOUS"
PAUL CHRISTIAN

•

PAULA RAYMOND

Hxrfofraphy by Jack Russell. A.S.C.

-

.

THE

WAY

AGAIN!

—-—

_

*

CECIL KELLAWAY • KENNETH T08EY • JACK PENNICK • Sa«n n.y by LOU MORHClK mi FRED freibemE*
BERNARD W. BURTON • Technical Effect* Created by RAY HARRY HAUSEN • Music by David Buttofph

Associate Producer

rradwMd by HAL CHESTER «ni MCKOIEtt-Oirwtrf by EU6ENE 10URIE • DiJhibvIri by

WARNER BROS
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Deifont’s Ice

Passion Play for 1954 Seen Likely

the ice show

Tourist Lnre at

Bow

London.
Bernard Delfont,

As

EVTERNAHOm

PSS&grf

Tnfittfir Square

Oberammergan

\

[Goldwyn Would Go Slow With 3-D;

19.

j

dipping into
bringing over

Dick BarstoW from America to

“

Oberammergau, May 19.
This little town, whose main in-

field, is

May

t

stage his

s

be the

1

Thinks Mild

|

revue. Belita will

first ice

13

TV Giving hr Breather

star.

Paris, May 26.
at the HipSamuel « Goldwyn is here for a
dustry is the Passion Play, is
Head
Of
looksee
|
Pact
at
picture
With
conditions as
'which
rocked with dissension centering
well
wuii as me
the continental aismnuuo:
distribution
owns for four weefcs in
•,
91
* 1 , TV
1
Jtround the question of whether
Can. Nat’I film Board
Ja?a 1st
Brit Deal? 0* Ms “Hans Christian Andersen.
Ui« multi-million dollar tourist atHe
given
has
interviews
freely. At
*
Revue is expected to come to
Ottawa, May 26.
I
traction shall be restaged in 1954.
London, May 26.
j
a press conference he said that alv. as a Christmas atAccording to historic schedule, the
Dr. A. W. Trueman, president of \ 4116
By
a
release
qggogatmg
on
the
though
he
has
had 3-D processes
next cycle of performances is not the U. of New Brunswick, ha s been traction.
J
Gaumomr |^rcmt beginning June offered him, he is waiting until a
I960* .But , since a season .appointed Canadian Government!j
due till
.
,
_ the
,
_
ew fonn of fihamaking emerges
war
( 1940).
during
22
for
Wind
missed
To
Java.”
He-I“
Film
was
Commissioner and head of the ! tr
r»i
•
j
i
mm
niihile
He first major s *rom the various changes now in
public
FUm Board’ t0
concluded its
films Gain
progresg anent 3-D.
He added
oea
^
with
the
J.
Arthur
Rank Or- that despite large screen, glasses
i
.
n
«
j
1
Trueman will be NFS’s fourth
ganization since it began opera- or any other relief, the film of the
Tathpr th^n TJt
• bcnodfl nayaates in
!
j
those of the_ past, must
^ons here as a separate orgamta-«*utu^f*
event, jndst theyH wait UU
!
I
*L c*.*n Afr
|
Still Off
I960. Town Council has been has- tary films in England; Ross
;«,,»*«
52
Mcfor
matter
months.
the
on
sling “
Heal was set by company’s new be paramount and that the screenLean, now with UNESCO in Paris,
Berlin, May 19.
j
The council recently «B»ssed
ana SinS
r c t o r , Reginald play creates great stars directors
now Canada .^
Trend in film boxoffice populari.f
Armour,
and its
sales, manager, | and films.
1 Commissioner in Australia,
ty in West Germany's most importonce* understudied tteC&ri* rote, I™**
Lionel Clyne. F ilm gets a dual
ant
key
cities
(including
West
BerOn TV, Goldwyn commented
for insisting that church authoriCoronation
week
release at two of
lin) last month showed a slight
that the present mediocrity of
ties in Munich had no right to reggain by American and German pix. Rank’s West End theatres.
video is giving films a breather.
ulate Passion Play performances.
German product remained on top
Until TV gets better, he feels that
The religious faction says it has
with 39.1% of playdates as comimportant films have nothing to
the backing of Josef Cardinal Wenpared
with
38.8%
in
March.
Amerfear from it, but it was best not to
del, archbishop of Munich, in oppo|
ican pictures held second spot with
minimize
shows
next
summer.
the future of a changin g
the
to
sition
37.9% as against 38.2% in March. s
medium like tele. Citing that
The prelate’s statement was conFrench
product
was
next
in
playing
many
apartments have fine kitchdemned by Lang. But the council
time with 6.7% of dates, followed
ens, but that this does not prevent
then pointed out that Lang was
Rome, May 19.
by new Austrian and Italian films.
the family from gbing to a restauhimself a member of the council
Europe is set for another bumpGerman pix were so successful in
rant fqr a special occasion or a
which had voted unanimously to;
er crop of film festivals this year. April that the first four biggest
meal. Likewise, he feels, the film
*
ask for church guidance.
Dublin, May 19.
With
the
Cannes
Film
grossers
Festival
were
pix.
local
“Maske
always will fill that need for the
Question isn't settled yet. “PasShows imported from London, big
over, the next major gathering is in Blau,” German musical released
and special which TV cannot,
I:
sion” is big time show biz, bringwith cast/ are being as
in Berlin, June 12-28, for that] by Herzog, was tops. Best Ameri- complete
yet, supply/
ing in millions of dollars in sales
city’s annual film frolic.
can
film was “American in Paris” skedded to lift legit biz here. Olymexpenditures
into
this
and tourist
Goldwyn felt that there is too
which landed fifth spot. pia is currently playing Peter CheyClose on its heels is another
small community in every active
ney’s “Meet Mr. Callaghan,” with 1 much film aid in Europe which
01tt ® °*ker HoUywcwd feature
wueu there
mere German Festival, at Gottingen, J
r.vea in years when
_ i_ _
season. Even
v
laziness.
Mamev
in lead mle
he leads to a sort of creative ia?fr
are no performances toe town does (June 30-July 9) spotlighting exi^hA^ndon. Quality is the sole factor, he was
Earth” playedta
biz
in
guided tours | penmental and avant-garde Piz.l^f5 ' Greatest Show tm Earth
a lively
convinced.
He
believes
that
will be
most
Chowdl
through the fe^val playhouse, lto^Th^ amu^^I^amo ^conclave this
his Oriental Ballet, a | countoes produce too many films.
Two facts app
are unroll
unusual about thp
toe fhury and
.
^
costume collections and in souvenir year is set for July 2-12, followed
Goldwyn
goes to Rome,, and then
which Peter
another uaie
me German boxoffice situation, toe j cpmbo from Pakistan
by fluouiedate in uennanv
Germany, the
sales featuring woodcarvings of uy
comes back here June 15 before
*“?,ed
International Cinema Criteriu’m at consumable gain made by German
Passion Play figures.
heading for the U. S.
j
Heidelberg, running July 26-31.
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Theatre will do three-week shut! down for overhaul, reopening with
Mex Union Again Asks
Ckauyel’s ‘Jedda’ Lone
I Wilfred Pickles in “The Gay Dog”
[followed by toe visit of Sybil
Aussie Film in Prod.;
50$ Pay Hike
Thorndike in ’Waters of the
Moon.”
Dame Sybil played London
| Co$4
Tilt Unlikely
Brit.,
Plan
Pix
lead, but toe other stars, Edith
Evans and Wendy Hiller, will not
Mexico City, May 19.
Sydney, May 19.
be with her.
Mexican headquarters of eight Aug. 23-Sept. 7.
With the exception of Charles
3-D
For good measure, IUJr
U. S. film companies have been
The touring company of “Okla- ChauvePs “Jedda,” feature filin’
served by the National Cinemato- added a new item to the list by
TC|homa” will be flown in from Eng- j production in Aussie is completely
1/0 land next month of a season at stymied.
IRK
graphic Industry Workers Union running an Agricultural Film FesSecond half of the year
(STIC* with demands for a 50%[tival in Rome, Oct. 3-12. Only toe
Gaiety, followed by toe Interna- [just coining up shows no prospect
Berlin, May 19.
pay hike and an extra day of paid Cannes and Venice affairs, howiiu nal Ballet on its return from of any local production Upsurge,
worexhibitors
are
Local
very
annual vacations for the union ever, have been given class 1. (cornClosing of Page wood studios by
in- Spain.
ried about the announced
1
help. Demand is a forerunner of petitive) ratings by the InternaThe Abbey has two new plays on Ealing was -the fadeout signal,
creases in film rentals for 3-D
tfae impending biannual revision of tional Producers Assn.
pix. Distributors justify these «by its immediate sked, “The Othbr I American distributors here with
|
the union’s collective work con-!
claiming production and import of j Eden” by Louis D’Alton, and Maur- 1 frozen coin said they had no sews
tracts.
But no strike threat has
-*~ T
3-D pix are considerably more ex- ice Meldon’s “Halcyon Horseman.” °* any Hollyvraod move to make a
than
conventional Theatre is, breaking tradition of fpic Ttown Under this or any year,
pensive
on
IN
FINNISH
I
Tightening of coin 1has halted any
films.
They asked a middle-sized j using only Abbey Players by enexcited by the hefty wage demands.
exhib to play 3-D pix | gaging Christopher Casson to play independent bid to get local camLSINH; CHAPLIN BIG town’s
STIC always asks that much, and
eras
turning, with “angels” closing
toe
English
role in “Eden.” It is
either three weeks at one theatre
then usually accepts around 20%.
Helsinki, May 19.
their checkbooks pronto whenever
his first time with the Abbey.
or 11 days at two.
But this time even 20% is rated
approached
to hack a mooted film.
So far this year, Finnish films- Local exhibs claim that besides
very big because of sharply reduced
Down Under studios, apart from
here the additional rentals considerable
boxoffice
the
dominate
income stemming from the 46c
the newsreel outfits, are presently
10 best grossers, five investment is necessary for 3-D
Among
toe
cinema admission price ceiling
BRIT. DISTRIB
RUSSIA only flooring educational shorts for
are Finnish, with “The World’s | screenings, pranging from $2,000 to
here.
special playdates.
Unemployment
...
.
iMost Beautiful Girl,” starring last} $11,000 per theatre. Currently, onecT ,p
,
IC
eari er us yea
rate in toe film production* field is
PIC
Armi;3-D feature film. “Bwana Devil"
Universe,
Miss
year’s
. /_
J
S . f
mg?T.
its demands. Contract, revision
the*
highest
it
has,
ever
been,
West
being
shown
in
is
spot.
(UA),
in
No.
1
Kuusela,
London, May 26.
is not due until September. AmerHollywood and Great Britain are
j
“Limelight” (UA), in its second Germany. Five other tri-dimenican distribs haven’t had a strike
Ke
e«> Rive, director of Conbeen an
climbing
to sional pictures have
is
here
n‘aI Concorde Cinema Co.,-drs- j £or Aussie -s i, I00 cinemas.
since 1935. However, there have monto
- 1 ??®
been some close calls from shut- fourth place,
“Ivanhoe
and
downs.

year- 1,1 April l25* rear. for exIoen or? os 5
ample, U. S. product was on top
^
J
and moppet Pjx runs Aug.
11-18,
455% Q f playdates, foUowed
followed by the second part, for
Qerinan films with 32.4% of
feature films, Aug. ~0 to Sept. 4.
dates. This year, American pix
Partly overlapping the Venice were down
to 37.9%.
fete is Edinburgh's documentary
j
’
and experimental film festival,
°/n
t0
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sixth and sev
Three iJimeimons." another viet aiinistry of Culture, to negobig surprise of the year appears to *|
by Mondial (Zeiss tiate an exchange
.
be the Italian pic, “Anna, second German effort
deal for British
system .
on
T^
juuui j
Both “Anna”
duuj
currently..
biz ullucuuv
and Russian product.*
best
uesi uu
ch pun pic
“Limeught.”
Claiming that he is authorized to

Backer Asks Accoimting

£

Must

City Theatres

EXCHANGE DEAL

j

s

f

|

j

Stay
J rut as Playhouses
J

.

On 3 Hylton

ae

Legiters

London, May 26
30 British-made films. Rive
,
,
(Ummt
PmAtt
Jack Hylton promised in the high
Mexico City, May 19.
have slowed down.
Lop
ndOBY AIII5 uIYCll ulllil
says he hopes to buy some of Rus- court last week
Lof^) fhontroc
An
j
to give financial
best in exchange and also to statements of three
A newcomer with big potentials
In® so ha d kf« t
f
Y
J
plays, “Kiss
”
ties is the British film, “Topj
Cfl2UlCC lOF LODuOB Kllll negotiate an Anglo-Russian produc- Me, Kate,” “Women of Twilight”
e
i
h
*
ition. He sees this as a means of
wtoh^Tan^rot^fi
Secret]"
ST
and “Call Me Madam,” pending an
London, May 26.
the ” to
g ti alIow
cementing the “new cinema friend- action against him and bis company
...!
from toe
tte Commie press, but is
b«-ni. cinemas
!
become
or be anything
“Happy As a King,” which i ship between "east and west.
playing to capacity audiences.
else but playhouses.
by John Buckley, a 78-year-old
Thaffaelp
_
e
r is
Pl
Although declining to name toe backer.
being granted at the urging of the
j
30 K es he
to offer' mve con
According to Charles Russell,
National Actors Union.
Theatre M&L, MitchdL Sinatra,
*l
CTaUv^hLJfly^y ^he erbe Imd its
^4
al for
Buckley, his client had
,
managers attribute the sharp big,
T*1**5* of
?
_
Described
^ prospects appear slim.
c
’Tame
is toe Spur,”
and is also ne- invested $35,000 for a 40% partner
decline from the big trade of last!
”
It is an
as “a new musical frolic
VI,
WESgOW;
pOf
V1W
4
gotiating
a
distribution
deal
for { ship in “Kate.” He got his investFear, largely to toe 46c. cinema
6
outmoded typical mi^icil comedy “The Pickwick Papers.”
approximately $3,cei.ing.
j ment back plus appibi
Glasgow, May 19.
This is credited with
with a moderate score by ' Ross
500 said to be his share of the
drawing many of their patrons be After
in
month
Moscow',
will
a
he
American stars again are well Parker. Book by Fred Emney and
profits
from
the London run. He
cause the playhouses can’t offer’
return to London via Prague and
featured in the summer vaude lay-J Austin Melford was rated as lackar.y kindT of
put up $2,800 for “Twilight,” but
East Berlin.
a draw show for less j 0ut for Scotland, just announced ling in wit.
Hylton said there was a loss on
92c.
Guy! It was presented by M. H. Pro(by jfoss’ Empires chain.
that show, and he received back
.ihe city nixed toe petition of
Mitchell Is slated to play the Em-« ductions and stars Emney, Eve Lisjust under half of his investment.
Mario Calvet, French-German pixlpire here the week of Aug. 3. ter, Shani Wallis, Leo Franklyn,|
Berks
Co.
For “Call Me Madam,” he again
distrib. to make the Teatro
Greta Unger, Warren"
pacted
»

still
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.
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New

*

Kim

for sanje } Melford,
Frank Sinatra is
invested $35,000 for a 40% partnerrevue-musical
Mitchell and Dickie Henderson,
bouse, - into
a J spot starting July 8.
j
Shooting ‘Stronger One’ ship! That show had a long run at
cinema.
Like nixing was given
j?. rlipr
Merry Macs will Choreography is by Joan Davis
f
d
now
toBre Col
Cosio to make his revue {
Berlin, May 19.
S“
I.
.*f profits were
head the '-Glasgow bouse bfll dui-fand sets by George Ramon.
’
Hylton
had said toe
.. ,
.. .
,
“?^re. the Coloi^ into cinema,
Capitol FUm, West Berlin’s Jat-i over 572,000.
(June
week
1), with
coronation
Buckley^ investa n.m house.
|
est producing company, has feed
Sc Jerry Lewis inked
! Deafi Martin
Dt bad been returned, butl he
J
t Toil
"Bell*
off its* first film,
Stronger j^d
jfor week of June 15, prior to a|
ol the
_
0
^
C1
f
One,” at the Tempelhof studios. I pro fits.
Athens, Slay 19.
A1 Martino
okornia
to States | London opening.
comes June 22.
Hans Soehnker and Gertrude [ Claude Duveen, Hylton’s counsel.
After a long .delay, release of f
Vienna, May 19.
Harry J. Skornia for two years f Frankie Laine is set for a return 5 Paramount’s “For Whom the Bell Kueckelmann are playing the leads said there was no attempt to deWolfgang Liebeneiner di- j fraud the plaintiff and separate
officer for the U. S.-spon- date at the Empire here# Aug. 24, Tolls” w'as forbidden by the Greek with
'
’
”
J
recting.
Waiter von Hollaender banking accounts w*ere kept for
The judge added
disappointed Greek wrote the script and Igor Obei> each venture.
because they waited berg does the lensing. “One” is that no suggestion was made
which the Greek scheduled to be finished within 33 against Hylton about his financial
I dealings.
days.
S. topper^
1 actress Katina Paxinou figured.
Iris,!
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1Tc&K*aar,

Tft«

1951

cashes

27, 1933

Academy Award Winner (AfSiCAN QUE£M|

up with another vmnar

in

SEA? IHI ®S¥IlS

The 1952 Academy Award Winner CHSGH

James A. M*chener*s great Saudi

TODAY...

May

Pacific

NOONI

»

Adventure

REfORM TO PARADISE. « cckr by Technkolor

KIRK

DOUGLAS
in

ACT OF LOVE,

from Alfred Hayes* sensational best-seDer, "Girf

On The Via Flamiria*!

ERROL

AND

9

One

of fho greatest names in the baseness

m TWO

CROSSED SWORDS, Eastman Color and WlUIJUi

bfg ones —

TILL, Pc&e Cc!«!

BIG PICTURES
WILLIAM

HOLDEN

COME

m THE HOOK

mw in

its

third year cn

IS SLOE,

Broadway ond stiR going strong!

THRU
JOEL

McCREA
bi the Eric

Amb?er screenplay

SHOOT

FIRST!

Co-starred with Evelyn Keyes!

And so do the
Academy Award Winneirs!
,

'

7

JOHN

•

<_

HIGH

NOON

tn TWO spectacular produdiocs RAI OEMS OF THE
SEVEN SEAS, Color by Tec&ucolor and CROSSTOWlt

&5e&

1951
!~G *r

::

'ca Be a::'*.

THE AFRICAN

QUEEN

W5C
v

RANs

GREGORY
^

BERGERAC

PECK
TWO btg oem - Merit Twdh's immortal THE MIIUOJC POOR*
RANK NOTE and THE F9XP1I PLAIN, E. H. lasts' best ieI«S
fin

'*

•*

—

ydbiwliyt May 27» 1953
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HCKJISS

PSisnSfr
and
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all have arranged speCoronation Eve and Coronaday galas with inflated
minima. On Coronation night, the
CoBfiuet 2rw psse 1
minimum charge in most eases will
jibe between S15-S20, but at the
Jules tery and Arthur Gardner;
ijseif, will be two miles long, will mains To Be Seen,** will be ex- Savoy, where there is a special
“
lc r B rh
start from Buckingham Mace and Mbited for one night only. Thea-i; chiritj' ball to Sant the~Natito5 ? b5ufht K
e
•«
alehftMM
roro
Nka
«rnlt
_
»
K*? Harold
u«mT»I naM*ta« for tn/tio
indie
pass under the elaborate cere- tre will open at 11:1$ pm. until 4 Playing Fields and the United Ad-®^
E
A *|-» i^irfc
that
have
been
arches
monial
meats wui
will oe
be served to patrons in for dinner and liquor
erected along the Mall to Admiral- menus
Honor is $3o.
S35
of elation as equine star ... $ weekend -after attending the eomj
ty Arch on the first stage of its j their seats. Tickets are bookable
Tessie’ O’Shea’s opening at the J Stanley Kramer signed Torn Tally pony's first international sales con*
*
* _
am
_jl—
a
«
*
»
inf «
jLm W rr
t %
a
«_
gv e-nule circuitous route to the in advance and are at normal the- Colony and
Asfcor last week touched to play Captain '"Be Vriess in ventioa in Miami last week, return
|
Abbey- The return journey, fol- atre prices.
“Caine Mutiny." . . . William to the Coast -tomorrow flhursA
i off the special Coronation cabaret
route,
will
be
differ®!
As
Yolande
Banian, who is the engagements
lowing a
and there will be a Stephens .will function as prodtic-j Prexy Steve Broidy and ad-pub
^ „
t>i
b
slightly longer.
«***- stream of headliners
>r on Benedict Bo- chief John FHmt are planing while
opening from
t urates her buthday on CoronaAU-Nighi Standees
of the Jungle." ... veepee Harold Mirisch is training.
now on. Last night MoSTFlorenee
played her first British
Meantime, it's anticipated that
The public stands, which have
i Desmond
Evl1
of ****>, fee company will soon disclose
cabaret date for three years when
«
’
.
will
to par-j, she'preemed at
e
'
months,
are
past
six
the
identities
for
of one or more contracQuaglinos
and
the
rouse
v
****
Allegro Room. Tonight will be one
Metro,
!“* <***
now almost completed and it is
««mmtmity
smgmg
until
occupied
fully
of
'will
the
be
[
highspots
Paramount and 20th-Fox on a
of the cabaret seahoped they
Columbia
Jane and Joan Cor’
1
l«an-nt
Cow
tesis. for negotiations are
d
i opening at f
showgirl sisters, added to the ;
*
r
legits Costrijbs
continuing on a satisb the Cafe de Pans. Tomorrow night
transport services are to operate
cas i q£ ‘-Red Garters" at Parasec a rash of- new nitery mount.
factory"
basis.
Contribution by "the legit man-j
these outside
nonstop schedules to bring people
|
to town, but buses will be stopped agements is not on the same broad openings with three additions to
Peter Liwferd’j first freelance Payers would have top roles in
" the west
route
from
the
and
end
such
circuit. In Grosvenor role since leaving Metro will be in
expansive scale as for the Festival
AA yams as “Wichita" and
some distance
subway stations will only be kept of Britain two years ago. Apart St. Rico cTAjoa opens his new “A Name for Herself" at Columbia, | *'Yellow Knife."
#""" **—
^
nineii mA»« *»•-» tl«™
<^«i<
crowds permit. from
Discussions also reportedly are
the Old Vic’s production
open as long as
of Pl^h room, the Don Joan, with „ George Cukor directing
_ . . . Ber_
If there is too much surface pres- “Henry YHL” the only special the- Josephine Baser as the star attrae- tita Hanfing completed screenplay in progress between AA toppers
Eustace Hoey is presenting of “Life and Loves of Richard and several indie film-makers with
sure. the stations will be closed by atrical event for the Coronation'^011has been the revival of “The Apple *he Bernard Bros, at his newly Wagner," for Indie production in a view toward bringing them in the
the police.
naay by WRliam Bieterie. . . company fold on arrangements
By a series of crash barriers, Cart,” in which Noel Coward is opened Copacabana, and at the Gen
Wiidam Goetx bought Frank similar to Louis Hayward's A. F. Awhich have been bunt to encircle starring at the HaymarkeL
Sir Orchid Boom. Christopher Hewett F
204
Helene
Cordet
Productions. Latter recently inked
will
are
the
police
be
able
cabaret
the
Laurence
Olivier, who provided
the route,
for
*
a deal calling for delivery of two
to seal off the entire central Lon-, J the legit highlight of 195l^rith his attractions.
^
pictures annually to the firm over
“Cleopatra"
On Coronatioa eve, Hennioqe
.productions*
don area. Today, these barriers] twin
a four-year period.
the
of
pubthe
flow
?
Shakespeare*
impeding
and
Shawn,
Gingold
opens
had
a return season ait |
are
New faces with marquee appeal,
On the same night rAlJT f AC DC
lie traffic, but on Coronation day planned a Coronation entry with the Bagatelle.
Til
as
»
Tltf
T
l.iiuuCu
vliliuill
Broidy recently pointed out, are
in
check Terence Battigan's “The Sleeping there Is a new lineup at the Savoy
they will keep the crowds
In line with AA's revamped proand keep accidents down to a mini- Prince.” His wife, Vivien Leigh, headed by Nandi Crompton, which
will include Tony Fayne and David
Etna.
I was to have been his co-star, but
SUIT duction format which avoids
_
"cheap” films but at the same time
There is still no evidence of SRO as a result of her breakdown the Evans, the Andrea Dancers and the
|
Chicago, May 26.
escapes the hazards of the ‘“million
hoards being necessary for Coro- * production has been postponed tm- Jay Walkers. For the Coronation
Government
lost
U.
S.
last
week
dollar picture.”
Company's J-D
In its place, at the St. ^ gala, there ^will be guest appearnation seats and offers are still til July.
“Stariight Case," a suit against entry, “The Maze,” it was disrtised In the na- James Theatre, comes a new play onces by Noel Coward, Maurice
reguiarly advertised
*
1® tbeatoes which al-, closed, wiH preem at the
“
nve
Los AnNevertheless, pros-! by Mary Haley-BeH in which her (Chevalier and Rudy Horn. At the t
tioaal press.
conspired to ^ mamtain geles and Hollywood Paramount
pects of a complete sellout are rea- husband. John MHR, is starred. Berkeley- there is to be a double
11 65
practices in vi(>- Theatres the end of June and will
sosabiy bri^it, but the selling This is ‘“The Uninvited Guest,” to bill comprising Lys Assia and P ^
011
Sherman Antitrust also open on the Butterfield circuit
price, which started on a down- be presented by Henry Sherek to- David Nixon, while for one night jfH
Jin Michigan the same month.
only there will be cabaret at Act:
ward spiral several weeks ago, morrow night CWed.L
Chi Federal Appeals Court ruled
Savoy Theatre. “A Claridges for the Coronation gala.
shows little sign of hardening. Al- 1 At the
the
that
drive-ins
were
engaged
not
jt t
most from the outset, the public, Woman of No Importance" is with Kay Cavendish and Clifford
j
pj
iSf U.U.
resisted fancy charges being asked billed as a Coronation year spe- Stanton. In this switch from fra- jin interstate commerce and there- TilfuBII
f°*e
not
The
liable under the act.
by many speculators and the prices | rial but Jack Hylton jumped the ditional policy there will also be
W2S
first
filed
spring.
last
rhumba
band
in
*
addition
the
gun
taking
tumble.
more
than
to
a steady
six months when
have been
by
WILL
j
I
In addition to the 2,000,003 ex- be staged his Coronation Crazy resident combos. At Al Burnett’s]
T
Hfti»
r wii p
pected along the route, at least!; Gang revue, “Ring Out The Bells,” Stork Room. Bobby Sherman con-]
rv
n
n- l
QSp
2>aranac
half of the population will be view- at the Victoria Palace last Novem- tinues as the cabaret lure, while mi
i*
§ HrJlflUttWl 2£K
Y., combined with a
This is doing consistent SRO Susan Sandier is featured at
is.g the spectacle in the comfort of ber.
S three-day outing of indu&iryites at
Caro's.
The
Blue
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Pronto and two civilians
day (22) tq, conduct the act for 5
couldn’t he cut until
11 the bud
budeet
^ et
If backed by an orch, enhanced
ed
go under, but a third one |g
ets into bal f?ce
'Opening British vaude and con- by romantic lighting and hypoed Danny Kaye at the White House K¥j
J®
dld
remainder were inno,
„ ,
cert tour here, Billy Daniels has by tight routines, Veloz & Yolanda] press photogs’ shindig in the Stat-l cen*l bystanders.
Marion
B.
Folsom,
Under-Secrean aide took 1
solid reception from both adults ] might, in spite of their long lay-!
°f
Treasury, told the
over the Palace baton.
Trau .
Slater didn’t try anv new tricks If
and bohpysoxers. His 35-minute
(
recapture much of the preemion the subjects while' under hyo- House Small Business Committee
act receives warmest mitting of nence they once rightly held. But
last
Thursday
(21), “Our position
nosis.
Most
of
what
he did \vas
Chicago. Clfii
any accorded to U. S. stars this struggling along with two pianos,
Previously seen at Loew’s State now is that we don’t w ant to lose
season^smger revealing a polished haildicapped by inadequate lightChicago May 22.
’
and
that
revenue.
elsewhere
We
don’t want to see
around
New York.
artistry found only in the best tng a nd a bare stage, and leaning
Van Johnson
& aCo. (3 *) Bobby
1
a
«r»T «
TTniPPtfOl* f
VlP major
m n rnr» punch of
aT iltn
5m? of these
IKppa ftaxes come off
A rf in
*
(ko
However,
the
the
the any
has gals in gallery | OIf dance instinct instead of pin- Sargent. Adriana
acts.
& Charley Wal\
evening
«.**»aTniTn»
is
reserved
for the post- current calendar year.”
screaming, but he also has the point terping they falter in their ton & O Rourke, Louis Basil Orch;
hypnotic
stages
in
which
subthe
older stubholders in stalls giving bid a<;kiTf
"Desert
Gobi”
(20th).
hours of watching
g
jects perform at a suggested signal
out with merited kudos.
COMPO Still Hopeful
time and $3.60 at the box.
,
Van Johnson is making a one- while fully awake. Now these
in the face of President EisenDaniels opens with “Just One of
in appearance the dancers still
c
p
Those Things,” then goes into J catch the eye though Yolanda is a week stand here. After a few more
hojver’s position a gai nst tax reduc»?
«
laugh- t to n as outlined in his radio, ad"Night and Day,” giving this par-] little more gaunt and Veloz a lit- rehearsals with the band, this pnjookers. ^t tts^a type
sho,-^ Shape as acceptable fare‘ on
tictflarly fine rendition. He keeps
last weel, CouncU of Motion
volunteers, un me
most counts. Also mere
there needs to
gabbing to minimum, saying merePi chire Organization* P«cs stated
Veloz & Yolanda’s "A Cavalcade be a switch in the bill lineup with other hand, nobody forced them
ly he’s glad to be in Scotland and
Lf Vtiii
h
admitting to a little nervousness of Dance," with Veloz & Yolanda, comic Bobby Sargent more appro- to come up on stage.
l
of winning
Among the gimmicks were a s*aP ds 2 &ood chance
(which isn’t very evident).
Star Jr., Robert Garretson, William Tea- priate to precede Johnson. Pupadgets In pleasant comedy touches ford; Geary, San Francisco; $3.60 pet act now in that spot fails to sailor swooning at Slater's singing: j reh ef from the Federal 20.
another was talked into the belief nussions levy. They have it figured
build properly for the film star.
with Benny Payne at the ivories, top .
Johnson has a sock opener with that anything he smoked for the that the Treasury Dept, actually
this being one of best features of
his special material song, "Here I uext 24 hours would taste like will realize a benefit of $4,000,000
the. act He also works in useful
Again,” which takes him from burnt rubber; one subject per- via elimination of its admissions
plug for his latest Columbia pic, tie less than in former years. The
•‘Cruisin* Down the River.”
old° Hair and much of the old chorus boy through all his hit pic- formed ballet and the civilian was cut. That’s the pitch being made
He follows with “Come led to believe he was a product of to the House Ways
Means ComAudience warms to his songalog, warmth are still on hand, but this tures.
which includes "Bye Bye, Black- melange is further proof that time Rain, Come Shine” racing with Danish surgery. He complained to mittee.
r
e
SSiStaDt that “his
bird,” "My Yiddisha Mama,” “If] erodes unused talent. Put another the orch, but they all manage to
Exhib tax committee, which is
out together. Actor is aided chest felt
Only You Pretend” and "Sunny way, they are out of practice. It come
.
eaded
Pf*
ee nd ?his efforts by an unbilled pianist
Slater keepPonlookers interestSide of the Street.” The fans emit takes more than a few rehearsals
J?,
TJ
/
Cojne,
md Bpbert W.
a
ud
a
bongo
player,
ed
w
ho
set
most
throughout.
He apparently
further screams at his singing of to recapture the old subtleties, the 1
COiIPO
121 counsel, have to.d
SP^
There’s another knows
v his business ouu
*
"Because You’re Mine.” Spot is old conceits, the old refinements. of his tempos.
and JLL
_
if there
UiCl c
industry,
the
special
House
the
about
group
a
that
Hollywood
are
hasany
plants
the
given Payne for his impersonation And these aren’t on hand to
or stooges that he
of the late Fats Waller singing degree expected of top perform- been which gets murky but tiein employs it’s extremely hard to de- via admissions and corporate and
On the surface, everything income taxes, yielded $262,000,000
"Ain’t Misbehavin’.” (Incidentally, ers. Veloz is still adept and Yolan- affords Johnson a chance for take- tect.
Payne was last here in the mid- da retains her dance^acting finesse, offs on Astaire. Chevalier, Gene seems kosher.
in 1952. Same source will mean
Jose.
All
*30s with Cab Calloway.) Daniels but these aren’t enough to gloss Kelly, plus a little softshoe.
only $161,000,000 in terms of taxes
earns further plaudits with the the imperfections the miscues, the this le^ds into thank-you "Too
in 1953 unless the tax is removed,
Marvelous for Words” with curtain
oldie, "Lady of the Evening,” and improvisations.
it was stated. Point underlined by
drawing together.
closes to solid mitting with "That
In substance this,, “calvacade” is
the industry reps is that maintainCopyright
Bobby Sargent is using some of,
Old Black Magic.”
a rundown of most of the old his old
ing
the status quo on the levy will
material but possibly it’s]
Continned from page 3
Syd
Max Harrison, British dance standbys from the waltz to
mean
closing
r— of 5,000 theatres
the
.7
comics, have a nice line of ec- the rhumba with a few novelties a fresh audience for it’s getting!
th,s
year and this would account
log,
bigger
songs
laughs than before. How- i
and background music) J
centricity and a crosstalk act that thrown in for variety. Some of it
for
big drop in tax revenue.
rouses yocks, particularly in their, is good, some .of it inadequate, ever, fob (he early a.m. seathold- would not be protected.
ers there is, soine^. earthy stuff.
Copyright committee of the Mo- Conversely, say the industryites,
second-half spot. One partner em-i none of it inspiring or exciting.
Jokes about Christine and the like lion Picture Assn, of America is topoff of the tax will enable tne
ploys toothy grimace to useful efTwo other facets which make up fiat yocks and his immigrant miner still mulling
adthe pic industry’s po- industry to pay $165,000,000 in
this overlong hassle are - Veloz & standard
registers
very
well. sition.
Vic Wise, Jewish comedian,». —
On the basis of the coi missions, etc., taxes.
is Yolanda,
iviouuo, Ml
Jr.,
auu iwhvu
uaticj,Robert Garretand
^
.,
A«t Ja«1«
*ii
clusio11
reached
film
Filmites claim further that the
copyright*
son and William Teaford, pianists. TV^commercfal^w^hirh'^
lawyers wil1 probably testify be- President’s stated opposition to tax
,n es bls V s The youngsters are cute if not par,and tops it with a frantic version
i?*?™
D ^ore a con
bunself 25 radl0 ,s ticularly
f>ressional
cutting
committee
should help the industry
outstanding
and
the of a bebop disk jockey
)
Wicky Vise.
adpianists are excellent but not esAdriana & Charley are a click hvben le g i5 lati on pertaining to the- cause because previously the
Act
of
real
promise
is
the Scot- pecially entertaining. Kiddie bits trampoline
..
comedy team with [copyright measure is introduced in missions measure had faced an
tish Mr, ind Mrs. team of Margo shave their place and Rachmaninoff
some tight control flips. There tbe Senate.
encumbering tieup with excess
Henderson & Sam Kemp, who (can he hot stuff on occasion, but are the usual gainers
and somer- j According to Adolph Schimel, profits proposals and another tax
have bright musical offering, gal (not necessarily in a dance recital saults. but the
prone work to head of the
copyright com- item concerning the storage 01
being Seated at the ivories. Open- laboring under difficulties of its shoulder stands
are strong and mittee, the film industry is still whiskey. These now have been relag number is "Wonderful Copen- own.
Ted .
they clinch things when male does discussing the matter.
i
moved.’

Peg Leg Bates. S»mph<mSf Orch
Young
under Raymond Page.
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Sez Pic Mafigai Made

Cinerama 'Handshake’

.

May 26.
was filed hew

within the
opening for possible control of the 2 the deal would not come
company via a $150,000 loan guar- scope of the consent decree, would
Fabian
that
understood
It’s
board
present
Cinerama’s
an teed by
|
pictures himself, but
of directors. The Lurie coin, how- not make the
picture deals to maever is seen as the beginning of would license
He * currenUy
further investments. Lurie left for jors or indies.
of the Justice
reaction
Chicago over the weekend to look j awaiting the
Dept,
exis
and
interests
g
in on his really
pected back in New York late this \
J

\

;i

|

Meanwhile, Cinerama developments included the resignation^ of
executive veepee Frank M. Smith.
Smith’s exit, it’s indicated, had no

Continued from

Los Angeles,

Suit for $250,000
against UI by Geraldine Larsen,
femme magician, who charges “wilintentional, deliberate and*
ful!,
flagrant” violation of her privacy
in the picture, “Because of You.”
Known as The Magic Lady on television, and founder of a magazine
devoted, to magic, plaintiff declares
she was held up to public shame
by a character called The Magic
Lady in the film. The oqe in tfie
film had a criminal record.

3-Developn

Deties Code

UA

Her Good Rep Disappear

Continued from page 3

PCA

connection with the snarled state | Leigh lens is Cinerama, which, acof Cinerama’s affairs, hut was « cumulates multiple angles by use
strictly due to illness. Smith, one i 0f three cameras,
TIMING: New method of imof the Cinerama pioneers and a
longtime associate of the vice * proving the presentation of all 3-D
Lowell
has been announced by
chairman of the board
; pictures
U.
Thomas, has been told by physi- j Paramount. It was discovered by
? studio
technicians while readying
cians to take a six-month rest.
combe
the
and
will
solve
release
"Sangaree” for
Other efforts to
foreign government. Spanish reply
problems saw made available to all theatres,
financial
pany’s
j
prexy Dudley Roberts, Jr., and] One of the flaws in 3-D screen- was that, when the original deal
pitch
in
»
an
a
been
lack
of
past
has
a
Cooper
in
the
\
ing
C.
upr
veep?e
was set up last year, the Franco
to C. Y. Whitney to return to the ^accurate synchronization of ’’shut- regime had been given to underexecutive staff. Whitney, who had ter timing,” causing a watery sort
been executive aide to Roberts, re- of double image to appear on the hand that It would get some such
Paramount is currently assistance, if not necessarily from
Signed when his buyout offer to the screen.
preparing a booklet describing the MPAA.
company was turned down.
_
Whitney,, however, retained his simple mechanical steps to elimiTalks last week centered around
stockholdings in the company, a to- nate the possibility of “out-of-time”
a Spanish offer for 46% remittance
tal of 10,500 shares. Whitney’s of- projection,
with reasonabl assurance that dolfer would have increased his stake ]
In the company and would have ]
lars would be forthcoming, and a
a top position in man-|
given
compromise on the volume of
agement.
American imports. Spaniards would
Behind the Roberts and Cooper
Continued from pate 5
let in 75 features for the time befeelers 'to Whitney is that the latthe total to be revised in
ter might be induced to provide public proving their most potent ing,
January if possible. Under the
the coin which Cinerama requires ally.
which ran out Feb. 28,
agreement
Public resistance, they note, has
to get, off the ground. Although
Americans could bring in
the board flatly nixed Whitney’s altered the sales policies of several ’53, the
a
year,
but only 75 went to the
100
earlier offer, it’s now felt that per- companies. United Artists, it’s remembers. Good part of the
haps some compromise deal can be j ported, has come down on its terms
wasn’t picked up by
remaining
25
arranged.
4 for “Moulin Rouge,* offering 35%
In the SW-Cinerama talks, one ] deals in many territories. In addi- the indies.
Since it’s known that the Spanthing became more and more clear. 1 tion, Col is said to have changed
Any deal that Fabian might make its policy on “Salome.” Originally, iards would like a new pact to start
for operating the theatres would it was dated on pre-release for Aug. 1, execs believe there will be
have to include a production ar- cities of over 75,000 only. How- talks in Madrid soon. Meanwhile,
rangement; at least for the .first ever, many small town exhibs re- the Americans have enough pix in
picture.' Fabian, seeking continu- ported they’re bidding for the pic- Spain to last them through the
ity of product, is stiff wary of Cine- ture at more down-to-earth terms summer ^and into the fall. Spanish
rama’s production plans. Theatre than originally demanded. There’s offer for a ne\V deal also included
topper feels he can get the green- also been some indication of RKO’s extended uses of blocked funds and
light from the Dept, of Justice for bending on terms for “Peter Pan’ unlimited importation of original
versions.
a film-making arrangement since and “Hans Christian Andersen.”
:
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It stars
Hannerl Slate

okay but the producers

fall.

‘

Forming

1

tion’s
if

codes.

tradewise,

Further,

“Blue” proves a

b.o. click, it’s

unlikely that the PCA thumbsIn addition to damages, the suit
downing would discourage any sigasks an injunction restraining furnificant amount of exhibitor buyther showing of the film unless UI
ing. This is based on the wide
eliminates the character.
play given some * outstanding foreign imports which were not submitted for PCA- seals.
Possible trouble spot involves
S.-Spain
the Legion, because of the threat
Continued from pate 7
Legion itself reof picketing!

Continued from pis*

paw

Johannes Heesters,
and Hardy Kruger,
balked atr tljis idea.
imported
for the purpose, /As a
Eye" Legion’s ^Reaction
legiter in “Vienna, it was called
Of, major concern to UA in its “Clouds Over Everything,”
selling of the film, according to observers, will be the reaction of the
Catholic National Legion of Decency. UA is not an MPAA memAllied
ber; consequently the distrib is
Continue 3 from page 7
not bound by. any of the organiza-

ting a

frains

from

demonstrations

any

against film product, but allied
organizations, such as. chapters of
the Knights of Columbus, in past

run and the
time when the picture is generally
released; and (2) the fact that
when the picture is generally released, it usually has its first-run
in the same theatre that played it
on pre-release.
ATOI’s suggestion stems from
the Senate Small Business Committee hearings. Outfit points out that
while solons appeared to feel that
something should be done about
the large number of pre-releases,
there was an indication the Senators were impressed by the large
investments required, to produce
such pictures as “Quo Vadis” and
Greatest Show on Barth.”
Allied unit admits its pre-release
plan is a feeler. Exhib org obtion of the pre-release

have had placard-bearers outside
theatres which have played pix
given the “condemned” rating by
the Legion. Another strong faetor
is the annual pledge taken by
Catholics,
which enjoins them serves: “To say that no picture
from seeing any film banned by should ever be shown an extended
-Legion.
the
runs at high prices might alienate
Film has 'William Holden, as a sympathy.
To try to prescribe
successful architect, and his ‘fancyfree neighbor, David Niven, engaging in oral skirmishes with
Maggie McNamara at Holden’s

standards for pictures in order to
justify such handling would be
well-nigh impossible. Any such
formula might prevent a really fine
swank apartment. Miss McNamara picture from earning all that it derepeatedly boasts of her chaste serves and result in glorifying an
and her frank utterances expensive flop.”
life,
have the effect of keeping her two
pursuers in line.
N. Y. State Censor Board has
Suit Slowed
approved the film.
„
Los Angeles, May 26.
‘Blue* to ‘Virgin*
Minority stockholder suit filed by
Milton Friedman against Howard
Vienna, May 19.
will
20th-Fox office here announced Hughes, Ned Depinet and
that the German version of the be taken under advisement in 30
company’s "Moon Is Blue” will be days by Judge John J, Ford in
titled “The Virgin on the Roof.” Superior Court.
Handle is attributed to Carl ZuckCourt gave. Friedman 20 days to
mayer, who penned the Deutsch file affidavits in connection with
version for producer-director Otto the suit, while the defendants were
Preminger.
given 10 additional days to file
Pic is not to open here until counter-statements.
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ailing and confined to Northwestern hospital.

Amusement Stock Quotations

Row

( JV.Y. Stock Exchange)
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For Week Ending Tuesday (28)

NEW YORK
Bruce

C

News

over
southern exchange areas before returning June 5.
Blanche Livingston, 4n charge of
publicity for RKO out-of-town the(TuesJ on .
«ui«, sailed yesterday
atres,
the Queen Mary to attend the Coro-

-

.

DALLAS

!

;

nation.
<CP

&

subsequents.
Associates.
Ezell
Starlight ozoner opened hare. It
seatpatio
capacity
and
500-car
Serv- has
Exhibitors Film Delivery
ing 200.
ice Co. building damaged last
United Detroit Theatres has reLutzer Bros, here sold the NaWednesday (20) night by a bomb varro
at Kefens to Stanley goopel modeled its eastside nabe house,
Builddoor.
front
explosion at the
Cinderella. Job included 1,800
the
Athens.
of
ing also is occupied by Friendly
The Rialto at Greenville, oper- new seats, new projection equip-!
Theatres Co. and Central Shipping
and all new decorations.
years,
being
ment
nearly
40
for
ated
and Inspection Bureau. Damage shuttered June 1 by Sullivan
did job in bff-hours in order fo
was estimated at $1,500, and the Moore Theatres, and turned into a keep house open so merchants* biz
blast caused about $50 damage to
would not suffer by house being
house.
Warner Bros, Building across the bizS. L. Oakley, general manager of shuttered. Merchants showing apstreet. Labor dispute over a driveTheatres, announced preciation with plugs in windows
Texas
East
probed
being
in’s operation is
£y plans to build a 678-car drive-in at and ads.
*
Police,
airGroup of 45 seniors, from the
h£re Lufkin. Ozoner will have an

"KANSAS CITY

&

DETROIT

*

UDT

&

Another first-run added
conditioned auditorium seating 300
20 when downtown Roxy
House wa^ re- open all year.
switches policy.
Ezell & Associates, operators of
opened few weeks ago by Durwood
ozoner circuit throughout state,
Theatres, Inc., after facelifting a
made the Buckner Boulevard
has
P
tte Driven here pliable for 30 days
Billy Graham,
Evangelist
D|to
Seven Sea^CUA) and the 3r
fight pictures was opening bill.
Next on schedule is “Abbott-Cos-

May

WfuStol

Dayton, O., New Lebanon High,
chartered a bus to bring them
here to see "This Is Cinerama” at

Music Hall.

LOS ANGELES

I

PITTSBURGH

5

M^^d,

p.„t . r(, mattaffpr nf

^Warrpm Brastaf from Lake GenStolLy- evZ Wis.. jotatd’ Stanl^-W^r
the and goes to the Strand in Greensburg.

The Colonial on the southside J
Joe Leon, Universal’s branch
manager, off on vacation to Fieri- j recently dismantled, now a Bingo
palace.
da and the Bahamas;
The Keystone, North Philly key,

now on weekend
Jack

operation.

ST.

Chief

package.

Harris’

LOUIS

puxI*, fetaup, ueipnos, v.,
Geronlmo and Ms Wild West
Whiz Kids, booked into string otl chased an ozoner near Pans, IlL,
drive-ins, starting Memorial Day. from John VestaL Staup also operThe Carmen, uptown film-vaud- ates a drive-in near Ft Wayne, Ind.

I

.

Stanford Jaske sold shuttered
New
Theatre- building.
Celenza, 31, and Thomas Baden, HL, to Stanford Fritz, who
William
•- An v- - ii’ _ r
j
i. j
t......

er,

switched to

film

a

policy.

->

burley

State

.

of safe in the Savoy, South Philly
nabe, March 16.
Brandon De Wilde in to draw
winning ticket in $25,000 jackpot
'

BROADWAY ANGELS,
.

INC.
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9%

14%

43%
11%

7%

4%

47

.

.

.

.

439
Decca
Eastman Kdk 141
Loew’s .... . 207
.

.

Nat. Thea.

.

Price 50c a $hare
Consult your broker or write
or phone for a prospectus to

. .

3% RKO Piets.
3% RKO Thea
3% Republic

2* W. 45tk

INC.

New York 2$

St..

mku

music

Rockefeller Center

“YOUNG

BJESS”

JEAN SIMMONS

•

STEWART GAAHGER
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•

CHARLES LAUGHTON
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American Stock Exchange

17% 14% Du Mont
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2% Monogram
25%

33

3%
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Technicolor
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Trans-Lux

.
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160
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Walt Disney
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3%
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1%
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Quotations furnished by Dreyfus
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—
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%
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—1%
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+ %
+ %

—%
+23%
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—
%
—
—%
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+ %

Ask

Bid

Over-the-Coimter Securities
Cinecolor .

Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe)

16%

17%

+ %
+1%
+ 3%
+1%
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—
—%
—%
+ %
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Loew’s Mayer. Payoff
Continued from page 3

attacked a

$2,750,000 payoff the

company handed him in December, whom

.

“

^Mor

"^° “

K

%bm,

•

m

Miller-Donaldson (company’s acengineered for flat or company.
countants) report Latter more or
curved screens. With GlanrIn a lengthy hearing on the pro- less was a yardstick for estimating
orama, the deep-curve screen and posed
settlement, the deal was residual values.
the optical system correct the disThis report, incidentally, was
praised as "fair and reasonable”
tortion
by attorneys for both plaintiffs admitted into evidence and sealed
Leigh hopes to arrange a< demonby the court upon request of com'
stration of Ms Cinerama-type GlamBut whU e the principal litigants pany counseL They contended if
orama system on a 50 by 20 foot
it were allowed to become public,
the Ivanhoe.
screen in N.Y. as soon as possible. e^P resse d satisfaction with the
°“
er
urged Judge Coxe to competitors would have vital inHe has also worked out an idea for
o
formation. Originally, Moskowitz
UlIN V
a "track system” in theatres that approve it, several legalites reprerecalled, "Mayer wanted $5,000,000
Hall Baetz, Denver city manager would permit the same screen to se *ting minority stockholders not
action objected on but it didn’t take Mr. Schenck more
for Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, be rolled across the stage in what- P ar^ies *to ithe
"
than
a few minutes to decline.”
the contention that "no facts had
resigned to go to Seattle as gen- ever shape is required^
Moskowitz was then briefly
been submitted upon- which a seteral manager of the Sterling Tb£cross-examined
on Loew’s profits
atres chain of 40 theatres in Washtlement offer could be granted.”
ington and Oregon. In' theatre biz
Arnold Malkan, of Malkan & Isac- over the past 10 years, what methstarted
with
since 1918 when he
son, in behalf of Gladys Altstadt, ods were employed in determining
$8,000,000
,000
Charles Skouras in St. Louis,
of 25 shares, charged the the estimated value of residual
] holder
Baetz spent 16 years with the
things.
among
other
Continued from page
ft 5 SmSS
defense withheld certain affidavits rights,
Skourases in California before gobecame
the
discussion
until the last
1 minute.
e* Ue
He aalso
» 0 When
ing to Salt Lake City as a division at cost; $5,599,000 in productions
,
rather
company
Involved,
a
s de ositi ° n
manager, and later to Denver.
i n progress -and charges to future
?
counsel Interrupted with the obon the proceedings as madequate
n reductions
servation that rival attorneys were
an "^mentary ”
Total
current
and
working
assets
m
"trying to audit the auditors.”
^ U
against
B&K Tower to fold because of amounted to
nisr° wa
Loew attorney Hazard N. Geramy Holding Corp., of which
biz drop. Lease has two years to total current liabilities of $8,768,^
Y. attorney Gustave Garfield is
258.
Bank borrowings had been Gillespie s disclosure that both president, and wMch held 100
go.
"Hans Christian Andersen,” reduced to $lf,0bo,6oo, and the Havid O. Selznick (Mayer’s former shares of Loew’s common, filed the
(RKO) began first sub-run at 27 number of films pledged was cut to son‘M’law) and the Music Corp. of original derivative suit in January,
America each had offered Mayer
top nabe houses May 22.
three.
1952. Action was later consolidated
Charm Theatre going on- partReport revealed that the board $3,000,000 for his residual rights. with similar
suits brought by
of directors, as of Jan. 3, author- Purpose in revealing the outside
,,
Charles E. Singer,- Daisy Deitsch,
°®
er
*
was
clarified by Gillespie
ed 4116 writeoff of $2;103,831 by
^
Frank
B. McMullin and Margaret
tlxe chain ^or
p0 con ” direct charge to profit and
^r
told the court: "I think the
loss of
??n^c
B. McMullin. Besides the company,
facts show they (the LoeW board)
the
coit
oI
certain
stories,
continTeitel Films moving its midwest
Mayer and Rubin, all other direcfor less to light of
aes tod prelimlnary production
heldJuLlire to
tors were also named defendants.
“i
the outside offers.
Kling Studios completed 3-D charges.
Hefty item on the d6bit side in
Malkan, who implied there was
color industrial film, for Admiral
the stockholder report was in the little factual basis in the Selznick
Corp.
REOPEN INPIE LOT
form of advances to outside pro- and MCA bids, argued that "these
Hollywood, May 28.
ducers.
Losses on such invest- outside offers are worthy of no
Key West Studios, managed by
raents amounted to $3,758,000 in credence.” He asked Judge Coxe
Herb
Meeks,
has been reopened for
Third 3-D film to reach local
j.
.
sl fiscal
fis
, year.
th „
e lost
that Mayer be questioned further indie rental purposes after extenloop, "Man in Dark.” bowed out of
Incumbent board members are and requested Selznick and MCA’s sive renovation.
State aft$r only one week with
less than $10,000 takings, despite candidates for reelection at the Lew Wasserman be required to tesCurrently prepping there are
fact admission was upped to $1. June 3 meet. They include prexy iify as to their respective offers. Lindsley Parsons’ "Northern PaBut "House of Wax” is in fifth James R. Grainger, Hughes, Noah Among others rapping the settle- trol” and Bernard Glasser’s sciDietrich, *A. Dee Simpson and J. ment proposal were Jesse Hemley,
week at RKO-Pan.
"From Other
ence-fiction
film,
Hollywood producer and circuit Miller Walker,
J repping Irving and Harriet Schnurr
Worlds.”

Mrs. Charles Moore, resigned as
manager of the Vogue, Palestine,
HI, owned by Bernard Temborius
and J. Stewart Fox.
Three independent. houses here
and in St. Louis county skedded
for a summer
JPj®? *5^
the Longwood, the Overland and

tem
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slightly

t

.

^

‘

MINNEAPOLIS

i

Oorosh

6%

11%
11%
16%
17%
68%
15%

.

£ J
i

w^

um cut

7

14

5
11% 10% Rep., pfd.
12% 9% Stanley War. 100
19% 13% 20th-Fox
122
Univ, Pix.
73
17% 14
.*230
Univ., pfd.
68% 61
17% 14% Warner Bros. 33

CHICAGO

New York Theatres

.

10%
43%
12%

15%
45%
44%
15%
11%
44%
12%

3%
4%

^

TRafolgar 4-1 81

.

147
38
41
265
172
58
117

14%
43%
44%

3%
4%
4%

4%
4%
4%

RKO’s

BROADWAY ANGELS,

.

30% 26% Paramount
Philco
36% 31
29% 25% RCA .......

nmui/TD
LK

Stock

15%
45%
45%
16%
12%
44%
13%

Net.

Change
for week

as well as Vera D. Tallin, all of
hold..a total of 360 shares.
After patiently listening through1951, for surrender of his residual
out, Judge Coxe opined "I really
rights in pictures made while he think we’re getting nowhere.
I
was on the lot.
see nothing to justify the court
from saying that this is not a fair
settlement.”
tion for approval, Judge Coxe
Additional light on origin of
ruled that toe offer was -fair, adebid' to sell Ms residual
Mayer’s
d
na e
-/
rights to the company was provided
wou * d formally sign by Loew veepee-treasurer Charles
angle lens. Superama is the inven- ca*® d
torn of Leigh and Hogue and the an order to that effect tomorrow C. Moskowitz. Recalling he’s been
lens bearing tnfeir names was used (Thurs.). Court also retains juris- associated with the firm since 1913,
by Paramount to recent tests which Action of toe case to act on appli- the exec said that in late November
*
were nronounced
or early December of 1951 presipronounced "highly successcation of plaintiff attorneys for al- dent Nicholas M. Schenck
ful.
received
Superama will he demonstrated lowances, and costs,
a phone call from Boston banker
in N.Y. to the trade later this week.
Settlement calls for Mayer to re- Serge Semenenko who was acting
Leigh said. An 11-minute test film turn $150;00G of the $2,750,000 for Mayer.
has been lensed to prove that the residual rights purchase price to
"We told Semenenko,” Moskosystem covers a wider scope than the company. At the same time witz testified, "that we would buy
anv+hinv with the exception of
t it (the residual rights)
at the right
which reauires three Robert
also a defendant, fe
is price. He came back about a half
^Tuired under the deal to reduce dozen times and the rights were
obtain the same effect While the his residual rights percentages eventually sold for $2,750,000.”
Superama lens is used at the cam- from 5.4% to.- 5.1%. It was esti- Basis in determining what would
pra rnpairpc Pin nco a cfannarn
.
*
*
be a "fair price for Loew’s and its
stockholders” largely hinged on the

g*»

^yV.Mafwho

.-key,

100s
Low
13% Am Br-Par Th 266
37
38% CBS, "A”
10
38% CBS, "B”
Col.
Pic.
...
158
.
11%

Broder’s indie production, “Combat Squad,” macfe without a release with John Ireland and Lon
-McCallister starring..
RKO acquired U. S. release'
rights to the J. Arthur Rank pro-

manager.
Gary McHugh, no#, mth Walter
Loew’s Theatre and Realty Corp.,
which operates Loew’s Midland Reade, will handle publicity for
here, has obtained dia extension on summer stock at the Savoy, As‘Glamorama’
Its lease for an additional 10 years* bury Park, NfJ.
„ „
Carl C. Guerrein, owner of SkyContinued from page 7
way Drive-In near Erie, leased it
- afflUated
Pavillion
Pavilll0n
affiliated
Dipson
to
PS<
compared to the usual 40 degrees,
.^
,
_
«
i
b
ri*„?T
5?oT-"r,
».
owns toe Grand
to
tb
and his wife, oft for
toree-year lease held hy Stanley to
aid a wide-

St Theatre.

a*
15%
45%
45%
16%
12%

Columbia closed a deal for Jack

Michael _ Card one, mana ger of
Heart Drive-In opened on east
Tyrone,
side of city as one of most deluxe Wilson and El * Patio in
promoted
by Stanley-Warner to
1,000ozoners in the area. It’s a
car operation with largest screen managership of Harris in Taren-* duction, "Night Without Stars,”
It is operated by turn; being replaced at Tyrone
, in midwest
produced in 1950, with David FarWinoko Corp. Henry Wigman is bouses’ by Lora Ainley, from r^r and Nadia Gray in leads.
Cleveland zone.

69th

Weekly Weekly Weekly Tnes.
Low Close
VoLin
High

1953

is playing sixth stanza at Century.
Leo Peterson, vet South Dakota
Arlene Dahl due in town next
"Sangaree,”
circuit owner, gravely ilL
exploit
week to help
Joe Loeffler, Republic branch
with Mike Weiss as flack in charge.
Melvin Fox plans to open his manager, tor Chicago to meet Cecil
Bridgeton, N.J., drive-in for sum- Newberry, company’s new sales
manager.
mer-winter operation.
,
„ .
,3-D finally has arrived in Twin
Cities nabes with "Bwana Devil”
(tJA) going into two St. Paul indie
Kenneth Morris namelj manager houses, the Faust and Arcade.
of Buckner Boulevard Dnve-In Film was set in these two for test
here, being transferred from Chief runs before being generally re-)
Drive-In, Austin. Both operated by leased to the Minneapolis-St. Paul

sales chief; Neil Agnew, recently
named special assistant to company prez* Herbert J. Yates, ana
southern district manager Walter
homeoffice
L. Titus, Jr., left the
weekend for a tour of five

te^Al^Tmo^tf
Warner’s Upper Darby

,

owner W, R. Frank

"Hans Christian Andersen,”
which played fortnight in Loop
here at $1 top, having its first nabesubueban showings at four theatres day-date with scales boosted
»
***^
»>4
from 60c to 85c for dates.
Although fourth and fifth were
"Dream Home” contest sponsored
as final weeks for
jointly by the Stanley Warner announced
Newberry, Republic theatres and Philadelphia Daily "Moulin Rouge,” picture currently

Qips From Film

+
4

1
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133.2%

II

INCREASE

0
/

HOUSE

0.

o

furnishings
105%
INCREASE

0Q

io23*

vncreas£

\
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\
Have you been wondering where your
Just

add up your Cost

of

Living which, according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, has risen 90.8% from 1939
to 1952 ... then, add to that,, the increased
cost of Theatre Equipment and Supplies,
which Exhibitors Digest cites as having skyrocketed 98.9% from 1940 to 1952. It adds up
to heavily increased costs on just about
everything you buy ...

RENT

\

42.4%

II

INCREASE
I

/

THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
AND
SUPPLIES
93.9 %
INCREASE

Add it up for yourself and then compare
the negligible increase, IF ANY, you've received from NSS during this same period
of spiraling costs.

Yes,

COMPARE

all

your costs with the

LOW COST, Service-With-A-Smile policy of
the Prize. Baby.
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CPP Sommer Status

$30,000,000 in Vidpix Production;

48 Series Set to Roll by Years End
Hollywood, Mas’ 28. 4
Telepix production continues to

TV The

at an accelerated pace,
striking a record-breaking- figure
of $30,000,000 in production from
June 1 to the end of 1953. Figure
does not include many series considered certain, hut not yet on

mount

Way

Hard

May -26.

Hollywood,

Golgate-Palmolive-Peet will continue through the summer with the
Louella Parsons show and “Mr.
and Mrs. North” on CBS radio, but
will hiatus “Our Miss Brooks,”
which is set to return in the fall.
Firm has considered summerbacking “Gunsmoke” or “Broadway Is My Beat,” but finally decided against them.

Danny Thomas, who left last
week for London after completing the

pilot

coming ABC-TV

of his up-

61m,. series, is

sporting a bancUgefrleg and an
that
conviction
unhappy
there's such a thing as earn ing TV realism fho far.
In the cotnedy series, Thomas plays a struggling come-

line, nor does it include
Upbeat in the vidpicture
comes at a time when motion pic-

the dotted
pilots.

ture production, caught in the 3-D, J
widescreen turmoil, is close to an
all-time low. TV pix have been a
life-saver for the Hollywood eraployment situation, providing jobs
for all crafts and guilds.
Of the 48 tele series included in j
Variety’s survey, 32 are sponsored, while 16 are in action without angels. While this represents
an increase in the number of series 4
shooting without bankrolled, itj
doesn’t mean the shoestringers are
back in; contrariwise, it does re-,
fleet a surging tendency to syndicate shows on a regional or local
basis, rather than seek one sponsor
for a network showing.
Many video producers and execs
have come to the conclusion there
isn’t enough coin to be had in turn- j
ing out a series for a single spon- |
sor, that there’s more of that green
stuff to be had if a series is sold
around the country by a distribution organization. Consequently,
while there’s almost no one left
-

dian with a loyal family. In
one scene where he returns
from the road after a long
Junket, he's supposed to have
been away for so long that
even the family dog doesn’t
recognize him. Dog used in
the pilot took his role too seriously he bit Thomas on the

j

j

I

j

—

leg.

;

:

Notre

j

Dame Grid

]

j

Films (or ABC-TV

j

ABC-TV, having been outbid

\

the

NCAA

Saturday

for

500G Suit Claims

1

Trauif on Vidpix
Hollywood, May 26.
Jerry Fairbanks, Inc., the proand NBC are
ducer himself,
named defendants in a $500,000
fraud, conspiracy to fraud and
breach of contract suit filed in superior court by Television Arts
Production, Inc., which seeks a
temporary injunction holding up
sale of 195 “Crusader Rabbit” fiveminute vidpix.
Complaint says J. Troplong
Ward and Alex Hume Anderson,

the

TV

afternoon

grid sweepstakes. Network

sor or syndication arrangement, which are now being peddled for
the trend toward regional sales is sponsorship.
Twelve ND games (home and
a marked one, already resulting
are on the ABCin some real competition for the aw ay contests)
lTV agenda.- Saturday afternoon
networks.
With all the uppance In produc- ! games will be filmed and played
the same night, going into the 10
tion, and increase in markets, the
telepix producer nevertheless has to 11 network period following the
pickups, thus giving the
acquired that harried expression boxing
”
of a man dodging a guillotine, a two-hour Saturday night sports
That’s because of the great im- spread.
ponderables involved. Experience
of the past few years has shown
the TV audience is a fickle one, NBC-TV Sets Pact to
that material must be more than
good to last, and that a star of 1953
Film Moontam-ClimbiBg
pap easily be a memory in 1954.
Probably the most notable example
Expedition in Pakistan
the
of that is Bed Skelton, fave of
In an unusual experiment, probratings a year^ago, but dropped
right in the middle of his pact this ably spurred by recent interest in
season. Skelton went to film this mountain climbing, NBC-TV has
season, but public and critics abke signed a film-and-tape exclusive
suddenly decided his program was with an American mountain-climbfrom hunger, and the rug was ing expedition that will try this
pulled -from under him before he summer to scale the second highest mountain in the w orld, K-2 in
knew what happened.
That Cold blast of wind from the Karakoran range in Northwest
the direction of the Sierra Madres Pakistan.
The nine-man group, backed by
about this time of the year isn’t
a sign of winter; it’s just the col- the Alpine Club' of America and
headed
by Dr, Charles S. Houston
vidpix
lective sigh of relief from
and Robert Bates of Exeter, N. H.,
producers as sponsors renew.
Probably the largest single oper- is flying to the Asian subcontinent
this week. The mountain is 28,250
ation in Hollywood is Ziv TV,
which has a schedule of 10 half- feet high. An attempt to reach the
hour telepix a month on its agenda. op in 1938 failed by 1,000 feet.
The films of the expedition will
This amounts to 120 vidpix a year,
be presented in a series on NBCor 60 hour-long films, far and
TV
next falL
above the production sked df any
motion picture studio, although the
T

,

1

»

!
!

j

DIETRICH, ‘SAINT’

no

single sponsor, instead sells its
various series- on a syndication
basis, and is doing SO well it’s now
ogling San Fernando Valley as a
^ site for a studio all its own.

ON

ASHLEY VIDPIX AGENDA

Hollywood, May 26.
Marlene Dietrich has signed for
a pilot television film, format -of
Another mass production com- which is still undecided, with Ted
Ashley Associates. Miss Dietrich
( Continued on page 52)
had been sought by ABC-TV and
the Biow agency to do a filmed
dramatic series for Pepsi-Cola
Friday nights on the network, but
had turned the offer down.
Ashley outfit also signed a deal
to represent “The Saint” series as
a telepic property. Firm is dickering for Brian Aheme to take the
vidpix lead. Deals were set by Paul
NBC-TV
Hero”
“My
vidpix Redin, Ashley Coast veepee.
Tfce
series is getting the Dunhill cig
aret axe, via the Biow agency. Crosley Sobsid Preems
However, the client is staying with
it until the end of the current
Color Pic,
S. Eats Out’
cycle on Aug. 1.
Dunhill is keeping the SaturCincinnati, May 26.
Olympus Film Productions, Inc.,
day night 8 to 8:30 (opposite Jackie
Gleason) period, and is currently recently acquired subsidiary of
shopping around for a substitute Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.,
program. Major reason for the preemed the sound-color film,
cancellation was the cost. On the “America Eats Out,” which it prolast Nielsen show copped a 34 rat- duced at the National Restaurant
ing, which client didn’t consider Exposition in Chicago last week.
too bad opposite Gleason, but on
Screen story of the restaurant
the other hand “Original Amateur industry, America'.* fourth largest,
Hour,” in the 8:30 period, with a was tailored for viewing by sales
budget $10,000 less than “Hero,” personnel, ad agencies and other
came through yith a 33 rating, giv- groups.
It’s
being distributed
ing “Amateur
Amateur Hour” a far more through the Ahrens Publishing Co.
enviable cost-per-thousand payoff and the
American Restaurant
to its Pet Milk client,
Magazine,

THy Hero’ Vidpix

Axed By Dnnhill

U

.

i

!

|

The

NBC

Film Division, estabmonths ago as one
MCA’s Telepix Staffers of the net’s three major operating
Following its move in setting up divisions, is expanding its syndiregional sales office for vidpix dis- cation service from film series
to
lished three

tribution only, MCA-TV Ltd., the feature films.
telepix subsidiary of Music Corp.
Negotiations are about to be
of America, last week named three
wrapped up for the division to
regional sales managers.
acquire
two packages of 13 feature
They are Kirk Torney, former
San Francisco branch exec, films, all tele first runs and most
since
made
1950, which will be diswho will move to N. Y. to head
eastern sales operations; Raoul tributed to local stations and local
Kent, who will supervise mid-west and regional advertisers. Most of
sales frgm Chicago and Bob Green- the pix are reportedly foreign
MCA- properties.
berg, western sales chief.
new sales plan in connection
currently is peddling four synwith the feature film distributibn
dicated series.

A

TV

be announced soon by Robert

will

W.

Sarnofif, division veep.

Up

New Stations Hot

been

now,

to

the

organizing

force, setting

a

Division has
strong sales

up

a distribution and
shipping department (which handles 1,000 reels of film a week for
108 stations), and getting underway such locally sponsored film
series as “Victory at Sea,” “Doug-

For Feature Pix
New

stations want feature films,
according to Maurie Gresham, gen- las Fairbanks Presents,” “The Vis“Dangerous Assignment,”
eral sales manager Peerless Tele- itor,”
vision Productions, returned* re- “The Lilli Palmer Show,” and
cently to N. Y. after a trek to the “Hopalong Cassidy.”
Feature films will round out the
Since- November, hig firm
Coast.
has coined an estimated- $500,000 NBC Film Division’s offerings.
from selling its package of 26 Ed- With increase of number of staward Small films to 46 markets. Of tions going on- the air, Samoff
these, a good half-dozen are newly notes, there has been a marked
increase in sales directly to staoperating stations.
“At least six TV stations, not yet tions.
operating, have also, been sold our
film package,” says Gresham.
A device Gresham is now using

of Berkeley, owners of TAP,
conceived “Rabbit,” presented it
to NBC, and were referred to
Fairbanks, who was then making
vidpix for the web. They signed
with Fairbanks in 1950 in a deal
whereby TAP wTas to produce
“Rabbit” cartoons with Fairbanks is to sell his films, like “The Count
financing
and splitting profits of Monte Cristo” and “My Son, My
equally.
Son,” only on the basis of showing
TAP claims contract also gave it the original theatre trailers to stainterest in pix so that if Fairbanks tion buyers.
sold or transferred the properties
It’s understood that Peerless will
they were to retain interest. Suit be getting extra films to distribute,
claims Fairbanks gave them $91,- on the basis of the deal Small
000 to produce films but coin was finalized last week of acquiring an
actually put up by NBC.
TAP interest in Arrow Productions,
turned out 195 shorts. NBC subse- L. A., of which Leon Fromkess is
quently made deal under which it proxy.
acquired title to the vidpix. Then
sold property back to Fairbanks
for .$175,000 chattel mortgage.
Monty
‘Onstage/
Complaint jsays Fairbanks de-

SWG Pact Sped
By 56 Producers
Hollywood,

faulted on payment and NBC foreclosed and obtained court' order to
sell them as public sale.

May

26.

Proxy Richard Breen of Screen
Writers Guild reports that 56 vidpix producers have voluntarily
signed the

SWG

minimum

basic

agreement originally inked by

WooDey

members

With Yurka, Strudwick, number
Set as’Yidfdm Series

13

of Alliance of Television

Film Producers, bringing to 68

the

of telepix producers who
have pencilled the three-year pact.
A technical snafu delayed NLRB
sending out ballots in election to
determine whether SWG or Television” Writers ”of America shall
rep web TV scribblers. NLRB reported CBS turned in agency ad^ressesof
waters instead of

Dynamic Films, N. Y., has just
completed two of a series of 13 15minute vidpix,
Onstage With
Monty Woolley/’ which it claimS
combines the technique of stage
readings” with regular legit thes- ing he i d tomorrow
(Wed.) to clariPl
3
baUots wU1 then E °
Each of the vidfilms. Poe’s “Cask out?
26.
of Amontillado” and Chekhov's
after “The Boor,” begin with Woolley
1

}

i

T

three hours. Significantly, Ziv has

4

Jr.,

will risk his financial neck has negotiated a deal for acquisishooting without either a spon- tion of all the Notre Dame games,

motion picture, of course, usually
runs longer, some times two and

Pix Distrib Business; Buys 2 Bundles

*

who
by

NBC Film Division Into Feature

MCA

NBC, Fairbanks

football series, has moved on another front to entrench itself in

1
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Yens Vidpix $

Hollywood, May
Actors Equity,
lengthy consultations with the
Screen Actors Guild over growing
problem of British pix flooding
American telescreens, has issued
ultimatum to producers demanding
British

^’

!
1

dressed in
hare stage.

modem
As he

clothes on a
introduces each

classical playlet, he helps light up
the stage, indicates scenery, and
then changes into his costume to

CHERTOK DICKERS FOR
COSMO
SERIES

WIX

Hollywood, May 26.
Telepix producer Jack Chertok
and Hollywood
star is hacked by thespers Blanche is negotiating with Cosmopolitan
Yurka and Shepherd Strudwick. mag
for a series based on fiction
Package is being syndicated by the
William Morris agency, which also published in that book for the past
handles the firm’s series of 13 15- 50 years. Chertok guns 26 “How
minute vidpix, “The Continental,” to Get the Most Gut of Life” telestarring the WMGM, N. Y., deejay films, starring Dale Carnegie, in
August, with, approximately $600,Renzo Cesana.
000 budgeted.
Cosmo idea is similar to that of
producer Chester Erskine’s upcomVIDPIX
ing series based on published
works in Reader’s Digest, tagged
DISK RELEASES “Reader's Digest eh TV.” Erskine
guns 13 half-hour telepix in AuHollywood, May 26.
“Off The Record” telepix series gust, with about $390,000 budgeted
for production, pix to he shot in
had been set by Norstone Produccolor as well as black-and-white.
tions, of which Irving Salkow, of
Orsatti & Co., is veepee in charge
of Hollywood activities.
Shifts Sat Strips
Series will preview disks jErom
major waxeries, each of which will
furnish advance copies. Program*;
So
Pop Can Sleep
will be released simultaneously
WNCB, N. Y., will block program
with record release. Guest artists
kidwill include various musical figures. early Sunday morning for the
Barry Trivers will pen series. Pilot dies beginning June 7, shifting two
telepic rolls July 1 at Goldwyn shows from Saturday to make up
studios.
more than three hours of moppet
fare on the Sabbath.

additional payment for showing of begin playing with the
cast.
films on TV.
The Broadway

SAG

John Dales,
national exec
secretary,
reported the British
group has been in consultation for
some time. It asked for copies of
the SAG contract, which includes
the so-called “cutoff date,” under
which producers selling pix to
must pay thesps'," if pix are*!
after Aug. 1, 1848.
Dales said SAG is also con
cerned over fact British thesps get
no pay for local tele screenings.
“They are getting actors’ performances’ free,” he said, “If it weren’t
for that, the time now being taken
by British pictures would be occupied by telepix or live programs,

tele

made

thus

providing

American

“He

more

work

for

actors.”

said

SAG

and

British

Equity are on complete agreement
on all points, considering this mutual 'problem in every respect.
British union adopted a resolution
ordering all future contracts to
specify the medium for which films
are made, providing for additional
payment to the actor if the film is
exploited on a second medium.
This also affects vidpix producers,

who

later desire to
theatrically.

show product

Gordon Sandison, general

secre-

tary of British Equity, declared
exploitation of pix on tele by pro-

TO PREVIEW

MAJOR

WNBC

Mom,

Levy Stays With

MA

Hollywood, May 26.
Ralph Levy will remain with the
ducers without payment to actors Bums and
Allen teleshovp next
threatens the level of employment. year as
producer-director, George
Bums has announced. It was reLouisville
Jack Everbach has ported last week that Levy was
rejoined WKLO as promotion man- ankling but he and Bums got toager. William Guy has joined the gether over the weekend.
station as program-production manThey agreed on another year’s
ager for TV.
deal.

“Howdy Doody ” now at Saturdays from 8:30 to 9:30 a. m., will
go 8:15 to 9:15 a. m. Sundays. The
Comic Weekly

Man stays in the 9:15

9:45 spot, followed by threequarters of an. hour (expanded 15
minutes) of the Ezio Pinza show,
Horn *
shifted from Saturday.
to

Hardart. Children’s Hour stays from
10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
..
Move, says Dick Pack, flagship
program topper, is to give parent
some extra time to sleep.
.

.
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THE WEEK OF FEVER CHARTS
30 Days That Shook

NBC

$3,500,000

BC, AFFILIATES

was approximately one month ago that RCA-NBC chairman
David Sarnoff moved into the network in a big way to maintain

For Daytime TV Shows,

It

daily (and frequently nighttime) vigil as commander-ln-chief of all
aspects of the operation.
Those who have been in proximity to the General during the
"30 days of the Sarnoff treatment” say that an interim report on

NBC-affiliate hassle, despite all the portents of a "crisis”

impasse on the* Kate Smith daytime TV show, finally
Collins to terms in moving the show up to 3 o’clock.
it looked like Collins would yank the show.
(2) Crystallizing the "Comedy Hour” signaturing of Colgate for
next season after weeks of stalemate and apprehension over show’s
return (involving annual billings of $6,000,000).
(3) Taking command of the "affiliate station crisis” and apparently patting down a threatened revolt with only a couple of station

surrounding this week’s three-day
series of meetings in New York
and Princeton, simmers down to a

Ted

For a while

:

Show (or $4,900,900

‘Lone Ranger’

r\r*

W

1

which may reownership of the

initiated negotiations

GM’s

•

1

j

General Mills, one of the major -f
advertisers in broadcasting, has

t

i 17* J

•

f

AXUlg LHpt/VldeO

General Foods is cancelling its
"Lone Ranger” TV film property, sponsorship of "Captain Video” on
16
ne ^ wor^’ effective
deal is consummated, it V
If the
, June 30. Axing came as a result of
would represent $n ,investment of rising costs and limited budget
that
between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 forced the Post Cereal division 16
the biggest TV film transaction choose between Roy Rogers an
NBC-TV and AM and the DuMont
since NBC established an ownerin

suit

.

.

is crystallized,

.0101* I
VWIWI
A
1

1

would clinch ABC’s retention of
General Mills’ contract with ABC still has a year to
go, but there have been reports of
some overtures made by CBS-TV
to latch on to the property for a
Saturday afternoon Columbia showit

.

going in

.

On

V' 1/IIj
fill
I
J.1
f 1/11? 11
I

its

reception

tween

network

and

affiliate

as the casualty toll of the ’53
flareup.

At the conclusion of Sar-

.

is

Princeton talk yesterday
he received a rising ovation
and not a question was asked.

noff's

yesterday
the “™ lor
the
GM's interest in "Lone Ranger"
programming
scheme. cries of "foul” from both camps,
follows
Hows the general
ff.nerai pattern
n.K.rn today
tXi.v NBC-TV
once
the
FCC
gives
the
go-ahead
CBS maintaining that NBC inof bankrollers in acquiring a perthe RCA ““patible color spired a "doctoring” of the report
sonal ownership stake in valuable on
system.
narrowing down the two-network
programming, chiefly because of
In a speedup of its color televi- differential from $400,000 to $100,their residual values
sion timetable, NBC offered its af- 000, with NBC equally adamant in
*
filiates letters of agreement sup- insisting that it’s not even $100,piemen ting present contracts to en- 000, but only a $50'000 leadership
I
If
IT
I
I In able them to carry compatible color for CBS when contiguous figures
V(UIll||/vIl
telecasts. Fourteen stations signed are properly applied.
Vll
m
*
*
immediately. Weaver disclosed it
Lotsa Big Figures
1TT)S'| rjlfT
•
fil . will cost the stations about $15,000
Timed with the affiliate converluKI
11/ |tw| Vl/vrl to “convert” for color pickups.
gence on N. Y. for the showdown
1 il/V
After the affiliates were taken
JL 1
tjlUl
meet with the NBC brass (sessions
on a tour of inspection of the RCA
,
wind
up today, Wed.), the network
With Campbell Soup calling it Princeton laboratories and witrushed through a press dept, requits on "Aldrich Family” after nessed a color TV demonstration
heralding a lft-day new sales
lease
next week’s telecast, the company (the first ever to be shown for asand renewals windfall totalling
is filling the
Friday night NBC- sembled broadcasters). Weaver reTV period for five weeks with its vealed how NBC was "bracing at $20,000,000, including the $6,000,000 Colgate renewal on the Sundaytime
"Double Or Nothing” the bit” waiting for the greenlight day night TV "Comedy Hour,”
the
Bert Parks show.'
which will be the signal for imGeneral Motors* sponsorship (at
On July 10, Campbell launches mediate cplor programming.
approximately $3,500,000) of the
a new half-hour
NBC is ready to go with, two NCAA-controlled Saturday TV grid
dramatic show,
which will be done live, with a Manhattan studios, said Weaver
New York origination. Show, the Colonial Theatre and Studio schedule; a flock of new "Today”
etc.
CBS immediately
sales,
called "Campbell Sound Stage,” is 3-H.
There will be two half-hour
currently in preparation. It will be shows a week as a starter, from al- countered with its own blue-skies
projection
of
the “Columbia
produced by Martin Horrell,-for ready established programming,
years identified with his “‘Grand thus permitting under the system Story,” with a $12,000,000 figure
kicked
around
on new business
Central
Station”
radio
show, of compatibility viewers to watch
which he owns. Horrell’s cost-per- them either in tint or black and pacted over the past several weeks.
(See
separate
story.)
thousand record on "Grand Cen- white.
It would mean a color
iral” cued
Out of it all came the one defithe Campbell buy of pickup of a 30-minute segment of,
nite*
conclusion
that the two-web
n
ew
or
Milton
the
*
$15,000 dramatic package, say, "Show of Shows”
k*
which
will utilize Broadway legit Berle stanza, instead of program- rivalry for supremacy is headed
period
for
a
of
perhaps unpreceming specially for color. There
Summer run is plamied for will be a color mobile unit permit- dented stepped-up activity, partic.
kound Stage” to gear it for a ting for remote pickups for such ularly now that CBS has managed
permanent fall slot.
(Continued on page 54)
shows as "Today.”
to

affiliates

1
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CBS’ Response
In response to RCA-NBC
board chairman David Sarn-

!

j

j

•;

j

i

j

Affiliate

I

Sequel
,

if

Paul Hartman’s

months back when he announced
an affiliation with the Cox-Knight
publisher interests in staking a
claim in a Florida TV station. How-

First major sales since the ABCTV acquisition of top talent have
sultancy” area for NBC (although been finalized by the web. bringing
he also has a personal financial in- Bristol-Myers and Armour into the
terest in the Pittsburgh Coca-Cola TV sponsorship fold.
franchise of his ex-NBC aide SidClients will alternate in sponsorney Strotz).
The network affili- ship of the new Paul Hartman
ates, it’s understood, are pressing show,
"Pride
of ,the
Family,”
which goes into the Friday night
for his reactivation at this time.
Trammell in recent weeks has 9. to 9:30 period, as the back-tobeen linked with some of the ma- back attraction, with the Ray Boljor NBC negotiations going on, in- ger show.
Hartman show carries a $20,000
cluding the Sunday night "Colgate
Comedy Hour,” the Milton Berle- weekly talent-production tab.
Buick deal and reportedly was
prominently involved in the CocaCola Eddie Fisher program deal.
White-CoQarites
There was no little embarrassment created at the recent NBC
Back on Coast Jobs
stockholder meeting, presided over

CBS

by board chairman David Sarnoff,

when a stockholder arose and demanded to know why Trammell
had been shunted

to one

side.

j

j

—

|

Sammy

Davis, Jr. Signs

For ABC-TV Series

j

{

{

I

I

SRO On ABC-TV

ever, it’s been virtually conceded
that the Florida bid has gone cold,
leaving Trammell free in a "con-

I

!

—

As

j

|

off’s NBC vs CBS appraisal
before
the
web affiliates
yesterday (Tues.), in which
NBC had much the better
of it, CBS issued the following official statement:
“Our record speaks for itself. It is based upon nothing
other than creative management supported by a creative
and imaginative staff.”

the disturbed, affiliate operators
plenty to toss around in their minds
before contemplating anything
drastic such as disavowing future
allegiance to the network.
The network brass was invited tc
the Princeton meet to tell the
“NBC Story” at the invitation oi
the Walter Damm-chaired affiliate
assemblage, and even sdme of the
There have been some indica-- more disgruntled elements within
tions of Niles Trammell, the for(Continued on page 52)
mer president and board chairman
of NBC, projecting himself anew
into the network picture, particular^ on the sales front. Trammell resigned from NBC some

Reactivated

huddling be-

there appeared
every
indication
that,
by
checkout time today, the affiliate station operators will have
made their peace with NBC,
with the loss of two and perhaps three stations at the most,

billings with

web

corridor

personalities,

1

the

the basis of

quent

ABC-TV last week finalized a
deal for a half-hour comedy showcase starring Sammy Davis, Jr.
(Will Mastin Trio.) This will be
Davis’ first TV show f although he’s
guested on several stanzas in the
past, notably on the Eddie Cantor

As 5-Day

Strike Ends

Hollywood, May 26.
office workers returned to their jobs today (26) following a midnight compromise settlement of the five-day old walkout.
Terms were submitted to a membership meeting Monday night,
ratified, then signed in pre-midnight meeting with CBS execs.
They call for pay hike of 7 J,£%.
Employees had asked 9
or

Some

256

CBS

$5.75 weekly.

Web had offered a straight 5%.
New contract runs to April 30, 1955.

Office workers made no secret of
their disappointment when 100 CBS
Acquisition of Davis is in line engineers, members of the IBEW,
with ABC-TWs bid for develop- failed to take any action to support
ment of younger .comics. Previous- the strike, an IBEW spokesman
ly it had signed Joel -Grey (who admitting members were too conhas also had Cantor "exposure”)
cerned with possible economic up"
for a 'Series.
heaval if they walked.

"Comedy Hour.”

THE CHICAGO RADIO -TV STORY
(PAGES

34-48).

in

the ovation accorded Sarnoff at the
conclusion of his talk.
The assorted blueprints for the
future, as outlined to the affiliate
family, were jampacked with vitamins and rosy horizons certainly
sufficient in their content to give

Trammell Seen

and the "temper” of subse-

P* *
f*
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an.

P

and cream variety.
That it paid off was reflected

*

presentation to the key' TV AfCommittee headed by
Walter J. Damm, the WTMJ,
Milwaukee, factotum.

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, NBC’s
getting v * ce chairman of the board and
"Ranger” back-to-back office occupant with
on a “double exposure” Bossman David Sarnoff, tipped off

CBS meanwhile

GM

man David

j

NBC

filiate

At

the program.

yesterday (Tues.)
Princeton show-

and
its TV affiliates, the network
high command previewed its
elaborate "Operations Future”

.

some

Summation

down meet between

according to Benton &
“Hopalong Cassidy.”
Lone Ranger” is the property of
Post
continue with the
George Trendle, of Detroit, and has Rogers stanza, but
it's unlikely it
been one of the staples in radio for wiu btly any other
p ropertieSmany years, with a longtime GM
"
sponsorship identity, GM also moving into the TV version. It is pres- lTf|/1
i .
/1|
1TT|/1 /II
enlly slotted Thursday nights on mIK|
ently
I f]Ofi]f)Q
V/llCllIllJd ill
ABC-TV and GM, it’s understood, XiUV/ V/llCUIlUd
may bring ABC into the picture on
f|Tj
a part-ownership basis.
/I 1
/!
1 i
P|TJ T ¥)•
f)».

casing.

CBS-TV is out in front on
sponsored time, day and night,
'with 28% more commercial
hours than NBC-TV.

In

—

move

NBC-TV.

the No. 1 spot.
even here there were

Prior to
afternoon's

ship stake in

the latter

tion, forging into

However,

CBS

by RCA-NBC board chairSarnoff and the Jack
Herbert-Charles Barry-Pat Weaver-Hugh
Seville
departmental
teams were strictly of the peaches
recitals

.

.

If

on the present management, the
brass was quick to capitalize
on the long-awaited billings' report
from Publishers Information Bureau for the month of April, showing CBS-TV, for the first time in
the intra-mural network competi-

vital
Princeton meet yesterday
(Tues.) and bestowing his blessing

Buy Out

The "NBC Story” was presented
to the network TV affiliates in "extraordinary
session”
yesterday
(Tues.) at Princeton, N. J., and the

Story*

Projecting itself into the
NBC-Affiliate breach, the CBSTV public relations boys
jumped on its newly-established leadership status as they
waved aloft the Columbia banner and heralded (point by
point) the "CBS Story” of accumulated new business over
the past few weeks totalling
$12,000,000 (items previously
published in Variety).
Supporting the CBS chestthumping are the PIB figures
for April confirming the web’s
TV leadership for the month
and showing a 37.7% increase
over the jfrevious April as
against a 10.9% increase for
NBC-TV. For the first four
months of ’53, as against a
similar period for ’52, CBSTV shows a 36% hike, contrasted with a 5;9% boost for

Tensions and jitters around NBC
headquarters in New York have
been mounting over the past few
days as both NBC and CBS engaged in some elaborate jockeying
to establish topdog network .supremacy.
As NBC-RCA board
chairman David Sarnoff was putting his best foot forward at the

(4) Sparking pronto attention in programming a complete morning lineup in television (something the affiliates had been deof the major factors in the
threatened affiliate rebellion).
(5) Establishing a clear-cut set of policies in the economic areas
of network operation.

manding for two years and one

Gen. Mills in Deal to

The ‘Columbia

“wait and see” byplay, with perhaps the next few weeks telling
the story. At the moment everything prints to NBC’s favor.

casualties.

s Vote of Confidence In

-

NBC, Spark ‘Princeton Agenda’

The
r»,

critical

bringing

^ en

MEET

By GEORGE ROSEN

"Operations NBC” would be jampacked with dramatic episodes
highlighted by:
(1) Sarnoff personally moving in and resolving what looked like
a

CRUCIAL

IN

,

Wednesday,

KABIO-THTJEVISION

little

ironies hare

been

4—

‘

“

u

»

•
xt
cropping up like.crazy in the -Jjner- j
,
|J
0116116
lean television coverage of the \
now]
II,
Elizabeth
Coronation of
« «
TT lTl
f
merely six days array.
f0f OBOHSOT
r . _ . flUQQiOS
If eoroorations are given to won- 1
town ,last
Jack Benny arrived
dering, ~tfaen "General Motors and
session
Wvllis Motors, Inc., must be won^l Friday <22) for a ^ua^day
of business meeting with sponsor
dering.
He s
Although thev are the tele spoil- and CBS network execs.
on .back for Lucky Strike next season
sors iGM on NBC-TV and
CBS-TV). all the publicity exploita- on both radio and television,
He left for the Coast yesterday
lion thus far has turned* out to be |
a general, or institutional, plug for (Tues.*.
the aviation industry.
In all the excitement generated
by NBC-CBS rivalry to cover the’j

m

.

.

'[

WM

j
’

JIMMY NELSON

airplanes have been most|

DANNY O’DAY AND
HUMPHREY HIGSBYE

British
prominently mentioned.
Canberra jet bombers are flying the
BBC Coronation films to Goose
Bay, Labrador. From there, Jimmy

Featured

Too Controversial

—Texaco

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
LOUIS W. COHAN

'

and

aBOAC

;

(AM&TV)

word got
around that Sullivan was a CBSTV star, whereupon Marguerite
Piazza of NBC-TV’S “Your Show

Off Air

Co)ton

Stratocruiser ‘for CBS’, both speequipped as flying laboraare flying directly from
London to Boston with supple- of Shows’*
mentary film. And in addition,

cially
tories,

commanded

all

fa AFTRA Strike

the at-

Kansas City, May 26.
WDAF and WDAF-TV, radio and
NBC and CBS are conducting tention.
( Tues. )
Yesterday
WMC-TV video
outlets of the Kansas City
newspapermen junkets j»via plane,
„ r* was charged by Millard C. Faught, Star, have remained off the air
,
,,
,
T
naturally) to Boston June 2 to Sv
N v
mtam.wiui
Y economic consultant,
with s j nce ] as t Friday morning when a
watch the planes come in.
rmizzlintr a speech on subscription
was caue d against them by
$1 Jh)0,060 Tab for Each Net
television that Faught was due to
Costs for the nets have been deliver at noon before the Mem- the Kansas City local of the American Federation of Television and
both

*

.

,

i

j

1

i

W

j

high, a reported ?1 600,000 each for
planes, minor frills and the total

of about 500 men, here and in Eng*
land, to cover the event.
For this, both webs will present
three shows. The first will begin
at 5 :15 a.m. on CBS-TV ‘with NBCTV’S “Today,” starting 15 minutes
later, an hour and a half before its
usual time), with audio immediacy

Radio

Artists.

Faught’s speech, scheduled two
Contract for the announcers and
months before, was confirmed in artists had been in negotiation
a letter May 19 by Loriri B. Allen, since March
1, but picket lines
club s program chairman,, but next were strung around the radio-tele
telegram from Wilson vision building early Friday when
±
Mount,
club_s
program an impale was reached,
acting
chairman, and a WMC-TV repre-’
AFTRA is represented by 26 per|

,

j

sentative, called off the talk be- sons at the twg stations, with the
cause of “program conflict.” In
pictures. The second tele answer to Memphis inquiry, Faught basic w’age rate being $102 per
airing, with the actual Coronation said that the reason given him week for announcers and $108 per
anfilms, is due anywhere from 5 to 7 was that the subject of subscription week for news men, sports
nouncers and directors. The union
pm., depending on the arrival of tele was ’loo controversial.”
cross-theearly
asked
for
a
20%
the shuttle planes at Boston. The
Faught charged the only “conthird show for both webs Is sched- flict” seemed to be with the ex- board increase, and a counter-prouled from 10:30 p.m. to midnight. pressed views of Mount’s boss, posal from station management offered a flat $2 per week increase
Watching the mounting costs and Henry Slavick,
manager, and was later increased to $4.
< Continued on page 53)
who is opposed to “home boxofThe
business agent, Don
fice” television.
anRoberts (a former
“It is understandable,” Faught nouncer), said this was unaccept-

and

AFTRA

said, “that WMC-TV, which now
has the prosperous Memphis TV
market all to itself, would not be
enthusiastic about subscription use
of television which could make it

•

(

WDAF

Continued on page 53)

ABC NAMES ARRIS

economically possible for several
more stations to serve so large an
area. I’m sorry that the speech
ABC has negotiated a deal
had to be cancelled for such
piddling reasons, but I would be whereby Les Arris, formerly of
genuinely alarmed if there was DuMont network, moves into the
any real fear that a speech de- web as -sports director.
ex-DuMont
second
He’s
the
scribing some positive and pracCoutical future uses of so important a exec to shift network-wise.
grabbed
public vehicle as television was ple years back NBC
really too ‘controversial’ to 'be off Tom Gallery, who has since
heard by an American Rotary been a prime factor in NBC-TV
latching on some of its major
Club.”
sports sponsorship acquisitions.
Arris * resigned from DuMont
about two years ago. His son is
Revive
Pontiac
currently in the DuMont program

after the SWG
yesterday (26) announced
signing of contracts with 26 independent producers of “live” television programs covering employ‘Garroway at Large’
ment of freelance writers.
NLRB ballots are being sent out
NBC-TV FaH Entry
this week to freelance writers who
In the big General Motors
have written scripts for the networks over the past year to deter- bankrolling in television, the
mine their preference on union Pontiac division of that company
representation. Results of the vote may bring about the revival of the
"
“Garroway at Large” show, off the
will be announced June 10.
On Monday (26), Powell held a NBC-TV air for two seasons. Dave
meeting at’ the Astor Hotel, Garroway, it’s said, is now talking
attended by almost 100 writers. He with Pontiac officials on bringing
back the old show in the falL
termed reaction favorable.
Garroway last week also made
Although the Radio Writers
Guild (ALA) is officially neutral in- a significant comment on his “Tothe TWA-SWG fight, it is known day” program. Jack Lescoulie, dothat the
favors one tele ing a pre-fight Chicago origination,
union, which it maintains is not used a turban while gazing into a
possible under existing ALA con- crystal ball for the winner of the
Turban had
ditions. Powell has extended an in- Marciano-Walcott go.
vite to
to join
if latter been used on “Garroway at Large.”
wins the forthcoming election, with Garroway said: “Don’t throw it
likelihood that
might re- away. We may be using that turban again.”
spond.
If the show returns, Garroway
has fought the establishment of the Television Writers will5 also continue on the ‘Today”
Group within the ALA, and re- program.
As of this moment,
cently lost a battle over a constitu- there’s no planning to bring back
the
“Large”
tional amendment, changing vote
regulars, now scaton admittance of new guilds within tered over the country. Idea is
ALA from unanimous consent to to sew up the return first, and
majority ballot.
contends this discuss program plans later. But
opens probability of three broad- chances are likely that Charley Ancasting unions within
itself, drews, now with “Today,” again

and

ALA

May

division.

As

TWA

Manhattan- Soap, Toni

j

RWG

\

I

!

ALA—

1

will

do the writing.

ABC-TV and

ing show in the 10-11 p. m. period.
Dodgers picked up an 8.85, while
Giants got an 8-2 for the one-hour

Brewing Co. signed pacts
with the Cleveland Indians, Chicago White Sox and the Philadelphia Athletics under w hich the network will carry home games of the
three teams for 17 Saturdays
starting this wreek (30). It’s only
a minor victory for the network,
however
coverage will be restricted in that no major league
cities and no minor league towns
where games are being played will
get the telecasts.
Nature of the setup eliminates
the majdr TV markets from reception of the telecasts. On the commercial side also, benefits accruFalstaff

slot.

r

Same

night,

NBC’s “Big

dropped from 23.1 to

19.4,

Story”
while

the opposite-slotted 9 p. m. show
on CBS, “Schlitz Playhouse of
Stars,” dropped from 25.5 to 21.4
from the April rating. Dodgers
picked up on 11.9, while Giants
hadn’t been on yet. Similarly, at
9:30, “Our Miss Brooks” dipped
from an April mark of 31.9 to 28.2,

—

NBC’s “Aldrich Family**
from 10.5 to 8.2.
Monday, May 4, saw the Dodgers
ing to ABC-TV are limited, since playing again, with CBS’ “I Love
Falstaff will sponsor only In the Lucy” taking a substantial dip
midwest and south, where it has from 54.0 to 50.3, but Red Buttons
while

slipped

large distribution. In other areas. holding strongly to a 31.4 as comthe Saturday afternoon games will P are d to a pre-baseball mark of
i

be sponsored

locally.

Nonetheless, the signing of the
three
ree teams was viewed in the industry as a giant stride forward.
ABC-TV and Falstaff had to overcome the high degree of reluctance
on the part of the major league
clubowners. Mho have been facing increased criticism on their radio and television policies. However limited the scale of this
year’s “Game of the Week,” the
fact that the ball h as been started
rolling is seen as opening the door
for more extensive coverage next

Robert Montgomery show
dropped from 23.0 to 19.5, while
“Studio One” dropped 3.3 rating

|31.7.
i

I

points from its previous marks.
Baseball on WOR-TV averaged 18.3.
For the stations themselves, base

(Continued on page 54)

ECCs Homeless
Chi TV Channel

(Continued on page 53)

DnM

Washington, May 26.
Granting of a stay order by the
U. S. Court of Appeals here last
week, preventing the FCC from
giving channel 2 in Chicago to

Ducks Coronation

Jet Hankypanky, Settles

For Abbey Church Rites

package which Morse is writing,
directing and producing.
Show is a nighttime soap opera
of Hollywood origination, relating
the trials of one Sarah Spence. It
will be heard at 7:15 for three
weeks, then shift to 7 p. m. when
Beulah” goes off.

!

SMSS&, LVSS

Biggest switch of them- all in j headache class. How the agency
the tele networks’ shenanigans Wl11 carry out the Court’s ordernetwork’s WBBM-TV
concerning Coronation coverage to allow
came this week from DuMont’ to sllift temporarily from channel
which decided it would not give 4 to channel 2 while the legality
Zemth claim are decided—
the event coverage at all on
really give the commissioners
Coronation Day
next Tuesday
something
(2). Instead, the
to think about,
network has
grabbed off an exclusive telecast
Under the Court’s directive, the
of a duplication of the West- Commission has four alternatives
minster
Abbey religious cere- in issuing a temporary autborizamony, to be aired Sunday night tion for use of channel 2. These
(31) from the Cathedral of St. are: (1) to CBS and Zenith jointly,
John the Divine in N. Y.
under trusteeship or otherwise;
Religious ceremony, which will! <2) to CBS under an arrangement
be conducted by Bishop Horace by which the web leases Zenith's
W. B. Donegan, will be aired from I channel 2 transmitter (used for the
8 to 9 p.m., with the preceding Phonevision^ tests); (3)* to CBS,
half-hour devoted to background and (4) to Zenith.
.
films and commentary on the
The temporary authorization flin
(Continued on page 30)
(Continued on page 54)
1
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1
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RWG

and TWG.

door this week when

}

RWG

SWG

Small Markets

Manhattan Soap and Toni sponsored show on CBS Radio, Mon.
thru Fri. at 7:15 to 7*30 p. m., beginning June 8, will be a Mercedes McCambridge starrer, “Family
Skeleton,” a Carleton E. Morse

!

TWA
RWG

For Big Games,

Buy McCambridge Show

j

RWG

Night Ballcasts
Show

ABC-TV Settles

TV SPORTS DIRECTOR

NLRB.
Move was made

Europe

N.Y. Web Ratings

WMC-TV

,

SWG

Sullivan to

After his “Toast of the Town”
anniversary show of June 14, celebrating five years on CBS-TV, Ed
Sullivan will be off to Europe the
next day for a three-week vacation.
Sullivan’s
“Toast” emcee replacements will probably be Grade ]
Fields for the first show, with
Telecasts of night baseball in
Tony Martin and Victor Borge
definite for the next two. Martin, New York are cutting into ratings
incidentally, .will be on the anni of network shows to an apprecishow, as will Marge and Gower able but not devastating extent, a
Champion.
study of Pulse figures for the first
week in May shows. There’s no
distinct pattern evident, but the
night games have cut into the web
programs on an average of about
15%, basing figures on ratings of
the first week in April, when there
was no basebalL
Two indie tele stations carrying
baseball are WOR-TV with, the
Brooklyn Dodgers, and WPIX with
the Yankees and Giants. On Friday, "May 1, both, the Dodgers and
the Giants played at night, with
SL Louis, May 26.
NBC suffering most heavily, via
Network television finally got a drop from an average of 19.6 ina
foot in the major league baseball
April to a 15.7 on its network box-

still

Ricbard Powell, prez of the recently formed Television Writers
of America, independent union, in
New York for organizational work
preparatory to the upcoming NLRB
network election between his group
and the Screen Writers Guild of
the Authors League of America,
has filed an unfair labor practice
charge against the
with the

network project.

After 5th Anni

'^;;er,V^Amen^ Saper
NBC

Ed

joint

1776 Broadway, N. Y.

As Memphis Talk

ifor

on the

Star Theatre
with Milton Berle

NBC-TV

Stewart’s F-51 Mustang fighter,
“Thunderbird.” piloted by Joe DeBona cTor CBS, and Paul Mantz’s
P-51-C, piloted by Stanley Beaver
for NBC. are racing the prints
When television news happens
down to Boston’s Logan Airport
Last week, NBC added a converted in Memphis, it always happens to
WMC-TV,
NBC affiliate and only
to
belonging
bomber,
fighter
A-26
Cities Service Petroleum, Ine,, to station in town.
Last
week,
the station “cotIts shuttle sendee.

Sut Clipper

’F

tinue to get CBS-TV releases.
Syd Eiges, NBC press veep, said his net’s study guide was in
the works- when the CBS-TV guide came out, and that Jacobson s
action was “petty.”
NBC press, which is still getting CBS Radio releases, will continue to send its publicity output to a total of 17 CBS people.
The two nets, CBS-TV and NBC-TV, are both carrying the Ford
50th Anniversary show June 15. It is yet undetermined how
much the “Macy’s not telling Gimbel’s” attitude will snarl liaison

\

affair,

27, 1953

Custom long has dictated courtesy exchange of press releases
among the networks, hut last week CBS-TV cut off the NBC press
department from the free mailing list.
Move was made by David Jacobson, CBS-TV public relations
topper, who claimed the opposition was “swiping ideas.” He cited
case in point the Coronation study guides. CBS-TV had put out
a study guide (now in 22,000 schools) with the aid of Teachers
College of Columbia University several months ago. Early this
month, NBC put out Its study guide, collated by Stanley A. Applegate of the National Education Assn.
Jacobson said he was “honored by the imitation, which is the
greatest form of flattery, but dismayed at the lack of imagination
and creative ability.” He directed his ire at NBC press, saying
lie didn’t want to cue his opposition any longer. Others at NBC,
including board chairman David Samoff, said Jacobson, will con-

Networks’ Hoopla on Coronation
Life's

May

WOR

Drops Music Dept.

i

Shortly after dropping Sylvan
Levin as musical director arid in
line with a general reduction of

j

;

musical staff, WOR, N. Y., last
week eliminated its music production department, consisting of Elliott Jacoby, Richard DuPage and
Carl Nutter, Jr.
its

Trio,

who have been on

staff for eight years,

]

I

j

station’s

,

are going to

freelance.
i

)

Wednesday,

May

j

.

.

.

27, 1953
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TOP TV SHOWS MAY TOUR IN FALL
Ben Duffy’s ‘So Sorry’

DEALERS PUTTING 'ABC’s

The trade buzzed with considerable excitement last week when
word spread of the memorandum passed around by Ben Duffy,
prexy of BBD&O agency, to the ‘effect that henceforth any agency
man dealing with Jack Herbert, of the NBC echelon and No. 1
sales troubleshooter for the network, would do so at the risk of

^
Distributors,

coming at a time when NBC is on .the affiliate hot
seat, with some sales lag as one of the major issues, the breach
the
major agencies having a multi-million dollar stake
of
with one
in NBC AM and TV programming, took on an added significance
to the trade. On Monday Duffy told Variety that it was all a
mistake; that he had acted too hastily in sending out the memorandum, that he has since had it rescinded, with an order to welcome
Herbert at the agency at any time, on any occasion.
Various reasons for the Duffy fiareup have been ascribed, with
Particularly

sales forces of

that have a stake in bigleague

Herbert himself attributing it to the underquoting of a price on
Groucho Marx TV show' (sponsored by a BBD&O client,
DeSoto-Plymouth) by a network salesman.
Similar recent fiareup by Atherton Hobler, chairman of the
executive committee of Benton & Bowles in an encounter with
Herbert didn’t help salve matters.

ABC Brass
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three-a-v
the medium, this week put
“J
°J
can do a proper merchandising job
touches 'on a new stead of five-aweek.
j
** necessary we II absorb the added
announced^
Retrenchment
structure
and
opens
Tuesday
program
’s
met
cos^Cs
the acquisition of a number of J and Thursdays for" sale, with no
takers as yet.
They point to the fact that radio
new properties.
missed the boat completely' in tour
Among the latter, net will put a
ing the bigtime kilocycle attracnew airer called' “Space Ranger”'
tions, except in some isolated inin the Tuesday's and Thursdays
stances, and maintain that the de7:30 p.m. slot, parleying It with
cline of network radio program“Lone Ranger” on the other three j
faith in

the

i

finishing

week attraction, produced under
Theresa Helburn-Lawrence Langner Theatre Guild auspices (also
Tt
n
i
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i
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General Mills;

j

Harriet, co-spon-

j

proximate $40,000 production *tab sored by Listerine and Hotpoint*
las one of the most costly’ dramatics 8; 30 to 9, the new $25,000 weeklyj
showcases in video.
budgeted dramatic
show to be
u. S. Steel echelon has given the sponsored by Pepsi Cola; 9 to 9:30,
ming might have been appreciably' n0(j to the company’s initial bow' the Paul Hartman “Pride of the
forestalled had the talent created
tv, with the okay from the Family” show, co-sponsored by Ara greater identity with audiences board of directors coming through mour and Bristol-Myers; 9:30 to
on a local level and with merchan- y esterday.
10, the Ray Bolger Show, with a
dising of the sponsor's wares.
will
cue the sale reported imminent.
•
show
OUW
t
Th
X LlV TV
A V
j
(There have been some ls0 a
i -^ demise of the long-running radio
,
instances of major shows going
which has represented a fat;
j
“J?* of “Theatre chunk of annual billings for NBC.!
Steel doing a number
of time
w«». c clearance is still
Question
Continuing dissatisfaction of ad Guild of the Air” out-of-town origiagency toppers with their roles as nations; “Original Amateur Hour” obe
-oCncy
"limidnitecaiKe’
*
ln
fitting practically every city with P° rt ed blgh
*}?
time order
order-takers
a<s
takers, rather than as
time availabilities. Understood
* Uill for
sizeabIe VI
audit0
WLUWArium
XUi, ‘its “Sa«
a •JUdVUWJV
«
|
v
"'
creative sbo
overtures were made to
**iz
brains,
con- j ute
cities” which paid off w ith t^t. some
* treDd wh en Walter
on Possibility of alternata merchandising assist during its CBS-TV

Craig’s

The Hy Gardner-Irv Kupci-j

days.

rating

sorship auspices represents new
coin wooed into the network fold
since ABC-TV went on a shopping
spree for top talent.
In view' of the fact that neither
CBS nor NBC is particularly
strong on Fridays in the Nielsen
video rating payoff column (the
major entry, the Gillete-sponsored
fights on NBC. doesn’t come on until
10 o’clock), puts ABC-TV in
the position of wresting competitive leadership on at least one
night of the week.
On the basis of the present
blueprint, the Friday comedy-accented roster for the fall will read:
the Stu Erwin

TV Pr ana Entry;

vXTon

days

the

miere” in September.
"What makes the Friday "fireworks” all the more enticing is
the fact that the evening is practically SRO long before curtain
time with only a half-hour sale remaining to put the 7:30 to 10
segments in the commercial columns. Equally impressive is the
fact that 90 minutes of the spon-

NBC-TV’s “Dragwhich enjoys a Nielsen

Top 10 leadership status.
Thomas film pilot is being
shipped east next week for
j

to

on Friday night with
onetime crack radio program*

.

opposition to
net,”

throwback

a

ming lineup, the “new' ABC” under the Leonard Goldenson and
three Bobs
(Weitman, Kintner
and O’Brien) regime bids fair to
duplicate the feat in TV on the
basis of the Friday blueprint for
the web’s “Official Grand Pre-

However, the going will be
rougher for Thomas than for
Jessel with the former going
into the 9 p. m. slot as the

added

the

its

Groom’ j 5 v.
J
y
order the j
house in order,
1
General Mills has cut back on its centres
network’s top brass have now
From
Chicago.
Boston.
Jacksonsponsorship
of
CSS-TV’S
“Bride
&
Another hour-long dramatic enturned their attention back to raGroom.” Firm, through Dancer- ville. Miami, Kansas. Cleveland try in video is set for the fall.
dio both *program and saleswlse..9 1^, W
a a mm
1 J C* A MM M 3 a
Tm A
_
AM
3 aIIaI* ^ 1* A «»A
f 1*
hinted

AM)

leadership

roster.

of

3V5»-sz

recognize

In

.

when ABC had undisputed

Slouch

night back-to-back lineup in
the ABC-TV fall programming

va^lues °* “showcasing” their talent

Having devotol most of

GM

NBC-TV “Show

the

No

It’ll be Danny Thomas and
George Jessel as the Thursday

have a participating
such major league en-

me

Trains Guns
w on Radio,
i

Thurs.

TV

Shows.”
In an era when the merchandising element plays such an integral
part in TV programming, the dis-

1.

/v

dealers and the
major corporations

programming are putting the heat
on the sponsors to “travel the
shows” next season. The pressure
is coming from such outfits as General Poods, Colgate and corpora-

the

n

TV

Kingpin Status (Just Like in

losing his job.

«

Fall Bid for Friday Nite

Agency

j

j
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j

•

Graham “Three-City’ j
net-Sheilah
Byline," together with a 15-minute
j
Connee Bosw’ell musical will fol-{
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Exit Uptrends
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i

comprising the 8-8:30 block
four days a week.
j
The 8:30-10:30 p.m. block, Tues-j
day through Friday', will comprise
new ' "mood” or
the network's
‘Vertical"
programming concept, £
with Tuesdays going to "lectures
4,
roand forums.” Wednesday to
s
mance” programs,
«UUAI^V
UU«*I ( Thursday' env \
ploying dramatic show's and Frilow,
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In Bennett Tryout’

j

j

bought
dunit

Productions
producin

same name*. This* starts June 4 in
the Thursday* 8
p.mi. slot, but
moves up to 9 on July
ily
J 7, when
Continued on page 32
*

*

ture plans, but it’s believed he will
go into the show-packaging field,
Nor would the agency reveal
i
w’hether his spot will be filled.
‘.Tom McDermott continues as director of TV and Paul Roberts as
\ director of radio, both reporting to
BAB board chairman William R.
Baker.

Jtinuing on a weekly’ basis next sea-

;

i

Colgate, which sponsors the Sun-

;
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NBC Radio Fills In

~
T«JTir
_TV ‘Tnmprfv
Hnnr is getting
“Comedy
Hour”
NBC-TV
,
,
,
considerable pres;sure from dealers
the r°ad, particularly in
to
recent case history atv * ew °£
moving of
ot
ng the temporary m.vmg
tending
,

!

j
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KERSTA, LOEWI

daytime^ “Big

‘sea”™

j
:

Norman

Pajo<T show
_

NOW

an(j
j n testing a major musical
production which Scott may alternate next season with “Music
Hall.” (Latter show this season
alternates
with
“Cavalcade
of
America” in the Wednesday night

RIVALS IN FLORIDA
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son.
j

j

E.

Kersta and

Cmdr.

r

j

j
j

atin g

th „

next
every-other-week ’time

shot showcase will
Russell Bennett, the
orcheslrator, as
:w role for him),
Broadw’ay musical

have

comliost-

r

10

p.m..

Monday's nnd

Friday’s,

sponsored netw ork, is going on the air « u,»
Che\Tolet taking a hiatus.
and Everard Meade" who ankled the Lincoln-Mercury
Nighter,” sustaining, re- Younc & Rubicam for the more “Toast of the Towm has continued WITV (also a UHF station) taking
over Channel 17.
Red Skelton beginning
(Continued on page 54>
I
June 2 at Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m.
“Truth or Consequences,” now’
sponsored by Pet Milk Thursdays
9 p.m., will go in sustaining
June 24 for “The Big Story” in
the Wednesday at 9:30 p.tn. slot.
‘My Son Jeep” replaces **T or C”
Fibber McGee and Molly was good for a 32.2
Back in the pre-TV radio days of April, ’43, the top-rated
on June 25.
Andy, Edgar Bergen, Lux Radio Theatre were still batting in the
fa today. Jack Benny, Amos
tinQ
‘‘The Scarlet Pimpernel,” un 3
*
Vallee, the late Fannie Brice and the defunct “Mr. D. A.” were pulling ’em
sponsored, will replace Bob Hope Ton
i up 10 league but in ’43 Rudy
find General
Foods, Wednesdays at
fit
10 p.m.. beginning July 8.
Andy is in the leadoff Pulse spot , but with no better than an 8.5 rating. Still hitting the
Today Amos
Best Plays” subs for the Thejackpot, the TV version has already become a sponsorship casualty.
Top
10
fitre Guild,
Sundays at 8:3Q p.m.,
Hooper Ratings
Hooper Ratings
beginning
“Musical
June
Folse Ratings
14.
(April. '43)
(April, ’43)
weeps takes” goes into current
(April. ’53)
^
322
Fibber
8c Molly .
. . .26.3
.......
Molly
8c
Fibber
Playv spot on Fridays at 8:30
. 8.3
Andy'
Amos
DO
.Ta(*lr TlATinV
. .
31.8
Bob Hope ........
.. .24.9
Starting
U«v
•
"'ith

Se\“TxV^rltog.

V

V

AM

V

’

both sustaining.

.'1'

Jack Benny

*

.

.

You Bet Your Life
'My Little Margie

fi.7
fi

.

” takes
Talent. tJ. S.
Ve r
sustaining
hour-and-a-half
8 to 9:30 p.m., Saturdays,
beginning June 13.
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Lux Radio Theatre

Amos

,
. .

Walter Winchell
Vi*ai1

Allpn

. .
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.23.7

Edgar Bergen

.

.

...23.6

Lux Radio Theatre

., 23.5
...23.0

Aldrich Family
Walter Winchell
Fannie Brice -

* • .
•

6.2
SJ2

Bob Hope
Bandwagon
Edgar Bergen

.

fU

Godfrey Talent Scouts ...19.6

.

Friend Irma

4
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A

b.
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8.0
7.3
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.20.5
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Jack Benny ......

Rudy

Vallee

j
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Robert Simon,

lyricist

editor

New Yorker

and music
mag.
Oscar Hammerstein 2<L will also
appear on show.
Patti Page is the regular star
of “Scott Music Hall” but she lays
off for the June 3 and 17 presenof

the

tations.

I
j

WCBS-m ’53 Biz Hike
Volume of new business continues to rise at WCBS-TV. N, Y.
In the first 18 weeks of 1953. total
volume of new' business booked
over equivalent period of last year
came

to

106%, management

says.

This represents an estimated

.

t •

?he Richard
Rodgers
from “Victory At Sea,”
he orchestrated. Collabo-

o;

rating with Bennett in selection
of music and continuity will be

a Few Years Make

Difference

some
tunes

!

xut

June 12.
Bob and Ray shift from Sata ys at
8 p.m. to Fridays at
Jfj
w:30 p.m..
replacing 4fName That

j

;

What a Whale of a

tune.

reprise

.

3

“First
places

with

show

.....

22.1
• » *. .

.205

$2,»

000,000 worth of new business.
In first 12 weeks, new business
was 86% OVA- similar period last
year.

1
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Phil Bloom, the Broadway pub- tertaining guy on his own, not just
Chan.
talent exhibitor.
licity agent, and Billings Brown, as a
Tin Pan Alley lyricist, collabomajor
the
Gleason
carried
Jackie
rated to write a fine drama of load on his CBS-TV show Saturday
script
a
fair
Susmilked
and
(23) « «
power for
night
extraordinary
*
_
m
j
^
_
sustain the
pense” last Tuesday U9>. Their for enough laughs to
situation
stanza.
The
60-minute
standi
must
theme that the meek
comedy, in which Gleason played
up together against the Fuhrers of the impresario for a truck drivers’
brute force or else suffer the con- benefit show, led up to the first
sequences of a corroded spirit-—- appearance of the newly reunited
was unusually offbeat for this Dorsey Bros, band on video. Before
CBS-TV whodunit, and the spon- this climactic event, however, Gleasor, Auto-Lite, -and the producer, son became entangled in a confuMartin Manulis, both merit praise sion of identities between Jimmy
for their willingness to experiment and Tommy Dorsey, with resulting
with such fresh ideas.
complications that were reminisIn this first TV script. Bloom cent of old Leon Errol comedies.
by;
authenticity
gained
The
windup burial of the hatchet
and Brown
setting the scene in a tattoo par- by the two bandleaders was a kid*
Into
“Come
title,
e-square takeoff on their
the
ding-on-th
lor; thus
Parlor.” The meek of spirit are old feuding. The sketch closed with
represented by the broken, cadav- their merged bands delivering a
erous tattoo artist, John Carradine, brace of firstrate swing numbers.
and an innocent, spectacled byBefore the final curtain, Gleason
stander, Scott McKay. These two indulged in some flagrant plugging
are hectored and beaten up by a for his own disks without any savgang of Fascist-like ruffians. Rath- ing comedy pitch. He also plugged
er like the young hoodlums in the the Rustic Cabin in Englewood,
recent Harper’s Magazine story, N.J., where the Dorseys were play‘‘Cyclists’ Raid,” now being made
ing that night and threw in a
into a Hollywood film, the tor- wholly gratuitous mention of the
mentors ride bicycles, and have Ohio spot where Bobby Hackett
organized passwords and
their
was booked for that evening.
In the end, Mcsecret symbols.
happens to be the trumKay convinced Carradine of the Hackett
peter on Gleason’s sides for Capitol
need to withstand the brutality of Records.
Herat.
the hellions, and in a scene of pulsating tension, as the gang try to
Prof.
Gypsy
Lee
reviewed
Rose
brand Carradine with his own
tattoo iron, the fear of the ma- Ashley Montagu’s anthropological
of
Superiority
rauders was brought to a breath- book, “The Natural
taking climax.
Women,” on DuMont’s “Author
Director Robert Mulligan used Meets The Critics” last Thursday.
effects imaginatively to sustain the (21), and the literary stripteaser
demonstrated a natural
scripters' desired mood. The sound easily
offstage of the returning bicycles superiority in the realm of wit and
built up suspense magnificently, eloquence over the male panelists
humming present. She so outdazzled her opteenagers’
and the
snatches of ponular ballads “Tell ponent critic, Beimett Cerf , by virMe a Story.” “Strange Things Are tue of her articulate showmanship,
Happening,” “Till I Walk Again that the prexy of Random House
Laugh”
With You” contributed to the and author of “Good For
naturalness of their wild gang at one point sulked, “You can just
sadism. Music by Hank Sylvern talk for the rest of the half-hour.”
The author of the* tome under
and performances by the supporting cast, including John Kerr and review, an ascetic looking scholar
Martin Newman, were all highly with a high brow and an Oxonian
professional.
accent, spent most of the time
Autohtf commercials, dreamed nodding and smiling silently. The
prof,
broke his silence to murmur,
up by the Cecil Presbrey agency,
continue to explain a complicated amid a cryptic laugh from Miss
Lee,
purpose of my book is
“The
great
skill.
group of products with
Rex Marshall, attired like a garage to bring men and women closer
mechanic, intelligently compared together.”
the swinging of a golf club with
The cultured peeler, displaying
the parts that fit into an auto. Idea only a modest amount of epidermis
of asking viewers to call up a from her high-cut gown, took a
Western Union number to get tolerant view of the book. It was
their nearest of the 98,000 Autolite a honey of a title. Miss Lee said,
dealers is selling at its most im- and Cerf was only jealous because
mediate. And the beginning com- he hadn’t been able to publish it
mercial, gaily parading the host of himself under the Random House
Autolite sparkplugs, distributors label. Miss Lee wished, too, she
and batteries, is almost as cheer- had written the book, but she
ful as Walt Disney’s “Fantasia” would have called her version proversion of “The Sorcerer’s Ap- vocatively, “The Natural SuperiorRask.
prentice.”
ity of Men,” just to inspire curi!
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Cerf, taking a solemn view of
and informal atmosphere of an Arthur Godfrey the subject, thought it was silly
show to bring out a fresh and un- “persiflage” to write that femmes
developed facet of Ed Sullivan’s were still the subjects of men.
personality, a facet that Sullivan “I’m subjected,” hooted back Miss
should show more of. Subbing for Lee. “I’m subjected to all kinds
the ailing Godfrey on his Wednes- of things, darling.. I do all the
day (20) night “Godfrey and His housework, while you men sit in
Friends” on CBS-TV, the usually your air-conditioned offices.”
stiff and decorous N.Y. Daily News
When Cerf cited man’s superior
syndicated
columnist
laughed, muscle power. Miss Lee mocked
larked, sang, danced, played an in- that
muscle-bound men didn’t
strument and proved a warm and have the strength of femmes or
charming friend of the viewing their lasting power. “I just don’t
family.
show off my muscles the way a
It was a step out of his accus- man does when I perform,” she
tomed Sunday night “Toast of the said discreetly. She recalled the hot
Town” character and a step that night when five of the six musiIt took the easy

!

-j

enabled the viewers to see more of
Sullivan the man than Sullivan the
confidant and introducer of personalities. And he and the show
were a lot of fun.
Program took its tenor from the
opening number, with the entire
company “interviewing” Sullivan,
singing “We Ought to Know More
About You,” with Sullivan displaying very pleasant voice. Couple of

1

fr

Television Followup Co
1 1
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cians for her act fainted. “But we
16 chorines were all okay and
knocking our brains out onstage.”
“Do you call that brain work?”
demanded Cerf.
“Well, brains in a different kind
of way,” laughed Miss Lee. “Meanwhile, sweetie, those muscians just
had to sit.”

Moderator
Virgilia
Peterson
wound up the discussion by refernumbers later, he sat down to ac- ring to the book’s subtitle as “What
Rask.
company Hawaiian singer Hale- Every Woman Knows.”
loke on a zither-like instrument,
and still later sang again with the
Jewish turn on NBC-TV’s “Froncompany in a ribbing number on tiers
of Faith” series last Sunday
his smile.

(24) concerned itself with an exTogether with Frank Parker, he planation of the Talmud and withsang a duet on .“Song from Moulin in a short half-hour
managed the
Rouge,” again accompanying on incredibly difficult task
of outlinthe instrument. And as a topper, ing and explaining
its place and
he did a Pat Rooney-type softshoe function in Jewish life and
Jewish
with Harry Rogge, the show’s morality.
dance instructor, and very graceOnce again, Morton Wishengrad
fully too.
contributed a tip-top script that,
Why Sullivan can come on in in its gentle and yet never constrange surroundings and enjoy descending fashion, provided the
himself and yet appear so uncom- basis for a completely satisfactory
fortable on his very own show is format that' concentrated on the
something of a personality Ripley. spoken word with unusual intenIt’s to be hoped that some of the sity.
gold dpst carries over from that
Director Martin Hoade must be
Wednesday night to Sundays, for credited for. an exceedingly wellSullivan# proved he can be an en- integrates*,
## d .i JtVWVSfe eiyQ^.
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able program that was as impressive in its effects as it was sparing in their use. Alexander Scourby was excellent as the narrator

(20)
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tomary suave Colman charm, who

in “Lady in the Dark” fantasies
pinpoints the emotional afflictions
of his chi-chi clients.
As the camera pans to a Daliesque painting, Colman’s couchside reveries (JL) provide a cold
actress with desired warmth of affection, (2) resist the aggressive
lovemaking of an amorous blond,
and (3) poison -a bossy and demanding woman. Colman had the
best of the individual scenes. At
home at end of day, the doctor
confesses he’s not as detached as
he previously thought while he
himself relaxes on a couch and
tells his wife of the hard day.
“Ladies” was a slickly frivolous
attraction intended as a superficial
legpull of“those medicos who treat
1*

and foolish women who are
spoiled beyond belief. It had drawing room hokum, a never-never
land view of the mind-doctor profession, three attractive but neurotic ladies, and the impeccable
playing of Colman, who suggests
a retired cricket player on his best
and proper behavior.
Taken seriously, the play lacked
an air of reality, bite, body and
flighty

relations,

isn’t

t

! l -Mnfc A A 4 4 t

Merlin’s script for the program relates the analytical daydreams of a
psychiatrist, played with the cus-

it’s too had formances of the year.
moving it to a more
Stanley Quinn’s- direction underspot on the Sunday scored the dignity of the script

interfaith

M 4 4 HIHU

with the staging of Robert but not quite as savory, Milton

Howard Lindsay’s moving and
memorable “One Left Over,” the
story of a -nan who loses his wife

Norman Rose and Wesley and two sons in an automobile acAddy gave their lines meaning cident and is left with only his
without ever seeming pompous. young daughter.
Doris Ann produced this Jewish
Show’s scripting was topnotch In
Theological Seminary presenta- every respect, achieving the diffition.
cult feat of giving a serious and
Wishengrad first introduced highly dramatic treatment to what
viewers to the Talmud as a per- essentially shaped as a soap-opera
petual commentary with a diagram theme. Lindsay’s characters, kept
of a Talmud page shown on the within the narrow frame of the imair.
Show then gradually moved mediate hours following the traginto an explanation of the Talmud edy, had real dimension and talked
as a fixed code of behavior, mix- and acted as human beings are apt
to behave in such circumstances.
ing good manners with religion.
Harry Townes as the bewildered,
If the discussion and the various quotes were kept at a simple grief-stricken man, walking as in
level,, it was all for the best since a dream and refusing to accept
it
undoubtedly helped the non- the reality of the blow that has
Jewish part of the audience to gain struck him, gave a superlative and
an inkling of the wisdom and the completely intelligent performunderstanding of a book in which ance. The note he struck in his
someone wrote 2,000 years ago: confusion over what has .hap“If you must punish a child, use pened, and why, was completely
nothing heavier than a shoelace.” true, unmarred by any overemphaShow is so good, and serves such sis or overacting. This was una laudable purpose in furthering doubtedly one of the top TV per-

NBC
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ent

*40
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and
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which probed sensitively into the

mind of a man trying to adjust
Bob Hope’s try on the NBC-TV to a great personal loss. Quinn
never
permitted the scene to be- point. Miss Hume should have
Colgate “Comedy Hour” Sunday
(24) was productive of some good come static, even though practical- waited for a more propitious occaentertainment. Hope’s initial stand- ly

up comedy

session was one of his
best this year. The appellation of'
the “human gag factory” was richly
deserved with this stanza, Hope
hitting fast ahd hard with his
verbiage. Most of his lines took

all of it
living room.

was

same sion

set in the

to return to sight and sound,
and her producer (Colman) should
have
told her.
Horn.
and par-

The rest of the cast,
ticularly Edward Binns as the blustery neighbor who, intuitively, uses
the right psychology on Townes,
gave strong support. Little Janet
Alexander, as Towne’s daughter,
with the crowd.
There were some entertaining was just right as the child who
senses tragedy but does not really
convenskits as well. Although a
tion sketch failed to go off as antic- comprehend it. Phillip TrueX was
just
fine as the sympathetic undercomipated, there was sufficient
pensation in the Paris scene with taker.

Kate Smith introduced on her
daytime stanza last Friday

NBC-TV

drama segment

trait,”

.

TV shows of the quality of “One
De Haven lending a strong
Patter with Rocky Marciano Left Over” are rare these days, or
any
heavyweight
other day, and the raft peoalso hit pay dirt. The
champ delivers lines dutifully. ple should be congratulated on being
into
When there’s humor written
responsible for elevating TV
his script, some of it is projected. drama to such high stature. Kraft
There was also some payoff ban- commercials, while undoubtedly
ter with Don McNeill, custodian of serving a specific and useful purthe Chicago-emanated “Breakfast pose, could stand a switch. Hift.
Club,” who was conveniently near,
as this show had its genesis at Chi’s
Blackstone Theatre. The pair did ly switched from a stock
company
okay patter, but the lines in the format to a guest star policy,
script didn’t seem worthy of such dished
out a half-hour of tuneful
titans of the entertainment field entertainment on its
"Wednesday
as Hope and McNeill. Miss De (20) show.
Program’s star Patti
Haven established herself nicely Page breezed through the proceedwith her delivery of “It’s the ings in a likeable manner,
regisSame,” and Hope helped her with tering both in the vocal
departthe fugue from “Call Me Madam.” ment and as program’s
pivot per•Other major songspot was by the sonality.
Guesting
Vaughn
De Castro Sisters, a lively Latin Monroe and Richard were
Hayman. Latthreesome, who mugged their way ter is Mercury Records’
new eastinto a winning mitt. Hope’s clown- ern artists and repertoire
head and
ing also aided their cause. Jose.
harmonicaist on that diskery’s hit
recording of “Ruby.”
TVer revolved around a college
Ed Sullivan fronted one of those
spotty variety layouts on his CBS- motif, with Miss Page supposedly
revisiting
her old alma mater. FolTV “Toast of the Town” last Sunday (24). Richard Greene and Vi- lowing the brief establishment of
collegiate
theme at show’s start,
veca Lindfors in a scene from
Shakespeare’s “Henry V” didn’t songstress set a sprightly pace via
a
fine
vocal
on “Now That I’m In
seem like much meat for a mass
audience, what with that precious Love.” Chirp then werit into some
French-English exchange between patter setting the mood for the
the stars. The sleeper was Kajar ballady “It’s Dark on Observatory
Gloria
assist.

in his "digital dexterity”—finger Hill, also sung by her. For windmagico in sharp, spotlighted close- up she did a nice job on “Someup that was a tremendous fillip where Over the Rainbow ” with
and revealed a large future poten- choral group accompaniment.
Monroe came into the picture as
Zippy, a pigmy chimp, did
tial.
conventional aero, eating chores, a music prof with a pleasant rendition
of “Co-Ed” as part of the
skating, etc. The simian’s ability
instructional course.
was overplayed.
Hayman, as
a
student,
had a minimum of diaHarry James, who opened at the
Astor Roof, N.Y., next day (25), log and worked over the harmona serenade to a girl who was
came on with drummer Buddy ica
Rich, accordionist and bassist for on the outs with him.
Breaking
into
the
chitchat and songstering,
a brief session and the James
trumpet orchestrated a terping bit around the midway point, was a
of the Bil & Cora Baird puppets. hvely dance number that fitted in
Joey Bishop, who’s at the Riviera comfortably with overall story line.
across the river, opened the show
Kitikk’s production amply
cit
with rapid-fire one-liners. Nanette filled the needs of Frank Wilson’s
Fabray neatly warbled a produc- script, which served as an okay tie
tion parasol number, “On a Sun- for the songs, dialog and terping
day By the Sea,” complete with offered. Miss Page is taking a
vintage cops and bathing suit girls, vacation from the show next month
and was also seen in a reprise of and will resume in July. “Hall”
the hayride “Sittin* on Top of the incidently, alternates with “CavalWorld,” which closed the proceed- cade of America.”
j ess
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Among

noteworthy aud intros
wen* the Theatre with husband Ronald
Colma
s Lawrence Langner, who’s
The Ladies on His Mind” on
projecting the American Shakes- TV's
“Four Star Playhouse”
peare Theatre in the Westport- Thursday (21).
Fairfield area, displayed a model
But the
and said the land would be ac- supported billing was an hono
by her minor part,
quired In about two weeks; John of a
matter-of-fact wife of a
Burrell of London’s Old Vic; Jean chiatrist,
in which she had
Hersholt (“Dr. Christian”), who’ll opening
and closing scenes. U
be kudosed by the American Med- tunate, too,
was the fact that
ical Assn.; Bosox slugger Jim PierHume was outnumbered by a
Sail; Elizabeth Hess, spelling
bee of femmes in the cast. Sum
champ,
and
Millard
Hopper,
Colman, sole male player,
checker wiz.

by

Sullivan

Guild

i

Trau.

“Kraft

J^BC-TV

lookers

Patricia Morison, Hi
Brooke, Elizabeth Frazer (as
Television Theatre” on, tionts)
and Alix Talton as a n
xaoltoly flgBb )«e!eW c As* ugbt and
airy as a pop
i

weirdly intriguing half-hour
called “The Porone of a live series produced by Ted. Collins to be called
“Tales of Morpheus.” Idea of the
series seems quite original both in
concept and production, being a
dramatization of real dreams which
people are said to have had. The
series shapes up as the type that
will hold dream-conscious hausfraus spellbound in a spookie sort
of way.
The first “tale” was notable for
the scenic effects created by Sutton
Roley, who also did the scripting.
To create a macabre ethereal world,
he used plently of shadows plus
scenery built of photo paper and
cardboard frames handled by wires.
Trick effects were done so well,
the drama looked as though it were
(22) a

I

on

film.

Drama was introed by John Newland,

his

with

a

face filling the screen

glowing iridescence. The
had to do with a selfish
artist, BeiTy Kroeger, who so fell
in love with his masterpiece portrait of a beautiful woman that he
dreamed he joined her in a cavernous land behind the canvas. The
climaxing twisteroo was a pip the
artist was depicted trapped in the
canvas, his portrait an expression
of horror, while his imagined
beauty came alive as one of the
tale itself

—

spectators in the artgallery, smiling
at her imprisoned Svengali. To
make sure none of the daytime
viewers get* scared out of their wits,
Newland, as Morpheus, then explained verbally that it all ended
happily, with the frightened artist
awakening from his dream determined to slash his painting of evil
beauty and to mend his selfish

ways:
Production was expertly handled,
but Collins perhaps should consider whether such nightmares are
more adaptable to nighttime showings, rather than horror at 4 o’clock
in the afternoon.
Rask,

CADILLAC DROPPING
CBS CHORAL SYMPH
Cadillac

is

dropping the Choral

Symphony with Frank Black, heard
over CBS Radio on Sundays at 5:30
to 5:45 p. m., after the program

June 7.‘
Firm will be off during the summer, and may come back in the fail
of

with a half-hour package, created
by Lester Gottlieb, net program
veep, featuring Mimi Benzell, Earl
Wrightson and Alfredo Antonini's
orchestra, on which it has an option.

Lochridge Vice Spadea

CBS

For
Radio in Det.
Ben Lochridge has been appointed. Sales manager of the Detroit
office of CBS Radio network, ef*
fective June 1.
1

He replaces Joe Spadea, who resigned April 15.
Lochridge has
been

in* the.

media field .16

aiears.*
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MUSIC FROM MEADOWBROOK WOMEN TODAY

With Ralph Marterie Orch, Doug- With Elaine Drooz
las Duke Trio, Richard Dayman, 5 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.. 8 *5

YOUR BIG MOMENT

am
SIMMONDS UPHOLSTERING

others
producer-director^ Eddie Nugent
p.m.
Sat.,
7
Mins.,
60
ABC-TV, from Cedar Grove, N. J.
The successful formula for presenting bands on TV is yet to be
found. This is the second remote
pickup try - from Frank Dailey’s
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
(WABD ran a Meadowbrook series
two years ago) -but no imaginative
production pattern has been added
to make band viewing appealing.
Bill Williams,

*5

JANITROL
WRGB-TV, Schenectady

THE ORCHID AWARD
With Melyyn Douglas, Ken Rob- With Charlton Heston, Jane
Wy- With Ronald Reagan, emcee; Roseerts, others.
man, John Wayne, Arthur Franz,
mary Clooney, Mitch Miller,
Producer: Mike Dutton
Loon Asking Phil Chambers, Joe
guests; Paul Weston Orch; John
Director: Don Hillman
Costerella, Eduard Franz, Stacey
Heistand, announcer
30 Mins., Tues., 8 p.m.
Harris, Charles Meredith, Eliza- Producer: Harold Romm
TONI, HAZEL BISHOP
beth Patterson, Adeline DeWalt Director: Robert Finkel
DUMONT from N.Y.
Reynolds, Ruth Swanson, Stuart Writer: Gordon Auchincloss
(Weiss
Geller, Raymond
Torres, Lurene Tuttle
15 Mins., Sun., 6:45 p.m.

*

’

Time is brief but effort is consequential on new program, which
follows NBC s arresting “Today”
fit
a
v? both the WROW, Albany,
Spector
ad libs
commentary and
DuMont has come up with a
the commercials alternate
days prime bit of
programming in
for upholsterers and for gas heater]
“Your Big Moment.” an adaptation
In limited period available,
she
chats about a variety of topics: of “Blind Date.” It's got a bigtime
safetv
the home, “litterbugging” professionalism and a high polish
The preem show Saturday (23) also on the highways, patronizing the which should make it a strongpoint
on the Tuesday night spectrum.
overload
by
of
an
hampered
hometown
baseball qlub, to menwas
Emcee of this one is Melvyn Dougboth technical and verbal. tion three.
fluffs
las, doubling from the Broadway
wrinkles
fluff
are
the
when
Even
On last time block viewed, Miss legit comedy “Time Out for
Ginironed out, series will need plenty Drooz struck a more serious
note— ger.” Douglas, ,of course, is a
of work before it can hope to be- the freedoms we accept so
auto- knowing conferencier who pours
come a steady dialing attraction.
matically, as contrasted with their on
the charm and does a winning
It’s mighty appealing to the ear,
denials in Russia.
This echoed job on behalf of a pair of alternatthough. Credit for the musical out- from the story of “Never Let
ing sponsors. Preem commercials
Me
Meadowbrook’s
current
to
put goes
Go.
Clark Gable-Gene Tierney were for Toni, with Hazel
Bishop’s
headliner Ralph Marterie and guest picture, which Miss Drooz
had seen lipsticks getting plugs on the alstars Richard Hayman and The previous
night.
Public service ternate weeks
Douglas Duke Trio. Marterie’s messages—Red Cross, civil defense
Intent of the show is to realize
rhythms were showcased on such a n
are ffeetingly though a
i -ix_
big moment for a trio of citizens.
popular disk items as “Pretend,” skilfully
interwoven.
For
the first show, there was a date
“After
Midnight.”
‘‘Caravan” and
When the few rough edges are with a singer
sounding like Don
Hayman, who has been trekking planed, well-spotted
five-minuter
Cornell,
another had her eye on
through tele the past couple of should register
solidly.
Jaco.
a portrait by a name artist, and the
weeks as a musical guester, gave
show arranged a pileup of gifts for
a sock account of himself soloing
a juve polio sufferer.
on the harmonica on his current

fe?'

5
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THREE LIVES

Director: Edward Dmytryk
VICEROY CIGARETS
Writers: Edward
Edna Anhalt
ABC-TV, from Hollywood
25 Mins.
( Ted Bates)
Sustaining
“Orchid Award” is in important
WABC-TV, N. Y.
show for ABC-TV from a number
“Three Lives,” an Edward Dmy- of angles. It represents the first
tryk-directed film made to but- show that kicks off already spontress the United Jewish Appeal sored on the network since the
campaign, makes a strong imprint United Paramount merger (Plyby its depicting of short vignettes mouth bought “ABC Albums” after
in the lives of three people affect- it was. on a couple of weeks as a
ed by funds given by the UJA. sustainer). It’s also pegged in the
With Charlton Heston, Jane Wy- slot following Walter Winchell, and
man, John Wayne and Arthur should prove a good test of his*
Franz doing the commentary, an drawing power for the network.
expert cast portrays a medico at- And from the sponsorship angle,
tempting to make his way in it’s the first filter tipped ciggie
America, an 80-year-old woman plunge into network sponsorship,
who holds onto life in the hope of aside from spots.
seeing her children arrive in IsProgram, pegged on the Winrael, and an east-European who chellian "orchid” salutes, brings
on
upon arrival in Israel is disap- a star or stars (Rex Harrison and
t\Am4
Afl «•*
1 !1
pointed in his surroundings until Lilli Palmer are on tap for next
he joins in the movement to build week) and goes through a brief/
the country,
pictorialization of the headliner’s
Dymtryk has tried to present too career, culminating in the presenbroad a canvas for a half-hour tation of an orchid for the guest
Under this format, the show can show. He has had to take short- star. In this case, it was Rosemary
be made to do any number of cuts that detracted from the pres- Clooney who got the salute, with
things, thus variety is assured. entation of a fullbodied character- Ronald Reagan doing the emceeing.
Name performers can be presented ization. The commentaries were Since it was the web’s desire to get
without having to bring them in well-written and capably delivered Miss Clooney to kick off the series,
through a side door and there are and at times added dimension to this premiere was a Coast originaany number of offbeat gimmicks the story, but unfortunately, there tion, and Reagan will be replaced
that can be showcased and still was too little time allotted to each hereafter by Bert Lytell, the Paul
carry out the purpose of the stanza. segment to be fully effective.
Weston orch by Harry Sosnik’s
In the case of the girl who likes
The enactments were generally band, airing from New York.
Don Cornell, the young lady had fine. Leon Askin as the doctor,
Program is an
package, and
to choose between Cornell’s sing- Adeline DeWalt Reynolds as the producer (and
exec) Harold
ing and a vocal double.
She aged grandmother, and Stacey Romm has put a lot of coin and
thought that the double sounded Harris as the emigre who joins savvy into it. Program opened with
more like Cornell than the orig- the construction play their roles Reagan briefly explaining idea of
the show, then moving off into
inal did and so went out to the admirably.
Copacabana with the standin. The
The accompanying musical score vignettes of Miss Clooney’s career.
First of these had her singing in
girl who desired a portrait chose had
particular merit. The Israeli
tCh d° ne
themes were vivid and melodie as front of the Weston band, in dance*5 * ussf‘' p!tte
ton but was< rewarded
son
with a Brad- well as a tremendous aid in point- hall style, with dancers between
her and camera. It was a highly
l^ing up the various stories. Jose .
effective bit of business. Columbia
Douglas is an ingratiating gent.
Records’ pop recording chief Mitch
He makes with intelligent adlibs,
OFF
BEAT
Miller
then came -on to tell about
charms his way around the icono- With Melfni
Douglas, Mary Beth his faith in Miss Clooney, and folscope and ties together the variHughes, Will Jordan
lowed
it through with a simulated
ous segments of the show in a Producer-Director:
Marion Par- recording session. Following Miss.
manner that should entice listensonnet
t
Clooney’a singing, he sat down with
ers.
Jose.
Writer: Rip Van Ronkle
her to reenact the*time he showed
30 Mins.; Sun., 2:30 p.m.
her the arrangement of “Come
Sustaining
FASHION
PARADE
On-A My House,” before she reWCBS-TV, from N. Y. (Film)
With Betty Campbell, others
corded it.
This Melvyn Douglas widpixer
Director; Grant Van Patten
Reagan then played the record,
adds up to a routine private eye
15 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.
switched the topic to her current
stanza. It’s doubtful whether show
M.
film making, then reintroduced her
has enough on the ball to keep TV
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
in a setting from Par’s “Stars Are
Program, one of the few local set owners at home during the Singing,” her first film. He ended
live originations to hold a choice summer months. Cliche dialog of it all by presenting the
orchid.
spot the year around, features the wise-cracking genre and pat Reagan was an excellent host, and
styles modeled by three gals and situations give show a mediocre Miss Clooney a television natural.
standing.
Douglas
portrays
a
bitter,
commentated by Betty Campbell.
The medium builds up her innate
A modest budgeter, it is tastefully cynical sleuth whose background charm. Miller would do best to
dressed, smoothly presented, atr includes World War II service as stick to music his acting is u bit
tractively lighted and clearly pho- an Intelligence Officer.
on the hammy side.
Preem yarn Sunday (24) had
tographed. Format has been imOne basic fault to the show that
proved and production has been Douglas on the trail of a songstress can easily
be corrected is failure to
tightened since the premiere sev- to be named as a correspondent in have
the evening’s guest say a few
eral years ago, but the advertis- a divorce case. However, instead
words at the beginning. Because
of
being
ing does not seem as well cona simple case of a spouse Miss
Clooney
speak to the
trolled.
On the last block Viewed, shedding her mate, story wound up audience till thedidn’t
very end, program
the spotlighting of sponsor, men- with Douglas unearthing a dope seemed too
impersonal and even
tion of price and tabbing of a next smuggling ring. Story includes a gave the
feeling of being a film or
day’s sale took on the too-insist- few murders with Douglas adding some type of
pre-recorded docusome fisticuff play by slugging a mentary. Another
ent note.
flaw was the
girl
who
pulled
on
a gun
him.
Miss Campbell, head of an Altendency of Gordon Auchincloss*
Production was okay but the script to
bany model agency, handles knowbe too sugary at times.
gumshoe
characters
have
just about
ingly a script written in the tradiOn the technical side, program
Jess.
tional fashion pattern.
Charles been worn thin.
was topnotch. Bob FinkeFs camMcGarrahan designs the pleasant.|
eras didn’t miss a movement and
sets used.
Women undoubtedly
sets and lighting were of high
w*elcome “Fashion On Parade.”
especially for a 15-minute
'21st Precinct’
Duty calibre,
segment. Those Viceroy commerJaco.
)
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SgAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE

“Ruby,” and The Douglas With John Reed King
Duke Trio (drums, bass, organ) hit Producer: King
disclick,

an exciting beat in their instru- Director: Phil Beal
stint. Frank Mann, crooner 60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.,
w ith the Marterie 'band, was pleas- Sustaining
ABC-TV, from N. Y.
ing in his vocal workovers of “The
„

mental

3.*00

p.m.

W

Song From Moulin Rouge” and
Effectiveness of this hour-long
afternoon quizzer will depend
“You Are Love.”
Rest of the show, however, was mostly on the calibre of panel-

a study in confusion. Emcee Bill
Williams tripped over his lines and
the mike wires, Frank Dailey, was
in and out introducing local celebs
and the aud participation games
were embarrassing. Stanza saluted
Rutgers U. A different college will
be repped each week, and after
a brief gabfest between Williams
and the college historian, the Glee
Club came on for some okay alma
mater melodies.
,

All in all

“Music From Meadow-

brook” is okay listening fare but
viewing.
Gtos.

n.s.g.

John

Reed

Continued from page 1

“Hey.” The audience responded next time around. Then
Liberace paused again and explained he had been informed that
this was one kind of music Ike
liked. He wondered out loud if the
loud

President would prove it by delivering a solo “Hey” next time he
played the number and came to
the pause.
So did everybody else In the
room.
Liberace started through the
boogie-woogie routine again and
came to the pause.

From Prexy Ike at the centre of
the head table came a loud and
vigorous “Hey.” Liberace picked up
the music anew but nobody heard.
The entire room was on its feet
applauding. It couldn’t have been
more enthusiastic if Prexy had announced the end of * the Korean

King

show Monday (25) when
out of three panel members only
one seemed to be on the ball. Questions asked on program relate to
teeoff

unnecessary

objects that various
possess but want to
get rid of. King is notified via
write-ins of a certain useless item
(in the “white elephant” category)
that somebody owns and he in turn
provides the panelists with clues
relating to the object.
Show has potential comic value
in that some of the questions asked
could be played upon for yocks.
*11
TT
_
J
1
i
However, this will depend largely
on the panelists and also on King
picking up on some of their
answers for the obvious laughs that
can result when the viewing audience knows the answer to questions
being asked, as is the case on this
program. Among the items brought
before the panel w ere a 40-yearold beer can, a copy of a book
written by a contributor’s husband,
a trick camera that squirted water
and a nutcracker.
Failure of the panelists to arrive
at correct answers results in the
contributors receiving prizes. But,
if a panelist does reach the right
conclusion then he, or she, receives
the prize. King, incidentally, could
tone down on his exuberance,
w*hich at times seemed a little
J ess.
forced.

home viewers

_l

_

.

.

_

r

THE MUSIC SHOW

With Jackie Van, Mike Douglas,
Eleanor Warner, Henri Noel,
Robert Trendler Orch
War.
Producer: J. E. Faraghan
Miss Froman drew strong ap- Director: Barry McKinley
~
plause with her rendition of four 30 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m.
numbers, topped off by “I Believe.” DUMONT, from Chicago
DuMont has latched on to a
At the end of the evening, Eisen1

hower paid a special tribute to her
remarks. “I never see
Jane Froman on stage anymore,”
he said, “but what I think
what an
example of courage she is to Amerin his brief

ica.”

Kaye,

who held the stage for 25
nunutes, was at nearly his best
lorm in such specials as the gypsy
number with audience participation, “Minnie
the Moocher,” the
guy who sings “Begin
the Beguine”
oil key, etc.
Pinza, the opener, was
eu received by the
audience, alinough he began with
two heavy
peratic areas,

and ducked shouted

requests that he sing “Sortie
Enchanted Evening.”
Murphy got his best laugh from
Jisenhower when he said, “I was
arrival here to find
the ina ugurai parade had
f;
11
tinaliy finished.”
That was a tapeorm parade which ran well into
® eve ning.
Commenting on the
urrent picture situation,
Murphy
is now old-fashin,?
* n Hollywood, we’ve got
in this Marilyn Monroe
H*® screen, sits in your
7 frames an(* then goes
back on”
h ow was
provided by the Hollyftl(f
n
Coordinating
Committee,
wi/vT o*
311 Richardson
on hand for
jthA dl
ni er Among those sharing
}
thA t
a<
* a kle with tlie President
U’a».
* ?
® Adolph
ZuKor, Jack Warner,
e

Eric

HOLLYWOOD

.

I

<

ON

SOLOMON

—

Does

Series is a
WGN-TV, Chicago, product, and BACKYARD ZOO
demonstrates again the TV savvy With Conway Robinson
that’s being put in Chi origina- Director; Joe Sullivan
tions. Show offers a solid 30-min- 30 Mins., Sun., 3.30 p.m.
ute melodic menu without any un- Sustaining
necessary trimmings which helps WBAL-TV, Baltimore
it flow' easily throughout.
“Backyard Zoo” is an effective
The songalog is made up of fa- addition to WBAL-TV’s Sunday
af
tern
oon schedule of family type
miliar fave melodies and is slickly
handled by a lush orch under Rob- shows. Entire layout has a relaxed
atmosphere
well suited for home
ert Trendler’s baton and such
pleasing vocalists as Jackie Van, consumption.
Mike Douglas, Eleanor Warner and
Conway Robinson ties various
Henri Noel. All combine to make features of the format together.
“The Music Show” an appealing Weekly items include a “puppy
presentation” and a “pet of the
half-hour.
Puppy is presented to
If the repertoire on the preem week.”
show' Tuesday (19) is a sampling of writer of the best letter giving reathe standard the series has sei for sons why viewer wants pup. “Pet of
itself, it should win a steady dial- the week” calls for an unusual pet
ing crowd. The lineup on opening each week. Show caught had novGrand Night elty in its selection of a pheasant.
show included “It’s
For Singing,” “The Same Silver Latter portion of show utilized a
Moon,” “Your Land And My guest veterinary who discussed and
Land,” “Stormy Weather,” “No demonstrated pepper care for dogs
Two People,” “Thumbelina,” “I’ve during the summer months.
Attractive outdoor set is used.
Got You Under My Skin” and
Burm.
“Strange Music.” Enough there to

a rich and colorful inteipretation
that guarantees a listening hold.

Camera crew also rates praise for
and keeping the program alert and
I

*

r

“The Music Show.”

Johnston,

Dietz,
letz Stuart Sheftel

£*
nam r
/Me Andrew** of, NBC.
»

se

The tunes are split between Miss
Van and Douglas, who handle the
light pop stuff and Miss Warner
and Noel, who work over the meatier items. All hit effectively. Main
credit, however, is due Trendler’s
orch work. He gives each number

-

4

new

its

tagged appropriately enough

attract every taste.

’

Skouras,

tasty musical dish in

ries,

w

A

,

ward
ai U
_
WnTi

MCA
MCA

chooses from his daily studio
audience. This was indicated on

•

Solo ‘Hey’

Ike’s

emcee

itsts

k fluid*
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-
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In Camel’s

has set
dramatic series in coopwith
the
Patrolmen’s
Benevolent Assn, of N. Y., to replace “Irma,” which R. J. Reynolds
is cancelling, in the 9:30 p.m. Tuesday spot, beginning July 7.
Half-hour program stars Everett
Sloane and has the “Gangbusters”
team of John Ives and Stanley Niss

On

to

the

demonstrate

the amount of nicotine the filters
absorb.
Chan.

cinct,”

eration

as

director

and

writer,

respec-

tively.

Hausman Farewelled
Lou Hausman, who
from

CBS

administrative

shifts

veepee

of

Radio to vice-president of the

week

m

:

JUDY DEANE SHOW
Director: Jim Baker
15 Mins., Fridays, 4 pan.

OYSTER LOAF

KGO-TV, San Francisco
Gene De Forrest)
(

With pleasing ease and photogenic charm, radio’s rotund Judy
Deane and her piano, “Mr. 88,’*
made a comfortable, smooth-moving TV debut (15). Nothing to set
the town afire, but it’s a neat little
song package laced with nostalgia,
brief sentimental nonsense and

over just enough schmalz to register

CBS-Columbia manufacturing division, was toasted by network col-

Ayemer

»

approached

ludicrous point, with a “puffing’*

“21st Per- machine supposed

CBS Radio

leagues at a shindig tossed last
at A1 Schacht’s, N. Y.
Topping the event was a special
20-minute documentary, “The Lou
Hausman Story” (a la March of
Kleenex In, Lanolin Out
Time), scripted by Lester Gottlieb
Godfreys A
CBS Radio*" program veepee, in
Kleenix replaces Lanolin as a which Jean Hersholt portrayed his
sponsor on the first quarter hour “Dr. Christian” role, and other
of the morning CBS simulcast CBS talent did pinch-hit thesping
“Arthur Godfrey Time,” beginning duty for William S. Paley, Frank
July 6.
Stanton, et al.
It’s an alternating sponsorship,
Hausman was gifted with some
sharing time with Snowcrop. luggage as. iwfarewell> token » **
•

however,

cials,

Irma’ Bowout

•

a

small-sized sock.
Gal has a winning smile, robust
personality,
Sophie
Tucker-ish
pipes and a talkative keyboard.
She gives nice warmth to the telescreen when she voices tried and
true oldies like “Sitting On Top of

the World,” “September Song,”
and “My Blue Heaven.” Her smash
topper was a lusty piano rendition
of “If I Loved You.”
Only display of nervousness
came when she gave a trickilyworded toast to San Francisco and
choked her lines.
Director Jim Baker’s camera
work was unsensational but adequate. Sponsor cut cost corners
with commercial cards voiced offcamera by Freddie Jorgensen.
Tone.
r

•

.

.

,
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The trouble with television is— you can’t
take your eyes off it without missing lots
*

of

new things you want

In case

up with.

you haven’t been looking

consider the
held or

to keep

lately -

many ways CBS Television

advanced

its established

has

lead in;

program popularity -with most of the Top
Ten at night, and

all

Top Five daytime

. .

package hits -with 10 of them making the
Top Ten during the current season

. .

average audiences-with an 18 per cent
nighttime lead over the second network

single

audience -with the

. .

greatest
*

attraction in all broadcasting,

drawing

more than 42 million viewers a week...

sponsored time -more both day and

economy - a
12

night...

cost-per-thousand-viewers

per cent lower than on any other network.
0
%

And now

there’s headline

news from

P.I.B.:
C--

CBS

Television has taken first place in

advertising

volume -with

the largest in the

April billings

network’s history.

Even far-sighted advertisers would have to
look far to fin d a
for

so

medium

so effective

displaying their products -or a network
successful in getting customers to

watch closely.
'

CBS TELEVISION

i

•

May

lT*di»€*cIa5V

27, 1953
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'GOLDBERGS’ TO SOB

DENNIS DAT ON TV

DuM Ducks
,

Coronation
Cowdtvel iron we 14

Hollywood,

be presented spending considerable sums

in get-

Coronation. It will
preempting
in cooperation with the Consular j ting the films and
will
representatives in N. Y. of' the ) commercial time, DuMont
Commonwealth nations. Telecast 'Scarry its Tuesday night programand on Sunday will relinis considered an exclusive by the Sjming
quish only a local filmed show,
network since the services are used ’•'Manhattan Playhouse.” Reasononly on the occasion of a coronaat She network is that the
tion. Actual ceremony will include \
Mother three webs will have essenshowing of duplicates of the 1 iially the same coverage of the
sword, orb ring and crown to be ] Coronation,
and DuMont isn't
used June 2.
likely to gain much in the way of
On Coronation Day, DuMont 1 audience
at that time. Sunday
has planned no coverage, but will j"ceremony, DuMont execs feel, is
carry its regular programming.
way to beat the jets, get the
Web has contracted for newsreels ja
flump on the Coronation, and do an
of the Coronation and will air unduplicated public service job.
these as soon as they arrive, but
•
it’s unlikely they’ll be in X. Y. on
that same day. This is in marked
Akron Bloyee. "Blue” Wright,
which
CBS,
and
Nl3C
contrast to
former staffer at KGO, ABC’s San
are jet-flying in their own and Francisco o-and-o, has been named
BBC films, and ABC, which is program director of WAKB-TV
picking up the Canadian Broad- 'here. UHF station expects to go
on the air with test patterns in
casting Co. feed from Toronto.
,
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Ted Ashley Associates

May
this

llest’ ta

Musical variety show, "Nothing
Best” with Eddie Albert

26.

week

Higher Court To

Sab Thread*’;

concluded three top television sum- as emcee, is the summer replacemer replacement deals, setting ment for "Fireside Theatre,” Tues"The Goldbergs” to replace Dennis days at 9 p. m. over NBC-TV. ProDay on NBC-TV; "Take a Guess,” gram is a Biow Co. created packwith John K, M. McCaffeiy to sub age. It will be produced by Ted
'“Life with Luigi” on CBS-TV a&d Mills, with Bob Banner as director
"Name That Tune,” with Red Ben- 'and Robert P. Smith the writer,
son to replace Paul Winchell on
Procter & Gamble is staying
NBC-TV,
through the ’summer to plug Lilt,
Deals were set by Ashley veepee Ivory Soap and Crisco.
Paul Redin. "Goldbergs” starts in
the Friday night slot July 3;
June
"Guess” kicks off Thursday,
11 and "Tune” begins early in June I Evans’ 'Cabbages Sc Kings’
in WincheU’s Monday night slot.
New public service show packAlso set was a deal with ABC-TY
by Lou Cowan called "Caband American Chicle for "Date aged
With Judy” to continue through the bages and Kings” has been bought
It’s a once-weekly
by ABC-TV.
summer.
"Guess” and "Tune” are owned half-hour program.
be built around
will
^Cabbages”
owns
also
who
Arnell,
Peter
by
"Robert Q. Lewis’ Wax Works,” Dr. Bergen Evans, the Northwest
the Cowanmoderates
who
prof
CBS
U.
which Radio has set with
Radio for June, with Webster Re- packaged "Dow‘n You Go” show’ on
DuMont.
cording Co. sponsoring.

BasebaD TV

Sift

'but the
I

\

I

1

j

j

;

i

-

j

i
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Washington,

May

26.

In agreeing yesterday (MonJ to
review three cases to determine
whether organized baseball violates the anti-trust laws, the Supreme Court may either sanction
TV restrictions on games or side
with the Department of Justice
which has forced baseball to sell
broadcast rights. It all depends
on whether the Court rules that
pro baseball is a sport or a business.

The last time the Supreme Court
considered a baseball case was in
1922 when it held that interstate
commerce was not involved and
therefore the game was not subject to anti-trust laws.

But since

that time radio and TV have come
along and may change the court’s

!

;

'

i

thinking.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson <D-Colo.\
who is pushing for legislation to
exempt baseball from anti-trust
laws so that televising of major
league games can be controlled,
said his bill is still as necessary
as ever. He pointed out that it will
probably be a year before the high
tribunal hands down its decision.
In the meantime, he said, the minor leagues are being destroyed
by broadcasts of big games in their
territory, as was brought out in
recent hearings before the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee.
The Senator said he expects the
committee to act soon to bring
the bill before the senate for consideration.

ROBINSON TO PREXY
CROSLEY OF ATLANTA
Cincinnati,

May

26.

William P. Robinson has been
elected president of Crosley Broadcasting of Atlanta, Inc., it

was

an-

nounced here today by James D.
Shouse, chairman of the Atlanta
board and Robert E. Dunville,
chairman of the executive committee.

Atlanta

organization

operates

WLW-A, which was purchased by
Crosley last winter.
fourth TV outlet.

i

It is

Crosley’s

Robinson was also named a director of WLW-A. John T. Murphy, vice president of the Cincinnati company, also becomes veepee of WLW-A.
Robinson entered radio here as
an entertainer in 1928 and joined
Crosley organization in 1938 as a
salesman.

Meredith Willson Back

To His LA. Home Base
Meredith Willson and his wife,
who came east for one year to do
the Tallulah Bankhead "Big Show,”
and found it stretched into a
three-year NBC chore. *re moving
back next week to their Westwood
(Los Angeles) home. They will
tape their "Every Day” NBC platter-chatter show on he Coast, foregoing a TV panel show he has
been doing east, and will concentrate on radio-TV out of Hollywood.

ON AMERICAN HAIR STYLING
your lady appears one day with her hair
coiffured as above, she is under the Italian
Influence* This gamin hair-do arrived in the
United States with a group of young Italian
movie stars visiting New York. The girls
returned, but their Italian Boy’S Cut stayed
on to capture America.
If

So

it

goes with

all

aspects of

million Americans of Italian origin
in the New York area.

Let us show you how
Italian Influence to

WOV

who

live

will put the
to make

work ior you,

sales for your product in

New York.

modern

American life* The Italian Influence is having
its way with our cars, our clothes, our menus,
our interior decoration and our industrial
design. If it’s smart, new, elegante --chances
are, it’s Italian.

The Willsons are N.Y.-toL.A.’ing
next month in easy stages with a
stopoff in Fairfield, Iowa, where
Parsons College will present him
with a Doctorate of Music. For
Centennial Week, also in June,
Willson will be honorary mayor

Mason City, la., his home-town,
which was founded in 1953. Incidentally, Willson composed a special "Mason City March” which
Paul Lavalle and the Cities Service Band have been performing
on their Monday night NBC series.
Willson, who has had his own
series for Jello, Canada Dry and
Ford between 1945-1950, will go
back to do TVersions of that forof

mat plus lecturing for tbe W. Colsteon Leigh concert agency which
has him booked to guest-

you’ve read our ads before, you know
what tnis means in New York. WOV interprets
If

also

Bridgeport (Conn.)
17, the Sioux City
a repeat with the
Buffalo Philharmonic, as he did
last March.
conduct

the Italian Influence for better living to the

the

Symphony July
Symph Oct. 11,

great and prosperous market which understands* it most readily, acts on it most quickly
... the market represented by more than two

WGAR's 25%

Biz Hike
Cleveland, May 26.

John

730

FIFTH

AVE,

NEW YORK

19

•

ROME

I.

STUDIOS: VIA di PORTA PINCIANA 4

Pearson Co.

WGAR

reported sales in local
up 259c over a year ago.
According to Carl George, station manager, week of May 16 was
the biggest week of the year.

business

is
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Summer Saturday

Stardust for

Relaxed as a Summer evening, tangy as a lemonade
• . .

Hoagy Carmichael's dry wit and syncopated

piano are made-for-Summer refreshments. During a

90 minutes (9 to 10:30

packed on

PM)

traditionally audience-

NBC television, Hoagy will preside

over a

fresh collection of your favorite bands, talented

dancers and rising young comedians for bright and
easy-to-take viewing.

Consider, too,

Show

how

this

worthy successor to “Your

of Shows” falls into a time period that averaged

a 20.8 Nielsen Rating last summer on N.B. C.

Then

consider this starting price that’s hardly

more

costly than a

European vacation ($3,334 program,

net). Sponsors'

can avail themselves of this smooth

summer

selling in

any of several plans a half:

hour every week, every other week, or a 10 minute
participation each week.

It all begins

on June 6th— so now’s the time to
*

get

all

the facts from

Saturday Night Revue
9:00-10:30

television
&

service of Radio Corporation of A-moricn

PM

Nights

l

KUI9-TELEV1SIO?!

Wednesday* May 27, 1953

t&r-nxi

Television Chatter

WAVE-TVg UHmvmi,

3

CHANNEL

HOW

Hob Won’t Interfere

OnTY Bout ‘Blackouts’
Boston,

SERVES

FAR 6REATER

*-

Gillette, the TV sponsors, with
blacked out to insure a profitable gate, was result of blasts in
majority of local dailies.
Record-American sports columnists tabbed the bill "socialistic”
and in "violation of free enterprise,” pointing out that the forcing of promoters to allow televising
of fights would undoubtedly put
the bankrollers out of business.

TV MARKET!
TUc*

ANTENNA!

914-FT.
(«bov«

mr«|i

NBC Radio Pickup For

torrain)

H’wood Bowl Concerts
NBC radio will air a series of
.
eight full-hour -concerts from the

%AMOW CHANNEL!

Hollywood Bowl, beginning Sunday, July 19. Musical makeup of
the program, to be heard from 4
to 5 p. m., is yet to be determined.
The Sunday hour is now held by
the sustainers, "G. I. Joe” and

(froM ChaRNtl 5 to ChoHRol 3)

'JUto 100,000 WATT POWER!

"Jason and the Golden Fleece.”
After a hiatus, "Jason” will return,
but "Joe” probably will be dropped,

(vp from 24,000 Watts)
«

7ietV' ALL-NEW EQUIPMENT!
most modtrii Nvilukle)

(flit

iWAVE-TV’s

— always the

market

television

NBC, ABC,
Free

CHANNEL

DUMONT

W
AFFILIATE

& iPeters, Foe,

Exclusive National Representatives

now

at least

50%

According fo

bigger than

FCC

new WAVE-TV
52 . 7
55 . 5

it

is

used to be.

coverage curves ihe
,

television

market has

% additional families living an
spending 54.0%
% larger area
. . .

in

.

more on
57 . 5

j
|

largest in the Kentucky-Indiana area

NOW

26.

Hub

.

WAVE-TV

May

A bill which would prevent fight
promoters from blacking out the
TV coverage of local fights in this
area, previously approved by the
Massachusetts Senate, was defeated in the House of Representatives
last week. Proposed bill, an aftermath of the recent hassle between
promoters of the Carter-Collins
fight at the Boston Garden and

%

Retail Sales

. . .

and representing

more Effective Buying Incomel

Don’t neglect the new and

WAVE-TV

it intact,

television market.
it

important

Ask Free &
and about

the only station that can deliver

and with impact

tne first 15 minutes of the half-hour
show on Wednesdays, beginning
Aug. 26. Agency is Foote, Cone &
Beldmg.
Moves leave the Moore show two
sponsors shy of a sellout.

ANTA TV 'Showcase'
dramatic tele show,
which Vinton Freedley may emcee
an(j produce, has been packaged by
*

An ANTA

MCA.
Show probably
.

vitally

Peters for all the facts about

WAVE-TV,

1 Up, 2 Down for Garry
The Garry Moore Show has
gained one and lost two sponsors.
Best Foods is cancelling out of
it^ Wednesday spot
on the CBS-TV
afternoon strip after the program
of June 10, and Duffs is dropping
alternate Mondays after the show
of June 15.
Purex Co., for Dry Bleach, takes

"The

ANTA

will

be

called

Showcase,”

—

Denver Sheldon Yf‘. Peterson,
news director for KLZ, was presented with the Big Hat award,
emblematic of excellence in news
reporting, at ceremonies held at
the Univ. of Colorado on May 16.
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Chi’s

Parlays a Myth

Radio City Panjandrums

Into B.O. Inventiveness

By JUDITH WALLER

JULES HEBBUVEAUX

.By

—a

(Director, Office of Public Affairs

NBC

Chicago.

myth fabricated out of the whole cloth of expediency, ft was bom
in an atmosphere distinguished by a lack of money, faciliinventiveties and big names, but blessed with ideas and
The Chicago technique?

•

It’?

a myth

*

From its beginning, the Chicago approach to TV
production was predicated on" the realization that we had
up with something different something wholly
come
to
TV and neither Broadway nor Hollywood to capture the
eye and imagination of an audience already becoming
jaded by 17-inch views of chorus lines, fancy sets and a
parade of high-priced talent
We faced three cold facts. One, our studio facilities
were restricted and we weren’t going to play to studio
audiences. So we aimed all our efforts at the one, two or
three-person audience at home. Two, while our town is
loaded with capable artists, there were very few top
names in residence. So we took our talent and dressed
it with originality. Third, it takes a lot of money to turn
out even the most simple TV show and our budgets were
small. So we cut comers and strived "for simplicity.

Comes the time when the

were convinced that
particular interest.
any form of education, and at any age level

—

—

around us.
Such development, we concluded, need not be formalized through numerous ways and processes. And television could offer new, challenging and exciting methods
of furthering education.
indulging in introspection,

ing look

among

we

took a long, soul-search"What place should a

ourselves, asking

commercial station have in the educational field?”
The answer, we deduced; was “Just as large a place as
we can effectively occupy.” The public schools and the
college level learning centers cannot assume the entire
project of educating the human race in this modern age,
be it in the ivy-covered walls or by radio and/or television. The difference between the TV channel restricted
to education and that operated for commercial purposes
is not in those channels themselves* but in the intent of
those persons who use them, and who should thus be held

I

ylfhpmy of secret ingredients. Start with a liberal measure of creativeness; add dam title dough; an occasional
dash of unique talent like Burr Tilistrom; a heavier seasoning of solid, competent, artists like Bergen Evans and
Win Stracke along with the "Hawkins Falls” and- "Super
Circus” gangs, plus original ideas like "Zt>o Parade” and

Encouraged by this initial success we soon Introduced
"Zoo Parade,” an informational program affording all
children and their parents opportunity to become familiar
with the zoo animals and their characteristics, appearances and work and play habits. This type of knowledge,

Got the Talent
RAYMOND

A. JONES
(Exec Secretary, Chicago AFTRA)

too,
ess.

Chicago.
Chicago has all the necessary talent for radio and television production, with the possible exception of big
names. And despite the concentration of stars in New
York and Hollywood, a surprising number of Chicago
radio-TV performers are in the over $50,000-a-year

when AFTRA was

organized,

more

daily

were originating in Chicago than lb New
Angeles a poor third. Paid- up members
were about 700 at the start, and held this level until the
"
middle forties.
The membership has not slipped too extremely, since
the AFTRA membership averages more than 600 today.
Add to this the Actors Equity membership .of around
300 and the AGVA roster of about 1,500, plus a horde of
good musicians, both pop and classical, a supply of excellent singers and a more than adequate list of top-flight
writers, directors and producers and you have the vital
broadcasts

'"York, with X»o$

..

-

-

Chicago talent story.
Take a show like "Hawkins Falls” it has a top rating
and a remarkably low cost-per-thousand. The boys who
developed that program knew that there were plenty of
fine professionals available, but when the "right” one
didn't show up for a specific spot, they sought him out

—

by holding

auditions.

In the last year "Hawkins Falls” has used almost 100
different actors and actresses.
They found them here.
"Super Circus,” another production representative of
»ihe Chicago scene, has no difficulty in selecting and prerenting fine specialty acts, week after week, from AG.VA’s
large local roster.
Take a look at “Breakfast Club”—it’s in its 20th year of
selling merchandise.
Another indication of the Chicago talent presence Is the
fact that 10 years ago there was a single strawhat
theatre here. This sunimer there will be eight. This

winter

a stock company was operated successfully at the Showcase theatre.
We’ve a fierce pride in Chicago and we don’t expect an
advertiser to buy a program just because it originates
here. But it was Chicago’s know-how and talent
that developed “Kukla, Fran & Ollie,” "Ding Dong School,”
Garroway a* Large,” ’Studs Place,” "Down You Go,” and
all the others.

was an immediate success and soon acquired a
And' by this sponsorship it extended its audience from the Chicago area to a full network presentation, thus reaching into the far corners of our country.
Less education for this? We most sincerely think not.
We soon followed this with "Mr. Wizard,” a weekly program starring Don Herbert devoted to the explanation in
simple terms of the natural phenomena of every day life.
While slanted to the junior high school comprehension
level, the 3,000 “Mr. Wizard” Science clubs in 42 states
have active members ranging in age from a few years to
a venerable 80! Another example of a commercially-sponsored educational program on a commercial station.
Our first attempt at unadulterated college-level education was in a program titled "Live and Learn.” The title
was cast to be as non-stuffy and unpedantic as possible,
but the curriculum served up has been without compromise. Anthropology, economics, the management of men
and criminology have been some of the monthly subjects,
delivered weekly by leading university authorities from
Chicago area colleges and universities.
Televised in a simulated academic lecthre hall setting
the fare has in many instances been steep—but the
response gratifying,
opposite end of the educational totem pole, we
decided— and not without admitted fears and secret crossing of fingers to establish a program for
-pre-school
youngsters, roughly in the three-to-four year age
bracket.
Turning to the field of professional nursery education,
for advice we found Frances Horwich, formerly
chairman
of the department of education at Chicago’s
Roosevelt
College and also a former president of the
Association of
Nursery Schools. The result— "Ding Dong School/*
recently honored with the Peabody Award
as the best childrens program of 1952 needs no description
at this"*

—

*

I

to be important in the overall learning procits fourth birthday in May of

The program, marking

sponsor.

bracket..

in 1937,

we knew

this year,

-

Back

are wearisome indication.

That the, Manhattan monkey-monks smothered Chicago
The

as a network origination centre is not surprising.

is their permitting it to flower in the first
This may have been attributable not so much to
an experimental urge as to the newness of the medium
at the* time and the state of anarchy thaL prevailed. But
once Order stepped in Order, Radio City fashion ImagiN

eyebrow-lifter
place.

—

'

—

nation fled.

Freedom From Tension

i

A

sources:

"Walt’s Workshop/* a how-to-do-it type of
of our earliest ventures
strictest sense of the word, but
definitely instructional. Sponsorship of this program was
offered almost immediately, and appropriately by a lumber company. The program, still with its original sponsor, recently celebrated its fourth anniversary, and is
more popular than ever.
"Is Walt's Workshop any less educational for. the homeowner, the amateur carpenter and the interested youth
because it is sponsored?” we asked ourselves. The answer was a resounding "NO!”

—not educational in the

done anywhere.

By

the Eastern panjandrums.
But that's as far as it goes.
No point in kidding ourselves. A lot of the time it
appears that the cards are stacked against Chicago by
the Big Dealers on the sunny side of the Hudson. The
fate of "Garroway at Large,” "Studs* Place,” and the
current cuffing administered to "Kukla, Fran and Ollie”

a side door.

WNBQ. Chicago^NBC key
TV field through

to the specific, we at
station, slipped into the educational

Turning

TV

to guide us. When the cable
opened, all program origination points were wrestling
with their own problems in their own way, and no general
set of rules existed.
The result won our town a lot of critical acclaim and
made it more than just a mid-continent switching point.
We're proud and grateful for whatever Impression the
Chicago touch has made on the industry, but ’"this is no
time to be smug.
No, we don't have a patent on the Chicago style. It’s
just a name for something that started here but could be

we had no mother

Chi’s

Chicago's die-hardness is reflected in the heroic crusade
(quixotic, cynics might dub it) of Chicago Unlimited
and a handful of rugged packagers. "Ding Dong School”
is scoring mightily with the. rompers set and, by the time
this issue appears. Win Stracke and his animal sidekicks
will probably have joined Miss Frances in an excellent
pre-school parlay. The odds are another Chicago show
or- two might make it, might, too, earn a benign pat from

home woodshop program, was one

window-box .gardener.

can credit part of our present performance to the

is written,

moral may be pointed by tomorrow’s. TV
During Chicago’s Glory Day, any number of
theories were advanced to explain the freshness of the
midwestem tack. One astute critic dove in so deeply
as to cite the Toynbee concept of history. None touched
upon the most simple explanation.
Chicago programs, circa 1949-51, were free from tension. The actor, director and writer were unencumbered
by advice and off-the-top suggestion from The Man in
the Brooks Bros. Suit.
Out here, the blue chips were not on the table. Time
was not of the Essence. Out here,, a casual master of
ceremonies, speaking gently, wandered about a studio.
And nobody pushed him. Out here, a young genius and
a charming ex-Iowa school teacher enjoyed themselves.
And nobody pushed them. Out here, a disk jockey, a jazz
piano man, a folk singer and a deft actress^ improvised
at sunning a lunch room. And nobody pushed them.
Neither climate nor sun spots nor Toynbee explains the
Chicago School. It’s the ridiculously simple formula jf
allowing artists to call upon their own, their inner re-

—

•

,

Decade

*

accountable for the program content sent forth.
With, further introspective examination we realized that
with the technical knoW"D ing Bong School,” 'and you've almost got it. Wrap the our commercial station facilities,
of producers, directors, camera crews, lighting* spehow
thing up with careful planning we can't afford to put.
cialists and all the rest of the behind-the-scenes personnel
'em in the air unless they’re gonna' fly—and tie the packneeded to put a successful program on a TV channel, were
age with production skills tempered by a minimum of
equipped physically to capy through almost any conwell
Chicago
package.
tools and gadgets. There’s your
0
ceivable education programming idea that might be proThe big variety extravaganzas come closest to provid- posed.
ing all entertainment things to all people. We can't match
We also realized" that oftentimes those who oversee the
them, although Chicago's earlier efforts at variety shows,
destinies of commercial station programming, through
like "Garroway at Large” and ;the "Wayne King Show”
their
ability to think in visual terms and their insight into
really clicked with viewers and gave a hefty boost to the
that which appeals to the public’s eyes and ears, might
rising star of Chicago TV.
well he better equipped to build and present shows that
"Ding Dong School” was created-specifically for prewould enlarge horizons and develop mental processes than
schoolers; "Creative Cookery” for the housewife; "Walt’s
those whose entire scope was narrowed to the academic
Workshop” for die guy who’s handy or thinks he's handy
field.
around the house; "Jet Pilot” for ttte teenager with a flyGrow?”
for
the
Garden
Your
ing bug, and./'How Does
Limbering Up With Lumber

We

First

practically

excluding
for obvious reasons the highly technical fields—could be
effectively presented through the video tube.
Education as the textbooks defined for us, is a process
of mental development of enlarging horizons so to enable
k better understanding and appreciation of the world

The Chi Ingredients
The Chicago technique doesn't represent a mysterious

fact that

Chicago,
definitive history of TVs
a wistful footnote might be devoted to the palmy era of The Chicago School.
No epitaph is intended. Crepe hanging time is not yet.

Central Division)

We

We wanted no imitations, not only to satisfy our own
peculiar brand of Chicago vanity, but because we couldn't
compete with the coasts on their own terms. On the drawing board, our first efforts looked puny by comparison,
but, as often happehs in this business, we underestimated
the appetite of the audience, somewhat gorged by TV’s
banquet fare. It liked the lighter, simpler stuff <fre had
to offer, and demanded more.
T

By STUDS TERKEL

and Education

Chicago.
Early in the days of television in Chicago those of us
programming
of educaplanning
and
the
concerned with
tional and public service features saw the tremendous^
almost terrifying possibilities in the new medium for our

ness.

—

TV Imagination Vs.

—

point.

«

Have Your Cake

&

literally coast-to-coast.

To be

themselves.

New York

has far mote actors, writers and directors
than Chicago. A two plus two truism. Yet, Garroway
would have been given the heave-ho his first day in a
Manhattan studio (today he is accepted in the village
of stretch runners, where you’re alone when the race
begins, lose your jockey when you’re trailing but when
you come home a laughing winner you share your laurel
wreath with sudden sidekicks); a Tilistrom (the most
imaginative talent TV has thus far produced) would have
been ridiculed; a Studs’ Place would have been padlocked after one performance (whaddaya mean, “dialog
by cast?” I wannt see the script so I can okay it. How
can I okay what I don’t see in print? And I mean big
print.
We do (Everything big in New York).

—

The ironic truth is that New York, talentwise, could
produce scores of programs of the Chicago School vintage. But only when the upper echelon noggins there are
filled with more than Straw and Stereotype.
Perhaps,
one day, maturity will come to Madison Avenue.

On

that day, the Pirates will cop the pennant.

less thousands of letters received by "Miss Frances,”
a
scant dozen have been critical of the injection of com-,
mercial materials in the program, while on the other hand
hundreds of parents have offered their congratulations on
the effectiveness of the commercial handling carried out
by Frances Horwich! -

There are no doubt those who, wanting to-, have their
cake and eat it as well, would like to see top caliber educational programs, obviously with lop caliber
people, offered as daily fare without the injection
of the “lowly”
commercial. From a strictly purist point of view this may
at first seem to have some merit.

On the other hand, without added income no station
can afford to sustain the cumulative financial load of the
educational and/ or cultural programs that its facilities are equipped to* provide,
nor can it secure onja conmany

tinuing basis the top-flight professional
talent essential to
the very success of the program,
half-hour
time
spots
in
desirable periods of the
,
.

aay and week, when a maximum number
of viewers can
benefits of the programs, are obviously also
.

mgniy

desirable time spots for other types of commershows. These periods cannot be continually
set aside
on a sustaining basis without real loss
to the station.
us“ "“sP onso s hip; and, where sponsorship
and prof
cau ?^ec tt vely merge, the results are both first rate
programming for the commercial station, which in turn
benefits the sponsor, and enlarges
the horizons of the
cial

^

i

£™.

viewing- public.
So, in the broadest possible
sense, television is fast be/ n the whole process of education.
Srwi?
Whether that education
is acquired from the video signal
of an educational or a commercial
station is of tittle importance, if the viewers truly believe
that what they see
is vital to their mental
development. Are not the commercial stations, therefore, justified
in believing they are
honestly making a Contribution
in the. field of education?
1
^ elieve they are. and am, therefore, inclined to the cynical query;
yes, it's commercial so what?
'

Eat

It,

Too

I

e Sc ool
lts Eece P tion ln Chicago, was
te
inevi.
£
5fr ^
S
tably
destined
to become a network program, and
also
inevitably destined to become a commercially-sponsored
program. Again, sponsorship has enabled a program
of
worthwhile creative activity for youth to be experienced

i¥

slight
historian.

-

It Is significant that, of

the count-

—

—
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Chi Network Originations

The Class and the Camera

TELEVISION

By BERGEN EVANS

Camel News Caravan (NBC) 6:45-7 p. m., Wed., Fri., Clint Youle
weather inserts. R. J. Reynolds.
Dinff Dong School (NBC) 9-9:30 a. m M Mon. thru Fri., Scott Paper;
General Mills; Minnesota Mining.
Down You Go (DuMont) 9:30-10 i>. m., Fri., Carter Prod.; Helene

(B. A., ALA., B. Litt.

TELLSTHESTORY

Champ (ABC)
Amend Co.

10:30-11

a.

m., alternate Saturdays.

Chicago.

Fred W.

—

Hawkins Falls (NBC) 4-4:15 p. m., Mon. thru Fri. Sustaining.
Kukla, Fran & Ollie (NBC) 3-3:30 p. m., Sun. Radio Corp. of
America.
Mr. Wizard (NBC) 6-6:30 p. m., Sat. (Produced by Cereal Institute,
carried as public service sustainer.)
Paul Harvey News (ABC) 10-10:15 p. m. Sun. Burton Dixie Corp.
Quiz Kids (CBS) 9-9:30 p. m., Sat. Sustaining.
Super Circus (ABC) 4-5 p. m., Sun. Kellogg and Mars.
Today (NBC) 7-9 a. m., Mon. thru Fri. (Occasional five min. live
pickups’ on this N. Y. show.)
The Music Show (DuMont) 8-8:30 p. m., Tues. Sustaining.
Welcome Travelers (NBC) 2:30-3 p. m., Mon. thru Fri. P & G;
Ecko; Nash-Kelvinator.
Wrestling From Rainbo (ABC) 8:30-10 p. m.. Wed., Co-op.
Wrestling From Marigold (DuMont) 8:30-10 p. m., Sat. Co-op.
Zoo Parade (NBC) 3:30-4 p. m.. Sun. Quaker Oats Co.
f

anything to indicate that the geography of a program's origination
has any influence upon the win,
place and show positions in the
ratings sweepstakes?
To find out, Variety asked A. C.
Nielsen & Co. to run some special
tabs on Chicago-originated, sponsored network TV and radio stanzas and to permit publication of
this usually restricted material. In

.

RADIO

checked
addition. Variety
also
April, 1953, ARB ratings to confirm the Nielsen findings.
The overall conclusions that
emerged from this two-way rating
analysis have some rather startling
implications for network advertisers who are concerned about what
they are getting for their radio

(NBC

regional) 7-7:15 a. m.-, Mon. thru Fri. Skelly Oil.
11:30-12 n., Sat. Sustaining.
Back to God (Mutual) 8:30-9 a. m., Sun. Christian Reformed Church.
Big City Serenade (NBC) 4-4:30 p. m.. Sat. Sustaining.
Breakfast Club (ABC) 8-9 a. m., Mon. thru Fri. O’Cedar; Bobbi and
White Rain; Swift; Philco.
Carnival of Books' (NBC) 8:45-9 a. m., Sat. Sustaining.
Chicago Theatre of the Air (Mutual) 9-10 p. m., Sat. Sustaining.
ClifFs Family (Mutual) 8:15-9 a. m., Mon. thru Fri. Co-op.
Clifton Utley News (NBC) 10:15-10:30 p. m., Sun.; 9:30-9:35 p. m.,
Mon, thru Fri. Sustaining.
Club Time (ABC) 5:45-6 p. m.. Sat. Club Aluminum.
Concert Studio (ABC) 8:30-9 p. m. f Mon. Sustaining.Crime Files of Flamond (Mutual) 7-7:30 p. m., Wed. General Mills;

Alex Dreier

American Farmer (ABC)

or

Rhythm (ABC) 4:45-5 p.
Time (NBC regional)

Faultless Starch

m., Sat.
10-10:45

thousand homes reached than

Ph.D.,

Emcee *Down You Go*)

Chicago.
People are always asking which is more fun, teaching or television?
than a camera? Who is more tyrannical, a
student or a sponsor?
Well, it's an open secret that television pays more money, and onty
25 years of teaching can really prepare a man to appreciate money.
But other values are more difficult to weigh. The teacher certainly
has some immediate and lasting satisfactions. The flash of understanding in' a student's face, the burst of laughter that marks a class’
sudden comprehension of a new point of view or the murmur of
amazement, or even disapprobation, that greets an unpopular assertion
are solid rewards. The television or radio performer knows that he is
reaching a much larger audience, but he is reaching them with much
less. Most of the important things in life are strictly taboo on the
air and what can be said must be implied or hidden in wit. Bootlegged,
as it were. This, of course, offers a challenge and an excitement in
itself and among the millions
as many amusing and often learned
letters testify
there are many thousands who are listening in a double

—

sense.

Television has one great advantage over teaching: there is much
more friendliness among the performers, far less egotism and pompousness.
As far as the mere physical surroundings go, the classroom is certainly more peaceful than the studio. An instructor has to keep an
eye only on his notes, the clock and. if he is conscientious the yawns
of the students. But a television M. C., under blinding lights, must
gaze fixedly at the' lens of the camera and yet manage, somehow, to
see the signals of the floor director, to catch the. warnings of a hidden
light on his desk and to study the faces of the panel members to see
which one to call on. Meanwhile he must .seem relaxed, think up
clever things to say and refrain from saying even cleverer things that
he does think up.
big class, of course, has its own kind of strains. The young have
a dangerous surplus of vitality which is ready to erupt into horseplay
at the slightest excuse, and the instructor knows (it is his most desperately-kept secret) that he would be powerless to stop it once it got
started. Yet he has to let it simmer continually if it is not to blow
It’s
always there, a cheerful menace. A student audience,
up.
even though a captive audience, is not a* studio audience; they can’t
be cued to laughter and applause. They are often openly hostile or,

—

—

A

worse

still,

sleepy.

happy

a

It’s

their type’s average.
2. Irrespective' of network, the
and
vast majority of Chi
radio network show's hold the
time
their
rating
in
top
periods.

—

—

life that

can have the rewards of both. They are well

worth the strains of both.

TV

Sustaining.
a.

dollar.

’
Four Conclusions
Four key conclusions emerged:
1. Virtually all Chicago sponsored network TV and radio
originations rate well above
average for that program type
and/or have a lower cost per

R. J. Reynolds.
Design for Listening (NBC) 1:30-2 p. m.. Sat. Sustaining.
Discovery (ABC) 7-7:15 p. tn., Tues. Sustaining.
Down You Go (Mutual) 6:30-6:55 p. m., Sat. Sustaining.
Enchanted Hour (Mutual) 7:30-8 p. m., Sun. Sustaining.

Fascinating

TV

Oxon ),

Is it easier to face a class

No matter how good the ideas
and talent offered by Chicago radio and television and no matter
how many recognized awards are
won by Chicago originations, the
ultimate question which must be
answered about Chicago show's it:
“What happens when they are put
to the commercial test?" Is there

Curtis.

Hail the

(

m., Sun. Faultless

Starch Co.
Fifth Army Band (Mutual) 1:30-2 p. m., Sat. Sustaining.
Fine Arts Quartet (ABC) 10-10:30 a m.. Sun. Sustaining.
Fun Factory (ABC) 5:15-5:30 p. m., Mon. thru Fri. Sustaining.
Game of the Day (Mutual) 1:30-4 p. m. (Averages about two games
daily from Chi.). Falstaff Beer.
Hall of Fantasy (Mutual) 7:30-8 p. m., Mon. Co-op.
Headline News with Holland Engle (Mutual) 10:25-10:30 a. m.,
Mon. thru Fri.- S. C. Johnkrn & Son.
Ladies Fair (Mutual) 10-10:25 a. m., Mon. thru Fri. Sterling Drugs.
Man on the Farm (Mutual) 12-12:30 p. m., Sat. Quaker Oats.
Music For Moderns (NBC) 11:05-11:30 p. m., Sun.; 10:30-11 p. m..
Wed. and Fri. Sustaining.
National Farm and Home Hour (NBC) 12-12:30 p. m.. Sat. Allis
Chalmers Mfgr. Co.
Northwestern Reviewing Stand (Mutual) 10:30-11 a. m., Sun. Sus-**
*

taining.

Paul Harvey, News (ABC)
Paul Harvey, News (ABC)
Quiz Eads (CBS) 9-9:30 p.
Robert Hurleigh (Mutual)

Herbuveaux Gets

‘This Is

Your

are

among

the top rated ve-

hicles

on their particular net-

works

in the daytime, in the

Treatment as Chi
Chicago,

evening, and on Saturday or

Sunday.

Chicago shows are
the top tw o or three in
their program category and
up respectable
often 'rack
against some rather
digits
formidable competition.
It’s apparent too that this performance record is so consistent
and the number of show's involved
sufficiently large to make these
conclusions valid.
Before getting into the specifics
of the rating picture, however, it
might be w ell to examine the significance of these findings for costconscious sponsors.
The average sponsor is a guy
4.

Most

among

F

May

TV ‘Man of Year

vet of over 30 years in Chi radio

26.

Chicago television, acknowledged
and not a copycat
in production techniques, leaned
heavily on Ralph Edwards’ “This Is
Your Life” format when the industry paid tribute to one of the Windy
City's top radio-TV execs as the
Chicago Television Council named
as a pace setter

and

television.

Mintz, sitting at the piano as he
does on his nightly WNBQ program
of reminiscences, began unfolding
the life story of the as-yet un-

named man

&

—

Gamble.

Beiderbecke,

Chi Primer For

Chicago, May 26.
ABC-TV Central Division sales
department wrapped up over •$2,000,000

in

network billings

last

week.

By
(Assistant

Cone

&

Belding, starts Oct.
week sponsorship

of

television. You’ll also find that the
cost of any desired remodeling to

of the

give you ideal conditions for your"

Paul Hartman’s vidpic, “Pride
Family.” “Smilin’ Ed McConnell,” which the net grabbed
from CBS, start? Aug. 22 under the
Brown Shoe banner. Ralston-Purina renewed “Spacq. Patrol” starting Sept. 5.
These three shows
"ill
ride a
50-station ABC-TV
A regional hookup was set up for
Standard Oil of Indiana’s full 12game home schedule of the Chi
profootballers.
and
Cardinals
Bears.
Sunkist is picking up the
last half hour of “Super Circus”
for the summer, subbing for Mars
candy, which returns to this lot in
the fall. Kellogg Is under contract
for the first half hour of “Super
Circus” for the rest of 1953,

Panico,

Roy

agent.

Herbuveaux got into radio in
1924 when his band was picked up
on a remote from a westside ballroom by WTAS, Elgin, III. When
playing at the Palmer House, tfie
band got a Brunswick recording

Action)

DON COOK

program manager, WGN-TV)

contract.

Chicago.
In setting up a television remote, be ready and willing to com-

not
John Norton, Jim Stirton, Jerry promise, Whether you are or
Vernon and their TV peddlers you’ll have to anyway, because
came up with three new sales and you’ll find that the field, stadium
working in Was
one renewal.
Armour, through or arena you’ll be
not constructed to accommodate
Foote,
9 with alternate

Louis

Bargy and Jack Russell, now an

TV Remotes

(& Make Sure You Got Some

Biz For ABC-TV

of the year,

Herbuveaux was sitting at the
speakers’ ^able, unaware that he
was the man to be honored, but he
the did a- knowing double take when

Jules Herbuveaux “Man of
Mintz told of the man being born
Year” in TV.
A turnaway crowd attended the in Utica, and later moving to MonCTC luncheon last Wednesday (20) treal and Chicago.
to hear and see the treatment given
Without mentioning his name,
the life story of Herbuveaux, as- Mintz told of Herbuveaux forsaksistant general manager of NBC ing his math books for his saxoo&o’s WMAQ and WNBQ.
phone in high school. After a warWalter Schwimmer, toastmaster time navy hitch, Herbuveaux took
who is most likely to buy an av- of the “Man of the Year" Segment a daytime job as office manager for
erage show. When he goes out to of the luncheon, gave a brief ac- Booth Fisheries, but kept playing
purchase a vehicle he isn’t likely colade to Chicago, past, present his sax at weekend affairs. A year
to get a Lucy, a Godfrey or a and future, then turned the mike of so later Herbuveaux organized
over to Herbie Mintz, himself a his band with such names as
(Continued on page 48)
Benny Goodman, Ben Pollack, Bix

9-9:15 p. m., Sun. Burton Dixie Corp.
12-12:15 p. m., Mon, thru Fri. Co-op.
m.. Sun. Sustaining.
8-8:15 a. m., Mon. ttyru Fri. Co-op.
Silver Eagle (ABC) 6:30-6:55 p. m., Tues. and Thurs. General Mills.
Sky King (Mutual) 5:30-5:55 p. m., Tues. and Thurs. Derby Foods.
Sports Roundup (ABC) 10:15-10:30 p. m., Tues. thru Fri. Sustaining.
Surprise* Serenade (NBC) 10:30-11 p. m., Mon. Sustaining.
This Fanning Business (NBC regional) 7-7:15 a. m., Sat. Skelly Oil.
This Week in Music (ABC) 4:30-5 p. m., Sun. Sustaining.
Top Tunes with Trendler (Mutual) 2-2:30 p. m., Sun. Sustaining.
Univ. of Chicago Round Table (NBC) 12:30-1 p. m.. Sun. Sustaining.
Welcome Travelers (NBC) 9-9:30 a. m., Mon. thru Fri. Procter

$2,060,000 In Chi

Life

Most Chicago created programs in both radio and TV

3.

pickup will be prohibitive. So compromise from the start and hope
for the best.

In arranging a remote pickup,
the initial move 1s to make an engineering and' production survey.

The purpose

of this

is

to

select

camera positions, to make sure that
working facilities for reporters and
announcers are available, to determine whether the transmission
will he via AT&T lines or microwave relay, and to make sure that
there is adequate power, which usually is not available. Other problems incliide securing parking
space ’for the remote unit, outlin-

ing the general format for covering the event and, if it is an indoor pickup, making sure that
there is sufficient light.
In planning a remote from a
production viewpoint there are
three important aspects to consider: (1) Will we be able to present a’ good clear picture? (2) Will
sewe be able to put together
quence of pictures that makes
sense? (3) Will be prepared to handle the unpredictables or “emergencies?” In*this category are Such
things as a second baseman dropping the ball, a skirmish with referees or umpires, an unexpected
move on the basketball court or
the football field.
Following the production engineering survey, our next step is to
get a commercial script, which is
usually provided by the agency.
This gives its a chance to map out
a plan for integrating commercials
with the activity to be covered.
Frequently we find that the commercial requirements sometimes

are a determining factor in the
At this point in the narration,
placement of the cameras, .someMintz paused to play a- 1926. retimes mean the addition of another
cording
of “Rose Colored Glas§es”
camera for commercial purposes.
by the Herbuveaux outfit and
Also, in advance, we have to denamed the bandsmen
vocalist
vise a working plan for coordinatFrank Sylvano, now, a Chi restauing slides, film and live studio comrateur; pianist Bernard (Whitey)
mercials, depending on >vhich are

— —

used.
|

Berquist, now assistant musical director of NBC,jChi.; trumpeter Rex

,

Briefing the

Cameramen

j

Maupin, now Chi

ABC

musical di-

Another important preliminary rector; saxophonist Joey Mangano;
trombonist Johnny Carsella ‘and
step in. planning coverage of a remote assignment is briefing cam- drummer Harry Buddinger, both
eramen in advance, so that each now with NBC.
Mintz then turned the program
man knows the role or phase of
back to Schwimmer, who introactivity he Is to cover.
WGN-TV carries one of the duced the bandleader and sax soloheaviest remote schedules in the ist on the disk, and “Man pf the
country. At the present time we Year” in Chicago TV, Jules HerbuThis was the day’s first
average about 35 programs from veaux.
^remote locations in the course of a mention of the Herbuveaux name,
week. Our schedules Include all and the luncheon guests gave him
the daytime home games of both a standihg ovation.
Schwimmer told |he audience of
"major* league teams In Chicago
the Cubs and the White Sox. And Herbuveaux’s behind the sgenes
with little Recognition bework,
year
sixth
fortunately, now in our
( Continued on page 48)
(Continued on page M)
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Chicago’s

for

uality Stations

RADIO STATION

TELEVISION STATION

WMA
30 years

WNB

of service

now

HIRE’S

in its

5th year

YOUR PROOF!
16 awards for excellence in

Quality programs

to

WMAQ and WNBQ^ so far in

Proof of

/

programming
1953!

WMAQj WNB(Ps established lead-

ership.

WMAQ regularly
to a

Quality audience

serves approximately

4 million Middle West families

...

85% of

"V

them

in the

middle or upper income

groups.

WNBQ reaches more Chicagoland homes
weekly than any other

TV station.

WMAQjbcal advertising in first 4 months

bring Quantity sales

of ’53 up 75% over

’52.

Proof that

WMA(f

sells!

WNBQ^ leads

all

other Chicago

TV

stations in national spot advertising. First

quarter increase of 6.8% over
that

WNB(f

sells!

Sources: Nielsen Coverage Service, American

Research Bureau,

TV Rorabaugh

WMAQ
CHICAGO
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t

Report
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The BREAKFAST CLUB
Monday, through Friday, 9

is

presented

to 10 A.M., EDT,

on the ABC RADIO NETWORK by
SWIFT & CO,, PHILCO CORPORATION,
O-CEDAR CORP'N and BOBBI-WHITE RAIN
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i

S
has a local children’s show

much good

with so

and tremendous

business, such high audience popularity,

sales results as

amiD goose
on WBBNI-TV, Channel
4:30 to 5:00

P.

ANDTWtWD

4, in Chicago

M. Monday through Friday

For availabilities or waiting
Chicago, or your nearest

,

list reservations, call Station, WBBM-TV,
CBS Television Spot Sales representative.

I

GARFIELD GOOSE

AND FRIEND Is produced by

Personality Features, Inc.
*

49

East Superior Street, Chicago 11,

Illinois
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and tremendous
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sales results as
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Television Spot Sales representative.
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A

TONI

“DOWN YOU GO’
HAWKINS FALLS
WGN-AM

WGN-TV

*29

’53

GEORGE NENARD
I

“LET’S

"MAN ON THE FARM” MUTUAL
•
“FARMTOWN,
EXERCISE” WBKB - ABC • “PET SHOP” DUMONT
•

WBBM-TV - CBS
“TV GARDEN CLUB” WBBM-TV CBS

U.S.A.”

ALLEN
“LET'S EXERCISE

WITH ED ALLEN"

PURE MILK ASSN.,

WBKB—ABC

for

"RANGE RIDER" for
NATIONAL FOOD STORES, WNBQ-NBC

Wednesday, May 27, 1953

Watch Me

IZARD
*

oh the NBC-TV Network from Chicago
CREATED, WRITTEN BY

DON
A

HERBERT

JULES

S.

AND STARRING

HERBERT
LAUFMAN PACKAGE

PEWOWAR,

Producer

Mr. Wizard's Science Secrets"

100,000 Children

Written by Don Herbert
/Published by Popular Mechanics Press
1st Run,

carry Mr. Wizard's Science Club cards and meet weekly at
4,764 clubs In 42 states, the District of Columbia and Hawaii,

— 25,000 Copies
1 — 25,000 Copies
Bookstores — $3

October 15

2d Run, December
Available at All

to perform Mr. Wizard's experiments.

I
BIGGEST DAYTIME TV
(WGN-TV, Monday

STARRING
with THE

MIKE DOUGLAS

SHOW

IN

CHICAGOLAND!

thru Friday, 12-12:45 P.M.)

JACK PAYNE

STARNOTERS
JACKIE
•

PAT ROGERS
•
BOB TRENDLER

•

VAN

JOHN HARRINGTON
WBBM
NEWS— Monday

Radio and Television
SPORTS — Monday Thru Friday

Thru Friday

6:00- 6:15 P.M., Radio

6 55- 7:00 A.M., Radio
:

10:15-10:25 P.M., Television

8:00- 8:15 A.M., Radio

Saturday Afternoon Radio
Football Play by Play

5:15- 5:30 P.M., Radio
i

10:30-10:45 P.M., Television

"Game
MUSjC,

NEWS AND VIEWS

7:30-9:30 A.M., Radio, Saturday

of the

Week"
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HEW YORK
CHICAGO

575 Madison Av&nue ,

Y. PLaza 9?$700
RAndolph 6-2022

New York 22, N.

8 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago

3, III .

W-l-NST
—

ELOISE

IN

1

KUMMER

Radio-TV

CHICAGO

Slide

Films— Pictures

0

AND 6 COUNTY

AREA, FOR

DAYTIME AUDIENCE
SOURCE

Nielsen coverage service area report
STUDY NO.

1

Director of

“ZOO PARADE”

“WELCOME

W-l-N-D reaches an average daily daytime audience of

827,830

HUGH

TRAVELERS”
"t

DOWNS

“MR. WIZARD”

,

Chicago area radio homes

"HAWKINS FALLS"

thi most homos par dollar station

NBC-TV, Chicago

NBC-TV

560 Ke. • 5000 Watts
24 HOURS A DAY

AM RADIO SAIES CO., HEW YORK, CHICAGO
MmJw A A*H*d«»w» W«*» Cosil R*pt*»»n»aflv*».

ReprMenHd by
ft.tmt

WAYNE
"Wrestling From Rainbo"

ABC-TV

GRIFFIN
WBKB's "Weatherman'
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Pfiszffifr

"HONEST, JUDGE,

IT'S

THE TRUTH!"

OF REPORTS THAT THEATRE ATTENDANCE
IS DECLINING
RADIO INTEREST IS LESSENING ... THE PRESENTATION
OF THE NATIONAL BARN DANCE AT CHICAGO'S 8th STREET THEATRE
HAS INCREASED BOTH IN ATTENDANCE AND CASH RECEIPTS FOR THE
FIRST FOUR MONTHS OF 1953 OVER 1952!
IN THE FACE
. . .

'PAID ADMISSIONS FIRST QUARTER 1952—34.SS9
PAID ADMISSIONS FIRST QUARTER 1953—31,791

m

PRICE STILL 95c FOR ADULTS

50,000

WATTS
VN

REPRESENTED BY

JOHN

& CO.

BLAIR

— 50c

FOR CHILDREN

890 KILOCYCLES
t

ABC NETWORK

AFFILIATE

CHICAGO 7

PAUL

BARNES
Announcer, Narrator, Actor

AM-FM-TV-rLX-LEGIT
For nineteen years—

One

of the east.
All of the east.

Young or

ol<l.

I

I

Native or foreign.

Orama Quartet
Chicago Unlimited

First Chicago

Since

its

start in

Chicago more than twenty years ago, Sarra

has been an-advertising photographer. This experience, a

BEV

pf trained, creative advertising men,

YOUNGER

and Sarra's own Tele-

vision laboratory, assure you sales-effective commercials

and

LES

staff

from inception

to

home screen

.

.

reproduction.
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May

Weflnesday,

KAMO-TKI-KVISIOy
made It o£e of the really high
rated daytime entries.
“Super Circus” turned in the
highest Nielsens of all once-a-week
TV moppet stanzas with a 25.8.

27, 1953

15.5

Chi Proof In Nielsen Pudding
Continued from page 35

He normally
much money.

doesn’t have tion-cost program market usually
comes Up with rating and sales figar sponsor]
ures which switch the firm’s comcan buy a show that equals the
troller from black coffee to scotch.
average rating for its type andj The Nielsen box score shows what
delivers listeners or viewers close is being done.
to the cost per thousand average
The latest Nielsens available for
for his < program category, he is analysis purpose span JanuaryFebruary
1953, which is pretty
doing about par for the course. If
pretty
he beats these averages, the spon- much the peak season and
much
typical. Networks were large
sor is then buying some pretty low
enough for Nielsen to analyze four
cost advertising, and more likely
originathan not he is buying it for less radio and five television
than his competitors thus putting tions from Chicago.
First the TV picture.
some two-way stretch into* his advertising buck.
In TV, one of the hottest propYou don’t capture relatively erties is “Ding Dong School.” In
large audiences, at low cost by wav- Jan.-Feb. “Ding Dong” delivered
ing a fist full of big bills. Instead, viewing homes at less cost than
you have to use some ingenuity in other shows of its type, $7.14 per
selecting your program. You need
vs. $7.25 average.
low production costs and reasonIts rating was well above the avably fresh ideas as your time cost erage for daytime TV, and the most
is fixed. Aside from the considera- remarkable fact
is that a gal with
tion of time slot, spectacular buys a school bell and a few kinderrest, basically on ideas and the garten props was 'rating almost on
cost of producing them.
a par with the heavy budgeted
If

M

j

CU membership includes ad agencies, agents, vidpic and recording firms, packagers, stations and networks, actors, writers,
announcers, singers, directors, technical workers and publications.
The organization was formed about a year ago by a handful of
Chi patriots packagers James Jewell and Alan Fishbum; James
Kellock of Wilding Studios; AFTRA’s Ray Jones; Geoffrey Bennett
of RCA-Victor, and announcer John Weigel.
At the recent first annual meeting, the members adopted a constitution and by-laws, and elected Robert F. Hurleigh as director.
Sterling (Red) Quinlan, vice chairman, John Weigel, secretary,
Charles Flynn, treasurer, and as directors Don Gallagher, James
Jewell, Ray Jones, James Kellock, Norman Lindquist and Marty
O’Shaughnessy.
CU is currently undertaking extensive research for presenting
the facts and figures of “Chicago can do it better at a lower cost”

M

$6.03 average.

j

“Zoo Parade” performed in the
class as “Travelers” with one
of the peak ratings for Sunday afternoon and a low, low cost per

—

j

same

1

M

of $4.81.

Since Nielsen ratings did not
cover the complete span of sponsored Chicago TV originations,

—

«

&
Chicago.
Chicago Unlimited Is a non-profit organization financed by all
television
industry
and
radio
to
local
the
of
branches
promote
Chicago as a radio and TV origination centre.

“Welcome Travelers” on TV
racked up a hefty 14.0 and delivered viewing homes about half the
for its program cate-,
cost per
borne
gory. "Traveler’s” cost per
is a phenomenally low $3.19 vs. a

Berle.

that

Patriots Rally To Chi Cause

j

ARB

ratings

were consulted.

The

latest ratings were used in order
to have the story up to date but
the general pattern applies to the
:

M

theme

and agencies. The organization also plans
house for packagers when agencies inquire

entire past season.

to advertisers
to act as a clearing
of shows available.

In ARB, Chicago TV shows were
looked at solely in terms of ratings.

tember of a complete directory of

Latest project of

CU

is

the projected publication before Sep-

Chicago

all

facilities

and talent

i

Sunday afternoon, for instance, be“Kukla,
longs to Chicago. TV.
Fran and Ollie” open on NBC and
Parade.”
are followed by “Zoo
Both shows win the top rating for
When “Zoo
their time period.
Chi *Idea Fertile’
NBC-TV,
on
finishes
Godfrey layout with which it is Parade”
And the fact that the shretvd competing. “Ding Dong” then had “Super Circus” starts on ABC-TV
"'advertiser who shops and buys in a 9.6 vs. a 10.8 fgr Arthur’s group. and wins top honors for its hour.
Item two is “Hawkins Falls.” Its Wtiile networks change, the audiChicago’s idea-fertile, low-produc-

for trade distribution.

;

ence follows the Chicago shows,
In the Monday through Friday
daytime, “Ding Dong School" runs
second to the competing Godfrey
show hut racks up a sizable rating
'against this formidable competition.

;

j

I

•

i

;

I

j
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Herbuveaux

!

J

•

j

-

jj

Continued from pace 35

\|

that from his co-workers, and
“Welcome compared him with “the coach who
Travelers.”
The latter two are sits up in the grandstand and wigamong the very top daytime per- wags signals to Ole quarterback,
formers and dominate their time
signals which get translated into a
periods.
touchdown and when the game is

ARB

verifies

“Hawkins

NRI on “Ding Dong,” yond

Falls”

and

—

Chicago’s sole sponsored evening
over, it’s the quarterback, whose
network entry is “Down You
picture they take.”
Go.” It’s the top DuMont show on
Schwimmer played several tapes
its broadcast evening, Friday, and
of greetings to Herbuveaux from a
for the entire week is outrated by
number of performers who got
only two other DuMont evening
their start under his direction
programs, one of which is Bishop Dave Garroway (who pulled
sevFulton J. Sheen.
nifties like, “Virus infection,

TV

Radio Borscore

J

eral
that’s a

j

Here is the radio story:
In network radio, only NRI ratings were available”' for analysis.
They show a similarly good picture
for Chicago radio
originations.
"Based on the peak months of January-February,
here’s
the
1953,

radio rundown:
“Welcome Travelers” topped the
average for its program type <5.7
vs. 4.1 average); and had a cost per
thousand homes 15% below average.

“Sky King” had both the top
and the lowest cost^ per
thousand homes for multi-week
juve strips.
“Silver Eagle” won a lower cost
per thousand than the average evening moppet airer, and in rating'
topped all multi-week adventure
shows.
“Breakfast Club,” now in its 20th
year, continued to top the averages for its program category.
In short, the vast majority of
commercial Chicago radio and TV
rating

1

\n\erna\'

..

A to

\ntorm

oU

V

common cold being handled by MCA”i; Ransom Sherman,
Johnny Johnston, Don McNeill,
David Rose, Percy Faith (who
wanted. Herbuveaux to star him in
a program called “Ding Dong
Faith’.’), Willard Waterman, Charley Lyon, Garry Moore, and a final
touching taped message from Mercedes McCambridge, who got her
acting start at NBC when in a Chi
college.

Schwimmer reminded

the audi-

ence of the many outstanding TV
programs which have come from
NBC under the aegis of Herbuveaux, introduced Mrs. Herbuveaux
and their two daughters one of
whom came from N. Y. for the
event, and then pulled the showstopper of unveiling the entire
group of musicians who recorded
“Rose Colored Glasses” 27 years
ago.
The band, without Herbuveaux, again played that number in
the 1926 arrangement, but this
time with special lyrics.
After being awarded the inevitable clock and scroll, Herbuveaux,

—

r

originations on which data are in typical
self-effacement, said,
available have a rating and cost “Thirty-five years in the business
story well above average and well and you’ve
managed to louse up my
worth the advertiser and agency reputation in 20. minutes.” Don.

—

digging into.

in shov/s
top 1°
in the

.,*o3,Stot ,
:
best ot
and the

e

George

^

Naturally, there are exceptions.

bon

r

Con9

totu\ot>o«

competition,

or suffer the handicap of being
scheduled in fringe time. The
really important fact, however, is
that the vast majority of Chicago

•

R Storer

3r

programs are front-runners.

NORMAN

-

Jackson,

'

Te%

labilities

Write:

9

SO'JTH

WORLD

CLINTON

RUSS DAVIS,

President

films

inc.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Phono ANdovor 3-5337

STREET.

director

of 'agriculture,

director.

F.

BARRY

"METROPOLITAN LIFE NEWS"
"STEWART'S COFFEE NEWS"

For

1

KCMO.

and Bruce Davies, associate farm

23 Uninterrupted Years

imporia

joining

"WALT’S WORKSHOP"
"SPORTS STAR TIME"
"CLIFTON UTLEY NEWS"
On Radio— WMAQ:

.

San Anton»°<

insurance before

Stephens becomes the third man
in the department headed by Jack

On Television-^WNBQ:

Director
;«a
n
0 no9‘ 9

t e lens' on

—

Kansas City Farm program deNot every Chicago originated show
is a world beater.
But those that partment of KCMO was expanded
are not are relatively few and far last week with .the addition of
between. They are generally the George H. Stephens to the staff
as farm reporter. He had been in
victims of very tough

in Radio-TV

JOHN CONRAD
"KUKLA, FRAN AND OLLIE”
"ELMER THE ELEPHANT"

"O'CONNOR CLIMALENE NEWS"
"SUNDAY FUNNIES"
NBC Staff

Wednesday,

HIM

++++

i
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NATIONAL GOLF DAY TOURNA-

MENT

With John Derr, others
Producer: Av Westin

the Production Centres
.

.
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WMGM
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flack,

vacations in Florida next

week

~p’
.

.

Andy!’ skit.

.

PHILADELPHIA

liV

.

.

.

.

.

VARIETY TIME

secretary to Murray Arnold (WIP program director)
for last six years, has joined staff of Leisure Time, local weekly, as

Mary Walsh,

editorial.,,

setting

WPTZ

assistant

.

.

.

up new NBC-TV show

With Barbara Davis, Dick Edwards,
Fred Greenberg, Ann Barron,

commuting from New York,
Rex Trailer and originate from

Ernie Walling

is

to star

.

.

.

mm

.

.

.

Boys’ Club

.

costs subsidized by quasi-public
Hawaii Visitors Bureau. Edwards,
after a'.most 18 years, is still pro-

directing and narrating.
"Home port” is outdoor court of
Waikiki’s Moana Hotel, with occasional guest airings from other
hotels and resorts, to emphasize
Hawaii-wide promotional aspect.
Effectiveness and true merit of
"Hawaii Calls” is hard to peg, especially and admittedly so when
viewed or heard in Isles. It’s designed essentially to sell nostalgia
and travel. That' it succeeds in doing this with its narrow format is
a tribute to Isle music and the
magical lure of the Word Hawaii.
If you like Hawaiian tunes, it’s a

ducing,

j

record since 1938 but has re- Perry has a lot to say in selecting
Danny KiniRepresenting the sole accom- cently been under attack by Sen. and staging music.
plishment of the Minneapolis chap- Joseph McCarthy for his onetime lau is competent current featured
vocalist.
Young
Commumembership in the
ter of "Junior Achievement,” a big
Producer takes keen pride in
nist League.
business and PTA-encouraged and
Richard B. Morris. Columbia show and rightly so in view of its
supported organization of local professor of history, cited as an- hardy endurance. But some localgroups throughput the country, other case of injury through cur- ites feel he injects too much of
Inascomprising young people from 15 rent hysteria Mrs. Mildred McAfee himself into each stanza.
wartime head of the much as its major forte is Isle
to 21 -years of age who “learn by Horton,
doing,” this radio show packed WAVES, whose appointment as music, and therefore needs just
much listener interest and enter- U.S. representative to the U.N. enough commentary to wrap it into
tainment into its 30 minutes. It had Economic and Social Commission neat package, that criticism may
has been held up by the State not be unjust.
a completely professional air.
Weekly staging often brings on
With Pillsbury Flour Mills as Dept, for obscure reasons, in
which
the fact that she has be- visiting motion picture stars, athsponsor and Irma Coffron, KEYD
a "great many organiza* letes, etc. for brief (and cuffo)
staffer, as adviser, the Minneapolis longed to
hellos. It‘s an asset as far as onyoungsters, responsible for this and tions” has figured.
Contrasting the differences of scene audience is concerned if only
other similar programs throughout
because it gives tourists a chance
the
periods,
two
G.
Louis
Joughin,
the winter, put into operation a
complete radio station setup for research director of the American to boost that "I saw Hopalong Cassidy
in person at the ‘Hawaii Calls'
Civil
Union,
Liberties
described
a
which the KEYD facilities- were
made available. The youths thus 1920 roundup of 800 aliens held program.” Guests contribute little
to actual listening appeal.
for
without
charge
days
in
place
a
were able to demonstrate their
Discounting flaws, "Hawaii
in selling radio advertis- that had one drinking fountain and
abilities
ing and in writing, producing and a recent Texas law requiring an Calls” is a tribute to producer’s
He serves Hawaii to
staging shows and putting them on author or his publisher (if the au- enthusiasm.
the air. They performed their thor was dead) to sign a loyalty the world in a calabash (bowl) of
choice bits of lore and legend, word
chores so well that in a national oath.
In a surprising revelation, Allen pictures of Isles’ charm and beaucontest, participated in by other
and Joughin told of Calvin Cool- ty, a few humorous asides and balcities’ similar groups engaged in
idge,
when vice president, being anced program of authentic music.
different lines of endeavor, they
perturbed about radicalism in colWalt.
won the two top awards.
leges, basing his "evidence” on a
Smoothly emceed by Barbara
Davis, proficient in handling the coed debate, and attacking a school
for having many teachers with
king’s English, and written, proStrip Radio
on
duced and directed surprisingly "foreign names.”
There was general agreement
well, the fast-moving program interspersed interesting information, that police matters should be left
Tap
for
Connee
Boswell
to the police and the FBI, that civa timely interview and well chosen
As a back-to-back attraction for
musical numbers. Even the com- il liberties he preserved and that
ideas be left alone to compete in the forthcoming "columnist strip”
mercials, sprinkled through the
show, and their handling, smacked the open marketplace of discus- show to be aired on ABC Radio
sion.
(featuring Sheilah Graham,
Hy
of big time. Only the high pitch of
Mrs. Bromley, in a new program Gardner and Irv Kupcinet), the
the participants’ voices gave away
procedure, asked the listening au- network is negotiating a deal for
the youth.
Reviews of world news, the past dience to vote on the question "Do a Connee Boswell Program.
you believe hysteria affects the acColumnists will share equally 15week's spotlights and high school
happenings enlisted the able serv- tions and thinking of people to- minute program to air nationally
day?” so that reaction of radio lisices of Dick Edwards, Fred Greenteners can be discussed on next Tuesday through Friday at 8 £m.,
^
berg and others. With the Minnestarting July 7.
Plan is to spot
Horn
week’s program.
apolis Symphony orchestra celeMiss Boswell on the same nights
brating its 50th anniversary. Ann
from 8:15 to 8:30.
..
.
,
.
,
Barron told of its young people’s
N. Y Joumal-American columnconcerts. Later Bruce Carltop skil- SSinThf
an 0Ccas onal plat ist Louis Sobol
was originally set
fully interviewed Fred Mayer, the
orchestra’s public relations head,
The net result was a smooth and ^? r ,^ e Projected "Three-City Byseries,
but
he
decided to drop
pinchhitting for conductor Antal pleasant half-hour calculated to
Dorati, and brought out the or- strike a responsive chord with out because of impending plans for
Coast
a
visit
and
vacation,
ganization’s accomplishments and adults as well as juveniles and to
Sobol may do a fall
series
interesting facts in connection with help justify the prize awards.
its career. Young people’s fashions
'for the web, though.
Rees,
nist
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PITTSBURGH ...

IN

\

\

i

Harold G. Lund, manager of'WDTV. elected president of the Radio
and Television Club
Brewing Co. has. renewed Pie
. Pittsburgh
Traynoris daily sportscast on KQV for another year
Jay Michael,
WCAE deejay, moving the family into a new Overlook Acres home
.
Earl Wheeler’s fashion model show on Channel 2 Sunday afteiv
noons will go from 15 minutes to half hour end of June
Local boy
.
Warren Dana, an associate director at WBKB in Chicago, coming home
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

two weeks of Univ. of Pittsburgh’s TV Workshop this summer
Russ Weiskircher, out of army after serving as a captain attached
Dick Duckstein, of WDTV prophas joined WEDO staff
erty department, tapped by Uncle Sam
Bob Pritchard, WJ AS
salesman, named commodore of the Mon-Cello Boat Club at Elizabeth,
Pa.
Stewart, Carl Ide, Paul Shannon and Bill Sutherland
. John
dividing Paul Long’s newscasts while he’s on a three-week vacation.

for last
.

.

.

to

NATO,

.

.

.

.

,

IN

.

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO

.

.

.

ABC-UPT Western

division, briefed in . . .
publicity chief, Norman Siegtel, sky’d here
to meet the press . . . Producer John Nelson (Masterson, Reddy
Nelson) stopped over to visit family . . . Victor McLaglen on several
radio-TV shots during recent p. a. . .
Seventh annual Western Radio
and Television Conference meets here February .
Stanford Univ.
.
scheduled its Radio-TV Institute for June 22. KNBC and KPIX personnel handle teaching chores
publicity boss Gordon Grahnis
.
.
and. wife to vacation in Europe .
station KPFA, Berkeley,
.
received citation for outstanding community service by National Mental
Health Society . . . KNBC’s "World Affairs Are Your Affairs,” winner
of 1952 Better Understanding Award of the English Speaking Union,
skedded to
Cowpoke "Western” McGee recorded
. . *
two Cavalier sides.

Earl Hudson, head of

New CBS-TV Hollywood

&

.

.

.

KGO
.

KGO

IN

FM

KWBR

MINNEAPOLIS ...

When

WCCO
WCCO

Cedric Adams, Star columnist and ace

radio and

TV

personality, flies to New York to take off for his sheet for the Coronews head, who’ll
nation, he’ll be accompanied by Jim Bormann,
set up Adams’ interviews with departing celebrities at*Idlewild Airport. The tjgnscription will go out over the station the same night.
Adams will celebrate his birthday as his plane crosses the International
Dateline where he’ll be presented with a huge cake and notice of the
event will be given over the plane’s p. a. system . . . KSTP-TV commemorated the third anni of the ’Hawff nightly weather show with
a salute to him. On every station break attention was called to "Hawff
Day” all through the day, with announcements of temperature . . .

(Continued on page 52)
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KEYD, Minneapolis

.
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MINNEAPOLIS MILK DEALERS

.

aired

j

.

Others
Producer: Joanne I
Director: Joyce Larson
Writer: Arlene Savela
30 Mins.; Sat. (May 9), 1:30 p.m.

Mrs. Berenice Kessler, of North Philly, winner of WCAU's
"Coronation Call” program, leaves for London and Paris, Friday (29)
John Roberts, director of radio and television at Temple Univ.,
.
acts as host and narrator for new half-hour Sunday program "Datelines of the World” produced by WPTZ news department
.
. Kenneth'
Stowman, general sales manager of WFIL and WFIL-TV, has been
named to the board of directors of the Poor Richard Club, ad-men's
organization . .
Mac McGuire, heard every morning on WIP’s wakeup *6 to 9 a. m.) show, has added daily afternoon session (2:30-2:45
p. m.) featuring music of his own band, the Harmony Rangers
Donald W. Thornburgh, president and general manager of WCAU
stations, received award on behalf of WCAU-TV from the Boys* Clubs
of America, for station’s part in "promoting and interpreting National

1

lall<

by Mutual, Canadian DoNetwork, Australian Network. Armed Forces Radio Service, and by shortwave to Orient,
South Africa, Oceania and Voice
of Freedom to Europe,
It’s a sustainer, with production
11 s

m n ion

—

The cutins seemed to be included
Mori Fleischl, WMCA .F.p.-general manager, off with family for three mainly for laughs,
which sometimes
Ruth Newton, heard regularly as went over but cheapened
weeks in Kill Devil Hills, N. C.
the efVivian Jarrett on "This Is Nora Drake,” set for a run on "Aunt Jenny.” fect of the serious sports
reportShe will also be heard on June 11 on the "ABC Playhouse,” with ing.
Boros turned his Life fee
Alan Mowbray, Frank McHugh and Billy Redfield.
over to the National Golf Day
fund.
Horn.
.

?

i

,

.

and Freeman Gosden in an "Amos

ABC

Andy McCaffrey,

role.

—

.

feature.

femme

John Chapman was warm, informal and informative as the effac- good show; if you don’t, you won't
ing narrator and host There was want to listen
anyway.
no quarter-hour interruption, either
Edwards wisely retains Hawaii’s
for comment or commercial, which
top
native
talent.
Weekly stint
also enhanced the program.
still utilizes timeworn stunt of letBron.
ting a mike pick up sound of Waikiki surf swishing onto sand
The cool light of three social gimmick long relegated to oblivion
historians was turned on a red-hot elsewhere. Strangely, such
stunts
subject, "Hysteria: The 1920’s and
including the inevitable "moNow,” on WMCA’s "Report to the ment
for
remembering
gofid
People” Monday (25) and the re- friends we have met in these Issulting discussion, chaired by Mrs. lands” are
a part of program’s
Dorothy Dunbar Bromley, was an charm.
enlightening half hour of AmeriSophisticates may shake their
can history, particularly those two
recent periods in which, as Fred- heads in amazement at the studied
informality,
but Mainland listeners
erick Lewis Allen put it, “fear has
presumably feel it’s the finest thing
outrun all reason.”
Hawaii
produces
besides pineapAs Allen, author of "The Big
That’s
what
Change” and “Only Yesterday,” ples and sugar.
counts.
explained on the program, the fear
Edwards offers good variety of
of Communism on which the hysteria of today feeds is not baseless, authentic Isle music each week
but has been distorted. The fright- and tries to shun ersatz "tropic
ened era of post World War II has moon” melodies. He has vast arbeen more prolonged than that of ray to chose from, incidentally, bepost World War I, he said, and has cause just about every other Isharmed innocent people, citing as lander seems to turn out Hawaiian
Since
a case in point James Wechsler, songs at a prolific pace.
editor of The New York Post, who 1937, he’s had assistance of Al
has had a vigorous anti-Commu- Kealoha Perry as musical director,

.

.

in th£ lead

*.
Miss
Page, who played. Sums
n an
met”
y
_„
production ^lA
before
making her
Times Sq. debut this season in
"Mid-Summer” (which debut tied
her with Shirley Booth in the
minds of N. Y.’s drama critics as
best actress of the year), gave the
radio show an offbeat, peculiar
flavor and appeal that made it outstanding.
Playing an inhibited,
bighstrung southern gal hopelessly
in love with a dissolute young doctor, she brought out all the loneliness, bitterness and heartache of
the role, in a sharply poignant portrayal.
Although Richard Kiley,
playing opposite as the young
medico, was a little too prosaic, he
and a fine supporting cast helped
Miss Page to recreate perfectly a
trenchant study of small-town pettiness, pride, malice and love.
N. Y. Daily News drama critic

.

.

Jim Wahl, an-

its high level. Last Friday's Sustaining
program,
"Summer And] Mutual, from Honolulu
“Hawaii Calls” has been riding
Smoke,” was a honey. Earl Hamairwaves almost 18 years, and
ner wrote a fine, tight adaptation
* ts f°nnat has been just about inof the Tennessee* Williams drama
* acl
a11
^ime.
Webley Edthat gave it more impact and less!
diffusiveness
than the “’'original wards its originator, claims it’s
Broadway legiter. What made it carried by more stations in more
sock over, howeyer, was the vir- countries than any other regularly
tuoso performance of Geraldine scheduled program in the world.

.

.

Kinllau, vocalist;

(22)

.

.

Danny

His Staging Sttrfriders;
'

ing to

.

.

T HAWAII CALLS
With Webley Edwards, commentator-host; Al Kealoha Perry and

“Best Kays,” on NBC for a full
Producer-director: Webley Edwards
hour Friday nights, continues hold- 30 Mins.; Sat., 2 p.m. (Hawaii time)

CBS, from Pittsburgh
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unusual event calls for unusual coverage, and that John Derr,
/TV
CBS
Radio sports director, proG. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, radio-tele director for NAM, back in N. Y.
Will Rogers, Jr. set for “Country Editor” vided with mixed results last Satafter month on Coast biz . .
.". Donald Buka on “Road
on CBS Radio this summer, time to be set
urday (23) in. his half-hour show
to Life” and "Search,. That Never Ends” yesterday (26) and scheduled built around National
Golf Day,
for "Big Story” today (27).
idea of Life magazine and the ProNadine Miller, C. E. Hooper vice president, appears on ABC’s "Town
fessional Golfers Assn., in which
Meeting” June 2 to argue the question of whether advertising is reWNBC,
sponsible for our high standard of living .
and gplfers throughout the country try
to
outscore the U. S. Open champ,
WINS will promote the Herald-Tribune’s special Office Personnel with
fees going to the USO and
Stephen Diet* left Ted
promotion with "help-wanted” features
,
the
National Golf Fund.
Bates agency to join Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather as vice president
Champ
this year is Julius Boros,
A1 Seton, with the WOR-Mutual press de- and
and group supervisor
Derr followed him around the
partment before his recall to the Navy, joins the ABC publicity staff Oakmont Country
Club course in
. Arthur Weill,
one of the Pittsburgh.
as copy chief following his discharge .
key execs dropped three weeks ago at WMGM, is back at the station
Program opened after the end of
at his old job in the recording division,
play, with Derr and Boros discussing the champ’s play hole by hole
Patsy Campbell featured on a new J.‘Aunt Jenny” sequence .
.
interrupted
only by transcribed cutEmily Kimbrough of WCBS, N. Y., sending large colored street maps
ins on reports from the rest of
Coronation
souvenirs
as
Martin
London
Ryerson,
former
radio*
of
the country and by Derr’s slickly
tele staff writer for McCann-Erickson, has joined writing staff of KMJdelivered commercials for Life.
TV, Fresno, Calif, . / , Wells Church and Sir Mickelson, CBS radio
Since the nation’s participating
and tele news chiefs, off together for London last week . . AI Fried- golfers
had to. know Boros’ score
man, sales veep, elected director of Olympic Radio & Television, Inc. to see if they
beat him to earn
H-R Representatives, Inc., and H-R Television, Inc., in Chrysler bronze medalshadinscribed
“I Beat
Bldg, since their formation in 1950, moving in mid-September to new Julius Boros on National
Go T f Day.
construction,
under
at .380 Madison Ave. Heading N. Y. May 1953,” it
building, now
was a bit unfair {(*
staff are prexy Frank M. Headley, tele chief Frank E. Pellecrin and hold the revelation of the score
radio chief Paul R. Weeks ... A son bom to the Harry Welshes of a two-under-par 70 until the end
Robert B. Ryne of Montgom- of the program. It was understandCBS Radio's C-O Promotion Service .
ery, Ala., won first prize of *$2,000 in Dr. Christian 12th annual script able, however, to keep the audience
Script,
"The
Boy
Who Saw God,” on the program of listening through the show, which
competition.
May 27 . . . Frank Bourgholtaen, NBC’s chief Paris correspondent, was a radio exclusive.
Detail of each hole played may
honored by National Headliners’ Club for "consistently outstanding
. AWRT
officers for coming year: have been of interest to rabid golfnetwork news broadcasting”
ing
fans but didn’t help those eager
Dorothy Kemble (Mutual), president; Nancy Craig (WABC-TV), first
to get the big news of the champ’s
veep; Alice Pentlarge (Town Hall), second veep; Betty McCabe (Sherfinal score.
Via the cutins, there
man & Marquette), recording secretary; Jean Richter, corresponding were heard Ben
Hogan, last year’s
secretary; Mimi Hoffmier (NBC), treasurer, and Eleanor Sanger champ,
who plugged the National
(WQXR), Lynn Cleary (DuMont) and Ruth Goldberg (Assn. American Golf Day tourney; Bob
Crosby,
. . New players added to
"Stella telling a story of /
Soap & Glycerine Mfgrs. directors
Bing striking
Dallas” are Teresa Keane, Billy Lipton, Madeline Sherwood, Helen oil while on the green; a Congres/ WQXR, N. Y., will air the sional foursome interviewed by
Carewe, Vera Allen, Harold Vermilyea
Thursday night Lewisohn Stadium Concerts this summer, beginning Lew Shollenberger in Washington;
June 25. Included in the series will be the Stadium's annual Gershwin Jack Benny and Rochester, supNight, skedded for Thursday, July 15. Abraham Chasins, composer posedly from Beverly Hills (actualand pianist and musical director of station, will conduct intermission ly Benny was in N. Y.); Bob Hope,
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manager of operattoms for static,
phase of «mm*rcials to show fc™

shortcut* can be made through simplification of operatise*,
Johnsons f*qp^
Tednrietl democstraticm wiH include use of such equipment as rear
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and
that
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FCC
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TV
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- *fte first of the clinics last week, actually a preview for mire
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J
an addnumau
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*50;U|niefl»r the work is dcs» witotol
ftban 3$ of toe personnel of 2*BCTs flagship stations -and held at the
appliesfioos expected.
five years, or two y^ats,*' he said, ITH/1 fl*V?
tele station's ©7th SL studios, Affe was assisted by studio .supervisor
I
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I
The Senate voted last week to ‘’“toe c©st,,te toe Govemmest wEIi
Demean Monnsey, engmeeriag supervisor Alfred Jackson, video director
|
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_
Intmasof CHF,XPTVisamaior| The media departments of N. T. ad agencies are ©rowing so large.
examiner teams.
of her OW33. ^BCA-Yirfm*
-affiliation acquisilioo tor NBC, with and radio-TV developments so complex almost overnight, that an
Sen, Edwin C. Johnson
~,
are as^ug tor internal pr^n^i £ns
^lat^pn of 100.000 already increasing nu^er
CbU.
had retoodoeed
in toe hag. The 3iBC affiliation oa toe static status of AM-TY. Leonard Erikson, veepee at McCancamendment to raise toe FCC lmdsh rftoStedSM ftwh«
figures AM-TV
developed a facts
department,
last
week
Erickson's
TV
makes
it
something
of
“family
a
et by $S1S.€©B to provide for 40;
«^3nre^«'
*»” fOT KFTV
ae outgrowth j P^sitatioa that was toovm to 60 agency persranel rervidng accounts.
examtoer teams; retaritanOy wenti
djM. tote anncSredte^
at
toe
current basses
surprised
working
in
toe
field
were
“Even
people
*3oog wato toe compatraalre of- Jam» 12 nrSntsiv«Sn^
wwau*? of «» transported ([from BridgeSCA ^jperinjental BHF iwe dog up” Erikson found, -‘especially on how radio isn’t as dead
ferad by Sen. Sritonstadi to ©ve MacKenri^
station which "incubated” the de- as the crepe-hangers imagin e.” Erikson has 85 persons in his TV
tfce Commission $28QM® for
tor 34
fame
department, and the agency itself now services 35 TV sponsors and
velopmeut of ultra-high.
1 33 radio bankroilers.
ff-C's 104G tenewaf
Johnson reminded toe Senate
that he had persuaded toe body to
B-C Remedy last we^k renewed
•
H 2.
“WW* 15 additional examiner
vote FCC
The once-monthly KBC-TV series. “Here's " To Your Health,’* will
Us 52-week spot contract vrith
h
teams a year ago, only to have the WABB, DuMont's 5?. Y. flagship, (fSS,-»5
present “Medicine—Fact or Birtion” on its program of Sunday, June
Snail amount granted by Congress: calling for a total of S32 spots
14 from 3^0 to 4 p. m.
xeduced
reduced
to provide tor only fibre
a total•« cost 'of $10*
Sve
©DO.
©00.
Show wifl be a panel discussion by physicians, yet to be announced,
shifted to theSdes staff William *
—
^
more A.teams As a result, he saldji
Similar deal last year marked a Weber, former XSD city salesman,
debunk popular misconceptioiis and cliches of. the medical
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FIGHT FILM OF THE YEAR
To T.V. SPONSORS and AMERICAN FILM DISTRIBUTORS or Their AGENTS
OFFERS Invited, PRINCIPALS ONLY, Not HANDLERS
Options Will Not Be Granted

A JACK SOLOMONS PROMOTION
CORONATION YEAR

1953

f

Middleweight Championship of the World
RANDOLPH

CHARLES
15

TURPIN

ROUNDS

Ilritaw}

WHITE
’

FROM

HUMEZ
(France)

FIRST

- NIGHT JUNE 9, 1953
LAST BELL - BLOW FOR BLOW

LONDON

CITY,

TO

To Be Shot

in

CLOSE UP

Especially for T.V.

Guaranteed Minimum Running Time IS Minutes, Possible Maximum 1 HOUR
Same Film Producer — ROBINSON -TURPIN, London, 1951, Which Was Presented in Certain Territories by HERBERT YATES
Film can be shipped to any part of world day following contest June 10th. Full set of rushes
and sound
complete with Music actual Married Sound Print. Comments and Commentary by NAT FLEISCHER and

— Dupe Neg

others.

Training

and

— Atmosphere and World Wide Famous Personalities, Film Stars, etc., at Ringside
WORLD'S EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS — ALL ENQUIRIES — FILM PRODUCER MICHAEL H. GOODMAN
Pre-fight Scenes

IS,

ABERDEEN COURT, MAIDA VALE, LONDON,

LONDON-GERRARD

ENGLAND; Telephone Night or Day:
2175; LONDON—GERRARD 9195; LONDON—CUNN1NGHAM'5B43
W.9.,

Ifedbeesdsy*

It

M*y

SI

37, 1953

If

THE UNCHALLENGED QUEEN OF SONG

The

DINAH SHORE SHOW

!k>r Hse,

drevrotef Dealers of America
<*

TELEVISION
BC-TV—Tuejfdoy and IhussdaT> 7:30-7:45 P.M. S)T

RApiO
NBC—Monday ami

Fridays 10-10:15 P-M*

EDI

Hxc/usfvely

RCA VICTOR

Records

—

—

^

!

Wednesday, May 27, 1953

RJJBXO-TKLEVISXON
36-Market Sponsorship
7

'Princeton

Agenda

Continued from page 23

the

affiliate

that

it

packed a wallop.

From

the programming
came the revelation that

Barry,

chieftain,

NBC-TV

set to ride with a
$3,500,000 budget for new daytime
shows starting off July 6, when

“Glamor

is all

Girl'*

audi-

(prize-laden

ence participation, show) moves into the 10:30-11 period; a full hour
of quarter-hour soap operas fills
the 11 to noon, stretch, and an
“electronics magazine of the air”
“Home” takes over the
called
noon to 1 p.m, time. Adrian Samish (ex-Dancer, Fitzgerald, Sample)
becomes supervisor of daytime
operations.

TV

From

Barry, too,

came exhaust-

ive analysis of a three-month Niel-

sen study giving NBC-TV much the
better of it contrasted with CBSTV, on the rating front, for January, February and ‘March, and
showing NBC dominating five of
the seven TV nights per week.
Hugh Beville, NBC’s top research man, disclosed the new daytime discount plan structure to
equalize thi web’s pattern with that
of CBS, and allowing up to a 25%
discount for those advertisers taking full advantage of the 52-week
sponsorship availabilities. Beville
revealed that NBC will absorb the
$1,000,000 cost of putting the discount plan in operation.
$20,000,000 Billings

,

.

From John L.

Herbert, the veepee in charge of radio and television, came the revelation of $9,000,000 in new business; $11,000,000 in
renewals; the creation of a special
sales unit to concentrate on morning programming (and the fact
that he’ll bring the scattered network sales teams to N. Y. next,
month for a sales convention). But
even more bullish were Herbert’s
facts and figures on how the earlymorning “Today” show was parlayed from a $1,500,000 loss operation in 1952 into the most successfully commercial daytime entry
in the television sweepstakes, With
a 45% SRO on tap as of June 1,

Corp.,

Products

for

&

Duck

Donald

Sanborn, Emerson Drug, bought the

I

Fellows’ “Muffle

to change his mind whenever such
action warrants for the good of the

company and the broadcasting
dustry. (White
in Europe.)

is

now

Those

AM

Drums

in-

Of Doom Forever

also

talk

it

'

Continued from page 22

^

parry is Revue Productions, MCA’s
vidpix subsid, located at Republic
studios. Now churning out four
series. Revue is busy most of the
year. Not spectacular, in that it
doesn’t have a number of series
Screen Gems, Columshooting, Js
4
bia’s TV arm. SG has gotten' its

renewal of “Ford Theatre,-’ and is
expected to put several more series
before the cameras within the next
few mouths.

Most active individual in the
is probably Don Sharpe,
package-producer of “Four Star
Playhouse,” “I Love Lucy,” “My
Hero,” and “Terry and the PiStill
another dynamo of
rates.’
video activity ijs Hal Roach, Jr.,
now churning out a half-dozen
pilots for ABC-TV, and producer
business

via

its

ducing

Television, reactively prothrough subsidi-

Interstate

vidpix

aries.

—WORZ

Orlando, Fla.
has won
the National Safety Council's PubAward
for
service
to
lic Interest
safety in 1952. Award will be given
in June.

SEE YOUR EXACT SHOTS BEFORE

COSTLY "ON-CAMERA” REHEARSAL

at

Random.”

.

Lee Sullivan has been signed for the' 10-minute WEWS MondayWednesday-Friday 6:45 p. m. “Diamond Lock” shdw for Rogers’ Jewelry.- He sings and chats ... WNBK broke ground for its new $il
000,000 TV transmitter . . , Maurice J. Condon stepped out as general
manager of WEOL to head TV Guide office here and mag gave cocktail
party for press .
. Gold Bond Beer picked up nightly radio tab
for
WERE coverage of Painesville trotting races and Wednesday nieht
half-hour 10:30 pitch on WNBK "I
Carl Freeborn has resigned as
Television Operations Supervisor for WNBK and will be succeeded
by George Cyr ... Meg Zahrt, WGAR woman’s editor, on Bermuda
vacation for a week
Howie Lund, .WJW disker, slated to take a
>TV late movie hour pitch on WNBK . . . Barbara Snyder, WXEL flack
back from California trip.
.

.

'IN

.

.

.

.

boston ...

Fred M. Cusic, Boston Garden radio director, has replaced Hal
Goodnough on WEEI’s “Little Leaguqr” program. Goodnough resigned
to accept post with the Milwaukee, nee Boston, Braves
The
Radio Execs Club of New England held its annual spring “break-up”
.

.

.

.

.

8.5

INCH

—

Specialized

»»

NBC Merchandising Districts, sutell pervisors in each contact key reyou everything is fine in radio- tailers
and
wholesalers,
work
land,” Fellows stated.
“The two with stations, report on performmost destructive factors are over ance, call on advertisers’ branch
competition and bad management. offices with radio-tele information.
This latter includes uncertain rate Aid to locals include monthly
policies,
short-sighted
personnel mailing pieces for food and drug
and public relations .and under-the- fields and display pieces plugging
counter deals, which in turn lead stations at points of sale.
to ultimate financial disaster for
Norman Jay, Hazel Bishop veep,
the station involved.”
called the plan a “merchandising
More than 160 Pennsylvania sta- revolution” and said “It works and
William

manager

of the
Philadelphia.

Other

J.

The Dyson Tele-Viewflnder shows exact Pricer 90mm to 17"— $39.50. Wide-Angle
areas covered, same perspective and same lenses extra; 75mm
$7.50; 50mm—
magnifications as in 9 TV camera lenses,
$5,00; 35mm $4.00. (Note: 35mm must
90mm, 135mm, 8 Vi 1 3^,1 5 17* with sep- be used together with the 50mm.) Send

—

—

check or M.O. to: FRANKLYN W. DYSON,
452 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

Phone LA 4-4955.

.

3 oz.

Saves hours of expensive “Fax” time. See
your exact shots during dry run. Position
actors, cameras, set, and props. Invqluable
for renlote set-ups. See action |ust as It
will look to the camera. Invaluable for
TY Producers, Set Designer*, Advertising

Dave

J.

ager, of
v.p.;

WFIL

WLAN,

Bennett,

stations, of

all

for it.”

The

James Murray, manager KQV,

Used by NEC,
75imn, 50mm,

35mm LENSES AT EXTRA COST

||
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• MOTION PICTURES
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Whatever your lighting
needs, rent Jack Frost equipfor greater convenience
.
greater lighting! Jack
.

ment
.

anywhere

.

.

.

you

on

call

the world’s

finest specialized lighting is
just

man.”

When

Jack Frost

a phone-call away!

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON
RENTAL EQUIPMENT, MAIL COUPON, OR CALL DETROIT, TRlnity

N. Y.

Powwow Set for
NBC 0&0 Managers

Pittsburgh, treasurer, and Joseph
T. Connelly, v.p. of WCAU, Philadelphia, secretary.

Charles R. Denny, veepee of NBC
p.&o. stations, is calling a meeting
of the tele o.&o. managers in New
York City, June 8 and 9. This will
be a followup of the affiliate meetings, with a general kickihg around
Preps Shows For
of new program ideas, formats and
schedules in an exploration of CoDagmar, AI Capp, Cassini ordinated programming.
In attendance will be the manaWNBC, N. Y., is taping two auditions this week. One is 15-minute gers of WNBK, Cleveland; WNBT,
program featuring Igor Cassini N. Y.; WNBQ, Chicago; WNBW,
(Cholly Knickerbocker) with so* Washington, and KNBH, Hollyciety chitchat.
wood.
Other is audience participation
quiz,
“What’s Your Complaint?”
Dallas Clem Cooper, member
half-hour program with Dagmar
of .the announcing .staff here of
and Al Capp as regular panelists KGKO
has been upped to post of
and Sandy Becker as emcee.
outlet’s program director.

WNBC

.

.

‘3-1030

WJfHfHIliitRlilUUraiM
I

JACK A. FROST,

|

*AVZ,, DETROIT

DEPT, F, 234 PIQUETTE

^

MICH.

Please seod me full informaation on your rental service.

I
*

a

I

I

|

Mam*.
KAAfxx

.

Available

for

summer rental—at-

:

tractive studios, near river, facili-

hot and -cold
Call Jack Yorisek,

ties for transcriptions,

running spots.

Reeves
9-3550.

Sound

.

-Studios,
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pee said his firm had only nine
covering the country.
Referring to Ralph Edwards, who
presents “This Is Your Life” over
NBC-TV for Hazel Bishop, Jay
said; “Edwards is our best sales-

—

Agencies, Commercial Writers, Art Directors,

THEATRICAL

Rental Equipment

were Frank

Lancaster, v.p.;
general manHarrisburg, 2d

Jr.,

WTPA-TV,

we’re

•

1
m

Thomas, gen- salesmen

officers elected

Altdoerffer,

SAVE TIME, SAVE MONEY, GET PERFECT RESULTS
WITH THE NEW DYSON TELE-VIEWFINDER!,

WBZ

—

ceeding Rogers W. Clipp, general

90m m

CBS, ABC, j?nd top-flight Directors.

.

NBC

eral manager of Clearfield Broadcasters, Inc., was elected president
of the. Pennsylvania Assn., suc-

Schools.

“The World

analysis show,

.

SCBA

meeting.

and

.

shindig at the Boston Club, last week
The first annual meeting
.
casters stated his mission was “to of the New England chapter of
is slated for June 6 at the
muffle the radio drums of doom Hotel Statler here. Prex Heloise Parker Broeg (WEEI’s Mother Parker)
will preside over the one-day confab
is installing a putting
,
ferever.”
green adjacent to its Allston studios ... In a merchandising tiein
Fellows told -the largest gatherwith Raymond’s, WCOP’s Hayloft Jamboree emanated from the store
ing in the history of the Pennsylthree days last week. “Jamboree’s” conductor, Nelson Bragg, has been
vania group he understood that
was the important job given to him tabbed by Gov. Herter as “Massachusetts’ top hillbilly.”
two years ago; “I want to restore
the confidence of those ^remnants
Burke Heads
of that original army who are still ‘Merchandising Story’
walking away from one of the
Hollywood, May 26.
greatest businesses or professions
Needs
Updating,
Frank Burke, Jr., general manon God’s green earth.”
ager of KFVD, Was elected presi“You can't stop television,” FelBut Big Film Click dent of the Southern California
lows told his audience, the great
With the business of broadcast- Broadcasters Association to sucmajority of whom were radio men.
ceed Cal Smith, general manager
“As an advertising medium it will ing changing as swiftly as a tor- of KFAC.
catch up, and pass, radio on a dol- rent, there were a couple of inadlar-and-cents basis within the next
vertent wry smiles In the 20-mintwo years. But that doesn’t put
radio out of business. You’ll get ute sound-slide color film on NBC
accomplishments
up out of your chair and start to Merchandising
fight.
You’ll build a good solid that was press-previewed in New
business dedicated to serving the York City last Thursday
(21).
people of your legitimate coverage
In one portion of the presentaarea, large or small metropolitan,
tion,
station WTAR, which has
suburban or downright rural
you’re in a great and most satisfy- decided to switch over to CBS afing business. Take care of it, do filiation Sept. 27, was prominently
right by it and it Will more than “displayed as one of the cooperating'
NBC stations in the merchandising
do right by you.”
Fellows said the two important operations. Another section demilestones in American radio, both tailed the campaign for Campbell
almost equally disastrous, were the Soups and, of fcourse, ABC had
year 1948,*=*“when television sud- just snatched away Campbell’s
denly swept into national accept- “Double or Nothing” show from
ance”; and the year 1951, when the NBC, beginning June 22.
Inside-trade smiles aside, howradio networks announced drastic
reductions in web rates. Citing sta- ever, the film, introduced by Fred
Dodge, director of NBC MerN.
tistics, Fellows said in the year
chandizing, was a well-planned de1953, five years after radio’s death
sentence had been passed, there tailization of achievements in the
are half again as mafiy* radio sta- net service that began Jan. 1, 1952
tions in operation as there were in with $500,000, and now has the
cooperation of 182 radio and 65
1948, 'at least 60% more receivers,
and the annual investment in U. S. tele affiliates in serving 85 NBC
• DISPLAY
advertisers.
radio has gone up 35%. *
With the nation zoned into 12

tion reps attended the sessions, a
record for attendance at a state

Universities

new news
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AM’s Two Bugaboos
“Those same figures do tjot

TV DIRECTORS:
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caster, starting
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main the only studios

arate wide-angle 35mm, 50mm»and 75mm
attachments. Optical lens, precision engineered, handy pocket-size (4 tf long X 1"

.

AWRT

$30,000,000 Vidpix

annexing TV. Columbia, with its
Screen Gems, and Allied Artists,

diam,). V/t.

.

.

WCCO

.

an anticipated $3,7.50,000 t billings of several series.
for '53 and the sale of 400 individuBelief in the vidpix industry a
al segments over the past two year ago was that the. major 'picweeks including such spenders as ture studios would make a bid to
take over, but today that view has
virtually vanished, and producers
seem to feel the pix biz is so preoccupied with its own worries it
has neither the time nor desire to
take on additional headaches by

50mm

——

is ?....-

again next fall will carry the NCAA college football telecasts . . . WTCN, broadcasting afternoons and evenings from the Auto
Sports Show at the Armory, had its own “match the numbers” contest
for patrons with numbered tags distributed from its booth
KSTPTV celebrated start of its sixth year on air . . On his new half-hour
record show, “The Rec Room,” Gordon Eaton interviews
nightly
the station’s personalities . . . Bill Ingram, KSTP-TV topdrawer news-

KSTP-TV

,

vacationing

included a
so good” espousBedford Springs, Pa., May 26.
al of the siperiority of NBC over
Harold E. Fellows, president of
CBS in such areas as owned-andoperated TV stations and more the NARTB, in a hard-hitting
5
speech at the annual meeting of
notably in color television.
the Pennsylvania*' Assn, of BroadSarnoff ’s

“you never had

Continued from page 43

its

Cream, has
Ice
“Phil Rizzuto Sports
General Mills,, Grove Laboratories, Caravan” for 36 markets. TranCapital 'Airlines, Dole Pineapple scribed program, featuring the
and Squibb. Since anything over N. Y. Yankee shortstop, is proa 35% SRO. status is profit, the. duced and distributed by Charles
“Today” operation represents a Michelson, Inc.
commercial bonanza today.
Michelson .has also been named
In the fi.ce of current trade ru- American sales rep for the “Happy
mors that the prexy as well as Gang,” Canadian daytimer cursales programming command was rently sponsored there by Colgate
vulnerable and perhaps subject to and Quaker Oats.
change, Samoff’s bestowal of his
blessing on the Prank White-Herbert-Barry regimes with assurances
that no such drastic changes were
being contemplated, took on added
Obviously, Sarnoff
significance.
asserted that, he reserves the right

membership conceded Cha?e

From the Production Centres

For Rizzuto 'Caravan’
Fruit

-

ORegort

May

We<Hesday,

1953

27,

RADIO-TELEVISION
16-Hr. Civic Gabathon

Gwen

Verdoit

Continued from page

On 9 Miami

1

Miami,

June 21 with a second appeafance
slated for the following week.
The cancellation opens a field
of controversy which may ultimately have to be settled by
AFTRA. The two columnists have
been bitter rivals for years and
thus in a controversy of this kind
in the middle.
a performer is put
The Sullivan show pays among
the highest fees in vaudeo.
An entertainer may also feel
that refusal to. appear for either
of the columnists may endanger
some publicity breaks. Both acts
and managers as well as pressagents for the performer are constantly in the middle in a situation of this kind.

Citywide Boycott Of

Stations

May

16-hour talkathon (24) designed to
arouse public interest in upcoming

merger proposal. Idea
stemmed from success of same
programming stunt to get to the

city-county
k

—

people Utilized by a recent and
defeated candidate for governor'.
Idea came from local ad agency
exec Bob Venn.

were
(NBC),

Participating

(ABO,
(CBS),

So far, AFTRA has received no
Heller, union’s
protest George
executive secretary, stated that it*
is not illegal for an act to take
a cuffo bow on a show. He pointed
out that both columnists have performers and other personalities
taking gratis curtsies and so they
are competing with each other
on the same level* Until an official
complaint is registered, i’s unlikely that any action will be taken
by the union.
Sullivan has previously taken
action with the union. Some time
ago he complained that the American Guild of Variety Artists was
giving him “unfair competition” in
having Bob Hope perform gratis
on the “Colgate Comedy Hour,”
on a layout from which the
welfare fund would benefit. Result of this complaint was a rule
passed forbidding entertainers to
perform for less than their ac-

WQAM

(MBS) and

WGBS

indies

WWPB, WMBM, WFEC
WVCG. Backers of the merger

WINZ,
and

WIOD

WKAT

Sponsor Products On

26.

Nine local stations in the greater Miami area combined to air a

—

53

.

proposal paid a reported tab of
$4,000 for the time periods alloted
by the stations.

Top

in

WKBW

WDAF

In Strike ‘Blackout’
Continued from page 24

Strike

able to the union, and AFTRA then fees out of shift, but does not beBuffalo, May 26.
proposed a counter measure which lieve the proposal of fees on shift
City wide
boycott
of
would bring into effect the plan of is equitable, according to Dean Fitsponsors’ products seems to be in basic salary plus talent fees for zer, general manager.
Meanwhile, both sides were girdcommercial announcement.
each
the works as four-month-old strike
of National Assn, of Broadcast En- Roberts declared the plan would ing to sit this one out for some
gineers
& Technicials (CIO) save the station money, since the time as no conference date had
against
the
station
continues. basic salary under this plan was been set as of the weekend. Previous negotiations have been held
NABET contract expired end of proposed to be $100 per week.
January, with station refusing to
Station management balked at through Ernest E. Meyers of the
reinstate old contract or to go to this, however, claiming burden to Federal Mediation apd Conciliation
mediation.
advertisers and sponsors already service.
Unusual plea by strikers, who is heavy because of high producFitzer gave no indication that he
are backed by the city CIO council, tion costs which are largely .due, to would seek a meeting soon, and
calls for organized labor to listen labor. AFTRA would have the tal- Roberts
Saturday that no
said
to
It is the
so advertisers will be ent fees passed on, and the plan meeting was in sight.
known for purpose of applying would bring the average an- first time a strike has been called
here.
pressure.
station
Buffalo
per
against
a
broadcasting
about
Bisons
last nquncer’s pay to
$125
month cancelled broadcast of their week, it was estimated. The sta- WDAF-TV is the only television
games over the station.
tion now has a policy of paying station here.
.

i

WK£W

WKBW

A'

0

-1
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customed

s&laries

on

sponsored

programs.

Some months ago Johnnie Ray
and the Kean Sisters, both, then
current at the Copacabana, N. Y.,
took bows on the Winchell show
to appearing on Sullivan’s
“Toast” less than two hours later.
Latter' says he acquiesced because
Jules P.odell, Copa operator, personally asked him, accenting the
Ray pitch, on behalf of the hardof-hearing; and, as for the Keans,
they were getting so valuable a
building up from WW.
prior

>
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Forgotten Sponsor
Continued from page

24

progamming by
CBS-TV and NBC-TV, one network
newsman last week wondered what
such expenditure and attention
saturation-point of

would do,

if applied to the covernews- events more pertinent
to Americans.
“What does the
Korean. War have to do,” he asked,
1

age.' of

“get a sponsor?”

Standing aloof from the plane-

mad competition

is

ABC-TV, whose

Coronation coverage is sponsorless.
The net, disdaining American embroideries of the British ceremony,
will take a Canadian Broadcasting
Corp, relay feed from Toronto to
Buffalo, and put on the Coronation
unedited as it is seen by British
subjects.

ABC-TV

presenting

is

its

Coro-

nation program (its only one of the
day, with a half-hour daytime program scheduled for Wednesday),
in the Class
time of 8 to 10:30

A

p.m.,

most

which may yet prove to be the
convenient for American

viewers.

ABC-TV

Settles

Continued from page 24
year, both in number of
ing televised and in
area.

teams becoverage

Unlike its arrangement with
Mutual on the AM! “Game of the
Day,” Falstaff on TV will sponsor all nine innings of each game
On Mutual it sponsors half the
game, while the other half is cooped. Brewery will use its^’Game
of the Day” commentators, Dizzy
Dean and Buddy Blattner, for the
telecasts. Mutual’s coverage is also
restricted, but not as much as the

—

AM

broadcasts can’t
reach major league cities, but do
reach many minor league towns.
ABC-TV programs, .it’s Understood,
will be allowed in minor league
towns when the home club isn’t
telecasts

playing.'

,

Lduisville—Hurry Lockhart, has
been appointed music director at

WAVE

and WAVE-TV, succeeding
who is retiring due

Earle Keller,
to illness.

i
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Wednesday, Hay 27, 1953

ABC

with United Paramount The*
now operates on channel 4
required to move to channel
|
1<
under
the new TV allocation
2
*
CBS’ press department is finding itself in the anamolous position
The channel shift affects
plan.
Cuiiicej fima page 35
.other stations, principally WTMJ- of plugging ABC shows, and it all started because of a goodwill gesture
of operation, we have crews of ec- £ rector and the cameramen, and the TV in Milwaukee, which is re- on ABC's part. letter’s talent-program Bob Weitman got the idea of
j-.
Godfrey, now undergoing a series of hip operagmeers. cameramen and iechm- director
and the
•e studio. The most ouired to move from channel 3 to saluting CBS* Arthur
cisns who have been practically | important of these is the two-way channel 4. Because Chicago and tions in Boston,
Weitman set salutes on 25 ABC radio and television programs for
raised in television on remote op- communication between the re- 1 Milwaukee are only 75 miles apart, j
at«<if uAne
IVn are equipped rrSlflh
J»
-a _
a*«*n%«*
QTAlllH Godfrey, reading ‘‘We all
Jtll miss
TH1?K you,
Vftll. Arthur.
A rtVlTlF. Hurry
TTllPTir up
fit) and
3Tllf get
(Tdlf ti*aT1
channel would
erationsWe
with porter and
the same
well
use of fliA
director.
•
U
_
three complete mobile units.
IP Here Is oar" camera and micro- I cause considerable interference to and back on the job,** CBS press boys, taken somewhat aback by the
This heavy remote seheduEe phone set-up for the baseball pick- f picture reception in the fringe ABC move, couldn't very well ignore it, and are plugging those ABC
j
v
shpw3.
poses a neat problem of logistics, tip from Comiskey Park. We use areas,
f
The movement of equipment and { four cameras. The two most im- 1 CBS and Zenith have been given
in
the
battle
weapon
«
Entertainment
becomes
a
against juvenile
applica-f
file
personnel on some days becomes ('portent ones, because they are used f until' tomorrow 27 ) to
as tricky and involved* as a chess to cover most of the actual play, tions with FCC carrying out the delinquency this week when Johnny Grant, deejay on KMPC, Hollygame. The problem is to get a are located side bv side in the f Court’s provisions. It’s to be ex- wood, launches a series of Campus Corner Dances. Saturday afternoon
|
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TV Remotes

Chi Primer For

hade

atres,
but is

Stuff-Radio
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equipped
remote unit requires a mmimnm ^ith a 17-inch, a 90m and a 135m
crew of eight persons, including Jens. The other one has the
three engineers, two cameramen, a Zoomar. A third camera is *placed
_
_
.
..
supervisor, director and an an- at field level, directly below the
nouncer,
two. This one is equipped
| other
At the other extreme we have f with a 25-inch lens, in addition to
our annual pickups from the Chi- the 90m and 135m. In addition to
cago Automobile
Show.
This covering the pitcher-batter shots,
project required one of the most and the batter, catcher, umpire
intricate technical and production shot, it is used for pre- apd postsetups ever attempted by a single game programs- The fourth cam;

I

l

.

y

its

determination.

to

Ii

Commission advised

j

t>

.

X. _
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Week of Fever

j

:

...

The the most requested on Grant’s show, will sing for the kids. Subsequent
CBS it must dances. Grant hopes, will feature four or five acts and a trio for
channel
4
use
as dancing with some public spirited sponsor or organisation picking up
of
discontinue
I
r t-1 •
A*
A
A
% AAAn
t.1
aT
1
e
soon as possible.
the entertainment tab, around $200 weekly, the only expense of the
f
affairs. Refreshments are gratis.

make

!

?

While most of the New York radio and television stations are pitching
in public service-wise on the city’s cleanup campaign, WLIB, indie
slightly different direction. It's the same
subject the object is different.
Station is cooperating witty the city’s Health Dept, in urging a drive
against venereal disease. Dept has divided city into districts and is
sending roving medical squads around to administer blood tests. WLIB
will cooperate in the Harlem area, stationing a squad in its Hotel
Theresa studios, taping interviews with subjects of the blood tests.
Land even having its own staff submit to the tests while on the air.
just to evaporate the superstition, that the tests are painful.

AMer, has taken a tack in a

—

Continued from page 23

to move into NBC’s enviable oneTV station.
era is located next to the an- station TV
arket domain by wooin Norfolk, with a
For this assignment we used two nouncers* booth in the upper deck ing over
complete mobile units ta three and press section and is used primar- similar switchover of the Bill Fayin Rochester,
a four-camera truck! and two re- fily for live commercials at the f operated
Q»' cavers
runners on N. Y., also reported as imminent.
mote crews, seven cameras, eight field. It also'

m

WTAR

WHAM

mik£ setups and about a mile of first and second base and the {Denied, however, were further
camera cable. Microphone plug-ins pitcher.
rumors that the WHAM shift is
were installed throughout to per-!; There are five microphone set- linked to a reported merger or
mit announcers to cover practical- ups. Jack Brickbouse uses a twin- sale of Stromberg-Carlson, which
ly every square foot of Intema- mike, with the units 12 inches [owns the Rochester station, with
tional Amphitheater. This project apart.' This permits him freedom the CBS-Columbia set manufacneeded a crew of 19 engineers on cf head movement without a loss turing division.)
location, four directors working cm of pickup. Also in the announcers*
But even as the NBC-affiliate
the floor, plus three floor mana- booth is a microphone for Harry meet cued speculation as to how
gers.
The production was coor- Creighton, used for color conamen- many, if any more, TV stations
dinated by two directors, stationed tary and commercials.
Another Would secede from NBC and “go
in the mobile units, and had three microphone is placed strategically Columbia,” the NBC boys were
announcers handling the interviews in the ball park to pick up crowd making capital of the reports that
and announcing chores. In one noises. The mike behind home some of the CBS affiliates had
two-bom- period, this crew covered plate picks up crowd noises, the been made unhappy over the kind
20 exhibits from two floor levels. crack of the bat and the whack of of deal handed to WTAR in reThe operation, involving one pick- the ball in the catcher's mitt, turn for the Norfolk allegiance,
up on Saturday and two on Sun- There is also a hand microphone and were willing to entertain a
day, was sandwiched between re- with the ground level camera for switchover to NBC.
motes fa double) from Marigold use in the interview and field
While the rival networks* billGardens on Saturday night, a Sun- programs.
* ings projection definitely establishday afternoon pickup of soccer
the CBS-TV leadership, the ased
We use the same setup at Wrigfrom the Chicago Arena, and a
ley Field for the Cubs games with sembled NBC affiliates were not
Sunday night pickup from Jim
overly
alarmed over the April turn
the exception that the two cameras
Moran’s automobile showroom.
Their concern tranare on the ramp below the second of events.
Watch The *Cae System*
deck instead of in the first row of scended any single month’s re!

|
$
!

r!

j

Offbeat religioso tape documentary will be broadcast over NBC radio
Sunday, June 7 at 6:30 p. m. (7:30 in New York). Half-hour program,
“Speaking Drum,” features mass of the Roman Catholic Church
in French Equatorial Africa, with 40 native choir boys, and drums as
the only musical instruments.
Tapes were made by Arthur Alberts, NBC rep in Belgian Congo
and attache to the consulate general office in Leopoldville, the capital.
He followed transportation of an altar stone from there to French
titled

Equatorial Africa capital, Brazzaville, where a prim*'ive “cathedral”

was erected and mass celebrated.

j

|
I

i

|

j
i

CBS Radio summer promotion campaign underway with mailing to
the net’s affiliates of kit filled with ads, exploitation suggestions, onthe-air announcements and special material for disk- jockeys and women
commentator programs. Theme is “Summertime, and the Listening
Is Easy,” and will promote radio listening fh general by giving facts
and figures of radio's scope and size for greater audience appreciation
of the medium. Picnic promotion feature suggests local plugging of
away.-from-home listening on portable and car radios.

„
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TV Shows Tour
;

p

turns, recognizing that with the
stepped up competitive picture, the
situation could just as easily reverse itself in coming months.
Rather, the affiliate alarms go
much deeper, encompassing the
much broader canvass of an NBC
drags out and nothing happens, the in a continuing cycle of reorganizations in a quest for the right
other
fans say you’re lousy. On the
hand if you have a tight, red-hot leadership and top operational
functionaries.
game with plenty of action and
thrills, you can cover it with one
broad-angle lens, and just break
in occasionally to give the score
Night Ballcasls
and theyTl call it the most sensaContinued from page 24
tional thing they ever witnessed!
ball
proved a bonanza, lifting
WOR-TV from an average in same
April time of 2.3 to the Monday
Channel
Chi
night 10.3. On similar Friday in
April, station averaged 1.6, comContinued from page 21
pared to the Fnday night game
WPIX in the
expire, under the Court’s mandate, avearage of 10.0,
when the issue is finally decided by similar Friday in April had a 5.8,
the courts or, if the courts remand through its airings of the National
the case back to FCC for a com- Invitation Basketball tourney, but

the upper decks,

;

.

However, with all this I have a
theory about the whole matter of
sports and/or remote pickup? in
general. You can do the greatest
production job of coverage and reporting and if the action is dull,

\

|

jj

!

TV

Eileen

BARTON
|

Currently

rose to a baseball mark of 7.9.
Interesting sidelight is question
sion.
WBBM-TV (formerly WBKB- of rainouts and other delays in the
TV), for which CBS paid $6,000,000 ballgames. Figures, though not
in a deal which was contingent on available for the case of a night
FCC approval of the merger of game rainout, show that in daytime
at least, the audience tend to keep
tuned to the station, even though
there’s usually nothing on camera
but a picture of the field, or even
nothing but music and a balop.
Pulse figures for April 12 showed
a WOR-TV rating of 10.3 for the
2:45-3 p. m. slot, in which the rain
started. At 3, rating still held at
5.7, despite fact that game had
been halted and that NBC had
“Victory at Sea” on at the time. At
parative hearing, by the

CHUBBY’S
CAMDEN.

N. J.

CORAL RECORDS

MCA

Dir.:

Commis-

still

viewerl
mean
sales

WGAL-TV
NBC

•

3:15, game had been called and
station switched to film. Similarly,
Giants showed a 11.0 on
at
2:45 and then in the 3-3:15 period
were still at 6.7, in spite of the
fact that the game had been called
as soon as the rain started shortly
after 3.

On WNBT’s ‘Horseshoe’

CBS * ABC • DuMont’ • Lancaster, Pa.
ah ever-growing audience. Proof is

—

this, rich

New Program for TV
TV

FM

Ssetonon Station • Qoir McCo!loug\ President

Sa/ftr ft«pr«s*nfaf/ra

WiEjEKER New Ywk
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1»K

f

5>

i
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Oircaga • lot Anfefet
• Sen Frond***
9
1

il>ti

shows on a local level, identifying role of Wishbone Hardy on “The
himself with every major sales and Magic Horseshoe” with the show
dealer conclave.)

As recent as a year ago, lack of
out-of-town facilities would have

June

of

4.

Bob Dixon will take over
(the emcee chores on the WNBT,
prevented any of the major TV
N. Y., program, seen 6 to 6:30 p.m.
shows with production pretentions
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
from getting a coaxial pickup from
Show may be expanded to five
the hinterlands. Butrin an era of
TV station prosperity and exp %j- a week.
sion, the TV outlets in most cities
today have studio facilities that,
Sheriff

.

in many instances, match those in
the N. Y.-L. A. production keys.

GAE FOSTER
Circle

Coke’s Phifly Golf Coin
Philadelphia, May 26.
Coca Cola will sponsor the final*?
and championship crowning sessions of the Women's Weathervane
Open Golf match Saturday and
Sunday (30-31) at Whitemarsh Valley Country Club. Match will be
televised on WFIL-TV and presented under auspices of the Philadelphia Inquirer Charities.

7-3900

—

Comics
Special Material
Zym Agents Will Laagk at To*
with Material from

Ed Handman
Original

32 Perry

Manofogvw, Oeablet,
St v

Skttcfces

New York, 0«e»en 5013

Upper Midwestr.»

..

II

Gertrude Berg, whose current
NBC-TV appearances are presently
confined to her role in the Milton
Berle show, Is putting a kinescope
on a new package. She describes
it as having a musical background*
and says she got the idea for it
from the Berle stanza.
Sale of the new show, she said,
won’t preclude her resuming “The
1
j GoldtypijgsV j
&n:. a 1
t
i
j
£ 1 1
.

c

1

i

Mint oil of the lop ion mlti-wooklf

shows art oi Channel 5 whert over
1,250,000 people view

Gertrude Berg ‘Ninnies’

Channel 8

WGAL AM

berth its originations in New
Because
of
commercial- anYork, emcee Ed Sullivan has pracnouncing commitments. Bob Wiltically been doing a year-round series
of one-man merchandising liams is bowing out of the emcee
to

WPIX

delivers

tremendous write-in response from
Pennsylvania market area. Write

l

Bob Dixon Vice Wiliams

Continued from page 25
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In my opinion the backbone of
our remote operation is our cue
system. This is set up so that there
is two-way talkback between the
director and the reporter, the di-

~

.

KSTP-TV

regularly.
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CHAIN STORES: BO ON OR BANE?
Wha’ Hoppen to Those New Disk Faces?

f [ft [j iJPSEJ

!

Joni James Last Tyro Click Since

Ray

Current wax market is
of vocal wax names.
Masquers’
Fete
has stepped out of
vocalist
No new
Hollywood, May 26.
the shellac heap this year despite
Masquers
will
salute
ASCAP
at
efforts of several major record
companies to get behind their tyro a dinner in its clubhouse tomorrow
night (Wed.) with Richard Powers
talent
Joni James was the last femme as toastmaster and Jane Wyman,
a T
and Fm D '° rSay
vocalist to break through, while no
“i
hinOTe d guebiA,
male singer has been able to crack uuuuieu
On the dais will be Johnny Mer
through since Johnnie Ray. Both
cer,
Jimmy
McHugh,
L.
Wolfe Gilwere kicked off last year. Although
Ray has strayed from his early bert, Dmitri Tiomkin, Harry "Warren, Ned Washington, Jack Nordisclick stride, he’s still a potent
worth, Nacio TIerb Brown, Leo
nitery draw while Miss James, on
Robin, Harry Ruby, Shelton Brooks,
the other hand, still is turning out tom Ca(iih<ii4t Cemm,r
Jean Schwartz, Sammy Cahn, in.
Vichot wax for M-G-M.
Norman Brooks and Julius La tor Young and William Grant Still.
Rosa have made the biggest crooner
splash in recent months with their
initial waxings but their followup
efforts thus far have had only a
mild effect on the market. In the
femme field the vets are still holding down the top bracket berths
and some of the canaries who were
launched with a big diskery push
are now being brushed off by the
artists & repertoire men.
Vocal combos, too, are finding it
tough to get into the payoff
_
Bourn®* .head of Bourne
brackets whereas it was easy sail- -a*
ing for most of the new group last Music, is attempting to line up
year. Latest combo to stir interest support from other publishers for
has been the Three Dons & Gmny his position in the upcoming FedGreer, who clicked with “Say It eral Court test of the copyright
With Your Heart” on the indie Al- renewal assignment clause in the
lied label. They were immediately old publisher - writer agreements,
'r ~*
~t
snatched up by Coral' but it’s too Test of the clause’s legality is insoon to ascertain impact of their volved® in the suit filed against
Bourne
last week by writers Billy
been
since
it’s
platter
Coral
initial
on release for a little more than a Rose, Ray Henderson and Mort
*
Dixon
for
return of the copyright
week.
Record company a&r men for on their number, “That Old Gang
the most part, have taken a cau- of Aline.”
Many publishers are showing
tious attitude in pacting vocalists
who have clicked on indie labels. reluctance to join with Bourne in
this
action because they don’t
They’re now realizing the one-shot
nature of the biz and are holding want to antagonize waiters whose
their new pactings down to a mini- copyrights are up for renewals
after the first 28-year term. The
mum.
Many of the vet disker9, however, Rose action against Bourne, morecontinue to hold a steady sales over, only involves a few oldline
pace. Although few of their plat- publishing firms which were in
ters develop into bigtime noise- business before the Songwriters
makers, the diskeries are usually Protective Assn, came up with baassured of sbgood coin return from sic writers’ agreement now genthe steady following the Vets have erally used in the industry.
In addition, none of the major
developed over the years.
publishers, including Bourne, have
been relying on the renewal asIt’s
signments i& the old pacts.
UA’s "Moon Is Blue’
been common practice for the
pubs to write completely new
Looms Newest Hit
pacts with writers for the second
copyright term. These deals call
Waxing for the current SPA minimums of
In Pic
and foreign
Theme backgrounds from pic ^ 50% on mechanicals
rights, 3c minimum royalties on
|
continuing
productions
are
guarantees of
and
music
sheet
mushroom on wax on the heels of
publications. The old pacts
such clicks as “The Song From song
(Continued on page 60)
and
clicks

in

taking

its toll

The rapid emergence of ‘the
l) it ill?
IT
nff n .
syndicate stores and super-marS
Uilice oetup
r
kets as major disk sales outlets is
.
_
.
,,
broadcast Music, Inc., in a probecoming the most revolutionary
rce
in
record merchandising Jected expansion of its office
n<! ors nd
since
dealer Sam Goody space - has
.
f?
launched his price-cutting policy E ar7°^„2n v.^- e ~ ln tb5 J" ln
buildings
being
erected
on Fifth
l
wnip fivp vparc acrn Whilp nrt
ve
47,h
between
and 4«‘»
Vi
segment
liiv AilU UOll jr JO 1 AV VI AUg
m
of ^hffndust'ry^e«?Sg^
__a
o
r _
_
..
ree ts Longterm lease, negotiatrrrAurt Vx in chain stores as
ao a
a
the growth
in
ed
01 ™*
22,500
healthy factor, some of the major
‘“X
“ are feet of s P ace in both build ’
?q
companies are frankly
I

ASCAP

Mil

i

'

-

;

over
de

its

worried
impact on the standard

may become °fi
a
'“K

^ recent months by the
m

J

entry into
the merchandising chain
distributors who are directly and
exclusively servicing the chains.
In Philadelphia, the Columbia
Records’
distributor,
Stuart
S.
Loucheim, recently became the
first major to grant these sub-distributors recognition via an extra
as the chain selling was
in the hands of the franchised distributors, industry execs felt that
the growth of this sales medium
coui(i be controlled within the

\

jj

general
dealer framework.
In
small towns, particularly, the distrib could gauge whether the disk
dealers would suffer by the addition of the chain outlets or whether the latter would represent- a

(Continued on page 60)

Victor Young and David Rose have
already -cut it.
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for Carlton.
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In his
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Seen

Hilliard

[

l

ideas

Exiting Decca;

;

of his father,
critically ill.

Sam

Morris,

who

is

Kapp

will assist

Victor.

the

Kapp

idea

for

recently
Victor’s

Hayman Stays
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Ops Nix

|

I

ton

Tune Hike

who moved

to

RCA, Hayman

|

reportedly was preparing to leave to
cash in on bookings on TV and in Wexler Exits Big Three
Due to the uncertain results ; theatres as a result of his “Ruby”
For Partnership Status
from areas where dime plays have click. Hayman cancelled all enbeen instituted, the New York as- gagements with publishers last
sociation of
In Atlantic Diskery
jukebox operators
turned down a proposal to hike week to rehearse for hisr .Broadway
.
Jerry Wexler, promotion director
.. „
„
,
*
the price-per-tune from 5c to 10c Paramount Theatre stand. starting for Th* Big Thr ^e , Rob bins, Feist
at a membership meeting last June 3, with Vic Damone. Merc’s & Miller) for the past 18 months,
week. The ops turned down the exec veepee Art Talmadge is anx- exits the publishing firm this vreek
proposition despite the fact that
*° j°* n Atlantic Records as a partthe execs of the trade ©roup were ious to keep Hayman and the latmostly in favor of boosting prices. ter agreed to concentrate on his b
s ht a stoc^ intere st in the
Most of the juke ops opposed diskery chores after the
rhyt hm & blues diskery and joins
the rise because they feared the booking.
Ahmet Ertegun and Herb Abrammove would result in a lower gross
At Decca, Jimmy Hilliard is un- son
finn’s owners.
due to a falloff in plays. They felt
Ver e 0 f
b7"°".° n
With Abramson currently servr post.
!I^f
n nt h
the, time wasn’t ripe for the hike exiting his top a&r
Both
. p orce medical corns
since locations for jukes have Paul Cohen, head of the diskery's
ana
win snare
share rne
tte trusts
artistr^d
been tightening up in tbe N.Y. folk and western division, and Tutti wexler W111
area due to shuttering of many Camarata, musical director, have
f
P
bars and the near-universal accent been prominently mentioned as
A?i?nfip
nn TV
tv sets
wts in spots
snnt.c where
wbpr<» the coin
cnin Hilliard's
uiiiioni'e replacements
ranianomontc when
nr Vi on and
and ^he company s operation. Atlantic,
on
e °f
once
had
play.
machines
big
Hilliard was responsible for j ??
if.
R
is currently preppmg
r a&r setup
x,
Mtim in the field,
The juke ops, at the same time, building Coral. Records
COIJ1 pj e t e 45 rpm extended play
complained that they needed more during its formative years and
[series of collated singles by blues
(revenue to offset the rising costs
e
t
d
P
a rtiata as well as selections from
p^i i Tf moved out.
o!lt
[of operating their routes. It was when Morty Palitz
..
diskerv s jazz
iazz catalog.
ca taloc
aisxery
tne
felt however* that instead of rais- Palitz was the replacement for
in 2 Prices, more promotion should Dave Kapp, Decca's a&r chief up
4
[be given to get additional spins at to the summer of 1951 and now a
present nickel level,
RCA Victor exec.
HEIR?
pjays have been instiEddie Kissack, assistant recordtuted in such scattered dities as ing director, at. Decca, ankled the
Chicago, Washington, San Diego, company aasFj^e^
In an attempt to get the late
Peoria and Patterson. No° clear
George M. Cohan copyrights into
has emerged to date on
[ pattern
the newly formed Cohan Music
gross business has been
| whether
firm, an infringement action in
U pped by the boost and most juke
N. Y. Supreme Court was brought
ops are preferring to ride with
against Jerry Vogel’s pubbery "by
the nickel plays for Jhe time beCohan’s heirs. The action seeks
ing.
RCA Victor will lose no time in to
terminate licenses given Vogel
recording the original cast’ album
on his Cohan properties. George
of the Rodgers & Hammerstein muinterested

to 10c

-
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The Benny Goodman crew, hatoned by Gene Krupa, and the
Louis Armstrong All Stars cleaned
up heavily in a series of dates in
Package
the' midwest last week.
played three $9,000 per-concert
stands in Chicago, St. Louis and
Other score
Highland Park, 111.
totals were $8,000 in Davenport,
Wise.
Madison,
in
la., and $7,000
Tour has been hitting some important coin in most stops on its
tour. The Satchmo-BG jivers have
been touring for more than a
'month without Goodman who exited because of illneAs.

[

SUE VOGEL
FOR COHAN TUNES

1

j
j

j

j

ON
’ALBUM

j

-

in exM. Cohan, Jr., is
“Me and Juliet," after it hits ploiting the old copyrights.
Broadway tomorrow (Thurs.). The
for
both
firms
Attorneys
curdiskery has set the cast waxing sesCauses Traffic Jam
sions for Sunday (31) and the al-I rently are confabbing on a deal
bum will hit the market about two which may result ln an.out-of^court
Sister Tbarpe Shifts
In 2-Nite Jersey Stand weeks after the show opens.
settlement. O Bnen, Driscoll & R^fry rep the Cohan estate while
wrapped up the rights to
Reminiscent of the band biz heyFrom Decca to Victor dey 15 years ago, the newly formed theRCA
show's cast album by angeling Fa Ib & Orleans are Vogel s Jawyers
Rosetta
Dorsey Bros, orch pulled an SRO Uhe show to the tune of $187,500.
Gospel singer Sister
Sidebar to the litigation is that
Victor -is- planning a major pro-j
Tbarpe is shifting from Decca Rec- crowd at the Rustic Cabin, Engleords to the RCA Victor label. Sis- wood Cliffs, N. J., in its two-night motional -splash, for the- cast album the O'Brien law firm now repping
Decca’s
of
one
been
Cohan estate had at one time
four
the
has
(22-23).
[in
addition
it'
stand over the weekend
ter Tbarpe
.to packaging
top religioso diskers for the past Orch drew a capacity 1,100 terp- ways. Victor is issuing the score handled Vogel’s legal work and
sters Friday and an overflow crowd on a long-play disk, in a three- jactgd as Vogel's attorney some
10 years.
She’ll cut for Victor’s rhythm & of 1,500 the following. Tab for the jacket 45 rpm extended play set, a years ago.
78 rpm album and one LP platter
weekend was $350 minimum.
blues division.
State and county police were containing the show’s highlights.
cooper will be resident
called out both nights to straighten It’s one of the few times in recent choreographer for St. John TerRuss Morgan Rejioms ABC
Russ Morgan has rejoined Joe traffic jams near the Cabin. Only [years, incidentally, that a show re irs music Circus at Lambertville.
Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp. J squawk from spot’s operator Bill score is being put out in 78 rpm jy. J. Albia Kavan and Ralph
Bandleader has been with three Levine was that receipts were min- form. Victor is also issuing singles Williams, who, like Cooper, are
[offices since leaving Glaser a cou- imized because the terpsters stayed from the score by Perry Como and former members of Ballet Theatre,
Ihave also been signed, as dancers.
A*** * ftl nights preventing a tumotrCft t * Dinah Shore.

Dorsey Bros. Band
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The elder Morris was foreign
w ^
'"
safes'^ vV^ee 'for^ WatVer btSI
befcaft. hi<*fmtm**rm *+**

job,

“Showtime” series of legit tune
albums which were completed last
week with George Frazier directing
under Kapp’s supervision.
Kapp came to Victor in 1951 from
where he was longhair a&r
Decca
On the heels of last week’s shift
chief in the company which his
n RCA Victor’s artists & reperbrother tbe late Jack Kapp c0
,
,
,
7 y7! .1
t01re setup
fsee scparate
stor
tbe founded.
a&r picture at both Decca and
The rest of Victor’s a&r setup
[Mercury Records have begun to as- remains intact with George Marek
continuing
as manager of both the
sume a fluid quality.
pop and longhair a&r division.
At Mercury, where Richard HayBeth Henri Rene and Hugo Winman recently stepped into the east- terhalter will assist Carlton as a&r
era a&r spot in place of Joe Carl- staffers and musical directors.

j

Father Critically HI

for

conceived

!

Buddy Morris, head of E. H.
Morris Music, planed to the Coast
over last weekend to ’the bedside

new

Sacks in the diskery’s administrative duties. Kapp will also be involved in blueprinting new album

|

•:

to Coast;

RCA

f

*

|

Buddy Morris

to

[

N.Y. Juke

j

group batoned by Henri Rene, and
vocally by the Sauter-Finegan band
with Joe Mooney’s quartet delivering the lyric by Sylvia Fine, Danny
Kaye’s wife. The Sauter-Finegan
version is being used in the pic
behind the opening and closing
titles. Santly-Joy is publishing the
number.
Robbins, Feist & Miller (The Big
Three) are following up their current “Ruby” hit with an exploitation campaign on the theme from
the forthcoming 20th-Fox film,
“The President’s Lady,” cleffed by
Alfred Newman. ‘Publishing firm
is currently awaiting release of
disks of another theme, David
Raksin’s “The Bad and The Beautiful,” from Metro’s pic. Percy Faith,

who switched

i

;

[

As long

1

RCA

Carlton,

discount.

I

“Ruby”

after heading the
for two years.

1

recently from Mercury Records
The lease will enable BMI and where he headed the eastern ofitsTong"hair subsidiaiy ^ Associated U*ce, was originally slated to head
Music Publishers, to be housed in up the diskery s projected ne\v
„„ „ v.,.:i
„
nnpci.inftpnpnHpnt'
lahpi
as yet
quasi-independent label,
building. Both operations are
one
now located in different addresses, unnamed. The latest reshuffle
label's
the
new
BMI wU probaWy move in at the will not affect
end
d of
when the struc- launching, due this fall, except for
°* this year
5
i_
m?
some delay in the timetable until
f”
pnmniPtPrt
completed
ures
*
Saqks can line up a replacement.

FSrfff£

the syndicate stores

i

Rouge,”

.

‘

.

I

\

“Terry’s Theme From Limelight.”
Latest to turn up is from the
United Artists film, “The Moon Is
Blue,” with the theme music by
Herschel Burke Gilbert getting a
two-ply ride by
Victor. Victor
is issuing the number instrumentally by The Silver Strings, a new orch

.

2.

^

f

Industry Aid

Theme

i.

.

i

Bourne Seeks

••

Dave Kapp, who was appointed
pop a&r division

j

j

j

1

I

NX

i

In Rose Action

New

J° e

.

.

Ss

In a revamping of RCA Victor’s
& repertoire department,
Carlton was named to the
diskery’s top pop spot last week
by Manie Sacks, vice-prexy over
the RCA disk operation. Carlton
moved into the post vacated by
administrative assistant to Sacks

[artists

.

\

\
1

Moulin

as His Assistant,

instrumental +

of

Predominance

Names Kapp

'Sacks
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By MIKE GROSS

Bask

My

Crying^Send

From
to

Me”

.

refreshing rendition.
Bernice Parks: **Uska

Baby

Billy Eek-

Dara”-

li

“Nowhere Guy” (Mercury^ This is L
entry in the “Fska
Dara” war parade.
Lyric, in
Turkish and English, gets an ex-ij

who’s bees absent from the
bit lists for some time, has bis
best chance with “Laugh to Keep
From- Crying.” Crooner is in top
form on this slice projecting the
warm emotion of the ballad with
Surefire fodder for all
impact.
His rhythm workover on
levels.

the latest

the reverse also rates attention.

naturals.

s*5 iief

|!

.

citing going ever via Miss Parks*
vibrant attack. Thrush segues to

j;

a blues mood on “Nowhere Guy”
and hits effectively against a neat
orch backing maestroed by David
CarroH.
Both sides are juke

Les Baxter Orch: *T Love Paris"Perry C«®a: “No Other Love”•'Keep It Gay” (YictoriL First out “Gigi” tCapitol ». *T Love Paris” is
with a pair of tones from Rodgers another item out of “Can-Can.”
Hammersfem’s “Me and Juliet,” Baxter's crew gives it a haunting
Perry Como is headed for another workover with an especially effecquick takeofif. “No Other Love” tive choral treatment of the lyric.
-looks like the big one here. Ttoze, Bates plenty of spins. Baxter goes
originally penned by Rodgers for strictly instrumental on the rethe score for NBC-TV’s “Victory verse for okay results.
at Sea” Is a captivating entry
Gay Lombardo Orch: “Blue Wiiwhich Como builds into socko lows”-Tm in Love” uDeccal In
shellac. “Keep It Gay” is a bright “Blue Willows” Guy Lombardo
and charming slice and Como has the kind of wax that should go
gives it an infections zip. Henri a long way in the spinning sweeps.
Rene's orcfe s^plies a topflight as- It’s a fender ballad item aided by
SESt.
the slick Lombardo touch. Kenny
BIB Beyen '‘Yoa're Gone”- aIn- Martin’s vocal is an asset. Botvisible Hands” (j'Okeh". Bill Heyer tom deck has a little more bounce

presented this winter, is surpris- Symphony
Orchestra under Aningly well transformed to disks in gelo Ephrikian. Four works
here

i
i

Vera Zorina and Rayin speaking leads;
Frances Yeend and other soloists;
two choirs, and the Philadelphians
under Eugene Ormandy, do quite
an impressive job.
Beethoven: Quartet in C Sharp
Minor Op. 131 IRCA Victor, $5.45).

are in G, E Fiat. A and F Minor
Sibelius: En Saga and Tapioia
(London, $5.95). Early (“En Saga”/
and late (‘Tapioia") symphonic
poems of the Finnish master, both
moody, sweeping and powerful, are
interestingly contrasted here under
the poetic, moving readings by the
One of the master's five great final Concertgebouw Orchestra under
quartets, here played beautifully, Eduard van Beinum.
Brort.
with warmth and maturity of feeling, by the Paganini Quartet.
Sirs. Peter DeRose (May Singhi
Haydn: The Seasons (Decca, 3
LP, $17.55). Barely-heard or re- Breen) has mailed a neat brochure
corded pastoral oratorio, quite of the eulogy which ex-ASCAP
lengthy but otherwise lively, me- prexy Otto A, Harbach delivered
lodic and very listenable, in a su- April 25, 1953 in tribute to the
perior recording by the BIAS and late 57-year-old songsmith.
this album.

mond Gerome,
i

&

WELE
LAWRENCE
his

—

and

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
82nd Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica* Calif.
Exclusively for Coral Records

“MINNIE

.

THE MERMAID”

Backed by

“SAY IT ISN’T SO”

i

S

but itrs doubtful if this tune will
even come close. -The vocal combo
seems to be having fun toying with
the lyric but little of it projects.
“Smarty” is a so-so slice.

|

.

j
;

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

Album Reviews
“On Your

Toes”-Portia Nelson,!
Jack Cassidy, Laurel Shelby: (Co-r,
BILLY ECKSTUiS ......... LAUGH TO KEEP FROM CEYING
Rodgers 3c, Hart mu- i
This
lumbial
(M-G-M »
.Send My Baby Back To Me
vintage 1936, is another in g
PERRY COMO .
NO OTHER LOVE steal,
Columbia's series of bringing fave
(Victor)
Keep It Gay
Broadway turners back to life on
BILL MEYER
YOU’RE GONE
wax. Production is topdrawer and
(Okeh)
Invisible Hands
Lehman Engel’s conducting gives
HARRY BELAFONTE
MATILDA* MATILDA
it an overall flavorsome quality
that should appeal to showtime
{Victor} %
,
Suzanne
afleianados. Singers assembled for
this package give a good account
fits the pattern of today’s crooner and the vocal by Kenny Gardner of
The headliners.
themselves.
vogue and he’s shown to advantage and The Lombardo Trio make it Portia Nelson, Jack Cassidy and
on this coupling “You’re Gone” appealing platter fare.
Laurel Shelby, are standout. Score
is a topdrawer blending of lyric'-;
Woody Herman Orch: “No True includes such popular items as*
and melody which Beyer delivers Love”-“Blue Lou” (Mars). This r ““There's A Small Hotel,” “Glad To
with surefire wax appeaL Flip is indie Mars label coupling offers Be Unhappy” and the title song.
a quasi-religloso item that will win another good sampling of Woody 1 There’s also a brillant orch treatpatronage vita the Heyer workover. Herman’s hangup technique. On
ent of “Slaughter on Tenth Ave.”
vrell as such seldom beard
Harry Belafonte: “Matilda Ma-ji*^0 True Love,” a bluesjstyled
Herman
shows
with
a
up
goodies as “Quiet Night” “The
f&da”-“Saz3irae” (Victor). Harry l Piece*
Belafonte. who’s been turning out standout vocal, while on “Blue Heart Is Quicker Than The Eye”
be puts the orch through a and “Two a Day For Keith.”
top folk tafne platters for the past
Moondog On The Streets Of New
year, could break into the com- solid jumping groove.
|
mercsal disk market with “MaJohnny Prophet: “Ask Her While York: (Mars). The indie Mars label
ts’da/’
It’s a Calypso-type entry You’re
Dancing” - “Come
Back has packaged several on-the-spot
pegged for mass appeal with lots Little Sheba” (Coral). One of tapes made by Tony Schwartz of
of rhythmic bounce and a jaunty Coral’s recent acquisitions, Johnny Mcondog’s out-of-this-wond sounds,
lyric. Belafonte socks it across for Prophet, makes a sock impression I The esoteric melodies were cut
topflight results. "Suzanne,” how- on “Ask Her While Yon’re Dane- midtown streets as well as the
ever, is limited to the folk cultists. rag.” It’s a gay time which gets an banks of the Hudson River. Indespite
tender Belafonte read- added lift from Prophet's Tilting | eludes such sounds as bus exhausts
iug.
delivery. “Come Back Little Sheba” and fog horns backed by Moondog's
Vera Lynne “No More”- Til Al- is too pretentious to get anywhere, instrumentalling on such noiseas the oo, utsu and the:
* makers
ways Love You” (London). “No
Ames Bros,: “Once Upon
Sa
More” is a pash ballad which Vera
iC
.I™,,
Arttar Hoizman,' CBS, Mutual
ju._m ujm
t4uu3 tot d ammiainiB was. a Ames -Bros, get
off to a nice start
,
v
i,
ride. Thrush knows how to milk fas Victor pactees with this cou-if11 ^ WRICA, N.x., correspon
Israel
a Eyrie for all it’s Worth. She dit- f pling. (They recently ankled thecas written and nan-ates
Bom (Caeaman, So.oU?, an JLr.
toes on the reverse with the help S Coral label*. Combo’s voice blendof a chorus to make it a bouyant t ing shows up okay on “Once Upon documentary on the events leaabiscuit.
A Tone,” a rhythmic number styled big up to the new state stnrt
|
Gordon MacBae: “(Test Magnifi- along the “old-soft-shoe” beat. Utilizmg his own broadcasts^ as
debates ana actu _
que” - “Homin' Time” (Capitol), Should do well with the juke trade. v*ell as
Culled from Cole Porter's “Can- [Team also gets some slick faarmo- voices of Weizmann, Ben-Lrurion
and others, plus songs. Payers
Can,” “Cest Magnifique” becomes nies across on the flip side.
a mid-hit possibility via Gordon
4 Chicks
Chucks, “Hock Mir and other native dialog, Hoizman
MaeRae’s waxing. It's a lovely Nisht Kein Cheinik” - “Smarty” has come up with an .impressive
ballad with an excellent word- » (Jubilee). “Cheinik” is an attempt disk, authentic, gripping ana movmusic blending. MacRae delivers to repeat the “Bei Mir Bist Du | ing. JOrama of Israel's founding
in his best baritone styling. He Schoen" click of a decade ago, is vividly reenacted.

The fop 30 songs of week ( more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research , Inc., Dr, John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetically listed.
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15-21, 1953

All By Myself
April In Portugal

Berlin
Chappell

Big Mamou
Blue Gardenia

Peer

—^‘*Blue

j.

„

jl

May

of

(Listed Alphabetically)

|j

j;

Week

Survey

j;

,

.

St. Hedwig Choirs, and soloists
Elfride Trotschel. Walter Ludwig
and Josef Gremdl, under Ferenc
Fricsay’s direction.
Pergolcss: Four Concert! for Orchestra (Westminster, 2 LP, $9.90
Early Italian concertinos are dainty, delicate musieal works, charmingly played by the Winterthur

Hcnegger: Jeanne d’Arc au
Bucher (Columbia, 2 LP, $11.02*.
Highly effective and moving dramatic oratorio, which Honegger
composed to Claudel’s mystery play
of Joan of Arc at the stake, and
which the Philadelphia Orchestra

"laugh to Keep gives the oldie on the reverse a

Billy EcksSae:

Harm^

Gardenia”

Bummin’ Around
Doggie In The Window

.........Four-Star
Santly-J

—i‘“The

Hush-A-Bye

Remick

Jazz Singer”
—*“Can-Can”

Am

In Love
I
I Believe
Fll Be
a n gin ’

H

Chappell

Cromwell

Around

Broadcast

I’m Siltin' On Top Of The “World
I’m Walking Behind You
Just Another Polka

Feist

Leeds
Frank
United

My Lady Loves To Dance
My One And Only Heart

: .

.

Nearness Of You
Pretend

-

j!

j>

f,

|i

j?

!;

j;

m

.

ji

;

f

Ramona
Red Canary
Ruby—^ “Ruby Gentry”

Lion
Shapiro-B

Say Si Si ...
Say You’re Mine Again
Seven Lonely Days

.Blue River

Side

i

?

[

;

ii

ji

!

j;

A

JZ ££

t

I

By

Side

Miller
Marks!
Jefferson

Shapiro-B
Robbins
Disney
t
“Mold in Rouge” 11!!! Broadcast
*“Main Street to Broadway”. Chappell

Somebody Stole My Gal
Somebody Wonderful
Song From Moulin Rodge

^

Till I

Waltz Again With You

Village

When The Red Red Robin Comes Bob Bob

Bobbin’!

Your Cheatin’ Heart

Bourne

!

Acuff-R

.

?

.

[.

i

UN

\

•

!

:

&

j

f

,

f

\

p

[

^

L

Second Group

A

Blues Serenade

A

Mills

Love
Anna ‘“Anna”
Belle Of The Ball

—

Little

Lion
.

® re « e

Caravan

19 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
H

6.

SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE (3)
THE WINDOW (16)
DOGGIE
APRIL IN PORTUGAL (3)
PRETEND (13)
SEVEN LONELY DAYS (4)
I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU

7.

I

8.

RUBY

9.

SAY YOU’RE BONE AGAIN

1.
^

2.
3.
4.
5.

19.

Percy Faith
Patti Page *
Les Baste
Nat (King) Cole
Georgia Gibbs
Eddie Fisher
Frankie Laine
Richard Hayman
Perry Como

m

BELIEVE (©...'
(2)

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

(3)

Joni James

<4>

.."."Leeds
American
Valando

Dancin’ With Someone
Gomen Nasai

!!!!!!!!! Disney
High Noon 7 “High Noon”
Feist
Kaw-Liga
!! !!!!!! Milene
Let's Make Up Before We Say Goodnight
Feist
' *
Little Red Monkey
jfjxj er
!.

!

! ! ! !

!

!

! ! ! !

Ml
Capitol
Capitol

Mercury

Ohio ^“Wonderful. Town”
1 !
Return To Paradise—t “Return To Paradise”
Sweet Thing

Day

Victor

M-G-M

Frankie Laine

...... Columbia

Freddy Martin

Victor

V

-

Top 16 Songs Ob T?
(Listed Alphabetically)

Doggie In The Window

Santly-J

Believe

I

Wouldn’t Want It Any Other
Just Another Polka
Madness Of The Heart
My I*idy Loves To Dance

Way

RFD

.

.

re ‘end

\

Song From Moulin Rouge
Wild Horses

i f 4 4

Red Buttons

Columbia

PcuhFord

BY SIDE

HtmMHmMHHMtl M H

Capitol

M ++ »t + MMHHH

Bro£

j£ay starr

Okeh
..... Capitol

Decca
Capitol

"... Broadcast
Simon

.
.

Your Cheatm Heart

Acuff-R

Rye Top

Standards

More In Case

By The Light Of The Silvery
Daisy Belle
Get Out And Get Under The
I May Be Wrong
Song Of Old Hawaii
t FilmusicaL

Fran*
Boosev
\ United

Brandom

£

(

Les Baxter
Pete Hanley

Mills

.

SIDE

Coppell
Remick
Alamo

Victor

—

MAMOU

1 !

......111!!!!!! Triangle

*

STRANGE THINGS ARE HAPPENING
SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD
SAY SI SI

! ! !

:::::::i::::!§vc
Simon

Wild Horses
WUl-O'-The Wisp Romance

Columbia
Mercury

ANNA
Sylvana Mangano
M-G-M
HALF A PHOTOGRAPH
Kay Starr
Capirol
WHO’S GONNA PAY THE CHECK ......................a...,. Peggy Lee
Decca
APRIL IN PORTUGAL
Tony Martin
Victor
HOUND DOG IN THE WINDOW
Homer & Jethro .....
Victor
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
Teresa Brewer ...... .... Coral
BIG

Weiss-B

!

Acuff-Rose
! !

Columbia
Mercury

Second Gronp

.

!

V

I

YOUR CHEATIN' HEART
APRIL IN PORTUGAL

.!!!!!! Hollis
Milter

....

Many Are The Times

^

'

—
There’s Music In You—

.

!

Roncom
Famous
Brandom

Moon
Moon

* Legit musical.

of Ties)

Remick
Harms
!.!!!!!** Berlin
......! 1 Advanced
Miller

!.

; '
;

l
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Wednesday, Slay 27, 1953
1st Gershwin, Orch

onciresTRAsmsic

S-B Sait Vs. Yogel Music

Grosses 250G; '54 Trek

Scoreboard

Already Set as Result
The Gershwin Concert Orchestra,
w hich finished its first season of
touring in Cincinnati May 16, has
been set for a second tour next
year by Columbia Artists Mgt,

can be extended by the addition of
lyric at a later date came up before Judge Vincent Leibell in N. Y.
Federal Court last week in the infringement action filed by ShapiroBernstein Music against Jerry Vogel Music.
Shapiro-Bernstein
filed
suit
against
Vogel over the tune,
“Twelfth St. Rag,” which was written in 1914 by Euday L. Bowman.
Vogel claimed joint ownership of
the tune with S-B because James
S. Sumner, who wrote a lyric to
the tune five years after the initial publication, had assigned the
frights to him.
S-B claimed that Sumner had
written the lyric when he was in
the empjoy of Jenkins Music,
which was publishing the tune at
the time, so he had no right to assign the lyric to another publisher.
S-B, which bought the tune from
Jenkins, also is attempting to establish that the tune with the Sumner
lyric is a composite rather than sl
'joint work.
If S-B's claim is established by Judge Leibell, the
"lyric will revert to Vogel but he
will be unable to publish with the
Bowman melody or title. The judge
reserved opinion.
lee. Eastman was attorney for
S-B and Edwin McMann Singer

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

1

spot.

As result, Mertens has set a second tour, to start Jan. 3, 1954, in
Cieveland, and run 13 weeks, for
70 dates. Tour was shortened to

Coin Machines

itinerary for a third seaN. Y. date, at Hunter Colson.
lege Jan. 9, is included for the first
time in the second season.

map out

Retail Disks

Retail

Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

A

:

E: The

/Urrent
a statistical

strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is
system comprising each of the three major sales outlets emsr
lese filings are correlated with data
from wider sources, which are exclusive
-^
_
wun v AH3EETY.
The positions resulting from these findings denote the
IMPACT der
°f VOints scored tvo ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines
>,
a*a three ways :in the case of tunes (disks, coin
machines

Unit will be produced, same as
year, by Howard Lanin.
It
be augmented from 25 to 30
musicians, additions being more
Lorin Maazel, who constrings.
ducted this season, will be succeeded by Robert Zeller next year. Two
soloists, Caroline Long and Ted
Uppman, will return, while two
more soloists, Calvin Marsh and
Susan Yeager, will be added as

nJ^,w

this
will

.

.

£

a>
,
a °V€

nZT£ilr

m

H

OVERALL

^°
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:

sheet music).

s
•

•

;
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alternates.

;

TALENT

POSITIONS

|

|:

’

This

Last

Week Week

artist and label

PERCY FAITH

BLUESTONE SETS OP

!

tone
Song- from

(Columbia)

Moulm Rouge

|

r

POB BRANCHES;

Harry Bluestone, Coast publisher,
set up a New York branch for his
firms this week with the naming

LES BAXTER

2

?

8

(April in Portugal

(Capitol)

RICHARD HAYMAN

3

manager. Bluestone hit the Jackpot
several months ago with the indie
Allied label etching by The Three

2

PATTi PAGE

5

NAT

7

6

PERRY COMO

8

10

9

7

l

&

Ginny Greer of "Say
You're Mine Again.” He operates
Blue River and Presto Music, both
affiliated with BMI, and Sheraton
Music, which is headed for an

.

tieup.

Komheiser had been associated
with the Paramount-Famous firms.
Bluestone expects to remain in N.Y.
for three more weeks.

FRANKIE LAINE

10

•

i

Believe
l Your Cheatin' Heart
Doggie in the Window
(Pretend
/Can’t I
Say You Tre Mine Again
I'm Walking Behind You

(Capitol)

(Victor)
(Victor)

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
RED BUTTONS (Columbia)

PHILLY CAFES’ BLUES
IN SHEET MUSIC
•

Seven Lonely Days
(Strange Things Happening

agement paid $48

last week for
arrangements allegedly ordered by
Len Galloway, organist at spof^
Galloway had ordered no arrange-"'
ments and cafe was stuck with wad

i

/Ho-HoSong

j,

;

;
!

"

TUNES
POSITIONS
This

Columbia Records has set its annual sales meeting for July 24-25

1

at the Palmer House in Chicago.
Diskery execs will outline plans for
fall merchandise and a promotion
campaign slated to be the heaviest
in the company's history.
Col prexy Jim Conkling will
head the contingent of homeoffice
execs attending the conclave.

Brit.

Legit Thrushes

Inked to Disk Deals
London,

May

(°ASCAP.

Last

Week Week

Sales Conclave in July

II

fBMI)

1

2
3

4

SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
*APRIL IN PORTUGAL

2

SI

4

6

*RUBY

5

3

*DOGGDE IN THE WINDOW
^PRETEND
*TM WALKING BEHIND YOU
-SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN
*SEVEN LONELY DAYS
fYOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

6

5
10

8
9

9
"7

10

8

.

PUBLISHER

1

7

*
;

TUNE
.

.

-

I

;

BELIEVE

Cromwell
.

,

Miller

.7

Brandom

Infringement

Leeds
Meridian

.

Acuff-R
»

died by youthful Eddie Anderson,
Qfraceao
who seems to have made a pretty LOlUIUUla
close study of Sheehan’s distinctive
delivery. But Sheehan has a strong
HANK SIMMS SHOW
Duets
following and it’ll take more than
Mon. thru FrL, 7:30-10 p.m.
voice imitation to dethrone him.
KEKI, Honolulu
Consistent Policy
Despite
a - fulltime advertising
Personable Hank Simms’ voice agency job
Love.”
ihe’s an account exec
iiiit
Columbia
C
Records
I
5
is continuing
» •*
j
t
Jane Morgan, currently starring is becoming an evening habit Sheehan finds time to line up well
^t^aydirtt with" its dualnoame
j
in Tom Arnold and Emile Littler’s l among pop record fans here. Fast blended programs of relaxing semi-j;
tjoBcv Diskerv's too current
op an i,andle
1 at
nln re
re^e. ‘-Three Cheers " at the Lones-! F
due to distinctive style
*
Me A
1CK
cUcfc
t- ? casual,?f
7 Deep drawlrf Patter
J™; ltSdem
style.
freshmgiy
...
don Casino
nLu-'Tlu
ha* lanaea
landed a years
vAar’s
,
.
r* •
j r '
ino, nas
cave ^ bv former Air Force public: hoKv-oth.«-oii ciiitori frtp (vimmor. etched by Fra nki e Laine and Jim—

Disk Jockey Reviews

uUcSSw
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jj

Top Name Wax

|
'

As

-

f

,

„

'

[

Club Rio, a Bridgeport nitery,
was hit with a copyright infringement suit in Connecticut Federal
Court last week by Chappell,
Harms, YY it mark and Gotham music publishers.

S

/

plaintiffs

claim

Court was asked by the complainants for an injunction and
statutory damages of $250 for each
Performance togethrnnrt a
ann
la icimpu ’ costf
er Wiin coar
nd lawyers’
s.

C

LRochester

W

^

j
I

The

that their tunes were played in
the spot with a performing license.

f

W

t

\

Rap

Vs. Bridgeport Nitery

|

Jefferson

19.

Lizbeth Webb, from “Guvs and

Dolls,” has been signed by H.M.V.
for series of recordings. Her first
platter will feature two of the hit
numbers from the show “If I Were
a Bell” and “I’ve Never Been in

opened package and discovered it
was junk. Believed here other
cafes have been similarly victimized, with owners not declaring
loss fearing to look like chumps.

y

Santly-Joy

*

of worthless sheet music.
Jack Fields, of Blue Note cafe,
similarly got tapped for $38, for
music for Joe Loco combo playing
his spot.
musician himself. Fields

A

Broadcast
Chappell

f

FAKE

Philadelphia, May 26.
New gimmick for mulcting cafes
here is the delivery of fake music
orders. Hotel Astor Lounge man-

>

Co! Records Set .Chi

repped VogeL

(I

(Mercury)

EDDIE FISHER

I

/April in Portugal

“

(Columbia)..

(KING) COLE

j.

/Ruby
(Ruby

(Mercury)
„

Bobby JBIornheiser as general

ASCAP

Question of whether the original period of a tune's copyright

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

fj'ij.O.

Dons

Copyright Via Later Lyric

I

Columbia veepee Andre Mertens,
ran for 16 weeks, with the 95 concerts grossing approximately $250„Biz was good to capacity everywhere but in Chicago, only bad

of

To Decide Extension Of

»

OF

with a third season also in prospect. Tour, under management of

NX

57

Tour

—

Toofpr<?

i

Sked Cuffo Operas
Rochester, May 26.
season of summer opera productions, the first in this city's hisw
|tory will. open in Highland Park
Bowl* Jtme
All eight pers fonriances of
the four operas will

A

_
scout around for a replacements
.
f 100 ,<KkT advance
safes order
and Simms, who already had a PJuggerS Union Sets
.
a
Jrn
n
lead singer of KIKI following with his “Sunday !
-vr_
TJ-rrlowc fAr 'Unit* artists & repertoire
the rhythm
DteW UylSWS fOT VOIG
chief, a new
blues combo. The With Simms” stanza, was the logi-!
ai
les
ea
been
developed
with
Dominoes, has quit the group to cal choice.
Exec council of the Music Pub^
|
these two-for-one releases.
It’s
do a single. He has been inked
jje scores with his breezy, easy f fishers Contact Employees Union
to a longterm pact by Atlantic Recjob. and_abU.Hy.to coin “slan-(put the final. touches on fa re-

™

McPh&tter Goes Solo
,

^

&

w

;

-

JT

for free.

j-

[>

!;

^

t

|

^us c ans

^e

^

*

Assn.

ords.'

The Dominoes, a topselling r&b
crew, will continue to cut for King
Records, Cincinnati-headquartered ^minute stint

Miller has paired Laine with Doris
ing has been set for June 18.
nf tho wn
High spot in the new constitution Hay; Marlene Dietrich with Rose- \ acnooi
evening time but
school of
facuitv members
or Music
MUSIC lacuity
ill tri
mary
on
the
tune
call
the
in
will be
switch
the election mai-tf Clooney; Mindy Carson with h9V4% vnh nfpprp j tn
the morning jocks
*
MPCE officers, according Guy Mitchell; Mitchell with Miss
this early-to-bed. early-to-rise isl- setup.
Disk Hacks Assn Execs
I
the
Clooney • Johnnie Ray with Miss
At the initial meet of the Record J
|
Scheduled operas under the
i
*55."2SS!
Promoters Guild last week Paul long Qominated by ±iai uewrs M. on odd years for two-year terms, Day, and Jo Stafford with Laine. S 3TS cl
®° he?? e 4^ “Street
Lu eky
“? e
th e exec council will be elect- All of the diskery*s duo platters j J
Brown was elected prez. Morris Akuhead Pnpule), KHON ;Walker,
Ha Traviata, and “Die
a
Jimmy
and
KPOA*
with
Laine
topped
the
250.000
eveQ
for
years
a similar time.
on
Diamond was named veepee.
"
ivmr.
„ KGU.
5 officers
and council previously had sales figure and Miss Day-Hay Fledermaus,” which will wrap up
Other officials set were Walter!
been elected at the same voting, f platter, “Ma Says, Pa Says,” hit a series Aug. 8
Hofer,
secretary-treasurer,
and
Revised
constitution also will apply heat 280,000 disk sales,
Buddy Basch, chairman of the CARAVAN OF MELODY
"" “ 1_ " have
Rival platteries also
stricter measures for control of its
dou- 1
1
c
c 1 to r\ 1
membership committee.
With Ed Sheehan
oAHuy
doio
JL/erby
bled up their top names on single l
members.
Mon. thru FrL, 4-6 pjn.
platters, but none have made it a
The
indie
Derby label bolstered
Honolulu
KHON
?
Wolpitt To Coast
regular
disking practice. Mercury Sits roster last week with the pactEd Sheehan voiced KIKTs nightEddie Wolpin, general manager
Mitch Miller, Columbia Records
of Paramount Music, heads to the ly “Cavalcade of Music” for two aScr chief, arrived back in N. Y. has paired Patti Page with Rusty j ing of crooner Sandy Solo and the
3
Coast tomorrow CThurs.) for con- years and he’s now moved to yesterday ATues.) after a weekend Draper, RCA Victor has matched vocal combo. The Marveleers.
fabs with studio brass on upcom- KHON, where he’s doing similar trip to the Coast where he guested Tony Martin with Dinah Shore,
Solo previously had: recorded via
type show under "Caravan” title.
mg Par
on the ABC-TV“The Orchid Room and Eddie Fisher with Perry the indie Barry label, while The
Como,
former
and Coral has coupled Ter- Marveleers are making their disk
He’ll stay in Hollywood about
show wi
with songstress Rosemary
He’s competing with his
two weeks.
«n Derby.
rurhr
«3i Brewer with Bon CcraelL
KIKI' program, which is now han- 1 Clooney.
debut on
J 2 beL

I

Simms
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A GREAT SONG
by one of the greatest singers
in

the business!

. .

VAUGHN

DONT YOU CARE

MY GOOD

GIRL
20/47-5329

RCA V' CTOR

fjPST

IN

RECORDED

TMKS.

^USIC

HIS MASTER S Vflicr

® Marcus Refllsfrodce

J

.

OMOffiSTHAS-SItSIC

60

r
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLEHS

'

As an aid to record retailers in identifying themes from longhair
classics whose names are not known to customers, RCA Victor is
distributing a novel booklet which explains and spots the key passages
in standard works. First section of the 80-page booklet explains and
music with short rundowns on the major
composers. Second half describes the themes in the best-selling longhair platters and has a keyed guide, with a ruler, which enables the
dealer to spot such themes directly on the platters rather than play
the whole work.
Another booklet, similarly formatted, gives tops to dealers on inventory, promotion, selling and personnel-training problems. Work also
explains how records are made, from the cutting session through the
manufacturing process.
illustrates the various types of

PftmETY

and

last

ea
0)

PERCY FAITH

m

is

part of its extensive longhair program. Broadcast Music, Inc.,
in the publication of a new mag for contemporary composers who are part of the American Composers Alliance, a BMI
affiliate. Oliver Daniel is editing the quarterly which covers the music
scene ^in the major IT. S. cities, and includes classical disk reviews
and notes the performances of modem’works on radio stations throughout the country.
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7

19

10

17
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16

(Capitol)

(Columbia)
"Strange Things Happening”
GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
...
"Seven Lonely Days”
MANTOVANI (London)
"Moulin Rouge”

HOMER & JETHRO
"Hound Dog

in the

5

10

10

8

9

16A 15

i

(Victor)

Window”

NORMAN BROOKS

one-niter jaunt,

.

.*

(Zodiac)

"You Shouldn’t Have Kissed Me”

FREDDY MARTIN

(Victor)

JONI JAMES (M-G-M)

is

"Almost Alway3”

9

.

6

.

F. LAINE-J. BOYD (Columbia)
"Tell Me a Story”

NAT

"

"

(KING)

COLE

(Capitol)

14

*

"Can’t I”
|

FIVE TOP

ALBUMS

Rosemary Clooney’s next side for Columbia Records will be a family
act with the songstress delivering a number, “It Just Happened To

Happen To Me,” written by her brother Nicky Clooney, Latter

is

3

2

1

-

HANS CHRISTIAN WONDERFUL TOWN VICTOR HERBERT MUSIC FOR LOVERS
ANDERSEN
SUITE
Broadway Cast
ONlY
ONLY
DANNY KAYE
Mantovani
Decca
Jaekio Gleason
Jackie
Decca
DL 9010
London
Capitol

DA

DL

5433
919
9-364

A

a

LL

937

147

H-352

9-391

Wilmington, debjay.
the syndicates are getting a 100%
return privilege in most cases.
Their markup, however, is lower,
being only 28% as against the regular dealer’s 38%.

Chain Stores: Boon Or Bane ?
Chat
Continued from p&ge 55

wide. variety of disk merchansub-distribu- of a wide,
dise from pops to longhair. - The
tors, however, are not concerned
syndicates, on the other hand/ are
with the standard dealer structure only stocking
the top hits. If the
and are aiming to blanket as many customers buy these hits at the
of the syndicate store and super- syndicate counters, the dealers will
be in a tight squeeze since they
markets as they can handle.
depend on the bestsellers for the
Disk industry dxecs are with- volume business. If they
lose this,
holding any definitive estimate of they will be forced to close their
the effect of the sub-distributors doors.
t
until further study* On the posiThe development of the synditive side, they see new customers
for platters. On the negative side,
they see a siphoning away of business which would normally go to
the conventional outlets.
The importance of the standard
dealers stems from their stocking

8

RED BUTTONS

Songstress Sunny Gale is going to wind up with a lot of dolls as
a result of RCA Victor’s promotional gimmick for her latest side,
“Send My Baby Back To Me.!’ Diskery is mailing 2,000 dolls- to disk
jockeys who will autograph them' and send them back to Miss Gale
as mementos.

-

Efl

8

.

2

"Pretend”

carrying
one of the oddest assortment of instruments ever featured by a dance
orch on. the road. Among the odd pieces called for by the band’s
arrangements are virginals, recorders, Egyptian cymbals, a harp, kazoos,
flageolets, glockenspiels and a celeste.

The

8

"April in Portugal”

The Sauter-Finegan band, currently on "a

business.

I

(Columbia)

"Ho-Ho Song”.
NAT (KING) COLE

«»

plus

O

(Victor)

5

RED BUTTONS

Coral Music stepping up its disk jockey promotion via a new pubCoral News, which will be published every three weeks.
Tabloid edition on slick paper includes news and pictures of Coral
artists plus a rundown of the label’s bestselling disks with their
running time. Sheet is being put out under the supervision Of Mike
Conner, publicity chief for Decca, Coral's parent company.

11

be

(Victor)

"Caravan”

lication,

I

o
8

Si

111

P

0)

M

I

2

4

"Say You’re Mine Again”
SYLVANA MANGANO (M-G-M)

"I’m Walking Behind Yon*?.
RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)

Latching on to the' current click of Danny Kaye's album of the pic
score from “Hans Christian Andersen,” for Deeca; Columbia Records
has packaged an album of sides made by Kaye over 10 years ago.
The Col set includes Kaye’s numbers from the legit musical, “Lady
In The Dark,” which launched him into the bigtime in 1941, plus
several folk tunes etched when Kaye was in Col’s stable.

-

X
Q
W

T
A
L

(Capitol)

EDDIE FISHER

As

is assisting

O

(Mercury)

3

PERRY COMO

publishing.

£

-s

(Columbia)’

"April in Portugal”
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
"I Believe”.,
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
"Doggie in the Window”

again last
with the publication of "Laugh To Keep From Crying.” He’s the son
the 1920s.
of Nacio Herb Brown, who started turning out tunes
Brown, pere, currently is writing and producing pix on the Metro
lot. Brown, fils, collated on "Crying” with Leon Prober. Kahl Music

»d

i
O

"Ruby”

cleffer

o
w

i
w

"Song from Moulin Rouge”

LES BAXTER

T

CO

B

£

Artist, Label, Title

RICHARD HAYMAN

cropped up In Tin' Pan Alley
week with the entry of Nacio Porter Brown as a songsmith

Another chip-off-the-old-biock

H-*

ra

fl#

wk.

fi

week.

National
Rating
This Last

wk.

to

a!

A

slugging match at the Club Onyx, N. Y., Friday night (22>, in
which Cab Calloway was involved, has produced a couple of different
•'eye-witness’* versions. The definite fact is that Harvey Grant, singer
at the club, was slugged and required a couple of stitches above his
eye. Grant says Calloway hit him. Calloway says he never touched
Grant.
Incident was touched off at the night spot when Calloway was
talking to his party while Grant was performing. Apparently burned
by Calloway's inattention and previous brushoff, Grant challenged
Calloway to a fight and threw the microphone onto the latter’s table.
Calloway’s friends <daim that several persons, associated with the Club,
tried to restrain Grant and hit him in the melee.

£

£

retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
10 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this ^

Survey of

sellers

phenomenon

acthe introduction of
the new 33 and 45 rpm speed platters.
These" platters -Offer the
stores a line which is easily displayed in a small
without the
problem of breakage. * In addition.

companying

ar%

•

Producers See

SHOW
show
Arthur Godfrey
Godfrey

Columbia

CL
B
C

6241
331
331

I

building, shooting.

material for
talents,

you

finance actual out-of-pocket
shooting costs by allowing such

1

5
TV CALENDAR

with pack- scrounging out delay, waste, unnecessary expansiveness in writing,
of projects
talent can

to

»

cates is a postwar

couraging partnership
age deals:
“Invite submission
wherein noncontract
come to you with story
their own recognized

.

Bourne

Continued from page 55
be charged on your books
| against income of that picture gave writers 25% on mechanicals
Continued from page 1
through your international release and as little as lc per copy royalneed many more pix than .majors of it on fair sharing terms.” says ties.
evidently plan td turn out, and so SPG.
It’s known that Bourne offered
Guild adds: “Non-contract tal- Rose, Henderson and Dixon a comaddresses its keep-studio-operating
ent will ganible with you by get- pletely
new deal but the cleffers
plan to heads of majors and N. Y. ting
percentage of profits. In some refused and insisted on -getting the
corporation presidents.
setups, you might have to make
copyright back. Bourne is relying
Pointing out facilities of majors some nominal down payments but
on the validity of the old rewill be unused, -plus fact majors certainly not more than a
fraction newal clause in the current court
are cutting down employment of of what these talents would
cost test. Against the writers’ contencontractees, SPG says majors will you at regular full cash price
or on tion that there was no consideracontinue to have serious cost prob- usual weekly salary basis.”
tion involved in their granting of
lems* despite huge payroll eliminaSPG declares creative talent, the renewal, Bourne is expected
tions.
It suggests opening studio risking their own money
on such to point to his continuing exploifacilities to indie producers by en- deals, would spend
carefully, tation of the song.
costs to

a—

.

.

Conductor

ROBERT FARN0N:

Composer

Arranger

Canadian born Bob Famon at 36 has already established
himself as an outstanding
musical figure
He combines unusual versatility with superb artistry.
Two of his syn?-,
phonies have been performed by the.New York, Philadelphia
andXhicago SvmohomZ
Orchestras. He has written the musical scores for
many top box office films^and hn«
been staff arranger for Paul Whiteman, Andre Ko.telaJItx
P.rcy F^iS
“
SOME OF BOB FARNON'S BEST SELLERS

^d

Jumping Bean : Portrait of a Flirt
Journey Into Melody » A Star lc Born
s Kies the Boyc Goodbye

10073 : 40009
10094
...1241 : 45-1241

Droam Lover

LONG PLAY

A

Robert

Famon

33 1/3

RPM

Concert...

Journey Into Melody.............
Muclc of Yowmane
Victor Schertzinger 5uite

;

Carmichael Suite

I4H24
!!!l.B-213

!!.!!!!!! LB-383
..LL-623

ondon
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Disk Companies’ Best Sellers^] A&R Mens 'Open House for

Band Reviews

orch
henry bosse
Curtis

CAPITOL
1.
HALF A PHOTOGRAPH
2.

MUburn Country Club, K. C.
Currently the Henry Busse crew
off a series of club
is clicking
one-nlghters
dances end ballroom
one at the elite Milsuch as this

4,

Club on the Kansas
Other
southwest of town.

burn Country

5.

series include the
dates in this
Kansas Cttv Club, Mission Hills
Pla-Mor
Country Club and the
Ballroom.
with trio of fidIt’s a big crew
(plus the leaddles three trumpets
pair of trombones, four reeds

ed

f

2.

i

3.

Delayed Take

LET’S

3.
1.

t

.

—

3.

4.

.

.

1.

2.

day of his billing as “the king
of swing,” felt he was once
"trapped” into the Roosevelt
but grudgingly had to admit
Lombardos had a
that the
a foot-tapping
it was
secret
dance tempo pthat didn’t require hot licks, gutbucket temAbel.
pos and cacophony.

Eydie Gorme

McGuire

Lund

Sisters-A.

Teresa Brewer

HONEY IN THE HORN
ORGAN GRINDER’S SWING

Four Aces

SAY SI SI
I’M WITH YOU

Mills Bros.

Victor

BELIEVE

Young

Red Foley

}

4.

I

J

5.

MANSION OVER THE HILL
SORRY BABY
WHO’S GONNA PAY THE CHECK

Peggy Lee

LONDON
1.

4.

t

2.

3.

4.

trademark.

Vocally, Busse calls on deepthroated, blonde Bunny Curtis for
a ballad or standard, and with a

5.

mike arrangement drum-

1.

Repertory, is pretty
much from the hit paraders, standards, old faves and a Larin now
and then.
Quin.
occasionally.

2.

3.

J

4.

i

5.

"Tango”

I

’

i

FROM LIMELIGHT
Frank
INCIDENTAL MUSIC FROM LIMELIGHT

TERRY’S THEME

SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE
VOLO COLUMBO
ALL THE TIME AND EVERYWHERE
BROKEN WINGS
IN A GOLDEN COACH
CORONATION BELLS MARCH
LA MER
ON THE BRIDGE

Chacksfield

Mantovani
Dickie Valentine
Billy'

Cotton

Of

M-G-M

Ted Healh

RUBY
LOVE MOOD
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
MY JEALOUS EYES
APRIL IN PORTUGAL
I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU
APRIL IN PORTUGAL
*

Richard

Hayman

Patti

Page

Vic

Damone

Richard

Hayman

ANNA
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART

Georgia Gibbs

M-G-M

IASTA)

1.

ANNA
LOVEH YOU
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
I’LL BE WAITING FOR YOU

Silvana

Mangano
VAr'-

I

Rocorrfod by

2.

J

S.

VERA LYNN
(LONDON Record #129«)

Maurice Chevalier Tane

Singer Eddiq Fisher, who along
with his manager, Milton Blackstone, returned yesterday <Tues.)
to the U. S. from a two-week stand
By accepting unpublished songs, at the London Palladium, will rethe disk companies have giv<;n the cord a tune *Ho\v Far From
writers,
added ammunition for Home,” written by Maurice Chetheir pact talks with the pubs. valier. Fisher, v hile abroad scored
Writers, who have made their own three sides for IIMV, the RCA Vicdisk deals, have been holding the tor counterpart in Great Britain,
pubs over a barrel when peddling
Fisher.,p! ayc d to capacity audithe tune. The pubs claim that the
ences during his Palladium 'stint
writers jack up the price on a
and also had SRO at two shows at
tune that’s slotted for a disking
the Opera House, Blackpool, Sunabout five times the figure asked
day <24).
on a tune that’s not yet been set.
In many instances writers, who’ve
lined up a small label for their
Preps Set
song, have been asking pubs for
as much as $1,000.
Not only is
‘Caesar* Highlights
the figure too high, one publisher
M-G-M Records is prepping a
claimed, but the value as creative soundtrack album release of dramusic men. is becoming practical- matic highlights from ’the forthly negligible.
coming Metro pic, “JuliOs Caesar.”
Narrowing Field
Starring in the album will be MarAnother wrinkle sparked by the lon Brando. John Gielguck Greer
’open house” setup is that the Garson, Deborah Kerr and James
a&r men sometimes take a song Mason.
from a writer with the condition
Background music was penned
that they have the say on what by Miklos Rosza.
firm is to publish it. This narrows
the field down to handful of pubs
who’ve jnade some sort of deal
Cab’s ‘Porgy’ Album
with the diskers.
Cab. Calloway, currently starring
Opportunities for pubs to pick
up songs from writers after latter in thejrevival of “Porgy and Bess”
have received a disking promise at the Ziegfeld Theatre, N. Y„ will
also is becoming more limited by cut a 45 rpm extended- play album
the increasing number of song- of tunes from the Gershwin score
smiths who’ve been setting up for RCA Victor.
their own firms. The Writers figSet is being planned for fall
ure that since they've already got release.

makes no

MERCURY

mer Gardner Hitchcock chimes in
with a ballad or sweet time vocal

NO MORE!

Eddie Fisher to Etch

|

Johnny Long

.•

SONG FROM MOULIN .ROUGE

and three rhythm. Musically Busse
has shaped the product principally
for dancing, but with a good deal
of embellishment in the way of
special instrument work and vocals.
And always in the picture is
the "shuffle rhythm” now estab-

hear

them

difference from whom
they get a song and it’s the pubs’
problem to nab the writer of a
tune that’s been accepted.
it

f
Brown J

T, Brewer-L,

JRUBY

—

1

,

DECCA

Benny Goodman, in the hey-

Pub Beefs

in all the
potential profits with their own
operation. However, it’s the writers, who don’f want to be bothered
with their own music firms, that
are giving the pubs a hard time
with upped demands in selling
their tunes.

1

the “open house” practice instituted by artists & repertoire staffs
for tune auditioning.
Pubs’ squawk is that the diskers’

has

D. Day-J. Ray

FRENESF
ALL NIGHT LONG
TELL WHERE GOOD TIMES
HEY! MR. COTTON PICKER
^ DANCIN’ WITH SOMEONE
BREAKIN’ IN THE BLUES

around.

Cleffers

mu- the record they can rake

all comers” attitude
not only competing
but with indie
themselves
among
The a&r
songwriters as well.
men, on the other hand, cla m that

Percy Faith

Red Buttons

WANNA KNOW
TILL THE MOON TURNS GREEN
.

"£

Wally° Stott

WALK THAT-AWAY

I

biz in a summer
publishers are again placing
ha
on lthe
a good part of the blame „„
disk companies. Special target is

With

slide
ide,

sic

.Frankie Laine

INTO EACH LIFE

2.

Hikes Tune Prices, Draws

“we’ll

.

,

TOO MUCH MUSTARD

1

iRtenMtional

Baxter

CORAL

In his 27th consecutive year at this metropolitan
stand', at $1.50 and $2 supper
couvert, Lombardo obviously
continues to attract ’em the
youngsters and the oldsters
fundamental,
a
with
both
compelling dansapation. Lombardo sure gets ’em out on
the dance floor, mixing up
oldies and newies, rhythmic
and melodic, with a solid beat
And it’s dancing music for roYou see that all
mancing,

Success,

L es

CANDY LIPS

masses.

(From the

f

,

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

5.

t
+

Nat (King) Cole

BELIEVE

I

Starr

.Les Baxter

Nat (King) Cole

SWEDISH RHAPSODY
THEME SONG FROM LIMELIGHT
INCIDENTAL MUSIC FROM LIMELIGHT
STRANGE THINGS ARE HAPPENING
HO-HO SONG

4.
5.

look-in on Guy Lombardo
Roosevelt, N. Y.,
at the Hotel
evidences that nobody likes
<«the sweetest music,” etc., excepting huge chunks of the

special

t

COLOMBIA
SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE

A

lished as his

Kay
°

SUDDENLY
)
I AM IN LOVE
MY FLAMING HEART
PRETEND
DON’T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART
RUBY
A LITTLE LOVE

3.
1.

61

AR11ST

ALLEZ-VOUZ-EN
APRIL IN PORTUGAL

<1S>

with Bunny

s ;de

OltCHteSTHAS-jrtjSlC

fcSatii

Joni James

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
ANY WONDER
ALMOST ALWAYS
COQUETTE
A FOOL IN LOVE

5.

/w/AyW.--

*.v -.V

V

*-•

•-

•

•

....Billy Eckstine

RCA VICTOR
TM WALKING BEHIND YOU
1.

£ MUSIC PUBLISHERS

/

Joni James

IS IT

f

S

'A/"

Hank Williams

KAW-LIGA

Eddie Fisher

JUST ANOTHER POLKA

550

A

Aymb#

Fifth

Now York

2.

34. N. Y.

+

3.

t

4.

+

"HIGHLIGHT'

5.

HOUND DOG IN THE WINDOW
PORE OL* KEE-LIGER
MY ONE AND ONLY HEART
SAY YOU’RE MINE AGAIN
USKA DARA
TWO LOVERS
NOW HEAR THIS
APRIL IN PORTUGAL

Homer &
Perry

Jethro

FRAN WARREN

Como

Eartha Kitt

fine*

«... .Tony Martin

4-

A

r

Puppet

Challenge

For Every -Program

Ballroom while Gloria DeHaven Is
booked for the vaudeville with
A.C. Looking to Holiday
Vince & Gloria Haydock, Bernie
George,
Herbert and Saxon, and
Record
Rain
After May’s
Bobby Whaling & Yvette.
Atlantic City, May 23.
Other piers, the old Million’ DolHoping for a break in the weath- lar which- has been converted the
er after on€ of the wettest Mays past few years into an amusement
in history, steady and seasonal park, will be set*for the added busispots here are preparing for the, ness as will the spot located on the
Memorial Day weekend. The resort site of the old Steeplechase. Night
itself will observe the day by offi- spots don't expect to do too much
cially unlocking the ocean for bath- until next month, when better talers as the first lifeguards go on, ent will be booked.

JUNE
NIGHT
LEO FEIST

Attornty, 35,
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In conjunction with this a
will be given in the
garden Court of Hotel -Dennis on
the boardwalk with Bert Bacharach, fashion editor, arid Bess MyersOn, onetime Miss America, as
duty.

n«rri«4, Mtlrt «T

lni«r«rtlN(.

kit

l«*Ht

will

Iff

-MMt *t, Mttf

U*

VARIETY,
Vtrt M.

style

show

—

Bridgeport WICC-TV is having
o^en house to the public concurrent with the opening of its new

AM

studios. Station is using its
commentators.
George A. Hamid’s big Steel Pier operation to plug the studio openbrings in tex BCneke in Marine ing.

Oi i

String
MGM1 1481
K11481

M'G'M

You
78 RPM
45 RPM

RECORDS

^

1

Denver, through Labor Day • • »
Tforew y O^stxl at Sddie'9 RestatiKansat City, for two frames,
eoatactman, and his wife were in- commencing May 29 . . . F®*r Lass
last
accident
auto
an
Tic Toe Club, Milwaukee, on
enter
in
lured
week. They’re at Horace Harding june 29 for two weekfcr . . . Pee
L>I. . - Bill Wee Hunt takes over Crest Lounge.
Elmhurst.
Hospital,
Hcgncr rejoined Mile® Kail’s flack- Detroit, June 30 for four weeks;
cry after sis months as road man- then two rounds at Colonial Hotel,
J® Rochester. Ind.. beginning July 27
ager for George Shearing
plays Lakeside
Ana Tolley into the Mayfair Club,
. Hal MacIntyre
Wilkes Barre, Pa., June 1. -B«*-| park. Denver, for two weeks, opendar De Franc® opens a three-week k in* June 5.
engagement at the Clef Club. HoiJiBa]7 palmer into Lake Club,
Bffly Eckstinc,, Springfield.
lvwood, June 3
for two stanzas
p
begins *_^*®**
starting June 9 . . Bedheads enter
Ju
C
Chicago
Congress Hotel, St. Louis, July 3
RS
indie
Mecca Reconis. ?«J:
||for four frames , . . Claode ThornSeattle, pacted
headquartenng
to do singj e raters in Texas
The ChanUcleers, vocal quartet, through June ... Btsddy Morrow
in midwest through June . . . Ralph
Scott Trio currently
Matterle gees into Colonial Hotel,
Blue Boom, N.Y. » . Trudy RJe^ Rochester, Ind„ on June 29 for one
t
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n
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(Week
Week ending May

Although Cap plans to renovate

'i

the studios with latest recording
devices, it’s purchasing some of the
equipment already there from
RCA. Gap will begin operations in
the new space about Oct. 16.
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[
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London, May 19.
In Golden Coach..
Coach. .Box
Box & Cox
I’m Walking Behind. .Maurice
I'm
i
I

Believe

Cineph'
Cineph*'

c

r>^
mnA
T
„
Pretend
L
js
Doggie in Window. .Cdhnelly
Black Eyed Susie. .Cinephonic
Oh Happy Day.
Chappell
Windsor Waltz
Reine
.

Downhearted

Another

Pin

Up"

Hit

ARE THE TIMES
RECORDS
(Coral)

iMMilliJUti:

.

.

Second 12
Waltz Again

. .

for giving

good

D.

& H.

FASHIONETTE

!!

an exclusive a really?

play,.

\

No matter how many say payola
no longer exists, they are just plain
kidding themselves. I myself know
of cases where it exists today and
j
| will
exist tomorrow and the day’.'
after.
Exclusives only tend to in-

FvbBitai bf
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j
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SHAPIRp-BERNSTEIK CO.
1278 *Hi Ava^

New Talk

City

\

|

I

crease this already serious problem.

j

It .-boils
J

dow n

to this:

Do

the

publishers and record companies
[want to have the support of just
a few key jockeys in the nation or
do the;p w unt the full support of a
|
network cf, deejays coast to coast?
If the answer is yes, then why not
i

J

,F.

special, expensive gifts

S«( Hi« IiKhtnHni
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MOMM1K DEAR
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1M ERICK JANQSKA

(CtMfM!«r 9* manr CMth Mt
*9X 17, Uoerh Hta. 5*.
now Ywfc 13. H. Y.
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Fields

Celebration Rag
Red Feathers

..Wood
Dash
v

(Victor)

Fubliihtd

New World

Broken Wings

VAlll.

BUDDY DeFRANrn
NCO

....

Little Red Monkey
Robbins
Wonderful Copenhagen Morris
Hold Me, Thrill Me. ... rMlIls

Till I

OON CORNELL
JUNE

„

money or

161

(

FAVQ&I7E

PIANO NOWUTY

t

j

j

|

.

n

-(MOM)

by WEISS & SARRy'
j NC>

_

Wild Horses
Moulin Rouge

Morris
Connelly
Don’t Believe Me...F.D. &H,

Now

.

America's Fastest

Dash

Outside of Heaven
Wood
Because You’re Mine. .Robbins
Coronation Waltz ...Northern
Coronation Rag ...... Magna

-Selling Records!

Heavy Vegas Sugar Now Taking a Bow
For Sparking Name Dates Elsewhere
growing tendency
mountain resort operators
a

There’s
affiong

Chicago,

play their hotel

for <hows that will
Qn \y during the course of one
System has been workevening.

May

26.

Connie Russell’s Riviera

Owners of 31 Chlcagoland niterConnie Russell has been signed ies, 25 members wf the Chicago
Entertainment
Managers Assn., and
for
the
Riviera,
Ft
Lee,
N.
J.,
at
resorts outing out successfully
starting June 30 on the show with 14 performers filed a $2,740,000
side of the Catskill belt at talent j
suit
against
the
American Guild of
the
Will
Mastin
Trio featuring
prices only slightly higher than 5
Variety Artists and the union’s
Sammy Davis, Jr.
would prevail if they played shows |
Bob
Hope,
national
president, and
Layout with Tony Martin and
that came from another nearby
Bambi Linn
Rod Alexander will Jack Irving, national administra-

Montreal, May 26.
Triumph Productions’ "Concert
Varieties,” with Hildegarde, Paul
Hartman and Dorothy Samoff, did
a poor $9,500 last w eek at Her
Majesty’s with 1,700-seater scaled
T

I

&

!!

I

dale. N. Y.,

Hope’s 5

Loo Blues
May

Show”

idea

is

set
this

invade the outdoor field
summer. The Gale Agency, which
has been packaging these layouts, is
WTapping up a “Rhythm and Blues”
package to play ballparks and stadiums during July and August, Included in the show so far are
former heavyweight champ Joe
Louis,
Erskine Hawkins band,
Dusty Fletcher, the Clovers, with

the innkeepers would

G St

‘‘Biggest

to

Also,
operators
evening.
would like the privilege of giving
their acts a rehearsal so that the
musicians would be able to play
the show in a creditable manner,
and the performers would know
sn advance how to work that house.

'Continued on page 68)

|

now

in Buffalo.

i

AGVA

more acts still to be signed.
“Rhythm and. Blues’* will cover
the southern route which many
race attractions have found to be
extremely profitable. Sister Rosetta

Tharpe, Marie

*

Knight and

others have plied that territory for
Maybe it was the 80-degree tem- many years to sizable takes.
This is the first unit packagedby
perature,
but Hob Hope, Les
Brown and troupe drew only 3,000 the Gale office designed specifically
for outdoors. Other Have playgross last night
for a $5,000
iMonJ in the 12,000-seat munici- ed the large arenas and auditoriums.
pal auditorium.
It’s recognized that the biggest
It was the smallest crowd Hope
has drawn in three previous ap- coin is in the al fresco field. Record
held by Bob Hope.
pearances here in seven years.
l is
St. Louis,

is

Nears 250G Goal

The

that

In addition,

Show

Brief filed in Chi. Federal Court
by a quartet of lawyers charges
that- AGVA in its attempt to enforce its welfare fund is violating
Section 302 of the National Labor
Relations Board Act of 1847. This
states that it is unlawful for an employer to pay any money to a union
for welfare or trmt fund unless
there is a detailed written mutual
Omaha, May 26.
agreement. It also provides that
Omaha Centennial officials are
anyone wilfully disobeying the act
breathing
easier.
Most of the
shall be subject to a fine of $10,000
greenbacks underwriting the 1954
and/or a year imprisonment.
event are in the till. Initial report
Suit is the culmina tion of actions- of the exec committee said 101
since last November when AGVA firms had pledged
$218,000, only
informed cafe owners and bookers $32,000 short of the launching goal.
that they must pay &2.50 weekly to And other businessmen are expecta welfare fund. Soon after this, ed to take up the slack shortly.
the cafe owners informed
Underwriters will be repaid from
that they would not contribute to sale of $10 ticket books to the varisuch a fund as it wan a violation of ous events.’ The ‘$10 books, it’s
the NRLB, and also asked that the claimed, will be good for historical
Chicago 'Federation at Labor medi- spec, musical festival, IBC boxing
match, rassle, air show, square
( Continued on page 68)
dance, pyro display, costume balls,
forum's, major league baseball exVelo2
Yolanda
hibition, pro football game and a
San Francesco, May 26.
pro hockey exhibition.
Veloz Sc Yolanda concluded their
Meanwhile, managing director
week’s run at the l.i* 50-seat Geary Alfred Stern is speaking daily at
on Sunday *24) to ch/lk up a eolor- civic functions plugging exhibition.
less $6,500 or thereabouts,
He says Will Rogers, Jr., of Na“Dance Cavalcade “ rated mixed tional Congress of American Inreviews but was bached by top pro- dians, is considering Omaha as
motion. House was scaled to $3,60. site for that org’s 1954 convention.

Omaha Centennial

and Concord, Kiamesha

Lake, N. Y., which are in position
to advertise their talent because
they have an exclusive on them for

like to keep their ulcers from
spreading because performances
frequently must be delayed until

to $4.80.

tor.

follow July 14.
The innkeepers feel that they
would like to follow the path trod
FreeSaltz’s,
Mt.
as
by such spots
dom, N. J.; Unity House in the Poccnos. Forest Park, Pa.; Log Tavern, Milford, Pa., Goldman’s, Pleasantdale, N. J.: Totem Lodge, AverGrossinger’s, Fernill Park. N. Y.;

9% MontT

Hildy’s Thin

.

26.

&

(

jj

!i

S

6V2G

The kingsized salaries being offered by Las Vegas niteries to lure
film players into cafe stands

wife, Sheila.

Anna Maria Alberghetti, the
Italian soprano, is now dickering for a Las Vegas stand, and
will probably follow with vaude.

young
dates.

So far, the list isn’t formidable,
agents having been content just to
get them into the Idsh Vegas spots.
But the handlers, seeing that the
act being done by the filmsters can
pass muster in most Situations, are
now seizing this opportunity to
persuade them to carry on in other
parts of the country.
The agents argue that trips
around the country constitute an
excellent means of recapturing audiences and build up a reservoir of
good will ‘among the people by letting themselves be seen at pop
prices. Another argument is provided by the comparatively small
number of films in front of the
cameras. They might as well make
some dough and some new friends
during the enforced vacation from
films.

W
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SIR LOUIS

STERLING OF

LONDON, ENGLAND,

TENDERS HIS BEST THANKS

AND

APPRECIA-

TION OF THE BIRTHDAY GREETINGS SENT HIM

BY

HIS

FOLLOWING FRIENDS OF THE

TAINMENT WORLD

IRVING CAESAR and SISTER

.

FRITZI

ENTER-

IN AMERICA:

DAVID and LIZBETH SARNOFF

KAPP
t

i

.

..
.

ANIA DORFMAN

NAT KARSON

MAX

ALFRED KATZ

DREYFUS

FRANK FOLSOM

FLORENCE and BOB KRIENDLER

JONAH GOLDSTEIN and
GRAND STREET BOYS

JESSIE

!

»

;

ROBERT and FELICIA SARNOFF

FLORENCE SHIENTAG
of '21'

ROYCE LANDIS

NAT and SALLY LEFKOWITZ

LEE and

MARCELLA SHUBERT

ETHEL SMITH

BELLA and

SAM SPEWACK

DOLORES and BARBARA GRAY

IRENE

OSCAR and DOROTHY HAMMERSTEIN

MARY MARTIN and DECK HALLIDAY

FRANK WALKER

DICK and DOROTHY RODGERS

FERN WHITNEY

BILLY ROSE

JERRY and JEANETTE WHYTE

MANIE SACKS

LOU WILSON

HILDEGARDE and
BILL

ANNA

JOHNSON

DAW and RUTH KAPP

SOSENKO

MANNING

SOPHIE TUCKER and SISTER ANNIE

O

•

may

have

a beneficial effect on
headliner-starved
niteries
and
theatres. For example. Van Johnson, who took time off from screen
chores to work the Sands Hotel*
played Casino, Toronto, the Seville,
Montreal, and the Chicago Theatre, Chicago.
Nelson Eddy, who
was also tempted by the Vegas
fortunes, is now set for the Copacabana, N. Y. Gordon Macltae, although no stranger to vaude
houses, plays the Casino, Toronto,
this wek and then moves ta El
Rancho Vegas, in an act/with his
yet,

!

64

Eddie Davis’ Script Repeat

Inside

On Tollow the Girls’ Tab
Writer Eddie Davis,

For Sommer B.O. Via Eight Top Orchs

who worked

Don

name entertainment

going in for

Cherry,

top bands for the
Peabody band brigade having set eight
summer. As previously reported,
booked by Hotel proxy Prank
San
Henry
are
they
g, Dorsey Bros.,
SChutt teed off today tTues.) with
Dick Jurgens, Tex Beneke, Ted
Art Mooney and his crew of 18
Shep Fields
McCoy,
Clyde
The Mooney outfit Weems,
performers.
and Jan Garber.
also will preem the summer season in the snazzy Plantation Hoof
atop the hotel in the heart of down-

town Memphis. Bay McKinley follows Mooney on June 8, Ernie
Rudy is skedded for two weeks
beginning June 22 and then Jimmy

Palmer’s orch with singer Cherry
in a special spot open for one
week pn July 6.
Hal McIntyre is next on the
agenda for two weeks beginning
July 13, with Tony Pastor ticketed

Rorge Nice J3G, GeYO.

EVELYN KNIGHT BOWS

OUT OF LONDON DATE
Building construction next door,
stalemated traffic during the preCoronation preparations and other
unforeseen aspects, have combined
to ‘force Evelyn Knight to cancel
her scheduled June 8 premiere- -at
the Bagatelle, London nitery. It
would' have been her first time

HOUSE GETS RAY DALLAS SHOWS NET
DEAL FOR TORNADO
ON 4-DAY

ment of liberal arts and
to make voluntary grants

and worthy persons without

dis-

and sciences.”

seater.

cumstances.
management
Bagatelle
The
wanted to set back the London
date a week or two, until the Coronation excitement* settled, and also
to sit out the unanticipated construction next door which, inciden-

mittment until more propitious

cir-

Foundation

is

likewise

Dallas, May 26.
Benefit stage and screen shows
in 36 theatres here Saturday midnight (23) netted $30,000 to assist
victims of Texas tornadoes at Waco

26.

and San Angelo,
Palace stage show, with Dorothy

Lamour, Dorothy Malone, Gene
Autry, Pat Buttram, Audie Murphy, Larry Wilde, Qulntetto Alleshare.
Singer had originally been dick- gro and Herman Waldman’s orch
ered for by big Vogue Terrace, but doing personals, drew $4,600 from
through when Ray 2,300 fans. Take from 35 nabe
fell
deal
couldn’t see playing two weekends houses, ozoners and Negro filmers

author-

ized “to accept, hold
ister

May

Johnnie Ray will play Pittsburgh
after all this summer, but at a theatre instead of a nitery. Penn has
booked in the sobber for four days
only, all that he’s available. He’s
set here for July 31 to Aug. 3 on
an even split with Ray providing
the surrounding show from his

crimination as to the race, color or
creed in order “to enable them
either to work or to develop skills

and admindevices and distribufrom trust funds, disbursements and donations.”
Miss Tucker has been, active in

Room

Pittsburgh,

sciences,
to needy

but the thrush, who is closing tonight (Wed.) at the Persian
of the Hobfel Plaza, N.Y., decided to defer her London com-

cation,

*

Pre-convention session of Los Angeles membership of American
Guild of Variety Artists resulted in adaption of a resolution declaring
that if the national AGVA publication doesn’t come out on , sked, and
is not issued by Aug. 15, branches can put out their own mags and
Grant-in-Aid Foundation
bid on thfe national organ*. To be presented at AGVA conclave in
Boston next month, resolution amounts to a bid by coast AGVAites to
‘Anywhere in the World’ publish national as well as branch mag.
Albany, May 26.
Members also voted resolutions stating if nominated delegate can’t
Sophie Tucker, who has been attend, then member who got next highest number of votes shall be
alternate,
and that voting be done on a branch territory basis rather
selling her autobiog, “Some of
than_ national, except for national officers. Sid Marion joins list of
These Days,” from which many delegates to the convention.
has started
charities benefited,
the Sophie Tucker Foundation,
Inc. The singer has received a PITT
30G
charter from Albany, thus officially authorizing a corporation “to
50-50
VICTIMS
poster and encourage the develop-

in such arts

Cleveland, May 26.
Victor Borge gave the Hanna a
for its season.
finale
high-spirited
Comic drew an okay $13,000 in
eight performances at the 1,500-

*

Tucker Tees Off

was to have been followed by a leisurely European vaover, and

Stuff—Vaudeville

.

:

The

27, 1953

Hildegarde, playing. Her Majesty!s Theatre, Montreal, last week in
“Concert Variety,” was gabbing backstage with three, of her impersonators who were in town. Patricia Bright was doubling from the Ritz
Cafe and the Hildegarde show; Ann Russell was at- the Esquire Showbar and putting in a plug for Hildy’s revue.
The third, Teny Haven, appearing at the Penthouse, told Hildegarde
that she had dropped her impression because “I played so many towns
were no one knew who you were.” Hildegarde said nothing until Miss
Haven was about to leave and then, \vith a warm smile said, “Goodbye
Miss Haven, and I do hope you get to play some bigger towns."

on the original version of “‘Follow the Girls,” wHl do the condensation of that show for the tab to
be presented at the Flamingo
Hotel, Las Vegas, June 11. Rose
Marie has been signed for that layout.
Harry Delmar, who was also associated with the original show,
will do the production.

for July 25, Ray Pearl booked for
Memphis, May 26.
Memphis’ nitery and dance fans Aug. 3 and Henry Busse tabbed
terrif
two weeks beginning Aug. 10.
for
another
be served
will
pencilled in
lineup of name bands by the Hotel Chuck Foster orch is
the Plantation Hoof seaseashutter
to
Peabody during the summer
beginning Aug.
son. Peabody, which vies for honors son for two weeks
in the top name band bracket 24.
Roy Moore, w.k. national golf
with the nearby Claridge Hotel,
Peabody, Roof and
will splurge with eight leading exec, flacks the
Sophie
clubs.
enSkyway
week’s
a
-orchs augmented by
Memphis’ Claridge Hotel is also
gagement spotlighting Decca sing-

er

May

VdhfeBday,

VAIHEV1KJLE

gifts,

tions

many

charities. In virtually every
one of her dates she sells autographed copies of her books and
albums as soon as she takes her
final bow. Buyers frequently designate the charities that they wash
Thus one organization
benefited.

Later Twin is expected to top $25,009.
single stand.
Coaches had virtually latched on to
him for week of June 15 but had to
stop negotiations when Music Corp.
of America wouldn’t permit that
spot to shift date of Denise Darcel, I
tally, looms as a legal potential. or institution may get a sizable who had already been set for that
Miss Knight told the William Mor- chunk of coin because the major- time.
ris agency and Leslie Macdonnell, ity of buyers do not specify the
of the Foster agency in London, beneficiary org.
not to bother; especially since the
incumbent Ann Shelton, a local
diskery fave, found the conditions
Songstress
also, too bothersome.
instead is returning to her Hollywood home and may pick up' some
deferred Las Vegas and other committments.
.

Lombardi's D.C/er for Kaye
Jo Lombardi, Palace Theatre,

STEVENS
TERRI
BEAUTIFUL GIRL WITH A

N. Y. t batoneer, led the orch for
MOST
Danny Kaye at the Press PhotogEmile Coulon,
VOICE TO MATCH"
Statler Hotel,
Ball in
raphers
Boston.
Owner, Moulin Rouse,
Washington, Friday (22).
Currently:
Lombardi conducted the Palace
LATIN QUARTER, Cincinnati
crew for Kaye’s recent run at that
STAR MANAGEMENT
846 7th Ave., New York BAyside 4-0910 house.
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Principal place of operation
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SHOW PEOPLE ARE

in

Joe E. Lewis

New York State and principal office is in New York City although
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COMEDY MATERIAL

VS&
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Pitt’s

For All Branches of Theatricals

Geo. Arnold Exits

Ankara

for Rival leer

Pittsburgh,

George Arnold, who
duced and starred in the

May

26.

FUN-MASTER
J

j

has prorevues
at the Ankara for the last two.
years, is taking his show into a
rival spot, the Horizon Room, next
month. When Ankara decided to
use regular floor entertainment
during June so that its movable,)
floor„could be repaired and its rink
raised, Arnold immediately closed
a deal with Andy Chakeras, who
operates the new nitery at the
Greater Pittsburgh Airport.
He
goes in there June 8 after playing
Kennywood Park for a week.
Ankara intends to resume leers
the end of June, and will use Phil
Richards as its producer. Latter
had been associated with Arnold for
a long time. June Arnold (no relation) will costar with Arnold in
the first) of his frosted entertainments at the Horizon.
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for the past seventy-five years
Of Friars; Berle ‘Emeritus’ I And
the foundation is empowered to
our Jludson Division has seen to it I
Joe E. Lewis was elected abbot
function anywhere in the world,
that whenever they go coast to
Miss Tucker’s acknowledgement of the Friars Club, N. Y., last
coast, their household goods, trunks,
permitting her name to be affixed week and Milton Berle, who prepersonal effects, and automobiles
to the foundation was recorded in viously held that post, was named
are shipped to their new spotl
I
Washie County, Nevada’ last month. abbot emeritus for life and will be I
We are specialists in this type of
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice given a gold life membership card
moving and offer fast dependable
Carroll G. Walter approved the cer- at an early meeting of the organcross-country service at low rates
tificate of incorporation filed by ization.
between points east of the Missisher attorneys, Young, Kaplan &
Others named by the membersippi and the West Coast.
WhenEdelstein. Directors may number ship were Harry Delf, dean; Jesse
ever you move cross-country, see
from three to 25. Now named to Block (Sc Sully) prior; Dr. S. L.
your telephone directory for nearest
the board are her legalites and Meylackson, treasurer,
and Ed
National Carloading office or write
Moses Abuza, her brother and busi- Weiner, secretary. Elected to the
ness manager.
board of governors for a two-year
term were Jack Bregman, Phil
Judson Forwarding
Charig,
Eddie Elkort, Eugene
NATIONAL CARLOADING
Greenhut, Eddie Hanley, Dave
I
CORPORATION
Levine, Louis P. Randell and Pete
Wendling. Held over on the board
>r Street, New York 6, N. Y.
for a one-year term were Fred
BOwling Green 9-8300
s
Ahlert, Myron Cohen, Louis A.
Schoenfield, Robert Alda, Frank
Gallop, Dr. George Solomon and
Earl Wilson.

&
v

PEOPLE

I

New Abbot

v*©'"

»

6.V*
•e*

THE OIMGINAI SHOW-BIZ SAG flit
(Th* Service of the STARS)
First 13 files $7.00— All 35 Issues $25
Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1 No Skipping!

Singly: $1.05

—

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book.. $10
$25
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk...$25
• BLUE BOOK (&&S* for Stags) $50

•
•
•
•

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGSr-$300. Worth over a thousand

No C.O.D/s

GLASON

BILLY
200 W. 54»h

St..

New

York 19-Depl. V

Circle 7-1130

- ’-'“j.
and
u*
ROBERTS

E<W">

CHICAGO

Daniels in Glasgow Click
Glasgow, May 19.
.©

v©*
<S0>

Music

Billy Daniel? is clicking big on
two-week stint at the Empire. High

*

«{JV

°o*:. V
5>*

*

\V

winds prevented the singer from
landing at PresTwick airport near
here on his flight from the U. S.
His plane was diverted to London,
and he made the trip to Scotland

Latest Co£t«4y Material
f#r NC’I, Musicians. EnterSend jar eur
tainers, etc.
latest
price Het ef
ORIGINAL ««|*les. W*»**
paroles,
leas.
Slaleec.
•kits. etc. Written W.
Or send
Six ten laamen.
afceve.
ef
srerth
150
ter
SIS
Menay Seek If eat seti*S«*L

r«t

later.

Following
a. lengthy
British
tour, Daniels is due in Hollywood
this fall for the film, “Broadway
Story.”

Carp-* *

'laughs unlimited
104

W.

45

St.#

N.

Y„

N. Y.

JU 1-03W
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BROKEN BY DOROTHY DANDRIDGE
AT HOTEL LAST FRONTIER, Las Vegas
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ke Show Review

scene and standing behind strl-c.
lee ftaie
of mikes on side platform, linkir I
Paisley, Scotland, May 23.
**
Claude Langdon (for Ice Enter- naturally into action.
remainder of tainments, Ltd.) presentation of
The Balcombes. male duo on *
5 place, is set for the
"lee Time." Written and produced seesaw revolving ladder, are huOperators of the Chez Paree, tomless poise, and national adver- I
gest dick on comedy side, rousinz
cflts headliners, has been t*Jhe
1
Chicago. areiKwtoi^tolHty
the
Haydocks
Bobbin
and
-&*«&**
s
fhur
Joftsj Musictdjjmngements, big yocks with thrills and spflh a?
aUec to get the preference from
J
Jay ;f^
ladder seesaws to and from an
orchestrations, Robert Tamon
Last Frontier. Las Yegas.
the current (21-27) floor oc-Jond
are
ageseies.
|
stalest
~T
ladder revolves rapid! v
i George Mchxdirino, Cyril Watters, when
eapanfcs.
Sbaiz, 23s Epstein, MUtoa Jajfe
Despite the nea^' competition. 8
l"" . _ , .
.
.
| t ^rmnni
WVvrrl*
Denis Moonan. Beryl tc Bobo, mixed duo dre«s*i
season
bodteigs
for
the
and rsonjon^odlCTino. of the Ctoi tbe Ijat Frontier and the rest of . Otte
AmtB^rt. .saiterstyle, are agile in aero
Banxgeraent, are coreenOr In the 5 tbe older inns have not been starp- 1
EWe Heafltcote, Maureen Pain, atop trampoline decked as battlete
fa
Chapman , ship.
Douglas
Portman
Eileen
nth'**
Gord,
,
Nevada resort negoHatthg
jean i.arrwi, JOAim g Jccfc Harris, WilUam
>
. area for eyen^bedy and all are on
Hinchy, Errol «
.
^
Jake Koztoff. Frontier operator, zyirv- BrQX1. w,-*, However. talent- ^3 Wheatley,
The Bmeras (June 4- Lake. Peter Lawrenson, Joe MeSammy
Jr.^WSll
for
Davis,
Mas-j
asking
S5„wbo is reported
Gusrk, Sob Pullen, Ronald Privett, J Miss Anderson to Korea
vise and conseqnently prestige- 10>;
500,000.
vise, they 'are being eclipsed. En- tin Trio, the Four Lads and Mary Adrian Stoatm. The Balcombes,
Tokyo, May 19.
Negotiatiosis hare been rumored try of the Chez crowd into the Last Barton (Jane 11-17), and Davis 1c Beryl & Bobo, Empress Singers. At
Marian Anderson, now touring
for several months. Chicago mosey Frontier would buttress the Fron- the Mastm Trio, with Garner & Paisley (near Glasgow} Ice Rink.
Japan, will go to Korea May 21,
has been anxious to get into the tier's chances of getting names. Farrell (June 184S7>.
Lavish 150-strong ice revue com- for a four-day recital
Vegas picture for more than a year. Tec Chez is still the top spot in
tour in Puexcursion of
first
pany
marks
Situation of Last Frontier as Chicago and the midwest, and if
Claude Langdon, impresario of san and Seoul. She will perform
were
Frontier
the
Chez
the
and
hasolder
She
several
of
typical of
London’s Empress Hall, into Auld for Korean civilians and United
in
The Sands, offered to performers on a combi- j
telries ia the area.
Lang Syne territory, already in- Nations troops in both cities.
Tour
Desert Inn and toe Sahara, the nation, there might be a greater
vaded-on skates by Tom Arnold.? is -sponsored jointly
by U. S. Armv
newer spots, hare been spending tendency on the part %f top nitery
Show, in for seven weeks, is suitand
the
State
Dept
tall coin for talent and have been names to take the Frontier in prefably vast and f*roves easy on the
In addition to her regular Japan
eye. but appeal is largely visual
making a terrific inroad on the erence to other spots.
shows concerts, all of which have been
older spots. Jgne new Ians have
i and lack of story framework
novelty
valProduction
itself.
has
capacity
here, the singer and aceliminated ceilings on talent and
ue in this region, so far untouched companist Franz Rupp did a benehave been able to snag bulk of t&e
IWar
Y*s»fr
Hnccln
Price’
blade
shows,
but]
rink
space
SMliWH
vfCI
Ama
in
C
I
by
fit for Japanese orphanages this
top nitery
j film t»m1*1 Sands.
something more cohesive than aj week.
especially with its apparently botDecrease in the number of tele- string of scenes, interspersed by
Yenbro in London Show
vision variety shows has caused a comedy items, is required to retain
London, May 19.
perceptible
decline
in
nitery stallholder interest.
Skating reaches good standard,
Whether the current Latin salaries for the first time in many
specially useful ice chores being
Quarter production, "Three! years. Cafe owners now find that put in by youthful Heather Belbin.
they’re in a better bargaining posiCheers," playing at the London .lion
Pain and Errol Lake. Boy
when buying several cate-j) Maureen
skater Douglas Chapman also imCasino, is a variety show, will*!
Philadelphia.

May

28.

The T.<t?n Carina, top local show-
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On ‘Acts
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jj

jj
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jj

BOB
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gories of acts, particularly in the
have to be decided because of a j middle brackets.
The decline in the number of
dispute by a British union over
and virtual disappearance
the issue of a labor ticket to ven-f mtenes
WAmJa time hasn’t
2l
aKI A
of vaude
been able

jj

presses in solo stints.
I
As befits largeness of rink, production is on big scale, with hun-l
dreds of lights fitted over ice
arena and manipulated by trained {
triloquist
Canfield Smith. The
sabriis of several types a technicians .^above xinkside. seats, j
„ to deflate
the House of 5 Df performers, but with the lessen- Singmg. solo and in harmony, is
issue was raised
§
Commons by laborite MP. Lt.-CoL f ing of vaudeo, there has been some | effected by JTOUP of Empress
Singers garbed according to each
Marcus Upton, who asked why the J increase in the purchasing power
permit was issued in contraVen- 1 o^ bonifaces.
|
Talent agencies have known that
(ion of existing quota arrange- f
Osage,
meats when the names of "equally video salaries have been buttressv as Tourist
ventriloquists" ing cafe performers’ takes. When j
suitable
British
y»
f* ]_
f
irtuG via IzlSfQnCEi uSUa
were submitted by the Variety | unable to get the usual fee in cafes ]
or theatres, the percenters were
i Artists Federation.
Kansas City, May 26.
|
sustain’ an act s stipend by
Minister of r a e
It In liSc reply, the
Production of a historical pagLabor. Sir wjdler Moackton, said S sMf«ng •*> to television, where eant to be presented this summer
he
a e to get more than a
the proportion of foreign acts
at
Ft. Osage in northeast Jackson
permitted in variety shores vras ^ week s salary for a single perform- County, Mo., got underway last
t e
ance ”wever
?
5 regulated by a quota and was not J
weeK }with
rom
.week
V1U1 armomiment
a PP°!nlJlieilt ot
appointment
A
of Tom
therefore, denendent on avaiiabil- * year, the type of booking has tos
.°P
Qutchel as general manager Quicksened considerably.
i?y or ±snusn amsis.
1
lei is on leave from the Indeoendj
—
v
‘°“ ® erle Show, for ex, Mo i
to ton“
ample used to toy a huge amount
,
}
toe pageant.
? of vaude acts, but since its switch
^t.
was
Osage
recently
restored
situation
comedy
format,
to the
talent needs are not so great and through^ efforts of state, historical
civic organizations, and paggenerally namec only are needed,
’This is Show Business.” since it S eant will celebrate completion of
\
went sustaining, isn’t paying the 3 the project and inauguration of
the site as a tourist mecca in the
i fancy prices it used to shell out.
J
j
Arthur Godfrey buys only moder- area.
erate-priced talent for his "Talent
Actual production of the pagj
Scouts ” since names would destroy J eant will be handled by the John
the character of the ^iow. There B. Rogers Producing Co., Fostoria,
is no Frank Sinatra show, which O., which was* engaged several
used up a lot of acts. Colgate’s weeks ago.
company representa“Comedy Hour” and “All Star Re- tive to supervise the production
vue” weren’t buying the mid- is to come to Independence this
bracketed acts during the current week, Quickel said. Rogers firm
season.
handled production of the Kansas
Consequently, there’s less play- 1 City centennial pageant here coutime for that type performer. pie of years ago.
inf ti
Ft. Osage event has been -in the
The demand is either for acts well
under $1,000 or names over $3,500. mill for several years* but is being
Latter is easier to sell than the brought about this year through
the Independence
$1,000-$ 1,500 turns.
Chamber 'of
Commerce, which has lined up a
number of local organizations to
back the project.
Saranac Lake
_
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Merriei Abbott for

Alice Farley, a recent graduate,
received the all-clear to resume]
work and is employed by a Lake]
Placid dress shop. Alice made several appearances on the Ralph Bellamy “Man Against Crime” TV series and will return to tbe air-

!
|
j

my

forthcoming engagement at the Conrad

Hilton, Chicago,, opening

]
)

waves this fall.
Marlene Bronstein, of the Maine
Theatres chain, cheered over
weekend with a visit from
mother: Youngster received
couraging observation period

j

June 12.

1

Management: LEW and LESLIE GRADE
W0 Wilt 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
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PAT

enre-

medical approval to resume work
after an early departure. Pat and
Gloria (National Screen) Davis, a
recent graduate here, comprised a
formidable singing duo and performed at our many social func-

Write to those

*

her

Pritchard, comely Brandt
expects an all-clear and

tions.
I

BAJt

I.,

Yes
AMATEUJtS: Seal SB ntb hr Mr
Wmet T* 9e A C*««” kit. If m’n strenet
eeweAiC jWa sui this tora-ln «itr-

BUCK

the

DUNDEE

port.

Pat
|

27-30

MMOURNE
CHRISTOPHER

|

S

V«rk

Horn

5

upped for all suppers. Her sisters^
and brothers-in-law motored in
from Manhattan recently.

at the Lido,

Hv*

W.44 5

NETHERLAND PtAZA

i

me

Boston

New York LU 2-4441
WHIRl SHOW BUSINESS MEETS

MAGICIAN'S

J

day for featuring
Paris, 1952-53/
»

J

JO.

RKSTAURANT AMD
15t

CONVENTION
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MERC):

Cfci****,

25

SOCIETY of

^

Fra-

Dutes,

GENERAL ARTISTS CORF.
Chtb Dfita looirajri 4y
HARRY CREBEM
I
MAT OUHN
to **. Wiboi An.
(£59 B’SIT
Dir^

Grant’s Riviera

GARRY MOORE SHOW

=

and Rene

wdienf fstfnaesfi

Thu Wttfc. Club

|

(Pinchhittmg for Happy Benway)
Saranac Lake. N.Y., May 26.
Ivan Annenberg. circulation di-|
rector; William Wilkowitz, drculation manager; ^ William Dendart,
retired exec, all of the New York
Daily News, and Hank Banning,
former Giant catcher, planed here l
to visit Murray Kissen ;& Bums),’
who is up and around following
complete rest routine.
Virgiiiia Ann Ferraro, of Loew’s
Mt. Vernon, excited about being

Pierre-Louis Guerin
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"Ella Fitzgerald's

en Rose

is

warbling at La Vie

the wondrous kind of stuff

that intimate pubs

were

built for

J'Ssa&fr
La Tie Eh

Rose, X. Y.

"Miss Fitzgerald has completed
an unusual cycle in New York. She
has played for the kids in such
smoke-filled rooms as the Birdland
for a nominal admission, has been

a major

attraction

on 52d

St.

and

now has come over

FRANK FARRELL
N.Y. World-Telegram

and Sun

east to score
before a $5 minimum audience.
"The Negro singer is distinctive,
to say the least. Miss Fitzgerald
has a healthy respect for the melodic line as laid down by the composer and an equally healthy disrespect for orthodoxy.
Her melodic meandering* are picturesque

and

truly

interesting.

She can

weave together a number of tunes
in a manner that's architecturally
sound and infuses a keen sense of
humor into her renditions. She
apparently has a strong sense of
improvisation, as was evidenced
on her preem night when she wove
ditties around the presence of
Patti Page in the room.
"Miss Fitzgerald was unable to
give out with any new numbers.
There was a constant stream of requests, most of which were made
known through her Decca disks.
Her catalog shows everything from
the fragility of 'My Bill' to vivid
bop doodlings.
Something for
everybody here and opening
night's

crowd was reluctant to

let

her go even after 40 minutes."
Jose.

ROBERT W.

DANA

N.f. World-Telegram
Fitzgerald
La Vie En Rose.
"Ella

and Sun

goes 'East4 to

"Jazz queen Ella Fitzgerald,
after years of success on the West
Side, has picked Monte Fraser's
lush La Vie En Rose for her debut
and, judging from the reception
opening night, she has no reason
to

be disappointed.
"She

caught
the
audience
quickly with her opening 'Side by
Side' and held it for the entire
performance with her satin-smooth
delivery of the beautiful ballad,
'Serenade in Blue'; the lively and
humorous 'Prim Fram Sauce/ in
which she simulates the rasping
bass fiddle; an up-tempo version
of lover Come Back to Me/ and
an original treatment of 'St. Louis

Woman/

" 'Lady Be Good/
which has
been one of Ella's best-selling
Decca records, really struck the
customers'

combines

and

scat

On this she
with wordless bop

fancy.

lyrics

phrasings. at lightning

speed."

ROBERT SYLVESTER, Daily News
"Over the years, Ella Fitzgerald
has doubtless been the most versatile of our popular singers. But in
her first East Side night club engagement at Monte Preiser's La Vic
en Rose, these nights, she's showing a whole new personality and
style.'
Miss Fitz is humorous,
shows an unexpected knowledge
of and talent for show songs and
special material, and every once
in a while throws in a real killer
bit like her imitation of Louis Armstrong doing 'Frim Fram Sauce/
Nobody handles a lyric better and
today we have no singers who can
do as much with Gershwin."

in the FALL:

U.S.

TOUR with NORMAN GRANZ' "JAZZ AT THE PHILHARMONIC"

EARL WILSON, N.Y. Post
"TODAY'S BRAVO; Eiki
ald's fine

Fitzger-

singing at La Vie on

Rose."

-

Exclusively

DECCA RECORDS

Direction

GALE AGENCY

Press Relations

VIRGINIA WICKS

LEE

MORTIMER,

Daily Mirror

"The one and only
ald."

Ella Fitzger-

.

;

Wecfoesdey,

VAUBEVnXE
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Strictly
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(

ting after bookers to come up with
Another factor
exclusive shows.
is their belief that they can increase business by advertising
shows. Under the multiple playing system, if they advertise a layout, they’ll appear ridiculous to

entertainment

hillbilly

^

—
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$2,74^000 S«H

FROM TV NK DOG DAYS

CoatisueR from pair* *3

Pittsburgh,

May

26.

Vogut Terrace going in big this
But Irving refused to attend any meetings, and summer for TV performers whenstill
available.
It hat Julius Laever
mediate
to
CFL dropped efforts
ter a hatf-ha
, faad to
opened its seventh season Sunday the hassle.
Rosa set for just two days, June
Eleanor
and
Harry
24)
under
interested for
m
^*\^^.istomers
Suit is also aimed against the 19-20, all that he can get off from
the
keep
Associated Actors and Artistes of the Arthur Godfrey show, and has
America, parent group of AGVA, also booked in Lucky Strike’s
and all its affiliates because of the Snooky Lanson for a single weekwjjted joe E L ewig from making added, plus a ferris wheel fbr “blacklist" maintained by AGVA end, July 17-18.
Following LaRosa, for entire
a show in time last season at a top youngsters in the kiddieland see- against certain performers.
week of June 22, Vogue has the
mountain hotel. Red Buttons was tlon, and four new deer and a ranch
Nix Voluntary Payments
Chordettes, formerly of the Godobtained from another hotel. There restaurant Opening day featured
On Dec. 2 most of the cafes and
was some subsequent litigation be- 1 several performers from “Grand theatres in Chi again advised frey lineup, and brings in Dorothy
cause Lewis later appeared and did Ole Opry," including Grandpa. AGVA that they would not make Collins and her husband-musical
director, Raymond Scott, July
Hank Williams, Paul
pay-

working,
act’s hamminess
overtime elsewhere can gmti up
hotels.
other
of
pair
a
schedules for
,

one

63
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Pm YOGUE SETS ACTS

Hoosier Hillbilly Spot
Tees Off With ‘Opry’ Acts
Angola, Ind., May 2$.

Mountaineers Yodel for Exclusives
Continued!

-

-r

*

_

m

j

ate the dispute.

f

t

1

j

*

j

;

j

Jones, Mrs.
Shis show. Buttons got his full
payments to the welfare right after they go off “Your 6,
because of the knowledge rnpr9r
Coffey, 'Circle-C voluntary
{Howard, Jim
Hit
check.
fund. On that date, it is the coun- Parade" for the warm months.
that the show is playing elsewhere,
Florence Webb.
i^no yier f ace t of the situation is Ranch Boys and
Hope and Irving
claim,
sel’s
John Bertera, owner of the
‘Multiplicity^ Troubles
caiibre of the shows isn’t
tfaat
Qn Decoration Day a horse-pull- singled out, without prior notice,
There have been some notable too good when acts have to cut and fog contest is scheduled in the four cafes—-the Playhouse, Silver Vogue, also is dickering with a
instances which if repeated may run off to make other schedules, morning, with music in the after- Frolics, Melody Casino and the couple of other Godfrey features,
Marion Marlowe and Frank Parker,
mean the end of multiple showings For example, it's an old gag to noon-byJKenny Roberts and Dawn Little Club
and closed or
On May 31 the Ranch “struck" these places because of also for a weekend.
during the evening. At one Cat- have the emcee appear to be work- Homers.
*
mg out of breath and reveal the will have “Opry’s" Webb Pierce failure to contribute to the AGVA
fact that he rushed over from an- and vaude acts,
fund. Therefore, in a chain reacother spot that same evening.
tion, dozens of other spots disconOf course, bookings at one spot
tinued AGVA acts. Shortly thereon Saturdays would put a high
however, performers reafter,
‘Unfair’
premium on many types of acts.
turned to most of the bistros and
On the other hand, an operator
continued
to work.
Continued from page 1
would be relieved of lots of headOn Dee. 15 AGVA listed struck
divide
reportedly
and
aches knowing that he can have a } agents
places and placed them on the unthat will give his spot a full mone
fcMk'Lshow
Although no formal
y between them. It’s been fair list.
measure of value
fast
strike notice -was filed, performers
as
pays
Army
that
the
charged
Hmi fer prucTdfaH
has
— *' —
one booker already
Alt
At least v«w
play the four
*
f were notified not to
started to drop multiple bookings much as $30 per show, and the spots. Oil Nov. 22, club date bookflK
Onto
MONICA
because of the mixups that fre- agents give a top price of $25 to ers in Chi were informed that they
a^eofcerr,
fceroA»c\^
awto,
tae
a
fe»
Learn hara
quently arise. ^ Herman FiaBcoff the acts* In addition, it’s charged were to pay a $1 levy on club date
homHe &t&tnans wjttr jreoter itllpMMa
CatskiR
his
has given up most of
<*vi a-cwi.Rtjtwfoc petvm tftY»
that performers are required to performers.
Lev Walters'
outlets ancl is now concentrating give one free show before an audiHeld Over
With the exception of the major
1
spots that are off the beaten ence prior to being .booked. Also
on
**"'
LATIN 9UART1X, New York
V*“
”T. s. BWM50H a m,»ef*.
offices and a handful of inbranch
bookers
Apparently
Dfcit
Henry
to
Thanks
borscht belt.
a free, show in officers’- dubs on
521 thSSs AvauSflk, MIiwyoNtt, Mian.
the
yrtd operators go through the same every post £s required- An AGYA dependents, the majority of
Chi
re-formed
joined
the
bookers
tortures on these scores.
spokesman also claimed that a EMA. They have also been placed
My swaev fad; ^ ^5c camgtadY
booker must be showered with gifts
on the AGVA unfair list. But
before an act' can be routed
through the use of “front" memthrough the various camps.
Nam.
bers of ARA and with supposedly
It’s pointed out that these abuses direct
contracts with employers
toOin&e.
are not prevalent in the USCMUamp this has been widely evaded by
BAILEY
Plulo
cay.
Shows setup. It’s only on' the pro- EMA.
,
The Apollo Theatre, N. Y., will grams <bought by Army camps, from
Also plaintiffs in the suit are 14
repeat 'the Pearl Bailey-Lou Bell- European
that
these
bookers
actors who have been placed on
jion package with Bill Bailey, start- abuses exist.
unfair lists, the majority of them
ingJune 19 for one week. They
Precedent for the AGYA action
house- a couple of has been set by the Variety Artists in the strip or burlesque field.
I) played that
months ago and did healthy busi- Federation o^-Great Britain, which
Claim ^Interstate Commerce’
Brief also mentions that clubs
vrAfncpc
its members to
permit Its
^refuses tnto Tw-rmit
WORLD'S CREATES! COMEDIAN
, ;
..
the second topliner wor jc Army camps in Germ<in$t un- sire engaged in interstate commerce,
113
(By Partial (aborakry Test)
.
^J
for a lepeat show this season. til the VAF form of contract is spending an estimated $1,000,000
C/O IKYING OfAJtNOfF
Louis is the other attraction to used. Under that type pact many annually for supplies an*d talent.
Joe
CITY
YORK
NEW
BROADWAY.
165ft
|
play that ^Harlem fious^ twice.
Owners and bookers allege they
of the abuses now prevalent would
It’s likely that have suffered financial hardship
be eliminated.
AGVA will demand that its form through AGVA’s action and are
be used when its members play seekings $50,000 each.- Each perSneaking Up on Broadway
the camps and that union mini- former is asking $10,000. In addition, they are urging the Chi
miLihs be adhered to.
The union’s action regarding con- Federal district court (a) to issue
a preliminary injunction preventditions prevalent in the U. S. Army
camps .in-Germany was given im- ing AGVA from making demands
for further contributions; (b) to
Prosofitiy
petus by emcee Murray Lane, who
stop any strike activity, boycotts,
recently returned from a European
or
unfair
listing; (c) to recall any
jaunt during which he played the
ill
camps for several agents. Lane such blacklist boycotts, etc.
Action was filed by Milton RayComp lete d
disclosed the sub-standard condinor, general counsel for Chi cafe
Auditions, Refusals and
tions under which American .perowners; Stanford Clinton, specialformers played there and ascribed
Unemployment fmuranco
ist in labor relations;' John B.
their plight to at least one Army
Moser, representing the bookers,
Dir.: ALTHOFF A NOYILLE
captain in the Wiesbaden area who
N«w York
225 W. 57 Hi $#.
works closely with several agents, and Manuel Weisman, repping the
performers.
one of them a former American
An oddity in the case is that no
actor. Be also said that living costs
have risen greatly for American subpoena was served on prexv
Alt In On* Packaf* » • •
Hope, although he was here all
r.
acts hecause post-exchange privi5 ACTS 5
weekend on several charity affairs
leges have been denied them in
'BEST COMEDY BITS": TV. Vodvil and
and
his own TV show.
many spots and thus they are
For the "Two Successful Years in'Europe: Thanks to
Nla*t» Club Materia! Containing MonoChi office of NRLB also ha$
io* u*s. Stretches an* Fentemlmlcry.
forced to go out on the black marunder advisement an action asking,
Frlce Five Dollars
ket for cigarets and even food.
*
that
the
Government restrain
GUY VISK WRITING ENTERPRISES
The cheaper lodgings in Army AGVA from alleged violation of 94A. Hill
Troy^ N. Y.
Street
hospitals are also denied them once Section 302. As yet there has
been
(The Mirthplmce e t Show Bh)
their playing time in a particular no ruling.
post is finished and even though
*
[{ they may be waiting for transportation to another camp.
\
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JAY SEILER
HOTEL

NEW YORKER

.

\V

FOSTERS AGENCY
ROGER BERNHEIM
MILTON BERGER

i

*

* Currently at *THE IIDO, PARIS*. 26 weeks.
Until May, 1953.
-

— Firfure

Engagements

—

JAY MARSHALL

*

* JUNE-* CHINA THEATRE*, Stockholm, 4 weeks.
Italy,

CHEZ PARES

4 weeks.

* AUGUST — Switzerland and South of

LOU FOLDS

Breakiaq Records

“ 14

* JULY-* LIDO, VENICE*,

Franco,

ORIGINAL

Montreal

4 weeks.

Thanks to Lena Horne

* SEPTEMBER -*LONDON PALLADIUM and
3rd time,

* OCTOBER

4 weeks.

-*

* DECEMBER

Dir.—MARK

LEON

BUF SUR

J.

-*"MOUllN

(.EDDY

NEWMAN

POSTER AGENCY. LONBON.

ROUGE''*, 4 weeks.
Dusseldorf,

Currently

presents

*

* JANUARY — * PALLADIUM

Germany,

ROXY THEATRE

— BooJcingx —
LONDON
Festers

A|«ncy

S-W-

S.

Milton

Pl«ad|lly Hok$«.

Un<Ne.

u.

‘

Pica^Hly Cfreui
.1

ZIJI
.

MAGICAL JUGGLER

LET OIT *, Belgium, 8 weeks

-3.

I

c

SAVOY HOTEL*,

CONTINENT

A.

Btm«r

Roger Bernheim

SaVMrtb? Avo.

Nevv

Yflrfc

City

M. Y. It

Currently

S flee Cardinal
-

NEW YORK

.

BUEF SUR LE TOIT

Meroier

Brussels
Antoric n Rep.:

Faria
I

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAKOU/fll^gSJ.fl fAftf,

:.e

|

ITWIMI

4

'*W!1L'P
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PzS&seTf
(Barbara Stewart

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK ENDING JUNE

•

!

3

:

Numerals in connection wltfc bills below indicate opening day of chow
whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (FMX Fanchon Marco; (I) Independent;
Moss;
<P>
Paramount;
(R) RICO; (5) Stoll; cT) Tivoli; iW) Werner;
<L> Loew; <M>

Clarence Williams
Trio
Walderf-Astet Is
Chavales De Espana

Carolyn Wood
Bobbie Martin
Myles Bell
Piute Pete

'

Trini Reyes
Emil. Coleman Ore

Algiers Hofei

Dunhills
Regal (P)
Joe Louis
Nicholas Bros
Hal Singer Ore

A

Berk
jj

A G

Leonard Leed
Dolores Parker
Frances Martin
Asia Boys

Ted

Roxy

<P)

Capitol (L)
Cornell

Don

A

Tippi

Royal

28

Cobina

Alb ins

Barbara Jefford

Trinder

Paulis

John Nettleton

Harry Moreny
Toni Lamond
Peter

Peter Halliday
Peter Jackson

Lander
Derek Godfrey
Joan MacArthur
Eric

Singing Girls

Dancing Girls
Dancing Boys
Adorables

25

(T)

Sonya Corbeau
Girls

Nudes
Boy Dancers
(9)

Tlvoti (T) 25

ASTON
(1>

25

Margo

Humphreys A

G

Bonn
NAN
Grant
Eddie Calvert

(S)

Ray Allan
Cardew Robinson
2 Lucilias

25

TAG
Durante
P Hatton ,A Peggy
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome
Joe Ring
N Barron

Hippodrome
Billy

(I)

Les Cinzanos 3
Rose & R

25

Whittaker

Heywood
Manon
Desmond A Marks
Delia

G Anders A Jean
Lee Brooklyn
Earl Damey

YORK
Empire
Pearson
BAA
Maryn A Cook
(I)

Duncans Collies
N Mongadors &

BLACKPOOL

A

25

Ronaldi A Karina
3 Adairs
Billy Matchett

Benson Dulay Co
Susie

Ted Lune

W

s
[!

1

comes a rousing Bizst-Adler
medley from “Carmen.” The audi-

i

cnee belongs to him at this junc-

i

.

-

Just as listeners are happily resigned to a cultural nitery evening,
Adler makes the announcement he
has iust nlayed in Ottawa, where
he picked up a little French-Can“di?n folksong, “Les Bleus de

Louis,” and his French accent gives no clue to the W. C.

S?.ir»t

Handy warhorse whi^h comes

.*

I

off at

Jeffries

LAE
Roberts
Jim Stutz Trio
Chez Paree
Johnny Desmond
Jack Leonard
Carol King
Johnny Morton
Chez Adorables (8)
Brian Famon Orc
Conracf Hilton Hoff
Sook A T Roman

out,

beg

iwins

funny patter about her- Mt.’ Royal
Hotel, Montreal
and then does two songs, “I’ll
Althoush Conrad Thibault has
Be Seeing You.” which doesn't fit
her voice or her act, and ^Bye, Bye berm a fave for two decades via
and the concert
Blackbird” which, .because of ai rr.dio, theatres
V U1U CL
jazzed up, personality delivery, in- stage- current stint at the NorR° orri of the Mount Royal
cluding some inexpert Charleston
,
Is
stepping, is passable. At the finish
c^fe t»Y and he
Shanes nn
nir-ptv in new
nf her
h#»r turn she
cHp sings
cin«c “May
*c\/T*n7rVio shanes
nPW groove.
m-nnva
up nicely
of
the
Good Lord Bless and Keep You,”
A handsome and impressive figbut she would be better off just ure on the floor. ’HrbRiilt is
an
reciting it, even though it was her
mmedwtp click with his authoriNBC “Big Show” theme song.
live baritonin* and var^d sSng
Her piano accomp is Dean Ful- c ^l p ction. Openin'* with “GI\ e Me
Son?.” he switches' rieatlv to
Ier, whom she intros as a promis- ®
ing composer, and her act was “Nearly Was
from “Pacific,”
ves °u th a soe.ci
Staged by Gus Schrimer, Jr. Alitem called
though coiffed in her typical rag- ‘Cuban Cabbie” anri fh^n does a
rp hr.h
a-tag style, she’s been gorgeously
tune
for «o T id mitting.
Gabbing between son<*& is kept to
and smartly gowned for this 0 c- ^
a minimum and he avo-'ds the usucasion.
Scho.
al name-drooping and
who-cares
'

1

Herb

to

dinner show caught. Gngh .

_
CONRAD
THIBAULT,
^

!

!

He had

for the sock finale.

self

CHICAGO
|

3

ver

9
among the masters,

e*
:y
there

!

&

Bob Wednock

and

£

{

j
1

.

Velyn A L French
Grace Nichols
Raquel
Irving Burgess
Black Orchid

S

.°' s

Swhubert s Av*. Maria
a ?™ ck switc

B Sager Dancers
Caney Ore
Saxony, Hotel
Barnet Or# Roily Rolls
Val Olman Ore
Ftolic Clob^,
Bernie Mayerson
as one of the leading dramatic acKathie McCoy
Ore
Don Charles Ore
tresses, she held spellbound her
Gaiety Club
Tony De La Cruz
opening night audience with an
l’ano & Dee
Zorita
Singapore
Raquel
edited, five-minute version of DorJoanne Duprez
3 Peppers
othy Parker’s classic “Telephone
Toni Rave
Magnetones
Call,” a tear-jerking soliloquy of
Gaiety Girls
Novotones
Sorrento
Harem Club
a blues-ridden, forsaken
dame.
Jimmy Day
Jimmy Grippo
This material would ordinarily
Edwards
Lorraine
Bobby Barton
seem most dubious for nightclubs.
Marc Kahn
Princess Tara
Camile Stevens
Alan Kole Ore
particularly in. the far west, but
r
Vagabonds Club
Lee Taylor
the artistry of her delivery carried
Ginger Marsh
Vagabonds <4>
it
unfailingly and brought her a
Maria Neglia
Jeltnma Hotel
Tony Renard
Condo$ A Brandow near ovation
from a capacity
Tip Toppers
Martha Ann Bentley crowd.
.
*
Frank Linale Ore
Randum
i
Kenilworth
Eleanor Guipo
Miss Bankhead opens her act
Jack Cavallaro Ore
Royal Tahitians
with some
Martha Raye

Charlie

^Z

^,EBf c

“JjL

:

.

Milt Ross

Colstons <2>

25

—

appropriate and vepy funny tl?re> so he ihrom
in a Bac
ga.
monolog on gambling and she de- votte, least showy item in the^ replivers it with the aplomb and expert prioire,
but
it cues his “Bach Goes
—
~
timing, as though she s been troup- to Town,”
jazzed-up classic with
mg the material for years. Up simulated a trtimpet
growls
and
ahead, and to prove her position trombone
wahoos.

an

Ted Wells 4

Blue Angel
Hal White

Empire (5) 25
Hal Monty
B Banks A D

23

Hippodrome (S)
C Harmonica Co
Norman Harper

-

WOOD GREEN

Mimi Law

4

the standpoint of performance, and to repeat a cliche popular in her place of debut. Tallulah’s aces. She runs the full scale
of her 32-minute turn and, except
for her questionable singing, bandies herself like a topflight saloon
veteran
o
c
u
wrote
her

Faith Candullo

O'clock

Kay
Raymond

Joan Norton

!

Gold & Cordell
Hvlda Baker

Leonard Young

field.

From

I

Teddy Bush

Irma Logan
1 Benson Ore A Rev A1 Brandon
Eric V Marsh
Finlay Bros
Saucettes
Edward Orland
Claud Williams
BIRMINGHAM
Terrt Howard
Hippodrome (Ml 25 Dunn 5c Grant
NOTTINGHAM
Dennis
Hale
Max Bygraves
Empire (Ml 25
Authors & Swinson Annanda 8c Dorian
Max Wall
Les Symmetrical
Krista A Kristel
DERBY
Pharos Sc Marina
(I)

Freddy Calo Ore

Kotchunsky
5

Calvin
JJob E

any

i

D

Joe Poynton

CHELSEA

Palace

Dene
Jean Madden
Bert

25

(I)

A K

Drummond

NORWICH

Slim Rhyder
J
K Stuthard
Richard Sis

A

Palladium Tiller
Skyrockets Ore

Issy

Hackford A Doyle
Bel Ax gay
Cookes Ponies

Jackie

Derek

P

NEWCASTLE

Johnny Matson
Nat Hope «

.

Empire (Ml 25
St

!

'

SWANSEA

Cooper

Empire (M) 25
MacDonald A G

BRITAIN
Hippodrome

Tommy

Wilfred Briton Co
Cynthia A Gladys
Iris Sadler

Skating Boys
Skating Girls

Mellor-Martin-Moe

2 Alfredos

MANCHESTER

Tom Toby

Jimmy Bryant

Bogdadi

Hippodrome

Betty Sullock

Keith Michell

Stan Stennett

Jean Sablon.
Robert Maxwell
Saveen
Devine A King
Eddie Arnold
3 Kelroys
L Sharpe A Iris

Chribi

Leo McKern
Jack Gwillim
Anthony Quayle
Rosalind Atkinson
Terence Longdon

Harmer

25

Ker Ben A Ly
Billy Thorburn

DAD Remy

Enid Wilson /
Joe Whitehouse
Jacques Carta ux
Nellie Small
Netta Dunsmore

SYDNEY

(M)

Sea Gult Hotel
Dave Fisher

—

.

!

Ernie Bell Ore
Flo Parker
Pat^y Lee
Satis Souci Hofei

De Castros (2)
Barbara Anne
Five

j

A

F Bamberger

Perren
Marika Saary
Barbara Howe
Jimmy Elder
Wim De Jong

25

(I)

G Wood A D

Steenbacks

Armand

Norman Vaughan

SLOUGH
Adelphla

does he talk down to listeners.
Personality may be a little too
aloof
~ for large
or rooms, but his mu;
S1C hr,s Plenty of warmup,
Adler’s skill with
harmonica
gives it orchestral range.
Selectl0I* s are longhair,
but basically
c our.d and prove popular.
Splo-

i

Ted Ldwrie
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Harlowe Line
DelmoniCo
Tommy Dix
Howard Brooks
Jose A Aida
Carlos A Melisa Ore Frank Lynn
Latin Casino
Sacaszs Ore
Ann Herman Dcrs
Hal Winter

Teen Agers

He employs no gimmicks,
no changes of instruments, nor
dition.

—

Paddock Club
S Gump
Peggy Saunders

Roth*
Dolores Renay

3 Harvards

LONDON

Palladium

Trenholm

Cissy

Bouna

Ballet

James

Empire (M) 25
Carroll Levis Co
Violet Pretty

,

H

Carlisle

tuosity for 'half hour. Adler’s performance and floor style are strictly class, in the concert stage tra-

‘

Rafael Rumberos
Nautilus Hotel
Novelites
Antone A Ina
Sid Stanley Ore
Joe Hamel!

Mack

Charlite
Lillian

,

Manolo A Ethel
Danny Yates Ore
Monte Carlo
Leonard Young
Gallab Dancers

Harry Rogers
Clever Club

Empire (M) 25
Merle A Marie
A1 Read
Jackie Ross
Dennis Bros A June Elizabeth A Collins
M Woodward 3c M Chevalier Bros
Cooper
Raydini
Lizzet Sc Eddie
SUNDERLAND
11 Henderson Sc &
Empire (M) 25
Kemp
2 Sterlings
Allen St Lee
Lee Lawrence
E Gordon Sc Nancy T
O’Neill A P Haig
A & B Black

Lee Simpkins
Nanci Cromton

St

Ladd
Bert Duke Trio
Guy Nelson
Frank Cook
Renita Kramer

Bros

Danny Thomas

Farrar & Carter
Pat Gregory
Diana Grafton
JImae. 8c Junior
Terry Scanlon

A

Macarton

Delysis

Geoffrey Curtis

WELLINGTON

Trio Fayes
Trio Daresco

8c

Jane Holland

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 25

De Young

Pete

SHEFFIELD

Larry Adler is making his solo
debut at the Latin Casino and his
nitery appearance in five
years, thereby rating New Acts appraisal.
Harmonicist quiets and
holds large audience by sheer vir-

first

i

•

Fran Carroll
Jan Conway

8 Lovlies

L Gordon Girls
LIVERPOOL

Kenneth Wynne
Raymond Westwell
lam Mullins &
Halama & Konarski Edward Itienza
James Grout
Prof Olgo
Ian Bannen
Mary Priestman

Show

Savoy (I) 25
Jimmy French
Ricky Morecambe
Clayton A Ward

Jotty Stunt

Botonds

Lowe

& M

J Lee Si M Rivers
Conrad Vince
Juanne

Hope Zee

HASTINGS (NZ)
Tivoli <T> 25

De

SCNUTHORPE

25

(I)

Boros

Anna Mac

A

Eleanor
Perry Bruce
Acres O'Reilly
Ralph Gilbert
Don Charles Ore
Martinique Hotel

Carlyle

McKenzie Reid A D
Goons Girl Friends

LINCOLN

WASHINGTON

CHICAGO

A

Barna

.

Juan Luis

Harmonica
30 Mins.
Latin Casino, Philly

i

Kitty O'Kelly
Pat Clayton

Sheila Barrett
Joe Madding Ore
Delano Hotel
Paul Chapman
Tommy Numez Ore
Zina Reyes Dancers
Willie Hollander
Black Magic Room

Yvonne Prentice

25

Morris 8c Cowley
4 Ramblers
3 Imps
Verdini

Rudy Kazootie

Colorama

AUSTRALIA

Six

Harry Secombe
2 Condons
Harry Bailey

^

Mr

Chicago (P) If
Johnnie Ray
Georgia Gibbs
Gary Morton

Tommy

Royal (M) 25

(S)

NORWALK
Cottrell Bros
Empress (P) 3Q only Muldoon 5
Deedle Dootle of Peggy Ashley

Mai Malkin Ore
Balkan Ream
Nino Yacovino
Sid Lewis Ore
Freddy Hallet
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Fred Thomson
Harvey Bell
Club Carlyle

PORTSMOUTH

Archie Lewis

30 only
Mr Deedle; Dottle of
Rudy Kazootie

25

(11

Palace

Tony A' Renee

Ballet Belles

LEICESTER

Wills 4

Par

it

2 Pirates
Peter Raynor

NEW HAVEN

Fernando A Anita
Paramount (P> 27
4 Aces
Alan King
Martin Bros
Jerry Gray Ore
Ice

Babe
Jack Watson
Dashs Chimps
Rob Murray

Olympia (P) 27
H Williams 3
Vince Mondi
Tien Tsi Lin
Mickey Deems

Dana

Artie

Ravic

MIAMI

Hallow
Lambert

Joe Delilah

Andrews

'Julie

P White & Stagger Hedley-Waxd 3
LEEDS
Freddie Frinton
Empire (M) 25
Joan Mann
David Hughes
S Willis A T
H 8t W Mack
Beaumont
Semprinl
Downey A Daye

LARRY ADLER

(2)

Songs, Comedy, Dramatics
32 Mias.
Sands, Las Vegas
Tallulah Bankhead as a nightclub entertainer and as a New Act
are among this year’s major theatrical surprises- But the biggest
surprise of all is that she fits so
well into both. As an act, she’s in
the best vaude tradition; as a
nitery entertainer, she’s no freak.
In fact, she’s a top attraction for
any class boite in this country-—
and all other English-speaking
countries where she's known and
she has probably opened an inuciocii that
come field
Lumg
uciu iUL
uiai will
win aui"
for herself
surpass anything that she has yet experienced. She's getting
setting $20,000 a.
a
week here for three weeks, and
that’s her best wage to date in

A1 Lozlto
Ruth Palmer
George Chaterton
Leon A Eddie's
Babe Baker Revue
Sandra Bcrton

Buddy Walker

Vogue 6

TALLULAH BANKHEAD

Mischa Burr Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

(WR) Walter Reads

NEW YORK CITY

69

Hal Graham Ore
Village Vanguard
Patricia Wilson
Celestine Gasory
Phil Leeds

Carol Ohmart
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchito Ore
Village lam
Ernest Sarradne
Jackie Jay
Clara Ccdrone

i

Music Hall (I) 23
Cynthia Scott
George Sawtelle
Peiro Bros
Fegleg Bates
Bockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Orb
Palace (R> 25
Alphonse Berge
Goofers
Ceil Cabot
George Kirby

>

IM

May

Wednesday*

—

Deadenders
Jack Rose
Margaret Naylor
Bill Jordan

*

|

»

Herman Maricich
.

!

Dick Peterson
Dick Salter
Dennis A Dariene
Buddy Rust
Ollie Clark
Boulevar-Dears <€>
Frankie Masters
Ore
Edgewater Beach

j

4

!

I
:

T

!

Libera ce

C Kaly Dcrs (5)
A1 Donahue Ore
Palmer House
Dorothy Shay
Wally Boag
M Abbott Dcrs (8)
Eddie O’NealgOrc

1

^

J

!

LOS ANGELES

Rustler
C Eagle Eye

Cabaret

I

'Bills
Ambassador

Hoi*'

Cafe Gala
Bobby Short
Beverly Aiber
Stella Brooks
Dick Hazard Trio

references tn pg.?t Performances,
al. T’hibardt, for the most
part,
has obviously giv-en more than
YORK CITY
EAST HAM
Jack Fina Ore
17
Mins.
passing
Interest to his songalog'
Granada (I) 25
Volants
CirS-s
Hotel Taft
Bar of Music
Bandpox
Top’s, San Diego
he has steered clear of the usual
Babu
Ali Bey
Toni James
Vincent Lopez Ore
Illinois Jacquet
B Hobbs Girls
Jackson A Ritchie
Josephine Premice
Bobby Ramos Ore
Originally booked for three-day semi-classic corn that is stock-inHotel Warwick
Tower Circus (IV 25 George 5c Rudolph Ruth Brown
Freddie Stewart
Dick Stabile Ore
trade
with similar performers and
Lenny Dee
Flip Phillips
C Cairoli do Paul
Lyric Twins 8c L
Gregory Stone A
interim stand, hard-hitting redhead
Charley golf's
Lee Carroll
Blrdtuik
updates throughout with current
8 Flying Croneras
Elaine Gilbert
Nino Menendez
Johnny A George
Larue
Wanda Curtis was held over an
Dizzy Gillespie
Gt Alexander Tp
Fischers Elephants
E Bradford Ore
h s and a group from
Mary
Foy
“What’s
New"
Parker
5 Hansels
Metropolitan (l> 25 Charlie
B Gray'* Bandbox
additional week due to strong wordMarguerite Padula
Orson Bean
C-n-Can.”
Blue Angel
John
Eddie Gray
K Stone Quintet
Abbey Browne Ore
Hal Loman
Arthur Blake
Balladinis
Arthur English
of-mouth
biz
both
for
Cesar
RoFoster
As
Jackie
might
be expected, there is a
Mocambo
Russ Emery
Alice Pearce
5 Talos
Peggy Powell
Larry Winston
Marti Stevens
Rain Winslow
mero unit and for her. Curvy chirp certain restraint, almost to the
Stan Freeman
Knies Legionaires
2 Playboys
Eddie Oliver Ore
Diana Drake
Biltmore Hotel
Portia Nelson
Portugese Horses
Cycling Astons
point
of
stiffness,
in offering, but
catches fire with “Too Darn Hot,”
Barbara Maye
Joe Castro Quartet
Romo Vincent
Tarzana
Donovan 8c Hayes Eadie A Rack
Thibault has the savvy and perStatler Hotel
Billy Hayes
Nanci Crompton
Bart Howard
2 Canters
Brian Kent
The Continentals 5 from “Kiss Me Kate.” This one
Ted Straeter Ore
Paul Sydell
sonality to easily overcome th»s
2 Angelos
Jimmy Lyons 3
Eileen Rogan Girls
Ice
Ahoy
Revue
Avalos
D'
Ore
Trio
Bari
Gene
Soir
Bon
like Miss Curtis
williams Cockatoos
(Palace I) 25
is loaded with temporary
drawback. There is
Frankie Carle Ore
Latin Quarter
Hal Derwin Ore
Jimmie Daniels
Kossmayers Mule
Betty Driver
Jack Durant
s.a. Broad, sweeping gestures added nothing condescending about his
Little Jimmy
Mello-Larks
Alec Pleon
Franklin A Lane
A Clrcusettes
or;’ there are no bad-taste ad
Marsh A Fields
3 Indriksons
NEVADA
VEGAS,
LAS
to
bedroom
in
growl
voice
net
f.V[
A. Andree A Bonnie
Jimmy Scott
Norene Tate
3 Rubies
about the fact that
Fleetwoods
Garland Wilson
Olympiad 3
tremendous palm. Comes awfully tte
Lynton Boys
Sa-Barem Dancers
Desert Inn
Murphy bisters
is just putting
,
time between
Mae Barnes
BRADFORD
Harry Jacobson
i
u> .
Cee Davidson Ore
Jane Powell
Piroska
close
to being a show-stopper
Copacabana
Alhambra (Ml 25
concerts and guv displavs desire
Skating Sayers.
Jan Murray
Darvas A Julia
Pipers
Dagenham
Bros
Kenn Platt
Ritz
Poupec
Trois
Les
Toni Arden
this room
to please when he goes out^on
Libuse
Frank
Midge
Minor
Warren
a
Flack A Luca a
Fran
EDINBURGH
Sands
Margot Brander
Art Waiter Ore
F Nicholls St B
Eileen O'Dare
Others in songalog vary from limb in the next to closing song
Empire (M) 25
Tallulah Bankhead.
MarqUiS A Family
La Vie en Rose
Prior
Merrin
Seaton O'Dell
with
a
Hi, Lo, Jack A D
comedy-dance
socko
okay.
In
latter
category
to
McKay
Don
niimher
Bros
Mills
4 D’s
Mace Barrett
Monte Rey
Clark Bros
Fluff Charlton
which has okay possibilities and
Ella Fitzgerald
is “I Believe” which, despite hefty
Kay Lande
Morecambe A Wise J Sc S Lamonte
Bill Damian
Dorm Arden Dncrs
Phil Moore
Barry Worth
M Durso Ore
mitt, seems not to be in singer’s establishes him solidly with cliGwen Liddle
Joy Healy
Earl Brent
Dottle Salters
Ore
Kerbsiders
D PhDppe Sc Marta Frank MartiMadrid
Copa
Girls
groove, being semi-hymn stuff. entele.
Carlton Hayes Ore
Van Smith 3
Chateau
Cassandras
Scott Sanders
Ray Sinatra Ore
Thibault gets able backing from
Leon A Eddie's
El Cortex
Opener of “Linger a While” (ofFacundo Rivero
BRIGHTON
Woods St Jarrett
Dean Fuller
..
Eddie Davis
Cooper Sisters
F Alonso Ore
Hippodrome (Ml 25 Tommy Jover Co
fered while strolling, holding long- his own pianist, Eddie Barry, and
Silver Slipper
Oliver Dcrs
Dick Curtis
Max Miner
A1 Castellanos Ore
Raf Sc Julian
Hank
Henry
the
Max Chamitov orch atfd as a
stemmed
red
rose)
likewise
is
Bleu
Kuban
Le
Ore
Skrivanefc
E
Embers
Dancing Duvals
FINSBURY PARK
Sparky Kaye
Norman Paris 3
draggy; brighter tune would be tonliner in this neat two-acter
Arthur Worsley
Red Norvo
Flamingo
Empire (M) 25
Ebonaires
Julius Monk
Karloffs
Tyree Glenns
Alicia'' get show off .to rousing
Winifred Atwell
better
curtain-raiser.
More
in
Billy Barty
Ore
Rose
Dave
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Nino
Bobby Stenenson
Conway & Day
Valerie Bard
A A D Russell
metier is “St. Louis Blues” and (flamenco
dancers
Roberto
Bob Downey
Nixxon 8c
Hotel Ambassador
Jimmy Wheeler
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Rafael Mendez
Harold FonviD*
“The Thrill Is Gone.” Latter in start) he Is a cinch to scorfr in any
M Crosbie Dixon
Jules Lande Ore
Italo
8s T
Bill Willard
Herb Flemington
(.Hazel Webster
G Grossetto & G
Hotel Astor
Tommy Fields
particular bulges with sex. and of the better hotels and niteries.
M G Palominos
Flamingo Starlets
Roumanian
Old
Ore
James
Harry
BRIXTON
Erikson
George Redman Ore dramatic staging in which spotlight
Bobby Page Ore
Sadie Banks
Newt.
Hotel Biltmor*
_ Empire (I) 23
Medinis
Thunderbird
Last Frontier
Joe LaPorte Ore
starts at hem of gown, moves up
Michael Kent Ore
Terry Scott
G Meaton Sc D
Rex Allen
Margaret Whiting
D'Aquila Ore
Hotel Edison
Clarkson it Leslie
GLASGOW
Sons Of Pioneers
slowly
to
face.
Wakely
PATRICIA
Jimmy
WILSON
Sheraton
Park
Bill Maynard
Henry Jerome Ore
Empire (M) 25
Angelaires
Martin Black
Effectively gowned in dark green Songs
Hotel New Yorker Milt Herth
Piccadilly Nudes
B Daniels Sc B
Barney Rawlingg
Excess Baggage
Joan Bishop
Hey-Hey Lovlies
B Cummins Ore
Payne
Normandie Boys
to show robusty figure and scarlet 20 Mins.
Roy Fitzell
Rosa lunda
Lemac
Hippodrome (51 25 Kovacs
KoKo
Frazzini
Dolores
Riviera
hair, Miss Curtis can sock across Village Vanguard, N.Y.
Jack Hilliard
Duffy
Dansatlons
E Arzxlet Sc Gloria Jay Seiler
Dncrs
K
J Devlyn
Champion
Patricia Wilson, a goodlooking
a song for the saloon set. Although
Payne Me Evans
Jack Kelly
Al Jahns Ore
Jean Kennedy
Bob Millar Ore
Badio Revellers
Adrian tioBInt Trio Vic Damone
El Ranch* Vegas
Myrons
Sahara
overall wardrobe may be too flashy blonde songstress who has been
Joey Bishop
W
Hefei Pierre
Keppel A Betty R Overbury Sc S
K Dunham Co
Langs
working
regularly in cafes and on
Ore
for
some
Nye
rooms,
attention-grabber
Walter
Darcel
Denise
Mundy a Earle
Bob Ellis Ore
De Vere Girls
Cavaliers
Pupi Campo Ore
.
Mata A Hari
Nordics
anywhere is semi-strip to dark TV in Ohio, is making a promising
Alan Clice
Doug Rogers
3 Jills
Stanley Melba Or*
GRIMSBY
bow
New
in
York under the auleotard
that
“St.
Louis
Blues”
on.
Arden Line
Chico Kelli Ore
Palace (D 25
„ RIBXTON
Tw* Guitars
has ringsiders gaping. Voice is spices of Max Gordon, the VanHefei PIm
„.Sntpress U) 15
Hal Blue
LuBor Hamshay
Treptca na
Evelyn Knight
Michael Bentine
Montmartre
Strong, sensuously warm and gear- guard's op. Miss Wilson is obvious5 Bab Z*u-Zott
algi Ahem
Karen Greer
J A J Belmont
Magdalena de Paula Bob Bromley
6 England Sc T
ed for any room of any size or ly nO tyro talent and salesmanship
'3t
Dick La Salle Ore SB Spivxk
Bacon
Roland Gerbeau
Parker
Manolin A Shillasky style. Most of all, she is exciting indicates intensive training.
Misha Osdasoff
Mark Monte
vogelfceins Bears
Emma Puy«
Johnny Heywood
Poliansky
Kostya
Roeeevttv
Hotel
Mooney A King
Ray Carson
Her personality and piping style
Celeste Mendoza
to watch, and hear, selling all the
Eddie Rawlings
Veryehles
Ore
Lombardo
"<>y Stevens
Guy
Tommy Swift
are tailored for the cafes and legit
way.
'Nice Te See You*
Franco ki A Zandra
Hotel St. Regis
Vicky Day
Fay DeWitt
Paul Duke set for a featured
In sum, a striking, earthy per- musicals-.— She has a good voice,
* * » Adams
Jerome Ceurtland
Gwen Fields
Doit Libert*
3 Micheles
Milt Btpiw ore
HACKNEY
spot at the silver anni of the Xa- former who -needs only- a little going from brassy to sweet, and
A1 Norma*
Or*
B Wareham A k
Horae*
metre («V
ternatiopal Brotherhood of Magi- l more .polish and finesse, plus she belts* across a wide repertory
Loh Neleoh.
Hotel Ifatler
Jay Nichols
, CARDIFF
Dorothy Keller
flrdl- 1*W nxriat. iBiWiit
cians June 2 t at the Bellevue-Strat- „ sharper patter to be tr
Che* Fide
New
(S) 55
WaBy Pateieon
iV>>I,k
x-*****a* arat**
Fatti Jtoee
%
Sharkey
O’Gorman
Murphy
J
^
DA
iCocti&ued on page 79)
fbtd, pfi}m(U^hrjd
Palace (I) 25
Richard Hearne

Tanner Si a
George Martin

Mahawks
De Vere Girls
Dolore Whiteman
5

Jimmy McHugh A
Singing Stars
A Naldi
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Dallas, May 23.
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:Eddi* O'Neal's group seems to 5

s*«
Tjrmour. with
icith South Sea
Dcrotky Lamour,
Islanders (3) and Mineo; Herman
"0rcfo (9>; $3 coper.
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Dancers offer only one routine—
Dorothy Lamouris “homecomkeeping with the news, a coro- ing” here marks ap annl date in
and
theme with ballet over- her career.' On May 28, 1932. her
|
initial bow here on a hotel -cof,
chirping with Herbie Kay's arch,
made her a local fave, with a following that built through three
successive summers. Miss Lamour
off cpeniEg
uses is me jkicjkjm sww x*n wwfm iiorea ana r-utupe *«*» « »»»&
T __ tt.-,10
jammed the 375-capacity Century
m^i».
Vegas,
"K
pesarr^sc
same
diOr releases by Merway 4. Contrary to
ixascn heze with Sammy Kaye;
Room opening night with vet fans,
J
V
r
feeEiog. Baakfieai -J =°*
ccsring its far * $nnnner-Ione runjieajy Records, Damone is picfctog L
^*5?—
celebs, her mother and husband.
t?T
Martin
«*«. S*. p™1?
Bin McCtane's oicli | S^Vhere he left offwia a top
Block, Roy FifeeTI, D^we/fraS ! Sock 45-minnte stint pulled heavy
throughout as singer.
UoJimMiag
spot on the' Hudson River cdiffs.
^ Ae ?r0 S???:fiSL
rJeeT Duane sfceatbed in strapless blue gowuj
q^ek
n***
s
sitrange Sa her. although site's
both
this comeback stand, Damone tcEaZm 1*o Dukeharm. Bob Miller £ compensated tablers with
In
sato
stranger
no
to admit she's
registers as before with bis pleas- Orch ’(10)^ no cover or minimum, visual and vocal offerings in a
_
..
l^esis themselves.
style and hismgratiatsavvy sesh that cues heavy biz.
crooning
ling
Mocasho^
Sag'
tfHe fife legiit star is asoare
ing personality. Although still not
Hollywood. May IS.
A j, anny sleeper for the Last R. J. O'Donnell {Interstate circovered under New Acts, a depart.-;^
Don Pip- a Sniped talent ^With^
aferti Stereos
Frontier is this baby, with Mar- Cuit> introed Miss Lamour with
also stran ge to kmr.
urc t7*. Joe; pact, Damone fills this headline garet Whiting and Jimmy Wa&ely “i T d like to be sentimental about a
Eddie Oliver Orch
last .-pm*. EMteVuser
wiSfe
off
her
brush
txaft
ST
with something more than evidently proving that people do great lady who made those great
D spot
Broad- j Csrzro Quartet; §2 cover.
thatL The ss-them beWe off
being a sentimental favorite. listen to recordings. If lines aren't ‘Road' pictures, the first lady if
just
“
—
way and the bosky voiced hoyden
deliver a song with con- forming to the right for these two Hollywood/' Utilizing hands, feet
they
can
that
He
good
are
odds
The
into
of south®® society came
frames, at least all shows will aver- and lots off body English, thrush
age cut with, very good attendance. segues from an intro ditty to
skedded for Nat “Little Grass Shack" and varies
Originally
(King) Cole, but postponed because I mood with finely shaded lynching
of his illness, the period was of “What Is This Thing Called
booked as a tide-over until Paul Love," and an animated but tasteVrasrisia
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Whiteman brings his unit in for ful revival of “Sister Kate." Blends
Damone hit^ strongest on the month of June. The decidedly a pair of ballads nicely, ahead of
,
then broke the| stow
to ^be a medley of her wk. pix tunes,
different act and
— the
— head tones heavy
wp ballads Where
^ dosage
u — of music seems
m
m
#
y
^ —
mu n m f rootimng
wAcitinifid in a fewwe^s —
T«+ young
wA rtwcf working
current
a charm. Mood is light, then gives hoff treatment to
predominate. Although a bit
ago at Top's, Sas Diego). Tnouffl jOT “September Song,” he nonethe- { pace is fast.
“Kiss,” a special material bellt*aw» waited a while less 'gives it
s* - sensitive
Rn'K» TMutlKmi
she should have
rendition
a
ringer. Misty-eyed, she pays triI
!

„z
fall fiat
——
«,uak_h would •
—
that| Ja^k’^2safiter
© *tA
~w
^
m
_ iUrt_ —
{
na
on bjs feffe with this offbeat $29,r
The fact
nfift-oer-week booking.
WV-pe*r-wc^A
=_
that these rival casmo ops were in l
of the^ bigfene yjat
the crowd. He’s equally
the audience at -the preem didn't before hitting one
>*«,«*« material is
anntH»r beautiful
nhEsheries, the basic
was
nor
on another
effective
mair^ j£ any easier .
j
Foolish Things,' f eraL The fhmsh f»irr« on her wide i
‘These
standard,
there any question of it being kept there.
|
A,_ "
“
his
stuck
big.
wellwith the current tones for “TUI I Waltz Again With
a
mops
up
has
Ebtralfcer
aid
Stevens
secret, sanse
j
|
voice, good appearance “April In PortugaL
«>hin way. way out by fiying oat Strained
Yon” and “Getting to Know You,”
west,
rhythmand
of
sense
solid
tofand a
the press, from east
On a couple of special material but parades specials Love Everycover TaSMah's opening and tell These tassefs can be parlayed numbers, about Army life and his body” and “I Learned How to Hold
She needs, however, to de- return to show business. Damone a Husband” with comedic in sight.
l easily.
the world about it
more rapport 1 comes off with only fair results. | Tribs her Aunt Maggie (Margaret
As a result Vegas, which hasLvelop better pacing,
***'k '^
ha
the
audience and the aura^off « The overall 1impression, ».«««-«with
sides in *the
however, i Young), •-**«
who etched
become the synonym for the atom
that comes with is okay and Damone has the po- [1 *2Gs, with "Hard Hearted Hannah,
jnofesskmalisjn
dice,
galloping
the
as
wed'
bomb as
experience.
tential to develop even further as ? then calls out Wakely for the big
expected to see the biggest bomb
;
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bute to the late Herbie Kay, torching the local "“most” Kay penned
for her, *Tve An Evening for
Sale,” for heavy palming.
South Sea Islanders come on
with top vocal and instrumental
backing for Miss Lamour’s medley
of island tunes, topped by “Hawaiian War Chant/' Click torn has
looker bussing many male lin insiders as she does a lyrical tour
with handmike. “To You, Aloha,”
e **®£ adds a lei-tossing bit for an ova5
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Marge |

By
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Friar to
Side,
as “One for the Road
& Gower Champion haw delivered
^ Hannah ^^she | Sam Mineo’s arrangements___and
h ISTiwiiw all I Ff^#iTr
Ftenc&^yricie^ medley indtHimg i in
__
more rsCTsrfcab’e and
snarfclmH faAinn in thelaiakes big impact by medley 88 backing expertly complement
to* pessimists »nd ; °La Seine" and “La Vie En Bose."
=t presentation of her father's (thej™_
“Birth of toe Binesgiaddesei toe optimists with a 32- Such items
suj>er- late Eichdrd Whiting) song hits, j Waldman’s orch,^?SS"
dn^SSedtoeir
thil
year
in its fifth
*
neht up Rttive hoofing
- -^1minute torn that ran the gamut sod^'“Glmy of Love” are right
talents only occa- one of the best tilin gs she does. Leo here, continues to lure terp adof song, esmedy and drsmstics - - - her alley.
slonally.
The rest was taken up f Dukehora provides fine accomps dicts with top dansapation.
Stemway.
the
downbeating
at
and
pantomime bits that |
with gab
Bark«
Wakely has tough assignment in
slowed this turn down to a walk,
When the Champions stress their opening the soiree, but tosses in
terps. they are among the very one of his socko twangin gs of
x*
^
^ .
Hotel Roosevelt, 3». O.
nic.gde ^
Entrafecr is b^kmg
JSf [best in the business. That, how- 1 “Freight Train Blues” to plant
New Orleans. May 21.
gb ttdsJtfereMr«dc_d^
jj®* f
[ever, was only suggested in a cou- himself welL Following a frilly
Sophie Tucker with Ted Shapiro ;
arts and prodgetom- Hi. Bo. JaAj Don Kppii^jmd toe Eddie Qlteer| nIe
their re- waltz by Derim Girls and the ae
roatines>
ch
}%T
Ru * y
are
bardisports
^gierally
quartet,
and
orch
& the Dame, standard
number with the vocal cepting of an award from local EaJS.
Orch ?xo?f
s®- 1 ^bo, the
(12); $2.50 minimum.
vocally appeaEmg Wifli seve^d| self as iff this were *
Cheerleaders, and their i deejay; Martin Black, Wakely reand|
that
abilities
can
li
attention
son.
These
are
mmsbere- They bold
}
bit on ‘Tea For Two” | snmes his plamting. With instruOpening night found the plush
Kap.
set a nice mood. Stepping up the easily be overcome,
.with Damone for the show closer, mental trio. Jack Rivers, Bobby
—
Room elbow-t e-elbow to welpace are the Clark Bros^, a pair ed
MEk^he^whams over Blue
Joey
Bishop
fills the opening f Bruce, Duane
come Sophie Tucker on her initial
whirlwind sepia hoofers who m- 1
lfas
©ays.
|
slot competently with his comedy f
rhythm
hotel
date here, and the reserva^
^amazing
<^r»Tlg^
in same
hoedown, gets, out of
Boston, May 19.
i chatter.
Bishop has a milquetoast ^
tion desk is deluged with requests
Morton. An- f mannerism
Gartr Morton,
erixrul prop
timn an^
rt*Tiv. I hreath fes Who dOfffll t?) In “Don't
mprmprtcfn as
nc S
and repJohnnie Has/, Gary
good
1
takee
far
exceeding
supply of tables.
fergMy eEfiffiriasmmgjn
Stor and gives neat ae- Looks like La the
Align. & Hodges, Howard &JeSoreof gags has eimughfresM
Tucker will surpass
offs on whs, notably Pi nza and Wciwiii Belt, Bdtton &
“€s western ciasicf
(3), | ness to be a crowd-pleaser* Some 1 corato?
record
set
here
some
months ago
Sstekn-ro Annstrongthe legit star's
*--

all the
awtifitur
exjcitms. She
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show biz vet was greeted
rmmzzum.
vj.
Excess
jja\.wo Baggage, consisting of
Love” for double entendres,;
entendres,?
»
1 For
are on jthe obvious side and lower four mixed Maltese terriers, one | Wlin a prolonged ovation on her
I
Punctuated by femme squeals His rating for the sophisticates.
expertly walkon. In fact, there was an air
sheepd
gmded
English
i
Dick Beaver ana *
.
..
p
screeches, Johnnie Ray's stint I|
and Arnold Gau- of excitement in the room long
Two production
numbers, framed ^.y Alma Micha
*! -Vi!tier, give great
tSSto
. .
23.
i
otherwise musical packet. Pooches bShk Bedecked m_a spangled crearomp through tricks after' emerg- “On with a half dozen orchids
Pinned
at
the
shoulder,
plus a
hoofing and costuming first- ing from suitcases and trunk, for crew hairdo,
Opening night Tallulah P®?{SLST
sTLSTieSr the
hefty thrush wins
ciStja. the;fine backUte. Doug Rogers handlls the pcSitive delight from check-grab- ra Pf attentionthe
nightfrom
the
first
bers. Only drawback to act is that 1
stepping of Bay ~Sto2tra.-s ll-mgn
from the start with her ^tdmoniorch cutting the show in sharp many canine capers are lost be- 1 lions and
crew, and it was weM-u eserveo.
spicy
sesh.
stage, but jocks are
She also gave public thanks to the gets a “big bang” out of vocalizing style, alternating with Pupi Cam- cause of low
It's a more animated
Sophie
help 2nd support given her pre- and judging from enthusiastic re- po’s rhumba orch for snappy cus- gathered in spite cf surroundings.
Tucker than when seen here at
Will.
Herm.
opening by Peter L^dHayes & spouse of opening night ringsiders, tomer dansapation.
gaming
the
a
suburbs
casino
In
the
BSary Healy, who headlined
it's unanimous.
some years ago. She packs more
Sands presentation.
previous
r
Golden. Reno
Ray tears through a half-hour
Painter Hense*
energy, power and impact than any
Scho.
sesh dishing out such tunes as
Reno, May 20.
single performer to play this old
Chicago, May 21.
“Please Don’t Talk* About Me”
Knights
Helen
4
Boyce
David
,
town
,
on Ole Man River's levees
Dorothy Shay
{with
Russel
“Walking Baby Back Home” with Black), Wally Boag, Merriel Ab- Potcell, Golden Girls
12 ) Gar- in a quarter of a century. She
Hofei Aster, N. Y«
f
into audience; “Semeforay
brief
tcifh
(17>
Van
tcood
Orch
Orch
no
cover
(10);
or;
James
sells
a
bott
Dancers
Dflticers
socko show; she could do
Harry
(8>. Eddie O'Neal
(8),
ir-jnr„ rt-i »
j-i
i»i«h
minimum .
no wrong. Not even when advocatBuddy Rich, Tommy
?3^0 minimum, ?1
v carer.
interpolation of a couple
and
derby
Orch;
McCone
Bill
Ames;
ing.
as
the policy of the Sophie
April
dr
Always good[biz for Golden are ^Tinker SdTool For Red Hot Mamas.
Oo^othy Shay is making her
$l-$l-25 cover.
L1m 8 DittCC OX nip
£f
JtS?
M
Xfic
flllllSell
Ktllph
fg
onnA^ranAO
{n
Hia
T?mmr«a
tllP
FollT
whOS^
the
FoUr
Knights,
whose
non-elab-i
eighth
appearance
MwiSyil
in the Empire
J
MOQTO0 in CVCT3T b^l”
*L 'Sn^/JSih * iJLSJf
room!” There is some blushing but
e |P°
A couple of months ago Harry
522SK make up a•*££
P“te„d cent clowning
nice | plenty’ of pal^n-pft tnwiing,
2!
aL 5f‘
James hit New York for the first
orm
aftio^
time in three years with a two5?”^°
Miss Tucker gets pin-dropping
j
fl,e am~
week stint at the Bandbox, a cel- client alike—stanza. Serving as tbe mountains of Tennessee. The
Spence during her threshing of
m^ed
bass of the group.
tongue-in-cheek
lar jazz spot on Broadway in the
“Life
Is
Wonderful Thing,”
warmup for vocalist's stint, comic treatment of the foibles cf her
Helen Boyce has considerably Bi ave^ for a
50s. He’s back on the big street
A rnn a r |is emoslowly with
relatives stm bring laughter, but more comedy toan .when caught I
again—a few blocks sou|h and up Gary Morton tees off
spotty chatter. but b^lds to neat she has switched to less singing here last summer Tfcmning
a
full
on toe Hotel Aster’s -wetl-appotot- windup
nf^'n HSriaHrm rines out
climaxin g with bit of okay and more chatter than usual,
toe cellar he hit
id jiiooftoo.VaaIn
re- half hour on Opening night, she
4
a cd^tlA natfdml
sulting in a punchier routine.
has since been whittled to a 20-tSS
a driving heat in a style pegged trumpeting.
of
favorlayout
stacks
Surrounding
now
he’s
strictly for listening;
e Mf S
The city folks sure like them
Day^/’ ‘Tour Leaf Clover,” “After
^52n*
aiming at a dancing crowd sand ably with previous hills, kicking off corn jokes done with a broad ®f™{J
and
terping
You’re
You la
interpretive
“I
Hold
nifty
Gone”
with
to
styling
the
he's toned down
3
There’s more
work with
of dark-haired Rosario Im- drawL
...
l My Arms’* and “Nobody Loves
,
make for easy listening and footsie tappingHoward
hlcb always goes
Bell,
Wanda
&
perio.
T?
i Fat GirL” The seldom-heard verses
crew,
jumping
still
a
shuffling. It’s
family room. She has
C r
*° 501110
these numbers are rihowever, with James* trumpet strangers here, are socko in deuce a n vtr song or two. but nothing
°K%f '!S i^ ^
{
stunts
spot with strong
and lusty, but tableholders
f
.
T sesh ofm aero
m
m
mifAh
frt
(V*aK
D..J If
shining throughout.
much
to VM
match
Sbe
“Cousin
Fud.
backflips
head-to-head,
featuring
^^Show plenty exf enthusiasm for
Added fillip is drummer Buddy
which still gets big yocks. In
them. In
Presi“^jtoeni.
to “Sophie
“Snriil^ Tucker
Tnekrt-Fnr
For PresiRich, who’s sitting in with James? and teeterboard tricks,
her “Efficiency” number, opening Uiis to
Hodges,
Allyn
also
Anthony,
&
dent”
front tables*
Although
annually.
$35,000
at
night, she brought two lasses,
David Powell is the son of hoof- tossingshe tours the
out campaign buttons as
Rich’s technique was noticeably w.k here, capture^ neat mitts With aged about seven, on stage to
copy
sae
Ollt ftathir bits of Wit
modulated at the dinner show ballroomology which veers from her motions. These two misses
2111(1 whimsy ih verse,
caught, he lays down a solid the standard via missed tricks and from Texas
were
er
®
drumsticks
naturals
over
a
chair,
and
along
the
build*
into
zany
climax.
missteps
to
Yv
rhvthmie heat that guides the rest
house with their stage, over the wall and down -Backing her in the ^uunute
reper-- \1 Dalton & Dailey, formerly the Her- 552?^
hovs through
through^their reper
ft?
of the hoys
Be Ted Shapiro,
talk about their boyfriends back among the tables. Strictly vaude-i st? nt» *s
Other sideman featured zogs, three femme trapeze perform- in Midland. Miss Shay
tolre.
did a socko ville,
Powell has considerably l^ho gives excellent support at the
with Rich Is accordionist Tommy ers with one an audience plant
straight job, letting them take alb more success here in the Golden 88 P!a? *°Partee. It ^was a^tnump
Gumma. He too displays expert working in street clothes, wind bill the
Tucker, who had to beg
play away from her, yet guid-j than he would in other supper *or
musicianship on solo assignments \ with a lively and breathtaking sesh
ing them into some hilarious mo- spots. His jokes, played as a small off
on the swinging bar.
and as Dart of the handments.
boy, reciting lines, catchAittle re-| Proceeding Miss Tucker are the
of
four? Bill is emceed by spot's vocalist,
comprised
Orth's
Redheads, versatile vocal and mWally Boag has a very effective sponse.
u
rhythm, five reed and eight brass Ted Cole, who foregoes threshing
Golden Girls fifi^out the rest of strumental trio who click in their
and make an attractive appearance this stanza with Michael Gaylord’s intro piece with his rapid quips
the
show
and
blowing
some
debut here. Boys have a nice way
while
balloons
brief
done
into
up
musical
backcostumes
serving
stick
ordh
in gray suits with white bowtiest
isstruMore eye appeal is supplied by [grounding and alternating with all sorts of odd shapes. From for two routines. Garwood Van’s of mixing songs, humor and
orch
fine.
He
is
mental music, and their offering is
he
does
a
complete
switch
will
there
console
rhythm's
for
remain
‘Weir’s
the
{Lou
in
l
chfrper April Ames, who also has
Lots.
^
top^Lrawer all the way.
.\£&h .som^ fine eccentric, and acre-* Golden, indefinitely,
, * ^lans. ^
»
no trouble holding tablers’ ears^imf customer logy?aymg*

liapeJy heasit^whose eye-appeal is
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P'ASZIETY

H*Uyw««4

B0

ran ies village Vautgiiard,
V. j through Murray’s waikon.
S
?SL^ ^ssestive,
vi
I
^ f
Hollywood"wfv
*
Langs flash over with teeterPhil Leeds, Patricia TVfconJ
K*y * 3 J , stories. Why the \et mo&oloost
j
Jonl James, Carsony
ti-:?
hniirri
rannnnadinpc lifH
Bill Ntnras & Upstarts <3), Joe has
Stabile Orch (8), Bobby Ramos jocks
[many
Orch 15 ); SZ cover.
parooies
Propelled by phenomenal platter and “Las Vegas,
vve ^. to culminate in gal’s triple
Stuart Morgan Dancers put on lage, has come up with another;
been
has
whisked
Janies
Joni
sales*
: —’
'
J
~
from oblivion (almost literally* to 'smooth d
stellar orbit within 16 months. Her absorbed
recording rep, plus an extremely three husky males toss femme into
smartly by George Moro, show pre-

71

Chez Paree. Montreal
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Magnifique”

“C’est

de-

btst
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.

i

around town and date

is the result
long negotiations, postponements, etc., but the hassle was
worth it and biz is such that the
operators o c the saloon should
easily get off the hook with something to spare.
Ike combined savvy of Lena

:

of

nrpvenfpd her from “finding” ^
_
Astor, London
projected out Co * on^
vet when P
London, May 19.
a 5Lss nite^
Sn^ thf Hoor
Tessie
O’Shea
icith Reg WarAbout the only department ?n
which she earns an A is effort. Of burton), Granger Bros ’ZK Felix
Sid
Phillips
and Don Carlos
the eight tunes she purveyed in her
2omdnute turn when caught, six Orchs; Colony: £5 minimum; Astre her latest and strongest M-G-M tor: 53 minimum to 11 p.m., S3
“Have You Heard"'’ ’ cover thereafter.
rfick sellers
“Wishing Ring.” “Almost Always,"
Cheatto’ Heart” Ion this ***; as}
It was on the strength of her
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Leeds, who is doubting between ^rson. £.pic nnaie iatis at om i*:
and the Broadway legit musical, minutes, is a Hawaiian dithyramb
Can-Can.” is a polished comic having authentic rhythmics cMmHe works Ports Freddie Letuli. AromnSu’A.
a slick routine.
easily, almost casually, and gets Jjni Mclntire^ Morom> Mcnde ros. Horne and accomp-husband Lonnie
i ers
and : fiss Larson. Hayton means showmanship at all
the yocks with subtle offhand iP s .^
cracks and his talent for sharp, Recenes ternf mitts. Cee David- times. Although little is forcrd in
Parody. His burlesque of the folk son makes ..his musical pi»o ;ng the way of song presentation, there
\\ ill.
is nothing slapstick or crsual and
singers is first-rate and he tops count for every measure.
every number is clicko
Cho’ce of
this with a takeoff on the old-line
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Hit* Carlton. Montreal

,*»**. BHoh,
wterttsd shs msrLsss^^^.
C

UcuuAinf^st^e^nd

1

stev

1

sr

I

;

wear these

figure to
ations.

e
aren e ^J^bams Trio.
Williams twirl in his tomb), “Why top Coronation plavdate
If she
,
t?
^
Don't You Believe Me?” and “Is It pulled 'em in the last time, w hicli r ?gl ? ars her? !?r th * P^t couple

{££

startling cre-

.

i

Any Wonder?

wringing-wrist
superfluity.

Miss James also is inclined to
overdo a coy girlishness. This antic
could be more effective if resorted
to le« freouentlv and with more
IShttSv
to to
b
in^ the *throf*

_
*1
n . r. » ... —
pated Coronation peak
the T-|
Ritz Cafe for this season.
In
r *e
a PP e ?rance
Miss O'Shea,
renowned
for her; Ambassador Hotel*, L. A.
IH.
...
„
T
*fT>
^
mitciTP
^nonttiic May
«npth
ic
nffnAtinnotaiv
T.n« Angeles,
\rav 19.
iq
Miss
Bright
has established
uts,ze
Los
her15
*“**•
affectionately
?
knowTi ,locally as “Two-Ton Tes-f /™imy McHughis "Singing Stars self as one of the top comediennes
^ an
makes use of that bill- of 1953, Minty Malneck, Dorothy to play this circuit and particular?her Uvel >' routine.
The gal Coulter, BererEy Richards, Eve l.v this swank boite.
i
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_

j

her

s

lush^ oreherirad

badl-

,

i

size*

Am^ y

}

accent of the act

-

f

;

.

.

:
-

sffim

broSn^

ujr a aacuanv., nc.mtij
arranged version of “Love” that
nears the hysteria point. Moving
;to thc piano Hayton settles down
to direct the chirper through a sequen(, e that results in the most
spontaneous applause ever heard
in this cafe.
Included are such
Horne standbys as “Lady Is a
Tramp," “Love to Love.” a boffo
nuoo migati s;uc^ imu ifiCl rhythm item. “Honeysuckle Rose,”
show biz routine with the accent and the inevitable “Stormy Weathon a Brooklyn doll’s chorus-to-star er" to a hectic reception.
:

;

on ex-

is

J

'

¥cHufh

s

f

“ an<* th n
f

}

t

>

i.

I
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ucvaucc UiC X ^ U UlUIlitU OAW 1C W IU
glimpsed for a fortnight at Ciro’s ‘ Fourth Sister,” it is or.e of best Rnether on bass and Irving Joseph
Bood‘nat"red verTe 9
comparison. And
the
chirp
hasn’t it
and
hsc since
cinAA been
nnnn tnnrtn<y
ernimn irfime
in her
hnr ronortnirA
^
A
and has
moving around
items in
repertoire «fthAiiffh
.
although
t a*
.
..
,
,
,
e
er the country, including the Copa, almost too subtle for ma« con- a the nia no ..
worked out the right routine to f
*^
^.
^ *,
f
0
Miss O Shea
ac
s
bridge the gap. The little patter P^^ous performmice.
x.Y. It’s better now than it was sumption.
Her reprise of the
en
she uses has scant polish or pene-^bc^ a duo, the Granger Bros.. -to fi ve months ago. Too, it isn’t hold- Gallic chirpers now jamming cafe
<™f*
16
1^ 01 1 ® 11 terp<ng'i
tiation.
P
ng down the complete entertain- fioois has been updated to carrv
?
.
Zi
1*
a£
On her opening night her strong- } ^l^le ^he effects a quick costume; men t chore as at Ciro’s; here *ame solid imoact and her be«of£,
^^7
.^i
1
a
est support leeward came from sev- change and eventually joins them there’s excellent dancing by Mary “Television's Tough on Love.” is
J?£
Ji?
enei^etic hoofmg^ routine? Rave & Naldi to round out the bilL more topical than ever with Monteral platoons of crewcuts, but
ho
ui miu-t
mittJacks
their jeans and Jills inf which qualifies for powerful
“Singing Stars” has been cut [ real viewers now having access
£Myro.
their saddle shoes don't frequent
-from five to four since the unit Uhrough the new microwave set-L„f*
c shows
fn U.
Ti
e hnu-c and
-md wider *: in 9^ y entertainment value
this spot; probably their last visit
upl to
S.
was horn
here at Yuletide and fu
the pn-;hmi
thmu^hnnf
Newt.
s
was to see Johnnie Ray. The Ciro’s
tire turn has been trimmed to a selection of Canadian offerings.
Hotel ^tatlei*
’
regulars didnj precisely callous:
f
*
35 25 minut< s from its original |
On night caught, gal did her!_
!
Ch
Orch
f
*-S«h
f
their palms in applause.
Lee Sharmet Sh7rkeX EHri£i IV>ar; As before - of course - it s impresh of Hildegarde *who was TlranderMrd. l^is
t P»b d - one ot
wo'idsto Pitaders
1? » ft«»e for a rapid caval-; i n the audience) and she
doubled i
Las Vega* Mav
minbifam
tf.
,
SIM rn
tmmum.
eguihhmtic
acts,
the
Carsony !meer: 6 ’> 5150
cade 0| the topnotch McHugh during opening week of Hi>de-I
Rei Alien tKoKo Sons of Pio;
Bros. «3), spellbound em with an
son £S- Dorothy Coulter, Beverly ^ garde’s variety show at Her Ma - neers tS'l, Angelatres to) Barnett
lavout
|
This
is ne^eed strictly
for
t
ampmg display of muscular eon- .. Brom trade ^Te^h Sh eIien Richards ’ Eve Marle y acd Darla [ jesty*k in a sketch with Paul Hart- Rawlings Kathryn DuPy DansaP
trol and balance. Among the /cats
Hood are spotted individually and t man. The presence of her con- t ions «6) A l Johns Orch^tU)- no
*
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h
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headstands atop
,

2wftSB? lS

The

uncanny

usrs&is:^™
one-cane balance
[

^JSytt.fc^HoSg?!
It>s
k„?
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On,”*
sS5Tc» entertain-

etc.

aU peasant enough

[

cert-type' voice

which doesn’t mesh?

with the tune, but it's a little better now that the other girls give
her ensemble backing. Finale is
the inevitable “Louella ”
Raye & Naldi leave no doubt in
this return date that they are one
of the top teyp teams in the bi»;iness. Despite the somewhat uneven backing of Jack Fina’s orch.

r
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came
femmes) open and close show withl Sharkey comes over strong here}
lively special lyrics draped on up-* despite the spread of the room i
beat melodies. It’s a new idea, and whicj would seem to dissipate the l
okay in that it bulks out the show’s two-beat impact. Outfit hits a barproportions. The three make en- \ relhouse route that spreads mfec- J
gaging, youthful appearance and tiously across the room. The tab- 1
work with much verve. To get theirs as well as the ierpsters jump,
show* opened, by quieting and rivet- throughout his set.
f
ing the crowd’s attention, act isf
Band, comprised of clarinet J
useful. Stabile’s crew, in addition trombone, piano, drums, bass and l

'

and there was”a fmderwv to punch f
h
her lines too hard and to drag out h££ J?r
for dilhig^Sp

(

mountain plaints; but
this gang into the

Johnny Gallant is at the piano Jnd
back Miss Bright s show and
music interlude*; with the n SJ.2'r hnnniii
smooth Settano Trio. When room fc _ Ea ' e
closes
in
mid-June, maitre d* S.®
f
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long associated with the
Ritz, bows out to take on similar
duties with a Laurentian resort
hoteL
iVeurt.
Ernest,
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nitery

be
his
_
.
^
are constantly slick and win the Stanley Orch, Joe Hameli; $2 time has been shortened somewhat,
but he still ropes salvos for every
Come unusual accolade of commanding minimum,
warble. Surprise apnearance of hisA^as Yeg
f
_v eg2s, May 22.
Marching In" and “Muskrat Ram- complete silence from the diners. [
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Sons of Pioneers combine for
what amounted to a local act. have
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I been
playing northern dates past ) vocal and instrumental tunes, feaproJohn Payne’s Vegas initialer, and
Las Vegas, May 20.
months.
It’s obvious that the turing Lloyd Perryman, Hugh
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following break-in at Top’s. San duce_s _a
Jan Murray, Toni Arden, Langs , polish and experience gained, plus Carl Farr, Dale Warren, Deuce
Diego, comes off fairly ,VeU. al-| arrangements are styled for easy *5j\ SspHarem Dancers <12 , Ca- working to new aud types, has \ Spriggins, and Tommy Doss. Farr
|
though not up to expectations in- terpmg and hstcnmg. In his emauthentic
sofar as biz is concerned. The t
Farr is
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been drawing good weekends only.
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climax just about every tune on
Murray is one standup comedian £
Piecadilly.
a high note, accompanied by inwho
10 can cany to far corners of ,
Glasgow. May 15.
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tense facial expressions. Has ’handthis acreage and make every socko
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Barn Season to be Dotted With Preems;
‘Peepers,’

“Visit,’

Backers of “Me and Jyllet,” Rodgers-Hammerstein production slated
open on Broadway at the Majestic Theatre tomorrow (Thurs.), are
Manie Sacks (representing RCA Victor), $187,500, and Irving Cohen
(attorney representing R & H), $112,500. The production is capitalized
to

Bow

‘Kentuckian’ to

at $300,000.

Legit version of the NBC-TV’er,-^
4,
Mr Peepers,” will be among the
productions to be offered by the Vera-Ellen

Port Players,

Oconomowoc,

Back

Backers of “Josephine,” Leonard Key and Lather Greene producwhich closed out of town earlier this year, Included Indie film
producer Huntington Hartford, $600; legit producer Sherman S. Krellberg, $12,100; Actors Fund prexy Walter Vincent, $4,200; Eaves Costume Co. prez Andrew Geoly, $1,400; Nolan Scenic Studios prexy
William Nolan, " $1,400; Sally Benson, who adapted the play from
stories by F. Scott Fitzgerald, $700; mag publisher Fleur Cowles, $700;
0
legit director-designer Paul Morrison, $350; costume designer Ben
Edwards, $350; theatrical insurance broker>David Davidson, $175; and
production
The
was
capitalshow’s producers Key and Greene, $675.
ized at $70,000, without provision for overcali.

to Legit

tion,

wis.,

during its 10-week season commencing July cl. Claiming to be
the oldest Equity company in the
midwest, the Port Players are going into their 15th season.
Brace Conning will direct the
company, comprised of Mary Alice
Wunderle Michael Lewis, Pernell
Roberts* Bette Ramey, Herb Brazelton, Eleanor Grant, Ted Tassel,
Adele’ Gordon, Robert Nelson,
Jane Gottschalk, Mardi Bryant,
Henry Biedinger, John Bridish and
others. Chris Miller will be stage
manager. Kingsley Hull manages
the operation.
Though Wally Cox, star of the

For ‘Camera’ Barn Tour

Am

package production of “I
a Camera/’ starring Vera-Ellen and
possibly Tom Drake, is being of-

A

fered strawhat producers this sum
mer for a limited number of weeks
by packager Greg Juarez. Tour will
mark femme’s first stage appearance since leaving Broadway for

Hollywood.
Juarez also plans to send out
i s Jordan in “Faithfully Yours,”

L 0U
L 0U

Rookies ‘Rescue’ Legit

SLOAKLAND

in “The Moon Is
Recently returned from a tour with
Continued from page 1
Donlevy in “This “The Shrike.” To appear—-Holyoke,
Thing Called Love,” John Agar in Mass., Aug. 17th, in “The Country rov, the original playwrights of Lillie walked off with the indiviin
Jr.,
Barrymore,
Girl.”
“Gigi,” John
“My Sister Eileen” from which dual honors with her “Evening
PLaza 3-2310 New York
“Peepers” tele edition, will be “Waterloo Bridge,” Wayne Morris
with Beatrice Lillie,” while Rex
“Town” stems.
making the strawhat rounds this in “Separate Rooms” and Sonny
Outstanding dramatic success of Harrison and Lilli Palmer (“Love
appear
of
to
tryout
slated
pre-Broadway
not
he’s
a
in
Tufts
summer,
the season has been the Pulitzer of Four Colonels”), Margaret, Sulin the stock version of the video “Shadow of a Man,” which was
and Critics Circle prizewinner, avan (“Deep Blue Sea”), Katharine
show. Comedian, who’ll appear in originally done, by the actor in
“Picnic,” whose author, William Hepburn (“Millionairess”) and Vic“Three Men on a Horse,” already England last year.
or Moore (“On Borrowed Time”)
Inge, has previously heen reprehas a full schedule lined up.
Vera-Ellen, incidentally, is schedsented only* by “Come Back, Little won honors of one sort or another.
uled to report back to Metro Aug.
Missouts
Sheba.” Foremost melodrama hit
‘Island Visit’ Tour
1 to start rehearsals on “White
for Murder,” the first
‘Venice’
was “Dial
Among the established names
Strawhat tour of “Island Visit,” Christmas” with Bing Crosby.
play by London author that registered misses during the
produced
Sir Cedric Hardwicke-Lili Darvas
With cast and staff for “Night Frederick Knott.
season were Mary Chase (“Berstarrer, begins June 22 at the Poin Venice” ’virtually set, Mike
“Time of* the Cuckoo,” one of nardine”), Moss Hart (“Climate
cono Playhouse, Mountainhome,
lUiifvlifni*
production of the Johann the season's substantial hits, was of Eden”), Tennessee Williams
Tood’s
Pa. Play will also play-one-week US&£6
w vDlCl S l/JllJutGli
Strauss, Jr., musical extravaganza authored by Arthur Laurents, and (“Camino Rejal”), Terence Rattigan
engagements at the Cape Playgoes into rehearsal June 8, to open is his first b.o. success. “Time Out
Deep Blue Sea” was generally
house, Dennis, Mass., (July 6),
Real Native Dancer In
its second season at Jones Beach for Gingqr,” a moderate click that panned as a play), Arthur Miller
Sonierset (Mass.) Playhouse (13),
(L.I.) Marine Stadium June 25. has spanned the season, was au
(“Crucible” got some favorable reIvoryton (Mass.) Playhouse^ (20),
Ballet Preem of ‘Filly’ Todd has added 1,000 cheaper seats thored by another non-name, Ron views, but has done only moderate
Playhouse in the Park, PhiladelThe N. Y. City Ballet, midway in (scaled up from 50c) for this sea- aid Alexander. Ditto the popular business), Elia Kazan (his staging
phia (27), Spa Theatre, Saratoga
and profitable comedy, “Fifth Sea- of “Camino” was praised, but the
son’s run.
Springs, N.Y; (Aug. 3), Casino its spring season at City Center,
Book and lyrics to the Strauss son,” by Sylvia Regan.
show flopped at the b.o.); Vina DelTheatre, Newport, R.I., (10), Han- N. Y., has presented three of its
Another major personal success mar (“Mid-Summer” was rapped)
score,
which were penned by
cock, Boston (17) and the Ogon- four planned premieres, for a bet
also
Breen,
a
have
Martin,
Robert
Ruth
wa&scored
by
Thomas
and
record.
and Cole Porter (the score of “Canbatting
ter-than-average
quit (Me.) Playhouse (Sept. 7).
new sight and newcomer to Broadway staging Can” drew decidedly mixed notices)
Play incidentally, was a recent (Fourth preem, “Fanfare,” due last been revamped, and
Broadway flop under the title night (Tues.), was postponed till water acts have been integrated ranks, with his dynamic direction and John van Druten .(“I’ve Got
Among the new of the revival of “Porgy and Bess, Sixpence”).
into the script.
“Horses in Midstream.” Featured next week.)
features will be the Coblentz which he co-produced with Blevins
Other notable authors and songin the touring production will be
First preem> “Filling Station,*’
(recently shown Davis. Likewise a spectacular in- writers who were inactive included
fireworks
waterfall
Mary Scott, Ludmilla Toretzka and bas made the strongest impression.
City Music Hall, N.Y.) dividual click was achieved by Irving Berlin, Frank Loesser, ArRadio
the
at
Anne Lubowe.
Actually it’s a revival of a work
and* a Venice regatta as seen in Michael Kidd with the choreog- thur Schwartz, Alan Jay Lemer and
done originally 15 year's ago for
,
„
^
raphy of “Can-Can,” which drew Frederick Loewe, Lillian Heilman
Cinerama.
Woodstock. Preem
Ballet Caravan, an NYCB antece
Cast will be headed up by Met even more enthusiastic acclaim (a revival of her “Children’s Hour”
Woodstock, N. Y., May 26.
dent# with music by y^gii ThompFairNola
Hayward,
than his initial effort for “Guys has done disappointing business),
Thomas
tenor,
“Some Little Honor/* new pl&y cnn And chorftosraohv bv Lew
Paul Osborn (a revival of “On
by Josephine Bentham, will preem Christensen it’s a lively Ingratiat- b an ks, Jack Russell, Maria Di Gir and Dolls.”
George Hall and Rosita
Top Performances
Borrowed Time” drew critical raves
at the Woodstock (N.Y.) Playhouse,
assorted doings
Martin
will
conThomas
Royce.
operated
by
Among the performeVs who but did nothing at the b.o.), Elmer
July 28- Aug. 2. Barn,
ar0 und an average gas station.
chalked up Initial clicks (or sub- Rice, Robert E. Sherwood, Maxwell
A. L. Sainer and William Weisman, what makes it particularly stand- duct the orch again this year.
will
be
jnanager^
general
Todd’s
opens June 30 with The Moon Is 6ut here are the virtuoso jobs of
stantially topped previous efforts) Anderson, George S. Kaufman, S.
™
Hal Grossman. Samuel Liff will thgj.g we re not only Ewell and Miss N. Behrman, Garson Kanin, Sidney
Blue.” Other plays to be offered
y 0un g Jacques l’Amboise as the atinclude I Am a Camera, George Cendant, and by Janet Reed as an stage and James Nygren will Russell, but Geraldine Page (“Mid- Kingsley and Clifford Odets.
Bernard Shaw s ,Tbe Philanderer jnebriated socialite who staggers handle the choreography.
Summer”), Helen Gallagher (“HaInto which category Richard
and Ashley Dukes The Man With j n ^ 0
zel Flagg”), Jack Whiting (a vet Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein 2d
Ably partnered by.
S p 0t.
a Load of Mischief.
Reed does mirrt) v\ttti r*An AITATUET) who won star billing and critical will belong, for the 1952-53 season,
Maule, Miss Jtteea
Michael Mauie,
Edith Gresham, Robert Baines some brilliant (as well as hilarious)
citation in the same show), Mena- will be determined tomorrow night
DUE
Vm
^ MlK
V*
mUa
C?
1* ( n
MA vtVt n«A 1 JmaNaa
(Continued on page 75)
when their “Me and
sha Skulnik
(a triumphant draftee (Thurs.),
D’Amboise, who’s a
terp stunts.
from the- Yiddish stage to “Fifth Juliet” opens.
comer, has some amazing leaps and
TRY,
Season”),
and
Shirley
Booth
(who
turns to his credit.
“Cornin’ Thro’ the Rye,” play demonstrated in “Time of the
REP. JAVITS’ BILL
“Afternoon of a Faun,” with new
choreography by Jerome Robbins with music by the late Warren P. Cuckoo” that her stardom now In- Sloane N.Y.-L.A. and Back
Jr., based on the life of cludes b.o. draw).
Munsell,
to the w.k. Debussy tone-poem, is
CREATE NAT’L
Others whose new impacts anislated
is tentatively
....
_
a bit of a surprise, and a ’welcome Robert Burns, __
For ‘Banana,’ ‘Carnival’
Washington, May 26.
production next fall mated the season included Gwen
for
Broadway’
one. Instead of the erotic, narcissisBill to create a United States tic version Nijinsky made famous, by the author’s father. It’s budg- Verdon (“Can-Can”), Nora Kaye
Mike Sloane, co-prodUcer with
Art Foundation as an independent Robbins’ dance version is a simple eted at $125,000 and Margaret (“Two’s Company”), Rosemary Har- his wife, Paula Stone, of “Top
agency of the Government was study of two young dancers, a boy Webster is set to direct, with ris (whose hit in the unsuccessfu Banana” and the upcoming “Carniintroduced last week by Rep. Jacob and girl, discovering love and each David Brooks as male. lead.
“Climate of Eden” is figured to val in- Flanders,” planed to the
K. Javits (R., N.Y.). Agency would other during an idle practice sesPlay will have a strawhat tryout have been a factor in her getting Coast last night (Tues.) for the
be authorized to establish a na- sion before a mirror. There’s little this summer. It was originally the femme lead In the London com- opening of the former musical next
tional theatre and encourage the if any formal dancing, but the tested by William Miles at his Berk- pany of “Seven Year Itch,” in Monday night (1) at the Biltmore,
theatre, work has style, mood and lyric shire
live
arts,performing
Stockbridge, which she drew critical attention Los Angeles. He’s taking their two
Playhouse,
beauty, for a highly worthwhile Mass., in
music and ballet.
1948, and was tried out last week), John Kerr (“Bernar- children, who will remain at their
“The U. S., as the world center addition to the NYCB repertoire. last summer at the Olney (Md.) dine”), Kim Stanley and Ralph home with their grandparents, the
ai a< ui* Le
r
Francisco
Of the motion picture Industry and ?l i ^
Playhouse, with Brooks in the Meeker (“Picnic”) and Jenny Egan Fred Stones. Mrs. Sloane remains
fff ?
world leader in television,” ex- Moncion are ideal as the duo.
(“Crucible”).
leading role.
in New York,
“The Filly,” with music by John
plained Javits, “should find it profSome Vets Too
On his return east next week,
itable through the living theatre, Colman and choreography by Todd
Not all the season’s triumphs Sloane will be on hand ior final
to truly present the broad scope Bolender, which preemed last week ‘Intruder’ Scribe Sues
were scored by newcomers. Joshua rehearsals and the tryout of “Caris
a
somewhat
(19),
pretentious,
of our culture as provided jn this
Logan, as director, co-author and nival” in Philly, June 8-July 1.
Great areas of our country slow dance yarn about a stablebill.
Dowling on Royalties co-producer of “Wish You Were Then he and Miss Stone will acare denied the benefit and pleas- boy’s dream, with some nice moHere,” thereby automatically ranks company the show to the Coast
t»i
«
x.
Bronner
Playwright Edwin t.
has as a her0 o£ the season
ure of first-rate theatre and music ments, however. Thoroughbred balwhlch he for its Civic Light Opera engagebecause it is no longer economical- Tsrina Marla Tall chief a real Na- charged Eddie Dowling with fail- subsequently parlayed as the stager
ments this summer ii> Los Angeles
to pay him royalties on his and co-producer
ly feasible, on a straight profit tive Dancer (her father’s an Osage ure ,n
of
“Picnic."
No and San Francisco.
basis* to bring them these arts and cjiief) -is radiant as the Filly, and play “The Intruder ” which Dowl- other individual success of the
The musical is due late in SepDiana
Adams
is appealing as usual ing produced and directed last De
the leading artists.
1952-53 semester compares with tember at the Century, N. Y.
“Provision in my bill has been as the Mare. Roy Tobias makes a cember. A Municipal Court, NY. that. However, Jo Mielziner, as demade that the Federal government, forceful role out of the non-danc- summons, issued on behalf of signer of “Wish,” “Picnic,” “CanBronner, was served on Dowling Can” and “Me and
without domination or control, ing stableboy.
Juliet” was also Legit Going to Bat
City Center, parent outfit of the last weekend. Play, which starred a multiple scorer.
thall assist non-profit organizations, county and municipal bodies, NYCB, last weekend announced Dowling and Margaret O’Brien,
As Heart Fund Aid
Harold Clurman came through
where requested, in the cultivation that its $200,000 public fund drive closed out of town after a brief as director of '‘Time of the
Initial steps towards utilizing the
Bronner claims “The In- Cuckoo,”
of these living arts for all our was lagging, with only 56G collect- run.
hut then skidded as stag- theatre as a fund raiser for the
ed. Company needs 100G to take truder” racked up a gross of ap- er of
people.”
“Emperor’s Clothes.” Maurice American Heart Assn, were begun
its
care of current obligations, and an- proximately $50,000 during
Evans scored as star and the man- recently with the inauguration of
other 100G for future develop- short stand. He also stated that agerial
sparkplug of the Broadway the Heart Circuit of the American
Molly Picon’s Barn
ments. Board chairman Newbold he never received any royalty payedition of “Dial
for Murder.” Theatre. It’s aim, endorsed by the
ments
Morris
on
that
sum
advised
and
that
no
that
instead
of
get&
XSKiL
Theatre
Director-producer Shepard Traube American
National
ting aid from the City (company boxoffice
statements were ever
111 Jersey With
and star Melvyn Douglas proved a Academy and the American Educa*
sent to his agent, the. William More
0
Molly Picon will make her strawwinning combo with “Time Out for tional Theatre Assn., is tp spur pro*
il n
^tle),
out $130,000
to the ris office.
Ginger.” Producer Paul Gregory fesgional, community and educabat debut in a pre-Broadway tryl i
The playwright figures that and
adaptor - director
ou ofGeorgeBaxt's “MidceMom- city of N ; Y In rentals, while last about
Charles tional theatre- groups throughout
$2,000 is owed him. HowInto
the
red
for
jna Happy" at the Lakeside TheaLaughton also teamed to ring the the country to pitch in with special
se d tbe ba ^t troupe to ever, Bronner did receive an ad
re, Landing, New Jersey, week of
?
•
bell with “John Brown’s Body.
benefit performances for the Heart
vance payment of $1,P00.
h
Aug. 3. Play will be directed by
Producer George Kondolf absent Fund.
.J !
C<
r * acad a financial crisis that
from the Broadway skirmishing for
Jay Juiien. Theatre, Which will be
National committee members InAllan Green, assistant stage man
result In its closing. Bron
Oscar Hamoperated this season by Kenton
ager of the St. Louis Municipal some years, made a comeback to clude, among others,
Margaret
productions, Inc., will begin a 10
Theatre Assn., which tees off its legit with the presentation of mersteiii 2d Jose Ferrer,
S. M» Char*
Miller,
“The
^une
Marian Anderson, currently on a 36th season at the Forest Park Fifth Season, while adaptors Sam Webster, Arthur
jjH* Way.
Post
Boston
and
B®Ha
Norton,
Elliot
Spewack
tock
and
and
stager
Jose
concert tour of Japan, has been Playhouse June 4, was beaten and
Ferrer have apparently chalked up legit editor. Dr. C. Robert Kase,
* Also set to appear at the bam is awarded the Yukosho Medal by robbed last week by two men to
Delof
U.
the
ringer
with
theatre
at
“The
a
“My
3
director
of
ih
Angels.”
Play!s the Emperor Hirohito for outstanding whom he gave a ride in <his autoMagda Gabor
Among the performers, Beatrice aware, is chairman.
.nupbUe*,
*
i
*
o
Tfiing,” week of July &
cultural contributions.
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LEGITIMATE

Broadway Productions
1949-50
of Shows
Straight Plays

Number

.

. .

1951-52
73

42
36

60
45
15

Revivals
Adaptations
Importations

Foreign Language
Return Shows
Musicals
.

6
6
12
0
2
13

2

.

New
.

,

42
31
9
5
8
'2

1

1

4
3
0

0

1

1

0

54

,

2
13
9

6

.

1952-53

7
10

12

Revivals .........
Adaptations
.
Importations

Return Shows

B’way Season in New Low for Slows

1950-51
83

New

.

0
12
10
2
6
0
0

Hollywood,

May

Start Is

Weak

—

—

—

Broadway

By HOBE MORRISON
Number of stimulating shows

May

26.

Explosions, fires and other
perils don’t mean a thing to
Lizabeth Scott, currently in
“Scalpel” at Columbia.

When

told not to be afraid
during the mine disaster sequences, the gal said: “Who,
me? I toured for a season
with Olsen and Johnson in
'Hellzapoppin,’ so nothing
scares me.”

160% ‘Camera’ Gain

On 65G Bankroll

marked
drab

contrast to the generally
season.
As has

preceding

been increasingly the case in recent years, economics became a

offerings in virtually all categories.
There were few, if any, major de-

On a quality basis, the outstanding shows were “Picnic,” by William Inge; “Seven Year Itch,” by
George Axelrod; “Dial
for Murder,” by Frederick Knott; “John
Brown’s Body,” Chai’les Laughton’s
adaptation of the Stephen Vincent

M

Benet
poem,
and “Wonderful
Town,” the musical version of “My
Sister Eileen;” with book by Joseph
Fields and Jerome Chodorov, score
by Leonard Bernstein and lyrics
by Betty Comden and Adolph
Green. A late starter, “Me and
Juliet,” by Rodgers and Hammerstein, opens tomorrow (Thurs.) and
is necessarily omitted
sideration here.

Am

a

t

“Ned McCobb’s
however, doesn’t seem

Daughter,’’ vestment, or a profit of 160% for
to have the the backers.
necessary appeal to achieve the deThe
Gertrude
Macy - Walter
sired result.
Production is skill- Starcke production cost $36,323,
fully and professionally handled, plus $3,616 tryout loss. It opened
but the play was no great shakes Nov. 28, 195.1, at the Empire, N. Y.,
when it bowed on Broadway in and had a 261-performance run
1926 and it hasn’t improved any there. After laying off last summer
with age. Moreover, the passage it went on a nationwide tour with
Julie Harris in the femme lead
(Continued on page 74)
6

Gambol as Hershfield,
Waring, Lytell Preside
By JOE LAURIE, JR.

BARBARA BEL GEDDES TO
STAR

'

(Continued on page 73)

‘April’

Fades To
$56,360 Loss

“Date With April,” recent Broadway production by Kenneth Banghart and Diana Green of the
which won her stardom.
As adaptor of the play, van George Batson comedy starring
Druten shared the author royalties Constance Bennett, involved a loss
of $56,360. The show was capitalon a 60-40 basis with Christopher
ized at $40,000, plus $2, 4(^0 overwhose
“Berlin
Isherwood,
on
call,. but
Banghart put up 'an
Stories” it was based. The author
additional $10,700 and the co-proroyalty was the standard minimum
ducers are liable for the $3,260
5-7^6-10% of the gross until the
deficit.
production cost was recouped, afPlay involved $24,006 producter which it went to straight 10%.
tion
cost, added $16,520 loss on its
As director, van Druten got \Vz of
the gross until the show was in the six-week tryout v tour, plus $2,515
black, then 4%. He also got 10% expenses for laying off and preopening before its premiere April
of the profits.

Spring Gambol of the Lambs was
held in the Fold (clubhouse) Saturday night (23), one of the very few
times in the history of the Lambs
that a Gambol was ever held on a
Saturday night. Fred Waring was
the Collie. It was a sellout.
At the dinner (before the entertainment), the dais held General
IN ‘SABRINA FAIR’
James E. Doolittle, William GaxBarbara Bel Geddes will star in
ton (the Shepherd), Rube Goldberg,
Taylor
Sir
Cedric
Harry “Sabrina Fair,” Samuel
Hardwicke,
Hershfield,
Hickman, comedy to be produced in the fall
Herman
has
Actress
Fearnley.
John
by
Mayor Vincent E. Impellitteri,
Father James Keller, John Kieran, been set to play her original role
proLondon
Jack Lavalfe, Bert Lytell, Adolphe in tbe forthcoming
Menjou, Capt Eddie Rickenbacker, duction of “Moon is Blue,” but
Winthrop Rockefeller, James Sau- bowed out and Diana Lynn is taking over the assignment.
ter, and Waring.
Film version of “Sabrina,” to be
Toastmaster job was split among
Waring, Lytell and Hershfield. made this summer by Paramount,
star Audrey Hepburn, with
will
Everybody spoke, Thq. speeches
Release
were one of the highlights of the Billy Wilder directing.
the £un Of the legit profollow
will
evening, and got more belly laughs
than even the show. Every speech duction.
was above par. All paid tribute to
Gaxton, who has been ill, and
Danbury Prefers Races
wished him a speedy recovery. He
hiade a short speech of acknowlDanbury, Conn., May 26.
edgement. Sauter and Emil FriedJohn W. Leahy, owner of Danlander presented a plaque to the bury Fair, has decided against a
Lambs, via Gaxton, from the USO, repeat of last summer’s tent opfor the great work the Lambs unit erettas on his grounds this season.
of '‘Room Service” did in Korea.
After Melody Fair moved from
Louis Lurie donated $1,000 to any the site, Leahy tried his own sponcharity Gaxton would name? of sorship of musical revivals. Now
course it went to the Lambs Relief he figures venture isn't worth the
Foundation.
percentage, and will book in stock
It was after 1 a.m. when the car races at Fair Grounds this

summer.

“Illuminations,” Kirstein
told a friend last week, didn’t
go over very well with the

English when

NYCB
*

it

was performed

London

in

for them by the
last year.
And one

scene, showing the hero knocking the crowns off the heads
of a king and queen, particularly annoyed the Duchess of

Kent, who turned her back on
the ballet.

“Then why are you scheduling the ballet for Coronation
Night?” Kirstein was asked.
“The Duchess won’t be here,”
he replied.

Russo, Ellis Dicker

90G Lloyds Claim

James Russo and Michael Ellis,
A popular and commercial suc- producers of “Two’s Company,” recess, despite lack of critics’ en- cent Broadway flop, are currently
thusiasm, was scored by Sylvia Re- in the process of settling their $90,-

ard’s

Lambs’ Sellout Spring

Frederick Ashton and decor by
Cecil Beaton).

from con-

gan’s “Fifth Season.” Perhaps the
Camera,” John van most spectacular reversal of the reDruten comedy-drama which re- viewers in, many years was regiscehtly closed a season’s tour, has tered by “Wish You Were Here,”
just paid another $20,000 dividend, which built to a major smash after
bringing its total distributed profit almost unanimous pans and despite
to $103,337 to date. An additional the absence of stars. Another solid
$1,684 remains to cover contingen- smash, but with the endorsement
ganizational coffers.
(Continued on page 74)
cy expenses and for distribution, so
Limited Appeal
the ultimate payoff should reach
The initial offering, Sidney How- about $104,000 on the $65,000 in“I

Lincoln Kirstein, general director of the N. Y. City Balhas skedded three Britishtinged ballets for Coronation
Night next Tuesday (2) at City
Center, N. Y., including “Illuminations” (music by Benjamin Britten, choreography, by
let,

son of 1952-53. Particularly the improved quality of plays was in

and controversies.

Experience
Hollywood,

Lese Majeste

and a succession of lively developments marked the Broadway sea-

velopments, but the Broaway scene
had the normal succession of crises

26.

Legit activity on the Coast has
been declining steadily in recent
years, so Actors Equity has come
up with a new theatre project designed to help recreate interest in
the theatre, and provide some work
Situation has
for its members.
been aggravated in recent months
by the fact that they haven’t even
been able to pick up film chores
because the major studios are currently in the 3-Doldrums.
On paper, the theatre project
has considerable merit but the
Coast branch of the actors’ union
had better give the scheme better
Implementation if it is to succeed.
financed by a
Basically, the plan
grant of $3,000 from Equity Counof
production
the
for
calls
cil
four plays, each to be shown to Invitational audiences representing
various fraternal and charitable orSouthland.
the
in
ganizations
Equity hope is that these reps will
consider booking the plays on a
limited stand basis, paying a flat
price for each production and
using the presentation as a fundraising medium for the various or-

But Percentage of Hits Best Ever

progressively vital factor in legit.
Although there was no dramatic
masterpiece to equal “Death of a
Salesman” and no new musical, to
compare with the fabulous “South
Pacific,” the season brought notable

Equity .Theatre Project on Coast

Has Noble Aim But

73

Claim
000 claim against Lloyds.
stems from policy taken out by the
producers
indemnifying
them
against financial loss incurred by
postponement of the opening of

“Company,” resulting from inability of show’s star, Bette Davis, to
appear. Broadway opening was delayed about" 13 days, during which
time producers figured costs and
coin lost at the boxoffice came to
$90,000.
First call

company,

which

originally

creditors 10% of their total indebtedness. The proposal is being considered, but acceptance or rejection depends on the settlement
with Lloyds.

‘BAKER’S WIFE’ LEGITER

MAPPED FOR BROADWAY

15 at the Royale, N. Y. It lost $10,170 on the 13-performance BroadStage rights to “The Baker’s
way run, including $8,000 theatre Wife,”
Marcel Pagnol’s yarn which
guarantee for two weeks, and
was produced as a click French
there was $2,531 closing expense,
picture in 1940, have been acquired
plus $619 advance author royalty.
by Bruce Becker and Robert Ellis
“April” was originally given a
Miller. They plan a Broadway prostock tryout about a year ago in
duction during 1953.-54.
St.

Louis and Kansas City, and had

a strawhat tour last summer. Miss
was starred from the

Bennett
outset.

60G

“Wife,” dramatized by Pagnol
from a Jean Giono novel titled
“Jean Le Bleu,” wa$ intended as a

In figuring the number of shows,
special ventures as S. M.
Chartok's Gilbert & Sullivan company, the Jean-Louis Barrault and

Renaud troupe from
Greek National TheKatina Paxinou and
Alexis Minotis, were counted as
one each, although they were repMadeleine

Paris and the

atre, starring

ertory ventures offering several
plays each during limited engage-

ments.

Barrault-Renaud and Greek
troupes, as well as the N. Y. City
Center productions of “Love’s Labours Lost” and “Merchant of Ven-

and non-profit revival of
“Porgy and Bess,” were not included in figuring the hits and
failures, since none of them was
a commercial undertaking.
However, the City Center revival of
Shaw’s “Misalliance” was moved to
ice,”

Broadway environs for a commercial run, so it is included.
As indicated in the accompanying tabulation, 12 of the season's
productions have definitely recovered their cost and thereby rate as
hits.
Eight others are not classified, as they have not recouped
their cost but are still running
<It’s a fairly safe guess that at least
two of these are almost sure bets
to pay off, four others are moderately good prospects and two have
(Continued on page 74)

the

Guild Will Test Charge

Account Plan

‘Cuckoo’ Profit

Pittsburgh,

On 75G Investment

26.

'

subscription heads, and if successful in these two cities will be extended the year following to 19
other subscription series.
Helen Hayes, following the curtain of “Mrs. McThing” opening
Monday night (25), and Warren
Caro announced the details. Tieup
is with trip-charge, Inc., of Pittsburgh, which operates a nationwide credit service. They’ll underwrite for every subscription show
the full sum pledged by subscribers and assumes responsibility
for the collection from subscribers,
who will receive monthly bills for
tickets already received.
Plan topples the old theatrical
tradition of cash at the boxoffice.
Idea was figured worth a try because ATS plans 10 subscription
plays for next season, and Caro
pointed out that while Pittsburgh
had 5,200 subscribers to a fourplay program two years ago, there
were far fewer this year for eight
plays, and gave as the reason inability of many to shell out the
'

presentation.
Becker, for the last three years

at the Empire, N.Y., has earned world
English language film rights
about $60,000 profit on its $75,000 to “Wife.”
investment. The Arthur Laurents
slated to

Season

May

The Theatre Guild-American
Theatre Society will test ^ charge
account plan for the season subscribers in Pittsburgh and Cleveland next season. Idea, suggested
several months ago by Gabe Rubin,
of the Nixon here, and Milton
Krantz, manager of the Hanna in
Cleveland, has been okayed by

“Time of the Cuckoo,” the Rob- Joshua
Logan’s business manager, Chi
ert Whitehead-Waiter Fried proand Miller, a director with CBS
duction closing Saturday night (30)
television, have also acquired the

is

in Pitt;

Cleve. for Next

but its legit production in
France was delayed by the click of
the picture version and then by the
war. Its eoming Broadway produce
tion will thus be its first legit heavy advance payment.
play,

comedy-drama

1952-53

such*

on whatever money

loaned the duo about $27,000, took
an assignment of the claim against
Lloyds to the extent' of their indebtedness, which now comes to
about $15,000. Following Warners
is the U. S. Treasury Dept., with a
preferred claim of $35,000.
Remaining coin will then go to the
general creditors, who are owed in
excess of $125,000. Russo & Ellis
have offered to pay the general

of

cially.

they receive goes to Warner Bros.

Film

season

reached a new low in number of
productions, but was one of the
best ever in proportion of hits. The
season brought a total of 54 entries,
with an indication that the clicks
will come to more than a third of
that number.
So it tended to be
a rough season as regards employment, but a profitable one finan-

go on

tour next fall, with another star
succeeding Shirley Booth.
an accounting
According to
through May 2, the show had
earned $54,246 operating profit, including $5,326 netted on its tryout
tour. The distributed profit is $30,000 thus far, and there was $12,289
in bonds and deposits, $10,000 cash
reserve and $1,957 balance. The
production, cost $41,973*

Clinton’s

10-Wk Season

Lewis Harmon will begin a 10-

week summer season

at his Clin-

ton (Conn.) Playhouse June 29. His
co-producer wife, Charlotte Harmon, will be resident director and
Paul Winston has been set as designer.

Productions will include “Mister
Roberts” and a few musicals. Barn
employs a star system.

Broker Sues Shuberis

On

Tix ‘Monopoly’ Claim
Chicago, May 26.

Ben Mandel, former Loop

ticket

broker, filed suit in Chi Federal
District Court yesterday (Mon.) for
$120,000 triple damages against
Select Lake City Theatre Operating
Co.; Barnes Ticket Service, Inc.,
and Florence M. Barnes.
He charges that Select, owned by
J. Jt Shubert, put him out of business by allotting tickets only to
the Barnes agency, creating it
monopoly and violating the antitrust laws.

WeAwsiif, May 27, I9$3

Legit
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CTen Shaws -Misaluto fb recently opened
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have
benefited from tfee
offize there . . . Mary Drfl Roberts, profit.
“Siaggie.” and a critical beating for management to take the show
*““3^ comenm.
.iKgfsue lead the
two seasons
“MiMoaairess,- tfee
the Katharine t&rSpies: “Buttrio Square”
across the state line. Authorities in
wrefife Tfeeafire
^£ft Iasi veet p Hepbcsm-starring production of an
Revivals had relatively rough go- Boston and Chicago indicated tfeat |
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*-i
“Porgy and Bess” their original taboo of “Children's
.
tfels season.
h
Pinafcer on its London ran before,
»
press aSd has done! Hoar” stai applies.
a
ness manager Roy SamSy®, also
Eqiity Project
:reai^nBg New York,
York, where ^ ;
exStsd the spot ... Lewis Harmon,
Blacklisting of individuals be-'
^efty business, but such straight
associate to pres&agent PM1 Bloom,
reincarnations as “Sacred cause of alleged political aHiiiaC«atu»»i frtia pose 13
I*12 ?
wiM be to charge of tfee office while
Flame/' S. KL Charfock's latest; tion or sympathy was the subject;; of tfee years has given a touch of
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Sullivan venture, “CM1- of growing discussion during tfee f unreality to tfee yam about the
^
Dallas and tfee Coast, starting June l^iftattoffb^remaldBgab.o.j
Bat" “Room season, but bas not yet involved Yankee housewife who struggles
HolJr »
7. Meanwhile, Charlotte Harmos click on Broaaway.
Service,” ‘On Borrowed Time” and any overt situation. Several m- against a wealthy husband and a
wiM ready plans for the coming More HRs
“Misalliance” had boxoffices re- sistances of reported attempts in rum-tunning brother-in-law.
sfirawfeaft
season aft tfee Ototon r
Love off Four Colonels”' got into spouses varying from mild to bra- that direction were avoided. Mean- 1 Something more in tfee comedic
i Conn.B Playhouse, which
she and
raves
in while. Actors Equity and* the line, or perhaps a chiller, might
the black during its Broadway run. tel r despite critical
h*r feusfeand operate.
League " of N.Y. .Theatres have have set a better pace for the projassa-from feat had several losing weeks and some instances.
Bob L. Roberts,
Joined
condemning blacklisting ect and probably elicited greater
was
tfee
to
red
again
when
it
eximporIt was a good season for
» »»«» Carter, Jr,
Arthur WiHizm
with
wstua onur
^ ^
“®“- town. However, it rates as a tations, tfee leading items being l OQ pnocipSe and the union bas a response from tfee local citizens
plans a Broadway produefiictt
conumttee
actively working on tfee who rep tfee various organizations
"Deep
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Sea”
had
sm
al
l
a
fatiP
“Dial
for Murder/' “Millionairof “Black Candle,” fey Lea
Freeman. Tfee project is budgeted profit when it closed on Broadway. ess,” “Love of Four Colonels” and subject. ~
that might be interested.
As it
_
Booking Problem
Leo Erode, tfee sign [ altfeough tfeat may have been just “Deep Blue Sea” (all from Lonaft ^10.000
slands, this “Daughter” is a trifle
about
wiped
on
out
its
legit,
unsuccessful
rf OQ n
painting
firm
for
Broadway
to
There
were,
slow
Angels”
Paris).
too
talky
a
trifle
too
as always, periodic
and
antf “Mv 3
_
.
_
_
wants to _make it clear that tfee tour. It also goes info tfee click On tfee other hand. “Seagulls Over reports of “booking jams’* due to intrigue many people. Too. tfee
re^nt retirenimrt off Arthur Rosea- L column. “Time Out for Ginger” Sorrento” (London) and “Mr. Pick-’ an alleged “theatre shortage” In direction by Thomas Browne Henry
fold, the vet display feme mo, has just gotten into tfee black, and
wid^* i American-authored. Lon- at least two Instances some skews is frequently on tfee tableaux side.
K c€,ntill5sfnS.
were
casualties: were actually forced to stay out erf
don-produced)
Casf. however, is Srstrafie. and if
rin^nglnb^^eS^ ''stage MaS4&:e °^ er hits, “Wish You. “Colonels” won tfee Critics Circle town because no suitable houses; one of tfee purposes of the project
ag“cs Clssb will toss VcocMail party
were
ere
Here”
available,
already
play
of
nomination
best
foreign
as
and
represents
is
a
to
to' prove tfeat there are many
another
case
for members, friends and associates \
a management delayed the start of competent actors in these parts.
tomorrow (jThurs.) at the American f sizable net and is piling up further r tfee season.
rebearsals
Profits,
and
“Dial
Co-ppod
action
until
for
Setups
a
Murder/'
tfeeatre
the
project bas succeeded admircontract
N.
Academy of Dramatic Arts,
Y.
The emphasis on economics was was signed. But for most of tfee ably. Julie Mitcham is fine as tfee
Maynard Morris, of Music Corp. “Seven Year Itch” and “Fifth Seaof America's legit department, j.son” are already substantial money- evidenced principally,- perhaps, by season there were considerably femme lead and there are good
planed last week for three weeks makers and due for- plenty addi- the spread of co-production setups more available theatres than tfeere performances from Norman Budd,
to London. Vienna and Salzburg. tional pet.
And to the not-yet- in the presentation of new shows. were plays, so some of tfee less de- Erie Hodgms. Clarence. Straight,
K. Richard Nash
Nash's
^Serond Best definite category, “\Y o n d e r f u 1 With available financing growing sirable houses remained dark for William F Green and Elizabeth
s “Second
. .. 3SL
Bed/' wMefe will feave^ts European Town” may prove a bonanza.
steadily more scarce, only the most extended periods.
Root « Arlington).
Early curtain Monday nights, a!
When originally presented on
It's too early to teH aboot “Can- strongly entrenched managements
Art^T^fS?
\
” and. of course, “Me- and %nth tee record of recent successes nostrum advocated increasingly to Broadway, incidentally, it starred
Can
did roSck fold
oSallv
Jtdiet ” ifce neW'Rodgers-Hammer- were generally able to raise neces- recent years, received a partial test Claire Eames (Mrs. Howard), Acpresented on Broadway m. lSS . .
company TTPanagAr frvtog Becker [ stein musical opening tomorrow sarF Production coin. As a' result. on Broadway during the season, fred Lnnt, Edward G- Robinson
mos* managements had to bring to but was finally dropped by every and Margato GiMmorev
Kap.
Is a patient to University Hospital, j night (TbursX
Sharp drop to the number of outside individuals with access to management. On tfee strength of its [
N. Y.. convalescing from a recent
new bankrolls. There was prob-| success nightly to London, the deoperation.
1 productions, despite the increase to
n
2 higher ratio of co-producer vice was figured to be an attend- K
Two more Metro contractees. f hits, is figured due primarily to two
(,
;
ance-stimulant for New York, parJames Whitmore and Carleton interrelated factors. One is the se* uPS than ever before.
.
’
-^or once, there were no ticket ticularly with
Carpenter, checked off tfee Holly- still-rising cost of production and'
suburban patrons,
on Broadway, but a flurry l However,' its trial as a Monday
wood M, heading for the N. Y. operation and the other is the
stage. Whitmore, recently to the, shortage of available financing occa^re<i
circles when it ‘night feature was never extended,
Kansas City, May 2fi.
pcc, ‘‘Kiss Me Kate,” is tentatively which reached an aente
Starlight Theatre backstage imstage dor- ^f€came known a couple of months to ail shows and was given only a
cast to an untitl«l comedy
to be l ing the
ago
*****
***
e
League
—
-«-» N.Y. Theaof
limited
—
time
***'~
season.
Jvcuvui.
a-'j^rx.^w
nt
^3i
to
iv
prove
There
AUC1 CT dppCdl
c itself. Also. provements for the new season
appeared
*
#1*"
m
CU
this autumn 60
had
ad .Q«i«tly
Q^tly hired a private [there
there was some feeling that Mon-!
6o *» 3«*s*
many likely play andi
Mon- were completed last week with
and tres ^
“*vestigative
investigative
agency
to
dig
day
for
®*«sical
«sical scripts around as in former
was not the ideal night for tfee finishing of
of the scenic painting and
SLriJSrl
r
y6ffr?*
Con311 unprecedented pro- eYj?ence against brokers and box- .early ring-up. In any case, several property storage buildingGlenn Diass. cbmnlettof a vearis^
employees. What especially managements went back to the struction gives the Starlight a com03
011 ,°* announced productions
run with “Stalac IT" in * * and ! P
««
AAVkYfl
C«
^A
^
CT 03 Dll Ml f
no brokers
Kw\Va^C about
^l"Y/lir¥f i'L A
« nt, n Jate t ^
u
«
2
th^
could
the
regular
sitnot
cover,
be
schedule
financed
as soon as at- piete assembly line under*
and never acon tour, off to Europe yesterday |
uation was^ that the probe was tendance took the pre-Christmas with technical crews enabled to
(Tues.i for a five-month stay . . - tually reached the Jboards.
financed with funds collected by slump, and the others . soon fol-i turn out sets without loss of time
Maxim KeRy/ director of publicity
for Malcolm Atterborjr’s stock
Exeter Productions, Inc,, has the League from the agencies lowed. The whole idea is now sp- due to inclement weather. It's bese es’
parently cold.
company in Albany the past season, been chartered to conduct a theat*
lieved to be the first outdoor tbeI
*
The season was notable for the;
The tendency to boost admission: atre to have Its entire backstays®
directed the musical, “By Ginger,” |rical business to New York. Bipresented
by the Catholic
WIWftVMV Youth
—
A
rectors are Albert I. Da Silva, Dee absence of any violent outburst | prices continued during the season. facilities under cover,
JT
Organization of Schenectady at the | Moselle and Sylvia Schulman. against the critics, at least to New In general, this took the form pf a
Starlight opens tfee 10-show oufcj
Erie Theatre, this week <25-271.
| Howard
E. Reinheimer was filing Tork. .However, the Shuberts tor, $7.20 top nightly for miKjratc and door season June 22 to Swope
After a one-week postponement, attorney.
more exactly, J. J. Shubert) took a
top Friday and Saturday y Park with. ‘Studeni Frioct.”
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Curretf Stock Bilk

Help 3 Chi Shows;

(May

25-Jtcue

Sot
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£l«s»om Time—Paper Mill. Mil-

NJ.

burn,

‘Joey $26,800 For
—
Chicago, May 20Con.ve®ttH3®€crs helped theatre _

(it

Candida

“Faces’ $27,0

(i25-30>.

(Johnny

i

business generally, spreading It \ TJanaiia* Ifcl fa*
1 flfi
<fd£,IUU
V?
around the three attractions. What
isn’t going into the musicals is go- f
nr i
Ol •
rOF
iHSCd
tog into the rowdy “Maid of the
Ozarks," “New Faces'* is palling
San Francisco , May 26.
2
>vm its top price to be In line with
down
All local bit still in slump,
>al Joey,” which bears a $5 top.
‘"Pal
slump but
xop joanana
«ew races,
Faces,” “Top
the case of “New
Banana” steppeo.
stepped Up
As in me
AS
up a bit for
critics went overboard again with [ its second week: at the Curran.
“Pal Joey" without many reserva-f
Estimate for Last Week

‘Wonderful’ $55,200 Gross Tops Town,

t29*

—

—Quarterdeck, Atlantic
aper
—
Milhuro,
N-J^jT?}

more

j,

P

,

Country Girl
Arena Stage,
Washington 125-7*.
Gramercy Ghost (Ethel Barry-

f

Zl

—

Stewart?

Dobbs Ferry cN.Yj Playhouse
31).

.

City

Coltf

((25-30K-

Broadway had a boxoffice Barry (48th wk) *MC-$7^0; 1.400; $52*
week. Reversing the recent sea- 080).
Almost $42,700 ^previous
son downtrend, attendance perked week. $39J2C0).
all
week
and
even
sidestepped
the
Wonderful
Town, Winter Gar*
Strike a Mateli c June Havoc?
weekend slump normal lately. Vir- den 13th wk» <MC~$7J2Q; 1.510;
Bermudian, Hamilton o26-3I>.
tually all shows improved, some $54,173* o Rosalind Russell). With
as much as $3,500 over the previous theatre parties over, the gross
week's receipts. Business is gen- went to nearly $55,200 previous
lions.
Top x>aaina,
Banana, *_arran
Curran »za
(2d WE>
wk) *MXI6
far
VSTtvth:
erally due to decline, however, week. $54 .800
1,775* (Phil Silvers, Kaye
N-80;
until
the traditional upturn in midOPENING THIS WEEK
3
, n * 3d Ballard, Joey Faye, Judy Lynn .
Mali °Lthe
August.
Me and Juliet, Majestic *MC000.^ 5^9;f°r-<Hle Good 532.100. Ends local ran
t»
.V
$720;
1.510; $58,000''. New musi“Can-Can.”
an
advance
sellout,
trade still brisk with $12,000.
Saturday #30>.
again registered the capacity figure, cal. co-authored and co-produced
New Faces of 1952, Great Northby
Richard
Rodgers and Oscar
subject
to
theatre
party
commisera *3d wk) ($6.18; 1.500L Convex
y
sions. Other entries going clean Hammerstem 2d, one ns tomorrow
here
bri8
”16
!

W66&

Mill,

;

Nina—Arena,

i

m

Rochester

?

last

25-30*.
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“ TWO-TENT SETUP FOR

were “Picnic.” “Seven Year Itch"
Lcs Angeles, May
and “Wonderful Town,” the latter
mjr CTD IWI1IT I DEI _ Biltmore is dark this week, 26,
Pal Joey, Shuhert f$5; 2,100* j
leav- reaching approximate maximum
(Harold Lang). First sir performLiH
CHI ulliAWIlAI AREA' ing the local legit field to *‘Ca- receipts with the end of party
hefty
drew
a
brought
rousel,”
$26^00;
in _ its final week at the
ances
oa
{
cm**** May 26.
bookings, thereby being the town's
Chicago,
Philharmonic Auditorium, and top grosser again. However,
unanimously enthusiastic notices \ _ , _
“Me
Rogers; producer
prodneK of
ot High-!
High- “Hard to be a Jew,"
(Claudia Cassidy. Tribtme; Roger', Herb Rogers,
which con- and Juliet,” opening tomorrow
Dettmer, American Sydney J. Har- Jand Park's Tenthouse Theatre, last timies at Maurice Schwartz's Civic night ftThursA will become the top
week
announced
plans
opening
Kng
an
for
SunHerman
Playhouse.
News;
Biltmore relights next t biz-getter with a capacity over
f
a second strawhat tent, this to be jreek with “Top Banana.”
*
Times)..
Times*.
$58,000 and an advance sellout
—
loeated on the far south side in the
Estimates for Last Week
There were no closings last week,
heart of Park Forest. New theatre
Carousel, Philharmonic Aud 3d but next weekend brings the de;
I/*
f
is scheduled to open June 23 with
•
rfl
( J
wk* ('2,670; $4.80'. Moved up again parture of “Children's Hour.”
-o
“Three Men on a Horse," with to 5^.800. Finales this week.
1 11 lip |
Xl|| iff
“Evening with Beatrice Lillie."
f
_
«/UlXvl>
Y*Vj* l.£jy
I Michael Ferall directing*
Hard to be
Civic Play- “Moon Is Blue'* and '"rime of the
The Park Forest Theatre will house *lth wk’' a Jew.
Cuckoo.”
K
$3.60
Another
376;
j
*/* f f*
£TY
Esthaates for Last Week
If 1 [ seat 700 persons And will alternate profitable $2,600.
|/1|’|
If its productions with the sister TentKeys: C -fComedyi, D t Drama >
I liritlf LFTVIj
flU
Point
of
No
Return,
i3d
Biltmore
1 UvlIXv
house, situated on the far north wkt
* Comedy-Drama *
CD
R t Revue t
1,636; $4.8©>. Up to $29.000
side in Highland Park. Each play for the four finale,
« Mugiving it $82,- MC i Musical Comedy*,
Boston, May 26.
will run two weeks; one at each 2G0 for three weeks and
sical Drama*, O « Opera F.
an ope ratgfimr erstein theatre, beginninig at the Tent- mg profit of
“Rodgers &
Other parenthetic designations
$11,000.
Week,’’ so proclaimed by Governor house and rotating to Park Forest.
refer, respectively, to top prices;
Herfer and Hub’s Mayor Hynes,.
number of seats, capacity gross
Equity group thatbeen toand stars. Price .includes 2© c’c
vrss a terrific success, with the col- gather for six years at Highland
amusement tex^ but grosses are
jaimraung dno s two entires, “Me Park
Nahs ?38,600 In
now
net; ie., exclusive of ter.
«“ ii » beaded by Barney
Hng&ra
bert and South. Pacific” in return _
j rj,.
ctantwmr and
0 0n Stenborg,
Porijaod, Tacoma Week! Can-Can, Shubert *3d wk? (>MCd Helen
ifee sec- I
engagement at the Opera Honse.
$720; 1,361; $50,160'. Again got
Marian Walters.
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Philadelphia. Blay 26.
Favorable, reviews, plus Theatre
Guild-American Theatre Society
subscription fplay is 12th and last
in Guild 1952-53 series here),
helped "The Love of Four Colo*
nets* to a satisfactory first week
at the Forrest.
No further attractions are skedded u nti l June 8, when “Carnival
In Flanders'* comes into the Forrest for a three-and-a-fcalf week
shakedown run preparatory to its
summer stand on the Coast.
Estimate for Last Week
The Love of Four Colonels; For-
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1.760;

$455) tRex

UUi Palmer). New York
prizewinner didn’t start
<"
n
any dancing in streets here, but
party commissions.
|
Children's Hoar, Coronet 623d marquee strength enough to pull
I
wk* fcB-$4-80; 1.027; $27,378 «. Nearly in nice $22,000.
~
$9,&X>
on twofers ^previous week,
|
Me and Joliriy Shuhert (3d wk)
$9 .800i; closing' next Saturday
Cootmued
Cob
traced frost page
T2
pare It
ances
Thursday
through
Saturday
?30>.
night
1,700?.
New
house
record
($6;
.
BIfi $42,000
and. Marian Russell will appear $21-23? here at the Civic AudiCrucible, Beck ?18th wk> T>-S&again. $46,712. House is dark.
South Pacific, Opera House (1st with the resident company for forium. First musical to appear $4.80; 1^14; $31.000x. Over $15,700
1ST
wk* *$4.80; 2^900). Although there \ their second season. Philip Robin- here since last winter stayed on on twofers previous week, $14,- [
through tonight tTuesA The 4,506- 200 effective this week, the manwas no performance Thursday 021*. son will direct the presentations.
Detroit, May 26.
V seat house was scaled at $4.80.
agement is cutting the Fridaydrre to previous' house commit-!
“South Pacific,” starring Janet
meni. returnee was sold out bal-j
mens,
‘Kentuckian* Bow
‘KentncldaaP
In Tacoma, earlier in the week, Saturday night top from $6 to Blair and Webb Tilton, grossed a
Boir
|
show did $13,000 in four, for total $4.80, reducing the potential gross big $42,080 in the first of a nine[
capacity to about $28,000.
of $38,600 on the week.
week run at the 2,050-seat Shubert.
Dial
for Murder, Plymouth
A tremendous mailt order adKentuckian," with music by Nor30th wki tD-$4-80; 1.062; $29^15' vance over $200,000 assures virtual
Jorio,
naan
will
presented
DeRo
be
Igl ff
DJTT ADDA
Evans n. Almost $27,600 capacity for all evening performc Maurice
ril 1 nAJuA ALilT I IT I ill at the Iroquois Amphitheatre June Tester’ $14,400, M’w’kee previous week, $26^00".
ances. Only tickets left are for
Evening with Beatrice Lillie, matinees and a few second balcony
Milwaukee, May 2(£.
THIS
“Fourposter/ with Jessica Tandy Booth (34th wkJ* (fR-$6; 739; $20,- seats. Show received rave notices
under Norris Houghton’s diree- and Hume Cronyn costarred, 284? o Beatrice Lillies. Nearly $19,- from all critics.
^
Pittsburgh, May 26.
grossed a profitable $14,000 last 100 {previous week, $I8200<'; closPittsburgh district will have
ing next Saturday night «30*.
Moritz Bombard will bandT^ the
at the Davidson here,
more strawhats than ever before nmsical direction. Choreography week
Fifth Season, Cort (13th wk} fCJan de Hartog comedy winds up
tiiis season.
Latest to announce
Robert Herget and sefc- its tour this week in Washington, $480; 1,056; $25277? CMenasha ‘McT&ing’ Hefty
pians is the Sheffield Towers, near
Sknlnik, Richard Whorf>. Almost
and costumes by Alvin Colt.
Aliqnippa, about 20 miles from
$24,600 (previous week. $25.1O0J>.
For
Cox Record
Gays and Dolls, 46th St. ^ 131st
here
ini be direrfed by Hanrey
LamierfriRe’* ‘HaiSte’
Cincinnati, May 26.
Got
$43^04).
4MC-36.50:
1319;
wk)
Jorsk, graduating from Carnegie
,.p
Hattie ” wsm
with Betty Rinatue
Helen
Panama
Hayes
in
“airs.
McThing"
$29,400v;
-week.
$33,100 previous
Tech Drama School next month/,
the lead role, will be put on
ley
„
i
vacating town June 27 for engage- racked up a hefty $22,000 and
C«ati&aed Xroxa pace 73
563500
several
season
records
for the
at SL John Terrell*; Music Circus.
Washington,
National
ment at the
UOO-seit Cox ^in dropping the
Lambertvilie. N. J., June 16-21. [ show started upstairs in the thca- but resumes here Aag. 10.
_ y- curtain
last
week
on
Cmcjr's
legit
seaband
minstrels
and
its
fifth
with
the
begins
Ire,
Hellinger
"15th
wk*
Flagg,
tent
Hazel
New ^«rsey
l
Smithy's nitery,
marching down the aisle to the] <MC-$720; 1.527; $53,000) ‘Helen schedule. Top was $421. Humidity
'Sweethearts.”
jn^ 5
and
a
tornado
alert
Friday
night
Benay
Mitchell.
Thomas
Gallagher,
O^r^aettoor , haffered stage.
«22> were no b.o. aids.
c
“Minstrels of *53/ using the Yenuta. John Howard, Jack WhitBesides breaking the Wednesday
|
aSI Waring organization of over 60 asj ing). Over $35,900 again.
matinee
and equaling the Saturday
King and I, St. James 113th wk»
Jfl^h/'GenUemen Prefer Blondes.” John the “Circle” and orchestra, with ^MC-$720;
matinee
marks, the comedy topped
$51.717v
^Alfred
1^71;
Tyers and bis wife Helena BSiss f
biz
all
of
other shows in the Cox
(7,!„
Over $41200 ^previous
^Hbam Perm venture
d “Nor- [ members of the Lambs added, did Drake?.
except
"Fourposter”
during New
a
week.
$41,100t
^
Year's
week.
oldas
entertainment
an
two-hour
a
Barrymore ffl4th
MisaHiamce,
Mountain Playhouse, at Jenners________
5 time minstrel show without inter-!
Over
$24,996).
wk>
1.060;
#C-$3;
iO-yVn, which opeod Saturday (235
.
Interlocutors were Jerry $12,700 on twofers (previous week.
I mission.
C&hzsxzt Lineup
with “Moon Is Blue,” has rot its
f
I Bergen,
Conrad Nagel, $12,700).
Lytell,
remaining plays up through end of
Current Road Shows
Julius Rudel, of the N. Y. City
Thomas Mitchell
Moon Is Bine, Miller 1116th wk?
August, \pilte Barn tees off June i Opera Co., will be musical direc- Waiter Greaza,
Ofay 25-June 6)
521,586s
Donald
6 v«iih “Jane,” and will do “Moon tor at the South Shore Music Cir- and Waring. End men were Joe E. (C-$4JK): 920 ;
Brown, Buss Brown, Bobby Clark, Cook, Biff McGuire, Janet Riley).
Is Blue,” “Mister Roberts,” “Af- Ileus, Cohassei, Mass^ this summer,
Fonrposter
« Jessica Tandy. Hume
(previous
twofers
Nearly
$8,100
on
Hall, Bert Lahr, Harry Mcfairs of State,” *Tb 4 n J -angmagi^** Pfann Busch will be director and f Cliff,
y
week, $7,500?; closing next Satur- Cronyn I National, Wash, *25-30)
[
a naging Naughton, Harry Miller. Jack Pearl, day night $30).
“Bernardiiie” mrf “Our Hearts! Steve Slane associate
closing}.
Jack WMting and Eddie Miller.
V* ere
Young and Gay,” ayn^ g [ director a™T general manager. “Mu- [Specialties
My 3 Angels, Morosco (flth wk) Good NIte, Ladies Royal Alex*
were by Ed and Harry
andra. Toronto t25-30)f;
Savoy,
others.
K sic in the Air,” with Brenda' Lewis
Dave Apollon, Joe Calvin, «C-$6-$4-80; 1.012; $26,000). Over
tMQler,
—
in the lead role, will be the Inaug- Bin Holbrook, Lou Wills, Jr., Joe $22,400 (previous week. $21,300); Hamilton, Ont. «15L
f
Doffs
Guys
and
And.,
Portland
Marshall
the
managethis
effective
David
week,
22.
1 mal bill June
iSodja, Bergen, and a bit of nos- ment is eliminating the $6 top Fri- M25-26&; Community, Berkeley ^2315 maE3*in®
iftalgia was brought in by Dave day
St Loois
Opera To
and Saturday nights and using i 30P; Geary, S. F.
Mallen and George M. Cohan, Jr.
Love of Four Colonels *Rex HarOther musicals slated for presen- doing a song, “His Name is My a straight $489 too all week: do- [ risen. Ulli Palmer! Forrest, Phil*
C£T
Sfnrf
T
tential
gross capacity will be $24.Otan
“Gentlemen Prefer
tation
are
»i25-30> ^closing},
Hy
liNazne and My Name is His Name,” 252.
“GM
‘Tfri&toon;*
Maid in the Ozarks
Selwyn,
St Louis, May 26. ITBIana*?
which Cohan, Sr. and Cohan, Jr.
Picnic. Music Box C13th wk) f
Kate/
Me
Crazy,”
With the 1953 season of the I
years ago at a benefit. cCD-$6-$4.80; 1.012; $27300- Over Chi *25-6}.
,
Me [didIt many
New Mck^
Mrs. McTfaing < Helen Hayes}—
Municipal Theatre Assn, in the I Sing.
was a great night for the $28,000 (previous week, $27^00).
and
Up
Forest Park Playhouse skedded to Madam.
Forty and Bess, Ziegfeld dith Nixon. Pitt. (25-30) ^ closing).
guests and members, and they hung
New Faces Great Northern, Chi
tee off Jnne 4 with an 11-night ,/Show Boat” AR iffodncboM wiR on to the very, very “arty” program wk> <0-$6; 1.628; $48,244 ». Over
presentatloe of “Op In Central run for one **ek except fas [to take borne so they would never $31,100, exclusive of tax, which the *25-6).
Pal Joey ^Harold Lang) Shu*
!
''previous
management
retains
Park.” the organization has a rec- "Kate,” which is slated for a
forget another great Gambol of the
bert, Chi 125-6).
week, $33,400?.
©rd nestegg of $156^00 undei>^ night.
Landis.
_
South Pacific ^Martha Wright,
(27th
Seven
Year
Itch,
Fulton
T tnmwx
written by 1,364 guarantors, who
Opera House,
wk) «C-$6-$480; 1.063; $24,400) George Britton!
V5iH be repaid from receipts- Their
s.
Tom
Ewell
('previ- Boston 25-6).
Over
$24,700
Previous high of
South Pacific « Janet Blair, Webb
Sto "Ladies* $7,800, Toronto ous week, $24,700):
I»t J«ar by
15
Time of the Cuckoo, Empire TiMoni! Shubert, Detroit <25-6).
Toronto, May 26.
'
With warm weather denting, and t32d wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $25.- i Top Banana tPhil Silvers) CurIn
la the 3«- !
the twofer market pretty well 056) (Shirley Booth). Almost S18.- t ran, S. F. ^25-30); Biltmore, L. A.
ear
»1-6L
of-the organizatioa
t
cfaroiine Fisher Rafhbone, her drained. “Good Nile Ladies" dipped 700 (previous week. $16^00^: clos+,
nas the
guarantor** fund ever been Jft)4her Richard Usher and her to $4.%00 on Its fourth stanza. ing next Saturday night (30k
tapped. In ISIS, torrential rains t
Astrid Yaznay, Met Opera id*
Ttrae Chat for Ginger, Lyceum
Bathbcme. are the Saturday night, however, was a]
btabairK^
f25th wk? (C-S4.80; 995; $22845^ prano. sailed Friday <22! for
2^sed the fhnd to be tapped for ^corporators. Flifaer finds time sellout.
530.000, but tbiy was repaid the to function as assistant director of
Royal Alexandra «l,525-se4ter? (Melvyn Douglas). Nearly $13:500 rope, to appear for the third kk>
cessive summer at the Bayreuth
tollowing year. In IS30 another Jack Benny and Burns Sc AHca TV was sealed at $3.50 top, for 40£e> IpredoiK week. $13300).
Wid You Were Here, Imperial Festival.
twofer sale.
t«>ych was made,
shows.
eaeb palling smash biz. Latter, in
for five weeks, constitutes the lone
Hub legit fare until strawhatters
reopen in late June,
Estimates for Last Week
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(mother and Natalie Schaefer as{
fssdteee* spinster, and both*
stressed their dramatic Tallies well.
iita Chase, who appeared in a
lesser rote when Barry's “The AniLmal Kingdom” objected at the Em-
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rooster in Bnstandfc
to rise front its mhbte^ P poses as a,”
on harsebaek for *
demise will leave N. Y. with “Chantecter
_ late
as a Hoosier f
Are,
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“Joan
showplaces0,
awr 29 regular legtt
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{Georgia Burke as Maria, William
Veasy as the undertaker,, and
j
(4CTH STREET, N. YJ
0 ^*
Despite
its two and a haK years' | Sketch as the lawyer Frarier?
^the fS
nm and wholesale cast ^changes.
Considering that the production
S,JEr and the drama
^
Jack Pulaski?
EJ*“
still stacks up celebrates its first anniversary this
Gnys «*
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job Bpbert Breen has
«? exceltent
!L2»..in most instances
.
age. I ^tmally inferior
director.
<jone
Vene.
of - to the
Chase,
atfcM
Miss
-eg* *^4
_ zestful troupe that bowled
in
love-and-frustratten-wraclced l Q^r the first-nighf audience Nov.
Broadway at its peak
fcaeaes.
1
jx.
ot
Ciiy
.
..
.
‘‘artist was still “good,” but a good 24, 195G.
But, perhaps partly betoe *2Qs totaled 74 legitersi
^Ea-^enKwawa
tcev commemorated
Bjqtb Notes
As
As. they
deal of her fire was stolen by young cause the Frank LoesserJo SweriLeoa Lowenstein, new possessor
scattering of th«e treasures,
*
Leslies
jfing-Abe Burrows musical ts so
^Tfce Moon Is Blue^” with Jackie
of the historic sate at 49th SL and
_
ANTAs
star
any
Cooper and Peggy Ann Gamer
The performer who deservedly clearly not a vehicle for
Broadway, is giving the rugSr seats
J
mothem
Netted
and
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a
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stars,
or
will
Empire
starred,
be
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opening
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acri^ fee Etapane «7ilS<y<* OlW Waters, reprising
: the
Savoy Theatre, Asbrny Park,
the role of Hagar well
gift to Babert Porterfield, operator
dulled r x. J., June 29. Play, with the same
consoled ter iost^ped i
of tfc* Barter THeaSro- fa Ab^S;;
don, Va. Tfe«e an attempt wisd telgm
be made to recreate the asm ad Cosmeaia

n>;.Mu

Empire wxs
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the course of her entire evenings
ws^Ston^ *fine ^a single theme
F*rkaS&
and Bi&ss
or flavor in such 20th season June 20 with M GentSethen
2?* Washingtons
Her one 5
S
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as does this adapts- men Prefer Blondes”
perfect detail
oa that hang
A new editi» province of
Charlotte
^ory of Ctorlotte j tion
this ‘lowdown
’logdown story
Damoo Bonyon laale.and | tion of “Two for the Money.” Jiafed
Mis
t;on of Damo
et&eial Baffin
ir SSisr-ai
S3hbv—aa ethereal
tbJfatS
QMted tins
on
indtEmpire
the
opened
every
at
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Virtually
characters.
for
Broadway
in
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a
by Edward
Cteire,
Ida
»«* sm9 F.’c'»*r-se made as he ««mir
Burke a
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The -situations are true jahd Lee Paquet are writing the
troupers Seems to have deepened cence.
neerfe^ at the heavens, a ^
"
Zi life.
adventaace of
baaigafea
Kunyon and trae theatrical com- f mqsfc. while Taaha KiietSe^ is
viihtke Jyears.
gay Dor^y »?LSv
arge5y top hat. evening gown
.
_
contributing additional music
5 e dy, and both the music and lyncs
When she had finished^ taldng art^ virtuoso creations. “Guys and Lyrics
aasfc, a me-odramatiG Otis
and ermine wrap theatrical audiare being penned by Paqaet
with go.d-u.eaded case assd flow- er:.:e cheered wildly, as they did
Dolls” remains one of the genuine and Gerald Lieb, who are also doxng cape acd mci^taches—au
gjjj.
every utterance they Waters retoritfed to the Sage with Qt^erpieces of musical comedy siing the sketches and blackouts
Brandon de WSde. specteried as ! history.
be resumed to the original ssb- he3rd
H jght_
Production is scheduled to begin its
“Member Of The Wedding, | iva Withers, successor to Vivian summer tour at the Beach Playjects or their heirs.
‘Cwckso* As Starter
joined him in crooning the Blaine as Miss Adelaide, is excel- house. Old Orchard Beach,
However. the oil canvas of Les~
e<yg.* proceeding began with the
l5 Wrtaraind
dehooameDy blond cauch-iHized Shlriev Booth playing duet. “His Eye Is On The Spar- lent. Although she lacks some of| The Clinton (Conn.) Playhouse
Howard,
lie
all quite touching the sweetness and guilelessness of wifi present the Milton Lyon prorow.”
It
was
with Ms hand thrust into Ja£s-’ ^ «,«„•
th*octxsmnt
*“
^ *'”
**
<la Ifi!/?/. -vim ^nntmail 4Ifo
har n«w^wv»c«np hrniiohi' tn thf* Hnf-Hnn rtf “ Annie Ccf
douMe-treasted Jacket, will go to
ol^the Young de Wilde also assumed the 1 her predecessor brought to the | duction of “Annie Get YOUT Rim
the artist. Nckoli Srhatter.itein. He ^ rvrVr*» " WasiZmer had she and “ role of Oliver in “OMver Twist,” role, she socks over^the numbers g which is being booked for the silo
precision
’
nnemng
circuit
by
the
Wniiam
jast as
Morris ofTrill lead ft to Gilbert MHter. rriso h
iTthe- .rinetora bat thoasb he was effecBve, the wifti perhaps,
ecen more impact, fice. . Arienejramas, Grace KeDy
will dftphry ft at the Henry MiEer
jw,n i feet that he has pat on weight re- 1 ?ad
Joan
e mgir azrnivng gg,
Jullc Oshins is also satisfactory as y and Joseph Wiseman will appear
amutahiiitv
Theatre
as
the
LonSt3Se
He I at the Playhouse In the Park, PMlaharried Nathan Detroit.
The ee’ehrzted sketch^ and
A
Ctar
Club, .strolled on as ^ay don starveling. A^fAprez
antbority deiphia, this summer. . The Grand
may
SQme
a magnificently
Stage manager. Pretending -to fell ence DsrwenL
drive Sam Levene gave to the j Island <N.YJ Playhouse will begin
lobby
etudin^^,
a result of having been dasr^gitabte bundle of ra^s, was pax^ but he rightly accents the its sixth season June 23 with
ss t£Q
«««-*-“ J =intensity
“*
s‘
her p^^ &omJ'The Prodigal
Bestaurant superb as Fagm in the mock pick- seriousness and
of* the “Mister Roberts.” Edgar
ag
band fi!9I4>>, a^thanne ComeU
formerly of the Fordham IT. Tfeeaf
character.
he was aroused, as pocket scene.
5
I
“Casanova” 0923*. Gertrude LawBuben, who played Annand y
Norwood Smith. not quite as H tre. will be director this summer.
tb0Bgfk i^Tdream. by the Mostly
rence in -t andtengnt~ <tt823h
^gmaily opposite^ Sarah Bern- ? right^ph^icaBy as was^Bobert [ Carl E. Wagner will be stage manhardt in “Camille.” bowed to the Alda for the role of Sky Master- r ager for the Berks Players at the
.retfre
-*cene thus set,
tics” 0834". and Lynn Foutazme
mtrcdsemg each Passing of a generation and re- son. Is a vastly better singer, and Greenhills Theatre, Beading, Pa_,
Skinner
and Alfred Lnnt in “O Mistress g
. J£nZt nixveA on a staffed Indued as the hero's father, with thereby makes such numbers as J this summer. Bam begins operafn
Mine” fi2946^—ail belong to the
raie~ntSirr dignity. Maureen Stapleton did; the “ITi Know” and “Tve Never jing for 10 weeks June 29 with
'
present owner of the Empire, Mis. u ~f”L
her best, but being a full-blown Been in Love Before” duets with “Dark of the Moon” .LucOte LorMission DoB notably better^ tel^ White ^Bam Theatre, WestCiaire Friedas.
But c/the
woman, was miscSt as the wan
Presents “My Tune of Day” port. Conn..begins its summer seaommendaStoo of the theatre maoLadv of the Camfllias. Roddv Me‘
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good as" Miss Big-^JoTc* Faris, Nancy WeSs, Arthur
“Mister
on “If I Were Storch and Tfsn Bosley
much mu- Roberts." “The Country Girl” and
sic and even more comedy out of ‘"The Voice of the Turtle” will be
the initial three attracticns at the
«» r**lm
n
r
.
?S?
T
7ack
Prince as Nirejy-Ntcely.
A1 Bucks County Playhouse, New
as Benny Soutostreet and Hope. Pa., which begins operating
Dell Markee as Harry the Horse June 5.
on 10
are P
rjossiblv
toe
05-101? nor
not anite
qmie up
to me
A
uncanny level set by Stubby Kaye.
Tera
m
a| tee
Jofmny Silver and Tom Pedi. re- Berkshire Festival inappe2r
JJ
?r
£^
July, to narown system of daylight
Npecti^ly, Ind ^'re
rate the first New Englan d perAdams
fancy
that
toe
golden
balactress
81-year-old
time, and the
eROUgb
Still in their original
_
'
~ of the- Empire werelifte
- roles are
“rues
Pat Rooney as the acute
dift seem extraordinarily girlishly
WIth lfce
emb Cm aI S
BS Adams oId iUssio? veteran. Douglas Deane
preserred??
;
Other veterans exhumed past 1 ^iers'?if wired that she wornd al- as the third of the Tinhorn trio, «,*.
M^
cherish
Empire
toe
s
corners,
Tony Gardell as the bulky Angie
moments of glorv, with varying
sever “muffle magic the Ox, Netta Packer as toe Salsuccess. Probably’ the most skilled f for
Howard Lindsay and $ sounds.” Helen Hayes essayed toe j vation Army brass, and bull-voiced * vAimqvq qteaTrnuuc
artisans
ih^ t
I ever get to Heaven, B. S. Fully, not hoking it a bit as
Dorothy Stickney, their hair Sam..
ing scarlet once more, revived ^ expect to seethe Empire's stage
.
^ ^ ,s direction
George S Kaufman
?
omA eMfeXtmwnwnl
door
as
an
entrance
for actors ”
their Father and Yinnie baptismal
K
at
h
a
rine Cornell borrowed; ^oses none of its inventiveness on
S
Father.”
With
debate from “Life
a
visit,
and
Michael
Kidd’s
Hamlet's line: “We shall not look
,
It was, as Miss Skinner suggested,
ihz llpfek Whdurtyt.
adroit
Julie Harris
,
:
K«ng Harcy^d upon its like again.” ZrZJ£‘&
as full of fan
vitality aid humor.
a she could combinatioaof
Bess return to their hallowed aispatenea xne wisn mat
Jjr-t the oerfonnance a« a whole t
he
^ondarful
haunts at the White House.
inevitably lost some of its ?
™
THIS WEEK
Banymore
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intends to redecorate his
fittis^ly and hang them there
the Empire GaBery.”
H16 Qneen Mab speech from “Bofetehingly^ As a 1 6-year-old caun-i
In a snKj ar _ famiop. toe coBremeo
JuBet.” And Arnold Moss.
^jdg sunbonnet
tmn of iS Oidfasmpued portraits
a
cf strawberries, she reviving his Empire origination of
of Maude Adams that hang In the
from “Twelfth Night.” got
^
coquettishly at the Canadian , Kit
hfe™*
efoffntr ?ti live
nArrt_
downstairs
lounge—in
lttzgm
13 Tn/\nV
***&&>**Nmtowest governor, Peter Donat, » h*}°Z
5.
~
051
but
andience, stewed
equally quaint with his comment: P
“YcraYe a Jolly little interrogation S ** sentiment, gave a big mitt to
Shakespearian tomfoolery
AGENTS !
point.”
Miss Skinner introduced,
k*Sh pomt of sentiment was
fbi- woman
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AHaafic Transfer Caiapany
GEOSGE COHAMT
451 East 5% Street
12. Cafif.
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When this longnm theatrical
or|ginal edge.
,1
uwguKu
thg ref >r
Physicallv.
iT - .
garbed in the stylish
gown Feuer & Martin production looks r
histoiy-maker preemed at the Em- f
E?°. e
35 a costume for remarkably fresh.
pire on Nov. 8, 1939, Yabtety's
Hobe.
^.
[bee described Lindsay as over-:; Captain -Jinks of the Horse Marouged but “as firsfrate a thespian rines,” appended Ethel *Barryas he is a playwright” and Bliss more's telephoned ‘goodbye to the
(ZEEGFELD, N.Y.)
Stickney as “vivacious and ten- dear Empire.”
As alternate leads in “Porgy and
Thomas Mitchell, wearing toe
Except for the fact that
der.”
Bess,”
LeVern Hutcherson and
Lindsay was more appropriately cape and top hat Otis Skinner
Leonardos offer different
blanched of face, the description wore from “The Honor of the interpretations
‘ from those of Les"
iPamiiy- swaggered in. thwacked
still held“^1
T
Ms cane across the table, and bade
‘Carious ftnoasij*.
^S?,V.inn
J
Ijrfty
I
.farewell
by
repeating
that
actor's Q f
When “The Old Maid” bowed at
|
the^ Gershwin-Heyward folk
toe Empire on Jan. 7; 1935, Kauf first-act curtain oath. Bliss Skin- opera, which Blevins
vis and"
of Vasrerr dubbed Zoe Akins ner herself, repeatmg her walkon Robert Breen launched at toe Z:e^adaptation of the Edith Wbaifon ; hne when she bowed with her f eld in JIarcfa after an American
novel “that curious anomaly, a bad father at toe Empire in “Blood and European tour,
Whereas Scott, slight in build, ?
play which should make money.” and Sand,” on Sept. 20. 1921. deHe said Helen Menken as the Old livered it with verve: “The hull stressed Porgy's sensitivity. Hutcharson’s,
crippled beggar is more
can't
help
being a bull, can he?”
Maid “overstresses her points” and
with strength and nobil-t;^
Judith Anderson as the happy 'Mary Boland, begging the audience
44
;
well
as sensitivity, so that
them. to “help me from burstme intn
understresses
mother
haracter
bunds until his
«
tears.”
recalled
with tenderness
Jessie Royce Landis, who replaced
strikes
Miss Anderson in toe course of the how Charles Frohman had plucked Sto terrifiLimSrt
Trf topi
c
impact.
He
.5 Scott
•
-»n*r
.>
ingenue into cbHnfn
original run, was back as the her from m^enne
stardom and
wTA
in the vocal department, with a
Jbow John D«ra
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RED BARK THEATER
Bam Tfcea.ter and Cocktail

Bed

K

room

authentic Colonial
3 baths, oil heat, large
clog fctGTiel bcOding.
Somtaer theater'My equipped with a seating
capacity of 306. Has been operated
by sansmer stock company for sevecal years with excellent following.
CadktasL lounge in terrace, capacity
100 persons, fully equipped with bar,
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residence.

beer Cooler, seats, etc.
Property includes T9 acres, of land
with large frontage on Rte 9 Boston
Tumpixe"" in Westboxo. Liquor license. Property at present has an
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annually.
Excellent opportunity for issany purposes.
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elections are regularly |jg
problems. in the theatre.
problems
I places house in first-run policy
knows whereof be
{policy fol- to reflect the we-like-it 'public athe |mo^,s
he writes.
|
ccid in November.
"What’s
What's
this
world
coming
lowing
-flowing
I
Abel.
AbeL
extensive
facelifting. Okay \titude. In the face of critical abuse,
|
I
Mirror noblesse- j $4500 or near. Previously on subse- «^ax” is headed for domestic distoveP*- : Joe
|
obliged its arch-rival, the N.Y. quent-run.
Bubble BarstiBg
Kane's Research
f
Itrihution revenue of $8 000 000
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, GraHarnett Kane has hopped to Eu- News, by latching on to the?
j
va hie success of the film ii
rope and wffibe there till the end: News? stones quoting the N.Y. nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
thafLmat.
50-75)
1,217;
“Sheltering
the European cops’ gnpes.Jifinor long has been 700;
I of July, researching
aspects of Confederate history, a doing a pitch for New York's "fin- f Palms” (20th) and "Invaders from
KL!?"
iSivJS
tory
*“
e
Anny>
chalked
book planned to follow "The Lady esL but the New^ vox-pop quotes | Mars’’ (20th). Mild $11,000. Last U ’ s 3<w uw
ba*:?frau.
P_ >
'
week, “Lone Hand” (U) and “Lady
..
.
iiof Arlington,” a novel based on by the cops went a step farther.
ln
to a more widened demonstraaemonstrato the first field, Macfadden’s is
f
Slink” (Hen/,
ditto
Felix Jackson, who will take Wants Mink”
(RepL ditto.
the life of Mrs. Robert s Lee.
f
*>-" g Climax with its fifth issue on
bon of audience preferences, every
Vogue TGolden) (550; 65-85)
“Dear Dorothy Bix.” which over the producer’s chores on
toe stands and also Impact, With
wrote with Ella Arthur, 1st “Studio One” next fall, has fin-f "Magic Box” (Indie) (2d wk). Slinri major circuit in the country has
Kane
5hS tflird issue
indicated readiness to retool for
on the stands cur- feeing eved by Helen Hayes for ished a novel on the effect of Con- $1500. Last week, $1500.
—
fgressiaoal investigative bodies on
I widescreen (CfnemaScope, for exAt least a half dozen of next season on Broadway.
other 30 men’s adventure mags
some
people. Simon & Schuster
ample),
and abemt 1500 houses al„
..
J
.
|^ad given Jackson an advance and
have burgeoned up in "the j
ready are equipped to show" 3-D
Mervyn LeRe^S OK Book
year
will
JKubably
publish
the
in
are
book
5
in
trouble.
also
be
to
*fv
jlervyn LeRoy's “It Takes More?
! product
A-.*:ed for the whyfor of his two J
(Continued from page 111
Lecmard Goldenson. president of
Than Talent” iKncpf; $356», “as [toe fall or next spring.
n ags’ demise, Macfadden’s
It looks like the House probe “Serpent of Nile” (Col* and “G
edi-fttold to Alyce Canfield,” indicates!
r-r, si director
Ed Fitzgerald said: *h*t Ms amannenris is not lacking into allegedly obscene and porono- Wall” (Col). DrOooy $7500. J
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Goidenson summed up: "The
esd to established mags.”
He Jail its facets, and many a studio newal of fbe obscene literature Last week, “Sheltering Palms”
that Macfadden’s -^ga mate worker wfll learn plenty about the inquiry staged last year by Rep. t20th) and “Bad Blonde” (Lip), public’s support is our barometer;
“
**”
1
“*“* the
***
I
critics say/
nob
what
Ark.).
Ezekiel
the
Cathings
(D,
within
$7,000.
mag started
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of
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sets for Fernandel-Zasa Gabor pic,
Hollywood
“Public Enemy No. I," which is
and/or with guests froat their new
house.
tut 78th St. town
laid in the U. S.
Tex Ritter to Texas for a month's
, ,
Bcwritm?
Buri Ives her* to phsy several
director Dttid J. Greene
BKO
Pie production of Yves Mirande s tour.
to Lem the points to his Great Keek, 1*1, com- Festival Hall concerts and a series 40-year-old farce,
“Runner of
Dot* Sch«y
Scoop Cordon back from biz trio
how nus-g ot British Broadcasting Corp. en- Maxim's** to have star cast headed to N.Y.
of **«"
evident* *«.
Coatt Sunday <31>.
.Rraunitr
munity as rviueuc*
,
the
I
brings
Hubert
duals
gagements.
ot
Heflin to Casper, Wyo., to
by Jean Debucourt of Comedieifetm aeneral counsel
Van
Martin Carol planed here from Francaise.
a«fchi ©ff to London to attend the «a* feature to X(k20 or 10:30 pjnplug “Shane.”
,
The Wall Street broker observes* *,
Gerard Philipe, now filming in
Blue planed to Cleveland
Ben
donation.
the
Mexico with Michele Morgan, to to start pjz> tour.
and treasurer “Even if they warms jj©;to by comedy, ^AdonUe Creatines,
t'j**w*£ veenee
the *dea
the Cuixon last week.
Rubin celebrating 30
go into “M. BIpois and the NemeBenny
rJ£!Z c MoS&wtts bade from a { movies it discouragespicture
at a
Koberi dark, exec producer for sis" pic to be shot in England years in showbiz.
cm .the *B*
| putting
yijnda vacation.
choicer time than the 'A' which Associated British Picture Corp, at under direction of Rene ClementRita Hayworth bought the Jesse
<*KK*eho
Elstree. tossed welcome-home paryou realty would like to see.”
Daniele Delorme, who lost her Lasky hous4 in Brentwood.
F^Allem Meredith WmsonJ
** Audrey Hepburn,
rep theatre group, the ComedieMichel Kraike back to work
good baseball) hers extending ms
proceeds of a Coronation Caumartin, and had her pic with Screen Gems following surgery. for
KeniBf Marguerite Piazza,
AH
Gotham soyaurn.
Kenneth Ranghart, Garry Moore j gad* at Siegi's Club are to be given Jean Renoir, “The Poachers, put
Jerry Devine in from Ireland
Loins
possibly Sid Caesar (if he j jbe National Playing Fields Assn, off indefinitely, heads for China where he scouted film locations.
Former boring (tap Joe «*left for Europe by then) 0f which the Puke of Edinburgh is for a film chore; then will do
this week begins a tour of lay
« hasn't
Anne Francis sprained an ankle
participate in a musical-recita- 1 prexy.
lex promoting the mdie biopic*
one in Italy on her way back.
while making a personal appearworkj!
presentatSon of what the work
Frederick Knott, author of “Dial
“Joe
Joe Louis Story.*”
tive presentation
_ | the
ance.
of *M* for Murder.*’ planes to HollyT^sdt dx Michael C'S3*ea joined Df the National Conference
Allen Rivkin appointed to han-* the
monthly Christiana & Jews performs, at
wood at the end of month for condle publicity for Screen Writers
stati cf lEside TV, new
Guild, for free.
fan mag, to do a gossip column June 2 NCCJ dinner to former 1 fabs with Warner Studio execs on
Vice-President Alfaen W, Barkley the screen version.
Maureen O’Sullivan awarded
tagged Telescoops.
By Hal V. Cohen
Waldorf-Astoria.
Show biz people who came in
Novel-Ites open month's date at medal of St. John of Jerusalem for
Marilyn Erskine, wboportrays at the
last week on the Queen Mary in- Ankara June 1.
her charity work.
Ida Cantor, due in Gotham tins
clude Jules C. Stein, the MCA topBros.
Jack Carson cancelled two weeks
Rose Leibhart, WB exchange
week to help plug Warner
”
per; Kay Harrison, Technicolor booker, recuperating after opera- of stock at Hinsdale, HL, to work
Berlin
“The Eddie Cantor Story
Bergen.
Edgar
chief
and
London
in
Paramount's “Red Gaiters.”
in
tion.
_ .
_
Marjory Rose Davis, younger
By .Hans Hoehn
Clarence Derwent Awards, valCharles Kosher retiring after 44
Ernie MotyL ex-Carnegie Tech
daughter of bandleader amd Mrs.
best support- draunat, joined Biow Agency in years as a cameraman on complefor
each,
film
$140
curued
at
studios
Berlin's
West
Davis, will marry Robert F
Meyer
*
w_.
Mami* vn iti. .J** aS3S**l Ml c*ead<£ ing performance In 1952-53 season, N Y
tion of Metro’s “Kiss Me Kate.”
^
fOtuQO, OS
Vnrhnmcrln' conductPrtrtduri
won by Brenda de Banzie (“MurWilhelm Furfcwaengler
Rand Harper returns to active
Civic Light Opera tagged Robgust.
the Berlin Philharmonic May der Mistaken”) apd Ernest Clark ert Alda for William Gaxton role duty in Air Force Reserve when
ing
Eddie
Danny Kaye move over:
(“Escapade”).
17-19.
Purchase/'
_
“Louisiana
finishes his role in “Red Garhe
in
Fisher's impact on Princess MargaEddie Fisher, who has just finof operators ters ”
Leopoldine Konstantin currently
Dym, ^ one
Leo
Pvt.
^
m
i 1 ^ a/ Djb.
Of of —Royal
one
was
*
«-*
ret and other royalty, at a London in “Mrs. Warren's Trade** at Hebbel ished at Palladium date,
basic
his
takin
Ballroom,
McHlvaine will be guest
Jane
g
7
charity fete, got a strong world Theatre.
stars at the Red. White and Blue at
Gordon, Ga.
speaker at annual meeting of Mo«*- Dorchester
flWvA.efM. Hotel,
TTntai and i
press.
Ludwig Suthaus from Staedtische ball at the
Ferris and Scott Ed- tion Picture Alliance for the PresKay Ross, ex-WJR, Mroit, .Opera House invited to Convent sang a request number for Prin- wards added to resident company ervation of American. Ideals.
cess Margaret.'
and WGAR, Cleve- | Garden Opera, London.
For the fifth consecutive *year,
KMPC, L.
at White Bara Theatre.
the
for me
Wilbur Evans, co-fetar of London
SL^flumonnced "Bad and the
tF.Sb.fl
XL
John Geary and his wife, Bar- Charles Brhckett was elected prexy
land px, now dittoing tor
Biltmore, Park Lane and Barclay Beautiful’ tM-G) as latest entry production of “South Pacific” at bara, will join summer opera com- of the Academy of Motion Picture
for the forthcoming Berlin pic fete, the Drury Lane, signed to play pany ensembles after Playhouse Arts and Sciences by unanimous
Hotels.
role of U.S. Ambassador in British musical closes.
vote of the board of governors.
ioe (Rub and Outpost yheatee ope film, “Millio n Pound Bank Note,”
Local playwright Rosemary
day last week; sponsored Special starring Gregory Peck.
Casey's new one, “Late Love,”
bought for Broadway next season
Scotland
U. S. jEnteriainment
by Michael Abbott.
By Gordon Irving
Director, pining role in. “Light Up
Sun-Telegraph women’s editor
Philadelphia
t rri> Bky " jjaedcan Little TheaMarion Leslie pinch-hitting for
Gaiety Theatre, Ayr, shuttered
By Jerry Gaghan
tre’s oroduction.
Gloria Abdou for one week on! for Coronation brushup.
A1 Baker, formerly with the Park WCAE while latter's vacationing.
About 200,000 Berliners saw
Palaceuzn cinema, Glasgow, once
I “Holiday on Ice,” which ran four t Ave. Jesters, heading up own unit,
a musichall, gutted by fire.
chlef Ben KaTmenson.
weeks and four days at the 7,000- | trio called the Funatics.
Allan Jones topping vaude at
Alice McNaughton, daughter of seat Sportpalast.
Eddie Dowling slated to open
Empire Theatre, Edinburgh.
Minneapolis
the late Alice Lloyd and Tom Me-i
Schlosspark Theatre preemed lawn fete for Fitzgerald-Mercy
Popplewell Family opening 1953
England, visit- Max Prod’s “The Castle,” with Hospital, Darby, Pa., June 4.
Naughton, in fro
summer stint with revue at Gaiety,
By Les Rees
Ingrid
Joe Widra, former record shop) Henry Busse into Prom Ball- AyT.
ing Mr. and Mrs. Harry McNaugh- Wilhelm Borchert and
L
proprietor, has joined staff of!
ton at Manhasset;
Andree in the leads.
for one-nighter.
Glasgow Citizens* Theatre
im Sands & Naban, theatrical booking room
— ~ “Spiel
Franz
^
ex-Iegiter
—
nr mwaa,
...
r——- Molnar’s
Lawrence Winters,
Jjawicwx
Prom Ballroom had Ray An- launching 10th anni season in
with
Komoedie,
opened
at
agency.
and New York City Opera Co. bari- 1 Schloss”
thony for one-nighter.
October.
Germantown’s Milton Odenheimtone, left SF. Y. Monday (25), byfHanna Rucker and Albrecht
Hotel Radisson Flame Room
Renee Houston, Scot-born comeer has switched operations to At- holding over singer Felix Knight.
air for a 10-week concert tour of B Scfaoenbals in the leads.
dienne, heading vaude at Paisley
“Locked Rooms,” first Graham lantic City, purchasing Seashell
Stan Kenton orch plays one- Theatre with her partner, Donald
seven European countries.
Greene play, in Berlin, opened at Musical Bar.
nighter at Excelsior Park ballroom Stewart.
Russell Sage College, Troy. N. Y., Theatre
am Kurfuerstendamm, Savannah Churchill filling in May
27.
Alec Frutin, Glasgow vaude imwill confer an honorary degree of with Tilla Durfenx in the lead.
spot* originally slated^for Billie
Minnesota U. Studio Theatre presario, and cinema exhib, will
doctor of letters on choreographer
Berliners and Americans com- Holiday, in jazz concert at Acad- offered the Moliere farce, “Doctor [ o.o. circus and vaude talent while
and author Agnes de Mille, at its bine talents in the Array-sponsored emy of Music May 29.
in Spite of Himself.”
on July vacation in Madeira.
36th commencement Sunday (31). musical, "Berlin Ballyhoo,” which
D’Andrea Sisters were hasty reArthur Gaines, vet Minneapolis
James Copeland. Scot character
* Molly
and Charley (21) Berns will opened 'May 2L at Outpost placements in Celebrity Room for Symphony manager, in Abbott aCtor, inked for role in Ealing's
feteing their son, Anthony David, Theatre.
dance team of Sandra and Helene. hospital after bring stricken with “All .In the Same Boat,” about
on his 13th birthday June 20 with
XL S. pix currently at local preem Sandra King fractured ankle last heart attack.
little ships on the Firth of Clyde.
a luncheon reception at 21 Club houses include “Wild North” (M-Gl, weekend.
Opera Co/sa
Civic v/p'ci.a
Minneapolis oivic
Maurice Cowan, producer, and
following the religious ceremony. “Kangaroo” (20th), “Savage Horde”
Vocalist Harvey Allen, at the trademark for scheduled summer Joan Collins, who has a star part,
Paramount tossing a press cock- (Rep), “Men of Boys Town” (M-GL Lexington Casino, stricken with ap- presentations in Lake Harriet to Edinburgh and Glasgow for perU
tailery for Tony Curtis and his “Texas Rangers” (Small) and “The jjpendicitis and had to be rushed municipal park is popcorn opera sonals in connection* with new
to Frankford Hospital for emerg- season.”
wife, Janet Leigh, at the Sherry Big Lift” C20th),
British film, “Turn the Key Softly.”
as
(Thurs.)
tomorrow
ency
operation.
Netherland
Manager Jimmy Nederlander of Joan will go to Majorca for location
”
A1 Dow, of New York, negotiat- Lyceum, legit roadshow house, off work* on new comedy, “Our Girl
part of the buildup for “HoudinL
ing with Emanuel Romm, local at- to -Detroit, Mich., for summer and Friday.”
AvstraSa
Jack L. Warner Visited with
torney and theatrical rep, for bur- will help handle “South Pacific”
President Eisenhower at the White
By Erie Gorrick
lesque this summer at Million engagement at his father’s theatre,
House last Friday (22) in advance Ema Sack will do concert tour Dollar Pier, Atlantic City.
the Shubert.
Tokyo
of the White House Protographers
Tait.
N.
and
J.
for
June
here
in
Dorothy Green, treasurer of LyAssn, annnftl dinn er to the PresiBy Richard H. Larsh
Hoyts film loop signatures with
ceum, local legit roadshow house,
dent.
Mme. Marie Louise Damia, ParRKO for “Hans Christian Anderresigned to join her husband, EmChicago
Film actress Merle Oberon off to sen.”
mett Callahan, “Guys and Dolls” isian chanteuse, here for series of
Europe yesterday (Tues.) on the
recitals in Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto,
Eric Williams, longtime Ealing
.Johnny Desmond is doing
company
manager.
were
They
Queen Mary. Also" TV femcee Ar- rep here, returned to his London day date at Chez Paree as top at- married April 15 in Oklahoma Nagoya and Fukuoka.
_!•
X
lene Frauds, vocalist Eve Turner base.
Ministry of International Trade
traction
City.
and comedy team of Betty and Jane
London Films set “Gilbert-SulMetro has tied up midwest
and Industry subsidizing local TV
Keane.
livan” for major date over the preem of “Lili” with Chicago
set manufacturers to the tune of
Marian Anderson sang for 30 Hoyts* loop.
Heart Fund.
$16,700 to bring nation’s set pro.
India
i Vf
minutes before Empress Nagako
specifies that
Wirth’s Circus winding up solid
Victor Borge in city m akin g
ductiea up.
key
14last
plays
Tokyo
in
and her two children
run in Sydney; now
sales film Tor Crosley Corp. at
Theatres in Calcutta starting production be confined to 12 to
week; first time Japan's imperial country zones.
Kling Studios.
current popudespite
inch
screens
,
with Metro have begun to cut adninth
its
in
its
guest
in
Negro
Pacific”
“South
court has had a
World preem of “City That mission scales ,in an effort to build larity of 17-inchers.
2,600-year history.
month at His Majestys, Melbourne, Never^ Sleeps/’ filmed in Chicago, attendance.
Prompted by John Huston’s sucto be" held here June 3 at the
Sol Hurok, who -Sailed to Eu- for J. C. Williamson.
Madras government ordered the- cess with color advisor Elisofon in
Nightclub biz on upbeat as winter Roosevelt.
making
“Moulin Rouge” (UAV
rope Friday (22). will sked a Euroatres not to use loudspeakers or
Leo Zabelin (Zabe), Chi Vari- other appliances to broadcast rec- Daiei Studios hired celebrated
pean visit of the Agnes de Mille season gets under way. it is mostly
ety staffer for the last seven years, ords outside their premises.
painter Sanzo Wada, a member of
Dance Theatre, following the new local talent presently.
Ealing’s “The Cruel Sea” set for resigned to become assistant to
American company's first coast-toEarnings on foreign films showed Japan Art Academy, to supervise
play-dates oyer Greater Union the publisher of Downbeat Starts
Eastcoast tour next season.
a decline last year over 1951. While color effects on studio’s first
circuit next month.
Theatres
new job June 1.
Hollywood
remittances in 1951 stood at $850,- man Kodacolor tinter.
Preminger,
Ingo
estobnewly
Batch
of
dor,
stars
here
Poly
Nippon
to
partici.
with
000, they were only $710,000 last
agent-brother of Otto, east
pate in Irving Kupcinet’s two-day year.
lished
diskery affiliated with
“Magic Carpet,” TV package startelethon and for Italian Welfare
Pakistan Theatres asked to close Deutsche Gramophone Gm.b.H.,
San Francisco
ring Paul Henreid. Incidentally,
Council's benefit at Chicago Sta- down because of lack of film start- now releasing pressings from the
Jerry Horwin has joined PremingBy Ted Friend
dium, among them being Bob ing May 15. Closure postponed, German classical repertoire. Comer’s 10%ery on the Coast.
Blackthe
Hope, Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis, however, until representations of pany also plans to bring German
Johnny Hodges into
Coras y Danzas de Espana, bdWlu
Frankie Laine, Gloria De Haven trade are looked into by the* gov- concert stars here for public apflamenco dance troupe, under
to
'to
Stanford
and Ralph ‘Marterie’s orch.
Leroy
Mervyn
pearances starting off with pianist
ernment.
management of Harry L. Sokol, to gander “Frisco '49/'
Understood that regional censor Wilhelm Kempff.
make U. S. debut at Carnegie Hall
Bisbee new treasurer at
Darvin
boards have been alerted to disJune 4-5, with first night net pro- Golden Gate Theatre.
Paris
courage dubbing of foreign picceeds to the Runyon Cancer Fund.
“Ice Follies of *53” set for WinFire Island
Pic
mags
here^ devoting an issue tures into the Indian languages.
Steve Allen was tested by Colum- terland opening July i.
Censorship rules likely will apply
By Robert Lantx
bia to play a TV emcee in the new
Rickey, vet Frisco restaurateur, to 3-D,
Marcel
Idzkowsld
appointed to Indian pictures no matter in
The Jimmy Stroocks had a large
Judy Holliday picture, and re- feted press at Skyline Ranch
press agent of Comedie-Frarfcaise. what language version.
turned in time for his Sunday night shindig.
houseparty.
Barney
Balaban,
George
Arthur
Freed
stint on “What's My Line?”
Anne Jeffreys and Robert SterPeter Capells expected for DecCukor production will be filmed ling playing Venetian Room of the and Hairy Popkin all here vacaoration weekend.
„
tioning.
in N. Y.
Fairmont Hotel.
Louis de Wohl, novelist, sails for
Ireland
Sonja Henie Ice Revue getting
N. Y. to Coronationers this week:
Europe in the Vulcania, May 27.
By
MaxweQ
Sweeney
crix
praise
here,
Mildred
and
and
Bob
due
for good
Hedda Hopper,
Bea Lillie to visit her and
Carl Rosa Opera Co. stated for
three weekrun.
Barron Polan, Mrs.
.Considine,
Portland, Ore.
Fannie Brice’s old haunts before
Jean Goldwurm back to 17. S. fall season in Belfast.
Polan, personal
Leonard Lyons.
for Europe.
leaving
Ballet Jooss to Germany ^ after
orbing a guv/u
after uiuuig
good uuuiuci'.
number, ui
of
Jack Matlack opened publicity qavca
manager for Julie Wilson* and Jane
Hedy Lamarr postponed her jsu
French pix for possible U. S. re- short season at Olympia, Dublin,
Morgan, currently in London, plans office here.
sun
at the last second, is
rope
trip
Brendan Smith Productions
The Colleens and The High- lease.
a Spain hop with the Considines
to lea\e
Opening of hew Lido show post- paeted for strawhat season at But- on the Coast, but expects
towers topping Amato's Supper
directly after the Jan. 2 fete.
two.
or
week
next
the
within
poned from May 28 to June 5, so linz Mosney Holiday Camp,
Ed (Ac Pegeen) Fitzgerald faces Club.
Ocean Beach and Seaview getGeorge and Mary Amato moved preem, can be held after the Coro-| Anew McMaster playing lead in
a second operation tomorrow
Shekespeare’s “King Lear” in stix ting ready for the season. With
(Thurs.) for kidney stones at Lenox to a bigger location, new spot seat- nation.
tour:
scheduled
or apartments taken by tne
for
Dublin
later,
houses
Edith
Piaf-Jacques
Pills
recital
nearly
500.
Hill hosp. No visitors or phone ing
Philip Rooney, features editor Herman Shumlins, David AJ exa^’
“Ice Follies of 1953” closed two- getting an additional 10 performcalls, but he's handling beaucoup
Cooper. Lee RogaJ*
Irish
News
Agency,
Hal
Theatre
due
named
to
head
der,
ances
at
Marigny
here
Sunday
Arena
last
the
week
run
at
greeting cards and fad mail. His
scripting division of Radio Eireann, Charles Kebbe, Herman Woux,
wife, Pegeen. is handling their (17). Cast taking six-week vacation to sock bit.
FM
Manning.
state-run
here
setup.
Gorelik
to
Jack
Modecai
do
Follies.
starting
1954
the
regular WABC morning senes sole before
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and Mary and Jack nary

Marion. Davies

chairs and balancing atop
them. Climax comps when chairs

}

Picfeford.

OBITUARIES

STANLEY

J.

STRAUSS

Stanley

RKO

J,
Strauss, 26,
for New Mexico, was
killed instantly May 17 when his
car missed a turn on a mountain
road near Denver. Before joining
he was manager of the Rialto,

salesman

FREDERICK JACKSON

JOHN

H. STENGER, JR.

John Henry Stenger, Jr., 57, liand chief engineer of

Frederick Jackson, 67, stage,
screen, TV and mag writer, died
22 in Hollyof a heart attack May

censee

|
'

WBAX,
May 18

-

-

MARRIAGES

|
i

Muriel Lanahan to Leo Greenpyramid style,!
while one of the males climbs with field, New York, May 24. Bride
has
been with Ted Baldwin Assothe mounting pile and balances on
Three, four, five. ciates; groom is Universal-Internathe summit.
tional
manager in Albany and his
six chairs .are added, the while
father owned theatres in
thrills gather and audience gasps late
Brooklyn.
when column appears to sway. The
Ruth Barbara Winokoor to Berclimbing balancer increases chairs
Albe^ N. Y., May 24 .Bride
Sffl nineTre lied up. sJlid and
CBS, he s radio-T\ director
relieved mitting greets this feat, ,s
e
at* agency.
is
not
relaxed
but audience tension
v? F®;*
\ lcj^ Becceto Frank Mancmi,
yet, as climber had to hand down
s a staffer
and
climb
the chairs to partner
built

are

j
!

RKO

up

in.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., died Denver.
in that city.
A pioneer Survived by his wife, mother and
wood. He had authored over 60
.
.
plays, the latest, of which was in wireless telegraphy and radio a sister.
London
station
current
operation,
received
a
his
he
Charles,”
‘•Dear
ANDREW JACKSON 4TH
Play ^as a flop when orig- first amateur wireless operator’s
hit
VVJVlvY04
j*
t
Andrew Jackson 4th, 66, film down hifTisolf
inally done on Broadway in 1944 license in 1910 at the age of 14.
a 1 ?»
ilce
t0
Act is breath-catching, and is T ®keilah Ka
J}
In May, 1922, after obtaining his character actor and great-grandson
T?'^
f? A He
under the title “Slightly Scan*-*os Angeles, May 24.
s a Hollyand
vaude,
video
bet
for
solid
London
prelicense
from
its
the
he
built
Andrew
to
FCC,
of
President
Jackson,
died
Prior
dalous.”
WO
agent.
niteries.
Act.
which
is
high-domed
y
sentation and after folding on WBAX, which he put on the air May 23 in Los Angeles.
** ean Lomax to A. W. H. Ward,
Jackson’s most recent role was German, is smartly garbed in blue Blackburn, England, recently. He
Broadway the play was translated and continued to operate until his
Gord
that of a senator in 20th’s “The pants and skirts.
into French and was a hit in Paris death.
is chairman of Morecambe ReperdTEdouard.”
President’s
Lady.”
Ehfants
as “Les
tory Theatre.
THEODORE J. GOULD
Jo Ann Law to Lt, Gilbert
CELESTINE
Jackson began writing for mags
Mrs. Carl S. (Elsie) Harris, 61, Songs
Gjertsen, Amityville, N. Y.. May
Theodore J. Gould, 61, general
in 1905 and in 1912 for films. He
23.
Bride’s father is publicist
penned many Pearl White serials sales manager for Metro in Can- retired screen actress, died May 17 20 Mins.
a Village Vanguard, N.Y.
Frank Law.
and in later years screenplayed ada, died May 23 in Toronto. Fol- j at her Hollywood home after
long
illness. Husband, three sons
Fargo,”
‘"Wells
as
Army
lowing
service
with
the
U.
S.
Celestine
Gamory
is
features
Negro
a
such
Calypso singer okay for specialized
“Stormy Weather,** ‘Two Tickets during World War I, he became and two daughters survive.
cafe spots. Although his pipes are
to Heaven” and “Hi Diddle Did- branch manager of Regal Films,
Mrs. Kate Rider Baskervillc, 93, only fair, he has an infectious
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Holt, Jr., son,
His plays included “The Winnipeg, org which distributed
dle/’
former concert pianist, died May rhythm attack, in the authentic Hollywood, May 18. Father is asBishop Misbehaves,” “School for Metro films and later switched to
Pasadena,
Cal.
She
a
19
in
leaves
sistant business manager for Nat
Trinidad genre.
Metro title. In 1939 he was
\ the
Routine is comprised Of a half-! Holt, Sr.
transferred to Toronto as general daughter, 11 grandchildren and 16
great-grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Perutz, son,
In Loving Memory
dozen Calypso numbers which he ?
sales manager for Canada.
delivers with a naive charm. Best New York, May 21. Mother is Lila
Wife and a daughter survive.
of My Dear HujJ>antd
Rev. John A. Castilli, 69, church of the group is the “Bing Crosby Livingston, New York manager of
music composer, who had also ap- Cavalcade,” an amusing medley of Margaret Ettinger publicity firm;
FERNANDA DORIA
H. GRIFFITH
peared on .radio as a singer and Der B ingle's old hits set to native father is photographer.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lee, daughHerm.
tempo.
Who Died December •« 1952
i
and a son survive.
ter, Dallas, May 15. Father is sales
in Washington. She had sung conmanager of WFAA-TV there.
FRANCES GRIFFITH
tralto roles with Philadelphia and
Mr. and Mrs. John Penn, daughJack Harvey, 79, stage dancer
Si
Chicago opera companies and had and champion clog
Father
ter, Pittsburgh, May 17.
dancer, died in
Investment
Husbands,** “Hole in the Wall” and also appeared with European opera Glasgow May 10. He had been in/
manages Carlton House there.
groups. One of the first stars of show business for 70 years.
“The King’s Messenger.”
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dabney,
Continued from page 3
May 19.
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
Jackson collaborated on some the Chicago Civic Opera broadappeared in conMerril Rogers and casts,
plavs with
Lieut Herbert R. Sage, 62, CBS Artists has a tentative deal with Father is with Ketchum-McLeod^ she_N.T had
Plains,
and
White
eerts
Y.
20th
for
use
of
the
Cinemascope
agency.
Grove
ad
name
of
the
under
others
died
v.rote
years,’
poUce officer Jor
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Kyle, son.
In 1935 he opVictor Thorne.
May 19 in Hollywood. Wife and! lens, but it was conditioned on
She retired about 20 years ago. two sons survive.
20th*s approval of script and story May 23, N.Y. Mother is Betty Comerated a summer theatre in Westand AA “hasn’t come up with an den, lyricist* and librettist in colChester where he put on nine of
iaboration with Adolph Green.
WILLIAM P. FOX
his plays.
Mother, 95, of Louis J. Witte, accbptable script,” he stated.
Cinemascope lens situation is , Mr.^and^Mrs. Paul Sokol, daughWilliam P. Fox, for 40 years head of the mechanical effects deC
head electrician at the now de- partment at 20th-Fox, died May 20 easing up, according to the 20th
BUTLER
a
“' c e
prexy, who said 3,500 theatres had
„ business associate of theatre
thSSo
Edward Butler, 55, who spent funct Adelphi Theatre (former jin Hollywood.
and
PhDadelphia.
died
Shubert
house)
by
now
applied
for
the
screen-lens
inheritthe
he
$iTo6o,000
of
much
Ernest Scrpentini, 59, oboist combination, the exact price of party agent Anne Herschkowitz.
12
that city. His last coned bn theatrical ventures, died in \ May
CunniJames
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
as stage manager at with the Cleveland Symphony for which hasn’t been determined yet.
a St. Louis hospital May 16 of in- nection was
son, daughter, May 23, Mineola,
ion Kail which lasted 20 the last 24 years, died in Phila- Co^ 0 f Bausch & Lomb retooling
Convention
ternal hemorrhages. At the time
N.Y. Father is N.Y. transcription
years, retiring from the post eight delphia. May 23.
[to turn
out the Cinemascope representative for RCA Victor
of his death he was president of
ago.
[prisms comes to about $2,000,000 custom record sales.
the Ticket Sellers, Local 744. He months
..
.
,,
tt--*
T Turcotte,
Wffe, * i, of Arthur J.
Survived by two sisters.
produced a musical show in the
being
^
footed by 20th. OpMr. and Mrs. Max Wilk, son.
New- and
former film exhibitor, died
a lenses
lancao May 22, N. Y. He’s the scripler on
1920s and toured the country. He
tical outfit is developing ti.
the
J. McNAMAKA
THOMAS
N.
H., May 20.
market,
Players,
Woodward
the
owned
also
electronically and expects to ship the 'Mama* TV series.
Thomas J. McNamara, vaude
a stock company that played the
40 camera lenses to 20th by May?
Mother, 70, of Jerry Herdan, of]
Louis, and performer, died May 21 in VetTheatre, St.
Empress
^
_
30.
5U Hoithe Herdan-Sherrell Agency,
...
. __
had" also served as treasurer of the jerans’ Hospital, Brooklyn.
__
Skouras laughed off as M ndicuiTO-nort Hiprl
May 22.
Hollywood Mav
died in Hnilvwnod
He appeared in vaude with lywood,
Henry W. Kiel (municipal) audiloos”
reports that the pair of CinePie Biz
|
[Sophie Tucker, Jim Harkins and
torium.
Edward M. Mears, 67, pioneer \ maScope projection lenses would
many others, and films with
His wife survives.
Cob tinned from page 1
sell
for
“I
very
doubt
$800.
much
icture electrician, died
motion picture
that we could sell a single lens for it showed a net of $137,867, and
May 20 in Los Angeles.
[
that price, considering the high American Broadcasting-Paramount
Father, 83, of Donald Peers, [cost of production,” he said. All- Theatres,
which
estimated
its
British singer, died in Ammanm- purpose Miracle Mirror screen consolidated operational earnings
[
ford, Wales, May 12.
will be sold at about $3 per square a t $1,480,000 as against a compar|
.
_ ... . foot, the 20th exec confirmee.
_
able $1,805,000 in *52. Combined
„
.
Mother of Jack Edge, Hrmsn j Qompany hopes to have between circuit net for the first quarter
Manchester,
^median, ijed
and 1^00 houses equipped was $1,805,361, a slight decrease
England, recentlj^
by the end of 1953. “The Robe,” from the $1,942,867 profit for the
j
first Cinemascope pic, is likely to same period last year.
Mother, 68, of Mrs. Belle Dow,
"around unuwi
Labor
ucpui
UU5 JLU1
U1C Ay
WCUiia
Reporting
for the
28 weeks
»:
booting” office!
Dow**bookinf
I the A. &: B. Dow
Day,” according to A1 Lichtman, ended March 28, *53 National Theadied May 20 in New York.
20th distribution topper.
tres
subsidiaries
and
its
announced
[
Asked whether 20th planned any net earnings
north
Sidney Owcnson, 68,
- * of $1,458,529, an ^1m^
t
xi
n
_ t
x; ^
the 2.66
to 1 ratio provement of $323,000 over *52.
George Mack
of England entertainer, died in modification
Elmer Bcldus
of CinemaScope, Skouras replied
Scarborough, England, recently.
Dividend payments for the firstwith an emphatic “no,” adding '53 quarter were substantially beLI
x «i
x
x
iiTtr
.
•
..
that it was most satisfactory. “W* 4ow the *52 level, amounting to
Billy Berry
Maxine March
can’t get the desired effects any $4,330,000 as against $9,481,000
other way,”
he asserted.
He last year, according to the U. S.
Aeis
,
Jean Blackburn
termed “unfortunate” the indus- Dept, of Commerce. Worst month
Renee
Continued from pace 99
try's present chaotic^state, but so far has been April. Best quarnumbers with dramatic and com- qualfied this by saying that it ter showing came from TechniPeanuts Bohn
Ben Reuben
edy overtones as befits the mate- might be all for the -best since color which, on a net of $896,838,
paid 94c per share campared to
rial. She opens smartly with the “the best system will prevail/’
rhythm tune, “I Don’t Care,” fol56c last year. Loew's per share
Norma Brown
You’re
plaintive
“After
Ripa
Bob
lows with a
earnings were up 13%, from 32c
Gone,” mops up with a ba6kwoods
last year to 36c in the first '53
Kid Chapman
comedy item, “Travellin* Man,”
L’Aftaire Dassin
{quarter. AB-UP dividend dropped
and sustains the clicko *pace with
Roy Rognan
from 55c last year to 35c. ParaContinued from pace 2
three or four more numbers for a
mount was up lc per share, to 59c
Chandler Christy
Herm.
begoff.
Dailies here have been for the first three months,
sources.
Jack Ross
spinning stories, which Dassin deGREYHOUNDS
BAUDY’S
nies, that he is soon going back
Joseph DeSantis
MONKEYS
to clear hllngifcl&
says he will
Lionel Royce
9 Mins.
go back as soon as he can, hut now
Players
Palace, N.Y.
Harold Diamond
News-*
woritf here first.
Continued from pace 3 ;
Monkeys he musthave
Baudy’s Greyhounds
"also faffed that propapers
have played fairs add circuses for ducer Bar is already working on a
A! Sobath
|
planning
location
are
studios
their
several years and are making
Ruth Donor
new pic for Dassin, and that vari- jaunts to Italy this summer,
debut in a Broadway house..' The
big
ous
Gallic
stars
have
volunstudios
Cinecitta
are
Rome’s
horse
six hounds simulate a liberty
Val Safata
Coburn Goodwin
routine, complete with precision teered to work in anything Dassin coming in for an usual amount of
willing
Bar
has
American
is
to
do
here.
defrom
the
attention
ring
curbless
formations around a
[
Junkets are expected to
for nied this.
scribes.
l with unison reanips and jumps
Christine Street
Ewen Hail
reach their peak in late summer.
climaxes. This is a well-broken
coincident with the opening of the
troupe and they look just right in
Leasing Switch
their red pom poms. It is hard to
Venice film fete at the end of
Tamara
Ed Hutchinson
In a switch from the usual, August.
imagine a more stylish “display of
U.
S. films are locationed
whereby
f its kind.
Participation of American playAfter the dogs have had their abroad, foreign interests will do a
productions is seen en»
Kay Tyly
Adelaide Joy
day, trainer Baudy brings “on one good part of the locale lensing of bancing the films’ market potential
^
sizzling/ aero “Public Enemy No. One,
monkey
for
little
which
\
here. Good example is “Ulysses,”
work, including a corking jockey has Fernandel and Zsa Zsa Gabor w hi ch pairs Kirk Douglas and SUEvelyn Wahl
Charlie King
bit with one of ttye pooches. Two in the leads, in New York. Jacques
/vana Mangano and is set for Paraother simians join, the array in a Bar, who’s producing the film in)
Par
release in the U. S.
stagecoach ride-around that's a association with American TV mount
Vern Wahl
Charlotte King
b as an interest in the pic. *
top-class
undoubted
howler. An
Foley, and i
F.
George
packager
pix
on
going
Among Hollywood
noveltv for all visual situations.
Miss Gabor are due in Gotham location in Italy this summer will
_ '
Trail.
William Joseph Walsh
George Krinog
four
Fernandel
will
follow
June 6.
»
be “AH Roads Lead to Rome”
days later for the camera work.
Metros starring Ava Gardner and
FIVE FERRES
-James Wider
“Enemy,” a satire on American Douglas; “Flame and the Flesh”
Emil Lennard
Balancing
gangsters, will be produced in < Metro, Lana Turner, Pier Angeli
If Mins.
versions—French, Italian and Douglas; “Storm Over the
three
Glasgow
Empire,
Young
Gay
Myles Lyons
—
with. Henry Yerneuil Nile,” Joan Bennett, and “William
- English*
*=*
Three men and two gals provide and
iTeU” Errol Flynn.
using 10 ordi- directing.
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(In Technicolor)
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